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Concurrent 1·e,olution adopted by the Ho-use of Representatives May 27, 1890, and by the
Senate June 17, 1890.
Resolved by the House of Repesentatives (the Senate concurrjng), That there be printed
of the report of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum for the years ending
June 30, 1888, and June 30, 1889, in two octavo volumes for each year, 16,000 copies;
of which 3,000 copies shall be for the use of the Senate, 6,000 for the use of the House
of Representatives, and 7,000 for the use of the Smithsonian Institution.
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REPORT OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1888.

SUBJECTS.

I. Report of the Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,
in charge of the National Museum, upon the condition and
progress of the Museum.
·
II. Reports of the Curators.
III. Papers illustrative of the collections in the U.S. National Museum.
IV. Bibliography.
V. List of accessions.
V

U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM,
UNDER DIRECTION OF THE SMl'l'HSONI.A.N lNS'rITU1.'ION1

Washington, August 1,. 188S.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the present
condition of the U. S. National Museum and upon the work accomplished in its various departments during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1888.
Very respectfully,
G. BROWN GOODE,
Assistant Secretary, in charge U. S. National Museum ..
Prof. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary, Smithsonian Institution.
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LXXXn. Mortuary vessels from Korea.
(Upper line, commencing at the left.)

FIG. 1. Earthen pot.sha.pe<l. vessel on stanu, with cover.

Slate-colored .
ware.
2. Earthen pot. Brownish gray ware, wa:ibed with a slate-colored
blip.
3. Earthen pot and cover. Dark browL1 ware, unglazed.
4. Earthen bowl on stanrl. Grayish hrown ware, uuglazecl outside.
5. Earthen pot. Grny ware, glazed.
(L()wer line, commencing at the left.)

FIG. 1.
2.
3.
4.

Earthen pot. Slate.colored ware, unglazed.
Earthen pot. Dark brown ware.
Earthen pot. Brown w_are, glazed.
Earthen pot. Yellowish gra.y ware, washed with a brown slip,
if not glaze<l.
5. Earthen pot. Gray ware, unglazed.
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LXXXIII. Mortuary vessels from Korea.
(Upper line, commencing at tho left.)

Earthen pot. Slate.colored ware, unglazed.
2. Earthen pot. Brown ware, glazed.
3. From photogrnph of specimen in the collection of P , L. J ouy.
4. Earth u pot. Brown ware, unglaze<l.
5. Earthen jar on tand.
late.colored ware, unglazed.
6. }rom photorrraph of specimen in th collection of P. L. Jooy.
7. Earth n bowl.
la.t ·Colored ware, wa be,1 t.Vith a yellow slip and
lightly fireu; unglazed.
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LXXXIII. Mortuary vessels from Korea-Continued.
(Lower line, commencing at the left.)

Fm. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
PLATE

From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jony.
From photograµh of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy.
From photograph of specimen iu the collect,ion of P. L. Jouy.
Eart,heu bowl on stand. Brown ware, washell with a brown slip.
From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jony.

LXXXIV.

Mortuary vesst'ls from Korea..
(Upper line, comrnendng at the left.)

FIG-. 1. Earthen cup on a stautl. Slate-colored ware, unglazed, au<l well
fired.
2. Earthen tazza with cover. Slate-colored ware, unglazed.
3. Eartbeu bowl on stantl with cover. Slate-colored ware, unglazed.
4. From photograph of specimen iu the collection of P. L. Jouy.
5. From pbotog-rnpb of speci111<111 in the collectio!} of P. L. Jouy.
6. Eart,hen tazza, without haudles. Slat,e-colored ware.
(Middle line, commencing at the left.)

FIG. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ea,rthen bowl on Htand with cover. ' Gray ware, lightly fired.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware, unglazed.
From photograph of specimen in the colle>Ction of P. L. Jouy.
E:1rthen tazza. SlatA-colored ware.

FIG. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
G.

Earthen tazza. Slate-colore<l ware, glazed a dark brown.
From photogrnph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware, unglazed,
Earthen tazza with cover. Slate-colored ware, glazed brown.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colore1l ware with a bronze glaze.
E11rthen tazza. Slat,e-colored ware, unglazed.

(Lower line, commencing at t.he left.)
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LXXXV.

Mortuary vessels from Korea.
(Upper line, commencing at the left.)

Fm. 1. From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy.
2. Eartlwn cover or lower. half of a, box. Dark red ware, washed
with a dark brown slip.
3. From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L . .T ouy.
4. From photograph of specimen in tlte collection of P. L. Jouy.
5. From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy.
(Middle line, commenciug at the left.)

FIG. 1. Eartheu bottle. Slate-colored war<", u~glazecl.
2. From photogrnph of Arecimen in the co ll ect ion of P. L. Jouy.
3. Eartheu cnp or tumuler. Gray ware, glazed dark ueown inside
and out.
4. Eartheu cnp with handle. Terracotta ware, unglazed.
5. From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy.
(Lower line, commencing at the left.)

FIG. 1. From photograph of specimen in the collection of P. L. Jouy,
2. From photograph of specimen iu the collection of P. L. Jo_u y.
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PLATE LXXXV. Mortuary vessels from Korea-Continued.
FIG. 3. Earthen flower-stand. Brown ware, unglazed.
4. Earthen bowl or cnpon stand, handled. Brow)'.! ,J,:o, washed outside with dark brown slip.
5. Earthen pot with handle. Brown ware, washell wit,h a <:late-colored slip.
PLATE LXXXVI. Vases and other objects in pottery shown -!'or comparison.
(Upper line, commencing at tlie left.)

FIG. 1. Earthen vase on a stand. Gray earthen ware, unglazed. Nara, Japan.
2. Earthen oil-bottle. Terra cot ta ware, glazed dark brown. Torai, Korea.
3. Earthen bottle. Terra r,otta ware, unglazed. Nara, Japan.
(Lower line, commencing at thfl left.)

FIG. 1. Roman mortuary pottery.
2. Swiss lake pottery. Yverdou, L. NenchMel.
3. Roman mortuary pottery. Corneto.
4. Etruscan tazza.
5. Roman mortuary pottery. Ovvieto.
Sketch Map of Southern Korea .................................... -·-·······
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A STUDY OF PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY. *
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4, 5. Flint points, worked to au edge; La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
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616
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Madelenian epoch.
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5, 6, 7. Points and harpoons made of reindeer horn; hole and
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lit for attachment to shaft. Southern France ....... .
Tb gr at •r number of the illu trations of European objects are taken from stand·
ar work on Anthropology, particularly those of Messn1. De Mortillet, Cantailhac,
a
J bn Evans.
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THE CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM
DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1888,
BY

G. BROWN Goomi:,

Assistant Secretary, Srnithsonian Institution, in charge of the National Museuni.

A.-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

In Jan nary, 1847, the first Board of Regents after many weeks of
consultation and deliberation over the plans for the organization of the
Smithsonian Institution unanimously voted the following resolution:
Resolved, That it is the intention of the act of Congress) and in accordance with the design of Mr. Srnrithson, as expressed in his will, that one of
the principal modes of executing the act and the trust, is the accnrnulation
of collections of specfrnens and objects of natural history and of elegant art,
and the gradual format-ion of a library of valuable works pertaining to all
departments of hurnan knowledge, to the end that ci copioits store-house of
materia.Z.~ of science, literalitre, and art may be provided 1 which shall excite and diffuse the love of learning among men, and shall assist the original
investigations_and efforts of those who may -aevote themselves to the pursuit
of any branch of knowledge.*
This was a high ideal for the future National Museum, but it is one
which it has been year after year more closely approaching, and it is
hoped that the present report will show that the work accomplished
during the fiscal year of 1887-'88 has brought us still nearer to its realization.
With the death of Professor Baird, August 19, 1887, the National
Museum passed from under the direction of the mind by which its ·
policy had been planned for many years. If his biography could be
properly written, it would include a foll history of the lYluseum, as well
as of the Fish Commission, and in minor degree of the Smithsonian Institution itself, for as secretary and assistant secretary he was associated
with nearly every phase of its activity during thirty-seven of its fortyone years of corporate existence . . With the Fish Commission, first of
all, his name is identified as its founder as well as its chief adminis.
* Report of Commi~te on Organization, p, 20
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·trator, and witlt the National Museum almost as closely, though less exclusively, since, though not its originator nor its sole director, bis
was, as has been said, for a Yery long time the master mind in its
management. His relation to it was very similar to that held by Sir
H~nry Cole to the great national establishment at South Kensington
in England, so well described in the volumes entitled '' Fifty Years of
Public Work," and recently published by his_§_on, Mr. Alan Cole.
With the death of Professor Baird the Museum must of necessity
enter upon a new r>eriod in its history, for bis successors, be they never
so desirous of 11erpetuating his policy, can not apply to its management
the same kind of supervision, nor the result of such a life-time of experience and obseryation.
Upon .the firm foundation which he has laid they must build a superstructure, harmonious in plan, but, it may be, different in proportions
and even in material. Their safest course must be not to work as he
did, under circumstances different from those which are henceforth to
exist, but to try to work as he would have done in connection with
t hese changed circumstances.
EARLY HISTORY OF THE MUSEUM.

The idea of ~ national museum in the city of Washington was first
suggeited by the Hon. Joel Roberts Poinsett, of South Carolina, Secretary of War under President Van Buren, who in 1840.organized, for
the purpose of establishing such a museum, a society called "The National Institution," afterwards" The National Institute," which was
.exceedingly prosperous and active for four years. By this Society t he
nucleus for a national museum was gathereu in tb.e Patent Office building
in Washington, and public opinion was educated to consider the establishment of such an institution worthy of the attention of the Government of the United States. In 1846, having failed in securing the
1mblic recognition at, which it aimed, and the Smithsonian Institution
being by its charter entitled to take possession of the extensive Government collections already af::sembled in its charge, the society became
.
torpid, aud eventually, in 1861, passed out of existence.
From 1844 to 1858, when the so-called" National Cabinet of Ouriositi 'S" 11as:e<.l into the charge of the· Smith oniau Institution, the term
'' National )In eum" wa. · in disuse. From that time onward, however,
it wa · u.· •(1 uuofiicially, io cle,'ignatc the collectious in the Smithsouiau buillling.
Aft r ih<~'
atio11al 'al,i11et" "as <leliYer 'd to the Regents, appro}lriation · w •re 111.ul • bJ Congre, · for its maintenance. During t he
tw •uty-t hree )'t•ar.- wllith follow •d, thecolleclion · were greatly increased
an w •1' 1uad · Ili<~ :nlij ·ct.- of 11umcfous important memoirs upon tile
m1turnl hi tmy HH<l ·tlrnology of .i. merica. 'rhe public balls,, ith their
ar~-. ug ·m •ut · f H' tlw c.·hibitiou of u. portion of tli ~ collectiou8, ~~l ·o re,
'PlY • • d t bare of att >utiou, aucl a · 'l'tai11 amouut of ·u ·tl'uctiou and
..L~
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pleasure was afforded to visitors. The appropriations, however, were
meagre, the space limited, and the staff was so inadequate that little
could be done except to keP-p the collections in good preservation.
The Exhibition of 1876 in Philadelphia was an event of great ed ucational importance to the people of the United States; and not the least
of its benefits were the lessons it-taught as to the possibilities for good
in public museums. The objects which flt the close of the Centennial
were given to the United States for its National Museum were of much
intrinsic value, but were still more important in that they led to the
erection of a large building for. the expansion of the Museum itself.
From 1876 to 1881 was a period of quiet preparation for future effort.
From 1881 to 1888, another period of sev·en yearR, its growth h:ts been
rapid, though the organism is still in its infancy. These seven years
have been years of experiment, hut jt is hoped that it is now evident to
the people and to Congress that the young museu~ is uow ready to
begin a promising progress toward maturity.
PROGRESS IN '.l'HE WORK OF THE MUSEUM.

Among the more important features of the work, up to the present
time, certain definite steps of progress have been taken, among the
most important of which may be mentioned:
(l) Au organization of the Museum staff has been effected-efficient
for present purposes and capable of expansion and extension as occasion ma,y require.
(2) Through the agency of this staff, the materials in the Museum,
the accumulations of nearly half a century, have bef"n examined, classified, ai1cl brought under control.
(3) The collections have been almost quadrupled in extent.
( 4) A beginning has been made toward the development of a
thoroughly labeled exhibition series, available for the instruction of
the public.
(5) A thorough study of tbe organizations and systems of classification in other museums throughout the world has been made, the results
of whi~h are beginning to appear in the work of the Museum staff. _A
report upon the great museums of the world is in preparation and will
soon be published.
·
(6) Many new methods of installation have been developed by experiments in the Museum, and in the expositions in which the Museum has
participated. Tbese are finding favor, and are being· adopted in many
similar establishments at home and abroad, and will certainly add to
the economy and success of our own administration.
(7) Science bas been forwarded by the publication of many hundreds
of pnpers...describing the materials in the Museum, while the work of
peci.alish; in the production of these papers has greatly improved the
significance and value of the collections.
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NECESSITY FOR A NATIONAL MUSEUM.

That the United States must have a National Museum is so evident
that the proposition needs no argument for its support.
Every considerable nation has a museum or group 'Of museums in its
capital city-centres of scientific and educ:;ttional activity-the treasure-houses of the nation, filled with memorials of national triumphs in
the fields of science, art, and industrial progress.
They are legitimate objects of national pride, for upon the character
of its museum and libraries intelligent persons visiting a country very
properly ba3e their judgment as to the nature and degree of the civilization of the people.
In most great cities, as I have said, there is a group of museums.
London, for instance, hasThe British Museum, with its collection of books and manuscripts, its galleries of
archmology, historic aml prehistoric, its collection of coins, pottery, sculpture, etc.
'l'he Natural History Museum (devoted to botany, mineralogy, and geology).
The South Kensington Mm;eum (arts and art-manufactures) :
The Bethnal Green Museum (industrial and decorative art).
The National Gallery of Art.
The National Portrait Gallery.
The Museum of Practical Geology.
Tho Museum of Economic Botany at Kew.
The Imperial Instttute ( commeree and na,tural 1:esources of t1e British Empire).
The Parkes Museum of Hygiene.
The India MuJeum.
The Patent Musem.
The Hunterian Museum (comparative anatomy).
The Museum of Naval Architecture.
The National Museum of Fisheries, and others.

Paris hasThe Museum of the Louvre (art and archmology).
The Luxembourg Museum (modern art).
'fhe Museum of Natural History and Comparative Anatomy in the Garden of Plants.
'l'he Geological Museum.
The Et1mological Museum at the Trocadero;
The Museum of Arts and Manufactures.
The Museum of the City of Paris.
The t. Germain Museum (French archmology).
The Cluny Mn enm ( co tu mes, fumi ture, and decoration ( 'l) ).
The Military ~luseum at the Hotel de Invalides.
The Guim t Mu enm (history of religion).
The Mn enm of Iarine Architecture in the Louvre.
'I'he Coll ction at the Gobelin and Sevres estal>lishments, and others.

<>rlin "' t.
t •r · Q.rg, and Vienna have irnilar group~, and so have
l r n · , hr~.'tin.nia, 'tockholm, Cop nllageu, Leyden, Brussels, l\fadrid u<la- •, tb oh , an<l. oth r national • tabli. hm nts.
I .,11 ml<l b orn in mind that _h •r in 7 a.,hington under the roofs
f th
'mith · 11iau a111 ...... •w Mu.· •tun building, are group d together
c >11 c; i 11 · which iu on 1on, I ari; or , ny otb r of the Europ an
" 1 i_' L , 1 ! pi >vid ·<l £ r m a gronp f mu· um .. , f r a, ·ommodatiug
1
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which a much larger number of equally commodious buildings is found
needful.
POSSIBILI1'IES OF '.l'IIE FUTURE.

It is possible, as I remarked in last ;year's report, to show that Washington may readily be made the seat of one of the greatest museums in
the world. It will perhaps be neither practicable nor desirable to
gather toget.ber in Washington collections of ancient medi~val art,
such as those which adorn the capitals of Europe; but a representathre
series of such objects will undoubtedly grow up, which shall tend to educate the public tai,te, and to promote, so far as possible, the study of the
elements of art and the history of civilization, as well as to forward the
growth of the arts of design. This having- been accomplished, the attention of the Museum should he directed mainly toward the exhibition
of the geology and natural history of America, and its natural resources,
to the preservation of memorials of its aboriginal inhabitants, and the
exposition of "the arts and industries of America.
It is evident that the National Museum of the United States will of
necessity have features peculiar to itself, developed in response to the
peculiar needs of the people of this continent. It should be remembered
that the national collections of every principal European nation are divided into several groups, each under separate administration, though
often within the general control of some central authority.
France,
for instance, most of the museums are under the .Ministry of Public-Instruction, and in England, to a less extent, under the Department of
Science and Art.
In the great European capitals the public collections are scattered
through various parts of th~ cities, in museums with distinctive names
and independent in their organizations. Much of the work which should
properly be done by such museums is omitted, because no one of them
has seen fit to un<lertake it; while, on the other hand, much labor is du- .
plicated, which is perh,1ps equally unfortunate, collections of similar
· scope and purpose being maintained in differeut parts of the same city.
Oue of the chief objections to such division_of effort is that much of the
value of large collections in any department is lost by failure to concentrate them where they may be studied and compared side by side. In
Washington the national collections are all, without exception. concentra,ted in one group of buildings. The Army' Medical Museum: now occupies a building side by side with those under the control of the Smithsonian Institution, and this proximity, in connection with the long-establislied policy of co-operation b_etween the two organizations, will cause
them to be, for all practical purposes, united in'interest.

In

POSSIBILITIES OF INCREASE AND IMPROVEMENT.

Although the appropriations from the public treasury for the maintenance of n, national museum are smaJl, compared with those in several European couutries, the -value of objects giveu by private individ-
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uals is proportionately larger. The actual value of such contributions
for ten years past, has not, it is estimated, falle~ short of $20,000 a year,
and in some years has been greater.
Among important gifts may be mentioned such as the George Catlin
Indian Gallery, of inestimable value to the American historian and ethnologist; tbe Riley collection of North American insects, the finest in
existence, containing 150,000 specimens, and easily worth $50,000 ; the
coliection bequeathed in 1887 by the late Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia,
containing besides minerals and other objects, about 20,000 conchological specimens, and appraised by the State at $10,000; and the collection of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, for the transfer of
which from Philadelphia to Washington, a special appropriation was
niade by Congress.
Some exceedingly ·valuable collections in this country an<l in Europe
have been bequeathed to the Smithsonian Institution which have not
yet come into its possession. Within the past ten years it is estimated
that individuals to the number of at least a thousand have made gifts
to the Museum to the value of $100 or more.
Of the fourteen hundred and eighty-two separate lots of specimens
received within the past fiscal year at least one thousand were gifts,
from nearly as· many individuals-some_ of little value, others very
important.
Not a day.passes during which some stranger, pleased with the work
of. the Museum, does not voluntarily send in some contribution more
or less important.
The National Museum now contains about 2,900,000 objects, distributed among the various departments, as is shown in the table on page
22, of this report.
The late Professor Baird was once asked whether the value of the
collections in the National Museum was equa1 to the amount which had
been expended in. its maintenance. He replied, unhesitatingly, that although it would be by no means a fair criterion of their value he did
not doubt that hy a judicious and careful system of sale the entire sum
could be recovered.
One of the most striking features in the affairs of the Museum is the
manner in which its collections are increasing.
In 1887 the number of specimens was more than ten times as great
as five years before.
·
In th last fiscal year twenty-five thommml new lots or groups of
sp cim nH w re nt r .d npon the Museum catalogn<'.
' bi.· incr ai-,e, as has be n Rhown, i. in large degree spontaneous, on1y
a · mall amount f mopey being availabl, for the purchase of new
mat rial.
'
A. might h ·uppo. cl, a corn~i.clerabl proportion of the objects given
<luplica m, t rial alr a<ly on hancl, and although the:-.;e contributions
wi b th nt11 :t, acl van tag h n: cl for di:tribution to other
L, th . · cl 11ot in ·rea.·e a-' much a i desired the
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value of the co11ections for study by specialists, and for general educational purposes. The need of a larger fund for the purchase of specimens is yearly more manifest. Exceedingly important material is
constantly offered to us at price8 yery much below what it would -cost
to obtain it by collecting, and in many instances, when refused, it is
eagerly taken by the museums and institutions of Europe.
The most enlightened nations of Europe do not hesitate to spend
money liberally to promote the interests <)f their national museums ..
For the purchase of specimens for the South Kensington Mu.seum
from 1853 to 1887 $1,586,634 was expended; or a yearly average of
nearly $47,000.
Toward her other museums England is equally liberal. Exact
statistics are not at hand, but it is quite within bounds to assert that
her average expenditures for the purchase oi' new objects for museums
, in London is not less than $500,000 a year. The museums of England are rich with the accumulations of centuries. The National Museum of the United States is young and has
enormous deficiencies in every department. It needs, more than any
museum in Europe, the opportunity to increase its resources through
purchase. The total amount expended for the purchase. of specimens
for the National Museum since its foundation has not exceeded $20,000,
and never in one year more than $8,500.
More has been expended for the improvement of two museums in
the city of New York in tbe past four years than has ever been expended
by the general Government upon the Museum in Washington.
Within the past year three mortifying instances have occurred of the
inability of the National Museum to buy specimens needed to complete
its collections.
·
A very valuable collection of minerals, absolutely essential to the
national collections and for some years on deposit in the National
Museum, was withdrawn by its owner and placed in a school museum
in a neighboring city, because $4,000 coi.1ld not be had for its purchasea sum far below its value.
A collection of implements and weapons illustrating the history of
the natives of Alaska, gathered by an officer in the U. S. Navy, and
almo1-1t indispensable for the completion of the national ethnological
collection, was sold to a museum in a neighboring city for $12,000,
while the National Museum had no money to expend for such objects.
One of the most important collections of birds in America, the loss of
which was a national misfortune, was taken from the city of Washfogton and sold to the British Museum for $10,000, no American institution having money availabfe for its purchase.
Instances of this kind occur nearly ever.v month in every year.
The National Museum has had the option for several years of the
purchase at cost, of $80,000 of a collection of minerals. which once
acquired would enable its mineralogical department to ra~k among the
first in the world. Congress has never been asked to make an appro-
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priation for its purchase, simply because of unwillingness to ask for
that which might not be granted. Minerals, having a money value,
can readily be sold, and are not very often given to the Museum, and
the poverty of its mineralogical collection L, by no means creditable to
the nation.
The Museum receives many valuable gifts from Government officials
abroad, especially from those in the consular and diplomatic service,
an<,l in the Navy.
If the actual cost of gathering specimens could be paid, the time and
experience of these men would gladly be given gratuitously. In this
way, by the expendit,ure of a few thousands each year, extensive and
important additions might be made to the national collections.
THE NECESSITY FOR A NEW MUSEUM BUILDING.

The National Museum~is now approaching an important crisis in its
history. Its future will depend upon the action of Congress in granting
it an additional building, for "~ithout more room its growth can not but
be in large degree arrested.
The necessity for additional room is constantly incr~asing, and several of the collections, to wit, transportation and engineering, fishes,
reptiles, birds' eggs, molJusks, insects, marine invertebrates, vertebrate
and invertebrate fossils, fossil and recent plants, are in some instances
wholly unprovided for, and in othe~s only i..1 a very inadequate degree.
In the main hall of the Smithsonian building is still exhibited the
collection of birds. A few cases containing birds' eggs and shells have
recently been arranged along the center of this hall.
There are at, the present time nineteen departments in the National
Museum, eleven of which havcuo space assigned to them in the Museum
building, solely 0n account of its crowded con<lition. The collection
of prehistoric anthropological objects remains installed on the second
floor of the Smithsonian building. The collections of the remaining ten
departments can not be exhibited or even properly arranged and classified without more room. These collections are at presenli stored in the
attics and basements of the Smithsonian and Armory buildings, and are
inaccessible for tudy and for the other purposes for which they were
obtained. The pecimens comprising these collections are not simply
object of natural hi to-ry, po es ing an abstract juterest to the student, '1.mt r pr .· ent the application of natural objects to the industries,
and, a · uch, are of gr at importanc~ · There are several collections of
or .·, lllineral: 1mi1<lino- tone , and of obj cts representing various arts
and indu. trie,:, "hi •hare of , ry great Ya1ue, ince they furni h to the
~ri an mauufactur r and ,1 iguer information of inestimable im0
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specimens. It is proper to say in this connection that the actual increase was not so great as shown by the records, since during this
period a large amount of material previously received had been brought
under control and placed qn the books of the Museum. It should also
be borne in mind that the present Museum building was planned with
reference to the reception of the material in its custody at the time of
its construction.
In the Armory building there are at the present time several hundreds of boxes containing valuable material which has never been unpacked, since there is no space available for the display of the specimens.
Many of the boxes contain collections which were brought to the Museum
through the medium of special acts of Congress.
Independently of the collections obtained at expositions, a very large
amount of material has been received from foreign Governments, among
which may be mentioned those of Mexico, Central America, several of
the South American States, and Japan, which have made extensive contributions to the zomogical, geological, ethnological,. and technological
collections.
APPRECIATION BY FORmGN NATIONS.

The new methods of work and of museum arrangement, which have
p·own up here, have attracted much attention abroad. Mexico, in
1887, sent tlle entire collections of the N:;1,tional Natural History Museums, then just being founded, to Washington, in clrnrge of two of her
principal naturalists, who passed six months at the National Museum
identii'.ying their material and studying the methods of administration.
Costa Rica, forming a national mn eum, sent its director here for a six
months' cour:e of tudy.
Japan has sent the eutire national collection of birds to the Museum
to be studied and reported upon by on~ of the naturalists of the Museum staff.
Germany has been supplied with a complete set of plans and illustrations of methods of administration at the request of the Director of the
National Zoological Museum.
In 1883, at tlrn Fh;herjes Exhibition in London, tbe methods of the
National Museum were strictly adhered to in the arrangement of the
display made by the Uuited States.
In 1888, in his address as president of the Anthropological Society
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, General
Pitt-Rivers said that the American display at the Fishery Exhibition
was the only thing done in the true spirit of modern science in the
whole series of professedly scientific exhibitions held in London within
the past six years.*
* The words of General Pitt-Rivers in 1~88 are simply a repetition of what be said
in 1883, made stronger by the observations of five more years of exhibitions in Europe.
In 1883.be wrote to the London Time~:

S_rn: In confirmation of ~he pta,;i_se Y?U J~1stl_y ?~stow on the arrangement of the
United States department m the ]! 1shenes Exh1b1t10n I beg to draw p,ttention to the
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Such expressious of opinion, coupled with the constant praise with
which European journals speak of the scientific work of our Government departments, can not bnt be gratifying, and it should be a matter
of national pride to merit it.
THE RELATIONS OF THE MUSEUM TO THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

The Smithsonian Institution, though it bears the name of a private
citizen and a foreigner, has been for near1,v half a, century one of the
principal rallying points of the scientific workers of America. It bas
also been intimately connected with very many of the most important
scientific undertakings of the Government.
Many wise aml enlightened scholars have given to its service the best
years of their lives, and some of the most eminent scientific men our
country has given birth to have passed their entire lifetime in work for
its success. Its publications, six hundred and 8eventy in number, which
when combined make up over one hundred dignified volumes, are to be
. found in every important library in the world, and some of them, it is
safe to say, on the working table of every scientific investigator in the
world who can read English.
Through these books, through the repti.tation of the men who have
worked for it and through it, and through the good accomplished by its
sy5tem of international exchange, by means of which within the past
thirty-eight years 1,262,114 packages of books and other scientific and
literary materials have been distributed to every region of the earth,
it has acquired a reputation at least as far reaching as that of any other
institution of learning in the world.
It is therefore representative of what is deemed in other lands the
chief glory of this nation, for whatever may be thought in other countries of American ·art, of American literature, American institutions
generally, the science of America is accepted without question as equal
to the best.
In the scientific journals of Great Britain and other European countries, the reader finds most appreciative reviews of the scientific publicatio1rn of the Smithsonian, the Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology,
the Geological Survey, the Department of Agriculture, and the Fish
Commission, and they are constantly holding up the Government of
th United States, as an example to their own, of what governments
hould do for the suppo.rt of their scientific institutions.
-------

fact that in the whole xhibition it is the onlv one which is arra,no·ecl historically.
In the_ 'h_i1! se, ,Japanes , ,.'canc1inavian, and Dntch courts there afe objects which
~h . cienl1hc _f!t11<le11t of the arts of life may pick out and arrange in the proper ord~r
m h1 own mm<l · hut in that of the Unite,l Sta,tN! followincr the mcthocl adopted m
the .... tion· 1 Mo.· um in _\Vaf!hi11gto11. there haf! i> u atte~ptecl i,;omctbing more-:t~ l!1mg tl!e dPpartment mto h:mnony with mocforn iclcaf!. This give to the exb1b1tI n · n mt ,r . t which iH ap: rt. from c·omm rce and a,n interest which is beyond
t~ , n~n re<Lnir ment · of fi h cnltnre, ancl it ma.y be regarded as one out of many inch atton of the way in which tlrn nli,,hte1wcl Government of the United tates mark
tb ir: ppr ·iation of the <1 manil of ~;i.-nc·e.
I hav th· honor t b , ir, yonrs obediently,
A. PITT-RIVERS.
T
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It is surely a legitimate source of pride to Americans that their work
hi science should be so•thoroughly appreciated by eastern nations, and
it is important that the reputation should be maintained. Nothing can
be more in consonance with the spirit of our Government, nor more in
accord with the iuj unction of Wasbingtou in his '' Farewell Address,"
lately admiringly quoted by Sir Lyon Playfair in his address as president of the British Association for the Ad van.cement of Science:
Promote, then, as an o°Qject of primary importance, institutions for the
general df:ffiision of knowledge.
In proportfon as the structu,re of a go1;ernrnent gives force fo publfo
opinion it should be enlightened.

No one has been able to show .why Smithson selected the United
States as the seat of his fouudation. He had no acquaintances in America, nor does he appear to have had any books relating to America except two. Rhees quotes from one of these [" Travels through North
America," by Isaac Weld, secretary of the Royal Society], a. paragraph
coucerning vVashington, then a small town of 5,000 inhabitants, in
which it is predicted that" the Federal city, as soon as navigation is
perfected, will increase most rapidly, and that at a future day, if the
affairs of the United States go on as rapidly as· they have done, it will
become the graud emporium of the West, and rival in magnitude and
isplendor the cities of the whole world."
Inspired by a belief in the future greatness of the new na.t ion, realizing that while the needs of England were well met by existing organizations such as would not be likely to spring up °for many years in a
new, poor, and growing country, he founded in the new England an institution of learning, the civilizing power of which has beeu of incalculable value. Who can attempt to say what the condition of the United
States would have been to-day without this bequest,
In the wor<ls of John Quincy Adams:
Of all the foundations of establishments for pious or charitable uses
which ever signal-ized the spirit of the age or the comprehensive beneficence
of the f ou.nder, none can be narned more desen;ing the,..approbatfon of mankind.

The most important service by far which the Smithsonian Institution
has rendered to the nation,· has been that from year to year, siuce 1846iutangible but 11one the less appreciable-by its constant co-operation
with the Goverumcut, pn~lic institutions and individuals in every enterprise, scientific or educational, which ueedect its advice, support or
aid from its resources.
There have been, however, material results of its activities, the extent of which can not fail to impress auy one who will look at them;
the most important of these are the Library and the Museum, which
have grown up un<ler its fostering care.
.
Tbe library bas been accumulated without aid from the treasury of
the United States; it has, iu fact, been the result of au extensive system

of e4changes1 the publications of the I4stitution having been. used to
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obtain s1milar publications from institutions of learning in all parts of
foe world.
In return for its own publications the Institution has received the
books which form its library.
This library, consisting of more than a quarter of a million volumes
and parts of volumes, has for over twenty years been deposited at the
Capitol as a portioh. of the Congressional Library, and is constantly
being increased. In the last fiscal year nineteen thousand titles were
· thus added to the national collection of books.
Chiefly through its exchange system, the Smithsonian had, in 1865,
accumulated about forty thousand volumes, largely publications of
le~rned societies, containing the record of tbe actual progress of the
world in all that pertains totbe mental and physical development of the
human family, and affording the means of tracing the history of a t least
every branch of positive science since the days of revival of letters until the present time.
These books, in many :instances presients from old European libraries,
and not to be obtained by purchase, formed even then one of the best
collections of the kind in the world.
The danger incurred from the fire of that year, and the fact that the
greater portion of these volumes, being unbound and crowded into in·
sufficient space, could not be l'.eadily consulted, while the expense to be
incurred for their binding, enlarged room, and other purposes connected
with their use threatened to grow beyond the means of the Institution,
appear to haYe been the moving causes which dete~mined the Regents
to accept an arrangement by which Congress was to place the Smiths_onian Library with its own in the Capitol, subject to the right of the
Regents to withdraw the books on paying the charges of binding, etc.
Owing to tbe same causes (which have affected the Library of Congre:::is
itself) these principal conditions, except as regards their custody in a
:fire-proof building, have never been fulfilled.
The books are still deposited chiefly in the Capitol. but though they
have now increa,see, from 40,000 to fully 250,000 volumes and parts of
volumes, and form one of the most valuable collection of the kirnl in
exi tence, they not only remain unbo.un<l, but in a far more crowded
and itiacce~sible condition than they were before the transfer. It is
hardly neces ary to add that thf'se facts are deplored by no one more
than hy th pr en t efficient Librarian of Congress.
Tbe pur ·ha ing power of the pnblicatious of the institution, when
offi r in ex ·li< nge, i far greater than that of money, and its benefit is
ex •rt cl chiefly in behalf of the National Library, and also to a considra l xt nt in b half of the .,.ational l\Iu eum.
Th am nt xp nd d during he pa t forty year from the private
ftincl nf th ill. tituti n in th pnbli •atiou of books for gratuitous disn ·um n , rly half ns grN1 t ai; th origina,
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These publications have ltad their influence for good in many ways,
but in addition to this, a library mirnh more than equal in value to the
outlay, has through their buying power come into the possession of the
nation.
In addition to all this, a large amount of material has been acquired
for the Museum by direct expenditure from the private fund of the
Smithsonian Institution. The value of the coll€Ctions thus acquired is
estimated to be more than equal to the whole amount of the Smithson
bequest.
The early history of the Museum was much like that of the library~ ·
It was not until 1858 that it became the authorized depository of the
sci~ntific collections of the Government, and it was not until after 1876
that it was officially recognized a,s the National Museum of the United
States.
·
But for the provident forethought of the Smithsonian Institution, the
United States would probably still be without even a reputable nucleus
for a National.Museum.
The relations of. the Museum to the system of popular lectures, for
many years established in Washington, and the assistance which it
affords each year to students of science, is referred to elsewhere in this
report.
The Institution publishes many circulars giving information on scie
tific subjects which are distributed gratuitously to t_bose who write t
make inquiries, and this system is being continually extended. In ad
dition to this, a large correspondence is carried on with people in searc
of information on scientific topics. Probably three thousand letters
year go out to people who write seeking to know the name of som
object, or other sci~n tific fact.* Inquiries of this kind are al ways an
swered promptly and fully, and frequent1y, to intelligent inquirers,
books are sent, which will enable them to :find out such name~ for themselves in future. This work has not only an educational value but often
a great economic importance as well; as, for instance, when some common mineral has been mistaken for one of value-, some useless plant
has been wrongly-identified and supposed to be of service in 'medicine,
or some harmless animal feared as noxious.
The publications of the Institution and its dependencies reach every
State anu almost every county in the United States. A careful study
of the subject recently made by the president of one of tho scientific
societies in Washin-gton seems to indicate that there are several States
which are reached by no scientific publications whatever except those
distributed gratuitous1y by the Government.
Speaking of tbe Smithsonian Institution proper, and not of the Museum or any other trust that it administers, it may be stated that nothing cou1d be so desirable for the Institution as that Congress should ex-·
amine for itself whether, on the whole, in the execution of the trust of
Smithson, more bas been given to the Government than ha,$ · beeq :re~
"See st~ternent on :page 58,

!
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ceived; for if, in attempting to increase and diffuse knowledge among
mankind, the machinery Qf the Institutiou's action has been such that
it haR incidentally paid over to tM Government the equivalent of much
more than the whole original fund, these facts should surely be known
to those who have to ask themselves in what spirit as well as for what
purpose the Institution expends money placed in its charge.
Professor Langley bas pointed out that "although by the judicious
administration of the Smithso1i fn:qd uearly a million and a l1alf dollarsthe fruits of its investment-have been applied during tLe past forty
years to the advanceme11t of science and education in America (in addition to the principal $703,000, larger uow than ever before) it should
be remembered that the income of the Instiution is 01:1ly-$42,000 a year,
a sum much smaller in its power to effect results than ever in previous
years."
Can the United States fail to recognize its obligation to supplement
liberally this private contriburiou for public good, especially if it be
- born iu mind that, as Professor Langley has recently shown, the Iustitution has left in perpetual chaTge of the nation, in the Museum alone,
property acquired out of its private fund (aucl to which it has apparently the same title) which is probably now more than equal in value to
the whole amount of the Smithsonian·bequest. ·
T~E EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE MUSEUM.

The work of the Museum, if it only performed the functions of an
institution for scientific investigation, would be of sufficient value to
justify its maintenance and extension.
As a matter of fact, it uot only performs tlrnse functions but also does
a very great deal to render th~ resources of scie~ce available to the
public at large.
Professor Huxley's <lefi.nitiou of a museum was that it is ·' a consultative library of objects."
·
The National Museum is a consultative library for the scientific man,
and it is something more. It aims to be an agency for the instruction
of the people of the whole country, and to keep especially in mind the
needs Qf those whose time is uot devoted to tlrn study of science.
'rI1e spirit in which the work of the l\Iuseum is beiug carried on was
voiced in the adchess of ono of its officers before the American Histori·
cal s:ociatiou at its receut mceLiug in thi.· city, iu which it was s~1,id:
(1) 'l'lwt 1mblic; ·iw,litutions of thib 7.:.ind lffe not -intended for the few, but
fur the enlightenment and 1'r7ucation of tlw masses.
(~) That the lJUblic hw, a riultt to full participa,lion in the results of the
1cork of the , ·ienlijic- establi:,;l1111cut:.-; zchieh they are helping to 11w,intain.
(:1) 1'hat one of tltc ·hi<f dutif·s of the of]iccn; of these instutions is to pro·i<lc 1,iewis by whieh 8llch rcwlts 'lllflY lJe presented in an attractive as well
a.· on intelli[Jiblejor111 •
... ·u. ·i ·utifi · i11. titutio11 i · IL1ur • lhorou••hlv co1111uittml to the work of
l
i ·u i u f I·
· f! 1,,e tlrnu i · th~ 'mitl; ouiau 11 ·titutio11 aml. ~
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department of its activity is more capable of usefulness in this direction than is the National Museum.
·
The benefits of the Museum are, extended not only to the specialists
in its laboratories and to the hundreds of thousands of visitors, from
all parts of tl{e United States who pas~ its doors ~ach year, but to local
institutions and their visitors throughout. the country.
In accordance with long-sanctioned usage, the duplicate specimens
in the Museum are made up into sets. and distributed to schools and
museums, accurately named, and of great service, both for museum and
class-room use.
The reports of the Smithsonian Institution wiJI show i10w man:y hundred thousauds of objects have been thus distributed during the past
twenty years. E,rery museum in the United States has profited iu
this way, and by its system of exchange the Museum has, while eurichh1g· itself, contributed largely to the stores of every important scient.ific
museum in the world.
Not only are specimens thus sent out, but aid is rendered in other
ways. Within the last year not less than forty local museums in the
United States were supplied with woi:king plans of cases in use in the
Museum, and similar sets of plans have been supplied within the past .
few years to national museums in other countries.
Not only do the people of the country at large profit by the work of
the Smithsonian, as made available to local im;titutions, but they profit
directly, and personally to a very considerable exte'nt.
The curator of each department in the Museum is expected to be an
authority in his own line of work, and the knowledge of the whole staff
of experts is thus placed without cost at the service -of every citizen.
B.-ORGANIZATIO;N AND SCOPE OF THE MUSEUM.
The National Museum is under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, which is governed by an establishment consisting of the
President of the United States and his -Cabinet, the Commissioner of
Patents, and the Board of Regents, which latter is composed of the
Vice-President, Chief-Justicf' of the United States, three members of
the Senate, three members of the House of Representatives, and six
other citizens not members of Congress, two of whom are residents of
the city of Washington.
The Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, to whom is intrusted
the actual management of its affairs, is by law the "keeper of the collections." The staff at the present time is composed .of the Assistant
Secretary of the Smithsonian Iustitution in charge of the National
Museum, and twenty-seYcn curators and acting curators, sevenfteen of
whom receive- no salary from the Museum appropriation. There are
also twelve administrative departments.
H. 1\11. • 142, pt. 2--'.3
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The collections of the Museum are made up, in large part, of the
following materials:
1. The natural history and anthropological collections, accumulated
since 1850 by the efforts of the officers and correspondents of the Smith. sonian Institution.
2. The collections of the Wilkes exploring expedition, the Perry expedition to Japan, and other naval expeditions.
3. The collections of the scientific officers of the Pacific Railroad survey, the Mexican boundary survey, and of the surveys carried on by th
Engineer Corps of the Army.
4. The collections of the U. S. geological surveys under the direction of the U.S. geologists, Hayden, King, and Powell.
5. The collections of the U.S. Fish Commission.
6. The gift by foreign Governments to the Museum or to the Presi
dent or other public officers of the United States, who are.fordidden b
law to retain such gifts in their private posessions.
7. The collections ma.,de by the CJ nited States to illustrate the animal
and mineral resources, the :fisheries, and the ethnology of the nativ
races of the country, on the occasion of the International Exhibition at
Phiiadelphia in 1876, and the :fishery collections displayed by the United
States at the International Fisheries Exhibition at Berlin in 1880 and
at London in 1883.
8. The collections given by the G~vernments of the several foreign
nations, thirty in number, which participated in the exhibition at Plliladelphia in 1876.
9. The industrial collections given by numerous manufacturing and
commercial houses of Europe and America, at the time of the Philadel·
phia Exhibition ;tnd dubsequently.
·
10. The material received, in exchange for duplicate 8pecimens, from
the museums in Europe and America, at the· time of the Philadelphia
Exhibition and subsequently.
In connection with the general work of administration there is in the
Museum a library, a chemical laboratory, a photographic establishment,
and various workshops for taxidermy, modeling, and for the prepara·
tion of skeletons for exhibition. In connection with the department
of art and industry two preparators are constantly employed.
The publications of the Museum consist of (1) The Annual Report;
(2) The Proceedings of the United ::3tates National Museum; (3) The
Bulletin of the United States National Mu eum; (4) The series of circnlar . Th e have, in part, been reprinted in the volumes of the Smithonian 1i c llaneou Collections,

~
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C.-SPECIAL TOPICS OF THE YEAR.
THE CINCINNATI EXHIBITION.

By act of Congress, approved May 28, 1888, * the Smithsonian Institutfon was directed to participate in the Centennial Exposition of the Ohio Valley and Oentral States, and the latter months of the fiscal year
have been devoted by the curators to the preparation of special exhibits. The fourth of July bas been announced as the date of opening the
exhibition. Very little time, therefore, remains for the completion of
this work.
'THE PROPOSED S'rATUE TO PROFESSOR BAIRD.

On December 12, 1887, a billt was introduced into the Senate by Senator Morrill, appropriating $15,000 for the erection of a bronze statue
of Professor Baird, the late Secretary of the Smithsonian Iustitutioi1.
This bill passed the Senate on February 9, but failed to come up for
action in the House of Representatives.
THE CAPRON COLLECTION.

For a number of years the collection of lacquers, bronzes, carved ivories, coins, and other works of art, obtained in Japan by the late General Horace Capron, bas been deposited in the National Museum: It is
the property of his heirs, who are desirous of selling it to the Government. On December 21, 1887, a bill:j: providing for its purchase was introduced into the Senate by Hon. Dauiel Voorhees, of Indiana. This
bill was favorably acted upon in the Senate, but did not come to a vote
in the House of Representatives.
INCREASING GROWTH OF THE · COLLECTIONS.

During the last three years (since the adoption of the standard of the
fiscal year by the Smithsonian Institution) the nurn ber of accession
"lots" received has been 4,623, including nearly five hundred and
twenty thousand specimens. The last accession number in June, 1888,
was 20831.
·
RE.A.H,RANGEMEMENT OF 1'HE EXHIBITION HALLS.

The appearance of the exhibition halls· bas been, it is thought, yery
much improved during the year. Some new methods of in:stallation
have been successfully inaugurated in some of the departments. Several new forms of cases have also been adopted. The co-operation of the
Fiftieth Congress, first session. House resolution No. 127, "to establish a cen-tennial exposition of the Ohio Valley and Central States." Introduced by Hon. Benjamin Butterworth, of Ohio, on March 5, 1888; passed tl!e Senate and House of Representatives May 17, and became a public law 011 May 28, 1888. The sum of $50,000
was appropriated in this bill, to enable the Smithsonian Institution, U. S. National
Museum, and the U. S. Phih Commission to prepare and send e:ithibite.
t Senate bill 140.
t Senate bill No, 1033,
i,
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Johns Hopkins University has been secured in the formation of a collection of Oriental Antiquities. Other new sections have been organized.
TRANSFER OF DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR.

The rapid g-rowth of the Museum for several years past has shown it
to be desirable that the direct admiuistration of the Museum appropriations should be transferred from the Department of the Interior to the
hands of the Smithsonian Institu~iou, the legal custodian of. the Museum.
and it,s collectious. 'fhis matter was fully uiscussed at the last annual
meeting of the Board of Regents, and a 0onfer nee between the <Jbaucellor of the Smithsonian Institution, the Secretary of the Interior, and
the Secretary' of the Smithsoqia,iJ Institution was held on February 13.
Some correspondence followed between the Secretary of the Interior
and the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in which the former
consented to the proposed transfer. This correspondence is published
in the report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution to the
Board of Regents for this year.*
A letter was then addressed to the chairman of the House Committee
on Appropriations,* setting forth the facts in the case, and the changes
proposed. These were indicated in the sundry civil bill, and, ifapprovecl
by Oongress, the clis_bursement of money appropriated for the National
Museum will hereafter be made by an officer designated by the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
'l'I-IE COLLECTION OF LIVING ANIMALS.

Early in the year preparations were made for the establishment of a
department of living animals in the Museum, in order to afford to the taxidermists an opportuuity of observing the habits and positions of the
va1-io~s species, with a, view to m;ing the knowledge thus acquired in
tlie mounting of skius for the exhibition series of mammals. ActiYe
work in this departwent commenced in October. .Mr. Willliam T.
Hornaday was appoiuted curator.
· The U. S. Fish Commission kindly tendered the .u se of one of its
pecial cars then about to be sent to the far west, for the transportation of living animals to Washington, and Mr. Horuaday visited seYeral
of the north, e tern States aud Territories. Tbe expedition was very
ucce '- ful, and a large number of deer, bears, foxes, lynxes, eagles, an d.
other animal· were _obtained a a nucleus for the collection.
:p.-THE CONDITIO~ OF THE COLLECTIONS.
L'CRE.ASE OF 'IRE COLLBC'.l'IONS.

i n of the pr ent ~In eum building in 1881 there have
n 1~ 0 0 acce ·ion to the collectio11H, chiefly by gift.
l ' 0th· a · · ·ion.- nnm h re<l ,475. It is thus evident
" Page , ibid.
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t hat during the last eight years the number of accessions has been half
as large again as during the previous twenty-one years. Many of the ,
1:nore recent ones are of very great extent. Among these may be mentioned the bequest of the late Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia, which contains 20,000 specimens of shells, besi(les minerals and other objects;
the Jeffreys collection of fossil and recent shells of Europe, including
40,000 specimens; the Stearns collection of mollusks, numbering 100,000
specimens; the Riley collection of insects conta.ining 150,000 specimens;
the Catlin collection of Indian paintings, about 500 in nurn ber; the collect ion of the Arnerican Institute of Mining Engineers, for the transportat ion of which to Washington several freight-cars were required.
There are also the extensive collections obtained at the Fisheries Exhibitions at BerJin and London and at the close of the New Orleans
Cotton Centennial; the Shepard- collection of me_teorites; the Wilson
collection of archmological objects (more than 12,000 specimens); the
Lorillard collection of Central American antiquities, and very many
others nearly as extensive. In addition to these are the annual ac~ret ions from the work of the U. S. Fish Cornmissiou, the U. S. Geological
S urvey, and the Bureau of Ethnology, as well as the contributions from
several expeditions of tti.e Government, from Army and Navy officers,
and from other: Government officials. These have been very extensive,
anc;l are yearly increasing in bulk and value.
...
The accessions dqring the_year are 1,481 in number (19351-20831).
These consist, in the aggregate, of more than 137,000 specimens. A
table showing approximately the number of specimens in tbe Museum
in 1882 and received each year since is given in the next paragraph, devoted to the census of the collections.
CENSUS OF 'l'HE COLLECTIONS.

One of the most striking. features in connection w_ith the affairs of the
Museum is the remarkable increase in the exten·t of its collections. This
increase is in a large degree spontaneous, only a very small sum of money
being available for the purchase of new material. As might be supposed,
a considerable proportion of the objects given dupticate material already
on hand, aud although these contributions can with the utmost advantage be used for distribution to other museums and schools, they do
not increase, as mueh as is desired. the value of the collections for
etud,v b_v specialists and for general educational purposes. Tbe need
of a larger fund for the purchase of specimens is yearly more manifest.
Exceedingly important material is constantly offered to us at prices
very much below what it would cost to obtain it by collecting, and, in
many instances, when refused, it is eagerly taken by the museums and
institutions of Europe. The extent and character of the recent additions to the collections may, perhaps, be better shown b,y the appended
table than in any other way. This tabl~ shows comparatively. the results of a c~nsus of the collections taken annually for the past Rix
years, and from it it appears that the number of sp·ecimens, or of lots of -
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specimens, on hand at the close of the year is more than 2,800,000.
These figures are in many instances estimated, and are al ways subject
to revision._
.Ap1,roxi1nate '1'1u1nber of specimens in the Mnsenm in 1832 and 1·eceived each ye,i1· since.
Name of Department.

1882.

1883.

1884.

11885.

Arts and industries:
Materi::i, medica ...................... .
4,000
4,442
21,244
1,580
Foods ....... : .. ........•••... ······ ····
Textiles ......................•••.•.. · \ . -· ...... ·
2,000
5,000
Fisheries .._........ .. ....... . --·-· · .. - . ··· ·· .. - ·
Animal pr0ducts ............. ·:· .... .:-.......... .
], 000
Naval architecture ... ..... ... .................. ,
600 ........
Historical relics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•... -• • • • . . . . . ••.....
Coins, me<lals, paper money,
etc ... ..................... ........ ... . ..........•........ .....
Musical instruments ...... .
Modern pottery, porcelain,
and bronzes ...... .. ...... ·····~···· .......••..••.•.......... -.
Paints and dyes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . _.
" The Catlin Gallery " .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .••.........••... ...... _
Physical apparatus .... ~ ..... ..... . ...............•..............
Oils ancl gums . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .....
~hemical products...... . . . . . . ......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . ••...
Ethnology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 200, 000
American aboriginal pottery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••. _ ..
12,000
Prehistoric anthropology . . . . . ... .
35, 512
40, 491
45,252
Mammals (skins and alcoholics).
4, 660
4, 920
5, 69-1
Birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
44, 354
47,246
50,350
Bird's eggs ...................•......................
40,072
Reptiles and batrachians . . • . . . . . .................. .
23,495
Fishes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50, 000
65, 000
68,000
Mollusks . •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . s33 1 375 ..•...•••. 400,000
10151, 000
Insects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000
814,825
6200, 000
Marine invertebrates ........... . 811,781
Comparative anatomy:
·
Osteology ..... ...•. .•........
3,535
3,640
4,214
. ..
Anatomy .......... .. ....... :
70
103
3,000
Palreozoic fossils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
20,000
73,000
Mesozoic foasils ........................... ......... . 100,000
Cenozoic fossils ....... . ........ :. (Included with mollusks.)
Fossil plants..................... . . . . . . . . . .
4,624 \ 117 291

{

1

~:: :{:}.~~~~:~~~~~:~·.~~~::~: : : ::~::::::: · ·~~:; ~·1· ·~~:~~~-

1885-'86.

1886--'87. 1887-'88.

5,516
4877
3,144
10,078
2,822

4,850
3 822
3,864
39,870

2,792

5,762
5877
5
5

3,144

10, 078
62,322

·----- --1,01)2 )
I
\

13,634

14,640

417

427

500
250
3197
3 659
6 500, 000
25,000
65,314
7,451
55,945
44, 163
25,344
75,000
94_60, 000
6500, 000
6350, 000

2,238
100
500
251
198
661

3,011
6100
6500
5251
5]98

503,764
626,022
101,659
7,811
54,987
748, 173
27, 542
100,000
425,000
6585, 000
6450, 000

505,464
627, 122
108,631
8, 0j8

10, 210

611,022

11,558

80,482
69, 742

84, 4!)1
70,775

8-1, 649
70,925

l, 055
400

J

2,278
377

fi661

56,484
50,055
27,664
101, 3~0
455,000
595,006
515,000

................... .
127 1 429

8,462

10,000

~~:~~~ G~::~~~

6!: ~~~

Litholo11;y and physiral geology . . 1 39, 075
12, 500 1 18, 000
20, 647
621, 500
Metallnrgy ancl economic geology . . . . . .. . . .
30,000
40, ooo . . . . . .
48, 000
649, 000
Living aniioals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
To al·················· ... . , 193, 302 1 263,143 1,472, tiOO •••••• 2,420,944 2,666,335

22, 500
51,412
220
2,803,459

1
1 ... ·o

11. n of <'Ollectiou taken.
Inr.lulling paint , pigment., and oils.
a Dupli nt
not inclnde<l.

2

•

8

9

atalogue entries.
Incluclinz Cenozoic fos11ils.

10 Professor Riley's collection numbers 15,000

11pecimens.
Fossil and recent.
12 Exclusi"'e of Professor Watd'd collection.
11 In r erve series,
11
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It will be seen from this table that the number of specimens at the
close of 1882 was approximately 193,362, and that this total has been mcreased during the next five and a half years to nearly 3,000,000. In
other words, for twenty-two years (1859-1881) the average number of
specimens received annually was less than 8,800; while during the last
five years and a half the average number of specimens received annually
has been nearly 475,000.
CA'l'ALOGUE ENTRIES.

The catalogning of specimens is ~ttended to by the curators of the
several dep,a rtments in the Museum. Each department has its book or
set of books for this purpose, and until the catalogue entry has been
made, the routine of recording the receipt of specimens is not complete.
A catalogue entry may relate to a single specimen or to a large number
of specimens, as, for instance, frequently happens in connection with
marine invertebrates, insects, fossils, and other groups of objects. The
n umber of catalogue entries during the year is, therefore, no indication
of the total number of specimens added to the Museum collections.
As shown in the following table, the total number of catalogue entries
for the year covered by this report is 26,891, while the total number of
specimens received is estimated at more t4an 137,000.
Table showing the n·umber of catalogue entries made during the yea'I'.

Name of department.

Arts anu industries:
Materia medica ...••...•.....................................•...••.......•............ ,
Textiles .••..................•.••..... , , ....... .... .........•...................... .•...
Animal products ..............................•.............. ........ ............ .. . ...
Fisheries ......... : .......... , ..... ....... , ............ ,......... .......... ........... .•.
Historical relics, coins, badges, etc ..........................•.......... ..... .. , . •. .....
Ethnology ........•..................•....... ..... ................... ; ••... .. ~- ..... _....... ,
American aboriginal pottery ..•...... ~.. . ............................. ..... .. ... . ........ .
Prehistoric anthropology ............................•.............•.•...•................. . .
Mammals ........................................ ..... .................. ... ........ . , .,•...
Birds .....•.........••......................•.......•.•...........•...........••..........••.
Birds' eggs .••.........................................•...•.......................... _.•..•.
Reptiles and batrachians .••..••.................•.......................••••.•....... , ....•.
Fishes ......................... ......... .........•...................•••.......... ~- ....... .
Vertebrate fossils ................... . ............. . r ...........•...........•••••..•.... . ... ,
Mollusks (including Cenozoic fossil,;) ... , ........................................ .•. .. ..... .
Insects ........ . ......... : ......••.......................... _............................... .
Marine inv<>rtebrates (exclusive of mollusks) ............................................... ,
Comp:itrativc anatomy ................... . ...............•..••.............. ... .......... ....
Invertebrate foRsils:
Paleozoic ......•..........•...••..............••...•..................•.•................
Mesozoic ... . .... . ...• . .••.........................•...................•...............• ,
Fossil plants , . . . ...........................•............... _.. _... _..............•. __..... .
Recent plants ................................. .... ...••.....•. .. ............. _....•.........
Minerals ................................... . ........... ,. , .... .. .. .. _..... _.. _..•. _. _.,. .. •.
Litbologf und physica1 geology .............................. . . .... ....... ... ......... _.... ,
Metallurgy nnd economic geology .............................. ......... ......... .. .. ... : •..
Living animals ........................... . ......... , .......................... _........... . .
Total. ..•••.••.•................... . ............................. _._ ..... _.. _........ .

Total
No. of
entries.

246

31
26
44i
552

790
1,542
2,696
337

2,206
487
83

450
22
11,799
56

l, 021
536
350
30

19
45
347

1,203
1,413
169

26,891
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INSTALLATION OF COLLEC'flONS .AND .ASSIGNMEN'l' OF SP ACE.

Several attractive additions to tbe exhibition $eries in the Museum
have been made· during the past year, anu the general appearance of
the exhibition balls is now v·ery satisfactory. An interesting contribution, consisting of a series of India proofs, from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, has been received. On these are exhibited the
backs and faces of all the current bonus and currency notes issued by
the United States, illustrating each denomination of Treasury notes,
gold and silver certificates, from $1 to $10,000, and coupon and registered bonds from $10 to $50.000. To the collection of historical relics
has been added an object or'rare interest. This is one of the thirteen
pamphlets "signed by George Wasbington, John Adams, and colonial
delegates, entitled "Original Association of Congress. October 20, 1774''·
By tbis association the delegates pledged the colonies not to import
British merchandise after December 1, 1774. The pamphlet consists of
nine printed pages, more than_ two of which are devoted to the autograph signatures of the delegates. During the year the Smithsonian
Institution bas placed in the Museum its collection of portraits of scien·
tific aild literary men and other prominent personages. This series includes nearly 2,500 photographs, and is exceedingly valuable as a nucleus for a national gallery of portraits of representative men. The
entire co1lec~ion of materia medica has during the year been removed
from tbe west-north range of the Museum to the east-south range, and
this transfer bas made necessary a rearrangement of the collection.
As mentioned in the report of Mr. True, curator of mammals, the idea
of representing the more important mammals of North America by
groups, accompanied by accessories indicative of the habits and natural
surroundings of the species, which had been for some time under consideration, bas been pa,rtly carried into execution, five groups haviµg
been placed in the exhibition hall, one of which, a group of bisons, is
undoubtedly the finest work of its kind iu the world. Work has been
continued iu the installation of the etlrnological collection in the east
and west balls. It has been impossible to make very rapid progress in
tbe systematic rearrangement of the oxhibition series of birds, but a
sati factory beginning in that direction bas been made. The removal
of the collection of reptiles and fi..,hes from the weRt end of the Smitb0111an In, titution bas been necessitated, in order that that portion of
th building might be made fire-proof. Thi:· work having been com-pl tecl, much time wa. pent in replacing the, e collections. An exbiiti n rie, of :ti.. be ha been in. talled in the west baill of the Smith,oniau uildin ·. Tb coll ctiou of reptile -i still without exhibition
. The mo1lu k coll ction in the Mu eum is now in some respects,
rt n,T i th worl l. Important ad lition, a,r con tautly being
n th w rk fin. talling an xhibiti n eries of specimens
·ing t
il •. Th
partment of In. ect.· l1a. placecl on ex-
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Numerous additions to tbe exhibition
Tbe mineralogical collt>etiuu l.Jas steadily increased, aml additions h.1n b(:'en made to the exhibition snies of meteorites aud to the gem cnllertion. The eqses contaiuit1g the exhibition material of this department are very attractive
anu. excite much interest on the part, of visitors. More than two months
were spent by the curator of litbolog,, and bis assistants in rearranging
tbe exhibition material belonging to the department. The arrangement
dP-dded upon was such that the moving of nearly every specimen in the
hall was made necessary. Since ·this rearrangement many important
additions to the series have been made. _A change in the space occupied by the Department of Metallurgy was made early in the year, the
whole of the southwest court beiug assigned to the department, and the
time and -energy of the curator and his assistants, during the greater
part of the year, have been devot-ed to the work of rearranging the
exhibition material.
The- Department of Living Animals, recently organized, has created
wide interest. Many in.teresting specimens have already been obtained.
The most important of these is a pair of buffaloes, presented by Hon. E.
G. Blackford, of New York City.
Several important changes have been made in the assignment of space
in the exhibition halls. The collection of modern ceramics and several
special collections, such as the Capron collection of Japanese oqjects
and the Hippisley col1ectiou of Chinese porcelains, have been placed on
the west 1,ide of the north hall. A wall case, extending along the entire west side of the north hall, is devoted to collections representing
the races of men and their domestic life. The scope of the collection
belonging to the section of steam transportation has been enla.r ged to
include transportation generally, and also to embrace the subject of
eugineering. The space assigned to these collections is the eastern end
of the east hall.
Tbe collections of prehistoric anthropology, of marine invertebrates,
of fishes, of mollusks, and of reptiles are still retained in the Smithsonian building.
Tlrn north end of the west bal1, from which the collection of modern
pottery has been removed, is devoted to the section of Oriental Antiquities. The collection of metallurgy, iucluding that portion of it which
occupies the west end of the west hall, bas been removed to the southwest court, the collection of miuerals having been transferred to the
Aouthwest range in lieu of the metallurg'ical collection. In the southeast court, space has been assigned to the vertebrate and invertebrate
fossil collections and to the Department of'Botany.
·
i;:erie1-1 of o8teolo~rieal matt>rial han~ been made.
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The present assjgnments are shown in the accompanying- plan :
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E.-'fHE MUSEUM STAFF.
The taff of the Museum includes two classes-scientific and administrative-the former con isting of curators, honorary curators, acting
curator , a i taut curators, as istants ancl aids; the latter including tlle
financial and c1erical force, and the superintendent of buil<lings with
th w, t bmen, m chanic", nnd laborer under his snperYision.
'.rIIE• S 'IENTIFI

, TAFF.
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five from the U. S. 'Geological Survey, and one from the Bureau of Ethnology.
Dr. Charles Rau,. for many years in charge of the arcbreological collection in the Museum, died on June 25, 1887. Ile was in 1881 appointed
curator of the Department of Autiquities in the National Museum. His
health gave way in 1886, and in July, 1887, he went to the hospital of
the University of Pennsylvania, where he died. His body was brought
to Washington, and was buried in Oak Hill Cemetery. Dr. Rau has
been succeeded by Mr. Thomas Wilsou, who recived his appointment
as honorary curator on December 1. In November Dr. B. G. Beyer,
U.S. Navy, honorary curator of the Section of Materia Medica, was
ordered to other duties, and Dr. James M. Flint, the first curator of
this collection, bas again taken charge. Th·~ Museum has commenced
the formation of a collection of casts of Assyrian aud Babylonian antiquities in association with the Johns Hopkins U11iversity. Dr. Paul
Haupt, professor of Semitic languages in the ,Johns Hopkins University, was in Ft1bruary appointed honorary curator, Dr. Cyrus Adler,
of the same university, consenting to act a8 honorary assistant curator.
The Section of Transportation, under the care of Mr. J.E. Watkins,·
has now reached that point in its history where tt may take rank with
the other sections of the Department of Arts and Industries. On May
9 the Department of Living .Animals was organized, with Mr. W. T.
Hornaday, chief taxidermist, as curator. On June 8 Charles Wickliffe
Beckham, formerly an assistant in the Department of Birds, died. He
made several valuable contributions to American ornithological literature.
In other respects the personn~l of tbe scientific departments in the
Museum remains the same as in 1887, as shown in the following classified list:
I. ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, the Af'lsistant Secretary acting as -iurator, with adjunct
curatorships as follows:
·
ANIMAL PRODUCTS: R. Edward Earll, u. S.,Fish Commission, acting curator.*
FOODS: W. 0. Atwater, curator.*
FISHERIES: R. Edward Earll, acting curator."
MATERIA MEDICA: James M. Flint, M. D., U.S. Navy, curator.*
TEXTIL1~ INDUSTRIES: Romyn Hitchcock, acting cum tor. t
HISTORICAL RELICS: A. Howard Clark, assistant curator.
TRANSPORTATION AND ENGINEERING: J. Elfreth Watkins, curator.
GRAPHIC ARTS: S. R. Koehler, acting curator.
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: J. W. Collins, U.S. Fish Commission, curator.*
II. ETHNOLOGY: Ot,is 'l'. Mason, curator; Walter Hough, aid.
AirnRICAN AnORIGINAL POTTERY: W. H. Holmes, Bureau of Ethnology, curator."'
•
ORIENTAL ANTIQUITIES: Paul Haupt, curator;* Cynis Adler, assistant cu, rator.
III. PREIIISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY: Thomas Wilson.
IV. MAMMALS: F. \V. Trne, curator; vV. 0. Stimpson, aid.
*

Honorary.

t Absent in .Japan.
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V. BIRDS: Robert Ridgway, curator; Leonard Stejneger, assistant curator.
BIRD'S EGGS: Charles E. Bend ire, U.S. Army, curator.*
VI. REPTILES AND BATRACIIIANS : H. C. Yarrow, M. D., curator.""
VII. FISHES: Tarleton H. Bean, curator;" Barton A. Beau, aid.
VIII. VERTEBRATE Fossn,s: 0. C. Marnh, U. S. Geological Survey, cnrator.*
IX. MOLLUSKS: W. H. Dall, U S. Ge?logical Survey, curator;.,.. R. E. C. Stearns,
- adjunct curator.
X. INSECTS: C. V. Riley, Department of Agriculture, curator; * J. B. Smith, assistant curator.
XI. MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Richard Ratblmn, u. s. Fish Commission, curator.*
XII. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY: F. w. True, actiug curator; F. A. Lucas, assistant
curator.
XIII. INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS:
PALEOZOIC: C. D. Walcott, U. S. Geological Survey, curator. *
MESOZOIC: C. A. White, U. S. Geological Survey, curator.*
CENOZOIC: W. H. Dall, U.S. Geological Snrvey,curator.*
XIV. FOSSIL PLANTS: Lester }<.,_ Ward, U. S. Geological Survey, curator;"' F. H.
Knowlton, assistant curator.
XV. RECENT 'PLANTS: Lester F. Ward, U.S. Geological Survey, curator;* F. H.
Knowlton, as sistant curator.
XVI. MINERALS: 1',. W. Clarke, U. S. Geological Survey, curator;* William S.
Yeates, assistant curator.
XVII. LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY: George P. Merrill, curator.
XVIII. METALLURGY AND ]iC0NOMIC GEOLOGY: Pred. P. Dewey, curator.
XIX. LIVING ANIMALS: William T. Hornaday, curator.
THE ADMINIS1'RATIVE STAFF,

There have been no important changes in the administrative corps
during the year.
Mr. W. V. Cox, chief clerk, acted as representatiYe of the Smithsonian Institution at the Minneapolis Industrial Exposition.
F.-REVIEW OF WORK IN THE SCIENTIFIC DEPARTMENTS.
The energies of several of the curators .have been devoted du.r ing the
greater part of the year to the preparation of exhibits for the Cincinnati: Exposition. A report upon the participation of the Smithsonian
Institution in this exposition, including statements in regard to the
everal exhibit , will be tmblished in the report for 1889. 1rhis work
has seriously interfered with the regular Museum duties of the curators,
and bas cou equeutly <1imiuisheu the amount of original research iu the
cientific departm ut of the Museum. lt is a matter of regret that so
few of the pecial collection in the Department of Art and Industrie
have e n formall y reportecl upon thi year. In many cases the cnrat r of he e coll cti n are performing thi work in an honorary camp 11 d to devote the greater pa,rt of their time to tbe
' an] ar
pli hrn nt f w rk 1111 ct d wiLb their official du tie', Following
1. t n , <1 pt cl in pr viou, r port , I ham briefly reviewed the
f c h cl I> rtm •nt , pa.rat ly.
"Honorary .
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ARTS AND INDUSTRIES.

The organization of a new section of .this department h as been arranged. Dr. Paul Haupt, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, has
been appointed honorary curator of the collection of Oriental A ntiquities,
with Dr. Cyrus Adler, of the same university, as honorary assistant
curator.
In connection with this arrangement the following circular, which
has been approved by the Secretary of the Smithsonian Instit ution, has
been published by the Johns Hopkins University:
Meniorandurn of the understanding bet1ceen the National Museunt and the Johns 'Hopkins
University.
The National Mm,eum at Washington has undertaken the formations of study collections of casts of Assyrian and Babylonian anttquities in assodation with the Johns
Hopkins Univerl'ity of Baltimore. 'l'b.e two institutions will co-operate for this p urpose, upon the following basis:
.
·
1st. The Museum stands ready to make fac-8imiles and casts of Assyrian and Bab ylonian antiquities.
2d. The attempt will first be made to obtain copies of the Assyrian antiquities p reserved in this country.
·
3d. For the present theMnsenm will confine itself to the reproduction, in fac -simile
and flat casts, of Aseyrian and Babylonian seal cylinders_
4th. The Johns Hopkins University will attend to the proper arrangement a nd
cata.loguing of the Assyrian collection in the National Museum, under the supervision
of Dr. Haupt, professor of Semitic languages, and Dr. A<l]er, assistant in the Semitic
courses, who will also co -operate in the work of forming the collection and sec uring
the loan of objects to be copied.
5th. Three sets of fac-similes and casts will be made in each case: the first to be
preserved jn the National Museum at Washington; the second to be transferred t o
the Semitic.library of Johns Hopkins University, at Baltimore; and the third to be
presented to the owners of the objects loaned.

Numerous and valuable additions have been made to the collection
of graphic arts, under the energetic curatorship of Mr. S. R. Koehler .
.An interesting exhibit of illustrations of engraving, et,ching·, and of the
photo-mechanical processes, has been prepared by Mr. Koehler for the
. Cincinnati ExposWon. A catalog·ue of this collection has been published in the appendix to the tenth volume of the Proceedings U. S.
National. Museum.* After the close of the Exposition the collection
will be permanently installed in the National Museum.
The colle~tion of Materia Medica is now under the care of the former
honorary curator, Dr. James M. Flint, U.S. Navy, Dr. H . G. Beyer, U.
S. Navy, having been ordered to other duty by the Navy Department•
.A collection of Corean drugs has been purchased, and is of mu~h importance in completmg the series of drugs from that countr.v. The entire collection is now iustalled in the_east-south range. D uring the
year 246 specimens have been added to the collection.
The collection of historical an<l personal relics, under the care of Mr . .A.
H. Clark, has received some interesting additions, among-which is the war
saddle of General Grant, depmdted by General A. H. Markland. From
Mr. Stephen Vail has been received a piece of the original wire over
wPp.

701-731.
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which a message was sent in 1840 during the experiments of Professor
Morse.
The War Department bas transferred to the National Museum several interesting relics, including a large section of an oak tree riddled
with bullets from the battle-field at Appomattox Court-House. The
original p1aster model of the bronze statue of George Wasllingto11, designed by William Rudolf O'Donovan, has been received. A pair of
silver-mounted flint-lock pistols, ouce the property of General Lafay.
ette, has been deposited by 1\fr. William Burnett. Tlle Smit,hsonian
Institution has transferred to the Museum its collection of portraits of
American and foreign men of science and of persons prominent in political and civil lifo. The Museum had already ac~mnulated engraved and
photographic portraits, and plans are now being arranged for the formation of a comprehensive collection, in which especial attention will
be girnn to the representative men of America.
The collection of coins, medals, and paper money has been gradually
increaEjed. A. series of proofs of all the current bonds and currency
notes issued by the United States, and of gold and silver certificates,
coupons, and registered bonds, bas, through the courtesy of H on. E. O.
Graves, been presented by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
During the year, 1,006 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 553 entries have been made in tlie catalogue.
ETHNOLOGY.

Prof. Otis T. Mason, curator, has pushed forward work in connection
with the ethnological series, the object of which is to sbow representatives of all the races of men. The arrangement of tlle Eskimo collection, which was commenced last year by Lieut. 'r. Dix Bolles, ·u. S.
Navy, has been completed. The curator is ·arranging for comparison
the bows and arrows from all parts of the world, with a view to preparing au extensive monograph upon the subject. Prof. G. Stanley Hall
investigated the subject of mythology from the psycho-physical point
of view, aud 'Yas accorded the u se of the ethnological collections of the
Museum. An exceedingly valuable collrction of object~ from Easter
I land bas been placed in the Museum by Paymaster W. J. Thomson,
U. S . .i:,..avy.
It i the intention of the curator to prepare each year for publication
in th Museum report ouc or more papers relating to special collections
illu 'trating the art and iudu~tries of the North American Indians. Iu
th r port f r 1 4, two paper were published, on Throwing-sticks and
Ba ·k t-w rk of the North American Aborigines. In the report for
7 w r w p p r · b Profes ·or Ma, on on Oraclles of the American
and h
nman B a. t of Burden.
t ~ . · r 1 70 p cim n · hav
en a<ldecl to the collection,
utri . h v • h' 1t ma l rn b , atalogue.

./
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AMERICAN ABORIGINAL POTTERY.

Mr. W. JI. Holmes, honorary curator, has made a study of th_e origin
and significance of the textile ornament upon the pottery of the eastern United States, and of the relation between the ancient and recent
ceramic remains of northern New Mexico. The work of cataloguing
and installing the immense collection of prehistoric pottery has practica,lly been completed. Four collections of considerable importance
have been received during the year: from Col. James Stevenson, of the
Bureau of Ethnology~ from Mr. James Mooney, from Mr. J. A. l\foNiel,
an<l from Rev. Ward Batchelor, respectively.
During the year 1,100 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 1,541 entries have been made in the catalogue, including the recording of collections which bad beeu previously received.
PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY.

The curatorship of this department became vacant in July by the
death of Dr. Charles Rau, and on December 1, 1887, Mr. Thoma&_ Wilson. was appointed curator. Mr. Wilson bad been consul of the United
States in Belgium and France, and had profited by his opportunities for
the study of prehistoric anthropology in the localities in those countries
which bad become renowned for their bearings upon this science. He
bad while there made a collection of objects connected with prehistoric
anthropology in Europe, amounting in number to 10,288 ~pecimens,
which he bas deposite,l in the National l\foset1m, and of which mention
is ma<le in the last annual report.
D r. Ran bequeathed to the library 715 bound volumes and 1,722 unbournl books and pamphlets. He also gave 8H modern Indian objects,
474 of European prehistoric objects, and 1,367 American prehistoric
objects, to the ethuographical and archooological collections in the .Museum .
The special work of the curator during the Y.ear has consisted in gathering information concerning the existence and geographic distribution
of paJeolithic impleme11ts in tlie United ~tate-s, it being the curatoi''s
desire to assist in the solution of the problem relating to the existence
of man on the American continent, especially iu the United States, during the paleolithic period of the stone age. In this connection a circular (No. 36) was prepared by the Smithsonian Iustitution for distribution among persons intereste<l in archooological matters. Several hundred replies were received. From these has been compiled a paper, including a discussion of the correspondence upon this subject and of deductions made therefrom, which is published in Section nr of this Report.·
During the year 6,972 specimens have been adrled to the collection,
and ~,606 entries have been made in the catalogue.
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MAl\I:\IALS .

The chief feature of the year's work in the D epartment of Mammals
bas been the rearrangement of the exhibition series in new cases, ~nd
considerable progress bas been maue. Mr. ':l1rue, curator, reports that
there has been received a smaller number of donatio ns tha,n in previous
years, but that some excellent material bas been obtained by purchase
and exchange. A valuable series of detr-skins from Honduras was collected by Mr. Charles H. Townsend. A :fine male Haruesse.d Antelope
was presented by tbe Zoological Society of Philadelphia. Nearly sixty
specimens have been mounted by the taxidermists.
.
- During the year 247 specimens (skins and alcoholics) have been added
to the collection, and 337 en~ries hav-e been made in the catalogue.
BIRDS,

Mr. Robert Ridgway, curator, has prepared a review of the Mexican
and Central American members of six families. Collections of llirds
from the Lower Amazon and from islands in the Caribbean Sea and on
the coast of Honduras have been determined. The curator bas written
a monog~aph of the_gen~ra Dendrucincla and Psittacula.
.
Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, assistant curator, bas continued bis studies
of the Japanese collection of birds belonging to tl.ie Museum, and has
investigated several groups of European birds. He bas also reported
upon two collections of birds from the Hawaiian Islands.
For more than two months the time of the curator and his assistants
was devoted to the p1·eparation of an exhibit for the Cincinnati Exposition.
Both the exhibition and study series of this department have steadily
improved during the year, and progress is being rapidly made in the
systematic arrangement and classification of the immense amount of
material whi.ch has been received both during this and previous years.
The' curator of birds has called. special attention to the fact that several species of North American birds are fast becoming extinct, and has
emphasized the desirabili~y of obtaining additional specimens of these
species before it is too late. These species are: Great Auk, Plaiitus
impinnis j La,brador Duck, Camptoloimus ·zabradorfos; Heath Hen, Tympaniwhits cupido; Pa "enger Pigeon, Ectopistes migratorius; California,
Vulture, Pseu,dogryphu.s cal'ifornianus; Carolina Paroquet, Conurus carolinensis ; and I rn1T billed Wood pecker, Campephilus principalis.
Tbe fir t of the ', the Great Auk, is uow believe<l. to be entirely ex·
tinct.
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N aushon. Mr. William Brewster thinks that its extinction is due to
the numerous foxes found on those islands.
The Passenger Pigeon is still found in small numbers, but it is thought
that it will not be many years before this species will be entirely extinct.
The California Vulture is becoming rarer each year. Large numbers
of these birds have been destroyed by eating poisoned meat intended
for other animals.
'
The Carolina Paroquet is being rapidly destroyed for its plumage,
and few specimens are now left. Whole flocks can be killed easily, since,
when-one has been wounded, the remainder will stay by it and can not
be frightened away.
The Ivory-billed Woodpecker is rapidly diminishing in numbers. No
special reason has been assigned for its d~crease.
Capt. Charles E. Bendire, curator of birds' eggs, has added to the
above list the name of Pallas's Cormorant, Phalacrocorax perspicillatus.
This species became extinct about thirty-five years ago on' the Commaiider Islands. It is especially desirable to retain specimens of this
bird, since only three skins have been preserved. It is believed that
no skeleton or egg of this bird exists in any collection. This is a very
fine bird, the largest of its family, and is provided with a lustrous plumage o~ burnished green and purple..
· In June, 1888, the Museum lost by death the services of Charles
Wickliffe Beckham. During his ·brief connection with the Museum
Mr. Beckham proved himself to be an intelligent and valuable assistant.
During the year 1,497 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 2,206 entries have been made in the catalogue.
BIRDS' EGGS,

Capt. Charles E. Bendire, D.S. Army, honorary curator, has continued the work of measuring, numbering, and rearranging the collection,
and 1,778 specimens have been thus disposed of dµring the year. The
relabeling of the reserve series, in accordance with the nomenclature
adopted by the American Ornithologists' Union, has also been commenced.
The principal contributions during the year have been reueived from
Lieut. H. C. Benson, U. S. Army, Dr. J. C. Merrill, U.S. Army, Dr. A.
K. Fisher, and Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the Department of Agriculture ;
Mr. F. Stephens, of San Bernardino, California, and Col. N. G. Goss, of
Topeka, Kansas.
During _the year 1,882 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 487 entries have been made in the catalogue.
REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS.

The operations of this department have been seriously interrupted by
the necessity of making some repairs in the west basement of the SmithH. Mis. 142, pt. 2 - 3
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sonian building. This work lasted for several months. The entire reserve series has been transferred from the laboratory of the department
to store-rooms. After the repairs had been completed, the collection
was again transferred to its former position. This series has, to a great
extent, been relabeled and systematically arranged.
Studies upon the Batrachia in the Museum have been continued by
Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia.
The curator, Dr. H. C. Yarrow, has investigated the subject ofrattlesnake venom, with a view to determining its action upon animals, and
numerous experiments have been made with so-called antidotes for the
venom. A popular account of these experiments was :published in
'' Forest and Stream," in May and June, 1888, and a final statement of
the results of his investigations will be published in a future repoi:t of
the Museum.
During the year 122 specimens have been added to the collection, and
83 entries have been made in the catalogue.
FISHES,

Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, honorary curator, was directed by the U.S.
Commissioner of Fisheries to investigate the fishes of Great Egg Harbor Bay, New Jersey, and in July, 1887, left Washington for that purpose. The results of this investigation have been embodied in a paper·
prepared by him for publication.
Great disorder to the collection has been caused by the necessary removal of the exhibition series of fl.she~ from the hall during the fire-proofing of the west end of the Smithsonian building. Immediately after
the completion of this work the collections were returned to their places.
In 1888 Dr. Bean was ordered by the U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries
to join the U. S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus for tue purpose of
investigating the southern mackerel fishery, and this cruise occupied
his time during May and June, 1888.
The growth of the collection in this department during the year
has been very satisfactory. Special work was accomplished 011 collections received from Ensign W. E. Sa:ffor<l, U. S. Navy, C.H. Townsend,
and Senor Don Jose Arechavaleta. A small collection of fishes from
Honduras was received from Mr. C. H. Townsend and reported upou.
The collections of fishes made by the U.S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross and the U.S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus have been
•atalogued and preserved. Types of several new species have been obtained, and de criptions of the e have been prepared for publication in
h Proceedings of the National Mu eum. The curator states in bis
r port that 62 acce ion haYe been received, representing nearly every
ta an Territory.
tring th y ar 1,350 sp cimen , have been added to the collection,
au 4:- 11 tri · · luw
en made iu tlle catalogue.
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MOLLUSKS,

A large portion of the time of the curator and his corps of assistants has been spent in unpacking, labeling, and repacking the large
and valuable collection of mollusks bequeathed to the Smithsonian Institution by the late Dr. Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia. This collection
includes about 20,000 specimens, and a description of it will be found
in the report of Mr. William H. Dall, honorary curator.
Special investigations have been made in connection with the deepsea mollusks collected by the steamers Blake and Albatross on the eastern coast of the United States and among the Antilles. A study of the
fauna of the Miocene Silex beds of Tampa Bay has been made. Mr. Dall
has also found time to study the relations of the members of the Tertiary
mollusk fauna with the recent species of the coast.
The condition of the collection is now very satisfactory, and the curator
estimates that during the year 30,000 additional specimens have been
added.
Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, adjunct curator, has devoted his time to arranging, classifying, and labeling the collections, and, in addition to the
routine work of the department, has prepared for publication several
papers based upon museum material. A list of these papers will be
found in Section IV of this report.
During· the year at least 30,000 specimens have been added _to the
collection, and 11,799 entries (including Uenozoic fossils) have been made
in the catalogue books.
INSECTS,

Considerable progress has been made in connection with the arrangement of material in the Department .of Insects during the year. Owing
to lack of room it has not been possible to properly expand and arrange
the collections, and additional space is urgently needed. Early in the
year the arrangement of Coleoptera and of the large Bombycid Lepidoptera was commenced. Studies were made of some of the genera of
the Noctuidre. The annotative and critical overhauling of the Glover
plates, with the view of possibly preparing them for publication, occupied a large part of the first half of the year.
Requests sent to this department for the determination, of material
have been very numerous, and much time has been consumed in identifying specimens. The questions submitted as to the life habits, methods
of collecting, and determination of insects, often require considerable
research. Prof. C. V. Riley, honorary curator, states in his report that
not less than one hundred and fifty letters, reporting names and habits
of specimens sent for determination, were written during the year. Tho
number of accessions received was not as large as last year, but their
value is folly equal to that of the accessions of the previous1 year. The
preservation of the material in this department requires great care, and
much time is required to protect these specimens from museum pests.
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The curator has visited Europe during the year, and consulted a number
of correspondents and specialists in reference to entomological work i
other museums.
Mr. J.B. Smith, assistant curator, has, in addition to performing the
ro'l1tine work of the <lepartment, prepared for publication a number of
entomological papers, a list of which will be found in Section IV of this
Report. · Several important investigation's have been conducted during
the year by the curator, assistant curator, and co-workers of the department . .
During the year about 10,000 specimens have been added to the collection, and 56 entries have been made in the catalogue.
MA~INE INVERTEBRATES.

In consequence of increased duties in connection with the work Of
the U . S. Fish Commission, Mr. Rathbun, honorary curator of this de·
partment, has been unable to devote as much time as iu previous years
t o museum work. The repairs which have been made in the west portion of the Smithsonian building have interfered seriously with the routine work of this department. The investigations of the curator have
related chiefly to subjects bearing more or less directly on problems
connected with the work of the U. S. Fish Commission. Seventeen of
the t hirty-three accessions received during the year were ·contributed
by or through the medium of tbe U. S. Fish Commission. The current
work of the department has been kept up and all the accessions of the
year have been properly cared for.
A large number of duplicate sets of specimens of marine invertebrates
have been distributed during the year to various schools and universities. This material has been courteously placed at,the disposal of the
Smithsonian Institution for this purpose -by the U.S. Commissioner of
Fisheries. As in former years this department bas received the benefi_t
of the co-operation of many eminent specialists, aud members of the scientific staff in the service of the U. S. Fish Commission have rendered
-very valuable assistance in their special lines of study.
.
During the year about 65,000 specimens have been added to the col·
lection, and 1,021 entries have been made in the catalogue.
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.
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PALEOZOIC INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS.

The principal work of the year in the department of paleozoic fossils
has been the preparation by Mr. C. D. Walcott, honorary curator, of a
representative series of fossils from each of the larger divisions of the
Paleozoic strata. The series, comprising 10,955 specimens, is now on
exhibition, and has been provided with labels.
The curator was absent from the city seven months of the year in connection with the work of the U. S. Geological Survey. During the remainder of the year he devoted a large portion of his time to the preparation of a paper on '' The Taconic System of Emmons, and the use of
the name Taconic in Geologic Nomenclature."
During the year 158 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 350 entries have been made in the catalogue.
MESOZOIC INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS,

Dr. C. A. White, honorary curator, states in his annual report that it
bas been necessary 'to devote the greater part of his time to the paleontological work of the U. S. Geological Survey. .A great deal has been
accomplished, however, in the identification of material sent for examination and in replying to letters addressed to the Museum asking for
information upon paleontological subjects.
The most important accession of the year has been the Lea collection
of fossils, 'forming a part of the extensive collections bequeathed by the
late Dr. Isaac Lea to the Smithsonian Institution. 4 card catalogue
of the collection has been made. No specimens .have yet been placed
upon exhibition, although a series of specimens representing the Mesozoic formation of North .America is ready for exhibition as_ soon.as cases
shall have been provided. Some important papers have been published
during the year by the curator. These are referred to in Section IV
(Bibliography) of this Report.
During the year 150 specimens have been added to the collection, and
30 entries have been made in the catalogue. ·
FOSSIL AND RECENT PLANTS.

Almost the entire time of :Mr. Lester F. Ward, honorary curator, has
been devoted to his work as an officer of the U.S. Geological Survey.
Considerable progress has been made by Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of
Columbus, Ohio, in the identification of material collected in Oregon
by Capt. Charles E. Bendire. Professor Lesq~ereux's report was edited
and prepared for publication in the Proceedings of the U. S. National
Museum by Mr. F. H. Knowlton, assistant curator of this department.
Mr. Knowlton continued his studies on the internal structure of fossil
plants and reached some interesting results. He also made an examination of fossil wood collected in the Yellowstone National Park.
In July, 1887, the curator, accompanied by the assistant curator, left
Wa hington on a u expedition to the Yellowstone Natiol!al Park, the
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primary object of this expedition being to collect fossil plants in this
re_gion. About 25 species of mosses and 300 species of flowering plants
were also obtained.
During the past two years a special study of the flora of the District
of Columbia has been made, one of the results of which is that there
are now in the herbarium about 1,000 species of plants from this locality.
The curator states that several valuable accessions have been received,
the principal one being the collection made by Ed ward Palmer, in
Mexico. This contains 768 species. . Second in size, but none the less
valuable, is the Mexican collection made by C. G. Pringle.
The routine work of the department has been well attended to, and
the present state of the collection is very satisfactory.
During the year 1,538 specimens of fossil plants have been added to
the collection, and 19 entries have been made in the catalogue. There
ha-ve also been received 6,000 specimens of recent plants. These have
been catalogued under 34 7 numbers.
MINERALS.

Prof. F. W. Clarke, honorary curator, reports that gifts of minerals
have been received from many sources, and that valuable additions
have been made to the collections of meteorites and gems.
·
A collection of gems and precious stones was prepared for exhibition
at the Cincinnati Exposition, and some valuable additional . specimens
were obt!,1ned.
·
The largest accession of the year is the collection bequeathed by the
late Dr. Isaac Lea. The U. S. Geological Survey has, as usual, made.
large and valuable contribution_s to the collection, especially important
being the minerals collected by officers of the Survey at Denver, Colo·
rado.
The greater part of the routine work of the department has been car·
ried on by Mr. William H. Yeates, assistant curator, who has devotec.l
much time to cataloguing and labeling.
During the year 3,295 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 341 entries have been made in the catalogue.
LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY.

The curator, Mr. George P. Merrill, has devoted the greater part of
hi time to the preparation of the exhibition, study, and duplicate series.
He ha al o completed the manuscript for a hand-book of the building, t ne coll ction. Thi contains not only a catalogue of the Museum
c llectiou, but al o a de cription of the principal quarries in the United
tate , information in regard to the tructure and composition of rock ,
m thod f quarrying, r ult of pre ure te t , and other associated
m, t rial b longing to this department
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has been thoroughly overhauled, with a view to eliminating all worthless specimens.
The preparation of sets of duplicate material has been commenced,
in order to meet the requests of educational institutions for collections
of this kind.
Special researches have been made upon the Montville serpentine
and the peridotite from Little Deer Island on the coast of Maine, and
upon a new meteorite from California. Papers relating to these specimens have been prepared for publication in the Proceedings of the
National Museum.
The curator has paid especial attention to the stratigraphic, structural, and dynamical geology exhibition series, and many important
additions have been made during the year. In the annual report of
this department, seventeen accessions are mentioned as of especial importance, among which are a large collection of-eruptive rocks, minerals, veins, and joint formations collected by the curator in New Jersey,
Rhode Island, Massa~husetts, and Maine, and an interesting series of
Devonian marbles and eruptive rocks sent in exchange by Mr. R. N.
Worth, curator of petrology in the Plymouth Institute at Plymouth,
England. Valuable contributions have also been received from officers
of the U. S. Geological Survey.
During the year, 1,000 specimens have been received.
METALLURGY,

The energies of the curator, Mr. F. P. Dewey, and his assistants,
have been devoted during the year to work incident to the change in
the location of the exhibition space of the department. A complete
reorganization of the geographical series of ores has been effected, and
some changes have been made in the systematic collections in economic
geology and metallurgy. The curator bas prosecuted special researches
in regard to the perfecting of the Hampe method of determining suboxide of copper in metallic copper, in order to carry on a further investigation upon the refining of pig-copper. He has also made a complete
chemical examination of the large collection from the Lone Elm Smelting Works at Joplin, Missouri. To accomplish this it was necessary to
make sixteen chemical analyses.
DuriJ?-g the year, 101 accessions were received. Of this number, 72 _
consisted of specimens sent for examination and report. Two important collections were contributed by the U.S. Geological Survey. One
of these was collected by . Mr. J. S. Curtis in connection with the
preparation of a report upon the silver-lead district of Eureka, Nevada;
the other was collected by Mr. S. P. Emmons, who is preparing a report
upon the geology oCLeadville, Colorado.
The total number of specimens in the department is about 51,000, of
which 18,000 are in the exhibition series.
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During the year 2,412 specimens have been added to the collection,
and 1,413 entries have been made in the catalogue.
LIVING ANIMALS.

This department was formally organized May 12, 1888, Mr. William
T. Hornaday being appointed curator. For a long time past, the need
of living animals had been felt to serve as models for the taxidermists,
and, through the courtesy of the U. S. Fish Commission, arrangements
were made for Mr. Hornaday to accompany one of the cars belonging
to the Commission with a view to securing living specimens. On October 8, Mr. Hornaday left Washington, visiting points in Minnesota,
Dakota, Montana, Washington Territory, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming. This expedition resulted in the acquisition of seventeen animals.
Mr. J. Frank Ellis, of the U. S. Fish Commission, and his assistant, Mr,
R. S. Johnson, rendered valuable assistance to the Museum in connection with the transportation of these animals to Washington.
A wooden structure for their reception was erected immediately
south of the Smithsonian Building, and on December 31, 1887, it was
thrown open to tbe public. Since then a large number of valuable (?OD·
tributions have been received, among _which are a fine jaguar from Mr,
J. W. Riddle; of Eagle Pass, Texas, and two black bears from Mr. J.
J. E. Linberg, of El Paso, Texas. The most important accession is a
pair ·of buffaloes from ·Nebraska. These were purchased by Hon,
E. G. Blackford, of New York, and presented to the Smithsonian
Institution. The collection has beeri steadily increasing, and it is
hoped that during the next session of Congress an appropriation will
be made for the purchase of land with a view to forming a National
Zoological Park. Special thanks are due to the United States Express Company for having made generous reductions in the rates of
transportation on living animals, the agents of the company having
been instructed to ship living specimens to this Institution at ordinary
merchandise rates.
·
G.-REVIEW OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE WORK.
PROGRESS OF GENERAL AND INCIDENTAL WORK.
LIBRARY.

Mr. John Murdoch, librarian, has submitted the following statement
in regard to the operations of the library during the year:
The total number of publications added to the library during the year
, 6 (1,316 volume f more than 100 page , 1,436 pamphlets, 3,169
f r gular erial , and 142 chart ). Of these, 437 volumes, 953
bl t , an 1,655 part f erial were r tained for the u e of th
th
· · i ns of th mitbsonian Institution.
u · um fr
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The remainder was obtained, as usual; by gift, and, less frequently?
by purchase.
The most important accession to the library during the year was the
bequest of the late curator oLArchreology, Dr. Charles Rau, of his
archreological and general library, comprising 2,437 volumes _and
pamphlets, many of very great value. Of these, 408 have already been
entered and catalogued.
·
When finished, these books will form the '' Rau Memorial Library,"
and will be assigned to the sectional library of archreology.
· Other important donations were as follows: From the estate of the
late Prof. S. F. Baird, 65 volumes, 21 pamphlets, 303 parts of serials,
and 3 charts; from Prof. Charles U. Shepard, of Charleston, South
Carolina, 134 volumes and 5 pamphlets from the chemical library of his
distinguished father. (This donation was made at the suggestion of
Prof. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist, U.S. Geological Survey.) From Dr.
George E. Horn, of Philadelphia, a complete set -of" separates" of his
entomological papers, comprising 44 pamphlets.
During· the year 5,492 books were borrowed from the library and
3,023 returned. Ninety-four persons are now authorized under the
regulations to draw books from the Museum Library, and of these 73
are also authorized to obtain books from the Library of Congress
through the Museum Library. Two hundred and ninety-eight orders
were sent to the Library of Congress during the year.
The '' Ledger of Books Issued" having grown so bulky and so inconvenient, on account of the impossibility of alpha_betical arrange- ·
ment, it was decided to try the e_xperiment of transferring the charges
on this book to separate slips, which Cl[)uld be filed in alphabetical
order. When these slips were prepared by the copyist they were carefully compared with the records by the librarian in person, who then
canceled the old record. The slips used are of uniform size, one-fourth
of the standard octavo. When a book i8 issued the title, with the name
of the borrower and date of issue, is written on one of these slips, which
are kept by themselves for the day, and counted and · filed the first
thing on the following morning. On the return of the book the slip is
removed from the file and canceled. The receipts of each borrower are
kept as before, but are filed alphabetically instead of by their dates . .
The experiment has proved entirely successful. It is calculated that at
least half the time formerly consumed in recording loans is now saved,
and there is a distinct increase in accuracy. The success of this experiment induced the librarian to use the same method in keeping the accounts with the Library of Congress, as a great deal of time was wasted
whenever it was necessary to learn whether a certain book bad been
drawn from the Library or when one had been returned. Of the latter we
had no record except the unindexed file of canceled receipts, bound in a
clumsy volume. At present, one alphabetical file of slips -gives the
titles of all books drawn from the Library of Congress, with the date
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oJ withdrawal of ea.c h; another shows tbe titles of all that have been
returri.ed with the date of.withdrawal and return. These two :files thus
give a complete hi~tory of our dealings with the Congressional Library.
When a bbok is received from the Library its title is immediately
written on a slip, .which is stamped with the date and :filed at once. On
its return to the Library of Congress this slip is removed from the file
of" Borrowed," stamped with the date, and :filed as '' Returned." This
system, which has b~en in operation since the latter part of March, has
proved entirely satisfactory. ·
The card-catalogue by authors has been' continued, and 2,829 titles
have been added to it during the year.- It is still impossible to begin
the much-needed catalogue of subjects.
Sectional libraries.-An inspectipn of the sectional libraries was be·
gun April 2, 1888, and completed June 15, 1888. All the sectional
libraries were visited by the librarian in person, and the books found
in them carefully compared with the receipts given by the gentlemen
in charge of the sections. At the same time the titles of all books permanently assigned to each sectional library were transferred from the
ordinary "call-cards" to a special form of receipt (approved by the
Secretary). These sectional library receipts are filed separately from
the receipts given by curators and others for books borrowed by them
personally and not for the use of the section. Thus the receipts for
each sectional library form a catalogue of the books in that library.
At the close of the inspection each curator was furnished with a list of
the books in his sectional library.
The sectional libraries, the establishment of which has been author·
ized, are nineteen in number, namely: tl) Administration; (2) Archreology; (3) Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institution; (4) Birds ;
(5) Chief Ulerk Smithsonian Institution; (6) Editor Smithsonian Institution; (7) Ethnology; (8) Fishes; (9) Insects; (10) Lithology and
Physical Geology; (11) · Mammals; (12) Marine Invertebrates; (13)
Materia Medica; (14) Mesozoic Fossils; (15) Metallurgy and Eco·
nomic Geology; (16) Mineralogy; (17) Mollusks and Cenozoic Fossils ;
(18) Plants, recent and fossil; (19) Textiles and Foods.
Of these, Nos. 1, 3, and 5 have never been organized, while it bas
been found convenient for purposes of administration to divide the
library of the section of Minerals into two divisions-(a) consisting
Chiefly of works on chemistry, and kept in the office of the honorary
curator and under his immediate charge, and (b) containing most of the
tri tly mineralogical books, and kept in the mineral laboratory, in
charge of the a istant curator.
Th following i the re ult of the inspection:
A.rchceology.-Thi library was organized December 14, 1887, on the
, pp intm t of the new curator, and therefore not rein pec~ed. On
,Tun , 1
it c ntained r:: v lume and pamphl t and 13 parts of
ri, 1.. '\ h nth
au 1 m ri, 1 Library i entered and catalogued it
t thi. , , ·ti n.
-~· -----~-~--~-
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Birds.-Inspected April 2, 1888; contains 462 volumes and pamphlets and 183 parts of serials. These are generally in good condition,
though many of the large books·are of necessity exposed to dust from
lack of suitable cases. This sectional library was founded before the
Museum library was organized, and was found to contain many books
belonging to the Smithsonian Institution of which the librarian ,had no
record. These were all properly catalogued and recorded.
Editor Smithsonian Institution.-Inspected June 8, 1888; contains
64'J volumes and pamphlets an·d 390 parts of serials, all in good order.
Ethnology.-Inspected April 28, 1888; ·contains 61 volumes and pamphlets, 98 parts of serials, and 1 cliart, in good condition.
Fishes.-Inspected April 18, 1888; contains 137 volumes and pamphlets and 12 parts of serials, in good condition, kept in suitable cases
with standard Museum locks.
Insects.-Inspected June 5; 1888; contains 390 volumes and pam- ,
1
phlets and 343 parts of serials, in good condition, kept in a case wi*
standard Musemn lock. More case room is needed.
Lithology and physical geology.-Iuspected May 3, 1888; contains 312
volumes and pamphlets and 127 parts of serials, in good condition. The
curator has two cases with standard Museum locks, which hold about
three-fourths of these books, while the rest are on open shelves.
11lammals.-Inspected M-ay 28, 1888; contains 410 volumes and pamphlets, in good order. The curator has not a sufficient number of cases
to contain these hooks. ·
Marine invertebrates.-lnspected April 14, 1888; contains 115 volumes and pamphlets and 118 ,charts, all in good condition, and kept in
cases with standard Museum locks.
Materia, medica.-lnspected April 23, 1888; contains 194 volumes
and pamphlets and 130 parts of serials, in good condition. About half
of the books are kept in a suitable case, provided with' the standard
Museum lock, and the rest are on open shelves.
Mesozoic fossils.-Inspected May 17, 1888; contains 36 volumes and
pamphlets in good order, kept on open shelves.
Metallurgy and economic geology.-Inspected May 10, 1888; contains
· 349 volumes and pamphlets and 94 parts of serials, in good condition
and very carefully arranged by the curator. There are six good cas~,
amply sufficient to hold all these books.
Mineralogy.-(a) Inspected June 4, 1888; contains 142 volumes and
pamphlets and 228 parts of serials, in good order and kept in suitable
cases. (b) Inspected May 16, 1888; contains 98 volumes and pamphlets in good order and kept in a suitable case, with standard Museum
locks.
JJfolluslcs and Cenozoic fossils.-Inspected April 21, 1888; contains 74
volumes and pamphlets and 34 parts of serials, in good order, kept in
a locked case.
Plants, recent andfossil.-Inspected May 18, 1888; contains 320 vol-
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umes and pamphlets and 339 parts of serials, kept in various rooms 011
_the south balcony and on shelves on the balcony.
Textiles and foods.-Owing to the temporary absence of the curator
and the inability of the assistant left in charge to take proper care of
the books in this library, they have been recalled to the centr~l library.
On the return of the curator this sectional library will be reorganized.
It seems undesirable, and, indeed, hardly practicable to endeavor to
enforce the regulation which requires that books belonging to a sectional library shall be kept separate from all other books. The books
in a specialist's library are naturally arranged according to subjects,
which necessarily brings together books belonging to the sectional
library, the Library of Congress, and even the author himself.
Binding.-One hundred volumes belonging to the Museum were sent
to the Government Bindery late in the year and were an returned on or
before June 29. Considerable progress has been made in putting the
pamphlets into suitable covers ; but this work has been partially suspended on account of the exhaustion of the appropriation for the purchase of these ~overs.
Progress bas also been made in arranging the pamphlets in the
pamphlet boxes mentioned in my last report, but this work bas necessarily been slow, since thQ routine work, as will be seen from the very
large number of books issued, returned, and catalogued, bas occupied
nearly all the time of the .two employes 'in the library.
TRANSPORTATION .AND STORAGE.
DISTRIBUTION OF DUPLICATES,' AND EXCHANGES.

The total number of boxes, packages, barrels, tanks, etc., received
during the year was 12,400, of which 1,911 contained material for the
Museum collections, the remainder of the number being distributed to
their proper addresses.
The registrar, Mr. S. C. Brown, has continued to act as transportation
clerk for the Smithsonian Institution, thus adding much routine .work
to his duties as registrar.
During the year 405 packages were entered upon the storage record
of the Mu eum. The storing of material is of very great convenience to
the curators, who may not at the time of the arrival of the material for
th ir department be able to work up the collection at once.
The numb r of packages sent out was 2,042, and of this number 264
c ntained Museum material sent out as gifts, loans, or in exchange. Phot graph of ca e and exhibits in the 1\luseum have been sent to all who
mad application. :Much labor wa added to the work of this d partm nt in connection with the hipment of exhibit to the 01.iio Valley
nt nnial E po ition. Th e filled twelve car and consi ted of five
hnn r d and nin ty- ix ackage , weighing in the aggregate 125,000
1> un
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The following table presents the number .of specimens distributed by
the Museum during the year:
No. of
specimens.

Department.
Textiles . ............................. .
Historical relics ...••.•........ ...•••..
Ethnology ..........• ....•.............
.American prehistoric potttry ......... .
Prehistoric anthropology .•...•........
Mammals .....•........••..•.••••...•..
Birds .........•..•..••..•••.•......•...
Birds' eggs ....•.•••.••.•••...•........
Reptiles ....•..••.•••••.••••••• ........
Fishes ................................ .

30
20
839
6

635
119

1,068
73

No.of
specimens.

Department.-

Mollusks ............................ .
Marine invertebrates ................ .
Invertt·brate fossils .................. .
Fossil and recent plants ............. .
Minerals ............................. .
Rocks ........................•.......
Metallnrgy ......•..••.•.............. ,

481
24, 750
20
300
545

327

____

Total ..•......••..•...............

6

29,408

174
15

,T he greater part of the material distributed by the Department of
Marine Invertebrates was sent out in sets, in response to applications
which had been received from museums and other educational institutions.
The number of specimens distributed. by the Smithsonian Institution
since 1854: 1& .shown in the following table:
1854 to 1881 inclusive ........... 435,000
· 1882...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 391
(883 ..•....••..... ·--- ...... .... 16,270
1884.... . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, Oo4
1885 (January to June).:···.... 15,000

1885-'86.... .. •••. ... • . .. • . . • ..•
1886-'87 . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
1887-'88 ...••......•...•.....•.•

23,937
11, 000
29,408

Total. ...................... 564, 090

A table showing approximately the number of duplicate specimens
distributed to the end of 1880 has been prepared and may be of in·
terest.
Speci~s.

Nature of material.
Skelet~ns and skulls.........................................................
Mammals ...........•..... .............•........... :.........................
Birds ............................................................... : . . . . . . . .
Reptiles . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishes : ...........................................•.......................•.. ·
Nests and eggs of birds ........... :.. ....... ... ...... ...... ..•.....•........
Insects . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • .
Crustaceans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • .
Shells ......•.................... ~-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
Radiates.....................................................................
Other marine invertebrates . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .
Plants and packages of seeds .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . •. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Fossils.......................................................................
Minerals and rocks ............................................ ..... ....... .-.
Ethnological specimens......................................................
Diatomaceous earths (packages).............................................

Specimens.

588
2,169
28,125
2, 590
10, 903
8,396
4, 689
1, 097
90, 722
593
9, 258
30, 496
4,417
10, 250
3,884
I, 176

1,945
4,825 .
42, 517
4, 191
14, 639
20,914
10,331
2, 689
197, 873
793
13, 434
53, 030
10,544
21, 737
5,783
2, 010

1 - - - -1 --

Total . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

209, 353

407, 255
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Si_x ty-four photographs of cases and exhibits were sent out in compli·ance with requests. Fifty-three applications for duplicate specimens
have been received from individuals and institutions . . Many of these
have been filled and the remainder will be, as soon as the duplicate
material can be arranged into sets for distribution.
A large number of exchanges of material of all kinds, especially
geological specimens, has been completed during tb-e year.
The National Museum takes this opportunity of extending its warmest thanks to the Alaska Commercial Company and other companies
through whose kind offices the transportation of specimens has been
effected at various times during the year.
FOREIGN EXCHANGES.

Several exchanges with foreign institutions have been carried on during the year. Among the more important the following may be mentioned:
A model of the Cabin Creek meteorite was sent to M.A. Daubree, of the
· Museum d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris, and other models and photographs
will be sent later. To S. H. Drew, Wanganui, New Zealand, was transmitted a collection of ethnological objects, and from him was received a
collection of fossils. A small collection of archreological objects, numbering- fifteen specimens, was transmitted to L. Guesde, Musee L'Herminier,
Point a Pitre, from whom was received a collection of birdskins, numbering three hundred and twenty-eight specimens. A collection of one
hundred and forty-one North American stone implements was sent in
December to Sir Julius Von Haast, director of the Canterbury Museum,
Christ Church, New Zealand. From Dr. E. Ramy, director of the Musee d'Ethnographie, in Paris, were received in exchange two boxes containing busts representing types of the human race.· A collection
of thirty-six specimens illustrating American aboriginal religion was
sent to M. L de Milloue, director of the Musee Guimet at Lyons. In
exchange, specimens of Roman pottery and objects of Gallo-Roman interest in bone, stone, and bronze, as well as duplicates of Chinese and
Japanese religious objP.cts, have been promised. An exchange of bats
ha been arranged for with Signor Angelo Senna, of the Zoological Institute at Pavia, Italy. A aollection of minerals, ores, and rocks was
received from l\fr. S. Sinclair, director of the Australian Museum, Sydney, New South Wales. Birdskins, including two specimens of N amiye's
\V otlpecker, pecimen of lacquer-work, meteoric stones, sapphire crystal·, and a addle from Loochoo, have been received from the Educati nal Departm t, Tokyo, J.apan, and a collection of one hundred and
v nt n ird ·kin, bas b en nt in exchange.
g tiati n are still p ndingfor xehan,r s f rn, t rial witl i:,everal
tli r in ividuali:; an institution·.
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PUBLICATIONS.

In June, 1888, the report on the operations of the National Museum
for the first six months of 1885 was issued as Part II of the Annual
Report of the .B oard of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution. This
volume contains i-xi, 1-264 and i-vii, 1-939 pages, the latter series of
pages constituting a paper by Hon. Thomas Donaldson, entitled "The
-G-eorge Catlin Indian Gallery." This is illustrated by one hundred and
forty.two plates and two large maps, showing the bounds of Indian
reservations.
The reports on the operations of the Museum for 1885-'86 and 1886-'87
are in type, and will soon be received from the Public Printer.
The ninth volume of "Proceedings of the U.S. Natlonal Museum,"
for 1886, was received from the Government Printing Office in August,
1887. Two hundred copies of this volume had already been received
in "signatures" and distributed in that form to the principal scientific
institutions, and also to a few individuals, in all parts of the world.
The first signature was published on .September 17, 1886, and the last
on March 9, 1887. Volume 9 contains i-viii, 1-714 pages, and is illus.
trated by twenty.five full page plates, one of which is a chromo·litho·
graph, and a large number of text figures. The authors of papers in
this volume are twenty-seven in number, namely: James E. Benedict,
.T. W. Blakiston, George H. Boehmer, Charles H. Bollman, E. D. Cope,
W. H. Dall, George E. Doering, Charles L. Edwards, Carl H. Eigen.
mann, Barton W. Evermann, Fernando Ferrari.Perez, Morton W.
, Fordice, Charles H. Gilbert, Elizabeth G. Hughes, David S. Jordan,
George N. Lawrence, John Belknap Marcou, William G. Mazyck, George
P. Merrill, Richard Rathbun, Robert Ridgway, John A. Ryder, Rosa
Smith, Leonhard Stejneger, John B. Smith, Frederick W. True, John
Grant Wells. Nine of these are officially connected with the National
Museum. The papers in this volun;ie are sixty in number, and relate to
the following subjects:
Subjeet.
Birds ...•.......•....••........•......••.
Fishes ....................... : .......... .
Mollusks ............................... .
Mammals ............................... .
Marine invertebrates .................. ..
Reptiles ................. : ............. ..

No.of
papers.

21
21
4

4
3
2

Subject.

No. of
papers.

Naval ar(?bitecture ........ ·............. .
Materia medica ... .".................... .
Invertebrate fol!sils .................... .
Insects ............................... .
Lithology and physical geology ........ .
Total······.·····-··················

CiO

Twenty.five signatures (Nos. 7-31 inclusi~e) of volu~e 10 Proceed.
' .
During the
montlJS of February, March, April, May, and June, 1888, no signatures
appeared.

.

rngs of the U. S. National Museum, have been published.
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Bulletin 32, "Catalogue of Batrachians and Reptiles of Central
.America and Mexico," by Prof. E. D. Cope, has b.een published during
the year and contains 98 octavo pages. This catalogue is a systematic
and synonymic description of Central American and Mexican species of
Batrachia and Reptilia, largely based on material in the National
Museum. To each specJes is added a list of the localities where it has
been found, together with the name of the discoverer, or, in the absence
of that, the name of the author who is responsible for the correctness
of the locality. The total number of genera included in the catalogue
is 197, and of species, 705, of which 135 are batrachians and 570 reptiles.
The manuscript for Bulletins No. 33, "Catalogue of Minerals · and
Synonyms, alphabetically arranged for the use of Museums," by Dr.
Thomas Egleston, and No. 34, "Catalogue of Batrachians and Reptiles
of North America," by Prof. E. D. Cope, is now in the hands of the
Public Printer.
·
Mr. A. Howard Clark bas faithfully continued his duties as editor
of the Proceedings and Bulletin.
Circular No. 36 of the U.S. National Museum, concerning the Department of Prehistoric Antropology, has been issued. The object of this
circular is to obtain information concerning that class of .American
aboriginal stone implements which have heretofore been denominated
"rude or unfinished implements of the paleolithic type." It is illustrated by cuts of several stone implements. This circular was widely
distributed among archrnologists and others interested in th-e subject,
and much valuable information was elicited, which has been incorporated in a paper by the curator of prehistoric anthropology, and is published in Section III of this Report.
In Section IV of the Report will be found a Ust of the publications of the
MuselU[l, and also a bibliography of papers published by officers of the
Museum and by collaborators, whose writings are based upon Museum
material. The authors of these papers are 77 in number, of whom 35
are connected with the Museum, 14 being honorary officers. The total
number of papers is 396, of which 311 are by Museum officers and 85
by other investigators, and are distributed under the following subjects~
b

Subjects.

1;,t~:~~ni
othcers.

dministration .....••••..........•..•............•••••••.••.••••••..•.
Archreology ......•.••....•.......•.....•..••.•••....•••••.••••••••••••.

4

Dio1rrapby .•. .••.••••• .••.•••...•.•.• .•••••••••..•. •• •••••••• ••••••.••.

5

l~iolol{y .......•..........••.•.•...........•. . .••.......•.•.••.•••..•...
Bir,h!
...•••.••..••.•..•••...••..••......•• .•.••••••.••..•.•...•.
Bird. ' ,zgs . ........•.....•....•••.•.••..•••...•..•..••.••• ..•....•.... .
Chemistry .•••.•.•••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••.•••. , •••••••••••••••.••.

]

Papers
by other Total.
investigators.
4
2

2

43

... -.. ....

5

35

1
78

~

4

8

4

··········

~
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Papers
·
b
Papers y by other
Museum investiofficers.
gators.

Subjects.

3
16
Ethnology ..•.......••..••.••.......•.•.....•.•.•••••.•.••..••••..••• · :
2
77
Entomology ......•••..•....••....•••.... : . ..•••......••..••.••• · · · • • · ·
47
Fisheries and fishing grounds .......•...• : •.••..•.••..•.••••.......••..
2
Fishery industries .•••••.••..•.••.......•...•••......•........••..•....
9
16
Fishes ..••••...•..•...•.•...••. . ..........•............•. ·····••··•··•·
Foods ................................................................. .
6
Fossil plants ..••............•..••••........•...•............••...... ••·
Gentiral natural history...... . . . • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••...•.. ·
Geography and exploration ................................ ;........... .
5
History..... . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
12
Invertebrate fossils ................ . ............................·...... .
Lithology and physical geology ..•.. ~ ......•••...............•........ .
10
4
Mammals ............ , ............................•.......... ··········
5
3
Marine invertebrates ......•.....•......•...•.....••..........•........
Materia medioa .....••...•..••..••....•....•...........•......••....•..
2
2
Metallurgy .......•••••....•.......•..........•.........•• • · · · · · · · · · · · ·
7
Minerals ..•......•.......••........•......•.........................•.
23
Miscellaneous (including reviews) ...••........•.......................
1
2
Mollusks .................••................•..•......... ··············
5
Osteology and craniology ..•.....•......•.•.......... : ....• . ...........
2
3
Plants ................................................... ...... · · ······
4
Physiology ..................... . ........................... · · ...•..• · · ..............
4
4
Reptiles ......................................................... ······
Textiles ................•....•••.....•......•...•..... ; ......•.........
1 ..............
Thermo tics .•...•.........•.. .,-.......•......••....... ~ ...• · • · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Total .....•••..........•.....•......•....•.•..........• : .. ...

311

85

Total.

19
79
i8
2

25
1
6
2
5

12
7
14
8

1
4

7
23
3

8
4

4
8

1

2
30_6

VISITORS.

During the year the total number of visitors to the Museum building
has been 249,665, and to the Smithsonian Building, 102,863.
The monthly register, as kept by the door.keepers, is here recorded:
National Mu· Smithsonian
ni~d~g.
Building .

.

1888 .

.July .....•.• ·~ ............................................................ .
• August ................................................................... .
September ........•.............•...................•...•..•...............
October ................................................................... .
November .••....••••.................••....•...............•..•..... .....
December ................................................................. .

11, 81?
17,299
20,820
16, 109
13, 161
18,135

5,219
7,674
9,836
6,908
5, 7ll
7,949

.January .....••••....•..•••..•..............•......•.......... -· · ·· · ·••·•·
February ..•..••••..•.•..•.••.•...................................••.......
March .................................................................... .
April .•••.......••......... . ...................................•.......... .
May ..................................... ............ ..... .... ... ..... .... .
June

18,946
25,603
30,698
24,822
33,440
18,809

7, GOH
9,773
10, 089
9,822
14,546
7, 638

Total. .•...••.........................................................
Approximate daily average . ........................................ .

249, 665
800

102, 86:J
3'.?9

1889.

. Mis. 142, pt. 2--4

-----
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Table showing the number of visito1·s to the Museum and Smithsonian Buildings since the
opening of the former in 1881.

Museum
Buildin"'.
""

Year.

1881. ••.••••••.••..••••••••••. •••••• ••••••••••. ·•· •••··••· ..
1882 .....•••••.••..•••.•••••••.•••••••.•••.••••.•••..•••. · • .
]883 ....................................................... .
1884 . .. ................................................... ..
1885 (.January to .June) ................................... .
1885-'86 .... . ...... .. ...................................... .
1886-'87 .... . .............................................. .
1887-'88 •••··••··••··••··••·• ••·•••··••··••···•·•••··••·•••·

Smit,hsonian '.l'?talNo. of
Building. v1S1t?rs.to bot b
bmldrngs.

m150, ooo

150,000
167,455
202,188
195,322
107,365
174,225
216,562
249,668

152,744
104,823
91,130
60,428
88,960
98,552
102,863

320,199
307,011
286,452
167,793
263, t85
315,114
352,528

1, 4ti;l, 782

699,500

2,162,282

(1)

LECTURES AND MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Following the custom of previous years the use ·of the lecture hall
bas been granted for a series of lectures delivered under the joint auspices of the Biological and .Anthropological Societies of Washington.
Some of these lectures were delivered on Saturday afternoons, and
oth~rs, illustrated by stereopticon views, on Friday evenings. ,
The course consisted of two series of lectures, the programme of each
being as follows:
PROGRAMME

OF

THE FIRST SERIES.

February 18.-Prof. HERBERT B. ADAMS: University Extension in Englan<l, Baltimore, and Washington.
February 24.-Prof. WILLIKM: LIBBY, JR.: Southeastern Alaska and its People.
March 3.-Prof. F. W. CLARKE: Chemical Analysis.
March 9.-Dr. GEORGE H. WILLIAMS: The Microscope in Geology.
March 17.-NATHANIEL H. EGLESTON: The Origin of Our Names.
March 24.-Prof. PAUL HAUPT: Excavation _iu Assyria and Babylonia.

PROGRAMME OF THE SECOND SERIES.
March 31.-Prof. G. STANLEY HALL: Psychic Research in England, and the Recent
Study of Hypnotism in France .
.Azn·il 6.-Prof. H. CARRINGTON BOLTON: Glaciers.
April 14.-Dr. DAVID T. DAY: The Use of Natural Gas.
April 21.-Prof. 'l'. C. MENDENIIALL: Earthquake Measurements.
,1pril 28.-Prof. On T. MASON: Woman's Share in Primitive Culture.
fay G.-Maj. J. W. POWELL: The CourseofHumanProgress.

Th m mber of the joint committee in charge of the arrangement of
th 1 tur , w r Uarrick Mallery. Frank Baker, J. S. Billings, W. H.
all , . lt. Ea. tmau, ob rt Fletcher, G. K. Gilbert, G. Brown Goode,
• ';'>t. I n, 11aw, ,J. . Kiclcl r, Oti T. Mason, Wa8bington Matthews,
art 1 r
r. Pil ,y, ancl . S. W <lwarcl.
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The following table shows the number and dates of "Saturday lectures" delivered up to the close of the last season:
No. of
lectures.

Year.

Date of first and last lecture.

1882. ..... ..•. .. . . . . . . ..... ..... .... .. ... . . .
1883............... .. . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . .
1884 ........•.............•.•••....••.......
1885 .................•........ , ........••••.
1886 ............•...........................
1887 ........................................
1888 ........................................

March 11, April 29 .......•••...•••.••.•••• ·•..•..
Janu~ry 13, March 31 ..•••••••••••......••••.••.
January 5, April26 ......••..••..•.......••.....
February 7, May2 ...•••.••..•••.•.•......... J••
March 6, May 8 ......•.•.•.•.... .•... : •. .••..•..
March 12, May 7 ..............••...••••.........
February 18, May 5 ..........••.••..•.••........

12

Total ................•........•...•............................................•.•.••.•.

83

8

12
17
12
10

12

By permission of the Director of the Museum several societies have
held their meetings in the Museum lecture ball. The following societies have availed themselves of this privilege during the year:
The NationarAcademy of Sciences, on April 17, 18, 19, and 20.
The Botanical Section of the Biological Society of Washington, on
April 4, May 3, and June 6.
The Biological Society, annual meeting, on February 1.
The Amateur .Botanical Club of Washington, with the following program of special papers:
December 10, 1887.-Prof. MILES ROCK: The Guatemala Forests.
December 21.-Prof. J. W. CHICKERING: The.J<,lora'of Alaska.
Jan·u ary 7.-1888.-Prof. EDWARDS. BURGESS: The Fresh Water Algm of the District.
Janua1·y 21.-Dr. GEORGE VASEY: Some Important Medical Plants.
STUDENTS.

Free access has, as usual, been granted to stµdents in the various
branches of natural history. At the request of the Smithsonian Institution, and under the proYision of section XIV of the .act approved June
16, 1878, and section IV of' article IX of the Poli_pe Regulation to kill birds
within the District of Columbia for scientific purposes, permission bas
been given, to several applicants to collect birds and bird's eggs in the
District of Columbia.
Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy, has been detailed by the Secretary
of the Navy to special duty in the National Museum, and has accomplished a large amount of important work in connection with the classification of the extensive Eskimo collections in the Museum. Prof. G.
Stanley Hall bas devoted considerable time to an investigation of the
subject of mythology from tbe psycho.physical point of view, and for
this purpose has been granted access to the ethnological collections.
Proi~ E. D. Cope bas continued bis studies upon the Batrachia in the Museum collection. The unnamed species of Acrididce have been sent to Mr.
fotw ence B ·unner, of W st Poiu t Nebraska, at his reque~t 1 for study.
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A selected series of Lachnosterna has been sent for study to Dr. George
H. Horn, of Philadelphia. Mr. Tyler Townsend and Dr. George Marx,
of the Department of Agriculture, have rendered valuable assistance
iu ~mnnection with the preparation of the entomological exhibit for the
Cincinnati Exposition. Prof. ·A. E. Verrill has continued the study of
several groups of marine invertebrates dredged by the Fish Commission on the eastern coast of the United States. Prof. S. I. Smith has received for study the crustacea gathered from the same-source. Prof.
Edwin Linton, of Washington and Jefferson College, has made rapid
progress with his studies on Trematode parasites. Prof. Leslie A. Lee
is intending to study the Foraminifera collected by the Fish Commission. Mr. J. Walter Fewkes, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
at Cambridge, Massachusetts, has continued to report upon the free
Medusrn collected b_y the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross.
Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, bas been engaged in the
identification of the fossil plants collected in Oregon by Capt. Charles
E. Bendire, and has also determined the species of fossil plants from
the John Day River region . . His report on this material, including
the description of several new species, has been prepared by Mr. F. H.
Knowlton for publication in the Proceedings of the U. S. National
Museum. A collection of mosses gathered in the Yellowstone National
Park have been identified by Prof. Charles R. Barnes, of the University of Wisconsin, who bas also identified the mosses collected by
Messrs. Lucas and Palmer Qn the expedition sent out by the Fish Commission and the Smithsonian Institution to Funk Island in the summer of 1887. Dr. John W. Echfeldt, of Philadelphia, has identified
several lots of lichens from various loca.lities. Dr. T:F. Allen, of New
York, has on several occasions identified specimens of Oharacem. Dr.
George Vasey, botanist of the Department of Agriculture, has identified
several sets of grasses from various places. Prof. L. H. Bailey, jr., of
Cornell University, has examined the extensive series of mounted specimens in the herbarium ,r epresenting the genus Oarex. A series of American rocks was lent for study to Mr. J. S. Diller, of the U. S. Geological
Survey. Mr. J. F. Kemp bas published two papers describing the southeastern Missouri lead region, basing his remarks upon collections which
were made by him, and which formed a part of the exhibit of the Department of Metallurgy at the New Orleans Exhibition iu 18S4. These
collections are now in the Mueeum. A drawing of Pilocarpus pennatifoli1J,S wa lent for compari ou to Dr. Clement Biddle, U. S. Navy. In
accordance with the request of the Smithsonian Institution, July 11,
thA Navy Departm nt detailed Paymaster William J. Thomson, U.S. S.
Mohican, to na I him t c mplete his report on Easter Island, and
upon tll · 11 c i n. mad y himself at that place. Mr. Henry Hemphill, r · n Di go, C~ lifomi·a,, lrns <1uri11g th pasty ar, as in previous
Y r.·, r ·11 l •r , (1 valnal 1 ai-1.'i:-;tan ·e t th D 'partm nt of l\lollm,k.·,
'u l ha.· r eut mu ·ll v lu( bl · u<l int •r sting material. Dr. Wil -
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iam H. Rush, -tJ. S. Navy,vhas been· a valued friend to the Museum,
especially to the Department of Mollusks. Several persons have, as
usual, received instruction in taxidermy and photography. A request
made by Mr. Robert P. Bigelow for work room in the Museum was
granted.
CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE WORK.
~UILDINGS AND LABOR: POLICE AND PUBLIC COMFORT.

This department is under the charge of Henry Horan, superintendent
of buildings.
At the beginning of the present fiscal year the staff employed for
police and inspection, under the charge of Henry Horan, superintendent of buildings, consisted of 1 assistant superintendent, 12 watchmen, 5 door-keepers, 1 telephone operator, 1 copyist, 1 mail messenger;
for construction, care of buildings and repairs, 4 carpenters, 2 painters; for labor and cleaning, 3 skilled laborers, 16 laborers, 7 cleaners, 2
attendants. For heating and lighting there was employed 1 engineer,
with 6 firemen. Extra laborers have been employed from time to time,
and particularly in connection with the preparation of the exhibit for
the Cincinnati Exposition.
The following paragraphs contain a condensed summary of the most
important work accomplished in each month:
1887.

July.-During this month the task of preparing an exhibit for the Minneapolis Exposition was commencP-d, nuder tlle general supervision of Mr. W. V. Cox., chief clerk.
The work of packiug ;,nd shipping the exhibit occupied the time of the greater part
of the force until late in August, when Mr. C. A. Steuart, assistant superintendent of
buildings, was sent to Minnneapolis to snperintend the work of unpacking and installing the exhibit. This work was completed on August 31, the opening day of the
EYposition.
·
Augiist.-During this month the work of removing the frame annex east of the
Mnseum building was completed. The material thus obtained was utilized in the "
erection of work and storage sheds south of the Smithsonian building. Steam-pipes
were laid, in order to connect these sheds with the boilers in the Smithsonian building. The collection of scientific instruments was removed from the north hall of the
Museum building to a room specially fitted for its reception in the east wing of the
Smithsonian building.
Septembi:r.-Much of the time of the laborers during this month was occupied in rearranging the cases in the Anthropological ball of the Smithsonian building. A
lar~e collection of stone images, models of cliff dwellings, and other objects of great
weight, was removed from the Museum buildiug to this ball. This work necessitated
great care in its execution. A cast ofa whale in the south ball of the Museum buildi1;1g was removed from its base and suspended from the ceiling, thus affording addit10nal floor space.
October.-During this month was commenced the erection of sheds south of the
~mithsoniau building. The arrangement of the material which had been removed
froru th~ Museum building to the Anthropological hall in the Smithsot;tian buildinowas fimshed. The walls and ceilings in the basement of the Smithsonian buildin:,;:
were whitewashed. The sewerage in the basement of the Smithsonian buildino- wa~
repaired. · Thirteen walnut cases, formerly nsed in the Smithson.i an building, wire reconstructed, to conform to the needs of the Department of Metallurgy. -The cases in
the Department of Lith~lo~y and Physi~al Geology were re-arranged. The signal
?locks thronghout the bn1lchngs were put rn order. Several pine cases were erected
rn the basement of the Smithsonian building for the use of the Department of Fishes.
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Novernber.-The principal work of the month consisted in unpackin g the exhibit
which had been returned from the Minneapolis Exposition. The rearrangement of
the material in their cases occupied much time. Such articles as were not required
for exhibition in the Museum were placed in storage. Alterations were made in the
natural history laboratory, and the walls of the various rooms painted. Double
doors were added to the Secretary's office.
Decernber.-During this month the sheds south of the Smithsonian building were
repaired and an additional shed was constructed. Cages and inclosnres f9r the collection of living animals were constructed. Many of the exhibition cases throughout
the buildings were repaired. Considerable work has been done in the Ornithological
Department. Ma:qy of the bird-cases have been reconstructed, new shelving has been
put in, and the cases have been painted inside and outside.
1888.

January.-A large number of cases hitherto in use in the north hall were removed
to different parts of the Museum building. These were replaced with others, thus
necessitating an entire rearrangement of the hall. This work occupied a large force
of men during several days. The food collection was removed from the north west
range to the northeast court. The exhibit of the Entomological Department was removed from the southeast court to the southeast range. The cases in the hall devoted to the fishery exhibit were rearranged. Twelve mahogany cases were received
for the exhibit of the Department of Graphic Arts and placed in position. Four
plates of glass, each 9 feet by 7 feet 3 inches, were successfully set in the case contai ning the mounted group of bisons . . The · entire Materia Medica collection was rearranged. A plank walk was constructed around the carpenter shop. 'rbe rooms
ou t~e first floor east of th~ north entrance were fitted up for the accommodation of
the engineer of property.
Febl'uary.-During this month the east and west hall were rearranged unde1 the
supervision of Professor Mason, curator of the Department of Ethnology. The empty
exhibition cases and other property were removed from the southeast court in or~er
to make room for the exhibition of fossils and botanical specimens. The collection
of tiles was removed from the west hall to the southwest range. Several war relics,
which had been in the custody of the War Department, were transferred from the
Winder Building by Museum laborers and placed on exhibition in the National Museum. A s~ction of a large California tree was brought from the residence of Senator
Leland Stanford. A storm-door was constructed at the north entrance to the Museum
building. Much of the time during this and the following month was occupied in
preparing the lecture hall for the annual course of Saturday lectures. Cases were
placed in the reconstructed portion of the west wing of the Smithsonian building.
A brick wall was built between the offices of the curator of fishes and of the curator
of marine invertebrates. The steam-pipes leading to the sheds south of the Smithsonian building were covered.
March.-The Graphic Arts collection was placed in position. The exhibit illustrating the composition of the human body was removed from the northeast court to the
sontheast range. The material in the old Armory building was overhauled preparatory to a general cleaning.
•
April.-Tbe objects of stone and iron were removed from the shed on the east side
of the Museum building and the shed torn down. The lecture hall was fitted up
for stereopticon exhibition in the day-time, the windows being provided with screens,
so arranged as to be raised or lowered. Special preparations were made in arranging
th_e lecture hall for the meetings of the National Academy of Sciences. Walks were
laid to and from the shops in the rear of the Smithsonian building.
Ma11.-The work of constructing feed and shelter houses and other inc1osures for the
collection of living animals occupied a considerable portion of the time of the laborers.
The spouting on the various buildings was repaired. The awnings were repaired and
placed on the windows .
. June:-The work of preparing an exhibit for the Ohio Valley Exposition at Cincmnat1 was continued. A large additional force of mechanics and laborer.a was
mployed, and b.v June 30 t n car-loads of exhibits had been forwarded to Cincinnati.
_n _Jone :l5 Mr. Horan left for Cincinnati to superintend ihe arrangement of the exh1h.t, ~h1ch bad b rn placed under the general supervision of Mr. R. E. Earll.
oring the la t ix month of tbi year two hundred and eighty-five lights of plategla h~ve b en fitted in the ca e a igned to the D partwent of Birds replacing the
tiwall li:,rht~ of cornwou glass hitherto in ubo iu tl.iese cases.
'
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ELECTRIC SERVICE.

In August, 1887, a contract was made with a firm of electricians of
this city to furnish all material and labor necessary for putting in order
the electrical servwe in the Museum and Smithsonian buildings, the cost
being $215. The work was satisfactorily completed. A further agreement was then made with the same firm to keep the electrical apparatus
in order for the remainder of the fiscal year, furnishing all material and
labor, for the sum of $12.50 a month. The transfer of the electrical service from the care of an employe of the Musei1m to an outside firm has been
made in the interest of economy, and has ·resulted very satisfactorily.
The electric bells, other than those belonging to the Telephone Company, reaching twenty-eight points of the buildings, have been kept in
good working order; the clock regulator has been cleaned and repaired;
the watchmen's clocks, time dials, and station-boxes in both buildings,
numbering twenty-two, have been <>verhauled and repaired; and all
wires have been tested and repaired. The door-bells and burglar-alarms
have been tested and are now in good order.
'l'ELEPHONE SERVICE.

The work of this service has been very faithfully and intelligently
performed by Miss M. L. Stone, who, in addition to her dq.ties as telephone operator, has bad charge of the Bureau of Information, the object
of which is to reply to the numerolls q uestious of visitors. The telephone switch-board has a capacity for making one hundred connections.
At the present time there are only thirty-seven different circuits in use.
There are two separate lines connecting the Museum with the central
office iu this city. The daily average number of calls through the year
is about one hundred. During the year 34,318 connections have been
made. Through this office telegrams may be sent by the Westem
· Union Telegraph Company, the Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company, and the Government Department telegraph ines.
PROPERTY AND SUPPLIES.

While the general routine work of the Museum has been the same as
in former years, some changes have been adopted which are leading
to more satisfactory results.
It had heretofore been the custom, through the courtesy of the Department of the Interior, to avail ourselves of the bids received there,
in obtaining our supplies, but our ne~ds being- widely different from
those of all other departments of the Government, it was thought that
an independent course might be more satisfactory. Consequently, in
May, 1888, proposals were advertised for and contracts were awarded.
1
During this year Mr. J. E. Watkins, who was h olding an important
office under the Pennsylvania Railway.Compan,y, was offered the position as head of the Department of Property and Supplies, a'l.d entered
upon his duties January 1, 1888, with the title of Engineer of Property.
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Under the supervision of Mr. Watkins the work of bringing up to
date the back records of the office was systematically entered upon,
and bas been vigorously prosecut~d; the preparation of a complete list
ofall articles classed as furniture and fixtures has been begun, and labels
and numbers prepared for the same.
FINANCES.

The following statement being supplementary to the detailed report
of the Secretary of the Smithsoni3:n Institution, forwa·r ded to Congress
December 1, 1888, it has not been thought necessary to repeat the account of expenditures mim_1tely given therein. (See Miscellaneous Document No. 55, Fiftieth Congress, second session.)
During the year ending June 30, 1888, the appropriation received by
the Museum for preservation of collections was $116,000; for furnit ure
and :fixtures, $40,000; for heating and lighting, $12,000.
PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS.

The disbursements paid from the appropriation for preservation of
collections for this year are as follows : ])'or services, $97,493.32 was
expended; $3,427.25 for general supplies; $8,737.59 for specimens;
$2,281.96 for e-tationery; $783.69 for books; $983.81 for travel; $2,053.27
for freight and cartage, making a total of $115,760.89, which leaves an
unexpended balance of $239.11. From this balance there are yet to be
paid outstanding liabilities to_ the amount of $226.18, principally accounts of bonded railways for freight on specimens, which are stl11
awaiting settlement in the Treasury.
l•'URNITURE AND FIXTURES.

Out of the appropriation for furniture and fixtures this year there has
been expended for services $19,203.79; for exhibition cases of various
designs, with drawings for the same, anu for unit-tables and wiugframes, $7,615.30; for drawers, trays, office furniture and other fixtures,
$2,714.51; for brackets, tools, glassr hard ware and interior :fittiugi;;,
$4,896.08; for lumber, paints, and oils, $3,080.43; for chemicals, appatus for laboratory, and for jars and containers for specimens, $675.81;
for oak bie.lds, bird- tands, etc., $217.94; for linings for cases, $420.24 ~
for plumbing, tin, lead, slate, tiles, etc., $1,038.11; and for miscellaneon xpen e , 110. 3, leaving an unexpended balance of $26.96.

614. r:
157.9;"-

1,140.00
100. 00
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10 Unit-tables, reinforced. . . ..... ~ ........................................ $1, 200. 00
200 Mahogany wing-frames...............................................
86.00
1 Ebonized wing.frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
3. 50
Oak shields, bird-stands, etc ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217. 94
Glass ........•............._.............................................. 3,445.16
Lumber ..... _... _. _.•. __ ••.. _.•.... __ .... _... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 323. 44
Hardware and interior :fittings ................•..................•.••. ---- 1,117.64
Paints and oils .... ___ .••••.....•.••••........•...........••............•• .756. 99
Drawers, trays, etc......................................................
803.26
Office furniture and other fixtures ...••..•••••.•••••...••..........•..... 1,911.25
Plum bing, tin, lead, etc ..•.••.............. - .. - - - - - - - - -- · - -- - · · - - · - · · - - - • · · 921. 04
420.24
Cloth, cotton,felt (lining for cases:) ..................... --~--- ..... : .. ---401. 3~
Chemicals and apparatus .....................•....... -·····----··········
274.49
Glass jars and containers for specimens ..........••.•............. ---· ..••
206.38
Tools ...•.........•......•.................. : .. -···------··--············
126.90
Iron brackets ...•...................... - - - - -- - - -- - - - · · -· - · - - - · · · · - · · · · · · ·
117.07
Slate, tiles, etc .... , ...............•.. ·----·.······ ............ ········--··
Miscellaneous articles ..... : ...........• - - - - .. - - ..... - - - - - - - - · - - - - · - - · · · - · • 110.83

During this year the following cases, articles of furniture, etc., have
been made or remodeled· in the Museum shop:
Detailed list of cases, furniture, etc., made
to June
9 Mahogany door screen cases.
1 Mahogany glass screen sloping case.
1 Mahogany wall case (for minerals).
4 Pine cases, special form (built for
philosophical instruments).
1 Walnut case, ~pecial form (around
Etruscan tomb).
1 Oak book-case.
1 Pine standard book-case.
1 Mahogany basket-stand.
6 Pine pier screens.
1 Pine art screen.
2 Sets of book shelves.
5 Walnut bases.
2 Pine bases.

and remodeled in Museurn shop, J_uly 1, 1887,
30, 188d.
11 Cages for living animals.
9 Stands for plants.
Shed for buffaloes.
1 Large frame for picture.
6 Diaphragms.
32 Upright cases (for Bird hall, Smithsonian Institutiou-), remodeled.
16 Mahogany, glass screen sloping cases,
remodeled.
8 Kensington cases, remo<le1ed.
2 Walnut wall cases, remo<leled.
2 Walnut table cases, remodeled.
1 Pine book-case, rflmodeled.
1 Storage case, remodeled.

HEATING AND LIGHTING.

The services of engineer, telegraph and telephone clerks, firemen, and
mechanics for this year amounted to $6,053.3G; there was ,expended for
electrical work and supplies, $436.50; for telephones, $771.65 ; for
rental of call-boxes, $130; for gas, $950.98; for beatiug supplies all(l
repairs, $639.73; for coal and wood, $3,014.08; a total of $11,996.30,
which leaves an unexpended balance of $3.70.
CORRESPONDENCE AND REPORTS.

This department of the Museum work has since 1886 been under the
charge of Mr. R. I. Geare. The correspondence of the Museum has
greatly increased during the last few years. In 1881, the :first year of
oecupancy of the Museum building, the number of pages in the press-

I
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copy books of letters written hardly exceeded one thousand, and of these
letters fully one·half related to work connected with the fishery inves·
tigations of the Tenth Census.
For the purpose of explaining the nature of the correspondence of
the Museum at the present time and of showing the large increase in
this branch of the administrative work, it is convenient to arrange t.be
Museum correspondence under the following headings: (1) . General
Museum business, including matters connected with Museum adminis·
tration, arrangement of foreign exchanges, etc.; (2) replies to requests
for technical information; (3) the acknowledgIJ?-ent of gifts, loans, and
exchanges; (4) reports upon specimens sent for identification.
Under the first heading 1,959 letters have been written.
Letters containing requests for information are constantly being received, and it is a part of the duty of this office to see that such requests
are referred to the proper specialists, and to incorporate their replies in
letters conveying the desired information. During the year 2,626 let·
ters of this kind have been received, and their source is indicated in the
following geographical summation :
UNITED STATES.

Alabama •• ·• ••• .• • •••
34
Arizona.............
23
Arkansas_. . . . . . . . . . . 28
California. . . . . . . . . . .
55
Colorado _..... . • • • • .
15
Connecticut.........
46
Dakota . .... .. .. ....
18
Delaware ......... ,;.9
District of Columbia. 494
Plorida ..... _, . . . . • .
28
Georgia ..... .. . ... ..
17
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
7
Illinois...... . . . . . . . .
54
Indiana ..... ~.......
41
Indian 'rerritory.....
4
Iowa................
41
Kansas..............
32

Kentucky . . . . . . . • • • 39
Louisiana .......... ·
8
Maine..............
21
Maryland ... . .. . ...
53
Massachusetts . . . . . . 143
Michigan. _. . . . . . . . .
43
Minnesota_..... . . . .
13
Mississippi . . . . . . . . .
8
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . .
30
Montana . . . . . . . . . . .
20
Nebraska...........
14
Nevada .... .... ....
5
New Hampshire....
11
New Jersey.........
56
New Mexico........
21
New York . . . . . . . . . . 317
North Carolina.....
39

Ohio .•••••. .• .• •••.
Oregon.............
Pennsylvania .. . • ..
Rhode Island.......
South Carolina . . . . .
Tennessee..........
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah...............
Vermont ..... .•.••.
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . .
Washington Territory..............
West Virginia......
Wisconsin.... . . . . . .
Wyoming..........

102

19
Hi5
16
18
GO
Gl
8
G
84
12

19
21
7

'rotal ......... 2,364

FOREIGN COUNTRrns.

Africa .......... ·. ...... 1~
Argentine Republic....
Au tria...... ...... ....
Beringila.nd .......... 2
Brazil.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . rn
'ana<la •.•••..••••.•.. 20
China................. 2
enmark .............. 5
Dutch uiana ......... 1
Egypt................. 2
England .............. 44
1'rauc ................ 4:3
' nuauy ••••••••..••• _ n

I Hawaii au Islands.....
Honduras ...••. ......
Hungary .............
India ...•••..........
Ireland . . . . . • • •• . . . . .
Italy .................
Japan ..•.............
Korea ................
lexico ..........••...
ewfou .... dland.... ....
1 Tew Zealand.........
II Torway ...... ...... ..
ov· , co itL..... . . . .

2
1
2
2
5

4
14

2
2-2
1
7
:3

2

Russia .........•.....
Sandwich Islands.....
1
Scotland . . . . . . . . . . • . . 10
Sweden.............. 2
witzerlancl . . . . . . . • • .
2
Tasmania . . • . • . . . • • . .
2
United ~:ltates of Co·
lombia ...•.........
6
Uruguay.............
3
West Indies.......... 12
Total. .......... 262
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1'Iore than a thousand acknowledgments of specimens acquired by
gift, loan, and exchange have been written.
The number of ''lots" of specimens received for examination and re- ·
port during the year was three hundred and fifty-seven, fourteen of which
were transmitted by Members of Oongress. This material included binls,
insects, minerals, ores, rocks, fossils, ethnological and archreological objects, shells, fishes, mammals, plants, oils, earths, reptiles, birds' eggs and
nests, skeletons, fibers, coins, marine invertebrates, fossil wood. The
specimens were submitted to the Museum curators, and a report embodying the opinion of the curator has been prepared in every instance
for the signature of the Assistant Secretary and for transmission to the
sender.
By far the larger proportion of the material sent for examination is
of very little value to the Museum collections, although occasionally
a specimen is retained for addition to the exhibition or study series. The
Museum reserves the right, except when special agreement to the con. tra:ry is made, to keep all material sent for examination and report.
, Thirty-one lots of specimens were borrowed by curators to aid them in
the identification of Museum material. These included twenty-two collections of bird-skins, seven of shells, and three of fossils. The courtesy
of the lending was acknowledged by formal letters.
During the year 5,272 pages of press copy-books have been filled with
letters relating exclusively to Museum matters.
This office is also charged with the compilation of data for the annual
report, with the preparation of a bibliography of the Museum publications
and of papers published by Museum officers and other collaborators, and
also with the preparation of the list of accessions to the Museum, accompanied by indexes showing (1) the Museum department to which referred, and (2) the geographical source of the accession.
PREPARATION 'OF LABELS.

During the year 2,159 forms of labels have been printed, as is shown
in the following statement:
Department of Birds .....................•... _.. __ .. _. ___ . ______ .. ___ ..• ___ . 1, 100
Sec ti on of Coins and Medals~ ............... _... _. ________ . ____________ . _____ 431
Department of Metallurgy ....... ·.. __ ... ___ ... ____ .. _____ . _____ . ________ .. ___ 273
Section of Materia Medi ca .. _.• _ .•.••• __ . ____ .. ___ . __ . _.. _______ . _____ . ____ .
164
Department of Ethnology ...... _•• _. _____ ...••• . _____ .. _______ . __ ._____ . _____ 191
Total ...••••.•••••. __ .. ____ . ______ . __ . ____ . __ •. ______________________ • 2, 159

More than two thousand additional labels were sent to the Government Printing Office <1 uring the sear. These, however, had not been
received at the close of the fiscal year.
Since the instructive value of objects exhibited depends in great part ,
on goou descriptive labels, it is hoped that hereafter "Teater facilities
may be afforded for the rapid printing of the same.
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THE WORK OF THE MUSEUM PREPARATORS.

The preparation of speeimens for exhibition in the Museum, or for the
study series, has been satisfactorily continued. The work of modeling
has been placed under the charge of Mr. W. T. Hornaday, chief taxidermist.
(a) TAXIDERMISTS AND MODELERS.

The work of this department has been umisually imporfant. Early
iu the year the making of large casts was discontinued, and Mr. Joseph
Palmer, modeler, was added to tbe force of mammal taxidermists. A
little later Mr. William Palmer was also assigned to this department,
and has accomplished -some excellent results in the preparation of small
mammals. Mr. Joseph Palmer bas rendered valuable service in the
· mounting of large mammals. In order to complete the systematic admini.stration of this class of work Mr. J. W. Hendley was also added to
this force, which thus becomes the Department of Taxidermy and Modeling, under the direction of Mr. W. T. Hornaday, chief taxidermist. Tliis
force also includes Mr. A. H. Forney and Mr. George.F. Pollock, an unsalaried assistant s~rving for instruction in taxidermy. During the last
month of the year, Messrs. George K. Cherrie and B. W. Mitchell were
engaged temporarily to assist in the preparation of the exhibit for t_!ie
Cincinnati Exposition. ·
TAXIDERMY PROPER,

_ The event of the year bas been the mounting of a series of six of the
lmffaloes obtained by the Smithsonian Expedition sent out in 1886, and
the arrangement of the specimens in a group. The finished group is
fitly regardly as a monument to the American bison, and illustrates uot
only the various stages of growth of the animal from the young calf to
a huge old bull of enormous proportions, but the ground-work and natural accessories of the group have also been carefully and artistically
worked up to illustrate the habitat of the animal. The whole is regarded as a triumph of the taxidermist's art, and, so far as known, it
surpasses in scientific accuracy, and artistic design and treatment, any·
thing of the kind yet produced. The group is the work of Mr. Hornaday, assisted by Mr. Jo eph Palmer and Mr. A. H. Forney. Tlie case
containing the group is also regarded as a model of its kind, both in
1egance of de ign, and perfect adaptability to its purpose. Its dimeu, ion are a follow : Length 16 feet, width 12 feet, height 10 feet.
The preparation of the group of buffaloes fairly inaugurates a line of
work wbicb ha been in contemplation for some time, namely, the preparation of a erie of artistic groups of American mammals, both large
and
all, each in it own snecial ca e, with natural acces ories repre. nting it favorit habitat. The taxidermi t have al o mounted durinO' they ar
rroup of prong-born antelope , of coyote , prairie-dogs,
P · m , gray quirr 1 and reel quirrel ~ and have al o made a begr up f m o. < ml tw group, f .fi • es. Th groups of
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coyotes, antelopes, prairie-dogs, and opossums were placed on exhibition
shortly after the completion of the group of buffaloes, which occurred
on March 10, 1888.
.
The following is a list of the mammals .which have been mounted during the year:
Groups of mammals.

American bison* ( iison arne1·icanus) :
15703. Adult bull.
°15697. Adult cow.
5686. Young cow.
5685. Young bull.
15694. Yearling calf.
15503. Young calf.
Prong-horned antelopes (Antilocapra
americana :t
15714. Adult male.
15713. Adult female.
13305. Young male (repaired).
15962. Young kid.
15963. Young kid.
Opossums (Didelphys virginiana):
2 adult specimens.
2 young.
4 old specimens repaired.

Coyotes * ( Canis latrans) :
15707. Adult male.
15708. Adult female.
15491. Young.
Prarie dogs ( Cynomys ludovicianus) :
16071. Adult male.
14635. Adult female.
14636. Adult male.
14637. Adult female.
One burrowing owl.
Northern Gray Squirrels (Sciiirus carovinensis):
3 adult specimens.
3 young.
Red squirrels (Sciu1·us hudsonius):
2 adult specimens.
4 young.

Miscellaneous mamrnals mounted.

15215. Horse Antelope (Hippotragus equinus.)
16110. Oryx ( Oryx capensis), hea<l.. '
16140. Red Fox ( Vulpes julvus ), young.
16141. Red Fox ( Vulpes julvus), young.
16142. Red Fox ( Vutpesjulvus), young.
16162. Gray Fox ( U1·oeyon virginianus), young.
16163. Gray Fox ( Urocyon virginianus), young.
14630. Esq uimo Dog ( Canis f amiliaris ).
16172. Meer-kat (Cynictis leptura). ·
15620. African Porcupine (Hystrix cristata).
13666. Indian J erboa Rat ( Ger bill-us indicus ).
2230. Loir (Myoxus glis).
·
2494. Franklin's Spermophile (Spermophilus fra11klini).
15446. Californian Spermophile (Spermophilus gram-beech).
16189. Common Mouse (Mus muscul11,s).
16014. White-footed Mouse (Hesperomys leucopu1).
11120. Jumping Mouse (Zapus hudsonius).
15641. Pocket Gopher ( Geornys bursarius).
2261. Star-nosed Mole (Condylurd cristata).
7261. Common Mole (Scalops aquuticus).
2164. Shrew (Blarina talpoides).
16188. MoleRat (Bathyergus maritirnus).
"The :first stage of work on this group was accomplished during the latter half of
the laHt fiscal year, but the completion of the mounting and the entire work of
grouping is to be credited in the rer,ort of the present year,
t Temporarily arranged in a temporary case.

•
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DRY SKINS,

A special feature of taxidermic work during the past year has been
the overhauling of the collection of wet skins and the making up of a
great many of the duplicates as dry skins suitable for study. The entire
force spent about two months in work of this kind, and prepared dry
skins as follows:
Primates-Chiefly monkeys from Honduras.... . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . 13
Chiroptera .............. ..... ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Car.nivora-Bears, lynxes, wolves, weasels, etc ........•................••...••• 21
-Rodents-Porcupines, squirrels, rabbits, agoutis, pacas, etc ... ••. .... ...•.. .... 22
· Ungulates-Deer, chiefly tropical species . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . •.••.... •... •... 7
Edentates-Armadilloes and sloths .......... : • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . 6
Marsupials ...............••. ·----~ .......•.•.................. ---~--.......... 1
'fotal ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

The chief taxidermist was occupied during the entire month of June
in preparing a special exhibit for the Cincinnati Exposition.
The taxidermists in the Department of Birds during the year performed thefollowing work:
Birds mounted...............................................................
Birds skinned.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mounted birds made into skins .......,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mounted birds transferred to new stands .•....................................
New stands put together ............ ......•.. ...........••..... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Skins poisoned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
· Large moon ted birds repaired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

376
122
955
1733
1107
20
5

Specimens in the flesh collected and received.

Number of mammals skinned and prepared ....................••••........•.••• 56
Number collected by the taxidermists ......................•••••.••••••••.•.•.. 44
M].SCELLANEOUS WORK.

An unusual quantity of miscellaneous work has required attention,

which tended to lessen the amount of visible results for the year. Tl.le
The fo1lowing are a few of the principal tasks completed:
43 mammal skins, heads and skulls were poisoned.
17 mammal heads repaired after return from the Cincinnati Exposition.
8 pairs antlers cleaned and retouched.
7 pairs antlers mounted on shields and hung up.
25 large mammals cleaned and retouched.
24 small mammals cleaned and retouched.
14 mQnnted mammals were repaired and retouched.
11 large wet skins picked out for exc_hange.
1 la.rge mounted mammal was dismounted.
16 barrels of solution were made for wet skin collection.
38 barrcl1:1 and thr e tanks of wet skins were moved to laboratory.
28 boxes of specimens were received.
14 mi c llaneous hoxes of' specimens were packed and shipped.
41 hox s mount <l mammals were pncked for Cincinnati Exposition.
!.I la.rg cag<·s for living b ars, hirds of prey, etc ., were hnilt hy the taxidermists.

Fr m
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Mr. W. T. Hornaday, the chief taxi_d ermist, was absent one month on
a collecting trip to the Pacific coast.
·
Mr. Joseph Palmer devoted the entire month of June to making casts
for the Department of Ethnology.
MODELING AND PAINTING.

Mr. J. W. Hendley has accomplished much valuable work, waking
painted casts of the specimens constituting the extensive and almosf
priceless collection of Babylonian and Assyrian seals owned by Mr.
R. S. Williams, of Utica., New York. No more important work has engaged Mr. Hendley's attention during his connection with the National
Museum, and it is due him to say that notwithstanding the many
difficulties attending the casting and painting of agate, chalcedony, / /
onyx~ graphite, and crystal seals covered with delicate inscriptions,
he has reproduced them au with a degree of skill and fidelity which,
it is believed, has never before been attained. In many instances the
copies were so exact in color, surface, similarity of substance and weight, ·
that Aven the owner of the seals several times mistook the copies for
the originals. Not only were the seals themselves copied, three corn. plete sets being made, but Mr. Hendley also made a flat impre-ssion in
black and white of the inscription on each of the cylindrical seals, so
that the characters may be studied to the best possible advantage. Of
these flat impressions four complete sets were made.
Mr. Hendley has also made thirty-three casts of meteorites for the
Department of Minerals, to be used in exchanges.
- The more important items of work accomplished by Mr. Hendley during the year may be summarized as follows:
29 Babylonian and Assyrian seals cast and painted, three complete sets, or 87 copies
in all.
29 flat impressions of seals made in black and white, four complete sets, or 116 pieces
in all.
11 casts of Arkansas iron meteorite.
11 casts of North Carolina stone meteorite.
11 casts of Mexican iron meteorite.
Bartholdi's statue of Roman Soldier repaired and painted.
Busts of Professor Baird and Robert Fulton painted.
Statue of General McPherson repaired and painted.
Siamese coat of arms repaired a,-nd regilded.
Large Japanese plaque repaired and pieces restored.
Large heraldic shield repaired and regilded.
3 sets of casts made of the phosphorus, potassium, and sodium for the collection
illustrating the composition of the human body.
1 set of casts made to represent the daily food of a man-bread, butter, potatoes,
and beefsteak.
2 Ute Indian lay fignres mad.e, costnmed, and grouped.
3 me<lals copied.

otwitbstauding the value of Mr. Joseph Palmer's taxidermic work
. b as been found necessary to interrupt it from time to time in fa'vor of'
1t
important work in plaster. During the year be bas put together and
set up the original plaster model of Crawford's statue of Washington,
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repaired two Mexican idols, made a cast of the head of a large moose
(in the flesh), and repaired a large group of serpents cast from nature.
During the month of June Mr. Palmer took molds of the celebrated
Canopus inscriptions, of a large Assyrian obelisk, and t wo large sculptured slabs in the Episcopal Seminary of Fairfax County, Virginia, at
· Alexandria.
(b) O8TEOLOGICAL PREPARAT0R.

The work of preparing and arranging osteological material has been
greatly interrupted during the past year.
During the months of July and August Mr. Lucas was absent on a
· collecting trip to Newfoundland and Labrador, while Mr. Scollick, the
only assistant, was for seven weeks unable to do any work on account
of sickness.
In November the work-rooms were transferred from the Armory to
the Laboratory building, together with a com;iderable amount of material on storage at the former place.
The re-arrangement of the Museum halls necessitated a complete
change in the disposition of the cases containing the exhibition series
of skeletons, while the growth of the collections rendered it necessary
to completely change the arrangement of the study series of birds.
Finally, ~he month of June was largely devoted to packing specimens
for the Cincinnati Exposition.
Dur~g-the year the collection of alcoholic birds was transferred from
the basement of the Smithsonian to the Laboratory building, and while
some little work has been done in the way of arranging and caring for
them, a great deal of labor will be required to place this valuable collection in thoroughly good order.
Considerable time was spent in assorting the large and valuable collection of bones of the extinct great Auk, secured by the Grampus expedition, and besides a mounted skeleton, other preparations have been
·
made relating to the history of this interesting bird.
The follo wing table gives a summary of the material received and of
the work of prep aration accomplished during the year:
Received
fn,sh.
Mammals:
Skulls .•..• , .• •.... . ... . . • ... . ... ... ...... ........ . .. . . . .... .
Skel tons................... ..... .. . .. ....... . ...
9
Portions of skeletons ...•. . ........ . . . . .. ... ... ... .. .. •... . . .
mrds:
, kull ....... . •• • •. .•. . . ..... . ....•...• . •..• • ...... •• • •• •.. ...

, k I ton~ ............... . ...•.. . ..•... ..... ......
Portion of kel tons ........................ ... .
R ptiles and hatr9.C'hian. :

30

Cleaned.

T otal.

114

2

116

21
2

8

38

1

3

3

26
5

,'k1·l1·ton ..••..•.•••.••..••.•••••••••••••••.•••••.
Fi

Mou nted.

........... .

3
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5
4

11

5

9

111·!1

:k1•l1 on .. .• . ..•.•• .• ••.•...•••••.•... . •...•..••..••. .• • . ...

To· 1 .........................•........ ........

]0

- - -18-1-

...............

25 1

10
251
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(c) PHOTOGRAPHER.

Mr. T. W. Smillie reports that 567 negatives have been added to the
permauent files, as shown in the following statement: ethnological, 9;
mineralogical, 17; lithological, 21; archreological, 150; historical, 16;
ost~ological, 6; mammals, 76; transportation, 30; Fish Commission,
16 ; miscellaneous, 181.
Two thousand five hundred and sixty-five prints have also been
made: etb nological, 175; mineralogical, 74; litholog·ical, 26; arclireological, 226; historical, 170; osteological, 10; mammals, 77; transportation, 34; miscellaneous, 1,228; cyanotypes, 106; enlargements, 33;
collection of miscellaneous photographs mounted, 270.
·
Work for the U.S. Fish Ccmmission: negatives, 61; silver, albumen,
·and plain prints, 545; cyanotypes, 218; enlargements, 16.
The usual routine work of numbering and filing negat_ives, making
up outfits for expeditions, etc., has been continued.
The iliustrating of several of the lectures given in the National Museum has been conducted by means of the stereopticon operated by
the photographer and his assistants.
(d)

COLORIST.

Mr. A. Zeno Shindler has accomplished during the year the work
here specified: Painting cast of two copperhead snakes; repaiJjng aucl
painting a portrait -of St. Domingo, making a colored sketch of a Quinnat salmon, making a cplored sketch of a rattlesnake, rnaking a colored sketch of a large lizard (British Guiana), painting the cast of tl.ie
same, water-color painting of ~ Pimo Indian, weaving; repairing forty
fish casts for the Minneapolis Exhibition.
In the Department of Ethnolog·y: Painting three casts of Moundbuilrlers' pipes, repairing cast of a Sioux woman, painting seven busts
of Moqui Indians, copies of three Japanese paintings on silk, painting
four casts of t!l,blets of ancient sculpture, repairing and repainting nine
Mexican idols, painting life-size bust of a Zufii Indian, t,hree crayon
drawings of the Behistom Sculptureu. Rock, 6 feet by 3 feet; eighty-five
Indian photographs colored, making· colored sketches of Pacific Ocean
invertebrates, repairing two shells, constructing and painting five maps
of. prehistoric France, four oil paintings of Funk Island, two watercolors of the Great Auk and eggs.
The painting, _repairing, and repainting of a consiu.erable number of
miscellaneous objects has been also attended to.
(e) PREPARATOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES.

Mr. E. H. Hawley has devoted the greater portion of his time to the
preparation of material for exhibition. Among the more impqrtant collections which he has installe<l during the year, were the Bippisley col1ection of Cllinese pottei·y; the Grant relics; a collection of Japanese

.a. Mis. 142, pt. 2--5
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pottery; the Wilson collection of ancient pottery, and a collection of
laces. He has also re-arranged the Capron collection, mounted and
framed a collection of prints, arranged the collection of Siamese ware,
assisted in arranging the collection of Graphic Arts, and also the collection illustrating transportation. In addition he has re-arranged the
Japanese bronzes and French pottery, and has superintended the preparatory work on some special exhibits for the Cincinnati Exposition.
H.-GEOGRAPHICAL UEVIEW OF THE MORE IMPORTANT
ACCESSIONS.
The total number of accessions to the Museum during the year was
1,481.
The alphabetical index of all accessions to the Museum received up
to January 1, 1887, has been brought down to date by S. C. Brown,
registrar. This forms an excellent means of reference.
The 1rnmber of packages received containing· material sent for examination and report, and specimens borrowed by the curators for use in
comparison, 265.
In the list of accessions every specimen received for examination is so
entered, although for convenience this material bas been incorporated
with the general list of accessions proper.
During the year material has been received from every region of the
globe, although the bulk of the accessions bas come from various parts
of the United States.
The following statement includes the more important accessions, arranged according to the localities whence they came.
AFRICA.

Kassai River.-Lieut. E. H. Tannt, U. S. Nl;livy, made a collection of
ethnological o'.:)jects, which were of considerable interest and value. ~
Egypt.-A collection of fossil woods was given by W. T. Hornaday.
This collection ·s specially valuable for the reason that very few similar collections have before been made.
Dr. James Grant-Bey sent a collection of ethnological objects and
some very interesting relics, including scarabs, statuettes, gold i:;eals,
etc.
Madagascar.-Edward Bartlett, Ohillington Hou~e, Mai<lstone, Kent,
England, ent a collection of birds' nests aud eggs, and three reptiles.
outh .Africa.-The Albany Mu eum, Grabamstown, Cape Colony, sent
a coll ction of shell , in return for material received frou the National
Museum.
..AMERICA.
BJUTI 11 AMEIUC:A.

Briti h olumbia.- c 11 ction f ethnological objects, mach~ y Dr.
Franz Boa , as 1 r ented y him to the Mu eum. ~
'
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Oanada.-Ernest E. Thompson sent two collections of birds, one numbering thirteen specimens, and the other twenty-two.
CENTRAL AMERICA,

Costa Rica.-A very valuable collection of Coleoptera was received
from T. D. Godman and 0. Salvin.
Senor Jose C. Zeledon sent three collections of bird skins, birds' eggs,
and stone implements.
G. Flemming sent a collection of Indian arrows.
Sereno Watson sent a collection of Costa Rica ferns.
Honduras.-Charles H. Townsend, of the U.S. Fish Commission, sent
from this place a collection of ethnological objects, fishes, plants, reptiles, birds' nests, bird skeletons, insects~ and a· collection of three hundred and twenty-ft ve bird skins.
DANISH AMERICA.

Greenland.-Mrs. Mildred McLean Hazen sent three Eskimo kyaks.
MEXICO.

A very valuable collection o( botanical specimens, including many
species new to science, was received from C. G. Pringle.
Edward Palmer made a collection of birds, rocks, stone implements
and ethnological objects, which were purchased by the Museum.
Messrs. G. B. and W. B. Hyde gave to the Museum two stone images,
a spindle, and a loom obtained in Puebla.
A col1ection of land and fresh water shells, numberi_ng thirteen specimens, was received from R. W. Bastow. ·
William Brewster sent a collection of Mexican birds.
A collection of Mexican zoological and botanical specimens was received from Senor Jose N. Rovirosa.
Ward Batchelor sen stone idols obtained by him in Mexico.
Prof. A. Duges sent for determination a very large collection of Mexican mammals, bird skins, reptiles, shells, insects, corals, plants, fishes,
crustaceans, etc.
UNITED STA.TES,

Alabama.-C. L. Stratton sent a collection of stone implements.
I. C. Russell, of the U. S. Ge()logical Survey, sent a collection of
thirty species of fossil plants, a few of which are new to science.
T. H. Aldrich sent a collection of fossils.
A.laska.-A collection of the fossil plants of this region was recived
from H. L. Aldrich.
Mrs. George M. Robeson gave a collection of arrows and arrowheads.
A collection of ethnological objects was received from Mrs. Mildred
McLean Hazen.
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Through the courtesy of Hon. Peter Bonnett, Chief of the TT. S. Revenue Marine, and Capt. M. A. Healy, of the U. S. Revenue Marine
steamer Bea,r, the Museum was enabled to add to its collections of boats
six birdarkas, used by .Alaskan natives.
Nichols Grebnitzky sent a collection of shells, fishes, worms, crustacea, sponges, and echini; also a whale, and skeleton of whale, Ziphius
grebnitzkii.
Arizona.-Herbert Brown sent a collection of birds' eggs.
Lieut. W. L. Carpenter, U. S. Army, sent a collection of mammals,
egg::i, stone implements, fish, birds, reptiles, among the latter a Gila
monster.
Lieut. H. C. Benson, U. S. Army, sent a valuable and interesting
coUection of birds, and birds' nests and eggs, and reptiles.
Arkansas.-A collection of fifty-two stone implements was received
from the Davenport Academy of Natural Science.
J. G. \Vallis sent a collection of rocks from this State.
Oal·i fornia.-Dr. R. E. C. Stearns sent a large collection of shells, and
another collection of shells, ores, rocks, fossils, minerals, etc.
D. W~ Ooquillet sent one hundred and thirty-three specimens, representing thirty-six species of Diptera.
Ed ward Palmer sent a collection of birds' eggs, stone implements,
materia niedica, and a series of plants representing seven hundred a~d
sixty-eight species.
A collection of birds numbering ninety-four specimens, representing
twenty-three species, was sent by William Brewster.
F. Stephens sent a collectiou of mammal skius and birds' eggs.
From the California State Mining Bureau was received a collection
of specimens of colmonite.
G. P. Merrill gave three bowlders of glaucophane rock.
Oolora,do.-A collection of ores and rocks ga,thered by S. F. Emmons,
of the U.S. Geological Survey, was received.
Messrs. Taylor and Brunton,of Leauville, sent a collection of sulphide
ores.
A collection of mosses, trout, iusects, shells, and mammals was sent by
Theodore D. A. Cockerell.
From Denis Gale· was received a collection of birds' skins and a collection of birds' egg , which is of great value, as it contains some very
rare pecie .
'. E. Aiken ent a collection of birds.
1
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The Museum of Wesleyan University contributes a collection of shells,
sele'<ted by William H. Dall.
A collection of birds' eggs and nests was received from John N. Clark.
A collection of minerals was received from E. H. Olmsted.
Dakota.-H. M. Creel presented a collection of ethnological objects
obtained from the Indians in this Territory.
District of Oolumbia.-The following collections of birds and birds' nests
were received: Dr. A. K. Fisher sent eleven nests and eighty-five eggs.
H. M. Smith sent a small collection of skins, as did W. T. Roberts.
Dr. W. H. Fox sent eight sp~cies .of birds, and a collection of seventysix nests and nine hundred and fifty eggs was given by C. W. Richmond. Mrs. M. H. Webster gave a cucka.too paroquet.
S. V. Proudfit sent a collection of one hundred and thirty arrow and
spear heads.
E. R. Reynolds gave a collection of two hundred and fifty-nine stone
implements, and a collection of similar objects was presented by E. P.
Upham.
Two collections of Lepidoptera were given, one by J. S. Tyree, and
the other H. F. Shoenborn.
Florida.-J oseph Willcox sent a collection of shells.
E. H. Schwarz sent a collection of Orthoptera and Hymenoptera.
W. 0. Crosby sent a collection of minerals .
.A collection of Coleoptera was sent by R. A. Mills.
Berlin H. Wright sent a collection of Uniontdre containing types of '
ne'-V species.
.
Georgia..-L. M. Underwood sent a collection of .Arachnida and Myriapoda.
A collection of plants, numbering one hundred and twenty-five species,
was purchased from Gerald McCarthy.
Idaho.-Two collections were received from this State, one consisting
of a quiver, two bows, and five arrows of the Cmur d'Alene Indians,
sent by Lieut. H. T. Allen, U. S. Army; the other, a small collection of
living animals and elk antlers, collected by Wm. T. Hornaday.
.
Illinois.-A collection of sixty stone implements including flakes,
scrapers, etc., was received from W. H . .Adams.
A. Bridgman, jr., sent a valuable swa11's skin.
lndiana.-H. W. Hanna sent a collection of stone implements.
Charles S. Beachler sent eight reptiles and twenty-two fossils.
A large collection of stone implements was sent by John H. Lemon,
who also sent a collection of spiders.
An interesting ceremonial weapon was sent by W. H. Dodge.
Mrs. Sarah C. McCormick seut a lot of spear and arrow heads.
The Indiana State University sent a collection of Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous shells of great value. This collection includes types
of twenty-two species described by Dr. David Dale Owen, in his report
on the Geology of Wisconsin, Indiana, and Iowa.
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Inclian Territory.-W. T. Van Doren sent a head dress, pair of leg.
gins, concretion, and a lot of minerals.
Charles T. Simpson sent a collection of land and fresh water shells.
Iowa.-Dr. F. H. Steinmeyer sent a collection of stone imph~ments.
R. Ellsworth Call sent a collection of reptiles and fishes.
J. F. Kummer.field seut a collection of stone implements.
Kansas.-A collection of flint chips and fragments of stone implements was received from Dr. W. S. Newlon, who also sent a collection
of stone and sh.ell implements numbering eighty-seven specimens.
Mr. W. S. Hill sent a very large collection of stone implements.
Kentiwky.-The three principal collections received from this State
were the following : Birdskins, from C. W. Beckham; shells, Mrs.
Sarah 0. McUormick; stone implements, fossils, and skull, W. R.
Burns.
Louisiana.-Two small collections of Lepidoptera were received, the
one being sent by Rev. T. W. Smith, and the other by W. A. Sandos.
Maine.-0. M. Sawyer sent a collection of sixteen stone implements;
also polished spear-heads and two quartz scrapers.
James E. Knowlton sent a collection of seventeen stone implements.
G. P. Merrill collected a large nu!llber of rock specimens.
Maryland.-Among the objects received from this State was a collection of stone implements given by W. H. Abbott; a collection of
birds sent by Henry Marshall; a collection of fossils in eocene marl,
received from Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy; birds sent by George
Marshall; a collection of rocks from W. H. Hobbs; and a lot of arrowheads given by Mary Eliza Jefferson.
Massachusetts.-Great quantities of material are annually received
from the U. S. Fish Commission Station at Wood's Holl. During the
past year the material received from this source consisted of fishes,
birds, marine invertebrates, insects, mollusks, etc.
Willard Nye, jr., sent a collection of ten paleolithic implements.
George P. Merrill collected for the Museum a series of rocks of Massachusetts.
Ji'rom the Peabody Academy of Science was received a small collection of paleolithic stone implements.
.
Michigan.-William Palmer, of the U.S. National Museum, presented
four birds from this State.
F. E. Wo d sent a very valuable collection of plants.
Missi sippi.-A collection of fo sils wa receivea from L. C. Johnson,
and a ollection of ethnological objects from Dr. W. A. Whitten.
1lfi8.souri.-R. Ellsworth Call ent a very fine crinoid column and a
11 cti n of worm and cru tacean ; a collection of twenty-seven stone
l m nt , n of which were paleolitliic, was received from Marion
r, wf rd.
~fontana.-

1 CTical urvey, were received
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A collection of ethnological objects was received from Messrs. J. I.
and T. C. Allen.
From E. 0. Babcock was received a very fine white goat-skin.
Nevada.-A. collection of ores was received from W. D. Maynard, and
a collection ofrocks from E. II. Spooner.
New Hampshire.-The material received from this State was mainly
ornithological, the two principal accessions lJeiug a collection of_birds'
eggs from Charles F. Morrison, and a collection of sixty-ti ve birds from
Vi.l. H. Fox.
New Jersey.-Dr. 0. Hart Merriam, of the Department of Agriculture,
sent a bird.
Theodore Harris sent fishes.
A co11ection of rocks from this State was received from the U. S.
Geological Survey.
W. E. Hidden sent four crystals of black tourmaline.
Thomas Wilson gave a collection of stone implements.
R. E. C. Stearns gave some fossil brachiopods.
Dr. T. H. Bean spent a part of the summer at Somers Point in the
interest of the U. S. Fish Commission and incidentally accumulated a
large collection of birds, crabs, and fishes, which, through the courtesy
of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, was transferred to the National 1
Museum.
New Jlfexico.-Dr. 0. Lincoln sent ten specimens of va.nadinite.
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, sent a valuable collection of mammals.
Dr. Washington Matthews, U. S. Army, sent dressed buckskin, boue
used as a tool, and seven photographs showing process of tanning by
the Navajo Indians.
New York.-Di. B. D. Skinner sent some stone implements, including
stone sinkers, arrow and spear heads, water-worn pebbles, fragments
of pottery, etc.
From the U. S. Military Academy was received a curious necklace
1~ade of human fingers.
From A.G. Richmond was received a large collection of stone implements, numbering three hunrlred and ninety-six specimen~.
A collection of fossils and rocks gathere1 in New York was 8ent to
the Museum by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Dr. J. C. l\ferrill, U. S. Army, sent a collection of mammals.
R. Fritsch sent specimens of alabaster.
From George N. Lawrence was received a collection of birds' eggs.
A. A. Duly gave to the Museum a collection of rocks.
From Col. A.G. Tassin, U.S. Army, were re~eived several collections
of birds killed by flying against the electric light on the Li'Jerty Statue
in New York Haruor.
From L. J. Bennett was received a collection of fossil crustacea, containing many beautiful specimens.
· .
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M. K. Barnum sent birds.
Specimens of Hymenoptera were sent by Joseph McAllister.
L. M. Underwood presented a collection of insects.
From Dr. G. F. I. Colburn were received some very interesting relics
from the battle-field of Ticonderoga.
North Carolina.-A collection of plants was received from Geralrl McCarthy.
A collection of rocks· was sent by T. 0. Harris.
Specimens of black granite were received from P. Linehan & Co.
A 'rollection of ores was received from W. A. H. Shreiber.
Howard Haywood sent a collection of stone implements, jncluding
spear-heads, celts, knives, leaf-shaped implements, tools, quartz crystals.
J. A. D. Stevenson sent a collection o.f stone implements.
vV'illard Nye, jr., sent a collection of fi.ft,y-three stone implements.
Ohio.-The material recei.ved from this State consisted principally
of stone implements. Three collections were sent by J. W. Tweed, a
collection of fifty-seven specimens by C. T. Wiltheiss, and smaller collections by R. W. Mercer, T. B. Bowers, James C. White, Lafayette
Faris, Howard Bell, and D.T. D. Dyche.
An interesting and valuable collection of fossil plants containing
some new soecies was received from tl. Herzer.
Oregon._:--Several very valuable collections were received from Dr. J.
C. Merrill, U. S. Army. 'rhese collections included crayfishes, insects,
fishes, r~ptiles, mammalR, land and fresh water shells, and a very valuable collection of birds' eggs and nests.
C. K. Smith sent two collections of stone implements, one numbering
thirty-three specimens and the other seventeen)Jpecimeus.
Pennsylvania.-Two collections of minerals were received, the one a
series of twenty-eight specimens, sent by William J. Mullins, and the
other a collection of cut stones, sent by James W. Beath.
Three collections of stone implements were received, one of which include<l. three hundred and fifty-five specimens; the two other collections
receiYeu were from C. P. Emmons and Howar<l B. Davis.
Rhode Island.-The contributors of material from this etate were W.
0. Crosby, who sent a collection of minerals, Capt. H. M. Knowles, wl.Jo
R nt a collection of fishes, M. A. Keach, who gave some shells, and
Jo eph Church & Co., who sent a collection of fish and clams.
South Carolina.-E. E. Jack on sent an Indian pipe.
c 11 ction, including uinety pecimen , of pear-heads, arrow-head ,
ancl a i coidal tone, wa received from Jo ph Ward.
Tennes ee.-A large amount of material wa received during tbe year
from Dr. J. . McC rmick, and ub equently from bi· widow, Mrs.
ar h . McCormi ·k. The collection ent by th m included human
on and pott ry from T nn
e mound , plants, bird , ti b, skeletons
f h r. <1 r ray f x and man, and a collecti n of fo sils, Upper SiluY nia , and Uarl>onif •rou .
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James M. NLl11 sent a collection of stone implements, numbering two
hundred aud seventy-one specimens.
_
Dr. J.M. Drake sent a collection of stone implements.
E.W. Mort sent speeimens of ore.
Te.1Jas.-A collection of meteoric stones was received from MessrsWard and Howell, of Rochester, New York.
J. A. Singley sent a collection of fresh-water shells.
Q. W. Beckham sent a large collection of birds, inclnding fifteen species and numbering two hundred and nineteen specimens.
G. B. Benners sent birds.
Utah.-Dr. 0. W. Higgins sent several living mammals, among which
were a spotted lynx, a red fox, a badger, and a golden eagle.
Verni.ont.-G . .H. Perkins sent a co11ectiou of forty -six stone implements.
A collection of rocks, ores, fossils, stone implements, and plants was
received from F. H. Knowlton.
Virginia.-Robert Ridgway sent several collections of birds, nests,
and eggs.
L. M. Underwood sent a collection of insects.
A collection of pottery was sen·t by William Palmer.
J. M. Whitside presented a collection of 0oleoptera and Hymenoptera. Dr. A. S. Payne sent a collection of 8tone implements, marbles,
and ores.
Several single specimens were received, amongst which are a white
eagle from Willie Taylor, a specimen of ore from A. Wise, and a -rainbow trout presented by tb.e U.S. Fish Commission.
Wa,shington.--A new species of a new genus of a fish, Acrotus wilzoughb-ii, was sent by Charles Willougb by.
A col1ection of ethnological specimens was sent by Mrs. Anna C.
McBean.
James G: Swan sent a carved totem post and #two models of Indian
lodges.
West Virginia,.-Prof. I. C. White sent a collection of Orthoptera.
Wisconsin.-From J. E. Gere was received a collection of stone implemtints, including plates, scrapers, cutting tools, perforater, spearhea<ls, pierced tablet, leaf.shaped. implements; also fossils.
A collection of mosses and lichens was presented by J. H . Schuette.
H. BPach sent a collection of stone implements.
Wyoming.-A collection of birds' eggs was sent by Charles F . Morrison.
WEST INDrns.

C. B. Cor,y ~eut ·a collection of reptiles obtained from these islands.
W. 'r. Horn,Hlay Rent a collection of fossil woods, which is specially
httPre--ting· and valuable, as this region has been rarely visited by collecto ~ of ucb material.
Cuba,.-Louis Schmid & Son sent a parrot.
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SOl:TH AMERICA.

Ohili.-Sefior Jose Smith Solar sent a Chilian coin, and a hat of the
type worn by the gentlemen of Chili.
Diamantina, Lower .A.mazon.-A collection of bird skins from this region was presented by C. B. Riker.
Salvador.-J. Fleming sent a collection of pottery.
United States of Colomqia.-A collection of Chiriqui pottery was received 1rom J. A. McNiel.
H.K. Coale s~nt a collection of birds' skins obtained in various parts
of South America.
ASIA.

Asia Minor.-Otto Goldfuss sent a collection of shells from this region.
Ohina.-P. L. Jouy, of the National Museum, contributes a co~lection of forty-nine bird skins and another collection of birds, numbering nineteen specimens and representing fourteen species. These collectioo.s were made by himself while in China.
Mr. Oliver B. Adair sent a collection of coins.
Oorea.-From P. L. Jouy was obtained a collection containing the
following objects: Bird skeletons, ax, roadside sign-post, mortuary
pottery consisting of earthen pots, vases, bowls, jars, cups, bottles,
flower-stand, and also a collection of Corean medicine.
Inclia.-H. K. Coale sent a co1lection of bird skins.
Japan.-Among the foreign institutions with which the Museum carries on exchange of material is the Department of Education, Tokyo,
Japan. From this source has been received a collection of meteoric
stones containing iron, and anorthite crystals from a lava stream during an eruption in 187 4, and sapphire crystals and tin washings; also
four blocks of lacquer work. A large collection of bird skins was also
received.
Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U.S. Navy, presented three Japanese swords,
ivory carving, writing-case and material, collected by himself in Japan.
EUROPE.

England.-The following collections were received: F. H. Butler, of
Lon<l.on, sent a collection of minernls; Edward Lovett sent fifty-one
stone implements; J. W. Clark sent bones of extinct tortoises and
Didine birds; .Robert Had:fie1cl sent a collection of manganese steel;
R. N. ortb, curator of the Plymouth Museum, sent a collection of
rock in exchange for Museum material.
France.-A large collection of casts of beaus of individuals of the
differ n hu an race wa received from the Musee d'Histoire Natnrelle in ari .
G rmany.-Dr. J. . Eckfeldt ent a collection of mosses an<l. lichens.
Gre ce.-0 to ol fu
ent a collection of land and fresh water shells.
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Norway.-From the Stavanger Museum were received twenty birds
skins.
Russia.-J. Von Siemaschko, St. -Petersburg, Russia, sent two pieces
of meteoric stone.
Specimens of copper ore were received from G. W. Maynard.
A collection of plantB, obtained at Spitzbergen by Dr. Emil BesseJs,
was presented by him to the Museum.
The late Dr. Charles Rau bequeathed to the National Museum a large
collection of European stone implements, numbering four hundred and
seventy-four specimens.
Wales,.:_T. A. Redman sent a specimen of gold in quartz.
OCEANIC.A.
AUSTRALASIA.

Australia.-A collection of ores, minerals, and rocks was received
from the Australian Museum.
Edward Bartlett sent a collection of ethnological objects, land shells,
and a series of Coleoptera, which is the first representation in the
M:useum of Australian insect life.
New Zealand.-From S. H. Drew, of Wanganui, was received a collection of fossil shells, in exchange.
,Tcismania.-A collection of one. hundred and thirty-six specimens of
wool from Tasmania, New South Wales, and Queensland was received
from. the Technological Museum.
MALAYSIA,

The Zoological Society of Philadelphia presented a monkey received
from. Java.
POLYNESIA.

Easter Island.-Paymaster William J. Thomson, U. S. Navy, deposited a valuable collection of ethnological objects, including spear-heads,
paddles, oars, clubs, skull, tapa cloth, head-dress, idols, and stone implements, together with photographs of the island and of various objects
used by the natives; obtained by him while attached to the U. S. S.
Mohican.
Hawaiian Islands.-The Queen of Hawaii, through Hon. H. A. P. Carter, minister for Hawaii at Washington, presented a canoe of the kind
used by the natives of Hawaii. This canoe has many remarkable and
interesting characteristics, and is a very valuable addition to the coilection of naval architecture.
A collection of bird skins and bats, including some very rare spec_ies,
was presented by Valdemar Knudsen.
A collection of ethnological objects was presented from Polynesia by
Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co.
·
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!.-CO-OPERATION OF THE DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS OF THE GOVERNMENT.

Much valuable material is annually received by the Museum from the
various Departments and Bureaus of t.he Government, and the National Museum acknowledges its grateful indebtedness for many important collections which have been obtained through their co-operation.
President Cleveland presented a living specimen of golden eagle.
This bird was given to the President by Thomas Tomlinson, of Tate
Springs, Tenn., and was transferred to the National Museum by Col.
John M. Wilson, U. S. Army.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

A collection of foreign flags, sixty-seven in number, purchased by
the Department for exhibition at the New ·Orleans Exposition, has been
transmitted by Mr. Charles S. Hill, reprisentative of the Department
at the New Orleans Bxposition.
·
A collection of one hundred and thirty-six samples of wool was received from the Technological Museum a·t Sydney, New South .Wales,
through Hon. G. W. Griffin, United States consul at Sydney.
Hon. William T. RiGe, United States consul, Horgen, Switzerland,
forwarded a collection of antique coins of copper, silver, and gold; from
Ceylon,'Europe, United States, and South America; and also presented
six copper coins made by the English Government for· Ceylon.
The Shah of Persia sent to the Department specimens of gold-be::.i,ring
quartz, with the request that an analysis be made. The specimens
were forwarded by the Secretary of State to the Smithsonian Institution. An aualysis was made and was transmitted, with the gold button, to His Majesty through the Department of State.
Through this Department the Queen of Hawaii presented to tbe
National Musenm a canoe similar to tho e in use by the natives of
Hawaii.
We are under many obligations to the Department for its courtesy
in ecuring the kind offices of United States ministers and consuls in
foreign countrie in behalf of the National Museum.
TREASURY DEPART~IENT.

The S cretary of the Treasurv has on several occasions aided the
ci ntifi.c ~ rk of iuve, tigator by allowing the free pas age of scientific outfit.,. Much , luable a , i. t:mc ha., through the courtesy of the
artm nt, b n xt nded to xplorer a11<l collectors by the customs
file r. at

Ye

ri

U,

point,

e,er, l y ar. p . t tll Smith ·onian Instituf Hon. . I. I imball, Sup rintendent of
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the Life-Saving Service, enjoyed the assistance of the keepers of' lifesaving stations at various points along the Atlantic coast, in the matter
of reporting the capture of whales arn.l other large species of fishes.
As the result of this co-operation during the year a specimen of filefish, A.lutera schreptfi, was obtained from Oapt. Herbert M. Knowles,
keeper of the life-saving station at Point Juditll, Rhode Island. Captain Kno\vles also forwarded two specimens of Epinepltelus niveatus, ·
one of the smallest members of the family of "Gron pers." This species
is rarely found so far north, but is common in the West Indies and
theuce north to Florida. From Amasa Bowen, keeper of the life-saving
station at Atlantic City, New Jersey, was received apigmy sperm-whale.
Bureau, of Engraving and Printing.-'1.'hrough the courtesy of Hon.
E. 0. Graves, ·chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Prjnting, a col1ection consisting of one hundred and tllirty-two stripped India proofs
of United States notes, certificates, and bonds was obtained. Two numbers of "Graphische Kunste," containing lithographs of paper money of
France, Germany, Italy, and other nations, were also received from Mr.
Graves.
Revenue Marine Division.-During the year 1887 the assistance of the
Revenue Marine Division, under tQe cllarge of Hon. Peter Bonnett, was
asked in the matter of procuring for the National Museum specimens
of ,~ bidarkas," or Eskimo kyaks. Capt. M.A. Healy, then <?f the revenue steamer Bear, was requested by Mr. Bonnett to obtain specimens,
if possible, on his next visit to Alaska. His efforts were successful,
and upon bis return to San Francisco six ·'bidarkas" were placed in
the hands of the Alaska Commercial Company, with the request that
they be transmitted to Washington for the National Museum.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

Following the custom of previous years, the Secretary of War bas
permitted the quartermasters of the Army to forward from their respective posts, boxes containing specimens of natural history intended for
the National Museum. This privilege has been of great benefit to the
Museum, and has resulted in the acquirement by the Museum of large
and valuable collections which, owing to the difficulty and expense ot
transportation by the ordinary means, would perhaps have been withheld from transmission.
By authority of the Secretary of War, General S. V. Benet, Chief of
Ordnance, transmitted from the Ordnance Museum a plaster model of the
equestrian statue of General McPherson; a section of an oak tree, cut
down by musket-balls near Spottsylvania Court-Honse, Virginia, and
presented to the War Department by General N. A. Miles, U.S. Army;
a Mexican saddle and bridle, manufactured in Mexico for General Trevino, commanding the northem liue of Mexico, and presented l>y bim
to General E. 0. C. Ord, U. S. Army, by whom · they were deposited in
the O~dmmce Museum on March, ~3, 1878.
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In connection with the preparation for the Cincinnati Exposition of
an exhibit to illustrate the use of photography in scientific work, Dr.
John S. Billings, U.S. Army, curator of the Army Medical Museum,
was asked for assistance, and contributed a collection of twenty-two
photographs, illustrating the uses of photography as applied to the
work of the .Army Medical Museum. Lieut. J. H.-Beacom, U.S. Army,
cont~ibuted the head and skin of a lake trout, and a photograph of a
specimen of the same species.
Lieut. W. L. Carpenter, U. S. Army, a highly valued friend of the
Smithsonian Institution, bas sent some large and interesting collections
from Fort Apache, Arizona. These included reptiles, fishes, skins aml
eggs of birds, a living Gila monster, Heloderma suspectum, and arrowheads. Lieutenant Carpenter has for many years been interested ju
natural history research and his co-operation has always been very
highly prized.
.
.
Lieut. H. C. Benson, D. S. Army, stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, whose co-operation the Smithsonian Institution bas enjoyed for
several years, has continued his excellent work in collecting specimens of
natural history for the National Museum, and during the year has contributed the skins and eggs of numerous species of birds and several
reptiles. The skin of a '11rogon, included in one of th_e sendings, differs
from all other specimens of T. ambiguus in the collection, and maJ' represent a new species.
General M. C. Meigs, U. S. Army, presented a collection of trade circulars, which contain much valuable information in regard to American
ind us tries.
A living specimen of Virginia deer, Oariacus virginianus, was received
from Capt. R. L. Hoxie.
Dr. J.C. Merrill, U. S . .Army, for many years a warm friend of the
Museum, has continued to make additions to the collections, and this
year contributed mammals, birds' nests and eggs, insects, shells, rep.
tiles, fishes, and crustacea.
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, has sent mammals, birds, and ethnological objects from Fort Wingate, New Mexico.
Specimens of birds which had been killed by striking against the
electric light on the statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island in New York
Harbor were received from Col. A.G. Tassin, of Fort Wood, Bedloe's
_I land.
A cnriou necklace, compo ed of human fingers, and collected by
Capt. John G Bourke, U. S. Army, was contributed by the U. S. Militar Acaclemy at West Point.
hort-eared owl, .Asio accipitrinus, wa sent by Surgeon T. E. Wilcox, U. '. Army.
llec ion of bow and arrow of the C ur d'Alene Jnclians was
fr
Lieut. . T. Allen, U. . Army.
he h
rvic of Capt. barles E. B ndire a cur~tor of bird '
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eggs, and of Dr. H. 0. Yarrow as curator of reptiles and Batrachians,
have been continued.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.

The Museum has received much valuable material during the year
through the co-operation of officers of the United States Navy. Commodore John G. Walker, Chief of the Bureau of Navigation, has, as in
previous years, given valuable assistance.
A large collection of ethnological objects, including spear-beads, paddles, oars, clubs, feather head-dresses, wooden idols, specimens of tapa,
skulls, etc., were obtained by Paymaster W. J. Thomson on Easter Island,
and were deposited by him in the Museum, together with a series of
photographic views,,.
Lieut. T. Dix Bolles gave collections of mammals, fossils, and ethnological objects.
A collection of ethnological objects from Kassai River, CentraL<\frica,
was made by Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U. S. Navy, and presented by hirp to
tlle National Museum.
Dr. H. G. Beyer, U. S. Navy, continued to act until October, 1887, as
honorary curator of the Section of Materia Medica, at which time he
was ordered elsewhere for duty by the Department.
·rro t.he great regret of' the Museum, Lieutenant Bolles, who has rendered exceedingly valuable tiervices in the Ethnological Department,
especially in connection with the work of classifying and arranging the
Eskimo collections, has been recalled, having been assigned to active
<luty.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.

The ~ational Museum is especially indebted to the Sec;retary of the
Interior for the disbursement of' the Museum appropriations, which has
been very promptly and satisfactorily attended to by Mr. George W.
Evans, disbursing clerk of the Department of the Interior.
Patent Office.-Two valuable ancient Greek coins have been contributed by Alexander Scott.
Indian Office.-A sketch of a :fish was forwarded by Charles Willoughby, of Quinaielt Agency, Washington Territory, with a request
for identification. The fish itself was transmitted later, and proved to
be a new genus and species. In honor of Mr. WHloughby the scientific
name of 4.crotus willoughbyi has been given to this species by the National Museum.
U. S. FISH COMMISSION.

Through the courtesy of Colonel :McDonald the Museum has continued
to enjoy the valuable co-operation, as curators, of several attaches of'
the Commission, and collections made by the vessels of the_Fish Oom* Au illustrated paper describing this collection is being prepared by Paymaster
Thomson, a11d will be published in a future report of the Museum.
.
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mission have beeu transferred to the custody of the Museum. This
co-operation between the Smithsonian Institution aud the Fish Commission has existed since the organization of the latter, at wlticlt time
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, then Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, was appointed U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries,
and it is sincerely hoped that it will always continue.
The most important accession to the Museum, resulting from tlte co- ·
operation of the Ji'ish Commission with the Museum, was a series of
collections obtained by the U. S. Fisll Commission schooner Grampus
during her expedition to Funk Island, which was organized primarily
for the purp_ose of obtaining bones of the great auk. The expedition
was very successful, and in addition collections of :fishes, bird skins,
birds' eggs, shells, echinoderms, sea anemones, surface towings, crustacea, copper ores, fossil shells, living birds,. skins and skulls of meadow
lark, and r<lcks were made and transferred to the Museum. Dr. T. H.
Bean, while engaged in work for the Commission on the coast of New
Jersey, collected fishes, crabs, star-fishes and sea-urchins in the ,Ticinity of
Great Egg Harbor. Fishes and cray-fishes were sent from the Central
Station of the Commission, in Washington, from the Wytheville Station,
in Virginia, aud from the station at Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Coilections of fishes, crustaceans, and insects were received from the
summer station of the Fish Commission at Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.
Important contributions of fishes, marine invertebrates, and mollusks
were received from the U. S. Fish Commission steamers Albatross and
Fish Hawk. Mr. Vinal Edwards contributed collections of fishes, birds,
birds' nests, parasites, surface towings, crustaceans, and turtles.
The services of Mr. Richard Rathbun as honorary curator of marine
invertebrates, of Dr. T. H. Bean as honorary curator of fishes, of Capt.
J. W. Collins as honorary curator of naval architecture, and of Mr.
R. E. Earll as honorary curator of fishes and of animal products, have
been continued, through the courtesy of the Commissioner, and sincere
acknowledgments are due for their valuable labors.
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURV1£Y.

The Mu emn ha enjoyed the co-operation of the officers of the Geological Survey, and this has resulted in much benefit to the Museum.
Dr. . - . White contiuues to act as curator of Mesozoic Fossils; Mr.
'. D. Walcott, of Pal ozoic Fo ils; Mr. Lester F. Waru, as curator of
'otany; Prof. F. "N'. lark , a' curator of l\Iinerals, and Mr. William
I · D ll an Dr. . E. 0. Stearn a curator and adjunct curator rep •ctiv ly, f lollu k..
'
m ng the coll ·ti n of fo si1 , rocks, ore , and minerals made by
ffic r of the , ological 'urvey and transferred to the National
I · 1 ma: be 'P ·ially m utioueu tho.-e which were collected by
.. I · ·r: .. ?auk urn.·, N'. , . Brown, Whitman Oro , C. W. Cunning111 1• 111 lI . J all ,' ..11 • hmmon.-, W. F. llill·brand, L. C. Johnson,
ham
, E. ', 't ·arn , au l . D. Valcott.
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J.-EXPLORATI()NS.
In October, 1887,aDepartmentofLivingAnimalswasorganized,chiefly
for the purpose of affording opportunity for study in connection with
certain kinds of work then being prosecuted in the Museum. It was
decided that hereafter all gifts of living animals whjch might be offered
to the Museum would be accepted, cared for in the best manner possible, and exhibited, with due credit to the donors. It was also decided
that whenever it was found possible t;o purchase a living wild animal
for study purposes at a nominal price, it might be done. In accordance
with this determination, Mr. W. T. Hornaday was permitted by the U. S.
Commis~ioner of Fish and Fisheries -to make ~ collecting trip on fish
car No. 1 to and through Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and Utah in the interest of this department.
Mr. Hornaday left Washington on Octobers, with Mr. J. Frank Ellis,
iu charge of the car, and proceeded westward. In the course of the
work of distributing fish the car made brief stops at St. Paul; Fargo,
Dakota; Mandan and Helena, Montana; Tacoma, Washington; Port
land, Oregon; Mountain Home, Idaho, and Salt Lake City, Ut3:h. As
soon as it became known at tho~e points that the National Museum
was ready to accept gifts of living animals, several specimens were
presented, and others of desirable kinds were purchased at nominal
prices. The most important of the animals collected and brought to
Wai;;hington by Mr. Hornaday were the followi11g: 1 Columbian blaektailed deer ( Oariacus colitmbianus), 1 mule deer ( Oariacus maarotis), 1
white-tailed deer (0. virginianus), 1 cinnamon bear ( Ursus cinnarnomum),
2 badgers (Taxidea americana), 2 red foxes ( Vulpes fulvus fulvus), 1
cross fox ( Vulpes fulvus decussatus), 2 spotted lynxes (Lynx maculatus),
5 prairie dogs (Oynomys ludovicianus), and a golden eagle (Aquila
chryscetus). All of these animals were brought back in the fish car, a
task which involved infinite labor and care. The trip, on the whole, was
a highly successful one, and the relations established with Western
hunters and collectors are certain to prove of value to the Museum. The
car returned to Washington on November 8, having traveled over 7,000
miles.
In the summer of 1887 arrangements were made for a joint expetlition
by the U. S. Fish Commission and the Smithsonian Institution to Funk
faland and the coast of Newfoundland. The Fish Commission tendered
the use of the schooner Grampus, which was to be engaged, u11der the
command of Capt. J. W. Collins, in the investigation of certain fishery ,
problems, and. Messrs. F. A. Lucas and William Palmer were detailed
from the National Museum to accompany the expedition.
An examination of Funk Island was made, and a large number •of
bones of the Great Auk were collected, including several crania and
many hundred vertebrrn, and leg and wing- bones. The coasts of Newfouutllaucl, of New Brn11swick, and the Magdalene Island and atljacent.
H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--6
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islands were also visited with a view to collecting specimens illul:!trating the fauna, flora, and geology of the regions. The collectors were
very successful. They secured about two hundred bird-skins, a large
series of birds' eggs and nests, fishes, mammal skins and skeletons,
marine invertebrates, fossils, plants, rocks, and copper ores.
Interesting collections were received from Mr. Charles H. Townsend,
who visited Central America by direction of the U. S. Commissioner
of Fish and Fisheries. The material obtained included pl;mts, a collection of bird-skins numbering over three hundred specimens, a collection
of tropical insects, a small collection of mammal skins, skulls, and
skeletons, bird skeletons, birds' nests, fishes, reptiles, stone implements,
and twenty-seven ethnological objects.
·
K.-REPORT UPON THE PARTICIPATION OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION IN THE INDUSTRIAL EXPUSITIUN AT MINNEAPOLIS, 1887.
By

WILLIAM

V. Cox.

In accordance with joint resolution· No. 18, which authorized the several Executive Departments ,.,o f the Government to lend to the Minneapolis Industrial Exposition of 1887 certain articles for exhibit, Dr. G.
Brown Goode, Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian· Institution, in
charge of the National Museum, being unable himself to leave his official post, appointed W. V. Cox, chief clerk of the National Museum,
representative to the Exposition. A copy Qf the letter making this.appointment is given herew1th, and also a copy of joint resolution No.18.
f PUBI,IC

RF.SOLUTION

No. 18.]

JOINT RESOLUTION authorizing the several Executfre Departments of the Government to loan
to the Minneapolis Industrial Exposition certain articles for exhibit.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Arne1·ica in
Congress assembled, That it is desirable, in any way consistent with existing laws and

without risk to Government property or expense to the National Treasury, to encourage the effort being made for the opening and holding of a grand industrial and educational exposition of the Northwest at the city of Minneapolis, in the State of Minnesota, ancl the interests of the whole northwestern sect.ion of our country demand it
to be made au unqualified success; and it be, and is hereby, approved that the beads
of the several Executive Departments shall, in whatever respects they may in their
judgment see convenient and proper, loan any articles or material suitable to such
purpose: Provided, That such loan be made entirely on the responsibility of said Minneapolis Industrial Expo ition, and shall not be of material needed for use in either
apartment, and shall not in any way interrupt the daily routine cf duty or order
i u any branch of the Government, and shall be r eturned to the proper Department,
in goocl order, within one month after the close of the exposition: And p1·ovided further,
Th t b for any such loan shall be made, the proper head of the Department shall
r r1uire and receive a. good and sufficient boud, by or in behalf of such exposition, for
hes ~ r turn h reof as aforesaid, and to indemnify and save harmless the Governm n f the nit cl ta.tes, r any apartment thereof, from any liauility or expense
on a conn th reof, r on accoun of this r esolution.
A proved farch :1, 1 , .
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Washington, June 1, 1887.
Sm: In addition to your regular duties, you will take charge of the Smithsonian
ancl Museum part of the Minneapolis Exposition, ancl represent me in all transactions
with the board ot' management, as may be necessary under joint resolution of Con- ·
gress (No. 18). You will confer with me only upon questions of general policy, relieving me entirely of all matters of detail.
As repr~sentative to the exposition, it will be necessary for you, at its conclusion,
to submit a, report on same.
Very respectfully,
G. BROWN GOODE,

Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institution,
in charge of U. S. National Museiim.
Mr. W. V. Cox,
Chief Clerk National Jlfuseurn.

Mr. Fred. Brackett, Washington agent of the exposition, was assigned to the duty of collecting and forwarding to Minneapolis the
exhibits from the various Departments of the United States Government, and of receiving these exhibits on their arrival at their destination. To Mr. Brackett's efficient discharge of these services, both in
Washington and Minneapolis, much of the success which attended the
Government display at the exposition is due.
Before the Government exhibit left Washington the board of managers of the exposition gave bond in the sum of $5,000 for it safekeeping while it should be in their charge, and, in addition, allotte.d
$850 to cover the expense of preparation, packing, and repacking the
exbiqit, and for freight charges both ways. The car-load of cases and
exhibits left Washington for Minneapolis Augu~t 22, but did not reach
its destination till August 26. By hard work, however, nearly the
entire exhibit,-20, 157 pounds-was in order and ready for exhibition
on the morning of August 31, the day of the opening of the exposition.
The immense building, 336 by 356 feet in size, with floor space of 7½
acres, provided for the exhibition, proved insufficient for the general
display, and the managers found it necessary to assign smaller space to
the Government exhibits than had at first been allotted. A part of the
ladies' reception-room was, however, finally partitioned off as an aunex
to the space for the display of the Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum, which may be briefly enumerated as follows :
I. Ethnological exhibit, including prehistoric relics of America, casts, lay :figures,
models, etc. An extensive serie,; of casts of Indian faces, Zuni objects, etc.
II. Textiles and fabrics.
·
III. Display in the department of metallurgy.
IV. Deer antlers and horns.
V. Casts of fishes of North America.
VI. Photographs of Government buildings.
.
VII. Articles illustrating the composition of the human body.

The ethnological display included relics of the prehistoric tribes of
America, together with a largo collection of Eskimo and Indian costumes, carved dishes, spoons, children's toys, and a, collectiou of the
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musical instruments and of the various war implements of the savage
tribes of this and other countries; models and lay figures dressed in
the costumes of different lands; and an extensive series of casts of
Indian faces, representing and accentuating race and individual peculiarities and characteristics.
In the section relating to domestic industry many of the agricultural
implements in daily use in foreign countries, especially in China and Japan, were shown; also articles of clothing, cooking utensils, chop-sticks,
carpenters' tools, etc.
There were also exhibited tablets showing the different stages in makiug Japanese lacquer-work of the ordinary kind, and of the raised gold
lacquer, with explanatory cards describing the same.
· In the department of textiles and fabrics the exhibit ranged from
tlle different varieties of hemp, flax, China-gras~, worsted yarn for carpet weaving, and specimens of the different styles of carpets, to sam'ples of the finest Italian and French silk-weaving. This exhibit also
. inciuded silk moths and cocoons in the va.rious stages of development,
many specimens of unwoven silk, and a historical sketch of the silk industry in A1:nerica, indicating the sources and varieties of the different
grades of silk.
In the department of metallurgy were shown fac-similes of some of
the most famous Australian gold nuggets .
. In the division of natural history the display of antlers and horns of
the American deer was extensive, and there were also shown many
casts of the fishes of North America, besides other objects.
Large photographs of the Department buildings in Washington, aud
of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, their laboratories
and workshops, were shown. There were also many interior views of
the Museum, displaying articles that could not otherwise be sbo wn.
Articles illustrating the composition of the human body, its daily income and expenditure, were exhibited, with specimens of the chemical
elements and compounds of the body, and models of the articles of food
constituting a day's rat.ion for a man of average size.
The entire Government exhibit proved to have been so selected and
arranged as to attract attention to all its parts in about an equal degree.
So much interest, in fact, was felt that the exposition management
made r peated requests to keep the articles for the following year. In
pite of the great de ·ire manifested to insure another exhibit in 1888,
the entire G vernment property wa returned in November, having suffer tl n injury b y nd tb breaking of a few panes of glass in the ca e .
am gr atly indebted to Profes or Ma on for valuable assistance in
arranging the ethnological exhibit , and to Professor True for like aid
in l c i g and cla ifying pecimen in the department of mammal .
fr.
ham al'
ffici nt help in the matter f prehi toric relic ,
i taut up rint nd nt teuart w re
r, 11 au
u11tiri1w in the ork of l> xing, packing, 'hir ping, and in talling the
x1n it.
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REPORT ON THE .DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY IN THE U, S, NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888,
By

OTI8

T.

MASON,

Curator.

At the commencement of the year a new assingment of balls was
made, rendering it necessary to modify the distribution of specimens _in
west ball. In pursuance of the Museum policy to find a significant
place fo.r everything that has a name, three concepts of different v-alues
have been worked out. At the east door all the material from various
sources used in transportation on land bas been brought together, commencing with the simplest device for carrying burdens by the human
(freight carrier) pack animal or for traveling over snow, and ending
with the locomotive. All this material, after its selection, was turned
over 'to Mr. Watkins, in charge of the new section of transportation.
Another method of treatment is seen in the Eskimo department, just
completed by the help of Lieut. 11. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy. Here the
primary and ruling concept is a definite ·and well-characterized area.
All the conditions of life are written. The highest realizations of Lhis
life are from home resources. In later years European wrecks and
European influences have brought iron, tobacco, rum, etc. But anterior
to this the Eskimo lived in his Arctic home as though there were no
other people on the earth. In the court devoted to this ·a rea each Eskimo
art is traced from Greenland to Kadiak by specimens. If the Muse nm
lacks example from any one of these, a vacant space is left and specimens sought to supply the deficiency.
During the coming year the same attempt will be made with the
region lying between Mount St. Elias and the Columbia River, the
Great Interior Basin, and Polynesia.
·
the maAnother line of investigation bas been stilJ more special and
terial is arranged accordingly. I refer to bows and arrows. The object
is to file away type bows and arrows from every tribe on earth, so that
they· can be laid side by side for comparison or can be treated ethmcally.
Shallow boxes 5 feet long, 2 inches deep, and 2, 4, and 6 inches wide
are made of thin pine, all interchangeable. These boxes fit in a crate
which in its turn fits on a shelf like a book. On the outer edge or back
of this crate may be pasted a label indicating the contents. It isjust
- as easy to refer to the arrows of a particular tribe as it would be to find

all
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a reference in a volume. The plan of indicating deficiencies in the
series is the same as in the Eskimo collection.
Another line of work pushed forward during the year is the ethnic
series. The object of this exhibit is to show representatives of all the
races of men in the most exalted manner practicable. The simplest
form is the colored photo in front and profile, properly colored and shown
on swinging screens. Another mode of exhibiting is by means of casts
of the heads of Indians and others, arranged by a scheme of races or
figures in costume, either singly or in groups containing male and female
or families. During the year models of an Eskimo family, of a group
of Zunis, and of a group of Pai-Utes have been placed upon exhibition.
The most valuable local series acquired has been that of Paymaster
William. J. Thomson, U.S. Navy, from the Easter Islands.
In connection with my work I glean from all sources the scraps of
valuable informa,tion wbich can be gathered from the books of travelers,
explorers, miRsionaries, commercial agents, etc. A regular system of
card cataloguing is used, each separate statement written on a distinct
slip and these placed in drawers, together with newspaper cuttings,
excerpts, and pamphlets relating to the same subjects.
Prof. G. Stanley Hall, of Johns Hopkins University, has made use
during the year of the resources of the collection, in investigating the
subject of mythology from the psycho-physical point of view, the purpose of his studies being to trace the phases of hypnotism and kindred
phenomena known in our day to something akin in savagery and among
primitive people.
During the early months of the year much t.ime was expended in pre~
paring a series of specimens for the Minneapolis Exposition, and later,
a still greater display was prepared for Cincinnati.
/Papers have been prepared for publication on the Quinaielt Indians
of Washington Territory, on the Stone Age in Washington Territory,
on the arts of the Navajo, and on the cradles of the American aborigines.
Ex.tensive exchanges of specimens have been effected with Mr. Lovett, of England, and Professor Putnam, of Peabody Museum.
In a course of Saturday lectures delivered in the Museum the following were on anthropological subjects:
Prof. ERBERT B. ADA.MS: University Extension ju England, Baltimore, and Wa hiugton.
Prof. H. N. EGLESTON: The Origin of our Names.
rof. PAUL HAUPT: Excavation in As yria and Babylonia.
r f. ILLI M LIBBEY, Jr.: Southeastern Alaska and its People.
Prof. . 'l'ANLE Y A.LL : P ychic Re earch in England, and t.he Rent ucly f ypnoti m in France.
r f. TI . I • : Woman' hare in Primitive Culture.
1 j . ,J.
WELL: Th C ur
f Human Pro re ' .
t l
r f peci
ate logue No. 129210 to
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ACCESSIO~S TO THE DEPARTMENT OF RTHNOLOGY.

G1·eenland.-Mrs. Mildred McLean Hazen (20458): Kayak models (3).
Point Hope, Alaslca.-Capt. M. A. Healy, U. S. Revenue Marine (19774): Model
oomiak; kayak; float. Cape Blossom, bird-spears (2); throwing-stick; kayak;
seal-dart. Cape Krusenstern, kayak. Cape Espenlmrg, ice-bailer; kayak.
King's Islapd, harpoon line; throwing-sticks (2); kayak; float.
Kotzebiie Sound, Alaslca.-Lieut. George M. Stoney, U. 8. Navy(---): Sleeping- ·
bag; pants; sknll cap; deer-skin coat; boots (2 pairs).
St. Michael's, .Alaslca.-Lnciau M. Turner (19248): Water bucket; knives (4); buttons
(2); drill bows (~1); sinker; throwing-stick; half-shoes; connector of toggle joint
and spear shaft (i); thimble holders (2); belt; bow; fish-hooks (2); belt toggles
(6); baskets (3); lip studs (3); labrets (4); becket of kayak; trifle boxes (2);
spears (2); water-proof coat; gouges (3); toy kantag; hand spear; bodkins ( 4);
ammunition bag (2); sledge model; arrow heads (2) ; reindeer arrows ( 10) ;
work-bag stiffeners (3); ear-rings (3); sea-lion tusk; hunter's tally; jadeite clril1;
harpoon points (3) ; stone knife; baud rests for drill (2) ; ·carvings (14); knifesharpcuer; seal pendant; needle cases (5); girl's coat; seal arrow; powderhorn; spear model; seine needle; dolls (5); kantag handle; kayak models (5);
snuff tubes (2). Upper Yukon River: Coat; pants; stockings; cap; moose-skin
coat; tobacco pouch; pipe and stem; moccasins; bags (2); sea-lion whiskers.
Mrs. Mildred McLean Hazen (20458) : Woman's coat ; rain coat; man's coat;
woman's breeches; kayak morlel ; arrow; bird bolas.
Sitlca, .Alaslca.-Mrs. George M. Robeson (20537): Arrows.
Vancouver island, British Columbia.-Dr. Franz Boas (19597): Mask "Raven;" wooden
images (2); neckrings (3); masks (3); head-ring.
Fort Rupert, British Col,u mbia.-James G. Swan (19477): Indian dance-house moJel;
Indian house with totem post (model).
Spokane Indians, Washington Territory.-Mrs. Anna C. McBean (20048): Cradle; tobacco pouch and Iodian tobacco; money pocket; shell necklace; war club ;
wuma-n's hat. ,
San Francisco, California.-R. E. C. Stearns (19941): Chinese water-holders (2);
opium-pipe bowls (4); pencil holder; sandal-wood.
Santa Barbara, Califo1·nia.-Barnett Phillips (20567): Stone pipe.
Cr.eur d'Alene, ldaho,-Lient. H. T. Allen (19372): Quiver; bows (2); arrows (5).
Cheyenne.-Capt. J. G. Bourke, U. S. Army (19685): Necklace of human fingers.
Lieut. H. M. Creel, U. S. Army (20615): Tobacco bag; catlinite pipe; awl-case;
''straw" dance sash; moccasins; crooked lance ensign ; target arrows; knife
scabbard; bow; quiver and arrows .
.A1·apahoes.-Lieutenant Creel: War shiel<l.
Crows and 11.ssiniboines.-J. I. Allen (20493): Bow and arrows; war bonnet; painted
elk skin; '' medicine" horn.
Sioux.-Lieut. H. M. Creel, U.S. Army (20615): War bonnet; gun cover; deer call;
saddle bags; navel ornament; pappoose bonnet; breast ornament; knife toma' hawk.
Gros Ventres.-Breast ornament and tomahawk pipe. William T. Van Doren (19423):
Head dress; leggings; catlinite pipe; pipe pouch.
Colm·ado.-Dr. Edward Wyman (20493): Miner's candlestick.
Navajo Indians.-Dr. Washington Matthews, U. S. Army (20077): Pendant for neck;
sincb ; helmet.
Nai•ajoes, Fo1·t Wingate, New Mexico.-Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U.S. Army (19540): Photographs illustrating the process of tanning (7) ; dressed bnckskin; scraper for removing hair in tanLing.
Apache Indians.-A. F. Randall (20263): Photographs of Apaches (200). Thomas C.
Allen (20493): ~ection of cactus stalk (house post).
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Chippewa Indians.-Lieut. H. M. Creel, U. S. Army (20615): Pipe and ste m; beaded
pouches (2); tobacco pouch; lacrosse racket.
Menominee Indians.-S. Patrick (20350): Bow and arrows ( 4).
Senecaindians.-Andrew John, jr. (20224): Brooches (2) .
. tfrkansas.-G. Brown Goode (20757): Bowie knife.
Kentucky.-J. A. Jaggers (19867): Stone tomahawk.
Ticond&i·oga.-Dr. G. F. I. Colburn (19486): Old pocket knife; stone knife-blade.
Sem,inole,<?.-G. M. Matthews (20566): Iron tomahawk.
Connecticut.-James H~ Peffen (19720): Iron knuckl es, ball, and chain.
Cherokees.-W. T. Van Doren (19745): Wooden pipe.
_
Massachusetts.-Mr. Shebnah Rich (20563): Kyal lamp. Francis B. Smith (20703):
'finder-box; candle-dish; sconce.
District of Columbia.-Dr. C. A. V'Hartleben (19964) : •rooth extractor. W. B. Cooper (20i71): Float for night-light; candle extinguisher (2). Peter Burger (20727)
Old caster. Hon. A. A. Lipscomb (20628): Knives made by convicts. Prof. 0.
'f. Mason (20465): Jewish door-post charm. T. E. Ferguson (19936): Stone grown
in a sapling. R. J. Thompson (19636): Shoeing hammer; miniature blacksmith
tools; samples oflight and heavy forging. L. Blue (19634): Hand corn-sheller.
William H. Myers (19635): Razors (2). P.H. Skidmore (1949:3): Dried hand of
negro woman (fetish). Dr. J. R. L. Hardesty (19782): Pair of olcl spectacles.
Alexnnd1'ia, Virginia.-Susan Taliaferro (20164): Old cake-cutter.
Baltimore, Maryland.-T. W. Sweeney (19619): Dagger; tobacco-stripping knife;
plane; channeling-tool; spring saw.
Yakis of Sonora.-Dr. E. Palmer (20605): Clam-digger's outfit; cactus fruit-pickers
(3); Pascal dance-belt; mask; rattle and drum; wattling made of cane; shoemaker's smoothing-stone; boy's hocky sticks and ball; war-club;, root-digger of
bone; torches of candle-wood; water-jar; native-made silver spoon: flower earrings; vegetal dye-stuffs; gardener's account; mat; hat; red paint; hed of matting.
Pueblo and Xochiapulco.-G. B. and W. B. Hyde (19708): Winged stone image; stone
image ; loom ; spindle.
Legonia River, Central Anierica.-C. H. Townsend (19811) : Muller; hammock; carrying nets of bark (6); canoe and paddles (3); packing-basket; ()Utfit for making
blankets of bark; bows (3) and arrows (3).
CoBta Rica.-R. Ridgway and J. Fleming (19819): Photos of Guatusos; arrows (6).
· Chili.-W. E. Safford, U. S. Navy (19026): Model of balsa; bag strings (2) ; colored
yarns (8); pan-pipe (1); coiled basket; bags (12); mate gourd and bomhilla;
wattlings ·(2); ·cloths (4 ) ; set of reeds; netting; top; comb; slings; spindle
whorl; necklace of teredo shells; fish-spear head. J. S. Sol:1r (20256): Felt hat.
England.-Edward Lovett (20116): Early English pipes, time of William III (:{);
old English steel and flints. Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): '' De Pace Regis." Pnlton (1609): "Exercitationson Epistle to Hebrews." J. Owen , D. D. (1663): "Discourses concerning the nature of man." J. A. Lounde (1694): G. Ravene (19645):
Bra s cartridg s.
France.-Minister of public instruction (19985) : Statue of Roman soldier. Thom,11s
Wilson (19 51): Strike-a-light. Edward Lovett (20116) : Strike-a-light.
Antwerp.-Mrs. E. , . Brinton (1 90 ) : traw bonnet; milk-woman's lace cap; quaint
straw bonnet with photo; German peasant's slippers and shoes. Thomas Wil·
·on (19 '1): Wood n hoe, Munich calendar. Edward S. Lovett (20116): Old
rma.u gun-flint .
.1. onvciy.-11r. E.,. Brinton(l
O): oll in costume ; carved wooclenspoon; car ved
j w 1-hox.; thnogra.phic ph tos (2:3) · p cket-knivea (2); gilt silver bangle rings
('l); uci nt rooch (2); ilver chain with coin pendan ; ilver buttons (2) ;
vill " ar ; cariol ; p rtrait of Chri tia.n IV (1596-164 ) ; knit glove ; peasant's
b lt ncl fiv silv r ornaments; embroidered gloves; pea ant's jack-knife; othnogr phic photo (12); silver button (12); pe ant's traveling-box.
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Ronie.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Copy of Catacomb lamps (3); antique lamps ( 4);
butter-stamp; antique design; bronze chariot and horses; statuette of Mercury;
modern Roman lamp; Pompeian lamps (3); bronze statuette of Romulus and Remus; antique inkstand; copy of Etruscan lamp; candle-stick (Bacchus reclining) ;
filigree cross from Genoa; child's shoes; Naples figurines ( 4). Thomas Wilson
(19851): Bronze lamp; seal of glass; phallic image; wooden slippers.
St. Petersbti1·· g.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Brooch; prayer tablet; prayer amulet.
Greece.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18900): Red shoes; wooden sandals; Roumanian necklace and bracelet.
Egypt,-Dr. James Grant-Bey (19747, 19601, 20440, 20421): Bandages of mummies
(2); smallmumrnycase; porcelain ring; Turkish coins (8); The ban beetles (2); figmeofThoth-Hermes; Shubti, small porcelain figures (2); papyri fragments; amulet;
fragments of "Book of the Dead" (15); mummy cloth (2) ; pottery-mold; bronze
duck; scarab of Hathor; lotos flower; aroma~ics from a mummy(2); body of mummied hawk; gold ornaments of Thothmes III; painted mummy cloth; mold of
Ra A tun; fragment of mummy wrapping of Rameses II; bronze figure of Osiris;
bronze cat; beads (16) ; fragments of porcelain ring; stele of Horus; squeezes of
inscriptions at Karnak (17); drawings of botanical sculpture from Karnak (8); Arabic almanac; Roman coins (5); bronze urmus; model of head-rest; glass; mosaic from Leptis Magna.
Cairo, Egypt.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Inkstand and pen-holder; purse; ear-rings;
necklace.
.
Africa, Congo River.-Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U. S. Navy (20681): Digging-hatchet;
sword in sheath; bill hook; drinking-cup; bow~ (7); copper currency; hunt'ingarrows (1~); war arrows (15); pipe and stem, assagais (3) ; feather head-ornament;
head-dress; woven cap; amulets (2); ivory buttons {6); drinking-horn; sword
aud scabbard; short swords (3); hair-pins ( 4); necklaces (2); embroidered grass
cloths (12).
TuniB.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Brass tray; straw basket; slippers; shoes.
ZuluB.-Edwara Lovett (20116): Pipe.
Madagascar.-Edward Bartlett (20093): Beads; tweezers (6); combs (2); spoons (3).
PaleBtine.-Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Amulet from Lebanoi:i. From Damascus, porcelain cup and cup-holder; bronze candle-stick; slippers; bronze vases; antique
bowl; bracelet of six coins set in :filigree; shoes. From Shechem, lamps (2).
Babylon.-Tbomas Wilson (19815): Contract tablets (i). Thomas F. Bayard (20315):
Cast of seal.
India.-Rev. C. H. A. Dall (17855): Bronze bells (2); woman's clog shoes; offerings
(8); cowries; child's wooden clogs; pictures of tlrn ten incarnations of Bhagavati;
carved frames (2) ; pottery cups; wax ta,pers (6) ; boatman's hat; inceuse sticks.
Dr. James Grant-Bey (19747): Leaf from a Hiudoo book.
Burmah.-Rev. C.H. A. Dall (17855): Wax offerings (9); brush; fan; figure of Budh;
image; priest's begging bowl and stand; lacquer cups (2); pottery cup; model of
boat; Pan-boxes ( 4); green cheroots (3); priest's dress; lady's ear-stretchers;
leaves of Burmese book; tray basket; photo of Burmese priest; photo of Burmese
lady; Burmese sword.
Persia.-Dr. James Grant-Bey (19747): Sample -of needle-work.
China.-Barnett Phillips (20567): Opium pipe. Dr. Hugh M. Smith (1V724):
Counters for game (9). Lieut. T. Dix Bolles ( 1!:1793): Ivory carving from Canton.
Corea.-Gustavus Goward (19329): Screen; pipe -stem; photo of porcelain screen;
photo of p ..dnted · screen; photo of cabinet. Pierre L. Jouy (19537): "Chung
Sung" or roadside sign-post.
(19792) : Bow and arrows; pipe-stem borer,
(19825): Cast of face of ancient statue of Buddah. (19638): Ax.
Japan.-Prof. G. Brown Goode (20368): Pieces of armor (17). Gustavus Goward
(19374): Sketches by Japanese artists (25). Thomas Wilson (19851): Fine
comb; bronze mirror. Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy (19429): Swords (3);
writing-case and materials; bronze ash receiver. Tokio Museum (20443):
Saddle.
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Easte1· Island.-Paymaster W: J. Thomson, U. S. Navy (20078, 20093): Conjuring
wands ( 4); adze-blades (33); ceremonial paddle; tapa cloth; boat-paddles;
spear-heads(134) ; ceremonial clubs (2); haversack; skulls (3); gourd vessels (3);
head-dresses (6); large net; stones from dwellings (37) ; bark-peeler; adzes (2);
red paint; grooved stone; celt; cup stone; semilnnar stone; net-needles(2); cylindrical stone; carved wooden figures (3); carved stones (3); fish-hooks (3); inscribed wooden tablets (2). John C. Lang (20791): Easter Island. Carved
wooden image.
Polynesia.-Parke, Davis & Co. (19712): Solomon Island; arrows (3); club; Fiji arrows; New Hebrides fish-hook; adze-handles. Muse um of Natural History, Paris
(19396): Busts of natives as follows: Levuka, V,aras, Tonga, Tarik, Caroline
Island, Mougnale, Manga-Reva, Gambier Island, Graham Island (f), Hogolen,
Caroline Island, Isabe1la, Solomon Island, Mozambique, Madagascar.
Photogra-ghs.-G. Goward (19374): African laborers (5); coal-heavers (10); Martinique; Caledonian women (10); Fijian chiefs (10); Caledonian weapons (5); Fijian
chiefs ( 4); Caledonian natives (5) . .-S. C. Brown (16631): Jamaica (52). Mrs. L.
M. Pavy (20614): Arctic pictures. Mrs. E. S. Brinton (18908): Ethnological
photos (6). W. J. Thomson, U. S. Navy (20511): Easter Island. Parke, Davis
& Co. (19610) : Easter Island tablets/

REPORT ON THE SECTION OF ORIENTAL ANTIQUITIES IN THE U. S,
NATIONAL MUSEU}[, 1888,
By

CYRUS ADLER,

Assistant Ou1·ator.

The Section of Oriential Antiquities of the U. S. National Museum
was formally organized on February 2, 1888, by the appointment of
PauJ Haupt, Ph.D., professor of the Semitic languages in tile Johns
Hopkins University as honorary curator, and of Cyrus Adler, Ph. D.,
instructor in Semitic languages at the same University, honorary assistant curator.
The steps which led to the organization of this section were taken
almost a year previous. In March, 1887, a letter was addressed to the
Jate Prof. Spencer F. Baird, calling attention to the importance of Oriental archmology, and more especially Assyriology, and recommending·
that the National Museum aud this to its numerous departments of
study and research. The illness and subsequent death of Professor
Ba,ird delayed official action in the matter, but the work was tentatively
inaugurated at the beginning of the fiscal year.
·
In July, 1887, a portion of a collection of Assyrian and Babylonian
seals gathered by the late Rev. William Frederick Williams, an .American missionary at Mosul, was placed at the disposal of the Museum for
copying purposes, by the present owners, Mr. R. S. Williams, of Utica,
Dr. G. H. Williams, of Baltimore, Mr. Talcott Williams, of Philadelphia, Miss C. D. Williams, Mr. P. V. Rogers, and Dr. A.G. Bower.
The Museum modelers were so successful in producing fac-similes
and flat impressions of these objects that the following announcement
was made at the fall meeting of the American Oriental Society, held
at Baltimore in October, 1887:
The National Museum ·at Washington has undertaken the formation of a studycollect1on of casts of Assyrian and Babylonian antiquities in association with the
Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore. The Museum stands ready to make facsiruiles and casts of Assyrian and Babylonian antiquities. An attempt is beiug mado
to first obtain copies of Assyrian antiquities preserved in this country. Tbe';Jobns
Hopkins University will attend to the proper arrangement and cataloguing of the

.
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Assyrian collection in the National Museum, under the supervision of Dr. Paul
.Haupt, professor of Semitic languages, and Dr. Cyrus Adler, assistant in the.Semitic courses, who will also cooperate in the work of forming tho collection and of
securing th,e loan of objects to bo copied.*

Through the courtesy of the Rev. Dr. J. Packard, of the Episcopal
Theological Seminary at Alexandria, Virginia, the Mm;eum was prrmitted to make molds of two Assyrian slabs of alabaster in the possession of the Seminary, received in 1860 from Dr. H.B. Haskell, missionary-physician at Mosul.
Prof. A. Crawford, of the same institution, permitted the Museum
modelers to make a mold from his cast of the black obelisk of Shalmaneser, and of the so-called Egg of Sargon I, for the Cincinnati Exposition, when it became evident that the British Museum could not fur·
nish these objects in time.
The Rev. A. N. Andrus, of Painesville, Ol:iio, sent for copy au Assyrian seal purchased in Mardin.
The entire month of June was devoted to preparations for a contribution to the Ohio Valley Centennial Exhibition, to. which the section of
Oriental Antiquities contributed an exhibit of Biblical archreology. This
special department of study was chosen beca11se in the field of oriental
research Mesopotamian and Egyptian antiquities, especially such as
bear upon the Bible, are of most interest to the public. By Biblical
arcbreology is understood the study of the language, history, social life,
arts, and religion of the Biblical nationalities. This study is not a part
of dogmatic theology ; its results can command the same acceptance
accorded to a new fact reported from a physical laboratory; its prob·
lems should be faced in the same spirit of fearless investigation into
the truth as obtains in other departments of scientific research.t
Through it the Bible becomes, in its form and to some extent in its snb·
stance, a new book. Many an allusion which hitherto had no meaning
or had lain unnoticed, starts into prominence and throws a light over a
whole passage.t Nor are these investigators entirely confined to the
ancient world. Owing to the intense conservatism of oriental peoples,
a careful study of the modern inhabitants of western Asia may exhibit
in a new aspect the manners and customs of former times.
Proper names, dialectic forms, architecture, costumes, and, what is
more surprising, considering the numerous changes of faith which cul·
minate.d in Mohammedanism, even religious practices have persisted in
th Ea t through thousands of years. A there may be some objection
to the application of the term'' arcbreology" to so broad a field, it might
perhaps be be ter if the more comprehen8ive term '' Biblical science·"
mpl yed to de ignate thi tudy. Nor i the area covered les
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extensive than the period of time. -Roughly speaking, it would require
that one point of a compass be placed in Jerusalem, and a radius of a
thousand miles be selected to describe a circle which would include all of
the peoples with whom the Israelites came in contact during their national existence. On this basis an exhibit was prepared which will be
folly described in a special paper in the next annual report.
In March, Professor Haupt, under the auspices of the Saturday Leet' ure Association, delivered a lecture in the National Museum on Excavations in Assyria and Babylonia, portions of which are appended as
being explanatory of the objects of the new department. The leGture
was illustrated hy charcoal drawings of the Rock of-Behistun, of the
sculptures it contains, and a plan of the" Tower of Babel," prepared and
colored after the description given in the lecture.
EXCAVATIONS IN ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA.
BY PROF. PAUL HAUPT, PH.

D.

On the old highway from Babylon to Media, in the _region which the
ancients called Bagistana, the abode of the gods, there rises, 1,700 feet
above the plain, a steep and precipitous rock, the front 'QVerlaid with
polished white marble; covered with reliefs of colossal ·figures. Nine
men, a rope around their necks, their hands fastened behind their backs,
approach a majestic person, treading under foot the body of a prostrate
enemy, and extending his left hand with an imperious gesture. Over
the whole group hovers Auramazda, the Persian god of light, blessing
the king and offering a royal diadem.
·
Ktesias, the Greek physician of Artaxerxes II, attributed the monument to the fabulous queen Semiramis; and at the beginning of this
century Sir Robert Ker Porter, the famous English traveler, believed
that the sculptures represented Tiglathpileser and the ten tribes, while
Keppler explained them to be Queen Esther and her attendants.
The .French Government sent the architects Coste and FJandin to
examine the monument and copy the inscription of four hundred lines
in cuneiform or wedge-shaped characters. But they returned with their
purpose unaccomplished, stating that the -monuments, being 300 feet
above the ground, were inaccessible.
In the years 1835 to 1837 Sir Henry Rawlinson, then a young officer
in the East India service, succeeded, in the face of unspeakable difficulties, and at an expense of more than £1,000, in copying a portion of
the inscriptions. Not until ten years later was be enabled to complete
his copy. In 1846 be published the first explanation of the inscription,
which commemorates the victories gained by the great Persian king
Darius Hystaspes over the rebels in the numerous provinces of his vast
empire. It is composed in three <lifferent languages. Ju:st as the governor of Bagdad in our days, if be wishes to be understood by the various races under his charge, bas to draw up his edicts in Turkish, Arabic,
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and Persian, so the inscriptions of the Achremenian kings were accompanied by parallel translations of the old Persian original, one for ~he
inhabitants of Susiana, the Elam of Scripture, the other in a language
akin to modern Arabic and the sacred tongue of t,he Old Testiment, representing the .speech of the Persian province of Assyria, formerly the
center of the great Mesopotamian empire, which had succumbed to the
Persian conquerors after tbe fall of Babylon.
The trilingual inscriptions on the rock of Behistun are the foundation
of the grand edifice erected by Assyriology out of the rubbish of the
Assyrian palaces and the temples of Babylon.
The decipherment of the old Persian wedge-writing in 1802, one of
the most remarkable achievements of modern science, due to the genius
of a young instructor at the college of Gottingen, George Frederick
Grotefend, made it possible to solve the mystery of the parallel versions,
ill the languages of Elam and Mesopotamia.
At first the study of these texts in the intricate Assyro Babylonian
script promised but little reward. But suddenly the excavations in the
valley of the Euphrates and Tigris revealed m1merous inscriptions exhibiting the same system of writing, thus rewarding the decipherment of
tlie old Persian cuneiform texts in a way not dreamed of. Stamped on
l>ricks in the walls of the building, buried on clay prisms and barrel
cylinders, in the foundations of temples and palaces, spread over marble
aud alabaster slabs, on the floors and walls of the royal apartments,
carved on statues, obelisks, and colossal cherubim, inscribed on terracotta, tablets, gathered into extensive libraries-a new literature, almost
boundless in its extent and scope, was recovered from tho ruins of ages.
Nineveh, the great stronghold. on the Tigris, founded by Nimrod, tlie
mighty hunter before the Lord; Nineveh, of which the Prophet Nahum
said that she was full of men like a pool full of water, her merchants
multiplied above the stars of hea\ en; Nineveh, the al>0de of Sllalmaneser, Sennacherib, Sardanapalus, whence poured forth over all western
Asia the irresistible Assyrian hosts like swarms of locm,ts; Nineveh,
which seemed to have vanished from the face of the earth, a desolation
for beasts to lie down in, was awakened to new life by the spade of the
explorer and the penetration of the decipherers. The authentic witnesses
of old A yrian history and culture were freeu from their subterraneous
dungeon, their tongues loosened to living words.
As at the beginning of this century the sepulchres of the Pharaohs had
di clo ed their ecrets, so the palaces of Nineveh, the walls and towers
of Babel, arose from the ruin beneath which they bad lain buried for
more than two thou and y ar . In the valley of the Euphrates anu
Tigri , which had wa, r d P"iradise, th abode of the fir ·t parents of
mankin , wher th ., gr t fl o l>iu ·t forth, where imrotl fouudeu his
fir· kin d m where tli gr at Tow 'r f Babel , to d whence the Lord
nf un
th 1 Il"'U ge f m~ nkiud, . cattNing th m al>l'oad over the
f he wh 1 er h in h, h m f
e 1mm , the birth-place of t4e
7
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chosen people, on the sacred soil of man's earliest traditions, the tire- •
less explorers unearthed extensive records of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar, the account of the Tower of Babe], which the great Babylonian
king restored, the annals of Sennacherib, with his campaign against
Hezekiah of Judah.
And of Sennacherib's father, Sargon, who led Israel into captivity,
monuments still more wonderful were in store for the explorer. Paul
Emile Botta, l!.,rench consul at Mosul, between the,years 1842 and 1845,
disinterred the entire residence of this great Assyrian king, inclu<ling
temple, observatory, palace with the harem, store-houses, even the
bakery and the wine-cellar. From his trenches and tunnels the French
arcbrnologist saw himself transported, as by magic, to the magnificent
halls whence three-thousand years ago half the world was ruled. He
beheld the awful figure of the conqueror of Samaria, seated on his
throne or standing in his chariot; saw his vassals worshiping- before
him, saw his exploits in war, his adventures in the chase, his banquets;
he walked wit,h the Assyrian gods and in the assembly of their priests,
and all that presented itself to his marveling eye was as vivid, as real,
as if Sargon's court had been quickened from the dead.
The fruits of these extensive excavations were transported in 1846
to France, where they now ornament the Paris Louvre.
At about the same time Austen Henry Layard uncovered in the
mounds of Kouyundjik anrl. Nebi Yunus, opposite Mosul, the site of
ancient Nineveh, palaces of Shalmaneser, Tiglathpileser, Sennacherib,
Esarhaddon, and Sardanapalus. Countless sculptures and inscriptions,
weapons, helmet~, trappings, tools, weights, furniture, vases, jewels,
objects of bronze and ivory, were brought to. light and tram,ferred to
the last asylum of so many a lost race, the British Museum, .filling there
five large galleries; while before Layard's labors a case scarcely 3 feet
square in~losed all that remained, not only of the great city, Nineveh,
but of Babylon itself.
Iu 1854 Ilormuzd Rassam, working under Layard's directions, discovered in a palace of Sardanapalus, at Nineveh, the greatest treasure of Assyriology, the library of the last Assyrian king; thousands of
terra-cotta tablets, inscribed with minute cuneiform characters; containing historical records and chronological statements; letters, dispatches, reports, addresses, and petitions; deeds, bonds, and contracts;
hymns, psalms, prayers, songs, and proverbs; lists of gods and their
temples; incantations, charms, and omen tablets; lists of countries,
cities, rivers, canals, mountains, stars, animals, plants, minerals; grammatical texts, including paradigms, vocabularies, list of characters, exercises in both Assyrian and the language of the primitive inhabitants of
the country, the so-called Sumero-Akkadjan; mathematical works, calculation , tables of measures of length, of cube and square roots; astronomical observations, calendars-every conceivable branch of literature being represented.
B. Mis. 142, pt. 2-- 7
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Whilethirtyyears ago there was hardly an ancient monarchy shrouded
in deeper obscurity than the Mesopotamian Empire, we are now more
familiar with the Assyrians than with any other nation of the ancient
East.
After Layard's return from Mesopotamia the excavations were continued by Sir Henry Rawlinson, the geologist William Kennet Loftus,
and the British vice-consul at Basra, John E. Taylor.
Loftus uncovered the ruins of Warka, the Erech of Nimrod, and Senkereh, the ancient Larsa or Ellassar, whose king, Arioch, was smitten by
Abraham in the Vale of Siddim. And in the ancient Babylonian home
of Abraham, Ur of the Chaldees, the present Mugheir, John E. Taylor
disinterred the great temple of the Moon-God. In the four corners of
the sanctuary he discovered four copies of the famous cylinder inscription in which the last king of Babylon, N abonidus, prays to the MoonGod to fix the awe of his great divinity firmly in the heart of the king's
first-born son, Belshazzar, that be may never fall into sin.
But these sites of South Babylonia are still virgin soil; Loftus and
Taylor bad neither the time nor the necessary assistance to undertake
systematic researches. Since 1854, when Taylor spent two weeks at
Mugheir, Ur of the Chaldees bas not been visited by a single explorer.
While Loftus and Taylor were engaged at Erech and Ur, the French
Government sent au expedition to Babylonia under the direction of
Fresnel, the architect Thomas, and the young German orientalist, Julius
Oppert, at present the most distinguished Assyriologist of France,
whose works on tb.e Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions were afterwards
rewarded by the great national prize of20,000 francs, as "the discovery
which had brought France 'the highest honor and the greatest profit."
The French expedition remaiued in Babylonia for three years, making
especially a thorough topographical survey of the ruins; but the priceless collection of antiquities, including cylinders, urns, and alabaster
vases, statues, gold and silver objects, was sunk in the waters of the
Tigris on the 23d of May, 1855, owing to a deplorable accident, or, ·as
others termed it, sheer carelessness and mismanagement, while Julius
Uppert pleasantly speaks of these antiquities as "the collection of
which the river Tigris has made itself the temporary curator."
New interest was excited in 1872, when the clever young English
A yriologist, George Smith, discovered the cuneiform account of the
Deluge. Among the fragments from the library of Sardanapalus trea ure 1 up in the Briti h Museum he lighted upon half of a curious terratta tablet containing the words '' the hip re ted upon the mountain of
izir; then I ent forth a <love· th dove went and returned and finding
. place, he came b ·k to the hip." He recognized
' at once
no re ·ting
tha h ha f und a p rti n f the Chaldean account of the Flood, and
' itb
eari <1 pa,ti n he , t him elf to search for the remainder of
th '
II
d in t inin o- nit a uuru ber of additional fragl ta 1 t fi rmed th pi ode of a great
t tllat th
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epic of early Chaldea, now generally known by the name of the Babylonian Nimrod Epic, which celebrates in twelve cantos, corresponding
with the signs of the zodiac, the exploits of the ancient king of Erech.
The Chaldean account of the Deluge is especially valuable in as much
as it proves that the Biblical story of the Flood is the echo of an hjstorical fact. The great geologist, Ed ward Suess, one of the leading
politicians of Vienna, has shown in a special monogTaph, prepared with
my co-operation some years since, that the catastrophe known by the
name of the Deluge happened on the Lower Euphrates, involving an
extensive and devastating inundation of the lower part of Mesopotamia,
the essential cause being a great earthquake in the region of the Persian Gulf, or farther down south, preceded by several slight shocks.
And it is very probable that during the period of the heaviest shocks
a cyclone moved northward out of the Persian Gult: Certainly the traditions of other peoples in no way justify the assumption that the Flood
extended beyond the regions of the Lower Euphrates and Tigris, let
alone that it was a universal inundation.
Smith gave the first translation of the Flood tablet and an account
of the Nimrod Epic in a lecture delivered before the London Society of
Biblical Archreology on the 3d of December, 1872. His find attracted
such widespread attention that the editor-in-chief of the London Da,ily
1'elegraph, Mr. Edwin Arnold, came forward and offered George Smith
a thousand guineas for fresh researches at Nineveh, to recover more of
these invaluable tablets. Smith started at once, and his efforts were
crowned with success. The first day, immediately after his arrival, he
found a new fragment of the Flood tablet, containing the command to
build the ark, and not far from it, in the same trench, a piece of the
Babylonian account of the Creation. A whole cuneiform series of parallel legends to the early chapters of the first book of Moses was brought
to light and given to the world by George Smith in his admirable work,
"The C~aldean Account of Genesis."
Twice again Smith went to Assyria. In 1875 he acquired a collection
of three thousand clay tablets which Arabs had found in large &tone
jars near the ruins of Babylon. These stone jars represented the safe
of a great Jewish banking house, Egibi & Sons, i.e., Jacob, in Babylonian pronunciation. The business transactions of the Babylonian court
had been intrusted to this firm for centuries, ever since the time of
Nebuchadnezzar. We see all the various classes, from the highest officer down to the lowest slave, thronging the courts of this great financial establishment, thus unrolling for us. a vivid picture of ancient
Babylonian life.
When George Smith sojourned in Mesopotamia for the third time he
was forced back by an outbreak of the oriental plague at Bagdad. He
never returned to his native land. A premature death cut short bis
brilliant career. On the 19th of August, 1876, be expired, at Aleppo.
After this sad bereavement, keenly felt by all interested in Biblical
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research, Hormuzd Rassam, who had assisted Sir Austen Henry Layard
at the discovery of Nineveh in 1845, was designated by the British
Museum to conduct the excavations.
Since then he has three times revisited the Mesopotamian sites, making new discoveries of great importance. In Nimrud, the site of the
ancient Chalah, he excavated a great temple of King Assurna9irpal,
the fatber of Shalmaneser II, and 9 miles northeast of Nineveh he succeeded in disinterring the famous bronze ornaments from the palace
gates of Balawat. In the east part of the mound of Balawat he unearthed another temple of King Assurna9irpal. Near the altar was
found an alabaster coffer containing two alabaster tablets, a third stone
ta.blet with the same inscription being deposited on the altar. The
discovery called forth a tremendous excitement in Mosul and the sur·
rounding villages. Like wild fire the rumor spread that the Mosaic
stone tables of the Covenant had been brought to light; just as the
' Arabs, when the first colossal head of one of the winged bulls was Ull·
earthed in 1845, came running to Sir Henry Layard, urging their mares
to the top of their speed, and exclaiming: "Hasten, Bey; hasten to the
diggers, for they have found Nimrod himself. Wallah, it is wonclerful,
but it is true; we have seen him with our own eyes. La ilaha illa huwa;
there is no God but He, the living, the eternal." During his last expedition, undertaken in the years 1880-'81 and extending over eighteen
months, Rassam discovered the archives of the ancient temple of the
Sun-God of Sippar, the Biblical Sepharvaim, one of the oldest Babylonian cities, whe~e the god Ea, or Kronos, bade the Chaldean Noah
bury the records of the time before the Flood.
Excavating in the ruius of Sippar, now represented by the site of
Abu-Habbah, midway between Babylon and Bagdad, be came across a
great square ·edifice, and beneath the floor of one of the rooms he discovered an alabaster coffer with numerous tablets, one of them containing a curious sculpture representing the Holy of Holies, the Sun-God
seated on a magnificent throne ornamented with cherubim, and grasping in his hand a short wand and ring, the symbol of eternity.
Rassam also examined again the palaces of Sennacherib at Nineveh,
recovering from the ruined library more than fourteen hundred new terracotta fragmf'lnt . And in one of the walls of the palace be found a new
decagon or clay pri m, more than a cubit high, and containing in twelve
hundred line f cuneiform writing the annals of the last great king of
A yria, ardanapalus. In the nortbea t corner of the terrace of the
tow r f B 1 h di cover .d the palace occupied by Nabonidus during
th
f Babyl n y yru , and the Briti h Museum sub equently
ir th un iform annal of th la t Babylonian king, relating to
p ur of
l by Cyru and the vent which preceded and led
t i . t m n CY:
ny th r thing r ught y
am from th xcavan: , t }, l yl n, f r in. t·
hr nz d r- ill wh ,'e m tal v n now
h n , 40
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Cyrus, containing an account of the taking of Babylon, and giving the
genealogy of the great king. Sir Henry Rawlinson says that it is perhaps the most interesting cuneiform document that has been yet discovered.
While Rassam was digging in North Babylonia, under the auspices of
the British Museum, M. Ernest de Sarzec, the French vice-consul at
Basra, near the mouth of the Euphrates and Tigris, found in the ruins
of Telloh, on the canal Shatt-el-Hai, a number of colossal statues, four
standing and four seated, covered with. archaic inscriptions of the ancient
Chaldean king Gudea, who reigned about four thousand years B. 0.
One of the seated figures holds on the knees a diagram with a plan of a
city or fortress, and an accurate rule. The collection, which is exceedingly important for the history of early Chaldean art, was purchased for
the Louvre at a price of 150,000 francs, and forms· a most valuable addition to the Paris antiquities from Mesopotamia.
But since these remarkable discoveries were made all digging on the
Mesopotamian sites has practically come to a stop. There is a strong
opposition now on the part of the Turkish authorities to archreological
research by agents of European countries. The superintendent of the
British excavations himself states that the attitude assumed by the
British Government in the Egyptian difficulty has alienated the good
feeling of the Sublime Porte towards the English, and the Sultan not
caring to grant them any favors, everything has gone against them
And France, as well as the other continental puwers, is not able to
take up this scientific mission.
Now I should like to ask, is not America called upon to step in
here i During the last few- years Assyrian studies have made such
great progress in this country that the eminent French archreologist and
chief.justice of the supreme court of Rouen, M. Joachim Men.ant, in a
recent work reviewing the development of Assyriology, declares that
the most serious efforts in this line are concentrated in America. There
are more specialists in this branch of Biblical philology here than in
England, and I venture to assert that they are not inferior to the English. Harvard, Yale, Columbia, the University of Pennsylvania,
Princeton, Johns Hopkins, and other universities, as well as various
theological seminaries in New York, Boston,"Chicago, Cincinnati, Andover, Newton Centre, etc., recognizing the importance of these investigations, have appointed professors of Assyriology, who have gathered
around themselves a band of zealous workers.
It can be confidently stated that if a national expedition, composed
of delegates from all these various institutions of learning, enjoying the
enlightened protection of the United States Government, and supported
by all who take an interest in the history of their religion, could be sent
from this country, it would yield excellent results, whose publication in
a monumental work, under the auspices of our great national institution for the increase and diffusion of knowledge, would be a lasting
1
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memorial of American scientific enterprise and scholarship. Every. thing that is necessary for such an undertaking is here-self-denying enthusiasm, facing all dangers; thorough preparation, insuring successa fertile field for investigation, promising rich results; a magnificent
Museum, making accessible to the general public the treasures recovered-everything is here. All we need is a fund.
I trust we shall not have to wait until it 1s too late. In a few years
political complications in the East may render it impossible to recover
any of these treasures.
For systematic excavations in the ruins of some ancient Babylonian
cities, especially in the home of Abraham, Ur of the Chaldees, the
present Mugheir, on the right bank of the Euphrates, near the junction
with the canal Shatt-el-Hai, it would be necessary to employ about six
hundred Arab laborers, under the supervision of a scientific staff composed of about twelve persons, one-half Assyriological specialists from.
various American universities and seminaries, and the others, as far
as possible, officers of the U. S. Army and Navy, including one or two
engineers, a surgeon, au architect, a photographer, and a business manager, who might at the same time act as reporter and pay master. The
expenses of the members of the staff would be about $5 a day, and
the daily wages for the native laborers about 20 cents, so that if the
expedition started from Europe about September 1, and conducted systematic excavations in Babylonia for half a year, the total cost of the
expedition would be about $40,000-one-half wages for the diggers,
an<l an equal amount for the expenses of twelve members of the staff,
their outfit in clothing, bedding, arms, saddles, etc., the passage to
Europe and thence to Beirut, the caravan from Beirut to Bagdad, which
would be under way for about fifty days, and tinally, six months' stay in
Babylonia.
In view of the importance of the undertaking.it may be expected that
the various in titutions represented on the staff of the expedition will
defray the personal expenses of their delegates, which would amount
to about 2,000 in each case; so all we need is a fund of $20,000 for the
excavations. If some public-spirited person should feel inclined to
pre ent this amount be would be sure of grateful recognition on the part
of the whole ci vilizcd world. The expedition would go out under his
name, and the collection, to be transferred to the National Museum, as
w 11 a the great monumental work embodying the results of all the
inve igation , would forev-er be distingui he<l. by his name. Every
, ingle pi c , to , f th thou and of culpture and in criptions would
mark d arnl al way. r ferred to by cholar all ov r the world as Y.
Z. 1, 2, 3, etc.
r um v ry few pe pl
untry are aware what vast busiint re t. • r
un ct
with th expl ration of Mesopotamia.
L £ r in ·t n , th r · ct d :.Jllphrat Valley R, ilroad, betwe n
< nclr tta
n h M lit rr, n , n, c ncl Be ra on th er ian Gulf, a
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distance of about 920 miles, the cost of which would be about $36,000,000;
that is, estimated at the high rate of $40,000 per mile. Sir William
Andrew, in a remarkable lecture delivered before the National Club of
London in 1882, states that it is not too much to say that no existing
or projected railroad can compare in point of interest and importance
with that of the Euphrates Valley. It would be the shortest and cheapest route to India, saving about 1,000 miles in the distance between
England and India, thus reducing the time occupied by tlle journey to
ten days instead of twenty, and it would tend in a great measure to a
peaceful solution of the Eastern question, affording an additional guaranty for the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. It would promote commerce, civilization,. and Christianity, the progress, the freedom, and the
peace of the world.
The Porte had once promised a guaranty of 6 per cent. on the estimated expenditure, and I dare _say the English Government would be
willing to give an adequate guaranty at any time. The advances made
by Russia in Asia imperatively demand the construction of an alternative route to India. The Suez Canal might easily be rendered useless
through a few dynamite explosions, or the sinking of a ship, for months,
and perhaps for a year.
~he section of the Euphrates Valley Railroad between Bagdad andAlexandretta would pay exceedingly well. There are about ten thousand camels employed now in traffic between Bagdad and Aleppo, and
the price of conveying goods at present by camels and mules between
Aleppo and Alexandretta is from 15 to 25 cents per ton per mile. The
local traffic already existing in the country to be traversed would certainly more than suffice to pay the ordinary interest on this section.
The opening of the Euphrates Valley Railroad would be a great step
towards a recolonization and recivilization of Mesopotamia, looked upon
from the earliest times as among the richest countries in the world. It
has recently been shown by a most competent person that Mesopotamia,
after a restoration of the famous ancient system of irrig.1tion, on which
the whole welfare of the country depends, and a national recultivation
of the incredibly fertile soil, might yield an annual revenue of five hundred millions. That is not based on the imagination of an enthusiastic
Assyriologist, but on sobercalculations. I mention this simply to show
that there are other things to be had in Mesopotamia than Biblical antiquities.
Tile Babylonian expedition might lay the founilation of a national institution similar to tlle American school at Athens, and we have already a place in the East which would be most appropriate as the permanent headquarters of this American school of Biblical archi:eology-I
mean the American college at Beirut. Thousands of dollars are sent
from this country to England every year for the Egypt exploration
fund. I can not conceive of any reason why American contributions
should go to support explorations under British auspices. If the Amer-
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ican representatives of Biblical arcb::eology fou1td an adequate pecuniary assistance for their national undertaking we could soon have in
Washington oue of the finest collections of the world.
It has been very cleverly said that archmology is like the giant Antaeus in the Greek myth;· we develop in strength as often as we come
in contact with tne ground. I sincerely hope that we shall be able to
begin digging at no distant date. People in Europe would hardly believe that we have everything for a national expedition to Mesopotamia
save the money. Such a project appeals to every one who takes an interest in the dawn of civilization and the history of religion. The monuments in the valley of the Euphrates and 'rigris furnish the key to
countless mysteries in the early history of man. They answer a multitude of questions whose solution is indispensable for a study of the development ofreligiou and culture. They add new leaves to the book of
man's earliest traditions. They confirm and elucidate the sacred records
of the Old Testament. Chaldea is the cradle of the great race of Israel,
the birth-place of his ancestors. To Chaldea we can trace the roots of
his nationality and his religion, and indirectly the roots of Christianity.
If we wish to have some knowledge of the primitive period in which the
chosen people developed, we must dig for it in Assyria and Babylonia.
It is true we can not recover gold, as the natives fancy. A treasure
of Priam will never be found in the sterile mounds of Mesopotamia. All
that we can unearth are sculptures aud inscriptions, nothing but stones,
broken stones, but stones to which the word of Scripture applies: "If
men should hold their peace the stones will cry out."

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN ABORIGINAL POTTERY
IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By WILLIAM H. HOLMES, Honorar-11 Cu,rator.

The work of cataloguing and installing the great collection of aboriginal pottery is practicalJy completed; as a consequence littl~ has
been done during the past year save to properly care for new accesisions.
A brief statement of the additions is given below. This list includes all
material received by tlrn Museum directly, as well as all collections
made by the Bureau of Ethnology.
Through the collections made by the official agents of the Bureau of
Ethnology, 509 numbers have been added to the catalogue; through
exchanges, 2; ·through purchase, 304; and through donation, 20.
Four collections of considerable importance have been received by the
Bureau of Ethnology and will soon be formally tumed over to the Museum. One of these is from the pueblos of Jemez Valley, New Mexico,
by James Stevenson; one from the Cherokee and Catawba Indians of
North Carolina, by James Mooney; a third from Chiriqui, South America, by J. A. McNiel; and a fourth from Mexico, by Ward Bachelor.
The only researches made by the curator have been a study of the
origin and significance of the textile ornament upon the pottery of the
east.e m United States, and a study made in the field of the relation of
the ancient and recent ceramic remains of northern New Mexico. The
former pa.per was read before the Anthropological Society of Washington and will probably be published by the Bureau of Ethnology, and
the latter study is not yet ready for presentation.
The last catalogue number of June, 1887, is 132955. The last catalogue number of June, 1888, is 134497.
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REPORT ON THE SECTION OF TRANSPORTATION A-ND ENGINEERING
IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888.
By J.

ELFRETH

wATKINS,

Onmtor.

During the first half of the fiscal year, while serving as honorary curator, I was able, through the courtesy of the officials of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, to spend such time as I could be spared from my
duties in their service in the developement of the Section of Steam
Transportation. Owing to the limited ti.me at my command little was
accomplished. Having become permanently connected with the Museum staff in December, 1887, increased space was assigned to the section at the east end of the east hall, early in January. Shortly afterwards the scope of the section was enlarged, with the designation of
the Section of Transportation and Engineering.
It is the aim of the Section of Transportation and Engineering to
present an object lesson that shall illustrate and preserve the history
of the devices man has used, the structures he has built, and the machines he has invented to promote travel and commerce and to convey
intelligence. Appliances used to generate power for manufacture, and
to produce heat and light, and others of a similar nature are temporarily assigned to this section.
The science of engineering bas been so intimately connected with and
interwoven in the development of the art of transportation, especially
of late years, that the problems presenting themselves to the projectors
of railways and the constructors of steam-ships have evolved several
distinct branches of engineering especially devoted to their solution.
Since inventive genius has generally followed in chronological sequence, the system of arrangement to show development step by step
which prevails in the other departments of the Museum is particularly
applicable to this section.
Early in his existence, doubtless in prehistoric times, man's attention
was directed to travel~ as he was was compelled to use his intelligence
from the beginning to aid him to surmount the obstacles in the journeys
which his physical necessities required him to make.
Aboriginal methods of utilizing muscular force (in burden-bearing
and human and animal traction) and the power of the wind and wave
are placed at the beginning of the series devoted to transportation, of
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which the machines and structures devised by the modern engineer to
accelerate locomotion and facilitate conveyance are the culmination.
It is believed that in museum administration no similat attempt bas
previouRly been made to preserve hy monuments the history of the
development of the appliances that man's genius has· contributed towards the creation of the grand chains of intercommunication, the extension of which, link by link, has exercised so potent an influence in
accelerating our national growth, increasing our prosperity, and developing our civilization.
A number of objects which bad previously been under the charge of
the curator of the Department of Ethnology were transferred to this
section early in the year. -1\..mong these are: Eskimo skin carrying
bags; Indian carrying baskets and meat cases; square cane-seat carry·
ing chair; Madagascar carrying chair or "fi.lanzana" and a Chinese
palanquin made of bamboo; several Indian saddles covered with rawhide; two elegant saddles which formerly belonged to the King of
Siam, with bridle and reins; fine saddle presented to the President of
the United States by the Tycoon of Japan, 1861, and an elephant saddle (howdah) from India; several dog sledges used by the Eskimo and
other northern Indians; sledges from Alaska; a reindeer. sled, and
mounted life-size figure of Laplander, from the University of Christiania, Norway; the Red River cart; cart from Siam; caretta or oxwagon from New Mexico; _specimens of harness, lassoes, and lariats
made by the Eskimos and other Indians of various tribes, together
with fine drosky harness from Russia, bamess from Portugal, Mexico,
and South America, whips from Hayti, and saddle-bags from Daghistan; snow-shoes of many types; sledges and toboggans.
Among the more important accessions of the year are : A modeJ
(full size) of the locomotive "Stourbridge Lion," a gift from tbe Dela·
ware and Hudson Canal Company. This model of the first locomotive
that turned a driving-wheel (August, 1829) on a railroad constructed
for traffic on the Western Continent has additional historical value
from the fact that it was au important object iu the Constitutional
Centennial Celebration at Philadelphia in September, 1887, in the series
illu trating the progress in the art of transportation during the first
century of the nation's existence under the Constitution.
In addition to this valuable model, the Delaware and Hudson Canal
Company have also donated four of the original driving-wheel tires,
three crank center , and one of the walking-beams which belonged to
the " Stour ridge Lion." It is the intention to place these in proper
p ition on the model a oon as practicable.
n th r v lua le acce ion i the original multi-tubular loco_motive
y John teven , 1 25, for hi experimental locomoveral year (1 25-'27) on a circular experimental
e J r e , d po it l by the authorities of the
ken, New J r ey.
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The largest and most important accession of the year was received
from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, through the kindness
of President Spencer and Col. James Randolph, consulting engineer;
this deposit consisted of a series of ten models, among them beingA model (half size) of Peter Cooper's experimental locomotive
"Tom Thumb." This locomotive was experimented with on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad on August 28, 1830, near Baltimore. The tubes
in the boiler were made of gun barrels.
A model of the horse-power treadmill car, experimented with on the
.Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in 1830.
A model of a sail car, experimented with in the summer of 1830 on
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad near Baltimore.
A model (half size) of the Grasshopper locomotive '.' Arabian." Locomotives of this type were introduced on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in 1831, and were in use for many years.
A model of the passenger car desig~ed by Peter Cooper for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company in 1830.
A model of a passenger'' stage-body" coach, in use on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad in 1830, and for several years after it was opened for
traffic.
A model of the closed passenger coaches on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, which were first put in use in 1831.
Among the relics illustrating progress in the art of track building
the following may be noted: An original cast tram rail, from the track
from Penydarren Works to Glamorgan Canal, near Aberdare Junction~
Wales, upon which Trevithick's first locomotive, to help man, ran in
1804. Gift of J. W. Widdowson, of London, England.
An original long stone sill and strap rail, from Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad. Laid in 1829. Gift of Col. James Randolph, consulting
engineer, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company.
An original stone block and section of rail and joint from the Camden
and Amboy Railroad, laid in 1831. Gift of the curator.
A model of the track of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad with Jl rail,
several miles of which were built by that company, 1844-'45. Deposited by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company.
Pennsylvania Railroad standard, 1888 (model), showing standard
track, with stone ballast, angle splice-bars, ditches, etc. Gift of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, through Joseph T. Richards, assistant chief engineer.
The following important accessions illustrating improvements in the
appliances for marine propulsion were also received: Original patent,
granted to John Fitch, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, by Louis XVI,
King of France, November 29, 1791, for his inventions for propeJling
boats by steam. This, the original document, was discovered at the
destruction of the Libraire Nationale by tbA Commuue in 1873. It is
the girt of John 0. Lang, Washington, District of Columbia.
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Propeller-wheel (duplicate, exact size) of steam-boat designed and
constructed by John Stevens, of Hoboken, New Jersey, 1804, with
sketches of boats and machinery. Copied, by permission of the authori"
ties of the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, New Jersey, from the original
propeller-wheel preserved in the museum of that institution.
Enlarged photographic copy of contemporaneous lithograph of the
steam-ship Savannah, the first steam-ship to cross the Atlantic, 1819.
As the log of the voyage of this vessel from Savannah (May 22, 1819),
under command of Capt. Moses Rogers, to Liverpool (June 20, _1819),
is in the collection, this contemporaneous lithograph is of particular
value.
The original steam steering-engine (the :first ever made) applied to
the i:;teamer Aug·usta, 1859, a gift of F. E. Sickle, the inventor, is a most
interesting relic.
Contemporaneous lithograph of the R. F. Stockton, the first steam·
vessel with iron hull or screw-propeller to cross the Atlantic, and a
piece of the original iron hull. Gift of the curator.
On the 28th of May I was directed by the Assistant Secretary, in
charge ·u. S. National Museum, to prepare a series of models, drawings,
etc., illustrating the history of transportation, for the exposition at
Cincinnati, and during the remainder of the fiscal year my attention
was entirely devoted to that subject.
A catalogue of the objects forwarded to that exposition will be presented in the next annual report.
The following is a brief outline of the classification adopted:
Olass·I.-From the Atlantic to the Ohio Valley: Methods adopted
by the aborigines and early settlers. This class contained objects of
special loeal iuterest to the residents of the Ohio Valley and of the old
Northwest Territory.
Class IL-Development of the American locomotive: This class was
divided mto two series. Series No.1 included only such locomotives as
were either built iu the United States or imported from England for
service on our railroads. The methods of construction of many of the
locomotives included iu the series of foreign locomotives (No. 2) were,
however, closely studied l>y the early locomotive builders in the United
States, who, in some cases, sent representatives abroad to investigate
and report upon the locomotives being built there. Many of these report fouud their way into the American journals devoted to invention,
and in om ca e were publi bed in book form, and thus bad such imp rtant aring upon the "development of the American locomotive"
that a failure to make reference to them would leave the chain of inventi n cleft i nt in m3ny link .
las lll. - e elo m nt of the American pas · nger car.
Ol 1 • IV.lopm
f the Am rican rail an<l track.
1 pment f the
merican team-boat aud mudern
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Glass VI.-Maps showing extensions of railway system in the United
States.

Class VIL-Methods of transportation in other countries.
As this is the first attempt in the history of expositions to tell the
story of the development, step by step, of our great systems of transportation by series of models, drawings, and relics, the interest manifested
in the subject by those to whom I applied for assistance was most gratifying. Had I not receiYed their hearty co-operation little could have
been accomplished in the brief time allotted to the task.
The cordial thanks of the Museum are hereby extended to President
Spencer and Col. James Randolph, of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad; to Joseph T. Richards, assistant chief engineer, and W. J.
Latta, general agent, Pennsylvania Railroad Company, Philadelphia;
to Messrs. Burnham, Parry, Williams & Co., proprietors of the Baldwin Locomotive Works; Harper Bros., New York City; Francis B.
Stevens, civil engineer, Hoboken, New Jersey; and Dr. Henry l\forton, president of Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New
Jersey, for their assistance.
While the withdrawal of objects from the Museum collection for this
exposition will impair the educational value of the series to t.he visitors of the Museum _during thefirstfourmonthsofthenextfiscalyear,
it is hoped that the exhibit made at Cincinnati will stimulatA the interest of the people of that region in the su.bject that bas added so largely
to their prosperity, so that ultimately the collection will be strengthened by additions from that quarter.
It is believed that when the series now at Cincinnati is returned, and
the objects, properly classified, become permanently installed, the Museum will possess a collection of very great historical value.
0
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REPORT ON THE SECTION OF MATERIA MEDICA IN THE U, S. NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888,
BY JAMES

M.

FLINT,

M. D.,

-

u. s.

NAVY, Honorary Curator.

.

The former curator of this section, Dr. H. G. Beyer, U. S. Navy, having been ordered to other duty by the Navy Department in October
last, the section was left without an official head until April of this
year, although the present Curator was requested to lo0k after the interests of the collection during the interregnum, and gave to it a portion
of his time. There has been no assistance of any kind in the office ~ince
October last, and only the results of the unaided labor of the Curator
for a small portion of the year can be presented, and these are naturally
not numerous or of great importance.
Few accessions of any importance appear upon the register. A collection of Corean medi9ines, numbering two hundred and twenty-two
specimens, has been obtaineu by purchase for a nominal sum, and fills
out very complete1y the series of drugs from that country previously
received from other sources.
Tlie whole collection has been moved during the year from the west
north range of the Museum to the east south range. The transfer made
necessary a re-arrangement of the cases to suit the changed conditions,
and as a consequence the systematic arrangement of the collection, so
far as it existeu in the former location, was entirely lost. To restore
the classification involved the moving of the thirty-five hundred specimens, most of them more than once.
It was found by experiment that the appearance of the collection
could be improved by giving to the interior of the exhibition cases a
ligliter color than the standard maroon. To this end the cases have all
been repainted, involving the necessity of again moving all tbe specimens twice. Some further transfers are yet necessary to perfect the
systematic arrangement of the collection.
In view of the growth of the collection, the variety in points of interest
and importance of the individual specimens, and the nece~sary restrictions as to available space for exhibition, a modification of the former
classification has been decided upon. Retaining the general features of
cla ification by natural orders, the whole collection is broken into several series. The first will consist. of the more important drugs in genH. Mis. 142, pt. 2--8
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eral use among civilized people, and known as ''official" or "pharmacoprnal" drugs. These it is proposed to illustrate, as fully as possible
in the space allowed, by colored plates, photographs, drawings, etc.
Following this fully illustrated series will be presented the indigenous
drugs of the United States, not official, with references from the labels
to the Hlustrations, which will be placed in the pillar screens. In this
way case room will be sarnd, at some sacrifice of attractiveness, but
· not of utility to the intelligent student. The collections, in many instances quite large and interesting, of drugs from Mexico, Chili, India,
Japan, Oorea, China, and other countries, will be placed in separate
geographical series, whereby their ethnological and botanical interest
will be increased without any sacrifice of their medical value.
~he routine wor~, begun and to be continued, is the thorough labeling of ~he collection, giving to every object, whether drug, botanical
plate, or diagram, a carefully prepared label.
As at present exhibited th~ labels are without unity of method in
their treatment of the subjects, some of them being very elaborate and
technical, the most of tbem giving scarcely more than the name .of the
article and the donor. It is proposed to take the specimens in regular
order according to the classification, prepare a careful label for eacll,
aud take note of desiderata which the investigation may suggest, and
thus render whatever work may be done complete and permanent. To
obtain ~pecimens seems to be the easiest part of the work, for every
large commercial drug-house in this and other countries appears to be
ready and anxious to contribute and to make personal effort to obtain
what is wanted'.
Up to the date of closing this report (June 30, 1888) four hundred
and fifty labels have been completed and mounted' in type-writer copy
for temporary service. A manuscript copy of these labels, with brief
explanatory and descriptive notes, has been made for the purpose of
publication at some future time, should it be thought desirable. The
present state of the collection may be briefly summarized as follows,
viz: Number of specimens registered June 30, 1887, 5,516; number of
specimens registered during the past year, 245; total, 5,761. Less duplicates and rejected specimens, 500; remaining, 5,261.

REPORT ON THE COLLECTION OF HISTORICAL RELICS, COINS, MEDALS,
ETC,, IN THE U. S, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By A.

Curator.

HOWARD CLARK,

'

Among the principal accessions of the year is the war saddle of
General Grant, deposited by General A. H. Markland. This was used
by General Grant in all the battles in which he participated from February, 1862, ·to April, 1865. It is a valuable addition ~o the large collection of Grant relics received last year.
From the Bureau of Engraving and Printing was received a series of
India proofs, showing the backs and faces of all the current bo'nds and
currency notes issued by the United States, illustrating each denomination of Treasury notes and gold and silver certificates from $1 to $10,000,
and coupon and registered bonds from $10 to $50,000.
One of the most important additions to the collection of national
relics was deposited by Mr. Etting (accession 20719). It is one of the
thirteen original pamphlets signed by George Washington,.fohn Adams,
and other colonial delegates, entitled '' Original Association of Congress, October 20, 177 4." By this association the delegates pledged the
colonies uot to import British merchandise after December 1, 1774, and
organized committees of correspondence in the several colonies, etc.
The pamphlet consists of nine printed pages, with two pages and part
of a third containing the autograph signatures of the delegates.
Several collections of ancient and modern coins were received from
M. W. Graves, Hartford, Connecticut; Mr. Thomas Wilson, ,vashington, and others.
A beginning has been made in the exhibit of ,coins toward illustrating
the money of Bible times by showing the coins of kiugs, countries, and
cities mentioned in the Bible, and specimens of the widow's mite, the
shekel, denarius, etc.
Many additions have been made to the collection of military decorations, medals, and badges of civic societies 1 including original decorations of the Order of the Iron Cross of Germany, the Legion of Honor
of France, and other European orders.
From Mr. Stephen Vail was received a piece of the original wire, over
which one of the very first intelligible telegraphic messages was transmitted during the experiments by Professor Morse with his telegraph
115
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instrument at the Speedwell Iron Works, New Jersey, about the year
184-0.
From the widow of Professor Baird was received a valuable collection
of nearly eighteeu huudred foreign and American postage-stamps, gathered by Professor Baird.
·
r.rhe Ordnance Department, U. S. Army, transferred to the Natiuual
Museum a number of interesting war relics, including a large section of
an oak tree riddled with bullets, from the battle field at Appomattox
Court House.
To the collection of autograph lP-tters and documents were added
commissions signed by each of the Presidents of the United States, and
deeds and letters, with autographs, of many eminent. men.
To the Washington collection was added the original plaster model
of the bronze statue of Washington, designed by William Rudolf O'Donovan in 1887, erected at Washington's headquarters, Newburgh, New
York, according to act of Congress of June, 1886. The attitude is commemorative of Peace, representing Washington in the act of sheathing
his sworu at the close of the Revolutionary War. Accompanying the
statue is the certificate of the sculptor, in which be says: "This statue is
the size of life, and in the matter of facts of proportion is correct, having
the small head, the long body, the narrow shoulders, and broad hips of
the three full~length portraits by Trumbull and of the statue by Rondon
in the State-house at Richmond. The head is from the life cast made
by Houdon at Mount Vernon in 1785. which bas been little known to
artists and not at all to the puhlic u~til within the last ten years, and
has not been used, save. by Mr. O'Donovan in the making of this statue.''
The Smithsonian Institution during the year transferred to the Museum its collection of portraits of American and foreign scientists and
men prominent in political or civil life. This series includes nearly
twenty-five hundr~<l engravings and photographs, and will be a valuable
nucleus for the formation of a national gallery of portraits of representative men.
A pair of silver-mo·unted flint-lock pistols, .once the property of General Lafayette, have been deposited by Mr. William Burnett.
Last catalogue entry in June, 1887, 125335; first catalogue entry in
:6. ·cal year beginning July 1, 1887, 125336; last catalogue entry in June,
1 , 1258 7; total number of entries, 552, representing 1,016 specimen ; there are about 2,000 specimens on hand not catalogued.

STATEMENT RELATING TO THE COLLECTION ILLUSTRA'rING THE
GRAPHIC ARTS IN THE U, S, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888.

No formal report upon the work accomplished in conuection with the
collection illustrating the graphic arts, under the ca-re of Mr. S. R .
. Koehler, has as yet been published. The following letters are placed
on record to call attention to an important contribution, received from
Mr. J. W. Osborne, of Washington. :M:r. Osborne is the inventor of one
of the processes of photolithography, still in general use, patented by
him in 1859, and he has since that time been familiar with every step
of progress in this department of the graphic arts.
Letter froni J. W. Osborne tmnsferring to the National Mn.seiim, his collection of ptoofs
and specimens illustrating the development of photo-1nechanical printing.
\

212 DELAWARE AVENUE, NORTHEAST,

Washington, D. C., June 6, 1888.
SIR: Two or three years ago I told you of my wish to give the U. S. National
Museum the collection of proofs and specimens illustrating the development of photomechanical printing, which was the result of my long practical experience and observation of the several processes comprised under that term, and of my knowledge
of the men who practiced them. This earnest intention I have now carried out in
forwarding to the Museum last Friday a large box and seven other packages containing my whole collection and addressed to the care of Mr. S. R. Koehler, curator of
the section of graphic arts.
Mr. Koehler and I have spent many days in going over the numerous specimens
and have arranged them according to a crude classification, which must be reconsidered with much more care and judgment before they are fit for public inspection.
All t.he important and typical processes are represented in this collection by many
examples, and it is my wish that Mr. Koehler should divide the whole into two parts;
one for the U. S. National Museum here and one for the Art Museum in Boston, to
which institution I intend then to give it. For this purpose the number of specimen'l I have accumulated is, generally speaking, amply sufficient; but I desire in
all cases where a process is representei by a single print, or where a choice has to
be made between a good and had example of some person's work, or where the completeness of a series requires it to be kept unbroken, that the advantage be always
given in favor of the Washington collection. After this division has been made
there will still remain- in very many cases a large number of duplicate copies, which
may accompany each collection. These may well be employed, when opportunity
offers, for the purpose of effecting exchanges with other persons possessing valuable
Rpccimeas, so as to increase and perfect the historical presentation here and iu Boston. I request that prints so given to other collectors or museums may be marked
in some way iudicating that they were originally donated by me.
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Of the general character of the photo-mechanical work in this collection, it may be
said that photolithography is more fully represented than any other of the photoprocesses classed with it, and that most of the specimens of all kinds will be found
to belong to a period extending from 1852 to about 1872. Photolithography predominates for the reason that there was much more of it done in the years indicated than
of intaglio or relief work, the two latter not having reached a condition of commercial importance till after 1872.
In this letter it would be unwise to attempt a full citation of the processes represented, experimental and practical, in the eollection I have made, but a few of the
names of leading inventors and process-workers may be given with advantage, as
follows:
Lemercier, Barreswill, Lerebours and Davanne, 1852; Macpherson (f), 1852; Fox
Talbot, 1853; Paul Pretsch, 1854; Poitevin, 1855; Cutting & Bradford, 1858; Pouncy,
1858; Asse1·, 1859; Osborne, 1859; Lemercier, 1859; Col. James, 18t:i0; Turner, 1861;
Burchard, 1862; Rehn, 1862; Pouncy, 1863; Ramage, 1863; Toovey, 1863; Osborne,
1863; Korn, 1863; Mandel, 1863; S an, 1864; Dallas, 1864; Egloffstein, 1865; Leggo,
1865; Osborne, 1866; Willis, 1866; Korn, 1866; Henry, 1867; Woodbury, 1868; Eirllitz, 1868; Rehn, 1870; Bierstadt, 1871; Edwards, 1872; Wenderoth, 1872; Leggo,
1873; Bien, 1874; Moss, 1860; Roche, 1881; Ives, 1881; Meisenbacb, 18B3; Sprague,
1884, and many others of leHser note.
In this citation of persons who have played a part in the development of photomechanical processes several names appear more than once; that being done to indicate that at different epochs their influence has been felt in the progress of those arts.
The above names, moreover, comprise most of those represented in the collection, but
not aU those who did important and progressive work; as, for instance, Tessie du
Motay and Marechal, and some of their followers; also, some of the more recent operators in intaglio and in relief. I should also add, that some of the inventions named
have been more closely connected with carbon printing than with those applications of photography having for their final object the production of impressions from
a printing press. This is not easily avoided, because of the close rela.tion which
exists between processes belonging to either ciass, from a chemical point of view· In
this connection I will also state, .that my specimens of carbon photography have not
been included with the photo-mechanical work already sent you, but they are at your
disposal whenever you are ready to receive them.
The following very concise and meager statement of my own immedia"!ie connection
with photo-mechanical work may have some value, and I append it in lieu, for the
present, of something more explicit which doubtless ought to be written.
In Melbourne, Victoria, in the winter months (May, June, and July) of 1859, being
teen an assistant in the magnetic observatory, I was detailed to make certain photographic experiments for the surveyor-general of the colony, Mr. Ligar. His strong
u ter,nination was to engrave all the published maps, for the sale of land and other
purpose , on steel by the help of photography. My efforts for him (following Fox
Talbot) clid not give results of any value. On the 19th of August of that year, clespite
Mr. Ligar's objection to stone as a crude material, I invented the photolithograpbic
pro
, which since then bas been known by my name. On the 1st of September,
1 5 , pplication was made for a patent, which was granted in due course; and on
the 5th f 'ovemb rt Howing the first photolithographic map for public sale wa
pnhli h by th cl partm nt oflands ancl urvey. From that time to the present my
pr ·
ha l) n n. l in Vi •toria. without intermis ion for all the work which conlcl
po .. ·ibl · l, brou,,.ht wi bin i . cop , th map s producecl amounting to many thonancl..
nth 2 h of . . ~ ,. mh r, 1 "9, I read a paper di cn ing specifically what I
11 l don a , ~ ing f h hil . oplli al, o i ty fVictori,, whi h waspuhli h cl
r: n.: t, n . In 1 ,·, wi h l :~v of ab nee for tw lv month , Ir tnrn cl to
vi i th Exhihition f th
Th<'n, ha. in(J' resign cl
my l" . i ti u in b Vi<:t >ria.u ci •i I
rmauy to stucly litho-
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graphy in its most perfect form. In Berlin, at the establishment of W. Korn & Co.,
I worked and taught my process for fourteen months. In 1863 it was adopted by the
Prussian Government for the production from original peu-drawings by A. Berg of an
important official .work on the Prussian expedition to Japan, China, and Siam.
My next change of locality was to the United States, laudiug in Boston from Liv- _
erpool in August, 1864. In 1866, under the laws of the State of New York, the American Photo lithographic Company was formed; Sydney H. Gay, president. In the
autumn of that year practical operations were commenced in Brooklyn; Ezra Cor-.
nell, president. In 1869 that company, at the request of Commissioner of Patents
Fisher, but at its own cost, reproduced the whole of one month's current work for
the U. S. Patent Office, comprising about 1,900 drawings, and printed ten copies of
each. As super_intendent I advised this, to prove conclusively that the process worked
by the company was fit for so large and unusual an undertaking. The effort was quite successful and admitted to be so, but it was not until July, 1871, that photoJit.hographic reproductions of all the current work in the Patent Office were attempted
and executed up to date. That contract we got and held for three years, furnish. ing each week the work done in that week, and printing besides the illustratfons for
the weekly Official Gazette. An undertaking of such magnitude and difficulty had
never been attempted in the history of the graphic arts, and at the time was thought
by many to be impossible; it certainly marked an epoch, and is therefore worth
noting. For the last twelve or thirteen years I have not been officially connected with
the American Photolithographic Company, and need not follow its fortunes further.
The United States patents, too, under which it worked, have long ago expired, and
my process is used by many as I practiced it, or in a more or less modified form, for
tranfer to stone, or to zinc when the latter is to be et~hed into relief for the type press.
The foregoing statement is necessarily very personal in its nature, but it will serve
to indicate something of the inducements and opportunities affecting my study of
the photo-mechanical arts, and to fix certain dates and a few other facts. Of my
knowledge of other workers in this field, of whom many were known to me; of my
estimate of other processes and their relation and relative value one to the other;
in short of any collateral matter whatsoever calculated to give the subject vital interest I can say nothing that would not extend this letter to an inexcusable length.
Besides the photo-mechanical specimens which I have given the Museum, the collection contains a few lithographic plates by such artists as Menzel, Feckert, Jensen, etc., which will find an honorable place in the section of graphic arts.
Let me now express the pleasure it gives me to have put at last into such excellent
keeping a collection so difficult to get and preserve '; one which has cost so much
labor, and which will remain so replete with instruction for those who wish to follow
the wonderful development of the graphic arts within the last fifty years. I lMk
forward with the greatest interest and expectation to Mr. Koehler's classification and
arrangement of the whole, knowing how well his experience, thoroughness, and impartiality fit him for the work, aud I rest confident in the belief that in your appreciative care this collection will increase still further, and will be always a valuable
ancl accessible help to other men striving to advance.
Yours truly,
J. W. OSBORNE.
Prof. G. BROWN GOODE,
Assistant Seci·etary Smithsonian Institution.,
In charge of U. S. National M11,seum,,
Washington, D. C.
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Letter from Dr. G. B1·own Goode, acknotcledging the 1·eceipt of Mr. J. W. Osborne's collection i.llustrating the development of photo-mechanical printing.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
OFFICE OF AsSI8TANT SECRETARY,
•IN CHARGE Ol!' U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM,

Washington, June 12, 1888.

Srn: Your collection of proofs and specimens illustrating the development
of photo-mechanical printing has been received. The boxes and packages have been
placed in the work-room of one of our preparators, where it awaits Mr. Koehler's return to Washington.
We are very glad to have the active co-operation of one who has done original work
in this direction. It is by such generous assistance that the National Museum bas
been enabled to makfl such rapid strides during the past ·five or six years. I hope that
when your collection has been arranged you will be pleased with our methods of in·
stallation. Mr. Koehler has our fullest confidence in all matters <•f that kind.
I have no doubt that you will .hear from Mr. Koehler before he unpacks the boxes.
I have sent him a copy of your Jetter and ·have called his attention particularly ~o
what you say in regard to sending a portion of the colle_c tion to the Art Mnseu~ m
Boston. I doubt not, however, that yon have already explained your wishes to him.
Assuring you of the hearty thanks of the Smithsonian Institution for your generous and most acceptable contribution to the national collections, I am yours very
respectfully,
G. BROWN GOODE,
.Assistant Secreta1·yt
J. W. OSBORNE, Esq.,
212 Delaware .Avenue, Northeast, Washington.
DEAR

Letter from J. W. Osborne, calling- attention to the foundation which lws been laid in .th e
Nat.ional Museum Jo,· a collect-ion illustrating the processes employed in plwto-mechumcal
p1·inting.
212 DELAWARE AVENUE, NORTHEAST,
Washington, D. C., October 25, 1888.
DEAR Sm: Herewith I send you copies of two letters which will interest those of
your readers who have given their attention to photography and its applications to
mechanical pTinting processes. The first of these letters I may supplement at once
hy saying that aclclitional collections of mine have since its date been added to the
specimens I then sent to the National Museum. Resides photo-mechanical work these
include photography, especially early ca.rbon printing, as well as many specimens by
processes in which photography plays no part.
My chief object in askingyou to publish this correspondence (that course being the
sborte t and most direct way of presenting the whole matter) is to bring to the notice
of exp rimenters, inventors, and collector of graphic work, the important fact, that
a sub tantial foundation bas been laid for an exhaustive collection of such productions
uncl r overnm nt au pie s iu Washington.
In th
ational 1us nm th exhibit made by the section of grnphic art , a pre·
nt cl for pub1ic insp ction and tn<ly, does not as yet include photo-m chanical
P_r. c , s · for th r bas not been tim to effect a sati factory cla-. ilication and expo1t10~ of my c ll<'C ion. Thorongh n.naly, i
fthat sort is indispen. able in such a ca e,
an,l 1 • !ways giv
ri to much laborious research and ompari11011 of dat fl ancl
tat -1~ n. in h lit .rary r corcl. At pr nt th s ·tion of graphic arts eml>rac
dr: wrng m v r 1 t ·Ir, · r.tc·hing 011 metal plat ; engraving of cliff r nt kind, fo1·
th proilnr. i n f hoth inta~lio: ncl r ti,•f plat . and hlocks; lithography in vari ns
mrum :r · ·ol r-printin ; an,l fin: lly, P-1 ctrot,: ping ancl 1:1ter otyping , s appli <1 t
~mplu : rnultipli · tion. B' id
be printed r Hult. flowing from th pra ti of the
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arts (many of great beanty), all the necessary_tools and appliances are .shown· which
are required in working the same, with explanatory matter in the form of labels and
printed statements.
This collection, though it covers much space and will strike every one as most instructive, is yet to be regarded as a nucleus only, about which the full display will
continuously grow toward completion. As planned, we shall have in this Department in a few years a collection representing every known process, perfect in classification and in chronological arrangement, and accompanied throughout by explanatory
matter which will give to every specimen a historical as well ~s a scientific interest.
In this country there are many persoDJ, possessed of early results from drawn and
engraved surfaces, with or without photographic aid. These are sometimes artistic
in their nature 1 and sometimes they indicate only an earnest striving in that direction. But they are all valuable historically or techuically, and should be preserved
in snch a way as to turn them to the best account. As a rule this can only be done
by placing them in a public institution under the direction of persons whose knowledge and experience insures a good estimate of their importance and of their proper
place in a classified collection. For such reasons I would urge those of my fellowworkers· iu this field who have collections, for the disposition of which no definite
arrangements have been made, to communicate with Prof. G. Brown Goode, with a
view of donating the same to t,he National Museum. By taking this course, a permanent, I might say an ever-increasing, value will be given to what might in time
pass iuto the possessiou of unappreciative persons who cared little for the landmarks
of progress or the work it coRt to reach them.
In my letter to Professor Goode a number of dates are giveQ, some slight corrections in which (not inserted) I have a,lready made. These dates relate occasionally
to the time when certain inventions were made, but more generally to the time when
specimens of work in my collection were produced by inventors and other persons of
note. I am very anxious to be correct on the subject of priority, and if it should be
in the power of any of your readers to question the accuracy of these dates or qualify them in any way, and they will do so by letter addressed to me at Washington, I
shall be very much obliged.
Yours truly,

J. W.

OSBORNE.

The EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN LITHOGRAPHER AND PRINTER,
12 Cent?·e Street, New Y01·k.

In addition it may be stated that since these letters were written the
collection of specimens illustrating the photo-mechanical processes bas
-- received ·many ·accessions, principally by gift, including a number of
collograpbic prints by Tessie du Motay (mentioned above as not represented in the Osborne collection), received from Mr. William Kurtz, of
New York, and a very complete illustration of the original Ives procesR,
including not only specimens but also models of machinery, presented by
the inventor himself. These, with a selection of specimens of great historical importance, selected from the Osborne collection, an<l. the generous donations of later work by firms at present actively engaged in
tlie United States in the commercial exploitation of the various photomechanical processes, are about to be placed on exhibition, and when
the co11ection of patents granted to inventors in this department of
applied scieuce, which is now being made with the aid of Mr. J. W. Osborne, shall have been completed, the U. S. National Museum will find
it elf in the posse8sion of a collection elucidating the history and practic of photo-mechanical processes, unrivaled by any other collection of
the kind at present known to exist.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF PREHTSTORTC ANTHROPOLOGY IN
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888.
By

THO:\IAS WILSON,

Ourator.

Dr. Charles Rau, for many years the curator of this department, entered the service of the Smithsonian Institution in 1875, aud was
placed in charge of tl.te preparation of an ethnological exhibit for the
Centennial Exhibition in 1876, and be was subsequently appointed
Curator of tlle Department of Archmology in the National l\foseum.
Dr. Rau bad been in poor health during the winter ?f 1886-'87 and
bad partially recovered, but was suddenly attacked in July and went
to the hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, where he died on July
25~ from the effects of a surgical operation. His body was interred in
Oak Hill Cemetery, Washington, where a modest stone, bearing a suitable inscription, has been erected to his memory.
Dr. Rau bequeathed to the National Museum bis library, consisting
of 715 bound ,olnmes, and l ,722 volumes unbound, his arcbmologic
and ethnologic collections, comprising 2,000 specimens, and his collection of minerals and fossils.
·
.
The books comprising the library are now being arranged and catalogued, and will form the nucleus of a sect,ional library in the Department. The archmologic specimens will, so far as possible, be kept
together and dis·p layed under the name of their donor.
Almost the entire life of Dr. Rau was spent in archmologic studies.
He was faithful, zealous, and devoted to his science.
At the time of bis death Dr. Rau was engaged in the preparation of
a work which he bad called £, The Typical Forms of North America11
Prehistoric Relics of Stone and Copper in the U. S. National Museum."
This was intended by llim to be an enlargement of bis work "Arcbmologic Collections of U.S. National Museum," and published April, 1876,
as Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 287, the edition of which
had been exhausted. It was to have been followed by a larger and
more complete work which, with its illustrations, should represent the
entire field of American Prehistoric Anthropology. This he intended
to be the magnum opus of bis life.
The line upon which the work left by Dr. Rau proceeded during his
life-time has not been changed except in some details. It seems de123
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sirable, however, to ext.end somewhat the scope of the work, and to attempt the preparation of but one volume_ instead of two. Mr. Wilson,
the present curator, has taken up the work of the Department where
it was left by the death of Dr. Rau, and proposes to complete the literary work which ·h is predecessor had on hand. That work when completed and ' published will stand as a catalogue of the objects in this
department of the Museum, a work for which there is great need and
almost constant demand.
The existence of man on the American continent, especially in the
United States, during the paleolithic period of the Stone Age has for
many years attracted the attention and excited the interest of prehistoric anthropologists in Europe as well as in America. Dr. Rau had
promised himself to give it his serious attention as soon as be should
complete the work he had then in hand. His death prevented bis carrying out this intention. The need for it was pressing, and the discovery of paleolithic implements in great numbers in the immediate neighborhood of Washington City seemed to present an opportunity not to
be neglected.
Special investigations were begun, studies were made in the field,
local archooologists were a~ked to assist, to which they responded with
alacrity. A result of all this was the issuance by the Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution of Circular 36, which appealed to the archreologists of the various localities of the United States to give such information concerning the paleolithic implements, their existence, plenteousness, and geographic distribution as they might be able. This circular was issued in January, 1888, and the first response was receive<l
on February 6. The names and addresses were obtained principally
from our own books, supplementing them with such museums and collections as might be publicly known. Up to the 30th of June there had
been received two hundred and nine responses. A paper discussing
fully the objects of this circular and the information received in reply
is published in Section nr of this report.
GENERAL REVIEW OF 1.'HE YEAR'S WORK.

From the middle of February until the 1st of June the entire office,
after the current daily work required, devoted itself almost exclusively
to the an wers to Circular 36 and the replies thereto, and the further
u e ary corre pondence engendered thereby, and also to the arranging, catalogning, and a orting the paleolithic implements received.
The outc me of thi office work ha e tablished the fact of the genn l li tri u ion of th e paleolithic impl m nt over the United States,
a 1<1, c n qu ntl ·, th xi t nee of a paleolithic period on thi contiat 1 t ·ta.l li.'11 th xi. t nee and general di tribution in
ly · rr p ncling to that of the arli r
r d m n. tr, t the truth of this conclu-
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sion or to enlarge upon its importance, we may safely felicitate ourselves that our labors in this direction have been of substantial benefit
in tlie world of American prehistoric anthropology, and that as a result
of these labors the year 1888 will hereafter be reckoned as the date
when the existence of a paleolithic period in America and the occupapation of our continent by man during that period was definitely established.
In addition to the foregoing work I have been employed in the preparation of the descriptive catalogue heretofore mentioned, of, which I
have now a pile of manuscript, cuts, and photographs 6 or 7 inches in
height.
From the 1st of June to the 30th, and continuing into the present
year, the force of the office has, after the current business, been occupied with tb.e preparation, arrangement 1 and installation of the prehistoric exhibit at the Cincinnati Centennial Exposition. ,
The number of accessions to the co11ections of this depar.t ment duri11g
the year has been 109. The number of specimens received has been
6,972; specimens sent in exchange, 821; net increase of specimens, 6,151.
The principal accession (No. 19931) was the archrnologic collection
of Dr. Rau, bequeathed by him to the U. S. National Museum. He bad
been an euthusi~stic archrnologist and this was the collection of bis
l_ife-time. He added nothing to his private collection after his appointment as curator in this department. He bequeathed the following
objects:
Four hundred and seventy-four European (137071-137546), prehistoric; thirteen hundred and sixty-seven North American (137618138984), prehistoric, and eighty-nine of our modern Indian. The European o~jects he had procured by exchange; the Indian objects were
for the most part those which he had procured either directly from the
Indians or from persons who had so received them. But the thirteen
hundred and sixty-seven North American prehistoric objects were for the
most part his own finds and the direct result of bis own investigat.ions in
the field. Some of bis specimens were considered by him to be new
forms, those not theretofore known, and upon which he placed a correspondingly high value. A spear-point, now displayed in the synoptical exhibit, from Washington County, Missouri, is of rose quartz.
The beauty of its material and the elegance of its workmanship caused
it to be prized highly by Dr. Rau, and it may be justly regarded as one
of the finest of its kind.
During the year many accessions of paleolithic implements were received in answer to Circular 36. The greater number of these consisted
of only a few specimens, but they aggregated a great number. Among
the accessions the following are of sufficient importance to justify special
mention:
Mr. Elmer R. Reynolds, of Washington City, sent (accession 20497,
Catalogue Nos. 139401-139412) two hundred and fifty-nine specimens, of
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which two hnndred and seventeen were paleolithic, all from the District of Columbia.
Mr. S. V. Proudfit, of Washington City, sent (accession 20003, Catalogue Nos. 137060-137070) sixty-seven specimens, of which fifty-three
were paleolithic, and (accession 20358, Catalogue Nos. 139244-139289)
one hundred and thirty-one arrow and spear heads. .All these specimens were from the District of Columbia, and were intended by their
donor to constitute a series which would represent all forms of chipped
flint.implements from this neighborhood.
Mr. Ernest Shoemaker, of Washington City, sent (accession 20175,
Catalogue Nos.139007-134010) thirty-five specimens, the greater part of
which were of the paleolithic type, from the District of Columbia.
The curator has, during the past year, assisted by Professors Gilbert,
McGee, and Holmes, and Messrs. Henshaw and Gill, of the U.S. Geolog·
ical Survey, found in the neighborhood of Washington, principally 0 11
tl10 hills and .bluffs of Rock Creek and Piney Branch, a great number
of paleolithic implements. The accession is 20034 (Catalogue Nos.
137551-137583) and consists· of two hundred and ninety-nine specimens.
Prof. G. H. Perkins, of the University of Vermont, Burlington, sent
three collections (accessions..20554, 20734, 20878, Catalogue Nos. 139428~
139429, 139659-139666, 139724-139730), one hundred and fourteen specimens, principally paleolithic, from northern Vermont.
Mr. Edward Lovett, West Burton House, Outram Road, Croydon,
England., sent, by accessions 187 43, 20116, 20225 (Catalogue N os.139056139100, 139101-139135, 139126-139149), a collection of two hundred and
ninety-nine specimens, sixteen paleolithic. The collection comprises
. implements and objects from Bngla)nd, Scotland, Ireland, and India.
There were small arrow-heads from Arabia, large fragments of Sam.ian
ware belonging to the epoch of Roman occupation in England aml tltere
lately discovered, many specimens illustrating flint :flaking and the
mode of fabrication of guu-flints.
Mr. William Ransom, of Fairfield, Hitchin, England, sent (acces ion
20668, Catalogue Nos. 1394:G6-139-!88) twenty-eight specimens~ of which
eight were paleolithic, from Englaud; neolithic implements from Norway and Sweden, and fragments of Samian ware belonging· to the
Roman epoch, from the city of London, found 10 to 20 feet below the
·urface.
uoth r acce ion (21181, Catalogue No. 139817) which may prove of
imp rt nee i a flint implement of the rude t type, being merely chipped
o · l int, or with au edge not more than an inch in width, which was
tli v r
y M:r. William Taylor, of Sau Diego, Tex., iu San Diego
'r ek, one-llalf mile from. the town of an Diego. It was found by him
r £ t under th urface in undi 'turbe<l layer . Mr. Taylor
l m t of th " m kind, howing that thi
C' · • Thi implement
come important
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from' the fact that it was found near the top of the equus beds of that
district, which have become celebrated in the paleontology and geology of our country. The Mylodon, Glypdoton, Elephas, and tl\ree
species of Equus, all extinct animals, have been found fossilized in
these beds, and it seems agreed among scientists that these beds belonged to the Tertiary geologic period.
Dr. Edward Palmer has brought in an interesting collection from a
prehistoric cavern in the Bay of .Angeles, 200 miles northwest from
Guaymas, Lower California. (Accession 20608, Catalogue Nos.139533139621.).
Dr. Palmer sailed in December, 1887, from the port of Guaymas,
Sonora, for the station of the Gulf Gold Mining Company, established
in the Bay of .Angeles, inside the island of that name, in the Gulf of
California and on the peninsula. In the irnmedia.te neighborhood of
this station he found a natural cave in the granite rock on the coast
facing the Bay of .Angeles, looking eastward and about 30 feet above
the sea level. Debris had fallen so as to make the approach easy, and
had filled so as to make a large platform in front of the cave. Here
were strewn fragments of rock fallen from the cliff, some of which bad
been used to wall up the mouth of the cave. .A fine spring (laid down
in the charts) was just below-the cave. The miners of the Gulf Gold
Mining Company had visited this spring, and seeing the wall at the
mouth of the cave bad pried (\llt some of the stones. Digging with
their palletos (alpen stocks) they had exhumed some of the sku1ls,
which were left exposed to the air. This accounts for some being
white. Thus Dr. Palmer rliscovered the cave.
It was a prehistoric burial place and nothing more. When cleared it
was 6 feet wide and 5 feet high at the mouth, 9 feet deep, retreating
and narrowing to its farther end. There were seven skeletons in all.
No. 139533 was the bottom layer, made of rushes which were joined
and sewed together. We ha.ve three bundles. These were apparently
spread out to receive the corpses, the bones having been found thereon.
The skeletons were extended and the bones all j n natural condition and
undisturbed, ex.c ept the skulls dug out by the miners. The burial
place was evidently virgin.
The bodies had been put in head first, for they were now with the·r
feet toward the mouth of the cave.
In immediate contact with the skulls, as though they ba<l been' used
as coverings, were found the nets, three in number. Catalogue No.
139534:. (For description and use of these nets as head coverings by
the aborigines see Venaga's History of Lower California.)
No. 139535 is a girdle or sort of netted kilt made of twine for one.
sicle and fiber bound in strips or bundles, say one-half an inch thick
and 8 or 9 inches long, for the other; the whole is covered with feathers.
No. 139536 is a woven belt 15 inches long and 3 jnches wide, narrowed .at the ends to a single cord; seemed to have passed around the
waist and over all, possibly only in front.
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No. 139537 is a piece of cloth which would seem to have been the
foundatio1~ of the kilt, possibly on one (the front) side only.
The last three numbers seem to have a covering of feathers.
No.139538 was another dress or apron in the same style, but made of
strands of human hair. They were cylindrical at the top, about onefourth of an ineh thick, and 10 inches long. The strands w~re plaited
or fastened together at the top so as to make a screen, one side thereof
being covered as before with feathers. No. 13953!) is another apron of
like manufacture with differences in the binding of the hair at the top.
Some had small shells strung and woven in.
Nos. 139540, '139541, and 1395i2 were pieces of fiber, six straT}ds
woven together with :five cross-ties, the whole 14 inches long, 2½ wide,
but doubled in the center to 7 inches-probably worn under the breech
clout.
Nos. 139543 and 139544 were bunches of fiber twisted and matted ,
showing different knots and methods of faRtening. There are man y
specimens of .cord showing all manners of twisting, braiding, and
knotting.
Nos. 139545 to 139550 are two human vertebrae found closely associated with the following ornaments: Small shells strung together as
beads; _eight pins-spines of cactus; one-piece of buckskin, tied; two
sticks, bound; string of corded, plaited, and bound pendants of human
hair, cylindrical, one-fourth inch diameter and three-fourths inch long.
The graves were found to contain an entire paraphernalia. TwQ
arrow f:lakers with points of bone set in handles of wood;. four wooden
pieces from 4 to 9 inches long, one-eighth to three-eighths iu diameter,
each bound with twine about t,he bod,y, apparently for a handle, but
leaving the sharp point bare; one mush stick; bone points; four sbells( Oardium elatum, Sby., and one Pecten ( Vola) dentata, Sby., po.ssibly
use<l as drinking cups; two stone tubes, drilled lengthwise, one 11½
inches long and one 3¼, lk to 1~ in diameter.
There was one bow, in two pieces; an arrow of cane or reed, 2 feet 10
inches long, three-eighths of an inch in diameter, with a fish spine for
a point 4 inches long. There were two shafts or darts, both with long,
sharp point 15 and 20 inches long, one-fourth of au iuch in diameter.
Two whistles of ho1low reed 9 inclles long fi. ve-eighths of an inch in
diameter.
'
.A.~curious implement, use unknown was a piece of fl.at wood 9!
inche · long, 2 inches wide, and one-ei~hth or one-fourth thick. One
nd wa a concave with a hole below. About 2; inches from each ernl
~a a ~no'le row of very small shell , Olivella biplicata Sby., say on eightb. rnch, et like marquetry aero the flat side and fastened with
e t r 1 itumen.
ha~e ix kull adult and th fragment of one or more infant..
· 1 :-.-1 i n h 11 rnam nt, 1 7 inches in diameter; perforate<l.
fi r . p
ion.
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spear and lance heads (136881), fourteen arrow or lance heads (136880),
pounding or crushing stones (136888-136897), one shell necklet, and a
few other relics.
About 20 feet from the cavern a cutting 9 feet in depth was commenced through what appeared to have been an ancient pond, the deposit being fine mud washed from the hills. All through this deposit
were found weapons and tools, all of a rude type, made from the local
rock (Lower Silurian), and a few arrow-tips of flint (nodules of which
were found from time to time in the bowlder clay). In two places were
ancient remains of fire. The pond was about 110 by 90 feet with 9 feet
only of depth cut through.
'
From this place he obtained what he names rude hammer-stones
(136887-136889), polishing stones (136890-136896), pounding or crushing
stones (136878, 136903-136907), rude axes more or less notched (136882,
136898-136899, 136877), rude lance, spear, and arrow heads (136880136881. In October and November, 1885, he excavated part of a large
cavern at Craigavard, Uounty Down. This he believes to be one of
the largest artificial caverns in the i1orth of Ireland whic~ has served
as a habitation of the prehistoric man. He believes it to comprise uo
less than twelve separate chambers. Among the common people this
was called the Smugglers' Cave, on account of its supposed use by people pursuing that branch of business. He found in this cave whistles,
needles, awls, bodkins," all made ~f bone, and over two hundred teeth
(136880, 136881), and a qLrnntity of splintered animal bones (136884).
In chamber number 4 he came, at a depth of 2 feet, to the ancient floor,
which consisted of river gravels thrown over the bowlder clay. On this
ftoor he found a few rude implements of the same type as from Ballymenoch.
•
He made excavations in the raised beaches of the neighborhood, and
found many implements which be considers modern compared with
those from the two caves mentioned. The implements from the caves
are made, as he says, from the Lower Silurian and other rocks, while
those from the raised beaches are of flint. The cave implements are
found at high elevations, but never in raised beach gravel. This he
thinks to be a proof of the highl~r antiquity of these implements. He
ends implements from the raised beaches-of flint, thirteen specimens
rudely chipped unpolishetl celts (136910) ; one hundred and six specimen rude pear, lance, or arrow heads (136911, 136912), forty-six specmen ; (136913), eventeen specimens; (136914), fourteen specimens.
al o end crap r (136915), twenty-one specimens, eight of which
are made concave, uppo d to have been used for craping arrow shafts
( · g · , 4, 5).
e n (136916) what be call knives and harpoons
(1
17), and ar f r fi h-hook (13691 , Fig . 6, 7, 8), which compare
f
r ly i th ir
1 ranc wi h tho ' e ketched by Dr. Rau in bis
r hi t ric i ·bing,' 1 g 121.
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The most important consideration in regard to the collection in the
department of Prehistoric Anthropology is that it is much crowded.
The number of objects in the collection intended for exhibition amounts
to 108,705. These are displayed in cases according to the following
list:
Square feet.

57 upright wall casos, 6 shelves high, 14 trays, each trny 2 feet by 1.2 square
feet; 28 sq nare feet to each case; 28 square feet by 57 cases ......... .... 1,596
34 double upright alcove cases, sa,me su perfice ......................... ..... 1,904
8 double table cases (16 single cases), 8 trays to each ........ . ...... ..... ··· 2f>6
The lower portion inclosed with glass and inteuded for exhibition space.. 256
14 double table tops (28 single), same superfice ....................... .•. ···· 44!:l
21 table cases, 8 trays . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 336
Exhibition space underneath.................................... ........ 336
12 tab1e cases, 6 trays, 12 square feet each ............................. · · · · · · 144
Exhibition space underneath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 144
1 tab1e case, 8 trays ............................•.•..........•••....... . · ·.
16
6 double hip.roofed cases, with legs, pottery ~............................ · · · 168
153 cases; total surface (square feet) for exhibition purposes ............... ··· 5,604

The entire superficial area-of the hall is 10,000 square feet.
Sq. Ft.

-The space now occupied by exhibition cases is ......................... 5,604 Pueblo models ...•..... __ .................................. ...... ... 1,750
Twenty.one window spaces, occupied by heaters and Central American
sculptures ...•................•.•....•...••••..•.••.........•••..... 378
7,732

Aisles...... . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 4, 370
Entrance .•••••.............•......••••••.•• •..••• _.. • • . . • • . • • • • • . . . .
630
To tal space accounted for, square feet................................

5,000
12,732

It is apparent from this statement that the cases now placed in the hall
can not be put closer together, nor under the arrangement can their
number be augmented. A proper display of the objects seems to re·
quire additional room. This declaration is not made as a complaint,
but for the purpose of putting upon record the necessity for increased
space, which may be considered when the opportunity arrives. .A sug·
gestion how the present situation may be ameliorated will be made
farther on, but no permanent relief can be afforded without an enlarge·
ment of space.
Some of the great mu~eums in Europe are comprised exclusively of
th object which pertain to this department. The Musee of St. Ger·
main is exciu ·ively prehistoric, yet it alone occupies the palace of St.
rrnain, an i m •n ·c structure with moat and portculli , built by Henry
IV. The pal ·e i.· now being re ·tored throughout and made fire-proof.
I ,· .· 1 int ncl • l u ·e i · for thi pr bi ·toric mu eum. Each story is <le·
\Ot ·<l
on · pr l i:toric ag •. Tb ame geu •ral tatement is true of
h' g1 •at pr hi ·t
t
pe hagen. t occupie the eight
, ·' lrn l · f
'ince'.
fill
l <lr d a
ig ty- veu
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cases. So, alRo, is it largely true of the prehistoric museums of Stockholm, of Christiania, Edinburgh, Dublin, Lyons, Toulouse, Nantes,
Quimper, Vanues, Rennes, of the principal towns of Switzerland, of
Berlin, of Rome, and of many towns in Italy.
In all these and many other places which might be easily named, the
collection of prehistoric anthropology for'ms an entire museum of itself,
with a full corps of officers aud employes. Yet the necessities, as well
as the opportunities, for 9, prehistoric museum are greater in the United
States than in any of the countries I have mentioned. Our territory is
wider, the field of research is newer, and the prehistoric age of our
country is brought so near to us that our opportunities are, as I have
said! superior.
There has been transferred to this department twenty-six plaster or
papier-mache models of ancient Zufii and Moqui cities, villages, and
monuments, from Arizona and New Mexico.*
Some of these have been placed upon the floor in the center of the
ball, where they occupy 1,750 square feet of space, nearly one-fifth of
the available floor space in the hall. Others, upright models of cliff
dwellings, caverns, etc., are placed upo_n the tops of the high wall
cases, so far distant and so high as to be out of the range of vision,
which detracts greatly from, if it does not destroy, their interest on the
part of the public.
·
"They were made originally by the U. S. Geological Survey and by the Bureau
of Ethnology. A list of them is here given :
List of Moqni and Zuni yillages and nionuments, from Arizona, · New Mexico, and Colorado , models of which have been placed on exhibition in_niy hall.

Large Zuni village, from extreme western portion of New Mexico-in heavy mahogany frame.
Group of Moqui villages in the province ofTusayan, Arizona: · (1) Wolpi, (2) Sechomovi, (3) Tewa, (4) Mashongnivi, (5) Shipaueluvi, (6) Shemopnvi, (7) Oraiue, anfl
relief map of the province of Tnsayan, showing the localities of the auove-rnentioned
towns and villages.
Model of Tegua, from Arizona.
Model of Taos, from New Mexico.
Moilel of Acoma, from New Mexico.
Model of small rained tower.
Model of large ruined tower.
Model of Montezuma well, in Arizona.
Ancient cliff, or cave towns, or dwellings, fortresse~, or monuments.
Model of cave dwelling, actual, in rnins, from Rio de Chelly, Arizona.
Model of the same--restored.
Model of cliff ruin, Rio de Chelly.
Duplicate model of ancient cave town, Rio de Chelly-restoration.
Duplicate cliff ruin, Canon de Chelly.
Cliff ruin, Rio Mancos.
Mummy cave-a cliff ruin in Canon del Muerto, Arizona.
Model of ruin of a small pueblo near Pneblo Alto, Chaco Carron, New Mexico.
Model, restoration of the Pueblo Bonito, an ancient ruin in Chaco Carron, New
Mexico.
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There are also placed upon the tops of the wall cases other models,
those of prehistoric mounds and earth works belonging to the United
States.*
•
They are made to represent the surface of the earth in and about the
respective monuments. Of course the surface they are intended to ·
represent is horizontal, flat, and it is a solecism to place them perpendicular. The objection mentioned with regard to the other models, as
to their being so high as not to be seen, applies equally to these.
There is another reason for re-arrangement, which applies with
greater force to some of these mounds. The Etowah Mound, at Cartersville, Georgia, has, for example, been excavated and surveyed by the
Bureau of Ethnology. The objects found within that mound are displayed in one of the upright cases, while the model of the mound itself
is placed, along with many other models, in a perpendicular position on
the top of one of the wall cases. There is thus no relation between the
mound and the objects found· therein, nor is there any opportunity for
the study and comparison of the two in their respective relations.
The prehistoric collections from Central and South America are displayed i.'n scattered cases, separated according to the requirements of
space, with the adjoining cases containing North American antiquities,
and nothing to distinguish them except perhaps the labels. This dis- play is not effective and detracts largely from the benefit. Many persons fail to see or recognize them as representing a_civilization different
from that of the stone hatchets and arrow heads, and the Indian pipes,
in contiguous cases.
The collection of prehistoric objects from Central America is of great
value and interest. It is the largest museum collection in th~s country,
and is exceeded only by that of one private gentleman. It has scarcely
received the consideration due to its merits. It should be re-arranged,
should be assembled in one locality instead of being scattered as at
present, and should have a descriptive catalogne, with maps and illustrations worthy of the merit and rarity of its objects.
In this connection I submit a list of the idols and images and other
antiquitie , which have lately, been transferred to this hall, coming also
from Central America, and which should be included in the catalogue:
957 Zapat~ro Island, Lake Nicaragua. E. G. 1 62091 Ometepec Island, Lake Nicaragua. C. C.
qmer.
Nutting.
958 Zapatero Island, Lake icaragaa. E. G.
953 Momotombitaieland, LakeNicaragna. E.
qnier.
·
G. Squier.
954
omotombita Ielax1d, Lake Managua. E. 61803 Dos Novillos, Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
I 'ios23 Moqui, Atizona. J. te,ensou.
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60892 Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
98712
61808 Dos Novillos, Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.

9285'1 Zapatero Island, L ak e Nicaragua. E.G.
Squier.
17129 Porto Rico. G. Latimer.
2346 Porto Rico. G. Latimer.
60891}

~~~~; Costa Rica. M . C. Keith.

61809
60890}
61800 Costa Rica. M . C. K eitl: .
61801
17130 Porto Rico. G. Latimer.
17125 Porto Rico. G. Latimer. (2 specimens 1)

14J48 San Domin~o. P rofessor Gabb.
61805 Dos Novillos, Cost a Rina. M. C. Keith.
14126 San Domingo. P rofessor Gabb.
17126 Porto Rico. G. Latimer .
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17127 Porto Rico. G. Latimer.
61807 Dos N ovillos, Costa Rica.

M. C. Keith.
955 Subtiaba, Nicaragua. E.G. Squier.
956 Subtiaba, Nicaragua. E. G. Squier.
34601 Cast of stone seat, figured, from Ecuadorcollection of Antoneo M. Herrera, Lima,
..._____
Peru.
61806 Dos N ovillos, Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
61798 Dos ~ovillos, Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
60885 Costa Riel\. M. C. Keith.
60893 Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
60802 Dos Novillos, Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
61804 Dos Novillos, Costa Rica. M. C,Keith.
92856 Cbiriqui, Panama. J. A. McNeil.
60889 Costa Rica. M. C. Keith.
9242 Volcano Cartago, Costa Rica. Cast from
original in the Americ.an Mus. Nat. J!ist.
Capt. J. M. Dow.

The arrangement of this department of the Museum has been principally according to the implement or object. Arrow and spear pornts
have been arranged in separate cases, divided according to their various
forms. Grooved axes have been placed together polished stone hatchets
together, mortars, pestles 1 hammers, pitted stones, etc., have been generally placed together without regard to locality from which they came,
the era or epoch to which they belonged, or their period of civilization.
The exhibits received from the Bureau of Ethnplogy have been displayed
in the upright cases, and there each find has been placed by itself, and,
so far as possible, separated from all other finds. But in this arrangement no attempt has been made to preserve the unity of neighborhoods
in respect of locality. The contents of mounds from Maine and Georgia may be found together in one case, while the collections from neighboring mounds in either State, it may be at different times and of
different accessions, may be found in other parts of the hall associated
with the contents of mounds from other and different parts of' the
United States.
It is highly proper that it should be so changed as that contiguous
Qbjects should be displayed together. Things that belong together
should be displayed together. I have recognized the necessity for this
work, but have been loth to commence it, for it would require the inspection and handling of every object jn the Museum, and this would
mean an examination as to the locality from wh'ich it came, the people
to whom it belonged, and a consideration of and decision upon the history and purpose of each. This can not be done by mechanics or laborers, but would require the continual labor and attention of Mr. Upham
or myself, or perhaps both, and would be a labor of such extent and
duration that I am loth to attack it. My little experience in a like attempt in preparing the exhibit for the Cincinnati Exposition confirms
me in this feeling. I suppose the work must be done, but "upon the
bank I shivering stand, yet fear to launch away."
This arrangement of the objects in the Museum, geographically or
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by locality, was conte1nplated by Dr. Rau. His report for the year
ending June 30, 1886, contains the following paragraph:
The collections in question, of conrse, vary much in extent; they sometimes only
fill a tray, but occasionally occupy several shelves of an upright caee. Ultill\ately, _
wben anything like completeness has been reached, they will be arranged geographic~
ally.

In the proposed geographic arrangement of tbe objectA in the
Museum the entire abrogation of the arrangement according to structural function is not contemplated. It is intended that a series of the
respective objects, sufficient to show their normal peculiarities, will be . -.
arranged and preserved.
It is suggested that the great hall might to advantage be divided
into fictive apartments by means of screens, or better, by wall cases,
for the display of collections from separate countries like Central and
South America., Mexico, etc., or of the Zuni or Moqui Pueblo, or of other
epochs or monuments like the mounds, the shell-hraps, the caverni;:,
etc. The Museum would be a gainer of space thereby.
The present state of the collection is shown by the following table:
Nwrnber of specirnens in this depai·tment.

Total brought forward from last year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • • . • . • • • • • • 101, 659
Accessions during the year ending Jnne 30, 1888:
Exbj?ition se~ies ..••............ . T ............... 6, 04~
Duphcate series .......•••••..........••.·.....•.....
926
6,9i2
Specimens sent in exchange.................................
821
6,151
Total. ...•..•....••••••.•••••••••..••............•.•.•.....•....••.. 107,810
Nnmberof last entry in June, 1887 ..•••...••••..........•..••••.. •....•... 13<-i,920
Nnmber of last entry in June, 1888 ..••....•..•.....•••.•.••••....•....•.. . 139,616

The principal research in which I have been engaged during the
past year has been for the evidences of the existence of man during
the paleolithic period of the stone age on the continent of North Amer·
icRi; in other words, an inquiry as to whether there had been a paleolithic period in America or whether there were to be founrl evidences
of the existence of a civili~a.tion in America which corresponded with
that of the paleolithic period in Europe. Tb,e results of t.bis inquiry
are given in full in a subsequent portion of this volume. (See section
III.) Another of equal interest, but not so extensiYe, has been in rel. tion to the ancient matting from Petit Anse, a,lso described in a
., parate paper.
Ma h more mi ht have been done but for tbe ab orbing character of
the routine work in the department, which it may not be uninteresting
t d cri in tbi connection.
Tba fi r a ingl day will erve a a type. The curator and all empl
arri e at 9 o'cl ck (the la orers have already aired, wept, and
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dustod the exhibition hall anrl offices). The mail is opened, letters
read and briefed; those pertaining to announcements of accessions are
sent to the registrar; requests for information, etc., are answered;
boxes opened, specimens received are unpacked, separated, arranged,
cl<:1,ssitied, and all entered in the catalogue. They are then sent out to
numbered with the catalogue number, which is placed up0n every
specimen with paint of suitable color. The name of the douor and the
locality must also appear. They are then, in trays, placed in a special
case to be assorted and assigned to their respective places by the
curator. There is enough work of this numbering to keep a skilled
laborer continually employed. For example, the number of specimens
received during the past year was 6,972. The present catalogue number (139916) consists of six figures. The locality and name of donor
trebles the labor of marking, making the average of eighteen to twentyfour figures and letters to be painted on each specimen, or a total of
125,000 to 175,000 figures or letters. This requires an average of two
painted figures or letters per minute, to be made without stop or break,
during the working hours of the entire year. The McGfashan collection from Georgia, comprising twenty thousand and more specimens,
had been received before my appointment as curator. Only a partial
attempt had been made to number them.
The work of the office on Circular 36 began about the middle of January, but from the middle of February the answers and specimens received from correspondents were, together with their replies and exchanges, sufficient to occupy our entire force. The assorting of the
specimens and dividing them into their respective epochs of the
paleolithic period was a slow work, requiring care and deliberation.
Any intervals of time were occupied in the preparation and writing of
the descriptive catalogue of' the archmological collection. The classification of the paleolithic implements had progressed as far on the list as
the State of Ohio on the 31st day of May. On the 1st day -0f June I
was notified to immediately commence the preparation of an exhibit
from the department of Prehistoric Anthropolog_y for display at the
Cincinnati Centennial Exposition. That work required the services of
all available force in the office during the balance of the fiscal year
and somewhat into the present.
Prior to March 23, 1888, no attempt was made in the office to keep a
record of the correspondence, requests for information, notes of reference from other departments, and their answers, etc. During the
months of January and February, and up to the 22d of March, there
had been sent between five and six hundred circulars . . In March there
were written and sent, 32 circulars and 13 letters; in April, 25 letters;
in May, 45 letters; and in June, 63 circulars and 24 lett~rs; making a
total of 202.
·
My experience has gradually demonstrated, to my own satisfaction at
least, that the daily routine business of the office is sufficient to fully

be
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occupy my time during working .hours if I devote myself to the performance of its details. This work is important and should not be neglected. I might add, in this connection, that I find my duties in the
office sufficient to require the attention and constant labor of three persons instead of one, all of which now devolves on me. First, the daily
routine, just adverted to; second, the ·r e-arrangement of the specimens
in the Museum; and third, the making of' a catalogue and other scientific and literary labor. The last is, in my judgment, the most important and will be pressed forward with as much rapidity as the daily
routine will permit.

,;.J

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS IN THE U. S, NATIONAL
,,
MUSEUM, 1888,
By FREDERICK

w. TRUE,

Oumt01·.

In my last report I stated that the chief features of the year's work
were the re-arrangement of almost the entire exhibition series in new
and specially adapted cases, and the replacement of a portion of the
defective material iu the study series by the pu;.chase of fresh specimens. During the past year the work has progressed along the same
line3, but some special tasks were also undertakeo, the foremost of
which was the preparation of a large series of specimens for exhibition
in the Ohio Valley Centennial Exposition in-Cincinnati.
The plan of representing the more important mammals of North
America by groups of specimens accompanied by accessories ind_icative
of the habits and natural surrotmdings of the species, which had' been
for some time under consideration, was carried into execution by Mr.
Hornaday, chief taxidermist. Five gr~mps have been placed in the exhibition hall, one of which, a group of bisons, is one of the largest and
most carefully executed works of its kind to be found in any museum.
More valuable material bas been acquired by purchase and exchange
and less by donations than in previous years. Some interesting specimens were received from two collectors sent out -by the Smithsonian
Institution, but, with one or two exceptions, very little material has
been received from the various branches of the Government service.
No descriptions of new species of North American mammals have been
published during the year, though announcements of the discovery of
several have been made to some of the scientific societies.
Among the important accessions of the year the foremost, perhaps,
was the series of skins of small mammals selected from several colJections of small mammals made by Mr. F. A. Stephens in the San Francisco Mountains, Arizona, and the San Bernardino Mountains, California. These included specimens of Sperrnopltilus tereticaudus, Dipodomys
deserti, Thornornys talpoides perpallidus, and other species of rodents not
previously well represented in the collection. Two specimens of an
undescribed race of Haplodon major from Point Reyes, Cal.,- were purchased from Mr. 0. K. Worthen. A fine skin of an unusually large
1:39
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male moose was obtained from Mr. .A. B. Douglas, of Eusti-s, Me.,
through Dr. C. H. Merriam. It is intended that this specimen shall form
the chief figure in a group. Dr. J. C. Merrill, U. S . .Army, forwarded
from Fort Klamath, Oregon, a considerable collection of small mammals,
in addition to those sent last year. Dnring his last tour through the
Western Territories, Mr. Hornaday obtained, among other specimens, a
, rnry fine pair of wapiti antlers in the "velvet." Not less interesting
and valuable were two specimens of the Striped Dolphin, Lagenorhynchus
acutus, which were presented by the U.S. Fish Commisi;;ion. They were
obtained by the officers of the Commission's schooner Grarnpus ~muth
of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. .A fine Mountain Goat's skin was purchased from Mr. E: 0. Babcock.
The only important collection from Central America was the considerable one made by Mr. Charles H. Townsend in the vicinity of the
' Segovia River, Honduras. This included a valuable series of specimeus
.of an undescribed deer, which has simple antlers like the species of the
subgenus Ooassus, but which nevertheless appears to belong to the subgenus Oariacus. Prof. Alfredo Duges presented a specimen of the rare
meadow mouse, Arvicola quasiater, from the Valley of Mexico.
The most important Old World mammals obtained during the past
year were those received from Prof. H. A. Ward in exchange for skins
of North American species. The collection included several lemurs,
cats, civets, squirrels, and kangaroos, all of which were of species new to
the Museum series. The Zoological Society of Philadelphia, through
Mr. A. E. Brown, presented a fine male harnessed antelope ( Tragelaphus
scriptus), an Indian squirrel (Sciurus bicolor), and a Moor monkey (Semnopithecus maurus). Mr. Valdemar Knudsen presented two additional
Rpecimens of the bat found in the Sandwich Islands. It is a species
of Atalapha, which is apparently distinct from those hitherto described .
Mr. F. A. Lucas presented a skull of Burchell's zebra. A skull and
Rkeleton of the Zipbioid whale known as Ziphius grebnitzkii were received from Mr. N. Grebnitzky, who obtained them from Bering Island.
In my last report I stated that new cases for almost the entire exhibition series were received at the end of the fiscal year. The month
of July, 1887, was spent in planning the interior fittings for these cases
and in re-arranging the collection. The improvement in the appearance
f the collection resulting from this work has been much commented
upon by vi itor .
The new wing added to the large wall-ca es were fitted with shelves
ancl a , and the one intended for the seal was filled with, pecimens.
Tb a. t wiug, int nded for the larg rnminan ts, has not been arranged.
~ r the plan ha
e n fini h d, the majority of the pecimen were
in r qui i i n f r di, pl~v in th Cincinnati Expo ition, and no permamad .
n n in tall n c u11
h
t f th
ck whale, which bad previon ly r ted upon
h end f the xhibition hall, wa u, pended
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from the roof. By this change a considerable floor-space was made
available for other purposes.
By far the most important additions to the exhibition series were the
groups already alluded to. Five of these works, representing the qison,
prairie wolf or coyote, opossum, prong-horn antelope, a-qd prairie-dog,
have been placed in the hall. The bison group occupies a case about
17 feet long, 12½ feet wide, and 9 feet high. All the groups were designed by Mr. W. T. Hornaday and were executed by himself, assisted
by Messrs. J. Pahw~r, A.H. Forney, and William Palmer. Great pains
were taken to make the groups true to nature, and in the case of the
bison, coyote, and antelope, the turf, bushes, and other accessories were
brought from Montana with the specimens themselves. The work has
been very carefully done, special attention having been given to matters
of detail. Several new groups are in preparation.
In addition 'to these five groups, which together include twenty-seven
specimens, the taxidermists have mouuted about thirty other mammals.
A few of these were still without stands at the end of the year or could
not be completely finished for lack of materials, and the i;emainder
were sent to the Cincinnati Exposition. The usual li~t will therefore
be held over for next year's report, when the work done for the Cincinnati Exposition will be reported upon in full.
In addition to the regular routine work connected with the identifica- 1
tion and cataloguing of new specimens, correspondence, the preparation
of labels, etc., several special tasks were undertaken. The entire collection of skulls was furnished with uniform labels, and the skins of the
monkeys and carnivores also received fresh labels, replacing the old
ones, many of which were becoming illegible. It should be remarked
here that the original labels received with the specimens are never
removed unless, as sometimes happen~, they are of absurdly large
size.
The skins which ·had accumulated in the taxidermists' tanks, amounting to over three hundred, were divided into two lots, preparatory to
being taken in hand by the taxidermists, some being assigned to the exhibition series and others to the study series. A considerable number
of large skins belonging to the latter series were received from the
taxidermists during the year, and were temporarily stored in the lower
part of some of the exhibition cases.
The alcoholic collection has been temporarily placed on shelves in
the south entrance of.the Museum. The jars have been repeatedly examined, and the collection is in a fair state of preservation.
The boxes containing the skins of ruminants and other large mammals are stored in the south entrance and are practicalJy inaccessible
for want of space.
·
A new card-catalogue of the exhibition series has been formed by
pasteing copies of the printed labels. on st~nd"'rd cards. The other card-

,
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catalogues are in the same condition as when last reported upon, except
that the new acce~ions have been entered upon them.
A series of antlers of North American deer was prepared for and sent
to the Minneapolis Exposition.
A general bibliography of works upon the Mammalia, commenced
some time ago, now comprises. about fifteen thousand titles. All the
titles cited in the Zoological Record, the first and second parts of Carus
and Englemann's Bibliotheca, the· Zoologischer Anzeiger, and Friedlander's catalogues are included, as well as references to the brief bpt
often valuable notes to be found in the American Sportsman, Forest and
Stream, and other journals of like character. 'rhis is, of course, only
a beginning, but I have already found the catalogue of much service
in connection with the work of the department.
As a foundation for the work of representing graphically the geographical distribution of our North American mammals, copies have
been made of all the available faunal lists, about sixty.seven in number, which have appeared from time to time iu various works ou the
N earctic-fauna.
The curator obtained some additional information regarding the typespecimens of different species of dolphins during a short journey in
Europe in the early part of the year, and has added to bis review of
the family a synopsis anu materials for figures of all the species. The
paper has not yet been published. He also prepared descriptions of
two new rodents from Pa<lre Island, Texas, and of the Sandwich Island
bat, some notes on Vesperugo hesperus (Allen), and a review of the
changes in the catalogue of North American mammals in the last ten
years. None of tbes~ papers have been published during the year.
The curator and Mr. E.W. Nelson have published a report upon the
mammals obtained by Mr. Nelson in Alaska, 1877-'81.
The following figures show the number of specimens in the different
series on June 30, 1887, and June 30, 1888, respectively.
June 30, 1887. June 30, 1888.
Number of specimens in the exhibition series of skins............. . .....
Nrunber of specimens in the Juplicate and study series of skins.........
Number of specimens in the alcoholic series..... ................... ......
Total...............................................................

752
4,088
2,971

606
4,375
:!, 049

7,811

8,120

1 - - - - 1 - ---- -
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Among the accessions were about sixty species and subspecies not
previously represented in the collectiou.
. The number of skins and specimens in alcohol added and distributed
during the year was as follows:
Number of specimens added, 247; number of specimens distributed, 69.

Four specimens only were received on deposit.
The first entry for the year in the catalogue of skins and alcoholics was No. 15900; the last, on June 27, 1888, was No. 16236.
The present condition of the collection as regards preservation is, on
the whole, satisfactory. The study series of skins, however, is still in
cases which are not dust-proof. To devise effective and manageable
appliances is a matter of considerable difficulty owing to the great
disparity in size among ·the skins and the cramped condition of the
laboratory. Several plans are under consideration, however, and the
curator hopes to be in a position to recommend the adoption of some
one of them in the immediate future.
The skins of large mammals wh_ich have accumulated during the
past twenty-five years, being at present, as already stated, stored in
large boxes arranged in tiers in the south entrance of the Museum
building, are almost inaccessible for study. Better provisions for them
and for t,he large skins recently received from the taxidermists are
much to be desired. A partial reconstruction of the storage cases now
in the. laboratory and the addition of one new case would meet the present requirements.
The mammals in alcohol deteriorate in spite of our best efforts to
preserve them. The spirits dissolve out the pigment of the hair, causing it in most cases to assume a pale brown color. Such specimens
give a false notion of the real colors of the species, and are useful to
students of systematic zoology only for measurement_s. The curator
is not satisfied, therefore, that it is profitable to maintain so large
an alcoholic collection and has seriously considered the advisability of
converting a portion of the more recently-acquired specimens into dry ,
skins. Many gaps in the series of skins could thus be filled, and there
would still be an abundance of material for anatomical investigation.
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888,
By

ROBERT RIDGWAY,

Citrator.

The year's work bas consistPd, as heretofore, largely of' routine work,
such as the receiving, uupacking, cataloguing, labeling, ai;1d installation of collections, making of exchanges, correspondence, etc. Iu addi. tion to the large amount of work done under these separate beadings,
nearly the entire exhibition collection has been re-arranged, the cases
being fitted with patent adjustable shelving and repainted. This important work is still going on, and progresses as rapidly as the cases
can be put in proper shape.
During the last two months of the yea,r the time aB.d work of the .department was devoted exclusively .to the preparation, cataloguing,
labeling, and packing of the collections for the Centennial Exposition
in Cincinnati, Ohio. During this time all the energies of the curator
and his assistants were directed toward making the ornithological exhibit as creditable to the Museum as possible, and I am glad to state
that these efforts were crowned with complete success. The bird exhibit embraced: (1) Five hundred and thirty finely mounted birds representing the characteristic types of all the zoogeographical regions of
the earth, arra11ged in four double mahogany cases, each specimen provided with a printed label giving th/3 vernacular and systematic names
as well as the geographical distribution of the species; (2) a group of
mounted birds representing such spe~ies as play a conspicuous role in
literature, with the names by which they are known in works of poetry,
and a quotation of some characteristic poem relating to the species
printed on the labels; (3) twelve artistic groups of North American
water birds, in two mahogany cases, mounted with surroundings indicating their natural habitat; (4) a collection of eggs and casts of eggs
ranging from the enormously large egg of the extinct Epyornis or Giant
Ostrich to the tiny egg of the Humming-bird, with explanatory labels;
(5) a series of original water-color paintings, by the curator, representing
extremely rare North American birds, either extinct or on the verge of
extinction; (6) a series of fac-simile reproductions of plates of Audubon's
great work on the Birds of North America, appropriately framed and
labeled. As a special feature of the exhibit illustrating the g~ographical
JI . .Mis. 142 1 pt. 2--10
14f>
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distribution, a series of colored maps may be mentioned~ each representing one of the zoogeographical regions of the earth.
The more important accessions received during the year are the following:
C. E. Aiken, of Colorado Springs, Colorado: 5 specimens of Leucosticte atrata.
(Purchased.)
Anastasio Alfaro, San Jose, Costa Rica: The type specimen of Porzana alfari recently
described by Mr. Ridgway. (Gift.)
William C. Avery, Greens borough, Alabama: 3 specimens of Peuccva bachrnani from
Greensborough. (Gifli.)
Edward Bartlett, Maidstone, Kent, England: 59 specimens, 48 species, nearly all
from the Old World, especially Australia, a few new to the collection. (Exchange.)
C. W. Beckham, Washington, -D istrict of Columbia: 219 specimens, 53 species, from
southwestern Texas. This is an extremely interesting collection, which, both on
account of _its excellent preparation and the extensive series of many of the ra.rer
birds hitherto represented in the Museum by a few specimens only, may be regarded
as one of the most valuable accessions received oflate. (Gift.)
Lieut. H. C. Bensou, U. S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona: 32 specimens, 16 species;
a very valuable and interesting collection, containing among others a fine adult
specimen of Trogon arnbigu1is, a series of ten Corvus c1·yptole1wus, and four Falco fuscoccerulescens. (Gift.)
Bergen Museum, Bergen, Norway: 75 specimens, 39 species, mostly from western
Norway. Among these may be mentioned a series of eight Eiders (Somateria mollissirna), of special interest as offering good material for comparison with the North
American forms. A specimen of a Leu,costicte, from Siberia,, is also of particular interest. (Exchange.)
William Brewster, Cambridge, Massacbnsetts: 3 specimens, 3 species, viz, a Green
Heron., Ardea virescens fraza1·i, nov. snusp., from Lower California; a specimen Aimophila sonorana, nov. spec.; and an Llm,p hispiza qninquestriata, both from northern
Mexico. (Gift.)
William Brewster, Cambridge, Massachusetts~ 94 speci_mens, 25 species, all collected by Mr. M. A. Frazar in Lower California. This collection is an extremely interesting accession, containing, as it does, large series of well prepare(l specimens of
many rare species; for instance, 6 specimens of Merula confinis; 12 specimens of
Geothlypis beldingi; 5 specimens of Basilinna xantusi; and 13 specimens of Colnrnba
fasciata vioscce, recently described by Mr. Brewster. (Gift.)
Amos W. Butler, Brookville, Indiana: ~ specimens, 3 species, from Mexico and
Jamaica, one being an authentic specimen of Am.rnodramus brnnnescens, recently described by Mr. Butler. (Gift.)
C. W. Chamberlain, Boston, Massachusetts: 20 specimens, 2 species from Gnrnet
Beach, Ma achusl•tts, viz: 14 Ipswich Sparrows (.Ammodmtnusprinceps), and 6 Horned
Lark ( Otoco1·is alpesfris). (Exchange.)
H. K. Coale, Chicago, Illinois: 4 specimens, 4 species, from South America and M:tlacca, all new to the collection. (Exchange.)
"\V. A. Conklin, Central Park Menagerie, New York City: A Cacatna nwluccen8is in
th fl b. (Gif .)
· B. ory, Bo ton, Ma sachusetts: 12 specimens, species, Old ·world Wooclpcckr ·. ( 'ift.)

o ton, Ma n. hn etts: A sp cimen of Jlfinws 11w911iro11ll'is from , t.
ndies, a pecie but recently de crib cl, and new to tlie collection.
' ntral Arrwric: : , ' pecim n of
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and New Guinea. Among these may be mentioned a specimen off Prince Albert'1,
Crowned Pigeon; a Victori:1 Lyre-bird; and a female Drepanornis albertisi, a Paradise
bird of a genus hitherto unrepresented in our collect.ion. These form a valuable addition to the exhibition series. (Purchased.)
H. E. Dresser, London, England: 21 specimens, 19 species, from various localities
in the Old World, besides a number of rare species new to the collection, among
which a :fine male of Ammoperdix bonharni is to be mentioned. The collection contains
the downy plumages of 9 species of water birds, a series of great value and interest.
(Exchange.)
Prof. A. Duges, Guanajnato, Mexico: 15 specimens, 14 species, from northern Mexico. (Gift.)
Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts: 35 specimens, 16 species, in t,he
flesh, chiefly water birds from Wood's Holl.
Dr. W. H .. Fox, Washington, District of Columbia: 76 specimens, 37 species, birds
fiom Massachusetts and New Hampshire. (Exchange.)
C. S. Galbraith, through G. N. Lawrence, New York City: Three male Bachman's
Warblers, from Lake Pontchartrain, near New Orleans, Louisiana. (Purchased.)
Denis Gale, Gold Hill, Colorado: 8 specimens, 5 species, from Colorado. (Gif~.)
N. S. Goss, Topeka, Kansas: 4 specimens, 2 species, being one pair each of the two
new species, Sula gossi Ridgw. and S. brewsteri Gofls! discovered by Colonel Goss on
Sau Martir· Isle, Gulf of California, the males being the types of the respective
species. (Gift.)
A. H. Hawley, Los Gatos, California: 6 specimens, 6 species, from Los Gatos.
(Gift.)
P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia: 1 specimen Lady Amherst Pheasant (Phasianus amhtrstic.e), fu11 plumaged old male. (Exchange.)
P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia: 45 specimens, 35 species, from
China. This collection contains several interesting and rare species from the interior
of China, as, for instance, Suthorct alphons-iana, Pycnonotus xanthorrhous, etc., and many
are new to the Museum collection. (Gift,.)
Valdemar Knudsen, Boston, Massachusetts: 25 specimens, 12 species, from the Islands of Kaui and Kiihaii, Hawaiian Archipelago. A very interesting collection, adding several species to the Hawaiian fauna, and one species, Pujjinus kni,dseni Stejn.,
new to science. (Gift.)
T. Mcllwaith, Hamilton, Ontario, ,Canada: 9 specimens, 8 species, from British
Columbia. (Exchange.)
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Washington, District of Columbia: A :fine albino Urinator
lnrnnie, from Canada, and a Yellow-billed Tropic-bird, from the Bahamas. (Exchange.)
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Washingtrm, District of Columbia: Wing of Euetheia ca11ora,
collected by Mr. M. E. Spencer at Sombrero Key, Florida, the first specimen of this
species obtained in North America. (Gift.)
A. Nehrkorn, Riddagshausen, Braunschweig, Germany: 67 specimens, 54 species,
chiefly from Africa and the Malay Archipelago. Nearly all the species were unrepresented in the Museum, and many are of great variety and beautiful plumage, containing among others no less than 24 gaily-colored pigeons, of which seven species are
of the genus Ptilinopu8. (Exchange.)
Dr. August Miiller, Berlin, Germany: 24 specimens, 21 species, rare and interesting
birds from Africa and the East Indies for the exhibition series. The Ground Horn·
hill (B11corvw1 ca,ffer) and Musophaga rossce deserve special mention. All new to the
collection. (Purchased.)
E. W. Nelson, Springerville, Arizona: 102 specimens, 38 species, from Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico; a ver,y valnable collection, filling many important gaps in
the Museum collection :trul completing t1w Aeries of several of the rare western spe<'ies. (Pnrchaseil.)
Willia,111 P:~1,ner, " rnsl1ington , Dis(riel, of' Uolnml,ia.: A sp<•ci men of Kirtbll(l'a.
W:trhlt>r ( lJenllroir-a /.il'flr111<li), a vnry ra,ro sprcies, and ono Grinnell's W::iit<w-Thrqslt
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(Seiurus rioveboracensis notabilis), both from the District of Columbia, and the first captures of the respective forms east of the Alleghanies. Also 4 specimens, 2 species, of
Flycatchers, from Michigan. (Gift.)
_c, W. Richmond, ,vashington, District of Columbia: A mounted specimen of the
Darter (Arihinga anhinga). (Exchange.)
•
Robert Ridgway, Washington, District of Columbia: 15 specimens, 14 species, from
Gainesville, Virginia. (Gift.)
C. B. Riker, New York City: 45 specimens, 43 species, from the Lower Amazon.
Many of these are types of new species described by tbe curator in the "Proceedings"
of the Museum. (Exchange for determining the species in his collection.)
Jose N. Ravirosa: 14 specimens, 13 species, from the State of Tabasco, Mexico.
(Gift.)
Henry Seebohm, London,. England: 56 specimens, 2.2 species, mostly from the Old
World. This collectiou is a very interesting and valuable one, containing, as it does,
many species from Asia and Africa, hitherto unrepresented in our Museum, besirles
large series of the more difficult Old World Plovers. Among the American birds contained in the collection a speuimen of Merula murina, from Roraima, British Guiana,
recently described, and one of Hcematopus ltncopodus, from the Falkland Islands, both
Hew to the Museum collection, deserve special mention. (Gift. )
G. B. Sennett, New York City: 138 specimens, 34 species, from southern Texas.
(Exchange.)
0. C. Smith, Tombstone, Arizona: A male Trogon ambigiius, from Arizona. (Gift.)
Stavanger Museum, Stavanger: Norway: 20 specimens, 18 species, from Norway.
(Exc.hange.)
Col. A. G. Ta&sin, U. S. Army, commander, Bedloe Island, New York: 260 specimens, 40 species, in the flesh, killed by flying against the electric light of the statue
of Liberty. (Gift.)
Ernest E. Thompson, Toronto, Ontario, Canada: 41 specimens, 21 species, from
Canada. (Gift.)
Tokio Educational Museum, Tokio, Japan: 14 specimens, 1 l species, from the Islands
of Idzu, Japan. Though small in number, this collection is extremely interesting a!:!
coming from a group of islands hitherto unexplored. Mr. Namiye, of the Tokio Educational Museum, vistecl the Islands o( Idzu during the early part of 1887. The
most interesting specimens are 3 Crow Pigeons (lcinthmnas ianthina), and a pair of a
very distinct new species of Thrush which Mr. Stejneger has named Turdu.s celcenops.
(Gift.)
Charles H. Townsend, Washington, District of Columbia: 205 specimens, 96 species,
from Segovia River, Honduras. (Smithsonian exploration.)
Charl s H. Townsend, Washington, Di1-1trict of Columbia: 125 specimens, 63 species,
from H.untan Islancl and 'l'ruxillo, Honduras. (Smithsonian exploration.)
U. . l< i h Commission, Washington, D. C.: 179 specimens, 50 species, all collected
durincr the cruise of the Fish Commi ion schooner Grarnpus, Capt. J. W. Collins, l>y
M s r . William Palmer and Frederic A. Lucas, of the National Museum. The collection i a valuable one, not only for the species collected, but also for the excellence
of tb ir preparation. It contain many interesting pecies and plumages, especially
ho ofyoungbircl. Apa1rofthe ~ewfonndlandPtarmigan(Lrigopuswelclti)recently
cl . crib d, and hitherto nnr pre ented in th Mn ·enm collection, deservo special mention.
l . .'. Fi h Com mi io11, tbr ugh inal N. Edwards, Woocl s Holl, Massachusetts:
1 I rg<' numh r
f bird. in th JI h of whi ·b 14 . p ·im ns, rcpr son ting sp .cie8,
mo tlv \' : t •r hird hav h • n pr par cl.
Dr.B.IL",rr n.W t 'hc.t r,

Z 1' ,1,,11, .·an ,Jo 1\ ('o fa Hi<·a: :; P:uwli. n 'I ro~onH (I'harouwr'l'/1/t co.~f<t
·1 lh 111 pl11111ag ••
1'1111·ha 1·11.)
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Zoological Society of Philadelphia, th~ough Mr. Artbnr E . Brown : A Lady Amherst
Pheasant, an Australiau Parrot ( Psephot1is x anthor,·ho-us) , and a Demoiselle Crane, all
in the ilesb. Also a specimen Javan Adjutant (Leptoptilosjavwnicus) in the flesh. All
form valuable and interesti~g additions to the ex.hibition series. (Gift.)

- Owing to the iuadequate number of cases and the unsuitable construction of those available, it has not been possible to make rapid
progress with the systematic re-arrangement of the exhibition series; a
satisfactory beginning bas, however, been made, and the large amount
of necessary work that bas been done in the way of remodeling cases
insures more rapid advancement of the work during the present year.
The study series has been steadily improved in arrangement, as
opportunity afforded, and as the necessary cases and drawers became
avail~.ble. _
The complicated preparations necessary for the orderly arrangement
and systematic classification of such extensive and bulky collections as
those belonging to the bird department having nearly been completed,
it is safe to say that the work will henceforth progress· rapidly, provided
the required additional cases are forthcoming as they may be needed.
The extent of general routine work may be briefly stated as follows:
Pages (MS.) of articles submitted for publication based on Museum rnateriaL "'34;1¼
Pro.9fcorrected-printed pages .·-----·----- ______ .. . . ________ ·----·........
259-½
Proof corrected-printed galleys .................. ·----- ...... ·----- .... ---91½
Official letters written ....•....••. _____ ...... -----· .•.... ...... ...... ......
326
Official memoranda written .. _. ___ ........ _.. __ ... __ ............•.......... _ 2;33
Invoices (triplicates) written . . __ . __ . ____ .. __ ........... . _. ___ --~ ___ ._______
206
Monthly reports written (pages MS.) .. ..............••............... -··--114
Annual report written (pages MS.)_ ...................................... ____
74
Memoranda of packing, writ.t en (pages MS.) ... __ ........ : _. _.. _.... . . . . . . . .
135

In addition to the above, many hundred labels were written and proof
corrected.
Owing to the vast amount of labor required by matters mentioned
under the first and third sections of this report, very little time bas
been available for special research, the principal part of what was accomplished by the curator being necessarily d9ne out of office hours.
It is much to be regretted that no more ·time can be given to work
of this kind, of the greatest importance to ornithological science as well
as to the eollection, whose value is increased as its component parts or
sections become the basis of original monographic work; and no collection of American birds contains a greater quantit,y of material for such
original research, urgently required for th~ advancement of the science,
than that of tbe bird department of the National Museum. So much
has the function of the curator of this department become that of a
purely administrative bead, that his occupation consists almost entirely
in the performance of numberless complex routine duties connected
with the receipting for, unpacking, cataloguing, labeling, installment,
* Of these

1!)8¼ p, ges were pre pare,1 by th e curator and 147 by the assistant curator.
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and reportin g upon collections or specimens received, correspondence,
exchanges, arrangement of the exhibition series, etc., that practically
he is removed from the rank of active ornithologists. By unusual
effort, however, the curator has managed to prepare a review of the
Mexican and Central American members of t he following families of
birds : Thrushes, Mocking Thrushes, Warblers, Titmice, Creepers, and
Dippers; determined a collection of birds fro m t he Lower Amazon, containing thirteen new species and une new genus, and a large collectio'n from islands in the Caribbean Sea and the coast of Honduras;
also containing novelti~s, a monograph of the genus Dendrocincla, and
another of the interesting and greatly confused genus of Passerine
Parrots (Psittacula), in each of wllich is described several previopsly
unknown species.
The assistant curator, Mr. Leonhard Stejneger, bas continued his
studies of the splendid collection of Japanese birds belonging to the
National Museum. During the ;year several large private collections
from the same country have been received for examination, upo n which
extensive reports are still in progress of preparation . In con nection
with these studies he investigated several groups of European birds,
with the result of clearing~up several doubtful points. He bas also reported upon two collections of birds from the H a waiian Islands received
during. the year.
The present condition of the collection, so far as the preservation of
the specimens is concerned, could not possibly be better. As to con·
venience of arrangement, much ·improvement is to be desired; b ut this
will be possible only when at least twice th e amount of room is provided for its accommodation.
It has not been practicable to make an actual count of the specimens in
tbe bird collection, but their number is very nearly as given in the following careful estimate :

-- -

- - - - - - - - - - -188i- '88. Increase. Decrease.

1886- '87.

Reser'l"e serie
Exhibition series ....... -· · · · · ··- -· ··· ·· ······ · - --- ······ ····
Duplicate series . .. .. ... · ·--·- ..... . .... .. ........... · -- · .. .
Total .. . ... ·--· · · ··· · ····- - ·· · · · ·· · ··· · -···· · ····· · .. .

40,875
7,000
7,112

43, 4M

- - - -5-1, 987

*2, 579

6,421 · ···-···-·
6,609 ·····-·.

-

56,484

t579
!503

--- - - 1, 497

I

*Total numb r vf acce sions 2,207, minus 207 estimated to have ber,n placed in tho duplicate series,
and 376 having be<m mount d for tile exhibitio n series, plus 955 peciruens which have been dis·
mounted an1l returned to the 1· serve series.
t. "pe ·imens rli mounte,l and placed in tbu reserve series 955, minus 3iG mounted from tho reserve
·eri .·.
: Dnplicat . di ·trihnt..•<l 710, minu,i 207 of th acr·c• !liom1 rrcoiv<>d during th year and plarNl among
th, dupli1·at • .

in

at~ 1 g u in ,Jun , 1, 7,
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REPORT ON THE SECTION OF BIRDS' EGGS lN THE U, S, NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888.
By

Capt. CHARLES

E.

BENDIRE,

U. S. A., Honorary C1.wato1·.

The following important additions have been made to the collection
of birds' eggs during the year:
From Lieut. H. C. Benson, Fourth Cavalry, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, were received 6 species, 14 specimens. Some of the rarer
..amongst these are as follows: Colmnbafasciata (2 specimens); Callipepla squama.ta (3 specimens); Vireo huttoni stepltensi with nest (3 specimens); Psaltriparus plumbeus (2 nests) are new to the collection. From
Dr. J.C. Merrill, assistant surgeon U. S. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon,
came 11 species, 77 specimens. Among them were 4 sets, 22 specimens,
of Parus gambelli. From Dr. A. K. Fisher, Department of Agriculture,
were received 1 set of 2 eggs of Bu,teo latissimus. From T. Stephelis,
San Bernardino, California, were purchased 1 set of 4 eggs and nest of
Polioptila californica; new to the collection. Mr. C. W. Richmond,
Washington, District of Columbia, gave a collection of 84 species, ~50
specimens, mostly from the District of Columbia. From Denis ,Gale,
Goldhill, Bowlder CotJnty, Colorado, was received a fine collection, including Bubo virginianus subarcticus (2 Rpecimens), and Carpodacus ca,ssini (4 specimens). Dr. vVilliam C. Avery, Greensborough, Alabama,
preiSented 2 nests and a set of 3 eggs of Dendroica vigorsi ;. 4 sets, 15
specimens, and ,3 nests of Peuccea cestivalis bachmani; new to the collection. Col. N. G. Goss, Topeka, Kansas, contributed 1 egg of Sula
gossi and 2 eggs of Sula brewsteri; both species new to the collection.
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, gave
nests and 4 eggs of Geothlypis philadelphia. Herbert Brown, Tucson,
Arizona, presented four specimens of Pircinga rubra cooperi; 2 nests
and 8 specimens of Harporhynchus benderei; and 1 nest of H arporhynchits
palmer·i, and others. The nests are new to the collection.
One hundred and four nests have been received during the year.
~I.1110 character of the routine work has consisted in taking the measurements, numbering, classifying, and re-arranging 1778 specimens;
relabeling and arranging part of the reserve series of eggs after the
'' Am rican Ornithological Union" check-list, and repacking and lal>eling a large dupli ·ates ries of nests.
151 _,.,
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The following tabulated statement gives the present state of the
entries in the catalogue, and of the condition of the collection:
Last entry in June, 1887 ...................•...••••. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 160
Last entry in June, 1888 . . . • • . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 23,647
Total number of entries ....•. ···m·· .......................... ·-·~-- ...... .
487
Total number of eggs received.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . 1, 778
Number of specimens in reserve series ..................•...................
Number of specimens in duplicate series .....................••.............
Number of specimens on exhibition ...............•........................

34,677
11,548

Total number of eggs................................................
Total number of species and subspecies ................................. , .-.

47,716

1,491

721

Number of nests in reserve 1-1eries .......................................... '*2, 104
N urn ber of nests on exhibition.... . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
2:35
Total number of nests...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
,. Including the 104 nests received during the year .

•
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS IN
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By H. C.

YARROW,

M. D., Horim·ary Curator.

Owing to the fact that repairs were made to tue west basement of the
Smithsonian building in which is situated the room set apart for tlie
curator of the Department of Reptiles and Batrachians, it was found
somewhat difficult to attend properly and promptly to the ordinary
routine work of th~ department; still this bas been performed as expe- ,
ditiou~ly as was possible under the circumstances. It was found necessary to transfer the entire "reserve series" of reptil@s to storag~
rooms provided for the purpose, and this transfer was so carefully done
that not a single specimen was injured.
Since the return of tbe collection to the room where it belongs, it has
been carefully gone over, bottles relabeled if necessary, filled with fresh
alcohol, and put in complete systematic order for reference or study. ·
During the repairs the office of the curator has been twice moved,
_
comfortable quarters having been assigned him.
Much credit is due my assistant, Mr. E. S. Rheem, for the careful
manner in which he has performed bis duties.
Among the more important contributors during the year, are Dr.
J. C. Me~ril½ Fort Klamath, Oregon; Charles S. Beachler, Indiana;
Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. S. Navy; H. D. Hood, Florida; James Bell,
GHinesville, Florida; WilJiam Taylor, San Diego, Texas; Lieut. H. 0.
Benson, U.S. Army, FortHuachuca, Arizona; Dr. T.H.Bean, U.S. Fish
Commission; W. A. Conklin, Central Park, New York City; George
W. Shutt, Hillsborough, Virginia; R. E. Call, Des Moines, Iowa; Capt.
W. L. Carpenter, U. f;. Army, Fort Apache, Arizona; R. E. 0. Stearns,
U.S. Geological Survey; George B. Forrest.er, New York City, "supposed antidote for snake-bite;" Donald MacRae, Wilmington, North
Carolina," Mad Stone"; Julius Hurter, St. Louis, Missouri; U.S. Fish
Commission, Wood's Roll, Massachusetts; Theo. D. A. Cockerell, We8t
Cliffe, Custer County, Colorado; Edward Bartlett, Maidstone, Eugland;
E. H. Park, Orange, Florida; Willis Lewis, Henderson, North Carolina,
"supposed antidote for snake-bite;" M. Hamilton, Savannah, Georgia;
0. Toppan, Salem, Mas achu ·etts, and Dr. Charles S. Herron, Bartow,
Florida," 1-mppoHNl anti clot for ~11ake-bite;" Charles R. EJlis, Florida; 153
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S. G. Browu and ·William Palm~r, National Museum; vV. C. Burns,
Austin, 'l1exas·; John S. Webb, Stanley County, North Carolina; Charles
B. Cory, Boston, lVIassachusetts. The collection made by the latter
was sent to Professor Cope, of Philadelphia.
In addition to the usual routine work, the Reptile Department waA
moved back into its old quarters in the west basement of the Smith_,,..sonian building; all the alcoholic specimens contained in bottles, probably five thousand, were carefully cleaned and refilled, when necessary,
with fresh alcohol; the "reserve series" bas to a great extent l>een
relabeled, and arranged systematically in the cases prepared for it; a
number of new specimens have also been added. The "reserve series"
of Testudinata has been properly attended to and arranged in cases,
and the ,: duplicate" reptiles, contained in tanks, were overhauled, and
are all in excellent condition.
All this extra work necessitated the services or a laborer, who was
detailed on requisition, from time to time. It is to be hoped that one
will be detailed permanently in this department, as the great increase
in work is such that one is greatly needed.
The following special researches have been carried on:
Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, has continued his studies upon the
batracbia, and is now engaged upon the reptiles proper.
The curator has investigated the subject of crotalus venom, its action
upon animals, aud a number of experiments were tried with so-called
"antidotes" to the venom. A popular account of the experiments, by
permission of the Assistant Secretary, was published in '' Forest and
Stream," New York, May and June, 1888. It is intended to conti11ue
these experiments during the fall and winter.
The present state of the collection is shown in the following statement:
Number of accessions received during the year ending June 30, 1888,
43, comprising 122 specimens. Number of entries in reptile catalogue,
for the year ending June 30, 1888, 83.
pecimens received for year endin~ June 30, 1886 ..... ··-··· ____ ---··· ...•..
'pecimens received for year ending June 30, 1887 __ . ., _....... . __ . _.... __ .•
• pecimens received for year ending June 30, 1888 . _·_......•••. __ ..... _... __ .
, 'pecimens in reserve series ..•••..........••.... __ . __ .... ___ . ____ .. . __ .. ____
,'pecimens in general eries .. ___ _ ....•....•.....•..... . --·· _........••......
Exhibition eries, elected for, domestic ...............•.. ____ . _ ...•.. _. _. _.
Exhibition rie~, selected for, foreign. ___ .... ________ ·-·-·· ____ ............
Not cla ified, and exotic specimens, properly ...... __ ......... ___ ...... __ ...

1,705
G03
122

9,631
8,t:H9
600
IGO
6, 134

Total ··---·----··· .......................................................................... . 27,GG4
14,722

La. t ·ata.logu numb r in Jnn , l
La t cllt:Llogne number rn Jnn , 1

14, Of>

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHES IN THE U, S, NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888,
v

-

By

Dr.

TARLETON

H.

BEAN,

Hono1·a1·y Cumto1·.

Early in the year the curator was orderetl by the Coml!}issioner of
Fisheries to investigate and. report upon the fishes of Great Eg-g Harbor Bay, New Jer·se,y, and accordingly left Washi11gton early in July
(1887) for that purpose. The work was done under the auspices of' the
U. S. Fish Commission, and the report upon the same made to the Commissioner. After the curator's return to Washington, considerable time
was consumed in the preparation of a paper for publication npon the
results of this expedition.
An accumulation of correspondence pertaining to thi~ department
was taken up and disposed of. During the period from October (18~7) to
April (1888) many new forms were described, chiefly of deep-sea fishes.
These descriptions have not been published as yet. The descriptions
of inland species have, as a rule, however, been promptly printed in the
Proceedings.
The collections of fishes in the main ball of the Smithsonian were removed to the basement, and those belonging in the fish haH proper were
returned to their places after the fire-proofing had been completed.
The removal of collections, especially alcoholics, caused much annoyance and work; labels were destroyed, alcohol spilled, aud jars sometimes broken, invoking much loss of time and often a pretty general
re-arrangement of the collections. The contents of my office were
moved back into tLe old quarters from the Museum.
I was ordered to join the Granipus in her southern mackerel fishery
inve8tigations, which occupied my time from May 10 to June 15, 1888.
Immediately after my return I lJegau to arrange materials for a report
on this cruise, based on the specimens which were transferred to the
National Museum.
"
The first number in the register for tbe year is 39,119, and the last
39,568.
About 1,350 specimens have been entered in the catalogue duriug
the year. The e specimens have for the mo~t part been placed in bottl s, after having been icfontifir<l an<l reportf'(l upon, labeled and put
in their proper place:.
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The following collections have been -studied and admmisterecl upon:
A specimen of Haplochiton zebra, new to our collection, was sent by
Lieut. W. M. Wood, from Puerto Bueno. Numerous collections made
in South America, by W. E. Safford and Senor Don Jose Arechavaleta,
were 1·eceived and cared for. A small collection of fishes made in
Honduras, Central America, by Mr. C. H. Townsend, lrns been examined and reported upon. Collections of fishes made in Newfoundland
and vicinity by the U. S. Fish Commission, schooner Grampus, have
been identified; · also numerous collections made by the steamer Albatross off the east coast of the United States have been catalogued and
preserved.
Collections have been received from nearly every State anil Territory
in the Union. Numerous types of new species hav~ been obtained, descriptions of
which have been published in the Proceedings of the Museum. Numerous applications for loans of material for study have been received and
attended to.
The present state of the collection is fairly satisfactory.
The entire collection in jars has been overhauled during the year,
alcohol supplied where needed, and many new labels placed upon the
bottles. New sllelving bas been furnislled, and the places overcrowded
have been relieved to some extent. Numerous important additions to
the collection have been received; seventeen types of new fishes have
been added, besides several rare and little-known forms.
The collection is much improved in condition and arrangement since
one year ago.
No duplicates have been distributed except two small lots. There is
much material here that could be distributed to museums throughout
this and other countries, and profitable exchanges no doubt could be
carried out, but not without more assistance than is now allotted to the
departmeu t.
The total number of accessions received during the year was sixtytwo, representing the following localities in the order named:
Maryland.
New Jer ey.
Mexico.
Vermont.
Texa.
Iowa.
w York.
w£ undland.
L brador.
Briti b C lumbia.
Rb d . I land.

'fh

f,

Massacbusett .
Wyoming.
Virginia.
Florida.
Colorado.
Tenne ·e .
Oregon.
Montana.
Arizona.
C ntral America.

New Hampshire.
Qnerean Bank.
Washington 'l'erritory.
Georgia.
Mis issippi River .
Bering Island ,
Indiana,.
Pern.
bio.
California

11 win f rm important additi u. o th coll ction :

of <l ntig ro11 ho1w ( Pv<'no<lont),
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similar to one received from Dr. Tho:pe on December 29, 1886. August 22, 1887.
Accession 19,507.
R. E. Call, Des Moines, Iowa, fishes from the vicinity of Des Moines. August 24,
1887. Accession 19,517.
F. A. Lucas and William Palmer, aboard the schooner Grampus on a cruise to Newfoundland and Labrador during July and August, 1887. September 12, 1887. Accession 19,588. Marine and fresh water fishes.
U. S. Fish Commission, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, two boxes alcoholic specimens
of fishes, hauls 2,739-2,749 of tbe steamer Albatross, containing two new species; a
Notacanthid, and a new Cerfl.tiid. September 26, 1887. Accession 19,640.
Otto Gramm, Laramie, Wyoming, a specimen of Coregonus williarnsoni from the
Snake River, Wyoming and Colorado, where it is called Grayling by the residents.
Mr. Gramm states that these fish rise nicely to a fly during the evening, but not
through the day. September 28, 1887. Accession 19,650.
E.G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, one specimen of Trachynotits goreensii,
measuring 35 inches in length, weight 22 pounds, from near Crisfield, Maryland.
October 4, 1887. Accession 19,666.
S. G. Worth, Franklin, Virginia, specimens of Clupea 1nediocris and Roccus lineatus,
the giils of the latter being infested with parasites. October 12, 1887. Accession
19,692.
.
E. G. Blackford, New York, a specimen of IA.tjanus blftCkjordi 4½ inches longi from
Bay Shore 1 Long Island, on the Great South Bay. Noticed on page 512, Proceedings
U. S. National Museum, x, 1887, by T. H. Bean. Oct,ober 27, ~8f37. Accession 19,733.
E.G. Blackford, New York, a fresh specimen of the Atlantic salmon, Salrno salar,
29½ inches long; taken at Point Monmouth, New Jersey. This specimen has been _
sketched by Mr. Shindler. November 2, 1887. Accession 19,766.
George C. Magoun, New York, .one skin of tbe Dolly Varden Trout, Salvelinus malma,
measuring 21 inches in length. The fish was captured in northern Montana, in a
stream joining the waters of Upper and Lower St. Mary's Lake, by Mr. Thomas Baring.
Noticed in American Angler, January 21, 1888, page 44, by T. H. Bean. The eastern ·
limit of the Dolly Varden Trout. November 8, 1887. Accession 19,783.
W. A. Wilcox, Gloucester, Massachusetts, a new specimen of fish, Thyrsites violaceu.s, captured by the schooner M . .A.. Bastan, Capt. Thomas Thompson. (Bean, Proceedings U. S. National Museum, x, 1887, page 513). November 8, ltl87. Accession
19,784.
Gilman SawtelJ, Allderdice, BeaYerhead County, Montana, three fresh specimens
of lake trout, Salvelinus namaycush, caught in Henry Lake, Idaho. Noticed in American Angler, January ~8, 1888, page 59. November 12, 1887. Accession 19,803.
Charles H. Townsend, a collection of fishes from Hnnduras, Central America.
November 14, 1387. Accession 19,811.
Dr. John D. Quackenbos, New York. Sunapee Lake and Dublin Pond trout.
Three specimens of Salvelinus aureolus, new species, from Sunapee Lake, New
Hampshire. (Bean, Proceedings U.S. National Museum, x., 1887, page 628). November 261_ 1887. Accession 19,853.
Charles Willoughby, Indian agent, Quinaielt Agency, Damon, Washington Territory. A new species of fish, Acrotus, new genus; .A.crotus willoughbii, new species.
Named in honor of the donor. (Bean, Proceedings U. S. National Museum, x., 1887,
page 631) . December 17, 1887. Accession 19,957.
·
Prof. D. S. Jordar!, Bloomington, Indiana. Head and fins of a Salvelinits namaycush,
taken by Ashdown H. Greeb, of Victoria, British Columbia, in Camin Lake, 1.20
miles east of New Westminster, on the Caribou Wagon Road. December 23, 1887.
Accession 19,979.
Lieut. ,J. H. Beacon, U. S. Army, Fort Shaw, Montana. One salted skin of
Salvelinits riamaycush, from St. Mary's Lake, northwestern Montana. Also a photograph of the same species taken from a specimen weighing 9 pounds. January 23,
1~8. AC('('f!Sion ~0,07~.
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N. Grebnitzky, Bering Island, through the Alaska Commercial Company. 'l'wo
bottles of fishes collected along the shores of Bering Island. January ~5, 188~. Accession 20,086.
Prof. D.S. Jordan, Bloomington, Indiana. One specimen or Xyriclithysjessiw, new
species, collect,ed by C. H. Bollman off Tampa Bay, Florida. February 6, Hi88. Accession 20,145.
Rudolph D. Kauffmann, Washington, District Columbia. · One shark, Jfustelu,s, lta,ving two beads, two vertebral columns, two sets of dorsal fins, two upper caudal lobes.
Captured near Lima, Pern. May 1868, 10. Accession 20,G71.
Charles H. Gilbert, CincinMti, Ohio. A collection of fishes made in the vicinity
of Cincinnati. June 1, 1888. Accession 20,670.

REPO.RT ON_.THE DEPARTMENT OF MOLLUSKS (INCLUDlNG TERTIARY
FOSSILS) IN THE U. S, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL,

Honorary Curator.

The force of the D epartment of Mollusks for the period reported on
in addition· to the Curator, has consisted of Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, Assistant Curator~ and Mr. Pierre Louis Jouy, Aid. Assistance has also
been rendered from time to time in their work on the fossils collected
by the U. S. Geological Survey, by Messrs. Frank Burns and G.
Stuart, under my instructions, witlt the permission of the Director of
the .Survey.
The work, as in previous years, has largely consisted of the reduc-tion to order, classification, labeling, registry, and arrangement in
cases of material either in arrears or received during the current year.
Tµe manner in which this is done has been described in previous reports,
and it does not seem necessary to repeat the details here. Excellent, progress hag been made in the work of bringing up the arrears. Unless
checked by matters beyond the control of the curator, such as th8'stoppage of work for alterations in the building, by the necessity of supplying material to exhibitions in other cities from which our department
receives no benefit, or the illness of members of the working force, a
, few years will see these arrearages cleared away. As there is no separation in a biologic sense, so there has been no separation in an administrative sense, between the work on mollusks of the tertiary formations
and those obtained from recent seas. To some extent they are kept
separated from reasons of convenience in reference and on account of
the great weight of some of the fossils, which renders it inadvisable to
place them in the same drawer with recent specimens. But it is impracticable to assort the work as between the two classes of material. The
curator was absent at Philadelphia at two different times during the
past year, aggregating about nine weeks altogether, during which time
he supervised the packing, and to a large extent personally performed
the Jabot of regi8tration and packing of the -very valuable collection
left to the Museum by the late Dr. Isaac Lea. This collection, apart
from the minerals with which the writer bas had nothing to do, comprised a large number of American and European fossil:;;, largely types
of Dr. Lea's publications or specimens selected for their beauty and
150
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neat prepara~ion. There were fossils of all ages; not the least interesting were specimens received from Dr. E. Emmons himself, from the
original localities, of forms illustrative of the Taconic formation. There
was also a fine ser~es of plant fossils, chiefly of the Coal Measures.
These varied materials have been distributed to the curators who properly take in charge such objects, the tertiary fossils and recent shells
falling to the department of mollusks. The typical collection of Unios,
which is without doubt the most valuable ·in existenc_e, was kept by
Dr. Lea in table cases or drawers with the specimens arranged in ~
linear ser-ies, in the order adopted in his" Synopsis," last edition. 'I'hey
were laid on strips of wood grooved longitudinally, were much crowded,
and occasionally somewhat displaced. Paper numbers and names cut
out of the Synopsis were fastened to the first specimen of each species
by a little wax. These, however, were often displacell, and were, wheu
in place, ready to fall at a - touch. Most of the specimens had pencil
notes of locality, and often of the name, writte_u by Dr. Lea on the inside of the shell. While it was easy for a skilled and careful person
on the spot to recover the identification and obtain the other data, if
the rspecimens had been packed ;ithout being registered and permanently marked, their value as types would have been almost wholly
destroyed. In order that no misfortune of this sort should occur, I
personally examined aud removed every specimen, identified, and permanently numbered it, and, when frail or broken, wrapped and boxed it.
This involved the writing of more than eighty-five thousand figures on
the shells themselves and the registration of some three thousand parc~ls of specimens, representing more than half as many species. The
labor was very arduous, but the specimens were permanently identified
and their typical- value insured for the future. The gastropods and
other shells contained in the Lea collection were left to be registered
in Wa hington, each parcel being in a separate tray in Dr. Lea'.s collection, accompanied by one or more manuscript labels. My estimate
of the number of specimens in the collection is about twenty thousand,
and there were sixty-three packing-cases required to hold them, exclu'ive of duplicates, of which there were a great many. Oases to hold this
collection have been provided, in accordance with Dr. Lea's will, and as
·oou a the projected repairs are completed the northeast gallery will
be r erved for this serie an<l other ]and and fresh-water shells, and
thrown open to the public. The miRcellaneous land and fresh-water
·h 11 given by Dr. Lea ar ntunerou, and valuable, including the secoud
b ,·t exi' ing . ., ri . of umiug's Philippiu land shells, of rare beauty,
, ud fine ri 0 'inal eri
f land ·hells from l\fa<leria, Jamaica, and other
l <·ali i , nam )cl y L we, C. B. AcLun.·, ancl other authorities, and
th •ref r h viug fi,r th ir wn ·p ci) a really typical importa,nce.
t
· nnd 1-.·t cl hat in accordanc • wi h law ancl l>r direction of th U.
• i h
mmi ·ion th coll cti n of Invert . rata~ now at ew Haven,
f Prof. A. K V rrill ha· ~11 ·11 turu cl over to the Mu ·emu,

-
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at least theoretically. When received, this will add more largely to
the material in the hands of the department of mollusks than any other
accession for some years. As its reception is a matter of uncertainty,
owing to the fact that the time when Professor Verrill's report on the
Mollusca of the Fish Commission will be ready is entirely_ uncertain, I
would renew my suggestion of previous years that a proper series of
specimens (or study and comparison be sent from New Haven to the
National Museum, where it is much needed. At present, with t'he mass
of work pressing upon the Department of Mollusks, it is not desirable,
even had Professor Verrill concluded his investiga.tions, to have the
whole mass iJf the Fish Commission material added to what must be
administered upon. The material received from New Haven up to this
date, excepting Oephalopods in alcohol, is largely duplicate and of
little or no value to the national collection. But.for scientific study and
comparison it is important t,hat a named series of the New England
deep-water and shore fauna, as determined by Professor Verrill, 1872
to 1887, should be accessible to students in Washington.
The total number of accessions to this department during the year is
fifty-two. Of these, fifteen lots were sent for examination and report,
two were received in the regular course from Government agencies,
eight were received in exchange either for material already furnished
or which has been subsequently furnished partly by the Department of
Mollusk~ and partly by other departments of the Museum. The remainder .weredonations. Of these the Isaac Lea collection was the most ~
important and the largest. The next largest accession was that of some
sixteen boxes> chiefly of Pliocene fo~sils from California, received from
the U. S. Geological Survey, and collected by Dr. R. E. 0. Stearns.
Dr. Stearns has also given a large number of miscellaneous specimens:
which he obtained during his absence on field-work and which were
very acceptable. A valuable though small _collection was obtained in
exchange from the Museum of Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut. The specimens were from various localities and to a considerable extent filled gaps in the National Collection of mollusks. A lot of
some twenty supposed new species of Unio, from Florida, was presented
by Mr. B. H. Wright, of Penn Yan, New York, most of which were
new to the collection. The curator gave some two hundred and fifty
species of mostly marine shells to the Museum during the year, nearly
all being new or important to the collection. A collection of interesting
south European and Turkistan shells were received in exchange from
Herr Otto Goldfuss, to whom American land shells were sent. Most of
the species sent by Herr Goldfuss were already in the collection, but
the localities were interesting and enlarged our geographical series.
Mr. Nicholas Grebnitski, of the Commander Islands, near Kamchatka,
continued his sending of mollusca, and a package received from him
during the year contained \ ery interesting specimens from that remote
corner of the world and added several species to its known molluskH. Mis. 142, pt. 2--11
~
.
7
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fauna. Mr. T. H.Aldrich has sent some acceptable specimens of marine
shells from the Mauritius and some named Eocene fossils. Lieut. J. F .
.Moser, U. S. Navy, sent from the coast of Florida some very interesting iShells in alcohol, and Mr. Heury Hemphill a most interesting series
of varieties of the limpets of the southern Ualifornia coast.
Dr. W. H. Rush submitted dredgings from deep water on the Floridian coast to be named, and presented a very valuable series of them to
the Museum. We received in exchange a series of shells of South Africa
from the Albany Museum at Grahamstown, Cape Colony, put up by
the curator, Miss Mary Glanville. While awaiting instructions for
shipping the material to be sent in return we were shocked to receive
news of the death of this gifted and enthusiastic young woman, to whom,
according to South African papers, the cause of science in that country
and the Albany Museum in particular were greatly indebted. We owe
to Mrs. J. H. Everette, of Virginia, a remarkable collection of some
seventy-five pearls taken · from a single individual of Ostrea virginica
Gmelin. Besides some fresh-water shells from Iowa the Museum received from Mr. R. Ellsworth Call specimens of a singular parasite of
the land shell Succinea obliqua. This parasite Leucochloridium americanum is a new species of a genttS hitherto unknown to North America,
and first characterized from a single species infesting Succinea in France.
The French species iR described by Caras and figured in the Journal de
Conchyliologie (vol. xxvn, pl. x, fig. 6) for 1879. It is the larva of
Distoma macrostoma, Zeller, and develops in the intestines of thrushes,
nightingales, and other birds which eat the Succinea. It is ·long and
slender and of a pale apple-green with blackish maculations near the
la.rger end. The American species is larger, proportionally stouter, and
of a rusty brown where the European species is green. It is highly
probable that if the naturalists of Iowa examine the intestines of the
robin or other coarse-feeding singing birds of that State they will find
the fully developed DitJtoma corresponding to this species.
The quality of the accessions in general bas been good, only ten of
tbe fifty-two proving valueless to the Museum.
The routine work of the year has largely been spent on the general
. eri of exotic molln ca., of which a large proportion bas been revised;
on th Ea. t Ameri an ga. tropods, including those of the Antillean region
, nd th n e nor hward to Cape Hattera , of which chiefly the Pleuroto'olenoconcha r main to be revi etl, and the miocene and
midw au
pli •
t r iary fanna of th
nited tat , , e. pecially th d positR xamin <l la. t - < r and to . m<' xt nt this year, on the w . t coa, t of
l~J rida fr m Tcm1a uthw rl. Work nth ga.tropod,·oftbeBlak
xp <liti n ha.
ntinu din onn ion wi h th r Yi w of the Ea, t
r ~ rr cl t .
.· furni. ·h d t
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Prof. Alex._Agassiz, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mr. 0. E. Beecher,
New Haven, Connectfont; Dr. Stephen Bowers, San Buenaventura,
California; Dr. J. G. Cooper, Haywards, Colorado; Dr. Geo. M. Dawsou, Ottawa, Ontario; Mr. R. T. Jackson, Cambridge, Massachusetts;
Mr.. J. G. Henderson, Carrollton, Illinois; Dr. Paul Pelseneer, Brussels, Belgium; Mr. H. A. Pilsbry, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Mr. H.
Hemphill, San Diego, California; Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. S. Navy; Dr.
W. H. Rush, U. S. Navy; Mr. Chas. T. Simpson, Ogallala, Nebraska;
Mr. J. H. Singley, Giddings, Texas; Dr. V. Sterki, New Philadelphia,
Ohio; Mr. J. L. Tilt.on, Middletown, Connecticut; Mr. R. P. Whitfield,
New York City; Mr. B. H. Wright, Penn Yan, New York.
The limited time for research afforded by the duties of the curator
bas been devoted ( 1) to investigations in regard to the deep-sea mollusks
collected by the BlaJce and Albatross on the eastern coast of the United
States and the Antilles; (2) to a study of the fauna of the Miocene
silex-beds of Tampa Bay, Florida, and of the Pliocene of south Florida, and (3) to the relations of the members of the Tertiary mollusk
fauna with the recent species of the coast.
· The papers published during the year 1887-'88 by the curator aud his
associates are noticed in the Bibliography, section IV of the Report.
In previous reports I have stated why it is impossible to giYe the
exact number of specimens, species, duplicates, etc., contained in the
collection. In my last report (1886-'87) I made the rough estimate that
the collection contained 425,000 specimens o(all sorts. Since that time
about 30,000 specimens ha,·e been received. The total number of entries
in t.he Museum register or catalogue for 1886-'8, was 10,530, while for .
1887-'88 the numl,er is n,.',04. Had we had adequate clerical assistance the number might easily have been doubled. As it is it represents about 35,000 separate spP.cimens, classified, labeled, arrange<l,
and entered in the register. Omitting a series of about 1,500 duplicate
entries which was madn by Dr. Lewis in 18i6 in revising the Unionidm
belonging to the National Collection, and all numbers assigned to Professor Verrill for his use in cataloguing the Fish Commission dredgings,
and of which the entries have not yet been reporterl to this department,
though in bis posstssion for use in due course, the total number of
registrations to date is 81,911, representing about 250,000 specimens,
which have been administered upon, ancl for the most part are arranged
in such a way as to be accessible for stu<ly. Tue largest collection outside of the National Museum in this country is supposed to be that of
the Philadelphia Ar.ademy of Natural Sciences, and they are reported
to possess abont 52,000 trays or lots, corresponding to our registration
numbers, or lfi0,000 registered specimens, against 250,000 in the
:National Museum, in round numbers. But when we reflect that only
one-eighth of the ,J etrrcyR collection bas been registered, none of thE
Arctic-AhtHlrnn collection, and hnt a very small part of the .Antillean
coll ction of the lt'iHh UommiH1-1io11, or of the Lea collection, it is evident,
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leaving duplicates out of the eomputation altogether, that th~ discrepancy is much greater thau the above figures would couvey. . Without
being able to give exact figures, I have no hesitation in stating that it
is probable our mollusk-collectiou is twice as large as any other American collection and larger than any European collection. In point of
the number of original types it contains it will stand second only to
the collection in the British Museum, and in the fullness of the accompanying data and the scientific value of the material contained in it I
have no doubt it is the eqmiJ, if not the superior, so far as recent mollusks are concerned, of any collection in the world. It has the best
faunal collection in existec.ce of the British moll usca, of the mollusks
of the North Atlantic sea-bed, of the American Arctic regionR, of the
East and West North American coasts, and of the interior land and
fresh water fauna of North America. Notwithstanding all this there
arn many gaps to be filled, especially in exotic species, but not until
all arrearages are cleared up and we know exactly how we stand can
we use judiciously the large aud valuable supplies of duplicate material
in our possession.
The schedule showing the progress of registration during the past
year is annexed.
Vol.

From-

To-

- - - - l - - - - --

xv
XVI
XYU
XVJll
XIX

xx
XXI

68, 151
77,877
78,973
83,535
87,851
92, 801
97,501

Total ._ ·· ···· -· --

Total.
- --

78,000

124

87,302
!)2, 800
94,585
118,677

3, 768
4,950

----- -·-··

1,785
1,177
11,804

Remarks.
- - - - - - - --

Reserved for Fish Commission.
Volume filled.
Reserved for Fish Commission.
Volume not filled.
Vol nine filled.
\ Volurno not filled.
Do.
I

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888,
By Dr. C. V.

RILEY,

Honorary Curat01·.

Considerable progress has been made during the past year in the
arrangement of material, and much,, more could have been made but
for the crowded condition of the laboratory, which makes it impossible
to expand and properly arrange the collections. Additional room is
sadly needed, and I earnestly urge that in some way it be obtained.
During the early part of the year a beginning was made in the ar. rangement of the Coleoptera, and at intervals tbis bas been continued
until all available space is occupied and but the smallest part of the
ml:l,terial worked up. Later some of the large Bombycid Lepidoptera
were arranged in cabinet drawers so far as these held out. In some of
the ge9era of the N octuidm studies were made of the material arranged. In the Diptera the Born byliidm were separated out and tentatively arranged, but there is no shelf room for the boxes, and they are
piled up on the cabinets, reducing thf working space, and much more
exposed to infection from Museum pests. A very large part of the
first, half of the year was employed in annotating- and critically over- _
hauling the Glover plates with the view of possibly editing them for
publication.
Early in 1888 a re-arrangement of the collections on the floor of the
Museum gave the department a fair exhibition court, and the callee,
tions already prepared were removed thereto, and other boxes were
prepared, so that we have at present a very {air exhibit collection on
the floor of the Museum. Several table cases, affording considerable
storage r6om, were also assigned to the department, and have been in
large part filled.
A considerable proportion of the time was occupied in givfog information about specimens sent, not only those of which accessions were
made, but also of those which~ although of no value whatever to the
collection, are often much more troublesome, involving questions as to
life habits, methods of collecting, and determinations.
About one hundred an<l fifty letters were written exclusive of the report on accessions, and about twenty lots of species were determined
for tud nts and collectors.
·
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Practically the entire month of Juue, 1888, Wat:! occupied in vreparing for the Cincinnati exvosition. And as the time wa:s limitcd and no
outside assistance obtainable, I had. to draw 011 the divisional force of
the Department of Agriculture to get the exhibit ready in time. Indeed the amount of work to be done in arranging our extensive collection is so great that I earnestly recommend the appointment of an
additional assistant.
The accessions during the year nnm bered but fifty-eight against one
hundred and two during the previous year. The appareut falling off
is entirely accounted for by the fact that during the summer of 1886
and spring of 1887 a very large number of specimens of Belostoma
wmericana and Dynastes tityu~ were received, these species appearing
in abnormal quantities in several portions of our territory. This year
for some reason these insects are much less abuudant and attracted no
general attention, and hence the apparent decrease in uumber of accessions received.
As a matter of fact the number of receipts of real value are fully
equal to those of the previous year, and, as before, many species and
specimens were added by myself and assistants, of which no formal
record was made. Indeed, as - in previous years, by far the largest
amount of valuable material has been added as the result of my work
as United States entomologist. 'rhese collections come from the various field agents of the Department of Agriculture and those made
by Mr. Albert Kocbele, of Alameda, California, Mr. D. W. Ooquillett,
of Los Angeles, California, and by Mr. Lawrence Bruner, of West
Point, Nebraska, are particularly worthy of mention. These, with the
constant material that daily comes to the Division of Entomology from
its correspondents, have been turned over by me without special acces8ion numbers, and I mention them particularly here because the permanent numbered accessions give no sort of idea. of the rich additions
which are constantly being made to our collections. In the future I
hope to have the work so systematized that I can indicate the more
important of these additions by accei::;sion number.
The following is a list of the more important numbered accessions,
which repre ent many hundreds of specimens:
Iu August one pecimen Acanthocinus nodosus from Robert A. Mills, Clmluota,
Fl rida.
o. 19,478. The specimen was a fine one and wa very acceptable, though
the pecie is r pre ·ented in onr collection .
Iu ' pt mber tber wa added a vial of winged Tennites from R. Hitchcock, O:;aka,
,Japan. To . 19,302. Intere ·ting from their locality, and for comparison with onr
own p ci• .
Eight n vial of .L1raclrnida and Jlyriopoda from Ma.con, 'eorcria, collect d by L.
i\l. tulerw d. ... ~ Cl. 10,:;26.
•'i vial of A,·aclrnida and Jfyriopoda fr m Iucliau , pring., Georgia, collected by L.
1. n 1 .rw od. ,..~o. 19,5' 3.
• ix Yh 1 f .1raclwitln an,l Myriopoda fr ru 'eor11ia., 1·ollectecl by L. M. 1, nderwoocl.
' , l' ~12. Prof. . d. ncl rwood, of, yracu ,, 'cw 'ork, wa for two monthi;an<l •· ·p !tuh •r, 1 -in lw •111ploy of I he IJ1:p:trt111tmt :i~ a. c:oller:tor of
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Arachnida and Myriapoda, and his collections, made principally in Georgia, are of great
interest, and add very largely to the Museum collection in theso cla8ses.
Eight species of Orthoptera and Neuroptera were from E. A. Schwarz, Washington,
District of Columbia, collected at Cocoauut Grove, Florida. No. 19,535. Principal
among these was a specimen of Oligotorna hubbardi of the Neuropterous family Embid!!c,
a very rare species.
Seven specimens of 4 species of Gallim011>ha from Mr. H. F. Schoenborn, Washington,
District of Columbia. No. 18,565. These are valuable as varieties not represented i11
the Museum collection or as very tlne specimens.
In October, 263 species in 729 specimens of Syrphidm from Dr. S. W. Williston,
_New Haven, Connecticut. No. 19, 70~. 'rhese are the types of Bulletin U. S. National
Museum 31, mentioned in the last report. The collection is almost complete, and by
all odds the best collection of the family extant. The material of the Museum from
other sources will be added and arranged as soon as practicable. · This is the most
valuable accession of the year.
In November a lot of My1·iopoda and Arachnida,, Virginia and New York, from L. M.
Underwood. No. 19,758. This contained the balance of the material collected by
Professor Underwood while in the employ of the Mm,eum.
Miscellaneous lot of insects from Truxillo, Honduras, collected by Chas. H. Townsend, U. S. National Museum. No. 19,~ll. Contained a considerable number of
bright and attractive species, representing some of the more common species of the
locality.
In January a lot of Central American Longicornia and Garabidre, determined Ly H.
W. B&.tes, from Messrs. Godman & Salvin, 10 Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,
London, England. No. 20,007. This is ·a valuable lot of insects, typtcal of many of
the species described in the Biologia Centrali Americana, and forming in the two
families represented· an excelleut nucleus for a Central American collection.
Also a large lot of unmounted Madagascar Coleoptera from Ed ward Bartlett, Maidstone, Kent, England (through Robert Ridgway). No. 20,093. Valuable as being
the first representation of the insects of this region. The specimens have not yet been
mounted.
In February, 14 new species ofMyriopods from C. I-I. Bollman, Bloomington, Indiana.
No. 20,155. Types of species described in the Proceedings of the U. S. National
Museum.
In March, 133 specimens of 36 species of Diptera from D. W. Coq uillett, Los Angeles,
California, through the Curator. No. 20,336. This lot contained mostly Bombyliidro
from California or adjacent localities, and very largely typical of species dei;cribed by
Mr. Coquillett.
In April a small lot of Lepidoptera from State Laboratory of Natural History, Champaign, Illinois. No. 20,395. Quite a series of fine specimens were sent on for deter~
mination uy the above institution, from which several very good species were obtained
for the Museum.
In May, 3 species in 7 specimens of Lachnosterna from E. A. Schwarz, Washington,
District of Columbia. No. 20,639. Flf>rida species, not represented in our collection,
and obtained in exchange.

The larger part of the routine work is the care and preservatiorr of the
collections. In no other department perhaps is there as much danger
of injury froni Museum pests or more care and ti me required to keep
up the character of specimens. Tbe time thus spent shows very little
apparent result. The mounting and placing of accessions and work of
preparation also takes up a large portion of time.
Still a great deal ha::i been accomplished in the line of systematic
arrangement of both exhibit and study series, the general review of
which will be found in the beginning of ·this Report.
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In the autumn and early winter the curator made another trip to
Europe, taking with him a number of interesting and undetermined
species, especially among the Micro-lepidoptera, for determination and
comparison. A number of correspondents and specialists were met
and a number of notes in some of the largest museums were made.
In August, 1887, both the curator and the assistant curator, Mr. J. B.
Smith, attended the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at New York City. Mr. Smith took with him a
series of the undetermined Geometridce in the Museum collection for
comparison with the New York collections, and nearly all of these were
determined.
During this trip quite a number of collections were examined by .Mr.
Smith, and some good material was obtained. for our collection .
. A large lot of material was received through the curator from the
Department of Agriculture, and its proper dispoi::.ition occupied consid&ahle tim&
·
During September the curator was absent in Europe, while the assistant was on lea·r n during the greater portion of the month. The
time available was entirely devoted to overhauling the collection, to
correspondence, and to placing the material received, which was unusually abundanfu
·
During the month of Oc_tober the Williston collection of Syrphidce
was received at the Museum, and this, containing 263 species in 729
specimens, was carefully gone over, checked, and general condition
noted.
The Sphingidce or Hawk Moths were re-arranged in conformity with a
monograph which Mr. Smit.h has been preparing and which is referred
to later on.
The series contains 69 species in 250 specimens. The duplicates were
also arranged and formed a series of 39 species in 167 specimens, the
majority of which, however, were used later in the exhibit series.
In the same family the biologic material was also arranged, and illustrates more or less completely 27 species. There are 64 imagines, 60
blown larvre, 23 pupre, and 34 vials, containing upwards of 50 specim n of larvre and egg . Altogether about 231 specimens in the series.
There arc, in addition, a eries of, as yet, undetermined larvre.
In the Coleoptera the family Oicindelidcu was classified and arranged
in even oxe . The collection contains 99 specie and varieties in 713
, p cimen , and i ' therefore an extremely rich one.
A duplicat erie , formed at the ame time, hows 47 species and vati i 747 p cim n .
•
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study, at hJs request. This material was returned iater, with some a,dditions new to the collection.
In Ooleoptera the systematic arrangement has been continued, and
nine of the Carabid genera were arranged in eight boxes. Thus far 83
species and varieties are represented, and the material has not yet
been entirely sifted. The extreme wealth of material, the number of
the collections among which it is scattered, and the small size of some
of the species renders the task of arrangement a slow one.
In the Lepidoptera the family Saturniidce has been arranged in fi.ve
cabinet drawers. We l.Jave 17 species in 58 specimens, and but 4 species are needed to complete the family. Of duplicates we have 7 species in 47 specimens, a large proportion of which were subsequently
used in the exhibit series.
· From Dr. Marx, of the Department of Agriculture, were received
one hundred and twenty-six vials of named Arachnida, many of them
specimen·s which had been previously turned over to him for stndy, but
quite a number of which were donated by him. These were all mounted
on vial blocks an,l temporarily arranged.
Considerable time was spent in going over a portion of the collection
for M.useum pests.
During December the work of thorc1ughly examiniug tbe collection
was completed and the oruinary routine matters attended to.
In January, 1888, the re-arrangement of material on the floor of the
Museum placed a court at the disposal of this Department for exhibit
purposes. What bad already been prepared was moved into this new
space, and work was vigorously prosecuted on a series of exhibition
boxes, some of which were completed, but none placed, owing to the
lack of cases. A very fair show, however, was made with the space
and material at our command.
Some of the Lepidopterous family N-0ctuidce were placed in cabinet
dr"awers, and a small amount of systematic work done.
In February, 1888, two boxes of American butterflies were completed
and placed on exhibition. The assignment of a<lditional table cases to
this department added considerably to our storage room and {nuch
material was transferred from the laboratory to these cases.
The Oolcoptera were carefully sifted for material in Lachnosterna,
which was roughly arranged, aod a 8elected series sent to Dr. George
H. Horn, of Philadelphia, for study.
A large lot of Diptera, principally Bombyliidm, and many typical,
were received from Mr. D. W. Coquillett, one of my agents at Los Angeles, California, and turned over to the department.
In March, six additional boxes for the exhibition series were prepared
and put on public view.
The Bombyliid material received. last month suggested an overhauling of our material in the family, which was begun.
In .April the work on the Bomhyliicl~ was continned an<l completed.

,,
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Twenty-four boxes are used in the arran gement and there are nearly
four boxes of duplicate material. The collection iu thi:s family is extremely rich, as I have lJeen especially interested in it smce my studies
of the enemies of the Rocky Mountain locust began. Efforts will be
made to have it monographically studied.
The material in Lachnosterna having been returned by Dr. Horn, its
arrangement was begun. Six additional boxes were prepared and
placed on exhibition.
The month of May was devoted to the study of our material in Lachnosterna, which was very largely augmented by the efforts of Mr. Smith
and of my assistants in the Department of Agriculture, Messrs. Schwarz,
Pergande, and Alwood, who collected many thousands of specimens of
the local species.
Almost the entire month of June was em ployed directly or indirectly
in preparing-a :series of boxes for the exposition at Cincinnati, Ohio, and
forty-eight boxes were completed. and sent off. In this work Dr. George
Marx prepared the Arachnida, and Mr. Tyler Townsend, assigned from
the Department of Agriculture, assisted during a portion of the month
in the work of preparation.
This series, entirely unique and, so far as completed, of great educational value, is in effect a classification of the entire Insecta illu:strated
by the specimens themselves and by drawings Twenty-eight boxes,
containing 559 species in 1,684: specimens and 683 drawings, were made
up. Eight boxes, also belonging to the series, but previously prepared,
contained, 571 species in 2,410 specimens and 257 drawings. In all 1
this series contains 1,130 sp~cies, 4,094 specimens, and 920 drawings,
representing all orders save the Hemiptera, the Diptera, and the Hymenoptera.
There were also sent from the general exhibit series eight boxes of
f'orestry insects and four boxes of insects affecting cultivated -plants,
the number of specimeus in which can not readily be estimated and
were not counted.
The assi tant curator ha'S during the year been quite active in original work largely connected with the arrangement of the Museum material. Thi ha been chiefly in Lepidoptera, and will be indicated in
letail in the Ii 't of writings.
In the Sphingidw he ha completed bis studies for the monograph
1 Il <>' ince b gun. Thi .· i · au important paper, which should have been
pu li ' h <l. a · a ull tin of the Department, and I regret that, becau e
f b inevita led lay iu getting it out from the Gov rnment Printing
.ffic Mr.
ith cho ·e to pubfo;h it in the proceeding of the Ameriic 1 S Cl e y.
f th
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The monograph of the Noctuithe, referre<l to iu the previous report,
has received some small adllitious, several geuera Liaviug beeu studied,
amoug them Homohadena and Oncocuemis.
The papers published by the assistant curator and myself, ·as well as
by other collaborators of the Museum, are noticed in the bibliography,
the closing part of the report.
I would refer to the last annual report for a statement of the condition of the collections, which, with the preceding statement of what has
been done during the year, will give a very good idea of their present
state. There have been added during the year, chie-fly from California, probably some ten thousand specimens, including many additional
species and some very valuable study material.
A very large increase bas been made in the exhibit series, but ~be
present state of that series, broken as it is in preparing for Cincinnati,
bas made an enumeration impracticable.
The last catalogue entry for June, 1887, was 349, and the last entry
for une, 1888, is 405.

f

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES IN THE
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888.
By

RICHARD RATHBUN,

Honorary Ourator.

During the past year the curator has been able to give less attention
than mmal to the affairs of this department in consequence of his increa,sed duties iu counectiou with the Fish Commission. G:he rep~irs
ip progresR during most of the year at the western end of tbe Smithsonian Institution, where all the specimens under his charge are stored,
/ have also tended to interfere with the work upon collections, and necessitated the closing of the exhibition hall to the public. The accessious have been fewer in number, and tlie quantity- of material received
has been much less than for 8everal years past. This was due in large
part to the fact that comparatively few explorations were made by the
Fish Commission <luring tbe spring and summer, a:gd that since the reorganization of the latter bureau in the winter the collections of marine
invertebrates made by the field parties have been retained by the commission pending their examination and description. The current work
of the department bas, however, been kept up and the collections ba.ve
been maintained in good condition but no attempt was made to enlarge
the exhibition series, although we now have the means of greatly improving its character and appearance through recent accessions to the
department.
White giving: almost all his time to the busine8s of the Fish Com~
mission, by retaining bis office and work -rooms at the Museum, the curator has founu it possible to exercise general superviRiou over the collections in his care. His investigations, l.10wever, have related chiefly
to subjects having a more or less direct bearing upon the practical
problems before the Commission, and have had little reference to the
Museum collections. There is, consequently, but slight progress to
report, either in the cla8sification of specimens and the enlargement of
the study series or in the selection of duplicates for exchange. Prof.
A. E. Verrill has continued to administer upon the Fish Commission
collection' at Yale College, which are in the custody of the Museum.
Very ext nsive aud important natural history results were accompli ·Led by the Pish Uommission during the year, especially on the voyage of the steamer Albatross from Norfolk, Virginia, to San Francisco,
173
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which occupied about six months. The large collections of marine invertebrates made during this trip will not directly benefit the Museum,
but it is expected that the type series of each group will be transferred
to its keeping as fast as they are studied and described. There ha-re
been no important explorations besides those of the Fish Commission
which have contributed to our stores.
Duplicate sets belonging to Series 1v, prepared _Rome time ago, have
been distributed to twenty-two institutions of learning · located in different parts of the country, but no additional sets of the same character have been made up during· the year.
Thirty-three accessions were received by this department during the
year, of which seventeen were contributed by or through the United
States Fish Commission. A much smaller quantity of material than
usual was sent in from the Wood's Holl Station, the steamer Albatross
having made only a single dredging trip during the summer, and tbe
inshore work of the steamer Fish Hawk ha-ring afforded comparatively
few specimens that were considered of sufficient importance for permanent preservation in the Museum. The Albatross collection was, however, obtained 'chiefly from deep water, and contained many rare forms.
The cruise of the schooner Granipus to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and to
the outer coast of Newfound.land, during the summer, also yielded an
iuteresting though small lot of specimens, mostly_ crustaceans and echinoderms, which were collected on the shores and by the use of the surface
net. The collections made in the vicinity of Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, by Mr. Vinal N. Edwards, from October to June, were of special
value, consisting for the most part of the internal and externa,l parasites
of fishes and of surface towings. Several contributions were received
from the Gloucester fishermen, the most important being a large and
fine specimen of the tree coral, Paragorgia arborea, from a depth of 200
fathoms. off Bauquereau. This specimen forms a valuable' aduitiou to
the exhibition series of the Museum, having greater spread and being
in a better state of preservation than any now in tlie cases. Among
other donations from the Fi 'h Comm is ion worthy of mention are seri of crustaceans obtained in tlrn vicinity of Great Egg Harbor, New
J r ey, by Dr. T. H. B an, and a number of parasites of the striped
ba , oll ct din Virginia by Mr. S. G. Worth.
From Mr. N. Grebnitzky, of B ring falaml, eastern Siberia, there
wa. r ceived av ry important addition to his collection of two years ago,
n. i. ting chi fly of ,"mall Hp cies of cru. tac ,a,m;, w rm. ~ 'Chinoderm,,
, ncl ;p ng .·, from B ring I ·lall(l.• Dr. P. Ilerhert Uarpenter, of Etou
0 -11 g ,, E11glarnl, ha.' con rilmtecl w li pre:erv d Hpccimen.- of two spe·
ci : f ·rin i,ls which. ar n •w to onr ·oll ctiou, uam<·l.r, I'f'ntacrinus
yrill -Tltom.·oni from th Ea. t rn Atlantic ancl A nterlon phalanr;imn,
fr m h ~ c· ~ .· of '1 nni.' both <·01lN·t<-1l in 1870, h.v n. n. M. S. I'orcuJJ ·,u~.
hrny : 1 cimc•n: f Oa 11111w ,·w; and t we sp ci 1111'11. • of' I c•che.·, coll·· t!tl in l\li:. ,uri WPI'{' 111·<•:{!llt ,,11,~ ~lr. P. l'JllHworth <Jail, a1Hl a, :pre~ J
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imen of Sebastes niarinus infested with a, new al}(l large species of
lermean parasite, was received from Mr. E.G. Blackford, of New York.
As elsewhere explained, the curator and his two assistants were at
Wood's Holl, Massachusetts, from early in July until the first part of October; but although the work there in hand was connected directly with
the investigations of the Fish Commission, it consisted in large· part of
the assorting and preservation of collections which in the autumn were
transferred to the custody of the National Museum. Mr. A.H. Baldwin, who had been employed in the department during the previous two
years, resigned his position in October, and for the remainder of the
year the curator was assisted only by Miss M. J. Rathbun. Being
obliged to give nearly all of his time to Fish Commission duties, the
curator has but little progress to record either in the arrangement and
classification of the collections or in the enlargement of the exhibition
series. The current work was, however, promptly attended to, and~all
collections received were assorted, catalogued, and properly cared for.
The extensive alterations in connection with the .fire-proofing of a part
of the west end of the Smithsonian Institution, which continued during
nearly the entire year, greatly interfered with the work of the department anrl necessitated our vacating for that time about one-lrnlf of the
space allotted to the alcoholic collections of marine invertebrates. The
main part of the collections being thus crowded together in a much
smaller area than they ordinarily occupied, it was impossible to give
them all the care they required, but no serious losses appear to have
been sustained during this period. Before the close of the year the
small room and. hall space assigned to this department in the west basement had been refitted with cases and the specimens were being
returned to their old quarters. No changes have been made ju t,he gallery of the main hall, where the dried specimens are stored. The exhibition hall has necessarily been closed to the public, in consequence of
the repairs to the fish ball through which access to it is gained.
A small representative series of specimens was supplied to Mr.
Frederick A. Lucas as the nucleus of a synoptical collection of mariue
invertebrates, which was exhibited in part at the Cincinnati Centennial
Exposition during the summer of 1888.
The greater part of the routine work, including the sorting and cataloguing of collections and the supervision of the alcoholic specimen8,
which require constant attention to insure their safety, has deYolved
upon Miss Rathbun, to whom credit is chiefly due for the excellent condition of the department at the end of the fiscal year.
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The following is a statement of the amount of cataloguing done dur.
ing the fiscal :year ending ·J une 30, 1888:
Entries to
30,
.J~~i/0, I June
1888.

Entries ma<lo
'during the
year.

Entries to

Name of gl'oup.

------ --1
Crustaceans................................................
Worms ... - .... ·-···-· ..•......... ····•·····················
Bryozoans and Ascidianil . . . .. .. .. - ..•..... - .. - . -· - · - · · · · · · · {
Echinoderms and Crelen terates ... .. ... ................... _
Sponges and Protozoans .. ·- ··._.... ···.···· - · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·

-1

Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

12,606
3, :::
2, 500
16, 183
5,431
4,955

I
I

13,llO
4,173
960 (
2,549)
16,409

504
210
50
226

5, 444- (

4,973

5

31

1,021

While at . .VVood's Holl, duriug the summer of 1887, the curator con·
tinued his studies upou · tlle crustacean parasites of the fishes of that
region, completing the descriptions and drawings of several species
which have been submitted for publication in the proceedings of the
Museum. Reports upou the genus Heliaster of starfishes, and the
genera Porites and Synarrea, of corals, have been finished and published
during the year. The curator has also found time to examine and re·
port upon the interesting collection of surface towings made by the
Fish Commission schooner Grampus during the spring of 1887, on the
early mackerel grounds. · The study of this material, which consists
for the most part of very small organisms, belonging to several groups
of invertebrates, and constituting the food of the mackerel, was considered to be of considerable importance, as changes in its abundance
au<l character from year to year, taken in connection with the changes
iu temperature, may throw some light on the movements of that important market fish. No general deductions can be drawn, however, from
the study of the collections made in one season only, but it is proposed
to con inue tlrn inve 'tigations during subsequent years, and a similar
collection wa · made by the Grampits in the spring of 1888.. It has not
y t been carefully examined.
It may not b out of place in thi ' counection to mention the set of
t mpera ure chart now in cour ·e of preparation for the Fish Oommis,i n, and covering 1 ng eric, f ou ervations made at over eventy·
fi
tation of the Lio-ht-Hou e Board and Signal Service. These
tation · are -i tribut l al ng both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of
th
nit <l tat ' and th
reat Lake , and ome are located on imp rta riv •r,·. Th ·
·ervation a,re being r duced and plotted for
h • puq
of
taining po ·itiv information re pecting the water
• p r, tur · a, intlu •n ·iug the mov m nt of th priucipal commercial
fi ·h ·:, I u i i.· exp · ·cl hat hey will al o prov of iuterest iu
,. nu , ·ti 11 with he uc y f • 11 m, rin and fr sh-wa r animal and
l· ut •
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There have been several collaborators of the Museum located at
other institutions as in former years. Prof. A. E. Verrill, at Yale
College, has continued his studies upon several groups of marine in_vertebrates from the dredgings of the Fish Commission, on the eastern
coast of the United States, and has been assisted by Miss K. J. Bush.
Prof. S. I. Smith, also of Yale College, has been at work upon the
crustacea derived from the same source. Prof. .Edwin Linton, of
Washington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania, has made rapid progress with his studies of the Trematode parasites of fishes, mainly
collected by himself at the Wood's Holl Station, being assisted in the
preparation of his plates by Mrs. Linton. A second large report upon
the subject was nearly completed at the close of the year. . Prof. Leslie
A. Lee's work upon tl1e foraminifera of the Fish Commission has been
deferred for n time, in consequence of his acting as chief naturalist of
the steamer Albatross during the cruise from Norfolk to San Francisco.
Mr. J. Walter Fewkes, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, has continued to report upon the free Medusre collected by the
Albatross.
As it has been the custom hitherto to transfer most of the natural history collections made by the vessels and field parties of the Fish Commission directly to the custody of the National Museum, where they
could !Je safely cared for without additional expense to the Commission,
it has been deemed approP.riate to give in each of tuese annual reports
a brief account of the explorations in the course of which the materials
were obtained. As recording the origin and general character of the
specimens made available for scientific study by the investigations of
the Commission, these accounts, it was supposed, could not fail to be of
interest and value to those who desired to consult the collections.
During the past fiscal year, with the death of Professor Baird and the
placing of the National Museum and the Fish Commission under separate
management, the policy of the Commission with respect to its collections
of marine animals has been mo<lified, and they will be retained in its
possession until finally worke{l up and described. The first or principal
series of specimens will then, however, brcome the property of the
Museum, and the expediency of reporting upon the explorations in this.
counection Reems therefore as urgent as before.
The steamer Albatross was prevented, in consequence of the extensive preparations necessary for her cruise to the Pacific Ocean, from engaging in any investigations before the middle of September, and at
that time only a single trip was attempted between Chesapeake Bay
and Wood's BoJl. This trip was also planned practically for the purfl()se
of testing her new boilers, but during the voyage a line of twelve dredgings with the beam trawl was successful1y made in depths of 102 to 1,276
fathom , along the outer edge of the submerged continental plateau ·and
the inner part of the Gulf Stream. The collections obtained were landed
a,1).q examined at Wood's Holl, and in the fa,11 were sent in part to the
B. Mis. 142, pt. 2-12
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National Museum, and in part to Professors Verrill and Smith, at Yale
College, for further study. After remaiuing about a month at Wood's
Holl to complete repairs, the Albatross returned to Washington, and on
November 21 left Norfolk on the long contemplated trip to the North
Pacific Ocean. The steamer was in command of Lieut. Commander·
Z. L. Tanner, U.S. Navy, as heretofore, with Prof. Leslie A. Lee in
charge of the civilian scientific staff, assisted by Mr. Thomas Lee and
Mr. Charles H. Townsend, as naturalists, and Mr. Dennis Cole, as prepara.tor. In Yiew of the interesting character of the region through
which the steamer would pass on the voyage of several months, it was
planned to have her undertake as much scientific work on the way as
could be accomplished without unduly prolonging the cruise or preventing the steamer arriving at San. Francisco in time for the summer explorations on the northern coasts. Dredgings were to be made occasionally, and the naturalists were to be allowed to make collections at
each of the coaling ports, as well as at a few other localities, paying
special attention, however, to the economic fishes and fishery methods,
wherever they stopped. 'fhe. following p_laces were visited, and at
nearly all of them large quantities of valuable material bearing upon
the natural history of the region were obtained: The island of Santa
Lucia, in the West Indies; Bahia, the Abrolhos Islands, Montevideo;
Sandy Point, and other localities in the Straits of Magellan; Lota,
Panama, the Galapagos Islands, Acapulco, and La Paz. A series_ of
dreugings was carried through the Straits of Magellan, the inland
passage being made from the eastern entrance to Port Otway, Chili.
The trip to the Galapagos Islands was attended with very successful
results, and in addition to a large miscellaneous collection of marine and
land animals and plants made · ther_e, the naturalists secured fourteen
living specimens of the interesting iand tortoises which are peculiar to
those islands, where they are now becoming exceedingly rare. They
were transported safely to San Francisco and are now in tl.ie zoological
garden of the National Museum at Washington. Collections of the
hore fishes of the outer coast of Lower California were also obtained
by eining at everal places.
The total number of dredging stations made during the voyage was
ninety-one, the depths of water ranging from 5½ to 1,379 fathoms.
Twenty-four tation , with depth of 10 to 1,019 fathoms, were in the
Atlantic Ocean betw en the We t Indie and the eastern entrance to the
trait of Magell n ; fifteen, with depth of 17 to 449 fathoms, were in
th S r, it fl\fag llan; and fifty -two, witll depth of5½ to 1,379 fathoms,
twee11
r tway an<l an Franci co.
r in the a ific
'£h
lbatro · a, ri\· cl,
an Franci ,~ May 14, and at once l> gan
la kan crui , n whi h h ailed July 4. The
d uri g the v yage from
rfolk to an Franci ·co were
ver one hundr d large
hingt n. They fill
11' Y r_y
-t coutliti 11. The .fi ·hes, marine
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invertebrates and algre, will be assigned by the Fish ·Commissioner to
several experts for examination and report. The miscellaneous collections, obtained incidentally during the cruise, ::tnd containing many
specimens of birds, reptiles, insects, plants, ethnology, etc., have been
transferred directly to the National Museum.
The Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk was at Wood's Holl during
a part of the summer, assisti11g in the scientific investigations beingcarried on at that place, but lier collections contained comparati.vely few
specimens which it was thought advisable to preserve for perili"ari~6t
keeping in the National Museum. During the same season, the schooMr
Grampus proceeded along the coast of the British Provinces as far as
Labrador, visiting both the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the outer coast of
Newfoundland, iu quest of information respecting the movements and
abundance of the mackerel which were said to have reappeared on th.e
uorthe~stern coast of the latter island. Mr. F . .A.• Lucas and Mr.
William Palmer, of the National Museum, accompanied the Grampus as
naturalists, making collections of marine and land animals whenever the
opportunity occurreu. In the spring of 1888 the Grampus repeated its
cruise of the previous year on the early mackerel grounds, between Cape
Hatteras and Cape Uod, Dr. T. H. Beau acting as naturalist. The work
continue<l from about April 1 to near the end of the year, The most
important zoological results were obtained by means of towing nets
which were kept constantly in use, skimming the surfoce of the ocean, and
securing large quantities of young fishes, fish eggs, and invertebrates,
the latter forming the principal food of the mackerel. This collection
has not yet been reported upon, and it is,. therefore, impossible at prese11t
to describe its contents or value. The floating fish eggs, which were
taken in immense numbers, were placed in the hatching appar~tus on
board the schooner and some of the spawn was subsequently transferred
to the Wood's Holl .l aboratory. Many embryos were reared to different
ages, and preserved for future examination and indentification.
The Woou's Holl Station was occupied as usual during the summer
months, or from the 1st of July, until October, for the purposes of scientific investigation. The composition of the party was nearly the same
as in 1886.. Professor Baird was there in the beginning, but too ill to
give more than the most general directions. While he lived, Maj. T. B. •
Ferguson, the Assistant Commissioner, assumed charge of operations,
an<l after his death, in August, the work was <lirected from Washington
by Professor G. Brown Goode.
Prof. A. E. Verrill was in charge of the laboratory, assisted by Mr.
Richard Rathbun, who attended to the routine duties in connection
with the administration of the work. The scientific staff in the service
of the Commission consisted of Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale Oollege;
Dr. J. H. Kidder, of Washington; Prof. Leslie A. Lee, of Bowdoin
Oollege; Prof. Edwin Linton,of Washington anu Jefferson College;
Mr. Sanderson Smith, of New York; Mr. Thomas Lee, of the steamer
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Albatross; Mr. B. F. Koons, of the Storrs Agricultural School; Mr. J.
H. Blake, of Cambridge, as artist; Mr Peter Parker, Mr. A.H. Baldwin,
and Miss M. J. Rathbun, of Washington; and lVfa;s K. J. Bush and
Miss C. E. Bush, assistants of Professor Verrill. The aquaria which
'Yere made an important an<l valuable feature of the laboratory, were
nuder the management of Mr. William P. Seal. Tables in the laboratory were also occupied by Dr. Osler, of Philadelphia, Mr. Sho Watase,
of Johns Hopkins University, and Mr. Miyabe, of Harvard University .
.Mr. Vinal N. Edwards assisted in procuring specimens for the use of
the scientific party during the summer, and continued his collecting
through the remainder of the year, securing valuable materials in t hmie
seasons when th~ station is seldom visited by the professional naturalist.
In addition to the explorations made by the steamers a great deal of
seining for shore fishes was done in the vicinity of the station under
the direction of Mr. Thomas Lee.
DISTRIBUTION OF DUPLICATES.

The following institutions have been supplied with sets of marine invertebrates, belonging to duplicate series No. IV, the character and
preparation of which have been described in former report~:
Greenup Chapter of tbe Agassiz Association, Greenup, Kentucky.
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, Dakota.
State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Auburn, Alabama.
Hamiine University, Harnline, Minnesota.
Randolph Macon College, Ashland, Virginia.
Alma College, Alma, Michigan.
Wallis School, Peabody, Massachusetts.
Lake Forest University, Lake Forest, Illinois.
West Des Moines High School, Des Moines, Iowa.
Stat,e Normal School of Nebraska, Peru, Ne,maha County, Nebraska.
University of Alabama, Tnscaloosa, Alabama.
Lake High School, Lake, Cooke County, Illinois.
Baker University, Baldwin, Kansas.
High School, Emporia, Kansas.
Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa.
Cushing Academy, Ashburnham, Massachusetts.
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Oswego College, Oswego, Kansas.
Packe1· Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, New York.
McPher on Coll ge, McPherson, Kansa .
Wilson FP-male College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Howard niver ity, Wa hington, District of olnmbia.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY IN THE
U, S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By

FREDERICK

w.

TRUE,

.Acting Curator.

The care of the large amount of osteological material on hand and
constantly being received, and the work of rendering it available for
study, are together sufficient to fully occupy the time of the preparator,
and it has consequently been impossible to prepare for study or for exhibition purposes any other class of material.
It is intended, however, that the department shall eventually be in
every sense a department of comparative anatomy, and as fast as practicable steps will be taken towards that end.
The accessions during the year, indicated by the numbers in the
osteological catalogue, were: Mammals, 305; birds, 227; reptiles, 3;
fishes, 1; a total of 536. A large number of these were of common but
desirable species, needed for the study series.
A fine collection of skulls of small mammals was received from Dr.
J. C. Merrill, U. S. Army, skeletons of male and female orangs were
obtained by exchange, and a skeleton of the pygmy sperm whale was
presented by the U.S. Life-Saving Service.
,.
Some bones of the extinct Dodo (Didus ineptus), and Solitaire (Pezophaps solitarius), were received from the Cambridge University Museum, England, and a large collection of bones of the extinct Great Auk
were secured by Mr. Lucas, who was detailed to accompany the U. S.
Fish Commission schooner Grampus on a voyage to the northeast coast
of Newfoundland. Many skeletons of sea-birds were obtained during
t.he same voyage. The collection of bones of the Great Auk contains
the remains of several hundred individuals, and although from the
length of time that has elapsed since the extermination of the Auk the
majority are in a poor state of preservation, it is believed that the collection outranks all other collections of the ,kind.
From this material skeletons ha~e been sent to the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, Mass., and the American Museum of
Natural History, New York.
_
The curator desires to acknowledge the continued courtesie~ of Mr.
A. E. Brown, superintendent of the Philadelphia Zoological Society,
Mr. W. A. Conklin, director of the Central Park Menagerie, a11d Dr.
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C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Bureau of Economic Ornithology in the
Department of Agriculture.
For reasons given in the report of the osteological preparator, only
twenty~five specimens have been added during the _year to those previously on exhibition, but each one of these has filled some gap in the
exhibition series.
Over one hundred and fifty specimens have been added to the study
· series, and the work of labeling and properly arranging the entire study
series has progressed as stgadily as possible with the force available.
During the year a large and valuable collectiot;t of birds and embryos
of birds preserved in alcohol was transferred from the departmeut of
birds. -.It contains much interesting material, and a card catalogue of
it, which is very much needed, will be undertaken at the earliest op·
portunity.
Printed labels for the specimens on exhibition have been supplied as
fast,as possible.

,

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (PALEO·
ZOIC) IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888.
By C. D.

WALCOTT,

Hon01·ary Ourato1'.

The main object of the year's work has been to prepare and place on
exhibition a representative series of fossils from each of the larger divisions of the Paleozoic group of strata. This was accomplished in
the preliminary arrangement of material in fifteen exhibition cases. .
The labeling of the species is tentative, as the material has not been
critically reviewed owing to the desire to first have it all recorded an_d
labeled as originally indentified by the various parties who have had
it in charge, either in private collections or in the collections of the Geological Surveys and those of the Smithsonian Institution. With few
exceptions all of the old collections have been thus labeled.
There. are now 10,955 specimens on exhibition, some of wgich will be
replaced by better specimens; and new material will also be added from
time to time.
The addition to the collections, as given in the list of accessions,
Section v ot the Report, shows a good growth, but not in proportion to
the increase which will be secured from the Geological Survey the present year. There are now over ten thom;and specimens to be studied
and transferred. Over five thousand specimens were collected from
typical localities of the Lower Silurian System, in New York and Vermont. As the Museum c01lections are very deficient in the fauna
from this system of rocks, the addition will be of great value. A series
of the specimens have, however, been placed in the exhibition cases,
although not yet transferred from the Geological Survey to the Museum.
Dr. R. R. Gurley was absent in the field during the early part of the
year collecting fossils in Tennessee. After his return and recovery
from illness he worked on the collections until the close of the year.
In connection with the work of the Geological Survey I was absent
from the city seven months of the year. When in the city my time
183
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was given to looking after laboratory work and in the preparation of a
paper on '' The Taconic System of Emmons, and the use of the name
Taconic in Geologic nomenclature." This study prevented the continuance of that of the Upper Cambrian Terrane. This latter will be resumed during the ensuing year.
I respectfully repeat the recommendation made in my report for the
last fiscal year, "that a sum be set aside each year for the increase of
the collection by purchase and by sending out collectors."
In the report for 1885-'86 a summary was given of the material in the
collections, and in the report for the last fiscal year (1886-'87) the accessions were gi Yen. To that there are now to be added the accessions of
the year just ended, which represent 158 specimens. The catalogue
numbers taken up during the year are from 17,497 to 17,896, both inclusive.
The material selected for the exhibition series includes 10,955 specimens, as follows :
Specimens.

Cambrian ..•. _.·----------· ................ ···--· ...... 1,331
Lower Silurian ..••••..•...•..•••..•• ___ . • . . . . •• . . . . . . • . 2, 736
Upper Silurian .••...........•.••....... ··-···.......... 1,711
Devonian ..••........ ···-·· ____ ...•...•.•......••..•..• 2,076
Carboniferous ••••.••••. ·-···· .••••. ····-·.............. 3,101
10,955

The exhibition cases, thus far as:signed to my department, do not
furnish sufficient space for making a representative display of all the
species; hence it has been planned to have a study and reference collection arranged jn the drawers, beneath the cases. The duplicate
specimens will be packed until storage cases can be secured for them.
The plan of arrangement of the exhibition series is zoologic, within
certain geologic series of rocks; the first object being to show the
stratigraphic succession of the faunas. Later on, when the colJections
are larger and more thoroughly worked up, a typical zoologic series
should be arranged in connection with material from the Mesozoic and
Cenozoic group and recent invertebrates.
A list of the publications which appeared during the year and which
were ba ed on studies of the material contained in the collections or
from fi ld work done by my elf, is given in the Bibliography, section
IV of the Report.
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The following table shows the number of accessions received during
the year, and their extent:
•
No.of
Genera.

Ace.No.

No.of
No.of
species. specimens.

Ace.No.

No. of
genera.

No of
species.

No. of
specimens.

19, 395* ..••••.•••..•••••.••......•••••.•..•. ·•••·• 19, 967 ..... •••··•
1
2
19,983. ... . ...•..
1
1
2
3
3
8
19,588 ..•••• ·•••··
19,627 .••••.•.•...
2
2
2
19, 99011---- ................••••••.... ···••· .....•
19,710 .••••••..••.
20,352. .. . . .. . ...
2
2
2
1
19, 714 ••••••.•••••
5
5
11
20, 392fl ......•..... - . - . . . . . ..••.. - - · -• • - · · · · · · · ·
19, 823 .•••••.••••.
1 I 20, 409 ......... , .
7
' 7
52
1
1
19, 845t .••.•.••••.••••••..•.
. .............
20,629* .....•••••....... .
19,858............
2
2
10
14
20,653 ...... .. ...
7
19, 859 .•••••.••••.
20,692 .......... .
5
22
5
4
2
1
19, 889+-····· ...•..•••••..•....•.•.•••.•••••...•.. 20, 746 ......... -1
1
1
4
19, 896 .••.. •••·••·
Total ...•••
49
158
45
19, 949.... .• . •• . ..
5
5
29
19, 951§ .••••••.• ~ ..••..•••.•...•••.•...••......•.. I
* Of no paleontological value.

i To be transferred to Department of Lithology.

t Not examined.
§ BoITow·ed for comparison, and returned.
II Transferred to Department of Mesozoic Invertebrate Fossils.
,r Reports made and specimen returned.

I
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS{MESOZOIC)
IN THE U, S, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By Dr. C. A.

WHITE,

Honorary Curator.

The accessions to the collections, other than the material transferred
from the U.S. Geological Survey to the Museum, have been comparatively few, the most important being accession 20525, part of the
valuable collection of the late Dr. Isaac Lea. This accession has not
yet been arranged or entered on the catalogue. It contains several
hundred excellent specimens representing, perhaps, three hundred
species. The fossils are mostly European, arnl many genera and
species characteristic of the European Mesozoic are embraced in this
collection.
Most of the time of the honorary curator and his assistant, Mr. C.
B. Boyle, has been devoted to the work of the U.S. Geological Survey,
both being connected with that bureau. Much work has been done,
however, in the way of identific!l,tion of material sent in by different
persons interested in paleontology, and many letters have been written
in answer to inquiries addressed directly to the Honorary Curator.
A card catalogue of the collections has been made, giving the name,
number, and location in the collections of all the identified specimens.
The usefulness of this catalogue will depend largely upon a permanent
arrangement of the collections.
No material has yet been_ put on exhibition, but a good representation of the Mesozoic formations of North America can be put out as
·soon as exhibition cases are provided.
The published works of the honorary curator have been based
mostly on material collected by himself and assistants, but _the collections of the Museum have been frequently and advantageously consulted. In the Bibliography (section IV) will be found a list of papers
by the curator which have been published dttring the year. The following papers were also written, but have not yet been published:
Bulletin fl, U. S. Geological Survey, embracing five articles:
(1) New Fossil Mollusca from the Chico-Tejon series of California.
(2) On the occ11rrence of equivalents of the Chico-Tejon series in Oregon and Washiugton Territory.
(3) Cretaceous Fossils from the Vancouver Island region.
( 4) The Molluscan Fauna of the Puget Group.
(5) Mesozoic Mollusca from the southern coast of the Alaskan Peninsula.
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Remarks on the Genus Aucella, with especial reference to its occurrence in California. (Monograph XIII, U.S. Geological Survey, pp. 226-232, pls. III an.i IV, by Dr. G.
F.Becker.)
On the Geology and Physiography of a portion of northwestern Colorado and adjacent parts of Utah and Wyoming. (Ninth Annual Report U.S. Geological Survey.)

No att~mpt has been made to separate the collections into a reserve
and exhibition series. The type specimens are kept apart tr.om the
other material and will form the larger part of the exhibition series.
Quite a number of duplicates can be selected from the collections for
exchange, but no exchanges of any consequence have yet been made.
The collection as a whole is in a very good condition. · Most all the
material belonging to the Museum has been identified, labeled, and
properly entered on the catalogue. The space on the northeast balcony
of the Smithsonian building, formerly used for storage, has been given
up, and the material in the study series has been moved into the southeast court of the Museum.
Owing to the limited space in the southeast court a large part of the
material bas been stored in the old Armory building.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FOSSIL PLANTS IN TIJE U, S,
NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
I

By

LESTER

F.

WARD,

Honorary Curator.

My own time has been almost exclusively given to my official duties
tmder the Geological Survey, principally in preparing the final monograph of the Flora of the Laramie Group, upon which I have been for
some time engaged. Under my direction Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, has made considerable progress in the work of identifying
the material collected by Capt. Charles E. Bendire in Oregon, which, as
mentioned in my last report, was sent him for study. The material
from the John Day River region has all been identified and returned to
the Museum, and Professor Lesquereux'sreport has been edited by Prof.
F. H. Knowlton and prepared for publication in the "Proceediugs of
the U.S. National Museum."* Several new species were detected among
them.
Professor Knowlton has given some time to the continuation of his
studies on the internal structure of fossil plants and has reached some
interesting results. He has examined the large fossil trunks at the
main entrance of the Museum building, and determined them to belong
to the genus Araucarioxylon. The species was thought to be new to
science and has been so described. The examination of the fossil wood
collected in the Yellowstone National Park was first begun near the
close of the year. This examination was hastily made, yet progressed
far enough to enable him to say that the collection contains species belonging to the genera Onpressinoxylon, Pityoxylon, Betulinium, etc.
The papers which have been published during the year in reference
to the work and material of this department are noticed in the Bibliography, section IV of thf' Report.
No very important accessions have been received during the year.
The routine work has largely consisted in caring for such miscellaneous material as came in and in labeling and arranging the specimens
returned by Professor Lesquereux.
The exhibition series had also been begun early in Feb;uary, 1888.
Five cases similar to those used in the department of minerals were
., . Professor Lesquereux's report on this mattlrial (acceesion 10769) will appear in
volume XI,
·
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placed at the disposal of the department, and the work of selecting and
placing the material on exhibition was immediately commenced. The
plan of the exhibition is to illustrate, as fully as the specimens at our
disposal will allow, the evolution of the vegetable kingdom. It begins
with the lowest forms, which are.regarded as Algre, such as Arthrophycus, Bythrotrepis, Cl10ndrites, etc. The next class in the systematic
scale is the Fungi, which are very rare in a fossil state, although a few
species are known. The Mosses and Hepatic,e, which come next, are
also very uncommon in a fossil state. Of the ferns hundreds of species
are known and a very instructive series has been arranged, principally
from the American Coal Measures. From the ferns the series passes
thr~mgh Oalama~iere, which includes Equisetum, Calamite.s, and Annularia; the Lycopodiacere, inclu<ling Lycopodium, Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, and Stigmaria to the Gymnosperms.
The Gymnosperms, beginning with the Cycads, pass through the Oalamodendrern, C~rdaitern, and Dolerophyllern to tlle true Conifers, of
which the_re are more than fifty fossil genera known. An ever increas·
ing diversity of vegetable forms brings us to the Monocot.lJledons aud
eventually to the Dicotyledons, of which division thousands of species
are known to science.
1n connection with the actual specimens it is propose~ to exhibit restorations selected from well·known authorities, snch as Uor<la.ites, by
Grand'Eury; Lepidodendron, by Dawson, Lesquereux, and others.
In another series it is proposed· to show the characteristic vegetation
of each geological period, beginning with the lowest, and in immediate
connection with these will be shown photographs from Unger, Heer,
and others, showing at a glance the characteristic vegetation of «:,ach
period.
PRESENT STATE OF THE COLLECTION.

Total number of specimens of catalogued material. .•.............•••••...••.
Number of specimens not specifically identified (mostly wood) ...••..........
Determined matnial. .......•.. _.................. _...... _.. _.......... __ ..
Duplicates stored in armory ............ ................. _........•. _........
Number of distinct species identified, catalogued, and iustalled .....•••......
Of which there arePaleozoic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Me ozoic ...........................•......... _..... _....• _.. . . . • . . .
Cenozoic ...............•........................ ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
'rhe1a tcataloguenumber, June 30,187, was...............................
The la t catalogue number, June 30, 1 , was...............................

8,243
1,757
6,486
1, 091
1,317
420
211
0 6
249
268

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF RECENT PLANTS IN THE U. S
NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By LESTER F. WARD, Honora1·y Curator.

In the latter part of July I left Washington, accompanied by Professor
Knowlton, for a two months; expedition to the Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming. The primary object of the expedition was to make a '
collection of fossil plants fr9rn tLis locality, but as opportunity offered.
collections of living plants were also made. The collection includes
about three hundred species of flowering plants and about twentyfive species of mosses. A few were obtained in the vicinity of Bozeman,
~ontana, and on the road to the Park. The collections in the Park are
mostly from the northeastern portion aml a bout the principal geyser
areas, and include several species new to the flora of the region. ·we
returned to Washington about, October 1.
Considerable time has been spent during the year in the determination of the specimens collected in the National Park, aud also in selecting and verifying the identification of sQme of the material collected
during the past two years in the District of Columbia. About one
thousand species of these cultivated plants have been mounted and
placed in the herbarium.
·
Amoug the many valuable accessions received during the year may
be mentioned the following: Collection of seven hundred and sixtyeight species made in Mexico by Dr. Ed ward Palmer. This material
is from a locality rarely visited by botanists, and contained many species that have been determined by Watson, Gray, Vasey, and others
to be new to science. Equally valuable, although not as large, is the
collection made by Mr. C. G. Pringle in another part of Mexico. It
embraces two hundred and sixty-three species, a number of which are
new.
Baron Ferd. v. Miiller, of Melbourne, Australia, donated an interesting collection of nearly five hundred species of Australian plants.
These were especially desirable, as there were before almost no specimens from Australia in the herbarium.
From the late Dr. Emil Bessels came a small but valuable collection
of Arctic plants, obtained by him m~stly from the islantl of Spitz.
bergen.
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Mr. H. W. Henshaw donated a valuable set of the ferns, asters, and
golden-rods of the District of Columbia.
Mr. Gerald McCarthy presented a series of between three and four
thousand specimens of duplicate North Carolina plants.
A very valuable collection of the woods of North America for microscopical study was presented by Prof. S. P. Sharples~, of Boston, Massachnsetts. There are about twelve hundred specimens reprnsenting
over four hundred species, collected by special agents for the Tenth
Oensus of the United States. The specimens presented were small
pieces cut from the specimens used by Prof. C. S. Sargent in the preparation of his elaborate report on the Forests of North America for the
Census Board.
Other donations of greater or less magnitude have been received
from Messrs. Sturtevant, Ecbfeldt, Wood, Duges, Bunter, Schuette,
Reardon, Toner, etc.
A large part of the routine work has been devoted to caring for the
~ollections. Mr. McCarthy has thoroughly poisoned all the material
now on hand, including the duplicates and the specimens collected
about the District. The six thousand S\)ecimens of duplicates that
have accumulated during the past year have been incorporated with
the main series of duplicates and the whole rearranged. The genera,
or where large the species also, have been placed in covers and the
whole labeled with strips of paper which project beyond the packages
as they are placed in the cases. The whole duplicate series is arranged
alphabetically for convenience of exchanging.
The leaf collection, which was commenced as rarly as 1888 for purposes of comparison with fossil plants, has been thoroughly rearranged
and mounted on ordinary herbarium paper. They have also been arranged alphabetically. There are so,rnewhat over one thousand species
in this series.
During the month of February the long-contemplated exhibition
series was begun. Five wall-cases were placed at the disposal of the
Department, and two of them were immediately filled with miscellaneous botanical objects, such as fruits, seeds, plant products, etc.
Most of the material at first placed on exhibition was selected from a
lot sent to the National Museum from Kew some years ago. Subsequently con iderable other material, such as species of Polyporus,
w od of Canada, eeds and fruit of Australia, etc., was placed on
exhi ition.
Th flowering plant coUected in the Yellow tone National Park were
work 1 up by ro£ or Knowlton, as wa al o the collection made by
an
alm r on the Labrador coa t.
11 t d in the Y llow tone ational Park were identified
rn , f the niv-er i y of Wi con in. Professor
11 cte by Ln a aud al mer. There
be m ·
n of which a
ryum, w~ new to cience.
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Dr. John W. Echfeldt, of Philadelphia, has identified several small
lots of Lichens from various localities . .
Dr. T. F . .Allen, of New York City, has identified specimens of the
Oharacem on several occasions.
Dr. George Vas~y, botanist of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
has identified several small sets of grasses from various places.
Prof. L. H. Bailey, jr., now of Cornell University and the well-known
authority on the genus Oarex, kindly looked over the extensive monnted
material in the herbarium, and corrected several errors of determination
or synonomy, and Mr. Th. Holm, soon after his arrivalin April, did the
same for the duplicate Oarices.
The papers published during the year by the curator and assistant
curator are noted in the Bibliography, Section rv.
PRESENT STATE OF THE COLLECTION.

Number of species in herbarium, June 30, 1887 .......•........... ______ ...... 17, 247
Number of species added during the year ...... ____ .. ____ ........ _... __ . ... __ . 1,161
Number of species in herbarium, June 30, 1888 ...••..•••.... ____ . _....... _.. *18, 408
Number of duplicate species, June 30, 1888, estimated ....... _ . . . . ___ .... _... 4,500
Number of duplicate specimens, June ·30, 1888, estimated._ .....•.•.. __ ....... 10, 000
Last catalogue entry in June, 1887 ..•. __________ ............ ____ ...•.. ...• •••.
93
Last catalogue entryin June, 1888 ...... ____________ ··---- ______ ........ ______ 138
*The total number of specimens in this Department is estimated at 38,000.

H. Mis.142, pt. 2-13

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS IN THE U.S. NATIONAL
MUSEUM, 1888.
By :F'. W.

CLARKE,

Honorary Curator.

During the year the routine work of the Department has been mainly
carried on by Mr. W. S. Yeates, under my direction, and the collection
of minerals has grown quite rapidly. The following important accessions are noteworthy :
The collection of meteorites has been considerably enlarged by gift
and by exchange. Twenty-three falls were added to the list, and four
casts of well-known and characteristic meteors. On the first of July
our meteorite collection numbered one hundred and twenty-four distinct
falls; and the Shepard collection, which itself has been notably increased,
will bring the total number represented in the Museum up to fully two
hundred and fifty. Exchanges were made with the British Museum,
the Educational Museum of Tokio, the National Museum of Brazil,
Amherst College, Mr. J. R. Gregory of London, his excellency J. de
Siemachko of St. Petersburg, Ward & Howell of Rochester, and Mr.
G. F. Kunz of New York. The Government of the Netherlands East
Indies, presented a fine piece of the Djati Pengilon, Java, meteorite; Mr.
Richard Pearce gave a specimen of the Albuquerque iron; fragments of
the Fayette County, Texas, and Rockwood, Tennessee, falls were given
by Ward & Howell, and Mr. Kunz contributed examples of the Taney
County, Missouri, stone, and the iron from Chattooga County, Georgia.
The gem collection has grown but little since the last annual report.
· At the Cincinnati Exposition a smaU selection from it is now exhibited,
and some valuable additions have been made to the collection for that
display, mostly by purchase. They include a small series of polished
specimens of the Arizona agatized wood, a fine medallion carved in
labradoritA, a group of fruit carved in different precious stones from
Siberia, eig ateen beryls from North Carolina, thirteen opals from Mexico, fl ve moonstones from Virginia, an oval dish of crocidolite quartz. a
South African diamond in the gangue, a large blue-white topaz from
Japan, and perhaps twenty minor stones. Five cut beryls of different
colors, all from Litchfield County, Connecticut, were presented by the
New England Mining Company, through Mr. J. F. Barse. ·
The general collection of minerals has received some very important
additions. First in magnitude is the collection bequeathed to the Mu195
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seum by the late Isaac Lea. In this collection, which is not yet catalogued, is a unique series of micas, which, by the terms of the will,
must remain intact by themselves. Among the miscelJaueous minerals
are valuable suites of brucite, ripidolite, clinochlore, :fluorite, corundum,
calcite, witherite, bromlite, barytocalcite, the Pennsylvania feldspars,
and the Pbamixville lead ores.
Through the U.S. Geological Survey the Museum has received the
minerals collected at the Denver office of that organization. · They include the type specimens of Oross and Eakin's ptilolite, the types of
Cross and Hillebrand's researches upon the Table Mountain zeolites and
th e P ike's Peak fluorides, and the · rare copper arsenates from Utah
described by Hillebrand. The survey has also contributed some fine
minerals collected in St. Lawrence County, New York, by Prof. S. L.
Penfield, a series of wood opal collected in Montana by Dr. A. C. Peale,
a ud a number of miscellaneous specimens from various sources. Among
the latter may be named a suite of the nickel silicates from Douglas
County, Oregon, sent to the Survey by Mr. W. Q. Brown, and some vanadinites from Arizona, presented by Dr. 0. Lincoln.
During the summer and early autumn of 1887 two collecting trips were
made by Mr. Yeates. In his :first trip he visited the iron mines of Lake
Champlain, the localities of Orange County, New York, the serpentine
deposit at Montville, and the zinc mines of Franklin, Stirling, and
Ogdensburgh, New Jersey. E~cellent suites of minerals were obtained
at all of these points, partly by direct collection, partly by gift from local
mineralogists. The second trip was to North Carolina, and yielded a
good series of quartz and corundums from Iredell and Alexander Counties, some :fine garnets, beryls, and kyanites, and a large quantity of
bronzite, genthite, chromite, and samarskite.
By purchase and exchange t,h e additions to the collection have been
more in quality than in quantity. Some excellent English minerals were
purchased of Messrs. F. H. Butler and S. Henson, in London, ha'dng
be~u selected by myself during my visit to Great Britain. Satisfactory
exchanges were made with the California State Mining Bureau, and Mr.
C. W. Ke sler, of Statesville, North Carolina.
Gi~s have been received from many sources. Our especial acknowldgment are due to Messrs. R E. C. Stearns, W. J. Mullins, G. F.
unz. C. W. Cunningham, W. B. Smith, H. G. Hanks, J. D. English,
W. P. Rowe, T. K. Bruner, Grinnell Burt, Henry Mapes, Vl m. Cooper,
ol. P. J. Sinclair, Thoma Lewi , D. A. Bowman, C. E. Bedcher, E . M.
nold , . . ou g, . S. Bement, J. A. D. Stephenson, P. 0. Dwyer,
t F. Pfor te, and the Gre n River Zircon Mining Company.
r utin w rk of the department need no special notice here,
th line
tabli hed in previous years with no changes
ing £ Uo
fi
The uly r ' r h pr
uted upon Museum material
ibliogr phy • th w rk in each ca, e having been
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done upon specimens belonging to the Geological Survey previous to
its transfer to our collections.
·
On account of the large accessions received from the executors of Dr.
Isaac Lea and from the Denver office of the Geological Survey, the
number of specimens now in the collection can not be at present propn]y estimated. Of material actually catalogued the following figures
are precise :
Specimens entered ........................................ 3,295
Separate entries.......................................... 347
Assigned to reserve series ......... ..........• _.. . . . . . . . . . 5fi7
Assigned to duplicate series ..........•.................... 2,719
Rejected ....................................... ·........... 19

Of the 3,295 specimens entered, 3,253 represented new accessions, the
remaining 42 having been uncatalogued in the old collection.
One hundred and fifty-five specimens were distributed as gifts and
, 474 in exchange. Total disbursements, 629 specimens.
Last entry in catalogue, June, 1887 ..••••••••...•..•..••. 47,490
Last entry in catalogue, June, 1888 .•••••••..••......•• •. 47,837

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By

GEORGE

P.

MERRILL,

CU?·ator.

The work of the year, as heretofore, has been almost wholly in the
line of the preparation of the exhibition, study, and duplicate serfes.
During July and the early part of August my tiuie was occupied in
completing and putting into shape for the printer a hand-book of the
building-stone collection This work comprised not only a catalogue
of the collection giving the name, color, geological age, locality, size,
shape, and name of donor of each individual specimen, but also gave
as full an account as the size of the volume would permit of the leading quarries in the United States, the character and quality of their
output and their capabilities; it included also chapters on the structure
and composition of rocks, their weat,hering qualities, methods of quarrying and dressing, results of pressure tests, and on the selectLm of
stone for any form of building and ornamental work ; the idea being
to put in convenient form such facts relative to these stones as should
enable any one of ordinary intelligence and education to gain an idea
of the various kinds of rocks, their uses and adaptability for structural
purposes. The work was finally completed. and the manuscript sent the
Government Printer early in September. In the final preparation of
this work I was assisted by Mr. Hudson, draughtsman. From August 10
to September 1o, I was absent on my annual vacation. September 26
was begun the work of re-arranging the exhibition hall. This occupied
our entire attention until the latter part of November, and can not
even now be claimed to be completed. The arrangement decided upon
involved the moving of nearly every case in the hall as well as nearly
every specimen, regardless of size, weight, or shape.
Early in April the material in the temporary storage sheds was
thoroughly overhauled, all superfluous specimens rejected, and the remainder taken into the Museum or removed to another temporary storage shed at the Armory building. The location of this shed at such a
distance is a matter of great inconvenience. Indeed the prevailing
condition of affairs affords a very striking illustration of the ina<l.equacy of the present accommodations for a geological museum.
199
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Owing to the numerous calls from educational institutions for duplicate materials work was begun early iu the spring with a view to preparing fifty sets, of some fifty specimens each, showing the more common forms of rock types. These sets are as yet far from complete; in
every case some of the most important rock groups being wholly unrepresented. This is due to the fact that the materials necessary for
these are to bA found only in the West, whence the Museum has at
present no means of obtaining them. The curator has on sundry occasioMs endeavored to bring about some arrangement whereby field parties in the employ of the U. S. Geological Survey should procure for
us the desired materials. Up to date such attempts have been only
partially successful.
The more important accessions of the year are included in the following list:
(1) An interesting series of Devonian marbles and miscellaneous eruptive rocks,
receive<l in exchange for other material from Mr. R. N. ·worth, curator of petrology
in the Plymouth Institute, Plymouth, England.
(2) A fine block of contorted schist from Brandon, Vermont, c.o llected for this department by Mr. F. H. Knowlton, of the Department of Fossil Plants.
(3) A large series of eruptive rocks, minerals, vein and joint formations, etc., from
New Jersey, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Maine, collected by the curator during
bis summer vacation. Esp'e cially valuable in this series are the Metasomatic serpentines from Montville, New ,Jersey; the Kersantite from Franklin Furnace in the same
State; the contorted gneiss and vein formations from Maine. I call particular attention to this collection, since a large proportion of it is of such a nature as to be
unobtainable but by sending a collector into the field for the express purpose.
Later this material was supplemented by a small collection of serpentine, miscellaneous eruptive rocks and fragments of a new meteorite obtained by the curator while
in Sau Francisco in March. A portion of the material mentioned above furnished
data for special papers.*
( 4) An interesting series of Pyrite concretions from New Foundland, and some
twenty specimens phonolit;e from the Black Hills, Dakota, received in exchange from
Prof. W. 0. Crosby.
(5) Two slabs of polished Algerian and English marbles. Gift of E. Fritsch 515
antl 517 west Twentieth street, New York.
(6) Some 500 pounds Glaucophane rock from near mouth of .Sulphur Creek,
Sonoma County, California, collected for the Museum by W. L. Jones.
(7) A selected series of geological material comprising metamorphosed chalk, cone
in cone, contorted gneiss and contorted fossil, volcanic bomb from the Auvergne, and
three specimen bowing vein structures received from A. A. Duly in exchange for
other material.
( ) ome 300 pounds "Peridotite from near Webster, North Carolina, collected for
tbe foseum by Mr. W. H. H. chreiber.
(9)
veral fragment of Fulgurite tubes from Cedarville, New Nork; gift of H. S.
Garri on (through R. Burn , of the U. . Geological Snrvey).
(10) ome 00 pounds volcanic rocks from the vicinity of Bozeman, Montana;
coll ted fi r th Io um by Jame Forri tell.
(11) Ar li f m~p of aha, receiv d from Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of Hanover, New
H mp~hirc3 in xchaog .
0
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(12) Two fine samples of Fulgurite on eruptive rock; gift of Mr. J. S. Diller, U.
S. Geological Survey.
.
(13) A large collection of eruptives, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks from
Colorado; received from S. F. Emmons, U.S. Geological Survey. This includes a
type collection of the rocks and ores of Leadville, as described by Messrs. Emmons
and Cross in Monograph xn, U.S. Geological Survey. This is by far the most valu.
able accession of its kind of the year.
(14) A fine series of fossil coral for cutting and polishing; received by way of
exchange from C. C. Nutting, Iowa College, Iowa.
(15) A series comprising ·one hundred photographs. Scenery of United States,
New Zealand, and Australia. This is old material received from the Centennial Ex
position in lti76, but not before assorted and catalogued.
(16) A fine large block (22 by 21 by 15 inches) of Ophite marble from Thurman,
Warren county, New York. Gift of R. L. Baxter. This specimen is of interest not
merely on account of its unique appearance, but also on account of the light which
it throws on the origin of this class of rocks.
(17) A complete series of specimens collected at intervals of every 50 feet from the
tunnel of the new aqueduct extension in this city. For this collection we are indebted to Mr. 'l'homas Robinson, formerly of Howard University. That the-collection was in process of preparation has been noted in my previous report.
ROUTINE WORK.

The general character of the routine work of the year may be best
inferred by a perusal of the following outline showing the scope of the
department. *
()onsidering geology not merely as a science treating of the composition and stmcture of tbe earth, but as one which comprises its origin
and history also, one whose aim it is to '' trace the progress of our
planet from the beginning of its separate existence through its various
stages of growth down to the present condition of things," we begin
with a consideration ofI. The earth, in its cosmical aspect.-In this first primary division the
earth is represented as a planet and compared with other members of
the solar system. This can of course be done only by means of models
au<l illustrations of various kinds.
II. The structure of the earth-Geology.-This second primary division
which comprises the science of geology as ordinarily understood, is
subdivided i-nto five sections, each of which is capable of further subdivision. Considered in the order adopted, these are:A. Geognosy; a consideration of the materials of the earth's substance.Under this section are to be shown (1) the sixteen more common elements which in their various combinations are estimated to form about
99 per cent. of the substance of the earth's crust; (2) the minerals
which, resulting from these combinations, go to make up rock masses;
and (3) the rocks themselves. All the substances required for these
exhibits are of such nature as to admit of their being readily utilized.
Not even the fact that an element is a gas both colorless and tasteless
* Extracts from a paper on Geological Museums read by the Curator before the
Philosophical Society of Washington.
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need be considered ,a n obstacle, since a glass jar of hydrogen, though
apparently empty, is, if properly labeled, as instructive as though the
substance itself were tangible. Samples of the various forms of labels
employed, in this as well as the otlrnr collections, will be given later.
In the collection of rock-forming minerals the specimens are selected
not for their beauty or fine crystallographic development, but ordinary
forms, both crystalline and massive, are shown in all their principal
varieties. The collection is divided into (1) primary minerals, or those
which formed at the time of the consolidation of the rock, and (2) secondary minerals, or those which have for:r:ned since its consolidation.
and are due mainly to decomposition, hydration, or solution and recrystallization. The individual labels further state whether the mineral is
an essential or accessory constituent and of what class of rocks it forms
a part. In the rock collection the samples are as a rule trimmed with
a hammer into sizes approximately 3½ by 4½ by 1 inch, this size having
been found most convenient when everything is taken into consideration. The rule is not, however, inviolable, and both size and shape are
allowed to vary when the character of the rock renders this advisable.
Care is taken in all cases to procure fresh and characteristic material
and that no specimen shall show abrasive marks from the hammer or
other agencies on its exposed surface. This collection it bas been found
advisable to precede by a struc~ural series, i.e., a small series showing
all the common forms of rock structure. It is the object of the collection to explain the meaning of sundry terms in common use among
geologists, but whose exact meaning is not always understood by the
public at large. Such a collection really forms an illustrated glossary,
since the meaning of each term, as porphyritic, cellular, etc., is shown
by means of a specimen in which this structure is the most pronounced
characteristic. This collection is supplemented by a series of twelve
enlarged photo-micrograpLs, showing the structure of rocks as revealed
by the microscope and seen in polarized light. The general rock collection I should ay is classified by kinds, regardless of locality or
economic value. The rocks of strictly economic value, exclusive of ores,
are now grouped by themselves in the extensive collections of (a) buildincr and ornamental stone and (b) stones used for abrading purposes.
The fir t-named of these, as I have stated in previous reports, it has
b en£ und advi able to have cut in the form of 4-inch cubes, polished
n tlJ front face wh n the nature of the tone permitted. The remain• ing face b ing fini hed a follows: Drafted and pointed on the left
i ; drafte rock face on the right ide, rock face behind, and smooth
n d r ·hi l d on th top and ottom. In special ca e , as with
ur l or r mark bly unique marbles, it ha been found advi vi t fr m thi rule and .fi.ni h the tone in the form of a thin
4
12 r ve 24 inche in gr atest dimen ion . Fini hed
f •t n
x pting o f, r
tll y demon trate th adaptability
·k
parti ·ul r purp . , ar a, a rul xclu<l d as l> Jong-
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ing more properly to the Department of Arts and Industries. The
stones used for abrading purposes, i.
hones, whetstones, grindstones, etc., are shown in the forms in which they are used in the various industries. The grindstones proving too bulky for our limited
space are proportionately reduced in size.
B. Dynamical and Physiographical Geology.-Under this section are
discussed the agencies and methods of geological change. It is of
course impossible to represent these agencies in actual operation, and
we must confine ourselves to a display of results which the labels must
expla1n. In this section are placed those objects illustrative ?f (I)
Plutonic or hypogene action, under which are included (a) heat as displayed in metamorphism, production of veins, volcanoes, volcanic action
and non-volcanic igneous ejections; (b) the movement of the earth's
crust as displayed by folds and faults; (c) cohesive attraction as displayed by crystallization, cleavage and concretionary structure, and
(d) the chemical processes of rock formation and metamorphism, this last
di vision com prising chemical Geology. We then pass to (2) Surface or
epigene action, where are displayed materials illustrative of the destructive, constructive and reproductive effects of the atmosphere, of surface
water, and of life in its various forms. The effects of atmosphere and
water are illustrated by specimens showing the destructive chemical
process of oxidation, deoxidation, hydration and solution, or the general
phenomena of rock weathering as displayed in the breaking down of
rocks and the form~tion of soils, and in the erosive power of water,
shown in part by modelR ; wbile the constructive and reproductive
effects are shown by t.he formation of sand dunes, deltas, stalagmitic
deposits and sinters. The effects of life in all its various forms is shown
by the wood and stone burrowiug of insects and animals, by the protective action of algre, moss, lichens, by deposits of diatomaceous earth,
the formation of coral islands.j(c and of coal, guano beds, etc.
0. Structural Geology: The architecture of the Earth's Orust.-Under
this third head are displayed (1) Stratified rocks showing stratification
and its accompaniments, as false or current bedding, ripple marks, mud
cracks and foot prints; (2) Igneous rocks, both contemporaneous and
intrusive; (3) Metamorphic rocks; (4) Mineral veins; (5) Surface deposits and (6) Joints, cleavage, curvature and dislocations, and other
modifications of the primary arrangement of the earth's crust. Many
objects are here displayed of precisely the same nature as under dynamical geology, in the one case illustrating the methods by which certain structures are brought about, and in the other the structures themselves.
D. Stratigraphical or Historical Geology.-Under this, the fourth
ubdivision, is considered the chronological succession of the geological formations, the rocks being arranged according to the order of their
deposition or ejection. From this series fossil forms are to a large extent

e.,

if

See also Bermuda Collection to be noted later.
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excluded, as belonging more properly to the department of palreontology.
As at present contemplated, the main idea in view is to show that the
same geological forces have been in operation, and that rocks of the same
general nat,ure have been in process of formation from the earliest
times down to the most recent. This collection, although now comprising some four hundred specimens, is far from complete, and can not be
satisfactorily arranged for lack of proper cases.
The following show the character of labels used in the various collections. All are exact copies of labels now in use.
[FORM OF LA.BEL USED IN COLLECTION _OF ROCK-FORMING MINE_RALS.]

ORTHOCLASE.

PoTASH

FELDSPAR.

Compos£tz"on: K2Al2Si60l6 == silica 64. 7 per cent.;
alumina 18.4 per cent.; potash 16.9 per cent.
Crystalline System: Monoclinic.

An essential constituent _of granite, gneis~,
syenite, and orthoclase-porphyry ; occasionally
found in more basic eruptive rocks, such as diabase. Under the name sanidin is included the
clear, glassy variety of orthoclase occurring in
Tertiary and modern lavas, as trachyte, phonolite,
and liparite. Orthoclase often occurs in large
deposits, and is quarried -and used 1n the manufacture of pottery.
[},orm of label used in structural series of rocks. J

Vitreous Rocks.
VESICULAR STRUCTURE.
Obsidian Pumice.
MONO LAKE,

California.

Collected by

G.

K.

GILBERT,

1883.

[Form of 1 Lel u ·<l iu g neral rock collection. J

AUGITE SYENITE.
T1

11

E ,

Jackson,
ift of

e, Hampshire.
r.

. \ . HA WES.
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[Form of label used in 1.rniJding-stone collection.]

SANDSTONE.-A coarse, dark -yellow, sub - Carbon-

iferous sandstone, from the quarries of Isaac Crickfield.
HOWARD STATION,

Knox County, Ohio.

25,416.

Collected by the TENTH CENsus, 1880.
[Form of picture, label.]

ROCKING BOWLDER.
36,772.
EAST LYME, NEW LONDON CO., CONNECTICUT.
Gift of Mr. JAMES SHEPARD, 1885.
The granite bowlder of which the above is a photograph is situated in the southwest part of East Lyme, New London Co., Connecticut.
It is said to weigh from 30 to 40 tons. Though resting upon a comparatively small face, the strength of an ordinary man is insufficient
to set it in motion.

On receipt of new material, then, the first matter to be decided upon is
to which one of the various collections it is best adapted, after which it .
is cut and trimmed to such size and shape as is best suited for convenience in handling, and best brings out the characteristics which it is
intended to illustrate. In all cases an entry is made in the Museum
catalogue giving all available details regarding the material, and the
corresponding number painted in oil colors upon the specimen itself.
Specimens designed for exhibition have temporary written labels prepared, duplicates of which are sent to the Government Printer when a
sufficient number have accumulated. The copy for some two hundred
and fifty labels has thus been sent during the past year.
Thirteen sets of duplicates, mostly in the way of exchange, have been
sent out during the period covered by this report. They are as follows:
July 14, 1887, to Mr. R. N. Worth, Plymouth, England, set twenty-eight specimens
miscellaneous American rocks.
·
August 9, 1887, to Dr. William Hallock, U. S. Geological Survey, for experimental
work, two samples of building stones.
September 17, 1887, t~ Mr. P. C. M_a nning, Portland, Maine, set of Bermuda rocks,
comprising nine specimens.
December 2, 1887, to Mr. R. N. Worth, Plymouth, England, set of miscellaneous
rocks and marbles, comprising fourteen specimens.
December 12, IS87, to Mr. T. F. Lamb, Portland, Maine, one polished slab pegmatite from Auburn, Maine.
January 12, 1888, to Dr. George H. Williams, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Maryland, set of miscellaneous American rocks, fourteen specimens.
January 13, 1888, to Prof. W. 0. Crosby, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, Massachusetts, set of miscellaneous American rocks, eleven specimens.
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March 5, 1888, to Prof. C.H. Hitchcock, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshii·e, set miscellaneous American rocks and geological specimens, seventy-four specimens.
March rn, 1888, to Oberlin University, Oberlin, Ohio, ~et of miscellaneous rocks,
minerals, and building stones, one hundred and twenty-five specimens.
April 18, 1888, to Mr. R. N. Worth, Plymouth, England, set of miscellaneous rocks,
twenty-four specimens.
April 26, 1888, to Mr. Whitman Cross, U. S. Geological Survey (loaned for study),
collection of rocks from the Elk Mountains and vicinity, Colorado.
June 8, 1888, to Mr ..T. S. Diller, U.S. Geological Survey (loaned to complete series
of American rocks designed for exhibition at Cincinnati), twelve specimens.
June 18, le88, to Mr. W. H. Hobbs, Worcester, Massachusetts, set of miscellaneous
American rocks, twenty-two specimens.

Special reports on material l'eceived for examination and report from
parties as a rule not in any way connected with the Museum have been
prepared, as follows:
(1) On accession 19:!26, received from Mr. R. W. Page, Salem, Roanoke County,

Virginia.
On accession 19387, received from Dr. C. F. Lick, Shady Grove, Tennessee.
On accession 19434, received from Dr. J. W. Folson, At·Jka, Indian Territory.
On accession 1D483, received from C. Werdermann, Calera, Alabama.
On accession 19500, received from F. M. Mercia, Garrett, Indiana.
On accession 19544, received from Mr. Harry L. DeZeug, Geneva, New York.
On accession 19564, received from Mr. I. S. Jeffers, Huffman, Indiana.
On accession 19603, received from Hon. C. N. Richards, U. S. Senate.
On accession 19705, a so-called "mad-stone," received from Mr. Donald McRae,
Wilmingtou, North Carolina. The stone was merely an indurated clay, and
owed its adhesive and consequent imaginary curative property to its power
of absorbing moisture with great rapidity.
(10) On accession 19760, received from W. F. Cooper, Bristol, Tennessee.
(11) On accession 19677, received from C. D. Hay, Hot Springs, Arkansas. Thia
was a ferruginous sandstone, the natural weathering of which bad given rise
to peculiar markings on its surface, and which were supposed to be of human
origin.
(12) On accession 19788, received from R. H. Howell, Nashville, Tennessee.
(13) On accession 19829, received from J. E. Baker, Stoutsville, Ohio.
(14) On accession 19975, received from E. H. Spooner, Virginia City, Nevada.
(15) On accession 19990, six samples of liuilding stone, received from G. H. Ragsdale, St. Jo, Montague County, Texas.
(16) n accession :l0024, a polishing powder, received from W. J. Barnes, Oshkosh,
Wiscon in.
(17) n accession 20124, received from J. H. Wilson, Gillen water, Tenne see.
(1) n amples of limestone rec ived from A.. H. tine, Leavenworth, Indiana
(19) n volcanic lapilli submitted by Mr. Thomas Wilson, of the National Museum.
(20) n ace ion 20023, fos il foot-print in Triassic sandstone, received from Mr.
A.. Wanner, York, P nn yl ania.
(21) On ac
ion 2034R, receiv d from C. B. Richard on, he ter, Virginia.
(2-2 )
ion 203 0, r iv d from A. J. Wilcox, city.
(23)
i ll 2 :3 2, uppo cl fo il, r ferr <l to pal ontologi i.
(· )
ion 2 :l91, r iv cl from W. H. J 11. k, atchitocbes Loni iana.
( - ) n ace i n 2()4 , r ivecl fr m F. G. King Clifton pring , ew York.
(' ) n a · . i n 2 4 , ; ilic ou ·on ·r tion, r c ived fron, Li ·ut nant Blo\ , Fort
J ndall, ak ta.
from J.P. n~·der, Murphy, alifornia.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
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On accession 20520, received from F. G. King, Clifton Springs, .New York.
On accession 20542, received from Mr. J osiah..Rinker, Gaines borough, Virginia.
On accession 20536, received from Mr. J. W. Worth, Stockton, Virginia.
On accession 20599, received from Mr. George W. Watkins, Moriah, New York.
On accession 20675, received from L. Corrine, New Hurley, Ulster County, New
York.

Particular attention has been paid during the year to the stratigraphic, structural, and dynamical geology exhibition series, and many
important additions have been made; among them I may mention the
proportional column of the stratified rock formations of New Hamp~hire; the fine examples of veins, contortions, crushing and faulting,
as well as the series showing contact metamorphism, and the very beautiful and instructive series of rocks from Montville, New Jersey, showing the derivation of serpentine from pyroxene by the process of metasomatosis. Those portions of the collection showing the constructive
and dest.ructive effects of plant and animal life have also made some
progress. The latter collection is supplemented by a collection illustrative of the formation of a coral island, Bermuda being taken as an
example. This begins with the more common tpye~ of corals and shells
from the neighboring waters, followed by the loose fragmental material
derived from them, and which, when mixed with more or less carbonaceous and ferruginous matter, forms the characteristic soil of the island.
These in turn are followed by the common limestone, made up from
these compacted fragments, and these again by the stalagmitic and
stalactitic coarsely crystalline secondary rocks formed by the solution
and recrystallization of the fragmental materials. The series closes
with a small collection of rocks foreign to the island, and which have
been drifted thence, presumably entangled in the roots of trees, and
cast upon the beaches. ·
In the prosecution of the work a~ above outlined I have received assistance as follows:
From July 1 to July 8, Mr. E. Kirby Smith; from July 15 to 18, Miss
CarrieRosenbusch; from July 13 to September 7, Mr. Hudson (draughtsman); from September 26 to January 15, 1888, Mr. F. L. Fuller; from
January 19 to February 8, Mr. L. H. Merrill; from March 12 to the
close of the fiscal year, Mr. William- B. Merriman. Mr. :Forney, stonecutter, has continued with the department for the greater part of the
year . . The short term of service of all but one of the above rendered
their assistance of much less value than it might otherwise have been.
Indeed, in the majority of cases, the proper order was reversed, and the
curator served as assistant while endeavoring to instruct the intended
assistant in the duties of his office. This condition of affairs, while undoubtedly,unavoidable for the present, must necessarily react more or
less disastrou:sly upon the department.
Aside from the study necessarily given to materials incident ·to their
proper identification and installation, special attention has been given
to the peridotite from Little Deer Isle on the coast of Maine ; a new ·
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, meteorite from San Emigdio County, California, and the Montville
serpentine above noted.- Papers on these have been prepared for the
Museum Proceedings, but at date . of writing have not been issued.
Preliminary notices of them have, however, appeared in other publications, as will be noticed by reference to ·the Bibliography-Section IV
of the Report.
The present condition of the collection is shown by the following table.
It must be understood, · however, that the figures given for the duplicate series are merely approximations, since the material is, as a rule,
brought in in bulk, and broken up into sizes to suit special conditions,
and as occasion demands.
Number of specimens in reserve ~eries ...• ...............•.................. 20,000
Number of specimens in duplicate series . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500
Total ...•.. __ ... _.••..•••.... _•... ____ .. _..•••• _••.....•••••... . , . • . . 22, 500
The reserve series is distributed as follows:
On exhibition ...••. ........... ....... ................•..................... 6,944
In drawers for study and comparison ...............•....................... 13,056
The exhibition series comprises:
General lithological series . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 2,383
Economic series:
Building and ornamental stones, and stones used for sharpening edged tools.. 2,946
General geology ........•• _. .. .. _.. , .. _......•... _.•...•. _.. . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • . 1,615
26,944

The entries upon the department catalogue during the year comprise the following numbers: 38954 to 39400 inclusive, and 68801 to
69556 inclusive.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGY AND ECONOMIC
GEOLOGY IN THE U, S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By F. P.

DEWEY,

Ottrator.

Early in the year it was decided to make some changes in the exhibition space of the department. Instead of dividing the exhibits between a range, a part of a hall, and a part of the southwest court, the
whole of the southwest court was assigned to the department.
The entire energy of the department for the whole year has been devoted to work incident to this change.
The opportunity was taken to completely reorganize the geographical series of ores, and to make some changes in the systematic collections in economic geology and metallurgy. The latter collections are
now in shape again for exhibition, and as soon as a portion of the
geographical series is arranged, about one-half of the exhibition space
can be thrown open to the public. It is hoped to do this by the first
of January, 1889.
Among the especia.lly noteworthy collections received during the
year should be mentioned:
A series of wood alcohol products, obtained in the manufacture of
charcoal on a large 8cale, as a blast-furnace fuel; from the Works of
the _Standard Charcoal Company, at Goodrich, Tennessee. Collected
by E. F. Coffin.
A very interesting series of aluminum bronzes and other rare alloys,
made by Biermann, of Hanover. Presented by the "Iron Age" of New
York City.
A large series of the nickel ores of Webster, North Carolina, together
with the chromium ore. Presented by W. A. H. Schriber, Webster,
North Carolina.
A small l>ut very instructive series illustrating the process of utilizing the low grade sulphide ores of Leadville, Colorado, as practised by
the concentrating mill of the Colonel Sellers mine. Presented by Taylor & Brunton, Leadville, Colorado.
A erie of the gold, nickel, and chromium ores of California. Preented by L. W. Green, Baird, Shasta County, California.
H. Mis. 142, pt. 2-14
~o~
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There have been two important collections turned over to the department by the U. S. Geological Survey. One, embracing five hundred and thirty-nine specimens, was collected by Mr. J. S. Curtis in
preparing bis report on the silver-lead district of Eureka, Nevada.
rrhe second is a very extensive collection, embracing seven hundred
and thirty-three specimens, collected by Mr. S. F. Emmons in preparing
his report upon the geology of Lead ville, Colorado.
Two researches were carried on during the year. The first was the
perfecting of the Hampe method of determining sub-oxide of copper in
metallic copper, in order to carry on a further investigation upon the
refinin g of pig-copper; and the other was a complete chemical examination of the very large collection of the Lone Elm Smelting Works at
Joplin, Missouri. The latter investigation necessitated the making of
sixteen complete chemical analyses, including the working out of several special methods of analysis to apply to some of the prod ucts. At
these works the non-argentiferous galena of southwest Missouri is
· smelted to pig-lead, ~nd the fumes given off during the smelting. which
are ordinarily lost, are transformed into white paint. These fumes are
.exceedingly interesting and complex in their composition, and their
analysis bas afforded much new and valuable information.
The total number of specimens in the department is now about 51,000;
of these, 18,000 are in the exhibition series, 12,000 are duplicates, and
9,500 are in the reserve series. The remainder consists of specimens,
as yet unclassified, which for the present are considered as reserve
material.
One hundred and one accessions have been received during the year,
of which 72, containing 128 specimens, were transmitted for examination a,nd report. Twelve special reports were made in answer to technical questions submitted by correspondents.
In cataloguing the collection 1,413 entries have been made, covering
2,412 specimen ; and 1,444 catalogue cards have been written.
Last entry* in June, l 7 ........ ___ ...... __ .... ___ 51314, 59424, 65384, 68584.
Last entry* in Jun e, 1888 ... _... __ •••• __ ..... _. __ .. 51539, 59464. 664:31, 6 6t:l5.

A a pre1irninarJ to the re-arrangement of the geographical collection
7

of or , the entric, of material a signed to this department which were
catt red through everal record volumes, in which both rock and minral p cimens wer al o ent red~ have been transferred to the record
o k. a ·. igned to tbi d partment; 7,046 entries have thus been tran ·
fi rr .

Tw
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During the ;year the curator has published a paper entitled '' Photo·
graphing the Interior of a Coal Mine," in the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. 16, page 307. In this is given
an account of taking some photographs of the interior of the Kohinoor
Colliery by electric light during the summer of 1884. The paper is illustrated by plates of four of the views obtained, copied by the Levytype
process, direct from the negative, without any retouching.
Mr. J. F. Kemp has published two articles descriptive of the southeast Missouri lead regions, based upon the notes and collections made
by him when co11ecting material for this department for the New Orleans Exposition in 1884.
The first paper is entitled" Notes on the Ore Deposits and Ore Dressing in Southeast Missouri," published in the School of Mines Quarterly,
vol. 9, page 74, and embodies his observations upon the ore deposits,
the methods of mining, and the mech~nical dressing of the ore. The
· last subject is treated very fully.
The second paper is entitled "Notes on Lead Smelting in Southeast
Missouri," published in the School of Mines Quarterly, vol. 9, page 212,
and gives a description of the various smelting processes followed,
together with many valuable analyses.

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF LIVING ANIMALS IN THE U, S.
NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1888,
By

w. T.

HORNADAY, Cu1•ator.

From the date of the plan of organization of the National Museum it
has been the intention of its founders that it should eventually include
a Department of Vivaria, to afford materials for the prosecution of
· scient~fic studies, as well as for general educational purposes. The
organization of the present Department of Living Animals was hastened,
and finally precipitated, by the imperative needs of th·e taxidermic force
for living models to be studied daily in connection with work on the
series of family groups of American mammals begun last year for the
display of mounted mammals. The experiment of keeping live animals
for this purpose in the taxidermic laboratory had proven expensive and
in many ways unsatisfactory. Inasmuch as it had been determined to
spare no effort in this work, and to produce a series of groups which
should be as nearly perfect as possible, it was deemed necessary to
form a small collection of living animals for purposes of study, and, if
practicable, to also arrange for its exhibition to the public.
In pursuance with this determination the chief taxidermist was
directed to accompany Fish Cornmission Car No. 1, Mr. J. Frank Ellis,
messenger, on its autumn trip to the Pacific coast, for the purpose of
collecting and bringing back as many specimens of mammals a.s could
be secured by gift, or purchased at nominal prices. This trip occupied
a month~ from October 8th to November 9th, during which Car No. 1
visited St. Paul, Minnesota; Fargo nnd Mandan, Dakota; Helena,
Montana; Tacoma, Washington Territory; Portland, Oregon; Salt
Lake City, Utah; and Cheyenne, Wyoming. At all of these points living specimens were acquired, both by gift and purchase, until the total
number of acquisition~ amounted to seventeen. The folJowing were
the objects which formed the nucleus of the present collection of livinganimals:
Vulp es fulv101fu,lims, Re<l Fox. Gift of 0. V. Davis, Mandan, Dakota.
Ursu 8 (t1nel'ica111u1 ci11narnomum, Cinnamon BP-ar. Purchased at Helena, Montana.
Cal'iacw, i: irr;inianus, White-tailed Deer. Piuchased at Helena, Montana.
Cynom,ys l1ulovicianus, Prairie Dog. Gift of Carl Steinmetz, Helena, Montana.
213
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Ca,·iacus colnmbianus, Columbian Black-tailed Deer. Purchased at Media, Washington Territory.
Vulpes fulvii8 decussatus, Cross Fox. Gift of John Melville, Portland, Oregon.
Cariacus 1nacrotis, Mule Deer. Purchased at Mountain Home, Idaho.
Taxidea arnericana, (2) Badger. Gift of Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Vulpes julvus fulvus, Red Fox. Gift of Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Aquila chrysaetos, Golden Eagle. Gift of Dr. C. W. Higgi ns, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Lynx maculatus, Spotted Lynx. Purchased of Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Cynornys ludovicianus, ( 4) Prairie Dog. Purchased at Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory.

This collection filled up all the available space in the car on its return
trip, and the transportation of so many large objects was only possible
through the disinterested courtesy and untiring co-operation of Mr.
Ellis and his assistant, Mr. R. S. Johnson.
Upon the arrival of this collection at the Museum it was decided to
assign space for it in one end of a temporary wooden structure that bad
just been erected on the south side of the eaRtern wing of the Smithsonian, of materials from the old demolished New Orleans annex building. Its dimensions were 25 by 106 feet. This rough building was fitted
up with heating apparatus, a number of temporary cages were made,
the collection duly installed, and opened to the public on December 31,
1887. It immediately became quite popular with the public. Many
valuable gifts were offered and accepted, and a number of desirable
~mall objects, which were offered to t,he Institution at nominal prices,
were purchased and added to the collection. Among the earliest gifts
were an unusually large and fine jaguar from Mr. J. W. Riddle, of Eagle
Pass, Texas, and two black bears from Mr. J. J.E. Lindberg, of El Paso,
Texas.
By the end of January the collection had increased to a total of fifty~ight specimens of mammals and birds, many of which were rare aud
valuable. It was found that the collection demanded the constant
attention of an experienced keeper, not only for the proper care anu.
feeding of the animals, but also to protect them from annoyance at the
hand o! a certain class of visitor . Accordingly, on February 1, Mr.
. R. Wood wa engaged to do duty in the above capacity.
During the months of February and March the collection nearly
doublrd in point of numhere, and rendered it absolutely necessary to
cupy tlie whole of the building in which 1t was temporarily installed.
Ab ar pit, a' uilt for the black bear at the western end; a large
·ag wa' uilt in the center for the cinnamon bear, and beside it a
r ag with , '\,. ral compartment wa con tructed to accomm clat th le rge ircl.· f pr y- . O'le , owl , and vulture . A' gift
w r r · i \' d t mp re r cag
ha tily con tructed for their ac. mm cl· ti t , ncl v 1·. • ft' rt wa
a<le to make the be. t howincr
p . il l
11 1 r th
oll ction came
lut ly r quir d.
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But for the valuable and indefatigable service which has been voluntarily entered upou, chiefly as a personal favor, by Mr. W. U. Weeden,
in addition to his duties as assistant engineer, the Department of Living
Animals would have suffered very serious embarrassment, aud the curator gladly acknowledges the value and gratifying nature of the services
thus rendered from February to the close of the fiscal year.
In the month of April a fine pair of buffaloes, a bull four years of
age and a three.year-old cow, then on a cattle ranch in Nel>raska, wt>re
purchased by Mr. E.G. Blackford, of New York, and presentP-d to the
National Museum as the nucleus of a _small herd. This very valuable
gift was gladly accepte<l, and Mr. Joseph Palmer was dispatched to
North Platte, Nebraska, to take charge of the animals and bring them
safely to Washington. This difficult task was accomplished with gratifying success and economy, and the two highly prized specimens
reached the Institution in fine condition on May 10. In anticipation
of their wants, and to provide good accommodations for the four deer
then in the collPction, a small barn with several yards around it haq.
been constructed on the south end of the ellipse lying in the augle between the Smithsonian and the National Museum buildings. While
this structure is by no means conspicuous or unph'asing in design, the
building a11d yards attached afford reasonably good temporary accommouations, 11ot only for the buffaloes and deer already occupying them,
but they can also receive a very small number of each in addition without being crowded. The barn affords dry quarters for the animals during rainy weather, cool shade during hot weather, a, suitable outfit for
feeding, and also storage room for feed.
On l\fay 12 the chief taxidermist was appointed curator of the Department of Living Animals.
REVIEW OF ACCESSIONS.

The accession statistics of the Department afford an interesting
index of the interest manifested in it on the part of the general public.
In the beginning it was predicted that one-half the spr.cimens necessar..r
for the various collections would be offered as gifts. 1'be following is
a statement of the whole number of living animals acquired from October 8, 1887, to June 30, 1888, and the manner of their acquisition:
R ecei"l'ed Purcha<ied
Bred i1?as gifts.
' · menagene.
Mammals...... . ... . . . .......... . .. .. ...
Birds............ . .......... . ....... .. ..
Reptiles...... . . . . . ... .......... . . ..... .
Total ....... . ... . . . ..... . ..... . . ..

42

56

32 . ••••• ····-·
5
11

25

Total.

No.of
species represented.

74
72
26

30

172

68

28
10

----1- - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - 123
38

11

I
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It is worthy of note that of all the specimens not bred in the menagerie more than three times as many were received by gift as it was
necessary to purchase. Furthermore, of the one hundred and twentythree specimens received by presentation, about three-fourths were
offered voluntarily, and without either suggestion or personal solicitation from the curator. The actual cash value of all the gifts is at least
six times that of all the specimens purchased.
In addition to the gifts mentioned in the list already given, the
most noteworthy mammals are the following: A fine pair of American
bison from Mr. E. G. Blackford, New York; a very large male jaguar
from Mr. J. W. Riddle, Eagle Pass, Texas; two black bears from Mr.
J. J. E. Lindberg, El Paso, Texas; a male Virginia deer from Captain
R. L. Hoxie, Montgomery, Alabama, and a female of the same species
from Dr. P. Glennan, Washington, District of Columbia; two black
bear cubs from Mr. J. S. Miller, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington; a coyote from Mr. F. D. Nowell, North Platte, Nebraska;
a gray wolf from Mr. 0. A. Dole, Glendive, Montana; a grivet monkey
from Mr. L. Moxley, Washington, and an exceedingly interesting Mexican spider monkey (Ateles vellerosus) from Mr. C. H. Townsend, U.
S. :Fish Commission steamer Albatross; a gray fox from Mr. George
E. Brown, Alexandria, Virginia.
Of the many rare and interesting birds presented, it is impossible to
mention here the names of even the most valuable objects, but a complete list of all the gifts will be found appended to this report.
Among the specimens purchased the most interesting were a puma
from Fort Keogh, and a" silver-tip" grizzly·bear cub from Billing·s,
Montana; a fine black bear from South Carolina, received from Dr. G.
E. Manigault in exchange, and the deer and spotted Jynx~s mentioned
in the list of specimens which were procured on the trip to the Pacific
coast. During the month of June a beginning was made toward the
formation of a collection of living reptiles, but since nothing worthy
of mention was accomplished until after June 30, the record of tlle
work done properly belong to the next report.
Among the mall and more common species of mammals and birds
there have been everal deatbs, but the only lo s of any importance
during the eight month wa that of the two spotted lynxes (Lynx
m,aculatu ), obtained in Salt Lake City. Durin g the early part of tlrn
wint r, before the heating apparatus was in satisfactory order, the
f mal f the pair died of pneumonia , and the male succumbed a few
d
later t urc mi poi oning. Owing to the flimsy nature of ome
f ur t m r r eac,e
v ral opo um and two woodchuck. escaped,
till mor t
regr tted, ix quail,' and a pair of gambel partd in n ni ht y rat , with which the menagerie
i
1 1 t 1, infe t d in pit of tlJ gr at number that
n an ,.ht kill l, and ~ d t th bird of pr y.
1
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ROUTINE WORK.

The daily care which the animals in the collection demanded in
proper feeding and thorough cleaning bas required the undivided attention of the two keepers mentioned above, with daily assistance from a
laborer. Quite a number of the birds and mammals are young, and all
such require to be fed from three to :five times daily, on food specially
adapted to their respective wants. With the exception of the reptiles,
each species in the entire com~ction has been labeled, and although in
the beginning the curator made a determined effort to exhibit with each
mammalian species a map showing its geographical distribution, the
rapid increase in the size and importance of the collection overwhelmed
him with more imperative duties, and it was found impossible to carry
out that plan at present. During the last four months of the fhmal
year only four specimens were purchased, and it required diligent exer" tions to provide proper accommodations for the gifts that came in from
day to day. Notwithstanding the disadvantages the department labors
under by reason of the temporary nature of nearly all of its appointments, the crowded condition of the ouilding and the small size of moRt
of the cages, the healthy condition of the animals and the general
cleanliness of the establishment attest the energy and vigilance of the
keepers.
As a measure of economy in the matter of feed, several tons of fine
clover hay have been saved from the haying operations conducted on
the Smithsonian Grounds by the Department of Public Buildings and
Grounds, and stacked near the carp pounds for future use in feeding
our ruminants. The saving thus effected will not fa]l far short of $150.
During tll~ entire grass-cutting sea~;on the buffaloes and deer have been
fed chiefly on fresh grass from the grounds.
TRANSPORTATION.

Inasmuch as the ordinary rules of the express companies require payment for certain classes of live animals at from two to four times the
amount of ordinary rates, Mr. S. C. Brown, registrar of the National
Museum, undertook to secure certain concessions from various express
companies, north and south. After considerable correspondence the
Adams Expres8 Company refused to make any concession whatever,
thereby reserving its right to charge from one to four rates on live animals, as it seeR :fit, which in many cases is a prohibitive tariff. The
United States Express Company (now including also the Baltimore and
Ohio Company) was more generous, and in view of the laudable nature
of the object in Yiew, and the fact that the collections will alwa3·s be
free to the public, the general manager of that company has authorized
all its agents to ship live animals of all kinds to this Institution at one
ordinary merchandise rate. This generous concession will be of great
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value to us in building up the collection of living animals, and all collectors and correspondents who may desire to forward specimens to us
are requested to ship by the United States Express Company (or the
Baltimore and Ohio) in preference to the Adams or the Southern Express Company.
Up to date no researches worthy of mention have been made, the attention of the curator having been fully occupied in duties of a practical nature. r.rhe growth of the young bears in the collection, which
now contains examples of three species, has been watched with interest
with a view to obtaining some exact data throwing light on the relations borne by the black bear, cinnamon, and grizzly to each other.
The position of the cinnamon bear being involved in considerable doubt,
it is very de::1irable to study the development of the three species under
favorable conditions.
The most important result accomplished thus far by our collection of
living animals has been in emphasizing the great need of a national
zoological garden, established in the city of Washington. The many
hundreds of eager visitors who daily crowd our menagerie building to
the point of positive discomfort, and the numerous gifts which come to
us unsought, have led Senator J. B. Beck to introduce in the United
States Senate a bill "for the establishment of a zoological park in the
District of Columbia for the advancement of science, and the instruction
aud recreation of the people," and appropriating therefor, as an initial
appropriation, the sum of $·200,000. By direction of the Secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, and also in pursuance of the desire of Senator Beck, the curator has exerted his utmost efforts to help bring
about the consummation of tha.t much-desired and highly laudable end.
A very noticeable portion of the time of the curator has been taken
up by certain investigations and the preparation of various reports that
have been called for by the Secretary and Assistant Secretary, and prepared accordingly, for publication or ot,herwise. The following have
·
been ubmitted:
A brief rt,l)Ort on the results of the Smithsonian expedition for American Bison.
A full report of the same, with a map.
Ar port of investigations made in regard to the protection of game in the Yellowton ...Tational Park, illnstrated by a specially prepared map.
A pl n, with estimates of cost, for a national zoological garden, to be located in
the Di tiict of Columbia.
pa~ r on th
.· term~na.tion of the American Bison, with maps and illu trations
(not <1mt • cornplet ,d dunn, they ar).
E.'III l'l' .AT '.l'IJE CI TCINNATI E POSITION.
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illustrate the extermination of American quadrupeds. This exlJil>it was
composed. of the following foatures:
A series of mounted specimens of such mammals as already have
been exterminated arid others that are rapidly approaching extinction.
The species represented were as fol1ows: American bison, West Indian
seal, California elephant seal, walrus, moose, elk, mountain goat, mountain sheep, antelope, and beaver.
A series of paintings and photographic pictures of large size, illustrating the methods by which the American bison has been exterminated.
A series of specimens and a large oil painting showing what remains
to-day of the bison, skeletons bleaching on the western prairies.
A series of raw buffalo skins as representing the objects for which
the bison-was exterminated.
A collection of modern weapons of destruction, including examples
of nearly all American sporting rifles.
·
A lot of seventy skins of the rare and little-known Rocky Mountain
goat, which were taken by pot-hunters and sold in Denver at 50 cents
each.
This exhibit occupied 800 square feet of floor space.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

At present the most serious drawback under which the Department
labors is the lack of space in the I.Uenagerie building for the proper
comfort of the visitors who daily visit the collection. For weeks in succession the daily throng has been so great as to make it a matter of
difficulty to pass through the building, or even to perform necessary
work in connection with the care of the animals. It has several times
been estimated that between two and three thousand visitors have
viewed the collection in that small and rudely constructed building in
a single day.
At first an undesirable and disorderly element threatened to completely crowd out all other visitors, and it became necessary to station
a watchman in the building to compel the small-boy element to depart
after a reasonable time. The clJaracter of the visitors in daily attendance is in the highest degree complimentary to the experiment of open.
ing this collection to the public, and causes a constant regret that it is
impracticable, if not also impossible, to provide ample room for the
comfort of visitors and also to have all the appointments of the collection of the highest order of excellence.
Mr. W. C. Weeden is liable to l>e detached from service in this departmP-nt at any tiwe. It is earnestly hoped by the curator that since
hi continuou services are imperatively needed in the menagerie, he
may be transferred to this department and reg_u larly appointed as a
keeper.
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LIST OF ACCESSIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF LIVING ANIMALS FR0~1
OCTOBER 8, 1887, TO JUNE, 1888.
MAMMALS.
BY GIFT.

Buffalo (2) (Bison americaniis). E. G. Blackford, New York.
Virginia Deer ( Cariacus rirginianus). Dr. P. Glennan, Washington, District
of Columbia.
Virginia Deer (Ca1·iacus vi1•ginianus). Capt. R. L. Hoxie, Montgomery 1 Alabama.
Jaguar (.Felis onca). J. W. Riddle, Eagle Pass, Texas.
Black Bear (2) ( Ursus americanus). J. J. E. Lindberg, El Paso, Texas.
Grivet Monkey ( Cercopithecus engythithea). L. Moxley, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Red Fox ( Vulpes fulvus fu,lvus). 0. V. Davis, Mandan, Dakota.
Cross Fox ( V-ulpes fulvus decussatus). John Melville, Portland, Oregon.
Red Fox ( Vulpes fulvus fulvus). Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City.
Gray Fox ( Urocyon vfrginianus). George E. Brown, Alexandria, Virginia.
Coyote (Canis lutl'ans). :Fred. D. Nowell, North Platte, Nebraska.
Prairie Dog ( Cynomys ludovicianus). Carl Steinmetz, Helena, Montana.
Badger (2) (Taxidea a1ne1·icana). Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City.
Gray Squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis). Fred. C. Ohm, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Opossum (Didelphys virginianus). Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Opossum (Didelphys vfrginianus). J. 0. Boggs, Washington, District of Columbia.
Opossum (Didelphys vi1·ginianits). W. J. Yaste, Bureau of Ethnology, Washington,
District of Columbia.
Gray Squirrel (3) (Sciu1'UB carolinensis carolinensis). Joseph Palmer, Arlington,
Virginia.
Ferret (2) (Putorius furo). Louis Schmid, Washington, District of Columbia.
Cavy or Guinea-Pig (2) ( Gavia aperia). G. H. H. Moore, U. S. Fish Commission.
Opossum (Didelphy.s virginianus). Eppa Hunton Coumbe, Washington, District of
Columbia.
White Rat (Mus ratt1is). Master Clinton Thorne, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Raccoon (Procyon lotor). George Boulding, Washington, District of Columbia.
Opos um (Didelphys virginianits). Clifford U. Smith, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Tame Hare (lep1is vulgaris). Jos. Mace, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
Di trict of 'olumbia.
Tame Hare (Lepus vulgaris). Louis A. cbruid, Washington, District of Columbia.
Red 'qnirrel ( ciiirus }mdsonius). Orlando G. Wale , Wa hington, District of
' olumbia.
po om ( idelphys 1·frgi11ianus). W. H. Babcock, Washington, Di trict of
Columbia.
r Y 11uirrel ( ciuncs carolinensis). R. H. . Bonis, Washingtou, Di trict of
olnmbia.
Po.·. 'q11irr 1 ( c·urus niger cin 1·e11s). H. E. IIiumau, Cleveland, bio.
Chipmunk (2) (Tamiu 1Jiriat11s). Al x. McV i_g h Miller, Ald r on, We t Virginia.
rcnpine ( Er thrizon dorsatus ).
ttit
ripp , Wa uingtoo, Di trict of olumbia.
Wo l hn k (3) (i1.rctontys mona.r). T. L.
traud r, Well , New York.
1
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BY PURCHASE.

White-Tailed Deer ( Cariacus virginianus). At Helena, Montana.
Columbian Black-Tailed Deer ( Cariacus columbianus). R. C. Hewitt, Media, Washington Territory.
Mule Deer (Cariacus mam·otis). Dr. C. A. Gay, Lewiston, Idaho.
Spotted Lynx (Lynx maculatus). Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City.
Panther (IJ'elis concolor). Capt. Henry Romeyn, Fort Keogh, Montana.
Cinnamon Bear ( Ursu,s americanus cinnarnomum). From Helena, Montana.
Grizzly Bear, cub ( U1·su.s lwrribilis). R. T. Allen, Billings, Montana.
Gray Fox ( Urocyon virginianus virg'inianus). From Macon, Georgia.
Prairie Dog ( 4) ( Cynomys ludovicianus). Geo. L. Taylor, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Raccoon (2) (P?·oc.1Jon loto1·). From Macon, Georgia, and Jacksonville, Florida.
Opossom ( Didelphys vfrginianus). From Atlanta, Georgia.
Gray Squirrel (2) (Sciurus carolinensis). From Prince George County, Maryland.
Flying Squirrel (2) (Sciuropterus volucella volucella). From Prince George County,
Maryland.
Flying Squirrel (7) (Sciuropterus ·volucella volucella). From Prince George County,
Maryland.
Opossum.(Didelphys 'IJirginianus). Dr. W. T. Owsley, Glasgow, Kentucky.
Opossum (Didelphys virginianus). Geo. F. Pollock, Washington, District of Columbia.
Woodchuck (2) (Arctomys rnonax). L. D. Terrell, U. S. Fish Commission.
BY EXCHANGE ..

Carolina Black Bear ( Ursns americanus). Dr. G. E. Manigault, Charleston, South
Carolina.
BRED.

Tame Hare (4) (Lepus vulgm·is).
BIRDS.
BY GIFT.

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). Dr. C. W. Higgins, Salt Lake City.
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). President Cleveland, Executive Mansion.
Bald Eagle (Haliceet1,s leucocephalus). Colonel Shutt, Virginia.
Great Blue Heron (2) (A1·dea herodias). U. S. Fish Commission, Havre de Grace,
Maryland.
Turkey Vulture (2) (C,ithartes au1·a). G. L. Machenheimer, Forest Glen, Maryland.
Macaw (Ara macao). Alfred W. Cochran, Alabama.
Rough-legged Hawk (A.rchibuteo 11ancti-johannis). Vinal Edw.ards, Wood's Holl,
Massachusetts.
Red-tailed Hawk (Bitteo boreal-is). R. H. Boswell, Washington, District of Columbia.
Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperi). John J. Sellner, Prince George's County,
Maryland.
Sparrow Hawk (Falco sparverius). John W. Reed, Gaithersburgh, Maryland.
Red-tailed Hawk (Biiteo b01·ealis). Miss Lizzie Kuehliug, Fairfax County, Virginia.
Sparrow Hawk (Falco sparverius). Alfred Heitmuller, Brightwood road, District
of Columbia.
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo borealis). G. L. Machenheimer, Foresli Glen, Maryland.
Barred Owl (Strix nebulosa). From Jacksonville, Florida.
Screech Owl (Megascops asio). J.E. Brown, Washington, District of Columbia.
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus). Mr. Robert Ridgway, U. S. National
Museum.
Screech Owl (MegascoJJB asio). August Geclz, Washington: District of Columbia.
Barn Owl (StriJi pratincol(i). Walter H. Stoutenburg, Washington Iusane Asylum,
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Long-eared Owl (A.sio wilsunianus.) W. S. Anderson, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Barred Owl (2) (Stl'iX nebulosa). George A. Riker, Alexandria, Virginia.
Screech Owl (4) (Megascops asio). C. Edgar Uber, Falls Church , Virginia.
Screech Owl (Megascops asio). Mr. Alfred Ray, Forest Glen, Maryland.
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus). Dr. J. Schneck, Mount Carmel, Illinois.
Barred Owl (2) (Strix nebulosa). Mrs. J. B. Eustis, Washington, District of
Columbia.
Loon ( Drinatot· irnber). Charles B. Gant, Washington, District of Columbia.
Crow ( Corvus americanns). Nelson R. Wood, National Mnseum.
Crow ( Corvus americanus). Joseph Palmer, U. S. National Muse um.
Gambel's Partridge (2) ( Callipepla gam,beli). Louis Schmid, Washington, District
of Columbia.
Bob-white (6) ( Colinus virginianus). James W. Walker, Washi ngton, District of
Columbia.
Virginia Quail (9) ( Colinus virginianus).
Red Crossbill (Loxia curvirostra). Dr. A. K. Fisher, Depr.rtment of Agricnltnre.
Red Crosshill (2) (Loxia curv,irostra). Henry Horan, U. S. National Museum.
Woodcock (Philohela 'rni-nor). W. F. Johnson, Bladensburg, Maryl and.
BY PURCHASE.

Turkey Vulture(:~) (Cathartes aurn). G. L. Machenheimer, :Forest Glen, Maryland.
Cooper's Hawk (Aocipiter cooperi). ·washington Market.
DEPOSITED.

Homing Pigeon (2) (Colnmba livia). N. R. Wood, National Museum.
Quail (2) ( Col'inus virginian1is). N. R. Wood, National Museum.
Ring Doves (2) (Colu1nba sp.). N. R. Wood, National Museum.
.
Australian Grass Parroqnet (2) (Melopsittacns wndulatus). N. R. Wood, Natwnal
Museum.
Black Fantailed Pigeon (2) (Col1unba sp.). W. C. Weeden, National Museum.
Common Pigeon (2) ( Col1irnba sp.). W. C. Weeden, National Museum.
Ground Dove (2) (Col1imbigallina passe.rina). N. R. Wood, National Museum.
Homing Pigeon (4) (Coluntba livia). N. R. Wood, National Museum.
REPTILES.
BY GIFT.

Box Tortoise ( Ci11tudo carolina) . Alex. McVeigh Miller, Alderson, Virginia.
Gray Monitor (2) ( Varanus griseus). W. A. Conklin, Central Park Menagerie, New
York.
Three-toed Box Tortoise (2) (Terrapene triunguis). Robert T. Hill, U. S. Geological Survey.
Collared Lizarcl ( Croi<iphytus collciris). Department of R eptiles, National Mnseum.
Bancle(l Rattlesnake (a) (Crotal1111 ho1-ridu11). Department of Reptiles, National
fn. enrn.
•'earl t King, 'na.ke ( OphiboluH doliatu11 clolial11s). W. C. Weeden, National .Museum.
Black Snako (2) (Ba11ranimn con11trictor). Joseph Palmer, National Mnseum.
arter Snake (Enl<ntiti s·rtali1111irtalis). \Villiam Palmer, National lnsenm.
Gart r nake (E11trr11ia 1;'rtal"s ~irtali11). Mi '8 Gertrude Johnson , \Vtl8hington 1 Di '·
trict of olumhia,.
Blowing 'iJ> r ( Hetero<1011platy1·hiu1ts platy1·1t·111111). E. S. Rheem , National MuA nm.
Warer I c in (5) ( Tropidonotu s 1/ipedon 11iperlo11 ). \V. O. W eclen, rTa~ioual
.In
(:-,) (Hutu nia sirfal's Ki rtuli ). \V. 1 • \VPNlen , 1 :tl ion: 1 Ins 1,m.
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THE COAST INDIANS OF SOUTHERN ALASKA AND
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
By Ensign ALBERT P. NIBLACK, U. S. Navy.

I

BASED ON THE COLLECTIONS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, AND ON
THE PERSONAL OBSERVATION OF THE WRITER IN CONNECTION WITH THE SURVEY OF ALASKA IN THE SEASONS' '
OF 1885, 1886 AND 1887.

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2-15
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l. CHOROGRAPHY OF SOUTHERN ALASKA AND NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA;
Progress of Ethnological work in this region,-Scope of tliis paper,- Classification of Indian stocks,-History.
II. ENVIRONMENT: Organic and inorganic. CHARACTERISTICS .OF INDIANS:
Physical, emotional, intellectual, moral, a,nd resthetic characteristics.
III . . REGULATIVE ORGANIZATION: Consauguineal, Political, and Industrial. Origin of "mother-rule" and "father-rule "-Totemism and Tribal organization: Tlingit, Kaigani, Haida, and Tsimshian Totems-Origin of
Totemism-Chiefs and petty chiefs, freemen, and slaves-Division of
labor-Inheritance and rights of property.
IV. MUTILATIONS: Lip, ear, and nose ornaments; tattooing; painting the body.
ORNAMENTS: Necklaces, pendants, and brace]ets. PRIMITIVE CLOTHING:ceremonial blankets and head-dresses; the art of weaving; modern dress;
rain cloaks; armor; helmets and head-dresses; masks; batons; blankets; coats; leggings; slave-~illers; ceremonial paraphernalia in general.
l!~OOD: Its preparat10n and procurement. b:IPLEMENTS AND WEAPONS: Industrial impiements and tools; hammers and mauls; adzes; knives; ·
scrapers; mortars and pestles; wedges; chisels; drills; paint-brushes;
weapons of war and of the chase; clubs; daggers; bows and arrows;
spears; fur-seal spears; salmon spears; fishhooks; fish-rakes; fish-baskets; lines; floats; drag-nets; clip-nets; weirs; bird and other land traps;
canoes; canoe outfits; canoe-making. HUNTING AND FISHING: Salmon;
halibut; herring and eulachon; spawn; sea otter; seals; deer; mountain
goats and sheep; bears.
VI. LANDWORKS: Fortifications. TEMPORARY DWELLINGS : Tents and summer
houses. HOUSES: Details of house construction. VILLAGES: Names of
villages; groups of villages; residence.
VI I. ARTS AND INDUSTRIES: Raw materials; ropes and cords; mats; baskets;
dishes; spoons; household boxes and chests ; :::radles; household utensils; paints; metal working; lumber and wood-work. PAINTINGS,DRAWINGs, AND CARVINGS: Totemic and commemorative columns. .Musrc:
Singing; clrums, rattles and whistles.
VHI. PRODUCTIONS: Rearing and cultivation. LOCOMOTION: Canoe travel.
WEALTII : Currency; property in land ; coppers; slaves. TRADE: Exchange of commodities.
IX. WAR AND PEACE : War customs: scalping; duels. Peafe customs: t,reaties of
peace.
X. VICES AND VEMORALIZATION u~ -r1rn INDIANS: Gambling; rum; lwochi1100; tobacco; immorality.
XI. :-iHA'.:\IANI :-.1: ,vitchcraft trial; 1it1perstit iou; 1:iickuess aud death; medicines;
treatmeut of tho sick.

v.
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XII. MORTUARY CUSTOMS: Ancient sepulture; depositories of ashes; mortuary
columns; customs of t,he Tlrngit, Haida, and Tsimshian; modern customs; Christian burial; Shaman burial.
XIII. FEASTS. DANCES . •CEREMONIES. POTLACHES. THEATRICALS, INITIATORY
CEREMONIES: Marriage; childbirth; na ming; piercing the ears and
nose; tattooing; puberty; bringing out ; self-naming; chieftaincy; glo·
ri:fication of the dead. FESTIVE CERE}IONrns : Welcome; trade; housebuilding ; potlaches; ceremonial dances ; "cnltus '' dances; theatricals.
XIV. GI<~NERAL CHARACTER OF THE TRADITIONS. MYTHS AND FOLK-LORE-BrnLIOGRAPHY.
XV. GENERAL NOTES: Relations and affinities of tbe Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian,
and Kwakiutl-the Haida--Remarks on the Maori of New Zealand-the
Kaigani-Ethnological work tv be done.*

* To complflte, in a measure, the study of the ethnology of this region, there shoulcl
be added sever:11 other chapters. The data at band does not, however, just yet
warrant this undertaking. Chapter XIV, and others of the above, are very incomplete. In itself Chapter XIV would take several volumes to cover the ground satisfactorily. A synopsis of the chapters needed is appended to indicate their scope.
XVI. CREED AND CULT: Superstitions; religious beliefs and practices; religions
organization: regulative, Shamanism; operative, fetichism. Shamanistic priestcraft; paraphernalia; religious rites of the Shaman. Secret
and religions organhations in the tribe; the relations of the ceremopies
to the religious beliefs.
XVII. LANGUAGE OF THE VARIOUS INDIAN STOCKS: grammatical structnre; vocabularies; dialects; linguistic affinities of the different stocks.
XVIII. Ethnical affinities and relationships of the various Indian stocks of tha Nor tb
West Coast as far as indicated by all the foregoing.
The collection ma<le by Lieut. George F. Emmons, U. S. Navy, in southeastern Alaska, now in the possession of the American Museum of Natural
History, New York City, has been drawn upon for twenty or more illustrations. His collection admirably supplements that in the National Museum,
and it is to be regretted that the two collections have not been brought together.

AUrHORITIES QUOTED.
Dixon (George). A Voyage Round the World. London, 1789.
Portlock (Nathaniel). A Voyage Round the World. London, 1789.
Vancouver (George). A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round
the World. 3 vols. London, 1798.
Mackenzie (Alex.). Voyages from Montreal through the Contine1it of Nort.h
America in 1789-'93. London, 1801. ·
Langsdorff (G. H. von). Voyages and Travels (1803-'07). 2 vols. London, lS!J-'14.
Lisiansky (Urey). A Voyage Round the World in the Years 1803-'06. London, 1814.
Dunn (John). History of the Oregon Territ~ry. London, 1844.
Simpson (Sir George). Narrative of a Journey Round the World, 1841 and 1842.
London, 1847.
Poole (Francis). Queen Charlotte Islands. London, 1872.
Dall (W. H. ). Alaska and its Resources. Boston, 1870.
Bancroft (H. H.). Natfre Races, vol. I, Wild Tribes. San Francisco, 1883.
Petroff (Ivan). Report on the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska.
·
Washington, 1884 .
. Dawson (G. M.). Report on the Queen Charlotte Islands. B. In Geological Survey
of Canada. Montreal, 1880.
_..
Powell (J. W.). Annual Reports of Bureau of Ethnology. Washington.
Swan (J. G. ). Publications, Manuscripts, Notes, Letters, and Collections in National
Museum. Port Townsend, Washington Territory.
Boas (Dr. Franz.). Publications, Notes, Letters, etc. Worcester, Mass.
Frazer (J. G.). Totemism. Edinburgh, 1887.
Other brief references are made in foot notes in the text. The above are the principal authorities quoted.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.
GENERAL VIEW OF KASA-AN VILLAGE , PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND, ALASKA.
F rom a photograph by the author.

This general view is shown in detail in Plates II and III. The village is on the
north shore of Skowl Arn,, a branch of Kasa-an Bay, about four miles from the
entrance. The present chief is Satrab-tan, a nephew of the former well-known
Chief Skowl. The population is about 150 souls. It is not in the regular steamer
track and is seldom visited, but it is especially rich in ethnological material. The
inhabitants are Kaigani of the Haidan stock, and speak the Haidan language with
little modification. Their customs are similar to the Haidan, but have been much
modified by the influence of the Tlingit.

PLATE

Report of National Museum, 1888.-Niblack.
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THE COAST INDIANS OF SOUTHERN ALASKA AND NORTHERN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.
By Ensign

ALBERT

P.

NIBLACK,

U.S. Navy.

I.
CHOROGRAPHY OF SOUTHERN ALASKA
COLUMBIA.

AND NORTHERN BRITISH

From Puget Sound in Washington Territory to Mount St. Elias in
southern Alaska, the coast line is broken into a continuous archipelago.
The Cascade Mountains, running throughout this territory parallel to
the coast line, leaves, adjacent to the Pacific, a strip of country about
150 miles broad and 1,000 miles loug, calJed generall,v ''The North West ,
Coast." Through the narrow channels of this archipelago winds the
steamer route to Sitka, a route unparalleled for its length and the wild
magnificence of its scenery. Warmed by Asiatic currents and moistened
by a phenomenal rain fall, this_region is less rigorous in its climate
than generally supposed. Thickly wooded with pine, fir, spruce, and
-hemlock, the vegetation spreads from the water's edge to the snow line
limit of the loftiest mountains. The forests are stocked with game and
the waters with food fishes. The soil, though not deep, is fertile, and
would itself s-upport the native population without the other gifts with
which nature has so lavishly endowed them. In every crevice in the
rocks, where the soil is scantiest, a stunted tree rears its head. In the
spring the forests are gay with ferns, shrubs. and brightly colored wild
flowers, and in the summer a large \"ariety of edible roots and berries
are found in profusion.
Dotted throughout this region are the winter villages of the Coast
Indians, whose ethnic variations are somewhat marked as we go north,
but wbo differ as a group quit'e materially from the hunting Indians of
the interior, and more sharply from the Eskimo. In contrast with the
fi rce, revengeful Tinne, they are generally mild in disposition. In
phy ical characteri tics they are shorter, the cheek bones are less promin ut, the nose i i,traighter, and tbe face rounder and ful1er.. From
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the Columbia River to Mount St. Elias these Coast Indians have marked
ethnic affiliations, but the linguistic variations are great, aud in .the
southern region are uow the subject of systematic govern mental investigation.
Comparative philology and mythology, a study of the primitive customs and habits of the geographical and linguistic groups, and comparisons of the ethnological material and collections from this region,
can alone throw light upon the history and ethnic affinities of the various
Indian stocks.
ETHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

In British Oolumbia, the philological and mythological part of the
work bas been commenced by Dr. W. F. Tolmie and Prof. George M.
Dawson, in connection wit,h the geological and natural history survey
of Canada, and is now the subject of special investigation by a committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. under a
~rant for the purpose. Dr. Franz Boas is conducting the work for the
committee in the field, and the result is being from time to time published.
For Washington Territory and Alaska, this investigation is in the
band~ of the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution .
SCOPE OF THIS PAPER.

The facts here published were gathered by the writer in the summer
seasons (May to October inclusive) of 1SS5,-, 188G, and 1887, while on
duty in the survey of Alaska now beiug carried on by tlle officers of the
Navy, under tlle direction of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The
material presented has little bearing on the philology and mythology of
the region embraced in the survey. Such work must come later, be
undertaken more systematically, and carried on in the winter months,
when the Indians are located in their permanent villages. The writer
i, indebted to Judge J. G. Swan, of Port Townsend, Washington Territory, for valuable notes on the Haidaof Queen Charlotte Islands. Hi
<' 1lection from the North West Coast, under the direction of the Smith•' nian In titution, form tbr, bulk of the ethnological material in the
ati nal 1u um from the region about Dixon entrance, and have been
fr ly n ' in th ace mr a11yin0' illu ·tratiou
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'' It seems that the languages enumerated above represent as many
different linguistic stocks, so far as our limited knowledge extends."*
A classification based on other than pbilolog'ical and geographical
groupings is out of the question at present. A comparative study of
the customs, La bits, mythology, and beliefs of all the tribes of this region can alone form the basis of an ethnological classification. Charts I
and II show the location of the different Indian stocks on the North
West Coast. This paper deals principally with the tribes around
Dixon entrance, and in our own Xerritory of Alaska, of which Chart I
shows the geographical grouping into stocks. The Kaigani, on the
southern part of Prince of Wales Island, are a branch of the Haidan
stock. On Annette Island, at Port ()bester, will be seen the location
of the Tsimshian emigrants. This is a colony that, in 1887, under the
leadership of the missionary, Mr. Duncan, abandoned Metlah-KatlahBritish Columbia, owing to difficulties with the civil and eclesiastical
authprities. The Indians seem very largely to have sympathised with
the Rev. Mr. Duncan, -as they voluntarily followed him to our own Territory, where the settlement is called :New Metlah-Katlab.
In Chart II no attempt is made to enumerate the tribes comprising
the different stocks. It is interesting, however, to observe that the
Bilqula are Salishan. t
HIS'l'ORY.

European civilization has borne with crushing force upon ..the Indians
of the Northwest coast. Demoralized and staggered by contact with
the whites, the remnant of the former population is just beginning to
rally from the blow. Nothing places the Northern tribes higher in the
scale of inteliigence than the philosophy with which they are adapting
themselves to their changed environment, retaining their advantageous
native customs and accepting from us only what contributes to their
comfort and welfare. The greatest curse to them has been alcohol,
and against this temptation they seem absolutely unabl~ to struggle.
The early European voyagers to this region have preserved in their
narratives rough accounts of the habits, customs, and actual condition
of the natives. Our earliest acquaintance dates from the visit of Bering in 1741, coming- from the north. [n 1774-'"75 the Spanjsh navigators,
Juan Perez and La Bodega y Quad ra, coming from the south, explored
the coast to the northward. In 1778 Captain Cook, having with him
Vancouver as a midshipman, made his celebrated visit to this region.
After that everal mercantile companies sent ships thither to trade,
"Science, vol. xn., No, 299, p. 194.
t "Among the liuguistic results of my journey the most interesting are the discovery of three unknown dialects of the Salish stock and the establishment of
the fact that the Bilqnla, who are of Sali h lineage, must have lived :it one time
wi/lJ other Salish triuos near the sea."-Notes on Ethnology of B1·itish Col-1imbia (Am.
l hilolog. Soc., ov. I , 1887, p. ~2~), by Dr. Fi-anz BoM,
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notably Capt ai Meares (178n), of tLe Bast Indrn Company~ and Captain s Portloc and Dixon (1787), of t,he King f-teorge's So:rncl Company. In 1788 severa,1 American shjp8, representing a Boston company, also appeared on the coast. ln 1789 in the Washington, Captain
Gray explored the east coast of Queen Charlotte Islands, and, in 1791,
Captain Ingraham anchored in a harbor in the southe~st part of tuis
same archipelago. . In the same year, Marchand, representing a French
company, also traded with these islanders. ·
In 1792-'94 Captain Vancouver made his admirable reconnaissance of
the coast in search of a northwest passage to the Pacific from the
Atlantic.
·
In 1793 Mackenzie descended the Salmon River and reached salt ·
water in latitude 52° 21' N.; in the country of the Bilqnla.
With the formal occupation, by Baranoff, of a fortified post at Sitka
in 1800, the natives of the Northwest coast may be said to have entered
upon a new phase in their civilization, due to contact with the whites.
A few years later this· post was destroyed and the occupants massacred by the Tlingit; but, in 1805, Baranoff and Lisiansky re-established
it on tbe site now occupied by the town of Sitka, called by them New
Archangel. From this time to the purchase of Alaska by the United
States in 1867, the history of this region is largely the history of tbe
RliiSsia·n-American and the Hudson Bay Company, the latter of which
still continues to be such a powerful commercial factor in British
America.

II.
ENVIJWNMENT-ORGANIC AND INORGANIC j AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE INDIA.NS- PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, AND
.lESTHETIC.
ENVIRONMEN'l'.

The physical character of the region occupied by the Tlingit, Haida,
and Tsimshian is similar in general to that of southern British Columbia, but for local reasons this area has a peculiar climate. · A branch of
the warm Japanese current sweeps along the coast, and, coming in contact with the colder air and water of the north, gives rise to excessive
humidity, producing in summer the rains and fogR, and in winter the
snows and sleets, that are so prevalent in this region. Thermometrical
observations, extending over a period of fifty years in the region about
Sitka, give the lowest winter temperature as 4° Fah. below zero, the
mean 'winter temperature being about 33° Fah., the same as in
Washington, District of Columbia. In the summer, on the contrary,
the rainy and overcast days so predominate, that the temperature never
rises above 90° Fah. The maximum recorded about Sitka is 87° ]..,ab.
With an annual rainfall of from 60 to 95 inches and an average of between one hundred and ninety and two hundred and eighty-five days
in the year on which rain has been known to fall,* the climate may be
said to have its drawbacks~ The shortest winter clays are from four to
five hours long, while the summer-nights are correspondingly brief. In
the long summer days, when the weather is fine, the atmosphere is wonderfully clear, and the scenery fairly sparkles with an excessive brilliancy
·
due to exceptional hygrometric conditions.
The territory is very broken and subdivided. It is densely wooded
with spruce, hemlock, whit.c pine, fir~ birch, alder, and underbrush, the
vegetation crowding down to the high-water line. It is ~so very mountainous, and indented with bays and arms of. the sea. The waters are
deep and the tidal currents swift, the tides rising and falling twice a
day through a rauge of from 12 to 21 feet, making navigation in places
extremely hazardous. · Travel is entirely by water, the villages being
on the water courses, and the canoe here reaches its highest develop·
ment. Huge landslides in the face of the mountains, snow-capped
ranges with sparkling glaciers in the siues and valleys, floating glacier
ice in the bays and straits, and the bright green vegetation everywhere,
n11 these gi_ve a characteristic beauty to the scenery .of this region .
... Dall, AlaRk u,, p. 451.
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The principal fur-bearing animals are the brown and black bear> wolf,
the cross 1 red , and silver fox; beaver, miuk, marten, and land otter, while
in tl.te mountains of the mainland are wild goats and sheep. Uod, herring, trout, and eulacbon abound in certain localities, but the staple
supply is furnished by the halibut and salmon. T~ complete the picture-there must be mentioned the innumerable flock s of wild ducks and
geese in season, the lonely herons and cranes, the omnipresent gulls,
· eagles, hawks, crows, and ravens, the skimming surf birds, and, in the
woods, not generally seen from canoes, grouse and a variety of smaller
members of the feathered tribe.
In Dixon Entrance, Clarence, Sumner, aud Chath am Straits, and particularly in Frederick Sound and Stephen's Passage, Alaska, is the
breeding ground for whales, which may be seen spouting in schools of
six or seven. Wherever the whale is, there also is found the whalekiller ( Orea ater). These run also singly or in schools, and are the merciless enemy of the whale. The dorsal fin, projecting so prominently
above the surface of the water, gives them a characteristic readily
seized upon by the native artist, who never omits this appendage from
his conventional drawing or carving of this animal.
The presence of the bear, eagle, raven, wolf, orca, whale, and other
representatives of the animal kingdom in this region, and the know.
ledge of their peculiarities by the Indians, explain the prominent part
they play in the mythology of the coast, as stated in Chapter VII.
PHYSIC.AL CHARACTERISTICS.

The Indians about Dixon Entrance are unquestionably superior in
physique to the coast Indians to the southward. As among themselves
the physical superiority rests with the Haida. This may be due to real
ethnical differences, but is probably accounted for in the fact that natural
conditions in the Queen Charlotte Islands and around such an exposed
arm of the sea as Dixon Entrance have produced a finer and more robust
people than those in less exposed regions. While there is considerable
uniformity in the general physical characters of all the stocks on the
north west coa t, a practised eye can detect the differences between t,hem.
Langsdorfl' (1805) . ays of the Tlingit :

l'art

11

p. 11'2.

Poolr,

n en ,harlott T lanclR, p . :nr,,

EXPL.t,,NATION OF PLATE II.
VIEW OF THE EASTERN PART OF KASA-AN VILLAGE , PRINCE OF WAL ES ISLAND, ALASKA.
From photographs by the author.

The lower portion of the plate joins on to the left of the upper, the column marked
A being represented in each. The two together give an enlarged view of the eastern portion (right-hand half) of the village of Kasa-an, Plate I. In the large house
in the upper view, to the left of the canoe on the beach, is the body of Chief
Skowl lying in state (1887), as pictured in Plate LXVII. The two carved columns
in the lower right-hand corner (Fig. 1) are enlarged views of two commemorative
mortuary columns shown in the general view. The nature and object of these are
explained in the text.
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VIEW OF THE EASTERN PART OF KASA-AN VILLAGE, PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND, ALASKA.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE Ill.
VIEW OF THE WESTERN PART OF KASA-AN VILLAGE, PRINCE OF WALES ISLA ND, ALASKA.
From photographs by the author.

The lower view is the extreme left of Plate I enlarged, and joins on to the left of
the upper view. Both together represent the grave-yard of the village of Kasa-an.
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The habit of plucking the hair from the face and body obtains among
the younger men, but the older ones suffer it to grow and wear a scanty
beard and mustache, never however attaining any considerable lfmgth .
.Amongst the latter, also, long years of service in canoes b~s i_rupaired
their powers of locomqtion and misshapen their legs, rendering them
decidedly awkward on shore. This, by comparison, g;ves the body a
long and large appearance. The head appears unusually large, due
both to a real disproportion and to the mass of bushy hair and the high
cheek-bones of the men. Their noses are less flat and fleshy than those
of the Indians to the south. The teeth are white and fine, but in old
age are much discolored and worn. The wearing down of the teeth
comes from eating dried salmon on which sand and grit have been blown
during the process of drying. Tb.e hands and feet are small and well
•
shaped, especially amongst the women. As they all go barefooted a
greater part of the year, their feet are callous, excoriated, a,nd wrinkled
by exposure. The women are comely and fine looking in youth and in ·
early bloom usually have rosy cheeks. In complexion both ~exes are
surprisingly light colored. This is in no way due to intermixt.t-irR with
whites. Dixon (1787) says that they were "very little darker than the
Europeans in general.* Langsdorff makes the same statement.t The
Haida are markedly fairer skinned than the others, but still the dark
tinge is quite apparent, and exposure always adds to it.
The habit of frequent bathing in both winter and summer hardens
itheir physiqm~. As soon as a child is able to leave its cradle it is bathed
in the ocean ever,y day without regard to season, and this custom is kept
up by both sexes through life. This, with scant wrappings, kills off the
sickly children, and hardens the survivors.f The s~anty clothing worn
·by the meu, their reckless exposure in all kinds of weather, and their
ignorance of hygienic laws 9f ventilation and sanitation in their dwellings, bring in their train a long series of ills.
They are not particularly long-lived, although grey-haired people
are not uncommon. Rheumatism and pulmonary diseases are their
worst ills. Small-pox has ravaged the coast terribly. First introduced amongst the Tlingit by the Spaniards in 1775,§ it worked it8
way down the coast, breaking out from time to time in later years, depopulating villages and proving a fatal sconrge to the natives of this
region. No one thing contributed more to dishearten and subjugate
these Indians than the ravages made by this fell disease.
.
Weak eyes and blindness are aue to exposure and to the smoke of
camp and household fires. Debauchery by bad alcohol, worse whisky,
and the native'' hoocbinoo" has added its quota tQ the physical misfortunes of the Indians, while venereal diseases are extremely destructive.
,. ixon, Voyages, JI· :t3 .
I L:rngAd orff, Voyagos, I a.l't u, p. 112.
t LaJJg-s<lorff, oyages, Part u. , pp. l 12, ll3, and 135,
~ Portlock, Voyage (1787), p. 271 ,--..
·
·
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Their ~abits of life are quite regular, and, when undisturbed by war,
they carry on a definite routine throughout the different seasons, collecting food, furs and raw materials at one se_ason to serve them for
the 'n ext ..
EMOTION AL CHARACTERIS'.l'ICS.

They are self~possessed, diguifi.ed and reserv'3d, although much less taciturn than the hunting Indians of the western plains and the interior.
Tiley have the usual Indian stoicism under suffering, and bear extremes
of cold, heat, hunger, and exposure with fortitude. They are quite
venturesome, going well out to sea in their canoes. The Kaigani go
out to Forrester's Island for birds' eggs every spring, 20 miles off the
coast. Dixon (1787) states that he sighted a Haida canoe 8 miles out
at sea, and, though caught in a fog, it reached land in safety, as he
.afterwards met the same party close in shore.* They often make trips
of hundreds of miles in their canoes along the coast and interior waters,
altliough in early days this was not so feasible, owing to the warlike
relations of the different tribes. They' are fond of parade and display,
and are scrupulous observers of ceremony and etiquette. · Many of
their deadly feuds originate from trifling causes based on breaches of
etiqu'3tte or custom. Dancing and singing are a part of their ceremonies of welcome, trade, and war, and to the early voyagers ·to this
region the Indians seemed entirely gjven over to these exercises. Their
narratlves express generally the impression that these natives were
aggravatingly and immoderately fond of dancing, because they could
not trade with them until they had finished singing and feasting. They
are equally fond of long spe~ches and addresses-it all being intended
to impress the observer with the rank, importance, and influence of the
individual who prdvides the entertainment. They are also great sticklers for justice and for custom. When smarting under the seuse of
a real injury or imaginary wrong they are cruelly and unreasonably
reveng ful, although ordinarily friendly. They impressed the early
oyag rs a.· being, omewhat hospitable and generous, although this was
larg ly, a. now, fqunded upon the expectation of an equivalent return.
r heir bravery i · relative.
If stronger than an opponent, their warlike <.h mo11,·trations are quite pron unced, but iu the pre ence of a superi r f r · • b y ar in ·lineu to le submi, ive and peaceful, although
r ~cl_y t tak au und rhau l advantage. Ambu h, surpri ·e, and superi r 11umb r ar • the favora 1 condition of coast Indian warfare,
arnl nu m ·re· i ·howu
w m u nd children, cxc pt perllap to rualre
. I, v · f th rn r to h 11 them:£ r a ran ·om. ·while lav ry was praci · (l l f r, it c li i n
O\qrument in 18G7, ·lave· were
oic· d hy l rtlo ,k (17 '7), that" th• ·
vith 111uc·h afft•ctic,11 awl t •1Hl ~ru • ',', I
'o~

,,. l!· 211.
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In the approach to political and industrial equality of the sexes,

r

and in the respect shown for the opinions of their females, these
Indians furnish another refutation of the old misconception concerning
the systematic mal-treatme-nt of the women by savages. Such a thing
is incompatible with the laws of nature. Good treatment of the female
is essential to the preservation of the species, and it will be found that
this ill-treatment is more apparent than real.
By nature they are rather indolent, but their love of the power and
the display incident to wealth bas changed their disposition since 1775,
so that they have become more enterprising. Originally the chiefs
conducted the trade of the tribe, but in time the natural abilities of
the other sex in driving bargains bas resulted in the predominance
of the influence of the women in such matters.
.
They endeavor to impress others with their importance, wealth, and
powers, but are guarded ·in their expressions of wonder, surprise. or
enjoyment at what they see elsewhere. · They have come now to rely
upon European medicines in sickness. When through carelessness,
recklessness, and ignorance of the laws of health they come to grief,
they incontineutly dose themselves with all sorts of patent medicines
wliich they buy from the traders.
Missionaries have been comparatively successful amongst them, the
Greek and Presbyterian Churches having made -considerable progress ,
with them. The opportunities for long addresses, prayers, experience
rn:eetings, and singilig in some of the Protestant forms of worship ap.peal strongly to native predilections, the influence of the Grdek Church
being princip!l,lly about Sitka. 1rhe missionaries, however, discourage
their dancing, and have influenced them in many localities to cut down
th~. totemic columns and abandon cremation for inhumation-at-length
as practiced by the whites.
INTELLEC'.l'UAJ;, CHARACTERISTICS.

One_sees many strikingly intelligent and attractive faces amongst
the older men and women, where experience has given decided character to their expressions. The stolid, imperturbable moodiness attributed to the Indians of the interior here gives place to a more alert expression of countena,nce. They acquire knowledge readily, and the
children at school make fair progress. They are quite ingenious, and
e, pecially handy with tools, picking up a trade with surprising readines ' , and turning their hands to almo1:,t any sort of busineRs. They
are quite imitative and progressive, but have shown good sense' and
conservatism in retaining many native implements and methods where •
better adapted to their need1:,. They have a keen appreciation of the
value of money, work for wag-es, aud have considerable business jutlglllent. It would seem that, with their ideas of .acquiring wealth, we
ltav little tot ach them in habits of thrift. Of necessity, they have a
good kuowle<lg' of the topography an<l llydrography of their region,
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and of the habits and best modes of capture of all sorts of marine animals. On shore they are rather disappointing as hunters, as they are
not at all cool headed. Their superstitions, beliefs, and practices of
witchcraft, sorcery, slavery, and shamamism do not necessarily place
them on a very degraded intellectual plane when we compare their
practices and beliefs with those of other savage tribes.
They possess a fair knowledge of human nature ; have good oratorical
powers; are communicative when diplomatically approached; have a
keen sense amlappreciation of the grotesque; and have a great sem,e of
wit and humor, as they laugh immoderately at the antics of the <lancers,
the witty remarks of the clowns, and the grotesque carvings erected in
ridicule of tbe whites or-of their neighbors. Placing implicit confidence
in the truth of their legends and the reliability of their carved columns,
they have an immense respect for graphic characters. Anything written on paper or carved is per se credible, and they attach the greatest
value to a letter of recommendation written by a white man, irrespec·
tive of the sentiments expressed by the writer.
MORAL CH.A.RACTERIS'l'ICS.

m pr m·,

•
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and the most bestial practices obtain. Early voy~gers. invariably
mention the modest, reserved, and decorous bearing of the Tlingit,
Haida, and Tsimshian women. U ufortunately, in recent years, the purchase of women and the practice of sanctioned prostitution have, under
the spur of artificial needs of finery and luxuries, had a most demoralizing effect on them, and, with the rum question, are the serious problem
which confronts the friend of the Indian. In their inveterate addiction
to gam_b ling and their craving for tobacco and alcohol they possess
simply the vices ineident to savagism. In their disregard for the lives
and feelings of slaves, and in their practices of compounding murder
and other crimes by the payment of indemnity to the relatives of the
injured, we see simply the operations of custom, which with them bas
the force of law. Murder, seduction, wounds, accidental killing, loss of
articles belonging to another, refusal to marry a widow according to
law, casus belli in general, any wrong ma,y be righted by payment of
an indemnity in the currency of the region.
· Sir ,Tames Douglas, Governor of the Hudson Bay Company about
1840, says:
If unmarriecl'women prove frail, the partner of their guilt, if discovered, is boun<l.
to make reparation to the parents, soothing their wounded honor with handsome
presents. A failure to do this would cause the friends of the offending fair one to use
force to back up their demands and to revenge the insult. It must not, however,
be supposed they would be induced to act this part from any sense of reflected shame,
or from a desire of discouraging ,ice by making a severe example of the vicious, or
that the girl herself has any visitings of remorse, or that th:e parents think her a bit
the worse for the accident, or her character in any way blemished. Such are not
their feelings, for the offender is simply regardod as a robbet· who bas committed
depredations on their merchandise, their only anxiety l>eing to make the damages
exacted as heavy as possible. 14

Petroff illustrates as follows the curious custom of paying for injuries:
Wars are frequently avoided by an indemmty arrangement, and they go so far in .
this system of compensation that they demand payment for losses frorn parties who
have been in no way instrumental in causing them. For instance, an Indian at Sitka
broke into the.room of two miners in their al>sence, emptied a demijohn of liquor,
and died in consequence, and the relatives of the robber demanded and received payment from the unfortunate Caucasians. If a man be attacked by a savage dog and
kills him in self-defense, he must pay for the dog to the Tlingit owner. A small
trading schooner, while running before a furious gale, rescued two Tlingit from a
sinking canoe, which had been carried to sea. The canoe was nearly as long as the
schooner and could •1 ot be carried or towed, seeing-which, the natives themselves cut
the worthless craft adrift. When the humane captain landed the rescued men at
their -village he was astonished by a peremptory demand for payment for the canoe,
backed by threats of retaliation or vengeance.*

To such an extent was this question of indemnity carried, that when
the Ru sians at Sitka tried to interfere with the killing of slaves on
e r monial occasions, they were only successful in preventing it by ran' Qnote<l iu Petroff'R Report, p . 177.

ff. Mi~. 14~, p1. ~--!(;

" Petroff Report,, p. 16f5.
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i.oming the proposed victims. A narration of the exactions of the
Indians for damages on a r:' .count of the accidental deaths of relatives in
the employ of whites would fill a chapter.
JES THE TIC CHA.RA.CTE RS.

These Indians are exceedingly fond of singiug and dancing; have
considerable artistic taste in the use of colors; are advanced in the arts
of carving; anu have fair abilities in drawing and designing-all of
which will appear in subsequent cllapters. Their carvings iu slate
show the height to which-their art rises, and would seem to easily place
them at the head of the savage tribes of the world, especially when
taken in conjnuction with their industrial development. They bathe
frequently in the sea, but on the other haud continually daub their
faces, bodies, and beaus with grease and paint, although this' latter
fashion is now dying out anu has almost disappeared, except as an
occasional custom. They were formerly indifferent to the stench of decayed animal and vegetable matter about their houses and village ,
but the influence of the whites bas wonuerfully improved them in this
respect. They are still, however, indifferent to all san'itary 1&.ws of
ventilation, and their fondness for putrid .salmon noses and herring
roe is very trying, while the smell of rancid grease destroys the resthetic value of many otherwise interesting curios from the region. A
visit to an Indian house is to the uliinitiated still somewhat of an ordeal,
although nothin_g to what it formerly was. Through living in such intimate rela.tions in the llouses, there is an absence of a becoming sen e
of modesty in family life, although tl.te offenses are chiefly to be laid at
the door of the men, who in the summer months go almost naked,
whereas tlle women dress very much the same in aU seasons.
GEHERA.L CONSIDER.A.'l'IONS.

Contact with the whites has staggered aud arrested these ludiau iu
their development. They are now adju ·tiug themselves to a uew mode
of life. Although much reduced in numbers, they are far from being
11 ,~u extermiuatiou.
Much is to be hoped for in the recent establishm nt f indu trial and other chools and in tlrn general interest uow
ta.k ninth Indian . In the prohibition anu prevention of the sale of
liqu r t them a gr at t p ha been taken. Much more needs to be
d u in the su pr ·i u f pro ·tit,ution, iu the recognition of Indian
i 'ht t hu tin and fl ·bin gr unll , anu in medical a sistance to a
f the impl ·t la,ws of health. Their Indian
P · pl
i , VP l'in , ancl witll th m much of the uegrading
· lu ic 1 ,r np ·apa l f alm t any ri e iu the cale

III.
REGULATIVE ORGi1.NIZATION: CONSi1.NGUINEi1.L-POLITICAL-IN- ·
DUSTRIAL.
Government does not begin in the ascendency of chieftains through prowess in war,
but in the slow specialization of executive functions from communal associations
based on kinship. * ., . * Evolution in society bas not been from militancy to industrialism, but from organization based on kinship to organization based on proppert.y, and alongside of the specializations of the industries of peace the arts of war
have been specialized. #
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

On the northwest coast totemism permeates the whole tribal organization. The ceremonies at birth, initiation, naming, matrimony, feasting, dancing, funerals, and all othe•: social occasions, all have for their
object, in some way, the identification of the individual with his totem
under its specific name. A totem is siruply an organization of consanguiooal kindred into a recognized group or band, b1tt with its definition and practical workings we have more to do later.
Amongst the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian, tlle orgauizatian is
based on mother-right; that is, birth-rights, such as rank, wealth, property, etc., are received from the mother. Amougst the southern tribes
of British Columbia father-right is the form of social organization.
In the lowest and rudest forms of primitive human society we have
simply the recognition of the maternityofa child, the paternity either not
being known, or not considered. Matriarchy, this tracing of descent in
the female line only, "mother rule," finds its most primitive form in
the tribal organization of some of the Australians, where the tribe
and child recognize a group of mothers (a sub-phratry), their issues, as
it were, being pooled. The evolution of patriarchy, the recognition of
definite male descent, '' father-rule," is obscure, but its most primitive
form is also found amongst some Australian tribes, where a group of
fathers belonging to a sub-phratry have the monopoly of privileges
with the women of a, corresponding female sub-phratry, although the
tribes may be a thousand miles apart and speak different languages. t
A· we advance from matriarchy towards patriarchy, we find, at the
boundary, tribe wavering between female and male descent, or in which
" Iaj . .J. W. Powell. An. Rep., Bnroau of Ethnology, I, p. :~.
t Fraicr, Tof,f' tniflrn, p. m.
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the ma1e and female line have equal rights, but everywhere motlier
rule seems to have preceded father rule. "The couvade or custom in
accordance with which the husband takes to his bed and is treated as
an invalid when his wife has giveu birth to a child is perhaps a fl.ctiou,
intended to transfer to the father those rights over the children which
under the previous system of mother-kin, had been enjoyed by the
mother alone."* In the evolution of social orgauization, therefore,
matriarchy naturally precedes patriarchy. In the recognition of paternity and in the accumulation and inheritance of property fro m both
father and mother, or either, we find the beginnings of patriarchy and
of the evolution from "organization based on kinship to organization
based on property." The recognition of property may be in itself the
first step in this evolution. With the development of the institution
of marriage, man's position in. the community becomes fixed by kinship.
In the segregation of blood relatives, basetl ou either matriarchy OL'
patriarchy, we get the household. In the organization of consanguiueal
kindred, we have the basis of the communal organization. In tbi ·
stage, HThere is no place in a tribe for any person whose kinship i ·
not fixed, and only those persons can be adopted into the tribe who
are a,dopted into some family with artificial kinship specified. The
fabric of Indian society is a complex tissue of kinship. The warp i
made of streams of kinds hip blood, and the woof of marriage ties." t
What has here been briefly said with regard to the origin and de·
,elopment of the patriarchal form of social organization from the matriarchal is peculiarly pertinent to a study and comparison· of the
ethnical affinities of the tribes of the northwest coast. The southern
tribes have very few of the customs and traditions peculiar to th
northern, and their social organiza,tion is different, ,: mother-rnle" being peculiar to the northern gronp and '' father-rule" to the southern.
Dr. Franz Boas says:
On account of philological considerations, T think ti.lat the social organization of
th Kwakiutl was originally patriarchal, or it may be more correct to say that tb
male and female line had e<1 ual rights. This opiuiou is fonDLled on the fact that even
a.rnoncr th' tribe amoncr whom matriarchate prevails at pre ent, the same terms are
n. cl for denoting r lation bip in th mal and female lines.t

"· ·•. :1, p.

l~1111·a11 of l'.tl11111log ·, (, l'· li!l.
l!t~,.
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wHdering, that it is difficult to trace the mutual influences of the different ethnic groups. In nothing, however, more than in the totemic organization do we recognize these differences.
TOTEMISM.

· The organization of consanguineal kindred is variously called the
totem, the clan, the totem clan, or the gens (plural, gentes). Frazer, in
his work on Totemism, thus defines it : *
A totem is a class of material objects which a savage regards with superstitious respect, believing that there exist.s between him and every member of the class an intimate and altogether speci al xelation. * " * The connection between a man and
his totem is mutually beneficent; the totem protects the man, and the man shows
his respect for the totem in various ways, by not killing it if it be au animal, and not
cutting or gathering it if it be a plant.
Considered in relation to men, totems are of at least three kinds: (1) The clan totem, common to a whole clan, and passing by inheritance from generation to generation; (2) the sex totem * * " \. 3) The iudi vidual totem, belonging to a single
individual and not passing to his descendants. * * *
The clan totem.-The clan totem is reverenced by a body of men and women who
call themselves by the name of the totem, believe themselves to be of one blood, descendants of a common ancestor, and are bound together by common obligations to
each other, and by a common faith in the totem. Totemism is thus both a religious
and a social system. In its religions aspect it consists of the relations of mutual respect and protection between a man and his toterµ; in its social aspect it consists of
the relations of the clansmen to each other aud to men of other clans. In the later
history of totemism these two sides, the religious and the social, tend .to part company. • * * On the whole, the evidence points strongly to the conclusion that the
two sides_were originally inseparable; that, iu other words, the further WA go back
the more we should find that the clansman regards himself and his totem as beings of
the same species, and the less h e di stinguishes between conduct towards his totem and
towards his fellow-cl ansmen.

Tribal Society.-Tbese totems, clans, or gentes are sometimes orgaujzed into groups called phratries,. the union of the latter forming the
tribe or people. We have, therefore, (1) the household or family; (2)
the totem; (3) the phratry; and (4) the tribe.
On the northwest coast the household is not the unit of the totem or
of the phratry, as more than one totem is represented in each; the father
belonging to one totem and the mother and children to another. Besides
this, a brother and bis wife may belong to the household, or a sister and
her husband; thus numerous totems may be represented under one roof.
The practice of totem ism on the northwest coast has not yet received
the thorough study it deserves. It remains for some organization,
governmental or incorporated, to systematicaBy collect the data nece sary for a complete tabulation of the phratries and gentes of all the
tribes, and an exposition of their mutual relations and significance. In
.0nnection with this, a study of the totemic carvings, legends, myths,
and folk-lore, must be prosecuted. The lists of totems from time to time
published have served so far to obscure rather than elucidate the sub* Totemism p. 1, !tq.
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ject, owing to the apparent want of agreement of any two writers. The
tendency to generalize from a study of one tribe alone has added to the
confusion. Thorough and_systematic collection of data at each village
can alone give a reliable groundwork for generalizations. This work
must be undertaken soon, or it will prove either incomplete or too lat.e
altogether.
•
The exceedingly imperfect data given here will at ]east serve as a preliminary sketch of the tabulation.
CONS.ANGUINEAL ORGANIZATION.

Totems.-From their nature, totems are in a state of flux. Clans tend
to become phratries split up into sub-phratries; sub-phraties decay and
finally disappear. An individual distinguishes himself,becomes wealthy,
and hence a leading man in the village. His totem, or indeed his individual crest or sub-totem, may have been an obscure one. As he
rises, its importance in the tribe rises with him. Under his succ~sssor,
the totem. widens its numbers and influence, and finally eclipses other
clan totems, which eventually melt away or are incorporated with it.
In the course of time, either by the accession of other totems or else by
its splitting up into sub-totems, it came finally to be ranked as a
phratry, then a sub-phratry. In this evolution we see the sub-totem
grow into a cian totem, then into a phratry or sub-pbratry, when decay
sets in, and it "melts into the vast reservoir of nature from which it
sprang."
On the northwest coast we see only a few of the stages in th~s evolution, but by a study of totemism. as it exists in all parts of the world
the curve of the rise and fall of totems has been so accurately plotted,
that there will probably be found in this region no wide variation
from the general system.
Tlingit.-Amongst the Tlingit two exogamous groups of gentes exist,
tbat is, they are divided into two phratries. The individuals composing
the gentes in one phratry can only marry individuals in any gentes of
the other. These phratries are popularly called the Raven and the
Wolf. Much confusion arises from the fact that in the Wolf pbratry
we have the Wolf totem, and in the Raven phratry the Raven totem.
Frazer ay of thi :
Coo idering tre prominent parts played in Tlingit mythology by the ancestors of
the two phratrie aud con ideriog that the pbratries are al o names of clans, it
tte m probable that th Rav n and Wolf were th two original clans of the Tlingits,
which aft~rward by sub-<livi. ion b came phratrics .

Through ·1,opular mi appr hen ion the origin of the e two phratries
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is assigned to the tradition of the two mythical beings or beroeR, Tetl
and Kanulc, whose struggles, valor, and beneficence endowed the
Tlingit with the good things of Hfe. In his frequent transformations
Tetl often adopted the form of the raven, giving to the Raven phratry
the apparent right to claim descent from the great Tetl. Some anthori.ties claim to identify Kanu.k, the other godlike personage with tlle
progenitor of the Wolf phratry; but Dr. ]'ranz Boas claims through his
interpretations of the Tlingit legends that "this Kanulc is identical
with the eagle,"* and also that the Tlingit use the title Eagle and Wolf
without discrimination in designating the so-called Wolf phratry.
May not this be due to a possible amalgamation of the Wolf and the
Eagle totem at a rem()te period ante-dnting the growth of the totem
into a phratry. This amalgamation takes place in the course of time
in all Indian communities having a totemic organization. The partial
list of Tlingit totems as verified by the writer is as follows:
Phra1rics.
Wolf or Eagle.

Raven.

I

Totems.
Wolf.
Bear.
Eagle.
Whale.
Rbark.
Porpoise.
Puffin.
Orea.
Orca-bear.t

Raven.
Frog.
Goose.
BeavAr.
Owl.
Sea-lion.
Salmon.
Dog-fish.
Crow.

--

The above totems are divided iuto sub-totems with special names
denoting locality and collateral relationship. The vocabulary of titles,
sub-titles, etc., is a large one, and needs in itself special study. The
data has not yet been collected to enable us to give an adequate idea
of the complexity and ramifications of the Tlingit totemic organization.
Kaigani.-Tbe principal totems are the Crow, Raven, Brown Bear,
Beaver, Eagle, Wolf, and Whale. In addition are also found the Seal,
Orea (Killer), Gnll, Crane, Frog, Shark, and others. Boas adds the
Sparrow-hawk, Codfish, and Skate. The two exogamous groups or
phratries amongst the Kaigani are the Wolf and the Eagle, according to
Boas, designate<! as the Is'atl'a'nas arnl Talc'tl a'nas. The division of
* Notes on Ethnology of British Columbia,, before Am. Philos. Society, November
18, 1887, p. 422.

tAt Fort Wrangell several households of the Orea and Bear totems have been amal·
gamatec'l into one called by a different name from either, viz, Niinaii'ri.
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the above named totems into the t wo groups is n ot known definitely
enough by the writer to warrant g iving the list. Enough js known
however to illustrate several anomalous groupings. F or instance, the
Raven and Bear totems belong to the Eagle phratry, whilst amongst the
'rlingit they belong to the opposite or Raven phratry. In consequence
of this, when, for instance, a Kaigani of either of these toterus goes to
Fort Wrangell (Stikine) or Tongass (Tunghoash), he becomes a member
of the opposite phratry, and can only marry in what, in his own village,
would be his own phratry. This illustrates very forcibly that it is the
gens or totem which counts. Once a Bear al ways a Bear; whereas tlie
phratry is in one sense limited or local. The obli gations attaching to
a totem are not, therefore, confined to tribal or natio nal limits, but extend throughout the whole region. In childhood a t ransfer can be
made from one totem to another. Supposing a chief desires bis son to
succeed him and to belong to his own totem; ti.le babe is transferred
to bis sister to suckle, and is figuratively adopted by her. In t his way
the son acquires the totemship of his father, and at an early age is taken
back by his own mother to raise. Dawson cites these cases of t ransfer
as often effected among the Haida to strengthen the totem of the father
when its number has become reduced ancl there is d anger not only of
· loss of prestige but. of extinction. The ties of tlle t otem or of the
pbratry are considered far stronger than those of blood-relatio nship.
A man can not marry in his own totem whether within or without his
own tribe, or his own pbratry within his own tribe. There is nothing to
prevent a man from marrying his first cousin, and much t o prohibit his
marriage to a most remote connection or an absolute st ranger. The
children always take the mother's totem amongst the Tlingit, Kaigani,
Haida, and Tsimshian, unless transferred to the fath er's by a fiction.
Thus '' mother-rule,'' or matriarchy prevails. W ealth and chiefsbip
descend in the female line in a most curious way, as ex pl ained hereafter
in dealing with the subjects of chiefahip aml inheritance. Dawson,
speaking of the intertribal relation of totems, says :

•rm~~
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'r11is is also the custom amougst the Tliugit aud Kaigaui. Laugsd.or.ff (1805) cites the custom about Sitka, and says that the ransom was
usually paid in sea-otter skins.'*'
Ha.idci.-Dawson states thatA single system of totems (Hai<l.a, Kwalla) extends throughout tlrn different tribes
of the Haidas, Kaiganis, 'l'sirm;hians, and ueighboring peoples. "' "' .,. The totews
found among these peoples are designated as the eagle, wolf, crow, black bear, and finwhale (or killer). The two last named are united, so that but four claus are counted
in all. The Haida names for these are, in order, koot, lcooji, kit-si-;zaxa and sxa-nu-xii.
The members of the differnut totems are generally pretty equally distributed in each
tribe. 'fhose of the E-ame totem are all counted, as it were, of one family, and the
chief bearing of the system appears to be on marriage.t

According to Boas, the Haida are divided into numerous totems aud
into the two phratries, Eagle and Raven, the same as the Kaigani. +
In the absence of any otlier information tlrn subject must rest in this
unsatisfactory condition.
Tsimshian.-Amon gst the Tsimshian tu.ere are four geutes or totems,
the Raven, the Eagle, the Bear, aud the Wolf. A ·person of any totem
may marry into any other than his own indifferently. In tb.e strict seni;-;e,
therefore, there are no phratries amongst the Tsimshian. Boas states
that . the totems of the Kwakiutl al'e the Raven, Eagle, aud Bear, and
that he believes that the Tsimshian bave in general modified tlie customs of northern Kwakiutl.§
Origin of Totemism.-Some idea has been given of the systems of
totems among&t the northern tribes of the northwest coast. Its practical workings will be given later on, in treating of the lrnbits, customs,
and traditions of these tribes. It may, in one sense, l>e out of place
here to deal with the theory of totemism in a work of this nature, but
something may be added to the general fund of speculation. No satisfactory theory has yet been advanced in explanation of the origin of
totemism. Mr. Herbert Spencer finds it (1) in the primitive custom
of naming children after natural objects from some accidental circum.
stance or fanciful resemblance or in nieknaming later in life; (2) the
confounding of or misinterpretation of such metaphorical names or
nicknames with the real objects, that is, confusing these objects with
their ancestors of the s:1me name, and reverencing them as they
already reverenced their ancestors. Si;:· John Lubbock takes his stand
on the ~'supposed resemblance" theory. 'foternism can not be traced
from ancestor worship directly, because it actually exists where there
i8 the most unsatisfactory recognitiou of ancestry, that is of paternity
or maternity, or even both. Tb.e confusiou of natural objects with thP.ir
known ancestors of ·the same names and reverencing them as they reverence such ancestors is in itself quite plausible enough, but tlie ex* Langsdorff, Voyages, part n, p. 130.
t Dawsou, Report, p. 134, B.

+Correspondence, also Science, Oct.
~

Scienr<>, Vo"l. _xn, No. 299, p. 195.

26, 1888.
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istence of totemism ·where ancestry is vaguely or not at all recognized
would seem in itself to call for some other.solution.
Does not the theory of anthropomorphism, the childish an d natural
philosophy of all phenomena, as suggesed by Prof. 0. T. Mason , account
for totemism 1 Belief in the possibility of human descent from natural
objects exists universally amongst primitive people. This bas undoubtedly been strengthened by the credibility of the reality of experience in
dreams, which, as a sequence, is followed by belief in the possibility
of sexual relations with objects of nature also founded on dreams. The
existence of customs in Bengal, Servia, and Greece of marrying bride
and groom to trees before marriage to each other is an illustration of
the survival of such belief.*
Clearly, before we -can have a recognition of ancestry, we must have
a recognition of paternity; and a misinterpretation of names and confounding of ancestry with natural objects can not precede a belief in
the possibility of sexual relations and descent from natural objects. It
seems not unreasonable therefore to trace the origin of the belief last
named to the well-known anthropomorphism and credulity of savages
in the reality of dreams. This is simply here suggested as a partial
solution of the question.

a

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION.

Chiefs and Petty Ohiefs.-In the· sense in which the term is ordinarily
used, there is no absolute chiefship. The family is the sociological unit.
The bead of that household in the village, which, through inheritance,
wealth, numbers, ·and influence, predominates over the others, is nominally chief of the village. His authority is shadowy, and his power is
largely due, aside from wealth, good birth, and family influence, to bis
prowess in war, or to personal and masterful qualities. Now and then,
through various causes, a chief may rule a village with absolute or despotic sway, but the power is not so much due to headship, in itself, as
to personal and agg~essive qualities in the individual. Rank is principally dependent on wealth and good birth, although the latter in it elf
implies inheritance of rank and wealth. Personal qualities count for
what they are worth in addition. General recognition and consensus
of opinion settle the question of rank. Tb:;i.t is to say, it is about what
th inllividu:,J can make it by all the art of as ertion, bargain, intrigue,
wealth, cH play, and per, onal prowe .
Be. i<le the principal chief, there are others, who are the bead of the
other principal clan t t m. or household, of th village. Their rank
or claim to di ·tinction and r pect i relative to that of the chief in
he cl gree of th ir wealth, age, superiority of natural under tanding,
tb num r of p r on of which their bou. bold con i ts, and the genral good for un and pr p ri ~· of the group of per on of which they
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are the recognized bead. Indeed, each household is in itself a subordinate government. Tbe head of it, through heredity, wealth, ability,
or otherwise, simply is recognized as a petty chief in the village. The
head chief merely overshadows in the extent of his influence the petty
chiefs. Often reverses of fortune turn the tables, and some decline in
influence while others rise. Often the alliance of the medicine men
is gained by purchase or by the sacrifice of private property, and the
chief'R and shamans combine to uphold each other in the respect and fear
of the community. Many bitter fends grow out of the rivalries of households and gentes in the struggle for power and influence in the tribe.
Often a man is strong enough, like Chief Skowl of Kasa-an, to crush out
all opposition, or even, like Uhief Skiddaus, * to extend his influence
beyond his· own village through the ownership of valuable lands, or
through the necessities of war, and have his suzerainty recognizeu .
by the chiefs of other vil1ages. In a strict sense, however, the village
is the tribal unit. Alliances of tribes have always been only temporary,
and no lasting federation has ever been formed. Simpson, who visited
Alaska in 1841, says, of the rivalries of Chiefs Shakes and Qualkay,
at Fort Wrangell (Stikine), "though Shakes was the principal chief,
yet he had comparatively little influence; while the second ruler in
the tribe (Qualkay) possessed a strong party in the village."t
A chief, as a rule, is not treated with any very marked deference on
ordinary occasions excepting by hjs own household, but in ceremonies
a degree of state was formerly kept up, to impress visitors or strangers
with the importance and high rank of the dignitary. In the ceremonies
at the conclusion of peace between the Russians and Indians at Sitka
(1804), Lisiansky states that the Indian chief who acted as an ambassador was either borne by his slaves upon a mat-carpet or rug, or carried
on the shoulders of his attendants, as become his rank, and not due to
any infirmity of the chief, for in the ceremonial dances which followed
he took a prominent part. t
In early days the chief traded for all his tribe or household, snhject
however, to the approval of those present; but in recent years, with the
abolition of slavery and the influence of the whites, the authority of
the chiefs has been very much weakened. Instances are not rare
where mediciue men or shamans have been head chiefs of villages.
Freemen.-Below the chiefs come the freemen, who are the ordinary
people of the tribe composing the different households. Above these in
one sense, or above the petty chiefs for that matter, come the shamans
or medicine men. This rank, however, is in no sense political. They
are simply a class whose functions are largely religious:
Slaves.-On our acquisition of the territory of Alaska in 1867 the
practice of slavery received its death-blow amongst the Indians. Pre- - - - - - - -·----- .•
~

Poole, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia, p. 108.
1, p. 212.
t Li . i:rnsky, Voyap;es, p. 2:12.

t Simpson, Journey Round Lhe World, Vol.
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Yiously to that the Russian authorities had sought to ameliorate, in some
degree, the hardships of this wretched class in the vicinity of Sitka, but
it was still in practice when we took possession. The slave class has
now gradually been absorbed into the body of the freemen and slavery
is a thing of the past.
Formerly wealth consisted largely in the possession of slaves. Simpson estimates that in 1841 one-third of the entire population of this
region were slaves of the mos-t helplesss and abject description.
Though some of them wer·e prisoners of war and their descendants, yet
the great supply was obtained by trade with the southern Indians, iu
which the Tsimshian acted as middlemen. They were kidnapped or
captured 1.;y the southern Indians from their own adjacent tribes an<l
sold to the Tsimshian, who traded them to the northern Tlillgit and interior Tinne tribes for furs. Tile last-named lJad no hereditary slaves,
getting their supply from the coast. Dunn states (1834) that at Port
Simpson, British Columbia, "A full-grown athletic slave, who is a good
lrnnter, will fetch nine blankets, a gun, a quantity of powder and ball,
a couple of dressed elk skins, tobacco, vermilion paint, a fiat file, and
other little articles."*
Slaves did all the drudgery; fished for their owner; strengthened
hi~ force in war ; were not allowed to hold property or to marry;
and when old and worthless were killed. The master's power was
unlimited. If ordered by him to murder an enemy or rival, his own life
paid the forfeit or penalty if be either refused or failed. The cbildreu
of slave women by the master were slaves. in certain ceremonies it
was customary to give several slaves their freedom; but at funerals of
chiefs, or in ceremonies attending the erection of a house by a person
of consequence, slaves were killed. Slaves sacrificed at funerals were
chosen long before the death of their master and were supposed to be
peculiarly fortunate, as their bodies attained the distinctiQn of cremation,
instead of being thrown into the sea. Simpson (1841) says of Chief Shakes
at Wrangell (Stikine), that be was '' said to be ver51 cruel to bis slaves,
whom be frequently ·acrificed in pure wantonne's, in order to show bow
great a man be wa . Un the recent occasion of a house-warming, be
exhibited as part of the fe tivitie the butchery of fi"Ve slaves; a.nd at
another time, ba.ving. truck a white man in a fit of drunkenness and rec i,ed a pair of black ye for hi pain.·, be ordered a slave to be shot,
by way at nc of atifyiog bi own wounded honor and apologizing
t th per. n whom be had a:.·aulted. Hi rival (Qualkay), on the
c ntrar wa p . . ed of ncb kindne of heart. that on grand bolid, Y h wa m r rea y t mancinat hi lav than to destroy them;
Y t.
n~ t ·, ', man bondm u n. cl to run away from Qualkay,
·hil non att mpt d t . · t> from i'lrnkes; an anomaly which, howe,· r ra , il. xpl in cl ina. much a. tbe one would pardon th
·aptur '1 fu«itiv
, ncl th th :r w nltl t rture and mnrd r them.' t
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.
The practice of killing slaves in ceremonies aud for reparation in
quarrels was quite common among the northern tribes, and numerous
instances might be cited. At Howkan, in one of the Indian houses, may
be seen a couple of large wooden images each representing a wolf, with
human face and real human hair on the head. This was to remind
slaves that, if they escaped from their owners, they would become
transformed into creatures like those depicted, half man, half wolf.
Poole (1863) says that the Haida, Chief Kine, informed lJim ''that
some years previously lJis brother-in-law, in those days the greatest
clJief on the coast, bad been entrapped by the Fort Rupert Indians on
bis way home from Victoria and scalped and killed, with all his males,
bis females being divided as slaves amoug the victors."* This exarr!ple
is cited to show that it was very questionable if the northern Indians
made very good slaves, being so warlike, and preferring, as they claim,
death to slavery. On the other hand, the southern tribes were more
docile, the Flatheads forming the principal part of tlie slave population of the nortllern Indians. In case of the liberation of a slave, he
was adopted as a freeman into the clan to which bis mother belonged
either by birth or as a slav~.
Oivil Government.-There are no stated periods for councils or deliberative gatherings. A household consultation or a meeting of the gens ·
or of the chiefs takes place un<ler the spur of necessity. Women have
usually as much to say as the men on other than ceremonial occasions,
and their ad vice is frequently followed, particularly in affairs of trade.
In matters affecting one or more gentes or the village, representatives
of the various households or gentes meet more formally. They squat
around or sit cross-legged! delivering form~l speeches in turn, whicll
are beard with rapt attention and approved of by grunts, murmurs,
and uplifting of hands. In cases such as witch.craft or offenses of
medicine men, sentence to death or to fine is adjudged by the leading
men of the village after trial. Under most circumstances, however,
the law of blood revenge, an '' eye for an eye," leaves little need for
otherthan family councils, as they are purely totemic offenses, aud are
arranged by the injured gens.
INDUS'.I.'RIAL ORGANIZA'.l'ION.

Division of Labor.-As between the sexes, the women attend mostly
to the common household duties, but the meu have a fair share of the
outside ·work about the house and camp. A chief is usually more or
less waited on by his dependents. When slavery was in vogue, this class
performed all the menial drudgery. Tile liberated slaves still occupy
a omewhat dependent position. 'rhe men are the warriors and bunterR, though an old woman of rauk usually steers the war canoe. Tn
ordiuary transit the omen assist tlle men in paddling, and the owuP1·
~

l'nol1 ·, {ln
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Clinr l1d 11-1 TslnndA, p. <2;,r•.
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ortbe most experienced person steers. In the season of hunting fur-bearing animals, the women and children (and formerly slaves) take charge
of the camps-fishing, drying fish, and gathering and drying berries
for winter. Altogether . the division of labor is upon equitable and
economic principles, and the women by no means do all the drudgery.
During the runs of salmon, herring, and eulachon, and in fact at all
times during the summer season, special employment is dropped, and
all the natives alike engage in the work in hand. In addition to the
~food supply, materials are collected to be worked up during the winter
months, by those specially skilled, in to various useful and ornamental
objects. Different men and women acquire adeptness in different arts
and industries, and devote their leisure to their trade. Some of the
men are expert house-carpenters, canoe-builders, basket-makers, tanners of hides, hewers of wood, metal workers, carvers of wood, stone,
horn, bone, slate, manufacturers of metal implements, ornaments, household utensils, etc., and are regularly paid for their services. This is
especially true of the wood-carvers, who make and paint the totemic and
mortuary columns. Others enjoy prestige as successful huu ters ?f certain
animals or expert fishermen. Some of the women are expert basketmakers, carvers of household utensils, weavers of cloaks and mats of
cedar bark and wool, and makers of dance and ceremonial costumes.
Generally the men are carvers and the women weavers. Dunn (1834)
says of the Tsimshian, and it applies also to the Haida and Tlingit,
"Every chief keeps an Indian on his establishment for making and repairing canoes and making masks for his religious representations; this
man they call the carpenter."*
Portlock (1786) says of the Tlingit, '' the women are the keepers of
their treasures." t In fact, as before stated, the women are practically
on an equality with the men in the industrial organization, and whether
her advice in all matters is sought or not, she is quite apt to give it.
Cases of "hen-pecked" husbands are not rare.
Inheritance.-In this totemic organization some singular features
present them elves. Blood relation hip is cut across in an arbitrary
way, giving rise to l)eculiar customs and laws. As before stated, first
cou in may marry, but totally unrelated persons in the same phratry
may not. In a war between gentes or phratries~ a grooru, while cele• brating hi nuptial·, may be called upon to fight his father-in-law on
account of -ome trivial feud.
P101>erty i · inh 'rited by the brother of the <leceased, a sister's son, a
i r r the mother, in tlle order named, in the ab ·ence of the preced. a rul th , ife get· nothin<T, She ha, her own dowry and
J> onal lH' p rt·.
ho ver inherit the property of the deceased, if
a hr h r r i.
on mu t eitl1er take th widow to , He, or pay an
iml •11111· . t h •r r ·l tiP i11 ·a e of failm • to <lo ,·o. In ca e the heir
i :1
i • i tl • 11 !. • i11 ·ucc • i u t, k : h •r; f r in ance, th
I.
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brother.may inherit the property and the nephew get the relict. In
case there is ilO male relative to marry her or in case an indemnity is
paid, the widow may marry any other man. Sometimes an adopted
child or the son adopted by a sister of the deceased may be the heir.
The heir of Ollief Skowl of Kasa-au (Kaigani) was his sister's son,
Sahattan, who is now chief of the village. Should a boy be killed hy
accident, tlle indemnity is paid, by a reversal of this rule, to -his mother's
brother, the boy's uncle. Property inherited is taken possession of by
the heir as soon as the body is burned or enclosed in the burial box.
It becomes his duty within a year to give a great feast and erect a
mortuary column in honor of the deceased. This ceremony is called
glorifying or elevating the dead, and is one of the principal ones in this
region.
Lisiansky (1805) sa_ys of the 'flingit about Sitka:
'£.he right of succession is from uncle to nephew [meaning sister's son], the dignity
of chief to yon excepted, which passes to him who is the most powerful, or has tlfe
greatest number of relations. Though the toyons have power over their subjP>cts, it
is a very limit,ed power, unless when an individual of extraordinary ability starts up,
who is snre to rule despotically, and, as elsewhere, to do much mischief. These toyous are numerous; even in small settlements there are often four or five.*
SUMMARY.

The industrial organization is not different from the political, and
most of the laws and customs which control° them in their actions are
founded on totemic laws, traditions, legends, folk-lore, and superstitions. For this reason the regulative organization, while not exactly
weak, is at least not well differentiated. The actual function or occupation of the individual, both as a member of a household and of the
tribe, is partially developed, although there are no real craft classes.
Organization is based on kinship, and descent is in the female line.
Totemism cuts across blood relationsuip and its chief bearing is on
marriage. Most of the ceremonies have a bearing directly on totemism,
and have for their object the identification of the intlividual with° his
totem.
*Lisiausky, Voyages, p. 243.

IV.
PERSONAL ADORNMENT: MU'1 ILATIONS, LIP ORNAilfENTS, TATTOOING,
AND PAINTING. OUNAMENTS, , NECKLACES, PENDANTS, AND BRACELETS. DRESS, ANCIENT, MODERN, RAIN, - W ..:IR, AND GERE MONIAL.
1

:MUTILATIONS,

The practice of mutilation is ohler than recorded history. Man never
has been satisfied with either his structure or appearance, and bas constantly endeavored to improve upon both. On the n'orthwest coast the
mutilatfons are of the head and face, the practice of flattening or compressing tbe head l)eing, however, peculiar only to the southern tribes
of this reg~on. Mackenzie, in his visit to the Bilqula, in 1793, described
their heads as "wedge-shaped." This does not, however, obtain among
the Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit, bnt they pierce the ear and the septum of the nose, and in addition tbe women slit the lower lip.
Lip, nose, and ear ornaments.-Wbile amongst the Eskimo the men
pierce the liil and wear the sleeve-button-shaped labrets of bone, shell,
ivory, or stone, amongst the northern Indians the women alone wear
the lip ornament. Between these two geographically are tlrn Koniaga·
and Aleut. With the Koniagas both sexes pierce the septum of the
nose and the under lip and wear ornaments in them.
Beginning with the Yakutat 11., and ruuuing as far south as the Kwakiutl,t we find the custom amongst the ·women of wearing a labret in
a slit cut in the lower lip. It is symbolic of matmity, the inci ion fir t
being made either in childhood or else at pul>erty. In either case it i'
done with ·ome ceremony! which is described in Chapter XIII. A copper wiret or piece of hell or wood is introduced iuto the fre h inci ion
to ke p the wound open. The object inserted is grallua11,v enlarged
until an artificial opening of some size is made. When m:1tmity i:
r ach tl a, bl ck of wo cl L in erted. 'Ibi i~ o\'al or elliptical in . bape,
d amonrr. tl1 . ai<la and 'T im bia11 quite elongated. With the
oth r b, n , it i: almo. t •ircular in hape. In general
and groov (1 on the dge like the heav
n l oth. id

:l5(i

••
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EX P LA N AT I O N O F P LAT E I V .
CHIEF KITKUN , OF THE HAIDA VILLAGE OF L AS KEE K, QUEE N C HARLOTTE ISLANDS, BR ITISH
COLUMBIA.
F rom a photograph in the U. S . National Muse,,m .

Kitkun is her e selected as a type of the Haida I ndian. The rank w hich he held
in 1873 was that of a petty ch ief of the village, his brother, Chief Klue, being th
head chief. On the death of his broth er, Kitkun became head chief of th e village,
assuming the her editary title, Chief K lue. The tattoo mark on the breast represents Kahatla, the cod-fish, and that on his arms Cheena, the salmon. The design
on his back is shown in Fig. 2, Plate V, and represents Wasko, a m ythological
being of the wolf species.

. R'3port of National Museum, 1888.- Niblack.

PLATE

IV •

CHIEF KITKUN, OF THE HAIDA VILLAGE OF LAS KEEK, QUEEN CHAR-LOTTE ISLANDS, BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

•

EXPLANATION OF PLA TE V.

HA IDA TATTOOING.

From photographs by the author and sketches by James G. Swan , of Port Townsend , Washington.

Fig. 2. Design copied from the back of Chief Kitkun, representing Wasko, a mytli ·
ological being of the wolf specirs.
Fig. 3a. Tattooed design on the back of the Haida (shown in Fig. 4) repre enting
the Thunder-bird.
Fig. 3b. De ·ign on the leg of the Haida (shown in Fig. 4),• half way between the
knee and thigh, representing the squid octopus.
Fig. 3 ·. De ign on the skin of the Haida (shown i~ Fig. 4) just below the kn ,
r pres nting Tlankostan, the frog.
Fig. 4. Young Haida from Queen Charlotte Island , British Columbia. The tatto
mark on th breast r pres nt Hoorts, the b ar, and that on his for -arm
Koot, the agle.

PLATE

Report of National Museum , 1888.-Niblack.
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of a pulley to keep it in place. Each succeeding year a larger and
larger Hp-block is inserted, the effect being in old age to drag the lip
down, exposing the discolored and worn teeth, and forming altogether,
to the European, a disgusting spectacle, but to them a thing of beauty
and a token of rank, maturity, and social position. In running, it flops
~1p and down between the nose and chin in a very undignified manner.
It is as embarrassing to an Indian woman to be seen without her labret as
for a European woman to be seen with uncovered bosom.* Female
slaves were invariably forbidden the-privilege of wearing them. Th.e
size of the labret measures the social importance and wealth of the
wearer. The custom is now d,Ying out, but is still seen amongst the
older Haida women, tile labrets being principally made of wood. Formerly it was the custom to ornament them with copper and inlay them
wit,h haliotis shell by way of beautifying them. They varied in size
from 4 inches long by 3 broad down to small buttons to wear in. the
first incision. Now that this custom is dying out, a form of it is seen
in the piercing of the lip with a small hole and the insertion of a silver
tube or bar (Plate xr).
Piercing the nose.-Both sexes pierce the septum of the nose and insert ornaments, originally of copper, bone, wood, or haliotis shel1, but
now of silver, such as rings or bars or tufts of red woolen yarn, with
pendent shark's teeth. The Tlingit wear a silver or bone ring through
the nose, as seen in several accompanying plates, but formerly the custom cf wearing an.ivory stick or pin obtained in some localities.
Piercing the ears.-Both sexes pierce the lobe of the ear and wear ornaments as in' the nose. Around th~ rim of the ear additional holes are
pierced. Men of rank have as many as five or six of these latter. Formerly, according to Dawson,t "these· held little ornaments formed of
plates of haliotis shell, backed with thin sheet copper or the small teeth
of the fin-whale." This custom is also fast dying out. Amongst the
older men and women one still sees these practices, but in a modified
and less pronounced form.
Tattooing.-This practice is found rarely among the Tlingit, if at all,
anu only occasio~ally amongst the Tsimshian, although it crops out
here and there, in ,ery mild form, all along the coast. With the
Haida alone, of all the Indian stocks, tattooing is a fine art, and is common to both sexes. The :figures are conventional representations of
their totems, pricked in charcoal, lignite, or black pigment, and serve to
ideutify the individual with his or her totem. The men have these designs tattooed on their breasts, on their backs between their shoulders,
on the front part of their legs below the thighs, on the shins below the
knee, and on the back of the fore-arms. Occasionally the men also have
these designs on the cheek and back of the hands, although -rarely seen
1

a

• La. Perouse, Vqyage, torn.

11,

H. Mis, 142, pt, 2--17

p.. 226.

t Dawsou 1 Report, B, p. 109.
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now.* The women tattoo the same as the men, excepting that the designs on the upper part of the leg are said to be omitted. The designs
on their fore-arms invariably extend down over the back of the hands
and knuckles, and this alone serves to distinguish the Haida women
from those of other tribes on the coast. Plate IV shows the tattooing on
Kitkun, Chief of Laskeek, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Plate v shows the details of tattooing, which subject will be found more
thoroughly treated in a paper by Judge ;T. G. Swan, in the Fourth
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnolo·g y, pp. 66-73. Fig. 2, Platev,
is the design on back of Kitkun. Frequently the tattooing on the hands
represents finger-rings and bracelets. A Haida woman who had on her
person a figure of a halibut laid open, with the face of the chief of her
tribe shown on the tail, told Poole that it would protect her and her
kin from dr?wning at sea.t * * * Judge Swa~ says:
It should be borne in mind that, during these festivals and masquerade performances, the men are entirely naked, and the women have only a short skirt reaching
from the waist to the knee; the rest of their persons are exposed, and it is at such
times that the tattoo ma,rks show with the best effect, and the rank and family connection are known by tbe variety of designs. Like all the other coast tribes, tbe Haiclas
are careful not to permit the iutrnsion of white persons or strangers to their Tomanawos ceremonies, and as a cousequence but few white people, and certainly none of
those who have ever written about these Indians, have been present attheiropening
ceremonies when the tattoo marks are shown . .,. * * As this tattooing is a mark of
honor, it is generally done just prior to a Tomanawos performance, and at the time
of raising the heraldic columns in front of the chief's houses. The tattooing is done
in open lodge and is witnessed by the company astiembled. Sometimes it takes several years before all the tattooing is done, but when completed and the body is well
ornamented, then they are happy and can take their seats among the elders.

The design is carefull.v drawn in charcoal or lignite (ground in water)
on the body and then pricked in with needles. It takes some time to
finish a design, but once completed the status of the individual is fixed
for life.
Painting the body.-From the Yakutat, throughout the region south,
· the custom obtains, on ceremonial occasions, of painting the face and '
body a variety of colors, and daubing the hair with red, black, or brown
pigments. This custom is now becoming rare. On ·ceremonial occa·
sions of importance the white down of eagles or other birds is powdered over the paint on the body and head, giving a polite coat of tar
and feathers. In war various ·hideous and grotesque patterns were
formerly adopted for the face, such as a circle of black with a red chin,
giving to the wearer the appearance of having on a mask. The colors
on tbe body are removed in lines by brushes or sticks in order to trace
the pattern of the totem of the wearer, similar to the tatooing on the
body. Amongst the Tlingit this in effect takes the place of tattooing ;
* • een by the writer at Kasa-an village (Kaigani) 1885. The practice of tattooing
is dying out and only fonnrl among the older people.
tPoole, Qneen Charlotte Islands, p. 311 [1864].
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sometimes the designs are laid over the other paint with charcoal.
Nowadays the paint is washed off after the ceremouies, but formerly
it was the custom throughout the coast for the rich to renew the
coat daily, while the poor would have to manage according- to their
abilities. Vancouver thus describes the war paint of the Nass, with
whom he had a hostile encounter:
These bad contrived so to dispose of the red, white, and black as to render the natural ugliness of their countenances more horribly hideous. This frightfol appearance
did uot seem to be a new fashion among them, hut to have been long adopted by
their natural ferocious dispositions . .,.

Before the advent of looking-glasses the Indians made one another's
toilets. A chief was serverl by his slaves or his· wife. This custom
of adorning- the body with paint served other than resthetic purposes.
In war and ceremony it added to the effect on the observers; it identifiell the wearer with his totem, and finally served as a protection to
the body again st-mosquitoes aud the weather. This last named is the
principal use to which the custom is now put, viz, of wearing a coat of
black paint on the face and hands. This must be distinguished from
the monruing paint made from charcoal. The other referred to is a
brownish-black paint, now commonly worn to prevent the burning of
the skin in hot weather from the glare of the sun on the water, and as
a protection against mosquitoes and sand-flies. ·This coat consists of a
soot, like burnt cork, made from a charred fungus, rubbed into the
skin ~ith grease. This gradually turns black and is frequently renewed.
In general the paints used were charcoal, charred and roasted fungus; white, red, and brown earths (ochres); lignite, ve_g etable juices;
aud powdered cinnabar.
Hair.-As mentioned, ochres and bird's down are usecl for dressing
the hair for ceremonial occasions. Portlock says tbat among the Tlingit, this was only practiced by the men.t Ordinarily the hair is
worn short by the men, excepting the shaman~ and long by the women,
who usually wear it done up in two plaits down the back, but sometimes
in one plait, or "clubbed" behind and bound with red cloth. The earlier custom was somewhat different, according to Portlock (1787), who
says: '' The women wear their hair either clubbed behind or tied up in
a bunch on the crown of the head; the men wear theirs either loose or
tied at the crown."
The hair is dressed with combs of a somewhat conventional pattern,
as illustrated in Figs. llc and lld, which are from two specimens in the
Emmons Collection in the Museum of Natural History, New York.
Figure llc is made from a small, thin piece of bone, while lld is carved
* Vancouver, Voyagei Vol.

111

p. 337,

t Portlock1 Voyage (1787), p. 290,
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from cedar wood and ornamented with a totemic design.
a stone comb in this same collection.

Fig. lld.

Fig. 11c.
BONE

(Tlingit.

Figure lle is

vVSJODEN COMB.

Co.11rn.

(Tlingit.

Emmons ColJection.)

lsmmons Coll~ction.)

Fig. lle.
STONE

(Tlingit.

Cm.rn.

Emmons Collection.)

ORNAMENTS.

With the practice of mutilations comes the adornment of the person
with ornaments fashioned from a great variety of materials. It seems
that, not content with the facilities offered naturally for securing these
to the person, mutilations were often practiced solely to enable the
wearer to attach ornaments to the ear, lip, nose, or cheek.
Labrets or lip ornaments.-These are made of stone, wood, bone, shell,
ivory, silver or copper, sometimes of one material only, sometimes of a
combination of several. In form they vary from a pulley-shaped disc
to a collar buttou, and iu size from 4 inclrns to a ::;mall cylinder of
one-eighth iuch iu diameter. The labret shown in Plates XLIX and

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI.
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ANCIENT AND MODERN METAL ORNAMENTS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 5. COPPER BRACELETS, same as those worn in Alaska. Cat. No. 20627, u. s.
N. M. Kwaikutl Indians, Bella Bella, British Columbia. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 6. COPPER BRACELETS. Inlaid 'with shell. Cat. No. 19529, u. s. N. lVL
Tlingit Indians, Fort Wrangell, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 7. COPPER BRACELET. Inlaid with shell. Cat. No. 20637,
s. N. M. Tsimshian Indians, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 8. BRACELETS. Of "twisted copper wire. Cat. No. 56468, U. S. N. M. Kwakiutl Indians, Fort Rupert, British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
· ·
Fig. 9. COPPER NECKLACE. Ancient form. Cat. No. 88715, u. s. N. M. Masset
Indians (Haidan stock), Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 10. NECKLACE. Of copper wire, ancient form. Cat. No. 88746, U. S. N. M.
Masset Indians (Haidan stock), Queen Charlette Islands, British Columbia. · Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 11. HAIR ORNAMENT (Tchenes). Of steel, highly polished, inlaid with haliotis
shell. Anciiimt form, worn by young girls, and valued at one to two
slaves. Cat. No. 10313, U. S. N. M. Tsimshian Indians, Nass River,
British Columbia. Collected by Lieut. F. W. Ring;, U. S. A. ·
Fig. 11a. HAIR-PIN. Of iron inlaid with shell. Cat. No. 19528, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Fort Wrangell, Alaska. Col'ected by James G Swan.
Fig. 12. EAR-RING . Of silver, modern type. Cat. No. 19552, U. S. N. M. Tlingit
Indians, , itka, Alaska. Collected by J arnes G. Swan.
Fig. 13. No. E-RIN ·s. Of silver, modern type.
at. No. 19551, U.S. N. M. Tlingit
Indians , itka, Ala ka.
olle ted by James G. Swan.
Fig. 14. EAR-RI~G . Of ilv r, m d rn type. Cat. No. 19!5fi0, U. '. N. M. Kaigani
Indian (Haidan stock), Prince of Wal s I land, Alaska. Coll cted by
James . , 'wa .

u.
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BONE AND SHELL ORNAMENTS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 19. EAR AND NOSE ORNAMENTS. Of shark's teeth. Cat. No. 72993, U.S. N. M.
Auk Indians, Admiralty Island, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 2L EAR PENDANTS. Of skeins of red worsted, ornamented with abalone shell.
Cat. No. 88883, U.S. N. M. Masset Indians (Haidan stock), Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan;
:Fig. 22. NECKLACE. Of dentalium shell with pendant of abalone. Cat. No. 88885,
U . S. N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan.
· Fig. 23. EAR PENDANTS. Of red worsted and abalone, the latter carved to show
wearer's totem. Cat. No. 20674, U. S. N. M. Collected by James G.
Swan.
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L in the figure of the "Bear Mother" is a good illustration of the size
and appearance of this appendage as worn up to recent years.
Nose ornaments.-Fig. 13, Plate VI, is the general type of silver nosering.; in use around Dixon Entrance. It is often worn in this same
shape made of bone. Another favorite ornament both for the nose and
ear is the shark's tooth, as shown in Fig. 2.0, Plate VII. As such it is
usna_l]y attached to the hole in the nose or lobe of the ear by a yarn of
red worsted. Sometimes the red worsted is alone worn; sometimes a
piece of bone triangular in shape replaces the shark's tooth which it is
meaut' to imitate. A bone or ivory stick or cylinder was formerly worn.
:Fig. 17, Plate vn, is an illustration of a primitive bone nose ornament
of a different type f'rom any of these mentioned.
Ear ornaments.-Figs. 12 and 14 represent the common types of silver ear-rings now worn in the northern region around Dixon Entrance.
As mentioned above, sharks' teeth and red worsted are favorite ear
ornaments. These are illustrated in Figs. 20, 21, and 23, Plate VII.
Fig.12a is a Tlingit ear ornament of ivory from the Emmons Ool1ection
in the Museum of Natural History, New York. In its ornamentation
and design it shows the effects of intercourse with the Aleut and
Koniagas to the north. Fig. 12b is a pin or peg of ivory or bone of a
type sometimes worn by the Tlingit and Haida.
Hair ornaments.-Fig. Ila, Plate VI, is an iron
hair-pin from Fort Wrangell, Alaska {Tlingit.) It
is inlaid with haliotis and highly polished. Fig.
11, Plate VI, is an iron '' tchene"
highly polished and inlaid with
haliotis shell. It is worn by young
girls as an ornament in the hair.
This specimen is from the Nass
Indians (Tsimshian), but they are
also found amongst the Tlingit
and. Haida, and were formerly
valued at from one to two slaves.
Red is the favorite color for cloth
or ribbon used by the women for
dressing their hair, as described
previously.
Necklaces.--Fig. 22, Plate vn, is
Fig.12a.
Fig. 12b.
of red beads and den taa
necklace
EAR ORNAMENT.
EAR ORNAMENT.
(Tlingit. Emmons Collec- Ii Um Shell Strung alternately and (Tlingit.and Haida. Emmons Collec•
• t10n.)
further ornamented with a square
tion.)
piece of abalone shell pendent. Tllis specimen is from Ma8set, British
.Columbia(Haida), as is also that shown in Fig. 9, Plate VI, which is made
of twisted copper wire and is of a very primitive type. Fig. 10 is the
same kind as that shown in Fig. 9, but it has been oxidized by the heat
and looks somewhat like iron wire insteatl of copper.
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Fjnger-rings.-These were formerly made entirely of copper, bone,
shell, or black slate, and were ornamente~ with totemic designs. Now
silver has so generally displaced all other materials that the primitive
types are rarely seen.
Bracelets.~Fig. 5, Plate vi, is a pair of copper bracelets from Bella
Bella, British Columbia, ()rwakiutl) similar to those worn north. Fig.
6 represents a pair from Fort Wrangell, Alaska, also of copper, in·
laid with baliotis shell. Fig. 7 is one similar in style to that shown in
Fig. 6, from Fort Simpson, British Columbia (Tsimshian). Fig. 8 r_epresents a very primitive type of copper bracelet of twisted copper wire,
from Fort Rupert, British Columbia (Kwakiutl), but similar to those
worn north. Fig. 16b is a Tlingit iron bracelet of native workmanship, frol!l the Emmons Collection. Plate VIII
represents the types of silver bracelets worn
on the northwest coast at the present day.
They are made from silver coin, and have replaced those of bone, born, copper, sheH, and
- iron formerly worn. Fig. 24 represents tbe
coin hammered out into a flat strip of the required width with ends rounded into shape.
Fig. 16b.
IRoN BRACELET.
Fig. 25 represents the same bent nea~ly into
(Tlingit. Emmons Collection.)
Shape by gentle hammering,
In its flat shape the silver has little or no elasticity or spring, so tb.e
next step is to round the bracelet out on the inside, as shown in crosssection, Fig. 26. This is done by means of a hammer and a blunt cold
chisel. In the process of hammering the bracelet curls up more and
more, and is beaten out thinner and broader. This economizes silver,
and gives elasticity and clasp to the bracelet. The next step is.to carve
the design on it as shown in the :fini8hed bracelet, Fig. 27. On this
width totemic designs are seldom carved, scroll work being used. The
tools are of the most primitive kind, consisting of a hammer, blunt coldchisels, and a sharp steel carving or etching tool. Figs. 28 and 00
represent a style of clasp somewhat in vogue, but Figs. 27 and 29 are
the prevailing patterns. Ou the larger bracelets the totemic design of
the wearer is mmally cnn·ed. Fig. 31 representR the design on Fig. 2!)
rolled out, and Fig. 32 the same for Fig. 30. The former de~ign represents the Bear, and the latter the Thun<l.er Bird. Figs. 27, 28, and 29
are Tlingit, Fig. 30 Haida, but the sam~ types are found amongst all
the no1 them tribes; the Haida being the most expert silversmiths, as
they are also in general the best carvers on the coast.
Dixon (1787) tate that the Tlingit and Haida wore large circular
wreath of copper about the nP-ck, evidently of native manufacture.
Wi h the introduction of iron by Europeans bracelets of iron wire somewhat o k th place of th more xpen ive copper ones, to be in tnrn
la r u ede<l y tho e of ilver. The present custom is to wear

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII.
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GENERAL MODERN TYPE OF HAIDA, TSIMSHIAN , AND TLINGIT SILVER BRACELETS.

Fig. 24. STRIP OF SILVER, hammered from a coin ; first step in making the bracelet
represented in finished state in Fig. 27.
Fig. 25. SECOND STEP IN MAKING BRACELET.
Fig. 26. THIRD STEP IN MAKING BRACELET. Strip hammered to concave section.
Fig. 27. FINISHED BRACELET. Cat. No. 19539, u. s. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 28. BRACELET. W ith clasp. Cat. No 49201, U. S. N, M. Tlingit Ind~ans,
Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 29. SPRING CLASP BRACELET. Cat. No. 19532, u. s. N. M. Tlingit Indians,
Alaska. Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 30. BRACELET. Largest size. Cat. No. 20251, U . S. N. M. Haida Indians,
Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 31. DE IGN o BRACELET, Fig. 29. Thunder-bird or Eagle. Rolled out impre sion.
Fig. 32.'DESIGN o BRACELET, Fig. 30. Hoorts, the bear. Rolled out impression.
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lrn.1eelets and ear, nose, arnl finger rings of silver. Tue natives prefer
silver to gold. Their fondness for red worsted as ear ornaments has also
been alluded to, and is well illustrated in Plate VII.
DRESS.

Primitive clothing.-Wbat early attracted the traders to this region
was the character of the clothing worn by the natives, consisting of
valuable furs roughly sewn together, seal and sea-otter being the most
common and the most sought after. The costume of the men was
scanty, consisting of au under coat, a cloak, and sometimes a breech
clout, although the last named seemed to be a very unimportant and
often omitted article of dress. Dixon (1787) describes their clothing as
"made of such skin.s as fancy suggests, or their success in hunting furnished them with, and sometimes loose cloaks thrown over the shoulders
and tied with small leather strings. aA: * * The dress of the women
differs in some respects from that of the men. Their undergarment is
made of :fine tanned leather, and covers the body from the neck to the
ankle, being tied in different parts to make it :fit close. * * • The
upper garment is made in much the same manner as the men's coats,
and generally of tanned leather_, the women not caring to wear furs.
* * * Over this is tied a piece of tanned leather like an apron, and
which reaches no higher than the waist."*
In other words, both sexes wore a cloak and an under garment or coat
reaching to the waist. To this the men added a belt or breech piece,
and the women a skirt or gown reaching to the calf or ankle. Both
sexes went barefooted, although wearing, as now, in very cold weather,
a kind of moccasin.
Sea-otter skins were a staple article of trade amongst the Indians
themselves, and were stored in large quantities, being the basis of
wealth and the unit of value. The eagerness of Europeans to trade for
them led to the exhaustion of the stock on hand, the sacrifice of their
clothing, the practical extinction of the sea-otter, the
adoption by the Indians of European clothing, and substitution of other standards of value and wealth. Garments of fur are still worn in cold weather, the skins of'
tlle less valuable animals, such as the rabbit, squirrel,
and goat being used. These skins are fastened together
with cords of twisted linen or :finely spun vegetable
fibre. Figs. 21a and 21b represent two varieties of bone
Figs. 21a, 21b.
fids or awls for pricking the holes in the skins to enter
BoNE AwLs.
the thread for Sewing.
(Tlingit. ~i:~~'.'f"' CollecOeremonial blanket-These northern Indians, particularly the Ohilkat tribes (Tlingit), have possessed from time immemorial the art of
weaving twisted bark thread an<l the wool of the mountain goat into
blankets. These they value most highly, and persons of rank and
"Dixon, Voyage, p. 239.
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wealth wear them only on extraordinary occasions. They are commonly cc1ll~d Chilkat blankets, and form heir-looms in every wealthy
family. _ One of these is pictured in Plate x, Fig. 33. To-day they are
worth from $25 to $40 each. Dawson states that the Haida obtain
them from the Tsimshian. The warp consists of twine of finely
shredded cedar bark spun into a thread or cord. The woof is of yarn
spun from the wool of the mountain goat. (The details of the weaving
are shown in Plate x, Fig. 33a.) Much confusion exists on this pnint,
The mountain g.oat resembles our domestic animal in external appearance, but has beneath the hair an inner coat of white, soft, silky
wool, while the mountain sheep (big-horn) has a thick covering of hair
like a deer. The fringe on the side is shorter than on the bottom. Tl.le
wool is woven into a pattern representing the totem of the owner, different dyes being used in the wool, the conventional colors being black,
yellow, white, and sometimes brown. The black is obtained from charcoal and the yellow dye from a moss called sekhone (Tlingit). The
blanket is woven in different designs skilfully blended into a complete
pattern, as in tapestry, Fig. 33. A ceremonial coat or gown similar
in design is alsn woven in this way. A specimen is figured in Plate x,
Fig. 34. The details of the method of weaving both these garments
are shown in Fig. 33a, same plate.
Chief's ceremonial head dress.-In connection with this blanket and
coat or gown, a conventional head dress is worn by the chiefs in this
northern region. These are shown in Plate x, Fig. 35, and consist of a
cylindrical wooden frame aboutl0 inches high, with ~m elaborately carved
front of hard wood, beautifully polished, painted, and inlaid with abalone shell and copper. Pendent behind is a long cloth, on which are
closely sewn the skins of ern;iine, which form an important item in a
chief's outfit. Around the upper periphery of the head-dress is au
elaborate fringe of seal-whiskers. In ceremonial dances the spacewitbiu
this fringe and the top .of the head-aress is filled with eagle or other
bird's down, which falls like snow in the motions of the dance. Tuis
costume is completed by leggins of deer's hide, ornamented with the
beaks of puffins, which rattle with the movements of the wearer.
These are sbown in Fig. 36, Plate x. The costume complete as worn
by a chief is figured.in Plate IX.
Amongst northern tribes these ceremonial blankets are worn by the
chiefs. Amongst the Baida, women of rank also wear them in the
dances. In all its details, the costume shown in Plate IX well illustrates the height to which the native arts of weaving, inlaying, carving,
and dyeing had risen on this coast before being influenced by the advent of the whites.
The dre s of a Chilkat chief, encountered by Vancouver at Lynn
anal in 1794 i thu described by him:
Hi external robe wa a very fine large garment that reached from his neck down
to hi h l , mad of wool from the mountain sheep, neatly variegated with several

\

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX.
GENERAL TYPE OF TSIMSHIAN , HAIDA , AND TLINGIT CHIEF'S COST UME.
From photographs and sketches by the author

The details of this costume are shown in Plate X. In the top of the head-dress,
within the fringe formed by the seal whiskers, aquatic birds' or eagles' down is generally placed, which, m the ceremonial dances, falls and floats in the air about t he
wearer like snow 01i a ,yinter's day, adding much to the picturesqueness of the scene.
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EXPLANATION Of:" PLATE X.

DETAILS OF CHIEF'S COSTUME , AS SHOWN IN PLATE

IX.

F rom photographs and sket~hes by the author

Fig. ·33. CEREMONIAL BLANKET. Worn by Indians of rank and wealth on the Northwest coast, commonly called a "Chilkat blanket," because the b_est
specimens eome from the Chilkat country, although other tribes are
more or less expert in weaving them. The warp is composed of twisted
cord or twine of cedar bark fiber, and the woof of vvorsted spun from the
wool of the mountain goat. Brown, yellow, black, and white ai-e the
colors u sed, and these are skillfully wrought into a -patter n r epr esenting
the totem or a totemic legend of the owner. The details of the weaving
are shown in Fig. 33a. The design on both the blanket and the ceremonial shirt represents Hoorts, the bear.
Fig. 34. CEREJ\'[Q~IAL GARYIENT OR SHIRT. Woven as described above. The trimming on the collar and cuffs is sea-otter fur.
Fig. 35. CHIEF'S CEREMONIAL HEAD-DRESS. Carved from hard wood, beautifully
inlaid, painted. and polished, The erect fringe on the upper circumference is formed by seal whiskers set into the frame. The pendent trail
i · made from three lengths of ermine skins, there being about ten skins
in each row. The top of the head-dress is filled with birds' clown on
ceremonial occasions, and in the motion of the dances this sifts through
and falls like snow about the person of the dancer.
Fig. 36. BuCK. KIN LEGGINGS. With three rows of puffin beaks, which rattle with
the motion of the ·wearer. This style of legging is also made fron1 ordinary ·loth or from the woven blanket stuff, similar to Fig. 33.
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colors, and edged aud otherwise decorated with little tufts or frogs of woolen yarns
dyed of various colors. His head-dress was made of wood, much resembling in its
shape a crown, adorned with bright copper and brass plates, from whence hung a
number of tails or streamers, composed of wool and fur wrought together, dyed of
various colors, and each terminating by a whole ermine skin.*

Another variety of this blanket is described by Lisiansky (1805), as
seen by. him near Sitka:
These blankets are embroidered with square figures, and fringed with black and
yellow tassels. Some of them are so curiously worked on one side with fur of the seaotter, that they appear as ifliried with it, and are very handsome.t

This is not unlike a, blanket described by Vancouver, as worn by the
K wakiutl, Johnstone Strait, Bcitish Columbia (latitude 52° 20' N.), as
follows:
The clothing of the nati:ves here was either skins of the sea-otter or garments made
fro m the pine bark. Some of these latter have the fur of the sea-otter very neatly
wrought into them, and have a border to the sides and bottom decorated with various
colors. In this only they use woolen yarn, very fine, well spun, and dyed for that
purpose, particularly with a very lively and beautiful yellow.t

The art of weaving.-These fine bark garments are found also amongst
the Tsimshian, who either made them or traded for them with the K wakuitl, giving in exchange sea-otter skins.§ In general, while the art of
cedar bark weaving was understood throughout the coast, and while
the southern Indians had some knowledge of weaving in wool, it may
be said that the northern In<lians were more expert in weaving wool and
making baskets of grass, and the southern Indians in weaving bark
fibre. To-day., at the two extremes, we find the northern Tlingit tribes,
and the. Makah Indians of Cape Flattery, the expert basket makers,
but the character of their work is so different that it can be readily distinguished. The southern tribes are also the expert cedar bark weavers,
and the northern Tlingit the best weavers of wool. Wherever these or
other arts may have been developed, it is amongst the Haida of the
Queen Charlotte Islands that we :find the best specimens of workmanship. Originally the wealthiest stock on the coast, they have from
earliest times been remarkable for their readiness to adopt the customs
and ideas of others, and to develop and adapt them to their own peculiar needs. The Tsimshian seem to have acted as th~ middlemen, for
most of the trade and intercourse of the Haida with the other tribes has
been through them. In this way it will be found that the Tsimshian
have influenced the Haida not a little in thP- development of their peculiar customs and ideas.
Modern dress.-Tbe c!Jange in ordinary dress, as the Indians became
stripped of sea-otter and seal skins, consisted largely in the substitution
* Vancouver, Voyage, Vol. 111, p . 249-50.

t Vancom·er, Voyage, Vol.

tLisiansky, Voyage, p. 238.

§ Ibid., p. 325.
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of cloth for garments and European blankets for fur cloaks.
dorff says of the Tlingit in 1806:

Langs-

The clothing of these people is very simple, consisting of a covering around the
waist, and an outer garment made of a piece of cloth or skin about 5 feet square, two
ends of which a.re either tied round the neck or fastened together with a button and
button-hole.
1;,

The favorite colors were red and blue, but this costume was only worn
about the villages. Out hunting and fishing they practically went
naked. Later, when the European blanket replaced the cloth cloaks,
they were ornamented with a border of red or blue cloth, on which was
sewn rows of pearl buttons, thimbles, Chinese coins, etc. This style of
blanket obtains to-day. (See Plate XI.) .Plate xr represents the
modern costume of the Tlingit. The ear pendents of the man are
shark's teeth. The labret of the woman is bone or silver, and illustrates
the transition stage from the large labret to none at all, or almost none.
The early voyagers were astonished at the demand for thimbles on the
coast, and supposed the women to need them for sewing. It was found,
· however, that the use of the needle was very little understood,t and
tliat the thimbles were regarded as rare ornaments for blankets and
clothing. Formerly abalone and deutalium were looked upon as the
most valuable kind of trimmings and ornaments, but their importatiou
in quantities by Europeans cheapened their value. The Chinese coins
were admired for the caba.listic characters on them.
The women early adopted Bnropean dress, supplemented with the
ordinary blanket. The present costn me. with head kerchief of black silk,
is seen in Plate XI. The earlier costumes, lrnwever, were ornamented
more elaborately. On the dress were tightly-fitting stays of cloth, o~ten
of scarlet color, ornamented with pearl buttons. 'l'hese, with silver or
bone nose-rings, bracelets on the arms, braids of silk or red worsted in
the ears, and European blankets across the shoulders, made up the
costume of the Indian women around Dixon Entrance up to more recent
years, since when plain '' store clothes" have displaced the former more
gaudy vestments. To complete the former costume, it should be added
that the hair worn long, was us~ally parted in front and bound clubshaped behind with scarlet cloth. At present the hair is usually worn
in two plaits down the back. Both sexes as a rule go barefooted, but
before the introduction of European shoes moccasins of one or two thickn6sses of deer or elk hide were worn in cold weather. The older Indians
still wear them in out-of-the-way localities. These they either make
themselves or trade for with the Tinne tribes of the interior.
Head-covering.-Both sexes, until recent years, either went bareh aded, or wore hats woven of grass and painted with the totem of the
owner. In ceremonies, of course, various styles of ceremonial headdre e are and were formerly worn; and in war costume, heavy wooden
helmet protected the head. At present, all styles of European hats
• Lang dortf, Voyag s, Pt. u, p. 112.

t Lisiansky, Voyage, p. 241.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE X I.
MODERN TLINGIT MALE AND FEMALE C OSTUMES.

The costume of the man is more or less ceremonial, as the native dress has recently been generally abandoned and European clothes adopted. The dress of the
women is that now generally worn by all the northern Indian women. The plate
r epresents the costume of ten or twenty years ago, and in this sense is modern. The
labret, a small cylinder of silver with a broad head, is the modern style of lip-ornament, differing materially trom the large ones worn until a few years ago.
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TWINED GRASS AND S PRUCE ROOT H AT S FRO M THE N ORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 37. TWINED BASKETRY HAT. T wining consists in weaving the woof-strands
around a series of warp-strands. Two methods are em ploye<l in this hat.
The letter a (Fig. 37) marks the boundary between the crown and brim.
Above a, the mode of twining is that shown in Fig. 37b ; below a, that
shown in Fig. 37c. F ig . 37d is a top view of this same hat, showing the
totemic device, Hooyeh, the Raven, painted in black and red. Cat.
No. 89033, U . S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British
Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 38. Twr ED BASKETRY HAT. Fig. , 8e shows the method. of plaiting cedarbark fiber. This hat differs from Fig. 37 only in being lower and flatter .
Fig. 39. PARASOL-SHAPED HAT. Ornamented with a totemic design at the top and
painted in solid color on the remainder of the outside surface.· Cat. No.
1782, U . S. . M. Tlingit, Alaska. Collected.' by Dr. Suckeley.
Fig. 40. TWINED BASKETRY HAT. With wooden appendages representing the beak
of the raven" Hooyeh." From photograph in U. S. National Museum.
Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
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and caps are worn, but the women use ginerally only a black silk hall(lkerchief. · The grass hats are still seen on the coast in out-of-the-way
places, particularly around Dixon Entrance. These are cone-shaped,
with considerable spread, being partictilarly adapted for protection, in
rainy weather, to the elaborately dressed hair worn on ceremonial occasions. In the north, the truncated cone-shaped form is surmounted by
a more or less tall cylinder, in the ceremonial hats reaching an absurd
heig·ht; in the south, it becomes more parasol-like in shape, although
both styles are found throughout the whole coast, excepting that the ,ery
tall ceremonial hat is limited to the north. Plate XII illustrates the
varieties. Fig. 37 is the usual type, ornamented with the totemic device
representing the Raven, painted on the bat in red and black, the detail
being shown in Fig: 37d, which is a top view of Fig. 37. The details
of the weaving or twining are illustrated in enlarged section in Figs. 37b
and 37c. The hat naturally divides itself into two sections-the
crown and the rim-the dividipg line being at a in Fig. 37. The method
of making the crown is the same as that used in the Haida basketry,
and shown in 37b, while tbe rim is woven by a variation in the above
method shown iu Fig. 37c. These figures are from an article by Professor
0. T. Mason on Basket Work, in Smithsonian Report, 1884, Part IL Of
Fig. 37c he says: "It shows the regular method of twined weaving, the
introduction 'o f the skip-stitch or twilled weaving into the greatest
variety of geometric patterns, and the ingenious method of fastening
off by a four-ply braid showing only on the outer side." At the dividing line, marked a, on the inside, a cylindrical head-band of spruce root
is stitched to make the hat fit the head, a string passing under the chin
being usually added. Fig. 38 is an ordinary type of spruce root hat
also found on the coast. Amongst the southern Indians, where cedar
bark is so much used, these two styles of hat are reproduced in that
material, which, not being tough enough to twine, is woven, as shown
in detail in Fig. 38e. This is the same pattern as their mats. The hats
thus made are light and flimsy and soon lose their shape, whereas the
twined spruce root ones and the baskets both retain their shape and become water-tight after a preliminary soaking. Fig. 39 is another variation in the shapes found on the coast. It is often painted in solid colors
and ornamented on top with a totemic design. Fig. 40 is a ceremonial
bead-dress, similar in design and ontline to the wooden helmets illustrated in Plate XIII. This shape is seen in the carvings in the large
totemic columns, and is doubtless an imitation of the wooden helmets
formerly worn in battle. These survivals and imitations are spoken of
elsewhere. The animal represented in Fig. 40 is the Raven.
Rain Oloaks.-Along the whole coast a peculiar form of cloak was
worn in rainy weather to shed water. Dixon (1787) says of them as
seen at Sitka: "I had no opportunity of examining them minutely, but
they appear to be made of reeds, sewed very closely together, and I
was told by one of our gentlemen who was with Oaptain -Cook during
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his last voyage that they were exactly the same with those worn by the
inhabitants of New Zealand."* Mackenzie mentions this rain dress
amongst the Bilqula (1793).t These mats or cloaks were circuiar in
form, with an opening in the center for the head.
Oeremonial Paraphernalia.-The origin of the custom of wearing ceremonial masks and bead-dresses, in this region, would seem to have
originated in the actual wearing of them in war. Much of the ceremonial display amongst these Indians has reference to prowess in combat, and it is au undoubted fact that, in the survival of many primitive
implements of war we have the origin of much of the dance and ceremonial paraphernalia peculiar to this region.
With the desire to protect the body, armor naturally originated. The
masks and visors worn were painted in all the hideous colors and patterns adopted ordinarily for the face. They were sometimes carved
with representations of the totem of the owner, but were intended in
any case both to protect the wearer and to strike terror to the enemy.
Vancouver ( 1793) mentions an encounter with the Tlingit, up Behm
Canal, Alaska, in which the chief put on a mask consisting of a "Wolf's
face compounded with the human countenance." The masks WP,re often
worn without head pieces or visors, and some of them were so thick that
a musket ball fired at a moderate distance could hardly penetrate them.t
There seems nothing unreasonable in tracing the origin of much of
the dance and ceremonhl paraphernalia to customs originating in -war.
Most of our secret and benevolent societies which parade in public have
a military organization and uniform. The grass hat shown in Fig·. 40,
Plate xn, is in imitation of the wooden war helmet, and . other survivals will be pointed out from time to time .
.A.rmor.-Iformerly the body was protected in combat by various devices, the simplest being a leather garment, jerkin, or doublet. This
was usually made of one, two, or three thicknesses of hide and in itself
offered considerable resistance to arrows, spears, or dagger thrusts, but
was still further re-inforced by a cuirass or coat of wood, made of
strips or slats, worn either over or under the doublet, but usually over.
These are illustrated in Plate xv, Figs. 52 and 53. The doublet or
shirt has au opening for the neck and one for the left arm; the right
side is not Rewed up, faciliting the putting on of the garment and being secured by ties or toggles and straps. 'rhere are two other admirable pecimens in the National Museum (Nos. 46465 and 60240), but_
as they are similar in patterns to the one illustrated in Plate xv
they are not reproduced here. They differ only in having shoulder
pad of hide ecured on by toggles and straps and in offering some
protection to the arm . Vancouver (1793) thus describes a similar
hirt worn by a war party of Nass, which his boat parties encountered:
Their war garment were formed of two, three, or more folds, of the strongest hides
of the land animals they ar able to procure. In the center was a hole sufficient to
"

ixon, Voyage, p. HH.
t Mackenzie, Voyages. p. ·371.
tLisiansky, Voyagse, p. 150.
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admit the head and left arm to pass through, the mode of wearing them being over
the right shoulder and under the left arm.
The left side of the garment is sewed up, but the right side remains open; the
body ii;;, however, tolerably well protected, and both arms are left at liberty for action.
As a further security on the part which covers the breast they sometimes fix on the
inside thin laths 2f wood.*

la
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·1 1
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Fig. 46.
DETAIL OF W.EA YING ARMOR.
(Cat. No. 49213, U.S. N. M.

Tlingit.

Collected by J . J. McLean.)

Fig. 53 is a rear view of a wooden cuirass or body armor from
Sitka, showing method of strapping it to the body. It is from a
specimen in the National Museum (No. 49213) consisting of numerous
(seventy-four) rods of hard wood ahout 2 feet long, woven together with
dark and white twine in alternate bands. The threads are sometimes
single and sometimes in pairs, and are made to pass over and under the
rods in pairs, but in such manner that the' overlappings alternate from
one row to the next. This is shown in detail in Fig. 46, where la and
lb represent the parts of one cord, and 2a and 2b represent those of
another. The view represents the upper left hand corner of the weaving and two upper threads, showing seven rods in both plan and section. As stated, this method of running the cords or twine is varied by
occasionally running them in pairs. Fig. 43, Plate XIII, is a front
view of the same specimen of armor. Fig. 49, Plate xrv, represents
another variety of body armor in which the wood is in the shape of
laths or broader flat strips of wood, also woven together with twine.
Strips of hide were sometimes used to secure the strips of wood together; and sometimes the breast piece or covering was in one solid
thick piece. The armor shown in Plate XIV is from a sketch in
Lisiansky's Voyage, p. 150, Plater. The method of wearing it is shown
*Vancouver, Voyage, Vol.

11,

p. 339.
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in-F1g. 51, Plate xiv, which also shows the mask and helmet in place.
The parts are very heavy and clumsy, and the most that can be said in
their favor is that they protected the vital parts from injury.
With the introduction of iron and of fire-arms the Tlingit adopted
a new form of protection, consisting of a buckskin strip around the
neck, with iron-plates attached pendant down the breast.*
Helmets and head-dresses.-The chief's ceremonial head-dress has
already been described, and is illustrated in Fig. 35, Plate x. In Plate
xur a variety of helmets ·s shown. Fig. 41 represents a wolf's head,
the wearer or owner belonging to the Wolf totem. It is so light that it
could not have served as a protection of any kind, and hence is ceremonial in its nature. Fig. 42 is a thick massive helmet similar to the
one illustrated in Plate xiv, Fig. 47. Fig. 44 represents the Bear
totem, while Fig. 45 is carved in representation of the Beaver. On tbe
rim of the latter four copper plates or shields are painted. These two
helmets (Figs. 44 and 45) are similar in shape to the grass bat shown
in Fig. 40, being that of an oblique truncated cone surmounted by a tall
cylinder, and evidently represent the ancient form of helmet worn by
the chiefs as seen in the carved columns and other old-time pictographs.
They are now worn only in the ceremonial dances, the two illustrated
being of light cedar wood and of rather recent make. Another variety
of bead dress is a ring of shredded cedar bark, twisted into a rope,
stained dull red with the juice of the bark of the ald~r, and made into
a circular grommet like~ crown Plate xvrn. Some of these are ornamented with bows, rosettes, and tassels of the same material, the finest
and most elaborate bl'ing found amongst the Haida, although clearly
borrowed or copied in design fr(')m those of the Tsimshian and Kwakiutl.
With the latter these are only worn ·in the winter. religious ceremonies,
and their use is considered improper on any other occasions, whereas
the Haida wear them in any of their dances without the peculiar significance attached to them by other tribes.
Masks.-What has been said in a general way of helmets and headdresses is equally true of masks, with the addition that the latter are
found even in much greater variety and more ingenuity is displayed in
constructing them. The writer has endeavored to trace the origin of the
custom of wearing masks in ceremonies to the original practice of wearing th<'m in war as a protection. In this view, the simplest· form is
that hown in Figs.48 and 50, Plate xrv, the former being .a side and
tll latter a top view. The top rim is thinner than the lower part, and
ha ·everal grooves or peep-holes cut in it to enable the wearer to see
through, a hown in the plate. The front is carved or painted ·with
the totemic repre utation of the owner. Fig. 50 shows a projection
on the inner ide (front), which con i ts of a leather becket or eyelet,
covered with a wrapping of gra R or cedar bark, arid let· through tl.te
front of the ma k, bein g secured by a knot outside. This goes in the

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII.

WOODEN HELMETS AND CUIRASS, OR / BODY AR MOR.

Fig. 41. WOODEN HELMET. Carved in shape of ·wolf"s head. Cat. No. 23441, U.
S. N . M. Haida Indians , Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 42. WOODEN HELMET, similar to Fig. 47, Plate XVI. Cat. No. 74341, U.S. N.
M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 43. WOODEN ARMOR. Made of hard wood rods wo,en together with twine.
Detail in Fig. 46. Another view is given in Plate XV (Fig. 53), showing
method of seeming it to the body. Cat. No. 49213, U. 8 . N. M. Tlingit
Indians , Sitka, Alaska. Collected by J ohn J. McLean.
Fig. 44. HELMET. Carved to represent Hoorts, the bear. Cat. No. 89037, U . S. N.
M. Haid a Indians, Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Island.·. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 45. HELMET. Surmounted by a caned figure of Tsing, the bea,·er. The
painted figures repr esent copp r plates, embl ems of wealth and influence. Cat. No. 9035, U. S. N. M. Skedan Indians. Queen Charlotte
I lands, British Columbia. Collected by J ames G. Swan.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE . XIV.

TLINGIT WOODEN ARMOR .

Fig. 47. WOODEN HELMET. Secured to the head by straps fastened under the chin.
From Lisiansky, Voyage. Plate I.
Fig. 48. WOODEN MASK OR VISOR. Showing holes for eyes. Side view. From Lisiansk.Y, Voyage, Plate I.
Fig. 49. BODY ARMOR. Made of slats of wood fastened together by twine woven
around and between them. From Lisiansky, Voyage, Plate I.
Fig. 50. MASK OR VISOR. Showing becket or strap, which is held in the teeth to
keep the mask in place when worn in fighting. Made of one piece of
wood, bent to shape and beld by a strap of leather, as shown at a. Cat.
No. 74343, . S. N. M. Tlingit, Alaska. Collected by J. J. McLean.
Fig. 51. SKETCH. Showing m ethod of wearing the armor.
The leather jerkin underneath is similar to that shown in Plate XV.
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W OO DEN AND LEATHER B ODY AR MO R.

Fig. 52. JERIUN. Of two thicknesses of moose hide. Worn under the armor
(shown in Fig. 53) as an additional protection to the body. The left
side has an arm-hole; the right side is open, being secured by i:,traps
under the right arm . Cat. No. 130587, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians,
Ala ·ka. Loaned by Max B. Richardson.
Fig. 53. AmIOR OF WOODEN RODS. Inside viev,, of Fig. 43, Plate XIII, showing
straps by which it is secured around the waist. Cat. No. 49213, U.S. N
l\f. Tlingit Indian·, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
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mouth of the wearer, and is firmly gripped in the teeth to hold the
mask in place. Above this becket the mask is recessed or hollowed
slightly, to give a clearance to the nose of the wearer. Altogether it
may be seen to be a very clumsy method of protecting the face. Other
kinds or masks were worn to protect the face in war, having the additional objects of representing in their carved outlines the totem of the
wearer, or, by their hideousness and grotesqueness, of striking terror to
the enemy by lending to the effect of their menacing gestures the appearance of some superhuman being. Often these masks were so massive as to be worn without helmets or head pieces. Straps or thongs
of leather fas1Jen them to the head, or a loop of cedar bark cord in the
hollow side of the mask is held in the teeth.
The ceremonial masks are carved from spruce or yellow cedar and
are generally very elaborate, being highly colored in grotesque or hideous designs, and often . inlaid with abalone shell or copper. The eyes
are pierced through to enable the wearer to see about him, and the
mouth is also usually cut t!hrough, or, if not, teeth are carved or inlaid
in bone. Lips, teeth, nostrils, and eyelids are sometimes represented
in copper. The top of the mask is usually bordered either with hair,
feathers, or down. By means of ingeniously concealed mechanism
the eyes are sometimes made to roll and the jaws and beak to snap.
(See Fig. 60, Plate XVI). Some of them, representing ravens and
cranes, have beaks projecting from two to four or five feet. In conjunction with the masks are often worn wooden fins- or wings on the
back of the head or on the back at the shoulders. Fig. 59, Plate xvr,
1'epresents the raven as a ceremonial mask with lips of copper, surmounted by a tall fin of wood representiug the fin of. the orca or killer.
This is fringed with human hair, and the figure carries in its mouth a
bow and arrow of copper. Fig. 56 represents a woman's face, with
nose and lip ornaments of conventional pattern, and with curiously
painted lines in unsymmetrical design. A variety of masks are
sketched in the foreground of Plate LXVII. The custom of wearing
wooden masks and head-dresses in ceremonies and dances is found
throughout the whole northwest coast from the Aleuts to Puget Sound.
There is a large collection of these in the National Museum, which in
themselves are worthy of separate illustration. The limits of this
paper admit only of presenting the few sliown in Plates XVI and LXVII.
Ceremonial Batons, Wands, etc.-In Plates XVI and XVII are repre·
sented various ceremouial implements carried in the hands of the
chiefs and shamans on state occasions, and permitted to be carried only
by men of such rank. Fig. 54 is a carved representation of a bow, the
figures on the ends representing the whale. It is carried by the Haida,
shamans in their medicin~ dances. Fig. 58 is a ceremonial bow carried
by a Haida chief. The two carve,l heads represent the bear. Carved
ceremonial. arrows go with this tJpe of bow, and in them we see the
survival of the aqcient weapon as a purely ceremonial emblem 1 just &ij
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to-day we have the court sword as a survival of the sword or rapier
carried by g·entlemen of other periods. In the same way, Fig. 63 is a
Tlingit ceremonial dance wand in the Rhape of a dagger; and Fig. 64 is
a Haida baton (called by them Taskear), in the shape of a war lance of
earlier days. :mg. 55 is _a fragment of an. ancient Haida baton (Taski
or Taskear,) the lower part being missing. The top figure of the carving
represents the raven, below that the crow, and then the whale. Between the whale and the next lower figure, which is Skarnson, the sparro'Y-hawk,is a spindle and socket, which pull apart. The sparrow-hawk
rests on Skillik, the ceremonial hat, which in turn rests on Tsing, the
beaver. This baton is carried in the band by the chief 01 the occasion
of a great potlatch or feast. At a given signal the two parts are separated and the distribution of presents begins, the chief retaining one
part in each hand. Fig. 57 is a carved caue or wand from Vancouver
Island, British Columbia, iulaiu with pearl shell, and is the finest specimen of native carving from the southern Indians in the Museum.
Figs. 61, 62, and 65 are types of the Haida chiefs' batons or Taskears;
they are held in the hand on occasions of ceremony. At a potlatch the
chief calls the name of the recipient of a present, and then thumps on
the floor if the gift is satisfactory to the guests, as explained later on.
In the totemic theatrical exhibitions these batons indicate the totem
and rank of the bearer. When a chief dies and is laid out in state the
baton stands near bis body. In Fig. 61 the top figure is a chief wearing a ceremonial bat, or Slcillik, similar to the grass bat in Fig. 40. Tue
lower carved figure is the frog. In Fig. 65 the upper figure is Koot, the
eagle, and the lower Tsing, the beaver.
Rattles, Snappers, and Whistles.-In dealing with ceremonial paraphernalia it might be well to -describe here all the accessories of ceremonial costumes, such as the accompanying rattles, snappers, drums,
whistles, etc. These, however, are reserved for Chapter VII, where
they are dealt with as musical instruments.
Ceremonial Blankets.-In connection with Plates rx and x, a very
well-known type of chiefs ceremonial costume has been described in t,his
Chilkat and cedar-bark blankets are important factors in
chapter.
all ceremonial dances and functions. Otherf'orms of ceremonial blankets
or mantles are made from Hudson Bay Company blankets, with totemic
figures worked on them in a variety of ways. The usual method is to
cut out the totemic figure in red cloth and sew it on to the garment (oruamenting it with borders of beads and buttons) by the method known
a' applique work; another method is to sew pieces of bright abalone
or pearl shell or pearl buttons on to the garment in the totemic patterns.
Plate XIX well illustrates the applique method. Fig. 74, Plate XIX, is
a veftment which hang pendant down the back, representing the
totem or crest of the :wearer. Fig. 75 represents a cloak with a neck
opening ornamented in red cloth with the totemic design of the Orea
or killer.
' ·
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CEREMONI AL DANCE PARAPHERNALIA.

Fig. 54. CEREMONIAL BATON OR w AND. In form of a bow. The ends represent the
head and tail of the whale. Carried by the Shaman in medicine dances.
Cat. No. 89099, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands,
British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 55. CARVED CANE (Taski). Carried in the hand of the medicine man at a
potlatch. Cat. No. 88123. Masset Indians (Haida), Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Columbia. Colleoted by James G. Swan.
woman's face with nose-ring and ceremonial paint.
Fig. 56. MASK. Representing
1
Cat. No. 21570, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska. Collected by Dr.
J. B. White, U. S. Army.
Fig. 57. CARVED CEREMONIAL CANE. Cat. No. 150847, u. s. N. M. Kwakiutl Indians, Vancouver Island , British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 58. CARVED CEREMONIAL Bow. Bear's head in relief. Carried by chief in ceremonies and dances as a wand, baton, or emblem of rank. Cat. NO·
89096, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British
Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 59. MASK. Representing Hooyeh, the raven, with bow and arrow of copper
in his mouth and with the fin of the orca above the head. Cat. No.
9043, U. '. N. M. Haida Indian·, Laskeek, Queen Charlotte Islands,
Briti ·h Columbia. Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 60. MA. K. Re1 res nting a demon with mechanical apparatus for rolling the
y s and napping the jaws. Teeth of copper. Cat. No. 89042, U. S.
N. M. Haida Indian·, , 'kidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands , British
olumbia.
ollected l y James G. Swan.
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CHIEF AND SHAMAN CEREMONIAL B ATONS.

Fig. 61. CHIEF'S BATON (taskear) . Cedar wood. Carried on ceremonial occasions
to denote rank. Lower figure, a frog; upper, chief with ceremonial
hat. Cat. No. 89097, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Skidegate, Queen
Charlotte Islands. Collected by J ames G. Swan.
.
Fig. 62. CHIEF'S BATON_(taskear). In dancing or when presiding over a feast th e
chief thumps on the floor with his baton to emphasize the time or to attract attention when about to speak. Cat. No. 89095, U. S. N . M.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 63. DA 'CE WAND. Carried in the hand. Ornamented with human hair . Cat.
No. 127169, U. S. N. M. Hoodsinoo Indians (Koluschan stock), Alaska.
Collected by Paymaster E . B. Webster, U. S. Navy.
Fig. 64. DANCE WAND. Of wood, in imitation of ancient war spear. The carved
heacl is ornamented with human hair. Cat. No. 74527, U. S. N . M.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 65. HIEF'S CEREMONIAL BATON. Carved. Upper figure, Koot, the eagle;
lower, Tsing, the beaver. Cat. No. 89098, U.S. N. M. Haida Indians,
, kiclegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 66. 8HAMAN'S BATON OR WA D. Supposed to pos ess magical powers. Carried
l>y medicin man in his ceremonies. Cat. No. 89100, U.S. N. M. Haida
Indian , kidegat , Queen harlotte Island , Briti h Columbia. Coll t cl by Jam
. wan.
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RED - CEDAR B ARK P AR APHERNALIA FROM THE N ORTHWE ST C OAST, AND ANCIENT RATTLE.

Figs. 67, 68, and 69. HEAD-DRESSES. Of cedar-bark rope·, stained red with the juice
of the alder. Worn in the winter ceremonial dances of the Kwakiutl
and other southern coast Indians. This style borrowed by the northern
Indians and worn by them in their ceremonials, but not with the same
significance as in the south. Cat. Nos. 20849, 20910, Hoodsinoo Indians,
Admiralty Island, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 70. NECKLACE. Of cedar-bark rope, like those above, with pendent tassels of
cedar-bark twine. Worn over right shoulder and under. right arm.
Figs. 67: 68, 69, 70, are Cat. Nos. 129513-15, U . S. N. M. Talcomk, subtribe of Bilqula Indians, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Collected by Dr. Franz Boas.
Fig. 71. GIRDLE OR NECKLACE. Of ceda,:-bark rope. Worn around the neck with
the pendant down the back of the wearer in the south previous to going
on a whaling expedition. Amongst the Haida it is simply a ceremonial
ornament. No number.
Fig. 72. SASH. Of cedar-bark rope. Worn over the shoulder. Ornamented with
gulls' down. Cat. No. 72701, U. S. N. M. Stikine Indians, Alaska.
ollected by Jam es G. Swan.
Fig. 73. RATTLE. An ient form. Made of wood with pendent beaks of the puffin
Thi type of rattle is mentioned by many of the early voyagers. No
numb r.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.
CHIEF'S BLUE CLOTH CEREMONIAL VESTMENT.

Fig. 74. The design represents the halibut, worked on in red cloth, edged with bead
and button trimmings. Whiie it is a modern garment, it shows the
artistic skill of these Indians in working up every article of personal
property into a totemic design. As a ceremonial vestment it is worn
pendent down the back. Cat. No. 20679, U.S. N. M. Tsimshian Indians, Port Simpson, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
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It is in the form of a truncated cone, with no openings for the arms.
Other forms of ceremonial blankets are simply square pieces of cloth
to go about the shoulders, ornamented in totemic designs, or with pend-

Fig. 75.
SHAMAN'S CLOAK.

(Cat. No. 89197, U.S. N. M.

Skidegate, B.. C.

Collected by J a mes G. Swan.)

ant puffin beaks or deer hoofs attached to a long fringe. These are
sometimes of tanned deer skin, having the design painted on in a regular pattern in black and red colors.
Ceremonial shirts or coats.-Fig. 34, Plate x, represents a woven ceremonial coat of mountain goat's wool as already described. Other
forms are made of cloth or blanket material and ornamented with totemic designs, as described above. Fig. 75a represents the Sea Lion, ancl
Fig. 75b is a rear view of the same coat ornamented with a design of
Wasko, a mythological animal of the wolf species. The edges and armholes are bordered with red cloth, and the whole garment is neatly made.
Fig. 80, Plate xx1, represe'n ts a buckskin coat, with the right side
fringed and open and the left side sewed up, having an arm-hole for the
left arm. The bottom is also fringed, and the neck-hole slit to admit
the head. The design represents the bear. It is a Tlingit garment,
loaned to the Museum by Mr. Max B. Richardson, of Oswego, New
York. Other ceremonial coats are illustrated in the accompanying
plates.
Ceremonial leggings.-These are of buckskin, blue cloth, blanket stuff,
or of goat's wool, woven as shown in Plate x, Fig. 33a. A very common
type is seen in Fig. 36, Plate x, fringed and ornamented with pendant beaks of the puffin, shown in the detail of ·t he same figure. Otlier
kinds are cut out in the pattern or outline of some totemic animal and
either painted in design or worked on in colored cloth by the applique
method. They are secured to the leg by s1raps of cloth or buckskin
and are usually worn in conjunction with moccasins or the bare feet.
H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--18
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Fig. 75a.
CERgMONIAL SHIRT.
(Cat. No. 89194, U.S. N. M.

Skidegate, B. C.

Collect

Fig. 75b.
REAR '\'"1r.w OF FIG. 75a.

by J ames G. Swan.)
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CARVINGS ON ROCKS, AND STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM THE NORTHWEST _COAST.
From photographs by the author .

Fig. 76. ANCIENT TLINGIT SCULPTURES. Carved on the rocks on the beach near
Fort Wrangell, Alaska. The figure. represents the . orca or whalekiller.
Fig. 77. ANCIENT TLINGIT SCULPTURES. Representing several human faces and
conventional designs.
Fig. 79. PRIMITIVE STONE IMPLEMENTS. a is a scraper for removing the inner int egument or bark from the trunk of the pine tree for food; bis a small
stone hammer; c, a heavy stone sledge; d, an adze, of which e is a side
view; f, a variety of stone adze blades (see Plate XXIII); g, a type of
adz , showing method of hafting; h, a scraper used in the process of
tanning hides. Haida Indians, Dixon Entrance. Collected by James
G. wan.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI.
TLINGIT CEREMONIAL BUCKSKIN SH IRT.

Made of two thicknesses of buckskin, sewed up on the left side; open on the
right. The neck-opening is slit to admit the head. The figure is painted on the
front in black and red colors, and represents the totem of the Bear. Cat. No. 130588,
U . S. N. 1VI. Tlingit Indians, Alaska. Lent by Max. B. Richardson, of Oswego,
N. Y.
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Slave-killers.-These are ceremonial implements formerly used by
the chief's in dispatching the slaves selected as victims of sacrifice on
occasions of building a house, or on the death of a chief or other important personage, as described in Chapter xrn. Some varieties of these
instruments are illustrated in Plate XLVI. The pointed ends were.
driven by a quick blow into the skull of the victim, whose body was
accorded speci~l consideration in burial. They seem in general to have
been made of bone, or of wood tipped with stone. Naturally, with the
ad vent of the whites, this custom has had to be abandoned, and these
implements h~ve, in time, become very rare.

v.
FOOD; IMPLEMENTS AND WEA PONS; HUNTING AND FISHING.
FOOD : ITS PREPARATION AND HOW OBTAINED.

Food.-Fish and berrie_s form the staff of life amongst the Indians of
this region. Around the summer camps, at all times, can be seen strips
of halibut or salmsm suspended in the smoke of the dwelling-houses, or
drying in the open air on frames erected for the purpose. In the summer season there is an abundance of all kinds of food, but the energies
of the Indians are directed to laying up a stock for winter's use. Halibut abound from March to November, and are readily caught on their
farnrite banks, known to the natives who camp near such localities.
Halibut and salmon, fresh and dried, form the basis of the food supply.
The salmon are caught during the '' runs." After the daily wants ·are
supplied, and a sufficient number dried for winter's use, the surplus fish
are converted into oil. This oil, as well as all other kinds, is used as a
sauce, into which nearly everything is dipped before eating. Seal and
porpoise flesh, or blubber, is esteemed a great delicacy, although they
will not eat whale's blubber for superi;;titious reasons. Any kind of meat
of wild animals is eaten when procurable, but it is only in recent years
that they have ever salted down or dried meat for winter's use. Other
kinds of fish, such as cod, herring, and eulachon, are much esteemed.
During the run of herring large quantities are dried or pressed into oil.
Eulachon ( Thalefohthys pacificus), the so-called "candle-fish," a kind of
smelt, run in March and April at the mouth of the Skeena, Nass, and
Stikeen Rivers. These have the greatest proportion of fatty matter
known in any fish. In frying they melt almost completely into oil, and
need only the insertion of some kind of a wick to serve as a candle.
Fish roe.-Tbe roe of fish is esteemed a g~eat delicacy, and great
care is taken to collect it in the water, or remove it from captured fish.
It i either eaten fre h, or dried and preserved for winter's use, when
it i eaten in two ways: (1) It is pounded between two stones, diluted
with water, and beaten with wooden spoons into a creamy consistency;
or (2) it is boiled with sorrel and different dried berries, and molded.
in wood n fram
into cakes about 12 inches square and 1 inch thick.
Herbs and berries.-Roots, herbs, berries, and snails are amongst tl.10
lnxuri s of the umm r season. Raspberries, salmon berries, strawb rri , currant , red and blue huckleberries, salal, and thimble berries
ab un late in thP summ r. Some of these are collect-ed and dried for
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winter's use, forming, with the dried fish, the principal winter's supply
Poole ( 1863) says of the Haida, that they often, through feasting or
improvidence, eat up all the dried berries before spring, and "were it
not for a few bulbs which they dig out of the soil in the early springtime, while awaiting the halibut season, numbers of Indians really
would starve to death."*
Po~tlock mentions \he root of the wild lily as very much used by the
Tlingit. Orab-apples are found, but are scarcely edible. Wild parsnips
are abundant and palatable. Many years ago an American ship captain gave the Indians potatoes, and they are now regularly cultivated,
and form a considerable item in the winter food supply. Other vegetables m'ly be and are grown. Near all the villages now may be seen
patches of ground planted, however, principally in potatoes.
Oil.-Fish is eaten dried by breaking it up and soaking the bits in
fish-oil or grease, having the consistency of uncooled jelly. This oil
is obtained from seals, porpoises, herring, salmon, eulachon, goat, deer,
bear, and the livers of the dog-fish, shark, and other vertebrates. It
is the odor of this rancid oil which permeates everything Indian, and
renders a visit to a lodge on the north west coast somewhat of an
ordeal.
Invertebrates.-Invertebrates and several sp"ecies of marine algae or
sea-weed are eaten. Of the former there are clams, crabs, cuttle-fish,
and mussels or oysters, the last named being often poisonous at certain
seasons. The clams, echinoderms, and sea-weed are gathered at ebb
tide. The shell fish are usually eaten in the winter months.
Sea-weed.-The sea-weed is dried for winter's use and pressed. into a
kind of cake, like plug tobacco. A species of it, quite black when dried,
is used for making a dish called sopallaly, of which the Indians are immoderately fond. This is made by breaking up a very small piece of
the preRsed sopallaly cake into little bits in a bowl or dish and adding
warm water. It is then beaten with a wooden spoon and sugar is
added. It froths and foams like th6 white of an egg or like soap, and
gradually turns from a terra-cotta CQlor to white. Berries, fresh or
dried, are sometimes added, and the mixture is consumed with avidity
by old and young. Langsdor:ff' (1805) says in spring and summer the
Tlingit gather several sorts of sea-weed, which, "when cooked, make a
bitterish sort of soup." t
He mentions also " a sort of square cake made of the bark of the
spruce fir, pounded and mixed with the roots, berries and train oil." t
Bark.-The inner bark of the spruce and hemlock forms an important
part of the food supply of the Haida, Tlingit, and Tsimshian. The
southern Indian eats pine bark. Plate xx, Fig. 79a, shows a stone
scraper used by the northern Indians for removing this inner bark from
the trunk. The scrapings are molded into cakes about a foot square
• Poole, Queen Charlotte Islands, p. 315.

t Langsdorff, Voyages, Pt. n, p. 131.
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and an inch thick, dried and preserved for winter's· use. It is eaten,
like dried fish, with oil as a sauce.
Birds.-'fhe Indians are remarkably fond of wild fowl, but the difficulties of shooting and entrapping them with their ordinary implements and means have made them a very inconsiderable source of their
food supply. At certain seasons, however, they capture them by strategy. Wild geese they catch after they have shed their large wing
· feathers and are unable to fly.* At other times they hunt wild fowl
by night with torches and fell them with clubs. Poole (1864) thus describes bird slaughtering amongst tbe Kwakiutl:
The birds, which are small but plump, burrow their holes in the sand-banks on the
shores. When the slaughteriug season arrives the Indians prepare torches composed
of long sticks having the tips smeared with gum takeu from the pine trees. Armed
with handy clubs, they then place these lighted torches at the mouths
the holes,
and as soon as the birds, attracted by the glare, :flutter forth, they fell them to the
ground.t

of

Birds' Eggs.-Birds' eggs are collected, wherever possible, in early
summer. The Haida derive their supply from the outlying rocks of
the Queei1 Charlotte Islands. The Kaigani make trips out to Forrester
and other islands. Each location is pre-empted by particular families,
and considered hereditary property, which is handed down from generation to generation.
Cooking and Preparation of Food.-Dried fish, bark, roe, etc., are
eaten with grease or oil, as before stated. Salmon roe is buried in
boxes on the beach, washed by the tide, and eaten in a decomposed
state. The heads of salmon and halibut are esteemed a great luxury
when putrefied in the tide or ~alt water. Meat is either broiled on a
stick, roasted on hot stones, or boiled in a kettle. Before the introduction of kettles, meat was boiled in a wooden dish or water-tight
ba!-!ket by means of red bot stones added to the water. Fresh. fish and
cuttle fish are al ways cooked. Oil is extracted from the livers of dogfish and stranded sharks and whales, to sell to the whites. Oil is obtained in differentlocalities from salmon, herring, eulachon, and pollock.
The fish is usually allowed to partially putrefy and then boiled in wooden
boxes by means of bot stones dropped in the water. The grease or oil
is skimmed from the surface. The refuse is squeezed in mats, and the
grease obtained js stored in boxes. Sometimes this grease or oil is run
into the hollow stalks of giant kelp, which have been tanned or prepared beforehand a follows: The stalks are soakec.l. in fresh water to
extract the alt, dried in the sun or in the smoke of the dwelling, and
th~n toughened and made pliable with oil, rubbed thoroughly in. In
tb1 form f torage the oil is as portable as in bottles, or in jar , with
le danger of breakage. Birds or wild fowls are toasted on a stick
b fi re a low fire without any previous plucking or cleaning, and the
fi atber and kin removed afterward. The entrails are supposed to
a ld a
i edly bett r flavor to the bird.
• Portlock, Voyage, p. 265.

n Charlotte Islands, p. 284.
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PRIMITIVE STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST, WITH WOODEN WEDGE FOR
SPLITTING WOOD.

Fig. 81. STONE HAMMER OR SLEDGE. Head of basalt; haft of wood. The drawing
shows method of hafting. Cat. No. 88820, U. S. N. M. Masset, Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 82. STONE SLEDGE. Head of basalt; handle of wood; lashing of spruce root.
Cat. No. 88815, U. S. N. M. Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British
Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 83. STONE PESTLE. For grinding paint, and sometimes used as a hand
weapon. Cat. No. 89011, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 4. WOODEN WEDGE. Body of spruce or cedar; lashing on the head of
twisted spruce root. Used in splitting logs and getting out timber for
industrial purposes. Cat. No. 72679, U . S. N. M. Makah Indians, Cape
Flattery , Washington. Colleded by James G. Swan.
Fig. 85. STO E SLEDGE. Head of basalt; lashing of raw-hide. Cat. No. 20596 , U .
. N. M. Kwakiutl Indians, Bella Bella, British Columbia. Collected
by James G., wan.
Fig. 6. TO E LEDGE. H ead of basalt; lashing of . pruce root. Cat. No. 20 93,
. , . N. M. Kaigani Indians (Hai<.la), Prince of Wales Island, Alaska.
ollected by James G. wan.
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When the salmon or halibut are caught, it is the duty of the women
to clean and dry them. The head is cut off, the fish slit down the
back, back-bone and entrails removed, and the tail and fins cut off.
The cleaned fish is then cut into long flali~s, which are hung on a
wooden frame, and cured, without salt, either in the sun or by means
of a slow fire beneath. Sometimes they are dried in the smoke of the
dwellings. The fish when dried are either wrapped in bark or stored
in chests or boxes, and stowed for future use out of the reach of the
dogs and children. When bear, deer, goats, or other game are killed,
the skin is not generally removed from the carcass until most of the
flesh bas been eaten. In this way the skin.forms a wrapper to preserve
and protect the flesh. Grease obtained by boiling the meat is skimmed
from the surface of the water and esteemed a great delicacy.
INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTS OR TOOLS.

In general.-Primitive tools were of stone, the most common edged
ones being of flint, or a peculiar hard green jadeite, or, where possible
to obtain it, of jade, which last natned they got from the north in trade.
Rough tools and implements, such as sledges, hammers, mortars, pestles, scrapers, etc., were of igneous rock, roughly carved in the totem
of the owner. The knives for more d_elicate carvings in wood were of
copper, flint, jade, or the bones of fishes and mammals, the work being
smoothed down with shark skin used as a sand-paper. Steel has now
been substituted for stone in all of their tools, but the native shape has
been in a measure retained.
·
Htimmers and Sledges.-These were of hard igneous stone, rudely
carved, and are used here and there even to this day. Figs. 81,' 82, 85,
and 86, Plate xxrr, represent a variety of these as regards shapes, sizes,
and· methods of hafting, while Plate xx, Figs. 79, b and c, show a very
primitive form of hammer and sledge-head, respectively.
Adzes.-A variety of adz-blades of a green jade-like stone are shown
in Fig. 79~ same piate, d, e, audf. Figs. 88 and 89, Plate xxrrr, are other
varieties of this pick-shaped blade, of which Figs. 90 and 91 show
methods of hafting. A more handy variety of adz, for finishing and
planing work, is shown in Fig. 79 g, f being a variety of blades as regards size. The methods of hafting this flat-shaped blade throughout
the northwest coast are shown in Fig. 79 g and Figs. 87, 92, 93, and 94,
Plate xxrrr. Iron or steel is now substituted for stone, and the favorite form is that made by sharpening the end of a broad flat file. Dixon
(1787) says the only stone implement he saw amongst the Tlingit an•l
Haida was an adze made of jasper, "the same as those used by the
New Zealanders."*
Knives.-Before the introduction of iron the only metal available was
copper. This was not used for indm;trial purposes, as knives, on ac* Dixon, Voyage, p.

224.
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count of its softness. Chief reliance was placed in jade, flint, or other
stone, and upon shells and bone. In the Emmons Collection in the
Museum of Natural History in New York are two primitive Tlingit
stone knives, with horn handles, and illustrated in Figs. 99 a and 99 b.
· The handles are of deer horn, the blades of jade, and the lashing of
buckskin. Marchand (1791) expressed his astonishment at the elaborately carved posts in front of the
Haida houses of Queen Charlotte Islands, which, he says, were fashioned
out with 4 ' a sharp stone, hafted on a
branch of a tree, the bone of a quadruped, the bone of one fish and the rough
skin of another."* On the introduction
of iron, which both Cook and Dixon
attribute to the Russians, the Indians
were not slow to adapt it to their purposes. Dixon says that in Captain
C-0ok's time ·' iron implements were
then also in use" among the Tlingit
and Haida, while, in 1787, their knives
were 4 ' so very thin that they bend them
into a variety of forms, which answer
their every purpose nearly as well as
if they had recourse to a carpenter's
tool chest." t This applies, however,
equally well to-day, as Plate xxrv will
show. Figs. 97 to 103, inclusive, illusa.
Figs. 99 a a11 d 99 b. b.
trate a variety of knives from the northSTONE BLADED KN1vEs.
west coast, all of similar design or pat(Haida. Emmons Collection.)
tern, those from the north, however,
having their handles carved with totemic designs after the usual custom
of this region. Figs. 95 and 96 represent fish knives of a simple pattern,
which replaced those of shell formerly used. Fig.103 represents a pattern not uncommon in the north, being, besides a dagger, an all around
knife for carving, cleaning fish, cutting up game, etc., much as a bowie
knife is used by the trapper of the interior.
Scrapers.-Two varieties of stone scrapers are shown in Plate xx, Fig.
79a and h. The former is a very primitive instrument used for scraping
off t.he inner bark of the spruce and hemlock for food. The latter is a
stone kin craper u ed in cleaning hides in the process of tanning. These
are also of bone, a hown in Fig. 79k from the Emmons collection,
and are often ornamented with totemic designs, as in the specimen
, hown.
Mortars and pestles.-Stowed away in the older houses of the different
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Fig. 87. STONE ADZE. Rudest form; showing mode of hafting. See Plate XX,
79f. Cat. No. 432R4, U. S. N. M. Tlingit, Alaska. Collected by Commander Beardslee, U. S. Navy.
Fig. 88. STONE ADZE BLADE. Hafting sho,vn in Fig. 91. Cat. No. 88996, U. S. N.
M. Tsimshian Indians, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 89. S:1me as Fig. 88. Cat. No. 89013, U. S. N. M.
Fig. 90. STONE ADZE. With lashing of twisted spruce root. See also Plate XX,
Fig. 79, d and e. Cat. No. 88816, U. S. N. M. Masset Indians (Haida),
Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 91. Same as Fig. 90. Cat. No. 88720, U. S. N. M.
Fig. 92. HAN::> ADZE. Blade of steel; handle of bone. Cat. No. 23376, U.S. N. M.
Makah Indians (Wakashan stock), Cape Flattery, Washington. ·Collect d by James G. Swan.
Fig. 93. ADZE. Blade of steel. Cat. No. 23462, U. S. N. M. Clallam Indians (Sali ban stock), Wahington. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 94.. ADZE. Blade of t el; general northwest tYI e. Hafting same as u ed form rly on stone blades. S e Plate XX, Fi~. 79f. Kwakiutl Indians,
Bella Bella, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
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INDU STRIAL IMPLEMENTS OR TOOLS- KNIVES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 95. FISH KNIFE. Steel. Used in cleaning and preparing fish for drying. Cat.
No. 74373, U. S. N. M. Tlingit, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by J ohn J.
McLean.·
F ig. 96. FISH KNIFE. Steel, with copper handle. Cat. No. 88772, U.S. N. M.
Haicla Indians, Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 97. WOOD-CARVING KNIFE. Blade of steel. The end of the blade is curved to
make the deep cuts of relief-carving. Cat. No. 129977a, U.S. N. M.
Kwakiutl Indians, Fort Rupert, Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 98. WooD-CARVI~G KNIFE. Straight blade of steel; handle carved to repre ent
a sea-lion. Cat. No. 129977b, U . S. N. M. Kwakiutl Indians, Fort
Rupert, Vancouver Island British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan .
Fig. 99. WOOD-CARVING KNIFE. Cat. No. 129978a, u. s. N. M. Kwakiutl Indians, Fort Rupert, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 100. WOOD-CARVING KNIFE. Cat. No. 129978b, u. s. N. M. Kwakiutl Indian , Fort Rupert, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 101. WOOD-CARVING K£ IFE. Curved end of blade. Cat. No. 20831, U. S: N. M.
Kaigani Indian·. Prince of Wales Island, Alaska. Collected by James
G. Swan.
Fig. 102. WooD-CARVI GK IFE. Carving represents Hooyeh, the raven. 'at. No.
67 31, U.
N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John
J. McLean.
Fig. 103. K 'IFE.
ed a a weapon and for carving wood, cutting up meat, fish,
t
at. No. 74267, U. . . M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Ala ka. Col1
d by John J. M L an.
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villages are now found large and small stone mortars and pestles, sur·
prisingly well carved in totemic designs.
These were by some people supposed to indicate that
in early days these Indians ground maize, as did and
rlo the hunting Indians of the interior, but such is not
the case, as they were unacquainted with cereals of any
kind. These mortars were used for an entirely different
purpose. In the larger ones we;e ground and prepared
the tobacco plugs for chewing; in the smaller were
mixed and ground the different paints used for the
body, masks, carvings, and all the various purposes to
which these native pigments were and are now applied.
Fig. 83, Plate xxn, represents a paint-pestle, which was
also used as a weapon or missile, carried in the hand in
times of local feuds, brawls, and quarrels. Fig. 83a
represents a pestle of this kind in the .Emmons Collection alr~ady referred to. Another variety of pestle is
shown in Plate LXIII, Pig 338. Fig. 339 of same plate
is an ancient tobacco mortar of marble or calcite, neatly
can'ed on the exterior with a totemic design. Other
mortars carved in likeness of frogs, birds, :fishes, and
flower-pots are found throughout the northern region.
Wedges.-These are usually of wood and formerly
were entirely so. Now, however, iron wedges are sometimes used. These, in any case, are for splitting up logs
into boards, and in getting out timber in the rough
generally. A very useful type of wooden wedge is
shown in Fig. 84, Plate xxn, general throughout the
Fig. 79k.
coast. These were used in connection with the heavy_ BoNESKINScRAPEit.
sledges shown in the same plate. The heads of the (Tlingit. Emmons Collection. )

Fig. 83a.
PAINT PESTLE.

( Tlingit. Emmons Collec tion. )

wedges are protected, or prevented from splitting, by a grommet woven
from tough withes or from spruce root and put on as shown in _the
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illustration. ~he skill with which huge slabs, rafters, and boards are
gotten out with the rough tools employed is surprising.
Ohisels.-A primitive type of chisel is shown in Fig. 78, consisting of
a green stone blade mounted in a wooden handle. The blade is similar
in shape to those of the adzes. This instrument was
used in roughing down the surface, the smoothing being
done by scraping with sharp-edged shells or stones, or
even by rubbing with· shark or dog-fish skin to get a
:finished surface.
Drills.-Holes, where drilled, were made by patient
digging with a pointed instrument of stone or bone, or
by driving in a copper spike and withdrawing it. ,Joints
were made by dovetailing, mortising, tonguing and
grooving, or notching and lashing, great ingenuity
being shown in avoiding the necessity for pegs or nails.
Paint-brushes.-These are shown in all their varieties
in Plate XLV, A and B, ·a nd are well adapted to tlrn
neat work demanded of them. Bristles, hair, and vegetable fl.her are the materials used for the brusb-heads.
The handles of those from the northern region are carved
with the usual totemic designs.
Other tools and implements adapted to special uses
in their arts and industries will be described in Chapter
VII.
WE.APO NS OF WAR A.ND OF THE OHASE,

Weapons.-The principal weapons before the advent
of the whites were clubs of wood and stone, bows and
arrows, spears with shell, bone, flint, copper, or jade
.. .: . ,
tips, and, above all, the dagger, the constant companion
Fig. 78 .
of the Indian of this region.
cmsEL.
Clubs.-These were of wood, of stone, or of stone
(Emmons ollectioo.)
hafted with wood. The hafted stone clubs were simply
indu trial implements already described and used for the time being
a w apon ·. A Tsimshian stone war-club is illustrated in Fig. 122,
Platexxvu. A Tlingit stone war-club in the Emmons Uollection, New
York, i bown in Fig. 119a. It is possible that the slave-killers, shown
in Plate XLVI, were al o carried as weapons, although no war-clubs of
tbi typ ar 110w founcl in thi region. Plate XXVIII illustrates a
vari y of club u. u for different purposes. Fig. 132 is a war-club
pur and. impl , th, thers b ing hunting or :fi bing implement and
n d t giv t11 cl atb-blow to . als, ea-otter , or fish after th ir cnpture y th cliff r nt m th cl · xplainecl h reaJter. The e are all carrnd
either with the t t mi cl ign of the owner or a representation of the
animal i lf. i ach ch1b i. · u, cl <li tinctly :£ r the pnrpose of dispatch-
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ing the animal for which it was made. Figs. 128 and 129 are sea-otter
clubs; :B'igs. 130 and 131 are seal clubs, The halibut and other fish
clubs «1re similar in design. A type not here illustrated is a round
wooden knob with straight handle.
Daggers.-Dixon (1787) says of the
Ilaida and Tlingit:
Their weapons are spears fixed to a pole 6
or 8 feet long, and a kind of short dagger,
which is worn in a leather case, arid tied
round the body; to this dagger a leather
thong is fastened, at the end of which is a hole
for the middle finger; the leather is afterwards
twisted round the wrist in order to fix the
dagger firm in the hand, so that the warrior
loses his weapon only with his life, ff

The handle is generaJly nearer one
end than the other, giving a long blade
an<l a short one. The leather sheath
is usually strapped to the waist or
hung about the neck, concealed beneath the blanket. _ The handle is small
in diameter, wrapped with leather, and
secured by a thong to the wrist when
carried in the hand. The blades are
fl.at and thicker down the middle than
towards the edges, being generally
groo,.,ed on each side of the center
ridge. All varieties of patterns, however, are found, the different types
being well represented in Plate xxv,
of which Fig. 108 represents a primitive dagger of copper inlaid with haliotis shell, while . Fig. 107 is the same
type, of steel, with copper mountings.
Fig. 107 d is a sheath of buckskin for
Fig. 122a.
the short blade of the dagger, and 107e
STONE WAR-Cwn.
the Same for the loug blade, the latter
(Tlingit. Emmons Collectlon.)
having, as shown, a strap to go about the neck. The dagger shown in
Fig. 107 is from the Copper River Indians, but is clearly a Tlingit type, ·
having undoubtedly reached that region in the course of trade. Fig.106
shows a one-bladed dagger with a carved handle. Fig. 104, with its three
details, a, b, and c, shows the method of securing the handle to the blade.
Fig. 105 is a Tlingit chief's dagger. The edges of all of them are rather
dull and the points somewhat blunt, but the execution which these
deadly weapons do is in the force with which they are driven into an

I

* Dixon, Voyage, p. 244.
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adversary. The two primitive types of copper daggers seen by Dixon
(1787) in this region are reproduced from sketches in his Voyage, p.188,
in Plate xxvn, Figs. 116 and 117. Amongst the Aleut and Tinne to

(TI

Fig. 108b.

Fig. 108c.

, TO,E DAGGER.

STONE-BLADED DAGGER.

Ernmon

llllr·cllon.)

(Tlinait.

Ernrnon~ Collertion.)

n rth th ty e f dagger i that hown in Fig. 118, described also
rtl ck (17 ")•. Thi typ kt nnd in th Yukon region and w 11
.. Portl k, Voyage, p. 261.
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COPPER AND STEEL DAGGERS WITH SHEATHS OF BUCKSKIN AND MOOSE HIDE.

Fig. 104.

Steel blade; cedar-wood handle, showing method of attachment. Cat. No. 74264, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska.
Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 105. DAGGER. Steel blade; carved wooden handle, representing an Indian
chief sitting. (Sheath of moose hide to the left.) Cat. No. 74262, U.
S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 106. DAGGER. Steel blade; carved cedar-wood handle. Cat. No. 76463, U. S.
N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 107. DOUBLE-BLADED DAGGER. With copper mountings; Tlingit type. Probably acquired by Copper River Indians through trade. Fig. 107e is
buckskin sheath with neck-strap. Fig. 107d is the sheath for the short
blade. 'at. No. 88702, U. , '. N. M. Atna or Copper River Indians
(Athapa ·kan 'tock), Alaska. Collected by James G. S·wan.
Fig. 10 . DAGGER. Of copper; double-headed; primitive type; elaborately chased
and inlaid with abalone shell. Cat. No. 89020, U.S. N. M. Haida Indians, , 'kiclegate, Qu en harlott Islands British Columbia. Coll cterl by Jame· G. wan.
DAGGER.
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back into the interior. Fig. 116 is a slight modification in the type of
117, in the direction of 118. The first daggers tliatwere made of steel,
after the advent of the whites, were converted by the natives from
large flat files, which they also
made into adze blades. The skillful manner in which the Indians
ground down the files into beautifully fluted daggers challenged
the admiration of the traders,
who found the work as skillfully
done as that by European metalworkers. The primitive dagger
was of stone or bone. Those of
bone were of the shape shown in
Fig. 107, Plate xxv, with a sharp
ridge running down the middle.
Fig. 108b represents a Tlingit
stone dagger from the Emmons
Collection Fig. 108c from the
same source, bas a blade of stone
and handle of wood covered in
totemic design. Another dagger
of jadeite or nephrite, not here
represented, is a long· prism of
square cross-section pointed at .
each end, about three-fourths
inch on a side, with the handle
about one-third of the distance
from one end. Fig. l 08d is a steel
dagger, also from this collection,
of native workmanship. The
edges are very sharp, and it is
an exceedingly dangerous weapon. The handle is covered with
plate copper, as shown. Fig.
·108e is a Tlingit steel dagger also
from the Emmons Collection.
The handle is wrapped with buckskin strips, and outside of all is
Fig. 108e.
Fig. 108d.
wound a cord of plaited human
STEEL
DAGGER.
STEEL
DAGGER.
hair. Fig.108f is a Tlingit ivory
(Tlingit. Emmons Collec;·
guard for the point Of a dag- (Tlingit. ~:;:i~ons Collec·
lion.)
ger to protect the wearer from
danger of accidental stabbing. Fig. 180g is an ivory dagger-edge
guard for fastening over the sharp edged point of a dagger. Both of

•
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these specimens are from the Emmons Collection. Fig. 108h 1s a steel.
bladed dagger with goat-horn harnlle.
Bows and arrows.-In the
course of trade
many of the Eskimo types of bows
and arrows have
found · their way
south amongst the
iudians, particularly am·ongst the
Yakutatandother
northern 'flingit.
With the Eskimo
Fig.108g.
Fig. 108/.
IVORY GUARD FOR DAGGER
IVORY GUARD FOli
and Aleut the bow
POIN'l'.
DAGGER .
(Tlingit. Emmons Collec·
and aT r OW i S 1
(Tlingits. Emmons Collection.)
.
tion.)
equally with the
harpoon, a weapon of the greatest importance, and a high
t.ype of each has been developed. The backing of sinew
on the bow is occasionally found amongst the Tlingit, but
not so skillfully applied as in the north (see Smithsonian
Report, 1884, '' A Study of the Eskimo Bows in the U. S.
National Museum," by Mr. John Murdoch). Amongst the
I nclians of the north west coast the bow and arrow is and
always bas been only an auxiliary hunting implement,
although a very important one, in the capture of sea-otter.
To-day the bow and arrow survives only as a means of
despatching wounded game to save powder and ball. The
two types of coast Indian bows, the broad and narrow,
are shown in Plate XXVI. The narrow type (Figs. 109, 11 O,
and 115) is principally confined to the Tlingit, whereas the
broader one (Figs. 111, 112, and 114) is found amongst not
only the Tlingit, but the Haida and Tlingit as well. In
Fig. 112 the peculiar groove down the inside of the bow
is shown. The device in Fig. 115 to protect the thumb
Fig. I01lh.
from the snap of the bow-string consists of a wooden ST~;~~L;.~ED
bridge lashed to the inner side of the bow at the middle. (Tl iC~l~ect~~1ons
· Thi i a willow bow of the type found in the interior
among the Tinne, and either copied from their type or obtained by
trade from them. Cedar and yew are the principal woods u ed by
h c a t Indian for bow , the trings being of hide or sinew. Few
ow are now een amongst these Indian except a toys for the chilr n.
Arroi s.-B fore th introdnction of iron, arrow-bead were of bone,
11, r c pp r. Th copp r and later iron head w re of the
flint,
h' pe
w in Fig. 33a r 104a, late xux, fitting into a11 ivory or
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Fig. 109. Bow. Tlingit type; narrow. Cat. No. 75454, U. 8. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 110. Bow. Narrow type. Cat. Nq. 16406, U. S. N. M. Yakutat Indians
(Tlingit), Alaska. Collected by William H. Dall.
Fig. 111. Bow. General coast-type. Cat. No. 63551, U.S. N. M. Tlingit Indians.
Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 112. Bow. General broad coast-type; under side showing the groove. Cat.
No. 73546, U. S. N. M. Kaigani Indians (Haida), Queen Charlotte
Island , British Columbia. Collected by J. Loomis Gould.
Fig. 113. WAR •'PEAR. General type after introduction of iron. Handle carved
with owner's totem. Blade of steel (bayonet shape). Cat. No. 75419,
U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka: Alaska. Collected by John J.
McLean.
Fig. 114. BROAD Bow. General coast type. Compare 111, 112. Cat. No. 8 12,
. , . N. M. Mas et(Haida), Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
ollect d by Jam G. wan.
Fig. 115. WILL w Bow. With device for rec iving the blo\,v of the ·tring. Cat.
To. ,5455, U .. '. . M. Tinne Indians, int rior of Alaska.
oil cted
by John J. McLean in, itka.
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WEAPONS OF WAR AND OF THE CH ASE.

Figs. 116 and 117. COPPER DAGGERS. From Dixon's Voyage, page 188.
Fig. 118. STEEL DAGGER. Cat. No. 2025, U. S. N. M. Arctic coast and Yukon
River. Collected by B. R. Ross.
Fig. 119. STEEL ARROW-HEAD. Foreshaft of bone. Cat. No. 74960, U. S. N. M.
Tlingit, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 120. STEEL ARROW-HEAD. Bone foreshaft. Cat. No. 74958, U. S. · N. M.
Tlingit, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 121. STEEL ARROW-HEAD AND FORESHAFT. Cat. No. 74966. Tlingit, Alaska.
Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 122. STONE WAR CLUB. Tsimshian, Fort Simpson, Alaska. From photogra1 h.
Fig. 123. ARROW. Shaft of cedar; steel head and foreshaft in one piece. Cat. No.
73457, U . S. N. M. Kaigani, Prince of Wales Island, Alaska. Collected by J. Loomis Gould.
Fig. 124. ARROW. Shaft of cedar; bone head and wooden foreshaft. Feathers attached to the shaft at their extremities. Cat. No. 20694, U. S. N. M.
Bilqula Indians, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 125. ARROW. Head of shell; feathering glued to the shaft. Cat. No. 20694,
U.S. N. M. Bilqula Indians, British Columbia. , Collected by James
G. wan.
Fig. 126. BLUNT ARROW. Of cedar; for practice and dispatching game. Cat. No.
63551, U. . N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 127 (a and b). THROW! G- TICK. Of wood; carved in totemic designs and inlaid with halioti sh 11.
at. No. 7 99, U. . N. M. Tlingit, itka.
oll ct by r. T. T. Minor, U . . rmy. TheTlingitar not known to
hav u d th throwing-stick, while it occurs tlu-oughout the ntire
ar a. (,
, mith onian Report, 1 84 l'art II, legend to Plate

PLATE
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bone fore-shaft, the shaft being of cedar. In some varieties the barbs
are on one side only. Fig. 124, Plate xxvn, represents a bone~headed
arrow. Figs. 135 and 136, Plate xx1x, are bone spear-heads, but the
same shape of smaller size are used for arrows. These are set into a
bone or ivory fore shaft similar to the Eskimo arrows. Fig. 125 represents an arrow with a head made of shell. The fore-shafts are of light
cedar wood let into the larger shafts. In the Emmons Collection is a
black flint arrow-head represented as coming from this region. The
style of blunt-headed arrow is shown in. Fig. 126. These are genera.Uy
used for despatching- wounded game. Fig. 126a shows one variety of
bone arrow-head of this blunt pattern. The tenon at the butt fits into

Fig. 126a.
BONE ARROW-HEAD.
(TlingiL

Emmons Collection.)

Fig. 126b.
BONE ARROW-HEAD.
(Tlingit Indians.

Emmons Collection.)

Fig. 126c.
BONE ARROW-HEAD, ·
(Tlingit Indians.

Emmons Collection,)

a socket either in the bone fore-shaft or in the cedar shaft itself.
Fig. 126b shows another kind, in which the shaft fits into the head
itself, where it is secured by means of a tight lashing of twisted bark,
cord, or sinew. Fig.126c shows a third variety, in which a thin tongue
or projection on the side of the bone arrow-head lets into a groove on
the side of the shaft. Through holes pierced in this tongue and through
tlte head of the arrow-shaft wires are run to attach the head to the
shaft. The general types of iron arrow-heads are shown in Figs. 119,
120, 121, and 123, Plate xxvn, aud 133a, 134a, and 138, Plate xxrx.
The fore-shafts of 119 and 120 are of bone. Arrows with bone f'oreshafts, or bone or ivory sockets on the head of the arrow-shafts, and
with detachable heads similar to those used by the Eskimo, are ~ccasionally found. amongst the Tlingit. The arrows of the southern Indians
are in general superior to those of the northern, and of the interior In·
dians to those on the coast.
War spears.-The primitive form was a simple wood.en pole sharpened
and hardened in the :fire, or pointed with copper and later with iron. 4
* Bodega y Quadra, quoted in Bancroft, Native Races, Vol.

1,

p. 104.
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Not many stone spear heads are found in this region. There is one
in the Emmons Collection in New York, but how it was attached to the
spear shaft does not appear. Marchand (1793) describes the war spear
as consisting of two parts, a wooden shaft and an iron head, shaped like
a Swiss halberd.* Plate xvu, Fig. 64, shows a wooden ceremonial
spear, doubtless an imitation of an ancient form of copper or stone.
headed spear. Fig.113, Plate xxv1, is a Sitka war spear with carved
handle or shaft and steel bayonet pointed head. In general the war
spears have shafts from 10 to 14: feet long, whereas the bunting spears
are much shorter.
Fur-seal spear.-This in general consists of a long, light cedar shaft and
a detachable head. The shaft is of the primitive type with a liiocket in the
upper end to receive the butt end of the detachable head. This latter
was formerly made of bone but later and at present of iron or steel.
(Plate xxu, Figs.133a, 134a, 135 and 136.) The 8teel ones are generally
made by the Haida themselves from old flat files which they purchase
from the traders. The end is sharply pointed, as 8hown in the figure,
while the edges and back are wrought into sharp barbs to hold in the
flesh. A loop -of wire, or a shackle near the butt end, serves for the
attachment of one end of a strong cord of plaited sinew, sea-weed, or
vegetable fibre, t,he other end being secured to a float or bladder. This
spear is nothing more nor less than a harpoon. The seal being struck,
the head detaches itself and the animal is thus secured to one end of a
line. When not in use, the head is carried in a sheath made of two
pieces of cedar wood in the shape of a fish's tail, securely lashed together
with bark or spruce root lashings. (Figs. 133b and 134b.) When
about to be used, the sheath is removed and the detachable bead fixed
in the socket of the light ·c edar shaft.• Figlii. 135 and 136 represeut detachable spear heads of bone, with barbed edges. The cross sections
c and d show that one is lenticular in shape and the other triangular.
This type of spear head is not unlike that of the Eskimo and Aleut and
is of very primitive de.sign. Arrow-heads of this shape and description
are common amongst the Eskimo but.are rare in the coast Indian region.
The fur-seal spears here described are virtually harpoons.
almon spears.-Primitive types of salmon spear heads are shown in
Fig . 137 and 138, Plate xxrx. The shafts are now, as always, of light
cedar wood, the recent change in the character of the spears being due
to he ub titution of large teel fish hooks for spear heads. These
h vk purcha ed from the traders, are la hed to the spear shaft near
th n , a ·h wn in Fig. 140, Plate xxx, and the old-fashioned spear
h acl d ne_away with altogether. Thi is a very effective spear, and in
th ln i n , ban
eldom fail to bring up it victim. Fig. 137e i a
n · lm · n p ar h ad from the Emmons collection. Fig 149a i a
Tlin i alm o gig f d er antler for nagging salmon, al o from the
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WEAPONS OF WAR AND OF THE CHASE-CLUBS.

Fig. 128. CLUB. For killing sea-otter. Carved to represent the animal. Cat. No.
88828, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands,
British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 129. CLUB. For killing sea-otter. Cat. No. 88825, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 130. CLUB. For killing seals. Carved sea-lion. Cat. No. 88824, U. S. N. M.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 131. CLUB. For killing seals. Carved seal. Cat. No. 88930, U. S. N. M.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by Jame G. Swan.
Fig. 132. W A.R LUB. Carved to represent the raven. The three figures (a, b, and
c) are frogs. TRiroshian Indians. Fort Simpson, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
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Fig. 133 (a and b). SEAL SPEAR-HEAD. Of steel. Head detachable from foreshaft
anrl secured by a plaited lanyard of sea-weed made fast to a shackle in
the butt. The case b is made of two pieces of cedar lashed together
with split spruce-root. Cat. No. 88929, U. S. N. M. Masset Indians,
Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 134 (a and b). SEAL SPEAR-HEAD. Barbs on the back as well as on the side ·
Cat. No. 88890, U . S. N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands,
British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 135. BONE SPEAR-HEAD. Barbed and detachable. Cross section shown in c.
Cat. No. 74962, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected
by John J. McLean.
Fig. 136. Bo E SPEAR-HEAD. Cross section shown ind. Cat. No. 74963, U.S. N. M.
Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 137. SPEAR-HEAD. Of steel; foreshaft of wood. Steel head shown in a; foreshaft in b. The point d fits into a socket in the spear-head a. The
point c f the foreshaft fits into a socket in the spear-head. Cat. No.
03, . '. N. L Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Island , British
olumbia. Colle ·ted by Jame G. S·w an.
Fig. 13 . Fr H , PEAR-HEAD. Thr prongs of st el. Cat. No. 18933, U. S. N. M.
Tlingit Indians , itka, la ka.
oll t d by James G. Swan.
ig. 139. Fr H RAKE. Te th of sharpened iron nails. For taking herring dming a
run. From a sk t h by th author.
Fig. 14. HALIBu'I'LI~E-FL AT. Of c darwood; arv d tor presentashagordu k.
'at. T • 43237, U. , . N. 1. Tlingit Indians, itka, Ala ka.
oll t d
hy ommand r L. . B ard 1 , U. , '. Navy.
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Emmons Collection. Fig 137~ Plate xxrx; represents a flat steel spear
head a with detachable wooden fore-shaft, b. A line attached to the
head' is'also fastened to the end of the spear shaft, allowing several feet

Fig.137e.
BONE SPEAR-HEAD.
(Tlingit. Emmons Collection.)

Fig.149a
SALMON

GIG.

(Tlingit. Emmons Collection.)

drift. This type is adapted to the capture of other kinds- of fish and
even the sea-otter, but one better for all purposes of hunting and :fishing is that shown in Fig. 150, Plate xxx. A detailed description of the
spear complete may not be out of place, as it is the general coast Indian
type from Puget Sound to Cape St. Elias. Such a spear consists of three
parts, the shaft, fore-shaft, and head. The shaft is a light cedar pole,
having in the outer end a socket, and served on that end with a wrapping of cedar bark fibre or spruce root to prevent its splitting. The
general -type of fore-shaft is that shown in Fig. 137b, Plate xxrx. It is
of cedar wood, about 8 to 10 inches long, and pointed at both ends, that
at c being a flat leaf-shaped expansion fitting into the socket in the end
of the shaft. The point d fits into a socket in the butt of the spear head.
The usual type of spear head as now found is that shown in Fig. 150,
Plate xxx, consisting of a barbed arrow-sh aped head of steel with a socket
at the butt formed by two pieces of .bone lashed to the end of the steel tip.
- Tl1e lashing tapers, and is usually covered with spruce gum so as to
offer no obstruction to the whole head entering a fish, seal, or other victim. The lashing also secures the end of a laniard about 2 feet or more
l(l g, the other end of which goes to the end of the shaft and is there
lashed. In other words, the detachable ' head is really attached to the
spear shaft by a very stout cord. The two bone barbs at the butt of
the spear head form the socket_for the end c of the fore-shaft. When
the game is struck the fore-shaft comes away from both the spear shaft
and spear head, but the head is secured to the spear shaft by its laniard, and a harpoon line is bent to the spear shaft, so that the captu:r.ed animal is on one end of a continuous line of which the other ia
B, Mis. 1421 pt. 2-19
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either attached to a fl.oat or is in the hand of the Indian. Fig. 150a is
another steel salmon spear head of the same type, while Fig. 138, Plate
xx1x, is a three-pronged spear of a very different type. In its more primitive form the three barb_e d prongs are of long pieces of
bone with barbed and serrated edges. Sometimes the
same design as that shown is found, in which the arrowshaped tips are of bone or shell. Steel is now generally
used, the fore-shaft of the head being permanently se,
cured into a socket in the head of the cedar wood spear
shaft with a tough lashing and a coating of spruce gum
· at the joint.
Fish hooks.-The apparently clumsy hooks of this re- gion have been found to possess so many advantages
over the type used by Europeans that they are retained
by the Indians to this day. Ouriously enough the use to
which they put our large steel books is shown in Fig.
149, Plate xxx, viz, as spear beads, to which they are
admirably adapted. There is little in the art of fishing
that we can teach these Indians, and their conservatism
is founded on exceedingly good judgment, although it
is not to be d~nied that superstitious belief in the efficiency of certain forms of books is somewhat of an eleFig. i5oa.
ment in such conservatism. One advantage the native
SALM~=A~~EARhooks undoubtedly possess over our own is in not being
(Tlingit. Emmons Colliable to foul the bottom. A very primitive type of hook
lection. )
is that shown in Fig. 147, Plate xxx, in which the barb
is a straight piece of bone, the shank a piece of wood, and the snood or
suell a piece of whale bone. The snood is attached to the shank by a
lashing of bark. This type. of hook must be distinguished from the
double-pointed one similar in general construction shown in Fig. 146.
This is a sort of gig or snag for hooking fish where they are plentiful.
Fig. 145 is such an instrument pure and simple, the iron head shown fitting to a cedar pole shaft. It is used for gigging salmon where they are
thick and sluggish during the "runs." A very primitive type of hook
not uncommon in Alaska is that shown in Fig. 142, consisting of a small
narrow block of wood with a spike of bone, shell, or iron, and a snood
of pruce root, kelp or whale bone. The general varieties of hooks
u <l in the northern region about Dixon Entrance are shown in Plate
?xxr. Of the e the primitive halibut hooks are Fig·s. 155, 156, 159, and
1 1. The fir t two are made in two pieces, each lashed at the joint
with cedar bark, the hank being carved with designs supposed to
iv go d luck to th fi b rman. The barb were formerly of bone or
h 11, ut l t r of iron. The la t two are made from the forked
f a tre dr ed down to neat dimensions, and are very
·r n
rvic ·• 1 , often bringing up halibut weighing from 50 to
12 pound . The b it i la bed to that arm of the book which carries
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Fig. 141.

Of ce~ar roots, with whalebone snoods or ganging and
cedar hooks for ocean fishing. Cat. No. 6560, U. S. N. M. Kwakiutl
lndians, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Collected by Dr. T. T.
Minor.
Fig. 142. HOOK. Of wood, with iron or bone barb and whalebone or cedar-withe
shank. Primitive type.
Fig. 143. Knot by which the Haida join sections of kelp-stem fishing-lines together.
Fig. 144. Piece of cord spruce-root, cedar bark, or other vegetable fiber used as fishing-line.
Fig. 145. Jig or snag for hauling out salmon. Cat. No. 129979, U. S. N. M. Nimpkish Indians, Fort Rupert, British Columbia. Collected by Jame G.
Swan.
Fig. 146. FISH-HOOK, jig, or snag, with two barbs; bone point; whalebone ganging
or snood. Primitive type, Cat. No. 74189, U.S. N. M. Makah Indians,
Neah Bay, Washington. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 147. FI H-HOOK. Single-barbed,_with bone point and whalebone snood. Same
type as Fig. 146. Cat. No. 741 8, U . S .
M. Makah Indians, Neah
Bay, Washington.
oll cted by James G. Swan.
Fig. 14 (a and b). H OK. For black cod. b shows peg in position and hook baited;
a show · po ition wh n not in u e, with lashing tightly drawn to prerv th la ti ity. Collect d by James G. Swan.
Fig. 149. , ALM N, 'Po ...r. lad of European steel fish-books.
ollected by James
TRAWL LINE .

..l.

•

ink r a, float b, and hook c.
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Fig. 152. HALIBUT HOOK. Of iron, modeled after wooden type. Lashing designed
to secure the bait around the point; the lines or snoods of cedar-bark
twine, spruce root, kelp, sinew, or hide served with bark or spruce-root
fiber. Cat. No. 88778, U. S. N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 153. FISH-HOOK. Of yew, with bone barb. Cat. No. 72649, U. S. N. M.
Makah Indians, Cape Flattery, vVashington. Collected by James G.
Swan.
Fig. 154. FISH-HOOK. Of yew, with iron barb. Cat. No. 88765, U.S. N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by
James G. Swan.
Fig. 155. Fr H-HOOK. Of spruce, representing a sea-gull. Cat. No. 42976, U. S. N.
M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka. Collected by Commander L. A. Beardslee.
Fig. 156. FISH-HOOK. Representing a medicine man. Cat. No. 74351. Tlingit Indians, Sitka. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 157. HALIBUT HOOK. Similar to 154. Cat. No. 88780, U. S. N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James
G. Swan.
Fig. 15 HALIB TT HOOK. In two pieces; barb of iron; snood of spruce root. Cat.
No.
766, U. , . N. M. Masset Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands,
Briti h olumbia.
'ollected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 159. HALIBUT HOOK. Iron barb; carv d wooden fl.oat. Cat. No. 8 762, U. , .
N. M. Ia et Indian ·, Qu n 'harlotte I ·land , British olumbia.
Collect d by James G. 'wan.
Fig. 160. RED-FI H Ho K. Th rod a of s1 ruce; the hooks bb of iron; the snood
f bu ·k:kin.
at. To. 920 , . , '. N. M. Skid gat Indians, Queen
harlott I land.·. riti h
lumbia.
oil t cl by Jame · G. wan.
Fig. 161.
K. Large ·t typ . 'at. No. 20656, U. . N. M. Tsim hian
F rt , 'imp on Briti h Columbia.
oll t d by Jam
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the barb and just under it. Fig. 158 is also a primitive type of hook
made in two pieces and of the same character as those just described.
A second primitive variety is that made by steaming and bending a
tough limb of yew or other wood into the shape shown in Fig. 153,
which is a Makah hook from Cape Flattery, Washington Territory
(Wakashan stock). Their hooks are by far the neatest on the coast,
and are traded to the northern Indians. The lashing shown across
it in the plate is for securing the bait, this being the method of winding
the string when the hook is not in use~ Fig. 152 1s a Chilkat and 157
a Haida version of this same type of hook. Fig. 152 is an iron one
modeled also on this design, and similar in shape to Fig. 161.
Another kind of hook differing from those .just described in shape,
principle, and freedom from fouling the bottom, is used for catching
cod, flounders, etc., and is thus described by Judge J. G. Swan in a
pamphlet on the fisheries of the north:
They are made of the knots of hemlock limbs cut out from old decayed logs.
These are split in pieces of suitable size and whittled to the required shape, and
bent by being steamed into the form which in the skil book resembles the longitudinal section of a goose egg. The lower portion of these hooks are curved in ward to
form a barb, and when not in use the two ends of the hook are fastened together by
a piece of twine, which is also used to tie on the bait. When the hook is to be used
the two parts of the hook are separated by means of a stick or peg, which the fish
knocks out when he takes the bait, and the two ends of the hook close together and
bold him fast; the peg floats to the surface and indicates to the Indian that he has
caught a fish.
The sinker is another ingenious contrivance; it is a large stone, weighing from 12
to 15 pounds, and a smaller one to serve as a tripping stone; the line is firmly wound
around these stones with many turns, and a bight or loop tucked under one of the
parts in the same manner a signal officer rolls up a flag in a ball and tucks a bi~ht
of the haliard under a turn, which, when pulled out, sets the flag free; so when the
Indian fisherman thinks, from the number of floating pegs, that he has enough fish,
he pulls out the loop of his line, the stones become loosened and fall out, and he
hauls in his line relieved of their weight.
The Haidas frequently put on one hundred hooks to a single line, which acts like
a trawl, and so plentiful are the black cod that often from fifty to seventy-five are
hauled in at one time. The bait used seems to be anything handy, as the skil is a
greedy feeder, and will take either fresh herring, squid, or a strip of the white skin
from a halibut's belly. The Indian, however, has enemies to contend with; one of
the most formidable is the ground shark, or nurse fish, as the sailors call them, which
will eat off the bodies of a whole line full of fish, leaving only their heads; there is
a small fish of the cottoid or sculpin variety (Blepsias rirrhosus)-Nukaio, kaiungo(Haida) which will steal the bait and sometimes gets caught. Dogfish also are at
times very troublesome. Whenev~r the Indian is sure of the presence of these pests
he goes to another place to fish.

This type of hook is also reproduced in iron. A sketch is given in
Plate xxx, Fig. 148 a and b. The former shows the hook baited and
pried open with a peg; the latter shows it when not in use, lashed to
preserve the spring in the wood or iron. Fig. 160, Plate xxxr, shows
a peculiar device used by the Haida for catching red fish. The withe
of wood, a, is tough and elastic, and secured at its middle point to tho
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line. The hooks are somewhat on the pattern of those ju~t described,
but no pegs are used. Fig. 141 represents an Indian trawl line for the
ocean fisheries of the northwest coast. The ground-line is made of
cedar roots, the snoods or . gaugings of whalebone and cedar, and the
hooks of steamed and bent cedar wood, with barbs of iron. Except in
the use of an iron barb the whofe device is a very primitive pattern.
It should be noted here, however, that the use of whalebone is found
extensively amongst the southern coast Indians (especially of Vancouver Islands), and the Kenai, Aleut, and Eskimo, but rarely amongst
the Tlirigit, Haida, and Tsimshian. For superstitious ieasons the whale
has never been hunted in this last named locality, and the eating of
whale's blubber has been prohibited to them by tradition and custom.
Where whalebone is found in use amongst them it has reached them
in tlie way of trade from the north or south.
Fish-rake.-A rake consisting of a long thin lath with sharp spikes of
bone, copper, or iron on one edge, like a comb, as shown in Fig. 139,
Plate xxrx, is used in herring and eulachon fishing. With these instruments the Indians heat the surface of t}le water, during the "run"
of these fish in enormous sho;ls, seldom failing to bring up two or three
at a time, transfixed on the sharp teeth.
Fish-baskets.-These differ little from the open mesh type of basket
hereafter described. They are used for dipping out fish during the
H runs" and in this sense are simply dip-nets.
- Fishing-lines.-These are either made from the stems of the giant
kelp, which grows so abundantly on the coast, or from vegetable fiber,
s~ch as bark, spruce, and cedar roots, etc. Sinew and whalebone are
little used amongst the northern coast Indians. The vegetable fiber is
neatly twisted into two or three ~trand cord, as shown in Fig. 144, Plate
xxx, although sometimes plaited with threads of wild hemp or shred Jed
sea-weed. The stems of the giant kelp are cured in the smoke or sun
and simp1y knotted together, the usual knot being that shown in detail
in Fig 143, Plate xxx. This kelp grows in from 3 to 30 fathoms, or
deeper. At the root it is about one-fourth inch in diameter, and
solid, expanding upwards and becoming hollow about, half way up.
Its upper end is urmounted by a large hollow bulb, from which floats
long, streamer-like, or lanceolate leaves. These are great rock or shoal
indicator , and are invaluable" notices to mariners." Judge Swan says:
"The Indian cut these stems close to the bottom with a simple instrument f rmed of a V- baped branch, across the smaller portion of which
a knife bl de i secured; this is lowered over a kelp plant in 20 or 30
:fathom , and th tern easily cut off' by a sudden pull of the line ~tta h t the utt r." The solid terns are used for fishing-line and
t bul £ r oil ottl
oth being cured by soaking in fresh water
the 'ID k r un. The smoke-dried lines are black, and
lig t yell w or neutral color. It should be noted
k ta and oh r Tlingit of th extreme North have
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DRAG AND DIP NETS ; PADDLES ; DETAILS OF NETTI NG AND BASKET WEAVING.

Fig. 162. DRAG-NET OR SEINE. Woven from twisted thread of cedar-bark fiber,
with roping of same material. The details of the knots are shown in
Fig. 162a. The wooden float ·d is on the end of the drag-line. The
wooden floats on the head of the net are flat pieces of wood spaced
about 3 feet apart. The sinkers at the foot are black pebbles or stone
lashed in a circular wooden hoop and spaced from 8 to 10 inches apart.
Length of net, 52 feet; depth, 64 inches. Cat. No ..89203, U. S. N. M.
Haida Indians, Queen, Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
·
Fig. 163. DIP-NET. Triangular in shape, with frame of forked branches of tree
with two cross pieces. The details of the netting are shown in Fig.
163b. Cat. No. 9209, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte
I land , Briti ·h Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 164. DIP-NET. Of c dar-bark fiber; oval frame. U d to catch echini. Queen
harlotte I fand , Briti h Columbia.
oll ct d by Jame G. wan.
Fig. 165 (a, b, and c). PADDLE, of the Haida and Tlingit; paint d in totemic design. Fig. 16,3b r pre ent the type of steering-paddle, while a an~c
ar the or<linary type.
F~g. 166. PADDLE.
n ral typ of Puget 'ound and, outh Coast Indian paddle.
Fig. 167. P DDLE.
ew Z aland. Paint din a d ign ·imilar to th totemi ornam ntation f this r gi n.
Ficr. 16 , B . KET \VEAVrnG. (From Plat XIV, Fig. 2;3b , mith onian R port, 1
b riginal ba ·k t-making. Pr f.
. T. Ma. on). fakah In lian
~ ... ah a~,
a. hington.
11 ct d by Jam
. wan.
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been much influenced by the Kenai and Aleut, who use sinew, bladders, and intestines of animals, in the manufacture of their fishing 1mplements. Dixon (1787) speaking of the Yakutat halibut fishing says:
They bait their hooks with a kind of fish * ., . * or squid, * ff ff and
having sunk it to the bottom they fix a bladder to the end of the line as a buoy, and
should that not watch sufficiently they add another. Their lines are very strong, being made of intestines of animals. One man is sufficient to look after five or _six of
these buoys; when he perceives a fish bite he is in no great hurry to haul up bis line,
but gives him time to be well hooked, and when he has hauled the fish up to the surface of the water he knocks him on the head with a short club provided for that purpose, and afterwards stows his prize away at his leisure. This is done to prevent
the halibut (which sometimes are very large) from damaging or perhaps upsetting
his canoe in their dying struggles. Thus w~re we fa.irly beat at our own weapons,
and the natives constantly bringing us plenty of fish our boat was never sent on this
business afterwards. t

Amongst the Tlingit these floats are generally duck-shaped and
carved from wood, although bladders are also used amongst them as
mentioned by Langsdorf (1805), who says : " To every line is fastened
a small bladder, which floats upon the surface of the water, so that one
person can attend fourteen or fifteen lines." t
JJ'loats.-'fhe modern type of fishing-float is of wood, carved to represent an aquatic bird of some sort, and these_fl.oats are of two kinds,
under-water and surface. The surface floats have been spoken of
above, and one is represented in Fig. 140, Plate XXIX. The underwater ones are to fl.oat the halibut hooks just clear of the bottom, as
shown in Fig. 151b, Plate xxx, as it is here that the halibut feeds.
The stone sinker, a, is detachable from the line, and is used to keep
the hook and float both near the bottom. This style of float is also
illustrated in Fig. 159, Plate xxxr.
Fishing-clubs.-These have been spoken of at the beginning of this
chapter and illustrated in Plate XVIII. A peculiarly carved club is
used for each different kind of animal, superstitious reasons being given
for such variety.
Drag-nets.-Nets are made from cedar bark, wild hemp, or wild ·
nettle fiber, spun into twine, and now woven with a shuttle similar to
that used by fishermen on our own coast. Some of these are small, and
are secured to poles and dragged between two canoes ; · others are long
and are similiar to our seines. Fig. 162, Plate xxxu, represents a Haida
drag-net of this last kind. The roping is of cedar bark; the netting,
of hemp twine; d is a wooden float on the end of the drag-line; the
floats along the head are thin flat blocks of ·cedar wood, spaced about
3 feet apart; the sinkers at the foot are black pebbles or stones lashed
in a ~ircular hoop and spaced about 8 to 10 inches apart. Details of
the netting are shown in Fig. 162a. The net from which this illustration
was drawn is 52 feet long and 64 inches deep, from Masset, Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. What were the styles and by
,. Dixon, Voyage, p. 174.

t Langsdorf, Voyages, pt.

II, p.134.

-
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what means nets were woven before the advent of the whites, the
writer was unable to learn.
Dip-nets.-Two varieties of these are shown in Plate xxxn, Figs.
163 and 164, the frame of the one being oval and the other triangular.
Details of the netting are shown in b and c. Fig. 163 is the kind used
by the Indians for scooping up echini or sea-urchins ·a t low tide, while
Fig. 164 is the kind used for dipping out Ralmon caught in the rivertraps, and for herring, eulachon, etc., during the "runs."
Weirs.-Across the streams where salmon run weirs are usually
built for trapping them. Where the water is shallow and swift, frames
of split sticks, interwoven with older branches in a kind of basketwork, are stretched across, driven into the bottom, and strengthened
with braces held in position by pegs. These frames, or WP.irs, are
spaced a little distance apart, so that when the salmon leaps the first
frame he is trapped between it and the second, and is removed by a
dip-net or speared at leisure. In deeper water the dam, or weir, consists
of a basket-ivork frame with round openings here and there, with passage-ways conical in shape, formed by converging pointed sticks, like
ome kinds of wire rat-traps. The salmon going up stream forces bis
wa.y through and is trapped in a basket-work compartment and dipped
out at leisure.
Bird a,i other land traps.-Tbe usual forms of Indian traps are found
in this region, consisting of a cage and figure-of-four trigger, a bent
sapling with snare noose, and the larger game traps of the usual deadfall pattern.
Oanoes.-The canoe is to the northwest coast what the camel is to the
desert. It is to the Indian of this region what the horse is to the Arab.
It is the apple of his eye and the object of bis solicitous attention and
affection. It reaches its highest development in the world amo ngst
the Haida of the Queen Oharlotte Islands. Classified according to
hapes, sizes, and uses, there may be said to be four kinds on the northwest coast: (1) hunting, (2) family and transporting, (3) voyaging,
and (4) war. The voyaging and war canoes, although kept for different
purpose are practically the same in size and shape, the differences, if
any, being slight.
Hunting anijishing canoes.-The e are somewhat similar throughout
the whole coa t anu are well illu trated in the models shown in Plate
XXXIII. The upper view in the--illustration is by far the most common
type of hunting canoe , but the lower one is that seen about Dixon
Entrc nc . They ar light portable dugouts carrying from one to three
p pl.
Fam ·1y or transportation canoe .-The e are from 25 to 35 feet long
an<l 4 t
f t am, rrying whole familie of from four to fifteen with
·amping utfi , r ling uppli , b ggage, provi ion , etc., amounting
of n - t
w iah rm r . i arth r ·outu, around Puget Sound
arnl \ • n ·on r I l n l, thi kin f cano ha a traight stern po t, a
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shown in Plate xxxrv, Fig. 171. Amongst the Haida and other northern tribes the stern projects backwards and slightly upwards, forming
a long spur running down to a straight edge near the water line (Fig.
172, same plate). The bow also curves upward and has .a regular and
gracefully shaped cut-water.
Voyaging canoes.- I hese are from 35 to 65 feet long and 6 to 8 feet beam,
with flaring gunwale and long projecting spurs on both bow and stern.
These latter are geuerally scarfed on to the main body of the canoes,
and with the flare of the bow.s help to make them more s~a-worthy.
Poole (1863) describes the canoe of Chief Kene, of the Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Columbia (in which he made a voyage from the latter's
village to Victoria, British Columbia), as having three masts, three sails,
and a mainstay-sail, and carrying thirty-seven people, with two tons of
baggage, freight, etc.* When it is reflected that these large canoes,
often with 5 tons capacity, are hewn from a single log, our marvel at the
skill displayed in their construction is decidely increased. To-day the
custom of painting the bow and stern in elaborate tot~mic patterns is
rapidly dying out, but formerly it was practiced throughout the whole
coast. The totem was also sometimes indicated by a carving, either
wrought on the spur or secured to it on the top or sides. Vancouver
(17P ... found thia custom as far south as the Kwakiutl~ of Gardner
Channel, British Oolum bia. Of a canoe which he saw there he says
"its head and stern curiously d·e corated with carved work and rude
and uncouth figures in painting."t
War canoes.-These, in primitive times, are said to have formed a
(listinct class in themselves, having been elaborately painted and
decorated, but latterly the voyaging canoes have practically taken their
places, there having been no real difference in point of construction or
size between the war and transporting craft. It is doubtful if any real
djstinction could ever have been drawn.
Canoes in general.-There is a marked difl'erence in the canoes of th~
northern and southern Indians. lt is not so much in the mere outward
appearance as in the shape of the cross-section and in the lines. The
northern canoe is superior in all the points by which we judge their
qualities. At the head of the respective types are those of the Haida
in the north, and of the Makah, of Oape Flattery, Washington Territory, in the south. The former have projecting prows, high, spur-shaped
sterns, fl~ring gunwales, and a gracefully rounding or curving crosssection, although without any distinct keel. The latter have the blunt,
straight stern, a gracefully curving bow, but a flat bottom, with little
curve in the cross section. This type is heavier, roomier, stronger,
less cranky, and more durable than the Haida type, but the latter is
swifter, handier, and more lmoyant. The Haida have in some of their
larger canoes somewhat copied the Makah type for the greater strength
11

Poole, Queen Charlotte Island , p. 269.

t Vancouver, Voyage, Vol.

1,

p. 303,
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secured. An admirable illustration of this adaptation is seen in the
enormous Haida canoe in the U.S. Natonal Museum (No. 26785), which
is very much like Fig. 171, Plate xxx1v, in appearance. Its dimensions
are as follows: Length, 59 feet; beam, 8 feet; · height of stem, 7 feet 3
inches; height of stern, 5feet 3 inches; height amidships, 3 feet 7 inches.
However much the larger canoes may differ in shape and character, the
light, portable hunting canoes (Fig. 169, Plate xxxm) are much the
same throughout the coast.
Before the sea-otter became extinct they were hunted well out at sea,
the Haida being partici1larly venturesome and successful, and hence
rich, and respected accordingly. One of their chief sources of revenue
to-day is in the building ~nd sale of canoes, which they tow to Port
Simpson or up into Alaska and sell or trade to their neighbors. The
tendepcy of the day is in the direction of -smaller sizes for the canoes
than formerly. This is but the natural result of peaceful times, when it
is not necessary to travel in such large parties for mutual protection.
However, the Yakutat and Sitka canoes were never as large as those of
the Haida, as from earliest times the Jatter have possessed the largest
canoes on the coast. The post of honor in a canoe is at the steering
paddle aft. Usually this position is occupied by a woman or an elderly
man, the steering being accomplished by a few adroit side strokes interjected into the regular process of paddling. In the family canoe there
are few idlers, even the yqung children wielding paddles and " working
their passage."
Canoe 0utfit.-This consists of masts, sails, paddles, hailers, and mats.
Ballast of stone is sometimes, though rarely, carried. The masts and
sails have been added since the advent of the whites, the rig being
sprit-sail, and the number of masts varyiug from one to three. Masts
and sprits are of light cedar wood, and sails, origina1ly of mats, are
now invariably of white cotton sheeting. These canoes will not sail on
the wind, but with a flowing sheet the speed made is astonishing. The
northern type of paddle is that shown in Fig. 165 a, b, and c, Plate
xxxu; the southern, that in Fig. 166. As may be expected, the northern paddle i ornamented with the design of the owner's totem. Fig.
167 i a New Zealand paddle, introduced by way of showing the similarity of thi in connection with the many other objects common to
these two remote regions. A bailer is imperfectly shown in Plate xxxrr.
It is imply a coop of wood with a short straight handle. Mats are
ometime carried in the canoe to cover them when hauled up and to
throw over the cargo or hon ·ehold or camping effects in transit. The
Iuclian i xceedingly careful of hi canoe a.nd all that pertains to it.
In landing a gravel beach i elected, where pos ible, and the canoe
hauled well np beyond high tide. When it i to remain auy time exp
t th we ther, it i protected from warping and cracking from
the su ' heat ya cover of mat or bough of trees.
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M ODELS OF GENER AL T YPES OF HUNTING AND FISHING CANOES

NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 169. HUNTING AND FISHING CANOE. This is the upper figure in the plate,
and is an excellent model of a hunting and fishing canoe found
throughout the coast. The paddles are of the Southern Coast Indian
pattern. Cat. No. 640, U. S. N. M. H aida Indians, Fort Simp. on,
British Columbia. Collected by George Gibbs.
Fig. 170. SMALL FAMILY OR SUMMER CANOE. For fishing, hunting, etc. Haida
and Tlingit type. This style of totemic ornamentation is now only put
on the models of canoes, but it was formerly the custom to o ornament all of them. The general type of northern paddle and baler i
shown in outline. The paddles of both the northern and southern typ
are bett r shown in Plate XXXII, Cat. No. 21595, U. S. N. M. Tlino-it
Indians, , itka, Alaska. Collect d by Dr. J. B. White. U. S. Army.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X XXIV.

•

FAMILY OR T RANS PORTATI ON CAN OES OF T H E N ORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 171, CANOE. The upper figure in the plate illustrates the general type of
outh Coast Indian canoe, with its swan-like barbed prow and. straight,
blunt, high stern. The difference between this style and that found
among t the North Coast Indian · is fully tliscus. ed in the text.
Fig. 172. CA OE (lower figure). General type of the North Coast Indian canoe with
its proj ting prow and stern, round. counter, and fine lines.
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Oanoe making.-Tlle primitive tools used in canoe construction are
so simple as to excite our surprise. The principal and almost only one
m~ed is the adze of some pattern or other shown in Plate xxnr., Figs.
9:t, 93, and 94. The logs for the purpose are-usually gotten out in the
summer season and rough hewn to somewhat the shape of the canoe in
odd hours about the summer camp-the finishing work being left until
winter. The trees are generally selected near some watercourse and
· feJled in such a direction as to admit of launching them into tide water.
The log is trimmed where felled to rough dimensions, launched, and
towed to summer camp, where the preliminary work is done. Often by
combined labor numerous logs are gotten out in this way at one time,
made i~to a raft, and by means of sweeps and sails and by dint of
working the tides brought to the village or to the neighborhood of the
camps. Good trees for canoe purposesare sufficiently rare to make their
selection difficult and expensive in both time and labor. The best wood
for all pUTposes is the yellow cedar ( Ohamrecyparis Nittkaensis), found on
the Queen Charlotte Islands and in spots around the southern Alaska-_
boundary. The smaller canoes are made from the Sitka spruce (Picea
Sitchensis), and the very largest from the giant cedar ( Thuja gigantea).
The whole process of canoe construction may be briefly described as
follows: The tree is felled with an ax (formerly stone ones were used).
The trimming and rough hewing is done by wedges and sledges. The
rest of the .work is done by patient cutting with an adze. The cange
being roughly worked out is widened in beam by steaming it with water and hot stones placed in the bottom of the eanoe, stretchers or
thwarts of gradually increasing sizes being forced in as the wood expands. The long spur ends in large canoes are neatly scatfed on to
the body with a dovetailed joint and finished down as part of the whole.
The smoothing work on the outside is often -done with a chisel, but usually the interior of the canoe shows the ~hipping marks of the adze. The
smoothing work on the exterior to lessen the friction of the water is
furthered by the use of sandpaper, sandstone, or shark's skin. The
conventional colors used now in painting are black outside and white
inside,with a red strip on the inside of the gunwale running quite around
the canoe and upon the bow and stern spurs. The process of painting
is described in the next chapter. The lines of these canoes are remarkably fine and good; and when of considerable size and intelligently handled they are remarkably good sea-boats. 'J~rip'S are often
made in them to Victoria, British Columbia; and the Kaigani visit the
outlying islands of the Prince of Wales Archipelago in the early summer in search of birds' eggs about 25 miles out to sea.
HUNTING AND FISHING.
METHODS OF CAPTURING ANIMALS.

Salmon.-The first run of salmon occurs about the middle of July,
when they swarm in myriads into the mouths of the small fresh-water
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streams. It is difficult to p.icture in the mind the abun dance of these
fish an<l the mad abandon with which they hurl themselves over obstacles, wounded, panting, often baffled, but always eagerly pressing on
up the streams there to spawn and <lie. In some of the pools they
gather in such numbers as to almost solidly pack the surface. When
there is a waterfall barring their progress they may be seen leaping at
the fall endeavoring to ascend it, often as many as six or more being in
the air at once. The flesh at first hard and firm on contact with fresh
water soon -loses its color and palatableness, so that the sooner they
are captured the better. The species of the first run vary along tlrn
coast. They are comparatively small, do not remain long, and do
not furnish the bulk of the supply, although at the canneries now
erected as mans as two to five thousand have been known to be caught
with one haul of the largest seines. About the middle of August the
Tyee · or King salmon arrives, the run often lasting the year out,,
When they . first appear they are fat, beautifully colored, and full of
life and animation; but soon are terribly bruised, their skin becomes
pale, their snouts hook-shape,l, their boJies lean and emaciated, and
their flesh soft,, pale, and unwholesome. In Wrangell Narrows is a
waterfall of about 13 feet. At high tide the salt water backs up the
stream and reduces this fall to about 8 feet, but never less even at
spring tides, but the King salmon leaps the falls and numbers of them
may be found in the fresh water above. The writer bas deposited in
the Smithsonian Institution several instantaneous photographs of leaping salmon taken by himself at this locality, but it is unnecessary to
reprodqce them in this connection. The whole of the territory on tlle
northwest coast adjacent to the Indian vilh1ges is portioned out
amongst the different-families or 'households as hunting, fishing, and
berrying grounds, and banded down from generation to generation and
recognized as personal property. Privilege for an Indian, other than
the owner, to hunt, fisb, or gather berries can only be secured by payment. Each stream has its owner, whose summer camp, often of a permanent nature, can be seen where tlle salmon run in greatest abundance. Often uch streams are beld in severalty by two or more families
with equal privilege of fi bing. Salmon are never caught on a hook;
tbi method, if practicable at all, being too slow. At the mouth of the
tream they are peared or caught in nets. High up the streams they
are trapped in weirs and either _,peared or clipped out with dip-net'.
The Indian are beginning now to u e eine and to work for almon on
bar , but the olcl r one are very con ervative, and cling omewbat to
primi i m th 1 in a matt r v n o important to them a the capture
f alm n, their cbi f £ o upply.
Harbut.-Th
may b tak n a almo t any eason in certain locali' il th y r mor uum t u, dnring certain month in other .
Tu ian m k th u j ·t q ite a tudy, an<l kno ju t where all
, uk ar an Lt wb, t
on it i
t t ti. h. Often village ar
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located on exposed sites for no other reason than to be near certain
halibut grounds. This fish varies in size from 20 to 120 pounds, and is
caught only with a hook and line. The type of hook is that shown in
Plate xxxr, ·and the method of sinking it shown in Plate xxx, Fig. 151.
Tlns fish stays close along the bottom, and is such a greedy feeder as
to be readily caught by the clumsy hook shown. In fishing for halibut
the canoe is anchored by means of stones and cedar bark' ropes. The
bait is lashed to the hook, a stone sinker attached to the line, ~nd t"he
contrivance lowered to the bottom. Sometimes the upper ends of the
lines are attached to fl.oats and more than one line tended at a time. A
fish being hooked is hauled up, played for a while, drawn alongside,
grappled, and finally despatched with blows of a club carried
the
purpose. It requires no little skill to land a hundfed-pound halibut in
a light fishing canoe. A primitive halil>ut fishing outfit consists of
kelp-lines, wooden floats, stone sinkers, an anchor line, a wooden clul>,
and wooden fish hooks. It is impossible with onr most modern appliances to compete with the Indians in halibut fishing. With their crude
implements they meet with the most surprising success.
Herring and eulachon.-Herring are found in tlie summer months iu
numerous parts of the coast, depending on the nature of the feeding.
ground. They rnn in large shoals, breaking the surface of the water,
and attracting in their wake other fish, porpoises, whales, whale "killers," flights of eagles, and flocks of surf birds, all feeding either on the
herring or on the same food as that of which they themselves are in
search. They are dipped out by the Indians with nets or baskets, caught
with drag-nets, or taken with the rakes previously described. Eulachon
or ''candle-fish" run only in the mouths of rivers, particularly the
Skeena, Nass, and Stikine in this region. They are considered great
clelicacies, and are dried and traded up and down the coast by the
Inclians who are fortunate enough to control the season's catch.
Cod are caught with the skil hook previously described. Dogfish,
fl.ounclers, and other kinds are caught with almost any kind of hook,
there being no especial appliances used or required.
Spawn.-For taking fish eggs that have already been spawned, the
Indians use the branches of the pine tree, stuck in the muddy bottom,
to which it readily adheres, and on which it is afterwards dried. When
dry it is stripped from the branches and stored in baskets or boxes ;
sometimes buried in the ground. The spawn gets a pleasing flavor
from the pine. Roe is takeu fr:om captured fish and either dried or
buried in the grounc.1 to become rank enough to suit the epicurean palate of the In<lian gourmand .
.ci'ea-otter.-The custom in former days was to hunt the sea-otter either
from the shore or in canoe parties. They were shot with arrows from
behind screens when they landed to bask on the sand or on the rocks,
or approached noiselessly by canoe parties when asleep on the water.
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Very thin light paddles were used, and if the Indian could get near
enough the sleeping animal was harpooned. The common custom wa ,
.however, to hunt in parties. An otter being sighted was surrounded by
canoes in a very large but gradually lessening circle, advantage being
taken of the necessity of the animal to come to the surface to breathe,
when it would be shot with arrows or harpooned from the neare t
canoe. Th~ Tlingit and Haida were not so expert as the Aleut, because
their ca~oes were not so well adapted to the exposure at sea. In recent
years the few remaining sea-otters have been hunted with fire-arms.
The Indians are poor marksmen, and under the excitement of firing the
instant the otter rises many accidents to their own number have happened, particularly to those on opposite sides of the circle. By a curious
rule thQ otter, and all other game, belongs to the one who first wounds
it, no matter who kills it. As the otter floats when killed, the same
skill is not required as in seal hunting, but so scarce have they become
now, that not more than forty or fifty are killed in a season throughout
the northern coast Indian region.
Seals.-Seals areJ.mnted in practically the same way as just described, but from the fact that on account of their bodies not :floating
it is necessary to harpoon them before they sink, the percentage of loss
is very large, although they are more abundant than the otter. The
Indians rely to a great extent on shooting them in very shallow water
or on rocky ledges near shore.
On shore the Indians are very poor still-hunters, and luck and abundance of game are large elements in their sncce~s. Fur-bearing animals,
such as bear, lynx, land otter, beaver, etc., are generally trapped, although shot whenever chance offers. Breech-loading arms are not
allowed to be sold to the Indians. With
the use of muzzle-loaders we find such
necessaries in the outfit of a hunter as
Figs. 140a and 140b, which are pow<lerchargers of bone, and Fig. 140c, whicll is
a percussion-cap box made from the horn
of a mountain goat.
Deer.-Deer are very abundant, and
form a large item in the food supply of
the region. They are hunted in the
rutting season with a call, which lures
tberµ to the ambu bed hunter, when
Fig. u.o abc.
they are readily shot. So effective is tlli
Po &a Hoa. ~rn CuAuo&as.
call, that it i not unu ual to be able to
Th ,L F:mmoo Collf'•ll<l .)
get a eCOOd Shot at them ill Ca '0 Of fif t
failur . till hunting i
ry littler orted to, and au Indian seldom
ri ·k wa ting a charge until h i omewbat ure of his di tance and
hance . The
ften captur d swimming, and in winter recklessly
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slaughtered for their hides when driven down to the shore by heavy
and long-continued snows. The deer-call is made from a blade of grass
- placed between two strips of wood, and is a very clever imitation of the
cry of a deer in the rutting season. The wolves play great havoc in
this region with the deer, and it seems remarkable that they exist in
such numbers with so many ruthless enemies.
Mountain goats and sheep.-On the mainland these are shot with very
little difficulty if one can overcome the natural obstacles to reaching
the lofty heights which they frequent.
Bears.-The brown and black bear are the two species quite generally found in Alaska. Both are hunted with dogs, shot when accidentally encountered, or trapped with dead-falls. The brown bear
( Ursus Richardsonii) is from 6 to 12 feet long and fully as ferocious as
the grizzly. The hair is coarse, and the skins, not bringing a good price,
are generally kept by the Indians for bedding. This fact, coupled with
the natural ferocity of this species, bas led to the brown bear being
generally let alone. An accidental meeting in the woods with one of
them is regarqed as a very disagreeable incident by an Indian. When
women and children run across bear-tracks in the woods, in deference
to a generally recognized superstition, they immediately say the most
charmingly complimentary things of bears in general and this visitor
in particular. Petroff gives the origin ~f this custom as follows :
The bear was formerly rarely hunted by the superstitious Thlinkit, who had been
told by the shamans that it is a man who has assumed the shape of an abimal. They
have a tradition to the effect that this secret of nature first became known through
the daughter of a chief who came in contact with a man transformed into a bear.
The woman in question went into the woods to gather berries, and incautiously spoke
in terms of ridicule of the hear, whose traces she observed in the path. In punishment for her levity she was decoyed into the bear's lair and there compelled to marry
him and assume the form of a bear. After her husband and her ursine child had been
killed by her Thlinkit brethren, she returned to her home in her former shape and narrated her adventures.*

This legend is found in other forms throughout the coast, and occasion
will be taken in another chapter to comment on it further. In conclusion, it may be said that the brown bear are expert fishers and frequent
the streams !n the salmon season along their well-beaten tracks, which
form the best paths through the woods.
The black bear ( Ursus americanus) is, on the other hand, rather-timid
and eagerly hunt~d, not only for his valuable black skin, but for his
flesh, which, when young and tender, is very palatable. In the spring
they are readily killed along the edge of the woods, when they come out
to feed on the first sprigs of skunk-cabbage and other plants brought
out by the warm sun. Later in the summer they are found along the
streams, where they feed on the dead and dying salmon.
_
Taking it altogether, the Indians are expert fishermen but poor hunt*J>etroff's Report, p. 168.
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ers, indifferent marksmen, and wanting in that coolness and nerve for
which the hunting Indians of the interior are famous.
Besides the animals hunted for their skins as mentioned, there may be added the fox, wolf, mink, marten, land-otter, and an occasional Canada lynx anu
wolverine on the mainland. The method of dressing
the skin is not different from that of the interior
Indians, so generally described in works of travel.
The skin scrapers or dressers are either of stone or
bone, and of the pattern shown in Fig. 79 h, Plate
xx and Fig. 79k.
Ermine and marmot.-In Figs. 145 a and 145b are
shown two bone trap sticks, to which are fastened
the sinew nooses used in the capture of ermine and
marmot. Those for ermine are somewhat smaller
than those shown in the figure. They are, moreFig. 145 a, b.
over, sometimes made of wood jnstead of bone, and
BoNE TRAP-sTrcKs.
are elaborately carved in totemic d~signs. These
(Tli111it. Emmons Collection.) two specimens are from the Emmons collection.

VI.
LAND-WORKS, HOUSES, VILLAGES.

·Dwellings in general on the north west coast may be classed as the
fortified and" the unprotected. These may be either temporary or permanent.
LAND-WORKS: FORTIFICATIONS.

In the past century, the form, location, and construction ot villages
have undergone considerable change in this region. The rules or practices of war were such as to entail the necessity for some form of fortification. Often, in addition to the regu]ar villages, fortifications were
erected near by, into which they might withdraw in time of danger, but
sometimes fortified sites were permanently occupied. Before the ad vent
of the whites, two considerati~ns of prime importance obtaine<l. in the
location of a site for a village, (1) proximity to halibut banks and :fishing grounds, and (2) possibility of fortification against attack. Vancouver says of the Kake villages, at the head of Keku Straits, Kupreanoff Island:
They all uniformly were situated on the summit of some precipice, or steep insular
rock, rendered by nature almost inaccessible, and by art and great labor made a
strong defense, which proved that the inhabitants had been subject to the incursions
of hostile visitors. These fortified places were well constructed, with a strong platform of wood, laid on the most elevated part of the rock, and projecting so far from
it8 sides as to overspread the declivity. The edge of the platform was surrounded
by a barricade raised by logs of wood placed on each other.*

In the narrative of Dixon's voyage (1787) a sketch is given of a Haida
fortified house on Hippah Island, off the west coast of Queen Charlotte
Islands. He says of it:
The tribe who inhabit this hippah seem well defended from any sudden assault of
their enemies, for the ascent to it from the beach is steep and difficult of access, and
the other sides are well barricaded with pines and brushwood, notwithstanding
which they have been at infinite pains in raising additional fences of rails and boards,
so that I should think they cau not fail to repel any tribe that should dare to attack
their fortification.*

Captain Dixon further pronounces it as "built exactly on the plan of
the hippah of the savages of New Zealand."t
Strong natural defensive positions seem to have been generally
selected along the whole coast. Vancouver (1793) notices this point
11

Vancouver, Voyage, Vol. ur, pp. 289, 290.

t Dixon, Voyage, p.

206.
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among the Bilqula and Kwakiutl.* These were noticed by Mackenzie
in the same year in the same localities.t
·Dunn states (1834) of the Seoassa (southern Tsimshian):
They built their villages chiefly upon high and precipitous rocky islands or promontories, having steps cut down to the water. This is done t o prevent any sudden
attack from the enemy.t

The skill of the Indians in erecting fortifications is well iilustrated
. by Lisiansky (1804), who aided Baranoff in reestablishing the Russi~n
settlement at Sitka after the massacre. In Voyages, page 163, Plate
n, is given a detailed plan and sketch of the palisade fort erected by
the Sitkas. It is unnecessary to reproduce it here, but in structure and
design it would have done credit to European ingenuity of that date.
Langsdorff (1805).describes the fortifications erected a year later by the
Indians expelled from Sitka as follows:
They have fortified themselves here upon a rock which rises perp endicularly to the
height of some hundred feet above the water. * * * Tho rock itself is secured
against the attack of an enemy by a double palisade of large t runks of trees stuck
close together, measuring from 12 to 15 feet in height, and from 3 to 5 feet in thickness. A natural wall of earth, beyond the palisading, on the side towards the sea,
conceals the li.abitations effectually, so that they can not be discerned by any ship.~

The only possible access to this fortification is described as on the
northwest side, but the approach was strewn with very large trunks of
trees to make it additionally difficult of41iccess.
TEMPORARY DWELLINGS.

In summer camps,-in hunting and fishing; and in canoe trips, the
form of dwelling is temporary in construction.
Summer fishing camp.-Near the mouth of some fresh-water stream
owned by a household or family, where the salmon run thickest, a roughly-built house will generally be found. This varies in size and care of
construction according to circumstances. Usually the frame is light,
and the roof, instead of being made of split boards, is formed by broad
strips of bark which are laid on thus._--......,---:..,---:..,, and held down by stones
and cros pieces. The larger kind have a smoke hole, but usually the
fire i built outside, where the smoke assists in curing the strips of
salmon and halibut hung on frames above it.
Tents.-The primitive form of tent for traveling consisted simply of
trip of bark carried in the canoe . To erect the tents two saplings
or branche would be cut, pointed, and stuck in the ground, forked end
pole re ting in the forks. The bark strips would then
up, , i h a. er
re te again th pole, forming a sloping wall towards the wind.
Thi half-op n te t a airy in form, but would shed the water of a
<lrivin r in. The fir wa u ually built in front. To-day the Indians
t Dunn, Oregon, p . 274.
§ La.ngsdorff, Voyages, Pt.
129.

n, pp. 128,
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use cotton sheeting for a cover in the form of an A tent. Along most of
the water-courses where there is much travel the frames may be seen left
standing near the good camping spots. These latter are selected from
their having a good beach to haul up the canoes, fresh water near, uuexposed position and proximity to good hunting ground. The cotton
sheeting is stretched taut across the frame and the edges pegged into the
ground.· Tllis form of tent was also used in priwitivetimes, mats of cedar.,,,
bark fibre or skins of animals forming the tent walls. At th_ese camp sites
are often deposited piles of wood already cut for use. In the short
winter days it often happens that a belated canoe load arrives after
dark. Here they find wood already cut, and they build a fire and warm
up•without the necessity of searching in the dark or in the snow for firewood. It is part of the unwritten code that an Indian using such firewood must in the morning replace what be has used by a similar
amount gathered at his leisure before setting out again on bis journey.
HOUSES.

The permanent houses are similar in form and type throughout the
coast, but reach their highest development amongst the Haid.a. North,
the Yakutat dwellings are but little better than the summer dwellings
of the Haida, while to the south the houses are equal in size but inferior
• houses may be divided into three
in artistic construction. In general,
classes: (1) those built on the surface of the ground; (2) those built
on a foundation of logs or slightly raised platform; (3) those raised on _
high logs or stilts.
Raised houses.-The last named are found amongst the Kwakiutl
and Bilqula, and their primitive form of construction is fully described
in Mackenzie, Voyages, p. 329, and Vancouver, Voyage, vol n, pp. 268,
2'72, 27 4, and 284. 'fhey both visited this region in 1793. According
to Vancouver, amongst the Kwakiutl of Johnstone Strait, there were
dwellings "raised and supported near 30 feet from the ground by perpendicular spars of a very large size" with " access formed by a long
tree in an inclined position from · the platform to the ground, witlt
notches cut in it by way of steps about a foot and a half asunder.* This,
however, was ouly one of several styles of their dwellings. In general,
they were ornamented in front, at the gables, and above the doors, as
now, with hieroglyphic drawings of their totems.
Tlingit dwellings.-Amongst the Tlingit, the permanent dwellings are
as a rule built on a slightly raised foundation of logs, the approach to
the doorway being by three or four raised steps with a platform in front
of the door of the principal houses. This latter is the loafing place,
and where the gamblers congregate for their incessant gambling bouts.
This form of construction is by no means universally adopted, as some
of the dwellings are built on the level of the ground. In any ca8e, the
"Vancouver, Voyage, vol.

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--20

11,

p. 274.

./
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Jevel of the door-sill is about that of what may be called the ground floor.
Entering the door, one stands on a platform about 6 feet wide, running
around the four sides of the house. Next, one steps down about 3 feet
upon a ledge the same width, also running around the four sides. Tl.Je
next level, 3 feet below this, is the solid ground, sometimes bare, sometimes with a board floor. In .the center of this the fire burns, the smoke
~sceuding through a square sm,o ke-bole in the roof in the ce11ter of tl.Je
building. All houses were forllilerly without windows, ventiJation being
secured by the door and the smoke-hole. If the bous·e is built on the
surface of the ground, the interior is excavated into a kind of cellar, the
ledges l)eing cut in the earth and covered by large hewn slalJR of cedar.
These ledges serve not only as sleeping and lounging places, but as
shelves to deposit all sorts of boxes, utensils, etc., beionging to the
family. In the Tlingit dwellings, the fire~place is usually boxed in with
boards; and fill~d in with stones. When th_e house is built on the surface of the ground, one enters the door at the level of the ground, and
descends to the lower floor inside. If the house is built on a raised
foundation, the bottom floor or court is usually on the level of the outside ground. One mounts to the door, enters, and deHceuds to the
ground inside. Between these two types are slight variations iu which
the foundation .of logs is not so high, and the interior is dug down only
about 2 or3 feet. Amongst the Tlingit, the.intertor platform at the level
of the door-sill is sometimes divided into living apartments, or small
state-rooms, so to speak. Lisianski (1804:) desoribes the houses about
Sitka as square in form and spacious, with openings all along the top
about 2 feet in width to let out the .smoke. The fire-place was fenced
around with boards, the place between the fire-place and the walls being partitioned by curtains for the different families living in the lodgeThere were board shelves fixed around inside of the room for the stow.
age of boxes and utensils.*
The primitive form of construction is not materially different from
that described and illustrated in Plate xxxv. The Tlingit form of front
i shown in Fig. 176, a local characteristic being given to it by tile
vertical boards a a at each corner of the front as shown. Throughout
the whole coast, it was somewhat the custom to ornament the fronts with
painted representation of the totem of the chief occupant. To the south
thi wa tbP, general custom. Amongst the Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit i wa only occasionally practiced. In Plate xxxv Yarious style
f b u e front8 ar illu trated in connection with the typical metllod of
hou con truction.
Fig. 173 is a chief' hon eat Fort Simpson, British Columbia. Fig.
74 i a Tlingi front at Tonga , Ala ka. Fig. 176 is the general Tlingi Y a d cribe
bove. 1 ig. 175 i an ancient form of front, after a
.I fr m itkain th
atioual Mu eum. Fig. 177 is a Kwakiutl front
• Li ian ki,

oyag , p. 2:39 ancl 240.

EXPLANATION OF PLA TE XXXV.

DET AILS OF HAIDA H OUSE CON STRUCTION , WI T H TY PES OF FRONTS FOUN D ELSEWHERE ON
TH E N ORTHWEST C OAST.
F rom drawings, photographs, and sketches.

Fig. 173. · Ornamented front painted to represent the eagle totem of a chief at Port
Simpson, British Columbia (Tsimshian).
Fig. 174. Ornamented front, painted to represent the wolf totem. Fort Tonga· ,
Alaska (Tlingit).
Fig. 115. Ancient 'form of Tlingit ornamented front, from a painting in th
8. National Museum . Cat. No. 129776, U. S. N. M. Sitka, Alaska.
Painted hy James G. "van.
Fig. 173. General Tlingit type of front, with broad sicl e-posts and r ectangular doorway.
Fi . 177. Ornamented front, after a sketch by Dr. Franz Boas (Kwakiutl. )
Fig. 17 . Details of .·moke-hol , shutter, and m thou. of roofing and holding down
·am with beams, ro k ·, tc. The tot mic figure on each side of the
doorway repr ,· nt the agle, and illustrate a style of tot mi ornam ntation now fournl h r and th r e among the Tlingit as a Rurvi,·al or
m dification of th former cuRtom of painting the whole hous front in
t mi cl .·ign.
Fig. 179. D tait of th Haicla m th d f hou
onstmction as xplain d fully in
th t ,xt. Th sub ellar or x avat d Jiving-room i dott cl in b n ath
th . k t 'h, th fir -pla

PLATE

R eport of Nat iona l Museum, 1888.-Niblack.
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after Boas. The Haida fronts are rarely ornamented with totemic repw
resentations.
Totemic and mortuary columns.-It is the custom amongst the Tlingit,
Kaigani, and Tsimshian to erect carved columns in front of the houses.
These usually stand some feet from the fronts. Amongst the Haida
they are generally in contact with the front, the doorway or entrance
being through a hole in the carved column about three feet from the
ground, into which the occupant appears to dive when he enters. This
form of entrance is shown in Plate x;xxv, and is found occasionally
elsewhere, hut is rather peculiar to the Haitla. It is now, however,
being generally superseded by the European type of doorway. The
carved columns will be described in detail in a subsequent chapter.
Haida permanent dwellings.-Fig.179, Plate xxxv, represents a Haida
house of the conventional pattern. The posts, g g, hollowed out on the ·
backs, as shown, to reduce the weight, with carved faces, are firmly
planted in tbe ground. The upper ends are also hollowed to receive the
enormous log plates, s s, which give strength and solidity to the building. The carved column, m, at the front of the house, is usually next
erected, as the work up to this point requires the co-operation of many
bands, the gathering being the occasion of a feast and a grand distribution of presents (a potlatch, as it is called) amongst the participants.
Often, through lack of funds, the work of building a house has to be
postponed, the whole process often requiring several years. The expenses are usually reckoned in blankets, as they are the conventional
gifts on such an occasion. The huge plates and purlines, the hewn
cedar planks, and the logs for posts and carved columns, are gotten out
from the forests with great labor and expense, and are towed to the village site, where they are hauled up on skids, and the work of smoothfinishing begun. Plate LXX illustrates an animated scene at Fort Simp.
son, British Columbia, where a party of Haida are represented as hauling
up a log on skids in the process of .house construction. The relief carving
on the totemic columns and the posts is done either by the owner, if he
be expert, or if he be rich, by others hired or kept in the establishment for
the purpose. The materials being ready, the invited guests assemble
from far and near, apd the different timbers are gotten up to the site of
the house. The posts are raised into position by means of rope guys
and props, and firmly planted in the deep holes dug in the ground. The
plates or huge logs which rest on the up:ri thts are gotten into position
by what a. sailor would call technically sklds and parbuckles. To describe the process in detail, imagine the four posts (or, as in Plate LXX,
six posts) in Fig. 179 firmly planted in the ground, their heads being
hollowed out as shown. The log (or plate, as it is technically called in
arcbitecture)is rolled to a distance of about 14feetfrom theuprightsand
parallel to its fineil position. The uprights are braced or shored on the
opposite side, while on the adjacent side skids are rested at ao angle to
form an incline, up which the plate is, by the combined effort of many,
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gradually rolled. Ropes are rove over the top of the posts under and
over the plate, then back again over the upright. These ropes constitute
the parbuckle, which is designed to take the weight of t he log and hold
it in position. Forked sticks are rested against the log with their other
ends in the ground to belp the parbuckle take the weight as the plate
is gradually rolled up, the forked sticks being gradually also shifted up
as it rise.s. By dint of pushing, shoving with poles, and pulling on the
· parbuckle, the plate is gotten to the top of the incline. It is now a
question oflifting the dead weigl\t of the lpg by means of poles and by
pulling on the parbuckle. At last the plate is hauled to the top of the
upright and rolled into the hollow in which it rests. The carved
totemic columns are raised into position by means of poles, props,
and rope guys, and firmly imbedded in the deep hole dug for it in
the ground. The whole process is an occasion of much ceremony,
and the work occupies but a small part of the time, the remainder
being filled in with gambling, dancing, feasting, singing, speech-making,
and ceremonial display intended to i11spire the visitors an d guests with
the wealth and prowess of the host. Judge Swan says :
The self-denial of comforts aud even necessaries exercised for many years in the
accumulation of property by man and wife is very remarkable, but, in their estimation, is amply repaid on the occasion of a distribution of the same an d the erection of
a, decorative column, which in many instances stands in front of an unfinished lodge
frame as a visible monument of the ow~er's folly and extravagance. 11 • * The
owner probably lives in the lodge of some relative, or perhaps is dead. It has been
beyond I.tis means to finish bis house, but for that he cares little; his vanity has beer
gratified; his pride satisfied. On the day when he stood presiding over hi s pilos o1
goods and chattels, previous to their dist,ribution amongst his eager a nd expectant
guests, he bad reached the summit of his ambition. * · * He is thenceforth a
petty chief of the village.

In some of the very latest types of the houses, instead _of the corner
posts ii and the smaller posts r r supporting the eaves-plates e e, there
are four posts aud two heavy rafters similar tog ands. 1n either case
the eaves-plates e, or one similar to s, are beveled to receive th e upper
end of the board forming the side walls of the house, as sbown in w
au<l adjacent details. The heavy plank frames h hand t t are beveled,
a , hown in section q, to receive the boards forming the end walls, or
front and back of the house. The top purlines j j j j form t he support
for the ro f-planking, and are held in place by the superimposed frame
u 11. The roofing i ' formed either of planks or slabs of bark held down
1 . rock , beam.- aml cro ·-piece , a shown in Figure 178. The smokeIi l k i ·urm nnted by a frame pp carrying a shutter o, which i clo ed
in th dir ctiou of he wind. Thi butter bas a motion about the axle
JJ p. \Vh 11 th wind change and b]ows down the smoke-hole, a chain
o r P i pnll •cl a d the butter revolve to tbe other po ition again t
th vin(.
h hon e face· th channel, and the wind u ually draws
11 1 or do ·n i th
hutter work to face one ide of the hou e or the
h<:'r. 'J h P ll an · i hown nt a. B low the. ketch f tbe hon.<' i ,
d
.
'
< m l1 • fi rm f t ll · xcarnt l iut •11or. The upper 1 dge or plat-
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form is at the level, d; c is the lower platform. 'rhe fire, b, burns on
the bare earth. or in a frame-work of boarcJ_s filled with rocks. It is
here that the 'family sleep in winter, stretched out on the bare floor
or on mats with feet towards the fire. As stated, the occupants
of such a house are numerous, amounting in some cases to thirty or forty _
in all, and the household may embrace a chief, his family, grandchildren, and the families of several of his brothers. Amongst the Kaigani most of the houses are built on log foundations, a little above the
ground, and the European form of door is used. In some cases the
carved column i~ set a few feet off with a small opening in it, but the ·
real entrance to the house is by a doorway, thus keeping up a semblance
of the ancient custom. The Haida houses are quite generally excavated,
and seldom built on raised foundations. The smaller houses, and not
unU:sually the more modern houses, consist prin{}ipally of a frame
erected on four posts, one at each corner.
VILLAGES.

The villages are invariably situated along the shore, and usualiy near
a shelving beach, which admits of easily hauling up the canoes. Often,
through the desire to be near a good halibut fishing bank, a very exposed site is of necessity selected. The houses are usually in a single
row, a few feet above extreme high water, facing toward the beach and
not far back from it. At high water the canoes can be hauled well up.
Between the houses and high-water mark is a space which serves as a
street, with a beaten path near the houses and patches of grass beyond. This space serves for hauling up canoes for long periods and
drying fish, as well as the usual purposes of a street. Sometimes the
two rows of houses are built, where the space is contracted, with a
narrow street between the rows. The houses are not very far apart in
the rows, are often in contact, and arranged without regard to rank or
precedence. There are one or more carved columns in front of each
house. These are at first usually painted (formerly daubed with ochre),
but the coat is seldom renewed. Owing to the bleaching effect of the
weather, the columns and houses after a while assume a grayish white
appearance, and become covered with moss. In the weather-cracks moss
and vegetation flourish, giving a very ancient appearance. At the end
of the village is the graveyard, with its variety of sepulchres and mortuary columns of ancient and modern form, as shown in Plate nr.
Scattered throughout the villages, in front and near the corners of the
houses, a:re the mortuary or commemorative columns similar to those iu
the graveyards. These are pictured in all their variety in Plate 111.
Behind the village, or at one enu, are the small sheds in which the
dead are placed.
Names of villages.-Considerable confusion has originated in the
enumeration of villages amongst the Haida and Kaig~ni by Europeans,
through the different names assigned to the same village. The Indians
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have their own names, but the traders and others often call a village
after the name of the chief; for instance, Kasa-a.n is popularly cailed
Skowl's village; the village of Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands,
British Columbia, is popularly so called from the name of the hereditary chief; the Haida name is Hyo-hai-ka, but the Tsimshian call it
Kil-hai -oo. *
Groups of villages.-Eacb village practically constitutes a tribe.
There never have beeu any permanent leagues or associations of villages to constitute a nation with head ruler, although, for certain reasons of defense 9r offense, villages have so co-operated temporarily for
mutual benefit or protection. The totemic systems of the Tlingit, Haida,
and Tsmishian kings, in some senses uniform, have often operated to
make the alliance between phratries and totems of different villages in
some measure stronger than the clannish feeling due to close ethnical
affinity.
Residence.-During the summer but few Indians are found at the
permanent villages. Occasionally a canoe load returns to deposit a
cargo, or to get something needed in the distant summer camp.
Where the fishing and hunting ground is near the village, it is continually occupied, but if at a distance there are times when the viilage is
entirely abandoned, although there may be some camps quite near.
Under such circumstances property is entirely safe. Early in the summer, during the first run of salmon, and when birds' eggs are to be
gathered, the Indians are widely scattered. Later on they congregate,
but disperse again for the run of King salmon, which lasts well into
December. By Christmas time they have all gathered in, and in the
long winter nights take place all those social and ceremonial gatherings
and feastings of which only a winter's residence amongst them can give
an adequate idea. Gathered around the blazing fire then are related
those legends and traditions which illustrate their beliefs. Then also
take place those dances, ceremonials, and theatrical performances which
graphically illustrate and perpetuate these traditions, and glorify the
prowess and might of the chiefs and their ancestors.
* Dawson, Report, B, p. 165.

VII.
ARTS AND INDUSTRIES-HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS-PAINTING, DRAWING
A.ND CAB VLNG-MUSIC.

While the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian are essentially wood carvers, this is by no means their only talent. Out of the abundance of
their resources they have· not only adapted wood to their every need,
but along with it have developed many other industries. They are, as
well, expert carpenters, basket makers, weavers, and metal workers.
Their tools are crude, but with them they accomplish the most surprising results. Along with the totemic system, we find the identification
of the individual with his totem carried out in the carving or painting
of his crest on every article of personal property. The simplest implement or utensil is ornamented with some pictograph relating to the
legends of the. totem to which he belongs. Tattooed on the body,
woven into fabrics, etched on the metal bracelets · and ornaments,
painted on the house fronts, drawn on the canoe outfits, emblazoned on
the household boxes, carved on the huge columns-commemorated in
metal, wood, and stone, the totem of the Indian is his earliest and
latest care, yet it is all subservient to the ever-recurring struggle to
.liv_e. In the circuit of the seasons a regular routine of duties is observed. In the time not devoted to hunting, fishing, and the procurement of food the various arts and industries are practiced. In the
summer camp odd hours are spent in cutting down trees, collecting furs,
bark, and grasses, roughing out lumber, and in general collecting the
raw materials, which, in the winter's leisure, they convert into the
various implements, utensils, and finished products for their gwn use
and for trading purposes.
Raw materials.-Various kinds of grasses are gathered, and after
being dried, are dyed and trimmed to finished dimensions. Spruce
roots are boiled until they become pliable, beaten with sticks, and the
fibres picked into threads. The cedar bark gathered for industrial
purposes is from the inside of the outer bark, that for food being
scraped from the trunk itself. The former is soaked in water for
several days, then beaten to make it pliable enough to enable it to be
stripped into shreds. Fig. 179l is a bone bark-scraper used in removing
the bark from trees, in scraping it down, and in the preliminary process
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of hackling it, which, with the beating it receives from a bone malMt
such as shown in Fig. 179m, separates it into fibres. These two
specimens are in the Emmons Collection.

Fig.179l.

Fig.179m.

BARK SCRAPER.

BARK BEATER.

(Tlingit.

Emmons Collection.)

(Tlingit.

Emmons Collection.)

Other kinds of vegetable fibre, such as wild nettle and a species of
wild hemp, are beaten on the rocks, shredded; and spun with a rude distaff and spindle into a strong twine or thread. Wood for canoes,
houses, columns, paddles, dishes, masks, helmets, spear-shafts, arrows,
floats, hooks, etc., is also gotten out during the summer season and
roughly worked up in camp, the finishing being often left for winter
leisure. At this time also the trading is done to obtain supplies of
cloth, horn, copper, shell, etc., for the accessories of costumes for ordinary and ceremonial occasions. Fibre of cedar bark, hemp, and goat's
wool are spun into threads for use in weaving the blan~ets for which
certain tribes are famous.
Ropes and cords.-The simplest cords or lines are those of kelp, sometimes single, sometimes laid up into two or more strands for additional
strength, as rope. The neatest ropes and cords, however, are made
from strands of spruce root or bark fibre, the small stuff being dexterously twisted between the hand and thigh. The cordage for raising .
large timbers and columns is regularly laid up and twisted like our
owu ropes. A few of the most important uses to which the different
varietj_es of native cordage are put may be enumerated as follows:
Warp for blankets, fishing lines, canoe anchor lines, sheet for sails,
la bing for boxe , grommets for beads of chisels and wedges, headdres e , girdle , guy for erecting columns, and dif "'Jing lines for turning
the moke-hole shutter of the houses.
Mats.-The e are made principally of bark aud, ·e used for bedding,
f r ail , and a cover for canoe cargoes. The coax er kinds are thrown
over the cano to prot et them from the weathe and a screens for
ilcli
t m rary camp at night in traveling. Th use of mat , howfi r '
nd t n h gi en place to th ·ub titute already menmong t the Tlingit, on ceremonial occa ion ,
t n b eting.
r c rried n m
b rne by th lave from the canoe to
in tate. fatting from the different parts
di tingui b d by the pattern an 1
· , vin~ i. th t h wn in Fig. 3 e, Plat ·n.
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In general the mats of the southern Indians are made of soft, red, plia'
. h ter
ble cedar bark,
while those of the northern are stiffer, coarser, ltg
in color, and bordered with black strips interwoven into the texture of
the fabric.
Baskets.-The most expert tribes in, basket making are found at the
extremes of the northwest coast. In the south the Makah excel all
others; in the north the Chilkat. The method of weaving is, however,
radically different. Amongst the Makah and other tribes of the Wakashan stock the pattern is that shown in Fig. 168, Plate xxxn, described
by Prof. 0. T. Mason as follows:
It may be called the" :fish-trap style," since without doubt the finer basketry is the
lineal descendant of the rude wicker fish-trap. Imagine a number of stakes driven
into the ground pretty close together. A horizontal pole is laid against them in the
rear, and by the wrappings of ·a withe around the pole and each upright stake diagonally on the outside and vertically on the inside a spiral fastening is produced.
This stitch crosses the two fundamentals iu front at an angle and the horizontal frame
piece in the rear at-right angles, or vice versa."

Patterns in geometrical figures are worked on the baskets in black,
yellow, drab, red, etc., in dyed straws. Amongst the Haida and the
Chilcat and northern Tlingit generally the method of weaving basketry
is by that _known as " twining ; " that is, twining two woof strands
around a series of warp strands. This is illustrated in detail in Figs. 3 7c
and 37d, Plate xn, which represent the same method used amongst
these Indians for rain hats. Different varieties of Haida and Tlingit
baskets are shown in Plates xxxvr and xxxvn, and Figs. 180 to 189,
inclusive. Fig. 180 of the first-named plate represents a Tlingit
"coiled" basket, of which Fig. 185 is another variety. This m·ethod of
construction differs from the "twined" basketry. The bottom of this
type is made of a number of straight rods sewed into a rectangular mat,
around which the sides are built up by coiling. '' The mat-like bottom
is ornamented by sewi~g on straws longitudinally with stitches wide
apart, so as to show a checker pattern of straw and stitching. This
method of ornamenting the bottom is often pursued ovAr the whole
external surface of the basket." t Figs. 185 and 186 are from Professor Mason's article on basketry just quoted. Fig. 186 shows the
method of covering up the coiled work of the sides by an ornamental
arrangement of bark and straw. The concealed texture is "built up by
whipping a coil of rushes or small splints with splint or birch bark.
• • • The imbricated effect upon the surface is produced by sewing
on little loops of bark and straw, white and brown, with blind stitches,
in such a way as to conceal the manner of attachment." t (See Fig.
186.) Fig. 180 is a top view and Fig. 186 is a side view of this type of
coiled basketry. Four styles of twined baskets of ornamental pattern
"'Smithsonian Report, 1884, Part n, p. 297-298. Mason. Aboriginal Basket-work.
t Smithsonian Report, Part II, 1884. Mason. Aboriginal Basket-work. Plate VI.
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are shown in Figs. 181, 182, 184, and 189. These are made from the
fibre of the spruce root and so delicately twined as to be water-tight.
The bottom is roughly made, the warp being of splints of spruce root
radiating from the center, and the woof of twine woven in the plain

Fig. 185.
COILED BASKET.
(Cat. No. 60235, U.S. N. M.

Trnn6 Indian•, S. E. Alaska.

Collected by John J . McLean.)

color of the material. The' cylindrical portion above the bottom is also
in the plain color of the spruce root, but the "twining" is that of Fig.
37 r, Plate xu. Bands of red a·n d black are woven into the structure
for ornamental purposes, the strands being colored on both sides.

]'ig.186.
DETAIL OF

FIG. 185.

or other plain figure

are ewed on in

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVI.

/"

'

! r, ~
1/83:.

'i,,.;_)

TLINGIT AND HAIDA BASKET-WO RK.

Fig. 180. COILED BASKET. Made by whipping a coil of rushes or small splint
with splints or birch bark to form the sides, which are bnilt up on a
mat-like bottom. The foundation work is concealed beneath an imbrication in loops of bark and straw sewed on with blind stitches. Collected at Hoonyah, but the work belongs to the mainland and the
interior. Cat. No. 60235, U. S. N. M. Tinne Indians, Hoonyah,
Alaska. Collected by J ohn J. McLean.
fi'ig. 181. Twr ED BA KET. Of spruce-root. Geometric patterns worked on the
out ide with colOTed spruce-root and dyed wild wheat straw. Cover
handle contains small pebble to form a rattle. Method of twining
shown in Fig. 37b, Plate XII. Cat. No. 20715, U. S. N. M. Tlingit,
laska. Colle ted bv J ames G. , wan.
Fig. 1 2. Twr TED BA KET. Sam~ style as Fig. 180. Cat. No. 78442, U . , . N. M.
IIaida Indians, Qu n Charlotte Islands. Coll cted by Jam
i . 1 3. Twnrno BA KET MAT. Of , pruce-root. European patt rn.
2 727, U. , '. N. M. Tlingit Indian ·, itka.
oil cted by
wan.

Fig. 1 . TWI.'ED WALLET.
at. N . 1 65, U. S. N. M.
d by W. F. Tolmi .

hilkat Indian , Ala ka.

Report of Nat 10,1al Muse um, 1888.-Niblack.

TLINGIT AND HAIDA BASKET-WORK.

PLATE

XXXVI.

•

I

,

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVII.
GENERAL TYPE OF HAIDA AND TLINGIT OPEN-WORK TWINED BASKETRY.
From Smithsonian Rep ort, 1884, Part II , Plate VIII.

Fig. 190. The method of open twined weaving is shown in Fig. b. Spruce-root is
used in this type in the north, but cedar-bark replaces it in the south.
The handle is a twine of spruce-root fastened on by weaving in and out
on the sid , the lower end knotted. The fastening off at the rim i
done by bending down the war threads externally and sewing them
flat with one row of twining. -Cat. No. 88964, U.S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James
G. Swan.
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iFig. 190.
GENERAL TYPE OF HAIDA AND TLINGIT OPEN-WORK TWINED BASKETRY.
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" The
colored wild wheat straws are used in this relief ornamentation.
borders at the top of the baskets are
formed by turning under the warp
threads and cutting them off. Circular covers, likewise ornamented,
are fitted to baskets of the type of
Figs. 181 and 182. These frequ·e ntly
have an ingeniously woven compartment in the top in which small pebbles are · enclosed, and which rattle
when shaken. Fig. 187 illustrates
the method of making this style of
basket amongst the Haida, taken
from a sketch in Professor Mason's

Fig. 188.
DETAILS OF FIG.

187.

article on" Aboriginal Basket-work"
already referred to. Of it he says:

Fig. 187.
HAIDA BASKET, SET UP.
(Cat. No. 889"6, U. S. N. M. Mnahett l ndurn,, Qnern
Charlotte Island, B. C. Collected by J ns. G. ~wa u. )

-

The method of manufacture of Haida
twined basketry as shown by Mr. J. G. Swan
in a specimen collected expressly for the
National Museum (Fig. 187, No. 88956.
Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British
Columbia). Mr. Swan says: "This style
of making baskets differs from that of
Cape Flattery. There the women sit on
the ground and weave baskets and mats,
both of which rest on the ground. With
the Haidas the mats are suspended on a
frame and the baskets supported on a stick
as in the figure. The black color of the
spruce root used in making ornamental
patterns is produced by soaking it in the
mud. Fig. 188 shows the bottom of the
basket made by the twining process. The
border of the bottom is marked off by a
row of double weaving or a twine built
outside the body of the basket."*

--- - - - - - - - -

"Smithsoni an Report, 1884, Part n , p. 297. Aboriginal Basket-work, Mason.
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The principal difference between the styles of baskets shown in Fig .
181 and 182 is in the size, the former being broader and flatter than the
latter, which is about 9 inches deep and 6½ inches in diameter. Fig. 184
represents a 12 by 12 inch t wined circular basket made by the Ohilcat
Indians with embroidered d·esign on the exterior. Fig. 189 represent
a basket wallet of the same type as the above, but flattened into the
shape in which they are usually carried. The colors used in the
ornamentation are biack and red. This style of basketry, as all other,
is copied by the Haida, who, however, use gaudier colors and are not
quite so expert as their northern Tlingit neighbors. The specimen
illustrated in Fig. 189 is No. 21560~ U. S. National Museum. F ig. 190a,

Fig. 189.
TWINED ANU EMBROIDERED BASKET WALLET,

(Cnt. No. 21Mi0, U. S. N. M.

Ch ilk at India ns, Alaska.

Coll ected by Dr. J . B. W hite, U. ~- A.)

Plate xxxvn, represents a general type of both Haida and Tlingit
open-work twined ba ket, the details of tlie twine weaving being shown
in b of the ame plate. This is reproduced from Profe sor 0. T. Ma on's
article on'' Aboriginal Basket-work" already referred to.
Dishe .-In nothing more than in their wooden and born di hes have
th e Indian b n con ervati ve. Portlock and Dixon (1787), Marchand
(17 1), and L' ian ky (1805), an de cribe the same type of hou ebold
ut n i1 a are fi nnd to-<lay in tbi region. A few of the general vari tie f wo d n d · he ar bown in Plate xxxvru, xxxrx, and XL.
Th
ar u ual1 carv d from block of pruce wood, ornamented with
f b 11
n h v in m r or 1
elaborate detail the totem of
wner tch
r car d up u them. Often the carving repre ent
1 g nd of the coa t; again, a mythical animal. With regard
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T LINGIT C EREMONIAL AN D H OUSEHOLD FOOD-DISHES.

Fig. 191. FEAST DISH. A deep wooden trough u sed by the chiefs in the feasts accompanying their numerous ceremonials. The edge is inlaid with
double row of opercula and the ends faintly etched and painted in a
totemic design in red and black. Cat. No. 60158, U. S. N. M. Tlingit
Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fio-. 192. FEA. T DI H. Flat, shallow ves el of same character and locality as
abov . These are the extremes of feast dishes in depth, style of ornamentation, and shape. The carved figure on each end repre ents the
agle. The ·e two types are found also amongst the Haida and T ·imshian.
at. No. 60167, U.S. N. M. Sitka, Alaska'. Collected by John
J. ML an.
I HE,. Fig. 193, at. No. 74401; Fig. 194, Cat. No. 74425; Fig. 195, at.
ig. 196, a. No. 74414; Fig. 197, at. No. 74412. All from Tlingit Inia , la ka.
oll cted by John J. McLean.

Report of Nat ional Museum, 1888. -Niblack.
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TYPES OF WOODEN HOUSEHOLD UTEN SILS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 198. TREASURE OR TRINKET Box. Of wood, with ornamental top and handle
qf cord. Some of these boxes are as large as 2 by 3 feet. Cat. No.
60175, U.S. N. M. Hootznahoo Indians. Alaska. Collected by John
J. McLean.
Fig. 199. FOOD DISH. Wood, with rounded sides; totemic carvings. Side vi w.
Compare Fig. 195, Plate XXXVIII. Cat. No. 89153, U. S. N. M.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 200. FOOD DI 'H. Ornamented with opercula. Compare Fig. 196, Plate
XXXVIII.
at. No. 67936, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
ollect d by John J. M~Lean.
Fio-. 201. LADLE.
at. No. 60165, . S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Ala ·ka.
ol1 t d by John J. i Lean.
:E'i . 20 9 • BOWL.
at. N . 60165, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indian , Ala ka.
llected
by John J. M ·Lan.

Reoort of National Museum , 1888.-Niblack.
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FOOD-DISHES FR OM THE N ORTHWEST COAST.

Fig . 203. OIL BowL. Design, a sea-gull. Cat. No. 20856, U.S. N. M. Stikine Indians, For t Wrangell, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 204. BowL. Design , Olalla, the mountain demon, and Kaltz-da, the crow.
Cat. No, 89136, U . S. N. M. Haida Indians, Skidegate, British Columbia. Collected by J ames G . Swan.
Fig. 205. BowL. Of wood. Design, a version of same legend as that of Fig. 204.
Cat. No. 89134, U . S. N. M. Haida Indians, Skidegate, British Columbia . Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 206. FOOD DISH. Design, a seal and legendary carving. Ornamented with
opercula of shells. Cat. No. 67902, U.S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, itka,
Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 207. BOWL. Of wood. Handle· represent human faces. Cat. No. 20 5 , U.
S. . M.
tikine Indian , Fort Wrangell, Alaska. Collected by Jame
G. wan.
Fig. 20 . DISH. Of wood. Design, Tsing, the beaver. Cat. No. 9133, U. . N. I.
Haida Indians, Skidegate, British Columbia. Coll cted by Jame G.
,'.,van.
Fig. 2 9. I H.
esign 'kam- on, th sparrowhawk. Cat. No.
62, U. . N. M:.
Haida Indian Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, Briti h 'olumbia.
ll t by Jame G. wan.

Report of National Museum , 1888.-Niblack,
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to the materials of which these native dishes are made, they may be
divided into wooden and horn. In shapes they may be classified as
boat.shaped, fl.at, square, round, spherical, obloug, and tub-shaped.
They are all essentially food dishes, but one or two exceptions will hereafter be noted. In the large feasts given by the chiefs, ceremonial dishes
~ are used, differing iu size and character from the ordinary household
variety. Figs. 191 and 192, Plate xxxvnr, represent the two extremes
of this type· of dish, the former being deep, painted in totemic design,
and ornamented with opercula, while the latter is shallow and deeply
carved but not otherwise ornamented. Figs. 195 and 199 represent
another type of ordinary food dish with rounded sides and elaborate
relief carving, the former being a top and the latter _a side view.
Other varieties are discussed in connection with the explanations of
illustrations.
Fig. 198 is a carved wooden treasure-box. The larger boxes of
this type are used for transportation, and storage cases for dogfish oils, dried fish, and other food supplies, and are often as large as
24 inches in height by 14 inches in breadth. These must be distinguished from the household boxes used for the storage of goods and
chatt,els. These latter are lighter and more beautifully carved and
painted. The former are heavier and clumsier, and, although carved,
are generally soiled with oil and grease. It is in this style of-box that
the Indians transport eulachon and other kinds of oil, grease, or fats
in quantities of 100 pounds or more. The chests or household boxes
are described in another paragraph. Boxes of a shape corresponding
to Figs. 195 and 199, also used for food and supplies of grease, are
often as large as 20 inches in length by 12 inches in height. Fig. 209,
Plate XL, represents a tub-shaped dish, ornamented with a totemic design. A specimen of this kind in the U. S. National Museum measures
32 inches in length and 17 inches in extreme height. It may be noted
in passing that these native wooden dishes are now being rapidly superseded by cheap earthernware purchased from the traders. Dishes
and spoons have been made on the coast from the horns of the mountain
sheep and goat from time immemorial. The Haida have excelled all
others, however, in the art of carving in general and inlaying in shell,
yet curiously enough they have to get the horn by trade with the
Tsimshian and Tlingit on the maiuland, as the -goats and sheep are only
found in the loftiest parts of the main coast ranges. Fig. 217 represents an end view of an elaborately carved Haida horn dish, of which a
side view is not unlike Fig. 209. . A top view of a similar dish is shown
in Fig. 222.
Spoons and ladles.-Plates XLI ~nd XLII illustrate a sufficient variety
of spoous to give an idea of how el~borately so simple a household
article as this is carved and ornamented. The first mentioned plate
shows a variety of horn spoons, Fjg, 218 being a representative one in
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point of size, although it is severely plain and unornamented. Looking
at a horn of a mountain sheep it seems difficult toconceivehow thelndiau ,
can get so large a spoon out of such a curled and unpromising looking
object. The bowl of the spoon comes from the largest part; the handle
- runs the full length to the tip, and is afterwards straightened out by
steaming it. · In ge!)eral, spoons are shaped by steaming in a wooden
mould made in two pieces, and. scored out inside to the required shape.
This type of great horn spoon is usually elaborately and deeply carved
in totemic design, and sometimes inlaid with abalone shell. Tliey are
preserved as heirlooms in the families and considered of great value.
A not uncommon type of spoon is shown. in Figs. 210, 21i, 213, and
221, the bowl being from the horn of a mountain sheep and the handle a
mountain goat horn, elaborately carved in a legendary or totemic design. The handle is very ingeniously secured to the bowl by a sort of
tongue and groove rivetted through with copper. The significance of
the carvings on the handles of those shown in the plate, as far as known
to the writer, is given in the explanation of the figures. The spoons
shown in Figs. 211, 214, and 219 are made entirely of the horns of the
mountain goat, the bowls being fQrmed by splitting the born at the
base and rolling it out flat by steaming and b~nding it. Fig. 220 is a
plain sheep-horn spoon, similar in shape to the wooden one shown in
Fig. 238. The long, flat putty-knife or spatula-shaped objects shown
in Plate XLII are berry spoons, or ceremonial feast spoons, made of wood
and carved or painted in totemic design . These are shown in different
views, well illustrating the variety of shapes. Fig. 224 of the preceding plate represents a pair of spoons of this type carved from whalebone and obtained at Sitka, Alaska. A most elaborately carved pair of
wooden ceremonial spoons in the collection resemble the orca or
whale-killer. Other types of ordinary wooden spoons are shown in
}'igs. 233, 237, 238, and 239. Fig. 274, Plate u, Hlustrates a wooden
ceremonial spoon of enormous size found amongst the Haida, the
bowl having a capacity of two quarts. This is used in the ceremonies
attending the initiation of young men into .. tlrn responsibilities of
rank, when the novice mu t publicly drink to the last drop the contents
of the bowl con istiug of fish oil, without removing the spoou from
bi lip . The exact nature of this ceremony i, not under tood by the
writer, but thi use for ucb a large poon has been explained to him
Y everal people well vcr~ed in Haida custom . Fig. 201, Plate
xxx.1x, r pr ent a carved wooden oil ladle or poon.
Household boxes or chest ·.-The e are for the towage or packing away
f c r monial rarapberoali and the good and chattels of the hou ehol<l.
' h · var in ize and hap , a hown in Plate LI.
Tb
1 ng che t are imply great wooden boxe with heavy bottom'
an l P culi rl ~ b pe 1i . The ides of the e are made ither in t"·o
r in f ur pi
h n ma in Lwo piec a thin wide piece of cedar
b nt at rig
y m an of h t water, forming a si<le and an end,
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Fig. 210.

Fig. 212.

Fig. 213.

Fig. 214.
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WOODEN SPOON S FROM THE N ORTHWEST COAST.

Figs. 227, 229, 230, 236, and 240. SPOONS. Of wood. Used especially for berries by
all Northwest Indian tribes. Cat. Nos. 20820-25, U. S. N. M. Kake
Indians (Tlingits) Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Figs. 231, 232, and 235. SPOONS. Of wood; painted. Cat. Nos. 16253-55, U. S. N.
M. Tsimshian I ndians, British Columbia. Collected by Dr. W . H.
D all.·
Figs. 226, 227, 228, and 234.. SPOONS. Of wood; plain. Cat. Nos. 60145, 60153, and
1147, U . S. N. M. Kootznahoo I ndians, Alaska. Collected by John J.
McLean and James G. Swan.
Fig. 233. OIL LADLE. Wood. Design, a raven. Cat. No. 60161, U. S. N. M.
Tlingit Indians Alaska. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 237. SPOON OR LADLE. Wood. Cat. No. 74309, U.S. N. M . Tlingit, Alaska.
Collected by John J. McLean.
. N. M. North-we t coa t.
Fig. 23 . POON. ,Vood; plain. Cat. No. 700,
oll t cl hy G orge Gibbs.
Fig. 239. POO •.
an d wo d, inlaid with haliotis shell.
at. No. 33393, U .
M. Tlingit Indian · la.ska. Coll cted by James G. wan.
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PLATE
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIII.
HOUSEHOLD

Box;

ALSO USED AS A DEPOSITORY FOR THE CREMATED ASHES OF THE DEAD.

Fig. 242. CEDAR Box. Totemic design, Hoorts, the bear. The lid is mad of a
slab of wood beveled on the under side to fit over the box. The
sides are made of two pieces, one being the end and the other a ingle
piec.e bent twice at right angles to form the two sides and the other
end. There is very little appearance of breaking at the two corner .
The joints at the other two corners are pegged together. The bottom
is made of a separate piece of wood, so that altogether there are four
pieces used in the construction o the box. This type, besides b ing
used for various household purposes, is also the kind used amongst the
Tlingit as a depository of the ashes of the dead. Cat. No. 74755, U. .
N. _M. ~aida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British olumbia.
Collected by James G. Swan.

Report of Nat'1onal Museum, 1888.-Niblack.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIV.
HAIDA CARVED

Box

OF BLACK SLATE, QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS, BRITISH COLUMB IA.

Fig. 243. CARVRD Box. Of black slate. On the lid, a top view of which is shown
above the box, two figures or faces may be seen. The upper one with
the rows of teeth and protruding tongue is Hoorts, the bear. The two
small oblong figures, one in each upper corner, represent the ears of
the bear; the lower figure on the lid the face and flippers of Kye, the
sea-lion; also seen in the handles on each side of the box. In the latter
the sea-lion has in his mouth the salmon. The face on the side of the
box is that of Hoorts, the bear, having in his mouth the hunter. Thi
legend is explained in Chap. VII. The oblong figures in each corner
are the paws of the bear. It should be mentioned here that in the
Haida drawings an eye is placed in the breast, in the ear , paw. tail,
etc., of figures, presumably on the belief that each member of the body
has the power of looking out for itself or controlling its own mo,ements. Cat. No. 89000, U., '. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte
Island , British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.

Re port of National Mu seum , 1888.-Ni black.
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a similar piece forming the opposite side and end, and the joints secured
by pegs or dowels. Where four pieces are used the corners are secured
either by dove-tailing or by pP-gging. The bottom is made in a separate
piece and pegged to the sides and ends. The top is slightly arched at
the crown and btivelled on the under side to fit over the chest. Sometimes the top is :flat and as thin as the sides, the edges having a broad
strip run11fng around them to fit over the box. Another type of household box is about 18 i:r.ches square by 24 inches high, as shown in Fig.
272, Plate LI, which also shows the method of cording. The top and
bottom are made in somewhat similar shape of separate pieces. The sides
are of a single wide thin piece of cedar, which is scarfed and deftly bent
three times at right angles by ste~ming and hanrmering, with very little
appearance of breaking at the bends, and pegged at the fourth corner,
making a neat and tight joint. These boxes and chests are either carved
or painted, or both, in totemic design, and are very elaborate and ornamental. A smaller and more bandy type of wooden box is shown-in
Plate xuu, which has a use, at times, other than that as a household
utensil, viz, in receiving the cremated ashes of the dead. Its use as' a
funeral box is shown in Plates LXIV and LXV, Figs. 340, 343, and 348.
A beautifully carved and polished Baida-black slate box is represented
in Plate XLIV. It is purely a work of art, and as sucb is a -splendid
illustration of the skill of these Indians in stone carving. The joints are
made with wooden dowels and further secured with fish -glue.
Oradles.-These are now rarely found, tbe child being carried slung
in a shawl or blanket over the back in the usual Indian fashion. Dixon
(1787) describes the primitive cradle which he saw amongst the Haida
and Tlingit as follows:
Three pieces of bark are fastened together so as to form a kind of chair J the infant,
after being wrapped rn fur, is put into this chair antl lashed so close that it uan not
alter its posture even with struggling, and the chair is so contrived that when a
mother wants to feed her child, or give it the breast, there is no occasion to release it
from its shackles. Soft moss is nsed by the Indian muse to keep the child clean.*

Lisiansky mentions the wife of a chief corning on board bis ship (1805)
carrying her child in a basket. At the present day a canvas or blanket
hammock is sometimes used, ·in camp or indoors, to rock the baby to
sleep.
Paints.-As previously mentioned, the different kinds of paints used
by the Indians in this region are charcoal, ror1sted and burnt fungus,
white, red, and brown ochres, lignite, cinnabar, berry juice, spruce sap,
and various other kinds of vegetable compounds. For tattooing and
painting the face and body black, charcoal and lignite are used. Oil is
mixed with all paints used on the body. Where lignite is used on wood,
or for other purposes of a permanent nature, it is ground dry with salmon
eggs, first chewed with cetlar bark. This gives consistency to the paint
* Dixou, Voyage, p. 239.
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and makes it stick well. A fungoid growth from the hemlock tree by
various treatment becomes yellow, red, or black. When decayed to
a powdery consistency, it is yellow; when roasted, it is red; and
when charred, black. The Chilkat get the brilliant yellow for their
blankets from a kind of moss called sekhone. Paint-brushes have been
described in Chap. v, and are illustrated in Plate XLv. The st-0ne
mortars and pestles for grinding paint are similar to those shown in
.Figs. 337 and 339, Plate LXIII, for preparing native tobacco.
Metal working.-The tools with which the Indian artisan works out
the surprisingly well-finished metal ornaments and implements of this
region are simple and few in rrumber. For bracelet making the silversmith has a hammer, several cold chisels, and an etchi11g tool which is
merely a sharpened steel point or edge. Improvised iro11 auvils replace
the stone implements of this kind doubtlessly used in former days. Tl.le
details of bracelet making are given in Chapter IV. Copper is beateu
iut,o- the required shapes. Steel tools now used are very deftly _tempered and sharpened by the native artisan, who retains the primitive
form of his implement or tool, and merely substitutes the steel for the
former stone blade or head. The ingenuity which tlrn In<lians show
in adapting iron and steel to their own uses is but one of the many
evidences of their cleYerness and intelligence.
Lumber and wood-work.-Incidental to the description of tools, houses,
canoes, etc., allusions have been made to the expertnesR of the Indians
in getting out lumber in the rough from the forests. The tools employed
in wood-work have been described, but it is a never-failing source of
wouder to Europeans that they can accomplish so much with so little.
Portlock (1787) obserYes:
·
It is very surprising to see how well they [Tlingit] will shape their board11 with
the shocking tools they employ; some of them being full 10 feet long, 2½ feet broad,
and not more than an inch thick."

It is, however, still more surprising to see the exquisite finish
wrought on the rat.tles, head-dresses, masks, etc., in the relief carving
for which these Indians of the north are famous.
P A.1N1'INGS, DRA.WINGS, A.ND CARVINGS.

The pictographic art of the· e Indians iR illustrated in nearly all the
accompanying plate . A few details need to be added to explain the
, ignificauc and trace the origiu of the de igns so lavishly bestowed
upon n arly Y ry article of personal and household property. Tile
arly v ager w re much truck by the arti tic abilities of the e peopl an<l Dixon (17 7) ,·oices this feeling when he says of the Tlingit
ancl aide :
Iany of th
arvin~ are well proportion d and executed with a considerable de"re of ing nui y, hich appear rather extraordinary amongst a people so remote
from 1·h·ili1 l r 6nm nt. t
•
t Dix n, Voyage, p. 243.

EX P LA N AT IO N O F P LAT E X L V A,

PAINT BRUSHES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 244. :Presents a device for renewing the bristle ·w hen worn down.
Fig. 246. From Sitka (Koloshan or Tlingit stock). Represents a chief with tall ceremonial hat.
Fig. 248. From Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia (Haidan stock).
Representa a land otter.
Fig. 249. Represents a wolf.
Fig. 251. The handle is split, the bristles being nipped in between the two parts.
Represents a raven. Cat. No. 20548, U.S. N. M. Collected by Jame
G. Swan. All the handles are made of wood. The brushes are of
bri tle or vegetable fiber. The same general type is found along the
ntir coa t.

Report of National Museum, 1888.-Niblack.
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PAINT BRUSHES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

"Fig. 253.
Fig. 254.
Fig. 255.
-Fig. 256.

Represents a raven.
Bone handle. Represents Oolalla, the mountain demon.
Represents an eagle.
From the Bella Bella tribe of the Kwakiutl (Haeltzukan stock). Cat. No.
2054 , U.S. N. M. Collected by Jamei, G. Swan.
All the handl s, except of Fig. 254, are made of wood. The brushe
are ither of bristle or vegetable fiber. The same general type of
brush is found along the entire coast.

Report of National Museu m, 1888.- Niblack,
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SLAVE-KILLERS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST ; FORMERLY USED IN DISPATCHING SLAVES,

Fig. 257. Made of bone. Carved to represent the beak of a raven. Cat. No. 127173.
U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska. Collected by E. B. Webster, ·
S. Navv.
Fig. 258. Of wood;. ornamented with a carved head and human hair. Cat. To.
73831, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians. Alaska. Collected by Lieut. T.
Dix Bolles, U.S. Navy.
Fig. 259. (Seisher or Sitiee, Haida). Wooden head; steel point. Ornam nted with
human hair. Cat. No. 74763, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 260. Macle from Elk antler, carved in totemic design, allll armecl with a harp
tone point.
at. No. 74500, U. , . N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
ollerted by James G. wan.
Fig. 261. (, 'iti ). fade from ad er antler, a,nd carved to repres nt th head of
Tl'koh, th ·rane; th hand) represents ab ar·s paw.
'at. No. 701.
. •'. N. M. Kaigani village of Howkan, Alaska. Colle -tecl bv Jame
G. ,'wan .

Report of National Museum, 1888.-Nib lack .
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The rudest form in which this art embodies itself is in the pictographs on the rocks. These are found j11st above high-water mark
around the sites of ancient and abandoned villages. · Two groups of
them, from the ancient vil1age of Stikine, near Ft. Wrangell, Alaska,
are shown in Plate xx, and in Figs. 278, 279, 296, and 297. These have

278

279

296

297
Elgs. 278, 279, 296, 297.
CARVINGS ON ROCKS.

S1TKA 1 ALASKA.

( From skelches by the author. )

mo other significance than the practice in idle hours of an art in which
:they were all striving to attain excellence. Some, outstripping others,
·beca e in time famous carvers, decorators, or tattooers, their fame eve1:1
\&tending beyond their own village or tribe. In one sense these carvH. Mis. 142, pt. 2--21
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~ings on the rpcks are in the nature of drawings, as they appear also in
painted figures on the simpler objects, but in the paintings on wood the
patterns are very much more elaborate than those simple etchings on
the rocks, as shown, for instance, in the carved and painted figures on
the chest and box in Plate LI. In their pain tings the favorite color
used are black, light green~ and dark red. Whether produced in painting, tattooiug, or relief-carving the designs are somewhat conventional.
However rude the outline, there are for some animals certain conventional signs that clearly indicate to the initiated what figure is meant.
With the brown bear it is the protruding tongue; with the beaver and
wolf it is the character of the teeth; with the orca, the fin; with the
raven, the sharp beak; with the ·e agle the curved beak, etc. Certain
groupings or figures are also generally recognized as portraying certain
well-known legei1ds, such, for instance, as the "bear and the hunter"
(Plates xxxv, xu, and XLIV); the" raven and the moon" (Plate xxxv),
etc., which will be explained hereafter. In the interweaviug of colors
to form a totemic pattern or design, as in the Chilkat blankets, the
Indians attained the greatest perfection in their art up to their contact
with the whites. Since ·then the carvings of the Haida in black slate
may be said to show the height which their art bas now attained.
Drawings and paintings.-In plate xx, and in Figs. 278, 279, 296, and
297, tlie crude sculpturing on the rocks near Fort vVrangell arc shown.
In Plates rv and v various tattooing devices are illustrated. Indeed, in
nearly every plate some form of totemic pictograph is represented, and
it only remains to explain the significance of some of tlle figures.
Plate LII is reproduced from illustrations in the "West Shore," August,
1884, accompanying an article by Judge J. G. Swan, of Port Townsend,
Wasliington Territory. The drawings were made by Johnnie Kit-Elswa,
the young Haida interpreter, who accompanied Judge Swan on a trip to
the Queen Charlotte Islands, in 1883. It may not be out of place here
to say that, in the estimation of the writer, there is no more competent
authority on tbe ethnology of the northwest coast than Ju<lge Swan,
and be is particularly well informed in the matter of coast Indian mythology and folklore, a branch of which subject the writer can only
touch on in thi <'J)nnection. It i to be hoped, however, that a sy8tematic Governmental inve tigation will be undertaken in tbe next few
Y ars, for it will on be too late to gather the materials needed. Fig.
28 , late LI, repre ente the orca, or whale-killer, which the Haida
eliev to ea demon called Skana. Judge Swan say" tliat, according
t the In<lian he.lief:

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLVII.
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SLATE CARVINGS FROM THE QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Fig. 262. MODEL OF TOTEl\'I POST. Slate. Top figure, the eagle; next, the or a or
killer; next, the raven; the lowest, the beaver. Cat. No. 8 977, U. , · ~M. Haida Indians .. Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
ollected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 263a. FIGURE IN BLACK SLATE. "The bear mother.'" This figure is reproduced in Plates XLIX and L. For legend see text. Thi maybe taken
as th b t pecimen of Haicla slate-carving. Made by Skaow -k ·ay.
an Indian carv r of , kidegate. Qu en Charlotte I lands. British olumbia. Cat. No. 73117, U. S. N. M. Collected by Jame · G . wan.
Fig. 264. , 'LATE PIPE. Cat. No. 25 9, U. S. N. M. Northw st coast.
olle tecl by
'apt. 'harle. WHkes, U., '. ravy.
'at. No. 2590,
. s. N . M. Puget , 'ouncl. -iva hington.
Fig. 265. , 'LATE PIPE.
'oll ct cl by the U. , '. Exploring Expedition, Capt. ~had Wilk :,,
Fi . 266.

orca or kill r.
at. To. 9005,
harl tte I ·land ·, Briti ·h 'olurn bia.

I' .

J•

)I.

oll ted
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PIPES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

HAIDA SLATE DISH.

Fig. 267. TOBACCO PIPE. Of wood; carved in shape of dragon fly. Bow1, a cylin·
der of copper. Cat. No. 72426; U. S. N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Collected
by John J. McLean.
Fig. 268. TOBACCO PIPE. Of wood; in shape of bear's paw. Cat. No. 9270, U. ·
.
N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Collected by Dr . .A. H. Hoff, U. S. Army.
Fig. 269. TOBACCO PIPE. Of antler; in shape of Indian doctor. Cat. No. 67 2,
U.S. N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 270. TOBACCO PIPE . . Of slate. Compare Fig. 265. Cat. No. 2590, U. S. :r
M. Puget Sound, Washington. Collected by Capt. Charles Wilke
U.S. Navy.
Fig. 271. TOBACCO PIPE. Carved in wood and inlaid with abalone. Cat. No.
6014, U. S. N. M. Haida, Queen Charlotte Islands , British Columbia.
ollected by Colonel Bulkely, U. S. Army.
Fig. 272. ~ LATE I H. Around the center are carved two eagles and two wolve .
Handl s represent sea-lions. Ca::. No. 89004, U. S. N. M. Haida.
u n Charlotte I lands, British Columbia. Collected oy James G.
wan.
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H AIDA SLATE DISH.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIX.
HAIDA SLATE-CARVING, REPRESENTING THE "BEAR- MOTHER."

Fig. 263b. This specimen is also shown in Plates XL VII and L. The legend is
given in Chapter V, under the subject of bears. The Haida version of
it is as follows:
A number of Indian squaws were in the woods gathering berries when
one of them, the daughter of a chief, spoke in terms of ridicule of the
whole bear species. The bears descended on them and killed all but
the chief's daughter, whom the king of the bears took to wife. She
bore him a child half human and half _bear. The carving represents
the agony of the mother in suckling this rough and uncouth offspring.
One day a party of Indian bear hunters discovered her up a tree and
were about to kill her, thinking her a bear, but she made them understand that she was human. They took her home and she afterwards
became the progenitor of all Indian s belonging to the bear totem.
They believe that bears are men transformed for the time being. This
carving was made by Skaows-ke'ay, a Haida. Cat. No. 73117, U.S. N.
M. Skidegate village, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan.

Report of National Museu m, 1888.-Niblack.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE L.
HAIDA SLATE-CARVING, REPRESENTING THE "BEAR-MOTHER."

Fig. 263c. This specimen is also illustrated in Plates XL VII and XLIX, and full:·
described in the legend accompanying the latter plate. Carved I··
Skaows-ke'ay, a Haida. Cat. No. 73117, U.S. N. M. Skidegate ,iJ..
lage,
Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by Jame
G.
Swan.

Report of Nationa l Museum, 1888.-Ni black.
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E XPLANAT ION OF PLATE LI.

C H ESTS, C ARVINGS, ETC. , FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.
F rom photographs and sketches by the author.

Fig. 272. HOUSEHOLD Box OR CHEST. With sides made from a single wide. thin
piece of cedar scarfed and bent three times and pegged at the fourth
corner. The specimen is about 18 inches square by 24 inches high.
The method of cording is also shown. The totemic design is the bear.
Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Fig, 273. HOUSEHOLD CHEST. With sides made from two pieces of wide, thin
cedar wood, bent at right angles and pegged together at diagonally oppo ite corners. The bottom and top are made of oblong slabs of wood
neatly dres ed down, the bottom being pegged to the sides and end .
Fig. 274. CERE~IONIAL SPOON. Of wood, with handle carved to represent the orca
holding the bowl in hi mouth. This is used in the ceremonies attending a Haida youth's attainment of majority, when h e is required to
drink down the contents of the spoon, consisting of about two quar ·
of fish-oil.
Fig. 275. 'ARVED LATE FIGURE. Commemorating a legend r elating the prowe
of a c rtain Indian shaman, who is aid to have raised two In lian from
the dead. at Skid gat , Queen harlotte Islarnls.
Fig. 2 0. HAID.\. PICT GRAPII: R pr s nting, kana, the orca or whale-kill r. ( ee
hapt r VII.) From a photograph of a drawing in th po ses ion of
Jam
. , wan.

Report of National Mu seum, 1888.-Niblack.
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HAIDA LEGENDAR Y D RAWINGS OR PICTOGRAPHS.
From illustrations in the West Shore (Augu st, 1884), made by Johnni e Kit-E lswa, a Haida Ind ian .

Fig. 281. Represents the legend of the raven and the fisherman as related in Chapter VII, page 323.
Fig. 282. Represents Koong, the moon, and Ecthlinga, the man, and relates to the
story of how the man came in the moon. The legend, as related on
page 323, seems also to refer to the difference recognized by some between a wet and a dry moon.
Fig. 283. Represents the raven (Hooyeh) in the belly of the whale (Koone). ( ee
page 323.)
Fig. 2 4. Represents Hooyeh, the mischievous raven that possesses the power of
changing itself into countless forms, and which has, from the creation
of the world, been the benefactor and helper of mankind. (Page 324.)
Fig. 2 5. Represent T'kul, the wind spirit, and the cirrus clouds, explaining the
Indian belief in the causes of the changes in the weather. ( ee page
324.)

Report of National Museum, 1888.-Niblack.
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to ascertain the cause, but -when they reached the shore they discovered, to their surprise, that it was a large canoe, and not the Skana that was on the beach, and that_a
man was on shore cooking some food. He asked them why they threw stones at his
canoe. "You have broken it," said he, "and now go into the woods and get some
cedar withes and mend it." They did so, and when they had :finished the man said,
"Turn your backs to the water and cover your heads with your skin blankets, and
don't you look till I call you." 'l'hey did so, and heard the canoe grate on the beach
as it was hauled do wn into the surf. Then the man said, "Look, now." They looked,
and saw the canoe just going over the first breaker and the man sitting in the stern;
but when it came to the second breaker it went under and presently came up outside
of the breakers a killer and not a canoe, and the man or demon was in its belly.
This allegory is common among all the tribes on the northwest coast, and even with
the interior tribes with ··)horn the salmon takes the place of the orca, which never
ascen ds the fresh-w ater rivers. The Chilkat and other tribes of Alaska carve figures
*
of salmon, inside of which is the full length figure of a nude Indian.
Casual observers, without inquiry, will at once pronounce it to be Jonah in the fish's
belly, but the allegory is of ancient origin, far antedating the advent of the white
man or the teachings of the missionary."
i;

Fig. 281 represents the raven and the fisherman.
says:

The same authority

Hooyeh, the raven, had the mischievious propensity of descending into the ocean
and investigating the fishing-lines of Houskana, the fisherman, and stealing both
bait and fish. At last Houskana, tired of this work, put on a magic hook to ascertain
who his enemy was at the bottom of the sea. The raven was caught, and when the
fisherman hauled in his line the raven resisted by pressing his feet and wings ~gainst
the bottom of the fisherman's canoe. But Houskana was the stronger and pulled the
raven's beak entirely off, and, seizing the raven, took him ashore to finct out who he
w~s, f~r, as soon as his beak was pulled oft' he changed to a man, cov,ring his head
with his skin mantle so that nothing but his eyes could be seen. The fisherman tried
in vain to make him uncover his face.. At last one of the young men took a handful
of filth and rubbed it in the raven's eyes. This made him throw off his mantle, and
then they saw that it was the Hooyeh. This made the raven so angry that, in revenge for this indignity, the raven and his friends, the crows (Kaltzda), have ever
since annoyed the Indians by soiling their canoes and eating all their :fish."

Fig. 282 represents the'~ Man in the Moon." · According to Judge
Swan:
K oong, the moon, discovered Eethlinga, the man, about to dip his bucket in the
brook for water, so it sent down its arms or rays and grabbed the man, who, to save
hin1self, seized hold of a big solal bush ( Gaultheria shallon ), but the moon being
more powerful t.ook man, bucket, and bush up to itself, where they have ever since
lived and can be seen every full moon when the weather is clear. The man is a
friend of T' !cul, the spirit of the winds, and at the proper signal empties· his bucket,
causing rain upon the earth.

Fig. 283 represents the raven (Hooyeh) in the belly of the whale
(Koone). Judge Swan explains it as follows:
The Haidahs are not whalemen, like the Makahs of Cape Flattery, and I never
knew of their killing a whale; bnt occasionally a dead one drifts ashore, having been
killed by whalemen, or sword-fish, or orc::e (kille1·s). The Haidahs do not care to
look for natural causes, hut adopt the mythological dogma that the raven goes into
the whale's belly, which, frantic with pain, rushes ashore, while the invisible Hooyeh
walks quietly out and is ready for another adventure.
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Fig. 284 represents Hooyeh, the mischievous raven that possesses the
power of changing itself into countless forms, and which has, from the
creation of the world, been the benefactor of mankind, but which likewise delights in playing pranks. Endless legends are told of his adventures.
Fig. 285 represents cirrus clouds:
The center figure is T'kul, the wind spirit. On the right and left are his feet, which
are indicated by long streaming clouds; above are the wings, and on each side are
the different winds, each designated by an eye, and represented by the patches of
cirrus clouds. When T'kul determines which wind is to blow, he gives the word and
the other winds retire. The change in the weather is usually followed by rain,
which is indicated by the tears which stream from the eyes of T'lcul.

These legends illustrate how pregnant with meanin g is every carving
and pictograph of this prolific people, and what work must be embodied
in the task of traciug them out and comparing them with those of adjacent regions. No idea of the ethuical affinities of the various stocks
can be formed without comparative mythological study, and the sooner
the work is undertaken the better.
•
Oarvings.-Fig. 286 is a carved wooden rattle, which is pictured in
other positions in Figs. 287, 288, and 290, Plate LIV. According to
Judge Swan, the carving on the breast of the bird represents the
sparrow-hawk, the bird itself representing Hooyeh, the raven. The
tail of the raven is carved to represent a bird's head, carrying in its
beak a frog. The frog is supposed to possess a subtle poison in its
head, which, when sucked out, enables a medicine man to work bad
spells. Th~ figure on the back is Oolalla, or Ka-ka-hete, the whistling demon, who lived in the mountains and was once traveling in his
canoe when he was capsized and nearly drowned. He swam ashore
and ran into tbe woods for shelter. He occasionally descended to the
villages and stole the children, which be took into the woods and ate.
Ka-ka-hete afterwards turned into a land-otter. This type of rattle is
found quite generally among all the northern tribes, and is carried by
the chie£ in the ceremonial dances. (See Plate IX.) The carved column in front of the houses may be divided into two classes, totemic
and c mmemorati ve.
Totemic columns.-These are the very tall ones erected in front of the
house , and are generally snrmounted by the clan-totem of the chief
occupant. Tho e below may represent the totem of bis wife (and hence
f bi children), r illu trate some legend intimately connected with or
r £ rring t he totem oftbe own r. Some columns are purely legendary,
ut ref r t th tot m of the wner, and are in this sense totemic.
m ng t th Tliugit the phratry totem often urmount the column
with tb 1 n an
ther t tern, repr ented below it. None but the
ltb ,, c n ffi rd t rect th
carved column , and the owner of one
b
itb
much th 1 re re pect an l authority that
h h , cl f th b u h 1c1, a petty chi f in th village.
u h r • ft r
'crib <l tu
b·tion of a life centers in

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LIii.
CARVED WOODEN CEREMONIAL RATTLE FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 286.

This is a side view of the rattle shown in back view in Fi,,., 287,
Plate LIV, and top view in Fig. 288. This rattle is supposed to possess
magical power in that it depicts a legend of Ka-Ka-Tete, the whistling
demon, as described in Chapter VII, under the head of Carvings. This
is a very common type of rattle, and is found throughout the coa t.
Cat. No. 89085, U. S. N. M. Skidegate, Queen Charlotte. Islands.
British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.

RATTLE.
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CEREMONIAL RATTLES FROM THE NO RTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 287. RATTLE. Of wood; car ved. Shown in top view in Fig. 286. Legend in
Chapter VII. Common type. Cat. No. 89085, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by JamP
QSw~.

·

Fig. 288. RATTLE. Top view of same kind of rattle as Fig. 287. Cat. No. 907 , ·
S. N. M. Haida Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 289. RATTLE. Of carved wood. Design, a duck, with ornam nts of beak of
the puffin. Cat. No. 20828, U. S. N. M. Klowak Indian (Hanega
tribe), Prince of Wales Island, Alaska. Collected by Jame
. wan.
Fig. 290. RATTLE. Top ection of usual typ of rattle. See Figs. 2 7, 2 . Cat. To.
10309, U. . N. M. Tongass village, Alaska (Tlingit Indian ). 'ol1 ct d by Lieut. F. W. Ring, U. S. Army.
Fig. 2 1. RATTLE. Of wo d· ancient. Design, a crane with tail carved to repre ent
th h ad of a mountain goat. Cat. No. 73798. U., . N. M.
uk Indian . Alaska.
ollect d by Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy.
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the endeavor to accumulate enough property or wealth to enable a freeman to rise to this dignity of a petty chief. A great deal of ·mystery
has been thrown around these pictographic carvings, due to the ignorance and misconception of some writers and the reticence or deliberate·
deception practiced by the Indians themselves. They are in no sense,
idols, but in general may be said to be ancestral columns. The legends:
which they illustrate are but the traditions, folk-lore, and nursery tales,
of a primitive people; and, while they are in some sense childish or
frivolous and at times even coarse, they represent the current of human
thought as truly as do tbe ancient inscriptions in Egypt and Babylonia,
or the Maya inscriptions in Yucatan. The meaning of a few of these
columns may, by inference, be taken to represent the general character
of all.
·
In Plate xxxv, Fig. 179, is a carved column in front of the model of
a Haida house. The surmounting figure represents Hoots,• the brown
bear, which is the totem of the head of the household who erected it.
At the bottom is 11sing, the beaver, the totem of the wife and children.
Al>ove it is the figure of the "bear and the hunter," already alluded to.
According to Judge Swan, the hunter Toivats on one occasion visited
the house of the King of the Bears, who was absent. His wife. beiug
at home, he made love to her. When the bear returned he found his
wife in confusion and accused her of infidelity, but she denied it. She
went regularly to get wood and water, and the bear, still suspicious,
one day fastened a magic thread to her dress. On following it up he
found her in the arms of the hunter, whom he forthwith killed, as in
the pictograph. Whether or not this legend originated in the confusion
arising from a failure to distinguish between one of the bear totems
and a real bear, it is impossible to say, but for our purposes as a carving it illustrates three points: first, that as a legend it refers to the
bear totem; second, that it warns wives to be faithful to their husbands; and third, it indicates a belief, on the part of these Indians, in
the possibility of human relations with animals, which, as shown in
Chapter III must of necessity precede a belief in toternism itself.
Above the "bear and hunter" is Tetl, the great raven, having in his
beak the new moon and in his claws the dish containing fresh water,
ilJustrating the common and familiar legend of' the creation: Tetl, the
benefactor of man, stole from his evil uncle Kaunk, t the enemy of man,
the new moon, Kung, which he had imprisoned in a hox, and also got
fresh water by strategy from the daughter of Kaunk, to whom he made
love, and, deceiving her, stole a dish of fresh water and :flew with it
out the smoke-hole of Kaunk's house. Above the raven are four disks
• In the Kaigani dialect the brown bear is hoots; wolf, howootz; hawk, howot, and
hair seal, howoot. By inflection and aspiration these names are pronounced so differently as to leave no room for mistaking one for another. The black bear is tan,
the same as in the Skidegate dialect of the Haida language.
t By some Kannk is ir1entified with the eagle in the creation legend (Boas) and by
others with the wolf (Veniamino.ff).
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called slcil. These appear also on the top of several ceremonial gra
hats and-wooden helmets and batons, illustrated in the accompanyin,.
plates. Their exact significance is uncertain, but the number of tb ·,
slcil disks is in general an index of the rank, wealth, and standing o
the chief or owner. It is stated on some authorities and disputed ou
others, that each diik commemorates some meritorious act of the owner,
such as the giving of a -great potlatch, or the gaining of a victory over
an enemy. In this sense it indicates the right of the owner to the
,enjoyment of the respect and esteem of the tribe. It is also stated
that the holes pierced in the lobes of the ear and the disks worn on tbe
ceremonial hat also correspond to this same number. The difference of
opinion is doubtless due to the variation in the custom amongst differ• ent stocks. The form of carving may be borrowed without the significance being understood or remembered. The weight of evidence would
seem to favor the belief that each disk or slcil had the significance indicated, that is, of commemorating some deed of prowess of the posses or.
Plate LV., Fig. 292, represents another column which may bt3 taken
as a type. It is found at the Kaigani village of Kasa-an, Skowl Bay,
Prince of Wales Island, Alaska. The top group represents the head
of a E~ropean, with whitened face and long, black whiskers, flanked on
, eit,her side by two figures representing children in sitting posture
wearing tall hats. These hats in Kaigani are called Hat cacha.nda,
and each have four slcil. The group represents the following legend
either commemorating an actual occurrence or else being a nur ery
tale originally invented to frighten refractory children, becoming in
time, through repetition and misconception, a veritable tradition. Many
years ago the wife of a chief went out in a small fishing canoe, with
her two children, near the summer camp to get the pine boughs, on which
salmon spawn is collected. She drew up her canoe on the beach, anti
warned the children not to wander off. On her return they had di appeared. She called to them, and they answered her from the wood
with rnices of crows. Always when she sought them, two crow
mocked her from the treP-s. The children never returned, and it wa
said that the white traders had kidnapped them aml carried them off
in their hip. The face with the beard represents the trader, and the two
figure the kidnapped children. The figure next to the top, with tb
in trument in his claws across his breast, represents the crane (he ko)
aud the legend, or rather an incident in a legend, i roughly a follow :
The crane wa f rmerly an expert with tool , but th y wer st 1 n from
him Y a mi cbievou character, (T lcan-ahl), and v r ince b
h
en bewailing hi fat . The cry which the crane now utt r i ,
w nt y to 1 .' Th n xt fignr b low i hoots, the ar, boldin otw n bi a~ th u rfl .
t tu reati n, when the gr a Tell.
th
n f: ctor f man w l kin £ r f ir Ian ~ r m n t
cupy th
rfl b v r l v r hi h ad
h fl w. Wb t h
a me to th
cupi d
th
ai la, the butterfly p int d with bi

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LV.

CARVED COLUMNS FROM THE NO RTHWE ST COAST AND TIKI FR OM NEW ZEALAND.
F rom photographs by the author.

F ig. 292. CARVED COLUMN. At the Kaigani village of Kasa-an, Prince of Wale
I sland, Alaska. Described in detail in Chapter VII.
Fig. 293. CARVED COMMEMORATIVE COLUMN. In front of .t he feast house of Chief
Skowl, at K asa-:m village, Prince of Wales Island, Alaska.
Fig. 294. CARVED MORTUARY OR COMMEMORATIVE COLUMN. In front of the house
of Chief Kootenah, at Tongass village, Alaska (Tlingit).
Fig. 295. TIKI. At Raroera Pah, New Zealand. Introduced here by way of contrast with the carvings of the Haida. From Wood's Natural Hi tory.
page ·1 0. Of this he says: '' This gigantic tiki stands, together with
sev ral other , near the tomb of the daughter of Te Whero-Wh ro,
and, lik the monument which it seems to guard, is one. of the fine t
exampl s of native carving to be found in New Zealand. The pre i.
obj ct of the tiki is uncertain, but the protruding tongue of the upper
figur
em to show that it i one of th numerou d fiant statu ·
whi h abound in the islands. The natives say that th lower fiITT.1.r
r pre nt Maui the tui who, according to Maori tradition, fi heJ
up th island from th bottom of the sea."
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prol,oscis to the good. land~, and. said: "Where the bear is there are
salmon, herbs, and goo<l living;" so that accounts for how the Haida
came to the Queen Charlotte Islands, and why bears are so abundant.
This is similar to the story told Judge Swan by Edniso of Masset,
·British Columbia. ~I.1he next figure is the giant spider sucking the
blood and kil1ing a man. One of the nnmerous adventures of T'slcan- ahl was to kill _the giant spider, which was such a mortal enemy to
man. T'skan-ahl overcome the spider and threw him into the fire, but
instead of burning be shriveled up and escaped as a mosquito, carryiug away with him a small coal of fire in his proboscis. Now instea<l
of killing men be can only suck a little blood, 6ut in revenge he leaves
a coal of fire in the bite. My informant, a Kaigani, stated that it would
take three days to relate all the ad ventures of 11'skan-ahl. The lowest
figure is Koone, the whole representing the totem of the owner of the
column.
The key to all the carvings is found iu the legends of the Indians.
Often their significance is lost; often individual eccentricity leads an
Indian to make a carving of which he alone knows the meaning; often
only the older Indians are well informed enough to tell off-hand what a
carving means. These causes, combined with the indifference of the
younger generation and the sensitiveness and reticence of the older,
makes it extremely difficult to arrive at the significance of the figures.
Often they concoct stories to mislead an inquirer, and laugh in their
sleeve at the credulity shown. Until a general collection of the legends
of the coast is made we must remain content with selecting a few types,
as in the foregoing, to illustrate the motive and significance of these
remarkable carvings.
Commemorative columns.-There are two classes of these (1), commemorative proper and (2) mortuary. It has been explained, in the
description of Fig. 292, tllat the upper group of figures commemorates ·
a real or suppose(! incident in the kidnapping of two Indian children
by the w bite traders. It is the generally accepted opinion that these
columns are in no sense historical, but purely ancestral or totemic.
This claim is entirely too sweeping. Fig. 293 shows the details of a
column erected in front of the feast house of the famous Kaigani
Chief Skowl at Kasa-an. This is in the rear of the living house,
on the back street, so to speak. In front of the latter is his totemic
column, a tall, slender, fiuely carrnd one, surmounted by his totem, the
eagle, resting on seven disks or skil, as shown in Plate nr. The feast
house colnmn (Fig. 293) is surmounted by Skowl's crest, the eagle.
Just below it is a carved figure of a man with right hand uplifted an,1
index finger pointing to the sky. It signifies that in the heavens Go,l
dwells-the God of the white man. Below this is the representatio11
of an angel as conceived by the Indians from the description of tlrn
whites, and then comes a large fignre intended to picture a Russian
missionary with hands piously folded across the breast. This group
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of the figure with uplifted hand, the angel, and the rnissionary,commeu .
orates the failnre of the Russian priests to convert Skow l's people to their
faith, and was erected in ridicule and derision of the religion of the whit
man. Below this group is a magnificent carving of a spread eagle, an<l
at tbe bottom of the column a figure intended to represent one of tbe
early traders on the coast. Skowl was always an enemy to the mi sionary and resisted their encroachments to the last, being remarkabl
for his wealth, obesity, and intemperate habits. He weighed at the
time of his death, in the winter of 1882-'83, considerably over 300
pounds. As a young man, his physical prowess, wealth, and family
influence, made his tyrannical rule at Kasa-an one long to be remembered, as he did much to keep his people to the old faith and to
preserve amongst them the manners and customs of his forefather .
Plate LXVII is a sketch of this chief lying in state in his lodge at K,tsa-an
village, from a photograph taken by the writer in 1885. To illnstrate
further the nature of some of these commemorative columns, it may b
well to mention here the case of Chief" Bear Skin," of Skidegate, Qneen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia, as cited by Judge Swan. "Bear
Skin," on his return from a visit to Victoria, Brith;h Columbia,, bad
erected in front of his house two wooden effigies of Judge Pemherton
of that city to show his contempt for him as a magistrate for putting
him in the lockup at Victoria. In the Berlin Museum is a smflll late
carving, illustrated iu Fig. 275, Plate u, which commemorates the
prowess of a certain medicine man who came up to Skidegate from
Klue village to work his charms on two dead men. Ile was observed
by numerous witnesses to squat upon their graves, and by invokin O'
the power of his yalces with rattles, m~sks, and songs, to raise them
from the dead. Coming to life, they clung to him as in the image.
This incident is of course vouched for by reliable witnesses, but no
further testimony is needed to insure its acceptance as gospel by the
Indians than that it should be thus carved in slate. It lifts the story
to the first rank as a tnulition to be handed down as long as the imag
ball recall it or tb Indian mind cherish the recollection of it. It can
not be claimed tba.t a good case bas been made out in the illu tration,
liere cited to bow tliat these column and carvings are ever hi. tori ·n.\
in the trict en. e of the word, but th(\V are, neYertheles , at tim comm morative of certain real or supposedly real inci<lents, and the tat
m .nt that th y ar 11 ver bi. torical at lea t needs qualification.
J'l.lortuarycolu1nn . .-A broad distinction i drawn here between column
th, in th m l, f rm a mode of cepulture an<l those which ar c lD ·
m m rativ an r t d fl.t ome di tance from the site of th gra 6 in
whi ·h he o y i , i1 t rr l. The f rmer ar de cribed in detail in Obnpt r
XII n 11 r uar
a t m, ; th latter ar in imitation of the form r, and
th b cl w f the primi iv m a of epulture ju ta to-dav
rn grav L . ym o1ical of the old cu tom f
· r illu trat d in i ig. 1, late n, Fig. 179e, Plate
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xxxv, and in Plates LV, LXIV, and LXIX, as well as in the ·general views of
Ka~a au village. They are erected usually near the corner of the house·
at oue side and consist, as a rule, of a short stout post or column sur'
.
mounted by a carved representation of the crest or totem of the ~eceased. The erection of these takes place at the ceremony known as
t be " glorification or elevation of the dead," described in Chapter xnr.
After the body has been entombed it is incumbent on the heir of the:
deceased, if the latter has been a person of any importance, to make 3/,
feast and erect one of these commemorative columns. In the southern1
part of the Queen Charlotte Islands a very common form of this columrn
is a short stout post with a sign-·b oard-like square formed of split planks:
carved on the outer face. This kind is rare to the north, and not seern
at all amongst the Kaigani, as far as known to the writer.
The decay of totemic carving.-Amongst the northern Tlingit these\
carved columns of all kinds have largely disappeared. At Sitka only
the stumps of the ancient ones are now found. Wherever the mission-aries have gained influence with these Indians the totemic columns:
have gradually disappeared and the old ways been given up. Of the\
Tlingit villages which have retained many of the primitive customs;
Tongass (Tunghaash) is the most representative. Kasa-an stands at.
the head of the Kaigani and Skidegate of the Haida villages in this:
respect. Wars, epidemics, and emigration have reduced the populatiorn
to such an extent that former sites have been abandoned and the Indi-ans are gra.dnaJly concentrating into a few villages. Graves, ruins;.
decaying houses, grass-grown village sites, graphically picture the re-suits of the contact of the coast Indians with our civilization.
Slate can,ings.-The slate from which the elaborate Haida carvingsi
are made is obtained at the Slate Creek, Queen Charlotte Islands. It,
has the desirable quality of being soft and easily carved when freshly.quarried, and of hardening and taking a polish after exposure to the:
weather for some time. · The general range of these carvings in boxes,,
dishes, pipes, and models is shown in Plates XLIV, XLVII,. and XLVIII..
Sometimes highly polished copper and the iridescent shell of hali·-·
otis, :md sometimes bone or ivory, are inlaid to represent eyes, teeth-,,
etc. Tho finest specimen of Haida sculpture known to the writer is:
that illustrated in Plates XLIX and L. Numerous ·other kinds of carv-ing8 in bone, ivory, and slate, used as talismans or doctor's charms are·
• not illn8trated here, being left for separate treatment under the head 0£.·
Sha.man Paraphernalia an<l an<l Shamanistic Rites.
MUSIC.*

S-inging.-While in recent years, in the decay of the ceremonial' in:stitntions of the Indians of this region, the custom of singing has s0m.e* 1n Pilling'1:1 Bibliography of North American Languages is mentioned a mann-script of 500 pages in Russian and Tlingit of vocabularies, texts, sentences, songs,.
etc., in the Tlingit language of Sitka. Unfortnnately t,bis manuscript was inaccessible, being in the bands of its author, Mr. Alphonse Pinart.
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what died out, in early days they were passionately addicted to
practice. In the ceremonirs of welcome, of war and peace, of trade
and of all the endless social gatherings of these exceedingly sociabl
people, singing was the invariable accompaniment. Dixon (1787) ay :
When the traffic of the day is pretty well over, they begin to sing and never leave
off till the approach of night; thus beginning and Pnding the <lay in the same man-

i::er.

* * * It must be allowed that their songs are performed with regulari ty and

in good time, but they

are entirely destitute of that pleasing modulation and harmony of ca<lence which we had usually been accustomed to hear in the songs at
other parts of the coast.* ·

Marchand (1791) says that amongst the Haida, at fixed times morning and evening, they sing in· chorus, in which every one takes part.
Poole says of their singing: "a peculiar plaintiveness of tone and a
quaint hitch of the voice at the end of each line redee ms tlie so-called
singing from the charge of inflicting torture on human ears." t He
gives in this connection a Haida carroling song, which is a repetition of
the words given below like the note B in the Key of E. The uotes to
the two upper lines _are semi-breves, those to the under line crotchet ,
thus:
Equal-ab, ah, ah, ah, be, be he, andante.
Equal-ah, ab, ah, ab, be, he, he, crescen do.
Equal-ab, equal-ab, be, be, be, decrescendo.

Plate LVI is a trading song, sung by the Sitka Iuuians in 1787, a
reproduced in Dixon's Voyage, page 243, and described in Chapter VITI
of this paper. Fig. 300 is a song of the Haida, used as an accompaniment to their ceremonial dances reproduced from Poole's Queen Charlotte Islands, page 3.22.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVI.
INDIAN SONG.

INDIAN SONG, as generally sung by the natives of Norfolk Sound (Sitkan tribe)
previous to commencing trade. Reproduced from Dixon's Voyage, page 243, and
explained in Chapter VIII of this paper.
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MUSICAL IN ST RUM ENTS FRO M T H E NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 298. DANCE WHISTLE. In form of a toy balloon, with a bladder atta ·heel t• >
the wooden mouth-piece to operate the whistle. Cat. No. 89069. U. • ·
N. M . Haida, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. CollecteJ
by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 299. DANCE WHISTLE. Blown like a fife. Compare Fig. 326. Cat. No. 90-7.
U . S. N. M. Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbi:i
Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 301. CEREMONIAL TRUMPET. Made in six pieces (see Fig. 319), which, wh
joined, form six chambers, in each of which a piec of fabric i tr tch 1.
The different tones are not set to ·a scale. Cat. No. 206 7, U. . N. . 1
ollect d by Jam
T imshian, Fort Simpson, British Columbia.
'wan.
Fi . 302. MEDI I E AND DANCE DRUM. Tanned sheep-skin stretched ov r a WO
fram . Totemic figur , the bear. It is beaten with an rdinar ti k
padd d with cloth.
at. No. 127613, U. . N. M. Tlingit,
Al ka.
oil ted b Payma ter E . B. W b ter, . '. Nav.,.
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CEREMONIAL R ATTLES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST .

Fig. 303. SHAMAN DANCE RATTLE. Of wood; ornamented with human hair. 'at.
No. 9257, U . S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Sitka, Alaska. Collected by
Dr . A . H . Hoff, U. S. Army.
Fig. 304. DANCE RATTLE. Wood; ornamented with human hair and oper ula.
Cat. No. 73853, U. S. N. M. Tlingit Indians, Alaska. Collected by
Lieut . T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy.
F ig. 305. SNAPPER. Of two pieces of wood hinged just above the wrapp d handl
and carved. Carried in ceremonial dance·. Cat. No. 73796, U. . N. )I.
Tlingit Indians, Hoonyah, Alaska. Collected by Li ut. T. Dix Boll .
U.S. Navy.
Fig. 306. RATTLE. Of wood; carved to represent a legend which explain how
toads and frogs ome with the rain. The latter is shown as pringin,.c
from the eyes of T'kul, the spirit of the wind. Cat. No. 205 3 U. , ·.
N. M. T im hian Indians, Port Simpson, British Columbia.
by Jam G. wan.
Fig. 307. RATTLE. Und r side view of ceremonial rattle repre nting th doublehead cl eagl . Thi de ign undoubtedly originated from the imitati n
of th Russian standard.
at. No. 20762, U. S. N. M.
itka, .Ala ka.
oil ted by Jam
. , wan.
ig. 30 . A 'CE RATTLE. Rar d sign and peculiar pattern.
at. No. 74336. . N. L Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
oll cted by John J. M Lean.
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CEREMONIAL DANCE-RATTLES FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Fig. 309. DANCE RATTLE. In shape of Hoorts, the bear. Cat. No. 796, U., · T.
M. Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected hy
James G. Swan.
Fig. 310. CARVED RATTLE. In shape of the orca or whale-killel', ·howing dorsa
fin and formidable teeth. Cat. No. 20758, U.S. N. M. Tlingit, ,'itka.
Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 311. CARVED RATTLE. In form of cockle shell. Ca,t. No. 74333, U., '. N. )I.
Tlingit, Sitka. Collected by John J. McLean.
Fig. 312. DANCE RATTLE. Of wood. Used by Shamans. Cat. No. 90 4, U., '. ·T·
M. Haida, Queen Charlotte Islands. British Columbia.
ollect cl h_
James G. Swan.
Fig. 313. DANCE RATTLE. Showing Hoorts, the bear, with protruding ton()'ue. ·
common in Haida drnwings. Cat. No. 89076, U.S. N. M. 'kidegat, ·
Queen 'harl tte Islands. British Columbia. Collect cl hy Jam
'·
wan.
Fig. 314. CERE IO "IAL RATTLE. Of WO cl; ornam nted in painted cl ·ign ·. 'at.
No.
71 . U. '. N. M. Ma et, Que n Charlotte I. land . . Rriti,-h
olumhia.
ollectecl by Jam .· G. Rwan.
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Fig. 315. SHAMAN'S DANCE RATTLE. Skaga sisha. Haida. Formerly own d by
Tsilwak, a medicine man of Gold Harbor, Queen Charlotte I lands
British Columbia. Cat. No. 89052, U.S. N. M. Collected by Jame
G. Swan.
Fig. 316. RATTLE. Same as Fig. 307, Plate LVIII. Cat. No. 20762, U. '. N. ~I.
Sitka, Alaska. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 317. RATTLE. Of wood; carved to represent the fish-hawk. Cat. No. 72i.
U.S. N. M. Haida Indians, Masset, Queen Charlotte Island Briti h
Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 318. RATTLE. Back view of Fig. 306, Plate LVIII. Cat. No. 205 3, U.
M.
ollected by James G. Swan.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM THE NO RTHWE ST C OAST-WOODEN WHI ST L ES AND T RUMPETS.

Fig. 319. WOODEN TRUMPET. Five-chambered. Compare Plate LV II, Fi~. 301.
Fig. 320. CEREMONIAL WHISTLE. Of wood, with wooden reed in the mouth-piece.
Blown like a flageolet. Cat. No. 89059, U. S. N. M. Haida, Queen
Charlotte I slands, British Columbia. Collected by J ames G. Swan.
Fig. 321. CEREMONIAL WHISTLE. Compare Fig. 320. Cat. No. 88879, u. s. N. )1.
Haida, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by Jame·
G. Swan.
Fig. 322. CEREMONIAL WHISTLE. Cat. No. 88876, u. s. N. M. Mas et, Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. wan.
Fig. 323. CEREMONIAL WHISTLE. Cylindrical, with wooden reed in mouth-piece.
Cat. No. 88893a, U.S. N. M. Haida, Queen Charlotte I lands, British
Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 324. CEREMO1 IAL TRUMPET. Of wood; made in two seetions with r ed between. Compare Fig. 329. Cat. No. 20689, U. S. N. M. T. im hian,
Fort Simpson, British Columbia. Collected by James G. wan.
Fig. 325. DOUBLE CEREM !AL WHISTLE. Compare Fig. 323. Cat. No.
73, -c.
. N. M. Mass t, Qu en Charlotte I lands, Briti h Columbia. "oil cted
by James G. , wan.
Fig. 326. ERE:-.10 IAL Wm, TLE. , ee Plate LVII, Fig. 299, Cat. No. 905 U.
'
. M.
kfrl gat , Queen harlotte Islands, British Columbia.
11 ct l by Jam s . , wan.
i r, 827. ERE 10.·1 L TR MPET. Of wood; in ection, to ·how the vibratin.,. piece.
L Tsim hian, Fort, impson, British olum'at.
. 2 695, U. , '.
11 t d b:v Jam , G. wan.
bia.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM THE NORTHWEST COAST-WOODEN WHISTLES AND TRUMPETS.

Fig. £29. DANCE WHIS'rLE. With rlouble reed mouth-pieces backed with b How .
The cheeks of the bellows are painted, representing Hoort , th
ar.
Cat. No. 89064, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Skidegate, Queen Charlott
Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
Fig. 380. DANCE WHISTLE. Of wood; principle of a policeman's whistle.
at. "'o.
89067, U. S. N. M. Haida Indians, Skidegate, British olumbia.
1lected by James G. S,Yan.
Fig. 331. WHISTLE. Of wood. Cat. No. 89093, U.S. N. M. Haida Indians, 'kidegate, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan.
95, U . . ~·.
Fig. 332. TRUMPET. Wooden tube, with vibrating re d. Cat. No.
M. Haida Indian , Skidegate, Briti h Columbia. Coll t d by Jam·
G. Swan.
at. No. 89066, U . S. N. M. Haida Indian .
Fig. ~33. Wm TLE. ( ee Fig. 330.)
kidegate, Briti h olumbia . Coll ct d by James G. wan.
Fig. 334. Wm TLE. , papakwilla or Oolalla's (th mountain demon' ) all. U
only at th ·omm ncement of gr at and important c r monie to announ th beginning of th distribution of property in th potlat h.
at. o. 9062, U . . N. M.
k dan' villag , Que n 'harlott
hmd.:,.
Briti h Columbia.
oll cted by Jam s . wan.
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Additional notes on the subject of singing

wm be given in
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Chapter

xur, in the description of the various ceremonies.
Drums.-Portlock ( 1787) says of a Tlingit chief whom he traded with:
He was not for transacting his business in a hurry; and perhaps he thought that
on his last visit we were not impressed with a sufficient idea of his importance; for
now be came along-side, with his pa,rty, in great pomp and solemnity, all of them
singing; and in addition to the vocal concert, they entertained us with instrumental
music, which consisted of a large old chest, beaten with the hands, by way of a drum,
and two rattles. The rattles were 2 feet long, and about 2 inches round, made of
hollow pieces of wood neatly joined together, and a number of small stones being
pnt in, they were closed at both ends. The chief held one ot these rattles in his hand,
which he frequ ently shook with an air of meaning intelligence, and the rest of his
tribe seemed to follow his directions in singing in the most exact manner.

* The usual

type of drum, however, is that shown in Fig. 302, Plate
which consists of a piece of deer-hide or sheep-skin stretched
across a circular hoop.
Rattles.-These are usually made of cedar wood, generally in sections
neatly joined together, and elaborately carved and painted in totemic
designs. There are two kindR, snappers and rattles proper. Snappers
are usually ma~e in two pieces hinged together in such a way that by
pulling a string or jerking it bodily, the two parts come together with "
a snapping noise. Often these are carved in the form of the head of
some animal with enormous teeth and jaws, controlled by a string, being
very effective in amusing the multitude when carried in the native
dances. The most primitive rattle, mentioned by the early voyagers, is
that shown in Fig. 73, Plate XVIII, composed of two hoops joined by a
wooden cross-piece, the circumference being closely strung with the
beaks of the puffin. The usual form of rattle is a hollow wooden
chamber with about a dozen small pebbles . in it. The forms, variety
of carving, and general shapes are so great that only a few typical ones
are illustrated in the accompanying plateK (L vnr, LIX, and LX). They
are carried in the hand on ceremonial occasions, and serve by their
noise to accentuate the measured time of the music in the dance.
Tb~se shown in the plates are described in detail in the legend accompanying each.
Whi8tles.-These are shown in great variety in Figs. 298. 299, and
301, and in Plates LXI and LXII. While they are not, in one ;ense, musical instruments~ not being capable of giving forth more than two or
three distinct notes, yet they serve the purpose of the Indians, although
they do not speak very highly for their ad van cement in a musical way.
Some of their devices of this kind are es.sentially for the purpose of
making a hideous noise, such, for instance, as that in Fig. 298, consisting of a wooden whistle and a bladder like a toy balloon, or, Fig. 329,
consisting of a whistle backed by a pair of bellows to furnish the wind.
Such instruments are essentially for "cultus" dances, or those intended
to amuse the populace. Others arc highly ceremonial in their nature.
LVII,

11

Portlock, Voyage, p. 282.
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The most elaborate one of this kind is shown in Figs. 301, Plate L-VUt.
and 319, Plate LXI, both being views of the same instrument, tl.te latt r
in detail and the former put together for use. It consists of six pie .
of wood, forming a kind of trumpet, with five openings. Through the
is stretched a continuous narrow band of silk. When blown through it
girns forth a noise like a deer call, each section being pitched slightly
different, although not in any musical scale. Fig. 299, of which Fig.
326, Plate Lxr, is another view, is a whistle pure and simple, being
blown by applying the lips as in a fife. The other instruments shown
are blown like a :flageolet, some of them having several finger-holes to
change the note. Fig. 324 has a reed or vibrating piece within, as shown
in one section of corresponding type in Fig. 327. Dawson states that
among the Haida "certain secrets are reputed to appertain to the office
of chief, among which is the possession of various articles of property
which are supposed to be D1ysterious and unknown to t,he rest of the Indians, or common people. * *- * * When my informant was about
to engage in the dance, the chief took him aside, showing him various
articles of the mysterious chief's properties, among others a peculiar
whistle, or cell with vibrating reed tongues, which, concealed in the
mouth, enables the operator to produce strange and startling noi e ,
that may be supposed by those not in the secret to indicate a species
of possession in the excited dancer. These things are explained by
the chief to his probable successor, and are also known to some of the
more important Indians, but not to all. They are, no doubt, among
the devices for obtaining and holding authority over the credulous
vulgar."•
SUMMA.RY.

It can not be said that in a musieal way, according to our standard,
these Indians have made much progress, but the music, such as it i ,
has the nature of an accompaniment to their dancing, or is at lea t
subordinate to other forms of entertainment. Instrumental mu ic
pure and simple, as an enjoyment in itself, is practically unknown out
the pa sion of these Indian for vocal music bas been commented upon
by nearly every vi itor to the coast who has published the account of
hi experiences. In the art of painting, drawing, carving, and culpture they taud at the head of the savage tribe of the world. In the
wealth of their traditions, in the abundance of their iudustrial product ,
in the range of their capabilitie a a people, there is o much that i
worthy f illn trati n and <le cription that what ha be n aid here
m a a the bare outline of a ul>ject worthy of the special tudy
fall thn logi t .
• Daw on, R port, B, p. 120.

VIII.
PRODUCTIONS, LOCOMOTION, WEALTH, AND TRADE.
PRODUCTIONS: REARING AND CULTIVATION,

Rearing.-The only domestic animal is the Indian dog. It resembles
the wolf, having a sharp nose, a long bushy tail, and being iu fact a
cross-breed from the wolf.• The Indians are remarkably fond of them,
and, in every canoe, three or four may be seen sticking their sharp muzzles over the gunwale. The poorer the Indian the greater the number
of dogs he owns. Practically they are not of very great use to theirmasters ; they occasionally run down deer in the winter and are used
to hunt bear, but are very badly trained, as they are allowed to bark
furiously on scenting a trail and are very cowardly. They are, however, of little care to their owner, as they pick up their own food from
around tlrn refuse of the tide, camp, and village. The pure strain has
been crossed with the cur dogs of the whites and the present result is
a degenerate variety. Bancroft is authority for the statement that
"Dogs of a peculiar breed, now nearly extinct, were shorn each year,
furnishing a long white hair, which, mixed with fine hemp and cedar,
made the best cloth." t
Oultivation.-rrhe only thing cultivated amongst the Tlingit, Haida,
and Tsimshian, before the advent of the whites, was a species of narcotic plant similar to tobacco, but about which it is difficult to obtain
definite information. Vancouver (1793) first saw it at Kootznahoo or
Admiralty Island, and of it he says:
On each side of the entrance some new habitations were constructing, and, for the
.first time duriug our intercourse with the Northwest American Indians, in the
viciuity of these habitations were found some square patches of ground in a state of
cultivation, producing a plant that appeared to be a, species of tobacco, and which
we understood is by no means uncommon amongst the inhab.itants of Queen Charlotte's Islands, who cultivate much of this plant. t

All the evidence points to the ~aida as being the chief cultivators of
this species of tobacco plant. To-day one finds stored away in the
out-of-the-way nooks in the older houses huge stone mortars, iu which
this weed was pounded up for use. (Plate LXIII, Fig. 339). It was not
moked, as may be supposed, but chewed or held in the cheek. Its
preparation consisted in drying it, pounding it in a mortar, and press1f

Dunn,

re~on, p. 290.

t ~-~n~ro_ft,' Y9J.-

I.,

Native Races, p, l

t Vancouver,

Voyage, Vol. n1., p. 256.
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ing it into plugs or cakes. Lime, made from burnt clam-shell , wa
mixed with it to give a good "bite." The practice of smoking came iu
with the whites, aud our tobacco has completely replaced the natiYe
article, which is now only cultivated, if at all, in the most remote region ,
and the writer was unable to obtain any specimens of it.
Gardens.-Around all the villa,ges garden patches may now be seen.
The principal vegetable cultivated is the potato, although turnips and
a few others are found occasionally. The Haida in particular cultivate
potatoes in large quantities to trade on the mainland.
LOCOMO'.I.'ION: CANOE '.I.'RAVEL.

From the diversified nature of the country and the numerous inland
water-ways, travel is of necessity by canoe. It is unnecessary to treat
of the subject here after what has been said under the titles of tent ,
tents, p. 304, and canoes, p. 294.
WEALTH: CURRENCY, PROPERTY, SLAVES, LAND,

Primitive wealth-Before the advent of the whites, wealth consisted
in the possession of sea-otter skins, hunting and fishing grounds, slave ,
and household and personal property, such as dance paraphernalia,
household furniture, hunting and fishing implements, canoes, house ,
and articles of trade. Practically, however, the unit of value was the
sea-otter skin, as it was also the basis of wealth. As the Haida were
the most expert hunters of this animal in this region, they became in
time the most wealthy and influential people on the coast. The principal changes in the forms of wealth have been in the substitution of
blankets for skins and furs and the abolition of slavery. Otherwi e
the enumeration of articles of wealth is as given above.
Currency-Amongst the interior Indians of North America the
beaver skin was the medium of exchange. In the trade between the
coast Iudians and those of the interior, the dentalium shell was valued
bj the latter, who gave in exchange the abalone shell so highly priz d
by the former. Amongst the coast Indians themselves, as stated, th
sea-otter skin was the basis of exchange, although the shell currency
eem to have bad a relative value. This latter lost it,s function when
the whites began to import snch quantities of shell later on. The e
have, however, r mained as a favorite ornament, occupying somewhat
th place of jew 1 amoug t ci\"ilized people. With the almost total di app ranee f th
a-otter tllrough the greed of Indian and white man
alik : a n w urren y prang up. It happened that, through the cometiti n in tra
etween th French, Engli h, American , a d u ia
c ·e
r wn d the i nglish through the uperiority f tb
t ri l whi h th
ft' r 1 i trale, an l with the tabli bment of t!J
bl nk t , thr ugh uniformity and xc 1recoguiz d currenc
1he e vary fr m
1
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"one point," the poorest, to " four points," the best. These " points"
are woven into t Im texture on the edge, and it has happened that the
"two-and-a-lrnH point" has come to be the unit, Yalued now at about
$1.50. Just as in former times, as the sea-otter skins were stored away
representing so much wealth, so to-day the blankets are folded and
packed away m their boxes. They are generally received at face value
by all traders when unused and in good condition. The value of everything is reforred to the unit blanket. A four point planket is worth so
many blankets (two-and-one-half poin~), and the cost of everytning is
reckoned in the same way.
Property in land.-Througbout this region the coast line, streams,
estuaries, and adjacent lakes are divided amongst the different families,
the right of possession <ilescending from one generation to another as
personal property. The larger- salmon streams are sometimes jointly
owned by several families, or owned by one family and leased·for a
consideration to one or several others. Stranded marine animals, or
other debris washed by the tide, belong to the family owning that portion of the shore line, the boundaries of possessions being definitely
marked and respected accordingly. Nor is this boundary confined to
the strip of coast, but extends well out to sea, carrying with it tbe
right to shoot seals and gather birds' eggs on outlying rocks, hunt seaotter, and to fish on well-known halibut or cod banks.
Major Powell says: "Land tenure does not begin in grants from the
monarch or the feudal lord, but a system of tenure in commou' by
gentes or tribes is developed into a system of tenure in severalty.17 *
This is admirably illustrated in this region, for the ownership of a tract
of laud by a family has come, through being vested in an individual or ·
the head of that family, to mean practically individual ownership.
Dawson gives an instance on Queen Charlotte Islands where a rich
tract of country called Tl-ell, which had come iQto the poRsession of a
former Chief of Skidegate as the property of his wife, '' was afterwar<ls
given by him to the Skedans of that day as a peace-offering for the
wounding or killing of one of his (Skedans) women. The . tract thus
now belongs to Skedans, and is valued as a berry ground." t
Disputes over ownership of land, boundaries, etc., have been the
cause of many feuds. At Thom Bay, adjoining Tolstoi Bay, Prince of
Wales Island, Alaska, a valuable tract of hunting and fishing ground
is in dispute between the Stikines and Kaigani, both tribes in true
American style having up "No trespassing" signs on the trees.
Ooppers.-Throughout the Northwest coast copper plates or" coppers" of a conventional pattern ar-e valued as emblems or tokens of
weal th, and have been handed down for generations. They originally
came from the Chilkat country, where virgin copper is found in considerable quantities, and are made in the form of a shield from 2¼ to

3z

* Annual Report, Bnrean of Ethnology: 1879-'80, p. 83.
t Dawson, Report, B, p. 165,
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U'eet in length, 12 to 25 inches in width, aud one-sixteeuth to one-eighth
•of an inch in thickness. They have a groove running vertically in the
tlower lJ:m.lf and transversely across the middle at the narrow part, formting ;a, figure like the letter T. They are sometimes painted, but mor
'CoMlnonly etched on the outer surface with the design of the crest or
ltotem of the owner. If they ever served as shields in battle such u ·e
has long since disappeared, and now they have only a ceremonial or
emblematic significance. To be of great value these 'plates must b
large, of virgin copper, worked by hand~ of native manufacture, of
uniform thicknesR, except at the edges, where they should be thicker
than elsewhere; and, finally, when struck sllould give forth a dull
sound and not ring. Totemic etching on the outer surface also auu ·
value to them. Modern "coppers" of European manufacture are not
. very highly prized, as compared with the ancient ones. Lisian. ky
(1804) says that amongst the Tlingit they were '' only possessed by the
ri'cb, who give for one of them from twenty to thirty sea-otter skin .
They are carried by their servants before their masters on differeut OC·
caoions of ceremony, and are beaten upon so as to serve as a musical instrument. The value of the plate depends, it seems, on its being rqade
of virgin copper, for tbe common ones do not bear a higher price than
a single skin."* The best, according to Dunn (1834), were worth
around Dixon Entrance nine slaves, and were transmitted as a preciou
heir-loom.t Now they are valued at from forty to · eighty blanket ,
They are called by the Kaigani T'ow, and are sllow u in Plate L:X:-Vll,
IDr. Boas says of them :
'' They are given as presents by one tribe to another. The Indians value a copp rplate the more tbe more frequently it bas been given as a present. Every single
plate has its name and its own house, aud is fed regularly. No wowan is allowed to
enter its house. Almost every tribe has a tradition referring to their origin.
ome
say that a man who visited the moon received it from the man in the moon. Other
say a chief living far into the ocean gave it to a man who came to visit him, etc.
Similar legends refer to the haliotis shells which are used for ear and nose ornament
and bracelets." t

Thi may be the custom with regard to copper plates among t the
southeru coa t tribe , but it differs materially from that of the 'rlingit
Ilaida, and T im bian. With them they are simply tokens of wealth.
The e are hown m Plate IJXVII as forming no inconsiderable portion
of the wealth of Cl!ief Skowl, amounting to hundred of blanket .
aw on ay that amongst the T imshian the e coppers are exhibited
in a circl in upright position at the ceremony of "bringing out
Y uu girl, who it within the circle and sing .§
t th aigani th e t'ow are often di played over the grav
d
r on of w 1th. One i hown in Plate III, left of
me mil b low th villag of Ka a-an, on Prine of
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Wales Island, onA is nailed to a tree on a point of land to mark the locality where a canoe was upset and the occupants drowned. Lisiansky, as quoted, shows. that they were occasionally used by the Tlingit
as a sort of gong or musical instrument, being carried before the chiefs
by the slaves and beaten upon.
The change in the articles of value accumulated and stowed away as
wealth is iilnstrated by an incident in the summer of 1886, where some
white men robbed a cache of the Klawak chief Tin-ga .ate of all its contents to the value of over $2,000. The booty iuclude<.l five hundred
blankets, fi.ft,y wasli-bowls, thirty-six mirrors, six vahrnble dancing
robes, and many other articles. It may be mentioned in this connection that the wash-bowls are used as receptaeles for food, and are
taking the place of the native wooden bowls.
TRADE: EXCHANGE OF COMMODITIES.

Port Simpson, from its central location at the bead of Dixon .Entrance, bas come to be the great emporium of trade for the surrounding
region. Dun11 says that, iu 183!, the Haida, Nass, Kaigani, Tongass,
Port Stewart and Stikines generally rendezvoused there in tlrn month
of September to trade.* Simpson estimates tha.t, in 18-H, about fourteen thousand from the various tribes of Stikines ou the north to the
Sebassa on the south, resorted there, although mauy of tllem merely
paid passing visits en route to the.Kass River to fish for eulachou.t
In earlier days, previous to the advent of tlie whites, the trading
was carried on less systematically auJ \Y1th more formality ou accouut
of the feuds between the different tribes. Tile In<lians of t,his whole
region are expert traders. Every article purchased undergoes the
closest scrutiny. Every defect is discovered and the value scaled
down accordingly. If once a certain price is obtained for a commodit,y
of theirs it is adhered to thereafter as the set price, and the knowledge
of such value travels fast. Time and distance are uuimportant factors
in a bargain. If ~00 miles farther ou the price paid for a commodity
is considerably greater, the distance is reckoned as nothing in going
tllere to get the difference. On the other hand, in pnrcllasing goods
from the traders, they show rare gooll sense in their selection of the
better qualities, mere cheapness being iu itself no recommeudation.
From the earliest times they have preferred a,rticle8 of use to trinkets.
Dixon (1787) says tllat they refused beads with contempt. Wb.at Vancouver said of the Tlingit or the Kaigani of Prince of ·w ales Island, in
1794, applies with eqnal force to-day:
Iu all tho commercial transactions tho women took a very principal part, an1l ,
proved th m ·elves l>y uo mean unequal to the task.
or dic1 it appear t hat e_ithHr
in th' e or iu any other re ·pect they woro io ferior to the m en; on tho contrary, it
should rather seem that they are looketl np to as the snperio~· sex, for they appearod
in general to Jc.ecp the men iu awe aucl under s nlJjcction.t

-Duon,

rogon, p. 2 1.
t Simpson, Journ ey Round the \Vorl<l, Vol.
'Yanc·nnver, Vo~·:i.ge, \'.,l. ll, p. 409.

u. .i\li~.

14'..?,

vt. 2--.:.2

11

p. 206 . .
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Dixon (1787) says of the Sitka Indians:
The chief of the tribe has al ways the entire management of all the trade belonging
to his people, ancl takes infinite pains to dispose of their furs advantageously . .-,, .,, •
The moment a chief has concluded a bargain he repeats the word Coo coo twice, with
quickness, and is immediately answered by all the people in his canoe with the word
Whoah, pronounced in a tone of exclamation, but with greater or less energy, in proportion as the bargain he had made is approved. *

In general notes on the northwest coast the same author says:
Whenever any large party came to trade these treasurers [dance paraphernalia]
were :first produced, and the principal persons dressed out in all their finery before
the singing commenced. In addition to this, the chief (who always conducts the vocal concert) puts on a large coat, made of elk skin, tanned, round the lower part of
which is one or sometimes two rows of dried berries or the beaks of birds: which
make a rattling noise whenever be moves. In his hand he has a rattle, or more
commonly a contrivance to answer the same end, which is of a circular form, about
9 inches in diameter, and made of three small st;icks bent round at different distances
from each otlier; great numbers of birds' beaks and dried berries are tied to thi
curious iustrnment, wliich is shaken by the chief with great glee, and in his opinion
makes no small addition to tlie concert. Their songs generally consist of several
·stanzas, to each of which is added a chorus. The beginniug of each stanza. is given
out by the chief alone, after which both meu and women join and sing in octave ,
beating time regularly with their hands or paddles; rneanw bile the chief shakes his
rattle and makes a thousand ridiculous gesticulations, singing at intervals iu different notes from the rest; and this mirth generally continues near half an hour without intermissiou.t

The song which was usually sung on such occasions is reproduced
from the same volume (p. 243), in Plate LVI.
As mentioned, the course of the slave trade was from the south to
the north and from the coast inland. The Tsimshian were the mid<lle
men, and were, and are still, the great traders in oil and grease, of
which they prepare large quantities from the eulachon, seal blubber, deer
ail(l goat flesh. Computed in blankets, the euiachon grease or oil now
brings one blanket for from 10 to 15 pounds. With the disappearance
of the sea-otter, the Haida, with great foresight and judgment, begau
the cultivation of the potato, which was first introduced amongst them
by an American ship-captain. Dunn (1834) eays: "I have known from
500 to 00 bu h ls being traded in one season from the e Iudiaus
(Haida) at Fort Simp on." t It is not unusual now to see fleet of
canoe coming in from the Queen Charlotte I lands bringing pota' tc., and towing new canoe to trade or ell. The Ilud on Bay
pauy n w b , a "gu t hou e" n ar it po t, to accommodate the
vi itinCY diau who c met trad wi h them. Ordinarily, however, the
vi. iting
li, n' arc th gu t of their own gen, at the T im hiau viii; g
r v. L rn-e fleet 11 w al vi it Victoria ach pring and fall
fn m h 11 rth n
nl t trad, bnt too often , nuf rtunately
. ' for im t lbi<l., pp. 212, 243.
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SUMMARY.

Rank and social standing amongst these Indians being based largely
upon the possession and distribution of wealth, it is not surprisiug to
find a uniform currency amongst the different tribes, and a regular
system f exchange or trade based on considerations both of supply
and demand, and of ·the adaptability of certain tribes or regions to the
production of certain things needed in other parts of the coast. The
advent of the whites and the abolition of slavery have destroyed in a
measure the tendency towards fet1<..laUsm iu t,he village communities,
due to the possession of property and lands by a few families, and
practically changed the development of their tribal organization into a
tendency towards industrialism or division into trades crafts. This
tendency is seen to-day iµ the adoption of certain trades by the Indians
and the gradual breaking up of the old system of household organization for industrial purposes. The writer once asked an Indian who was
loafing around Fort Wrangell in the summer doing nothing, while most
of the other Indians were off in summer camp or working in the- canneries, how business was, and he answered "very dull." When asked
what. his business was, he replied" Oh, eberyting.'' As a matter of fact
he was a canoe-man, carrying freight up the Stikine River, and at odd
times chopped wood for a living. The capabilities of these Indians in
a business wa.y is well illustrated by an incident which the writer witnessed at Port Townsend, Washington Territory, early in October of
1886. lt was just at the end of the hop-picking season arouud Puget
Sound, and hundreds of Indians were coming in to Port Townsend en
route to their villages to the north. A party of youug Haida stopped,
and one of their number telegraphed over to Whidby Island to offer tue
services of the party to a farmer to dig potatoes for him. In view of
the glut in the labor market, due to the presence of so many idle Indians just then, this clever bit of enterprise showed an appreciation of
the telegraph in a way that needs no further comment otlJer than that
theJ' secured the job ahead of all rivals.

IX.
WAR AND PEACE.

As a rule, the feuds between gentes, pbratries, and tribes in this region have originated from such cam;es as gambling quarrels, failure to
pay indemnity for wrongs done, or breaches of custom or etiquette, for
the observance of which all are great sticklers. Their wars have been
characterized by treachery, surprise, ambush, uight attack, superior
numbers on the aggressive side, massacre of women and children, impressment into slavery of the prisoners of war, and scalping of the
slain enemies. Fair fight, excepting in duels, seems to have been unknown or unrecognized. The ceremonies attending both warlike and
peaceful demonstrations have al ways been of an elaborate character,
and, as has been pointed out, many of the existing elaborate ceremonials, with the accompanying paraphernalia! are survivals of practice"
originating in war. Since the military occupation of Alaska by our
Government, and the suppression of slavery throughout the northwest coast, Indian wars have practically ceased; anu, in describing the
practices of war, it becomes necessa,ry to speak in the past tense.
W .A.R CUSTOMS.
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Rlain Russians and Aleuts were displayed by the Indians, borne aloft
on spears. Subsequently they were compelled by the Russians to
abandon their fort, which they did secretly at night, first killing their
dogs and young children to prevent their noise giving notice of their
flight.*
Vancouver ( 1794) mentions an encounter between some Kaigani In.
dians, who were on board ship trading with bim, and some Stikine
who SlHhh·nly appeared, comiug around a point of lancJ. The former
rushed into their canoes, which were alongside, pnt on their war garmen t.s, and rested their spears on tlle gunwale. Thus prepared, tltey
aL1vancecl Rlowly to meet the new-comers, meanwhile making the most
violent anrl. passionate speeches, which were answered i11 a similar tone
by some persons who stood up in the Stikine canoe. After a parlt>y,
lasting some moments, an amicable understanding was reached, aml
both parties returned to the ship, though on their guard towards each
other. At the head of the Stikines was the great chief 0-non nis toy,
who, with all his party, for sa{ety, slept on board the Discovery, wLi-le
the Kaigani went to their camp on shore. In the morning the Stikiue
went on shore with great ceremony and arranged with the Kaiga11i a,
combined entertainment for the benefit of Vancouver, which they gave
alongside in their canoes. "It consisted in singing and a display of
the most rude aud extravagant gestures that can be imagined. The
principal parts were performed by the chiefs, eal'h in succession becoming the leader or hero of the song; at several pauses of which I [Vaucouver] was presented by the exhibiting chief with a sea-otter skin." t
SCALPING AND OTIIER WAR CVST0}1S.

'I he scalps of the slain were usually removed by the medicine men,
or shamans, who accompanied the war party. Poole (1864) says that he
saw "at least a hundred scalps in Chief Klue's lodge, on a pole."t Dall
tates that, amongst the Tlingit, the scalps were woven iuto a kind of
garter by the Yictor. § On the death of a cl.lief of great prowess, the
scalps which he had taken were sometimes used to decorate his tomb, II
1

"Once I saw a party of Kaiganys of about two hundred meu returning from war.
The paddles of the warriors krned in the fight were lasbcrl upright in their varions
seats, so that from a long rlistance the number of tbe fallen could be ascertained;
and on each mast of the canoes-and so111 e La<l three-was stuck the head of a slain
foe." ,r

Simpson thus describes a feud at Sitka (1841), growing out of a
<lruuken quarrel between a chief and a mau of rank, in which tlJe
former stabbed tlie latter to deatll:
'l'he party of the deceased, to the number of about a thousand men, immc<liately
turned out, with horri~ ~~· ~ rov~nge his death, painted in the most hicleou9.
" Lisiant1ky, Voyage, pp. 151:i and ltiZ.

II Wbyrnp<.:r, Alaska, p. 70.

t Vanconver, Voyage, Vol. n, p. 3D:3-4.

,r lle11dl'l's Aleutian Archipelago, p. 30, ,

t

Queen Charlotte Islauds, p. 116.

§ Dall, Alaska, p. 4 l7.

quoted by Bancroft, Vol.

1,

p. 164.
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manner and armed with all sorts of weapons, such as spears, bludgeons, dirks, and
ii.re-arms; while the women, more ferocious, if possible, than the warriors U1em&clYc ,
were exciting the tumultuary band to actual violence by the most fiendish screams
and gestures * * * The chief's life was demanded in atonement, but refused by
his party as being of more value than that of the person slain. .. * * The parties
met with a loud war-whoop; for a minute or two a clashing of arms was beard; and
when both sides simultaneously receded from the spot, we beheld the bodies of two
slaves that had been sacrificed in lieu of the chief. *

This atoned for the outrage and eatisfied the requirements of blood
revenge.
Dnnn (1835) mentions a feud between the Port Stewart and Tongass
Indians, in the course of which the latter cu.t off a war party of thirty
of the former and massacred them. t In the Port Stewart region,
Vancouver (1793) has left a record for all time of the character of tbi
tribe in the names given to Traitor's Cove and Escape Point, commemorative of bis hostile encounter with tbem, and his narrative make
them out to have- been the· most villainous Indians on the coast. t
Simpson (1841) says that, between the Haida of Queen Charlotte Islands, and the Bella Bella, a deadly feud bad long subsisted :
About six weeks before our arrival, the latter, to the number of three hundred,
_ had attacked a village of the former, butchering all the rnbabitants but one man
and one woman. These two the victorious chief was carrying away as living trophies of his triumph; * * * w bile standing iu a boastful manner on the guv wale
of his canoe, and vowing all sorts of vengeance against bis victims, he wns shot
down by a desperate effort of bis male prisoner. The Bella Bellas, their joy beinr,
now turned into grief, cnt the throats of the prisoners, threw their spoils overuoard,
and returned home rather as fngitives than as con<1nerors. §

Poole ( 1863 ), speaking of the ravages of small-pox ou the coast, says:
The Bella-Be}la tribe, though not to be despi sed, were formerly by no men,ns a
match for their born foes the Bella Coolafl, who nsed always to cut off a great munher of the Bella-Bella wlienev r these ventured from their own territory. But now
the Belln-Be1la, though c.leplornbly reduced in their own tribe, found themselves in
numbers an<l force far ahead of the Bella Coolas, and were accordingly preparing,
might and main, to administer condign punishment to their ancient enemies. II
DUELS.

ls or trial" by combat were sometimes resorted to not only in ca
f di pute etwe n indivdual , but to ettle feu<ls between familie or
g nte . Th combatant protected their bodies with thick leather
birt and -;vooden arm r out ide; wore ma ·k and helmet of wood·
and ar d with daO'g r,, teppecl forth to the encounter, encouraged
1 th.
and ·rie f their frien<ls.

n of which i at fir
~

, 'imp ·on, J omuey, Vol.

I

p. 203.

II P olc, lncen Gbarl tt 1 land , p. 1 ~.
;,
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ers plucked from an eagle's skin, or by the display of a tuft of white
feathers on the end of a pole or at the mast head of the canoe.* In the
friendly dances and ceremonies of welcome a fan or tuft of white
eagle feathers was carried in token of friendship and peace.
TREATIES OF PEA.CE.

At a conclusion of peace it was the custom to exchange hostages iu
token of good faith. Dall says of them:
'fhese are obliged to eat with their left hands for a certain period, as they carried
weapons in tlie right band dnring combat. Each hostage has two companions of
eqnal rank aRsigned to him by tl.te tribe whic~ holds him. t

Lisiansky (1804) says of tqe hostages sent l)y the Sitka to the Rns8ian
forces:
They were in oue canoe, and sung as they approached a sort of song of a melancholy strain. On landing, the hostage threw himself flat on his back in the shallow
water, according to the custom of the country, and continued in this posture till
some of our people arrived who were sent to lift him up and conduct him. t

In general the treaties of peace were ratified by feasts and elaborate
ceremonies often lasting many days. ··
*Vancouver, Voyage, Vol. II, p. 889; and Dixon, Voyage, p. loO.
t Dan, Alaska, p. 417.
t Lisiansky, Voyage, p. 156.

x.
VfCES AND DEMORALIZATION OF 7'HE TNlJIANS-GAMHLL.Va-ni:M-

TOBA CCO-IMMORALJTY.

Before the advent of the whites_gambling, immorality, and the nse of
tobacco, although not unknown, were at ~east not such pronouncell
vices as they have come to 'be under the stimulus of contact with civilization. The use of liquor was, however, quite unknown. Lang dorff,
whQ was at Sitka in'l805, says of the Tlingit: "Braudy, which is sometimes offered tlJem by the Russians, tlJey reject as a scandalous liquor,
depriving them of their senses."* It would have l>een of great advantage to thew if they lrn<l continued to so regard it. U ufortunately the
example of the whites and tlrn deliberate corruption of tlrn Indian by
nnscrupulous traders have ma<le them in recent _years ouly too -well
acquainted with the evils of rum driuking. Just now they are ucgin11ing to rally from the demoralization due to contact with the whites
and to adjust themselves philosophically to t!Jeir clrn11ged envirou111cnt. Tile former custom of chewing tobacco, in rngne from tlie earlic 't
times, lJas now given way almost entirely to tltat of smoking the weetl
which they buy from tlJe tra<lers. In Chapter vnr, "Heariug and Cultinttion." t.lie procluctiou aucl preparation of the native tobacco hmi
been folly described. Although in one sense a vice, the u e of tobacco
can hardly be said to have coutributecl mneh to the real demoraliz;ation
of the Indians.
GAMBLING.

The Ilaida, T imshian, and Tlingit are inveterate gambler._. During tlte winter leisure or whenc,·er, for any reasou, they are gathered
together in considerable number~, gambling is the invariable and con.,fa nt amu ement, oft n continuing for several <lay on a stretch without re t or int rmi ion. The e bouts are u ually conducted on the
platform in fr nt of the house in good weather, but in<loor in bad.
'.Ih gambl r ·it n th groun<l or quat about tlle platform in a circl ,
in th
ntr
f whi ·h a clean mat of the 11111 r bark of the cedar i
,·ur ad. iac;h man_pr dnc· . a l>agc 11tai11i11gfrom tltirtytofiftyr un,l
ti ·k
r pin· , hont r, inch . lonrr hy tltr, ighth, or ne-half of an
in ·h in c1i, m ·t ·r a1111 h an ifnll_y poli ·heel ancl carv dint temi d i 11 n
r p, int ,l in 1 lack hlu an l r cl ring.·. One f tile play r · 1 ctin(T
c nmnl er
f th n pi 11: fr m bi. bag, 'O\'l'l',' th 111 up in a 1J
f fin 1:

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIII.

GAMBLING STICKS ; MORTA RS ANO CARVED PESTLE FOR PREPARI NG NATIV E T OBACCO.

Fig. 335. GAMB_LING STICKS. Of wood; twenty-four in number, with d er-skin
bag. Each stick is carved with a totemic design. Cat. No. 6556, U . .
N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Collected by Dr. T. T. Minor, U. S. Army.
Fig. 336. GAMBLING STICKS. Of wood; thirty-four in number; poli ·hed and inlaid
with abalone. Cat. No. 20789, U. S. N. M. Tlingit, Sitka.
ollected
by James G. Swan.
Fig. 337. STONE MORTAR. Ancient pattern; for grinding native toba ·co for h wing. Cat. No. 45961, U.S. N. M. Tlingit, Sitka. Colle ted by John J.
McLean.
Fig. 33 . TONE PESTLE. In shape of the raven; for preparing nativ tobacc .
oil t d by
Cat. No. 67849, U. S.N. M. Tlingit, Hood inoo, Ala ka.
John J. McLean.
Fig. 339. , TONE MORTAR. Of calcite, with totemic d igns on th ex rior: for
preparing native tobacco. , mall r xamples u etl in grinding paint.
at. No.
23, U. , . N. M. fa· t, Qu en harlott I land , Briti. h
olumbia.
oil cted by Jam s . 'wan.

.
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cnt bark tow. 'fhe workings and significances of these sticks is perfectly understood, an<l the game is either odd or even, or 'to guess in
which of two piles a certain stick 1s hidden. Poole thus describes the
game among the Haida:
One of the players, selecti ng a number of these pins, covers them up in a heap of
bark cut into fibre-lik e tow. Under cover of the bark be then divides the pins into
two parcels and having taken them out passes t hem several times from his i'ight
hand to bis left, or the contrary. While the player shuffles he repeats the word
I-E-Ly- irah to a low monotonous chant or moan. The moment be :finishes the incautatiou, bis opponent, w1-io has been silently watching him, chooses the pa.reel
where he thinks the luck lies for odd or even . After which the second player takes
bis innings, with his own pins and the same ce1·ernonies. This goes on till one or the
other loses all his pins. That decides the game."

.Another form of this is for the player to shuffle together all the pins
and count out seven. The game is to guess in which pile a certain pin
is, say the one carved like a beaver, or wLale,' or eagle. The fortunate
guesser gets one or more pins according to rule, or, if he fails, pays a
forfeit of so many pins. The Indians stoically sit for hours conning over
the melancholy ~bant, apparently indifterent to loss, gain, time, or hunger, ofteu losing everything he owns in the world without the slightest
expression of emotion. Poole mentions the case of a Haida chief who
continued playing for three days without eating a mouthfil of food, but
perpetually losing. By the fourth day he had even parted with the
blanket on his back, when a woman of his tribe, taking pity on him,
loaned him her only blanket, and he renewed the contest, this time successfully, not only winuing back what he -ba<l lost, but finally getting
all his opponent's property, consisting of powder and shot, muskets,
revolvers, blankets, skins, paints, tobacco, fish, etc.*
Two sets of gambling sticks are shown in Plate Lxnr, .Figs. 335 and
336. For convenience of illustration they are laid out on the wrapper
of the wallet in which they are usually kept. The carYing on some of
the more expensive sets is of the very highest order.
Rum.-Impure, monstrously vile liquor has been the greatest curse
to the In<lians of this region. Having furs· and other valuable products
Rought by the traders, the latter have been only too ready to debauch
and despoil them. In all the criminal record of shameless commercial
conquest of a rich and prosperous territory, no region has suffered more
unless it be the Aleutian Islands in earlier days. This can not be laid
at the door of any of the large commercial° companies, for in the main
uch a policy i · suicidal to their own interests. With the small dealers,
the owners of sma11 trading craft, those whose only thought and interest ha been the business in band, the policy has been one of unscrupulou rum selling. Poole (1863) says:
The so-called whiskey which i1:1 shamelessly sold to the Indians by traders along
the coast or even uy certain unprincipled merchants of Victoria, contains very littl e
of what is wholesome or genuine liquor. What it really does contain is not ge11e rally

* Pool<', Queen Charlotte I lanct., p. 31\),
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known, l>nt I hear on good authority that tbe bulk consists of water flavored au<l
colored with grain whiskey in the smallest possible quantities. Its strength proceed.
wholly from the blue-stone, vitriol, and nitric acid which the manufacturers largely
infuse into it. The consequence is that when the Indians imbibe this drink freelvand they always do so whenever they can get it-their naturally fiery temperam~nt
are wrought up into a state of savagery so intense astoleavenowhiteman'slife safe
in their presence while they remain under its infiuem e ...

The orgies and debauchery of the Indians up to recent years have
been something to shock even the most hardened trader. Liquor being
ob_tained in quantities, either by the distillation of sugar or molasses or
purchased from the traders, a systematic plan of getting drunk in d .
tachments was practised and is to.day in certain regious when they can
get the liquor. It is tbe duty of those sober about the village to look
out for the drunk and tend to the various household duties, look aft r
the canoes, cllildreu, etc. When the first detachment bas sobered up
the others sometimes take their turn. Pandemonium reigns, and it often
takes the intervention of the whites to get thing·s going smoothly again.
Unfortunately the women are worse drunkards than the men, and it
is in their demoralization that the Iudians have suffered most. The
hoochinoo, which they make themselves, is not a native invention, a the
process has been picked up from the whites. It has fl.ourisl10d among t
the Tlingit Siij.Ce our acquisition of Alaska iu 1867, and common report
credits its introduction to American officials. Hoochinoo is simply a
distillation from potatoes. The still generally consists of a square tin
kerosene can, wi.th a worm, made eitller of tin pipe or the stems of the
giant kelp. The worm is either packecl with snow or placed in a str<'am
of fresh water. The mash is made from potatoes, wllich are cooked,
dumped into a tub, aml allowed to ferment, a little sugar or very cheap
molasses being added to prodnce the alcohol. It suffer only one di ·
tillation, and the borrib1e product is taken in its raw ·tate, the effect
being to almost instantly rob an Imlian of bis senses. LarO'e]y through
the influence and authority exerted by the commanding officer of our
men-of-war before the establi hrnent of the civil government in .A 1a ka
the practice of di tilling hoochinoo bas been greatly broken up and decidedly di couraged. t
Immorality.-The chief demoralization in this region ba been amoug t
the worn n brought about by the independent position they occupy in
the ocial organization of the tribe, by the peculiar law or cu tom re·
latin <r to marriage by purcba e, and by the right to return a female to
h r p ople in ca e he prove un ati factory or uncle irable. Through
the influx f white , due to be e ·tabli bment of industries, the pro ·
1 ion f tracl , an the c1
lopmen of mineral re onrce , the Indian
ontact with mo unrefined 1 ment of our
l · n br uO'bt in lo
1\1 n · arn din the um mer months by the e ad rnnturou
p. :31:.
f hoochi1100 w re kindly furni bed the writer by Lieut.
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spirits js squandered in the most reckless dissipation about the various
settlements in the winter months. Jealousy being unknown amongst
the Indians, and sanctioued prostitution a common evil, the woman who
can earn the greatest number of blankets or the largest sums of money
wins the admiration of others for herself, aud a high position for her
husband by reason of her wealth. It is not an uucommon thing for
whole families to resort to the settlements for the winter, and return to
their villages in the spring to give grand potlatches with their ill-gotten
gains. The influence of the missiouaries and of the respectable element
in the settlements has, from t,he first, been used against the extension
and growth of this evil, but it can not lw said that, until in the last few
years, much progress has been made in stemming this tide of reckless
physical and moral debasement. Its effects are seen in the alarming
number of deaths due to dissipation, and. tLe great decrease in the ratio
of births to deaths througLout this whole northern region. The part
which rum has played in causing this luwoc is not to be uuderestimated,
and it is fortunate that a steadily growing sentiment is making itself
felt towardH the suppression of these two alarming evils.·
SUMMARY.

The native vices of these Indians are simply those due to savagism.
Contact with the whites has, through the greed for wealth operating on
both sides, produced an abnormal departure from primitive ways.
Gambling is found almost universally amongst savage tribes, and with
progress in civilization, the first steps are always in the direction of the
aggravation of primitiYe and the adoption of foreign vices. Rum drinking bas been nowhere so disastrous as in this region. With the smoking of tobacco by tlrn Indian.3 of the .Atlantic coast region, and the
chewing of it by those on the northwest coast, it has remained for our
civilization onl,y to in vent the snuffing of it. Peculiar marriage customs and the greed of wealth have here contributed more to the alarming iucrease of immorality than auy inherent love of vice on the part of
the Indians.

XI.
WITCHCRAFT-SUPERSTITION-SICK.NESS AND DEATH-MEDICINESTREA TM ENT OF THE SICK.
WITCHCRAFT.

All severe diseases or illnesses are ascribed to the evil influence of'
enemies, and, in case of the death of an important personage, a victim
is usually found .who llas presumably charmed away the life of the deceased. Tlle Indians are intem1ely superstitious and have naturally
beeu encouraged in ideas of this kind by both the chiefs and the
shamans, whose sway over the tribe depends largely upon the fear and
respect excited by belief in their inf:lnence and power over good and
evil spirits. Largely through the action of the commanding officer
of our men-of. war stationed iu Alaska, this hold of tue chief: and
shamans on the people has been broken. By the born bardment and destruction of several ,illages the Indians have been compelled to
abandon the punishment of victims accused of witchcraft, but the cllief
stumbling block has been the surprisiug admission of guilt whicll nearly
all of the accused Indians make when charged with charming away
life, and this, too, in the face of the deatlt pen aJty. Such is their credulity that when accused they believe tlley must be guilty. Amongst the
Haida the guilty Indian, according to Judge Swan, i di~covered a
follows:

A con
ligion

•
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SICKNESS.

In cases of serious illness chief reliance was, up to recent years,
placed upon the incantations of the medicine men, who were paid liberally if the patient lived, or, if he died, were compelled to restore the
goods he had previously received on account. If any one other than
a shaman attempted to do anything to cure a sick person and the patient died, the self.constituted doctor had to pay a heavy indemnity to
the person's relatives. In out-of-the-way ·dllages the shamans still have
a, hold on the Indians, and in case of sickness one is called in by the
head of tlrn household. If the latter falls sick it devolves upon bis
brother or nearest male relative to call in the Indian doctor. On all
snch occasions friends are invited in to see the evil spirits exorcised.
While these slrnmans possess some knowledge of the medicinal properties of herbs and are not slow to avail themselves of them, their duty
is to drive out the evil spirit which haunts the sick man. Any virtue
that medicines may in themselves have are ascribed to the charm supposed to be-wrought by the doctors in their decoction or preparation.
The incantations and exorcising consist in beating drums, daf!.ciug,
making passes with subtle charms, blowing in the patient's mouth and
nostrils, kneading and pounding bis body, chanting, swinging to and
fro, frothing at the mouth, and every conceivabh~ practice foreign to
our own ideas of the treatment of the sick. As a rule the patient that
:mrvives the din, foul air, an<l excitement of such a visit must needs
have been on the high roa<l to recovery, for the shaman usually continues this performance until the vatient declares himself better or
well.
- The initiation, practices, rites, exhibitions, dances, and incantations
of these medicine meu deserve separate consideration as conuccted iutimately with their religious beliefs aud customs. In connection witil
witchcraft, it may be saiu that the shamans are supposed to possess
the power of charming away life by incantations and the use of certain
charms. In such cases, where the charge can be reasonably laid at
their door, they are not beyond the reach of a kinsman's revenge.
MEDICINES.

The internar administration of native medicines is rarely practiced.
Wounds and injuries are treated locally with several specifics known
to them, and scarification is sometimes resorted to. Hemorrhages are
stopped by the application of bird.'s down to the wounded parts. The
healing qualities of pine and cedar are recognized, and pine-tree gum
is applied as a poultice to wounds by some tribes. Salt-water taken as
an emetic is a favorite remedy for those not feeling well. This is also ·
taken when they wish to produce quickly that profound impression ou
body and mind wllich fasting bring' about in preparation for some ordeal or ceremony. A sta,te<l, the virt~e of any medicine admiuisLered
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is supposed to be due to the charm wrought in it by the shaman or
other person in its preparation or decoction. Preparations of bark ar
the principal specifics, but Langsdorff (1804) says of the Tlingit, "tb•!
root of a particular species of valerian is considered as the most effectual
remedy that can be administered. * * * The wiug bones [of th
eagle], particularly the radius and ulna, are used in illness as tubes for
sucking up fluids."* A.round Sitka, the virtues of hot sulphur bath
were recognized by the Indians long before tlrn au vent of the white .
Near that settlement are some natural hot springs impregnated with
sulphur, salt, and magnesi a. In addition to these, however, the Indians take steam baths by pouring water on red- hot stones in an inclosed tent or shed. In bathing and in some attempt at personal
cleanliness, the Indians of the northern region of the northwest coa t
compare favorably with any of those in the world living in the temperate zone, but their ignorance of the simplest laws of health is childlike and lamentable.
* Langsdorff, Voyages, Pt. u , pp. 107 and 134.

XII.
MORTUARY CUSTOMS-ANCIENT SEPULTURE-DEPOSITORIES OF'
ASHES-MORTUARY COL UMNS-c'US1'0MS OF THE TLINGI1~ HAID..t1. 1
AND TSIMSHIAN-MODERN CUSTOMS-CHRISTAN BURIAL-SHAMAN
BURIAL.
.A.NCIEN'.1' SEPU.LTURE.

The earliest historical accounts are those of the early voyagers, and
it is from these that we must get our descriptions of primitive methods
of sepulture.
Dixon, who was amongst the Yakutat in June, 1787, says:
The mauuer in which they dispose of their dead is very remarkable. They separate the htad from the b orly and wrapping them in furs, the head is put into a square
box; the body in a kind of oblong chest. .A.t each end of the chest which contains
the body a thick pole, about 10 feet long, is drove into the earth in a slanting position, so that the upper ends meet together, and are very :firmly lashed with a kind of
rope prepared for the purpose. .A.b()ut 2 feet from the top of this arch a small piece
of timber goes across, and is very neatly fitted to each pole; on this piece of timber
the box which contains the head is tixcd, and very strongly secured with rope; the
box is frequently decorated with two or three rows of small shells, and sometimes
teeth, which are let into the wood with great neatness and ingenuity; and, as an additional ornament, is painted with a variety of colors, but the poles are uniformly
painted white. Sometimes these poles are :fixed upright in the earth and on each
side the body, but the head is al ways secured in the position described.*

Dixon also describes a grave discovered by one of his officers near
Sitka: In a cave ~, be found the object which attracted his attention
to be a square box with a human head in it," etc., beautifully ornamented with small sllells somewhat like those at Yakutat.*
Portlock, who was also in this region in 1787, describes a grave just
above Sitka as follows:
This edifice was composed of four posts, each about 20 feet long, stuck in the
ground 6 feet distant from each other. and in a quadrangular form. A.bout 12 or 15
feet from the ground there was a rough-boarded floor, and two of the sides were
boarded 4 feet higher up; the other si<les were left open. In the middle of this floor
an Indian chest was deposited, which most likely contained the remains of sorue
person of consequence; and on that side of the edifice to the wetitward, and which
pointed up the sound, there was painted the semblance of a human face.

It is further described as showing evidence of having been recently
repaired and the painting touched up.*
---* Dixon, Voyage, pp. 175, 176.

- - ·- - - - - · - - - - - -- t Ibid., p. 181.
:j: PorLlock, Voyage, p. 2 0.
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Vancouver describes a Kootznahoo grave (Tliugit) which tlley saw
on Admiralty Island, near Point Caution , m 1794, as follows:
They rested for the night in a small cove uudc1 a high hill, where a box was fouud
about 4 feet square, pla,ced on wooden pillars al>out Gfeet from the ground. Thh1
box contained the ::.·emains of a human l>ocly very carefully wrapped up, and by its
side was erected a pole ai)Out 20 feet high, painted in horizontal streaks red an<l.
wh1te; the colors were fresh and lively. "

Vancouver also describes as follows Kake Indian grams on Keku
Strait, Kupreanoff Island, which he saw in 1794:
In the vicinity of thesernins were many sepulchres or tombs, in which dead bodi es
were deposited. These were made with a degree of neatness seldom exhil>ited in the
building of their habitations. A wooden frame was raised about 10 feet from tbe
ground, the upper half of which was inclosed, and in the open part below in many,
though not in all, of them was placed a canoe. The flooring of the upper part ,,·as
about 5 feet from the ground, and above that the sides an<l. top were entirely closed
in with boards, within which were human bodies in boxes wra.pped up in skins or in
matting. These repositories of the dead were of different sizes, and some of them
contained more bodies than the others; in the largest there were not more than four
or five, lying by the side of each other, not one appearing to l>e placed above the
rest; they were generally found near the water side, and Yery frequently on some
conspicnous point. Many of these sacred monuments seernetl to have l>een erected a
great length of time, and the most ancient uf them had cvitlently l>een repaircll an<l
strengthened by additional supporters of more modern workmansh ip. Hence it
would appear that whatever might be the enmity that existed between the several
tribes when living, their remains when dead were respected :rnd suffered to rest
•] nietly and unmolested. t

An earlier description (1793) by Vancouver of sowe gravc8 up Behm
canal, near Point Nelsou, is as follows:
Near the ruins of a few tcmp9rary buts of the natives we found a l>ox al>out :3 feet
scp1are and 1½feet deep, in which were the remains of a human skeleton, which
appeared from the confused situation of the bones, either to have l>cen cut to pieces,
or thrust with great violence into this small space.

These were not numerous, and from the circumstances they concluded that only "certain persons " were thus en tom bed.+
Another description by the same author (August, 1793) of a g-rave at
cape Northum"berlanu, Graving group, South AlaRka, is as follows:
On a. high detached rock were the remains of a largo village, much more exi:osecl

to the inclemency of the weather than any resid ence of tlie natives I have l>efore
seen. Here w"' found a sepulchre of a peculiar character. IL was a kind of vault,
form <l. partly by the natural cavity of the rocks an<l partly by the rnde artists oft11 c
co nntry. It was lined with boards, and contained some fragments of w:nlikeimplernents, lying n~ar a square box covered with mats, and very curiously corded down.~

Thi de cription is imilar to one gi,en to th·e writer by Judge J. G.
wan, of Port Town end, vVa bington Territory, as found by him in
1 3 iu a cave n North I laud of tlrn Queen Uharlotte group.
1
rom 11 d cription that llave been giYen it wonlu appear tuat the
m tlloc1 · f pnlture in this region wel'e far from uniform in
Il w v r, among t tho, e tribes which pracfo;ed ere'V, nc.:on v r, Yoyag
lb ·<l. p. 2!)0~

vol. rn, p. 260.

t Ibid. , Vo1.
~

11,

Ibid., p. 370.

p. 3Gl.
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HA IDA MO RTUARY AN D COMMEMORATIVE COLUMNS.
From photographs by the aut hor and from sketches in the U. S. Nat onal Museum.
1

Fig. 340. KAIGANI MORTUARY COLUMN, containing a box holding the ashes of the
dead, at the ruins of the abandoned K aigani village of Chasina, at the
entrance to Cholmondeley Sound, Prince of Wales Island, Alaska.
Fig. 341. KAIGANI MORTUARY COLUMN, with compartment boarded up. This contains the remains of the dead in a box, and represents a departure from
cremation to inhumation, or aerial sepulture, in imitation of the former
custom of thus depositing the cremated remains. At Kasa-an, Prince
of Wales Island , Alaska.
Fig. 342. KAIGANI MORTUARY COLUMNS (aerial sepulture), supporting a box containing the body of the dead. At the partially abandoned village of
Kaigani, Dall I sland, Alaska.
Fig. 343. ame as Fig. 340, but slightly different in form.
Fig. 344. HAIDA. COMMEMORATIVE COLUMN, with sign-board-like attachment at the
top. This is imitation of the style of post shown in Fig. 341, and as
such is a survival of, or emblematic of, the former custom of cremation. This style of post is erected in front of the ho •1se of the deceased,
while the body is deposited at some distance from it. It is erected to
comm morate the dead, as explained in Chapter VU.
Fig. 345. H ID
OMMEMORATIVE COLUMN, of same type a Fig. 344, but with two
c lumn , in in1itation of the type shown in Fig. 342.

Report of National Museum, 1888.- Niblack.
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MODERN T LI NGIT G RAVES, ALASKA.

F rom photographs and sketches by the author.

Fig. 346. SHAMAN'S GRAVE. Of the general type found amongst the Tlingit.
Fig. 347. GRAVE OF CHIEF SHUSTOCKS. On Shustocks Point, opposite the village
of Wrangell. The pole is surmounted by the carved figure of a black
bear.
Fig. 348. NORTHERN TLINGIT DEAD-HOUSE. Containing the carved and ornamented boxes in which are deposited the cremated ashes of the dead.
From a sketch made by the writer, Sitka, Alaska.
Fig. 349. GRAVE OF INDIAN CHIEF. Surmounted by the carved wooden figure of
a wolf, indicating the totem of the deceased. Fort Wrangell, Alaska.

Report of National Museum , 1888. -Niblack.
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MODE RN TLIN GIT GR AVES, ALASKA.
Drawn from photographs in the U. S. National Museum.

Fig. 350. GROUP VF MODERN TLINGI'r GRAVES. Naha Bay. Method of sepulture
under missionary influence. The body is inclosed in a casket and
buried in the ground. Ov r it is temporarily erected a cotton sheeting
tent, as shown on the left of the view. Later on a wooden monument,
su rmounted by a cross, is erected, or a picket fenc( built around the
grave site.
Fig. 351. GROUP OF TLINGIT GRAVES. On a small high-water island off the village
of Tongass, Alaska. A curious combination of customs is shown in
th left center of the view, where the grave is inclosecl by a picket
f nc , but marked by a carved figure of an eagle, the totem of the dee ased.
Fig. 352. GROUP OF TLINGIT GRAVES and deacl-hou.-es at Sitka. Alaska. Th
graves are of the general type where l.mrial is practiced, but in the
cl ad-hous s are d posit cl the r maim; of those crenrnted. a. in F ig. 348,
Plat LXV.

Report of Nat1on·a1 Museum , 1888.-Niblack.
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mation, the custom very generally obtained of depositing- the ashes in
boxes mounted on columns or on shelves or compartments in the columns themselves,
DEPOSITORY OF ASHES.

Vancouver describes a method which he saw at Cross Sound, in 1793,
as follows:
Here were erected two pillars, 15 feet high and 4 feet in circumference, painted
white; on the top of each was placed a large square box; on examining one of them
it was found to contain many ashes and pieces of burnt bones, which were considered to
be human. These relics were carefully wrapped up in skins and old mats, and at the
base of the pillars was piaced an old canoe iu which Wtre some paddles.,.

Plate LXIV., Figs. 340 and 343, show two types of primitive Haida
sepulture of cremated ashes, on the site of the ancient and abandoned
Kaigani village of Chasin a, at the entrance of the Cholmondeley Sound,
Prince of Wales Island, Alaska. The boxes containing the ashes have
somewhat fallen into decay, but are seen on the shelves. This is the
most primitive form of ,the sepulture of ashes. Fig. 34;1 is the sketch
of a column at Kasa-an, Prince of Wales Island (Kaigani) in which
the shelf and compartment containing the ashes are hoarded up. This
was generally the custom, and a curious survival of it is shown in Fig.
344, from J.Ylasset (Queen Charlotte Islands), in which the boards are
simply nailed across the top of the post ·or column in the semblance
of a box, while the body itself is deposited elsewhere in some other
form of sepulture. _In this we have both a commemorative column and
an imitation of the ancient or former method of depositing the ashes,
very much as to-day the funeral urn in marble marks with us, in some
instances, the site of a grave in which the body is inhumed. The form
given to the cross boards is that of an end or one side of a funeral box
carved with the totem of the deceased. Fig. 342 of the same plate
represents another form of depositing, in which the compartment con·
taining the body of the dead or the boxes of ashes is borne between two
plain columns or posts from about 6 to 10 feet apart, there being
room for the body or two or more boxes on the shelf. This is also
boarded up. The sketch is from one ·by the writer, made at the village
of Kaigani, near Cape Muzon (latitude 54°, 38' N.)~ the southernmost
village of Alaska. There is every reason to believe that at this now
almost abandoned village we tind the most primitive form in which
these depositories existed. Marchand, who visited the Queen Charlotte Islands in 1791, says:
These monuments are of two kinds; the first and most simple are composed only
of a wooden column about 10 feet high and 1 foot in diameter, on the summit of
which planks are secured, forming a platform. In some this platform is snpported by
two columns. The corpse, deposited on this platform, is covered with moRs and large
stones. The graves of the second kind are more elaborate; four posts planted in the
ground, and supporting, only 2 feet above the ground, a sarcophagus artistically ornamented and hermetically sealed. t
"Vancouver, Voyage, Vol.

III,

p. 242.

B. Mis. 142,. pt. 2--23

tMarcliand, Voyage, Tome II, pp. 135,136.
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As cremation preceded aerial deposit with the Haida, it is to be presumed that the forms of sepulture illustrated in Figs. 340 to 343 inclusive, from the Kaigani villages, antedate in type those describerl lly
Marchand. According to Lisiansky (1805) the same forms as descrjbed
by the latter were found amongst the Tlingit at Sitka, excepting that
t,he a:shes were deposited instead of the corpse:
The bodies here are burned, and the ashes, together with the bones that remain unconsumed, deposited in wooden l,oxes, which are placed on pillars, that have different figures painted and carved on them, according to the wealth of the deceased.
On taking possession of our new settlement [Sitka] we destroyed a hundred at least
of these, and I examined many of the boxes.*

Fig. 345 represents a survival of the form of deposit in which the box
is supported by two posts from the village of Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, the boards from post to post having the sem blauce of the
end of a huge box, in which the ashes or remains were formerly cteposited. This is similar in significance to the one shown in Fig. 344,
being a survival of the semblance of a former custom. Wherever cremation was practised in this region, it seems to have been the earlier
custom to deposit the ashes in boxes on columns. These latter must
however be distinguished from the strictly commemorative columns
erected to "glorify the dead." The carved columns, erected at the encl
of the village, as in Plate nr, stand somewhat between the two, having
the double purpose of "glorifying the dead;, and serving as mortuary columns, to. symbolize the old and mark the new form of the interment
of the remains. While t.bey do not in themselves serve as a sepulchre
or receptacle, they seem in a vague way to have had their origin in the
ancient custom of depositing the dead in boxes on or shelves in these
carved columns. The origin of the custom of cremation amongst the
northern tribes of this region seems traceable to the belieJ that a piece
of tlle flesh in the possession of an enemy gave him the power to work
evil to bil-\ spirit and to bis kin. This belief in witchcraft is general
throughout the coast. Dunn gives a curious ill ustratiou of this amongst
the Kwakiutl. He says of his dealings with them :
This exasperated the Indians against me; and tbey gave me the narue of shloapes,
e., " tingy;" and when near them, if I should spit, they would run :ind try to take
up the spHtle in something; for, according, as they afterwards informed me, they
intended to give it to their doctor or magician; and he would charm my life away.t

i.

The bodies of warriors killed in battle were formerly cremated, the
head being severed from the body and preserved in a box, supported
by two pole over the box holding his ashes. This was the form of
epul hr d cribed by Dixon among t the Yakutat, a previou ly
u t l in hi chapter, the idea of cremation being to prevent an enemy
fr m uti1ating h body. It i believed also amongst the Tlingit tllat
th ,· ul r
irit f tho e who e bodie,_ are cremated will be very
· n f r · l in the
irit world. Whatever may have been tue origin
t Dunn, Oregon, PV· 246-247,
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of cremation, with them it would seem that the reasons for it were not
convincing to the larger portion of the southern 'l'lingit, Haida, and
Tsimshian, where ::;epulture by interment is practised similar to our
methou of burial.
Amongst the northern Tlingit, where cremation is still practised to
a considerable extent, the present form of sepulture is that shown in
Fig. 352, Plate LXVI, which represents a group of graves near Sitka
similar to the type found in other northern Tlingit villages. They are
simply frame houses, with a small window or opening in the side,
through which the boxes containing the cremated ashes of the dead
are introduced. The funeral boxes containing the ashes of the different members of a family rest side by side on the floor, raised a few
feet above the ground, and are generally visible through the window.
The form of construction and interior arrangemrnt is illustrated in Fig.
348, Plate LXV. The window is sometimes covered with a Chilkat
blanket, as in the illustration, serving to adorn the outside, and to indicate that the remains of persons of wealth repose within. Th~
wooden knob or ball on top is frequently replaced by a carved totemic
figure. The dead houses are often painted with totemic designs on the
out.er walls, and ornamented with scalp locks and other trophies of the
deceased.
Cremation is not the uniw~rsal practice even amongst the northern
Tlingit, a large proportion of sepulture being by inhumation. Langsdor:fl' (1805) says that sometimes at Sitka, "The corpse is laid out in a
new chest, and interred in a remote part of the forest, commonly between four trees forming a square." Figs. 347 and 349, Plate LXV,
illustrate modified forms of Repulture at Fort Wrangell (Stikine)
Alaska. The former is the grave of Chief Shusta.ck, on Shusta.ck
Point, at the south entrance to Wrangell Anchorage, directly opposite
· the town. It represents a form of aerial sepulture, in that the remains
are not actually buried in the ground, but remain above the surface enclosed in a box. Fig. 849 is th~t of an Indian chief of the Wolf totem,
the form of construction being similar to that of Fig. 346, the grave of
a shaman or medicine man.
SHAMAN GRAVES.

These are uniform in type amongst all the Tlingit, and !Jave been the
s~me from time immemorial, as their bodies have never been burned, for
the reason that it is a common superstition that fire will not touch them.
'fhe bodies are doubled up with the chin near the knees and the upper
part covered with a bark or basket-work mat. The graves are of the
type shown in Fig. 346, Plate LXV, and are invariably located at some
little distance from the, village on a small islanu, conspicuous point, or
high promontory, sometimes selected by themselves before death. The
sepulchre itself consists of a small pen or enclosure of logs, usually elevated above the ground on four short posts, anu facing towards the
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water, the roof slopiug back in the other direction. The body is borne
to the grave in the canoe he used in life; is lowered into the sepulchre
through an opening in the roof, and deposited . on its side on the floor.
With it are placed the talisman, charins, and paraphernalia which served
in life to give the power of evil to their possessor. The canoe is hauled
up on the beach near the grave with the paddles in it, in preparation
for launching, and sometimes placed on rollers or skids. * These
graves are usually along some frequented water-course, aud are very
conspicuous. Whenever an Indian passes one of them in his canoe he
drops an offering of some value (usually a piece of tobrwco) into the
water to propitiate the yake of the deceased and bring fair winds and
good luck to the superstitious donor.
Amongst the Haida and Tsimshian, the shaman graves are usually
small and made of split boards instead of logs, but are substantially
the same in form as the Tlingit ones here described. The body is, however, more usually deposited in a sitting posture. The only ones who
have the privilege of looking into these graves are the other shaman,
who sometimes, under the inspiration of a dream, can go to them and
remove certain charms of the deceased for their own use. The ordinary
Indian, however, has a most wholesome dread of these graves, and believes that if in passing one be sees any part of the . bones protruding
through the flesh either himself or some member of his family will soon
die.
SLAVES,

The custom with regard to slaves t,bat died a natural death wati to
throw the bodies into the sea or otherwise cast them aside. Certain
slaves, however, were selected by a master to be ki1led or sacrificed at
his funeral ceremonies, in order that their spirits might accompany his
in the next world and minister to it as they did to him iu life. Those
so selected esteemed it a great houor, as their bodies were accorded the
same sepulture as their master's. Iu case of cremation the bodies of
the slaves were cremated with that of their master, or in case of iutermeut were buried with it, thus securing to their spirits a comfortable
time in the next world. Slaves killed on the occasion of a person. of
·on ·equ ~nee building a house or giving a great feast were accorded also
th right of burial of a freeman. There is, therefore, no special form
of ·epulture for slaves.
·
'IIRl, 'TIAN BURI.AL.

n 1 r tll • religi u · influence of mi sionaries the Indian· have been
1•d t giv up many f tbeir former cu tows, and inhurnation or interm n i ; gr~dna11y .·upplantin g all ther forms of epulture. Fig. 350,
1'h t · L Y I i H ~ ·haract ,ri. · i • gronp of modern Tlingit grave at Ta.

",'1 hi

i

~11· na ·,: a · gr: vc n ar Poin t Tesbitt, Zarembo Island, described for the

wri t ·r hy L 1P11t. J • \\'. 'offm an, l . , . Nn.v~·.
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ah Bay (Tlingit) 1 iil southern Alaska. The body is enclosed in a rough
casket and buried, a temporary tent of white sheeting being erected
over the grave. Later this is replaced by either a fence, as shown in
Fig. 352, or a pyramidal structure surmounted by a cross, as in Fig.
350, or an eagle or other totemic carving'., as in Fig. 351. This fencing
in of the grave is now quite generally practised tllroughout the i'egion
of the Tsimshian, Kaigani, anrl southern Tlingit. Fig. 351 is a group of
graves near the village of Tongass (Tlingit). Plate III presents a view
in two sections of the grave-yard at the Kaigaui village of Kasa-an,
Prince of Wales Island, and, with Plates LXY and LXVI, gives a general
idea of the graves seen to-day in tllis region, being sketches, or sketches
from photographs, with one exception, taken by the writer in 1885-'87.
IN GENERAL .

.As a summary, it may be stated that Christian burial is rapidly supplanting all other forms. Ore mation is still in vogue amongst the northern Tlingit, the ashes either being deposited in boxes in a small house,
or, according tu Dunn, in boxes in a secluded spot, in the woods.*
Amongst the other tribes interment is n:ow pretty generally practised,
the spot being marked either by a carved column, or by an enclosure in
the form of a fence.
MOR'l.'U.A.RY CEREMONIES.

Although the methods of sepulture have changed in recent years, the·
attendant ceremonies have not altered much. On the demise of an important personage in this region, it is customary to array the body in
ceremonial apparel and surround it with the tokens of his or her wealth.
Thus laid out in state, the relatives and friends of the deceased view the
remains. In the case of the death of a great and well-known chief, Indians come from other villages, and the body is thus displayed until in
an advanced stage of decomposition, when the final rites take place.
Dunn (1835) says of the Tsimshian, '' When a chief dies, he is, before interment, dressed up, his face painted, and placf\di sitting up, in a canoe,
and paddled round the maritime village, looking almost life-like." *
Amongst the Haida, Tsimshian, Kaigani, and southern Tlingit, when
cremation was practised, the attendant ceremonies were about as follows:
The members of families belonging to the wife's totem, and to totems
other than that of the deceased, were invited to a mourning feast, lasting usually four days. The feasting and display of the body in state were
accompanied by the dismal lamentations and wailing of the mourners,
who, after the guests bad entered and were seated, came in dressed iu
mourning costume and leaning on 1oug staves or caryerl ceremonial
sticks. Arriving in tlle middle of the floor, they wept, moaned, wailed,
*Dunn (183~), On•gnn, p. 280.
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and sang in a mo8t dismal manner. In the intervals of mourning the
feasting took place, and it was then also that the slave8 were sacrificed.
'fhe nearest relative or leading man who gave the feast despatched the
slaves by a sharp blow on the head. with a "Ei1ave-killer," a variety of
which,instruments is shown in Plate XLVI. The most elaborate kinds
were carved from deer antlers, but the points were sometimes of copper
or stone.
Usually the body of the deceased was borne to the pyre and burned
at the beginning or on the first day of the ceremonies, the feasting and
mourning following that event. In any case, the bearers of the body
are the invited guests. The funeral pile is usually built just back of the
house of the deceased. The mourners range themselves around the
funeral pyre, their faces painted black, their hair cut short, and sometimes their heads covered with eagle's down. It was the early custom
amongst the Tlingit to disjoint the body before burning it. Sometimes
the pipe was passed around before the fire was lighted, which last was
done at a signal from the master of ceremonies. As the fire was lighted,
drums were ueaten, and the mourners wailed and cried until the pyre
was consumed. The ashes and burnt bones were collected in an elaborately carved wooden box, which was deposited in the mortuary houses,
or on the columns described. The relatives washed and repainted their
faces, presents were made to the guests who had assisted, and a feast
took place, terminating the ceremonies.*
An anonymous writer iu the American Naturalist thus describes a
Tlingit funeral which he witnessed:
In one corner of the room we found the corpse, completely encased in blankets,
which in turn were enveloped by a large woven sea-grass mat,, aud tied up iu such a
manner as to bring the kuees nearly to t,be chin, and, thus enshrouded, it was placed
iu_a sitting posture. The house was about half tilled with Indians-men, women,
and children.
On one side of the room a young brave was busily engagecl with a pair of scissors
in cutting off the long black hair of all the near relatives, male and female. This
,·eem to be one of the usnal mourning cnstoms among these Indians. After be bad
completed this ton orial duty, dnriug which be hac1 been frequently interrupted by
their sadden ontuur tsof grief, a proce sion of a boat twenty Indian warriors, headecl by
ohl An-a-boots, the war chief of the tril>e, :filed through t110 small portal. Each carried
in his hand a long sl utler staff made of a hard wood and carved all over with fantastic
figures, while bright-colored Had'on Bay blankets fell in not ungraceful folds from
their broad, q11ar shoulder. These stuves bore evidence of their great age by the
highpolisbwhicbtb ypo e sed,nswcllasbytheirsmokycolor:1ndpungentodor. The
warrior ran()' d them elves in line alouO' one side of th house, fac1 lJIY tbe center, and
immediately h gan a, lngubrion death •baut, keeping time by rai in<T their tave
ahout lhr inche. from the floor and letting them drop together. 'fhis rlolefnl air
w· mn<:h mor · ruouotonou than mnsical.
All thi tirue th relativeH of the cl(•c as cl were rending the air with their lam nta" • illlp. rm, ,Jo11nwy Vol. 11, p. 20 ; ))all, Ala. ka, p. 417; P rtlock, Voyage, p. 290;
Fr, z r 'lo1m11i ru pp. L aucl 2, quoting Hol nberg, p. 324, and Krause, Die Tlinkitlnd1an r, p. 22:t
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tions. Every Indian present bad his face thickly smeared with a fresh coat of seal
oil and black pai11t, thus rendering himself inconceivably hideous,
At the close of the death song two stalwart youn~ braves mounted to the roof and
lowered bark ropes through the aperture, which were made fast to t}1e matting that
enveloped the corpse. An-a-hoots made a sign to the young men, aud they began
raising the body toward the opening in the roof. They always remove their dead
from their houses in this manner, instead of through the door, on account of a superstition they have that the spirit of the defu11ct made its exit in this way. But just as
i.t arrived at the roof one of the ropes broke, precipitating the lifeless bundle upon the
fire below, scattering the burning coals in every direction. For a moment all was terror, confusion, and dismay. The shrieks and yells of superstitious horror that we11t up
from the women and children baffle description. The body was hastily snatched from
the fire and hurriedly carried out through the door to the funeral pyre, which was
about 40 yards in rear of the house.*

The following is a description of an Indian cremation witnessed at
Sitka, Alaska, during the winter of 1886-'87, as described for the writer
by Lieut. George Barnett, U. S. Marine Corps:
For several days after death the body was lying in i::tate, surrounded by all articles
of value which had been t,he property of the deceased. The face was covered with a
mask, and on the head was a handsome head-dress trimme<l with ermine skins which
hung down the back; the body, which was in a sitting posture, was covered with
Chilkat blankets.
During the time the body was lying in state some of the friends of the deceased
kept up a doleful chant, keeping time with carved mourning sticks, while others pre-pared the funeral pile iu rear of the house; this pile was made of yellow cedar logs
so arranged that a solid mass was formed about 3 feet high and then the sides and
one end were continued for about 2 or 3 feet more, thus forming a box open at one
end and on top, extra logs being on Land to cover the top :md :fill the open end after
the body was in place.
When all was ready four men took hold of the corners of the blanket, which had
been placed on the floor under the co1·pse, and carried all to the window, resting it
on the window-sill, wbere it was held hy four women, while the men went out through
tlie door aud again took bold •outside of the window; they then carried the body
toward the pile, while an old woman, who was left in the house, took a tin pan and
gathered up some coals and ashes from the fin~ in tbe center of the house; she carried the fire to the window and threw it ont after the bo<ly, as she said, to purify the
house; she then took up a sma11 dog and likewise threw it out of the window to accompa.ny the departed.
Under no circumstances will the Indians take a corpse ont through the door; if
tl1ere is no window, they will make a hole in the side of the house or take it out through
the smoke-hole in the roof.
The body was then placed in the hollow part of the pile and the top and end logs
put in place, after which all was covered with seal oil and the fire started.
During the burning two men used long poles to stir the fire, so that all would be
burned; at the saiue time about n, dozen mourners with their faces blackened kHpt
up a funeral chant, keeping time by beating on the ground with their funeral sticks.
About 30 or 40 feet from the fire a hole had been dug in the groun<l and partially
covered with brush, and here the widow was attended by several female friends, who
combed her hair and changed her clothes, as they said, to cleanse her and make her
eligible for matrimony again.
After the corpse was consumed the bones and ashes were collected and placed in
Quoted in Standard Natural History, Vol.

YI,

Man., pp. 134 1 135.
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Indian boxes, w hich were deposited in the dead house in rea,r of the former house of
the deceased.
Although large quantities of unburned wood remains after a cremation, the India.us
will not use it, but will go miles for their fuel rathflr t.han act contrary to custom
founded on superstition.

The tribes that now do not practice cremation, Auch as the Haida,
Kaigani, and southern Tlingit, enclose the corpse in a sitting posture
in a large covered box, similar to 'those ordinarily used, and stow it
away in t,he d ~ad house, . which is usually a shed or small house behiml
the lodge of the deceased or at one end of the village. Some of these
dead houses contain three or four bodies. After the ceremony of de, positing the box, the brother, or other near relative; gives a potlatch
and a feast to repay those who have contributed to the ceremony,
either: in' helping construct the box, or the dead house, or in ca•rying
the body. Tllis practice is not very different where the body is interred
according to the rites of Christian burial or in imitation of it. The
mourning, feasting, and painting of the face is still generally praotised
with any form of burial, save that directly under the supervision of the
missionaries.
It is the present custom, however, amongst the Kaigani, Haida, and
southern Tlingit when a chief or very wealthy person dies, to display
the body iu state for awhile and then enclose it in a casket, which remains in the houAe in which the deceased lived, the other occupants
moving out and finding quarters elsewhere. The casket is surrounded
l>y the boxes containing the ceremonial apparel of the deceased, bis
household utensils, personal property, and tokens of wealth in general,
and thus left for several years, admission being given from time to
time to visitors to view the spectacle. Plate LXVIT is a view of such a
disposition of the body of the famous chief Skowl, at Kasa-an village,
Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, fro:qi a photograph by the writer.
Plate LXVIII, Fi g. 353, is a view of chief Shakes lying in state at Fort
Wrangell, Alaska.
The grandest feasts and ceremonies in t.bis region are in honor of the
dead, and in celebration and commemora.tion of the prowess, good
birth, and wealth of the tleceas;efl.
SIIAMAN BURIAL .

all, peaking of the cu toms at the death of a shaman, says:
first night her maiu. lyin"' in the c0rner where be <1iecl; bnt on the followin 'd, y he i remov cl to the opposite coruer, and tbis is continn d until t lrn body
lia vi it ,d ach of th four corners of the hou&e. All th inmates of tbe hoaso fa t
m an while. On thP fifth cla)· the hody, dr s din the garb of his profession, is bonud
to: !Joarll. Two ivory or hone wand., which th . l1aman nsed in bis perfonnauce ,
ar" placed, the on· in Lie •:trti lage of the nos , and th other in tbe hair, wbi bis ti <1
o,~ th_ r. The 11 ad i. <:ov red with a piece of basket-work, an<l the body is carri cl
to 1t· fin 1 r . ting pl. ce."

.. Dal1 , Ala<ilrn., p.

6.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXVII.
MORTUARY DISPLAY OF THE BODY OF CHIEF SKOWL, LYING IN STATE IN HIS HOUSE AT
KASA-AN, SURROUNDED BY HIS PERSONAL EFFECTS AND THE TOKENS OF HIS WEAL TH.
From a photograph by the author.

Chief Skowl died in the winter of 1882-'83, and, according to the custom of the
region, his body was first displayed in state dressed in the ceremonial robes of a
chief. Later it was inclosed in a casket and deposited, as shown, on a pile of boxes
containing his clothing and ceremonial dance paraphernalia. The group is at the
end of the building, opposite the entrance, between the two carved posts holding
the rafters of the house. The piles of boxes, all full of valuables, the row of coppers, the bronze howitzer, etc., all indicate the rank and wealth of the deceased.
Just below the casket are grouped his personal household utensils, consisting of
porcelain bowls, platters, wooden buckets, spoons, etc., which are cared for as personal relics of the deceased. The figure on the left is that of a former slave of the
chief; that on the right a Kaigani in full dance regalia, with painted body and hair
bedecked with eagle's down.
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THE BODY OF CHIEF SHAKES LY IN G IN STAT E, AND A SCENE FROM A THEATRICAL ENT ERTAINMENT COMMEMORATIVE OF THE LEGEND OF THE ALLIANC E OF SHAKES WITH T H E.
BEAR FAM ILY.
From a sketch in the U. S. Nationa l Mu seum and a photograph by the author.

Fig. 353. Tlingit and Haida custom on the death of a chief. The body is dressed in
ceremonial attire and surrounded by the emblem s of the wealth of the
deceased; is displayed in state as long as possible. Indians from fa.~·
and near gather to view the r emains. When decomposition set in the
body is inclosed in a casket and either interred with great pomp or
cremated, or else displayed, as in the case of 'hief Skowl. Thi view
represents the body of the head chief, Shakes, lying in state at Fort
Wrangell, laska .
Fig. 354. Tlingit theatrical ntertainment, as explained in the text. Chapter XIII,
p, 376,377.
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THE BODY OF CHIEF SHAKES LYING IN STATE , AND A SCENE FROM A THEATRICAL ENTER~
TAINMENT C OMMEMORATIVE OF THE LEGEND OF THE ALLIANCE OF SHAKES WITH THE
BEAR FAMILY.
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WOODEN COMMEMORATIVE OR MORTUARY COLUMN S OF THE TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIANS.
F rem photographs and sketches.

Fig. 355. MORTUARY OR COMMEMORATIVE COLUMN at Masset, Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Co;umbia.
Fig. 356. MORTUARY OR COMMEMORATIVE COLUMN in front of Chief Shake's house
at Fort Wrangell, Alaska.
Figs. 357, 358, and 359. MORTUARY COLUMNS near Howkan, Alaska. Fig. 358,
with the spruce tree growing out of the top, illustrates the decay of
these woodP-n carvings through the encroachment of the vegetation,
which flourishes wherever it can get the least foothold.
Fig. 360. MORTUARY OR OMMEMORATIVE COLUMN at Fort Tongass, Alaska.

Report of National Museum , 1888.- N iblack.
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SUMMARY,

It is impossible to generalize with regard to the mortuary customs of
the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian. 'l'he methods of sepulture differ
, in different localities, and have undergone many cha_nges since the advent of the whites. Around Sitka the custom of burning the dead bas
obtained from the earliest times, but the sepulture of the- ashes has
radically changed; whereas, cremation ·has now been almost entirely
given up by the Tsimshian, Haida, and southern Tlingit, having been
originally somewhat the prevailing custom. With regard to the burial of
shamans the custom seems to have been from the earliest times the same
as now, and quite uniform in character throughout t-he northern region
of the coast.

XIII.
PEASTS, DANCES, CEREMONIES, POTLATCHES, THEA TRI GALS.

I.

INITIATORY CEREMONIES: MARRIAGE-CHILD-BIR'.l'H-NAMINGPIERCING 'l'HE EARS AND NOSE-'I.'A'l'TOOING-PUBERTY-BRlNGING
OU'.l'-SELF-NAMING-CHIEFTAINCY-GLORIFlCA'l'ION OF THE DB.AD,

JI.

FESTIVE CEREMONIES: WELCOME-TR.ADE-HOUSE-BUILDING-

POTLATCHES-CEREMONIAL DANCES-''CUL'l'UR'' DANCES-THEA'l'HI-

CALS.

i~estivities in general in this region consist in singing, dancing-, feasting, and in the distribution of presents; in the parade of ceremonial
paraphernalia, and in elaborate ceremonies, accompanied by all the
pomp and display that native wealth, ingenuity, an<l re, ource can add
to make them effective. Invitations to attend are sometimes extended
only to the people of certain totems iu the settlement; sometimes tlrn
whole village is invited; often all from distant tribes are summoned.
The host invites according to the significauce of the entertainment, or
to his resources and abilities to bear the expense. People of small
means do not as a rule go outside of their own village, while a chief,
from hh-; wealth and the dignity due his position, extends his summons
to the people of distant villages. Long before the occasion me~sengers are sent out to notify the guests, the invitation being general,
to men, women, and children. Some of the ceremouies are initiator,v
in their nature, celebrating the advance of children towards manhood
or womanhood; some mark the endeavor of men to attain re pect and
consideration by the display of wealth, by the giving of presents, aud
by lavi h entertainment; while others are obligatory on aspirant for
rank or authority. Running through it all are the regard for wealth
and b w; the petty envie , jealousies, and rivalries of ambitious individual' and farnili ; the trick , fiction , and debasements to attain
nd · the love f applau e, power, and advancement; and, above all
a nic ty in the gradation of pr ents to correspond with th abilitie,'
of he r ·ipi nt. to r turn in kind. This marks a great t p in the
• lu i n f th , ntimen of gratitnd , which i purely a produ t or
t ri nt . f •iyiliz ion. In fact, in this cnl'ion .' . ocial organizatiou
h
d n w , 1th a d f mily w recoguiz HO man toncbe of natar
th ·
l'in:hip with them t.' too , pparrnt to a~lmit of our judging
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them harshly. Time and whitewash have accomplished wonders for
us, but tho coating is too thin in places to entirely conceal our savage
selves of yesterday.
·
On all festive occasions, which are numerous, singing and dancing
are indulged in, the social proclivities being strong within them. The
dancing usually takes place indoors, and is accompanied by the. singing
of a selected fow, who sit apart and beat on a drum similar to that
shown in }1.,ig. 302, Plate LVII, the time being_still further emphasized
by thP- leader or others, who carry rattles or thump on the floor or ground
with batons similiar to those shown in Plate xvrr.
Dancing.-Some of the dances are stately, dignified, and formal; some
a.re wild, passionate, and furious; others are ludicrous; but in general
the method of dancing them is the same, the movements simply being
slow or exaggerated, as the case may be. It consists mainly in contortion of the body and hips, with the feet firmly planted and the knees
slightly bent. The body is wiggled aud swayed from side to side or
forward and backward, the legs remaining bent at about the same
angle. The dancers atlvance or change about, by a spasmodic hop
or shuffling of the feet, but the movements of the feet play only a
small part in the so-called dancing i'tself. Now and then, with the. introduction of a new figure or movement by the leader, or tlle interjection of a witty remark by one of the dancers, the audience will laugh
or express its approval by grunts and cries. As the dance proceeds the
movements gradually become more and more animated. The leader
now and then addresses remarks and ~jaculations to the singers and to
the other dancers, and the din and contortions are redoubled in fury.
Suddenly thP music stops and the dancers rest. The costumes worn are
various, depending upon tlie signifiance of the dance; head dresses of
cedar bark, and the tall chief's bead dresses ( Fig. 3t>) filled to the top
with birds' down; Chilcat and cedar blankets; masks of various kinds
and devices; cedar-bark girdles; ceremonial coats and leggings; rattles
and whistles; dance wands and mechanically working snappers; wooden
helmets; ceremonial bows an<l arrows; wooden spears and batons of
rank:; to all this add the painted faces and bodies, the eJtgle's down
on the heads and over the paint, and the clouds of birds' down blown
from tubes and scattered by the dancers, and one ha:s an outline of
these picturesque and interesting gatherings. Some mern bers of the
tribe become famous as dancers and as wits. Their antics and contortion~ are always watched with interest, and their sallies greeted with
laughter by the women and children. This individual may be a woman
or man, or formerly might have been a favorite slave, who posed as a
clown or fool to amuse the multitude, and who was granted many privileges not given to other slaves. Amongst the Tlingit the men do most
of the dancing·, whereas amongst the Haida and Tsimsbians both sexes
participate alike, sometimes one or the other, or both, ta.king part.
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Dawson, in a recent magazine article, thus describes a dance which he
saw at Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands:
The perform_e rs, about twenty in number, were dressed according to uo uniform
plan. .,. .,. .,. Some ba<l. rattles, and added to the din by shaking these furionsly :it
the accentuated parts of the song. Five women took part in the dancP, stan<ling in
front in a row, and were dressed. with some nniformity, several hnving the peculiarly
valnable cedar bark or goat's wool shawls made by the Tsimsbiaus. The bead dresses
of the women were all alike, consisting in each case of a small mask or semblance
of a face carved neatly in wood and ~nlaid with pearly haliotis shell. " " " "
'rhe drum was beaten very regularly with double knocks-thus! tmn tnrn, turn tum,
tum turn-and with tbe sound the dancers kept time in a sort of chant or song to
which words are set, and which swells mto a full chorns or dies away according to
the notions of a leader, who stood among the dancers, who, besides marking time,
now and then gave a few words of direction or exhortation . " " .,. To tbe drumming and singing tbe dancing also keeps time, following it very dosely. At e,,ery
beat a spasmodic twitch passes through the crowd of da,ucers, wbo scarcely lift their
feet from the :floor, but move by double ,jerks, shuffling- the feet a little at the same
tiuw. After the performance bas continued for ten minutes or so the master of the
ceremonies gives a sign and all stop with a loncl hugh ! The dance is resumed by the
perspiring crowd at the signal of the clrnm_, which strikes np after a few moments'
rest has been allowed.

Langsdorff (1805) thus describes a dance which be saw at Sitka:
The dance itself consists chiefly in a very eager spring, in executing which t.be
dancers scarcely remove at all from one spot. They are all barefooted, and wear a
~iugle garment only, commonly tbe woolen carter's frock mentione<.l above. One of
the dancers seems, as it were, to lead the rest, carrying in bis hand a thick sort of a
staff ornamented wit.h the teeth of sea-otters; with this he strikes upon the ground
to mark the measure. All, without exception, hold in their bands either tbe tail or
wiug of t,he white-headed eagle or a piece of ermine. The latter is valued by them
very highly as an article of luxnry. They not only ornament their heads with it,
and hold it in their hands, bnt sew it nuont their garments. The women sit upon
the ground at the distance of some paces from the dancers, and sing a not inharmonious melody, which supplies the place of mnsic.*

This description of a dance answers Yery much to one seen by the
writer at Fort Wrangell, in September, 1887, called t,be "stick" dance,
in imitation of the 'rinne Indians of the interior, np the Stikine H.iver.
It consi ted in raising tbe feet alternately in quick succession as high
a' po sible, without moving the bod;y, to the Round of a <lrurn, choru ,
an<l rattle. It differs radically from the u ual coast In<lian danciug.
i rom the detail
given by Langsdorff it would appear that the carrying of wbite plume indicate that the ceremonials which be witnes ed
w r tho of welcome and friend hip or peace, as they took place after
etrain d r lat ion between the Russians and Indian . In the " tick"
cl, n · , witn . ' d at rangell, the Indians wore the buck, kin co tume
f th Tinn , and it wa given on]y for the amu ment of the gue t ',
A.· a ,·um mar. Tit may b tated that among. t tlle T im hian Hai la, an l
Tlingi th f rm f mo. dancing cer monie~ i: a, follow :
Th gn ·t ;i around on th elevated ledge on the . ide, , a do
1: h" ·h ru.· wbi h 1, t r k p tim to the beatin · of a drum or
• Lan

r

,lndl', Yoyag,•s, P;tr( rr , 1>· 114.
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tambourine. There is a master of tbe cere~onies, who leads oft' tlie
chorus and who may himself participate in the dance. The song is
'
usually in praise of the strength, riches, and prowess of tlie host, aud
to this the dancers keep time with rattles, grunts, contortions of the
body, and shuffling of the feet, or spasmodic hoppfog, with knees constantly bent. Daucing is an invariable accompaniment of potlatch
ceremonie8, but may take place withont the distribution of gifts.
The potlatch.-This is one of the most wide-spread and curious customs on the northwest coast. It has its origin not only in tile custom
of the exchange of gifts, but in securing the good-will of others by
presents. To procure a wife; to euter the ranks or obtain the influence of medicine men; to become a great chief; to give sochtl standing
to one's children; to take on oneself the name of a paternal ancestor;
to build a house; to become a respected member of the community; to
atone for a wrong done; to resent au iusult-property in some form or
other must be sacrificed either by destroying it, to show one's rage,
grief, or disregard of wealth, or by giving it away to obtain the goodwill of others. The accumulation of property is a necessity in these
Indian communities in order to stand well in tllem, and wealth becomes
primariJy the basis of social organization. Under the bead of weal~h
the general question of property has been discussed. - In a potlatch all
kindH of personal and household property-blankets, dishes, bowls,
canoes, guns. ammunition, money, mirrors, knfres, garments, spears,
furs, robes, pots, kettles, spoons, etc.-are given away. Discrimination
must, however, be made between a reward for services rendered, damage8 mulcted, or the dot paid to the wife's pareuts, and the cerrmonial_
distribution of gifts, which last is tlle potlatch proper. The ·custom is
a very widely-spread one, and is practised by some tribes of the interior, even east of the Rocky Mountains, particularly amongst those of
the Dakotan stock.
Amongst the Tliugit, Haida, and Tsimshian the potlatch is a perfectly systematized distributio11, involving much more thoughtful consideration and balancing of obligations than the giving of a select
german or limited entertainment by a well-recognized leader of society
in any of our large citie::;. The occasions ou which they are given will
be enumerated later on in the description of the different ceremonies.
In general, the more frequently and liberally an Indian distributes
property the better his standing with the others, the greater his chances
of reaching the dignity of chief in his village, and the more is due him
when some other member performs the same ceremony. An ordinary
man confines bis potlatch to those of his owu village, while a chief usually sends out to certain individuals of distant villages by name. Often
a chief is assisted by his people, whom, in this case, he invites to a
feast, and from whom afterwards he receives gifts which, with those
of his own, are given away sub8equently at the grand potlatch. Whenever it is the intention of an individual, other than the bead chief,
.
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to ma~e such a distribution, he calls together his friends and relatives, makes an inventory of his property, and, with their help, makes
out a list of persons to whom he intends giviug presents and what
articles go to each. It is often the custom, however, previous to calling· together the friends, for tlrn host to quietly distribute his property
among bis friellds and the principal people of the village, who by etiquette are required just hefd're the time set for the potlatch to return
the presents with interest or increase-that is, for four blankets to return six, or in some such ratio. fo this way all the tribe immediately
concerned know what they are to get, and the immediate friends and
relatives know what the visitors are t,o receive. The inv~ntory being
made out and the council of advisers assembled, the list is read out
uame by name. As soon as a name is :read, the friends present express their approval or disapproval of the intention to give the individual named sueh and such present. The list being finally made
out, the messengers are sent out to announce the date and to invite
the guests. On the assembling of the guests, on the date fixe<l, feasting and dancing are indulged in. If the occasion is for the purpose
of raising a house, cutting out and erecting a new carved column, or
undertaking some industrial enterprise requiring the combined effort
of many, the fea:sting and dancing alternate with the work, gambling
being indulged in during spare times, and the distribution takes place
when the work in hand is finished, after which all disperse. In this
case, however, the gifts are in the nature somewhat of reward for services, and go to the guests pure and simple, the relatives receiving none;
but in case of a grand potlatch, unconnected with the industrial idea,
all receive presents according to t,he list made out. In any case, however, the distribution is the final ceremony, and is conducted as follows:
The guests ail being assembled, the goods are displayed about the
walls a'nd on poles and cords or piletl up on the floor in a great mound.
The host standR or sits ·arrayed in ceremonial attire, and presides over
the affair with the ceremoofa,1 baton in his band. The herald blows a
call similar to that :shown in Fig. 334, announces the opening of the
ceremony in a peech, extolling the liberality all(.l prowe~s of t,he host,
and call a name, giving the pre ent he is to receive. An attendant
take the pre ent and depo its it in front of the person who is to receiYe it, where it remaiu until all are thus honored, the names being
called out one by one. On the aunouucemeot of each name, the host
·ol mnly nod hi head and thumps on the floor with hi baton. The
whol
remony f rcibly r mind one, in a general way, of a Sunday, ho 1 Cbri tm · r d1 tribntiou. Formerly laves were given away
t bP. rich and p w rful vi ·itor ·, bnt to tlle poorer gu ts woru-out
hl· nk t: or Y n pi c or ·trip of blanket, were and till are giveu
n th , prin ·ipl that t h
wll have hall be gi-v-en. A ong is ·ung,
n l ,rt rm ,a, a.nd th gu t di per"e, but frequ ntl,v a repetition
f th wh l ffair occur iu he u ~xt lo<l.gr., and s on until tile whol
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community bas contributed to make the affair one long to be remembered, and banded down by tradition as ·au epoch in the history of the
village.
Feasts.-So far we have considered in general dancing, singing, aud
tlie distribution of preseuts. In preparation for a feast the northern
Indians (11 sinu,bian, Haida, and Tlingit), if not now at least formerly,
washed off all the old paint, and, after smearing their bodies with
fresh grease 1 repainted their faces, cl.tests, and arms red, etching on
their totemic designs, and sprinkliag it all with white down in a fulldress bnt polite coating of tar and feathers. The feasts consist of all
kinds of food, quantity being the chief requisite. This, however, is
served on large feast dishes and eaten with ceremonial spoons, both .of
which /have been illustrate<l. in the accompanying- plates. 'fhe guests
sit around on the ledges or snrrounding platforms, and all eat out of
the dishes nearest at liand. The feasts are usually kept up as long as
there is anything to eat.
I.-lNITIA'.L'ORY CEREMONIES.

In this class are iucluded an the ceremonies that mark the di:ffereut
steps in life from birth to death. Funeral ceremonies have been describe<l. The most important voluntar.v step in life, and one that has
the greatest significance in our higher civilization at least, is matrimony.
Jl!arriage.-_i\.s a rule the Indians marry young. Polygamy is the
natural result of the custom l>y which a sister's son or a brother fal]s
heir to the relict of the uncle or brother, in addition to hh, own wife.
While the custom is now dying out, yet. it is in the relations of the
sexes that the Indians most tenaciously cling to old-time customs.
Pol_ygamy is rare, but the number of wives is regulated purely by the
ability or desire of the husband to maintain them. Dunn (1834) mentions a Sebassa (Tsimshian) chief who had twenty wives and host,s of
slaves.* The first wife bas precedence. It is not uncommon amongst
the Tlingit for "rich and substantial men to have two wives, an old
and a young one." t Sometimes there is a great deal of sentiment in
the selection of a bride; sometimes a ~atch is arranged or schemed
for by the families; bnt more often it is a commercial transaction of
buying and selling. A man desiring to marry a girl sends bis mother
or a middle man to her parents to negotiate. An understanding having
been arrived at, he sends as many presents as be can get together to
her father. The ceremony is about the sall1,e throughout the northern
region, consisting mainly in the assembling of friends, the exchange of
presen,ts, feasting, and daucing. The father invites all the daughter's
relations to the cererno11y. On the day appointed the man invites his
friends to accompany him, and going to the house of the brine-elect
- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -,* Dunn, Oregon, p. 274.
tLangsdorff, Voyages, Part ii, p. 133,
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they enter and sit down at ·one end of the room, the girl au<l her relatives being at the other. The- young man's friends make a speech in
his favor, and the girl's relatives sing a song, after which the bride
goes over and sits down beside her to-be-husband and takes his baud.
Dall thus describes the further custom amongst the Tlingit:
All the guests dance and sing; when tired, diversifying the entertainment by eating. The pair do not join in any of the ceremonies. That their future life may be
happy they fast for two days. Then taking a little food to sustain life, they fast for
two days more. Four weeks afterwards they come together and are then recognized
as-man and wife."

When the ceremony is complete the father of the girl gives h,er a
d~wry eqnal in value to that received from the busbaud, and she goes
to live with her father-in-law. If they afterwards separate through
dissatisfaction the presents are all returned; but if a wife is unfaithful,
the husband can send her back with nothing and g:et his own property
from the father. In any case the children go with the mother. The
husband may claim indemnity from his wife's seducer. When the marriage festival is all over, the fact is mar·k ed by the removal from the
bride's lower lip of the button or pin, and the substitution of the plug
or labret.
Child-birth.-It appears that only amongst the Tlingit are peculiar
customs in vogue in the treatment of women at child-birth. Petroff
says in hi8 report:
The special suffering imposed upon all womankind by nature is increased here a
hundred fold by ancient custom and superstition. At th e time of child-birth, when
women more than at any other time are in need of assistance, the Tlingit females
are driven out of the 4onse and left to their fate, shunned by everybody as uncleanThe child is born in the open air, no matter at what season, and only some time after
the birth is the ~other alloweJ. to enter a rude shed erected for the purpose, where.
she is confined for ten days. " " * A new-born child is not a11owe<l to tnstc its
. natural food until it bas vomited, aucl if this does not occur naturally its little
stomach is pressed and squeez;ed until the desired effect is secured. At the age of a
few weeks the babe is wrapped in furs and strapped upon a board, and is always carried about by the mother. The infants are given the breast from ten to thirty months,
but they are accustomed to other food after they are a year old. The first st,rong
nourishm ent given them is generally the raw blubber of marine animals, except
that of the whale. As soon as the child begins to walk it is bathed daily in the sea,
without regarcl to the season, which accounts to some extent for the robustne s of
the body of the Tlingit after he has once passed the tender age. t

Thi. cu tom relating to women at child-birth i much les rigorously
carri l out now tban formerly, and uiligeut inquiry by the writer ha
f iled to di, cover that sucli practice was ever iu v , "ue among, t tbe
I ai 1 r T, im ·bian. 'fb cradle-board ha been very generally aban<lone 1 i11 thi,· wh le region, the child being slung in a blanket or carried
in th arm·, a: with u,·.
hen u ' ed formerly the board wa padded
with m · · whi ·h wa., r n ~w d daily. Cliildren ar treated with great
kincln .- an l •ni n · an<l rar •l r cha, ti <l.
7
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Naming.-Children a1;e given more thau one name, but the custom
varies somewhat in different localities. The first is·applied soon after
birth by the mother, and is usually that of a maternal ancestor or near
male relative of the mother. Ancestral names are preserved with the
greatest care, this being favored by the custom of erecting mortuary
columns and preserving traditions of the prowess of ancestors. The
first name is conferred without any ceremony. An exception to this
has been 1,oted in the adov.tion of a son as an heir by a, wealthy chief,
where his sister takes-the child anrl figuratively adopts it, the name of
a paternal (or ad(?pted maternal, which is the same) ancestor is applied
to the child. The chief makes her a present, and when the boy grows
up it becomes his duty to also suitably rem em b~r or reward her. Where
parents are too poor to prepare feasts for their children they retain their
first name; but with families of wealth there are several ceremonies
which must be complied with to insure social standing to their children.
Tile first ceremony is a very expensive one, involving in former times for
the parents an enormous outlay.
Piercing the nose ancl ectr8.-This most irnportaut ceremony is iutended
to give social standiug- to the children, an<l involYes, or formerly involved (for the practice ha8 almost gone out of date), the following- details: (1) A house-building ''bee"; (2) a potlatch ; (3) the bestowal of
a second name on the child or children; (4) the freeing of :slaves, and
(5) the piercing of the nose and ears, although not in the exact order
named. A new house is first built for its express celebration, feasts
being given during the progress, and ~lancing, singing, and gambling
beiug indulged iu. The relatives and guests being all assembled, the
fiual ceremonies take place as follows: (During the period when slaves
were held a number of them equal to that of the children for whom
the celebration was given at this point received their liberty.) The
children are brought forward according to their age, and the incisions
made in the septum of the nose and the lobe of the ear with a, ~harp
instrument or awl of copper, bone, sheU, or iron. A second 11ame is
bestowed on each, which amougst the Haida is (accor<ling to Dawson)
for male children determined as follows :
With the Haidas a first-horn son may be called by the name of the mother's eldest
brother; the second born after the mother's second brother, or by one of the additional names of the first. Shouhl the motber have no brother the name of some dead
friend is chosen, or iu cases where tbe medicine man reveals the return of some one·
:formerly dead in the new-born child, the name of the person supposed to be thus returnjug to the tribe takes precedence of a11 others. A chief's son is named by its mother after consultation with a medicine man, whom she pays. He takes a night to think, and
may haps dream, about it. Thereafter he gives the name of a deceased male rela,tive
.on the mother's side. which is adopted. The ceremony of naming ii:, witnessed by
;many, and presents are given. " " " Four times in all a yoqth changes his name,
,a lways taking oue from his mother's family."

After tlrn naming a feast takes place, followed by singing, dancing,
and a grand potlatch, when all disperse and the festival comes to an
" Dawson, Report, p. 131.

B. 1'1is. 42J pt. 2 - 4
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end. At the potlatch it may be well to mention, all the assembled peo·
ple, both relatives and guests, receive presents, which is different from
a simple house-building or other industrial H bee," where only th~
guests are rewarded.
Tattooing.-Amongst the Tlingit and Tsimshian, where tattooing is
not practiced, the child receives simply the birth name, the second name
as iu the preceding, and either one or two other names later on, as hereafter explained. With the Hai<la, however, the ceremony of tattooing,
which occupies three separate occasions or gatherings, a name is each
time bestowed or assumed. According to Dawson* a house-building
hee and potlatch is given by the parents on the first· two occasions of
the tattooing of a child or several children, and on the last occasion
the young man, aided by his mother's people, makes the potlatch from
b_is own house and adopts formally the name of a ma,ternal relative or
ancestor. On this occasion the tattooing is :fiuished; but the ceremony
will be spoken of under the head of Last naming. The process of tattooing has been described.
Puberty.-The ordeals through which a young girl was required to
pass on attaining the age of puberty were formerly very severe, but in
recent years have been almost entirely relaxed. Amongst the Tlingit
they were peculiarly trying, but the custom Yaried in different localities.
Accordin~ to Langsdorff, who was amongst them in 1804:-'05, it was
p.ot "uncommon when a young girl is grown up to shut her up, even for
a whole year, in a small house by herself at a distauco from her family
and acquaintance, where she is kept coustantly employed; the idea
is tbat by this means she acquires habits of industry and diligence,
reserve and modesty, which will afford the better cllance of her becoming a good wife, and lay a solid foundation for wedded bappiness."t
This exclusion, however, had a deeper reason, in that young girls were
at this period considered unclean, and both among the Haida antl Tlingit were compelled to wear a peculiar cloak, hood, or bat as a badge of
seclusiou, aud to protect the sky from pollution. The face was painted
with charred fungus, and the girl required to fast more or less, only her
mother or a female slave being allowed to carry her food. Among ·t
the Tlingit she wa' confined to a 'mall hut for six months or so, but
amongst the Haid.a it was customary to screen off a corner of the hou e
and give her a eparate fire and a separate exit out of a small back
door cut for the purpo e. According to Daw 011, if it was neces ary
for h r to pa out by the front door, preparations were made by remoY·
i g v rythiug with which there might be danger of her coming in contact. In m ting m n b wa required to avert her face and cov r it
with a c rner f h r blanket. The hootl or cloak he wore wa made of
· dar-bark nearly conical in hape, and reached down below tile
though op n b for th fac .
~ D w ou,

eport.,

p.131.

tLang d rff, Voyages, Part u, p. 1.33.
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These or other similar customs were also in vogue among the Tsimshians, whose
practices so closely resemble the Haida's in most respects. Among these people great
care was taken to teach the girls submission, contentment, and industry. At certain
times they were not allowed to lie down to sleep, but if overcome with drowsiness
must prop themselves in a sitting posture between boxes. Before drinking the cup
must be turned round four times in the direction of 111ovement of the sun. It was
also usual for the mother t o sa ve all hairs combed out of the girl, and twist them int.o
cords, which were t.hen tightly tied round the waist and ankles 1 and left there ti 11 they
fell to pieces of themselves. This was supposed to give a :fine shape to the body. In
eating, the girl must always sit down to prevent a too great corpulence. If orphaned,
tbe various ceremonies must be again performed by the girl, even though already
attended to.*

If the parents were rich or important people, on releasing the girl a
great feast was given by the relatives in her honor by way of bringingher out or making her debut.
Bringing out.-On the occasion of the feast or ceremony celebrating
the release of a g'irl from her seclusion, she was richly dressed (formerly
in sea-otter skins) arid the garments worn during her restriction burned
up or otherwise destroyed. As a rule this ceremony was accompanied
with more or less theatrical effect, in that the girl was seated on a divan
surrounded by borrowed wealth, and a curtain arranged to be removed
at a given signal. Dawson says :
Among the Tsimshian p eculiar cereruonies exist in connection with the "bringing
out" of young women, and it is the occasion of public feasting. In case of a young
woman, the people being all collected, a curtain is raised, and she is seen sitting with
her back to the specta tors, peculiarly dressed, and surrounded by a circle of upright
"coppers," if enough can be mustered. She then begins to sing, or if she does not,
an old woman begins to sing near her, and she becoming encouraged joins. The old
woman then gradn all y drops her voice till the novice is singing alone. She then
eventually makes a d ance before all the people. The sougs and dances are practiAed
before the time for t he rite arrives. Similar customs probably exist among tlle
Haidas, though I did no t learn any detail concerning them. t

A girl being thus launched forth into the social life of the community became eligible for marriage. 1n· the general idea we see the beginnings of similar customs with which we are familiar in our own more
complex social organization.
.
Self-naming-A mong the Tlingit and Tsimshian a child receives (1)
a birth name, (2) an a.ocestral name, (3) one other name as here ·explained, and (4) possibly a name late in life when a chief has a son
who becomes distinguished, and a name i8 bestowed on the former implying that he is the father of this distinguished son. Among the
Hai<la two names are bestowed other than the first and second as above,
one each on two occasions when a youth undergoes the preliminary tattooing. On the third and final tattooing the youth himself assumes a
fifth name after due ceremonies.
It is of this self-assumed name, the third amongst the Tlingit and
Tsimshian and fifth amongst the Haida, that we shall here speak. .As
;. Dawson, Report, p. 130, B.

t Ibid., J). 131.
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a youth of good family approaches man's estate it becomes his duty to
accumulate all the property possible, and, with the help and material
contributions of bis mother's people, to make a grand feast and potlatch
from his own house. Practically it is simply a house-building "bee," in
which the young man erects his carved column and the rafters of his
house, takes on himself the name of an ancestor (usually maternal);
and becomes a petty chief or man of influence in the village. It is on
this occasion that the tattooing of the young Haida is :finished and
when the aspirant for honors drinks down the oil from the great wooden
spoon as shown in Fig 27 and Plate LI. These ceremonies are nowhere accurately described, and the writer gathered but a meagre outline of them at Port Simpson, British 0olum bia. The significance of
the affair is similar to that of the "bringing out" of girls, in that it
marks t,he arrival of the youth at man's estate. At the conclusion of
the grand feast and potlatch, the young man is known by hiR newly
a<loptecl name.
0hieftaincy-0hieftaincyis to a certain extent hereditary, but as it depends upon wealth, any freeman who can accumulate property may, by
erecting a house and giving potlatches and feasts in honor of his ancestors, come :finally to be the head of a household and be regarded as a
petty chief or one of the principal men of the village. Good birth and
wealthy and influential family connections are the first requisites of an
aspirant for the highest rank. To be a petty chief in the village a man
must practically be at the head of a household, hence the necessity for
building a house and for marrying. To build a house the united labor
of many people is required, hence the house-building "bees." To reward those who participate and to gain the good will of others, feasts
must be given and presents distributed; hence the potlatch. To retain
the respect and esteem of others these feasts and potlatches must be repeated at interval . By an alliance with medicine men, whose influence
is purcha able, various deceits and tricks may be resorted to in order
to impose on the credulity of the vulgar herd an<l increase the respcut
they have fort.he rank and power of the aspirant for honors. In order
to strengthen this feeling of respect it is necessary to brush up the coat·
of-arm , so to speak, and give a grand feast in honor of some departed
ance tor. Thi i callecJ '' glorifying the dead," and may take place a
few y ar after the decea e of the relatives or many year afterward .
'in ally, by dint of giving fea t , potlatches~ and ''bees;" by intrigue,
di. play and pro we ; by pu h, energy, and enterpri e, the a pirant
fin,l , him elf in the front rank of the chief , a re pected and influential
Id r in th Yillage.
Glotifi ·ation of the dead.-In Chapter xu the mortuary custom of
b lift' ·r ·n tri
of thi r gi n were rli cu e<l. On the death of a
chi f r her Y ry important p r onage, the bo<ly, after lyino- in tat
f r a · r rm n i · fin 11 • int rr d with gr at ceremony, or, a among't
th n l'th ·ru 'J lingit 1 nrn ,1 n a, fan ral pyr . It then d~ olve up u
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the brother or other relative to whom the estate of the deceased has
come down to erect a carved mortuary column in front of his house,
and give a gTand feast and potlatch to glorify the dead. · This is by far
the most elaborate and important ceremonial of these Indians. The
carved columns are shown in Plate LXIX, and in Figs. 1, 179, 294, 344,
and 345, as well as in Plates I and n in the general views of Kasa-an
village. These are carved usually by one of the experts of the village,
and, although less costly than the large columns, are quite expensive.
· The time being set for the ceremony, guests are invited from far and
near and entertained by the host and his relatives. The monumental
column is erected, and at the feast which- follows speeches are made
extolling the virtues of the departed, but dwelling particularly upon
those of the giver of the feast. Although the latter practically squanders his substance in thus entertaining· his visitors, he feels well repaid
in receiving their expressions of approval and high esteem. Gambling,
feasting, and dancing occupy, as in all such gatherings, the leisure
time not devoted to the work or entertainment in hand.
Summary.-In these initiatory or commemorative ceremonies we see
the gradual identification of the individual wit,h his totem and the celebration of the different steps in the progress of the child from birth to
womanhood and manhood and in commemoration after death. The
initiatory ceremonies of medicine men and of the four religious orders of
the Tsimshian are reserved for a special chapter, which will not appear
with this paper, being withheld, with several others, on account of the
incompleteness of the data, and the hope on the part of the writer that
the task will be undertaken by some organized department of the Gov-.
•
ernment. (See Synopsis of Contents.)
IL-FESTIVE CEREMONIES.

In the exchange of social amenities and in tlrn round of ceremonial
.gatherings which take place as just described there are many form8 of
etiquette to be observed. In 0¥ sense these are not rigid, but are,
ho·wever, sufficiently uniform in their character to admit of classification and description.
Welcome.-These Indians welcomed the arrival of the early European
navigators and traders by paddling their canoes several times around
the ship, making long speeches, scattering bird's down and singing.
The significance of bird's down bas been alluded to as an emblem of
frieudship and peace in Chapter IX. Two parties of Indians meeting
in canoes exchange civilities very impassively by talking or shouting
out. Poole (1861) describes the meeting of two friendly canoe parties
which bad been ~eparated by stress of weather and each believed the
others to have been lost. They danced in a circle together, the two
chiefs capering about madly while the air rang with shouts.* The cere* Poole, Queen Charlotte Islan<ls, p. 279.
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mony of welcome at a village is rendered practically in the assistance
which they lend in helping to unload and haul up the canoe of the visitors. Official ceremonies of welcome to guests by a chief consists in
t.he reception of the visitors in state in his house or lodge. To make it
impressive he sits cross-legged on the ledge or platform, surrounded by
his friends and relatives, who squat about. On the arrivaloftheguests
the cllief delivers a long speech, interspersed with Rudden outbursts
and grants of approval by his people. After that an exchange of presents takes place and a feast or dance is given in honor of the visitors.
When a party of friendly Indians arrive at a village the chief receives
them in a dance ceremony performed by himself. Their canoes are
hauled up on the beach by the villagers, but the chief does not come
down to meet them. He stands near the fire in the back of the house
dressed as in Plate IX, with tlle top of his head-dress filled with swan's
down. As the visitors enter, the people sitting about the fire break
forth into a song, accompanied by a drum, and the chief makes bis pas
seul, scattering the down, filling the air, and covering the spectators.
In the case of an Indian arriving at a strange village, he goes to tbe
house of one of his totem as indicated by its totemic column. The
owner comes out to welcome llim, and if he likes makes a dance and a
feast in honor of his visitors. Guests arriving to take part in some general ceremony are entertained by the relatives of the host and of his
wife.
Trade.-rrhe ceremonies attending trading in the early days of the
intercourse of the Europeans and Indians have been described in Chapter VIII. They really differed little from the general ceremonies of welcome, but were intended to impress the visitors with a due sense of the
rank and importance of the head of the household. The time thu
spent by the Indians in dancing, singing, etc., was a source of great annoyance to the traders, who were generally eager to transact their business and seek ot,her villages while the good season lasted.
House-buildin_q.-In Chapter vr, under the head of 4 ' Haida permanent dwellings," the process of erectitg a house is described in detail.
Through the kindness of Mr. Henry Elliott we have in Plate LXX an
excellent ketch, made at Fort Simp on, British Columbia, in October,
1866, illustrating a hou e-rai, ing by a party of Haida who had secured
permi ion from the 1' im hian Indians to erect it near their village for
the accommodation of vi iting Haida. This Rpirited sketch by Mr. Elliott ha remained in bis portfolio for twenty-two year , and is now
pu li bed for the fir t time. The immense size of the beams and plank.
u eel nece itate the co-op ration of many individool , and the occaion f th ir gath ring from other villages i made as enjoyable a~ po ·
· i l . '.rh gr at labor an
xpen e inrnlved requ~res the whole proee. · to xt n l
riod of everal year . The cutting and roughr' in th f, re t, the launching of these and towing
t f tb
rving f th totemic column and , uppor for the

EXPLANATION OF PLATE L XX.
A BAND OF HAIDA ERECTING A H OUSE AT THE T SIMSHIAN VI L LAGE OF PORT SIMPSON ,
BRITISH COLUMBIA, IN OCTOBER, 1866.
From a sketch by Mr. Henry W. E lliott.

The scen e is that of the co-oper ative building of a house, a band of howling, yelling, half-naked H aida being engaged in hauling up a huge rafter on skids by means
of r opes of spruce-root or twisted cedar-bark. The canoes on the beach , and the
village in t he dist an ce, lend to it the characteristic features of a view in this region.
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huge beams or rafters, and their final erection into the frame work of a
house, all require not only the expenditure of much time and labor, but
a very extensive outlay of wealth. The gathering is an occasion of
much ceremony, but the work in hand, conducted always with dire confusion, shouting, and yelling, occupies but a small portion of the time,
the remainder being filled in with gambling, feasting, dancing, speechmaking, and dissipations of various kinds. Formerly the custom obta~ned of kilJing several slaves when a person of consequence built a
house, the victims being selected sometime before the ceremony. The
bodies o(those slain were accorded the right of burial, and in this much
were deemed very fortunate. Petro.ff says :
If an intended victim managed to escape or to conceal himself he was allowed to
live, and might return after the conclusion of the festivities at the house of his master
without incurring punishment. It frequently occurred that powerful chief's assisted
favorite slaves on such occasions to make their escape.*

After the house has been finished all these ceremonies take place
therein. The dancers paint their faces, and, attired in their best, go
through with a dance lasting an hour or so. Amongst the Haida the
dancers are the relatives of the host's wife. At its conclusion speeches
are made (and formerly the slaves sacrificed) and the potlatch takes
place, the host presiding·. After that they disperse.
' Potlatches.-The potlatch, as entering into other ceremonies, bas been
described in the first part of this chapter. It is the accompaniment of
every gathering designed to elevate the host in the good will of the
communit,y and advance him in rank by increasing the respect felt for
him in his own and other villages. The potlatch in itself as a separate
ceremony is, however, practiced. Invitations to it are sent out as for
other gatherings. Usually they are given by chiefs or persons of
wealth well-established in the community. According to Dawson,
Ea,ch chief with the 'l'simshians had also [in former days] his jester, who is sent on
errands of invitation, announces the guests on their · arrival, and makes jokes and
endeavors to amuse the company, though preserving hiA own gravity. The jester is
not, of course, always in attendance. He receives nothing for his trouble, apparently looking on the posit.ion as honorable, and inherits nothing on the chief's death. t

The object of the potlatch thus given as a separate ceremony is to
strengthen the giver's position in the community and to increase his
reputation at home and abroad.
Ceremonial dances.-Sufficient data is not at hand to classify the various dances of the northern Indians of' this region. The weight of evidence seems to be that amongst the Haida the Tsimshian language is
used in the songs accompanying their dances, and that in all probability
most of the religious aud winter-dance ceremonials of the Haida were
origfoally borrowed from their Tsimshian neighbors. Little is known
on this subject, and it presents a most interesting field for future
investigation, particularly in the relation of these to the winter dances
of the Kwakiutl and other southern tribes.
" Petroff, Report,, p. 172.

t Dawson, Report, B, p. 120.
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Onltus <lances.-This is a ttwm usually applie,l to dance. carried on
without any apparent motive other than amusement in imitation of the
actions during the greater festivities, possibly, however, as much for
practice as anything else .
.:theatricals.-Portlock (1787) gives an interesting account of the ceremonies of the Tlingit with whom he traded. After an elaborate eutertainment of welcome by singing and dancing in the canoes alongside
the Indians adjourned ashore, and returning again began their song.
This time. by wa.y of varying our ami1Rement, the chief appeared hi different
characters dnring the time his people were singing, and al ,,mys changed his drf>ss
when he varied his character, in doing of which some of his companions held up a
a large ma.t, by way of a screen, to prevent us from seeing what was going on behind
the curtain. At one time he appeared in the character of a warrior, and seemed to
have all the savage ferocity of the Indian conqueror about him. He showed 1,1s the
manner in which they attacked their enemies, their method of :fighting, and their behaviour to the vanq_uished enemy. He next assumed the character of a woman, and
to make his imitation more complete he wore a mask, which represented a woman's
face with their usnal ornaments; and indeed it so exactly resembled. a woman's face
that I am pretty certain it was beyond the reach of Indian art, and mnst certainly
have been left l>y the Spaniards in their last visit to this p~1rt of the coast.*

The type of mask referred to is shown in Fig. 56, Plate xvr, ancl. in
spite of Portlock's doubts is a veritable product of Indian art.
Dunn says of the Kwakiutl:
In the winter months these, as well as the neighbouring tribes, assemble in great
numbers iu the chief's house for the purpose of witnessing the chief imitate different
spirits, whom they are supposed to worship. He puts on at interYals different
dresses and large masks of different kinds, entirely covering his head and neck.
The masks are made to open at the mouth and eyes by means of secret springs, invisible to the spectators and different noises are sent forth. He dresses for each character behind a huge curtain, drawn quite across the room, like the drop curtain in a
theatre, and then comes forth and stands on a sort of stage in front of it, while the
spectators are ranged on benches placed along the side walls. In one of the character;, he imitates the rising snu, which they believe to be a shining man, wearing a
rndiated crown, and continually walking round the earth, which is stationary. He
wears on this occasion a most sp1Andid dress of ermine and other valuable fnrs, and
a cnriously constructed ma k, set round with seals' whiskers, and feathers which
graflually expand like a fan, and from the top of the mask swan-down is shaken out
in great quantitie , according as he moves his head. The expanding seals' bristles
and feathers repre ent the sun' rays, ancl the bowers of down, rain and snow; the
Indians chanting at th same time in regular order and in a low key showing rever nee, devotion, and awe. * * * Sometimes the various divine personages are
rrpre · nt d by one man; sometimet1 there are two or three personator. on the stage
all at once, repre. enting different diviuitie .t

In lat LXVII are hown ome of the mask belonging a personal
pr p rtie to the 1 te Kaigani chief Skowl. Ju the boxes are the cerem nial v 'tm nt: worn u occasion . In Plate LXVIII are two view of
tll P r ph rnali, l> longing to Chief Shake of Fort Wr·a.ngell (Tlingit),
. h np1 r n , ig. 35 , repr Hentiug tb body of the late chi f lying
m · at , n th· l wt·r, Fig. 354, a th atrical group repre entino- al gend
,. Portlock, Voya T , p. 2 3.
rc,gou (1 2), pp. :253, 254.

t Dnnn,
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tracing the <lescent of Chief Shakes from the b~ar. ..A.mongst the
Tlingit, Haida; and Tsimshian these theatriMl entertainments are also
given by the chief's, but have more of a totemic than a religious significance, as in the south. It was formerly and is now somewllat the
custom in the more · out of the way villages for each chief to have a
helper or principal man, who enjoys the confidence of the chief, has
considerable authority, gives advice and instrnction to the chief's
successor, and has the care and keeping of certain secrets and properties belonging to the chief. These last duties pertain largely to
assistance rendered in the production of the theatrical representations
of the traditions and legends relating to the chief's totem. On such occasions, the guests being assembled, the cliief presides, while the principal man directs tlrn entertainment. Fig. 354 represents a scene taken
from a representation witnessed by the writer at Chief Shakes's, Fort
Wrangell, Alaska. 1'he figure of the bear is a mannikin of a grizzly
with a man inside of it. The skin was obtained up the Stikine River,
in the mountains of the interior, and bas been au heirloom in Shakes's
family for several generations. The eyes, lips, ear lining, and paws are
of copper, and the jaws are capable of being worked. .A. curtain screen
in one corner being dropped, the singing of a chorus suddenly ceased,
and the principal man, dressed as shown, with baton in _his hauu, narrated in a set speech the story of how an ancestor of Shakes's rescued
the bear from drowning in the great flood of years ago, ancl how ever
since there had been an alliance between Shakes's descendants and the
bear. This narration, lasting some ten minutes, was interrupted by
frequent nods of approval by the bear when appealed to, and by the
murmurs and applause of the audience.
In these various representations all sorts of tricks are practised
to impose on the credulous and to lend solemnity and reality to the
narration of the totemic legends. The masks shown in Plate LXVII are
those worn by the different characters in the entertainments offered by
Chief Skow].

XIV.
GENERAL CHARACTER OF TRAD1TIONS, MYTHS, AND FOLKLOREBIBLIOGRL1PHY.

The traditions and myths of the northern group of the north west
coast (Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian) are very similar, but with pecul1ar local variations. No attempt can be made here other than to outline the principal tradition of the creation and of the origin of man,
and that only to illustrate the general character of their beliefs aud
ideas. In their legends and traditions we have the unconsciom; expression of their religious, moral, and resthetic ideas, their Yiews of life
and death, their cosmogony and astrology, their fanciful biographies
and history, and their explanations of all the phenomena of nature.
Related around the log fire iu the family circle, with loud and confident
voice, with labored and dramatic imitations and gestures, ancl listened
to with wrapt attention by the inmates of the lodge, they represent the
history of human thought-the blind gropings of the mind to knowin this narrow pocket of the world, and as such are as worthy of careful compilation and Rtudy as if they were facts of veritable history.
The creator of all things and the benefactor of man was the great
raven called by the Tlingit Yetl, Yeshl, or Yeatl, and by the Haida Nekil-stlas. He was not exactly an ordinary bird, but, like all old Indian
mythical characters, had many human attributes, and tlie power of
tran forming himself into anything in the world. Ilis coat of feathers
could be put on or taken off at will like a, garment, and he could as. sume any character whatever. He existed before ltis birtll, never
grow old, wili never die. Numerous are the stories of bis adventure
in peopling the world and giving to man the earth, fire, fresh water, life,
ft h, gam , etc. According to tbe Haic.la ancl Kaigaui the :first people
, prung from a cockle-, hell ( Oardium, corbis, .Mart). Ne -kil-stlas became
v ry lonely and began to look about him for a mate, but could find
non . At last he took a, cockle-shell from the beach, and marrying it,
h till c ntinu cl to hrood and think earne"tly of bis wish for a compani n. By and by lw h ard a faint cry in the shell, which graduall~
b ·am , loud r till at le. t a little f male child was seen, wbinh by degr<~ s gr w t h , w man and marrinl the raYen. From thi union
c:am all th Indian , of tbi. region, who at first lin<l in darkne , and
, h . · mul ipli d Yetl or Re-kil-stlas endowed them with th
of light, fr . h wat r, fire, et . All the e were in the po,·
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session of the chief evil spirit, a great chief, the uncle of Yetl, who
lived on the mainland where the Nass river now is. He was master of
the tides and had great power, and the stories of how Yetl circumvented
him are numerous and interesting. The Haida name for this uncle is
Setlm-ki:fash, the Tlingit designation being Kees-du-je-al-ity Kah or
ICeesshusaah Ankow. He had a wife and sister, or according to some
versions a wife and daughter. Of his wife he was very jealous, and
whenever for any reason he W)l,S away from home, hunting, fishing, or
working, he imprisoned her in a box or basket, and tied lrnr up to the
rafters in the lodge, setting a number of lit,tle red birds to watch her.
If by any chance the box were opened the birds would fly to him and
warn him. Be was also very jealous of the posterity of his sister (or
daughter), whose children he killed for fear that when they grew up
they would prove rivals to him in his wife's affections.'*' According ·to
the Haida tradition, he threw her progeny into the fire; according to
the Tlingit, be drowned them. This sister (or daughter) was not allowed to eat or drink anything until the chief had examined it, as she
bad become pregnant from eating certain things many times before.
As every part of the house was so jealously guarded, Yetl or Ne kilstlas did not know how to get in to steal the various things he
wanted for the good of man, but :finally he hit upon the plan of
being born into the family. One day he saw the sister (or
daughter) go to the brook to get a drink, so transforming himself
into a drop of water (or spear of cedar or blade of grass), he eluded
the vigilance of the chief and was swallowed by the girl, and
in due time Yetl was born to her as a son.t She concealed the fact of
bis birth from the chief for some little time. In ten days' time he grew
to almost man's size. His mother taught him many things, amongst
others the use of the bow and arrow, and be became an expert shot.
With his arrow he killed. the magical crane wi!ose skin enabled the
wearer to fly, and the diver with whose skin he could float. One day
the chief discovered Yetl and pretended to be pleased with him, but he
took him out in a canoe and threw him o,rerhoard. Yetl, having on
i his diver's skin, walked along the bottom and met his uncle on shore.
:Next the chief threw him into the fire and piled logs on him, but having on a magic cloak he came out of the fire unharmed. One day when
the chief was away, he opened the box in which his wife was confined
and released her, but the little birds flew to him and informed him.
The chief returned in a great rage, but Yetl sat calmly without noticing
him. This was too much for the master of the tides, so he commanded
the floods to rise and destroy this impudent meddler, but Yetl, giving
tf This is on a parallel with the ha.bits and morals of these Indians.
We have here,
as in all traditions, an expression of the moral ideas of the people.
t It is interesting to note in this connection the widespread belief both among savage and civilized peoples in the possibility of pregnancy through indiscretion in
eating.
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his mother the skin of the diver to enable her to swim, himself put on
the skin of the crane. _The salt water rose until it began to come in the
door, when the chief put on his tall dance hat which made him ·amphibious, and Yetl flew out through the smoke-hole. As he flew, he began
to tire, and was compelled to come back from time to time to rest on the
chief's dance hat, which was the only thing visible, till finally he gained
strength enough to fly to the sky, which he pierced with his beak and
hung to until the tide reacbed to his wings, when it began to subside.
Finally he let go of his hold and, flying for some days, he lit on a bunch
of kelp to rest. At this point the story varies so much in different
localities that it is difficult to make it at all general. According to the
Kaigani Yetl descended into the sea and rescued his mother from the
lord of the tides; according to the Tlingit a sea-otter carried him ashore
from the kelp; according to the Stikine Indians he lit originally on the
Queen Charlotte Islands, and picking up pieces of the wood of the
Douglas pine iu his bill he flew all over the other islands, and whereever he let fall a piece of this wood, the Douglas pine is now found.
Fresh water he stole from the lord of the tides by strategy ; also the
new moon. In the carved column shown in Fig. 179, Plate xxxv, one
of the figures represents Yetl with the new moon in his bill and the di h
of fresh water in his claws, in illustration of this part of the legend.
He also stole the sun and the stars from the boxes in which they were
imprisoned by the Jord of the tides.* When the sun shone forth for
the first ·t ime all the people were frightened and ran in all directions;
some -of them into the mountains, some into the woods, and some into
the water, and all of these were transformed into auimals according to
their hiding place. Fire he obtained from an island iu the sea. He
reached there by the help of his magic bird skin, and seizing a hurning
brand in his beak he started back, but the journey was so long that
nearly all the wood burned up, and even the point of his bill was
i-;corched black and he bad to let it drop. The sparks flew over the
ground in all directions. From this time both the wood and stone contain fire, which can be obtained. from the one by striking it and from
the other by rubbing. Endless are the details of the adventures of
Yetl, not to mention the other traditions and myths which no oue In<.lian can ev r learn. Many of them are remembereu simply as bearing
on or r la,ting to tbe totem of the individual. In general their belief
i in in<lw lling pirit ·, The sea, the woods, aud the air are peopled
with th m. AH the phenomena of the universe are attributed to their
acti n and mo t of th ritec o( th-3 e Indians of a religion nature are in
th clir cti n of propitiating them. It i not the purpo e here to treat
f th
raditi 11,, m ·th', and eliefs of the Indian . Th ubject i ~
~· rtb · f I ci· 1 tudy and will undoubtedly receive the attention it
m ri .

----

'l h_i i,l ·a of clifferP.n valuable. being tor d in boxes naturally a.ri e

o ·u tun -boo red ·n t rn of toring things in this way.

from th ir
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The writer appends here a bibliography of the myths, traditions,
folklore, and vocabularies of the Indians about Dixon Entrance, southern Alaska and northern British Columbia. It is however very incomplete, and only illustrates the poverty of the literature on these
subjects.
Dall (W. H.), Alaska and i ts Resources, pp. 421-427. Boston, 1870.
Petroff (Ivan), Report ou t he Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska, pp.
172-176. Washington, 1884.
·
The Glacier, a monthly pa per p ublished at the Tlingit Training Academy, Fort
Wrangell, Alaska.
·
The North Star, a paper publish ed at Sitka, Alaska, under the editorship of Mrs.
Lily Paul.
Dawson (G. M.), Report on t he Queen Charlotte Islands. Report B. Geological
Survey of Canada (1878).
Comparative Vocabularies of t he Indian Tribes of British Columbia, by W. Frazer
Tolmie and George M. Dawson . Montreal, 1884.
Papers by Dr. Franz Boas in Globus, 18813 (a series of seven articles).
Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie,. 1885, p. 231, by Dr. Franz Boas.

xv.
GENERAL NOTES.
RELATIONS AND

AFFINI'.l'IES OF '.l'HE

.A.ND KW.A.KIU'l'L-THE HA.IDA..
ZEAL.A.ND-THE K.A.IG.A.NI,

TLINGIT, HAID.A., TSIMSHIAN,

REM.ARKS ON '.l'H~ MAORI OF NEW

ETHNOLOGICAL WORK '.l'O BE DONE.

A thorough study of tlJe etlmical affinit,ie8 and mutual influences of
the various Iudian stocks of the northwest coast is out of the question
with the data at hand, yet many attempts have been made to isolate
the Haida and to give them an origin different from the others. It is
held by sorrie that this stock is an offshoot of the Asiatic Mongoloid
group, particularly of the Japanese branch, and by others that they
are of Aztec origin. The supporter of this l~tter theory is Mr. J. G.
Swan, of Port Townsend, Washington Territory. A comparative study
of the languages, customs, habits, and traditions of the different Indian stocks of this region even with the rn·eagre data at hand, would,
however, seem to locat~ the Haida as cf near kin to the Tsimshian and
Tlingit. Difference in environment would seem to account sufficiently
for the physical and linguistic differences. Along with much originality,
the inbab_itants of the Queen Charlotte Islands have shown so mnch
genius and receptiveness in adapting and adopting the customs of others,
that they present some very puzzliug affiui ties with distant stocks, gi viug
color to these various theories as to their origin. Iu their legends the
Haida are at one with the Tlingit, and the totemic orgauization of the
two stocks do not differ very materia,lly: although this ueeds further
study. Their languages are, according to Dr. Franz Boa~, very much
alike in structure, while their vocabularies show great difterences. Iu
their art' the Haicht llave borrowed so largely from so many source ,
that they ar con ·iderably iu advance of the Tlingit. All things coni 1 red, he '.rlingit and Ilaida how vidences of uear relationship and
f int rcolll' ' at a remote period. A cou ·i<leration of the mutual iuflu•n · •, of th T ·im hi, u ·t ck and the uortbem Kwakiutl tribe of the
Ila •ltzukan toek will throw much light on the origin of certain cu ·
th Ilaida for the la ·t named have Leeµ c n ·iderabl:
intlu 11 • cl . th '.r. im ·bian. Inde <l, th T im hiau ·eem to have b 11
th - mi 1<11 • m ·n ,r · nt r of c1i ·tri ution in tl.Ji regi n.
' h
li11e1i 1n· ·tmt th
impl st prob} m.
ou:f:i11ed to the nor beru
>f thi I' •gi< Tl illl<l On} . light} 'influ need by a<lja • ut trib H, h ir
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totemic organization into phratries, totems, and subtotems, their
legends and their matriarchal organization, all bear a distinct and original stamp. The Tsimshian, on the other hand, have been greatly influenced by the northern Kwakiutl tribes, who have been, by the reciprocal
influence of the former, in turn drawn away from the southern tribes
of their own stock. In the legends of the Tsimshiau we find much that
is peculiar to themselves, much in common with those of the Tlingit and
Haida, and a good deal borrowed from the northern Kwakiutl. On tlle
other haud, their totemic organization is according to Boas a modification of that of the Kwakiutl, and radically different from that of the
Haida and Tlingit.* The totems of the Tsimshian are the wolf, raven,
eagle, and the bear, with no phratries; those of the Kwakiutl the raven,
eagle,and the bear, with no phratries. It may possibly be that the Haida
have been the centre of impulse on the northwest coast and that in
their development they may have influenced the adjacent tribes to a
great degree, but the weight of evidence is that, with no great originality in themselves, they yet present tho curious and puzzling circumstance that they extensively borrowed their ideas from the other stocks
but developed what they have borrowed with a marvelous skill and
independence. They seem in themselves to have typified or intensified
the representative characteristics of the Indian stocks of the northwest
coast. Whether they have originated or borrowed their ideas can not
be made apparent with the data at hand, but it may ue well to here
state briefly the peculiarities of the Haida as they have struck the writer
in their relation to the other Indians of the region.
Tattooing, found hardly at all amongst the other tribes and then
without much importance attached to it, is with them a fine art, and
has both a bearing on their totemic system and the deepest significance in their cereruonies. The Tlingit and Tsimshian ouly occasionally etch the totemic figures on their painted bouies on ceremonial occasions, while their neighbors of whom we are speaking take every possible occasion to display their family crests. ~rhe carved totemic columns,
stunted and dwarfed in the south amongst the Kwakiutl and also in
the north amongst the Tlingit, here become the most elaborate and
striking characteristic of the Indian village, so much so that a Hail.la
settlement looks at a distance like a forest of stripped, bare tree
trunks.t The mortuary and. commemorative columns are also more
elal>orate here than elsewhere, and the memory of tlie d~ad is celebrated
in feast, legend, arnl carving with the greatest pomp and ostentation.
The Chilkat blankets pictured in Plates rx and x, aud the copper
shields from the Ohilkat region are nowhere so numerous and elaborate
as in tlrn Queen Charlotte Islands. 'l~he art of basket-making, first
.,. Science, vol. xn, No. 299, p. 195. ·
or the opinion that tbe carved heraldic columus originated amongst the
Kwakiutl, n.n<l were adopted and developed amongst tbe Haitla. Science, Vol. ::xu,
V· 195.
·

t Boas is
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developed amongst the northern Tlingit, has been taken up by the
Haida with marked success. This is true also of metal-working. The
conical-shaped basket-work hats so common about Dixon Entrance are
particularly abundant in this group. The primitive copper and shell
ornaments were nowhere iu such demand as amongst the Haida.
Labrets of the large~t size are worn by the Haida. women, who are the
last on the coast to cling to this custom. The origin of the tobacco
plant in this region is credited to the Queen Charlotte Islands, where
the first potatoes were also rai~ed. While the Haida are the most expert canoe-builders on the coast, they have sensibly adopted the Salishan or W akashau type for certain purposes where strength bas been
the prime consideration. Cedar-bark mat-making developed amongst
the Kwakiutl and practised by the rrRimsbian is here also successfully
imitated. Now here is the art of carving- and painting amongst savage
tribes so highly developed. Their honses are exceptionally well constructed, and the custom of erecting the carn'd column in contact with
the front of the.uouse and cntting a circular door-way through both,
seems to be nowhere so nniwn-sally practised. It i~ in their elaborate
ceremonials that the most vnzzliug i m;ta11ces of fore.ign influence occun~.
The cedar-bark rope bead-dre~ses, 8ashes, and girdles amongst the
Kwakiutl play the most importaut part i11 the.ir winter ceremouial
dances, and are only worn by certain people 011 special occasions and
wit~ special significance. Arnougst tl1e Haida the cedar-bark paraphernalia is just as elaborate and worn without any i-,pecial significance.
The whistles, trumpets, and other so-called musical iustrumentR ha,Te
more of aTsitm;hian tbau a Haidaorigiu, butarefound in equal abundance
and variety amongst both. 'fbe wearing of masks pecnliar]y enough
bas no especially deep significance amongst the Haida other than referring to and illustratiug their totemic legends, yet nowhere in the
"·orld are such elaborate ones made and woru. Woorlen masks are
worn by the Eskimo of southern Alaska on cPremonial O<'.casiom;, but it
would seem that the custom of wearing masks in ceremouies amongst
the Haida and Tlingit really originated iu the wearing of them for protection in war, and that tlli cu tom was in no way borrowed or deriveu
from the Eskimo.
The numb r of ma k in the collection of the U. S. National Mu 'eum
i out of all proportion to their importance or their use by the Imliau,.
'fh r are only on or two c remonial dances in which they.are worn,
whi ·h i nite contrary to the accepted opinion. In mo t of the ·ong
, ·<· mpannng th Haida danc the T im hian language is u -eel and
many u. t m. of th T im , bian are avowedly followed. In tbi way,
r ugh th later, pr ba ly ome of the practice of the Kwakiutl
r ; ht• l h f · i<la. 1 r mall thi it would appear that th latt r hav
1
n · cl in ~ n t r rn t p riocl larg ly by ot4er8 through h
1 n th, h
rigiu 1 affiniti aml r lation hip of the Hai<la
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Many resemblances of the Haida to widely remote stocks have been
pointed out by writers, but to illustrate how futile such clues are in
tracing the origin and relationship of the tribes of the world, a parallel is here beiefly drawn between the Maori of New Zealand and the
Haida. Iu point of physical resemblance both are of the Mongoloid
· type and both live on groups of islands whose climates are remarkably
similar. Poole says· of the climate of the Queen Charlotte Islands that
the most graphic comparison he could draw was with that of the northern island of New Zealand.* Their political organization of the tribe,
their ownership of land, and their laws of .blood-revenge are similar.
The men tattoo with designs intended to identify them with their sub-tribe
or household, and they ornament their canoes, paddles, h.ouse fronts,
etc., in somewhat the same manner as on the northwest coast. In
Chapter IV, p. 267, under the head of "Rain Cloaks," Dixon (1787) is
quoted as saying that the cloaks of the Haida and Tlingit were the same
as those worn by the New Zealanders. In Chapter VI, p. 303, is also
quoted from Dixon a statement that a Haida fortified houBe on an island of the Queen Charlotte group .was '' built exactly on the plan of
the hippah of the savages of New Zealand;" and in Chapter v, p. 279,
that the adzes of the Tlingit and Haida, ma.de of jasper, were "the
same as those used by the New Zealanders." The cloaks of shredded
inner bark in the National Museum from New Zealand and the Queen
Charlotte Islands are so much alike, that it takes a close inspection to
distingutsh them. In Plate xxxn, Fig. 167, a New Zealand paddle is
reproduced, with a few from the north west coast. The resem blanee
i.s marked and interesting. In Plate LV, Fig. 295, a Maori tilci is illustrated along with several Haida carved wooden columns. Tlle carved
woodeu mortuary columns erected in front of the Maori houses are also
suggestive, but it is safe to say that while all this is not in one sense
accidental, yet the resemblances and similarities are as likel.v to have
arisen from the like tendencies of the human .mind under the same external conditions, or environment to develop along parallel lines as
through contact of these tribes or through a common origin.
The Kaigani.-The Kaigani are a branch of the Haida ofQtrnen Charlotte Islands, haviug for some cause or other split off from their brethren and settletl. across Dixon Entrance on the southern end of Prince
of Wales Island and adjacent· archipelago. As near as can be fig·ured
from the Indian accounts, this must have happened at the least oneliuudred and fifty years ago. Their three principal villages now are
IIowkan, Kliuqnan and Kasa-an. Howkan is a thriving village, with
a winter population of about three hundred. Under tlie ministration
of the Rev. J. L. Gould, of the Presbyterian Board of Missions, it is
fa t losing its native characteristics. A saw-mill is run in connection
with the mis ' ion, and the Indians are gradually building an American
village in rear of the old time lodges. Many of the totemic columns
have been cnt down, and the native characteristics arc fast <lis:1p* Poole, Queen (!harlotte Llla11ds, p. 237.

n . .i\lis. 142, pt. 2- -2.3
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pearing. It is to be said in favor of the new order of things that Mr.
Gould has fortunately impressed upon this village the stamp of his
ow_n personal qualities, thriftiness, industriousness, fair dealing, sobriety, and enterprise, Just below Howkau is the village of Koianglas,
consisting of three houses and several interesting totemic columns.
The population, made up of a few families, will soon be absorbed
in that of Howkan. Nearly opposite Koianglas, on Dall Island, and
also situated on Kaigani strait is the site of the old time village of
Dat-ghaya. On the southern end of Dall Island, just north of Cape
Mnzon (the extreme southern point of Alaska) is the. small village of
Kaigani. The winter resi.dence of the former population is now at
Howkan. There are seven or eight houses, which are occupied only at
certain seasons of the year, bnt there are no totemic columns. Klieuquan or Kliuquan is said to be about half as large as Howkan, but to
have retained its native characteristics almost intact. At the southern entrance to Oholmondeley sound is the site of the abandoned village of Chasina or Ohachina. There is only one house there now and
the stumps and remains of mortuary columns. Early voyagers describe it as a populous village in the early part of this century. At the
head of Kasa-an Bay, at what is called Karbo Bay, is a small village,
called by some authorities Kasa-an. Kasa-an proper is, however, on
Skowl Arm, a branch of the bay. Being somewhat off the steamer
route, and the missionaries never having settled there, Kasa-an has
preserved its native characteristics more markedly than any other village in Alaska. Just above Kasa-an Bay, at Tolstoi Bay, is· the northern limit of the Kaigani territory on Prince of Wales Island, as the
adjoining arm, Thorne Bay, is in dispute between the Stikines and
Kaigaui. Tlevak straits, on the other side of the island, is the northern
limit on the we.st shore. The hunting and fishing grounds, as claimed
by the different tribes in Alaska, are as accurately plotted in Chart II
as the data at hand will admit. From Admiralty Island south the
writer has relied on his personal knowledge, based on inquiry in that
region. The duty of the government iu recognizing the Indian titles
to these lands held by them for generations in the different families seems
very clear, and an inquiry into the subject would not be amiss in connection with all governmental investigations and reports on this region.
A' outiined in the ynopsis of this paper, there are several chapters
which ought to b added, to complete the study of the ethnology of
thi' regi n. The character of the work yet to be done is uch as to
call for c ion b · the government in unuertaking it on a large ca.le.
Liugui tically, con iderable ha been accompli heel. But with regard
lief:, and I ractices, folklore myth , totemic
to the tr liti n r ligion
u 1 \'1 1 n h ma.ni tic practice , fi ti hi rn, particularly all the local
r ri , l v ri' ti n ' f ach, th re i a va ·t deal to be don .
If wh ti h r .-u mi t will ac mplish no more than to call attenti
h li tl known · uc ruin th ndian abont Dix n Entrance,
b
h r . ff rt will n t ln v h n in vain.
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ACATALOGUE m' THE HIPPISLEY COLLECTION OF CHINESE PORCELAINS:
WlTH A SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF CERAMIC ART IN CHINA.
By

ALFRED

E.

HIPPISLEY.

NoTE.-In 1887 Mr. A. E. Hippisley, of the Imperial Maritime Customs Service of
China, deposited in the National Museum a large and important collection of Chinese
porcelains, with the understanding that they should be allowed to remain on exhibition for at least two years, and that the Museum should print a descriptive catalogue. The catalogue, carefully prepared by Mr. Hippisley, is now published, with
t,he hope that it will enable visitors to the Museum to study the collection with more
intelligent appreciation during the time it shall remain in the Museum.

For such information as we possess regarding the history of the Ceramic .Art in China, we have till recently been chiefly indebted to the
labors of the famous French sinologue M. Stanis]as Julien, who, under
the title of "L'histoire et la fabrication de la Porcelaine Chinoise,"
translated, and published in 1856, the History of the Manufactory of
Cbingte-cben (a small town in Kiangsi province, but for centuries the
most important seat of the Ohinese porcelain industry,) a work written
by a local magistrate in 1815 from older documents, and to the valuable letters from the same town written in 1712 and 1722 by the Jesuit
missionary Pere d'Entrecolles, the priest in charge there, which have
been published in the collection of '' Lettres edifiantes et curieuses."
Within the past three years, however, very valuable additional light
has been shed upon this subject by the labors of two gentlemen who are
at once collectors and Chinese scholars, S. W. Bushell, M. D., physician to H. B. M. Legation, Pekin, and F. Hirth, PH. D., a member of
the Imperial Maritime Customs Service of China. Dr. Bushell has
been fortunate enough to secure from among the dispersed library of
the Prince of I, the MS. of a descriptive catalogue (of which native experts see no reason to doubt the authenticity), with illustrations painted
in water color, of eighty-two celebrated specimens of old porcelain seen
iu the collections of noted connoisseurs or possessed by the author himself, one Hsiang Yiian-p'ien (styled Tzu-ching) a native of Tsui-Ji, an~
ancient name of Chia-ho, now Ohiahsing-fu, in Chebkiang province, ~ho
was a celebrated collector of a.11 kinds of antiquities during the latter
half of the sixteenth century. .A translation of this work, with explan387
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atory details by Dr. Bushell, bas been published in the Journal of the
Pekin Oriental Society, under the title of'' Chinese Porcelain before the
present Dynasty," and it is, I believe, to be shortly republished in an
amplified form with reproductions of the origi~al drawings. Shonld this
be done, the work would, in my opinion, form by far the most important
and valuable contribution to our knowledge of this interesting subject.
The information regarding Chinese porcelain which has been bequeathed
to us by na~ive authors is to be found in their encyclopedias or in special treatises chiefly based upon the encyclopedias. These are, however,
compilations of such vast extent that the authors had not, nor could be
expected to have, the intimate knowledge of an expert upon all of the
very many subjects treated in them. Hearsay evidence or unverified
rumors have thus but too often been allowed to crystalize into permanent record, with the result that it is impossible after an interval of
centuries to attempt to reconcile the many contradictions of statement
contained in the different works. In this catalogue, however, are contained the reproductions in color of eighty-two specimens of the choicest
productions of a period extending over upwards of five centuries, from
A. D. 960 to 1521, either possessed or seen by the artist, and scattered
notes from the pen of one of the most noted connoisseurs of his age regarding the respective merits and rarity of the various kinds of · ware.
Existing realities are presented to us in place of the vague generalties
and contradictory essays of t,be encyclopedists, and there can, I apprehend, be little doubt as to the comparative value of the two varieties of
evidence. Dr. Birth's contribution-" Chinese Porcelain: a study in
Chinese Medirevai"Industry and Trade "-is an important paper, trcatiug
chiefly of Chinese celadon porcelain and its distribution over the Mohammedan world.
EARLIEST MENTION OF PORCELAIN.

According to the legendary records of the prehistoric perid of Chinese
chronology, porcelain was already manufactured under Huang-ti, an
emperor who is stated to have entered upon a reign of one hundred
years in B. C. 2697; and the Emperor Yu-ti-Shun, another monarch of
the legendary period, is believed to have himself made porcelain before
mounting the throne in B. 0. 2255. Under the succeeding dynasty of
Chou, mention is made of an official director of pottery, and the proce es of fa bioning on the wheel and of molding are di tinguished;
acrificial wine jar and altar dishes, coffins, and cooking utensil and
m a ure being mentioned amoug the articles produced. Later, Chinese
writ •r have, howev r, long admitted that the productions of that age
could only have been of earthenware (po ibly glazed), and that no
greater antiquity can
claim d for the manufacture of real porcelain
than th r ign f th Ilan <lyna. ty, ·whicb held the throu., of hina from
. 220 and tha nftrr thi, date progre, s in th · tern
· '. 2 2 t
wa' f r a I 11g p riod but low. At on• tinw, early in
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the present century, European archooologists were inclineu to believe
that an autiquity might be conceded to Chinese porcelain almost equal
to the wildest claims of Chinese historians.* Some small porcelain bottles, decorated with :flowers and inscriptions in Chinese, having been
brought to Europe by l\f. Rosellini, who stated that they had been found
in undisturbed Egyptian tombs dating from at least 1800 B. C., it was
concluded that the manufa,cture of porcelain must have existed in China
anterior to that date. . n'l. ,T ulien discovered, however, that the inscriptions upon these bottles were written in the grass or cursive character,
a style of writing not introduced till B. C. 48; and later Mr. (afterwards
Sir Walter) Medhurst, then an interpreter in the Hongkong government
service, was able with Chinese aid to identify the inscriptions with
quotations from poems written during the T'ang dynasty, and later than
the seventh century of the Christian era. Any title based upon these
bottles, which had evidently been surreptitiously introduced into the
tombs by fraudulent Arabs, for so great an antiquity in the m-a.,nufacture
of Chinese porcelain, thus fell to the ground. Indeed, M. du Sarte1;
who bas published an. exhaustive work on '" La Porcelaine de la Chine"
argues that the manufacture of true porcelain in China did not commence till some centuries later than the perioq. assigned to it by M.
Julien, who dates it from the reign of the Han dynasty and somewhere
between the years B. C.185 ap.d A. D. 87. This point will be considered
when we come to the reign of the 'r'ang dynasty, the period in which M.
du Sartel claims true porcelain was first made.
HAN DYNASTY, B. C. 202

TO

A. D. 220.

It is during the Han dynasty that mention is first made of Tz'u, the
Chinese designation of porcelain. It was then made at Hsinp'ing, a
district in the state of Ob'en, and corresponding with the modern Huaining uistrict, in Honan province. _
WEI DYNASTY, 221 TO 265.

Under the Wei dynasty, which from A. D.22l to 265 enjoyed, with the·
c.lynasties of Wu an<l of Han of Szechuen, divided supremacy as rulers
of China, manufactories are mentioned at several places in the department of Hsi-an, iu Sheusi province ·(the products of which were known
as Kuanchung-yao ), and at Loyang, in Honan province (products terme(l
Loching-t'ao), as supplying porcelain for the imperial ,palace.
CHIN DYNASTY, 266

TO

419.

U oder the Chin dynasty ( A. D. 266 to 4l9) another manufactory is
mentioned as existing in the present department of Wenchou, in Ohehkian.g province, which .produced porcelain (known as Tnng-ou t'ao) of a
blue (or possibly celadon) color which was held in high esteem.
'"Rosellini: I Monumenti dell' ~gitto, 1834.

Sie Jubn Davis: Tlle Chinese, 1836,

J. Gardener Wilkinson: Manners auu Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, 1837,
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SUI DYNASTY, 581 TO 617.

Under the Sui dynasty, in spite of its short-iived existence, considerable progress appears to have taken place. Mention is made of a
green porcelain manufactured under the directions of Ho Chou or Ho
Kuei-lin, president of the board of works, to replace glass, the method
of making which had been forgotten '' since its introduction into China
by Indian or Syrian artisans about A. D. 424."* A celebrated workman
named T'ao Yu tis said to have produced porcelain so like jade, that is,
semi-transparent and of vitreous appearance, that his vases were known
as "artificial jade;" and about the close of this or the beginning of the
following dynasty, porcelain, white in color and bright as jade (known
as Ho-yas, i. e., Ho porcelain) was manufactured by Ho Ohung-ch'u, aworkman who came from Hsinp'ing, the district where porcelain (tz'u)
had its first origin under the Han dynasty. An imperial decree of 583
ordered the establishment of a manufactory at the place now known
as Chingte-chen (so named from the title of the period,:j: Chingte, in
which it was inauguratetl) for articles for the use of the imperial household, and several others sp~ang up in the vicinity shortly afterwards.
* Dr Hirth: China and tho Roman Orient, pp. 230 et seq.

t The producer's reputed name, meaning as it does "faience or klin jade" sounds
apocryphal, ancl seems more likely to have been the term by which this ware was
known.
:j: It being cont.raryto etiquette to mention the personal name of a Chinese sovereig1,
the practice was introduced B. C. 163, under the earlier Han dynasty, of the monarch, on his accession liO the throne, selecting some title for his reign in place of the
title of Prince so-and-so, which had been usually employed prior to the time of Shih
Huangti, B. C. 221. '.Phese titles were usually so chosen as to be of happy augury,
but if, in spite of such ~ood omen, disorder or misfortune ensued or some other reason
seemed to render a change advisable, one title would be abandoned in favor of
another. This title is termed nien-has, "the year designation," because so long as
it lasted the date of all events was chronicled as such and such a year of such aud
such a title or nien-has. Upon his death, however, the emperor received an honorific title, and but one title, no matter how many nien-has or "yoar designations"
he may have employed while alive, under which the religious ceremonies due to him
· were offered, and which is therefore termecl the mias-hall or "trmple designation."
Thus it rosults that when in Chinese literature a deceasecl emperor is personally
alluded to, he is spoken of under his'' temple designation," while if the date of an
event which occurred during his reign is quoted, it is said to have taken place in such
and such a year of the appropriate "year designation." Take as an instance tbe
la t emperor of the Yiian dynasty, who reigned from 1:333 to 1367: if spoken of personally, his title would be Shunti of the Yiian dynasty; but if the year 1334 were
spoken of, it would read" the second year of (the) Yiiau t,'ung (period)," and similarly 1336 and 1334 would read" the second year of (the) Chibyiian (period)" ancl
"the second year of (the) Chihoheng (period)." Owing to the fact that dates aro
thu render d by the Chinese, foreign writers have at times erroneously spoken of
the nien-kas or" period" as the reign, whereas the mias-has or" temple designation"
alone orre ponds to the we tern idea of reign, so far as any time prior to the Ming
<lyn ty i concerned. During the Ming and it successor, the present dyna ty, how• ch emperor ha pr, ctically 11 ed but one '' year designation" throughout the
11 _rio he ha o cnpi d the thron , praC'tically becau e though Ying T ung of the
1mg yn ty mpl yed w Ruch <lf1signatiom1, they were separat d by an interreg-
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Under the succeeding, the T'ang dynasty, which ruled from 618 to
906, the manufacture appears to have spread over the greater part of
the empire, and to have reached in soprn places a degree of excellence
far in advance of that previously attaine1l. The following varieties are
specifically enumerated (in the reverse order of their merit):
The H1,mgchou-yao, a yellow black porcelain from Hungchow, the present department of Nan-ch'ang, in Kiangsi province.
The Shou-yao, a yellow porcelain, from Shouchou in (present) Kiangsu
province.
The Yo-yao, a blue porcelain according to Julien, but the color was
more probably a pale green, for the Ch'a chiug, a "Treatise on
Tea" written in the eighth century, says cups of this ware gave
to the infusion a green tint-from the department of Yocbou, in
(present) Hunan province.
The Wu-yao and Ting-yao, of colors unspecified, from the department of
Wuchou, corresponding with the present department of Chinbua in
Chehkiang province; and from the department of Tingchow, corresponding with the present district of Chingyang in the Hsi-an
department, Shensira province, respectively.
num of seven years' dmation; and though T'ai-'rsung-Wen of the present dynasty
also employed two, he seldom or never comes to the notice of foreign writers. The
term "period" being in any case an inconvenient one, and the " year designatiou"
under the Ming and the present dynasty being synchronous with the reign, it seems
hypercritical to insist on uniformly translating nien-has by "period" in the ca~e of
emperors of those dynasties, especially as consistency would require that names so
well known to every school-boy; as Kanghsi, Yungcheng, and Chienlung be replacecl
by the proper title1,, SMng-Tsu-Jen Huangti, Shih-Tsung-Hsien Huangti, and KasTsung-Shun Huangti. In the following pages, therefore, the nien-has or "year
designation" has been rendered "period" prior to the accession of the Ming dynasty
in 1336, and subsequently to that date as "period" or "reign," according to circumstances.
The dates upon porcelain are also usually recorded by the use of the nien-has
as above described, though other marks are mentioned by Chinese writers, and if tbe
article bas been manufactured for the special use of some emperor or prince, it will
possibly bear the name of the pavilion or portion of the palace for which it is specially intended. Chinese writers state that the prautice of marking the date of manufacture was institut,ed by the Emperor Chen Tsung of the Lung dynasty, when, on
the establisl.Jment of the government factory at Chingte-chen, he ordered that each
article manufacture<l should be marked with the nien-has then used "Chingte, 1004
to 1007." Foreign writers on the marks upon porcelain specify other marks of the
same dynasty, but upon what authority is not clearly specified. So far as my own
knowledge goes, I am unaware of any such date-marks bAing inscribed under the
glaze prior to the Ming dynasty. Since that time, putting aside monochromes,
which, in probably the majority of instances, bear no mark, they have been employed uninterruptedly, except during a portion of K.'anghsi's reign. In 1677 the
magistrate in charge at Chingte-chen forbade the practice alike of inscribing the
date and of portraying the actious of celebrated personages, on the ground that if
the article were broken, disrespect might be shown to them or to the emperor. During this period, which was of but short duration, however, a leaf, a censer, and other
marks replaced the nien-has.
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'l~he Yileh-yao, a blue, or for the same reason as in the case of Yo-yao a
pale green porcelain, much sought after from the earliest time ,
from Yiiebchou, corresponding with the present department of
Ohaohsing in Ohehkiang province; and lastly
Tile Shu-yao or Szechumen porcelain, facile princeps among the productions of that age, snow-white in color, with a clear ring, thin
but strong, and graceful in shape, from the city of Ta-i, in the department of K'iuingchou, in (present) Szechuen province.
THE .A:N'.l'IQUI1'Y OF TRUE PORCELAIN.

As already stated, M. du Sartel declines to admit the antiquity attributed by M. Julien, on the authority of the native work he translated,
to the production of true porcelain in China, namely, the time of tlie
Han dyuasty, and somewhere between the years B. C. 185 and A. D. 87.
Bis arguments, however, are marked by strange inaccuracies. Having
referred tbe productions of Hungcbou, Shouchou, Yochou, and Ytiehchou, which, as above, Chinese authors state to have been first manufactured under the T'ang dynasty, back to the Ch'in dynasty, that is,
to a period nearly two centuries earlier, M. dn Sartel argues that the
remarks made in the Treatise on Tea above referred to (which, when
enumerating the varieties of l''ang porcelain, classilies them merely
according to the suitability of their colored glazes to impart an agreeable tint to tea held in them) tend to show that the bowls or cups in
question could not have been transparent porcelain, bearing a decoration in the colors named under the glaze, but must have been of an
opaque substance, covere<l internally with a tllick colored glaze. In
this view he considers himself supported by the description given of the
Sui dynasty manufactures. This, he argues, gives an idea of transparence, but the transparence is due merely to the use of a more vitreous composition or to a more thorough baking than had been previously customary, and the white color and other distinctive qualities
of true porcelain are only to be first found in the productions of the
T'ang dynasty-that is, in those productions which M. du Sartel, in
di regard of the statements of Chinese writers, the only authorities we
have to guide us, himself elects to refer to this dynasty. SP.condly, he
argu that the porcelain manufaeturecl under the Sui and preceding
dyna ·ties is uniformly denominated t'ao, that from the la,tter half
of the T'ang dyna ty, this word is replaced by the designation yao
which ha· continued in u e up to the pre ent time; and that the change
iu name coincide with a change in the character of the porcelain mannf- tured.
Th w rd yno fl a designation of porcelain came into general use,
it i: tru , at tb comm n ement of the T'ang uyna ty, but that fact
w ul
care 1 ju · ify the conclu ion that. it w:: de ignedly introdu ·(><l in r ler to mark a .·ynchron u change in the character of the
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ware, since the same word, which is iu any case but a neutral term
applicable to any kind of pottery, is met with four centuries earlier
to designate some of the products of the Wei dynasty; and, besides,
in the titles of the chapters in the Provincial Topographies dealing with
these manufactures, also in the Treatise on Pottery (the T'ao shuo,
written by Chu T'ung-ch'uan rluring the reign of Ohien-lung, 1736 to
1795, the authority on this subject), and in the work translated by M.
Julien, it is the word t'ao, not yao, that is used to designate porcelain.
Ohinese terminology is but an insecure foundation on which to base
arguments, and it might with no less fairness be contended, as the Chinr.se author, translated by M. Julien does contend, that the introduction of the character tz'u, signifying "porcelain," and emplosed dowu
to the present day to designate the pottery of the Han dynasty, was
rendered necessary by the production of an article hitherto unknown,
and that this article was true porcelain.
Ou different grounds from those advanced by M. du Sartel, Dr. Hirth,
also, refers the earliest manufacture of true porcelain to the 'f'ang instead of to the Han dynasty. He says: "'rhe Oheng-lei-pen-ts'ao, the
pharmacopmia of the Sung dynasty, compiled in· 1108, under the hea<l
of 'Porcelain Earth' (Kaolin) or Pai-ngo, quotes from the writings of
T'ao Yiucbii that 'this substance is now much used for painting pictures,' and from the T'ang pen-ts'ao, the pharmacopreia of the 'r'ang
dynasty, compiled about 650: 'This earth is now used for painters' work,
and rarely enters into medical prescriptions; during recent generations
it has been used to make white porcelain."' As T'ao Yin-chii was a celebrated. author on pharmaceutical and other scientific subjects, who died
A. D. 536, Dr. Hirth argues that had the pai-nqo or kaolin been used iu
bis time on an extensive scale in the manufacture of chinaware, so
learned a writer would almost certainly have mentioned the subject, and
he therefore concludes that the tise of porcelain earth for the manufacture of pottery came into use later than 536, and at some time during
the T'ang period, prior to 650, about which date the pharmacopreia of
that dynasty was compiled.
·rhis negative testimony does not, however, dispose of the strong
argument in favor of the ea.rlier date, afforded by the coining during the
Han dynasty of a new word, tz'u, to designate the productions of that
age, a word which, as already stated, is still in ordinary use to designate porcelain. On this point Dr. Hirth thinks he has detected that
the word tz'u has had different significations at different epochs, for
while in the Shuo-wen, a glossary published A. D. 100, tz'u is defined
as '' earthenware," it is defined in the dictionaries of the Sung periodnine centuries later-as "hard, fine-grained pottery;" and calling attention to the fact that there are now two forms of this character in use, the
Ol'iginal form with the radical denoting '' brick or earthen material,"
and. a later form with the radical '' stone," he thinks that "this substitution by later generations for the original sign of a character of the same
sound, but with a radical more appropriate to the category of the word
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as it was at the time understood, may be regarded as indicating a
"change from the original meaning."* Even if this be true, no data ar6
thereby afforded to help fix even the approximate date of change in the
method of manufacture. For after the change in the system of manufacture had taken place, a considerable period would almost certainly
elapse before an author of sufficient literary importance to impose a new
style of writing on the nation would learn sufficient regarding the altereu ingredients employed to have the corresponding modification in
the descriptive word suggested to his mind, aud a still longer period
would elapse before this newly-coined word would pass into current u e.
The authors translated by M. Julien, too, state distinctly that the
introduction of the later form-that with the radical "stone"-and the
continued use of it, are due to ignorance and error. At Tz'i:i-chou, a
district anciently within the department of Ohangte, in Honan province, but now belonging to the department of Kuangp'ing, in Chibli
province, a kind of porcelain was made during the Sung dynasty which
enjoyed a very high reputation, the plain white specimens hringing
even higher prices than the celebrated productions of Tingchow, which
it closely resembled. This ware was known as Tz'u ware, or porcelain
from Tz'u-chow~ and thus this form of the character, which was originally a local designation, not an intentional modification of the older
form introduced to typif.v a modification in the system of manufacture,
passed into general use to designate not merely this special class, but
(erroneously) all porcelain.t
ORIGIN OF TERM '' PORCELAIN.''

It is a curious coincidence that no less diversity of opinion has existed regarding the tlate at which the western equivalent of this worcl
tz'u, the term "porcelain," was introduced and the article it has at dif.
ferent times been used to designate. Pere d'Entrecolles affirms that
the name porcelain was first given by the Portuguese to the Chinese.
vases imported by them into Europe in 1518, but further researches
into the history of the word by M. Brongniart and M. <le Laborde show
that the name arose from a supposed resemblance in appearance of urface between the transparent pottery of the East and certain shell
which had been previously so designated. M. <le Labortl e says:
Les anciens ayant tronve on cherche une ressemblance entre ce qu'ils appelaient
porca et certaines coqnille , donnerent a celles-la le nom de porcella. Le moyen :1,ge
accepta cette analogie en appelant porcelaine une famille enti' re de coquille , et
a.n si les ouvrages quietaienL fa.it de nacre de perle, bt, par mctonymie, la nacre
seule tir€e de la coq uille.

* Dr. Hirth: Ancient Chinese Porcelain p. 2.
t Julien, op. cit., p. 29: This is, I thiuk, probably the true explanation of the change
of form· though, writing from memory as I do, and without the nece ary works at
hand t r f r to, I can not state thi to be a. fact. I believe that the only correct
t rm f writing tbi character r ognizcd at the present time by the Imperial Acadmy i h original form, with th rndic· I " artb uwar ," not that with the radical
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A partir du xrve siecle, Jes ga.rdes des joyaux decrivent en grand nornbre dans les
inventaires, et les experts mentionnent et estiment dans leurs rapports, des vases, des
ustensiles de table, des tableaux de devotion, et des joyaux faits de la porcelaine.
Cette expression a travers quelques variantes sans importance, reste la meme et s'applique aux memes cl.loses jusqu'au xvre siecle; de ce moment elle se bifurque pour
conserver d'une part sa vieille signification, et s'etendre de l'autre a des vases et
ustensiles d'importation etrangere qui offraient la merne blancheur nacree. C'etait
la poterie emaillee de la Chine qui s'ernparait de ce nom auquel elle n'avait droit que
par une a,n alogie de teinte et de grain.

M. du Sartel is strongly of opinion that the word porcelain was used
in its present sense far earlier than the date assigned by M. de Laborde,
and in support of his view quotes the mention of'' pourcelaine" in royal
inventories dating from 1360 to 1416 for li"rance, and from the beginning
of the sixteenth century for the Roman Empire. These documents
appear to me, however, rather to support M. de Laborde's views; for
the details given in the French inventories of representations on the
articles named, of our Lord, the Blessed Mother, and of Saints, and of
their decoration with jewels,* would seem to make the possibility of their
being oriental porcelain more than doubtful; while the inventories belouging to tbe Roman Empire, i. e., from the date M. de Laborde says
the word was applied to oriental pottery, do mention articles undouhtedly of real porcelain, all, with one exception, in monochrome.
.A. statement quoted by M. du Sartel from Pierre Belon, or 1553, is
worth reproducing, as evidence that in the latter half of the sixteenth
century the word porcelain was still applied to shells, to mother-o'pearl,
to oriental pottery, aud even to Italian faience. He says:
Des vaisseaux de porcelainA, qu'il a vui! vendre en public au Caire, lesquels vases
de porcelaine sont transparents et coustent bien cher au Caire et ilz disent mesmement qu'ilz les apportont des Indes, mais cela ne me sembla vraysemblable; car on
n'en voirroit pas si grande quantite ni de si grandes pieces s'il les falloit apporter de
siloing. Une esguiere, un pot ou un autre vaisseau, pour petite qu'elle soit, couste
un ducat; si c'est quelqne grand vase, il coustera davantge.
Et les voyant nommez d'une appellation moderne et cherchant leur etmologie
fran~oise, j'y trouve qn'ils sont nommez du nom que tient une espece de coquille de
porcelaine. Mais l'affinite de la diction Murex correspond a Murrhina; toutefois je ne
cbcrcbe l'etymologie que du nom fran,;ois en ce que nous disons vaisseaux de pourcelayne, scachans que les Grecs nomment la mirrhe de Smirna, les vaisseaux qu'on vend
pour ce aujourd'hni en nos pais, nommez de pourcelaine, ne tiennent tache de la
nature des anciens; et combien que les meilleurs ouvriers de l'Italie n'en font point
de telz, toutef'ois ils vendent leurs ouvrages pour vaisseaux de pourcelaine, combien
qu'ils n'ont pas la mat.iere de mesme. t t
~ With regard to the last mentioned, it should be stated that in the magnificent
Dresden collection, formed chiefly by Augustus the Strong, King of Poland and
Elector of Saxony, between 1694 and 1705, there is a small ivory-white plate with
uncut rubies and emeralds in gold filigree let into tlie paste, with tho character Ju,
happiness, on the foot in blue under the glaze, which is said to have been brou~ht by
a crusader from Palestine in the twelfth century.
t Dn Sartel: Porcelaine chi noise, p. 33.
t Florio, in his Italian dictionary (15913), gives "Po1·cellana, a kinde of fine earth
called Porcelane, wbereofthey make fine China dishes called Porcellan dishes. China,
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THE FIVE DYNASTIES, 907

TO

959,

To the T'ang succeeded the epoch of the fl ve dynasties, all of them
short-liveu and naming themselves successors to i::;ome one of the more
important dynasties that had preceded them.
Under one of these. the Posterior Chou, during· the reign of the
Emperor Shih-tsung (954 to 959), a celebrated porcelain, far superior to
any yet produced, was manufactured in the district of Pien, the present
department . of K'aiteng, in Honan province. It is described as being
sky-blue in color, of brilliant surface, thin as paper, and giving out a
clear musical sound when struck, the only defect being that the base
was apt to be disfigured by the r~mains of the coarse sand on which the
vessel had rested in the furnace, and which had become attached to it
during the process of baking. The color was adopted in obedience to
an imperial order that porcelain intended for palace use should thenceforward be '' as blue as the clear sky after rain." This porcelain, which
was consequently termed Yii-yao, "Imperial porcelain," and after the
accession of the succeeding d.vuasty Oh'ai-yao, Ch'ai porcelain (Ch'ai
being the Emperor's family name), was very highly prized, an<l becoming in subsequent years, owing to its c'lelicate make, exceedingly rare,
the smallest fragments were treasured as cap ornaments or necklace
pendants. Porcelain, blue in cc,lor and with the characters "blue as
the clear sky after rain" stamped in the glaze, is at the present time to
be obtained in China. It is scarcely n~cessary to state, however, that
such specimens do not date from the time ofSl..lih-tsung; on the contrary,
they are of quite modern manufacture. Already in the sixteenth century Hsiang Tzu-ching writes in the preface to his catalogue, " In the
present day men search for a fragment of this porcelain without beiug
able to find one, and declare it to be but a phantom." *
EARLIEST PORCELAIN EX'fANT DATES FROM SUNG DYNASTY.

In tmth, the description which has been attempted of the varieties
of porcelain hitherto enumerated possesses merely a historical interest.
No pecimens manufactured prior to the advent of the Suug dyna ty
have survive<l to the present day, and even of the Sung productions the
finer kinds have entirely disappeare(l. Such specimens as have weathered
the storms and dangers'of the subsequent eight centuries are, so far as I
am aware, only celauon of con iderable solidity-chiefly Lungch'iiian
or biincbow ware-or mall pieces of no great fineness. Three centurie a()'o even the fine t varietie were already scarce, as is evident
a
ntL ba iu," i.e., a Venice basin. It may remain a question whether Majolica,
export cl by way of Venice, wa. called China from a i;u ppo ed resemblance to oriental
P re 1, in, or whether the wares alluded to by Florio were in fact oriental. Min lieu
in bi p: ni h dictionary (1599), gi v . '' Porcellana. a kin de of earthen ves ell painted ;
,: ly froi cli b of fm earth, painted "-q_uoted in Marr~ at' Ristor of Pottery and
Por lain p. 242.
"Bu. h 11: Chin e pore lain b for the present dynasty, p. 72.
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from. a passage in the P•irig hu,a-p'u, au essay on flower-pots and flowers
in: pots, from the pen of Chang Ch'iente, an author who wrote near the
close of the Ming dynasty., that is, about the beginning of the seventeenth century :
In ancient times no vases were made of porcelain, and up to the T'ang dynasty alJ
such vessels were made of copper. It was not t ill then that pottery came into vogue.
After thit:! period we find a large number of classes of porcelain, such as the kinds
known as Ch'ai (that describPd above), Ju, Kuan, Ko, Ting, Lungch'iian Chiinchou,
Changsheng, Wuni (all of the Snug dynasty period), Hsiiante and Ch'f'nghua ( of the
Ming dynasty) . Among antiquities, copper articles are the best; of porcelain, the
Ch 'ai and Ju kinds, though the best of all, have ceased to exist; Kuan, Ko, Hsiian,
and Ting porcelains are the most precious curiosities of the present day; whereas the
porcelains callerl Lungch'iian (the heavy old celadons of modern collectors), Chiinchou, Changsheug, Wuni and Ch'cnghua are esteemed as objects of only secondary
value.""

As Chang Oh'ien-te further says that he constantly met with specimens of J uchou porcelain, and since vases of that ware are figured
in Hsiang 'fzu-chiug's catalogue, it would appear that this highly
esteemed porcelain must have disappeared from the fmarket towards
the close of the sixteenth century. It is curious, too, that while Uhang
Ch'ien-te places the productions of the Oh'enghua period (1465 to 1487[
at the foot of the list of porcelains of " only secondary value,'' the
prices paid for this ware within a century of its productiou were very
high. In Hsiang Tzii-ching's catalogue the price paid for a tazza-shaped
cup is stated to have -been 60 taels (or $90 gold); and of two miniature
wiuA-cups he says, "these are choice specimens of the wine cups of ·
this celebrated reign1 an<l are valued at 100 taels ($150 gold) the pair,
yet now even for this mon~.Y it is impossible to get them."t
SUNG DYNASTY, 960

TO

1259.

The porcelain manufactured under this dynasty appears to have far
excelled in quality and delicacy of workmanship all that preceded it,
the Ch'ai-J·ao alone perhaps excepted. Tile shapes and ornamental
d~coration s appear to Lave been modelled, as a rule, after aucieut
bronzes, as figured in illustrated catalogues of the most ce!ebrate,l
specimens of such vessels (as the Po -k u-t'u), published during the
Hsiian-ho period, 1119 to 1125, and the K•ao -kn-t'u; and when not
modeled after such ancient desigus, the vessel took the form of some
natural object, as a tree or flower or of some animal real or imaginary.
In the former the pattern was eugraved with a pointed style in the
paste, and was broken here and there by lions' or dragons' heads in
bold relief1 with an elaboration and wealth of ornament hitherto undreamed of. That a remarkable degree of profieiency had by this time
been obtained in the Ceramic art is evident from tbe descriptions pre"Hirth: Ancient Porcelain, p. 10.

t Bnsliell:

Op.

cit., No. 55, 59.
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served by Hsiang Tzu-ching of some specimens of Tiugchou ware seen
by him.
(1) A sacrificial jar in the form of an elephant from au aucient bronze design.
The body forms the wine vessel, the uplifted trunk the spout, a narrow canopy arching over the saddle the hanille, to which is attached a round cover ornamented with
geometrical and spiral scroll borders surmounted by a knot. The rope girths and
ornamental details engraved under a white glaze.
(2) A branched pricket candlestick-a slender pillar on a solid foliated stand
curves at the top to end in a phrenix-head, from the back of which hangs a ring cha.in,
which suspends the stem of a lotus, branching into three floweni to hold the candles,
which are shaded by a huge overhanging leaf. Ornamented with engraving under a
pure white glaze.
(3) A jar which was of irregular q nadrangular section, carved in relief after an ancient bronze design, with lobes on the body, a scroll border below, and a band of
ornament in the form of coiled dragons round the neck. Loop handles terminating
in horned heads and with rings hanging from them project from the neck. Covered
with glaze the color of ripe grapes, transparent and of a perfect luster-a beautiful
vase to hold flowers for the table.*

IN'.l'RODUCTION OF COLORED DECORATION.

Prior to the Sung dynasty the external color of all porcelain appears
to have been solely determined by that of the glaze, and to have been
almost entirely monochrome. In a few instanct>s vases were covered
with parti-colored glazes, which were apt to flow into one another in the
heat of the kiln, and so gave rise to the fortuitous productions known
as Yao-pien (the French flambes), articles the decoration of which
"changed during the process of baking.' The Snng porcelain was
essentially, I believe, of the same character, the coloring of the article
produced being determined only by the kind of glaze which was spread
over the paste or biscuit.
With the sole exception of the Nanteng ware, and a portion of that
from Linch'nan, produced during the Yuan dynasty, none of which
seems to have survived to the present day, but which is described as
having been decorated with flowers coarsely painted under the glaze,
I can fiud nothing in the works of Chinese writers ou this subject to
justify the concession of a greater antiquity than the early part of the
Ming dynasty, i. e., the first half of the fifteenth century, to the ornamentation of vases with arabesques and scroll work, with landscapes,
hi torical scenes, or genre paintings in several colors.
This conclu ion, if correct, i a point of considerable importance as an
aid ind termining the true age of specimens which are at time credited
with an origin far remote. It is true that celadon vases into the ornamentation of which leaves enter, are sometimes described as having the
l ,Lv veined with dark green, but these deeper shades may result from
the fact that the ornamentation ha been engraved in the paste, and
tb t the oloring matt r ha unk into the line of engraving, thereby
1r
d rk r, h ,1 a,l ng the lower level . Other specimens of
• B11.· h •ll: Op. cit. Tos. :~:3, 0, 1 .
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celadou ware had one or sometimes two bands of ornamentation of a
deeper green than the body of the vase. This deeper tone might, however, have been produced by a double layer of glaze; in any case the
peculiariLy would not amount to ornamentation in several colors in the
sense in which I use that expression. Again, the single specimen of
black Tiugchou porcelain illustrated (and indeed ever seen) by Hsiang
Tzu-ching is described as'' a duck-headed vase, bottle shape, with swelling body and ringed neck, which curves over to end in a duck's head,
a round orifice with a small cover being on the convexity of the curve.
The black color is painted on the head and neck, gradually fading away
on the body of the vase, which is enamelfod white."* This description
conveys the idea that the head and neck of the duck were covered with
black glaze, the body of the vase with white glaze, and that in the baking the former spread downwards and gradually merged into the white
of the body. It in no way invalidates the conclusion above suggested.
It will be advisable to examine in greater detail the several varieties of porcelain manufactured under this dynasty; following the order
of merit usually ascribed to them by Chinese writers.
JU-YAO.

Ju-yao or Juchou porcelain,.-Chiuese authors state that the porcelain
manufactured at Tiugchou (see p. 402), being unfit for pre8entation
to the emperor, the establishment of a factory for the manufacture of
more suitable articles was ordered at J uchou, in Honan province. According to som~ writers the defect of the Tingchou ware was its gritty
character; according to others, the frequency of cracks caused by too
rapid or careless baking. · As, however, thE,y agree in ascribing the introduction of Ju-yao and its success to the early part of the Sung dynasty,
i. e., to the very time from which date the finest specimens of the Tingchou porcelain, it is difficult not to conclude that native authors, writing
centuries later, have ascribed the establishment of this factory to erroneous causeR.
The finest specimens, which were very thin and delicate, were supe..rior to imperial ware (Kuan-yao), and were of either plain or crackled t
* Bushell: Op. cit. No. 35.
t Crackling (craquelure) was originally considered in Enrope a defect of baking,
which resulted from a lack of homogenity between paste and glaze, causing one to
contract more rapidly than did the other. It was not till a comparatively recent date
that the actual facts came to be appreciated, namely, that in the eyes of the Chinese
the craquelure is a species of decoration, and that they have a special kind of enamel, into the composition of which steatite enters largely, the sole object of which
is to produce this curious appearance. By means of this enamel they can at will
cover the surface of a vase with any one of a variety of craquelure, either large
"like cracks in ice," or small as" the :fishroe," "the dodder" or" the crabs' claws."
fo some specimens, bands are found crackled separating other bands not crackled;
or colors, usually either black or reu, are rubbed into the crackling to render it more
apparent, or to impart a tinge to the entire su .. face. In other specimens again,
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surface, with the ornamentation engraved under the pa -te. Tho
craquelure, though coarse in inferior specimens, mu t in the bett ·r
grades have-b~en very close and fine, as it is described as re embling
:fishroe. But that not crackled was the most highly esteemed. H iang
Tzu'-ching, describing a beaker of old bronze design witb engrav d cl •coration ~uder a bluish-green color not crackled, speaks of it as "a rare
kind of J uchou ware." In color it was celadon. In one place thi porcelain is described, it is true, as being like the sky after rain, but a.
elsewhere it is stated to have resembled the Ko-yao, or crackled celadon,
in color, though somewhat darker in shade, there seems no reason. to
doubt that its real tint was bluish-green, i. e., celadon, especially as the
specimens of this ware i11ustrated in the catalogue translated by Dr.
Bu~hell are so painted.* Hsiang Tzu'-ching, the author of thi catalogue, after describing a vase 6¼ inches high, which is stated to have
cost 150,000 cash, or about $150 gold, says "specimens of J ucbou ware
are very rare, and, when met with, are usually plates and bowl . A
perfect unbroken vase like this is almost unique, and as it excels both
Kuan and Ko porcelain both in form and glaze, it is far more valuable." Within three or four decades later, as has already been stated,
it seems to have been impossible to find any specimens at all of thi
ware.
KU.AN-YAO.

Kuan-yao-i. e., official or government porcelain-was the produce of
the imperial factories established under the Sung dynasty between the
years 1107 and 1117 at Pienliang, the present department of K'aifeng,
in Honan province, and after the removal southwards of the court
before the advancing Mongols, at the southern capital, Hangchou, in
Chehkiang province. During the Takuan p~riocl (1107 to 1110) the
though'. for what reason is not known, t.he paste, after having been decorated, is covered with a crackled glaze, and a second decoration, having no apparent connection
with that beneath, is painted above the glaze. The colors of the Juchou, government (Kuan), Ko, Lung ch'iian and Chiinchou porcelains were all some shade of what
the Chinese call ch'ing. Now ch'ing means in some combinations blue, in other a
pale dull green, as of the fresh olive, which is called by the Chinese ch'ing-ku,o, the
ch'ing-colored fruit. Pere d'Entrecolles, when writing of the Lung ch·iiau ware, describes its color correctly as teinte d'olive. M. Julien, however, in spite of a hint
given from the technical annotator M. Salvetat, which might have set him right,
rejected this sense on what seemed to him sufficient grounds, and insisted on (erroneou ly) translatin 17 this word throughout his work as- '' blue," though by so doing he
had to make his porcelain" as blue as (green) j ade "-with the result that sub equent
writer on tbi subj ct have failed to derive any assistance from his work in determining the origin and hi tory of celadon porcelain. Hirth: Op. cit., p. 7.
Celadon wa originally the name of the hero in the popular novel l' .Astree, written
by Honored Urfe in the seventeenth centurv. Celadon was attired in cloth~s of a
kind of ea-gr en bne with gray or bluish tint, and his name th11s came to be applied
t the clothe h wor , pr ci. ly that de iO'nat d h .v tho Chine.ea. ch'ing.
• Juli n: Op. l'it. p. 63. Bu. bell: 01>. cit. Nos. rn, 22, 34.
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shades specially affected were, first, pale white like the moon, the
French clair de lune; second, pale bluish green; and third, dark green;
but during the Ohingho period (1111 to 1117) the only color employed
was bluish-green, both dark and pale in tint. This porcelain was very
thin, and in sorhe cases crackled all over so finely as to resemble crab's
claws in shape, with the red brim and iron-colored foot distinctive of
the true celadou. The Po-wu-yao-lan, quoted in the T'an-shuo Treatise
on Pottery (ch. 2, p. 9), explains this latter expression as follows:
As regards Kuan-yao, it should be known that the porcelain earth found at the foot
of the Fenghuang-shan, or Phcenix hill, near Hangchou, is red; for this reason the
foot (the base on which the vessel rests when being fired, and which is therefore· not
covered by the enamel), resembles iron in color. This was at the time called "redmouthed and iron-footed." The term "red mouth" refers to the brim or opening of
the vessel, which becomes red l)y the enamel flowing down and away from it, so as to
be much thinner ou the l)rim than it is ou the body of the vessel, thus allowing spots
of red paste to become visiMe.

Dr. Hirth, after quoting this explanation, adds:
The red or iron colored bottom, usually appearing in the shape of a ring, is a characteristic featnre of the Lungch'iian celadons; but if the above explanation is correct, the bottom of Lnugch'iian vessels differed from Kuan-yao bottoms, since the
paste of Hangchou celadons (the southern Kuan-yao) is said to be red in itself,
whereas that of the Liingch'iian-yao is originally white, an<l. merely turns red in such
parts of the surface as are not covered by the enamel.*

From Hsiang Tzii cbing's catalogue it would seem as if there were
originally two recognized classes of this ware: ordinary Kuan-yao and
Ta-kuan, or superior Kuan-yao. Among the latter he mentions an
ink-slab for the emperor's use, in which "an oval was left unglazed in
the center for rubbing tile ink on, showing the red paste." Both were
celadon in color; in the superior variety (ta-kuan), however, the glaze
appears to have been more brilliant-it is described as" clear and lustrous, like an emerald in tint." The two specimens of this ware described were both coarsely crackled. The ordinary J{uan-yao was in
some cases crackled with a glaze varying from pale green to deep onion;
in other specimens uncrackled, the latter being seemingly of a lighter
tint than the crackled, the ornamentation, consisting of a varit>ty · of
scroll c.lesigns or of some geometrical patterns broken by animals'
heads in relief, was engraved under the glaze.t
After the court had been removed south wards to Hangchou, Shao
Ch'eng-chang, superintendent of the Northern Imperial Park, is said to
have established a factory in the residence of the junior director of the
palace. Made of very pure clay, with great grace of form and covered
with a transparent, brilliant glaze, this porcelain, which was termed
}fef-yao porcelain of the palace or Kuan-yao-government porcelain--:
_gained a high reputation .
... .1!-~r~h: Op. cit., p. 20,

:His. MiR, H2,
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1.'ING-Y.AO.

Ting-yao, or porcelain of Tingchou, was manufactured originally in
the district of that name in Ohihli province, near the present department of Ohengting. It was known as Pei-ting or Northern Ting
(960-1126), in contradistinction to the Nan-ting or Southern Ting, produced at Hangchou after the retreat uf the court south wards before
the advancing Mongols in 1127. The former was the more highly
prized, and the finest specimens of this ware were those produced, it is
said., during the period Ohengho (1111 to 1117) and. Hsiianho (1119 to
11:!5). In color they were brilliant white, purple or black; and though
the Ko-ku-yao-lan (a work treating of antiquities, completed in 1387), as
quoted in the T'ao-shuo, or Treatise · on Porcelain, from which the authors translated by M. Julien derive most of their information regarding
the ceramics of earlier dynasties, gives as the test of Tingchow porcelain "the purity of its white color and brilliancy of its glaze," it is evident that the connoisseur Hsiang Tzu ching experienced a stronger
affection for bis'' beautiful purple glaze, uniformly brilliant and transparent, resembling the tint of ripe grapes or of the aubergine (eggplant)" and bis black, than be did for the white glaze, though it were
in his own words "uniformly lustrous and translucent, like mutton-fat
or fine jade." Both the purple and black varieties were far rarer than
the white. "I have seen," says .the collector, "hundreds of specimens
of the white, scores of purple-brown, but the black is extremely rare,
and I have only seen the one specimen I have described in my whole
life "-and he then bad at least one of bis specimens more than fifty
years. It is, I think, in this. rarity of the purple and black glazes that
the explanation of the dictum above quoted is to be found, and probably they were unknown to its authors. The varieties mentioned in
the Ko-ku-yao-lan a.s inferior to the white do not include these color ,
and seem to result from impure clay or defective glaze.
The same work (the Ku-k'u-yao-lan) says that one of the signs of the
g~nuineness of this ware was the presence of marks on it like tears. This
probably means granulations, for it is explained that these marks were
cau ed by the manner in which the enamel was thrown upon the white
pa te. Specimens having ornamental designs engraved in the pa te
were the be. t, though the plain or unornamented were al o high]~,
este med · the econd-cla ' con i ted of ucb as had the oruameutation
w rked into the namel, and a third of such a bad the decoration
print d or pr ed upon them with a mold, the ornaments chiefly u ed
ing the Chine e peony or Pmonia moutan, the hsiian-ts'ao or Hemerocalli Jul a, an the flying fenghuang (Ph nix). In H iang Tzu-ching '
ca.taloO'u how v r, eleven pecimen , all undoubtedly of the fine t
qnalit - ix f th white laze, four of the purple, and one of the
11, k- r d ril d, int the ornam ntation of no 011e of, bich enter
· eitller f t4e
· , 11 <l " n lll:lil" pa,ttern · tlrn decw;ation · every cas~
'
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is in general character exactly similar to that found on the J uchou
ware already described.
Tingchow ware was well imitated during the Yifa,n dynasty (1260 to
1367) by one P'eng Chiin-pao at Hochou, in Kiangnan province, and
later on very successfully at Cbingte-chen." His productions, known
as P'eng porcelain, after himself, and Ho porcelain, from the locality,
are described as "fine in paste and white in color, looking very much
like real Ting-yao."
LUNGCH'U.A.N,

Lungch'iian -yao (Lungch'iian porcelain) was manufactured from the
early part of the Sung dynasty (end of tenth or beginning of eleventh
century) in the district of that name, situated in the department of
Ch'iicbou, Chehkiang province. The ornamentation was engraved
under the glaze, which was of various shades from the color of grass to
deep onion-green, sometimes crackled and sometimes not crackled; and
occasionally bands of foliate or scroll pattern are found of deeper tone
than the rest of the vessel. The biscuit: which was of fine clay, turned
brown when the absence of glaze bad exposed it to the effect of beat
during ·baking, though when covered by the glaze and in fractures it
mmained white, and on the base or foot was a ferruginous ring. The
specimens which survive are mostly coarse and thick, l>ut as the best
specimens were considered but little inferior to Kuan-yao, these probably represent only the rougher and inferior grades. In the designs no
little artistic merit is shown at times. One specimen which is described
by Hsiang Tzu-ching (and I have myself seen one exactly similar)
consists of a whorl of palm-leaves surrounding a hollow stem to bold
:flowers. Another is "a sacrificial urn moulded in the form of a hornless rhinoceros~ the body hollowed out to hold wine, with a peaked
saddle on the back as cover, after a bronze design from the Po-lcu-t'u
"enclycopredia." The author translated by M. Julien states that ·this
ware was subsequently successfully imitated at Cbingte-chen, and that
the latter surpassed the originals in beauty. Dr. Hirth, however, avers
on the authority of native connoisseurs that the pure "Lungch'iian
products can be distingmshed from all imitations; first, oecause it is
a peculiarity of the clay used in the manufacture of the former alone
to turn brown or red on the surf'ace when left exposed during baking,
while the biscuit remains white where covered; and, secondly, because,
owing to this peculiarity of the clay, the ferruginous ring on articles
of white porcelain manufactured elsewhere can only be _produced by
artificially coloring the foot or base; an act which of course admits of
ready detection on the part of an experienced collector.t
"'Julien: Op. 9it., pp. 21, 61. Hirth: Op. cit., pp. 13 et seq.
t Ju lieri ; Qp. pit., p. 69. Hirth; O.p, o-it. 1 pp. ~! ct se~- ~qshe l;
l6, 23, 21)=~7, 291 3~, q6, 671 77,

Op, qit. 1 l'f'os, i21
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KO-YAO OR CH.A.NG-YAO.

Subsequently, after the removal of the court southwarcls in 1127, according to an authority quoted in the Topography of the Ohehkiang
province, the brothers Chang, natives of Oh'iichow, but having their
factory in the Lungch •iian district, gained a bigh reputation for their porcelain. These brothers are known as Sheng-i, the elder-born, and Shengerh, the second-born. The produce of the former's kiln was calle<l.
Ko-yao, or elder-brother's porcelain, to distinguish it from that manufactured by the younger Chang, which was termed Ohang-yao or Chang
Lungch'ilan yao, i.e., Lungch 'iian porcelain made by Chang (the younger).
Both are celadon in color, though the elder brother's ware appears to
have been lighter in tint, and both have the distinctive marks of celadon,
the red mouth or opening and ferruginous ring on the foot. The main
difference between the two seems to ba,e been that the Ko-yao was
crackled-so closely in the best specimens as to resemble the fisbroewhereas the Ohang-yao was uncrackled. In· other respects the descriptions are curiously conflicting. The h.istory of the Ohingte-chen factory
states that Ko-yao was extremely thin, while the Wit-ts'a-tsu, a work of
the Ming dynasty, speaks of it as the one kind of porcelain of this epoch
"of' which it is not too difficult to obtain specimens, owing to its peculiar heaviness, which enables it to last long." As compared with the
more ancient porcelain of Lungch'iian, the productions of the two Chang
are described as "smaller, more graceful in shape, and showing greater
delicacy of workmanship."*
CHUN-YAO.

The Ohun-yao was a porcelain made from the early part of the Sung
dynasty, in the district of Chiinchou or sometimes wrongly corresponding to the present district of Yii-chow, in the department of K'aifeng,
Honan province. It was sometimes molded in grotesque forms (e.g.,
a lamp formed of a hornless dragon with scaly body and four short legs,
the serpent-like bead protruding with mouth open to receive the wick
and body hollowed into a receptacle for oil), but was usually modelled
after ancient bronze and ornamented with scroll or floral patterns under
the glaze, which, according to Hsiang Tziiching, was either vermilionred or aubergine purple-the two most valuable colors-moonlight
white (clair de lune) or pale green, and sometimes marked with granulation . The authoritie quoted in the 1l'ao-shuo, or Treatise on Pottery,
, uld lead one to believe that the be t piece bad two or more color '
f glaze n the ame va e. The higher quality, accordiug to them, coni t d of piece having a color red like cinnabar and green like onionleav an kingfi her' fi ather , which i commonly calleu parrot-green,
· n au r rin pur le, or of piece red like rouge, green 1ike onion-leave
• JolieQ

.: '11.

Op.

c·t,, 1>p.

lVi, 70,

f{ii·tq: OJJ, cit., PV· 3t et e(J_, l3q ·uell; OLJ, vi,t.,
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and kiugfi.sher's feathers, and purple like ink; these three colors being
intact and unchanged by baking. M. Julien enumerates seven varieties: ( l) green or blue like plums; (2) purple-brown like the aubergine; (3) red like the Pyrusjapon-ica; (4) pig's liver; (5) mule's lungs;
(6) mucus; (7) sky-blue. Bnt such differentiation appears erroneous,
for the Treatise on Pottery says:
Pieces that have oue or two numbers on the bottom as a trade mark, and are of a
color resembling pig's liver-since the re<l, ch 'ing ( celadon), and green colors got.
mixed together like salvai hanging down through not being sufficiently fired-are
not to be distinguished as different kinds. For such names as mucus or pig's liver,.
which are given to t,his class of porcelain, have been invented for furi's sake. Among·
these porcelains those which have bottoms like the flower -pots in which sword-grass:
is grown are considered the most excellent; the others, viz, those which have tonshaped censers, Ho-fang jugs, or Kuan-tzu, are all of a yellowish sandy paste, for
which reason they are not good in appearance."

The same authority adds that none of these porcelains lasted long.
Specimens are, however, I believe still to be found. Hsiang Tzu-ching,
after describing a small jar, of globular form, with two boldly <lesigned
pllreuixes molded in high relief as handles, interrupting a border of
opirally ornamented medallions, adds:
Cbiinchon porcelain is put at the bottom of the Sung potteries, yet a jar like this
one, of elegant form, good color, a,nd fine engraved work, equals, if not excells, as a
flower-vase, one of Ju, Kuan, Ko, or Ting pottery. It is marked beneath with the
111rn1era.l wu, five, an adLlitional proof that it is really a Chi.in piece. t
TUNG·CH'ING-Y.A.O.

T1ing ch'in_q-yao, or celadon porcelain, from the eastern capital, was
produced at factories sitmited in the department of K'aifeng, Honan
province, the so-called eastern capital of the Sung monarchs, before
tlleir retreat southwards, from 960 to 1126. It was of various shades
of celadon, uncrackled (seemingly), with the ornamentation engraved
under tlle glaze. The description given by Hsiang Tzii-ching of a smaU
vessel of this ware will convey a truer idea of its character than the
vague disquisition of the encyclopIBdists.

* The translation followed is Dr. Hirth's, but the sense is better brought out by Dr.
Busbell's more correct rendering, which runs thus: "Among these porcelains the
flower-pots and saucers for growing sword-gra,ss are the most beautiful; the others,
namel:f, the barrel seats, cern:iers and boxes, square vases and jars with covers," etc.
(North China Herald, 12th May, 1888.) The words here rendered, "the flower-pots
and saucers for growing sword-grass" are translated by M. Julien "les plats sous le
pied desquels on a peint un glaieul." This misconception of the meaning has, as Dr.
Hirth points out, led astray all later writers on porcelain and its marks who have relied on Julien into describing the acorus as a mal'k, when found on the foot of · avessel, of its being a Kinn (Chi.in) piece of the finest quality. Dr. Hirth also draws attention to the fact that the expression t'tt-Bsu wen,·translated by Julien when treating
of one class of this porcelain as showing "veines imitant les ·soies (poils) du lievre,"
really means showing veining like the ouscuta or dodder-t'u-ss1'i being the name of
that plant.
t Bushell: Op. cit., No. 20, 30, 41, 79. Julien: Op. cit., pp. 74, 75. Hirth: Op. cit.,
pp.16, 17.
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"It is of hexagonal form, with lobed border, decorated in panels, with
formal sprays of flowers, plum blossoms, polyporus fungus, and gras ,
chrysanthemuw, bamboo, etc., carve<l. in relief under a glaze of bright
green color like jade, raised in faint millet-like tubercles."*
LESS CELEBRATED VARIE'.l'IES.

In addition to the above celebrate<l. productions of the Sung dynasty, the following: leRs remarkable varieties may be mentioned:
The Hsiao-yao, from the Hsiao district, in the department of Hsiichou,
Kiangnan province, extremely thin and brilliant, white in color,
and very elegant in shape and workmanship.
The Ohichou-yao, from the district of that name, corresponding with
the present Luling district, in the department of Chi-an, Kiangnan
province, both white and violet, the latter closely resembling the
violet porcelain of Tingchon. The best was made by the family
Shu; that produced by the daughter Shu Ohiao realizing almost as
much as Ko-yao (the elder Chang's porcelain). Ber large vases for
holding flowers would fetch several ounces of silver each. Regarding the violet variety, the technical annotator of M. Julien's work
adus the following note: "II- est probable que ces porcelaines violettes etaient fabriq uees a l'etat de biscuit, et colorees en suite avec
un email p]ombeux colore par le manganese. Oette consideration
reporterait a l'annee 960 de notre ere les glagures plombiferes; ce
n'est qu'en 1283 qu'un potier de Scbelestadt trouva le procede de
vernir la poterie an moyen du plomb, et pnt creer une fabrication
veritablement industrielle."
·T he Hsiuchou-yao and Ssiwhou-yao, from the districts respectively of
the same name in the Kiangnan province. They resembled the
(white l) '£ingchow porcelain, but were far inferior in quality.
The T'ang-yi-yao and Tengohou-yao mannfactnred in the T'ang Teugchou
districts of the department of Nayang, Honan province-both
celadon, but, like the next, inferior to Juchou ware.
The Ycwchou-yao, from the district of that name in the department of
Hsi-an, Sbansi proYince. They were originally celadon, but vases
of white porcelain, possesseq. of considerable merit, but lacking in
grace and strength, were subsequently produced.
The Wuni-yao, from the department of Ohienning, Fukien province-a
celadon made from black coar e clay, lacking in polish and with
dry looking glaze.
'fhe Ohien-yao, from the department of Ohienchou, the present di trict
of Ohienyang, in the department of Obienning, Itukien provincethin, of pale lack color and of high poli h, it was highly e teemed;
om p im n were stuuded with granulations re.. embling drop
or y 11 w p arl .
,. ,Jnlit•11: np. it. , pp. G7-(i~J.

Bu.·hC'll:

Op. cit., No. 70.
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The Y,Uhang-yao, from the Yilhang· district, in the department-of Hangcliou, Ollehkiang province-a kind of cell:l,don, resembling Kuanyao, but inferior, possessing neither the. same crackle nor brilliancy.
The Lishu.i-yao, from Lishui district, in the department of Oh'uchon,
Chehkiang province-heavy and thick, resembling in color the
Lungcll·iian (i.
celadon) ware, but far inferior to it.*

e.,

YUAN DYNASTY, 1260

TO

134!:J. -

Under the Mongol dynasty, the Yuan (1260 to 1349), the manufacture of porcelain generally appears to have retrograded. Exceptions,
however, must at least be made in favor of that produced for the special
use of the emperor. This ware--to judge from the specimens described by Hsiang Tzu-ching-was white in color, with the ornamentation faintly engraved in the paste. Plates, bowls, etc., are said to have
borne the characters shuj'u, "the palace," inscribed on the interior on
the foot. Hsiang Tzu-chingt states that this shu-fu porcelain was
copied from the Tingchou ware of the Northern Sung dynasty, and the
vase in his own collection he considers altogether like a Ting piece in
its form, in the color of the paste and in the engraved design.
The details given by native writers regarding the productions of
this period are scanty in the extreme. They mention, however, that
at Lungch'lian celadons were produced on the model of the Chang
ware, but the clay used was coarse and dry, and failed to give the finecolor which had characterized the older productions.
At Ho-chou, in the Kiangnan province, P•eng Ohun-pao produced,
as already stated, some excellent porcelain, known as New Tifng-yao and
from the name of the district in which it was produced, Ho-yao or ware
of Ho, and closely resembling the older ware from Tingchow. Made
from fine, white, plastic clay, it was very thin and celadon in color.
Other varieties mentioned are:
The Rsilanchou-yao, from the department of that name in Kaingnan
province, very thin and white in color.
The Linch'uan-yao, from the district of that name in the department of
Fuchou, Kiangsi province, was a porcelain made from soft white
clay. It was thin, and generally white, with a light yellow tinge;
but some bore flowers coarsely painted.
The Nanfeng-yao, from the district of that name in the department of
Ohienclrnng, Kiangsi province, was a somewhat thick porcelain, in
many cases ornamented with flowers in blue. These two latter
kinds appear to have been very famous under the Yuan dynasty,
and to haYe been much preferred to the productions of Ohingtecben.
The Hut'ien-yao, manufactured in the neighborhood of Chingte-cben,
was either a yellowish-black, or, if white, had a, tint of that color.+
* Jnlieu: Op . cit., pp. 1~-2L

t Bushell: Op. cit., No. 21.

t J(!.lien: Op. cit., pp. 23, 24, 86.
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. No specimens of these wares have, however, so far as I am aware,
survived to the present day, and among those which Chinese connoisseurs now declare to be red products of the Yiian dynasty one seldom
sees any but such as are of a uniform whitish-purple with deep retl
splashes.
MING DYNASTY, 13G8

TO

1649.

Under the Ming dynasty the ceramic art made great progress, both
in the fineness of the ware and in the excellence of the decorative
workmanship. It would appear that under the Yiian dynasty imperial
orders were not invariably executed at the government factories, bu~
were freg_uently entrusted to private enterprise. None, however, of the
articles tendered was accepted unless considered perfect, and the test
was so severe, that as much as 90 per cent. was at times rejected.
_Under the Ming dynasty, however, the manufacture appears to have
been more and more restricted to the Chingte-chen factories, which
thenceforward practically monopolized the production of artistic porcela.in. The administration was reformed, and officers were despatched
from the capital with the oruers, the execution of which they bad to
superintend, and on completion to deliver to the palace-duties which,
like most others of emolument and cUgnity, were absorbed by eunuchs
during the reigns of the last emperors of that dynasty.
In their paintings, which are always in water color, the Chinese, while
of course requiring on the artist's part a knowledge of the technique
adequate to a proper treatment of the subject chosen, admire chiefly a
boldness of stroke which proves complete mastery over the pencil, and
a facility of conception which permits of improvisation, so to speak; that
is, of the elaboration of the original design currente calanw, and witllout having previously outlined a sketch ·of it upon the object to be
decorated. This style of painting is termed pi-i, "following the will of
the brush." An artist who first sketches out bi~ design and then carefully and elaborately fills in the details, a style which is depreciatingly
termed kung-i, "mechanical", occupies in their estimation a very subordina~ position. And the characteristics of the two styles are so
clearly defined, or at least are so patent to the practised native eye,
that a single glance almost suffices to enable a connoisseur to determine
which of the two a painting belongs.
In a country, too, where painting as a profession does not exi t 1 and
w!Jer the interchange of fan or scroll painted l>y the donors, as oue
f the mo ·t ordinary · forms of courtesy, generates, if not a profound
kuowl <lge of the art, at lea t a very general practical proficiency in
it, it ha re ulted hat the mo t noted artists are to be found among th
cl·
njoying be mo t l i are-that formed of the uccessful competit r in th lit r ry xamination which con titute the one entry to offi·ial m 1 ' m nt. In thi way the more highly e teemed tyle of painthl fr
tr ke, , me to be con icler cl (a ind edit prac-
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tically was) the almost exclusive production of the literary or official
class. Hence when, during the 0h'enghua period, the decoration of
porcelain in many colors came to be that most highy prized, it became
customary to have the designs drawn by the most celebrated artists
among the palace officials and to transmit them to the manufactory to
be there executed by the most skilled, paiqters.
Owing to the care thus exercised in obtaining decorative designs from
the brushes of the best artists and in having them ex.ecuted by the most
able workmen, the manufacture reached a higher point of excellence
during this (the Ch'englrna) period than at any other time during the
Ming dynasty, and the steps of development which led to this result
may be distinctly traced.
As has been remarked earlier, decoration by painting in colors as distinct from the general coloring imparted by glaze is, I believe, first
reached under the Ming dynasty. In the Yunglo period (1403 to 1424)
it took the form of decoration in blue uuder the glaze. Special atten·
tion was paid to this style during the Hsiiante period (1426 to 1435),
and owing probably to the adoption of a special kind of foreign blue
(known in Chinese as Su-ni-po, which-appears to have been obtainahle
during this period alone), a brilliancy of color was attained which was
never afterwards quite equ3,led. At the same time, however, a brilliant
re<l color attracted universal admiration. At first this was used by itself
either as a uniform coloring over the outside of bowls and cups, or for
the delineation of fishes or peaches upon the white ground, the contrast
of the two colors, both striking in brilliancy, being highly admired.
Then a form was adopted which, while it gave due prominence to the
liighly prized crimson, admitted of the intr0tluction of other colors in
a subordinate capacity, such as vessels in the shape of p_ersimrnons
( DiospyrQs kaki) on a leafy branch forming the handle, the fruit being
red, and the leaves and stalk of their natural colors, green of various
shades and brown respectively. From this form of decoration it required
but a step to reach the use of the enamel colors for which the Ch'eughua
period (1465 to 1487) is famous.
The use of enamel colors continued during the Hungchih period
(1488 to 1505), some of the specimens being scarcely inferior to
the )Jest pieces of 0h'enghua ware, but gradually gave way in public
favor to a pale yellow glaze covering an ornamentation engraved in the
paste. This was also the most highly esteemed production of the
Ch'eugte period (1506 to 1521): though the efforts to obtain further
supplies of blue from the west being crowned with success, a revival
in favor of "blue and white" china took place during this and
especially the following reign till the supply was once more exhausted.
Peculation, misgoverument and its attendant disorders and an -increasing difficulty in :finding the finer qualities of clay combined to cause
a steady decline from this period on wards in the artistic excellence of
the porcelain produced. The rapidity of the down ward course was con-
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siderably accelerated by the enormous extent of the imperial orders
for the supply of the palace, which, somet,imes aggregating 100,000
pairs of articles on a single occasion, taxed the resources of the
government fa,ctories beyond their strength, with the result that, in
order to ·economize mone.v and labor, colors which were expensive or
difficult to procure, were replaced by others less costly and more simple
in their ingredients, and artistic beauty and excellence of workmanship
were sacrificed to promptness in providing the supplies ordered. It is
the gradual disper~ion of the articles comprised in the vast orders
issued during the Lungch'ing (1567 to 1572) and Wanli (1573 to 1619)
periods that has provided the bulk of the specimens in the possession
of modern collectors of what ha.s come to be considered (though in view
of the much higher artistic merit of the ware produced under earlier
emperors very unfairly considered) the characteristic Ming porcelain,
porcelain somewhat coarse in make, faulty in shape, and decorated with
pa.in tings which, though characterized by boldness of design, are usually
marked by want of care in execution.
While, however, the work of the government factories showed these
unmistakable signs of decadence, strenuous efforts were made by a
few isolated private manufacturers to raise the art to its earlier level
of excellence. · The imitations by Chou Tan-ch'iian of the beautiful old
Tingchou ware, and the cups of' Hao Shih-chi of a "dewy-dawn retl 1'
and of egg-shell (the latter at times only weighing one-fortieth of an
ounce apiece) are spoken of in terms of the highest admiration, and
brought fabulous prices. But though these efforts were, if the
statements of Chinese writers can be relied upon, crowned with
complete success so far as the artist's individual productions were
concerned, they were inadequate to prevent the downward tendency
exerted by the government establishments at Ohingte-chen, which
had already for a long while almost monopolized the production of
porcelain in China.
During the remainder of the period that the Ming dynasty hehl the
throne its energies were so much occupied in endeavoring to suppress
internal disorder and in resisting the attacks of the Manchu Tartars
on its northern frontiers that no attention was paid to the ceramic art.
FROM

1403 TO 1424.

During the Yunglo period (1403 to 1424) much white porcelain, with
ornamentation in blue under the glaze, commonly known in Europe as
"blue and white china," was manufactured, which holds third place in
regard to excellence among this cla of ware produced during the
Ming dyna ty, that of the ff-i.iante period (1426 to 1435) occupying the
fir, t, an that f he 01..t en hua period ( 1465 to 1487) the second place.
T e lue empl . d i tatecl in tlle annals of Fouliang to have been
r ugh fr r , m M hammedan cotrntry as tribute, and wa thence
kn \ n a M b l mm llan bln . DurinO' the Ynnglo and H i.i.ante periods
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it was termed Su-rna-li or Su -ma-ni blue, and during the latter Su-ni-po
also. v\rhere this blue came from and whether these Chinese designations are the reproductions of the name of a country or of a color bas
never been determined. Dr. Hirth, while pointing out the resemblance
of the former in sound to smalt (medirnval Latin smaltum), and of. the
latter to Schneeberg, "under which name the Saxon biue afterwards
became famous all over the world,"* thinks a search into Arabian or Persian records of that day may yet supply the missing explanation. What
ever it was, the supply was exhausted during the Uh'enghua period.
Somewhat later, however (during the Ohengte period (1506 to 1521),
Tatang, the governor of Yunnan province, succeeded in obtaining further supplies of Mohammedan blue by paying for it twice its weight in
gold; and during this and the greater part of the subsequent reign
(Ohiaching period, 1522 to 1566) it continued available; a fact to which
is doubtless attributable the excellent color of tlie productions of that
time. Towards the close of the latter reign, however, the supply again
gave out, when an incinerated cobaltiferous ore of manganese (termed
wu-ming-i) replaced the western product; the color obtained from this
native ore, far from equalling the brightness and transparency of the
foreign blue, however, showed a dull and 11,eavy tint. after baking.
EGG-SHELL PORCELAIN.

Egg-shell porcelain of very delicate workmanship was produced, but
owing to its extreme fragility good specimens are now very difficult to
obtain. It appears also to have had a tendency to crack during the
process of firing. These porcelains are termed among the Chinese
t'o-t'ai, or porcelain from whicli the "embryo" or biscuit has been removed, and are divided into two classes: "True t'o-t'ai," the very thin,
also known as egg-shell (tan-p'i or luan-mu) and "semi t'o-t'ai," the
somewhat thicker. The true t'o-t'ai especially present great difficulties
in the manufacture and require extraordinary dexterity in the handling, for so thin is the portion of the body the workman allows to remain, that it seems as though all bad been remoYed; and it is only quite
recently that the government manufactory at Seyres has succeeded in
producing such porcelain, and then by an entirely different process,
by casting or moulage en barbot-ine.
·
The work translated by M. Julien state8 that while the production of
this ware originated during the Yunglo period it was only the thicker
variety that was then mad2, and that the true t'o-t'ai dates from a later
(rpoch, l!aving been produced during the Ch'enghua period (1465 to 1487)
at the government manufactory and during the Lungch'ing (1567 to 1572)
anu Wanli (1573 to 1619) periods at private factories. This statement
a,ppears, however, to be erroneous; for in No. 295 of this collection will
be found a specimen, so at least Chinese experts state, of the semi' t'o-t'ai
'* Hirth: Op. cit., p. 65.
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(though it seems difficult to believe that a bowl of such size could be
made much thinner and yet be of practical utility), and iu Nos. ~89 to
294 specimens of the true t'o-t'af,, both having the inscription Yung-lonien-chih '' :\Jade during the Yunglo period" engraved in the old seal
character on its foot. Moreover, the one specimen of this ware described
by Hsiang Tzu-ching is a small cup "as thin as paper, called t'o-t'ai,
body-less," i. e., true t'o-t'ai, not semi t'o-t'ai, of which he says "there
are not a few of these wine-cups left, yet they are highly appreciated by
collectors of taste.* Specimens of the Ch'enghua egg-shell will be found
in NOS. 296 to 303.
In spite of the extreme thinness of this ware many specimens-such
as Nos. 289 to 294, already referred to-are adorned with very elaborate designs engraved under the glaze (an operation requiring exceptional delicacy of workmanship), which are scarcely visible unless the vessel be held against the light or be filled with liquid. These specimens
possess additional interest from the fact that they enable uR to picture to
ourselves what the porcelain manufactured for the special use of the palace under the Yiian dynasty (the Shu-ju) and the Tingchou ware of the
Sung dynasty were like; though, of course, these latter had not the
thinness and delicacy of the egg-shell porcelain. For Hsiang T~u-ching,
after describing a specimen of Shu-ju porcelain decorated with dragons
in the midst of clouds and with lion's head handles, all faintly engraved
in the paste unrler a white glaze, states that "'the porcelain of our own
dynasty (the Ming) of the reigns of Yunglo and Hsiiante, decorated
with patterns engraved under a white glaze, was made after this Shuju,
porcelain, which was itself copied from the Tingcliou porcelain of the
northern Sung dynasty.t
}'ROM

1426

TO

1435.

Among the porcelain manufactured during the Hsiiante period (1426
to 143.3) that covered with crimson g]aze or bearing designs in that
color holds the highest place in the eyes of Chinese connois eurs. '' It
truly stands pre-eminent among the celebrated porcelains of different
dynasties, a precious jewel of our own times," says Hsiang Tzu-ching.
Some of the descriptions left by this author are worth reproducing. (1)
An incense burner from an old bronze design. "The upper two-thirds of
th body and the handles, which Me moulded in the form of fish, are
covered with a deep red glaze of ro y dawn tint, the lower part
enamel d white, pure as driven now, the two colors mingling in a
curved line, dazzling the eye ." (2) A wine pot (6½ inches big , copi~d
from a imi]ar ve. el of carved jade n ed by the emperor. The body,
1 ncl r elow, welling toward the top, is decorated with engra,·ed
cl ud croll and band of geometrical and piral pattern, with conical
v r; pirally urv d handle, and pout moulded and engraved in th
fi r
fa pb nix h a I, all covered with deep-red (chi hung) glaze." lt
tlbi<l., No. 21.
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is said to have cost the owner 200 ingots of silver in paper notes, a sum
Dr. Bushell estimates to be equivalent to about £600.
Another style of decoration much esteemed at the time for open vessels was "three red fish on a white ground pure as driven snow, the
fish boldly outlined and red as fresh blood, of a brilliant red color dazzling the eyes." Occasionally these fish would be represented on the
outside swimming on waves engraved in the paste, with two more on the
inside. Though no less than four vessels so decorated are described
by Hsiang Tzii-ching, they are stated to have been even then "precious
specimens of this rare kind of porcelain "-they are certainly so now.
A rarer kind of decoration still was three pairs of pe3!ches in red on a
white ground-of these "only two or t.h ree were then known to exist
within the four seas," i. e., the empire.
A still rarer decoration, found on a wine-cup, is described as '' the
white ground decorated inside and outside with cloud scrolls engraved
in the paste, a scroll border above colored crimson: the handle a dragon
of bold design moulded in high relief coiled round the top, with teeth
and four claws fixed in the rim, enamelled vermilion red." (Vessels
with a dragon moulded in relief upon the brim are, it may be added,
always highly esteemed by the Chinese when intact, partly because of
the · artistic ability required to successfully execute .the design, and
partly because old specimens are seldom met with undamaged.) ,~only
one or two of these beautiful little cups remain throughout the empire,
and 100 taels ($150 gold) is not considered too much to pay for a specimen." Hsiang Tzii-ching states that the brilliancy of this crimson
glaze was oMaioed by the addition of powdered red gems from the
west to the ordinary materials. Dr. Bushell, commenting upon this
statement, says '' this is impossible, and the colors being painted on
under the glaze shows it to have been a copper silicate, the same doubtless t,hat gave the bright red (hsien hung) to the monochromes of the
period.* M. Julien states that among the colors for porcelain pa.inting
brought from China by M. Itier (an employe in the minstry of finance,
who accompanied the French ambassador to that country) and presented in 1844 to the manufactory at Sevres, was one named pao-shihhung, '' precious stone red", which when analyzed by M. Salvetat proved
to be merely'' oxyde de fer avec du fondant." t
A decoration first met with in the productions of this period is
obtained by the entire excision of a delicate pattern, by some sharp
instrument, from the biscuit of which the cup or bowl is formed. When
the vessel is dipped in the glaze, the latter fills up the excised open
work with a thin film s·ufficiently thick after baking to retain the
liquid in the cup, though so thin that the pattern is thrown out as a
transparency upon the ·more opaque body. This decoration is commonly known among English collectors as "lace-work," and the Preneh
term pieces so decorated reticulees.
*Bushell: Op. cit., Nos. 6, 101 40 541 561 t,8 1 601 691 ?1 1 ~~4 J>· 117,
t ?~l~e?: O:p, cit. 1 p, 91,
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FROM

1465 TO 1487.

During the Ch'enghua period (1465 to 1487) the production of porcelain bearing a blue decoration under the glaze continued, but owing
chiefly to the fact that the supply of Su-ni-po blue from abroad was
exhausted and partly from the growing preference for ornamentation
in enamel colors, this ware was inferior in color to that of the Hsu.ante
period; and it is for the decoration in enamel colors that this period is
chiefly and justly famous.
One authority states that among the productions of this period are
the most beautiful of wine-cups, the upper part of which is adorned
with a Chinese peony ( Pmonia moutan) and having at t,he base a hen and
chickens full of life and movement.* Hsiang Tzuching thus describes
a pair:
They are of rouncled form, swelling below, so thin and delicate that one weighs less
than a third of an ounce. The cockcombs, narcissus and other :flowers, the flying
dragon-fly and crawling mantis, painted after life, in green, yellow, and crimson
enamel. These are choice specimens of the wine-cups of this celebrated reign, and
are valued at 100 taels (say $150) the pair, yet now even for this money it is impossible to get them. t

Another miniature wine-cup described by him is said to have been
purchased for 60 ounces of silver ($90); while a pair in the possession
of one of the high officers of the court under the Emperor Wanli is
stated by another writer to have been valued at 1,000 ounces, or $1,500.
Whatever may be thought of the last statement, the prices mentioned
by Hsiang Tzuching are fully confirmed by contemporary writers.
The Treatise on Pottery (the T'ao-shuo) quotes from a work written
towards the end of the Ming dynasty as follows:
On the days of new moon and of full moon I often went, while at the capital,
to the fair at the Buddist temple Tz'u-en-ssu, where rich men thronged to look at
the old porcelain bowls exhibited there. Plain white-cups of Wanli porcelain were
several ounces of silver each, those with the marks of Hsiiante an<l Ch'enghua were
twice as much more, up to the tiny cups decorated with fighting cocks, which could
not be bought for less than a hundred ounces of the purest silver, pottery being
valued far more highly than precious jacle.+

From the time of the Emperor Wanli it was the endeavor of every
man of ta te, whose wealth could support such a strain, to set wine-cup
of Ch'enghua ware before his guests. Considering how many pieces of
tbi choice porcelain must have been thus sacrificed, it is not surpri fog
that it i almo t impossible to procure specimens at the present daynearly three hundred years after they were selling at twelve times
their weight in gold-though Dr. Bu hell states that "one may be
occa ionally en in a Chine e collection preserved in an ebony box
ftly lin d with padded silk.'' Four specimens of these cup are contain in th c 11 etion- o . 300 to 303.
· Joli n: p. cit, p. 94.
l'.l bell; Op. cit,, o, 50

noted by Bu llell;

t

cit.
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From this period also are supposed to date many of the large vases
which form so prominent a feature in the European collections, decorated with historical scenes, in the coloring of which green plays so
large a part, and which have in consequence been termed by French
writers "la famille verte." They are really, however1 more modern.
"The finest," as Dr. Bushelf truly remarks, '' belong· to the reign of
K'anghsi, so that one of a pair is often found with a Ming mark beneath, the other with a censer, flower, or other emblem (of the K'anghsi
period); yet some connoisseurs pride themselves on being able to distinguish the genuine Ming in this class from the false, confes.s ing,
however, that it is a difficult matter.*
This period is also noted for its egg-shell porcelain. It was not,
however, invented at this time, but, as we have already shown, first
manufactured during the Yunglo period. The four small plates of this
ware (Nos. 296 to 299) are worthy of special note, not only for their
extreme thinness and transparency,.,. b ut for the very unusual style of
their decoration-landscapes in enamel colors above the glaze.
FROM

1488 TO 1505.

During the succeeding period., Hungchih, 1488 to 1505, while enamel
colors were still used, a very pale yellow glaze of the color of a newly
µusked chestnut was the tint most highly prized, the two kinds of decoration being at times combined. If the uniform yellow glaze was employed, ornamentation would be at times engraved in the paste or
moulded in relief beneath it. So little is said regarding the ware of
this period by Chinese authors, that it is worth while recordfng the
descriptions of two choice specimens given by Hsiang Tzu-chingg) a wine pot "moulded in the form of a gourd contracted in the middle, the brown stalk forming the handle of the cover, a winding branch
the tapering handle, from which spring green tendrils and leaves
and a miniature gourd, all worked in relief in the yellow body, a second
miniature gourd being fashioned into the spout. Light yellow was the
_color most highly valued in this reign, but enamelling in color was also
employed, as in this piece, which reminds one of the porcelain of the
,reign of Ch'enghua;" (2) a teacup "in the form of a hibiscus flower,
covered outside with a delicate yellow glaze imitating the natural tint
of the flower; white inside. I have seen many s·pecimens of Hungchih
porcelain, but nothing to surpass these little cups."*
1
FROM

1506 TO 1521.

During the Chengte period (1506 to 1521), so far as the meagre details chronicled allow us to judge, while decoration in enamel colors
continued and the successful endeavors of the governor of Yunnan to,
obtain further supplies of ,\fohammedan blue caused attention to be
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again turned to the production of porcelain ornamented with designs
in blue under the glaze, the ware most highly prized was that co.vered
with a yellow gla;r,e, introduced under the previous reign, over patterns
engraved in the paste, and a red monochrome termed chi-hung. Thi1:1
term appears to have included two shades, one the pao-shih-hung, or
" precious-stoue red" already discusseu-under the Hsiiante period,
(page 412), and the hsien-hung, a bright red, produced by a silicate of
copper. This color, the Chinese records state, could not be successfully produced subsequent to this period under the Ming dynasty,
owin~ seemingly to inability to maintain a suitable condition of atmosphere in the kiln; a difficulty· explained by M. Salvetat thus:
Si !'atmosphere du four est trop reductrice, le cuivre passe a l'etat de cuivre m6tallique; si !'atmosphere du four est trop oxydante, la coloration rouge disparait et
la converte devient verdatre (Recue-il des travaux scienti.fiques de M. Ebelrnen, Tome I, p.
437): le protoxyde de cuivre seul donne un silicate d'nne couleur rouge."

A curious kind of earthen ware is mentioned by Hsiang Tzu-ching as
having been produced in the Yi-hsing district, of the department of
Changchou, Kiangsu province, by a celebrated potter named Kung
Cb'un. Teapots of this ware were of a light brown-like felt, or covered
with a vermilion red glaze. In either case the color is said to have
changed to a bright green when tea was poured in, and to have gradually reverted to its original color, line by line, as the liquid was poured
out. This curious peculiarity is said to have been merely the accidental result of some change effected by baking, but was highly
prized by collectors-:j00 ounces of silver ($750) having been paid for
the two specimens described by our author.t
FROM

1522 T,) 1566.

During the Ohiaching period (1522 to 1566) the yellow glaze, so particularly affected during the two previous reigns, appears to have been
entirely, and decoration in enamel colors to have been almost entirely,
abandoned, the old style of ora·amentation in blue under the glaze
being chiefly admired, till the supply of that color from the we.st was
again exhau ted during the later years of this reign : and to the present day the "blue and white" of this period is mnch sought after by
collectors. Apart from this, the only kind of ware at all remarkable
mentioned l>y Chinese writers is cup intended for use upon the palace
altar , and henc termed t'an-cban, which are aid to have re embled
white jade and to have been exceptionally beautiful. One maker,
nam d Ts'ui, who i tated to have lived <luring this and the following
reign, i howe r mentioned a a ucce ful imitator of the porcelain of
th
iianP and Oh'"ugbua period , his productions being known a
T.' ni knng yao tz'1'i,, " fr. T 'ui' porcelain-ware." t
"Jnli u: Op. cit. p. 07. Bu,hcl;
Bn.h 11: Op. cit., Tos. 44, 45.
t Julien; 0/J, (;i(. 1 pp. 97, 100,

Op.

qi(.,

os. 521 7 ,
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lf>ti7 TO 1619.

During the Lungch'ing (1567to1572) and Wanli (1573 to 1619) periods
it appears to have been difficult to obtain supplies of good clay, and
this fact, combined with the increasing disorder throughout the empire
and the enormous extent of the supplies ordered for palace use, caused
a marked deterioration in the quality of the ware produced, though the
workmanship is at times highly spoken of, especially in the case of porcelain decorated in enamel colors-the most highly prized having marks
on them resembling " millet grains," or a surface marked as with the
pittings on orange peel (l'apparance chagrinee d'une peau d'orange).
While, however, the productions of the government factories were
marked by an e·ver-increasiug decadence, serious efforts were made by
private producers to stay the downward tendency, and two individuals
would seem to have won for themselves and their ware a very high reputation. Chou Tan-ch'iian, a native of Wumen, imitated the ancient
masterpieces of Tingchou porcelain so successfully, that the most expert
connoisseurs failed, it is said, to detect the fraud, and willingly purcha.:5ed
them at such enormous sums as 1,000 ounces of silver each ($1,500).
Another maker, of unknown origin, but whose name .tradition says was
Hao Shihchiu, made cups of" liquid-dawn tint," bright as vermilion, and
of egg-shell of a beautiful brilliant white, and weighing in some cases only
just over half a pennyweight, or about one-forti~th of an ounce, for which
extravagant prices were paid (this all sounds, however, much exaggeratetl). Other productions of b.is were celadon vases resembling Kuanyao or the elder Chang's ware (Ko-yao), except that they were not
crackled, and vases of a color which the French term feuille morte, or
fond laque, a hrown or coffee tint, derivell from ferruginous clay. This
artist was known as Hu-lcung, "Mr. Pots," or Hu-yin-tao-jen, '' the Taoist
hidden in a pot," apparently pseudonyms adopted by him in allusion
to an old legend preserved in the Shen-hsien-chu,an, au ancient work
on Taoist immortals, and signed his jars with the mark Hu-yin-lao-jen,
"the old man hidden iu the pot." According to the leg-encl, Ru-kung,
the Old Man of the Pot, was a magician, endowed with marvellous
powers of healing, who lived during the third and fourth centuries, and
was accustomed to distribute in charity .the vast sums he received in
payment for his miraculous cures. He disappeared each night from
mortal view, his retreat remaining a mystery till he was watched, wheu
it was discovered that the leech was accustomed to withdraw at stmset
to the interior of a hollow gourd which hung from a door-post. Julien
translated these characters as le vieillard ou qui vit dans le retraite :
but says Dr. Hirth" it seems to me that these four character~ have rather
an epigrammatic sense, and if translated into Latin would be among
the most delicious of Martial's Apophoreta; for the 'old man,' as the
clever maker styles himself, 'is concealed in the pot,' like the fairy
H. Mis. 142, pt. 2- -27
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Hu-kung was in his, and although invisible, he himself-that is, his inventive genius-is contained in it. It impresses me as the most sympathetic device a ceramic artist could select as a mark."..,.
PRESENT DYNASTY, 1644

TO

DATE.

The factories at Chingte-cben, which bad been closed during the last
years of the Ming dynasty, were not re-opened till the Manchu en;iperors had firmly seated themselves upon the throne-during the reign of
K'anghsi ( A. D. 1662 to 1722). He and his two succetisors, Yungcheng
(l723 to 1735) and· Chienlung (1736 to 1795), while maintaining the
qualities whicli had enabled tlleir race to gain its high position, at once
adopted. the civilization of the conquered nation. No less eminent ais
scholars and statesmen than as able generals, loving the magnificent
but no less aiming at practical utility, they set vigorously to work to reform those portions of the theoretically admirable system of govern• rnent ·which had·been allowed to fall into decay, to improve apd beautify
the capital '3.Ud its palaces, to diffuse education aud to encourage the
fine arts. The factories at Chingte-cheu were not slow to feel the effects
of this chauge of system. The kilns increased rapidly in number, till
at the date of P. d'Entrecolles' letters, they aggregated over three
hundred .in full activity, the fires of which at night so illuminated the
hills surrounding the plain in which the town stands, that it seemed as
some vast city abandoned to the flames, and over a million souls found
a means of livelihood in its busy streets. The production was not characterized by activity alone, however. The ablest artists were employed
to paint and to design ornamentation, to enhance the beauty of which
they at times availed themselves of foreign idea.s; odes from the emperor's
pen were reproduced upon vases in facsimile, or short .extracts were in- ·
trouuced as subjects for illustration; vases and cups were specially ordered to confer upon distinguished personages, their achievments being
epitomized iu the paintings which decorated these precious heirlooms
(No. 169); the workmen and decorative artists were educated to a
higher level of proficiency; and the direction of the factories was confided to officers who were known to be possessed of the knowledge requi ite for such a position. Progress was sure and rapid; and during
the seventy-five years between 1698 and 1773-comprising roughly tlle
latter half of K'anghsi's reign, the whole of Yungcbeng's and rather
more than half that of Chienlung-the manufacture and decoration of ..
porcelain in China attained a degree of excellence which in my opinion
ha never be n reached either before or since.
During the arly part of K•angb i' · reign (1062 to 1722) green wa ,
a it had en among th lat r productious of the Ming dyna ty-during th Lunching and anli period of 1567 to 1619-the predominating
l r mpl ··s d in dee rati n, uch porcelaiu b ing hence termed la
"Hirth: Op cit., p. 72. Julieu: 'P cit. pp. 99, 103, 104, 206.
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famille verte; and to this _period belongs, in part, much of the ware
so decorated, which is usually ascribed to the earlier dynasty and is
considered a characteristic Ming porcelain~ To the colors applied
under the glaze was now added a blue above glaze, which does not
seem to have been known under the Mings. During the later years of
this reign, however, green gave way to red as the predominating
color, and a &tyle of decoration was adopted which has been classed by
M. Jacquemart and subsequent writers under the title of lafamillerose.
It is easily distinguished by its half tints and broken colors, having
for decorative basis a carmine red lowered to pale rose, and obtained
from gold, which is called in Europe purple of Cassius. The addition
to their palette of this color, of yellow derived from antimony and of
white from arsenical acid, enabled Chinese artists to considerably increase the variety and bei;tuty of their decorations. A. director of the
gov1~rnme11t factories named Ts'ang Ying-hsiian, is mentioned by
Chinese writers as having about this time gained considerable distinction by his productions, which were of thin porcelain, covered with
a brilliant, and, in the most highly valued specimens monochrome, glaze.
The colors are stated to have been "snake-skin green," "mud-eel
yellow," blue, and dappled yellow. Other, but les~ esteemed, colors
were pale yellow, pale violet, pale green, and blue or red, both so1.iffie.
FROM

1723 TO 1796.

Shortly after the accession of Yungcheng, Nien Hsi-yao was, in 1727,
entrusted with the direct,ion of the imperial manufactories. He personally selected the materials and superintended the execution of the
emperor's orders. All the articles made by him-:which are known as
Nien porcelain, nien yao, were graceful in form and of fine workmanship. They were chiefly monochrome in color, blue, bright and carmine
reds, celadons, and "of egg-color as bright as silver,'7 but some were
ornamented with painted flowers, either incised or plain. Some of the
monochrome vases, dating from this or a slightly later period, have
lately obtained an extraordinary vogue among the foreign collectors,
and bring prices ridiculously above any value to which they could
justly lay claim on the score of either rarity, color or workmanship.
A small vase only 8 inches high, of a dull white-pink shade upon. an
underground of pale sea-green, which has been dignified by tlie name
of "peach-blow" (in some specimens this underground forces itself into ·
notice in the form of splotches on the pink), was. offered to the writer
in Peking for less than $200 gold, and, having been purchased by a
foreign dealer, was eventually sold in New York for $15,000. With
Nien Hsi-yao was associated in the management a year later a Manchu officer in the lord chamberlain's office named T'angying, who
fifteen years later succeeded to the sole direction. Possessing an intimate knowledge of the different varieties of clay and of the effects of the
:tire upon them and on colors, he exercised the greatest care in the
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choice of' materials, and every article made under his orders was remarkable for delicacy of workmanship, purity of form, and brilliance
of coloring. He imitated with wonderful precision the most beautiful
of the ancient designs, and his efforts at reproducing the most cele. brated glazes were crowned with equal success. In addition he is
credited with the invention of several new styles of decoration, of which
tl.ic most remarkable were: The use of European blues ~nd violets, a
ground of enamel black, white flowers or designs in gold upon a black
ground, the French method of painting, and the yao~pien or jla1nbe
st,Yle. In a word, "under his direction," Chinese writers state, "the
prouucts of the imperial factories attained their highest perfection.*
The work translated by M. Julien distinctly states that the introduction of the black grounds dates from the early part of Chienlung's
reign. Treating, as this work does, of events of such comparatively
recent occurrence, its reliability would at first· glance seem scarcely open
ta doubt. I am, however, strongly of opinion that the statement is
erroneous, and that black grounds originated some decades earlier. I
have seen specimens which, the black ground apart, have all the characteristics of the K'anghsi period, and far inferior in delicacy of execution to specimens which were undoubtedly manufactured nu<ler the
direction of T'angying, such as No. 93 of this collection. The accuracy
of the statement in other respects is, however, confirmed by experience.
Tlle use of violet, or of magenta with a violet tone, with most llappy
effect, especially for grounds, is one of the characteristics of this period,
while the best blues fully equal anything in that color produced <.luring
the best periods of the Mings.
Special attention, as has been seen, was also paid at this time to the
production of yao-pien, of which Chinese writers distinguish three kinds,
two due to celestial agency; one, the .ftambe glaze, to human ingenuity.
As regards the latter, oxydulated copper, it is well known, furnishes
vitrifiable painting with a fine red. This, thrown in a body on a Yase,
forms the tint called har·icot, a kind of fawn color; with a further quantity of oxygen of equal amount a protoxyde is formed, producing a
beautiful green, that may be changed into sky-blue by increasiug the
oxygenation. The tints upon a vase may thus be modified almost indefinitely by a due regulation at different periods during tlle process of
baking of the currents of air admitted. '' When a clear fire placed in a
trong current clraw_s a considerable column of air, all the oxygen i~ uot
cou um eel, and pa.rt of it combines with the metal; if, on the otll~r band,
thick moke i introduced into the furnace, of which the carbouaceons
ma , greedy of oxygen, ab orbs everywhere thi gaQ, uece ary for
it comhu tion, the oxyde will be destroyed and the mefo.l completely
re t r d.
lac d at a given moment in these given condition , b.Y th
ra1 id and imult ne u introducti n of current of air and of ooty
a1 r the haricot glaze a ume a mo t picture que a,ppearance; the
11

Julien: Op. cit., pp. 108 et, se.
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whole surface of the piece becomes diapered with veins and streaked
colorations, changing and capricious as the flame of spirits, the red
oxydulate, passing by violet into paie blue and to the green protoxyde,
evaporates itself even completely upon certain projections, which
become white, and thus furnishes happ,y accidental combinations.*
The supernatural changes are either of color, as when a piec.e of porcelain is taken from the kiln having developed a patch of some new color
in a natural shape, or of form, "as when some unusually large slabs
were requisitioned by one of the Ming emperors, which were transformed into beds and boats, with equipage complete, and forthwith
broken up by the startled potters, as gt'avely reported l>y the official
in charge by way of excuse for their absence."t In the Buddhist tern-.
pie Pao-kuo-ssu in Peking is a famous yao-pien image of Yuanyin, a
finely designed figure enamelled in colors, light blue, crimson, yellow,
and two shades of brown; of which, from an ode from his pen engraved
on the shrine, the Emperor Chienlung says the goddess descended into
the kiln to fashion an exact likeness of herself.
The reference to the introduction to '' the French method of painting"
is of so interesting a nature as to merit more detailed consideration.
The Jesuit missionaries of.the seventeenth century gained for themselves a position of dignity and influence beside the Dragon throne such
as no foreigner before or since has succeeded in attaining. This position,
and a tolerance which saw nothing incompatible with the Catholic religion in the cherished observance of the Chinese-in the payment of
official honors to the sage Confucius and in the worship of ancestorscaused a remarkable spread of Catholicism, which, owing to the labors
of Father Ricci and his successors, had already established itself under
the Ming dynasty, counting among its members many officials and the
consort of the last of the line, who proclaimed himself emperor in the
Kwangtung (Canton) province. But Pope Clement Xl's bull Ex illa
die, confirming an earlier bull on the same subject dated the 4th November, 1704, by deciding that these observances were incompatible with
Catholic belief, aroused violent anger on the part of the Emperor
K'anghsi and dealt a blow to the missions from which they have never
• recovered. The emperor died before the legate especially sent to China
to carry out the bull could perform his promise to endeavor to persuade
the Pope to modify its terms ; and decrees of great severity were issued
against Christianity by his successors, Youngcheng and Chienlung, to
which Pope Benedict XIV replied in 1742, by issuing a bull deciding this
unfortunate question in its narrowest sense. The severity of the imperial decree was, however, mitigated in favor of the missionaries at
court-at first Jesuits, and after the dissolution of that order Lazarists;
and a European religieuse continued to be a director of the board of
astronomy down to 1814.
"'Jacquemart: "History of the Ceramic Art," translated by Mrs. Pallier, p. 50.
May 12, 1888.

t Dr. Bushell: Letter in North China Heral<l,
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The high position gained by the Jesuits was bot.h won and maintained
. chiefly by their high attainments in astronomy, in matbemat.ics and in
geometry. It, however, ena,bled these able and enlightened representatives of western learning t.o exercise a considerable degree of influence
upon other matters not directly connected with the studies for which they
were chiefly famous, but in which their scientific education gave them
the power and right to speak with authority. When, therefore, contemporaneously with the enjoyment by them of this position of influence, a
style of decoration was adopted for porcelain and enamels for both imperial and general use purely European in its character- not only in the
more intimate acquaintance, as compared with previous native drawing,
of the laws of perspective displayed, but even to the reproduction of
European dress and figures and eminently European scenes and pastimes-it seemed that this could scarcely be mere coincidence. It was
more natural to suppose that under the direction of one of these able missionaries a school had been established in connection with the go,·ernment porcelain :.f actories for instruction in European designs, in European ideas of grouping floral ornamentation and in the European style
of painting generally. Pere d'Entrecolles, it is true, makes no allusion in his famous letters to such a school. But, as they were written
for ~he purpose of enlightening the west regarding the compositioi;i of
the materials and the system of manufacture employed by the Uhinese,
the use of European designs in the decoration of porcelain might well
have been passed over in silence, and the absence of such reference
would not necessarily prove that such a school had not existed.
The supposition that some of the Jesuits were at this time more or less
intimately associated with the manufacture and decoration of porcelain
was supported by the b~lief, which is still current among Chinese experts, that the secret of the composition of the sang-de-bmuf coloring
and of its peculiar glaze marked with pittings resembling those noticeable on orange peel (specimens of which are now so highly prized by
collectors) was discovered by a missionary, and that its Uhinese designation (Lang-yao or Lang ware) preserves to the present day the first
syllable of the inventor's snrname.• Researches kindly undertaken at
my request by Abbe Alphonse Favier, the vicar-general of Chihli pro- •
vince, into the ancient epi copal records and valuable library at Peking
have, however, failed to di cover any mention of the establishment
under mi ionary direction of a school for the special purpose of porcelain decoration. Had it exi ted, the fact would undoubtedly have been
,. How much, or if any, eredence should be attached to this statement is doubtful.
Thi is the only explanation I have heard given of the Chinese name of thi porcelain.
n the other hand, I can find among the li t of mis ionaries of that time no nrnam comm ncing wi h any yllable at all like Lang. In China ornne ignotum pro
magnifi o i
pecially trae; and, as iu the case of the beautiful red coloring of the
H. iiant p riod o in the sang-de-bceltj, the brilliant tint is commonly believed to renlt fr m the u e of powd r d rubies.
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chronicled in the records left by such careful and methodical workers
as these Jesuits priests were; and the explanation which the existence of
such a school would have afforded must therefore be abandoned. Abbe
Favier, however, informs me that FF. Castiglione and Attirer were noted
painters at Peking both of portraits and of landscapes, and that they
formed a school, paintings by their pupils having come into his possession. It may then, I think, be confidently assumed that the Imperial
family having in the first instance been struck with the beauty of the
ornamentation on the enamel watches, snuff-boxes, etc., which came to
China from France during the reign of Louis XIV, a somewhat similar
style of decoration was introduced about 1728, or shortly after, for articles intended for imperial use; and that subsequently the Jesuit
brothers, Castiglione and Attirer were commissioned to execute European designs, which were sent to Ohingte-chen, · to be there copied on
porcelain. As no article which was not perfect in every detail could
be forwarded to Peking, many of the pieces ordered for the court
would then (as now) be rejected by the superintendent of the manufactory, and be retained by him or his subordinates. These would
gradually pass into other hands, and possessing at once the charm of
novelty and the merit of being in a style appreciated at court, would
serve as models in the decoration of more ordinary ware.
About the same period, that is, during the later years of Yungcheng's
reign, which ended in 1735, Ku Yiich-hsiian, a subordinate officer, I
believe, in the directorate of the Ohingte-chen factories, introduced tlrn
use of an opaque-white vitreous ware for the manufacture of articles
of small dimensions, such as .snuff-bottles, wine-cups, vessels for washing pencils in, etc. The vitreous nature of the body imparted a tone
and brilliancy to the colors used in the decoration which was greatly
admired ; and, under the auspices of T'angying, all the artistic and
technical skill of the government factory was lavished upon these little gems, which are certainly among the masterpieces, if not the masterp!eces, of ceramic art in China, being valued more highly than jade
by Chinese connoisseurs of the present day. The decoration of the
best specimens of this ware will well repay minute study. The choice of
groundwork is effective, the grouping of the colors soft arnl harmonious, the introduction of Buropean figures is interesting, and the arrangement of flowers evidences the highest artistic skill. Nos. 324 to
327 are admirable specimens of this very rare ware. The earliest pieces
were marked, usually in red, ta-ch'ing-nien-chih, "Made during the great
Pure (the Oh'ing or present) dynasty," as in No. 323; the later pieceg,
during Ohienlung's reign (1736 to 1795), had the mark within a sqnare
seal-like border, Ohien-l1tng nien-chih "Made during the reign of Chh'll ·
lung," engraved in the foot, and filled with a thick, bright-blue enamel
glaze. It is said that when specimens of this ware were submitted to
the Emperor Yungcheng he expressed bis high admiration of their
beauty, but at the same time a regret that it should not be possible to
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obtain the same brilliant transparency of color upon the ground of
greater purity which was afforded by the best porcelain as compared
with the vitreous composition employed. T'angying's energies were
immediately devoted towards fulfilling the emperor's desire, his efforts
being certainly crowned with a very large measure of success. He
appears to have. employed for his purpose a very pure glaze of a highly
vitrifiable nature, and to have thereby obtained an enamel brilliancy
tu.at no other porcelain shows, and to have also secured to a considerable extent the same soft transparency in the decorative colors which
was so much appreciated on Ku Yiich-hsiian vitreous ware. The manufacture of this porcelain appears to have been carried on simultaneously with that of the Ku Yiich-hsiian proper, some dating from Yungcheug's reign and some from Chienlung's. The marks it bears correspond exactly with the later products of vitreous composition, and
indeed, owing to its origin, it is known as fang-ku-yuch-hrman , ''modelled
on the pattern of the Kn Yi:i.ch-llsiian." Specimens of this porcelain,
which is quite rare, are held in very high esteem by the Chinese, alike
for the purity of tlrn paste, the brilliance of the glaze and the beauty
of tbe decoration, and are considered among the first prodnctious of
the period during which the manufacture attained its highest excellence. Nos. 328 to 336 are good specimens, and afford a fair criterion of
the merits of this porcelain.
The three-quar-ters of a century above mentioned (1698 to 1773) was
marked by the production of articles which are masterpieces of Chinese
ingenuity and of skilful workmanship. Vases of various forms are
fitted with a central ring, which, while it is separate from the vase and
movable at will in a horizontal direction, still cannot be detached.
Other vases there are having the body formed of two shells, the outer
portion consisting in part of a geometric design or of bunches
flowers in open-work, revealing a historical representation, or a group of
flowering plants beautifully painted upon the inner tube. Otllers
again exhibit the peculiarities of both these varieties combined, it
being po ·sible to make the open-work exterior revol·ve, in order to
bring to ligllt the painted decoration within, but without pos ' ibility of
sepa.ratiug it from the vase itself. Tbere are still others of which the
exterior shell is divided into two, generally unequal, parts, each bavrng callopped or lambrequiu edge some inches in depth, which fit exactly into one another but are till movable, though neither can be
detacll <l. entirely from the internal body. What process wa adopted
to
·ure tl.J.i mobility aud pr vent the movable section from becoming
a ta'\11 d to the other porti n of the va e in the proce of baking i
a n1: 'l, ry which ba n ver a yet, I b elieve, been sati factoril expl in d. Tb
au iful hcxaO'onal and octagonal lamp-shade ' of deli. t 1 · thi u por · lain ither r iculatecl or oruameut d with pai11ti11g
i ·uh t d •d
are pr cluction of thi period equally athuired
r re th u the ab ve.
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D~ring Chienlung's reign a considerable change is noticeable in the
style of ornamentation-a change undoubtedly brought about by the
influence of foreign designs. During the latter portion of the Ming
dynasty, though arabesque decoration was known to the Chin~se under
the title of huei-huei, or Mohammedan style, and was also utilized, the
ornamentation upon porcelain, when it was not fl.oral in its character or
formed of historical or mythological scenes, consisted almost entirely of
reproductions of the patterns found upon the brocaded satins of that
date. Under the earlier emperors of the present dynasty, though the
decoration was marked by greater wealth of detail and by far greater
artistic skill tha11 at any previous time, it remained in essential character the same. On Chienlung porcelain, however, it exhibits a decided
tendency towards the styles of western decoration, snowing in some
cases a close resemblance to the foliate ornamentation which plays so
important a part in the illumination of medireval missals, in others to
designs which are usually considered Persian or arabesque in their
origin. This marked modification is no doubt due in part to the influence of the designs sent from Persia to be copied in China on porcelain ordered from that country, and after their return home to that of
the Chinese potters (whom Shah Abbas I, al:)out the year 1600, had invited to Persia, with the object of improving the manufacture of porcelain
at Ispahan), and in part to the infl.u-ence of the Limoges enamels which
had been sent by Louis XIV to the Emperor K'anghsi and which, subsequent to that date, succeeding emperors had obtained from the Jesuit
missionaries. These enamels seem indeed to have served as models to be
reproduced with fidelity in every detail. For M. du Sartel gives the
drawing of a low, open porcelain cup with two handles in the collection
of M. Marquis of Paris, which is described as being the exact counterpart of a Limoges enamel, even the signature J. L. (Jean Landrin~ an
enameller of that town) being reproduced upon the foot.
At about the same period it became customary for nobles and wealthy
individuals in Europe to order services of porcelain from China beariug
their family arms. Indeed if tradition can be trusted the practice
originated two centuries earlier; for the Emperor Charles V (1519 to
1555) is said to have ordered from China a complete service ornamented with his armorial bearings and monogram. The service is sup- .
posed to have passed into the hands of the Elector of Saxony after the
emperor's withdrawal to Iunspruck, and some plates now in the Dresden collection, marked with a double 0, enclosing the crowned doubleheaded imperial eagle, with coat of arms and collar of the Order of the
Golden Fleece, are believed b,y the writers responsible for the above
statement to be portions of this service. Judging, however, from the
style of decoration, I am of opinion that this belief is erroneous, and that
the plates in question were manufactured more than a century later
than Charles V.'s abdication. The French Oornpagnie d~Orient et des
Indes Orientales, whose title was shortly afterwards changed to Oom-
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pagnie de Chine, during the short period it existed, 1685 to 1719, brought
from China, together with an extensive supply of other porcelains,
services specially ordered, bearing the arms of France, of Penthievrc,
and of other distinguished families. Some of the services, e. g., the
plates bearing the arms of England, France and the provinces of The
Netherlands, preserved in the Huis ten Bosch at the Hague, undoubt·
edly date from the first half of K'anghsi's reign, but the great majority
are of later origin, and possess a considerable degree of excellence both
as to form and decoration.
FROM:

1796

TO

1820.

The truly great monarchs K'anghsi, Yungcheng and Ohienlung *
were succeeded by Ohiach'ing (17!:)6 to 1820), Ohienlung's idle and
dissolute son, whose administrat.ion was charactP-rized by a feebleness hitherto unknown under l\lanchu rule, and was so detested
as to occasion attempts to assassinate the vicegerent of Heaven-a
stupendous crime in such a country as China. The porcelain factorirs,
in common with all branches of the government service, languished under the effects of this want of energy, and little worthy of special mention
was manufactured. As the result of the high excellence already attained, good work continued to be performed, but it fell short of what
the court had grown accm;tomed to. and no initiative was taken to
at.tempt originality either in design or decoration.
FROM:

1821

TO

1850.

Chiach'ing was succeeded by his second sou, who assumed the title of
Taokuang (18'.H to 1850), a ruler whose good intentions to root out tlle
abuses which had grown up during his father'~ reign were largely
neutralized by natural indolence. His difficulties were, besides, greatly
increased by the war with France and England, and the outbreak
shortly after of the great T'aip'ing rebellion, which during his reign
and tli"at of his son (Hsienfeng, 1851 to 1861) devastated sixteen out of
the eighteen provinces of the Uhinese Empire, and threatened tbe overthrow of his dyna ty. Notwithstanding these serious causes for anxiety, he found time to devote some attention to the ceramic art, aod the
pore lain manufactured for his own use, and marked with the designation he gave to his own palace, Shen-te-t'ang, compares not unfavorably
with imilar production · under Yungcbeng and Ohienlung, and i at
th I re ent day much ought after by Uhinese connoi seurs.
FRO:\!

1850

TO

18 8.

ucces or are marked by rapi<l decadence, and
o erran Kiangsi province, having entirely
t cl in order to

long a. p riod

cape di r spect to bis grandfather by occupybe had reigned.
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destroyed Chingte-chen and its factories, the manufacture of porcelain
ceased entirely.
During the reigns of his son T'ungchih (1862 to 1874) and nephew
Kuanghsii (1875 to date) the manufacture has been renewed and great
attention paid to its improvement, but it still falls far short of the
classic periods of Yungcheng and of Chienlung. Some of the decora tions in sepia exhibit considerable artistic merit, arid a style of decoration consisting of flowers and butterflies in black and white upon a pale
turquoise ground was highly appreciated some fifteen years ago among
foreigners. The greatest measure of success has, however, of late
years been gained in the reproduction of tl;le f amille verte decoration of
the first half of K'anghsi's reign, and of this ornamentation or of plumblossom on black grounds. So good are these imitations that a practised eye can alone detect, the false from the real, and I have known a
pair of black-ground vases, only two or three years old, purchased by a
foreign deaJer for over $1,000, under the belief~ no doubt, that they
dated from the time of K'angh·si or of Chienlung.
INTRODUCTION OF CHINESE PORCELAIN INTO EUROPE.

M. Brongniart stated that porcelain was first introduced into Europe
by the Portuguese in 1518. Researches made since the publication of
this work in 1844 prove, however, that oriental porcelain was known in
Europe many years prior to that date. In New College, Oxford, is
still preserved a celadon bowl mounted in silver richly worked, known
as "Archbishop Warham's cup" and bequeathed by, that prelate (1504:
to 1532) to the college, which was imported into England before the
reign of Henry VIII. Marryat, in his history of Porcelain, also mentions some bowls which were given to Sir ']homas Trenchard by Philip
of Austria when, after leaving England to assume the throne of Castile
in 1505, he was driven back by a storm to Weymout~ and entertained
there by Sir Thomas. Th(;se bowls are said to have been preserved by
the Trenchards, and to be of white porcelain decorated with blue under
glaze. From M. du sartel's work we learn that amongst presents sent
by the Sultan to Lorenzo de Medici in 1487 were porcelain vases; and that
this ware is mentioned about the same time in the maritime laws of
Barcelona as one of the articles imported from Egypt. In letters, too,
addressed by the Venetian ambassador at the court of Teheran in 1471
to his government frequent mention is made of porcelain; and some
decades earlier, in 1440, the Sultan of Babylonia sent three bowls and
a dish of Chinese porcelain (de porcelaine de Sinant), * to Charles VII,
King of France, by the hands of a certain Jean de Village, the agent
in that country of a French merchant named Jacques Cmur.
Nearly three centuries earlier still, mention .is made in an Arabian
MS., known as the Makrizi MS., in the National Library, Paris, and
• Du Sartel: "Histoire de la Porcelaine Chinoise," p. 28.
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translated by the Abbe Renaudot, of a service of china-ware, consisting
of forty pieces of different kinds, sent with other presents to Nur-eddin, the Kaliph of Syria, by his lieutenant, Saladin (afterwards the hero
of the Crusades), soon after his conquest of Syria, in the year of the
Hegira 567 (A. D. 1188). "This," says Mr. A. W. Franks in the catalogue of his own collection, now in the British Museum, "is the first
distinct mention of porcelain out of China"; but, in common with othet
writers on the subject, he refers the date of the present to 1171,
though that year appears not to correspond with the Mohammedan
date mentioned in the original text.
From Chinese sources (the !J[ing-shih, or History of the Ming Dynasty,
and the Hsi-yang-ch'ao-kung-tien-lu, or Records of 'fribute Missions
from the West), we learn that the famous eunuch Chengho carried
Chinese arms as far as Ceylon during the reign of Yunglo (1403 to
1425); that under his successor in 1430 the same eunuch and an associate envoy, Wang Ching-hung, were sent on a mission to Hormuz and
sixteen other countries, and that Chengllo dispatched some of his subordinates on commercial ventures to Calicut, on the coast of Malabar,
and even as far west as Dji<ldab, the port of Mecca. "En 1431 ou
1432," says Heyd,* ~, on y vit meme arriver plusieurs jonques chinoises
qui n'avaient pas trouve a ecouler leurs marchandises a Aden dans de
bonnes conditions. On les y regut avec empressement dans l'espoir que
leur visite serait le debut d'un traffic avec la Chine." The expedition
was evidently a large one, and one of its objects was commercial intercourse, porcelain being specially mentioned among the articles with
which the vessels were freighted. Porcelain had, however, reached
tlrnse countries at a far earlier date. Marco Polo, traveling in 1280,
mentions the trade in this. ware from Quinsai, the present Hangchon,
and from Zaituu, a port on the Fukien coast, which has been identified
with Oh'iianchou (better known as Chinchew) by Klaproth and other
writers, whose view bas been adopted by Colonel Yule in his magnificent edition of that famous traveler's voyages, and with Changchou
and its port, Geh-Kong (a short distance south from Chinchew, and
inland), by Mr. George Philips, of Her Briti h Majesty's consular service
in China. And Ibn Batuta, an Arabian traveler, who wrote in 1310,
tate di tinct1y that '' Porcelain in China is worth no more than pottery i with u ; it is exported to India and other countries, from which
it i carried even to our own land Maghreb," i. e., the sunset, the name
gi, 11 by the Arab to all that part of A.frica which lies to tbA we t of
Egypt.
ROUTE FOLLOWED.

hin , e hi . tor. fully confirm the above tatement, and, indeed, bow
that hi · m re had lready long exi ted at the time Ibn Batuta
• Hi ·torie c1n omm rce du L vant" (Vol. n, p. 445), quoting Quatremere'
moir ur l £gyp : (Vol. u, p. 291).
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wrote. In a gigantic compilation of the works of earlier authors undertaken during the reign of Yunglo (hence termed the Yung:lo-ta-tien),
the MS. of which was presented to the throne in 1407, is preserved" an
account of the countries fringing the Chinese border"(Ohu-jan-chih), written by Chao Ju-kua, who was inspector of foreign trade in Fakien during
the Sung dynasty. As the author speaks of the time of Mohammed
'' as twenty-nine generations, or six or seven hundred years ago," his
work woul.d seem to have been written during the fimt half of the thirteenth century; but as he mentions a tribute mission sent by the Arabs
to China in the K'aihsi period (1205 to 1208), probably later than the latter date. The compilation was, however, considered too extensive and the
printing was never completed, though the more important works relating to periods preceding the Yiian dynasty were re-edited and published
by the Emperor Chienlung. One of these was Chao Ju-kua's work. It
contains much valuable information regarding the Arab trade of the
twelfth century, and, as it takes Chii'anchou (Chinchew) as the startingpoint from which all voyages start and distances are computed, it appears to support "Klaproth's identification of Marco Polo's Zaitun with
that town. From this work it is evident that a large and valuable
trade was carried on between China and Brni in Borneo, with Ohanch'eng,
comprising a portion of Cochin China, with Cambodja ( Ohenla), with
Java (She-po), with San-po-ch'i, which another Chinese work, the Yinghai-sheng-lan, states to be another name of Palembang ( Po-Un-pang)
in Sumatra-at which latter place the products of China and countries south of it were stored up for barter with Arab traders for the
goods of Europe, India, West Asia, and Africa-and with Lambri, on ,
the northwest coast of the same island. Occasionally Chinchew junks
proceeded onward to Coilom, a well-known sea-port (the present Qnilou)
on the coast of Malabar, which is described under the name of Lampi;
but as a rule it would seem that the trade westward was in the hands
of the Arabs, and Chao Ju-kua mentions, indeed, incidentally ~that a
family from Malabar was established in the southern suburb of Chiuchew itself. From this point the goods were carried to Guzerat ('Huch'a-la), as part of the country of Lampi, and thence to the Arab colony
in Zanzibar (ts'engpa, Cantonese ts'ang pat-ts'a·ng.pa,r). Porcelain is distinctly mentioned among the principal articles carried away from China
by the vessels to each of these ports and to Ceylon.* The correctness
of this author's statements has lately been confirmed in a striking manner. Sir John Kirk, during his residence in Zanzibar as consul-general,
formed a collection of ancient Chinese celadon porcelain, some of the
specimens having been dug up from ruins, mixed with Chinese coins of
the Sung dynasty.
Indeed it seems very probable that porcelain was sent at least as far
west as India in the tenth century, or even earlier; for commercial rela*Hirth: op.,

cit., pp. 45 et seq.
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tions between China ~nd Sumatra are stated to have existed from the
T'ienyu period (904: to 909) of the 'r'ang dynasty, and. the name Barbaza, which has been identified with San-Jo ch'i (above mentioned) or
Palembang, was known to Arab traders of that time, as we learn
from translations of their travels by Renaudot and Reinaud. They
were also acquainted with ChinesP, porcelain, for mention is made by
one of tllem, Soleyman by name, who visited China towards the middle
of the ninth century, "of a very fine clay in that country, of which
vases are made having the transparence uf glass ; water can be seen
through them."* Indeed earlier, during the eighth century, Arab writers mention the presence in the Persian Gulf of fleets of large Chinese
junks.
At this date the Arab trade with China was evidently very extensive, and the colonies C:f Arabs at Canton and at Canfu, the port of
Quinsai (the present· Bangchow), very large. They are said to have
been so numerous at the former place in the eighth century as to
have been able to attack and pillage the city. While at Canfu the
Soliman above referred to (the manuscript acco unt· of whose travels
was written, says his commentator, Abu Zaid Al Hasan, in A. D. 851)
mentions the fact tliat '' a Mohammedan held the position of judge over
those of his religion, by the authority of the Emperor of China, who is
j ndge of all the Mohammedans who resort to those parts. Upon festival
days he performs the public service with the Mohammedans, and pro11ounces the sermon or kotbat, which he concludes in the usual form,
with p1·ayers for the Sultan of l\foslems. The merchants of Irak-i. e.,
Persia-who trade thither are no way dissatisfied with bis conduct or
ad ministration in thiR port, because his decisions are just and equitable
and conformable to the Koran." And the commentator these travels,
Abu Zaid Al Hasan, who probably wrote early in the tenth century,
when speaking of the interruption then recently caused in "tlle ordinary navigation from Siraf to China,," states this to have been occasioned by the revolt of "an officer who was considerable for his employment, thougll not of royal family," named Baicbu. He laid siege
to Canfu in the. year of the Hegira 264 ( A. D. 885). "At last be became ma ter of the city, and put all the inhabitants to the sword.
There are per ons fully acquainted with the affairs of China, who assure u that, be ido the Chine e who were massacred on this occasion,
there peri bed 120,000 Mohammedan , Jews, Christians, and Parsee ,
who were there on account of traffic. The number of the profe. or ·
of the e four r ligion, who thu perished is exactly known, because the
Chine e are exc eding nice in the accounts they keep of them."t
Apart;, how v r, from thi ea route, porcelain might po sibly have
f 11 w th our of the overland traffic through Central A ia, the
f whi h c n l, trac d a k to av ry remote antiquity, ome au-

on

trau lati o, p. 31, qootetl by M. du a.rtel.
" ' ll c iou of V ya 0 e '' (761), Vol. I: pp. 523 and 530.
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thorities claiming that there ·are indications of communication. by this
route between China and the West so early as 2698 B. 0., and tbat in
2353 B. C. an embassy arrived in China from a country which is supposed fo have been Chaldea.* There is, therefore, nothing impossible
in the claim put forward that a small ivory-white plate having uncut
emeralds and rubies, set in gold filigree, let into paste, and the Chinese
word/u (happiness) marked on the foot in the seal character under the
glaze, uow iu the royal collection at Dresden, was brought into Europe
by a crusader in the twelfth century; provided, of course, the paste,
glaze, etc., correspond with those which cliaracterize the porcelain
manufactured in China about that date or prior to it.
KIND OF PORCELAIN CARRIED WESTWARD.

What then was the porcelain that participated in this early trade°?
Chao .Tu-kua, in the single instance in which he alludes to its color,
states it to have been "white and ch'ing, or celadon." It would almost
necessarily have consisted of strong, coarse ware,· in order to resist the
chances of breakage consequent upon the many transshipments incidental to these long voyages in the rude craft of those early ages, arnl
to allow its sale at the comparatively cheap rates at which it was disposed of in Ibn Batuta's day. Colonel Yule has thought that during
tbe Yiian dynasty it probably came from the Chingte-cben manufactories, but this scarcely seems probable, for the T'ao-shuo, or "Treatise
on Pottery," states that no porcelain was then made there, except by
imperial order and for the court. Zaitun-whether Ohinchew~ Changchou, or ,~ the Amoy waters" (Dr. Douglas' compromise between the
two-as the headquarters of the western trade, would naturally receive supplies for export of Kuan-yao and of Ko-yao (both celadon in
color) from the not far distant factories at Hangcl..low and Lungch'iian
respectively, as well as from the more distant factories, most of the
productions of wbich were at this time also_celadons. And celadon
porcelains bearing all the distinctive characteristics of the Chinese
manufactures of that nature have been discovered in almost all parts
of the then Mohammedan _world and in the countries visited by the
early Arab traders.
Mr. Carl Bock, speaking in his "Head Hunters of Borneo" of the
Dyak, says:
Among his greatest treasures are a series of 9udji bla119a, a sort of glazed jar imported from China., in green, blue, or brown, ornamented with figures of lizards and
serpents in relief. These pots are valued at from 100 :florins to as much as 3,000 :florins (£8 to £240) each, according to size, pattern, and, above all, old age, combined
with good condition. Accor<ling to the native legend, these precious vases are nrnde
of the remnants of the same clay from which Mahatara (the Almighty) mc1de first the
sun and then the moon. Medicinal virtues are attributed to these urns, and they a,re

* Sir Charles Wilson's "Address to Geographical Section of the British Association,"
Batli, 1888.
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regarded as affording complete protection from evil spirits to t,he house in which they
are stored. A very full account of the various legends connected with these gudji
blanga is given in Mr. W. T. H. Perelace's most interesting work Ethnographische
Bes()hrijving der Dyaks, pp. 112-120. *

Mr. Bock saw Dr. Hirth's coilection of Lungch'iian celadons, and
found in it pieces resembling the ware preserved by the Dyaks, but
specimens are, it appears, common among them which bear no resemblance to any of the celebrated monochrome wares of the Sung and
Yiian dynasties, a fact Dr. Hirth would explain by supposing that
"they came from factories equally old, lmt less renowned, such as the
place where the Ohien-yao of the Sung dynasty was made, the city of
Chien-yang in the north of Fukien, which is all the more likely since
Chao Ju-kua, in his description of the trade with Borneo, specially mentions' brocades of Chien-yang' among the articles of import there."t
A controversy has, however, recently arisen as to whether the celadon vases found throughout the Mohammedan world are really of Chinese origin at all. Professor Karabacek, an Arabic scholar of Vienna,
maintains that the "large, heavy, thick, green celadon diRhes with the
well-kn.o wn ferruginons ring on the bottom, which have been found
spread over all the countries of Arab civilization," are not of Chinese
origin, basing his theory mainly on the statement made by Hadschi
Chalfa, an encyclopedist who died in 1658, that "the precio_us, magnificent celadon dishes and other vessels seen in his time were manufactured and exported at Martaban, in Pegu." The Aral> designation
Martabani is applied by Professor Karabacek to the thick, heavy celaclons. It would, however, appear to llave been also applied to a variety
of entirely different character.
Jacquemart, in his '' History of the Ceramic Art," quotes Ohardin's
"Voyages en Perse" as follows: "Everything at the King's table is of
massive gold or porcelain. There is a kind of green porcelain so precious that one dish alone is worth 400 crowns. They say this porcelain
detects poison by changing color, but tllat is a, fable; its price arises
from its beauty and the delicacy of the material, which renders it trans" The possession of these vessels by the Dyaks, their use and value, are also chronicled by earlier travelers. The belief in the effic~cy of porcelain vessels to detect
poison i.n liquids contained in them is of ancient date and not confined to Asia alone,
though the manner in which the porcelain was affected by the presence of poisou
appears to have -varied in djfferent cases. Thus, Guido Paucirolli, the learned juriscon ult and antiquary of Padua (d. 1599), and his editor, Salmutti (" Gnidonis Paucirolli, J. C., claris. rerum memorabilinm lil.,ri duo; ex Italies Latine redditi et eotis
illustra. i ab Henrico almutti," Antwerp, 1612) state tbat the presence of poisou
cau d th pore lain ei thcr to break or to change color; w bile Dumont, in his '' Travels in Turkey," 16 , tates that i.t ca.used the liquid to effervesce in the center while
it r main d cool near the ve el itself, the Turk , owing to this properLy, preferring
pore lain to ilver a the material of dinner services. Salmutti mentions tbe presentation to him If of one of the e vessel by an Aust.rian prince, and Paul Hentzner
(" Ito rarium 'allh.e, Angli· , Italioo," 1616) says he saw some of them in the Farnese
Pala
t
m .
t Hir b, '1'· c·t., p. 50.
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pareut although above two crowns in thickness," and then adds: "This
last peculiarity has a great importance. It is impossible to suppose
travelers would here allude to the sea-green celadon-this, laid upon a
brown, close paste approaching stoneware, is never translucent. In the
martabani, on the contrary, a thin, bright, green glaze is applied upon
a very white biscuit, which allows the light to appear through. * * *
Its name leaves no doubt of its Persian nationality. Martaban ( Mo-tama) is one of the sixteen states which composed the ancient kingdom
of Siam; it would not be impossible, then, that we must restore to this
kingdom the porcelain mentioned in the Arabian story."
No porcelain, however, is known to have been made at Moulmien
(Martaban), Bangkok, or Burma, and the burden of evidence is strongly
against Professor Karabacek's contention of a non-Chinese origin for
the martabani or celadon porcelain. Probably the designation martabani was applied to this ware in much the same manner as"' Combronware" was applied in England after 1623 to porcelains brought from
China to that port on the Persian Gulf, and purchased there for shipment home by the factory of the India Company before it extended its
operations to China (when these products came to be termed "Chinaware "), or in the same manner that "Indian China" is applied in
America to porcelain shipped from Canton, and with as much reason.
Indeed, M. du Sartel, in accord with most other writers on the subject, maintains that no true porcelain was produced _in Persia at all,
and that the designation of such ware Tchini not only means that the
earliest specimens and mode of manufacture were of Chinese origin,
but that they one and all actually came from China. The Persians, it
is true, manufactured a kind of ware which has been designated "Per. sian porcelain," but it was of so soft a nature that it could be not only
scratched, but actually cut, with a knife, and was entirely distinct
from hard, kaolinic porcelain. The supplies of the latter were, M. du
Sartel maintains, derived entirely from China, to which country morlels, shapes, and special kinds of ornamentation were sent for reproduction, a custom which sufficiently explains the presence of a Persian
name, or the word fermafohe ('' by order"), written in Arabic characters, upon porcelain of undoubtedly Chinese origin.
This opinion requires, I apprehend, further investigation prior to its
acceptance as fact. It is, however, recorded that Shah Abbas I, a great
patron of all the arts, about the year 1600 invited a number of Chinese
potters to establish themselves at Ispahan for the sake of introducing
improvements in the manufacture of porcelain. Though several new
methods were adopted, and though a new style of decoration, Lalf
Chinese, half Persian, was largely used for a long period after the arrival of these potters, it is generally admitted that no hard porcelain resembling that of China was even then produced in Persia. And one
C~Q. not help being struck by the strong similaritl, amountin~ practt-
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cally to identity, between the vases contained in the cases devoted to
_so-called Persian porcelain in the Dresden collection and certain other
vases in the same collection which are classed as Obinese.
CHINESE AND EUROPEAN SYSTEMS OF MANUFAC1'URE COMPARED.

Whatever tlrn variety of the Chinese porcelain was which constituted so importa11t a factor in this early Arab trade, and whatever ti.Jc
date at which it made its first appearance in Europe, specimens of' it
had, prior to the commencement of the second half of the seventeenth
century, found a place in the collections of princes alone. About ti.Jat
time, however, Chinese porcelain became more generally known, and
_the fine quality of the glaze, its transparency, and the brilliant style
of its decoration excited universal admiration. Strenuous efforts were
at once mad~ on all sides to discover the secret of its manufacture, but
these researches, though resulting indirectly in other discoveries and
in great progress in the European manufacture, were not crowned witlt
success. They had, in fact, led to the creation, in Fra11ce and Englaml,
of soft porcelain, which, if in some respects superior to the Chinese
porcelain from a decorative point of view, was also more fragile and
more easily scratched than the laUer. This soft porcelain was 1!1ade in
France, at St. Cloud perhaps about 1695, at Chantilly in 1735,.at Vincennes in 1740, and at Sevres in 1756; and in England, at Chelsea in
17 45, at Derby in 17 48, and at Worcester in 175 l. Recourse was then
had to the Jesuit missionaries in Chiu a, with the result of obtaining the
valuable letter from P. d'Entrecolles, dated l 71i, supplemented ten
years later by further details. The difficulty incident to translating
technical Chinese expressions, combined with want of acquaintance with
chemistry on the part of the author, as well as the primitive condition
of that science more than one hundred and fifty years ngo, prevented
the practical use of the information supplied by P. d'Entrecolles. .An
attempt was made to secure the knowledge desired by obtaining specimens of the materials employed. The fact, however, that these were
sent either in a partially fused state or in the forms of several almost
impalpable powders mixed together prevented a recognition of their
real nature.
What it had. been impossible to learn by direct inquiry was, however,
discovered by chance. In 1718 Bottger found au important bed of
white and pla tic clay in Saxony, and with it made the first "hard '
porcelain manufactured in Europe. The Government had tlli be<l
,tr fully guarded, imposed oaths of secrecy upon the staff employed,
had a trict account kept of all the clay taken out, and transported it
under arm
convoy to Albrecht burg, the place o( manufacture,
which wa c nv rted int a Yeritable fortress.· In spite, however, of
th
pr , uti n the cret leaked out in course of time, and with it
lay al
t
i nn, ancl t. Peter burg. Later, in 1765, uettard
<li · • v r <l in i r uc th ka lin f le11<;on , ancl Mac ncr, three year
1t t r, f u d th remarln ble d of Saint-Yrieix.
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The History of the Porcelain manufactories at Chingte-chen, translated by 1\1. Julien, containing as it does a detailed account of the procedure followed there, permits a comparison between the systems employed in China and in Europe. In view · of the interest attaching
to such a comparison no apology is needed for the following brief notes
on that su l>ject, based chiefly upon the preface_ to· M. J ulien's work
from .the pen of M. Sal vetat, a member of the directory of the Gover~ment rnanufactory at Sevres.
COMPOSITION OF PORCELAIN.

Porcelain is composed of two parts-the one, infusiple, the paste
(pa,te), which is required to supply the body of tht vessel, or, as the
Chinese term it, to give it "bone;" the other, fusible, the glaze (gla9itr.e, couverte), which imparts its characteristic transparency to porcelain and at the same time prevents the vessel retaining its porousness
or contracting under the influence of heat.
The principal ingredients of the paste are clays, which are classed
according to their greater or less degree at the same time of plasticity
and fusibility. The porcelain clay par excellence is kaolin, a white silicate of alumina produced by the decomposition of granitic or feld.spathic rocks, almost infusible, and if not always perfectly white by
uature, losing its tint in the kiln. It derives its name originally from
that of the hill whence the manufactories at Chingte-chen procured
tlrnir supply of this clay. The main object of the glaze is, as has been
stated, while securing transparency, to prevent the paste remaining
porous. Now, the substances unaffected by water but fusible by fire
are quartz, silica, certain limestones, pegmatite, feldspar, silex, and the
compounds resulting from a superficial fusion of these substances, which
are then reduced to a fine powder. The relative proportion of these
substances in the composition of the glaze may be raised at will with a
corresponding diversity of result~M. Brongniart dividing the compou-nd into three classes, each subdivided into three groups.
In ordinary language porcelain is classified under two grand divisions,
hard paste and soft paste-la pate dure and la pate tendre. The latter is
characterized by the presence, either naturally or artificially, oflimestone
products or alkalies, either in the condition of phosphates or in that of
marl or chalk, which lower its degree of fusibility, so that it becomes fusib!e or at least soft at a temperature of 800° C. The absence of these
matters in the hard paste causes it to retain its original consistency in
far greater heat, and it can resist a temperature of 1,500° 0., or auove.
Upon these two divisions are grafted several minor ones determined·
by the kind of glaze, which, according to its composition and mode of
application, is termed. vernis, email, or couverte. After unglazed tiles
and bricks, the primitive thin glaze, vernis, is founu on the pottery of the
Etruscans, ancient Arabs, Persians, and the early inhabitants of
America; th~n~ oq t4~~ main:1Jfactured in Germany and Italy in the
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fourteenth century, a sort of transparent glass with a foundation of
lead-a glaze still common in country productions. Later, in the fifteenth
century the true white enamel, email, a mixture of s~lt, of lead and
tin, the thickness of which concealed the color of the paste, was discovered in Italy and gafoed immortality for Luca della Robbia of
Florence, and Oragio Fontana of Pesaro. In this category also belong
the majolicas, faenza, tµe faiences o.f Niirnberg, Bernard Palisy's pottery, the faiences of Nevers, Rouen, and other places, ancient and
modern. The couverte is confined to porcelain proper.
Crude Chinese kaolin., when cleansed by washing out its impurities,
and ready for use in making the paste, gives a very white clay, soft to
the touch, possessing a plasticity very similar to that of Saint Yrieix,
which is derived from decomposed pegmatite. The residue left by the
washing contains a good deal of quartz, crystals of feldspar partially
decomposed, and flakes of mica, as would be found in graphic granite.
.Analysis shows that the fusible portion consists chiefly of petrosilex
and, by its composition and density, closely resembles the rock found
in abundance at Saint Yri~ix, which, without addition, furnishes the
glaze for hard porcelain at Sevres.
The composition of Chinese and of the most celebrated of European
porcelains may be compared in the following table:
[Average of six analyses. J
Chinese. Sevres.
Foecy.
Paris.
Limoges. Vienna. Saxony.
~ - - - -- ~ - - - - ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Silica ..............
58.10
70. 20
69. 20
58. 00
57. 70
71. 90
66. 20
Alumina ...........
36. 70
22. 60
22. 00
24. 00
36. 80
34.50
28. 00
Oxide of Iron ... ..
o. 70
1. 60
0. 70
0. 80
0. 70
0. 70
Lime ..............
o. 70
0. 65
4. 50
Trace.
0. 70
1. 60
0. 80
Magnesia .......... Trace.
0. 40
1. 40
0.10
Trace.
.Alkalies ...........
3.40
5. 60
3. 00
5.10
4. 50
4. 30
1. 80

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

Thus, generally speaking, Chinese porcelain contains more silica and
less alumina than do the product,s of the rnanufactories of Sevres, Vienna, and Saxony, re pectively. The effect of the presence in greater or
less degree of these components is well known by the Chinese, who say
that to produce fine porcelain the ratio of alumina must be increased;
to produce the commoner kinds that of silica must be increa ed. Ju
Europe experience ha taught the same results. The porcelain of commere hows much the ame composition a do the specimen of Chine o
analyz d by M. Salvetat, al o presumably ordinary ware and not the
fin t graue intended for Imperial u e, while in the three Government
t Ii hment rn ntion d a larg r ratio of alumina is introduced, beit r i . bi ht .mp ratur and i therefore necessary to enable
ign
int d t maintain their .::harpness of outline. In some
. . the hin e al
mploy ferruginou k~ Hns 1 which s~n,._i.bl? 4i·
m101 h the value of the manufactured article
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SHAPING THE PASTE.

In China the paste is roughly shaped, is turned, and is molded when
in a mallPable state, in much the same manner as in Europe. Oastiug
or nwulage en barbot-ine appears to be unknown in China. The absence of this process, which lrn,s enabled European artists to prouuce
such graml results, only increases our admiration of the manual dexterity which has enabled the Chinese to manufacture such numbers of
jars of large dimension and cups so thin, as egg-shell porcelain, whicli
cau 110w, or could at least when M. Salvetat wrote, only be produced
at Sevres by casting. The sculpture, the hollowing out, the shaping,
etc., are practised also in China in much the same manner as in Europe.
Among tlie happiest effects produced in t.his line are engraviug in the
paste, sculpture in relief on the paste, and the open work which the
French term pieces reticulees.
One peculiarity of the Chinese system is the method of completing
the foot in the unbaked state and after being covered with glaze. 'fhis
cnsto1i1 of laying on the glaze before the article bas been completed,
tlte method in which the glaze is applied, and the composition of the
glaze present, perhaps, the greatest contrasts with the correspondiug
manipulations employed in Europe. It is certainly curious that the Chinese after a practical experience extending- through so many .centurie~,
shouid be ignorant of the advantages to be derived from submitting
tlrn article to a slight baking before applying the glaze, which is then
111 a condition termed by the French l'etat degourdi. Porcelain earth,
lilu~ other clays, is dilutable by water, but it ceases to be so after exposure to a temperature which makes it red. On this property is based
in Europe an expeditious and easy method of covering porcelain
with glaze. The porcelain having been rendered inc.lissoluble and
ausorbent by a preliminary slight baking, it may be covered with a
uniform layer of suitable thickness by a simple immersion in water
l10lc.liug the finely crushed material in suspension, provided that the
proportions of water and glaze (relatively to the thickness of the ,essel to be covered) have been duly determined. The failure to employ this process is the more curious since, from Mr. Hoffman's
sketch of the Japanese system of manufacture appended to M. J ulien's
work, it appears that in that country the glaze is appliecl to porcelain
after preliminary baking.
GLAZE.

In Europtj porcelain glaze is generally composed of pure pegmatite,
finely crushed and applied by immersion after a preliminary bakiug.
In Germany other substances, such as kaolin or paste, have been added
to <liminish its fusibility; but at Sevres pegmatite from Saint Yrieix is
alone nse<l. The addition of lime in forming the glaze is a rare exceptiou in Europe. In China, on the contrary, pure petrosilix is but very
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seldom used for this purpose. · The greater part of Chinese and Japanese porcelains is covered with compound glazes, obtained by a mixture
of substances of which the proportions vary accordi ng to the nature
of the article, lime being the material added to the petrosilix to reu-der it more easily fusible; and, in some cases, the ratio added is so large
that it represents a fourth of the total weight. In the preparation of
the glaze the use of fern leaves is sometimes mentioned. The residue
M the leaves after burning appears, however, to be cast aside, and
what purpose these leaves exactly served has never been determined,
As regards the manner of applying the glaze the Chinese, as has
been shown, are ignorant of the method of subjecting the porcelain to
- a preliminary baking and then utilizing the want of porousness thus
gained to immerse the vessel in the liquid glaze. Instead, they apply
it by aspersion and immersion or by insu:fflation. For example, take
a cup. It is held by the outside slanting over a basin containing the liquid glaze. Sufficient of the glaze is then thrown .on the
iusid.e to cover the surface. This is aspersion. The outside is then
immersed in the liquid, the workman dexterously keeping the vessel in
equilibrium with the hand and a small stick. The foot having remained
in its original state, the cup is then carried, covered as it is with glaze,
to tbe wheel that the foot may be hollowed and finished; a mark in
color is aa.ded on the hollowed portion, which is then covered with glaze.
When the ware is too delicate to be treated in this manner, the glaze is
applied by insu:fflation. A piece of gauze attached to a hollow tube
having been plunged in the colored glaze (red or blue) or uncolorell
glaze, the workman scatters the liquid from the gauze onto the vessel
by blowing through the opposite end of the tube three, four or even as
many as eighteen times.
BAKING.

The porcelain being then ready for baking, it is taken to the kilns,
which are usually situated at some distance from the workshops and belong to persons whose sole occupation is to superintend the baking.
TIJP, large pieces are placed one hy one in a separate seggar made by
hand, covers being di pensed with by piling the seggars one on another.
Sevetal of the smaller pieces are placed in the same seggar, the floor und r each being covered with a layer of sand and kaolin refu e to prevent adhe ion. The porcelain being still in a soft state, great care must
b exerci ed in placing it in its seggar. It is not touched, therefore,
with the hand, but transferred into the seggar by an ingenious contrivanee f cord and. tick . The bottom of the kiln is filled with a thick
le ' r of gravel on which be eggar are piled, t,hose under the chimgar at tlJe bottom of each pile, and that at the top ben ~ the two
in left mr ty, a th ir content wonlcl not be thoroughly baked. The
fin · t Ii
r pl <1 in the
nter, tho e with harder glaze at the
utry ue. r th h rth and he coar
farth t in. Th pil
are
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strongly bound together, and the stackiug of the oven being ~ornpleted,
the door is bricked up. From the description given of the kilns by P.
d'Entrecolles it appears that they are much the same as those used in
early times at Vienna and Berlin.
After the baking commences a low fire is kept up for twenty-four
llours, which is then followed by one more powerful. At the top of the
kiln are four or five small holes covered with broken pots, one of which
is opened when it is thought the baking is completed, and by means of
pincers a cage is opened to test the condition of the porcelain. The
baking e.nded, firing is stopped, and all openings closed during a period ~
of three or five days, according to the size of the pieces, when the door
is opened and the articles removed.
To bake porcelain decorated with soft colors or du demi-grand Jeu, two
kinds of kilns are used-one open, the other closed-the former of which
bears a close resemblance to the enameler's kiln (moufle). This kind of
furnace has been used in Germany to bake painted porcelain; but e\''Cn in
Ohina . the liability to breakage confines their use to articles of small
size. The large pieces are baked in closed kilns, the general arrangement of which resembles that of tlle kilns known as moufles, but being
circular in form, they are really porcelain kilns of small size.
DECO RAT IONS.

In the decoration of European porcelain one of three methods is followed: (a) The use of paste of different colors; (b) the introduction of
the coloring matter in the glaze; (c) tlJe application of the colors upon_
the white surface of the porcelain. The two former methods require
the application of a temperature as high as that necessary to bake the
porcelain; t,hey are, therefore, termed colors du grand feu. The third
method requires for the vitrifaction of the colors a much lower temperatnr:e; the colors used are therefore termed de moufle or of the enameler's
furnace. It is the use of this latter system which permits the reproduction with exactness of the works of celebrated oil painters.
The substances employed in the decoration of porcelain in Ohina may
be divided into two similar categories, colors du grand feu and de
moufle.
Colors du grand jeu.-The varieties of the grounds in these colors
have played probably as important a part in the high reputation gained
by Chinese porcelain as have the originality and rich harmony of the
designs. The blue decoration under the glnze is made with the brush
on the . unbaked porcelain; the coloring matter being peroxide of
cobaltiferous manganese, the shade, dark or light, depending on the
quantity used, and the greater or less trending towards violet on the .
richness of the ore in cobalt. It resists the fire well, retaining great
distinctness and at lower temperatures than are necessary at Sevres.
Celadon and the red grounds, at time~ showing an orange, at otliers a
violet shade, had not been successfully repro<lucc<l in Burope when
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_M. Salvetat wrote in 1855, and he considered their production in China

as due rather to accident than design. The justice of this view is,
however, perhaps open to question, for the Chinese appear to have
at least an empirical knowledge of the c1.mditions necessary to produce
these colors, though they are unable in all cases to insure those conditions. The fond laque or feui.lle morte is obtained by the use of oxide
of iron, the amount of that metal and the nature of the gas surrounding
the vessel in the kiln determining the tone of the color from a light
shade to one resembling lJronze, and warmth of color being obtained by
an oxidizing atmosphere. Black grounds are produced in a variety of
-ways, either by the thickness of the colored glaze, or by laying several
shades of different colors one on the other, or, again, by laying a blue
glaze on a brown laque, or vice versa.
M. Salvetat states that among the colors for the ground employed in
China some are evidently applied upon the biscuit, i. e., porcelain
already fired at a high temperature. These are violet, turquoise blue,
yellow, and green, all containing a pretty large proportion of oxide of
lead; and, vitrifying as they do at a medium temperature, hold a position half way between the two main categories and may be therefore
termed colors du dem-i-grand feu. Nothing approaching these colors, he
says, is produced in Europe. To do so, however, would not be difficult,
the green and turquoise blue owing their colors to copper, the yellow
to lead and antimony, and the violet to a,n oxide of manganese containing but little cobalt.
Colors de mou.fie.-In Europe these colors are obtained by mixing one
oxide or several metallic oxides together with a vitreous flux, the
composition of which va,ries with the nature of the color to be developed. That most generally used is termed '' the flux for grays." It
serves not only for grays, however, but also for blacks, reds, blues,
and yellows, and is composed of six parts of minium, two parts of silicious sand, and one part of melted borax. The colo.rs are obtained by
mixing by weight one part of metallic oxide with tllree parts of the
flux, so that the composition may be expressed tllus:
Silica .......••.......... ___ .... _.... ___ .. ___ .. . . . • . . . . . . . 16. 7
Oxide of lead ....•....••• _..• ___________ . _....... ........ 50. 0
Borax .•.••.. ___ .....••.. __ .. ___ •. ____ .• __ . _. ___ .. ______ • _ 8. 3
Coloring oxides ...•••.. _..•... __ •• _. __ ... _........ __ .. • . • 25. 0
100.0

In ca
where, a" with oxide of cobalt, the colors are produced by
mixtur with tlrn flux and ongbt to have the required shade when
applied, the metallic oxide are melted with the flux prior to use; in
th
, howeYer, wllere the de ired color i that inherent in the oxide,
th t n f which would b changed by a double exposure to fire, a i
th
with r
derived from peroxide of iron, the union with the
i I n <l with. 'Ibe color o made uffice to permit
n P r I· iu f ii painting·; but it is es ential that
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they all melt at the same temperature and after baking, present a
sufficient and thoroughly uniform glaze.
In Chinese decorations these conditions, insisted upon in Europe,
are both absent. Some colors, such as the rose tints derived from gold,
the blues, greens, and yellows, are brilliant, thorouglily melted, and so
tliick as to stand out above the general level of the surface; others,
such as the reds derived from iron and the blacks, are much thinner,
and are almost al ways quite dull or only slightly glazed when thin .
The style of painting in Chinrse differs entirely from the European.
In the majorit.Y of the specimens the forms .and flesh are not moueled;
strokes of black or red define the outlines; the tones do not shade;
the colors are laid in fiat tints on which a damask is sometimes drawn
afterwards, ·e ither in the same or in different colors, but the mixture on
the palette of different cmshed color,..,, wllich permits of so much variety
in European painting, appears not to be practiced by them. Their
colors (as int1eed seemed probable from the lightness of the shades obtained in spite of their thickness before analysis had confirmed the
presumption) contained far less coloring-matter than do the European>a peculiarity which makes tllem approach nearer to the vitrified snbst~uccs known as enamel tllan to any other. They are characterized
by great simplicity and a considerabie degree of uniformity.
The flux, which is not distinct in color, is always composed of silica, of
oxille of lead in but slightly var,ving proportions, aud of a iarger or
:::;111aller quantity of alkalies (sotlaand potash). Thisfluxcontainsindissolntiou, in the conditions of silicates, some hundredth part8 only ·of coloring oxides. The number of these is very small, being oxide of copper
for greens and bluish-greens, gold for the reds, oxide of cobalt for the
blues, oxide of antimony for the yellows, and arsenical acid and stannie acid for whites. Oxides of iron to produce red arnl oxides of impure
mauganese to produce black are not used, because no doubt these colors
can not be obtained from the oxides named by means of dissolution.
I II Europe, in addition to the oxides already mentioned, important res11 l ts are obtained from substances unknown in Uhina. The shade
derived from pure oxide of cobalt is modified by mixing with it oxide
of zinc oe alumina, and sometimes alumina and oxide of chrome; pure
oxide of iron gives a dozen reds, shading from orange-red to very dark
violet; ochres, pale or dark, yellow or brown, are obtained by the combination in different proportions of oxide of iron, of oxide of zinc, and
of oxide of cobalt or of nickel; browns are produced by increasing tl.te
amount of oxide of cobalt contained in, and blacks by omitting the
oxide of zinc from, tbecomposition wl.tich gives the ochers. The shades
of yellow are varie<l by tlie addition of oxide of zinc or of tin to render
them lighter, aud of oxide of iron to render them darker. Oxide of
chrome, pure or mixed with oxide of cobalt or with oxides of cobalt
and of zinc, gives yellow-greens and bluish-greens, which may be made
to vary from pur~ green to almost pure blue. Metallic gold supplies

~
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the purple of Uassius, which may be changed at will into violet,, purple,
or carmine'. Other useful colors are obtained from oxide of uranium
and from chromate of iron, of baryta, and of cadmium.
In European colors all these coloring matters are merely mixed. In
the Uliinese tlle oxides are on the contrary dissolved. Tllis peculiarity,
uo less than their appearance, closely counects the Uhinese colors with
'·enamels." Both present the same coloring, obtaiued from the same
oxides and a composition of flux very similar, sometimes identical.
Transparent enamels are vitreous compounds, the compo~ition of which
varies according to the amount of fusibility required and which are
colored by a few lmrnlredths of oxides. Blues are supplied by oxide of
cobalt; greens by protoxide of copper; reds by gold; opaque enamels,
yellow or white, owe their color and opacity either to antimony or to
arsenic or stannic acids, together or alone. It had, however, been
found impossible to utilize these enamel substances in tlle decoratiuu
of European porcelain, owing to the fact that they scaled off; and when
the Chinese colors (as sent by MM. Itier and Ly) were experimented
upon at Sevres, they did precisely tlle same thing. When placed upon
·Chinese porcelain, however, they developed at a temperature below
that used at the Sevres manufactory for retouching flowers, and diu
not scale. The explanation is no doubt to be found in the fact that
the paste of Chinese porcelain being more fusible than the Europea11,
tlle glaze must also be m·o re easily fusible, and the lime introduced into
it to increase the fusibility adapts it in some manner for closer union
with the compounds forming the enamel.
If, then, the appearance of Chinese porcelain differs from that of
European productions, if the harmony of their paintings offers greater
variety, it is the necessary result of the process employed in Chinn.
All the colors used contained but little coloring matter and have no
worth unless applied in a depth wbicll gives to their paintings a relief
impossible to obtain by otller means. The harmony of their decoration
results from the nature and composition of their enamels.

CATALOGUE.
1. Small clish for waslling pencils, SfJ.uare, with upright sides, of white Sung dynasty

( A. D. UGO to rn59) porcelain coarsely crackled. Height,¼ inch; diam eter, 2¼
inches.
2. Low raSJe for 1 cisl1i11g vencil.q, sqnare, with si,1cs bellying outwards from month
<lownwn.nl., b::i viug two four-footed lizanls with long curled tail moul<lc<l
in r li •f era.mp d on rim, a,n,l heads looking into trough, of white ung
dyna ty pore lain cov rt!cl with stone-colored glaze. Height, 1! iucbe ;
cliamct r, :~ in b aucl 3½ inches.
3. Plate of white 'hiiuchon porcelain (Chiin-yao) of Yuan dynasty (A.. D. 1260 to
1:i 1!)), cov re<l with glazP of duck ·s ~g ulnc, of lighter tint at edge and brim!
from which glaze ha. rnn, ,vitb large irregnlar plotcbes of claret re<l,
h:ulirw into pnrpl at clgcs, where it mixes with blue color of the bo'1y.
iarnet ir, 71 i nc.lw .
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4. Low dish of white porcelain with open-work edge formed by intersecting circles;
clecorati0n i11side, six medallions, of dragons Jeng lmang, and formal designs
joined by conveutional foliage; outside a light pattern in blue. Mark on foot 1
Ta-rning-zung-lo-nien-chih. "Made during the Yung lo period. ( 1403 to 1424)
of the Ming dynasty;" style of decoration and of writing in the date; mark
shows it, ho,vever, to be of Japanese manufaeture. Diameter, 9-g- inches.
The lung or dragon is the chief of the four Chi11ese supernatural beasts, the
other three being the Jeng huang (usually translated phmnix), the
oh'ilin (usually translated unicorn), and the tortoise. It is usually
represented with scowling head, straight horns, a scaly, serpentitJe
body with four feet armed with formidable claws; along the length
of the body runs a line of bristling dorsal spines, and on the hips and
shoulders are flame-like appendages. The claws appear to have
originally numbered three on each foot, but the number has in subsequent ages been increased to five. The Shuo-wen, a dictionary published in the second century A. D., states that of the three hundred and
sixty scaly reptiles the dragon is the chief. It wields the power of
transformation anu. the gift of rendering itself visible or invisible at
pleasure. In spring it ascends to the skies and in autumn it buries
itself in the watery depths.. The watery principlo in the atmosphere
is essentially associated with the lung, but its congener, the ohiaslung, is inseparably connected with waters gathered upon the surface
of the earth. A denizen of such waters is also the variety p'an-lung,
which does not mouut to Heaven. There is also a species of hornless
dragon-the chin-lu,ng. Kuan Tz'u (seventh century B. C.) declares
that " the dragon becomes at will reduced to the size of a silk-worm
or swollen till it fills the space of Heaven and earth. It desires to
mouut, ar!d it rises till it affronts the clouds; to sink, and it descends till hidden belew the fountains of the deep." The early cosmogonists enlarged upon the imaginary data of previous writer~,
and averred that there were four distinct kinds of dragons properthe t'ien-l1.mg or celestial dragon, which guards the mansions of the
gods auu. supports them so that they do not fall; the shen-liing or spiritual dragon, which causes the winds to blow and produces rain
for the benefit of mankind; the ti-lung or dragon of earth, which
marks ont the courses of rivers and streams; anu. the fu-ts'ang-lung
or dragon of hidden treasures, which watches over the wealth concealed from mortals. Modern superstition has further originated
the itlea. of four dmgon kings, each hearing rule over one of the four
seas which form the borders of the habitable earth. The huang-lung
or yellow dragon is the most honored of the tribe; and this it was,
which, rising from the waters of Lo, pres.ented to the eyes of
Fuhsi the elements of writing (see No. 36). The dragon, as chief
aruong the beings divinely constituted, is peculiarly symbolical of
all that pertains to the Son of Heaven-the Emperor,whose throne 1s
termed lm1g-wei, the dragon-seat, and whose face is described as lungJJen, the dragon-countenance (see Mayer's Chinese Readers' Manual
No. 451 ). At his death the Emperor is believed to be borne by dragons
to the regions of tue blessed. The dragon thus 1ntimately ·associated with the Emperor is always depicted with five talons on each
claw, and it is he alone, propel'ly speakfng, who can use such a device npon his property; the dragon borne by the princes or the
blood has but four talons on each claw . . The distinction, however,
is uot at present rigidly maintained, and the five-clawed dragon is
met with embroidered on officers' uniforms.
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"In Chinese Buddhism," says Dr. Anderson, in his "Catalogue of Japanese and Chinese Paintings iu the British Museum," "the dragon
plays an important part, either as a force auxiliary to the law, or a
a malevolent creature to be converted or quelled. It1:1 usual character, however, is that of a guardian of the faith under the direction
of Buddhas, B6dhisattvas, or Arhats. As a dragon king it officiates
at the baptism of S'akyamuni, or bewails his entrance into Nirvana;
as an attribute of saintly or divine pen,onages it appears at the feet
of the Arhat Panthaka, emerging from the sea to salute the goudess
Kuanyin, or as an attendant upon or alternative form of Sarasvati,
the Japanese Benten; as an enemy to mankind it meets its Perseus
and St. George in the Chinese monarch Kao Tsu ( of the Han dynasty ),
and the Shinto God, Susano no Mikoto. * * * As to the origin of
the relation of the Cobra to Indian Buddhism, there appears to be
little doubt that the Cobra kings represented a once hostile Scythic
race of serpent-worshippers which first invaded India in the seventh
century B. C., and that a subsequent alliance with portions of the
foreign tribes gave rise to the stories of converted Naga,3, and of
Nagas who defended the faith. When the religion made its way into
China, where the hooded snake was unknown, the emblems shown
in the Indian pictures and graven images lost their force of suggestion, and hence became replaced by a mythical but more familiar emblem of power. The multiplication of the cobra-head seen in the
.A.mravati topes becomes lost in Chinese Buddhism, but perhaps may
be traced in the seven-headed dragons and serpents of Japanese legend. The high position occupied by the dragon in Chinese imagination may perhaps be a relic of ancient serpent-worship in that
country. Illustrations of the identity of the dragon and serpent in
Japanese art and the portrayal of creatures in transitional forms between the two are suggestive of such an origin.
Feng, the name of the male, and huang, of the female, of a fabulous bird of
wondrous form and mystic nature, tho second among the four supernatural creatures. The compound of the two feng-huarig is the generic designation usually employed for the bird, and is frequently
translated" phcenix." One writer describes it as having the head of
a pheasant, the beak of a swallow, the neck of a tortoi e, and the outward semblance of a dragon, to which another version ands the tail
of a fish, but in pictorial representations it is usually delineated, as
here, as a compound of a peacock and a pheasant, with the addition
of many gorgeou's colors. Very early legends narrated that this bird
matle its appearance as a presage of the advent of virtuous rulers,
whose presence it also graced as an emblem of their auspicious governrnent. It sat in the court of Huang Ti, who is credited with
having entered upon a reign of oue hundred years ia B. C. 2697,
whil that onreign ob erved the ceremonial fa ·ts; an<l, according
to the Cla ic of History, it came with measured gamblings to a<ld
splendor to the ntn ical performances conducted by the great bun
(B. '. 2235 to 220G). Tbe five colors of its plumage are supposed to
b typieal of the fiv cardinal virtues. As the lung or dragon ha
become the <'m blew of the emperor so the j eng-hua11g has become that
of th• Empr s.
5 · 1'ca-cups (4), with ev rt d rim, of pure white, thin Hstiant8 ( 1426 to 1435) porcelain, wilh v r_y <lelic< te flow r pattern from which the paste ha been exci d
an,1 r plar •<1 h.\' thin fil111 of gla,zo to r ender it capable of holding liquid·
B ntif11l , P im 118 of thi. tyl of d coration generally known in Eugli h
a "lac·'·" or}{ -th pi,·c II dticnlees of th French. Mark on foot Ta-miuglt iicrn-t(-11ie,1- ·!tilt, " lad during the Hsi.iant-:. p riod of th Ming dynasty."
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9. Small fish-bowl of Hstiante white porcelain, with _oruament~tiun o{ ~ang {' : ~ horned dragons with pointed head among very con vent10na1 c on s, an< g metrical pattern above running round briru, all incised :n paste below a pa.1~green or ccladon glaze. Mark on foot Ta-ming-hsii~n te-nie1~-chih, "~acte
during the Hstiante period of the Ming dyna,sty." He1ght, 61 rnches; diameter, 8 inches.
.
The rnang would appear to be properly a huge serpent or boa,- constnctor.
In paintings, however, and in sculpture it is usually represente~ a.s
a lizard having a scowling head, with a beard at times dcpendm~
from the chin, a,no. four feet bearing claws but without talons. On
the rnang-p'ao, i. e., 1nang robe, the court dress, no mang, properly
speaking, appears, its place being taken by a four clawed or taloned
dragon.
10. Tall vase, in shape of ba,g, with long neck bound around with a ribbon tied in
bow, of Ch'enghua (1465 to 1487) white porcelain covered with a yellowblack glaze. Height; 13¼ inches; diameter, 7¾ inches.
11. Slender vase of pure white Ch'enghua porcelain; decoration, immortals or genii
engaged in literary contests and attended by servants in rocky valley, with
bamboo thickets painted in bright-blue under glaze. Mark Ta-ming-ch'eng-hua11ie11-chih, "Made during the Ch'enghua period of the Ming dynasty." Height,
10¼ inclies.
134. Pencil-holder, circular in shape and very broad, of white Ch'enghua porcelain;
decoration, which is in beautiful shade of blue under transparent glaze-a
Jong poem from the pen of the celebrat ed poet Li Tai-po, of the Sung d~nast.:r,
inculcating the epicurean philosophy, which may be summed up in Horace's
words, Carpe dieni, quam minime credula postero. The advic_e contained in the
poem is being put into practice by a merry party round the festive board,
whose actions seem to express the words of the Latin author, Fruamu1· bonis
qnm sunt; pretioso vino et unguentis nos impleamu~, non prmtereat no.sjtos temp01·is.
No mark. Height, 6 inches; diameter, 6} inches.
12. Small bowl to hold flow ers or water for use on ink slab, of white Ch'engte (1506 to
1521) porcelain, covered outside with milky blue glaze, inside plain, coarsely
crackled inside and out. Mark Ta-ming-cheng-te-nien-chieh, "Made during
the Cbengtfl period of the Great Ming dynasty." Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 4½ inches.
13. Jar, of potiche shape, of Wan ti (1573 to 1619) white porcelain; decoration, flying
fenghuang and dragons (see No. 4), with :flowers between, and above a border
of formal pattern, resembling inverted spear-beads; cover has small pattern
running round it with dragon on top; ornamentation throughout is engraved
in paste and of bright yellow upon a. vivid-green ground. Mark Ta-niingwanti-nien-chih, "Made during the Wan ti period of the Great Ming dynasty."
Height, 6¾ inches; diameter, 6¼ inches.
14, 15. Bo1cls (2), with scalloped brim, of white porcelain decorated with red and
gold plum-blossoms, alternating with gourd-shaped vases having a decoration in gold on a blue ground or formal :flowers, resembling pink~ and chrysanthemums in white, red, and gold, or all gold, upon a salmon-oo]ored
ground, with long twisted ribuons attached, the decoration passing from outside over the brim to inside, where at bottom, confined by a double circle, is
a blue dragon in white, green, aud red clouds. Round foot on outside is
small pattern. Marked as last, but decoration and caligraphy of date mark
show the ware to be of Japanese manufacture. Height, 3¼ inches; diameter
7¾ inches.
'
J6, 17. Jars (2), circular in shape, the walls rising perpendicularly, of Ming dynasty
porcelain, decorated with iris and leaves bold1y outlined in relief and cov_
ered with thick gla~e& of ditferept i;:olors 1 t:!:le flowers being yellow and the
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leaves peacock-green upon a deep aubergine ground; brim green, with a
formal panel pattern outlined in relief round neck and colored alternately
with same deep glaze (yellow and peacock-green), inside thin peacock-green
glaze. Good specimen of this highly-prized ware. No mark. Height, 6i
inches; diameter, 6-!- inches.
18. Ja1' of white porcelain of Ming dynasty, of either Hsiiante (1426 to 1435) or
Ch'enghua(1465 to 1487)period. Decoration, Pei-tow (t,heNortbern Pole star)
and Nan-tow (the Southern Pole star) playing chess on mountain road, witb
boy bearing a bundle of dry branchlets, and an inscription in seal character,
· "Among the hil1E1 a thousand years seem but as seven days." Landscape and
figures in beautiful deep blue under glaze and in pale and dark green enamel
colors. Above, a formal pattern encircles the jar below the neck, round which
are small sprays of :flowers in brick-red with leaves alternately green and
blue.
This represents the well-known legend of Wang Chih, who, having wandered in the mountains of Ch'iichow to gather fire-wood, came upon
two aged men, the Southern Pole star, the genius of longevity, and
the Northern Pole star, the genius of death, intent upon a game of
chess. He laid down his ax and watched their game, in the course
of which the former handed him something resembling a date-stone,
which he was told to place in his mouth. No sooner had be tasted it
than he became oblivious of hunger and thirst. After sometime
the donor turned to him and said, "It is long since you carue here;
you should go home now." Whereupon Wang Chih, proceeding to
pick up his ax, found that the handle had moldered into dust.
On reaching his home he found that centuries had elapsed since the
time when he left it for the mountains, aud that no vestige of his
kinsfolk remained. Retiring to a retreat among the hills he devoted
himself to the rites of Taoism, aud finally attained to immortality."
Wang Chih is stated to have lived under the Chiu dyuasty in the
third century B. C. The appearance of this South Pole star is supposed to announce peace throughout the world.
19, 20. Jars (2) with covers, of the small potiche shape, of pure white porcelain, with
paintings in deep, dull blue under glaze, of children playing in garden and
plucking flowers from the trees; cover ornamented with children, similarly
painted, in grotesque attitudes playing. A reproduction of a popula1· ('nine a
painting, the Po-tzu'-t'u, "Drawing of (lit. a hundred) Children." Mark on
foot, a leaf, which makes these specimens date from the K'anghsi period
(1662 to 1722), though the color is rather that of the Ming dynasty. Height,
10 inches.
21. Wine-pot of creamy white Ming dynasty Chienning porcelain ( Chien-yao), terme<l
by the French blanc de Chine. Tall, circular in shape, tied at center with
ribbon. Spout formed by lizard with .four legs and branching tail, which
clings to rim aml turns head outward, the wine issuing from its mouth. The
handle is formed by a similar animal twisting heat! downwards from rim
• to center of vessel. Has closely :fitting cover, surmounted by a knob formed
of a diminutive lizard curled into the form of a ball. No mark on foot.
Height, !>½ inches; diameter, 3-½ inches.
22-24. Seals (3) of creamy-white Ming dynasty Chienning porcelain (blano de Chine ),
ne large and two maller, cubes in shape, each surm ounted by a lion a
handle boldly molded in relief, with long, straight mane and tail, and curly
hair down back. Nos.22 and 24 represent a lione s with one cub. No mark,
H i ht, o . 22 and 23, 2¾ inche , No. 24, 3 inches; diameter, Nos. 22 and 23,
1 1 incbe , o. 24, l¼ ioche .
•

ayers: Chinese Reader's Manual, No. 794,
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171. Pe11cil-W8,Sher of white Ming porcelain, of globular form, WI
and a handle on either side formed of a grotesque lion's head molclc_d rn
relief. Decoration consists of six genii riding on a sword, a carp, a tw r,
a hat, a bunch of sticks, ·and a dragon, painted in deep blue throu _ h
brick-red waves un der glaze. Round neck and foot a narrow band of :vbitc
studded with blue spots. Mark Ts'ai-h1ta-t'ang, the desiguat~on of a 1~ 0 r_tion
some princely palace not yet identified . Height, 2f inches; chamet~r, 3½ mch
The sage · ridincr the waves upon the sword is Lii Fung-pm, stat d t
have been \orn A. D. 755. While holding office as magistrate f
Te-hua, in modern Kiangsi, he is said to have met the immor aliz d
Chung li Ch'iian, who instructed him in the mysteries of alcb my.
On his subsequently begging to be a llo wed to convert bi f ll wcountrymeu to the true belief, he was, as a preliminary, expo cl io
ten temptations, which he successfully resisted . He wa
invested with the formulas of magic and a sword of superna.tural
power, as the Taoist legends relate, with which he trav r ed th
empire during a period of four hundred years, killing dragon a1ul
ridding it of divers kinds of evils. In the twelfth century templ
were crecteu to his honor under the title of Ch'un Yang. (Mayor ,
No. 467.)
He of the carp is Kin-Kao, "a sage who lived in northern China about
the twelfth century. It is said that he wandered over the pro vine f
Chihli for two centuries, and then, taking leave of his di. cipl .s
with a pro mise to return by a certain day, he plunged into the rin·r.
When the appointed time for his re-appearance arrived, the pup1l ,
with a great multitude, assembled upon the banks, and, haviug
duly bathed and purified themselves, made offerings to him. At
length, in the sight of ten thousand persons, be sprang from the water
riding upon a carp. After tarrying with his friends for a month ho
again entered the river and was seen no more." i.
The sage on the tiger is perhaps Chii Ling-j eu, a rishi of marvelou
powers.
•
He on the bundle of sticks is perhaps Damma, son of a king in southern
India, "who," says Mr. Anderson in his catalogue, p. 511, "was tiJo
first Chinese patriarch. He arrived inChinaA. D. 520, and establishc 1l
himself in a temple in Lozang. During nin e years of his stay there
he remained buried in profound abstraction, neither moving nor
s~eaking, and when be returned to consciousness of his surroundings
his legs had become paralyzed by long disuse. In the Butsu-zo-dz u-i
it is said he came to Japan A. D. 613, and died on Mount Kataoaka.
The Chinese, however, maintain he died and was buried in China.
but that three years after his death he was met travelin,r towani
India, with one foot bare, and wl:Jen his tomb was open:d by the
emperor's order it was found empty save for a cast off shoe."
The dragon genius is Ch'en Nan, a sage possessed of supernatural powers
to c~re the sick, transmute metals, travel enormous distan ces, etc.
Pass1.ng through a place where the inhabitants were praying for rain
he stirred a pool where be knew a dragon lived, with a long iron
pole. So plenteous a downpour at ouce ensued that all the rivers
were filled .

25. Pencil-holder, tall, circular in shape, o

f
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172-175. Plates ( 4 small) of white Ming dynasty porcelain, decorated insi<le, the
genius of longevity accompanied by the spotted stag, amid waves and cloud
in deep blue upon brick-red waves. On the outside are the eight immortals
venerated by the Taoist se(.)t, in blue or vermilion waves. · Mask as on
last. The decoration shows them to have been intended to hold sweetmeats
during birthday ceremonies.
The eight immortals venerated by the Taoists are Chung-Ii Ch'i.ian,Chang
Kuo, Lii Tung-pin, Ts'as Kuo-ch'iu, Li Tieh-kuai, Han Hsiang-tz'u,
Lan Ts'ai-ho, and Ho Hsien-ku. Thongh some, if not all, of these
personages had been previously venerated as immortals in Taoist
legends, it would appear from the K'e-yii-ts'ung-k'ao (ch. 34) that
their defined assemblage into a group of immortalized beingH can not
claim a higher antiquity than the Ylian dynasty, i.e., the end of the
thirteenth or beginning of the fourteenth century.
Chung-Ii Ch 'lian is reputed to have lived under the Chou dynasty (B. C.
1122 to 256). Many marvelous particulars are narrated respecting
bis birth and career, in the course of which he met Tung Hua Kung,
the patriarch of the Genii, "who revealed to him the mystic formula
of longevity and the secret of the power of transmutation and of
magic craft." He was eventually permitted to join the Genii: and
has appeared from time to time as the messenger of Heaven. He is
usually represented as a martial figure with a sword.
Chang Kuo is said to have :flourished towards tbe close of the seventh and
middle of the eighth century. Leading au erratic life, he performed
wonderful feats of necromancy. His constant companion was a white
mule which could carry him thousands of miles iu a single day, an<l
which, when he halted, he folded up and hid away in his wallet.
When he again required its services, he 1;purted water upon the packet
from his mouth and the animal at once resumed its proper shape. According to Taoist legend, the Emperor Hslian Tsung, of the T'ang
dynasty, repeatedly urged him to visit bis court and assume a
priestly office there, but the ascetic wanderer rejected every offer.
He is reputed to have entered immortality about 740 A. D. without
suffering bodily dissolution. He is usually represented con_juring his
mule from a wallet or gourd, or holding an instrument of m·usic.
Lii Tung-pin said to have been born A. D. 755. While holding office at
Te-hua, in modern Kiangsi province, he is reputed to have met
Chung-Ii Ch'iiau (see ante) among the Lu mountains, and was instru cted by him in the mysteries of alchemy and the magic formula of the
elixir of life. Having expressed a desire to conYert his fellow-men to
the true belief, a series of temptations, ten in number, was imposed
upon him as a preliminary. These he successfully overcame, and
was therenpou invested with the formulas of magic and a sword of
supernatural power, with which he traversed the Empire during a
period of four hundred years, slaying dragons and ridding it of varions kinds of evils. In the twelfth century temples were orected to
him nuder the title of Ch'un Yang. Like Chung-Ii Ch'iian, he is u ually <l picLecl a of martial bearing, armed with a sword.
Of 'I' 'as Kuo-ch'in little is known. He is reputed to have been the son
ofT 'ao Pin, the great military comma.nder,wholargely contributed
to the tabli hm ut of the Sung dynasty upon the throne of China,
ancl tb hrotherofthe Empre s Ts'ao of the same dynasty. He would
tbn, h ve liv cl in the eleventh century. He is usq;:illy represented
as ~ militarr officer holding a :pi:i.ir of cast~nets 1
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Li T'ieh-kuai, or T'ieh-Kuai-Tsien-Sheng, i.e., "Li of the Iron Staff," or
"the gentleman of the Iron Staff." His birth is assigned to no precise era; his n41,me, however, is stated to have been Li, and he is described as of commanding stature and of dignified mien. He was
entirely devoted to the study of Taoist lore, bis instructor having
been the philosopher Lao Tz'u himself, who for that purpose descended
at times from Heaven, and at others summoned his pupil ta his celestial abode. "On one occasion, when about to mount on high,'' says
the lege~d as given by Mayers (No. 718), "at his patron's bidding
the pupil, before departing in spirit to voyage through the air, left
a disciple of his own to watch over bis material soul (p'o), with the
command that if, after seven days had expired, his spirit (liiin) did
not return, the material essence might be dismissed into space.
Unfortunately, at the expiration of six days the watcher was called
away to the death-bed of his mother, and, his trust being neglected,
when the disembodied spirit returnecl on the evening of the seventh
day it found its earthly habitation no longer vitalized. It, therefore
entered the first available refuge, which was the body of a Jame and
crooked beggar whose spirit bad at that moment been exhaled, and
in this shape the philosopher continued his existence, supporting his
halting footsteps with an iron staff." Li T'ieh-kuai is, in consequence,
usually depicted as a Jame and raggefl beggar exhaling his spiritual
essence in the form of a shadowy miniature of his corporeal form, or
conjuring five bats, symbolical of the five kinds of happiness (see No.
27) from a goUTd.
Han Hsiang-tz'n is reputed to have been the grandson of the famous
statesman, philosopher, and poet of the T'ang dynasty, and to have
lived in the latter half of the ninth ci3ntnry. He was an ardent
votary of transcenrlental study, and the pupil of Lii. Tung-pin (see
mite), himself one of the immortals, who appeared to him in the flesh.
Having been carried up into the peach-tree of the Genii (see Nos. 27
and 28), be fell from its branches, and in falling entered into immortality. He is usually depicted playing npon a flute or sitting upon
a portion of the trunk of a peach-tree.
Lan Ts'ai-ho is of uncertain sex, but usually reputed a female. The t'aip'ing-Kuang-chi states that she wandered abroad clad in a tattered
blue gown, with one foot shoeless and the other shod, in summer
wearing a wadded garment next the skin, and in winter sleeping
amid snow and ice. "In this guise," says Mayers, '' the weird being
begged a livelihood in the streets, waving a wand aloft and chanting a doggerel verse denunciatory of fleeting life and its delusive
pleasures.'' Lan Ts'ai-ho is usually drawn as an aged man or as a
female clad in leaves or rags, carrying a basket, (f) to hold the alms
given.
Ho Hsien-Kn was the <laughter of one Ho T'ai. a native of Tseng-ch'eng,
near Canton, and was born in the latter half of the seventh centur.v.
Born with six hairs growing on the top of her head, she at fourteen
years of age dreamed that a spirit visited her and instructed her in
the art of obtaining immortality by eating powdered mother-of-pearl.
She complied with this injunction and vowed herself to a life of virginity. Her days were henceforth passed in solitary wanderings
among the hills, among whi<;h she moved as on wings, to gather
herbs, and eventually renounced all mortal food. Her fame having
reached the ears of the Empress Mu, a concubine endowed with a
masterful intellect, who succeeded in usurping tµe l')overeign powf)r7

H. Mis, 142, pt. 2--~9
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and who, but for a revolution, would have deposed the dynasty of
T'ang, she was summoned to court, but vanished from mortal sight
on her way thither. She is said to b"ave been seen ouce more, in
A. D. 750, floating upon a cloud at the temple of the Taoist imruortal
Ma-Ku, and again some years later uear Canton. She is sometime
represented clothed in a mantle of mugwort leaves and holding a
lotus-flower.
·
26. Bowl of white K'anghsi (1662 . to 1722) porcelain, with scalloped edges dividing
the vessel into eight flattened i,;ections, each filled with a scene admirably
painted, chiefly in blue, but with small details in enamel green, on a ground
inside and out of deep yellow un<ler thick transparent glaze. These paintings are copies from celebrated pictures, drawn by a famous artist named
Fei of the Ylian dynasty, i. e., la,tter half of the twelfth or early in thirteenth
century, illustrative of the pleasures of the Hsi-yiian or ·western Park. At
bottom inside, a man holding a jar, also in blue. An admirable specimen of
a highly prized ware. Mark Ta-ch'ing-k'ang-hsi-nien-chih, "Made during the
k'anghsi period of the Great Pure or Ch'ing (the present) dynasty." Height,
3! inches; Diameter, 7¾inches.
Of this •ware the "Am bassade de la Compagnie Ori en tale des Provinces
Unis vers l'Empereur de la Chine ou Grand Can de Tartarie fait par
les Sieurs Pierre de Goyer et Jacob de Keyser'' (Leyden, 1665), and
1,he "Travels from Muscovy to China, by E. Ysbranti Ides, Ambassador from Peter the Great to the Emperor of China in 1692" {published in Harri s's '' Collection of Voyages"), say: "The finest, richest, and most valuable china is not exported, at least very rarely,
particularly a yellow ware, which is destined for the imperial use,
and is prohibited to all other persons."
The Hsi-Yiian was a park laid out by Yang Ti (A. D. 605 to 616) of the
Sui dynasty. It was over 60 miles in circuit, and "exhausted t,he
utmost degrees of splendor and beauty. When the foliage became
decayed and fell, it was replaced upon the trees hy leaves of silk.
Here the imperial debanche was accustomed to ride on moonlit
nights, accompanied by a cavalcade of thousands of the inmates of
his seraglio." (Mayers.)
27. Bowl of pure white K'angbsi porcelain, wide spreading, decorated on outside with
mythological subjects admirably painted in great detail and with great delicacy of brush in the characteristic tones of the latter half of this reign.
Vermilion-red and enamel colors. Inside a branch of the peach-tree, bearing
one fruit and several leaves, in green shaded and varied with darker tints of
the same color, with the exception of two, which show a great variety of
shades of decay, the veins alone remaining in parts; on the peach, which, as
here, i usnally pointed in China, iti the character Sltou, longevity, in the
"seal" tylo in gold. An almost unique specimen of the highest st,yle of
decoration during the period when the manufacture of porcelain had reached
its highe t point.
Thi bowl from it d ecoration wa undoubtedly intended for use iu the
palace on the occasion of au imperial 1 irthday. The peach is one
of the emblem of longevity, from a legend which traced them to the
garden · ofth fairy H i Wangmu, where they ripened but once in
thr thousand years, and confi rr d that term of life upon thos , ho
, r for anate nongh to ta te them . The legend run thu : "In
th fir t year of th p riod Yiian feng in the Han dyna ty (B. C. 110)
h fairy H i Wang had d cendecl from her mountain r alm to vi i
h Emp ror Wu Ti, bringing with her even pea.ch .
he ate two
f th numb r, and, np nth Emperor expre sing a wi h to pres IT
th
ed, b, to] lti1n Jrn,t tbe tr f
vbic t ey ca e bo one
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only in three thousand y~ars, but each ftuit conferred three centuries
of life upon the eater. At that moment she perceived Tung Fangpeeping at her through the window, and so, pointing to him, said:
'That child whom you see yonder has stolen three of my peaches
and is now nine thousand years old.'"* The gum of t,be peach-tree
mixed with mulberry ash ita1 used as an elixfr vite by the Taoists. t
The decoration on the outside is an adaptation of the allegorical representation of the prayer for "happiness, dhstinction, and longevity"
(fu-lao-11/wu), met with in Chinebe paintings under many forms, but
always with the same general characteristics. One of the immortals,
the great sage Lao Tz'u, accompanied by attenda,nts, the crane
( Grus viridirostris Veillot), the stag, the hairy tortoise, all emblems of
long life; another, Li 'Tich-Kuai, with attendants, evolving from a
gourd contracted at the center, five bats, emblematic of the five blessings-longevity, riches, peacefulness and serehity, the love of virtue,
and an end crowning the life-the Chinese characters for bat and
happiness having the same pronunciation.
28-31. Plates (4) of white porcelain. Hsi Wang Mu, depicted as a beautifnrfemale
in the ancient Chinese dress, is represented accompanied by one of her attendant maidens holding a tray containing peaches and other articles, arid
by the spotted stag, symbolical of longevity, very delicately painted in enamel
colors. The rim is ornamented with a narrow band in vermilion red of detached :flowers of the Chinese peony ( Pmonia Moutan) and · of butterflies.
Mark Ta-Ming-ch'eng-htta-nien-chih, "Made during the Ch'enghua period (1465
to 1487) of the great Ming or Bright (dynasty);" the colors and style of
painting, however, point rather to the K'angbsi period as that of their manufacture. Diameter, 6¾ inches.
Hsi Wang Mu, literally Royal Mother of the '3/"est, is the legendary
queen of the Genii, who is supposed to have dwelt in a palace in
Central Asia among the K'nnlun Mountains, where she held court
with her fairy legions. Upon some slight allusious to this personage
in earlier works the philoi,opher Lieh Tz'u, in the fifth centur,Y, ·B.
C., based a fanciful and perhaps allegorical tale of tlie entertainment with which King Mu of the Chou dynasty was honored and enthralled by the fairy qneen during his famous journeyings B. C. 985.
In later ages the superstitious vagaries of the Emperor Wu Ti of th~
Hau dynasty gave rise to innumerable fables respecting the alleged
visits paid to that monarch by Hsi Wang Mn and her fairy troop;
and the imagination of the Taoist writers of the ensuing centuries
was exercised in glowing descriptions of tho magnificence of her
mountain palace. Here, by the borders of the Lake of Gems, grows
the peach-tree of the Genii, whose fruit confers the gift of immortalit,y, bestowed by t,he goddess upon the favored beings admitted
to her presence, and hence she dispatches the azure-winged birds,
Ch'ing-niao, which serve, like Venus' doves, as her attendants and
messengers. In process of time a consort was found for her in the
person of Tuug Wang Kung, or King Lord of the East, whose name
is designed in obvious imitation of her own, and who appears to owe
many of his attributes to the Hindoo legends ·respecting India; By
the time of the Sung dynasty (the tenth century, A. D.) a highly
mystical doctrine respecting the pair, represented as the first created
and creative results of the powers of nature in their primary process
of development, was elabomted in the K11ang-Chi. The more sober research of modern writers leads to the suggestion that Wang Mu w::i,s
the name either of a region or of a sovereign in the ancient West.•

* llarers ,

Op. cit., No. 672,
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32, 33. Bowls (a pair), evertea, of thin white K'anghsi porcelain decorated with the
eighteen Lohan or .th-hats in groups, very delicately painted in vermilion.
Mark as in No. 26. Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 6 inches.
In his "Hand-book of Chinese Buddhism," Dr. Eitel states that the original meaning of Arhat (" deserving") is overlooked by most Chinese
commentators, who explain the term as though it were written Arikat,
"destroyer of the enemy," i.e., of the passions, and "not to be reborn," i.e., exempt from transmigration. A third explanation, based
on the original conception, is "deserving of worship." The Arhat
is the perfected Arya, and can therefore only be attained by passing
through the different degrees of saintship. It implies the possession
of supernatural powers, and is to be succeeded either by Buclclhaship
or by immediate entrance into Nirvana. In popular acceptation,
however, it has a wider range, designating not only the !'erfected
saint, but all the disciples of S'akyamuni, and thns it includes not
only the smaller circles of 6ighteeu and five hundred disciples, but
also the largest circle of one thousand two hundred.
The first Sfttra (that of forty-two sections) was translated into Chinese
in the year A. D. 67, during the time of the Later or Eastern Han
dynasty, whose capital was at Loyang in Honan province, by Kas'yapa M_Manga, a disciple of S'akyamuni, who entered China with
Han Ming-ti's embasRy on its return from Baoakshan. By its means
the Buddhist doctrines first became known in China. Such translations from the Sanskrit form the earliest and still continue to Le the
most important part of Chinese Buddhistic literature; but from the
fifth century onward they have been supplemented by original com positions in the Chinese language from the pens of native adherents
to that religion. During the first eight centuries of the existence of
the Bnddhistic religion in China t,he smal1est circle of S'ikyamuni's
disciples comprised the same number as in India, sixteen, which was
increased under the T'ang dynasty, in the ninth century, A. D., by
the enrollment of two additiona] disciples to its present complement
in China-eighteen.
34, 35. Bowl8 (2), everted, of thin white K'anghsi porcelain. Replicas of Nos. 32, 33,
but of larger size. Mark, same as in No. 26. Diameter, 6¾ inches.
36. Wine-cup, tall, everted, of thin white K'anghsi porcelain; ornamentation: Between borders of Grecian pattern are diamond-shaped panels containing the
pa-kua, in deep-blue under transparent glaze. Mark, as above. Height, 3
inches; diameter, 3¼ inches.
Tbepa-ktta, or eight diagrams, are the combinations which m!ty be formed
of three lines, whole or divided into two equal varts. They are stated
to have been developed by Fuh-hi, the legendary founder of Chinese
polity, who is believecl to have lived from B. C. 2852 to 27:38 by aid
of a plan or arrangement of figures revealed to him on the back of a.
'' dragon-hor e." These eight figures, which can be traced back to
the two primary forms representing the first development of the Yi1i
and Yang (the primordial essences) from the Ultimate Principle,
together with certain presumptive explanations attributed to Pub-hi,
were the ba i , according to Chinese belief, of an ancient system of
philosophy and divination during the centuries preceding the era of
W~n \ ang (tw lfth century B. C.), but of which no records have
be n pre erved 1 yond the traditional names of its cbools. W~u
Wang, the found r of the Chou dynasty, while unJergoing impri oumeot (B. . 1144) at the bands of the tyrant Shou, devoted him elf
;o tud
f the diagram , and appended to each of them a bort ex-
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planatory text. These explanations, with certain amplifications by
his son, Chou Knng, constitute the work known as the "Book of
Changes" of the Chou dynasty, which, with the commentary added
by Confucius, forms the Yih Ching," the Canon of Changes," the most
venerated of the Chinese classics. Iu this work, which serves as a
basis for the philosophy of divination and geomancy, and is largely
appealed to as containing not alone the elements of all metaphysical
knowledge but also a clue to the secrets of nature and of being the
entire system reposed npon these eight diagrams, a ceaseless process
of revolution is held to be at work, in the.course of which the various
elements or properties of nature indicated by the diagrams mutually
extinguish and give birth to one another, thus producing the phenomena of nature.,.
37. Vase of white K'anghsi porcelain, in the shape of a gourd contracted iu the middle
(hu-hu), having a vine trailing over it, from which hang large lmuches of
grapes on which a squirrel is feeding, in various shades of blue under a transparent glaze. Mark, as above. Height, 4¾ inches.
This is a well-known Chinese motive. "The :first picture of the squirrel
and the vine" (says Anderson, catalogue of Japanese and Chinese
paintin~s in the Bl'itish Museum, No. 747); "appears to have been
painted by Wing Yiian-chang, a famous ar 1,ist of the Sung dynasty,
A. D. 960 to 1259, and has been repeated by innumerable copies in
China and Japan."
38, 39. Plates (a pair) of white K'anghsi, having a large-sized character in center, believed to be Thibetan, surrounded on the sides by three concentric lines of
smaller characters of similar type; on outside are three similar lines of characters in deep blue under transparent glaze. Mark, as above. Diameter, 5!
inches.
40, 41. Bowls (a pair) of thin white K'anghsi porcelain. Ornamentation on outside
consists of a delicately-drawn band of waves on lower portion where bowl
springs from foot, with the pa-kua or eight diagrams (see No. 36) above. Inside, within double circle, at bottom, the yin and :IJang, all in deep blue
under transparent glaze. Mark, as above. Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 4¾
inches.
The circle represents the ultimate principle of" being," which is divided
by a curving line into two equal portions, the positive and negative
essences, yang and yin, respectively. Yang, the more lightly colored
portion, corresponds to light, heaven, masculinity, etc.; yin, the more
darkly colored, to darkness, earth, femininity, etc. To the introduction of these two essences are due all the phenomena of nature.
42, 43. Bowls (a pair), small, everted, of white K'ar.ghsi porcelain, plain inside.
Decorated on outside with iris, grasses, longevity fungus (ling chih, a species
of(?) poiyporus), tea-roses, and other flowers delicately painted in enamel
colors upon a brick-red or vermilion grouud. Mark, K'ang-hsi-zu-chih, "Made
by special order of Emperor K'anghsi." Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 4¼
inches.
44, 45. Plates (a pair) of white K'anghsi porcelain, having a "sitting" Imperialfiveclawed dragon on center, and similar fl,yiog dragons (see No. 4) amid clouds
around the shelving side. Engraved in the paste under a thick deep-blue glaze
(bleu de roi) which covers the entire'plate inside aud out, except the foot, on
which appears within a double circle Ta-ch'fog l('ang-hsi-nien-chih, "Made
during the K'anghsi period of the Great Pure (the present) dynasty." Diameter, ~-! inches.
• Mayers: Op . cit., p. 333.
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46. Bow!, large, everted, of pure white ~'a,nghsi porcelain, plain ioi,ide. On outside
is a branch of peach tree bearing fruit and leaves, the latte1· in all stages
from the light green of the newly burst leaf to the brown of the withered and
worm-eaten, admirably painted. On the branch is seated a large bird, termed
by the Chinese a paroquet, but having a red beak, brown breast, green
plumage around neck and below it, with brown on back, and black and
gray wings and tail. A :fine specimen. Mark, as above. Height, 3½ inches;
diameter, 8¼ inches.
47~ 48. Wine-cups (a pair), small, with straight lips, of white K'anghsi porcelain,
covered outside with a monochrome dull glaze of violet magenta; plain ioside, except at bottom, where are two plums and some beans delicately painted.
Mark, as above. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, ~fi inches.
49-52. Bowls ( 4), everted, of white K'anghsi porcelain, having Imperial five-clawed
flying dragons (v. No. 4) engraved in paste, over which are sprays of roses
and plum-blossoms, buds and leaves of various shades of green, open flowers
and butterflies alternately yellow and aubergine purple-brown under a transparent glaze. Mark, as above. Heigbt, 2¾ inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
fi~. Vase, of square body, contracting to form short, circular, everted neck, on which
above each side' of the body is the character for "longevity," shou, in four out
of the hundred forms it may take in the "seal" style of writing. The four
sides of the body bear two paintings in the distinctive colors of la farnille
vm·te, one of the famous club of the seven worthies of the bamboo grove
amusing themselves with music, chess, and wine; the other a historical scene
representing an ancient general on his way to attack the Man-tz'n, or Southern Chinese, giving audience during a halt upon the banks of the Yangste.
Between the paintings are lengthy disquisitions suggested by the subjects of
the drawings. As these are dated '' the 29th day of the 9th moon of the year
of the cyclic characters Kwei mo," i.e., i703, it is justifiable to conclude that
is the date of the vase, that being the only year to which these characters
would apply during K'anghsi's reign to which the coloriug shows it to belong.
Mark, a leaf. Height, 18¾ inches.
The club of the seven worthies of the bamboo grove was an association
of convivial men of letters, formed in the latter half of the third
century, who were accustomed to meet for learned discussions and
jovial relaxation in a grove of bamboos. The seven worthies were
Hsiang Tz'n-Ch'i; Chi Shu-Zeh, a celebrated functionary and man of
letters, but no less renowned as a lover of the wine-cup and as a
musician. He was also an ardent devotee of alchemy. Incurring
the displeasure of Ss'u-ma Chao, minister of the last sovereign of the
house of Wri, he was executed as a propagator of magic arts and
heretical doctrines, when he showed his contempt of deat.h by tuning bis guitar on the way to execution; Lin Po-lun, who was wholly
devoted to joviality and wished he could be acClOmpanied by a gravedigger to at once inter him, sbonld he fall dead over bis cup!'!; Shan
Chii-yuan, a statesman, under Wu Ti of the T'ang dynasty, celebrated for the patronage he extended to rising talent; Wang Chi:incbung, a minister of Hwei Ti of the house of Chin, at once infamou
for hi avarice and for having intrnsted the discharge of his dutie
to ba e underling that he might abandon hi m1:1elf to a life of extravaga.nco and pleasure; Ylian Chung-jung, famous as a lover of
mu ic and wine, and as a philosopher studying content and moderation in preference to the wayti of ambition; and Yiian Tz'u-t ong,
uncle of the l t, a public functfonary, but preferring the quieti m
prea h d by the pbiloHopbers Lao-Hze and Chuang-Hze, who foll w r h prof< ed him elf to be, to tbe toils of pu bli lifi . "
• May r : Op. ·1 ., No . 246, 411, 587, 790, 963, 968.
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54, 55. Plates (a pair) of. white K'anghsi porcelain, decorated inside with a painting
in natural colors of the great Taoist sage and philosopher Lao Yze, with
lofty head, seated under a tree; his attendant is preparing writing materials
for his use. Round the brim are the eight Buddhistic emblems joined by
conventional foliage of natural color, but of paler tones than the central
clesign. Mark, as on No. 44. Diameter, 6¼ inches.
Lao Tze was the founder of the Taoist system of philosophy. He is said
to have been surnamed Li and named Erb, but his history is almost
altogether legendary. His biography, as given by the great historian Ss'u-ma Chien, who wrote the first coruprehensi ve survey of the
history of China from the legendary periou of Huangti down to B. C.
104, contains, however, some particulars which may ba considered
authentic. According to this account he was the keeper of the records
at Lo, the capital of the Chou dynasty, about the close of the sixth
century, B. C., and prnfessed a doctrine of abstraction from worldly
cares based upon specmlations regarding Tao, Reason, and Ti, Virtue.
This excited the curiosity of Confucius, who is said to have visited
him and to have retired disconcerted at his bold flights of imagination. The veracity of the statement regardi11g this. meeting is, how•
ever, open to doubt. After a long period of service Lao Tze is said
to have retired to the West, after confiding to Yin Hsi, the keeper of
the frontier pass of Han Ku, a written statement of his philosophy,
the Tao-te-ching, or Classic of Reason and Virtue. Later mystics improved upon this account by assigning a period of mythical antiquity
and a miraculous conception through the influence of a star to Lao
Tze's birth, alleging him to have been the incarnation of the snpreme
celestial entity. According to the Lieh-hsien-ch'uan, an accoun tof the
Taoist genii, he became incarnate B. C., 1321, in the State of Ts'n.
His mother brought him forth from her left side beneath a plurri
tree, to which he at once pointed, saying: "I take my surname
(namely, Li, a plum) from this tree." When born his bead was white
and his countenance that of an aged man, from which circumstance
he derived his name of Lao Tze, the Old Child. The remainder of
the account resembles that given above, except that he is made to
live for centuries, eventually retiring to the West about B. C., 1080.
No countenance is given, however, in t.he writings ascribed to his
pen to supernaturalism of any kind, and the legends regarding his
life have evidently been largely colored by the accounts given by
Buddhistic writers of the life of S'akyamuni. 'fhe ideas contained in
the Tao-te-ching of Lao Tze, which has been translated into English,
French, and German, are thus summed up by Mr. Mayers (op. cit.,
No. 336): "Creation proceeding from a vast, intangible, impersonal
first principle, self-existent, self-developing, the mother of.all things.
The operation of this creative principle fulfilled in the nature of man,
the highest development of which again is to be sought for in a return through 'quietism' and 'non-action' to the mother principle.
The highest good is accordingly to be enjoyed in a f ranscendental
abstraction from worldly cares, or freedom from mental perturbation.
In a doctrine such as this it is not difficult to trace at least a superficial likeness to the theories of Brahminism, and whether originally
derived from Hindu thought or not it is probable that the cultivation of Lao Tze's teachings had a potent influence in preparing
the way for an influx of the metaphysical speculations of Indian
philosophers to satisfy a mental craving not provided for in the simple materialism which Confucius expounded. At least the latitude
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allowed by tbe vagueness of Lao Tze's writings both enabled an<l. eu
couraged his so-called disciples and adherents to graft upon the leading notions of his text an entirely adventitious code of natural and
psychical philosophy, which, on the one hand, expanded into a system of religious belief, a simple travesty of Buddhism, and, on the
other, became developed into a school of mysticism, founded apparently upon the early secrets of the professions of healing and divina,.
tion, from whence it rose to occult researches in the art of transmuting metals into gold and insuring longevity or admission into the
ranks of the genii. To all these professions and pretensions the title
of the religion or teaching8 of Tao was given, al though they were in
reality in no wise countenanced by the doctrines of Lao Tze himself.
His professed disciples, Lieb 1'ze and Chuang Tze in the fourth century, and Huai Nan Tze in the second century B. C., progressively developed the mystic element thus introduced, and a notable impetus
accrued to it from the superstitious belief with which the pretensions
of the alchemists were received by the Emperor, Wu Ti, from whose
period on ward the reverence paid to the founder of the sect began to
assume a divine character." In A. D. 666 be was for the firf't time
ranked among the godsi being canonized by the Emperor as "The
Great Supreme, the Emperor of the Dark First Cause," and his title
was again enlarged in 1013. The achievement of corporeal immortality having been the chief aim of the sect named after him, the
founder, Lao 'l'ze, nat,urnlly came to be considered the God of Longevity, and as such he figures in all the paintings symbolical of a prayer
for "dignity, happiness, and long life," being mm ally depicted as an
aged. man leaning upon a staff, bis head being of abnormally lofty
proport10ns.
The pa-chi-hsiang or "Eight lucky Emblems" are of Buddhistic origin
and derived from India. Formed in clay or of wood, they are offered
on Buddhistic altars, and largely enter into the architectural decoration of the temples. 'Chey are found with variations both of shape
and of detail. In their ordinary form they are:
(1) A bell (chm1g), or more usually a wheel (lun), chakra, the wheel of
the law, with fillets.
(2) A univalve shell (lo), the chank shell of the Buddhists, with fillets.
(:3) A state umbrella (san), with fillets.
(4) A canopy (ka·i), with fillets.
(5) A lotus-flower (lien-hiia), without fillot8; sometimes represented as a
Pwonia rnontan.
(6) A vase with cover (kium), with fillets.
(7) Two fiRhes (erh yii), united by fillets. Said by some t.o be figurativ e
of domestic happiness.
(8) Au angular knot with fillets, termed ch'ang, the intestines, au emblem
of longevity.
Another style of decoiatiou, also consisting of eight emblems, is that
known a-a the pa-pao, ot· "eight preciouR thiugs ;" they vary con8iderably in form, and the explanations of their meaning are unreliable
and conflicting. The more usual forms, all of which bear fillets, are:
(1) an oblate spherical object (chen), representing a. pearl; (2) a
hollow disk inclo ing an open square, po sibly a copper ca k embl ruatical ofriches; (3) an open lozenge, placed horizontally· (4 )
a lozenge placed horizontally, with a section of a second lozenge in
the upper angle; (5) au object re embling in shape a ma on' square
-the sonorotts stone ching, emblematic by symphony of "good-
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ness/' "happiness;" (ti) two oblong objects placed side by side, possibly books; (7) two rhinoceros' horns shaped into quadrangulat·
form; (8) a leaf of tho Artemisia, an emblem of good angury. Other
forms found in these emblems are a branch of coral, a silver ingot,
a cake of ink; and the shell, lotus-flower, and :fishes belonging properly to the "eight lucky emblems."
56, 57. Plates(a. pair)ofthin pure white K'anghsi porcelain, having a flying Feng huang
and an Imperial five-clawed dragon (see No. 4)amidcloudscontained by a floral
scroll pattern within bands, all engraved in the paste. Ronnd the rim is a
border of bats set close to one auothet· in vermilion red; a,n<i iu center, within
a medallion, are the characters hung-fu-clt'i-t'ien, "great happiness fills the
heaven," in the old seal form engraved in the paste from beneath the foot,
but reversed so that they read correctly on the upper side of the plate.
Mark, Ta-ch'ing-k'ang-hsi nien-chih, '' Made during the K'anghsi period of the
great Purn Dynasty." Diameter, 7¾ inches.
58, 59. Plates (a pair) of white K'anghsi porcelain, for use on birthday occasions in the palace. The ornamentation consists in :the center of the
plate of a large shou (longevity) character in blue, containing a pointed
peach of the genii in enamel glaze, upon which is represented a stork ( Grus
viridirostis Veillot) in blue (the peach and stork being emblems of immortality, see No. 27). Round this medallion is entwined conventional foliage in
enamel colors, branching apart to afford eight spaces, in which are alternately a pea.ch and the character shon in gold on blue medallion. Outside,
on the rim, light-green bamboo stalks spring from rocks on which grow the
red fungus of the immortals (ling chih). Mark as in last. Diameter, i:i¼
inches.
60. Vase, circular in shape, of white K'anghsi porcelain, belonging to the Jamille
verte. On it is represented a garden with a pavilion in the rear. In it the
Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove (see No. 53) are depicted engaged in
chess-playing, music, and writing upon the rocks, the main picture being
confined by bands of arabesque ornament interrupted by panels, containing
scholars'* requisites, books, scrolls, etc., and above arounc). the neck, a rodfishing scene. Mark as above. Height, 18¼ inches.
61-68. Panels (8) of white K'anghsi porcelain, bearing representations of famous
scenes from the celebrated historical novel, '' San kuo-chih, or Reuords of the
Three Kingdoms." This work, the most popular of its kind in China, detail8
the triangular contest engaged in for the throne between Liu' Pei, assisted
by Chu-Ko hiang, Chang l!'ei, and Kuan Yii and 'fs'ao Ts'ao, aftP.r his defection from Liu' Pei, and the Sun family, which resulted in j,he partition of ·
the Empire among the houses of Han of Szechuen, of Wu and of Wei, founded,
respectively, by Liu Hsiian-te, Sun Chung-mon and Ts'ao Meng-te (A. D.
220 to 280).
69-76. Panels (8) of white K'anghsi porcelain decorated with flowers and butterflies
in enamel colors and gold, surrounded by a border of the same upon a palegreen ground picked out with black.
These panels were originally in the form of bricks of about an inch and
a quarter thickness. It was customary in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries for princes to have large couches, 6 to 8 feet in
length anJ having two end pieces, of ebony beautifully carved. The
one I have seen had five of these square poreelain panels or bricks
let into the back with a circular panel above the central one of
the five, and one in either end piece. They were so :fixed by means
of square projections from the wood-setting which :filited into corres*Mayers: Op. Oit. No. 13,.
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ponding boles left . for the purpose in the bricks that one surface
showed on either side of the setting with a rich and pretty effect,
one surface displaying some historical scene, the other a group of
flowers. Good specimens are now comparatively rare, and are now
much sought after by foreigners to saw in half for the manufacture
of cache-pots.
•
77, 78. Panels (2) of white K'anghsi porcelain, of similar origin to the above, but of
inferior style of painting.
79. Brick (small) of white K'anghsi porcelain, showing the appearance of Nos. 61 to
78 in their original condition, before the surface-plates had been sawn away
from the central portion into which fitted the wooden projections serving to
keep the porcelain ornamentation in its position in the couch.
80. Vase of white K'anghsi porcelain; shape, slender potiche. The ornamentation in
chief seems to depict a young officer leaving bis post after a virtuous tenure
of office, which has won for him not only promotion from the Emperor but
also the love of the people he has ruled over. A young man dressed in pink is
represented riding a piebald horse. (In the time of K'anghsi the Manchu
officers despised and ridiculed Chinese luxury and ceremony, and with them
the Sedan-chairs they have in later days adopted, with almmit all else that is
Chinese, from the conquered nation; and rode on bo1·seback wit,h but few
attendants.) Over him an attendant is holding an official umbrella, which
from its three flowers of different colors would appear to be a wau-ming-san,
or "umbrella of ten thousand names," an offering made to a virtuous and
upright officer on his departure from bis post by a grateful peoplE>, and so
called from the fact that it bears upon it the names of the donor1, either
embroidered or iu black velvet appliqu e. He is preceded by men bearing
lanterns and followed by au attendant carrying a scroll wrapped in Imperial
yellow silk, indicative of a communication from the throne. Round the part
where the vase diminishes in size runs a band of floral pattern on a pink
ground interrupted by panels containing grotesque representations of
dragons, the whole bounded on eit,her side by bands of a geometric pattern in
blue-all painted seemingly above the glaze. No mark. Height: 10¾ inches.
81. Vase of pnre white K'anghsi porcelain, tall, the body bellying out from the foot
and then gradually tapering upwards. On one side is a character shott
(longevity), on the other the character .fu (happin~ss) in a diaper pattern in
black upon a dark-enamel green. In the center of either of these characters
is a medallion about 4 inches in diameter, containing mythologica,] representations appropriate to the character in which it is placed. Ou the former is
the Genius of Longevity (as Lao Tze, see No. 54) riding a white stork into the
midst of the Immortals. On the latter Tung Wang Kung, the consort of the
Queen of the Fairies (see No. 28), is handing a baby the elixir of life, while
another of the sages stands by holding the ju-i. Where the body of the vase
springs from the foot jg a band of formal geometric pattern and around rim
is a border of flowers on dark grey ground interrupted by white pauels in·
closing flowers, the whole supported by a narrow band of geometrical design.
·
A beautiful specimen of K'aoghsi ware. Height,, 16¼ inches.
Tbeju-i i a curved baton, generally carved in jade or some other valuable material. lt is probably of Buddhistic origin as it is one of the
even precious things (Sansk. Sapta Ratna) and appears in Buddhi t
picture in the hands of priests of hig-h rank. It is also regarded a
a ymbol of the power of the faith. In China it is commonly
on id r d an mblem of good luck, its name signifying "(Ma
all b ) a you wi b," a.nd is therefore frequently II ed as a. pre ent
t fri nd or at :t wedding. It is alRo a ign of authority, owing
t th fa t tha it 1. beli ved to have been used in India as a scepter.
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82. Vase of pure white K'anghsi porcelain, tall, circular in shape, the outline rising
almost perpendicularly but with a slight slope outwards, then contracting
gracefully to neck, which everts at l>rim. A child holding in bis band a
pink lotus flower (Nelumbi.um speciosmn) is being presented to a tall H.ishi
(f Lao 'fze) standing, dressed in embroidered robes of pink, with Tnug
Wang Kung (see No. 28) dressed in rob.es of yellow and blue and holding in bis
hand the peach oft.he Genii. On neck are sprays of bamboo and the fungi1s
(ling chih) of the Immortals. A very beautiful specimen of K'anghf'li ware.
The :figures are quite large, Lao Tze being 8 inches in height, and painted
with considerable force and attention to detail. Height, 17¾ inches.
83. Vase of white porcelain, small, with swelling body suddenly contracting to form
long, tapering neck, covered with the deep red glaze, known as lang yao or
sang-de-bmuf, which has retreated from brim, though vase is colored inside.
No mark. Height, 4-½ inches.
· 84. Vase of white porcelain, pen-shaped with short, narrow, everted neck. Covered
with a deep green glaze, termed by the Chinese lu-lang-11ao or green lang
ware, the lang in the case of this specimen and of the last perpetu~ting,
according to the statement of Chinese dealers, the first syllable of the surname of a Jesuit missionary who is credited with the invention of the composition used in these glazes. (See Glazes ante). The glaze is coarsely crackled
inside and out. This is the only specimen of green lang-yao I have ever seen
or heard of. No mark. Height, 7¾ inches.
85, 86. Plates (a pair) of pure white Yungcheng (1723 to 1735) porcelain. Ornamentation consists of two branc bes of the peach tree, one bearing pink, the
other white blossoms. The branches spring from the foot, and, after
spreading over the outside, cross the brim to cover the inside. Five
peaches, varying from deep red at the pointed end to green near stem,
are delineated on th e insi<le and three on the outside. Above the flowers
hover three bats on inside of plate aud two on outside, thus forming a
Chinese expression, ptJ,-t'ao-wu-fu, the eight peaches and the five forms of
happiness (see No. 27), equivalent to "long life and every kind of happiness." The painting is admirable. Mark Ta-ch'ing-yung-che-n.g-nien-.chih-,
'' Made during the periorl. Yung Cheng of the Great Pure dynasty." DiamAter, 8¼ inches.
87. Rice bowl of' thin white Yungcbeng porcelain with everted brim. Two sprays of
rose spread so as to decorate the entire outside with bloom and leaves, the
end of the spray with leaves, and bud passing over the brim to inside. This
and the next three numbers are beautiful specimens. Mark, as in last.
Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 4¾ inches.
88. Rice bowl of thin white Yungcheng porcelain. 'I'wo sprays of peach-blossom,
one bearing pink, the other white l>loom, start from foot, spreading so as
to decorate the entire outside and the ends of the sprays passing over the
brim to the interior. Mark, as above. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 41
inches.
89. Win.e-cup of pure white Yungcheng .porcelain, having a crooked branch of the
dwarf plum bearing white bloom most delicately painted around the side.
Mark, as above. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 3¾ inches.
90. Wine-cup of fine white Yungcheng porcelain, witlJ evertecl brim; decoration :
Four medallions of about 1 inch diameter, containing each a group of heavenly bamboos with red berries (t'ien-chn, Nandina domestica), convolvulous,
etc., very delicately painted in natural colors. Mark, as above. Height, 2¼
inches; diameter, 3£ inches.
91, 92. Saucers (a pair) of white Ynngcheng porcelain. Decoration: Inside, in center
within a double circle, two Imperial five-clawed dragons (see No. 4) with
clouds and flaming sun engraved in paste, the clouds and one dragon being
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colored green, the other dragon aubergine purple on yellow ground; outside,
round the rim, four flying Jeng huang ( see No. 4 ),_between each two are cumuli
clouds, all engraverl in paste and colored green upon a yellow ground. On
foot also yellow. Mark, as above, in aubergine purple. Diameter, fij inches.
93. Sancer of pure white Yungcheng porcelain. Plain inside; ou outl1ide the bulging rim i'3 decorated with red lotus :flowers (Nelnrnbiiirn specioswrn), blue cornflowers and conventional foliage on l>lack ground. Mark, as above, in blue.
A small but admirable specimen of the black ground porcelain produced by
E'angying. (CJ. Preface.) Diameter, 4-½ inches.
94, 95. Wine-cups (a pair) of pure white Yungcheng porcelain, decorated with fou
medallions of formal :flora.I scroll-pattern. Mark, as in last. Height, It
inches; diameter, 2½ inches.
96. Rice-bowl (small) of pure white Yungchengporcelain with straight rim, ornamenteil
with five similar medallions of sprays of peach bearing some white, some
pink bloom, and two peaches and two bats in each, symbolical of a long and
happy life (see No. 27). Mark as above. This and next three numbers are
beautiful specimens. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 3¾ inches.
97, ::JS. Rice-bowls (a pair, small) of pure white Yungcheng porcelain, decorated with
three groupsoffruit-bearing branches, one of peach, one of pomegranate, and
one oflnngyen (the "dragon-eye" fruit, Nephelium longnrn), Mark asabove.
Height, 2¼ inches ; diameter, 3¾ inches.
~9. Rice-bowl (small), fellow to No. 88.
100. Plate (f) of pure white Yungcheng porcelain covered with ornamc-,ntation no less
remarkable for its wealth of detail than for the delicate harmony of its coloring. In the center is a circular elevation of about It inches diameter,
which bas been cut oft' and hollowed out; on the depression thus made, which
is, however, still somewhat higher than the body of the plate, is painted the
character shou (longevity) in blue on a yellow ground which color forms
the ground of the entire plate, but is scarcely visible so thickly is it covered
with white, blue, and purple lotus-flowers and formal foliage in subdued tints.
Among the1,e :flowers and equidistant from each other are four sho1i characters
in blue forming tiny medallions 1 surrounded by a c_orolla (which give them
the appearance of hsi-jar1g-lien or Indian lotus :fl0wers) in light pink and lake,
Pour similar ornamentations enliven the rim. Of the underpart the rim is
plain yellow, and the bottom of the plate a very delicate blue-green, except
in center, where, in space corresponding to the elevation on the upper side
already mentioned, the four characters Y,ung-cher,g-nien Cltih "Made in Yungcheng period," in the ancient seal style, appear in blne on white ground.
Diameter, 5¾ inches.
101,102. Dishes (a pair) of white Yungcbeug porcelain, circular in shape. The decoration inside consists of a pair of yuan-yang swimming amid pink lotu :flowers and leaves in enamel colors, within a double ring; similar double ring at
brim. On outside is similar decoration with border round the brim of small
imperial five-clawed dragons amid clouds with sun. Decorat.ion showa it to
have been intended for wedding service in palace. Mark as on No. 85. Diameter, 7 inches.
The yiirui-yang are the male and female repectively of .Anas galericulata,
commonly called by Europeans" Mandarin duck." These beautiful
water-fowl manife t when mated a singular degree of attachment
for each other, and they have hence been elevated into the mblem
of connubial affection and fidelity.
103,104. Bowls (a pair) of white YungcMng porcelain with everted brim. Decoration
inside con i t of, at bottom, a ''sitting" imperial five-clawed dragon in errnilion within a double ring, with similar ring at brim. On outside are two
fl •ing multi-c 1 r dFng 11w11u (
No. 4) eparat don itb r ide b an imri l tiv -claw .,l clr, gon 011P ~re n, th other red, among :flow r and d Ii-
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cate foliations in enamel colors; around the brim is a narrow border of the
Eight Buddhistic Emblems (see No. 54) joined by conventional foliate ornaments. Mark as on No. 85. Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 6 illches.
105. Plate (large, open) of pure white Yungcheng porcelain bea11tifully decorated
with a bunch of large sprays of rose, pink peach, white peach, bamboos, and
longevity fungus (ling-chih), which, after spreading around the outside, pass
over the brim and cover the interior. Mark as on No. 85. A fine specimen,
beautifu'ily painted. Diameter, 19¾ inches.
106. Vase of pure white Yungcheng porcelain of gourd shape, contracted in the middle (hu-lu), decorated with a spray of vine, leaves green, grapes purple aud
shades of light brown, tendrils blue; on the ground is a gray squirrel eating
some of the grn,pes it has plucked from the viue. Mark as on No. 85. Interesting to compare this wit-h No. 37, a corresponding specimen of K'anghsi
ware. Heigth, 4t inches.
107, 108. Plates (a pair) of white Yungcheng porcelain. Decoration inside consists of
spreading gourd vines with green leaves 1 white opeu flowers, pink buds, and
fonr gourds, contracted at middle, in shaded yellow, all in enamel colors;
between the gourds aud in center are five bats (the five kinds of happiness),
all within a double ring, with similar ring at brim. Ou outside similar decorations run round the bellying rim. Mark as on No. 85. Diameter, 10¾
inches.
109. Plate of white Yungcheng porcelain. Decoration inside, five formal .flowers of
vermilion, with blue corolla and yellow centers, inclosed in a conventional
ornamentation of green leaves and blue tendrils within a donl)le ring, with
similar riug at brim. On outside a similar decoration, containing eight, of
the same .flowers, covers the rim. Mark as on No. 85. Diameter, 10!- inches.
110. Vase of pure white Ynngcheng porcelaiu, bellyiug gent.l_y ontwarcls for twothirds of height, when it contracts snddenly to form slender neck. Decoration consists of a branch of white peach and young bamboos, which spread
from foot upward and outward, beautifully painted. A fine specimen, but
unfortunately cut at neck. Mark as on No. 85. Height, 7¾ inches.
111. Pencil-washer of white Ynngclieng porcelain, bell-shaped. On it is depicted the
mountainous shore of it lake with jutting promontories, on which are cottages, with men fishing, all in claret red nuder a faintly gray transpareut
glaze. Mark as on No. Sj. Heigth, 2¾ iuches.
112. Tea-cup, with cover, of thin white Yungcheng porcelain, shaped like an inverted
bell. On it is depicted a landscape of rolling hillocks separated by streams
spanned by rustic bridges, delicately painted, with fine strokes, in brown,
rocks shaded with reddish brown, grass land between hillocks of delicate pale
green. Cover similarly decora.ted. Mark, a dragon in deep blue enamel
above glaze. Height, 2-½ to 2¾ inches; diameter, 4-½ inches.
113. Va8e of pure white Ynngcheng porcelain, of globular shape. Covered with pale
blue monochrome bearing four uncolored medallions within gilt bands, on
each of which is painted a laud scape scene representing one of the four seasons, drawn by a master hand. The winter scene is specially worthy ofuotice,
the snow covering of the mountains, roads, and roofs being admirably brought
out by throwing a slight haze over the background. Into a large circular
hole in the top of the globe is inserted a flower-holder of cloisonne ( dating
from Chienlung's reign, i.e., subsequent to 1735), with seven openings for single .flowers. No mark. Height, 8-g- iuches.
114, 115. Plates (a pair) of pure white Yungcheug porcelain. Decoration consists of
sprays of chrysauthemnms of various colors--on one they are white, pink, red,
and yellow; on the other blue, pink: cream, and vermilion-beautifully
shaded with leaves,of several toues of green in enamel colors above glaze.
Where the plate rises from the body to the nm it is fluted. MaJrk ~e No. 85.
Diameter, ut incbeE;.
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116. .Pencil-washer, of pure white Yungch,ng porcelain, in shapa resemblini a. low
circular dish of which the brim curves in ward. The decoration consists of
two mang (see No. 9) which, grasping longevity fungus and holding a branch
of same in the mouth, with forked tails terminating in elaborate scroll form,
run around the center; confined above and below by a band of formal scrull
pattern-delicately painted and shaded in a vitreous lake or carmine color
(Chinese yen-chih, rouge) above glaze. No mark, but unmistakably made
under the direction of T'ang ying (seepage 424). Height, 1¾ inches; diameter,
5 inches.
117. Plate of delicate white Yungcheng porcelain, with everted brim. Decorated
inside with a group of three fresh lichees (Nepheliu-ni lie/ii), a peach, and a
yellow lily most beautifully painted in enamel colors of natural shade above
glaze. The outside is entirely colored with a deep rose, which imparts a
blush to the white inside. This and the following nnmber are admirable
specimens of the celebrated "rose-back plates." No mark. Diaimeter, 7¼
inches.
118. Plate, exactly similar to last, but with different decoration . The group here
consists of a deep red Chinese peony (Pmonia Moutan), a small peach, and a
branch of lung yen (the" dragon-eye" fruit Nepheliurn longwm ). Diameter, 7¾
inches.
119. B omboun-iere, of pure white Yungchrng porcelain, of flattened globular shape,
box and cover of equal size. On latter a "sitting" imperial five-clawed
dragon (see No. 4), in deep red, well painted and shaded, among deep blue
flossy clouds. Round the box are two similar dragons flying in pursuit of
sun. Adlllirable specimen of the ware; the outlines are crisp and clear, and
the colors bright, contrasting pleasantly with the pure white of the ground.
Mark Fui-ss'u- t'ang-chih, "Made at the order of the Fui-ss'u-t'ang Pavilion."
,Height, 4 inches; diameter, 6¼ inches.
As each artist gives sorue more or less romatic designation to his studio,
so the Emperor aud Priuces give some fanciful name to their palace,
or a portion of it, which is not unfrequently found upon porcelain
specially wade for use in a special hall or paviliou, or for use by the
owner of the" hall." In this case Fui-ss'ti-t'ang was the designation
given to a portion of his palace by the Imperial Prince Ho, living
- duriug Yungcbeng's reign, who enjoyed one of the eight titles of
hereditary princedom by blood royal conferred upon as many of the
mo t noted Manchu captains at the time of the conquest of China.
These hereditary princes are commonly termed "Iron-helmet
princes," and tlle distinction is one ·very seldom conferred since.
During the present reign au exception ha s been made, as a reward
for his distinguished services, in favor of Prince Kung, who for a
quarter of a century was head of the Board of Foreign Affairs.
120, lil. Tea-cups (a pair), with covers, of thin white Ynngch "ng porcelain, decorated
with two imperial five-clawed dragons, pnrsuiug sun amid cloud , all in d~ p
red, the clouds, the dragons, and the scales of the latter being outlin d iu
bright gold; covers bear similar decoration. Mark Ching-ss'u-t'ang, an iruperia.l or princely hall mark, as yet unidentified. Height, 3¼ incbos; diameter, 4¼ inches.
12'.t, 123. Plates (a pair) of, hite Yungcb ~ng porcelaiu. Ornaruentatiou cousi ts of
i. chara ters in "seal" tyle aruong chrysanthemum flow r-, and 1 a.ve
surrounding a. Meventh charact r inclo eel within a wreath. Ou outsid
r und the brim, ight character in " eal" style among chr. anthemum and
fl w r , a.11 in d ep blue nnd r alaz . Mark a. on , o, '5. Diam ter, 101
i ch .
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124. Va8e (small) of white Yungcheng porcelain. From a low, broad foot the outline
slopes without curve to about two-thirds of height and then contracts at an
angle of slightly over 90 degrees to forin narrow, straight, slender neck. The
body is covered with conventional trailing flowers and leaves, confined above
and below by a nauow band of geometrical pattern. At junction of neck
with body is a smaller band of leaves and flowers, and above another row of
flowers between two natrow bands of foliate scroll-work, another band of
which runs round the foot, all in deep blue under glaze. Height, 7½ inches.
125. Vase (small) of white porcelain, of delicate shape, somewhat resembling a pear,
decorated with a group of peonies springing from a mass of rockery, boldly
painted in deep blue under a glaze, which has a yellowish tint, owing to the
closeness of the crackle (tru,ite). A good specimen. No mark. Height, 6t
inches.
126. Wine-pot of white Yungcheng porcelain, cubic in shape, with tall, slender, rectangular handle; de0orated with chrysanthemums and ornate foliage, with
a deep band of formal scroll-work at base, and foliate scrolls round the neck . .
A small flower pattern runs along the outside of the spout and of handle, all
in good blue under glaze. Along the sides of the handle runs a Grecian pattern, and along those of the spout a floral scroll, molded in relief under
glaze. No mark. Height of body, 6¼ inches to top of handle.
127. Wine-cup of fine, transparent, white Yungcheng porcelain, bearing five medallions, each fotmed by afeng-hwang (see No. 4), with long curved wings, carefully painted in deep blue under glaze. Matk as on No. 85. Height, 2½
inches ; diameter, 3½ inches.
128. Vase of pure white Yungcheng porcelain, circular in shape, bellying outwa,rds
to two-thirds of height, then contracting slightly to form low, 0°pen neck at
point of contraction. Two handles, one on either side, formed of grotesque
elephants' h~ads holding a ring in trunk in relief under glaze. Decoration
consists of a child leading one water buffalo, with two others following more
or less willingly, among spreading weeping willows, beautifully painted in
deep, bright blue nuder glaze. An admirable specimen. No mark. Height,
8t inches; diameter, 7 inches.
129. Jiase of pure white Yungcbeng porcelain. In shape a half globe with tall,
slender, everted neck rising from the center. Decoration consists of one of
the Taoist genii (T dao Tsze) in long, flowing yellow robe with white hair and
long, crooked stick, accompanied by an attenda-nt standing under a spreading
pine close beside dark-green-blue rocks. The pine trunk is delicately shaded
in brown, the leaves of deep green, and the figures painted with the delicacy
of miniatures. Attached is a metrical inscription to the following effect:
0

"Above a sheer abyss crag o'erbangs crag,
·whose beads aloft in purple distance soar,
·whose look to mind recalls the five Star-gods
Who belp'd great Shun to rule in days of yore;
.And shady glens betwixt form cool retreats
Where sages meet to con their mystic lore."

It is recorded that the "Five Old Men," the spirits of the .five Planets,
appeared at Court B. C. 2246, and assisted the Emperor Shun with
their counsels till he abdicated in favor of Yti., when they cfo1appeared. Sh·::.n then dedicated a temple to the fl ve planets and offered
sacrifices in their honor, whereupon ''five long stars" appeared in
the heavens with other auspicious signs.
This and the following number are beautiful specimens. The paintings
upon them are from the brush of Wang Shih-mei, styled Yen-k'e, a
celebrated artist of the present dynasty.
Height, 7 inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
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130. Vase of pure white YungcMng porcelain> a pendant to the above, and bearing

a decoration only differing in details.

The inscription here reads:

"The sage is gone on pleasure bent,"
Answer'd the boy 'neath pinewoods' shade;
"Where1 I know not-but in the8e hills
Where clouds hang thick o'er some deep glade."

Height, 7 inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
131. Wine-cup (small) of pure white Ynngcheng porcelain, rlecorated with three
groups, each containing t,hree sprays of bamboo delicately painted in green
. enamel color above rich glaze. Mark as on No. 85. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 3¼ inches.
132. Wine-cup (small) of pnre wliite Ynngcheng porcelain, decorated with tiprays of
pine, bamboo, and plum-blossom, symbolical of a long life (see No. 181) delicately painted in deep blue nuclei· a brilliant transparent glaze. Mark as 011
No. 85. Height, 2 inches; diameter, 3¾ inches.
133. Vase of pure white Yungcheng porcelaiu, shaped like a gourd contracted in
the middle. Entirely covered with clouds, through which appears an imperial five-clawed dragon, all in deep transparent blue, contrasting well
with the pure white ground. No mark. Height, 9 inches.
134. Pencil-holder, circular in shape and very broad, of white Ch'enghuaporcelain (1465
to 1487). Decoration, in beautiful shade of blue under transparent glaze,
a long poem f1:om the pen of the celebrated poet di: T•ai-po, of the Sung
dynasty (A. D. 699 to 762), incnlcating the Epicurean philnsophy, which may
be summed up in Horace's words, Caipe diern, quarn minimum credula portuo, ·
The advice contained in the poem is being put into practice by a merry
party ronnd the festive board, whose actions express the words of the Lati11
author: F1·uarnu1· bon·is quw sunt; pl'et.ioso vino et u-nf!ttentis 110.9 implemnns, non,
prwtel'eatnos flos fernp01·is. No mark. Height, 6 inches; diam eter, 61 inches.
135. Rice-bowl of pure white Yungcheng porcelain ornamented with t.railing gourd aucl
leaves molded iu relief under a thick celadon glaze. Mark as on No. 85.
Height, 2½ inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
13fi. Vase of pure white Ynngcheng porcelain with no ornamentation. Hexagonal in
shape, bellying outwards for one-third of height, then rapidly contracting to
form long tapering neck, on which, on eitheP si<le, is an open ear-shaped
handle covered with a uniform celadon glaze. Mark as on No. fl5. Height,
lOf inches.
137. Vase (small) of white Yungcheng porcelain, circular in shape, with narro w
neck and ornamented with groups of lotus flowers molded on the paste in
relief and covered with thick, pale celadon glaze. No mark. Height, 5i
inches.
13B-145. Rice-bowls (8) of thin, transparent white Ynngcheng porcelain. Decot·ation
on outside, formal Chinese pinks, with trailing laaves molded iu relief, the
bowl springing from a lotus flower molded in reliof above foot; inside, at
foot, a lotus flower engraved in the paste. CoYere<l inside and out with a
thick, transparent, cola.don glaze. Mark as on No. 85. Height, lf incbe ;
diameter, 4½ inches.
146. Vase of white Yungcheng porcelain, gradually bulging from base till suddenly
caught in to form short, narrow, averted neck, and covered with monochrome glaze of dull carmine. Mark as on No. 85. Height, 8! inches.
147. Incense-burner of white YungcMng porcelain, in shape of low, hroad pan, with
a mall ring handle on either side, covered inside and ont with a <lappledblack and dark-gre n glaze- 011,jfle -to imitate om discolored bronze. Highly
valn d by Chine e collector . Height, ~i inches; diameter, Gt inche .
14 · 14 Plates (a pair) of very t hin, pure white YungcMnO' porcelain; mall and
v r cl wi h a d licate Imperial yellow brilliant glaze.
n foot, which i
al n left wbi I ma.rk a.a u o, , in blue, Dia.meter, 3t incbe .
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150. Vase (emall) of white YungoMng porcelain, of bulbous shape, with long narrow
neck, covered with monochrome deep lake or carmine thick viteous glaze,
covernd with fittings, in the terminology of French writers, ayant l'appa1·ence
chagrinee d'une peau d'orange. Height, 7¾ inches.
151, 152. Rice-bowls of white Yungcheng porcelain, averted. Phtin inside. On outside are imperial five-clawed dragons flying amidst formal foliated scrolls,
engraved in paste, the entire outside being covered with a monochrome
brilliant glaze of deep green. Mark as on No. 85. Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
153, 154. Fish-bowls (a pair) of Yungcheng earthenware covered with a curious glaze,
termed by the Qhinese t'ieh-hsiu, "iron rust," and having the appearance of
holding minute iron filings in suspension. Mark as on No. 85, eugraved on
the foot. Height, 2¼ inches ; diameter, 3 inches.
155. Vase of pure white Yungcheng porcelain, of slender shape, curving gently outwards to two-thirds of .height, when it contracts to form slender neck, terminating in a flat open mouth. Covered externally with a bright, transparent
crimson glaze, which has thickened at base of neck and assumed a darker
shade. Colored glaze has been very carefully applied, ~o }hat interior and
brirn of mouth remain pure white. No mark. A specimen of Nien-yao, i.e.
of the porcelain made under the direction of Nien Hsi-yao. (See page 419.)
Height, 9 inches.
.
156, 157. Screens (a pair) of pure white YungcMng porcelaiq, oblong in shape, and
decorated with landscapes in Sepia: ( l) a village under shelter of rocks on
lofty bank of a river, on opposite bank a valley and water-fall overshadowed by trees; (~) a handsome pavilion on rocky eminence and approached
by long, winding river-side road, overlooks the river, on which boats are seen
sailing. Fair specimens of the "ideal landscapes" of Chinese artists. No
mark. Height, 14 inches; length, 14¼ inches.
158. Rice-bowl of white Yungcheng porcelain, decoiated with lilies, irises, and Chinese piuks of various hues painted in enamel colors of natural tones
above glaze upou a deep violet ground. Mark Yung-cheng nien-chih, "Made
during the Yungcheng period." Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
159, 160. Rice-bowls, small (a pair), of pure white Yungcheng porcelain. On a pnrpleviolet ground are sprays of · a small blue flower with conventional foliage,
which form four panels colored lemon yellow, on which are purple peonies,
with green leaves painted in enamel colors of natural tones above glaze.
Mark as on last. Height, 3f inches ; diameter, 4¾ inches.
161. Snuff-bottle of pure white Yungcheng porcelain, of flat circular shape, decorated on either side with a group of cream-yellow chrysanthemums and vermilion-colored creleus, painted with great delicacy. Mark Lo-Kn-t'ang, "the
Hall of Delight in Antiquity," a princely designation as yet unidentified.
162. Hanging-11ale of skimmed-milk-color white Yungcheng porcelain, of amphora
shape, but without arms. A mang (see No. 9) boldly molded in relief, with
head aloft and light coral red in color, curls round the neck. The vase is
covered with a thick, brilliant transparent glaze, except at base, where a,
deep band, and at brim, where a narrower band, runs of geometrical scrollwork in dull white above glaze. No mark. Height, 4! inches; diameter,
2¾ inches.
163. Vase of pure white Yungcheug porcelain'. In shape a half-globe with tall,
slender, averted neck rising from center. A mang (see No. 9) in high relief,
beautifully molded, with tail having scroll like terminations curls downwards round the neck, grasping a large branch of longevity fungus; the
mang and fungus are of deep vermilion ; the leaves of latter gre~n, covered
with thick, brilliant transparent glaze. No mark. A lovely specimen of
'f'angying's ware. (See pago 4:!3.) Height, 7 inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
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164-Hi7. Rice-bowls (4) of white Yuugcheng porcelain covered with closely-crackled
(truite) glaze, having a purple tint rubbed mto the crackling. Decoration,
inside, at bottom, a peach with six leaves, forming a medallion; outside, four
of the Buddhistic emblems (see No. 54), each supported ou either side by a
spray of flowers, to which it is attached by long flowing ribbons. Mark as
on No. 85, in black on crackled foot. Height, 2 inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
168. Pencil-washer of earthenwa,re in shape of a longevity peach sliced in ]lalf. It
is covered insidA with thick white-blue glaze studded with deep pittings, as
of burst bubbles, a rose and buds at bottom; outside is colored with the
natural shades of an unripe peach. The handle is formed of the woody stalk,
which throws out smaller shoots running over the sides of fruit, upon
which are full-blown flowers, unopened buds, le!iives, and green fruit
molded in high relief and painted in natural colors. A curious specimen
of a ware much esteemed by the Chinese. No mark. Height, 1½ inches.
169. Cup of pure white Yuugcheng porcelain of circular shape, everted. Decoration
consists of, inside, waves · at bottom, at sides bats, and at brim a border of
Grecian pattern, all engraved in paste under transparent glaze; outside,
between bands of a very delicate diaper pattern of red at brim, and of
green with iight-red center at foot, is depicted a high officer (possibly the
Emperor himself) with two attendants descending the steps of a pavilion
built under the shade of wide-spreading trees, and bearing in his arms theju-i,
or emblem of power, to meet a military officer, who, having just dismounted
from his horse, around which stand subordinate officers and attendants,
is advancing to meet the former. The inscription Ch'u-chiang-ju-huang-chihpei, '' Cup of him who departed as General and returned as Grand Secretary," shows t,he cup to have been ordered by the Emperor to confer upon
some high officer who had been commander-in-chief in some war, and who
had been invested with the high distinction of grand secretary upon his return
crowned with victory. It should he added that in China military officers
always occupy a relatively lower rank than do civil officers, and that
the dignity of grand secretary, of which there are four, is the highest to
which any subject, not of princely rank, can attain . Who the officer so
honored in this instance was has not been as yet determined. Apart from
the intrinsic interest attaching to such a specimen, the cup is remarkable
for the miniature-like delicacy aud wealth of detail which characterize the
painting. Mark Hsii-lma-t'ang-chih-taeng, "Made for Hsii -hua Pavilion
(the designation of part of the Imperial Palace, i. e., for the Emperor) to
confer upon" some high officer. Height, 2 inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
170. Vase of white Yungcheng porcelain. Circular in shape, circumfrence rising
straight to one-half the height of vase, when it suddently contracts to form
long, narrow neck. Decoration consists of fonnal flowers, peaches, and
foliage in natural colors on light-blue ground, except where three gold circle
form as many medallions on the white gronnd, on which are painted groups
of chrysanthemums and red cmleiis in natural colors. No mark. Height,
Cinches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
171. Pencil-washer of white Ming porcelain: for details see above, p. 410
172--175. Plates (small) of white Ming porcelain: for details see above, p. 410.
176. Pilgrim-bottle of pure white Chienlnng (1736 to 1796) porcelain of wheel shape
on an ovate foot,, with low circular neck attached by foliated handle .
D cura ion on front and back consists of a central boss bearinr, a formal
foliate pa.tt rn, and snrroundecl by a band of Grecian pattern; round tbe
bo a center are eight lambrequin panels, each containing one of the eight
Bocldbi ic emblem (see No. 54), the panels being confined by another band of
r ian patt rn. Thi ornamentation and a band of Grecian pa.tteru round
b I rim of neck ar molded in relief on the paste, and, together with the plain
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edge of the foot, ar@ covertid w''ith a rich c~adon glaze. The neck, arms, remainder of foot, and flat surface of disk of wheel (or vase) are ornamented
with lotus flowers and leaves in bright, deep-blue under glaze. Beneath
foot, mark Ta-ch'ing-chien-lung-nien-chih, "Made in the Chien lung period of
the Great Pure Dynasty." A very beautiful specimen. HEiight, 18¾ inches;
diameter of disk, 9¾ and 14¼ inches. .
177. Vase, small, of elongated drum shape, of pure white Chienlung porcelain, with
ornamentation in deep blue beneath transparent glaze, consisting of formal
interlacing scroll-work forming lotus-shaped panels containing the fungus of
longevity (ling-chih), surmounted by svastika; around the rim another band
of delicate foliated scroll-work. Mark as iu last. Height, 3¾ inches.
The s1;astika is a mystic diagram of great antiquity. It is mentioned in
the Ramayana and found in the well temples of India, as well as
among all the Buddhistic people of Asia, and, as the emblem of Thor,
among Teutonic races. In China it is the symbol of the Buddha's
heart, i. e., of the Esoteric doctrines of Buddhism, and is the special
mark of all deities worshipped by the Lotus school. ·
178. Vase of pure whit,e Chienlung porcelain, of flattened bulbous shape, with long
tapering neck, covered with bats and clouds in blue, delicately shaded under
glaze, confined above by narrow· band and below by a q.ouble broader band,
partly round the foot and partly on body where it commences to bulge, of
conventional scroll-work. A handle on either side of neck, formed by a niang
(see No. 9), finely molded in relief, clambering upwards from body of vase.
Mark as in last. Height, 7-g- inches.
179-180. Vases (2) of pure white Chienlung porcelain. The shape resembles that of a
pear, swelling gently as it rises until it suddenly contracts to terminate in
a short, narrow, everted neck. At neck a light formal pattern, below which
is a collar of scroll-work in panel form. · Upon the body are spra.ys of peony
(Pmonia Moutan), plum-blossom, and chrysanthemum above, and below
branches, each bearing fine fruits. of pomegranate, peaches, and lichee3;
confined at foot by a deep band of upright leaves-all in deep blue, shaded,
under a thin transparent glaze. Mark as in last. Height, 12¼ inches.
181-18:l . .Rice-bowls (2) of white Chienlung porcelain, ornamented with designs well
painted in deep blue under a transparent glaz{\; inside, at bottom, a medallion of conventional ornate scroll-work; outside, three clusters, one of bamboo,
one of plum-blossom, and one of pine. Mark as in last. Height, 2i inches;
diameter, 5¼ inches.
P'englai-shan (Mount Horai of the Japanese) was one of the three Isles of
the Genii, supposed to lie off the eastern coast of China, in which flowed
the fountain of life in a perpetual stream, giving sempiternal vigor
to the happy denizens of this paradise who drank its waters. The
pine, the bamboo, the plum, the peach, and the fungus of longevity
grew forever on its shores; the long-haired tortoise disported in
its rocky inlets, and the white crane built her nest in the limbs of
its everlasting pines. All these have thus come to be emblematical of
long life. The first three, however, are almost always found in combination under the title of sung-chu-1nei (pine, bamboo, and plum);
the remainder either separately and alone or as adjuncts to the appropriate genii.
,
183, 184. Vases (2) of white Chienlung porcelain of potiche shape, but with everted
neck, requiring no cover; bearing ornamentation of bats, emblematical of
happiness, and lotus :flowers with formal foliage interlacing of various shades
of blue under transparent glaze ; at neck a band of formal design and at
foot a deeper band of Harne. On either side a sort of handle molded in relief,
of a tiger'R head holding a ring in the mouth. Mark same as last. Height,
8t inches.
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185. Vase, small and slender, of pure white Chienlung porcelain, of double thickness
at neck, the outer layer of paste terminating below in an everted scallopedged ruffle, curving outwards and downwards. Ornamentation consists of
roses and chrysanthemums painted in deep blue under thick, transparent
glaze, leaving three medallions of pure milk white, on which as open-work;
chrysantht,mums and bamboos, roses, and plum blossoms are respectively
molded with great delicacy in relief under thick white glaze. Round the projecting edge at neck runs a foliated scroll engraved in relief under a · white
glaze . .A very beautiful specimen. Being intended to hold .flowers, the openwork of the medallions has required the presence of an interior vase, separate
in the body but uniting at the neck, to bold water. No mark. Height, 5
inches.
186, 187. Rice-bowls (2) of white Chienlung porcelain. Ornamentation: inside, two
circles inclosing a "sitting" imperial five-clawed dragon (see No. 4) amid
clouds; outt1ide, two flying dragons of the same character amid clouds; all in
very deep, beautiful blue under a transparent glaze. Mark Ta-ch'ing -vhienlung-nien-chih, in seal character in blue. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 5¾
inches.
188. Pilg1·im-bottle of white Chienlung porcelain of same shape as No. 176, but of
smaller size, .and bearing precisely same decoration, which is, however, in
deep blue, shaded, under a transparent glaze. Mark same as in last. Height,
13½ inches; diameter, 5¾ and 10 inches.
189,190. Vases (a pair) of white Chienlung porcelain bt1llying outwards above foot,
then gradually contracting to form slender neck, terminating in a small
globe. The ornamentation of the body consists of sprays of chrysanthemums,
peach, plum blossom, pomegranate, peonies, and lichee~, confined below by
a band of formal panel scroll-work, surmounting a band of clouds, and above
by two bands of Grecian pattern inclosing between them a band of formal
panel scroll-work, surmounted by a second band of foliate scroll, the decor·
ation being in deep blue under a transparent glaze. Mark same as on No.
187. Height, 11 inches.
191, 192. Plates (a pair) of white Chien lung porcelain: Unique specimens, displaying
great artistic skill as _well as wealth and ueauty of ornament. .At rim is a
band having a foliate pattern incised in the paste, of conventional flowers and
foliage in euamel colors on a magenta ground. Separated from this by a
narrow bar of gold is a second band of open-work circular chain pattern of
blue and gold links alternately on a ground of pale green, bearing a delicate ornamentation in black. A.uother thin bar of gold· divides this hand
from the body of the plate, which is oflemon yellow, having a foliated pattern t,ngraved in the paste. On the lemon-colored ground are seen the five
poisonous reptiles, the flying centipede, the snake, the iworpion, the lizard,
and the toad, with peony flowers and antidotes agaiust the venom of these
reptiles, namely, patch-work bags containig sprays of the yii plant (T dog·
wood) and the 1J'1t or typha rush, all in enamel colors of natural tint. On
oittside, on either side of perforated chain, which is painted as on inside, is a..
band of leaf pattern in shades of green on a deep orange ground picked
out with a foliate pattern in gold. Ou foot is a simple ring tudded with
gem of ITTe u enamel in high relief on deep orange ground. Mark in vermilion am a on Nos. 1 6, 1 7. Diameter, Si inches.
At th Titan yang fe ti val, on the 5th day of the 5th moon of ach S ar
pecial offering are made to these in ects, and rough paintiug of
imilar d igu to th e plate are tlien huug over the door of each
h u .
19:3. Vas f whi
hienluno- p rcelain, slender in hape, loping gently outward o
' O· bir
f b i ht, then gently contracting to form neck, which
a.t brim. Upon a ground of delicate pale green throughout
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is painted the decoration which consists of conventional flowbrs and foliage
of varied colors outlined in gold . This main decoration is confined at foot
by a deep border of formaJ foliated scroll pattern in brick red on a yellow
ground, and at base of neck, by a narrow border of same; from which
springs a crown of banana leaves of light green veined with gold a.nd outlined with blue· above this is a band of conventional flowers and foliage
confined by a foliate scroll outlined with blue and gold on a ye1low ground.
Mark in go]d same as on Nos. 186, 187. Height, 13¾ inches.
194. Vase of white Chienlung porcelain. Circular in shape curving gently outwards
till at four-fifths of its height it contracts to form a short neck curving outwards at hrim. On a ground of pea green covered with a foliated pattern
engraved in the paste branches of magnolia zulan, red peach-blossom, peonies with full-blown flowers of red and of yellow, with vermilion buds,
spring from a cluster of rocks on wbich stands the sacredfenghuang (see No.
4), a11 beautifully painted and shaded in natural colors under brilliant glaze,
the greens being enamels. Inside of vessel gold. Mark as in Nos. 186, 187.
Height, 19¾ inches.
195. Vase, tall, circular in shape. On a pea-green gl'Ound covered with a small fo.
Jiate pattern incised in the paste is an old man holding a long crooked stick,
and dressed in a long vermilion cloak, with a tall conical cap upon his head,
to whom a boy dressed in pink is presenting on bended knee a bat, while
four other bats hover in the air, well painted under a brilliant glaze. No
mark. Height 14-g- inches.
A common motive with Chinese artists is the presentation to LaoTze (see
No. 54), the great philosopher and founder of Lhe Taoist sect, of an
immortality peach, by Tung Wang Kung, the consort of the legendary Queen of the Fairies, Hsi Wang Mu, or by one of his attendants, on the Sage's arrival at her mountain palace in the K'unlun
range (see No. 28). The same subject is here depicted, a bat replacing the peach. Since the pronunciation of the character for
"bat" is the same as of that for "happiness," the five bats symbolize the "five blessings or happinesses." Lao Tze is receiving the
first, "longevity;" the remaining four, riches, peacefulness and serenity, lovo of virtue, and an end crowning the life, hover over his
head.
196-201. Wine-cups (6) of white Chienlung porcelain, colored, inside, pale green; outside, of deep blue, bleu de 1·oi, on which spread sprays of peony, magnolia yulan,
and grasses delicately painted in gold, and confined at brim and where cup
springs from the foot by a band of Grecian pattern, also in gold. Good specimens, well preserved. Mark as on Nos. 186, 187. Height, If; diameter, 2¾
inches.
202,203. Vases (a pair) of pure white Cheinlung porcelain, of shape termed by Chinese
hai-t'ang, Cydonia Japonica, and Py1·us spectabilis or baccifera, slender, gently
bulging to two-thirds height, then contracting slightly to neck, everted at
mouth, entirely covered with deep blue glaze (bleu de roi); divided by flutings into four sections throughout, each section or scallop decorated with
ornamental scroll-work and peach sprays with conventional medaHions formed
of longevity fungus, from which spring lotus-flowers, over each of which hovers a bat with extended wings (symbol of happiness). Around foot is a deep
border formed by a baud of flowers supporting a second band of conventional
foliate scroll-work. Round the neck is a border partly of geometrical pattern, partly of foliate scroll-work; above, iu middle panel, a medallion of
peach branches with leaves and frnit flanked on sections of side panel, which
are formed by a gilt handle similar to conventional scroll-work on body, by
narrow spray of similar peach. Round the rim is a narrow band of bats with
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outstretched wings. The ornamentation, which typifies "long life and happiness," is throughout of bright gold. Iusirl*' a pale green. On foot of same
color. Mark as on No. 186. Unique and very beautiful specimens. Height,
18 inches; diameter, 6¾ and 8 inches.
20it,, 205. Vases ( a pair) of pure white Cheinlung porcf'lain, circular in shape, bulging suddenly above foot to one-ha.lf height, then contracting to form long
neck, everted at brim. Decoration consists of an Imperial five-clawed dragon
pursuing sun and five bats among clouds over breaking waves at foot;
beautifully molded in relief under white glaze. Round the foot a band of
Grecian pattern incised in paste under glaze. Mark as on No. 186. Height,
12 inches; diameter, 8 inches.
206. Vase of white porcelain, globular in shape, with straight, somewhat broad
neck. Decoration: from a mass of rocks colored blue, green, and white, and
on which grow red and white peonies, springs a spreading tree, with green
trunk and leaves, some white, some green. Among the branches stands a
stork on one leg, another stork is shown flying from among clouds above,
while four more stand below in various positions on and around the rocks,
the storks being white, with black legs, tails, and beaks and red crests. The
ground color of the vase is brown aubergine, covered throughout with a
brilliant transparent glaze. The date is uncertain, but the style of decoration indicates that it may belong to a period considerably anterior to Cbeinlung's reign; it certainly is not of a later date. Height, 15¼ inches.
Represents the home of the stork of immortality on P'eng-lai-shan (see
No. 181).
207-210. Tea-cups ( 4) of thin white Cheinlung porcelain, with wide mouths. Decorated with slight sprays of <lOnventional lotus flowers and leaves, forming fonr
panels, in each of which is a small similar flower with a butterfly on outstretched wings above in deep tones and one in light tones below. Very
beautifully painted. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 4¼
inches.
211,212. Cups (a pair), small, of pure white Cheiulung porcelain, with wi<le mouths.
Inside plain. On outside, on thick violet ground, are sprays of iris; Chinese
pinks of various colors, red peonies, and yellow peonies spring from the foot
of cup. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 1! inches; diameter, 3g- inches.
213. Hanging-vase, fl.at, of pure white Cheinlung porcelain. On an imitation wooden
stand, colored vermilion, with a scroll pattern (representing the carving usual
on such st.ands) in gold, stands a vase of the shape of a gourd contracted at
the middle (hulu) conventionalized by giving a scalloped outliue to the two
globular portions, into which the gourd is shaped by the central contracting
band. On the lower and larger portion is a panel outlined in gold, and of
lower level than the surrounding body. On the panel is a landscape painting of mounted Tartars in official dress, hnnting; the bodJ7 is decorated with
delicate foliations in gold, studded with conventional star-shaped flowers of
variou , but subdued, colors. A narrow band of panel scrolls in brick-red,
dged with white on a green ground, and a second band of delicate blne and
pink flow rs on a pale yellow ground, contract the gourd at the cent r.
Above, on the smaller swelling, t.hu ground of which correspond with that of
the larg r swelling below, is a econd gold-edged panel containing a fourline tanza sign d uy the Emperor Chienlung, himself an ardent port man
extolling the plea ore of the cha e. The outward sloping ueck i decorated
with a band of calloped upright banana leaves on the same ground a
v t'8 the low r portion of th vase. Mark as on No. 186. 'l'he land cap
and fi ur admirabl painted· styl of decoration bows great arti tic kill.
H i ht, _ incb .
21 . Wine--pot nd ov r of pur white
hi nlung porcelain. Of slender, graceful
fi rm ntir ly ·ov r d with pl in gold.
o mark. Height 8t inch .
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215,216. Bowl8 (a pair) of white Chieulung porcelain. Everted brims. Covered
inside with a straw-colored glaze. Ontside the ground is of brick-red, showing in the natural white of the porcelain a decoration of conventional lotus
flowers, chrysanthemums, and foliage, shaded with the color of the ground,
vermilion. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 2finches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
217. Pencil-holder (small) of enamel, on copper, cylindrical, with four gilt dragon
handles. Divided into two sections by three narrow horizontal bands, one
at top, one at foot, a'nd the third midway between, of minute convolvulus,
pec,ny, iris, and chrysanthemum blooms on white ground. The two sections
thus formed have a ground of diaper-pattern in deep olive green; on the
upper section in each space between the hands is a panel containing a miniature landscape in crimson; on the lower are two long panels of landscapes
with men fishing with rod and line, separated by two smaller panels each
containing a European lady holding a flower, delicately painted. Specimen
of the work of T'angying (see page 423). Mark as on No. 186. Height, 2½
inches; diameter, H· inches.
218. VaBe of white Chieulung porcelain. Shaped as a slender gourd. Contracted at
middle by a band of narrow pointed leaves above, and another below, a central ribbon, molded in relief; from upper and smaller swelling spring two
ear-shaped handles, covered entirely wit.h dull monochrome glaze of deep
olive or "tea-duet" (ch'a-mo) color. Mark as on _No. 186 impressed in foot.
Height, 10 inches.
219. Flower-holder of white Chienlung porcelain. In shape a much flattened globe,
from which springs a wide everted neck closed at top, wit;h three perforations
to hold single flowers covered with brilliant deep blue (bleu, de roi) glaze.
Mark as on last. Height, 3¼ inches.
220. Vase (small) of pure white Chienlung porcelain. From a small stand, vermilion
color, bearing a geometrical scroll pattern in gold-to in1itate a stand of
carved wood-springs the vase, gently bulging to two-thirds height, when it
contracts to form everted neck. The body is of dull light blue, on which are
conventional flowers in various shades of pink and yeW.ow with scroll foliage in
shades of green veined with darker tints of same, confined at foot by a panel
band of delicate pink edged with dull green; and, at contraction below neck,
by a band of foliated scrolls of pink outlined with deep green, the pink becoming lighter till it merges in a narrow band of vermilion studded with small
open circlets of gold. The decoration at base of neck consists of a bulging
band of yellow, bearing conventional flowers of various shades of pink and
yellow, and green scroll-like foliage. Above on the trumpet-shaped neck is
the same dull, light-blue ground as on body, bearing pink and white flowers
with delicate green leaves, confined below by a band of upright banana.
leaves of palest grf'en outlined with white and veined with black, and above
by a band round the brim of vermilion, bearing scroll-work in gold. Inside pale sea green. On fc;>ot of same, mark as on No. 186. A choice specimen. Height, 5¾ inches.
221. Pencil-holder of pure white porcelain, of broad circular shape. Consists of IJeautifully molded open work l'epresenting a bamboo grove strewn with rocks
partially covered with stone ~rop, on one of which is a ''painted" thrush
about one-half natural size. The bamboo stalks· are of pale green enamel,
the fibers at joints shaded in brown, leaves of emerald merging into peacock
green, rocks light green delicately shaded into blue at hollows and under
parts, thrush very delicately painted in brown, shaded with darker tint of
same, every feather being defined. Au exceptionally fine specimen. Mark
lii-chu-shan-fang-chen-tB'ang: "The precious treasure of the house of green
bamboo hill." Height, 6 inches; diameter, 5¾ inches.
222. Pencil-holder ot' white Chienlnng porcelain. Tall, cylindrical in shape. Formed
of sections of slight bamboos kept in place by a ribbon at top and another at
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base, passing through the center of the bamboos and tied in bows. Painted
in gray, well shaded in black under rich glaze. No mark. Height, 4f
inches; diameter, 2¾ inches.
223. Hanging-vase of pure white Chienlnng porcelain. From well molded stand of
dull vermilion with rectangular supports, representing a carved wood stand,
springs the elliptical shaped vase with short bulging neck. The body of
the vase consists of a deep magenta ground on which are conventional
:flowers of alternately blue, violet, and yellow, shaded with deeper tones of
same colors; and scroll-like foliage of deep green at center passing into
lightest green or white at tbe edges. In center is a scallop-edged panel
bearing in large old-seal characters a poem composed by the Emperor and
bearing his seal. Mark beneath foot as on No. 186. Height, iO inches;
diameter, 2½ and 8¾ inches.
224,225. ,Ja1·s (a pair) with covers, of white Chienlung porcelain. Globular in
shape. On a bright yellow ground are fonr groups of growing plants of
white lotus tipped with pink, of white plum blossoms with pink centers; of
white and pink peonies, and of white and pink lotus flowers and green
leaves, the ontlines and veining of which are engraved in the paste, confined above and below by bands of panel and. foliate scroll patterns combining the same colors as those used upon the flowers-gree11, white; and
pink. Over the mouth is a close-fitting cover ornamented with two butterflies and two sprays of plum blossom on the same deep yellow ground-all
covered with a brilliant trallsparent glaze. No mark. Height, 10½ inches.
226. Vase of white Chienlung porcelain, shaped as a. gourd contracted at middle
(hulu). Enlire1y covered with an elaborate design of trailing gourds (of
same shape as vase) with conventional scroll-like leaves, and batH, outlined
in gold and shaded partly in gold and partly in silver, upon a dull olive
green or "tea dust" (ch'a-·nio) ground. A very rare specimen. Mark as on
No. 186. Height, 8 inches.
227. Pencil-holde1· of white Chienlung porcelain, of slender, cylindrical shape. The
philosopher Lap Tsze on his way to the palace of the Fairy Queen, Hsi Wang
Mu (see No. 28) is represented soaring upon a cloud arranging his shoe. In
the distance is the Mountain Palace of the Fairies, with the Queen's azurewinged attendant birds (ch'ing niao), all beautifully molded in high reli ef
under a brilliant, deep yellow glaze. No mark. Height, 5 inches; diameter,
1½ inches.
2'J8-~33. Wine-cups (6) of' white porcelain, plain Inside. Nos. 228, 230, 231, 233 are
studded with small conventional star-like flowers circular in shape, of
various colors delicately shaded, on a celadon ground. Nos. 229 and 232
bear the Rame flowers, but outlined and shaded in gold on a dull black groµnd.
No mark. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 2-i inches.
234. Plate of white Chienlung porcelain, entirely covered with a brilliant pale celadon glaze, above which is depicted in bright gold a clump of bamboos
springing from rocks with a short poem eulogistic of their beauty. Mark
as on No. 186. Diameter, li inches.
235. Vase of pure white Chienlung porcelain, of flattened bulbous shape with
traight, slender neck. Outlined by engraving in the paste are flaming sun,
colored carmine, and conventional clouds colored white, blue, green, and
carmine, and above foot waves of brilliant green, with foam and breaking
dg of pure white. The ground outside of tbe incised decorations i deep
Imperial yellow, on which are two Imperial five-clawed dragons (see No. 4),
ne d c nding from the clouds, the other rising from the wave , beautifully
drawn and haded in deep b1.'own, the yellow ground appearing through the
badio . A rim of neck i a foliated croll border engraved in the pa te and
1 r
bi with blue outline; inaide colored yellow. No mark. Height,
llt inch .
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In tumbling waves of
brilliant blue {shaded) with light foam crests is a four-clawed dragon of
resplendent white beautifully molded in high relief, covered with a very
thick, transparent vitreous gla1.e. A beautiful and very effective ornament.
No mark. Height, 14¼ inches; diameter, 7¾ inches.
237. Snuff-bottle of pure white Chienlung porcelain, with stopper to match. Circular in
shape, very thin and flat. Upon a pale lemon-yellow ground are two round
scalloped gourds upon trailing stems, bearing five-petal flowers, some
white, some pink, and leaves of various shades of green delicately shaded,
with a butterfly on either side below with outspread wings, and painted in
delicate tones and with considerable skill. Mark Chien-l?tn!J·nien-chill :
"Made in reign of Chienlung."
238. Vase of white Chienlung porcelain, pear-shaped with low, narrow everted neck.
On a white ground are four Imperial five-clawed dragons (see No. 4), well
drawn and shadeJ in carmine amid crysanthemums and formal lotus (the
so-called western lotus) with trailing scroll-like foliage, all in deep blue,
confined at foot and at top by a deep band of foliated ~anel-patforn in blue,
with small ornament in magenta in center. Above this band at top and extending to foot of neck is a band of longevity fungus in magenta with blue
scroll leaves. Round the neek a circlet of banana leaves pointing upward.
Mark as on.No. 186. Height, 14 inches.
239. Snuff-bottle of pure white Chienlung porcelain, small, of circular shape, somewhat
:flattened, with a handle formed by a grotesque lion's head holding a ring in
its mouth molded in relief ,m the convexity of either side, colored vermilion and picked out with gold. On the body are stalks of pink and white
peonies, pink rose, white rnagnolia yula.n and red plum blossom springing
from rockery, very beautifully painted under a brilliant transl?arent glaze.
Mark as on No. 186. Height, 1¾ inches.
240, 241. Bowls (a pair) of pure white Chienlung porcelain, with everted brim. Decorated inside at bottom with octagonal ornament and, alternately, formal
flowers aud butterflies rising from the eight sides of the ornament; above and
round the sides, four gourd-shaped vases delicately ornamented with geometrical and scroll designs and bats and chrysanthemums, snspended
over them being elaborate hexagonal canopies with long streamers dependent from the six angles. Outside are four medallions of pure white, inclosed
by gold band and containing a group of table articles, of which the chief is
a vase containing a branch of plum or other blossom, with a small delicately
ornamented jar covered with canopy and streamers depending from the
branch; the remaining articles being dishes of fruit, a water-holder, inceoseburner, etc., delicately painted. Between the medallions a small conventional lotus flower belo·w, and a lat"ger flower of same above, with scroll-like
foliage on a deep magenta ground, which is covered outside the flowers and
leaves with delicate foliate ornamentation engraved in the paste. Earliest
specimens of the so-called" medallion bowls" which a few years ago brought
such high prices in England. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 2½ inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
242. Dish of white porcelain, of low, slightly ovate shape~ formed by a lotus leaf
(Nelumbiuni specios1trn) curling np at edges, veining incised on inside and in
1·~lief on outside; a flower and seed-pocl ascend :m outside from beneath leaf
to rest on its edge, while a lizard crawls from inside having its body ou tho
leaf-edge and bead raised aloft. Covered throughout with fine "peacock"
green glaze uncrackled. No mark. Diameter, 8½ and 9! inches.
243. Snuff-bottle of pnre white Chieulung porcelain, of flattened ovate shape terminating in long, slender neck. On one side is Yang Kuei-fei, and on the
other Hsi Shih clad in rich embroidered robes playing on the guitar, painted
with great delicacy above brilliant glaze. No mark.

236. Vase of pure white Chienlung porcelain oflanoeUe shape.
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Yang Kuei-fei, the daughter of an obscure official in the modern Szeebuen,
was introduced by the designing minister Li Liu-fu int,o the seraglio
of the Emperor :Ming Huang, of the T'ang dynasty (died A. D. 762).
Becoming enamored of her beauty, the Emperor abandoned the wise
counsels of Chang Ytich, Chang Chin-ling, and other ministers,
under whose administration the empire enjoyed great prosperity, and
sank_, year by year, more deeply in the toils of amorous dalliance.
The Princess Yang's three sisters were also introduced into the
seraglio and endowed with valuable fiefs. No outlay was spared in
gratifying the caprices and covetousness of his family of favorites,
and the nation was sacrificed to the licentious enjoyment of the
co•rt, till at last the people rose in revolt, the aged monarch was
forced to take refuge in western China and, a fter undergoing the
misery of witnessing the butchery of his favorites, to abdicate in
favor ofhis son.
Hsi Shih, the daughter of humble parents, but the ne plus ultra of loveliness in Chinese tradition. A report of her consummate beauty
having reached the ears of her sovereign, Kon Chien, Prince of Yiich,
a state occupying the east coast of China below the Yangtsze in the
fifth century B. C., he had the girl trained in all the accomplishments of her sex and sent her as a present to his victorious rival, the
Prince of Wu, in the hope that her charms might prove his ruin.
The stratagem was successful and Fu Ch'a, Prince of Wu, abandoning himself to lustful dallian ce, was ere long defeated and crushed.
It is said of Hsi Shih that finding l1er beauty was en!ianced by an air
of melancholy, she was accustomed to knit her brows as though in
pain, and this device, adding as it did to her attractiveness, was
copied by rival beauties who vainly sought to equal her charms. "'
244. Vase, white Cheinlung porcelain, bulging from foot to two-thirds height,
then contracting to short everted neck. Ornamented with long trailing
stalks of conventional lotus flowers and leitves molded in relief on paste;
confined below by foliate panel ornamentation, also in relief, with shading
engraved in the paste, a11d above, by a band of same, having above it a band
of geometrical pattern aucl round the neck a foliate baud, both engraved in
the paste and coverecl by a celadon glaze so faint as to be almost white. No
m~trk. Hei~ht, 12-g inches.
245. Vase of white Cheinlung porcelain, pear-shaped like No. 238 but more slender;
having nine Imperial five-clawed dragons (see No. 4) surrounded .by fleck of
flames, soaring in mid-air and rising from waves which are incised in the
paste around foot, all finely molded in relief, with crisp outline on the pa te
and covered with a deep peacock-green glaze coarsely crackled. A beautiful
specimen of this rare ware. No mark. [M. du Sartel give a drawing in bis
work of a similar vase, which be (erroneously) refers to what he terms la
p1·emi<we epoque, i.e., the early portion of the Ming dynasty, fifteenth century].
Height, 14 inches.
246. Pen il~holdrr of pnre white Chienlnng pore lain, of cylindrical hape with
much evertecl month and corresponding foot, and bound in middle by a
raitied band ornnm nted with flowers and leaves· from either side of thi band
pring a circlet of veined banana leaves, all incised in the paste under a
brilliant transparent glaze. A Chingt -cMn copy of a si.:nilar article of the
Tiner how ware of the ung <lyn!L ty, an ancient bronze ve el having rv cl
o mark. Height, 2g inches; diameter at mon b,
,. Mayf'r : Op. l"it. No. l\71.
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Decorated, outside, with
grasses, yellow lotus flowers, blue and red pinks, peonies, and leaves of various shades of green well painted, ou somewhat dull vermilion ground ; with
flowers on white ground at bottom inside. Mark as ou No. 186. Height, 2¾
inches; diameter, 5¼ inches.
_248-251. Rice-bowls of white Chienlung porcelain, with everted brim. On outside,
bands at rim and above foot, of foliated scroll-work in white shaded with
vermilion on a ground of same color, confine a plain white space on which
is written in vermilion characters a long poem composed by Emperor Chienlung and bearing his seal and date of'' the spring of Ping-yen/' i. e., 17-16.
On inside on plain white ground, at bottom branches of pine, pltim blossom
(emblems of longevity, see No. 181) and the" Buddha's hand" citron ( Citrus
sarcodactylu&) in vermilion; on ~ide two bands of scroll-work similar to those
on outside. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
252. Wine-cup of thin, pure white Chienlung porcelain, with wide, open mouth. Inside plain, covered with brilliant transparent glaze. On outside, between
two narrow bands of Grecian pattern at rim and above foot is a very close
and delicate ornamentation of lotus flowers and leaves, engraved, as is the
Grecian pattern, in the paste, which is unglazed. On this, as ground, appear
two Imperial five-clawed dragons molded in relief and beautifully drawn
and shaded in vermilion under brilliant glaze. Mark as on No. 186. A very
curious and beautifnl specimen. Height, 2 inches; diameter, 4-! inches.
253. Plate of white Chienluug porcelain, decorated inside with red peony (Pa>onia
Moutan), white 1lfagnolia yulan, and buds on a deep blue ground ornamented
with a foliate decoration engraved in the paste. Ou outside under brim five
bats, symbolical of the five kinds of happiness, in vermilion. Mark as on
No. 186. Diameter, 8 inches.
254, 255. Plates of white Chienlung porcelain, similar to above. Decoration on
inside consists, however, of sprays of red rose, asters, and pomegranate on a
green ground similarly ornamented with foliate decoration engraved in paste.
Mark and size the same as last.
256. Plate of white Chienlung porcelain. Ou light whitish carmine ground ornamented with conventional lotus flowers and leaves in tleep carmine, on which
are five folia.ted panels containing landscape scenes in enamel colors, in fore•
ground of each of which is a European clad in the dress of the Louis the
Fourteenth period, bearing a swor~, a branch of coral, aju-i (see No. 81), a
crutch, and the model of a European house on a salver. Outside decoration
and mark same as on No. 253.
257. Plate of white Chienlung porcelain. On a vermilion ground ornamented with
conventional lotus :flowers and leaves in gold are five foliated panels containing landscapes painted iu enamel colors. Outside decoration and mark
same as on No. 253.
258. Plate of w11ite Chienlnng porcelain. On pale yellow-brown mottled ground resembling agate are five foliated panels containing landscapes in enamel
colors, in foreground of each of which is a child carrying a halberd, a lotus
flower, aju-'i, a Buddhistic sacred relic (sl,e-li) on a salver, and one pursuing
a butterfly. Outside decoration and mark same as ou No. 253.
259. Plate of white Chienlung porcelain. On a light green ground covered with
delicate cloud-like ornaments in black are sprays of lotus, roses, Peonia Mo utan,
plum blossoms, and chrysanthemum in natural colors. Outside decoration
and mark as on No. 253.
260. Bowl (small) of white Chieniung porcelain. Plain inside. Outside, on a pale,
rich, celadon ground are :flowers painted in vermilion, with leaves of enamel
green. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 1¼ inches; diameter, 3¾ inches.
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261. Va8e (sma,-ll) of white Cheinlung porcelain, of slender jar shape. Covered with a
broad, double band of modified Grecian patterns fo relief on basket-work
ground engraved in the paste, confined alJove and below by bands of foliate
clesign in relief with incised shading. Round the neck circlet of banana
leaves in relief with incised shading, all under tram1pareot glaze having a
celadon tinge. Mark as on No. 186. Height, 7 inchel:l.
262, 263. Plate8 (a pair) of white Chienl?ng porcelain, circular with upright edge,
small. In center is a gourd and two sprays of :flowers tied with flowing
ribbons held by a bat with outstretched wings amid clouds, very delicately
molded in relief and covered throughout with a pale celadon glaze. Mark as
on No. 186. Height, 1 inch.
264. Vase of pure white Chienlung porcelain, curving inwards slightly above foot,
then bulging gradually to two-thirds height whe11 it contracts gradnally to
near mouth, which is slightly everted. At foot, a narrow band of con ventiooal
lotus flowers and leaves. Above, confined by band of foliated design engraved
in the paste are four conventional lotus flowers with scroll-like leaves and
flying bats so arranged that five bats (wuftt or five kinds of happiness) appear
round each tlower. At base of neck is a narrow band studded with small
dots (gems) in relif1f. Above, round the neck, a broad band of ornamentation
similar to that on body, confined at top by band of foliated scroll-work. The
ornamentation throughout is molded, boldly but with great delicacy, in relief upon the paste, and is covered with a brilliant deep celadon glaze
approaching white in the highest portions of the relief. Mark as 011 No. 186,
but in shape of' a seal and in high relief. A unique and very beau ti fol speci, men. Height, 11¼ inches.
265. Va8e of pu,re white Chienlung porcelain, of flattened bulbous shape with long
slender neck which represents half of total heiglit. Upon the bo<ly of the
vase is a mang, the tail of which curls upward round the neck (see No. 9), very
boldly molded in relief with head erect and long beard depending from chin.
Covered throughout with a brilliant celado11 glaze, the mang being spotted
with marks of red and brown mixed, shading off into the glaze, and on the
body of the vase are curious cloud-like splotches of deepest olive green shading off at the edges. Mark as on No. 186. Height 12f inches.
266. VaBe of white Chien lung porcelain ot' slender bulbous shape with neck ending in
trumpet-shaped mouth, entirely covered outside with a uniform glaze in
color between vermilion and deep carmine. Rim of mouth and inside plain.
Mark as on No. 186. Height, 11¾ inches.
267. Pencil-washer of white (Chienlung) porcelain, in shape resembling an S scroll
with tall perpendicular sides. Inside biscuit unglazed. Outside covered with
a uniform deep green ( called by Chir.ese "cucumber green") closely crackled
(tru.ite). No mark. Height, 1¼ inches; length: 3½ inches.
268 and 269. Vase8 (a pair) of white Chienluo g porcelain, .L pomegranate fruit in
shape-of the kind termedflambe. The mixed blue and white color which
cover the mouth and inside, :flowing down and being specially prominent in
the hollows at junction of the sections, the latter being a brilliant purple red,
and the conflicting tints gradually merging into one another at the edge of
contact, all covered with a brilliant thick vitreous glaze.
~70. Vase of white Chienlung porcelain shaped as a gourd contracted in the middl .
Covered with deep red having a somewhat mottled appearance on lower globulo portion under a brilliant, thick vitreous glaze, the edg of the mouth
in ide and out being white, though the color appear inside farther down.
~ mark. Height
inches.
271. Vase of white Chienlung pore la.in, of ancient bronze design, in form of two
of which one-fonrlh of the lencrtb ha been cat off
diamou · hap d va
and the ctioo L1oit d, at itber end an elephant' head with trunk form a
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handle jaet below neck, which is of same shape as that or the ~ody of vase.
Covered with splotches, which have run into another, of several dull colors,
black, bottle-green, aud deep lake, givi11g the appearance of mottled agate,
under a thick glaze. The porcelain in coarsely crackled like ice. No mark.
Height, 5¼ inches.
Vaxe of white Chienlung porcelain, of small lancelle shape, bearing chrysanthemum flowers and leaves engraved in paste, over which nnfler a rich vitreous
glaze is a wavy pattern in yellows and browns resembling agate. No mark.
Height, 6½ inches.
.
Vase of white Chienlung porcelain, bulging from above foot, then contracting
concavely to form slender neck much everted at mouth. Decoration consists
of bamboos ancl chrysanthemums outlined and shade<l iu black on deep blue
ground, covered with thin but brilliant glaze. Edge of mouth black, inside
plain white. No rnark. Height, UH- inches.
275. Plates (a pair) of white Chienlnng porcelain coarsely crackled. Ornamented with circular splotches arranged in pattern round a largo central
one, in which white, red, and blue colors appear, giving 1·ach splotch the
appearance of a crushed purplish red fruit. Covered with a thick vitreous
glaze, which has collected between the splotches and thus formed a sort of
frame-work of bottle-green hue. Outside similar splotc-hes are arranged regularly around brim. A curious variety of flambe style. No mark. Diameter, 9¾ inches'.
The use of spiked metal supports to keep vessels of porcelain in position
within the kiln bas been generally considered peculiar, in the East,
to the Japanese system of manufacture. The marks of a sevenspiked stand on the feet of these plates show, however, that metal
supports within the seggars have also, at least occasionally, been
employed by the Chinese.
Vase of white Chienlung porcelain, of slender bulbous shape with long tapering neck, of the jlambe variety. From its appearance one would judge the
decoration to consist of a deep red ground on which has been blown (soiitfte)
a blue and white composition, which had formed a multitude of closely packed
blue and white circles, of irregular edge owing to their having run in the
baking, under a thick, brilliant vitreous glaze. At mouth the color has disappeared, discovering the white porcelain under a crackled gla.zo. Lower
down inside the color re-appears. No mark. A very fine specimeu. Height,
16 inches.
Va.9e of pure white Cbienlungi porcelain, of bulbous shape with long neck
ending with a small globe. Inside without color. Outside it is entirely
covered with a d~ep sang-de-bmuf red, with streaks like fleecy clouds of blue
discovering white, the edges of which ehade into black or very deep purple
where the colors mingle, under a thick vitreous transparent glaze, crackled
about mouth. No mark. An exceptionally fine specimen. Height, 13¾inches..
Fish-bowl (small) of whi_te Chienlung porcelain, globular, colored sang-de-bmuf
under a deep vitreons gla,ze. Rim white; then, on inside, red close to rim,
and lower down where glaze has rnn in baking, streaked-of good color. No
mark. Height, 3 inches.
Vase of white Chienlnng porcelain. Globular in shape, upper part of globe
being cut at an angle of 45° to long neck which everts at mouth. Ou either
side of neck is a handle forme<l by an elephant's head with inward curved
trunk molded in relief on the paste. Covered with jlambe colors, red, blue,
and white, which both inside and out merge into one another, each predominating in tnrn, nnder a thick vitreous glaze pitted like orange-peel. Mouth
rim remains white. No mark. Height, 14¼ inches.
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280. VaBe of white Chienlung porcelain, iu shape of an inverted bulb, with small
low neck covered with blue, red, and white flambe. Predominating color is
red, but mottled with purple tints with blue and white appearing in places,
under deep vitroous glaze pit,ted like orange-peel. No mark. Height, 8
inches.
281-284. Screen panels of white Chienlung porcelain. Two central panels, each 23¾
inches high by 9½ inches broad, are :flanked ou either side by a panel of same
height and 5¼ inches broad. On these is depicted, beautifully painted, Lao
Tze, with lofty forehead and :flowing white beard, in the mountain home of
the Immortals, receiving two children riding the stag of longevity, with other
children playing around, and genii coming to pay homage to the great
sage, some on foot descending the mountains, some approaching on clouds,
with Hsi Wang Mu herself preceded by her attendant birds (see No. 28)
Around are twelve panels 3-½ inches wide and in length some 9-t inches and
some 11-H- inches, covered with formal lotus flowers and conventional scrolllike foliage, all in natural colors. A very beautiful piece of furniture, the
_frame being carved black wood.
285. Fish-bowl of thick white Cbienlung porcelain, bulging gently from base to wide
open mouth. Among thick fleecy clouds of souffie blue-black is a very boldly
drawn flying princely four-clawed dragon with row of large spines running
along back, body of slightly yellow tinge, the scales beneath belly, horns and
nose white. No mark. Height, 8-½ inches; diameter, 10¾ inches.
286. Plate of enamel upon copper base; decorated with a painting of Wang Chih
watching two genii engaged fa game of chess (see No. 18) under tree in valley
between rising hills; confined above and below by band of foliated scroll pattern in black, picked out with gold on a light-blue ground; outside around
rim a foliated scroll pattern in blne on white ground. Mark, afeng hwang (see
No. 4). Diameter, 8-H- inches.
287. Plate of enamel upon copper base ; decorated with a painting of the famous poet
Li T'ai-po, and companion in open country among rocks and trees engaged
in the enjoyment of wine, of which, to judge by the size of the blue jar in
background, they have a plentiful supply; outside decoration and mark same
as on last. Both admirably painted. Diameter, 8-H- inches.
Li T'ai-po (A. D. 699 to 762) is the most famous among the poets of China,
and scarcely less noted for his love of wine. The curiosity of the
Emperor Hsiian Tsung of the Sung dynasty having been aroused
by the accounts made to Lim of the poet'a genins, Li T'ai-po was
summoned to an interview in the palace, where be was received with
exaggerated honors. The Emperor himself banded the dishes, bi
favorite and haughty concubine was required to rub the ink for bi
use, and the chief eunuch and privy counsellor, Kao Li-Ss'u, bad to
divest him of bis l,oots when overcome by wine. The Emperor's favorite, smarting under the indignity to which she thought herself subjected in bis honor, barred the door to bis official employment, and
Li T'ai-po led "for the remainder of bis life a wandering existen e,
celebrating in continual flights of verse the praises of bacchanalian
enjoyment and of the beauties of nature in the various localities he
visited." (Mayers.)
Tea-pot and cover of earthenware from the Ni-hsing district in Kiang n province.
f globular shape much flattened. Round the lower portion are pin and
plum trees v ry delicately molded in bold crisp relief; above, separat d by
a ban,l of recian pattern inci ed in the paste, in single row of "old eal
chara t r in relief, from which it appears that the tea-pot wa made at the
. P cia_l or er of the Emperor Chi nluug. On the cover i a scroll pattern
JU t lief, c nfin d on ither
ide by a band of recian pattern, aud round
b k_n 1 in tb
ut r i auofh r baud of same. A very beautiful sp ciru n
f th1 war . Height, 21 inch ; diameter, 4-½ inches.
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SPECIAL GROUP OF EGG-SHELL PORCELAIN.

289-294. Wine-ctips (6) of pure white Yunglo ( 1403 to 1424) porcelaiu of the variety
termed t'o-t'ai," bodiless," or" egg-shell," with broad, open mouth. Round the
sides is a delicate ornamentation of flowers and leaves faintly engraved in
paste under a white enamel. On foot the mark, Yung-lo-nien-chih, in seal
character-" Made during the Yung period"-engraved in the paste.
Uuiquespecimensatthepresenttime. (Seepage412.) Height, l¾inches; diameter, 3l iuches.
295. Bowl of pure white Yung lo porcelain·, called t'o t'ai, or" egg-shell," or, perhaps,
h'an ·t'o-t'ai, "semi-bodiless," though a bowl of this size would have little ·
practical utility were it of less substance. Covered with white enamel over
imperial five-clawed dragons (see No. 4) among clouds faintly engraved in the
paste. Mark same as on fast. The ornamentation on this and the six last
specimens becomes more distinct when the articles are filled with liquid.
Heightb, 2-jj- inches; diameter, 8 inches.
296-299. Plates (4), small, flat, of the very thin white Ch 'enghua (1465 to 14j7) porcelain, termed t'o-t'ai, or bodiless. Decorated with landscapes representing
pavilions with beetling rocks behind on the bank of a lake or river, crossed
by row-boats having mat awnings, and a lofty-peaked mountain in the dim
haze of distance, painted in brilliant enamel colors above glaze. · On brim,
outside, are-three on each plate-sprays of roses, pinks, chrysanthemums,
iris, lotus, and creleus, also in brilliant enamel glaze. On foot, fa.intlJ; engraved in paste, mark Ch'eng-hua nien-chih, "Made during the Ch'enghua
period." Very rare specimens. Diameter, 4½ inches.
300-303. Wine-cups (4), of the very thin, pure white Ch'engbua porcelain, termed
• t'o-t'ai, "bodiless," or egg-shell. Small, tall, and slender, with evert~d rim.
On each is a minia.t-ure group of the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo grove
(v. No. 53) with an attendant bringing a jar of wine and flowers. The porcelain is eo thin that the design, with all the details of color, can be distinctly
perceived from the insicle. Mark in blue characters under glaze Ta-niingch 'eng-hua-nien-chih, "Made during the Ch'enghua period of the Great Ming _
dynasty." Admirable specimens of the highly prized wine-cups of this period, which even in the sixteenth century brought extraordinary prices. (See
preceding pages.) Height, lt inches; diameter, 2 inches.
~04-31:l. Wine-cups (10) of the thin,pure, white K'anghsi (1662 to 1722) porc.e lain,
termed t'o-t'ai '' bodiless," with wide, open, everted mouth. Each is decorated with a single spray each of roses, red plum blossom, pomegranate, peach,
Pceonia moutan, chrysanthemums, or of yiian yang (see No. 101) swimming
among lotus flowers painted in enamel colors, the branches being outlined
in blue under glaze. On each is a short poem extolling the beauty of the
flower it accompanies. Mark on foot Ta-ch'ing-k'ang-hsi-nien-chih, "Made in
the K'anghsi period of the Great Pure dynasty." Delicate specimens.
Height, 1¼; diamet,er, 2½ inches.
314. Water-holder, for use on student's table when preparing ink, of the pure white
Yungcheng porcelain, termed t'o-t'ai, "bodiless." In the form of a lotus
leaf with crinkled edge, of which one-half (that forming the receptacle for
water) turns up at edges, forming a small basin, which is half covered by the
remainder of the leaf, arching over from the stalk. In the recess of t,he bent
leaf are a pink, a beetle, and a fly, of tiny dimensions painted with extreme
delicacy and care. The top of the stalk and veining of the leaf are incised
in the paste, and, owing to the thinness of the latter, appear in relief underneath. A most beautiful specimen. Height, 1 inch; length, 3¼ inches.
315-318. Wine-cups (4) of thin, white Yungcheng (1723 to 17:35) t'o-t'ai or '' bodiless"
porcelain, of slender shape, with everted brim. Decorated with ideal land-
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&capes exquisitely drawn and shaded in sepia under gla~e. Mark T<t-ch'ingyung-chf.ng-nien•chih, "Made in the YnngcMog period of the Great Pure dynasty." Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 2¼ inches.
319,320. Plates (a pair) of thin, white Chienlung (1736 to 179f>) t'o·t'ai or '' bodiless"
porcelain. Covered with white euamel over in middle of plate two jit-i
crossed (v. No. 81), with the figure of the two Primordial Essences (v. No. 40)
in the center, and around the rim the eight Buddhistic emblems (v. No. 54),
all faintly engraved in the paste. No mark. Exceptionally fine specimens.
Diameter, 7~ inches.
321,322. Rice-bowls (a pair) of white Chienlung t'o-t'ai or "bodiless" porcelain. Covered with white enamel over scroll-like sprays of conventional lotus flowers
(hsi-fang-hen-hua or lotus of the west) and leaves engraved in the paste inside
and out, but in such manner that the two patterns do not coincide in their
oatlines, and that, if bowl be regarded from inside or from outside, the pattern on the side looked at is alone visible. Mark Ta-ch'ing-chien-lung-nienchih, "Made in the Chienlung period of the first Great Pure dynasty ," engiaved in the paste under foot. Height, 2! inches; diameter, 5¾,
SPECIAL GROUP OF VITREOUS WARE AND OF PORCELAIN MADE, WITH IT AS MODEL, TO
SECURE A LIKE TRANSPARENCY OF COLOR WITH INCREASED BRILLIANCY OF
GROUND.

323. Snuff-bottle (small) of dull, opaque, white vitreous ware, of flat elongatedpotiche
shape, decorated with red lotus flowers and green leaves. Mark Ta -ch'ing·
nien-chih, "Made during the Great Pnre dynasty," the distinctive mark of the
earlier productions of Ku Yiich-hsiian. (See page 4~3.) 'l'his ware is so highly
esteemed by the Chinese that it sells for higher prices than would similar
articles of jade. Height, 2¾ inches.
324. Water-holder (small) of clull, opalJUe, white Ku Yiich-hsiian vitreous ware of
cyhndrical shape. Decorated with a landscape very beautifully painted in
natural coiors, representing a yonng shepherd clad in Chinese dress, but
whose features are unmistakably European: tending a ram and two eweR on
a grassy sward confined by lofty rocks, among which grow herbs and .flowering trees. The painting is characterized by all the delicacy of touch of a.
miniature. Mark in form of a seal engraYed in foot and filled with blue
enamel, Chien-lung-nien-chih, "Macle in the Chienlung (17::6to 1795) period."
This and the next twelve specimens, i. e., down to No. 336, inclusive, were
made under the supervision of 'r'ang ying (see page 419). Height, lt inches;
diameter, 1-! inches.
:i25. Pencil-holder of same ware, of cylindrical shape. Decorated with a group of
the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo Grove (v. No. 53) conversing together or
examining a large scroll bearing a landscape with large pine trees, on a green
sward edged with beetling rocks and flowering trees. An exq ui i tely drawn
pictnre. Mark as on last. Height, 2-f inches; diameter, 2f inches.
326. Wine-cup (small) of same ware. Round the foot id a baud of delicate red crollwork on a yellow ground, with a very narrow band above of white foliate
pattern on black ground. This and a broader foliate pattern at rim of the
doll white color of the gla s carefully shaded with straw-yellow upon a very
pa.le gre o ground, confine the body of the cnp, on which a yellow croll·work
f rm two land cape panels. The intermediate paces, slightly smaller than
b panel them elves, are completely filled with peonies, chry antbemum ,
nvolTulu , lilie , aster , aud many other flowers. A more arti tic or deli·at ly b antiful ornamentation than thi and that of the following cup it
wo ld be difficult to find. Mark as on No. 324. Height, 1¼ inche · diameter,
lncbt .
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327. Wine-c1ip (small) of same ware. Rouud the foot is a band of same pattern as in
last with an arabesque pattern above in carmine on a pink ground. Within
this and a similar band around brim are delicate foliate patterns of the dull
white color of the g1:1ss shaded with light brown on a ground of the same
color, which confine the body of the cup. Here on a ground of the natural
color of the ware is a fine damask in olive-green supporting four panels confined
by yellow scroll-work-two square and two oblong. The former contain
valley landscape scenes in winter season, and the latter similar scenes in
summer season, very delicately painted in deep pink or carmine. Mark as
on No. 324. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 2 inches.
328, 329. Rice-bowls (a pair) of thin, pure white Yungcheng (1723 to ln5) porcelam
covered with a very brilliant, transparent vitreous glaze to secure the delicate
transparency in the coloring remarkable in the Ku Yiich-hsiian ware (Nos.
323 to 327), and hence termed, as are Nos. 330 to 336, by the Chinese, fangkn-ziieh-hsiian, modeled after that ware. Decorated with branching sprays
of plum blossom beautifully drawn and shaded in sepia above the glaze,
the artist's idea being explained by a stanza to the following effect:
The &tudent sees the outline sharp
Of plum-bloom by the moonli~bt cast
On window blind, and breathes the scent
Of unseen flow'rets wafted past.

Mark as on No. 324. H eight, 2½ inches ; diameter, 4¼ inches.
330. Tea-pot of pure white Chienlung porcelain of globular shape and covered with
brilliant vitreous glaze, upon which are very beautifully painted groups of
white and of pink lotns :flowers, and leaves crinkled into many, but quite
natural, shapes and showing the dark upper and light lower sides, with buds
and seed-pods. On cover are groups of the same flowers and leaves arranged
in three clumps around the knob, which is a flattened globe bearing the
character shou (longevity) in carmine. On tea-pot is the inscription: "Pure
as the virtue of the perfect man," that is, as jade, which from a passage in
the'' Classic of Ceremonial" is considered the symbol of such virtue, "harmonious as the strength of him who fulfills all his duties to his fellow-men."
Mark as on No. 324. Height, 4¼ inches.
:~31, 332. Cups of same porcelain and bearing precisely the same decoration. No.
330 came from the collection of the Prince of I. Several mouths later these
corresponding cups, which doubtless at one time belonged to the same
owner:, were purchased from among unclaimed goods in a Peking pawnshop.
Curiously enough, however, the seal attached to the inscription on the cups,
though this is evidently by the same hand as is that on the tea-pot, differs
from the seal on the latter. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 2½ inches.
333,334. Vases (a pair) of pure white Chienlung porcelain, of :flattened globular
shape, with slender neck representing half total height, and everted brim,
covered with brilliant vitreous glaze, on which the decoration is painted.
Around thP foot is a band of light blue ornamented with delicate foliate scroll in violet. Above the band runs another band of panel ornamentation
in carmine edged with dull green, which, with a band below neck of conventional dragons, alternately green and pink, on a magenta ground, inclose the body of the vase. This, on a deep blue ground, ornamented with
conventional clouds of yellow, green, blue, and red, and bats of pink shaded
with carmine, and of yellow shaded with orange, bears four medallions with
pure white ground of dazzling brilliancy, containing groups of flowers most
delicately painted-peonies and bamboos; lilies, longevity fungus, and redseeded heavenly bamboo (Nandina domestica), lilies and poppies, and yellow
hibiscus and green and red cre1eus. At foot of neck is a band of orange, the
neck itself being of lemon yellow ornamented with conventional flowers and
foliage in many colors, confined below by a band of foliated pattern in blu{)
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shaded with deeper tones of the same color, and above by a similar band,
outlined with a dotted border of blue, in carmine aud shaded with the latter
color, the decoration endiug in a narrow border of pale yellow pattern outlined wit,h black. 'l'be colors throughout are subdued iu toue, prouuciug a
very rich and harmonious effect. Mark as on No. 324. Height, 7¼ inches.
335. Bowl (small) with slightly everte(i brim of thin white Chienlung porcebin covered with brilliant vitreous glaze. On a pale lemon yellow gronml are large
conventional peonies, of which the outer petals are of magenta purple and
the inner petals of blue, having a magenta center, with buds of same colors,
and leaves of various shades of green. Inside plain. Mark as on No. 32'1.
Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
336. Vase of pure white Chienluiig porcelain covered with brilliant trauspareu·t vitreous glaze. Of very graceful shape, resembling a much-flattened bulb with
long tapering neck which represents three.fifths of total height. Ornamented
with beautifully drawn red roses, yellow orchids (Malaxis and Epidendruni )
with leaves of deep green to former and of delicate grass green to latter. In
this Qase at least the delicate transparency so admired on the rt'al vitreous
ware has been attained. Appended is the following inscription, scaled with
the author's noms de plume j i.e., bis favorite designations: "The four Reasons
changeu to an ·everlasting spring," "'l'he perfect man of pure and world-wide
fame.''
"As flow'rs imprison 'd hold each eve
In loving clasp tbe sweet moon's rays,
So man, by loving flow 'rs, each year
Surely prolongs bis length of days."

337. Vase (small) of white Chiach'ing (1706 to 1820) porcelain, in shape of a gourd
contracted in the middle. On either side is a medallion formed by the character sho1i (longevity) on the lower swelling, and ou the upper by a grotesque
winged bat., wit.h two three-clawed dragons curling from top and encircling
tbe lower (shou character) meualliou. Tue dragons have foliated flames
springing from their sides. The decoration, which is we11 drawn and shaded
in deep blue under glaze, is completed by a band of Grecian pattern round
the foot and by a band of foliated scroll-vv0rk round the rim. Mark Ta ·ch'i11gchiach'ing-nien-chih: "Made during the Cbiacb'ing period of the Great
Pure dynasty." Height, 7 inches.
33 , 339. Bowls for growing uarcissus, of white Chiach'ing porcelain of ovate shape
divided iuto four scallops. Between a band at rim and another at foot of
foliated scroll pattern is the decoration in chief, which, on oach curved pauel
or scallop, consists of a character slwii (lougevity) in seal form surmounted
by a bat, the <lecorntion thus signifying '' long age and evflry happine ,"
and snppol'ted on either side by conventional (or western) lotus :flowers and
leaves. The decorntion is throughout in relief in whitish celadon on a
ground of dark celadon. Mark as on No. 3~7. Height, 2¾ inches; length,
71 inches.
340. Vase of white Cbiach'in(Y' porc~lain, of slender bulbous hape with long tapering
n ck, cover din ide ancl out with deep green glaze (known to the Chine e
a "apple-gre n ') clo ely crackled. Mark as on No. 337. Height, 12¼
inch .
341, :342. PlateJJ of whit
hia ·h'ing porcelain with scallop d edg . Inside· are five
bat nrrour11.lin 1r t m dallion formed of the seal charact r shou-i. e., long
lif ancl very happin . -in vermilion, bad d, on a white ground.
n outid , round h onv x brim ar branching sprays of plnm blo om and two
bird, I ft whit
n a, vermilion rrronn<l and haded with th color of the
groun . :lark a on o. 337. Di, meter. 5¾ incbe ,
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34:t Bowl (small) of white Chiach'ing porcelain, with everted brim. Inside plain.
Ontside entirely covered with flowers of many varieties in red and cream yellow on white ground-hence termed by the Chinese "cup of 100 flowers".
Mark as on No. 337. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 4 inches.
34-t. Va11e of white Chiach'ing porcelain, of cylindrical shape, with low neck slightly
everted and, on either side, below contraction toward neck a handle in shape
of an ancient altar, covered entirely with an olive green dappled (so1ijfte) with
deep blue black. Mark as on No. 337. Height, 9¼ inches.
345. Snuff bottle of enamel upon copper, of flattened globular shape. Body is entirely
covered with a representation of a celebrated '' picture of the hundred children" playing in a garden with pavilion and trees, etc., painted with great
care and detail. On the neck are a band of foliate scroll pattern in deep
blue upon a ground of very light shade of same color, and above it a band of
delicate yellow-brown grass on a ground of light green. Mark as on No. 337.
Height, 2-½ foches.
~
346,347. Bowls (large), a pair, of white Taokuang (1821 to 1851) porcelain with wide
open mouths. Inside plain. Outside sprays of bamboos, with crisp, bold
outline left white upon a deep brick-red ground. Mark Ta-cli'ing-tao-kuangriien-chih: "Made in the Taokuang period of the Great Pure dynasty."
Height, 2¾ inches; diameter, 7¼ inches.
348. Tea-cup and cover of thin white Taokuang porcelain, with wavy brim. On a
ground of waves closely engr:wed in paste are Han Hsiang-tz'u and an attendant sailing on a tree towards a pavilion far away in the clouds, and on
the cover is a woman(? Lao-yli) riding afeng-hua.ng (see No. 4) toward a distant pavilion among the clouds. Mark as on last. Height, 3¾ inches; diameter, 4 inches.
Han Hsiang-tz'u is one of the Eight Immortals of Taoist fable. He was
an ardent votary of transcendental study, to whom Lli Tung-piu, another of the Immortals, appeared and made him bis pupil. He is
represented riding upon a tree trunk to immortality, in reference to
the legend that having been carried into the peach-tree of the genii
(see No. 27) he fell from the branches and entered upon a state of immortality.
:'349. Pencil holder of unglazed pure white Taokuang biscuit, of broad cylindrical shape.
Decorated with a landscape of good design rne>lded iu high relief, representing an old man riding a mule, followed by an attendant, over a two-arched
stone bridge across a mountain torrent towards a monastery built among a
grove of trees on a valley slope. Behind are towering bills, with roofs of
other monasteries and a pagoda appearing here and there among the peaks.
Mark as on No. 346 in relief. Fine specimen. Height, 5¾ inches; diameter,
4½ iu.ches.
350-352. Wine cups (3) of white Taokuang porcelain. Inside, at bottom, is a pink
lotus flower bearing in center a Buddhistic ornament in gold. On outside
around the brim is a border of the Eight Bnddhistic Emblems (see No. 54)
in vermilion, each two being separated by a shou or "longevity" character
in seal form in pale green. Below are the seven paraphernalia of a Chakravartti or universal sovereign (Sanskrit Sapta Ratna). Between each pair is,
below, a small ~astle ou rocks; above, grotesque animals' heads with dependent bead-fringe-all painted in colors ancl gold. Mark in Mongolian characters Baragon Tumet. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 2¾ inches.
Mark. A daughter of the Emperor Taokna,ng married the Prince of
Western Tumet, a principality of Southern Mongolia, and these cups
are probably part of a service made for her as a wedding present at
the Imperial potterie~.
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The Sapia Ratna consist of (1) the golden wheel or disc, (2) lovely fe.
male consorts, (3) horses, ( 4) elephants, (5) divine guardiaus of the
treasury, (6) ministers in command of armies, and (7) the wonderworking pearl.
353, 356, 366. Rice-bowls (3) of pure white Taokuang porcelain with slightly everted
brim. Inside at bottom, within a double ring are sprays of chrysanthemum,
peony, plum blossom, and pine, aml around the sides four large sprays of the
same plants, the pine, however, giving place to the lotus. Outside on a
ground covered with a foliate design closely engraved in the paste nuder a
lemon-yellow glaze are four pure white medallio ns, gold-edged, containing
groups of peony, MagnoUa Jfulan, plum, chrysanthemum, and lotus beautifully painted. Between the medallions are longevity fungus and conventional lotus with scroll-like foliage. Mark as on No. 346. Height, 2i, 2½,
and 2¾ inches; diameter, 5¾, G¾, and 5¾ inches.
354, 355. Rice-bowls (a pair) of pure white Taokuang porcelain with slightly evertecl
brim. Inside is a star-like decoration at bottom with eight foliated points
in v.ermilion, shaded with deeper tones of the same coior and ontlinetl with
gold, between the points being conventional flowers of deep blue shaded
with darker blne. The outside decoration is same as on last except that
the four medallions, instead of containing flowers, are ornamented with landscapes of lake and mountain scenery, representing the four seasons. Mark
as on No. 316. Height, 2½ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches.
357. Rice-bowl of pure white Taokuang porcelian. On a ground closely covered with
a foliate pattern engraved in the paste under a lemou-~·ellow glaze are vases
decorated with blue containing sprays of peony, a plate of pomegranates,
etc., in enamel colors. Between the flowers are three gold-edged medallions
containing, one a water l>nffalo, another a ram, and a third a ewe in grassy
meadows with :flowering trees. Mark as on No. 346. Height, 2t inches; diameter, 5¾ inches.
358, 359. Rice-bowls (a pair) of pnre white Taokuang porcelain with slightly everted
brim. Inside, at bottom, within a donble circle is the philosopher Lao T'ze,
(see No. 54) riding on a water buffalo meeting the Queen of the Fairies, H i
Wang-mu (see No. 28), at whose feet are a, number of birds, with clouds and
birds around, all in blue shaded with d ee per tones of the same color. Outside on a ground closely covered with a foliated pattern engraved in the
paste under a deep hlne glaze are fonr medallions, gold-edgerl, an<l in i,paces
between them are cumulus clomls in varions colors. Ou the medallions are
four mythological subjects which have elndPtl efforts at identification 1 viz,
two maidens in a pavilion among trees and roe ks; three maidens in a meadow
under the shade of trees approaching au altar; a ma,itlen clad in a green rol.Je
and holding a rope, seated upon a cloud with seveu magpies at her feet; and,
lastly, a maiden in a reel rol, upon a cloud also with seven magpie . Mark
a on No. 346. Height, 2-½ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches.
360,364. Rice-bol( lB (a p:iir) of pure white Taoknang porcelain. Iu ide at botto111
within a donbl cir l is a wicker hand-basket containing chrysanthemum ,
peoni e , anll oth r flow rs, around. which a,re four groups of longevity fungu .
plum ul om, pomegranate, cbrysa,nthemnms, and gra
in deep blue
haded with dark r tone of same color. Ont icle on a trrouod clo ely cov red
with foliated pattern engraved in pa te under a deep magenta glaz , b arintr
conv niional lotns flow rs with croll-like foliage in enam 1 color , are four
gold- lg cl mcclallion containin(J' sprays of re<l and of purple p oni alt rnating with gronp8 of p m ,,r. mt flow rs aud frni ton a pnr whit gronnd.
fark a on To. :316. II ight, 2· inches; diamet r, 5¾ inch .
• 1, ~. _Rice-bo1rls (a p: ir) of pu:-e white 'faoknang por <'lain.
olos and decoraion. alll a on To. 2 IO.
fark a ou o. :346. Height, 2t inche ; diameter,
"' inch

.
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362,363, Rice-bowls (a pair) of pure white 'l'aokuang porcelain, slightly everted at
brim. On insicle are five bats in vermilion (symbolical of the five happinesses, see No. 27), irregularly plact',d at bottom. On outside are iris, the
veining, etc., being in thick color in high relief, conventional pink lotus,
red peony, and flowers resembling the fox-glove and blue corn-flower, with
scro1l-11ke foliage, all beautifully drawn in enamel colors of bright tints on
thick pale lemon-yellow ground. Mark as on No. 346. Height, 2-½ inches;
diameter, 5¼ inches.
367. Bowl (small) of white Taokuang porcelain, with everted brim. Decorated wit,h
a spray of white plum and longevity fungus beautifully painted, and a poem
from the pen of the Emperor Taokuang and bearing his seal. Mark Shen-tet'ang, a designation applied by that Emperor to a portion of the Imperial
apartments and inscribetl on the porcelain specially ordered by him for use
tbere. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 4¼ inches.
368. Circular dish of white Taokuang porcelain, decorated with sprays of peonies in
vermilion below glaze and pink above glazl3, and delicately painted butterflies and bees hovering over the flowers, the sprays spreading around the rim
and then crossing the brim cover the iutcrior of the dish. Mark as on last.
Height, 1½inches; diameter, 6¾ inches.
369,370. Rice-bowls (large, a pair) of white Taokuang porcelain. Inside plain. Outside, on n plain white ground not engraved, is the same decoration as on No.
240. The mark for some reasou has been gronnd away. Height, 2¾ incbeei;
diameter, 6t inches.
371. Jar of earthen ware. The ornamentation, which is in high relief, consists of two
bands of foliate scroll-work, confining an umbrella, a cylindrical flower-pot
containing cceleus, a gourd-shaped vase, and two rolled-up painting scrolls
crossed, alternating with sheaves of ornate foliage, under a black-gr.een glaze.
Height, 3¾ inches.
372-375. Plates (4) of pure white Taokn3.:ng porcela.in covered with brilliant glaze
and decorat,ed with beautifully painted sprays of white plum blossom and
of pink roses, which, n.fter trailing aronnd the deep rim, cross the brim and
cover the inside of the plate. Mark as on No. 346. Diameter, H inches.
MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION OF SNUFF-BOTTLES.

376. Of white porcelain and flat circular shape, formed by two lotus leaves, one of
deep red grading into light green at center, the other of deep green grading
into pink at center, with butterfly settled upon each. Admirably molded,
No mark.
377. Of white porcelain and ovate shape, decorated on one side with a Chinese
rebus, three shrimps grasping reeds, which reads San-hsia rni-Ch'uan-l'U. If
the third character be omitted, the phrase-by the substitution of characters
differently written, but having the same prolllmciation-means "three generations have gained a place in the first class at the highest litemry examinations." On the opposite side, eighteen crabs, a similar rebus, meaning "at
eighteen gained second place at the highest literary examination." Mark
, Tao-kuang-nien-chih: "Made in reign of Taokuang."
3iR Of white porcelain, in shape of a young girl, dressed in a jacket of blue damaRk
and trousers of red brocaded with gold. She has the contracted feet of the
Chinese women. Body hollow, stopper formed by one foot, which is removable from trousers. No mark.
379. Of white porcelain in shape of a boy, intended to represent T'nng Fang-so (see
No. 2i), dressecl in a robe of red brocaded with gold, open to &kin from neck
to waist, green nncl~rgarrnents, a1Hl a 1:mmmer season official hat, which is
removable and forms stopper. No mark.
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380. Of white Chienlung (1736-1795) porcelain and flat ovate form. The cream-yellow

paste is engraved to represent waves, on which a boat containing two of the
Eight Immortals ( one male and one female, see No 172) is being rowed among
lotus flowers. Molded in high relief and painted in enamel colors. Pine
specimen. Mark Ta-ch'ing chien-lung-nien-chih.
381. Of white porcelain and flat ovate shape. Decorated in colors with a rebns on
either side- a saddled elephant bearing a jar-shaped boudah, reading in
Chinese Hsiang pei t'ai p'ing, which also means "Peace rules in tbe north,"
and a tub full of green growing wheat, reading i t'img ta ch'in!J, "the
whole Empire (owns) the Great Pure dynasty." Mark, Chien-an-ya-Cltih:
"Made for Chien An-ya," an unidentified name.
382. Of white Chienlung (1736 to 1795) porcelain and of flit circular shape, decorated
with mythological persona,ges painted in colors. Mark as on No. 380.
383. Of white Chienlung porcelain and of small potiche shape, decorated with plum
trees of the pink and white blossom varieties, perched on which and ou
ground are one hundred magpies, symbolizing" a hundred, i.e. every kind of
happiness," the magpie, from its merry-sounding cbat,ter, being termed " the
bird of happiness." Mark as on No. 380.
The magpie is especially dear to the present occupants of the throne of
China from the part it played in the divine origin of their first auceRtor. " The Chinese chronicle runs as follows: 'Immediate1y east of
the pumice peaks of the Ch'a.ng-hai-Shan (Long White Mountaill)
is a high mountain called Bukuli, at the foot of which is the small
lake or pool Buhuli. After bathing one day in this pool, the maiden
Li Fokolun found on the skirt of her raiment, placed there by a
magpie, a fruit which she ate, and which caused her to give birth to
a boy of an appearance different from ordinary people, whence she
called him You heaven-born to restore order to the disturbed nations.
. His surname she called Aisin-Gioro, his name Bukuli-yung-shun.
She disappeared, and he, embarking in a small boat, floated with the
river stream. In the neighborhood of a place where peoples of three
snruames were at war, he disembarked, and was breaking off willow
branches, when one of the warriors, coming to draw water, saw him.
Amazed at his strange appearance, the warrior hastily retired to inform the people of the remarkable man be bad seen . The curious
people went to the bank and asked bis name and snrna.me, to whom
he replied: I arn the son of the heavenly maiden Fokolun, ordained by
hecwen to restore peace among you, and thereupon they nominated him
king, and he reigned there in Odoli City, in the desert of Ornobi,
east of Ch'ang-ha1-Shan." Another version of the legend states that
there were three heavenly maidens Angela, Changhela., and Fokolun. The first two returned to heaven, while Foko1un remained on
earth to nurse the miraculous babe till he grew up. Then she to1<l
him to wait till a ma,n came to fish. The fisherman came au<l
adopted the boy, and Fokolnn ascended to heaven. Pere Am.rot,
from wbom this account iB taken, identifies Foko1un with a sixteenarmed godde. whom be ca11. Pussa, or tb Chinese Cybele, lmt
de crib d at the pre&ent day as a Boddhi atwa: a celestial candidate
for BndJbahood. The story continues that Ai io-Gioro, iu ·pite of
his h aveu1y birth, was put to death l)y bis people. and only bi
which
younges~ on, Fancba, sea.peel by th e aid of a magpi
alight d on hi head as be ran and mad his pnrsne1\ think Lirn tlie
ump ofa tr .
ancba, fled from Oc1oli a ross the b'anO'-bai-, han
to Ho nala :incl ther , some two ceotnrie hefore th birth of Nurba ·hu, th , fir t fancbn rhiE>ftain wbo took up arm again . t the
bin - , b lai,l b • foundations of the fnture dyna ·ty of 'hiu ."
(J m . , "' h Lou ,r Whit fouctaiu," p. :n.)
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384. Of white porcelain and bulging cylindrical shape, bearing an Imperial fiveclawed dragon, well drawn in blue under glaze twisting around the bottle.
No mark. Height, 3i inches.
385. Of white porcelain. Cylindrical in shape, tho lower portion divided into two
fluted sections by three double bands. Decoration, branches of pine, bamboo, and plum-blossom, symbolical of long life (see No. 181), in deep blue
under glaze. No mark. Height, 3 inches.
386. Of rock crystal. Flat and circular in shape, the two faces of a Carolus dollar
being carved in relief on the sides. No mark.
387. Of agate; shape, a fiat oblong with beveled corners, showing an admirable
representation of a horse feeding, naturally formed in tile stone, in brown 011
a dull opaque white ground. No mark.
88. Of pure white porcelain and of much :flattened globe shape, decorated with a
rebus on either side admirably paint,e d in deep blne under · glaze: (1) three
crabs hohling reeds, reading san p'ang hsich ch'iw.n lu, and also meaning
'' three generations gain the first class at the metropolitan examinations;"
(2) two pigeons perched in a willow tree,_reading eshpa (k'o) teng k'e, and also
meaning "at eighteen t,o be successful in the examinations." Mark Yiin-shihya-chih; "made for Yiin Shih-ya "-an unidentified name.
389. Of white porcelain, tall and cylindrical in shape; decorated with children playing~ pf the natural color of the porcelain on a ground covered with thick black
glaze. No mark.
390. Of brown agate and ovate in shape. The surface is carved so as to show
monkeys of a yellow-white color gamboling in trees and on ground.
391. Of white porcelain covered with a darkolive or "tea-dustn (Ch'a-1no) glaze and
pear-shaped.
392. Of cream-white porcelain and of ovate form. On a light green ground molded
to represent waves are the Eighteen lohan (Chin.) or arhat (Sanskrit), the
immediate disciples of the Buddha (see No. 32) molded in high relief, confined
above and below by a narrow waving border of brick red. On the cover are
waving bands of brick red and green alternately. Good specimen. No mark.
39~. Of white porcelain and globular shape, decorated with an imperial five-clawed
dragon in clouds pnrsuiDg sun, painted in vermilion. Mark, a dragon.
304. Of white porcelain and shaped as a small jar with wide mouth; decorated witli
landscapes in deep blue under glaze. No mark.
395. Of white Ynngcheng (172;3 to 1735) porcelain and of cylindrical shape; ornamented with imperial five-clawed dragons amidst clouds engraved in the
paste under a brilliant white glaze. Mark as on No. 85.
396. Of white porcelain and of bulbons shape with slender neck, covered with a
mottled. decoration of white, blne, and red wavy streaks. No mark.
397. Of white Yungcheng(1723to 1735) porcelain and of elongated globular shape,decorated with ar.epreseutation of two of the Seven Worthiesofthe Bamboo Grove
(see No. 53) with attendant carrying books, under a tree near entrance to a
pavilion, in deep blue under glar.e. Mark as on No. 85.
398. Of coarse porcelain, said to be of Sung dynasty (960 to 1278), and of globnlar
shape with short neck and everted brim, covered with thick white glaze
coarsely crackled. No mark.
399. Of white po!·celain and jar-shaped with wide mouth; decorated with imperial
five-clawed dragons with open mouths and red tongues rising from w.aves and
flying through clouds in pursuit of sun-all in deep green. Broad flat cover
ornamented with a similar dragon "sitting" in de<jp green. Mark as on
No. :346.
400. Of white porcelain and cylindrical in shape, decorated with a group of lotus
flowers aml leaves, and flags in deel,) blue under glaze. No mark.
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401. Of white porcelain and of slender lancelle form, bearing conventional lo t us flower
(the so-called ''Western lotus") aml leaves, engraved in t he paste under
brilliant glaze. 'No mark.
402. Of white Yungcheug (1723 to 1737l) porcelain and of cylindrical shape, decorated
with painting in deep ulu e under gla.ze of a wrestling match in the conrtyard of a yarnen or official residence, in presence of the occupant. Mark as
on No. 85.
403. Of white porcelain covered with a crackled glaze and molded in form of a rat
feeding on a corn cob it is holding between its feet. No mark.
404. Of white porcelain and of circular shape, decorated with a landscape in colors.
Mark (unidentified), "Yu-t'ang-ya."
40G. Of white porcelain and of bulbous shape, with slender neck; decnrat ed with
painting in deep blue under glaze, representing the Eighteen Lohan (Chin.)
or Arhat (Sansk.), the immediate disciples of the Buddha (see No. 32). 'l'he
mark attributes the snuff-bottle to the Ch'enghua p eriod (1465 to 1487), but
Jt more probably belongs to the K'angb si (1662 to 1722).
406. Of white porcelain and of bulbous shape, with t,,periug neck, covered with a
brilliant deep blue (bleu de roi) gla.ze. No mark.
407. Of creamy white porcelain and of flattened, circular shape; on a ground representing ~aves engraved in paste are genii paying homage to the maiden immortal Ho Hsien-Ku (see No. 32). A fine specimen of this ware. No mark.
408. Of white porcelain and of ta.ll, ovate form, with cup-shaped neck; well mo1cled
in open-work representing imperial five-clawed dragous alllid clonds and
flame, confined at top by foliate scroll and Grecian pattern bands, all colorecl
deep vermilion; cover to match. No mark.
409. Of white Ming dynasty porcelain and of tall, cylindrical sh ape, decorated with
a painting in blue and vermilion under glaze of the Three Heroes, Chang
Liang, Cb'en P'ing, aud Han Hsiu. No mark.
Chang Liang was one of the earliest adherents and after wards chief
counsellor of Lin P ang, the founder of the Han dynasty, w hose cause
he embraced R. C. 208, and to whose triumph he mat<-1rially contril>uted by his wise counsels. He died B. C. 189.
Ch'en P'ing was of very humble origin, but bis virtue having brough t
him into prominent notice he rose to high rank. Sub eq nenLly, like
Chang Liang, b e espoused the cause of Lin Pang B. C. 205, and made
himself famou s on six occasions by master strokes of policy, which
greatly aided the successful issue of the con test for the throne.
Han Hsiu was a grandson of the Prince of Hau, whose territory had been
seized by the Ch'in dynasty . He also espoused the cause of Lin Pang,
whose armies he commanded. After subjugating principality after
principality he was rai ·ed to princely rank, but having been accn ed
of hi gh treason his person wa seized. He was, how ever, amn ti d
and given the go,ernment of T'ai ytian, unt again fell under Rnspicion and this time executed by the Empress Lii B. C. 196.
410. Of wh ite porcelain and pear-sbap d. On a white ground closely covered with
peony spray bearing blue leaves and vermilion flowers and buds is an imp rial five-clawed dragon, al o in ,ermilion. No mark.
411. f white Yungcb ng porcelain ::i.nd of cylindrical shape, decorated with a painting in l>rilliant blue under glaze, in the autumn evening (as the accompanying in cription state ) an old ..,entl man, followed by attendant holding au
umbr lla over bi bead, enter a lamp-bung ferry-boat to cros the river.
lark a on o.
412. f whit p re la.in an<l of p ar shape. Tbe oruamentation is of unusual tyle
an
m t
bow th impr Sf-I of Japanese infin n • . On a ground of
nt< -v rmilion app arm clallions of the na,tural color of th pore lain,
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on one of which is the character shon (longevity), on another pomegranate
fruit, on another a group of pine, bamboo, and plum blossom (symbolical of
long life; see No. 181), and on others conventional flowers or diaper patterns.
No mark.
Of white unglazed (biscuit.) porcelain, and of flattened globular shape, bearing
four-clawed dragons rising from waves and flying through flames and clouds
in pursuit of su:::?, drawn and shaded in black. No mark.
Of white Chienlung (1736 to 1795) porcelain, and of fiat, jar shape. On either
face, on white ground, sprays of peony, chrysanthemums, and other flowers
springing from among rocks, painted iu enamel colors. Round the sides and
on neck conventional flowers and scroll-like foliage in vermilion. Mark,
Chien-lung-nien-chih, '' Made during reign of Chienlung."
Of white porcelain and of squat jar shape, covered with thick, black glaze, except on portions where appears the decoration, which is in blue under white
glaze, and represents a father's return borne. The son runs to meet him,
while the wife, seated on a stool, awaits his coming, behind her being a
large loom at which she has been working. Broad, flat cover of porcelain in
imitation of jade, ornamented with the figure of yin-yang, the Two Primordial Essences (see No. 40). No mark.
Of agate. A life-like representation of a toad with wart-like excrescences all
over the back. Handle of spoon is of deep-red coral elaborately carved into
a bunch of peonies and leaves.
MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION OF BRONZES,

417. Low, open t1·ipod brazi1Jr, bearing three long panels, of which the ground is ex-

cised, leaving Arabic characters in relief. Mark in relief K'ai-yiian-nien-chih
"Made in the K'ai-yiian period" of the T'ang dynasty, A. D. 713 to 842.
Height, 5t inches; diameter, 10½ inches.
418. Incense-bu,·ne,·, in shape of a beautifully formed fruit of the "Buddha's band ' 1
citron ( Citrns sarcodactylus), hollowed out to hold incense. Beneath, at
lower end, is a knotted stalk which forms the handle and passes under the
fruit so that the joints form supports on which the fruit rests~ and leaves
curl along its side. Mark in relief, Ta-ming Hsiian-te-nien-cllih "Made in the
Hsiian-te period (1426 to 1435) of the great Ming dynasty." Length,!) inches.
419,420. Candlesticks (a pair). Prom hexagonal pots on carved stands rises a lotus
stalk from which springs a bunch of buds and leaves, the central stalk bearing a fully opened flower which holds candle. Delicately m·odeled and of
good workmanship. Probably of same date as last. Height, 13½ inches.
421. T1·ipod incense-burner, formed of a circular bowl having a band of Grecian pattern round the rim and lotus flowers in relief below, and resting on three
feet formed of elephants' heads, richly harnessed, with curved trunks. A
handle on either side formed of similar elephant's bead. The cover is
formed of an elephant lying down among lotus flowers in open-work, and
bearing on its back a basket of fruit. Height, 7¾ inches; diameter, 3i inches.
422. Vase.-Around Jim is a ·oand of Grecian pattern with a deep band- of foliated
scroll-work below. The body is divided by two raised bands, the upper one
almost il) middle of the vase, between which are the character Shon(longevity),
forming medallions, with two bats on either side; outside of this division a,
geometrical pattern resembling honey-comb, with a small medallion of divinities in center. Round the foot a band of geometrical panel scroll-work.
On either side, on level of the upper raised band already mentioned, is a handle
formed by a rectangular projection inlaid with silver, supporting a lion or
"dog of Fo." The ornamentation throughout is inlaid with ·silver. Marked
Ssi:i Lou, a famous maker of the Sung dynasty (960 to 1278), but in reality
an imitation, of comparatively modern date.
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423, 424. , Snuff-bottles of flat oblong sbape with beveled corners. On a ground divided
by bands into small squares, each containing a :flower, is a central medallion
containing immortelles. Ornamentation throughout in si:i ver. Mark as on
last.
425. Pe11cil-holde1· of cylindrical shape, bearing a landscape of river scenery with lofty,
well-wooded mountains rising on either side, beautifully drawn and iulaid
with gold. ·
426. Incense-burner of open circnlar shape standing on three feet. Upon a ground of
lines of Grecian pattern are four small medallions containing grotesque animals. Round the rim and the tall looped handles rising from it is a wavy
pattern in inlaid silver, the ornamentation throughout being similarly inlaid.
Mark as on No. 422.
427. Vessel (small) formed of a removable cup fitting into a circular body, lined with
silver and decorated with inlaid work in the same metal. On the cnp, on a
ground of foliate pattern, confined above and below by a band of Grecian
pattern, are foer small medallions contaiuing landscapes. The circular lower
portion bears similar decoration. Good specimen.
428. Tripod incense-burner of circular shape on tall, slender feet; on body and legs a
wavy, cloud-like pattern in outline; ronnd the sides of rim and of tall
rounded handles a band of Grecian patter11 ; on top of rim . a scroll pattern,
ornamentation throughout being inlaid iu silver. Mark Ssu Lou, this being
a bona :fide specimen of the work of this celebrated artist of the Sung dynasty
much prized by Chinese connoisseurs. Height, 4 inches.
429. Tripod incense-burne1· of circnlar shape on low feet, with cover. The body is
ornamented with very delicately drawn landscapes inlaid with gold, having
on either side a gilt lion-bead handle. Cover in open-work resembling a
closely-spoked wheel, surmounted by a lion, all gilt. No mark. Height,
3¾ inches.
430. Tripod incense-burner of circular shape on low feet. Body ornamented in manner
similar to last and with similar handles. Cover consists of open-work flow ers
and foliage surmounted by a lion in relief, all gilt. No mark. Height, 3f
inches.
431. Tripod incense-b1tr11er of circular sliape on low feet . On body, between two gilt
lion-bead handles, are two panels on which are sculptured iu relief aud gilt
sprays of plum-blossom, chrysanthemnm, etc., and the mythical creatnres
j englmang (see No. 4) and ch'ilin. Cover consists of open-work chrysantbemnms and leaves surmounted by a lion, all gilt. No mark. Height, 4¼ inc bes.
Ch'ilin, ch'i being the designation of the male, a11d lin of the female, is
the generic name of one of the four supernatural creatures of
Chinese tradition. It is described as being the body of a deer, the
tail of an ox, and a si ngl e born, and as being the noble. t form of
animal creation. It is said to attain the age of one thousand year ,
and to I, the emblem of perfect good, its apparition being con iclered the h:1ppy portent of good government, or of the birth of virtuons rnl rs. Nevertheless, the apparition of one of the, e marvelou
1, asts was considerecl by onfucins as an omen of approaching vii,
so manif stl y inappropriate was it to the disord r of lJi times; and
h ooclnd •d th history of his native state of Ln with the recorcl
of this ev nt.
,132. Tripocl ince1111e-burner, of broad circular shape, on low f et. Round tbe id of
brim and of tall ronnckcl handles rnns a Grecian pattern. On body, cov r cl
with quare cliap r patt rn, containing in each cliap r a flower of five
r nncl d petal., ar fi ur panels containing repr s ntations inlaid in ilver a
i th r~ of th orna.tneutation, of grotf' qu animals. Mark a on No. 422.
II .i •ht, •l½ iuch .
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433-4a4. Pencil-holders of cylindrical shape, in imitation of basket-work, over which
are cruwliug tortoises and frogs, evidently of Japanese manufacture.
MISCELLANEOUH COLLECTION OF OLD LACQUER-WARE.

435. Box of tscalloped circular shape. On top, over ground of dark-green diaper,
a landscape in red lacquer carved in relief, with a number of children playing. The sides are ornamented with a carved diaper pattern, the scallops
beiug red, and deep green, with red centers alternately. This and two following numbers are specimens of the celebrated lacq~er-ware produced at
Suchon, in Kiangen province, <luring the reigns of Yungcheng and of Chienlung. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 3¾ inches.
436. Box of circular shape and of red color througho1.1t. On a diaper ground are
sprays of plum-blossom and fruit in high relief, the fruit being diapered like
the ground. Height, 2¾ inches ; diameter, 5¾ inches.
4a7. Sni,jf' bottle, heart shape. On a diaper ground of deep green are sprays of plumblossom, Malaxis and Epidend1·um, and longevity fungus in high relief, in red.
Height, 2¾ :incheo.
438. Ivory, representing four segments of bambo@, in the interior of each of which
is a spray of lotus, of plum-blossom, of peony, and of chrysanthemum,
respectively, beautifully carved out of a solid block. Admirable specimen of
old ivory carving. Length, 2¾ inches ; diameter, li inches.

THE EXPEDITION TO FUN IC ISLAND, WITH OBSERV..A.TIO NS UPON THE
HISTORY AND ANATOMY OF '.t.'HE GREAT AUIC.

By

FREDERIC

A.

LUCAS.

Norn.-In 1885 the writel' suggestecl to Professor Baird the desirability of visiting
Fuuk Island for the purpose of obtaining remaius of the Great Auk, but in view of
i!Je attendant expense and many difficulties to be surmounted, the project was not
then carried out.
In 1887 Professor Baird decided to send the U. S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus to northeastern Newfoundland and Labrador to investigate the truth of the many
reports of the abundance of mackerel in the arljacent waters, and since the route proposed would take the vessel to the vicinity of Funk_ Islancl, the writer was detailed
to accompany the expedition.
The Gl'ampus left Gloucester, Massachusetts, onJuly2, andreturnedto Wood'sHoll,
Massachnset.ts, ou September 2, having visited the following places: the Magdalen
Islauds, Bird Rocks, St. Johns, Newfoundland; Funk Island, Penguin Islands, off
Cape Freels; Sel<lom-Come-Ry, Fogo Island; Toulinguet, Canada Bay, Black Bay,
Labrador; Mingan Islands, and Perce, Canada.
So far as possible co11ections were made at these localities, and while in ma-ny the
fauna was extremely scanty, the material obtained was extremely valuable.
The collection of bon es of the Great Auk obtained at Funk Island equaled in extent all other existiug collections combined, and the opportunity was afforded for
thoroughly exploring this interesting'spot for the first time.
Professor Baird never knew of the complete success of the expedition, and the sad
intelligence of his death reached the party at Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia, while
on its return.
A.-THE BIRD ROCKS AND FUNK ISLAND IN 1887.

It is now about fifty years since the Great Auk succumbed to the
incessant persecution of man, disappeared almost simultaneously from
the shores of Europe and America, and became extinct.
Found along the coast of Newfoundland by the early explorers, the
countless myriads of this flightless fowl had been hunted to the death
with the murderous instincts and <lisregard for the morrow so characteristic of the white race.
While from a strictly utilitarian stand-point there may be no reason
to mourn for the Great Auk, the naturalist can but regret its wauto11
destruction and deplore the loss of so interesting a bird.
As the buffalo contributed to the opening of the great West, and the
Rhytina aided in the exploration of the northwest coast, the Great Ank
played its part in settling Newfoundland, and we may derive what couRolation we can from Richard Wbitbourne's dictum that" God made
the innocency of so poor a creature to become such an admirable
instrument for the sustentation of man."
493
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The early navigators, the French fishermen and the English colonists,
each availed themselves to the utmost of the stoPe of this sea-fowl
which a (to the unfeathered bipeds) kindly Providence had placed at
their disposal.
For many years the birds were used for provision, both fresh and
salted, and probably for bait by the fishermen, but great as was the
drain made on the birds for these purposes it seems unlikely that this
alone would have caused their extermination in so sh<;>rt a time, as the
Great Auk was not such a delicacy that unusual efforts would have
been made to obtain it,,
The trade in feathers must probably be debited with having caused
the destruction of the species, for although there seem to be no data
- showing when or why the demand for Auk feathers arose, there are references to it in various works on Newfoundland, which seen'l to be corroborated by the hundreds of thousands of Auks whose bodies were
left to molder on the heights of Funk Island.
Cartier, who visited this spot in 1534, makes mention of the bird under
the name of Apponath, and in the chronicles of voyages from 1536 onward, it is frequently spoken of under the title of Penguin.*
There is reason to believe that the Garefowl was abundant at Penguin Islands, off Cape l~ Rune, on the southern coast of Newfoundland, and although it is difficult to certainly identify this as the Island
of Penguins mentioned by Master Robert Hore, there is in this case
something in a name.
Names, however, are by no means to be relied upon unless supported
by other evidence} and there is great difficulty in definitely locating
many of the places mentioned in the early chronicles.
A spot might receive several names from several different parties, or,as in the present instance, several places miglit be christened alike.
Again, it bas frequently happened in Newfoundland that French and
Portuguese names have been so altered by the English colonists as to be
quite unrecognizable. Thus Cape Race of to-da.v was originally Cappa
Razza, the flat cape; Cappa Speranza hides its identity under the commonplace name of Cape Spear, and Bai d' Espoir is hopelessly lost as
Bay Despair.
However abundant the Great Auk may have been elsewhere, Funk
I land seem to have been its chief breeding place, and here it doubt* The name Penguin was first applied to the Great Auk; its application to mernb rs
of tho Spheniscidre came afterwards.
The namt, Appoaath, a ·cording to Cartier, was applied by the natives to a pecie
of bird, snppo ably the reat Auk, that be found in great abundance at tbe I land of
Birc1 ( Funk I la.ad).
Th ·. nativ were very likely the Beothuc , although, making dne allowance for
b wi t a word r eives in b iag adopted into a new language, tlrn term Appooath
hav oru • from tb F.,. kimo word agpa, au Auk.
Th · kim for th Treat Atik w. i a.rokit ok, he thfl.t b~s little wing ; for little

a k, agp rak ,
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less lingered long after it bad become extirpated in other and more accessible localities. Lying 32 miles out in the Atlantic, environed by
rocks and shoals, where the sea breaks heavily during storms, the
vicinity of Funk Island is by no means attractive to the modern navigator, and of late years bas been seldom visite<l. except by sealers, parties of eggers, and occasional fishermen.
The sailors of old and the hardy colonists seem to have habitually
resorted to this spot for suppli~s, partly because there were uo charts
to warn them of hidden perils, and partly for the reason that supplies
must be had at any risk.*
Therefore the work of slaying the Great Auks went steadily on until
the last of the species bad disappeared from the face of the earth, and
the place to which it resorted for untold ages knew it no more.
With few exceptions naturalists seem not to have been aware of the
fact that the Great Auk wa, being exterminated until the catastrophe
had actually taken place, and fewer still appear to have thought of the
calamity as occurring in America as well as in Europe.
Audubon, who, hy the way, wrote of the bird at second hand, s~ys in
his work (published between 1839 and 1844) that the Great Auk is rare
or accidental on the coast of Newfoundland, and is said by fishermen,
who kill the you:i;ig for bait, to breed on a rock off the southeast coast of
that island.
This speaks of the bird as rare, giving no hint that it was then looked
upon as extinct, but in the" Gloucester Telegraph" for August 7, 1839, is
an article from the" Salem Register" signed'' A Fisherman," in which
the Great Auk is spoken of as being already exterminated.
This paragraph which is interesting in that it adds one more cause
for the extermination of the bird to those already known, is as follows:
All the mackerel-men who arrive report the scarcity of this fish, and at the same
ti me I notice an improvement in taking them with nets at Cape Cod and other places.
If this speculation is to go on without being checked or regulated by the Government, will not these fish be as scarce on the coast as penguins are, which were so
plenty before the Revolutionary War that onr fishermen could take them with their
gaffs¥ But during the war some mercenary and cruel individuals used to visit the
islands on the eastern coast where were the haunts of these birds for breeding, and
take them for tho sake of the fat, which they procured and then let the birds go. t
This proceeding destroyed the whole race.

The l{ev. William Wilson, who resided in Newfoundland as a missionary from 1820 to 1834, and who once preached a sermon against the
*The writer has no intention of picturing the difficulty of landingonFunklsland
in too dark colors. It is simply a question of striking a favorable time, and while
the dweller on the coast can choose his time, th~ chance visitor must trust to luck,
and luck is ever an uncertain element. At the time of our visit landing on "The
Bench" was a simple matter, although at any other point a boat would have been
dashed to pieces in the surf; a little later another collector lost a fortnight in trying
to land, and then gave it up.
tOflate years the penguiria. of the A,ntarctic $ea,s have been l{illed by sealers al.ld

tried out fof oil.
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wanton slaughter of the bird,* wrote of the Great Auk in 1864 that
'' Half a century ago the penguin was very plenty. * * * The penguin is now but seldom seen; such destruction of the bird was made for
the sake of its feathers that it is now all but extinct.t
The exact derivation of the word penguin and the date at which it
came into use is uncertain, although it occurs in the "Voyage of M.
Hore and divers other geutlemen to Newfoundland and Cape Bretou in
the yeere 1536." Professor Newton (than whom there can be no better
authority) considers it probable that penguin is derived from pinwing,
a name still somewhat used in Newfoundland. and that this term was
bestowed on the Great Auk by the English fishermen from the fact
that the bird was as flightless as if pin winged, in more modern parlance
pinioned. This operation consists in bending down the .outer joint of
the wing, as in plucked chickens, or in locking the wings together
across the back.
Professor Steeustrup, on the other hand, believes tbe word to be of
Welch origin, from pen, white, and gwin, head; and although the head
of Great Auk is not white, yet there is a large white spot just in front
of the eye of sufficient size to warrant the appellation.
The French pingouin is of later date than penguin and was probably
derived from tlie English word, and thoul!'h the supposition that both
came from the Spanish pingue, fat, meets with no favor from either
Professor Newton or Professor Steenstrup, it is after all not without
some slight show of reason.
The fishermen of Normandy, Brittany, aml the Basque provinces
were the earliest to resort to Newfoundland, and these were on the
ground as early as 1504, only seven years after the discovery of the island by Cabot. In 1517 there were forty Portuguese, French, and Spanish vessels engaged in the cod fishery; and in 1578, according to Hakluyt, three hundred and fifty Spanish and French vessels and only fifty
English.
Tbns it would appear that there was some chance of the Great Auk
having received its original name from the Spanish or French fishermen
although the EngliRh-speaking race bas ever possessed the happy faculty of forcing its language upon all with whom it comes in contact.
That the Great Auk was well known at an early date is shown by
Antbonie Parkhur t's statement, written in 1578, tllat '' the Frenchmen
who fi h. neere the grand baie,:j: doe bring small tore of fie h with th m,
but Yictuall th m elve with the e bird " (penguin ).
Th xt rmination ot the Great Auk took place so udd uly that a
c mp· rati ely mall number of ~kins, keleton , aud egg. wer pr ·
r eel in mu urn , aud in America, where the garefowl bad been mo
a undant carce a pecimen exi t cl.
iv non the authority of .Mr. 'eorge A. Boardman.
mi ionari , by ev. William Wilson. Cambrida , 1
r bably the Gulf of t. Lawrence, as our own fishermen still speak of thi a

t .. • wfoundland and i

he Bay."
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The U.S. National Museum possessed a stuffed specimen and an egg,
but in going over the osteological collection a single humerus of the
Great Auk was all that could be found, aud even this wa.s from a New
England shell heap. In the spring of 1885 the writer suggested tl.te
great desirability of securing, if possible, other bones of thh~ extinct
bird, which could doubtless be found on Funk Island, where Professor
Milne had secured a, uumber during a brief visit in 1874. Tl.tis suggestion met with tl.te approval of Professor Baird, but some correspondence witlt the Rev. M. Harvey, of St. John's, Newfoundland, made evideut the fact that in order to insure the success of an expedition to .Funk
Island some uaturalist should accompany the party, and ti.tat suclt a
trip would entail the expenditure of considerable time all(l money.
So the matter rested until tl.te year of 1887, whe11 it became apparent
that tl.Je work of the U. S. Fish Commis.sion would make it desirable for
the schooner Gra1npus to visit the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador,
and the question of vh,iting :Funk Island was referred to Captain Collins.
Tlle undertaking met with the approval of Captain Collins, who by
indorsing the enterprise at tlle outset, and by cordial co-operation
throughout the resulting trip, ensured the complete success of the expe<lition.
It was my good fortune to be detailed to accompany the Grampits,
primarily _to collect remainR of the Great Auk, and also to secure as
much other anatomical material as might be obtainable.
As the proposed. route would take the vessel to some localit.ies where
little collecting had been done, Mr. William Palmer was also detailed
for tlle trip. He devoted himself especially to tl.te birds and his iuteresting observations appear elsewhere.
A more llarmouious party probably never cruised together, and to
this, and to the fact that the rig and equipment of tl.te Grampus fitted
lier perfectly for the work in l.tand, may be attributed tlrn success of
tbe voyage.
The middle of June was the date set for sailing, but owing to circumstances tbe Grampus did not leave Gloucester until July 2, a delay,
however, tllat proved to be for the best, as the summer of 1887 was
unusually backward in the Gulf of St. Lawreuce.
The Bird Rocks of' tlie Gulf of St. LawrencR was the first place set
dowu for a visit, but as wind aud sea were then too high for la1uling
July 8 was passed at Grindstone Island, of tlie Magualeu group, where
a few birdR were collected.
Tile only mammal seen was a young seal (Phoca vitulina), aud -it is
difficult to realize that the l\fagdalen Islands were once tbe seat of a
flourishiug walrus fishery, and that thousands of these huge beasts were
aunually slaughtQred afong their barren shores.
l\folineux Shuldham, writiug in 1775, speaks of the walrus as being
found on the Magdaleus, St. John's Islanu, and Auticosti 7 and the
H,. Mis. 142, pt. 2--3~
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animal was occasio11ally seen in the gulf during the first part of the
present ceu tury.
A little after noon on July 9 we came to anchor off tlle Bird Rocks, a
spot foll of interest both to the naturalist and hist0riau, for these little
islets were resorted to for supplies by the old navigators, and we find
them several times mentioned in Hakluyt's Voyages, first, so far as I am
aware, by Jacques Cartier in June, 1534.
Cartier's account runs thus:
The next day being the 25 of the monetb, t,he weather was also stormie, darke,
and windy, uut yet we sailed a part of th e day toward west-northwest, aud in the
evening wee put ourselves athwartnntill the second quarter; wben, as we departed,
then did we by onr compasse know that we were north west by west about seven
leagues and an halfe from the Cape of S. John, and as wee were about to hoise saile
the wind turned into the northwest, ,,,berefore wee went southeast abont 15 leagues,
and came to three ilands, two of which are as steepe and upright as any walJ, so
that it was not possible t.o climbe them, and betweene them there is a little rocke.
These iland& were as full of birds as any field or medow is of grasse, which there
do make their nestes, and in the greatest of th em there was a great and infinite number of those that we call Margaulx, that are white and bigger than any geese, which
were severed in one part. In the other were onely Godetz, but toward the sboare
there were of those Godet.z and great Appouatz like to those of that ila11d tl.iat we
above have meutioned. We went downe to the lowest part of the least iland where
we killed auova a thousand of those Godetz and Apponatz. We put iuto our boates
so many of them as we pleased, for in Jesse than one houre we might have filled thirLie
such boats of them.
We named them the II ands of Margaulx. "

Charles Leigll's. aecouut of his visit in 15!)7 is as follows:
The 14 (of June) we came to the two Islands of Birds, some 23 loagnes from Menego, where there were such abundance of birds as is almost incredi ule to report. And
upon the lesse of these Islands of Birds we saw great store of morsses or sea-oxen,
which were a sleepc npon tlie rocks, but when we approached nerc unto them with
our boate they cast themselYes into the sea arnl pursue<l ns with such furie as that
we were glad to flee from them. The Hi we arrived at Brian's Isla.ud, which lyeth 5
leagues west from the Island of Birds. t

And a little further ou we find him telling us tllatThe greatest of these islands is about a mile in compasse. The second is little les15e.
The third is a very littlfl one, like a small rocke. At the second of these three lay on
the shore in the sun bine about thirty or forty sea-oxen or morses, which, when our
boat came nere them, prese ntly made into th e sea, and ::iwam after the uoat.t

That Uarti r' "I ·le des Margaulx" are the Bird Rock of to-day
m u11que. tionable, altllongb no locality at all can be found by followin(T the c u1"e and cli 'tauce. given as having .been ailed ou Juue
1

24 and .,,5, 15 -l-.
nt l>) following Cartier northward from Buena Vi ta, tl.lrough the

trait of B lle I ·l , an<l th 11ce south ward, we learn from the latitude
1

" Hakluyt ,: 'oll ctiou of Voyages." Lonclon, 1600, Vol. n1, p. 205.
Hakln:t, Vol. III, p. 24~.
~ Haklu y t, Yol. rn, p. 24 1 • Thi 8 ha'i th, appearance of being a revi ion of th fi
:w,·on.nt . nitt 11 r·itlwl' llln ch lati·r OI" h~· n hrttcr srholn,1 th1tn th writ rot tho
( I
' r!pltOll 0 11 l' • ;..tt.
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now and then given that on. June 25 be must have been somewhere in
the vicinity of the Bird Rocks.
It is also difficult to resist the temptation of suggesting that there
has been a mistake in translating Cartier's log, and that "15 leagues
southeast" should be 15 leagues southwest. This is certainly a somewhat radical change, but the difference between sudest and sudouest is
not very great to the eye, and the translator might easily have gone
astray there.
Moreover why Cartier s_µould have run dead before the wind to the
eastward when he seems to have been trying to work to the westward,
and could have held his own simply by keeping the wind abeam, is rather
strange.
Finally, tf he was seven and a half leagues l!.Orthwest by west from
some point on the west coast of Newfoundland, a run of 15 league:;:
southeast would have carried him plump ashore, owing to the great
amount of westerly variation.
In this connection I desire to express my indebtedness to the courtesy
of Commander J. R. Bartlett, Chief of tbe Hydrographic Office, and to
Mr. G. W. Littlehales, of the Division of Chart Construction, for very .
kindly supplying me with the necessary data for solving this problem.
Fortunately, too, there is a reference to the island of Brion. giving its
distance and direction from the Iles des Margaulx, and this is alone sufficient to identify the spot, as they harmonize with existing facts.
Brion Island, like Blanc Sablon and Chateau Bay (the -Bay of Castles
in Hakluyt), has luckily retained its name unchanged, while so many
other places have eithe.r been re-named or had their original appellations
anglicized out of existence.
Further con:fi.rmati,.,n is found in the Margaulx themselves,these birds,
" which bite even as dogs," being gannets, whose descendants, in spite
of centuries of persecution, way still be found breeding where their
ancestors did before them. Ordinarily the presence or al>senee of any
given species of bird might seem of small value as a factor in the
identification of a locality, l>ut the gannet is extremely critical m the
ch oice of a breeding place, and extremely pertinacious in clinging to it
when once selected.
Once established, nothing short of complete destruction appears to
drive them away, and unless carefu1Jy protected this curiously conservative _spirit will eventually result in extermination.
·
Thus, while there are many points along the coast from Maine to Lal>rador where the Gannets might breed, they are found, so far as I have
been able to ascertain, only at three places, an island in the Bay of
Fundy, the Bird lfocks and Bonaventure Island at Perce, Canada, the
colony at Mingan being too small and too nearly exterminated to be
taken into consideration.*
"Dr. Stejneger tells me that the same thing occurs in Europe, where the Gannets
cross the North Sea to breed on tho Scottish coast., although there are nurqerous
f~vor~ule localities au the coast of Norway.
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That Cartier's description of the islands does not quite accord with
their present appearance is not to be wondered at.
The material of which they a.re composed is a soft, decomposing retl
sandstone that succumbs so ea<:,ily to tlie incessant attacks of the sea
that Dr. Bryant's description of them in 1860 does not hold good to-day.
If, then, the Bird Rocks have undergone vh~ible changes in twenty-five
years, it is easy to imagine how great are the alterations they may have
undergone during three and a half centuries.
Dr. Bryant, in 1861, wrote as follows:*
These (the Bird Rocks) are two in number, called the Great Bird or Ganuet Rock,
autl the Little or North Bird; they arc about three-q uarters of a mile apart, U1e
water between them very shoal, showing that, at no very dis tam epoch, they form ed
a single island. * * * The North Bird is much the smallest and though the ba se
is more accessible, the summit can not, I believe, be reached; at least I was unable to
do so; it is the most irregular in its ontliue, presenting many euormons, detached
fragments, and is divided in oue place· into two separate islauds at high water, the
northerly one several times higher than broad, so as to present the appearance of a
huge rocky pillar.
Gaunet Rock is a quarter of a mile in its longest diameter from SW. to NE. Th e
highest point of the rock is at the northerly end, where, according to foe cna,rt, it is
14u feet high, and from which it gradually slopes to the southerly end , where it is
from 80 to 100.
The sides are nearly -vertical, the summit in many places overhanging. Tliere aro
two beaches n.t its base on the southerly aud westerly sides, the most westerly one
comparatively smooth and composed of round ed stom1s.
The easterly one, on the contrary, is very rough and covered by irregular blocks,
many of large size aud still augnlai·, showing that they have but recently fallen from
the cliffs above.
This beach is very difficult to laud 011, bnt the other presents no great difficulty in
ordinary weather; the top of the rock can not, howeverJ be reached from either of
them. The only spot from which at preseut the asceut can be made is the rocky
point between the two beaches.

It was on this point, by the way, that Audubon's son landed June
14, 1833.

The Great Rock has apparently altered but little during the pa t
twe.nty-five years, but such changes- as have taken place have tended
to improve the character of tile southerly beach, which bas been selected
by the keeper of the light-house for the customary landing place.
Two long lauder', bolted to the rock and leading to the summit Lave
been _erected.
Tb w terly beacli i , however, the most accessible, and it i here
that the heavy light-hon e supplies are lande<l, a large hoisting apparatu ha, ing b en placed at the top of tlle overba1!giug cliff.·
If th
r at Rock i but little changed, it le er relatfre La ' ·uffered
gr a I , ,' a< nd fr t, rain anu ice having wrought sad havoc with it
·plitting gr • t fra m nt, from the ide, o that a laudiug once etfe -tell
i i.· now an • :y ma t •r t reach th top.
011 0111 • hinl8 that 1 re cl in th· Gulf of 't. Lawroucc, i.,
· Proc. B . ,'oc. 'at. Hi t., Vol. VIII, 1 61-'6i, pp. 65-75,

• 1 t•mark.

M.

Henry Br •ant
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Lan<ling· can bardly be called easy in any lrnt the finest of weather,
but on the afternoon of our visit we were favored with a calm, and succeeded iu beaching our boat on the southerly side without difficulty,
possibly on the same spot where nearly three centuries before Charles
Leigh found a herd of huge walruses basking· in the sun.
The Little Rock is about 75 yards long and perhaps 50 feet in height.
It is divided into two portions by a wide cleft, that seems from the condition of the fallen rocks to be of comparatively recent origin, and it is
only a question of time when there shall be two islets instead of one.
Twenty-five yards from the eastern point lies the little rocky pillar
mentioned by Dr. Bryant, but this is now separated from the Little Rock
even at low tide, although if one does not mind cold water and slippery rocks, it is then an easy matter to wade across the connecting
ledge.
About midway between tlte Great and Little Rocks is a shoal which
may possibly mark tbe site of the lit~le rock mentioned by Cartier,
although the islet, that for lack of a name may be called the Pillar,
agrees sufficiently well with the description.
It has been considered probable that the Great Auk once bred here,
and that this was the bird Carthw calls the Great Apponatz. True, a
few may have strayed here from the colony at Pengui11 Island, off Cape
la Hune,* but this; from tke" clannish habits of the bird, seems doubtful.
Besides the area available for breeding purposes is limited to a narrow
s_trip on the northeastern point, and a still more rest.ricted portion on
the southern side, these being the only places accessible to a flightless
bird like the Garefowl.
Mr. Grieve suggests in a recent letter that in former times the space
at the base of the Little (tock was much more extended than at present,
since Cartier's crew "killed above a thousand of these Godetz and Apponatz" '' on the lowest part of the least island."
This supposition may well be correct,_ yet careful observation of th~
rock and the depth of water immediately about it leads to the conclu~
sion that the changes it may have undergone have been the result of
the fall of fragments from the overhanging sides rather than the wearing
away of the base.
Charles Leigh makes no mention of Penguins at the time of his visit
jn 1597, although it seems probable that he would have done so had
they been there.
On the other hand, the Bird Rocks agree in location with the '' Island
of Penguiu," mentioned by Sihrestre Wyet, sbipmaster of Bristol, in
1594, '' which lyeth south from the easternmost part of Natiscotec
(Anticosti) some twelve leagues. From the island of Penguin wee
shaped our course for Cape de Rey and had sight of the Island of Cape
Briton."
"The presence of the Great Auk at the Cape la Hune, Penguin Islands, is very
largely presumptive, positive evidence to that effect being lacking.
They may be the islauc1s mentioned by M. Hore, or they 1nciy not.
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If the Godetz and Appouatz were Mnrres and Razor-bills it would
have required but a comparatively small exteut of cliff for their accommodation, for at this early date every available inch of room must have
been occupied.
The top of the Little Rock was covered with a thin deposit of guano,
marked with many shallow, saucer-like depressions where the Gannets
had made their nests, but not a single egg of this species was to be
seen, and the few eggs of the Murre and Razor-bill that were subsequently found had evidently been overlooked by the fishermen who
resort to this rock for supplies, and who had made a clean sweep of
everything within reach.
A few Kittywakes had literally reared their young on the southern
side, and under the overhanging cliff on the northwest a small number
of Murres, Razor-bills, and Puffins were breeding.
Careful search brought to light a few eggs and nestlings, some of
these latter so carefu11y concealed amoug the bowlders that but for
their incessant peeping they would have been passed by.
The top of the pillar was closely packed with breeding Gannets, while
a few were sprinkled along the sides. As tllis rock is somewhat tlifficult of access these birds, together with a small colony of .Murres and
Razor-bills, probably succeeded in raising their young. .From this spot
three young Gannets were obtained, these being the first of the season,
according to Mr. Turbid, the light-keeper, who most kindly gave us all
the aid and information in his power.
·
The Great Rock is the real breeding place of the birds! Gannets 1
Murres, Puffins, and Razor-bills being both abundant and tame, in spite
of the fact that they are subjected to continual persecution. The birds
do not seem to be divided into colonies according to species, Gannets and Murres being found in juxtaposition, and alt.hough the
Gannets prefer the upper ledges, yet their distribution is to a great extent regulated by the width of the rocky 8helves, the Murres taking
possession where there is not sufficient room to accommodate their
larger companions. 'rhere is, however, a tendency of birds of a feather
to flock together in little groups of a dozen or two, and at a distance the
cliffs appear seamed with white, owing to the long lines of perching
Gannets.
The top of the Great Rock i now entirely deserted by all birds except the little L ach' Petrel , who burrow in security among the fragment of , ton that everywhere show through the hallow oil.
It i evident from the account of previou vi8itors that the intere ting colony at the Bird R ck. lla. become sadly dirnini heel in number .
At th time of Oarti r' vi it, every inch of available pace eems to
have en o cur i l y br ding bird ', and in 1597 harl
L igh aid
"tb thr i, l 11(1 of bir<l are andy red, but with th multitude of
hird up nth rn b y lo k white. The ird sit there a thicke a tone
li in p e 1 r t.
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At the time of Audubon's visit in 1833 he compared the effect of the
birds, seen from a distance hoveriug over the suuunit, to a heavy fall
of snow.
·
The Gannets were then largely used for bait by the fishermen of
Bryon Island no less than forty boats being supplied from the Bird
Rocks, and ~ndubon relates how a party of six killed with clubs five
hundred and forty birds in less thau an hour.
In 1860 Dr. Bryant estimated tlte number of Gannets breeding on the
summit of the Great Rock alone at 50,000 pairs, the total number at
75,000 pairs, although these :figures are very likely too high.
In 1872, owing to tile erectiou of the light-house, the colony on top
of the rock had become reduced to 5,000, and in 1881 Mr. Wm. Brew. ster found that the Gannets had been entirely driven from the summit,
although the Little Rock was still densely populated. He places the
total Gannet population of the rocks at 50,000, which is still an extraordinary and impressive number, although muc_h less than the figures
of previous observers.
In 1887, only six years later, not a single Gannet bred on tbe Little
Rock, although perhaps a hundred and fifty may have found uesting
places on the Pillar, while according to M. Turbid not more than ten
thousand dwelt on the ledges of the Great Rock.
Besides the Bird Rocks the only large colouy of Gannets in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence is at Bonaventure Island, on the Oanadian coast, where,
on the lofty and vertical cliffs of tbe eastern side (250 feet high), these
birds breed in a state of semi-security. Dr. Bryant inadvertently locates
this colony at Perce, or Arch Rock, but although this curious and
inaccessible islet is only a mile or so distant, and tlrn birds breeding on
its summit are perfectly safe, not single Gannet is to be found among
them.
Here, too, the number of Gannets bas greatly diminished, and when
later on we visited Bonaventure Captain Collins expressed surprise at
the marked decrease in their numbers. That this colony ever compared
in extent with that at the Bird Rock is very doubtful, although Dr.
Bryant states that it is '' perhaps even more remarkable."
A few Gannets were found at Perroquet Island of the Mingan group,
in spite of the incessant persecution of the Indians who regularly make
a clean sweep there. In 1860 Dr. Bryant predicted that the locality
would soon be deserted, but in 1881 Mr. Brewster found several hundred birds still there, although shortly after his visit the Indians took
every egg.
No Gannets were seen east of Mingan, and none on the eastern coast
of Newfoundland, although -in the time of Cartier tile.re seems to have
been a colony of. these birds on .ltunk Island, where~ if one may credit
the testimony of fishermen, they were still breeding thirty years ago.
The same decrease of Gannets seems to be taki11g place elsewhere,
and Professor Newton tells me tbatat Lundy Island in the Bristol Chau-

a
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neJ, the only British locality where this bird is found, there were in 1887
but dozen pairs left..
'l'ue decrease of Gannets at. the Bird Rocks is the most perceptible
owiug to their size, but the smaller birds have doubtless suffered iu the
same proportion. Scarce a day passes during fine weather without a
visit from fishermen 41< in search of eggs or Murres, tlles-e latter being
used for food and making a not unpalatable stew.
Many barrels of eggs are gathered during the season, and altogether
the birds lead rather a precarious existence. Stil] a large portion of
the Great Rock is practically inaccessible, and unless the feather hunters afflict this interesting spot with their presence the birds may continue to breed here in diminished numbers for long years to come.
The extermination of birds is largely a question of sentiment, but
; these sea-fowl exist in such numbers that they play a not unimportant
part in supplying food to the residents of the gulf and coast of Labrador,
and hence their extirpation is to be doubly deplored.
There is a law regulating the taking of eggs, and if this were observed,
or could l>e strictly enforced, a large number of eggs could be gathered
annually while at the same time the number of birds would steadily increase. But in a region so thinly peopled as the coasts of Labrador
and the gulf, game laws are difficult to enforce and each party of fishermen acts on the principle that it is u_seless to leave what the next visitor
will be sure to take .
Mr. Turbid, however, who bas residea on the Great Rock as lightkeeper since 1880, states that latterly the birds are on tlle increase and
that in the last eight years the Murres have doubled in numbers, the
Gannets increased one-third, and the other birds from one-quarter to
one-third. Mr. Turbid also told us that the Murres were becoming used
to the fog-gun, which at the time of Mr. Brewster's visit was, indirectly,
a source of great destruction.

a

•

At each clischargc the frightened Mnrres fly from the rock in clouds, nearl~· every
setting bird taking its egg into the air between its thighs and clroppiug it after flying a. few yards. This was repeatedly observed during our visit, and more than once
a pC'rfect shower of eggs fell into the water around our boat. So seriously had the
Mnrressuffered from this cause that many of the ledges ou the side of the rock where
the gnn was fired had been swept alm ost clear of eggs. t

It was the intention to have visited the Cape la Rune Penguin Islands,
but rough weather made this impracticable, and from the Bird Rocks
the Grampus went direct to St. Johu's, Newfoundland. Here we had
the plea ure of meeting the Rev. M. Harvey, who mo t kindly gave us
all tlle aid in hi power, and here Capt. Duncan Baxter joined the es1 a. N wfouudland pil t, although be al o rendere<l mo t efficient aid
a a coll ctor.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXI.
SKETCH MAP OF FUNK ISLAND.

Outline from British Admiralty Chart; details by F. A. Lucas; elevations by
Capt. J. W. Collins.
The shaded portion inrlicates the location of remains of the Great Auk; intensity
of shade denoting corresponding abundance of bones.
To an observer on the island, the eastern and western points seem more rounded
than given on the chart.
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During our stay at St. J ohn'i:; we met several fishermen who liad visited Funk Island on egging expeditions, but beyond ascertaining the
position of the best landing little knowledge was gained, nothing concer_n ing the character of the soil, or the chances for and against securing
remains of the Great Auk.
.
Leaving St. John's on the morning of July 21, we sailed northward
toward Uape Bonavista, a headland that still bears its original appellation, following almost exactly the track pursued by C,utier's vessels
more than three centuries ago.
Day break on the morniug of the 22d found us in sight of Funk Island,
but the wind was so light that not until noou were we near enough for
a boat to be lowered and a start made for the shore.
But two collectors had visited Fnnk Island before us, Peter Stuvitz
in 1841 and Prof. J. W. Milne in 1874, both of whom had been compelled
to cut short their stay and hasten back to their vessels on account of
threatening weather. Warned by their experience, it h~d been decided
to tak·e ashore in the first boat a camping outfit and provisions for several days, so that in the not impossible event of a fog or fresh breeze
springing up we could remain on the island and proceed with work while
the Grampus sought safer quarters.
Accordingly the dory set out with a load large enough and varied
enough to have started a -small country store. Besides tent and tent
poles, a buge firkin of provisions, and thrt>e breakers of water there
were digging utensils of various descriptions, a gun and plenty of
ammunition, buckets, baskets, rope, anchor~ and a general wilderness
of rubber boots, coats, and southwesters.
We were not, however, compelled to avail ourselves of these eJaborate preparations, fot· the weather continued so fair that at night .we
returned to the Grampus, and although after sunset the wind freshened
and next morning the weather iooked decidedly threatening, the squalls
passed over and gave place to light southerly breezes.
Viewing the island from a distance it had· seemed possible with the
faint air then stirring to beach a boat on the southerly slope; but
closer approach transformed the narrow line of foam and gently shelving
roek into the wash of a heavy swell on a steep and slippery slope of
granite, whereon landing was quite out of the question.
The best landing is at a spot termed "The Bench," lying a hundred
yards or so to the west of the northeastern or Escape Point, and
toward this portion of the island, where from time immemorial man
bad landed to despoil the feathered inhabitants, we directed our course.
The Bench is a narrow path, hewn by nature in the side of a low,
almost vertical cliff, leading at high tide from the water's edge to perhaps 20 feet above it.
At the widest tllis path is 4 feet across, but from that it tapers
either way to nothing, terminating at the upper end in a fissure just
wide enough to accommodate one's foot, the rough granite furnishing a
very good substitute for a hand-rail.
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Below "the bench" tbe rock descends almost vertically to a depth of
120 feet beneath the sea, this combination of deep water and smooth,
perpendicular rock offering no obstacle to chafe the sea into brea.king,
so that with southerly winds, as at the time of our visit, the swell merely
rises and falls along tbe wall of rock.
With northerly winds this landing of course is impracticable, and
boats then seek a more precarious spot near Gannet Head, on the southwest, where Stuvitz seems to have landed in 1841.
Once on "the bench" it is an easy matter to reach the summit of the
island, either by scrambling directly up· the face of the rock or by an
easier but more circuitous path, if path it can be called, leading from
the fissure in which "the bench" ends.
While the height of Funk Island is put down on the chart at 46 feet,
it certainly looks to be much higher, whether seen from the deck of a
vessel or viewed from the eastern bluffs.
The entire eastern end of the island is very precipitous, as is also the
southwestern extremity, but on the northwest and along a lesser
portion of the southern side the rock slopes gradually into the sea, and
it was here that the Great Auk scrambled through the breakers to
meet its fate.
The greatest length of the island from east-northeast to west-southwest is about half a mile, its breadth a quarter, these distances being
set down in the sailing directions as 800 and 400 yards.
Lying res.pectively 600 and 1,200 yards off the western point are two
small, rounded islets, so low that they must be completely washed over
in rough weather, and consequently untenable as breeding places.
Two faults, deepened by time into shallow valleys, divide the island
into three ridges running nearly east and west. The northern and
central of these are bare rock, for the most part smoothed and rounded
by rain and ice,· although here and there the decomposition of the feldspar has formed curious, overhanging ledges, especially toward the
eastern end.
In these depressions are numerous pools of brackish water, the more
extensive-interspersed with patches that may be dignified by the
name of marsh-lying aloug the line of the southernmost fault, which
termiuates· in a small, natural amphitheater, floored with pebbles.
GrowinO' amid t these pebble were patche of a blue-flowering weed,
around which white butterflies (Pieri ) were ufficiently numerous to
indicat that they were regular inhabitant of the i land.
Indian ulch, the ea tern termination of the northern fault, opens
into thi amphitbeat r from the a by a narrow cl ft, into which the
sw 11 ru h in a ,' e bing torr nt f foam, empba izing the remark of
th , ailing direc ion that "at all tim the scend of the sea would
mak it un fe fi r ab ct in u h narrow water, ."
larg p rti n f th outbern and mo text n ,iv well of ro k i&
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thickly covered with vegetatio11*, this, tue former breeding ground of
the Great Auk, being mapped out iu vivid green by the plants nourished by the decomposed bodies and slowly decomposing bones of the
long extinct bird.
It would seem that the Auk inhabited every accessible foot of ground,
the inability of the bird to fly restricting it of necessity to such portions
of the island as could be reacbed after a landing bad been effected on
the northerly or sonther]y slope.
Any abrupt rise of smooth rock, although comparatively low, would
interpose an insurmountable barrier to further progress, and from the
character of the rock and total absence of bones, it does not seem that
the Auk ever passed beyond the southernmost line of fault, or even
reached the eastern part of the island.
Here the Auk bred in peace for ages, undisturbed by man t until
that fateful day in June, 1534, when Cartier's crews inaugurated the
slaughter that terminated only with· the existence of the Great Auk.
Here to day the bones of myriads of Garefowl lie buried in the shallow
soil formed above their moldered bodies, and here, in this vast Alcine·
cemetery, are thickly scattered slabs of weathered granite, like so many
crumbling tombstones marking the resting places of the departed Auks. ·
It i8 rather curious that these blocks of stone should be found on this
part of tbe island, just where they would be most needed by man, but
for some reason the rock seems to weather into slabs more on the
southern ri~e than elsewhere. It is also an interesting coincidence, to
H,-...y the least, that Robert Hore and another of the old naYigators
speak of Penguin Island as " very full of rocks and stones," although
their accounts seem to refer to Cape Ia Rune, Penguin Islands, rather
than to Funk Island.
" The following plants have been recorded from Funk Island.
"Poa annua L. Common in wet places.
* Glyce1·ia 111aritima Wahl. Common in
wet places.
.. Senecia vulgaris L. Common in wet
places.
t Plantago maritinia. Along ponds.
* Ranuncultts hyperboreiis Rotlb.
• Stellariri media.

" Cochlearia officinalis L. Among pebbles
at head of Indian Gulch.
t Cochlearia fene,qtrata .
* Ccelopleururn grnelini Led.
t Haloscias scoticum.
t Rnmex.
*Chenopodium album,
.,. Bynum lcnowltoni; sp. nov.
Those preceded by an asterisk (") were t}Ollected by Mr. William Palmer, and those
preceded by the dagger (t) were noted by Professor Milne.
It is a little curious that bnt a single species was observed by both naturalists, the
more that Professor Milne was on the island but half an hour and Mr. Palmer parts
of two days.
t A paddle and remains of · canoes are said to have been found here, as well as stone
arrow heads, and this wonld indicate visits from the Indiar,s. Professor Milne considers this doubtful, owing to the indifferent seagoing qualities of the Beothuc canoes.
There seems, too, no re~on why they should incur the risk of visiting this island so
far at sea when plenty of sea fowl could be obtained nearer home. Still, if the remains
actually were found, they could scarcely have come here by accident.
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On the summit of the island, and not far from the center, are the
ruins of a stone hut, built of the abundant slabs, ancl visiule for a con siderable distance. This hut is said by Professor Milne to have been
the residence of the party who resided on the iRland for a short time in
1863 for the purpose of procuring guano. But according to another account it was built for the accommodation of a sealing crew who, some
years agu, was placed on the island to pass the winter and obtain tlrn
first chance at the seals who come down on the floe-ice in the spring.
1.'he entire crew, with the exception of "the cook, were lost while out
sealing, and the sole surviwor rescued in an almost insane condition.
The strongest point. in favor of the more poetic version is found in
the fact that the guano party were on the island but a few days in summer, and they would scarcely have taken the trouble to build so substantial ad welling.
In 1863 * Mr. Thomas N. Molloy, now United States consul at St.
John's, fitted out the expedition to seek for guano at Funk Island, Captains Burke and Glyndon being at the bead of the enterprise. They
landed on the island, taking with them a large skiff, while their schooner
returned to the harbor of Seldom Corne By, Fogo Island.
In all 35 tons of guano were secured, four laborers obtaining 20 tons
in ten days. Five tous were sold at auction in St. John's for $19 per
ton and the remainder consigned to a Boston house, by wlJOm it wa in
turn sent to Baltimore and WasLington.
Just where the guano came fromitis difficult to say, for tlJere is now no
trace of it on Funk Island, except in the shape of a strong smell on the
bare rocks of the eastern part, resorted to by M urres and Razor- bills.
The climate is not favorable to the formation of guano deposits, such
as are found in dry tropical regions, and on Fuuk Island the r,1in must
long ago have wasbed out the soluble coustituents of the old " oil" of
that part of the island formerly inhabited by the Great Auk.
The soil consists of two distinct layers, the lower portion, formed
during the. occupancy of the Auk, being from 3 iucbes to 1 foot in thickness and consisting largely of fragments of egg shell , although next to
bed rock are numerous angular pebbles of variou sizes.
The black dust from the decayed, over1yiug vegetation and abundant
patches of charcoal ha :filtered iuto the lower .stratum, but o num rou
are the fragments of egg-shells that the depo it bas a yellowi h gray
color.
The upper layer of oil, al o from 3 incbe to 1 foot thick, ha f rm d
ince the extermination of the Auk, principal1y by the growth aml
d cay of v getation nouri b d by their bodies.
In fa tit i p i le, from the character of the plant growth a o~
tot 11 m thing of th pr bable a undance of Auk r main lPI w;
f th on in licating corre ponding plenty f the o h r.
" 11rnm111i : " w r c rta-inly utaiu <l
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So little could be ascertained regardiug the soil of Funk Island, that
we came provided eveu with a pickaxe, while we were told tllat we
might be compelled to <lig througll several feet of turf in order to reacll
the bones of the Garefowl. The most thoroughly useful tools proved
to be two clam hoes, with whicll rapid progress coulu be made through
the matted roots and scanty soil.
Peter Stuvitz, wllo visited Funk Island in 1844, wrote thatOn the southwestern side a little vegetation is found and sufficient soil to support
an extremely scanty flora; but it is there that I discovered remains of bones in great
n umber, a,ud it;is probable tbat the thin layer of vegetable mould which is met within that locality is due to the destruction of the animals to which they belonged.
The skeletons lie in a compact mass in the earth, and according to the depth at
which they are fouuu one can estimate the time necessary for the formation of the
layer of mold above tbem. Moreover, this layer of earth was usually very thin,
and in places the bones were not covered at all.
Duriug the last forty or fifty years the thickness of the layer of eartb. formed is
consequently not appreciable, for a slaughter of these birds sufficiently extensive for
the accnmnlation of snch heaps of bones must antedate. that epoch.
On this side are found the stone inclosures called pounds, in which the hunters con_
cealed thenu;el ves to slay the birds.*

Thi8 description is very accurate and is as true to-day as when it was
written, except that the layer of soil is thicker, and vegetation more
abundant. Two of the ponnds near the western landing· place, whose
position is indicated on the accompanying map, still remain untouche-d,
and althongh the stones lie prostrate, not one is wanting. Remains of
otlier pouu<ls, more or less overgrown by weeds, are to be seen hei·e and
there along- the tentral ridge of the island, and hard by the ruiJ-1s of tlu
but receu tly men tione<l are the traces oft wo other small structures partl~
hilhlen b.v the vegetation.
Uo11cerning tilese there seems to be no tradition, but it is not at all
improuable tliat they were the dwellings of the old-time destroyers 01
tlrn Auk, for there is no reason why parties should not have passed thE
en tire breeding season on the island in or<lcr to prosecute their worb
without interruption, and Cartwright says that this was done.
By placing the huts along the crest of the island they would be freE
from surface drainage <luring rains, while the "compounds" would nat
urally be located uear the huts for convenience, and away from tl.H
water to avoid unnecessary fright to the landing birds.
The most abun<laut deposits of bones are found in the vicinity of thE:
ruined hut, partially in the upper stratum of soil, where the bones of
thousands of birds are mixed together in inextricable confusion.
Iu the upper layer of soil, too, lie the patches of charcoal and charred
fragments of bones, showing where the kettles once swung iu which
the birds were parboiled to render plncking them au easy operation.
Traditiou says that the hollies of the Great Auks were so fat that
If This is undoubtedly an error, for all othor acconnts agree i11 stating that th~
pounds were used for coqfining the birds until they sho~ld be ne~qed.
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they could be used for fuel, and while this seems a little doul>tful it
may yet be true, or partially so.
It certainly would have been a great convenience to the Auk exterminators to be thus relieved of the difficnlty of bringing fire-woou from
the mainland, more than 30 miles dista.nt.
Close by the two best preserved pounds we upturned the sod over a
circle 10 or 12 feet in diameter, beneath which was a compact ]ayer of
charcoal and bones, while not far away another excavation told as
plaiuly as words that here was one of the last abidiug places of the
Auk.
Barely 2 inches of turf covered the shallow soil in which lay embedded
a few fresh-looking bones of the Great Auk, mixed with others of its
lesser relative, the Murre~ Evidently at the time of this depm.-;it the
Great Auk was on the wane and its numbers were no longer sufficient
to meet the demands of the feather hunter::;, who promptly supplied.
the deficiency with those of tlie bird most easily secured.
The Great Auk, by the way, is not the only bird which bas been extirpated on Funk Island, for the Gannet lives in name alone, although
Uartier found it abundant, and men Rtill living rememher to have seen
the bird. Thanks to the efforts of the eggers, the nnmben; of liir1b of
all species, with the possible exception of the Puffins, have l>ee11 greatly
lessened during the past twenty-five years.
Stuvitz in 1844 called Funk Islauu "a mountain of birds," and was
above all surprised at the abundauce of the Arctic and Common 'feru,
while in 1874 Professor Milne wrote tlJat "although it was the 20th of
July, we were almost everywhere in danger of placiug our feet upon
eggs."
We fournl the Arctic Terns st.ill verJr numerous, an<l the shrill cries
of the large flock that circled rouu<l our heads were so loud and ince · ·ant as to be po itively annoying.
Tbeir young, aud eggs in an advanced stage of incubation wer . cattered here and there from one en<l of the island to the other, but not a
single pecimen of the Common Tern wa noticell.
The number of Murres aud Razor-bills was comparatively insignificant,
and tlrn few egg of these species that were seen were placed in the most
·eclnde<l pot attainable.
Th lfazor-bill in particular seems to be learning wisdom by bitter exp ri n , aml, a we fir t noticed at the Bird Rocks, hide it egg when\" r practi ·abl in ivom nook or cranny, or under an overhanging ledge
, h 1·' it will be , afi from all intruder .
'Ih ~ Puffin, bow v r, who :find ecurity in their burro"" • exi in
gr1·at II nm l r ·, au t th m, at lea t, the extermination of tll
r at
11k ha · pr v <lad cid d advantage by providing soil in which to di O'
h •ir h it• ti 11 •
Th
f
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light, and the intermingled condition of the buried remains is in no
small degree due to the labors of the busy Puffins.
During the day, perchiug npon the ruins of the hut, or standing on
the blocks of granite, tlley watclled our labors with mingled interest
an<l suspicion, while towards sunset, returning from distant fishing expeditions they gatliered aloug the bluffs in battalions, flanked by compauies of M urres and Razor-bills.
The Puffius were the first to as~ure us of the success of the expedition,
for the mauy specimens of the unmistakable humerus of the Great Auk .
contained iu their little osteological collections were certain evi<leuce
of the quantities of bones that lay beneath the soil. The modus operandi iu digging was to skim off the superficial layer of turf and with a
few strokes of the hoe bring up some Sl\rnples of bones. If, on inspection, the quality of the bones was found to be good, careful excavation
with · hoe and fingers followed, but if, as often happened, the exhumed
bones were brown and weatherworn, another spot was tried at once.
Quantity was a secondary consideration, for where the remains were
most abundant they were usually in a poor state of preservation, tlie
more scattered specimens being the best.
On the northerly slope a stroke of the hoe made anywhere wou Id
bring to light at least a score of bones, but on the west, and more especially on the south, the deposits rapidly thiuned out, although no spot .
was tried where Auk bones were not found, and it is no exaggeration
to say that millions of Gatefowl gave up their lives on these few acres
of barren rock.
Professor Milue seems to have bad some doubt of all the bones he
discovered being those of the Great Auk, for be remarks : '' at nearly
every trial bones were found, but there was nothing that could be
identified as ever having belonged to the bird for which I searched."
For the benefit of future Yisitors to Funk Island it may be sahl tJiat
boues, other tuan those of t,lle Great Auk, are of very rare occnrreuee
so much so that two barrels of eartll and boues, gathered haphazard, con-'
tained less than a handful belonging to any other bird.
Contrary to what might be supposed the more recent bones are in the
worst state of preserrntiou, for owing to their protection from the sun
and the fact that they are kept damp for the greater part of the time
those found in the lower stratum of soil are in much better contlitio~
tuan those uearcr the surface.
The majority of the bones are weather-worn, others are stained l>~t
perfect, while now and then a boue may be found looking as fresh and
white as if the bird to which it belonged bad been killed but a year or
so ago.
Some of the best preserved bones lay at the entrance of Puffin burrows and bad evideut1y been brought to light in the course of their
spring hous_e-cleaning, ln~t it proved a futile task to follow the course
of the hole rn the ltope of finding others equally good.
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The skull usually breaks across at the articulation of the nasals with
the frontals and many a time did we work carefully around tl.ie point
of some projecting beak only to find that the back of the skull was e11tirely lacking. The sternum and pelvis are very rarely fouud iu good
condition, the thinness of these bones, and their immediate contact
with the viscera having caused their rapid decay so that altl10ugh we
disinterred hundreds we suceeded in obtaining but a single perfect
speci_m en of each.
It would seem that these alcine remains are rapidly deteriorating,
although so few visits have been made to Funk Island wit.h the view
of procuriug bones that it is difficult to make c_omparisons, while at the
same time the element of luck must, to a large extent, enter into tl.ie
finding of buried bones.
•
In 1863 three "mummies," or dried bodies of Great Auks, were secured by the party in search of guano, aud in 187 4 Professor Milne obtained in half an hour bones representing fifty individuals, from which
four more or .less complete skeletons were constructed.
In 1887 our party passed portions of two busy days in exhuming
thousands of bones, and yet tllis great number will "make up" not
more than a dozen skeletons, and these not, absolutely perfect, while
no entire specimen was fouud, although in the hope of coming upon
a "mummy" holes were dug in mauy places quite to the be<l rock.
Neither did we secure more than a single membranous lining of the
egg of the Great Auk, although Professor Milne in less than half au
hour found ~, the inner linings of a few eggs."
Tlie mixed condition of the remains bas already been aJluded to, and
so completely are the bones intermiugled, that after many endeavor to
obtain those of a single individual, the attempt was abaudonetl in
despair, heads and feet, sterna and pelves being intimately associated
with one another, and not more than six, or at the most eight, consecutive vertebrre being found together.
An idea of the great abundance of boues may be gatbereu from the
fact that while many humeri were thrown aside while digging the collection was found to contain over fourteen hundred pecimen of this
bon.
Every part of the skeleton was secured, including even the mall
ethmo turbinal , u.lthough in spite of careful search but one or two of
the fir t rib and third phalanx of the wing were foun<l.
The numb r of bone from young bird i extr m ly mall, uut tbi .
all ut total lack of them i readily accounted for by the fact tlJat aft r
m •rcil ,., . laugbt r of t1J Auk liad fairly comm "need, f w, if aay,
· w r all w cl t hatch.
r of di,'Pa ·eel bo11es pre,·e11t, th• r ,·ult finf th · ·, a brok •u a11cl re-unit cl ulna, had appar n ly
by ·h t.
mparativ ly £ w of th, ·rauia h w any
ir ri~inal wn r having met with a viol ut d atb but
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this is largely due to tbe selection of the best specimens tbat offered ;
any that were obviously poor being passed by.
Professor Milne remark8 that "the fact that there remains no evidence of cuts or blows leads to the supposition that the~e birds may
have died peacefully" but some of the crania do show the marks of cnts
and blows, and, moreover, there is plenty of local history or tradition
to show exactly how these birds were done to the death.
It should also be borne in mind that birds seldom die peacefully, for
nature rarely accords this boon to her subjects, and when they do meet
their end, they seem to have a habit of making away with their sk:ele
tons: it would be more accurate to say have their skeletons made
aw~y with, for dead birds do not often go to waste, but usually find
their way into the stomach of some hungry animal, possibly of the
same race.
Dr. Stejneger tells me that duriug bis stay at the Commander Isiands
many sea birds were washed aslwre during or after gales, but unless
one was on the beach before day light, the bodies were destroyed by foxes.
Even in the immense guano deposits of the Ohincha Islands, where
every circumstance is favoraule to the preservation of inhumed specimens, bird remains are of comparatively rare occurrence, while in localities where the climate is subject to extremes of heat and cold, rain
and sunshine, they go to p~eces rapidly.
It was not without regret that we prepared to leave so intel'esting a
spot as Funk Island, but having successfully accomplished our mission
of collecting bones of the Great Auk, no good reason remained for a
longer stay when many miles of our proposed route yet remained to be
traversed. _Accordingly we gathered. up our various impedimenta, the
boat was brought alongside "the bench" for the last time, and laden
with the spoils of our two days' labor we returned to the Grampus, which
lay at anchor a mile to the eastward of Escape Point.
Fortune continued to smile on us, aud as the threatening weather of
the morning had given way to calm, so uow that we were ready to leave
a fair breeze sprang up that carried. us rapidly toward the mainland.
Funk Island grew lower and lower in the distance, and as the sun was
nearing the western horizon we bade the home of the Great Auk a long
farewell.
It was the intention to visit, if possible, any localities whose names
indicated that the · Great Auk might once have been found there, especially Penguin Islands on t-he sou th coast, and Penguin Islands near
Cape Freels. A brisk southwester drove us b.Y the former place at a
very lively pace, wliile with the visit to Funk Island still in prospect, it
was not deemed advisable to lose any time in waiting for the wind and
sea to go down, so this portion of the trip was abandoned.
On the eastern coast, however, the weather was more favorable; so
after leaving Funk I slaud, the Grampus ran over to the well-named
harbor of Seldom Come .BY, and the 11ext morning started for Pengui0:
Mis. 142, ~t. 2-33

.a.
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Islands, which lie about 3 miles from shore and 10 miles northwest of
Cape Freels.
Passing Peckford Reef, the Schoolmarm, and Scrub Rocks (nature is
very liberal with rocks and reefs in this part of the world), the Grampus
anchored at noon off two low, grassy islets, whose appearauce was not
at all suggestive of an Alcine breeding place. Nor did carefnl examination reveal any traces of former habitation by the Great Auk, and
if the bird once dwelt here, he left nothing behind to indicate the fact,
for not a bone, nor even a speck of eggshell could be found.
This is in marked contrast with the condition of affairs at Funk Island, where, aside from the bones that the upturned sod shows everywhere present, the soil itself, thickly sprinkled wjth crumbled egg
shells, bears mute testimony to long years of occupancy by the Great
Auk.
Still one of these islets may be that certain flat island where Captain
Richard Whitbourne tells us men "dra ve the Penguins on a board into
their boats by hundreds at a time," although it must be said that this
and similar stories have.rather an apochryphal ring to them. Certainly
so easy a method of loading a boat with Garefowl, as that of putting out
a gang plank and driving them aboard like sheep, was not of common
occurrence at Funk Island, where the slope of the rock and wash of the
sea would render such a thing impossible.
Although at the time ofour visit it was remarkably calm, yet the boat
rose and fell along the cliff 4 or 5 feet at every heave of the swell, while
on the sloping rock, even to leeward, the sea came rolling fo in a manner :fit to test the seaworthiness of a Great Auk, to say nothing of a
small boat.
Whoever may have been the former residents of Penguin Islands, today their most numerous inhabitants are field mice (Arvicola riparia),
which, if one may judge by the abundauce of their burrows, exist in
almost incredible numbers, while well worn connecting paths cover the
gTound in places with a veritable n~twork.
A little investigation showed that many of the deserted burrows,
possibly some recent ones also, had been taken possession of by breeding petrel ( Oceanodroma le'l.teorrhoa) which were tlrn saYed the trouble
of digging their own nesting places.
A few Puffins (Fraterc'l.ila aretica) are also found on the i land, but
they e med to have been no more smcce ful than ourselve in finding
boue , £ r uon lay ecattered about the entrance to their hole .
Takiuo· into con id ration the general character of the i let , the
thickn ,,. f the turf that covers them, their nearness to shore and the
n
fr main.· of th
r at Auk, it se m. at l a, t doubtful if the
ir 1 v r h lt her , alth ugh he abs nc of remains i8, it mu t e
,·ai 1, n g, tiv vi<l n of hut, mall valu .
If h
r t uk nc l,r <l iu this vicinity, OIB r Wa<lharn, 9 mil
fartli •r ,· , , ar l, i · mnch m r likely to have br n it. habitat, but it
Jn ti n if th hir l , a. fouTHl th r in hi t ri im .
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There can be little doubt that the extent of the breeding range of the
Great Auk bas been as a rule much overestimated, and the writer's
own belief is that, like tbe Gannet, the Garefowl was confined to a very
few localities. This is known to have been the case in Europe, and,
while the fact is more difficult to prove in regard to America, it must
be borne in mind that all definite accounts of the Great Auk in the
New World point to, at the most, three or four Jocalities, although during its migrations the bird occurred along the Atlantic coast from Newfoundland to Virginia.
Had it been otherwise, and had the Great Auk, as is so often stated,
bred at numerous localities along the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador, the bird in limited numbers would probably be alive to-day.
The circumstance that the bird, with suicidal persistence, resorted to
a few chosen breeding places, and that it was there found in great numbers, rendered its destruction not only possible but probable, and when
the white man first set, foot in America, the extinction of the Great Auk
became merely a question of time.
Tile only thing that llas kept the Gannet from sharing the fate of the
Garefowl is the inaccessible nature of its nesting places, and even this
may not save him much longer, while the Razor-bill and Murre, in spite
of their wide range and similar choice of steep cliffs whereon to raise
their young, have sadly fallen off in numbers.
This <lecrease is due to the fact that the eggs of these birds are taken
at all seasons when tlley are to be had, aud although the law may check
the practice it can not put a stop t~ it, so that the sea-fowl are gradually lessening in number. Still it is scarcely probable that any of the
smaller Auks will suffer the fate of their great relative whose flightlessness foreordained its extermination, and. whose sole chance for safety
lay in the choice of uuknown or inaccessible breeding grounds.
B.-SKELE1'AL VARIATION OF 1'HE GREAT AUIC.

The material collected by the Grampus comprise<l 2 cu hie feet of earth
brought away as nearly as possible undisturbed, in order to show the
bones in situ, a barrel of Auk remains gathered along the crest of the
island, and nearly another barrel of select material, containing the best
preserved bone~ that coul<l be found.
Tile disposition so far ma<le of this material is as follows: a perfect
skeleton has been placed in the exhibition series of the U. S. National
Museum, one has been presented to the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and another to the American Museum of
Natural History, New York.*
One specimen, sent in exchange to a well-known London dealer in
natural history material, has found its way to the Museum of Science
* It is of conrse understood that these skeletons are "made up" from bones of various individuals.
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and Art, Edinburgh, and another bas been sent in exchange to the
Australian Museum, Sydney, New South Wales. Two skeletons are
retained for the reserve series, U. S. National Museum, and three or
four less complete can still be made up from the bones remaining, while
there is besides a large number of individual bones, good, bad, and
indifferent, left for study.
This wealth of material has offered an unusua l opportunity for the
study of individuctl variation, and it is hoped that the following notes
may be of some interest in connection with that most interesting problem.
Unfortunately the conditions under which the remains were found
limited all comparisons to individual bones, the inextricably mixed
state of the skeletons precluding all possibility of comparing them with
one another in their entirety.
Variations are of degree or of kind, due to modifications of development or of structure, and the importance of any departure from a given
type depends very largely on the answer to the question to which of
these two categories does the variation belong. Moreover, in considering the variations of any one species the variations of the group to
which that species belongs must be ta)ren into consideration also, as
well as the liability to modifi.cation of each and every part.
Differences of size, unless excessive, are of little value, provided the
parts preserve their rel a ti rn proportions, and in judging of differences
in proportion the age of the individual must be taken into account.
This fact was very strongly impressed upon the writer many years ago
by the study of an extensive series of skulls of the Orang, representing individuals of all ages, and Mr. J. A. Allen bas noted similar differences, due to age, in skulls of tlle spider monkey.
The examination of some considerable series of skeletons of various
animals has confirmed my belief in the exh;tence of a large amount of
indi vidual variation, while at the same time creating an equal belief
that~ as a rule, the difference between specific and individual variation
is readily recognizaule.
In the present case the amount of variation i no more than might
be expected to be foun<l in any large b~rd were an equal series of bones
examined. The skull iu particular present a triking similarity not
only in bape but in ize, and of seventeen crania ten have exactly
th ame parietal breadth, while the large. t difl'P-r, from the smalle t
by little mor tban 6111 m, a difference that mu ' t be con idered trivial
when tb ize f th kull i. taken into account. lVIoreover, thi variati n i du t two, kull ·, one of which i unu ally large, while the otber
i.· quall • ·mall.
· far th• Jarc-,e.-t kull on record i: one coll cted by Profe or Milne
and n win th mu · um of tb e 11frer.·it_y of Uambriuge, England. The
nr n nt f tbi. ,' 1> cim n appear in the table given farther on.
h P · f h f n 11 11 magi um a11<l the number of perforation
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in the depressions for the supraorbital glands are of no value whatever,
nor is the varying outline of the region bounded by the supraorbital,
temporal, and crotaphyte f'ossm of · much more importance, since these
are all eharacters largely influenced by age.
Mr. G. K. Gilbert's address on special processes of research suggested that the graphic method might be employed to good advantage
in showing the relati ve sizes and range of variation in the cra,nia, and
also in some of tlie otlier bones, as well as the correspondence in size
between bones from the right and left sides.
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Diagram showing the length and breadth of sixteen skulls of the Great Auk. The vertical columns
give tl1 0 length, the hor!zoutal columns the breadth, iu millimeters. Black dots indicate parietal
breadth; circles indicate frontal bi eadth.

The table giving the relative measurements of crania shows that, as
mig·ht have been expected, the length is subject to greater positive variation than either the frontal or parietal breadth, although the comparative variation of these parts is greater than the linear variation.The table shows very clearly too that tbe frontal and parietal width of.
the greater number of crauia is the i;;ame-48mrn, and that the frontal
width is slightly in exces of the parietal.
The amount of linear variation is 15mm, the frontal 7mm, and the
etal &nm.

pari-
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The vertebne differ considerably among tlle1m;elves in ·ize, but for
reasons already given it is impossible to determine the amount of variation in the vertebral column taken in ~ts entirety.
The odontoid notch of the atlas presents great diversity of shape, ap.
pearing in two cases as a mere slit, while in three out of :fifteen pecimens ossification has bridged over the notch and converted it into a
fora.men so that the atlas presents very much the appearance of having
belonged to one of the higher altrices.
The shape and size of tlle neural canal varies, but it is always wider
than high. The centrum of the axis is subject to much variation in
size and shape, and the various processes are equally diversified. In
very rare instances the vertebral artery sends a branch upward through
a minute foramen at the base of the metapophysis, but ordinarily there
is only a notch present at this spot. 'l'he sixth to nintll cervical', inclusive, have many features in common and these resemblances render
it extremely difficult to distinguish them from one another when, a in
the present instance, a large number are mixed together, since, for example, the sixth vertebra, of a large bird is almost the exact counterpart
of the seventh of a smaller specimen. In fact, but for Professor Owen's
memoir on the Great Auk, the'' making up" of skeletons would have
been extremely difficult owing to the amount of individual variation.
The tenth cervical, however, was shown by Professor Owen's paper
to have a very characteristic shape, being distinguished by a broad
bypapophysis directed forward, and this furnished one point of departure for the arrangement of the vertebral column.
In the dorsal region there are differences in the development of the
bypapophyses, but these seem as might be supposed, to be correlated
with differences in the size and strength of individuals.
The length, strength, and curvature of dorsal and sternal rib i of
course variable, and the number of epipleural appendages seems to have
been by no means constant.
It may be said that comparatively few epipleurals could be found, a
these little bones are so thin that they readily decom po e.
The keleton described by Professor Owen seems to have been that
of a very old bird, and epipleurals were present on the second pair of
cervical rib , this, in the light of the material in hand, being of extremely rare occurrence.
A.. mo t intere ting and in tructive yariation is of frequent occurrenc
in the ". acrum" which i compo ed of fourteen vertebrre, th fir t bearing the ighth, and ordinarily the la t, pair of ribs. But it often happ n that th
c nd acral al o shows articulation , indicating th
pr ' n of a ninth pair of rib , and it i inter 'ting to ·n ot that wb n
tbi' xtra p ir f rib i pre nt th r i usually found t b a rudim nt. r. lair f par, phy .· <l v 1 p d on the fir t true ·acral, a if th'
rih re, ing t r , h, cl
n f lt ·till further down b lin, f Y rt r, •.
Tw nt ·-thr
n bun<lr d and forty-four ·acra ha l an xtra
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ninth, pair of ribs, and one ha,d an extra rib on one siµe only. In one
case the ninth pair of ribs was completely fused with the sacrum, showing not the slightest trace of former articulation, although the eighth
pair was free. Twenty-three sacra also, bti.t not those just noted, were
composed of fifteen vertebrm, owing to the inclusion of the seventh
dorsal by anchylosis. Of course the number of caudals included in the
sacral mass may be one less or one more, this dependiug largely on the.
age of the individual; but the normal ;, sacrum" is composed of five
pre-sacrals, three true sacrals, and six uro-sacrals.
The Great Auk has the characteristic alcine sternum, and this is
subject to the same variations found in other members of the family,
the xiphoidal extremity being entire, perforate or notched.
These differences are largely due to age, notches becoming transformed into foramina, and foramina being obliterated by the extension
of ossification into the membrane filling the vacuities. The same thing
may be seen to some extent in the Loons, and the character of the
xiphoid extremity of the sternum has by no means the same value among
the generalized water birds that it has among the more specialized
Passeres.
The extra ribs furnish another case in point, for although variation
in the number of ribs is liable to occur among mammals, and is not infrequent in passerine birds, such variation would naturally be oftener
found in more generalized forms.
The greater the number of similar skeletal parts and the more generalized the form the greater would seem the tendency to variation.
Thus among the U rodele Batrachia the number of presacral vertebrre
is not specifically constant, and so frequent are variations in the postsacral region that t~tal number of vertebrre is almost of no importance
even as a specific character.
Fishes might seem to offer an exception to this for in the families Serranidw, Sparidm and Oa,rangidmthe number of abdominal and caudal vertebrre is not only remarkably constant for the species, but even for the
family. But these fishes have a comparatively small number of vertebral segments (generally ten to fourteen), while in other members
of the same superfamily, groups in which the number of vertebrre is
greater, the amount of variation is greater. And the specialized Acathopterygians mentioned stand in relation to other fishes much as the
Passeres do to other birds.* Occasionally eight pairs of ribs were connected with the costal margin of the sternum, the normal number thus
attached being seven.
It would be interesting to kuow if the sterna with eight pairs of costal facets belonged to the birds, with nine pairs of ribs, but this question can not be answered, although from one or two similar instances
that have come under my notice among other birds it is quite probable
thRt this was the case.
,. For the auove facts pertaiuing to fishes I n.m incleutotl to Dr. Theo. Gill.
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The following table gives the result of the examination of thirty-one
sterna, although it should be said that in some cases one co tal border
was wholly or partially lacking. Still as only one case occurs among
the entire sterna in which the number of ribs attached to each side
varied; the fact is comparatively unimportant.
Sterna with six pairs of articular facets ......... ___ . _______ .•. .•.• ...•.. ...... 1
Sterna with se:ven pairs of articular facets ....... __ .... __ •.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2a
Sterna with eight pairs of articular facets ........... .... __ .. . . . ••• .. . • .. . . . . .. 6
Sterna with seven facets on one side and eight on the other.. .. • •• . . • . • .. . . . . . . 1
Total number of sterna examined ............... ......................... 31

Of the sterna with eight pairs of articular facets t,wo had evidently
borne a hremapophysis attached to the second, posterior cervical rib.
While the coracoicl presents considerable variety in the amount of development of the epicoracoid as well as in the shape and extent of the
sternal articular surface, it is always unmistakable in its general contour, ai;id the same may be said of nearly all the bones of the Great
Auk.
The greater number of humeri are from 103 to 108 mru in lengtb,-and
it is interesting to note that the mean of three hundred humeri agrees
very nicely with these figures, being 105. 75 mm,
This bone, perhaps the most characteristic of the entire skeleton,
seems to vary less in its proportions than any of the other long bones,
not presenting such perceptible differences in diameter as are found in
either the femur or tibia.
It is a little -singular that the greatest amount of linear variationtaking into consideration the lengt,h of the bone-shoulu be found in the
femur, while it also shows very considerable differences of proportion,
some femora being much more slender than others of the same leugth,
the longest not al ways being the strongest.
The same differences of length and proportions found in the femur
obtain to a lesser degree in the tibia, and also in the tarsus. This last
bone occasionally develops a small tubercle on the postero-internal edge,
about where the first metatarsal arises in four-toed birds, a peculiarity
noticed by Professor Milne.
Thirteen out of one hundred and forty-two tarsi have this tubercle,
and although it ordinarily appears to form an integral part of the tarsu
there are some specimens which indicate that in young birds it may
have been free, o that the tubercle probably repre ents a rudimentary
fir t metatar al.
Thi and the frequent pre ence of an extra pair of ribs would seem to
be r v r ionary cbaract r , hinting at some ancestral form with more
digit and more rib than the Gr at Auk.
Th m a urement of o c n iderable a number of bone from oppo,it i 1 ma·
1 ok cl upon a throwing ome light on the que · tion
f corr pon nee in ize l> tween bone from the right and left ide ,
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although naturally the results are by no means so satisfactory as if each
pair of bones came from one individual.
The bones measured were taken at hap-hazard, care being taken only
to select such as were in good condition and whose measurements
would not be lessened by any wearing away of their extremities. In
the three following tables the vertical columns show the number of individuals, the horizontal giving the extreme length of the bone, in a
straight line, in millimeters. The unbroken line represents bones from
the right side, the interrupted line those from the left. In all cases an
equal number of bones were taken from either side.
In all cases the perpendicular column indicates number of individuals, the horizontal column length in millimeters.
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It is singular that the closest correspondence between the curves representing right and left sides should be exhibited by the diagrams giving the measurements of the femur, the most variable bone-while the
least harmony is found among the humeri, bones which differ least
among themselves.
This discrepancy is caused by an unusu;-1lly large number of left humeri having a leu·g th of 110mm, but on thn whole the curves follow one
another very closely, the maximum point being reached with great unan1.mity, and the sizes of the bones decreasing or increasing quite regularly from that.
From the examination of this large amount of material it would seem
that considerable variation may exist in the size of individuals, that the
number of ribs may be slightly inconstant and that a certain amount
of variation may be found in the development of the various processes
of the vertebrre. On the other hand the skull, sternum, and pelvis
afford very substantial comparative characters.
In regard to the question of size, it can be said that there is nothing,
as in the case of Di<liue remains, to indicate sexual difference in this
particular, for between the largest and the smallest bones may be found
all intermediate grades.
This, however, is what might have been expected, for the Alcidre
present but slight sexual variations in size, while Professor Newton
has pointed out a good reason for the slight amount of proportional
variation in the fact that the bones represent individuals from the same
epocll and locality, and not those separated from one another by long
intervals of time or space.
Measiirernents, in 1nillirneters, of Crania of the G1·eat Auk.
Cambridge, 18220.

18117.

18120.

18231.

18232.

- -- - - - - -- Greatest length between perpendiculars . ..
Greatest parietal breadth above articulalation of quadrate ... __ ....... . . __ .......
Greatest post frontal breadth ............. .
Height from basi-sphenoid to frontal ..... .
Height of culmen immediately in front of
nasal opening ...........•................
Lenth from posterior end of occipital
ri ge to root of intermaxillary ..... • ... .
Length of mandible .......................
Length of mandibular sympbysis .............

-

18233.

--

165

150

152

152

158

155

162

50
49
32

48
51
32

45
49
33

48
51
32

48
48
32

48
48
33

48
48
33

25

22

22

2~

23

23

23

62
142
27

61

58
135
26

01
144

58

137

130

61
142

23

23

25

24

(il

139
23
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.Measu1·ements, in milli.rneters, of Crania of the Great .Auk-Continued.
A.

Gre11,t est length between perpendiculars ...
Greatest pareital breadth above articulalat ion of quad rate .................. ..... .
Greatest post frontal breadth ...............
Highest from basi-sphenoid to frontal ......
Height of culrnen immediately in front of
na1:1al opening...... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Len~th from posterior end of occipital
ritlge to root o( in term axillary ...... ......
Length of mandible .....•................. .
Length of mandi lmlar symphysis ...........

I

B.

C.

E.

D.

~I~

R.

153

155

157

48
48

4

I.

-··

150

100

]60

158

]60

43
30

48
51
33

48
51
34

47
48
33

48
51
33

45
47
45
48
32 ......

33 1

5
3'

23

25

26

22

23

22

23

22

2

54
135
23

63
]3!)

61
144
25

62
142
23

61
141
23

60
146
23

61
145

60

03
......

48

24

1591

23

·---··

...... .....

Measurements, in 1ninimeters, of Sterna of Grea t Auk.
A.

13.

C.

I

D.

E.

18117.

--1

Length from manubrium to xiphoid
1!)6
206
196
extremity ........................ .
204
193
211
Width across first pair of costal
04
articulations ..................... .
62
66
64
64
69
Width across seventh pair of costal
articulations ..... ... . .... . . . . . . . .
45
45
48
47
49
Xiphoid border, entfre, notched, or
perforate ............ ... ... ....... 1 perforation 2notches Entire. 2perf'orationi; Entire. 1 notch.
Least width . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45
43
46
43 . . . . . . .
45
Greatest posterior width . . . . . . . . . . .
58
56
5~ .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58
Depth from manubrium to keel . . . . Broken . . . . .
54
58
33
58
56

-

--

----~-----

0.-LIS'.I.' OF BOOKS AND PAPERS RELATING TO '.l'HE GREAT AUK

Although it is believed that no paper of importance has been omitted
from this list, it is by no means a complete bibliography of the literature
pertaining to the Great Auk.
The numerous incomplete lists of specimens have been designedly
left out, as well as the republications of many articles and some lwrt
notes that contributed nothing to the subject.
Some short note are cited from their bearing on particular points in
the Li tory of the Great Auk, and the earlier allu ·ion to the Garefowl
in America are included, owing to the general intere t attached to
them.
I am greatly indebted to Mr. Stejneger for a i tance in preparing
thi portion of th paper, and have drawn upon the bibliography of Dr.
Ooue and from the monoO'raph of )fr. Grieve, which contain· a ho t of
valua le reference to the earlier notice , of the Great Auk.
The dition of H kluyt cit d i tlJat of 1600.
1534.

Bir

oc
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1535. Cartier, Jaques. A shorte an<l. briefe narration of the navigations made by the
commanument of the King of France to t h e ila nds of Canada, Hochelaga,
Sagnenay, and divers ot,hers wh ich now a re called New France, with the
particular customs aud manen~ of the inhabitants therein.
Hakluyt pp. 212- 23i.
Cartier's second voyage. On the 7th of Jul y the ships stopped at Funk lslaud
(the iland of birds) for provisions, th is heing t he p art of Newfoundland they
first r eached. "The !land of Birds * * * lyeth from the maine land 14
leagnes, * " * it "hia.th the pole elevated 49 degrees and 40 minutes."
15:36. Hore, Robert. The voyage of M. Hore and di vers other gentlemen, 1o Newfoundland and Cape Briton in the yere 1536 and in t_h e 28th yere of King
Henry t he 8.
Hakluyt, 129-13L.
On page 130 is a reference to tho island of Peng uin, which from the course
t:iteerecl from Cape Breton we uld seem to be P enguin Islands, off Cape la
Hune.
•
1578. Parkhurst, Anthonie. A letter written to M. R ich ard Hakluyt, of the middle
Temple, conteining a report of the true state and commodities of Newfoundland, by M. Authonie Parkhurst, gentlemau, 1578.
Haklu yt, 132-134.
On page 133 speaks of "one ilanu named Penguin, where we may drive them
[Great Auks], on a planke into our ship as many as shall lade her." This is
almost the exact language nsed by Wliitbou rne, and it looks as if it had
been t aken by him from Parkhurst.. Parkh urst seems to have been engaged
in the fishi ng business, and gives a ver.v careful account of the composition
of th e Newfoundland fishing fleer, showiug that in his time the English weregreatl y in the minority.
1583. Haie~, E d ward. A report of the voyage and successe thereof, attempted fo the
yere of our Lord 1583, by Sir Humfrey Gilbert, knight. * * * Written
b,y M. E<l. ward Haics, gentleman, and principall actour in the same voy_a ge.

1583.

1593.

lo22.

1672.

Hakluyt, pp. 143-161.
Records on page 149, passing Funk Island, and mentions the Great Ank and the
use of the salted birds by the French fisher men.
Parmenins, Steven. Letter to Richard Hakluyt concerning the voyage of Sir Humphrey Gilbert.
Hakluyt, pp. 162-163.
•
Parmenius was among those lost with Gilber t on the D (j light. He writes (p.
162), that on the 1st of August they came to "au island which your men call
Pengui n, because of the multitude of birdes of t h e same name." Curiously
enough h e states that they saw no birds.
FiAher, Richard. The voyage of the shi p called t he Marigold of M. Hill of
Redrife unto Cape Briton and beyond to the latitude of 44 degrees and an
half; 1593. Written by Richard Fisher, Master Hilles man, of Redrife.
Haklu yt, pp. 191-193.
Speaks (p. 19:l) of the Pengwyns as seen at Cape Briton.
Whitbourn e, R ichard. A discourse and discover y of Newfoundland, etc.,
wri tten by Captain Richard Whitbourne, of E x mouth, in the county of
Devon ~ * * Imprinted at London by Felix Kinston, 1622.
.Josselyn , John. New England's rarities discover ed in birds, beast.s, fishes,
serpents, and plants_of that country, etc. By John Josselyn, gent. London,
1672.
Ment ions "The wobble, an ill-favored fow l, lrnvi ng no long fei!,thers in their
pinions, which is the rea on wh;v they c11,nnot fl;,,"
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1785. Cartwright, George. Journal of Transactions and Events during a residence
of nearly sixteen years on the Coast of Labrador.
Vol. m, page 55. "The birds which the people bring from thence (Funk Island) they salt and eat in lieu of salted pork." " " ,. The poor inhabitants
of Fogo Island make voyages there to load with birds and eggs. When the
water is smooth they make their shallop fast to the shore: lay their gangboards from the gun wale of the boat to the rocks, and then dri ve ,as many
penguins on board as she will hold, for the wings of these birds being remarkably short they cannot fly. But it bas been customary of late years
for several crews of men to live all summer on that island, for the sole purpose of killing birds for their feathers; the destruction which they have
made is incredible. If a stop is not soon put to that practice, the whole breed
will be diminished to almost nothing, particularly the penguins, for this is
now the only island they have left to breed upon." This long quotation is
given for the many interesting points it contains.
1822. Faber. Prodromus der islanclischen Ornithologie, I{ppenhagen. 1822.
States that when visiting tbe Westman Islands in August, 1821, be was told
that it had been twenty years since a Great Auk bad been seen there.
1827-'38. Audubon, J. J. The Birds of America; from original drawings, London,
1827-'38. Plate 341. Ornithological Biography, vol. IV, p. ~16.
While Audubon never saw the bird alive, his figure is undoubtedly the best
published. The Great Auk was a stout, thick-necked bird, built much on
the plan of the Razorbill, yet nearly all plates represent it as a sort of cross
between a Murre and a Loon, with a small head, slender neck, and unduly
obese body. Audubon's figure was probably made from an English speci11 .cn,
and his knowledge of the bird's habits and habitat was derived from hear ·ay.
1837. Blyth, E. On the Osteology of the Great Auk (Alea irnpenniB) in comparison
with that of Sphenisci.
<P. Z. S., V. 837, pp. 122, 123.
1842. Bonnycastle, Richard , Newfoundland in 1842.
Vol. I, page 232, says that "the lar~e Auk or Penguin (Alea impennfa L.) which
not fifty years ago was a sure sea-mark on the edp;e of and inside the banks,
ha,s totally disappeared from the ruthless trade in its eggs and skin."
1854. Lloyd, L. The Great Auk (Alea. impenniB) still found in Iceland.
<Edinu. New Philos. Jonrn., lvi, 1854, pp. 260-262.
Extract from his Scandinavian Adventures, n, page 495.
1856-57. Steenstrup, J. Et Bidrag til Geirfug]ens, Alea impennis Lin., Natnrhistorio, og srerligt til Knndskabeu om dens tidligere Udbredningskreds.
<Vidensk. Medclel. Naturbist. Foren: Kjobenbavn, for Aaret 1855, Nr. 3-7,
1856-'57, pp. :33-116, Kart og Tavle.
In this paper nearly all the known facts in regard to the Great Auk were
brought together for the first time. Stnvitz's vi it to Funk Island i quoted
at some length and evidence brought forward to show that tho Great Ank
was not a cl well er within tho Arctic circle. 'fbere are two German and one
French trnnslation of this important paper, the mm1t available being the
French version in Bnl1., 'oc. Omith. , uisse, 11, 1 e. pte., B6 • pp. 5-70.
1 9 T Charlton, b. On tbo Great Auk (Alea i11ipe1i11is).
<Trans. 1'yn ide Nat. Field Club, IV, I 59 (?), pp. 113 et seq. Reprinted it,
Zoologist, l 60, pp. G :3-6
Larg ly a compilation. Internsting a stating that the dried bodies of Ankt
and oill mot ar n d for fuel on the Westmann I lands.
1' liutock, 1". J. The 'r at Auk (Alea, impenniB).
< Zo logi t xvrn, l GO, G9 1.
· t · th, t hr. 'r,.. t Auk bas not been met with by any of the modern Arctil ,
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1861. Newton, Alfred. Abstract of Mr. J. Wolley's Researches in Iceland, respecting
the Gare-fowl, or Great Auk (Alea inipennis, Linn) . .
<Ibis, m, 1861, pp. 374-399. Reprinted in Zoologist, xx, 1862, pp. 8108-8130.
An important paper, containing many bibliographical references. Shows the
Great Auk to 1.Je extinct in Iceland, and that the bird never was so abundant
there as had been supposed. Gives a very full account of the last specimens
taken aud their disposition.
186~. Preyer, W. Ueber Plautus impennis Brunn.
<Journal fur Ornitbologie, x, lb62, pp. 110-124, 337-356.
Systematic position, bibliography and synonomy, geographical distribution,
past and present, aml much historical matter.
1863. Newton, A. Remarks on the Exhibition of aNaturalMummy of Alea Impennis.
<P. Z. S., 1862, pp. 435-438.
This was one of the specimens obtained from Funk Island at the time the guano
was reIBoved.
1865. Field, E. Letter from the Right, Rev. the Bishop of Newfoundland concerning
the mummy of the Great Auk (Alea impennis) found on the Funk_Islands.
<Trans. Nova Scotia Inst. Nat. Sci., 1, pt. III, 1865, p. 145. ·
Notes that three "mmnmies" were found, one of which went to Prof. A. Newton,
another to Prof. L. Agassiz, the third to J.M. Jones, president of the institution. This third specimen was presented by Mr. Jones to the British Museum.
1865. Owen, R. Description of the skeleton of the Great Auk, or Gare-Fowl (Alea impennis, L. ).
<Trans. Zool. Soc., London, Vol. v., pt. IV., 1865 (read 1864), pp. 317-335, pl.
LI LII, and a small map.
.
.
· A detailed description of the skeleton of the Great Auk, from one of the three
''mummied" specimens obtained at Funk Island in 1863. The paper is only
to a slight extent com para ti ve, other Alcidce being very little touched upon,
although some space is devoted to showing that the Great Auk was not
related to the Penguins (Spheniscidce).
1865. Newton, Alfred. 'l'he Gare-fowl and its Historians.
<Nat. Hist. Rev., Oct., 1865, pp. 467-488.
A valuable summary of the history of the bird, giving many bibliographical
references. The writer considers that the Great Auk ruay still exist.
1868. Wyman, Jeffries. Note on the occurrence of bones of the Great Auk in a shell
heap on Goose Island, Casco Bay, Maine.
This shell heap was shown by Prof. E. S. Morse to be of great antiquity.
U368. Gurney, J. H., jr., The Great Auk (Alea irnpennis).
<Zoologist, 2d ser., m, 18ci~, pp. 1412-1453.
A critical review of the reported occurrence of the Great Auk in Scottish and
British localities. Some of the reports are shown to rest on very slight foundation, and the fallibility of second hand testimony is clear1y demonstrated.
1869. Gurney, J. H., jr. Notes on the Great Auk (Alea irnpennis).
<Zoologist, 2d ser., Iv, 1869, pp. 1639-1643.
Contains description of winter plumage, and notices that not one of the specimens extant; is in that. dress.
1869. Orton, J. The Great Auk (Alea irnpennis).
<Am. Nat.,nI, 1869, pp. 539-542.
Contains but a single correct statement, that the Great Auk is extinct.
1863. Reeks, Henry. Notes on the Zoology of Newfoundland.
<Zoologist, id ser., 1v, 1869, pp. 1849-1858.
Mainly remarks on the specimens taken from Funk Island in 1863.
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1872. Collett, Robert. Remarks on the Ornithology of Northern Norway.
Forhandl. Vidensk. Selsk. Christiania, 1872, pp. 182-309, with a map. Also
reprinted se1,arately, pp. 123.
Notes that the former occurrence of the Great Auk in Norway is very doubtful,
descriptions of Harelda glaeialis having been mistakenly referred to the
Gare-fowl.
1872. Deane, R. Great Auk (Alea impennis).
<Am. Nat. VI, 1872, pp. 368-369.
Note of a specimen said to have been found dead near St. Augustin, Labrador,
and sold for $200. Sent to France to be mounted for au Austrian museum
(Fide A. Lechevallier). If such a specimen were really found it seems to
have utterly disappeared.
1872. GurneJ J. H., jr. Great Auk (Alea impennis) at Disco.
<Zoologi st, 2d ser., vn, 1872, pp. 3064-3065.
Note on reported occurrences of Great Auks at Disco, Greenland.
1875. Milne, John. -R~lics of the Great Auk on Funk Island.
Reprinted from The Field of March 27, and April 3 and 10, 1875.
An account of the author's visit to Funk Island in 1874, with a resume of various facts pertaining t,o the Great Auk.
1876. Allen, J. A. The Extinction of the Great Auk (Alea impennis) at the Funk
Islands.
<Am. Nat., x., No. 1, Jan. , 1876, p. 48.
Notes the destruction of the birds for their feathers and the use of the bodies
for fuel.
1878. Newton, A. <Article Birds, Ency. Brit., ninth edition, vol m, pp. 734-735.
A brief account of the extermination of the Great Auk.
1879. Newton, A. Gare-fowl.
<Encyclopredia Britannica, ninth edition, x, pp. 78-80.
A necessarily iJrief history of the Great Auk, with list of more important
papers pertaining to the subject.
1883. Cory, C. B. The Beautiful and Curious Birds of the World. Boston, 1883.
Plate V, with accompanying text.
The figure is three-q narters life size, but like most figures represents tho bird
with too large a body and too slender a neck.
1884. Blasius, Dr. Wilhelm. Ueber die letzten Vorkommnisse des Riesen-Alks (.Alcaimprnnis) und die in Braunschweig und an anderen Orten befindlicben Exemplare diei,er Art.
Ver. f. Naturw. z. Brauu:,chweig, III, Jabresber, f. 1881-'2-'3, pp. 80-114.
A concise resume.of the literature cvncerning the Great Auk, followed by a detailed account of the specimens contained in the Brunswick Museum.
1884. Bla.siu , Dr. Wilhelm. Zur Geschichte der Ueberreste von Alea impennis Linn.
<Cabauis' Journal fiir Ornitbologie, Januar, 1884, pp. 58-176.
A detailed list of all kuowu specimens of the Great Auk, alphabetically arranaed: preceded by a brief resum e of the literature on the subject.
1884. ollett, Robert. Ueber Alea impennis in Norwegen.
<Mitth. Ornitb. Ver. Wien, 1 4, pp. 65-69, 87-89.
pe~otes that the Great Ank bas probably been seen but once in Norway.
ia.l r f rence to Stnvitz's vi it to Fuuk I land, and de cription of his pecim n pre rY d in Christiania. More or less complete skulls of thirty-eight
inclivi<lnal. and many eparate bone .
1 5. ri v , , m1no-ton. The rea.t Auk or Garefowl (Alea im1mwis Linn), It Hi on· rcha olorry,. nd
maiu by, ymington Griev , Edinburgh, London;
TJ10111,
.• Ja..:k 4- Ludgate Hill, Edinburgh; Grange Publishing Work ,
1 ~ .·11, pp. 142 · (Appendix). Four plate , several cut in the text, a.nd
~ m p bowing the di tribution of the rea.t J\_uk,
1,
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1885. Grieve, Symington-Continued.
A most important contribution to the history of the Garefowl, containing a
very full account of what is known concerning its habits, habitat, and history. A list is given of all known specimens, skins, skeletons, and eggs,
and there are a very large number of references to the literature of the subject.
1806. S [tejneger], L. Grieve on the Great Auk or Garefowl.
<Auk, III, April, 1886, pp. 262-265.
A review of Grieve's monograph. It is shown that there is but one specimen
in the Am. Mns. Nat. Hist., New York, and but one" mummy" in the Mus.
Comp. Zool., Cambridge.
l888. Lucas, Frederic A. Great Auk Notes.
<The Auk, July, 18tl8.
Notes on some of the supposed breeding places of the Great Auk, criticisms on
the published figures of the bird, etc. The writer considers that the Great
Auk was much more restricted in habitat than is usually supposed, and looks
upon its occurrence at the ~ird Rocks, Gulf of St. Lawrence, as doubtful.
1888. Lucas, Frederic A. The Home of the Great Auk.
<Popular Science Monthly, August 1808, pp. 4;>6-464 .
. A description of Funk Island, the visit of the Grampus }?arty, and their collections.
1888. Grieve, Symington. Recent notes on the Great Auk orGarefowl (Alcairnpennis
Linn.).
<Transactions of the Edinburgh Field Naturalists and Microscopical Society.
The presidential address of the twentieth session of the society.
Contains the most recent information in regard to the Great Auk, with many
references to the work '1nd collections of the Grampus expedition. Changes
in the disposition of Auk remains made since the publication of the writer's
monograph on the Great Auk are recorded and a few slight errors therein
contained are corrected.

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--34

EXPLANATION

OF PLATE LX XII.

THE GRE AT AUK.
ABOUT ONE-QUARTER NATU RAL SIZE.

F rom the specimen in the U. S. Nationai M.1seum, No. 57338.

Wilhelm. Schluter, of H alle, Germany, from whom this Auk was procured, gives
its history as follows : It was obtained by Mr. Salmin, of Hamburg, from Iceland;
by him sold to a mercha nt of H amburg, who sold it to Mr. Goetz, of Dresden, w ho
in turn parted with it to Mr. Schluter.
In the U. S. National Museum catalogu e of birds it is recorded as J- ad. Eldey,
June, 1834.
Since the photograph was t a ken from which the accompanying plate was made
the specimen has been remounted in a different attitude and shortened between two
and three inches. It is still, like nearly all mounted skins, considerably too long,
but could not be shortened any m ore without cutting the skin, a proceeding that,
under the circumstances, was dee med inadmissible.
Befor e remounting a full-sized figure of the specimen was made.

PLATE

Report of National Museum, 1888.-Lucas .

THE GR EAT A UK.

LXXII.

EXPLANATION

OF

PLATE LX XIII.

E GG OF THE GRE AT AUK.
ABOUT

FOUR-FIFTHS

NATURAL

SIZE.

F rom the original in the collect,on of the U . S. National Museum, No . 15141.

The specimen measures 125 111111 by 74111111 • This egg was obtained from the Academy
-of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa., and was originally in the collection of 0.
des Murs.
It is the egg figured on Plate I , Revue et Magazin de Zoologie. 1863, and the one
to which des l\fors r efers in the text as having been broken and restored. That des
Murs had three eggs of the Great Auk is extremely improbable, as he states that he
never even saw more than the two in his possession, and the reference to three is
either a slip of the pen or of memory.
The egg seems to have been washed since it was figured, and the freshness of the
markings thereby impaired.

Report of National Museum , 1888.-Lucas .

EGG OF THE G REAT A UK.

PLATE

LXXllt.

FIRE-MAKING APPARATUS TN THE U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM.
By

WALTER HOUGH.

Man in his originals seems to be a thing unarmed and naked, aud unable to help
itself, as needing the aid of mauy things; therefore Prometheus makes haste to find
out fire, which suppediates and yields comfort and help in a manner to all huma.11
· wants and necessities; so that if the soul be the form of forms, and the hand be the
instrument of instruments, fire deserves· well to be called the succor of succors, or
the help of helps, that infinite wavs afford aid and assist,ance to all labors and the
mechanical arts, and to the scien~es themselves.-BACO:N".~ Wi-sdom of the ancients,
Prometheus, Works, vol. iii. Loud., 1825, p. 72.

There is a prevalent belief that to make fire by rubbing two pieces
of wood is very difficult. It is not so; the writer has repeatedly made
_fire in thirty seconds by the twirling sticks and in five seconds with the
bow drill.
·
Many travelers relate that they have seen various peoples inake fire·
wit.h sticks of wood. The most common way, by twirling one stick upon
another is well described by Pere Lafitau with reference to the Hurons
and Iroquois.
They take two pieces of cedar wood, dry and light; they hold one piece firmly down
with the knee and in a cavity which they have made with a beaver-tooth or with
the point of a knife on the edge of one of these pieces of wood which is flat and a
little lat·ger, they insert the other piece which is round and pointed and turn and
press·down with so much rapidity and violence that the material of the wood agitated with vehemence fal1s off in a rain of fire by means of a crack or little canal which
leaps from the cavity over a match [slow match]. This match receives the sparks
which falJ, and preserves them for a long time and from which they can make a large
fire by touching it to other dry materials:*

All these descriptions omit cletails that are essential to the com pre hension of the reader. There is a great knack in twirliug the vertical
stick. It is taken between the palms of the outstretched hands, which
are drawn backwards and forwards past each other almost to the finger
tips, thus giving the drill a reciprocating motion. At the same time a
strong downward pressure, is given which may be called a rotating
pressure. The hands move down the drill; when they nearly reach the
lower end they are brought back to the top with a quick, deft motion.
This is repeated as rapidly as possible. If tlte lower part of the drill is
observed when the motion begins it will be seen that powder is ground
* Lafitau, - Moeurs des, anvages Arn< riquaius, Paris, 1724, n, p. 242,243.
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off and is collecting in the canal cut into the cavity from the side of the
lower piece of wood. Soon, as the motion progresses, the powder begins to increase arnl to get darker, the odor of burning wood is noticed
and the smoke is seen. Prol:rnl>ly when the next motion ceases there
will be a little curl of peculiarly colored smoke, which shows that active
combustion has begun. The pellet of ground-off wood may now be
shaken out of the slot or canal. At first it is dark; a thin line of smoke
comes from it; gradually the fire spreads through it until it glows.
In this semi-charred dust the heat is held until it increases to about
450°, or higher. Everything depends on keeping the dust in a heap;
it is impossible to make fire without doing this. This is true in all
kinds of wooden fire-making tools.
By examination of many specimens of aboriginal fire apparatus it 1s
found that both the drill and lower piece, which, for convenience, shall
be callefl the hearth, must be of dry, inflammable wood. Wood that is
soft from incipient decay is chosen; most often pieces riddled by worms.
This is the felicis rnateria spoken of by Festus as used by the Vestals.
Wood of this kind is not only easier of ignition, but it is ground off
more easily and retains the heat generated until enough is accumu·
lated to ignite the powder. In strong, skillful hands fire can be made
from wood that does not wholly fulfill these conditions.
Woods vary in combustibility, depemling on their density, coloring
matter, and, perhaps, their chemical constitution. Sap wood of juniper
and soft·, white maple yield fire with the bow, but light mesquite is the
best of all. The vascular, starchy flowering stems of plants have al ways
been a favorite fire-generating material.
It will be seen that the Eskimo attachments to the simple drill enable
him to use wood ordinarily of no account for making fire. Sand is used
by Indians and other peoples to i11crease the friction.
From the material in the collection at the Museum, it is found that
nearly every method that is or was used in the world is represented.
The following classification, ha ed upon the presumed order of development of the invention, is followed in thi paper:
I.-Fire-makin <r by r ciprocatiu g motion.
1. Sirnple, two-alick apparatu8 : Indians of the two Americas, Ainos, Somalia,
Kaffirs, V<'dclab , A11straliam1, etc.
2. Four-1Ja1·t apparatus : E kimo, some lndiaus, Hindoos, and Dyaks.
!-3. Weighted drill, with piudle whorl; Iroquois and Chukchis.
lI.-Fir -making by sawin.,.,
Malay , Burm . e, etc.
III.-F ir - naking by pl wing.
Polyn ian"!, Australian , and Papnao .
I\' , - Fir -m, king b • per u ion.
1. w :th pyrites, or stone containing 1rori and lli11,t; ' kimo aoq northerp ~7
dia.n .

' Ff"th Jlin

11

l,
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!. FIRE-MAKING BY RECIPROCATING MOTION.
1. SIMPLE TWO-STICK .APPARATUS.

This method may be said to have a world-wide distribution, and to
have had no narrow range in time. It is a very interesting stu,dy to
observe the many different pr:actices that have been superadded to the
simple task of twirling two sticks with the design of creating fire. It
is also instructive to note how fixed have become tribal characters in
so smaU a thing as the shaping of the elements of the fire drill. It has
well been said by Dr. Schweinfurth, thatA people, as long as they are on the low est step of their development, are far better characterized by their industrial products than they are either by their habits,
which may be purely local, or by their own representations, which (renderec.l in their
rude and unformed language) are often incorrectly interpreted by ourselves. If we
possessed more of these tokens we should be in a position to comprehend better than
we do the primitive condition of many a nation that has now reached a high degree
of culture.*

This fact holds good with reference to tribes iu a higher plane than
the learned writer included in this statement, in this way. There are
many little things that have not been subject to the modification of
time, intercourse, or environment, but co-exist with an art. To particularize: Prof. E. S. Morse has shown the value of the simple act of- releasing an arrow from a bow-string as a classifier. Close attention to
the minor acts and arts will reveal much more than the nice measurements of man's practically unmodified skeleton.
Differences that have become functional in the arts have come down
from an early period; when they can be found they are of the greatest
value as aids in ethnology.
The ethnography of the simple fire drill is studied geographically,
beginning in North America with the most northerly tribes that use it,
and ranging from north to south in the different sections of the country,
among the tribes from which there are specimens in the Museum.
Other countries are examined from west to east.
The Sitkan fire-drill spindle is unusually long and thick (fig. 1). Both
hearth and drills are of the Thuja gigantea, a tree that enters so largely
into the life of the Indians along this coast. The wood grinds off'
very well with much friction; at ordinary speed there is soon a small
heap of powder at the bottom of the fire slot. The latter is deeply cut in
from the side nearly to the center of the fire-bole. The whole hearth
has been charred at the fire. This repe13 moisture, and also renders
it easier to ignite the wood, charring being a process somewhat analogous to the decay of wood by rotting. If kept carefully in a dry place,
this apparatus was perfectly adequate for the purpose of the Sitkan,
and in his skillful hands would no doubt give the spark in a minute or
so. The long drill would indicate that two worked at it consecutively
.,.Schweinfurth.-The Heart of Africa.

New York, 1874.

1,

p. 257.
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to keep up a continuous motion, as will be noted in the use of the
Aino drill (p. 551 ).
For tinder, the bark of the arbor vitm wa.s used. It is finely frayed,
and is much improved by being slightly charred. They also use, preferably, a tinder made from a fungus, because it is ''quicker," i.e., ig-mtes
more readily than the frayed bark.
The hearth is squared and measures 23.inches; the drill is of equal
length.
Going southward from Sitka the next fire-making set in the series
is from Bella-Bella, British Columbia. These Indians are of the Salishan stock, and are called Bilhulas. The horizontal is a piece of cedar
wood qressed square on three faces. It is apparently a piece of an oar or
spear handle. The fire.holes are shallow, and the fire slots are qui!o
narrow (fig. 2). The_drills have been scored longitudinally near tlie
rubbing end; this may be a device to cause the wood to wear away more
rapidly, and furnish fuel to the incipient" fire. Fire bas evidently been
made with this set. Both parts are 1½ feet long; the drill is much
· thinner than that of Sitka. The tinder is of frayed cedar bark.
From a southern family of the Salishan stock, called the Quinaielt ln<lians, of Washington Territory, t.he museµm has a complete set collected by the late Charles Willoughby. It -consists of a hearth, two
drills, and a slow-match. The hearth is a rounded piece of cedar wood;
opposite the fire-holes it is dressed flat, so as to rest firmly on the ground.
There are three fire-holes with wide notches. The drills taper to each
end, that is, are larger in the middle (fig. 3). The powder, a fine browu
dust, collects at the junction of the slot and fire-hole, where they form
a lip and there readily ignites. This side of' the hearth is semi-decayed.
No doubt the slots were cut in that side for the purpose of utilizing this
quality. Tile drills are bulged toward the middle, thereby rendering
it possible to give great pressure and at the same time rapid rotation
without anowing the hands to sliv down too rapidly, a fault in many
fire .drills. The slow-m atch is of frayed cedar bark, about a yard
long, folded squarely together, and used section by section. Mr. Willoughby says:
The tick with three cavities was placed upon the ground, the Indian kneeling and
pln.ciog a knee upon ea.ch end. He placed one end of the smaller stick in one of the
ca. vities, and, holding the other end between the palms of his hanus, kept up a mpicl
half-rotary motion, causing an amount of friction sufficient to produce fire. With this
be lighted the end of th braided slow-match of cedar bark. This was often carried
for w eks thus ignited and lleld carefully beneath the blanket to protect it from wi o<.l
and rain.
1
ir i ea ily procured with thi et. It takes but a light effort to cau e
a wr ath of ar matic moke to curl up, and the friction ea ily grind off a
whi 11 Hect between the edg of the lot. When tbi
d rk
d wn th 1 t in a little p llet, and fall upon the tinder
Both drill and hearth are 18 inches long.
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Fig 3.

Fig, 1.

Fig. 2.

FIRE· l AKINO SET.

FIRE-~IAl<ING fiET ,

FIRE -MAKING SET AND SLOW
MATCH .

( Cnt. No 20.6-14. U S , M
Bella·
s.. lln. B. C. Collected by J ames G

(Cd~;·11 :. 0Q,'.~t}!ft. ~v~:h~ng:n. ~;!;1~~~~~\1~~;

TlinR•l

(Cat. No 74,379, U S N )I.
I nJrnn, Sitka, Aln•ka Collected by
John J Mc Lean )

Swan.)

Charle• W 1ll011 Qhby.)
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The Klamaths, of Oregon, of the
Lutuamian stock, use a fire apparatus that looks very much like that
of the Utes. The hearth is a
rounded piece of soft wood thin ned down at the ends (fig. 4). The
drill is a long, round arrow-stick,
with a hard-wood point set in with
resin and served with sinew (see
Ute drill, fig. 7). The holes in this
hearth ·are very small, being less
than three-eighths of an inch in
diameter. They are in the center,
and the fire slot being cut into the
rounded edge widens out below, so
that the coal can drop down and get
draught. The wood is quite soft,
apparently being sap-wood of yew
or cedar, while the dril\-point is of
the hardest wood obtainable. It is
probable that sand is used on the
drill. The hearth is 13 inches long,
and the drill 26.
The Chinooks, a tribe of Indians
of a separate stock, called Chinookan, formerly lived about the
mouth of the Columbia River, in
Oregon, but are now nearly extinct. Hon. James G. Swan, the
veteran explorer, investigator, and
collector among the Northwest
coast tribets, says that the Chinooks are the best wet-weather
fire-makers he ever knew.*

1111

To kindle a fire the Chinook twirls rapidly between the palms a cedar stick, the
point of which is pressed into a small hollow rn a flat piece of the same mater)al,
the parks falling on finely frayed hark.
· ick are commonly carried for the purpo , improving with use.t

Mr. Paul Kane t de cribe the
b arth a a" flat piece of dry cedar,
wan.- ortbw t Coa t. p. 248.
an ·r ft.- ativ Races. I., p. 2:17.
I Kau .-Wand rin ofanA.r i tamong
th Ind1a11 . Lood u, 1 ~9,
+

Fig. 5.
FIRE· tAKI

·o

(~~~,a~~- 7~\~~~rn; :·
Lieut p II Ray,

i.T

Nnt~riP~"~1
A
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in which a small hollow is cut with a channel for the ignited clrnrcoal
to run over. In a short time sparks begin to fall through the channel
upon finely frayed cedar bark placed underneath, which they soon
ignite." The AhtR and Haidas also use cedar fire-sticks of the usual
Indian kind.
The Hupa Indians of California are of the Athapascan stock. Their
fire-drill is a carefully made piece of apparatus (fig. 5). The hearth is
of a reddish, punky piece, probably of mesquite, · Prosopis ju.liflora,
somewhat harder than the drill, which is charred slightly for some distance along the grinding end. Pire bas been made in one.of the boles;
the others show the rough, frayed cavities which have been made to
start the drill. The notches at each end of the hearth seem to be to
facilitate the tying of the pieces together as a precaution to prevent
their loss or .separation. They are usually intrusted into the hands of
the most skillful ·fire-maker, who wraps them up to keep them from becoming damp. The e:ffectiveness of the sticks increases with use and
age; a stick and hearth that have been charred by the former making
of fire in most cases .Yi.e lds the spark in half the time required for new
apparatus. Another advantage is that the drill is softer from incipient
decay.
That this set is in the highest degree efficient is shown by the fact
that the writer repeatedly got a glowing coal, the size of a pea, from it
in less than twenty seconds. The hearth is 18 and the drill 21 inches
long.
The McOloud River Indians (Oopehan stock) make the drill from the
buckeye tree.
The Indians of Washoe, Nevada, from their language, have been
classed by the Bureau of Ethnology as a separate stock, the W ashoan.
Stephen Powers, many years ago collected a rather remarkable hearth
from these Indians. It has eight rather small holes, in every one of
which fire has been made. The wood is soft, well-seasoned pine. Apparently sand has been made use of to get greater friction, as iR the
custom of the Zunis and Apaches. This device, in a measure, obviates
tlrn necessity of having tinder-like wood, or wood in a state of partial
decay. For the drill any hardwood cylindrical stick might be employed. A strip of buckskin about an inch wide is passed around the
hearth over the fire -holes to keep them dry (fig. 6).
At the end of the hearth is a mass of cement made of the resin of a
pine mixed with sand, apparently; a kind of material used. by the In<liaus over a large area in the Great Basin and southward to fix their
arrowheads, pitch the water-bottles, and for other purposes. It is quite
probable that this stick was the property of an arrow-maker, whose
need of fire to melt the somewhat intractable cement, caused him to
combine these functions in one tool.
It has a better finish, and displays greater skill in its manufacture
than the fire-tools of the neighboring tribes of Shoshonian (Utes) and
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Moquelumnian stocks.
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In fact, it has a close affinity in appearanc t-0
those of the very near Athapa. can
(Rupa, etc.) stock. It i, a aiatt r
of very great interest to compare
with this a stick from the Mack nzie River. (See Fig. 28.) The re.
semblance is striking; it i a
though one found a word of famil.
iar sound and import in au unex.
pected place. The related tribe
I
of the Indians dwelling on tlle
Mackenzie have a wider range tban
the distance between the localitie
whence the respective sticks came;
in fact, the Athapascans range
about 50 degrees in latitude and
the southern colonies of this great
family are only about 250 miles
southeast of the Washoans, while,
as has been stated, the Hupas are
1;
quite near.
It would be presumptuous to say
1
at present that this tool is a remI
nant of the influence of the Athapascan
wave that swept along
'I
the Great Interior Basin, leaving
groups here and there in California and other parts to mark its
progress, but there is 'm ore to its
credit than a coincidence of form
and function.
Them useum is in posse sion of a
complete collection of fire·making·
material from the tribes of the
Sho honian stock. They were collected by Maj. J. W. Powell. Tlie
native name for the Ute fire ti
wh1.1,.t11, ni-weap. ·while the low r
member of the set-the hearthdiffers among the several tribe in
point of material, bape, etc., the
pl ice drill is cbaracteri tic oft he
whole tock. It bas never b eu
Fig. 7.
n ticed out ide of the outhern
FIJI£. lAKL 'G , ET.
part of the Great Interior Be in
ut in one in tance- among the

I
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Klamaths of Oregon. The main part of the drill is either a reed, or a
straight sprout, usually the former.
At one end a short piece of very
bard wood-greasewood, sarcobatus verrniculatus-is set in and
lashed with sinew. It resembles
the Shoshonian arrows, which are
foreshafted in this way. They also
use sand in common with otlier
neighboring tribes.
The Pai-Utes, of Southern UtalJ,
make their hearths of a short,
rounded piece usually of the sapwood of juniper. It is tied to the
drill with a thoug of buckskin when
not in use (fig. 7). The drill is like
the usual one, just described. This
is tlie common form of the Pai-Ute
apparatus. The small, two-holed
hearth of rounded form, and the
shortened, spliced drill are for conI
venience of carryin g, this kind bel·
ing used by hunters while away
from the lodges. Mr. S. J. Hare
says that the men do not usually
make the fire, except ·when out on
a hunting excursion. At the lodge
it is the squaw's duty to make the
fire when it is needed.
The Pai-Ute is rarely at a loss to
get fire ·; he is master of various
devices. Mr. Hare, who was among
the Utes for some time, states that
when the Indian is in need of a
liglJt he uses either the flint and
steel, the drill, or, if these are not
at lJand, he takes two branches,
and rubs one up and down on the
other, soon getting fire. The Australians are said to have practiced
fire-making by rubbing in the way
mentioned. This is the only observation collected of its occurrence in
America. It is, in all probability,
Fig. 9.
Fig. 8.
FIRE-MAKING SET.
a difficult, unusual way; only prac- FIRE·MAKI XG SET.
( Cat. No. 22022, U. S. N. M. Sho•
Xn. 11976, U.. . N.
shone I ndian~, \t¥111d ll1ver, Wy·
Ill.
l'at · Ute Ju drnns,
ticed under pressure of necessity ( CaL
orning. Collected by Maj. J . W.
Southern Utah,
olPowell.)
hy Muj. J . W.
among the Utes. They take great JecteJ
P owell.)
I
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pride in their skill; to be a quick fire-maker is to achieve fame in the
tribe. They are fond of exhibiting their art to white travelers in the
hope of gain.
Another form of hearth (fig. 8.) is made of yucca flower stalk, like
those of the Apache and Navajos. The drill is of tale reed, set with a
very hard wood head. It is suggested that the reason for splicing
the drill is that the hard wood of the kind used for the head (greasewood) can not be procured in pieces long enough to make the whole
drill. This set is apparen tly one used as a fixt ure in the Ute domestic
economy, the squaws having to light tbe fire. The duty is mainly
relegated to the females in several other Indian tribes, and among the
.Eskimo. Mr. Catlin says that the Sioux objecterl to letting the squaws
have their portraits painted, saying that their women had never taken
scalps, nor <lone anything better than make :fires and dress skins.*
The hearth and drill last :figured are respectively 20 and 23 inches
long, while in the hunting set (fig. 8) the length is 7 aud 18 inches.
The Wind River Shoshones are also represented (fig. 9). The hearth
is of hard wood, rudely hacked out, and rounded. Upon the slanting
edge are eight. holes, or shallow depressions, prepared for the drill,
with notches cut in to meet them from the sides. Tile drill is a willow
branch, 25 inches long, wi~h a hard wood head mortised in, and served
with buckskin. It is most prolJable that sand was used with this set,
because, if the parts are not modeh;, it would be necessary to u e it on
sticks of equal hardness like these. I am inclined to believe that they
are models, from their a ppearance, and from the difficulty of setting up a
pyrogenic friction upon them even with sand. They were collected
some fifteen years ago by Maj. J. W. Powell.
The Mokis are the most differentiated members of the Sboshoniau
stock. Mrs. T. E. Stevenson collected the two excellen t fire-making
sets in the Mnseum from the Mold Pueblos. Tlle lJearth ii:; a branch
of the very best qualit,y of soft wood. In one hearth an end bas
been broken off, but there still rema.in eighteen tire-hole , bowing that
it was in u e for a long ti me aud highly prized (fiO', 10). The drill is a
roughly dres "ed brancll of ha.rd wood. It is comparatively ea y to make
fire on this apparatus. In the set numbered 126,694 the e condition are
rever ed; the hearth i tolerably bard woocl and the drill oft wood.
The Moki fire-tool ar~ n · u. uow principally iu thee tufa to light
the cred :fire and the new :fire a do the Zufii , and the Aztec of
Mexico did hnndr cl of year aCJ'o, They u e tinder of fnngu or <irietl
gra' rubbed betwe n the hand .
. Y th ir lanCJ'u, (l'e th Zuui people belong to a di tinct tock of Indtan · Th ir fire- tick, are of the agav stalk, a oft, pitliy wood wi h
b r r 1 ngi uclinal fi r., r ndering it a. O'Ood m dium for the purp e f makin fir .
port. 1 ,. . Pt. ii, p. 723.
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As to the plan pursued
in grinding o.ut fire, Col.
l James Stevenson inform/J ed
the writer that they
make a slightly con.cave
place where the burnt
holes are seen, cut the
I _ notch on the side, sprinkle
a little fine sand on the
I concavity, set the end of
the round stick on the
I
sand" and roll it rapidly
between the palms of the
hands, pressing dowu
bard. The" sawdnst,"Uol11
onel Stevenson called it,
I oozes out of the notch and
forms a small mass, which
on blowing slightly becomes a burning coal, and
the application of a little
tiudercreatesa blaze. For
preserving the fire for any
length of time they use
a piece of decayed wood.
( Figs. 11 and 12.)
Viewed in another aspect
thari as an implement of
necessary or common use,
this set is au important
cult apparatus in the wonderfully complicated religious worship of the Zunis.
These people make the
sacred tire that burns always in their estufas by
friction of wood that bas
been wet. New fire is
made at the beginning of
their new year with great
ceremony. The house is
swept and everything is
moved out of it until the
fire is inade. Their regard
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them to the list of peoples who have held it in similar reverance and
have practiced similar customs all over the world,
ranging widely in time. The wetting of tbe drill,
increasing their labor, may be done to please their
Gods.
i/\1
This art must have been practiced for a long time
in t,his region, for Mr. Henry Metcalf found a hearth
(Fig·. 13) with three fire-boles in a cave-dwelling at
Silver City, New Mexico. It is apparently very ancient. The wood is much altered and has become
heavy by impregnation with some salt, probably niter.
The Apaches and Navajos belong to the gre::i,t Athapascan stock, that ranges so widely in North America.
Capt. John G. Bourke, U. S. Army,. collected the
hearth of yucca wood shown (Fig. 14), and says:

j

I~

·with the stick you now see, the Apache Indians in my presence made fire in not quite eight seconds by the watch, and one
asserted that he ~ould make it in a number
of motions, which, on the watch, occupied
exactly two seconds_, th at is, nuder most
· favorablecircumstances. The experiments,
made under my own observation, ran all
the way from eight to forty-seven !:!econds;
sand is generally used , although uot essential to success.

Captain Bourke's obsenTation is
Yery interesting, as it records the
fact that the Apache is the most
skillful fire-maker in the world.
Many other tribes can make fire in
less tbau a minute; I think by far
the majority of them, but there is no
eight- econd record, while if he could
prove hi ability to do it in two seconds be would arrive at the facility
of triking a match.
Mr. William F. Oorbusier ha noticed the fire-making ofthe Apacbeuma of .Arizona (Ynman tock).*
They u e a drill about 2 fe t long
nd on -half inch thick, made of
o-oh-kad-je, or'' Fire- tick bu h." It
n i dipped in and and drill d on
tt Ii c of acrav or yucca talk
1<1 down . h fi et. Th y arry
'l w t r ·h f cl ad wo l ( punk)
Illi-

Fig. 14.
L OWEH PI ECE 0~ l 111 lAKl."G ET.
( at. :-.o. 1306il l ' · . ·. M.
Apache l odu, , A ru.00
Collec ed by Cap JobD G.
}lourke, Ii, . A, )
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and also use a flint and steel. For tinder they use .
dry graRs or bark fiber. They use also a fungus,
polyporus sp., for the same purpose.
Another reference to the fire making of this stock
(Yuman) is found in the translation by the ]ate Dr.
Charles Rau of the writings of Father Baegert on
the Californian Peninsula.* He says:
To light a :fire, the Californian makes no use of steel and
:flint, but obtains it by the friction of two pieces of wood.
One of them is cylindrical and pointed at one end, which fits
into a round cavity in the other, and by turning the cylindrical piece with great rapidity between their hands, like a
twirling-stick, they succeed in igniting the lower piece if
they continue the·process for a sufficient length of time.

The Navajo fire-set looks very much like a mere
makeshift. The hearth is a piece of yucca stalk
and the fire-holes have but a shallow side notch.
The drill is a broken arrow shaft, to which has been
rudely lashed with a cotton rag a smaller piece of
yucca wood (fig. Hi). This carelessness, which it is
rather than lack of skill~ is characteristic of the Navajos in their minor implements. They resemble
the crude Apache in this. One thinks of the Navajos only with regard to their fine blanket weaving
and silver working, so well pres~nted by Dr. Washington Matth.ews in the reports of the Bureau of
Ethnology, and does not consider their arts in other
lines.t
Mr. Thomas C. Battey, a Friend, long missionary
among the Indians, kindly gives a description of
the Kiowan fire-making process, not now practiced
among them, but shown to him as a relic of ai;i
abandoned art:
A piece of very hard and coarse, rough-grained wood, perhaps 8 inches in length, 2 in width, and three-fourths of an
inch in thickness is procured. In one side of this and near
one edge several holes are made, about one-half an inch in
diameter by five-eighths of an inch in dep~b, rounded at the
bottom, but left somewhat rough or very slightly corrugated.
In the edge nearest theee holes a corresponding number of
smaller and tapering holes·are made, opening by a small orifice into the bottom of each of the larger one's. These are
marle very smooth.
A straight st.ick, also of hard, rough-grained wood, about 8
or 10 inches in length, about the size they usually make their

- - - -- - * mitbsonian Report. 1865, p. 367.

tDr. Matthews's mount ain chant of the Navajos, in the fifth
annual report (1883-'84) of the Bureau of Ethnology, gives
some very striking ceremonial uses of fire. No ethnologist

should fail to rcac.l t°Qis im ortl:\,nt co-qtdl>utiou to scieu9e,

]!'ig. 1.3.
Furn-MAKING

SET.

( Cat. No. 9655, U.S. N. l\f. Navajo
Indians, New Mexico. Collected
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arrows or larger, is provided. Both ends of this
are rounded, but one end is made smooth, the
other is left slightly rough. The dried pith of
some kind of reed, or more probably oftbe yucca,
some fibers of the same loosely prepared like
hackled flax, some powdered charcoal, I think
formed by charring the yucca, and apiece of hard
thick leather similar to sole leather, completes
the outfit, whicl.t is carried in a leather bag madr
for th e purpose. The first describecl piece of
wood is placed upon the knees of the operator
with a quantity of the :fibrous substance beneath
it which has been powdered with charcoal dust;
some of the latter is put iuto one of the holes
and the rough end of the stick inserted, tlie
other end is put into an indentation of th e
leatlier placed undP,r the chin, so that a gentle
pressure may be exerted. The spindle is theu
rapidly revolved by rolling it one way and the
other between the hands. The friction thus produced by the rubbing of the rongbened surfaces
ignites the fine coal dust, which, dropping as
sparks of fire through the orifice at the bottom
· of the hole, falls into the dry fibrous prnparation, thus igniting that, then by the breath
blowing upon it a flame is produced and comm ;:r nicated to some :fine dry wood and a fire is
soon obtained. The whole operation occupies
bnt a -few minutes.

One of the rudest ore-making appliances in the Museum was collected by
Prof. W. M. Gabb, at Talamanca, Co ta
Rica. The hearth is a rnde billet of
charred, black wood, resembling mahogauy. It has central boles, with no gutter U3Jally, though sometimes a hallow
notch is cut on both sides of the firehole. ~l1be drill is a light branch, rather
crooked, but dressed down roughly with
a knife. A11other l1earth i of partly decayed, worm-eaten wood; with thi · a
harcl wood drill can be u eel, tb hearth
wa ~ting away instead of the drill (fig.
16.) The ab ence of any fire lot, that
i , the u e of t.he central fire-hole, i
worthy of notice in tbis locality. I bav
only ob. rved it.' ns in varion part f
the R kimo area from Ea ·
r nlancl
to Kadiak; out id of tbi. rang I h, ,.
not noticed f · any vlwrn el. e rtmong th

r
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scriptious given it seems to have been practiced by the Caranclma.
Indians, a recently extinct tribe in Texas and Mexico. (See below.)
These specimens from Costa Rica are the crudest fire tools, not to he
mere make shifts, that have come to my notice or have been described
in the literature examined. The Costa Rican Indians are very interesting in their preservation of several other arts that may justly be
classed among the most ancient. One may be mentioned, that of bark
cloth making. Professor Gabb made quite a collection from Talamanca,
but has not left any notes on these remarkable people, who are well
worthy of the careful study of ethnologists.
A curious modification of this central hole pian is figured and described in Oviedo, folio 90, as occurring in Hispaniola; that is, the West
Indies, Hayti, San Domingo, etc. He says that "two dry light sticks
of brown wood were tied firmly together, and the point of the drill of
a particular hard wood was inserted between the two and then worked."
l\fr. H. Ling Roth* thinks that if one can judge from the illustration
(which is a miserable one) in Benzoni's work, the natives of Nicaragua
aiso used three sticks in making fire. Renzoni, however, says: t .
All over India they light fire with two pieces of wood; although they bad a great
deal of wax, they knew no uAe for it, and produced light from pieces of wild pine
wood.

From Oviedo's description I am inclined to belieYe that the dust in
which the fire starts was allowed to fall below on tinder placed beneath
the hearth.
Through the kindness of Prof. F. W. Putnam, curator of the Peabody
Museum, at Oambridge, Mass., I have received an extract from a manuscript written by Mrs. Alice W. Oliver, of Lynn, who, as a girl, in 1838
resided on Matag,mla Bay, anti learned t.be language and customs of
the Camnchua Indians, a separate stock, now thought to be extinct.
Mrs. Oliver says:
After the hut is built a fire is made, the squ.tws usually beggiug fire or matches from
the settlers, but, iu case their fire is out and they h we no other means of kindling it,
they resort to t,he primitive method of producing it by friction of wood. They
always carry their fire -sticks with them, keeping them carefully wrapped in several
layers of skins tie<l up with thongs and made into a neat package; they are thus kept
very dry, and as soon as the occasion for their use is over, they are immediately
wrapped up again aucl Jaicl away.
These sticks are two iu number. One of them is held across tho knees as they squat on
the gronnd, and is about two feet long, made of a close-grained, brownish-yellow wood
(perhaps pecan), half round in section; the flat face, which is held upward, is about an
inch acroAs. Three cylindrical holes about half an inch iu diameter and of eq nal
depth, the bottoms slightly concave, are made in it. The three holes are eqnally
distant apart, about 2 inches, and the first one is the same distance from the end
of the stick, which rests upon the right knee. In oue of the holes is inserte<l the
slightly-rounded encl of a twirling stick made of a white, softer kind of wood, somewhat less than the diameter of the hole, so as to turn easily, and about 18 inches long.
"'The Aborigines of Hispaniola. J. Anthrop., lust. Gt. Britain anu Ireland, XVI,
p. 2r,~.
t G. Benzoni.-History of the New Worl 1, Ha,klnyt S()ciet.r 1 XXI, l?· 151,

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--:3,1
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Holding the twirler vertically between the palms of the hands, a geutle but rapid
alternating rotary motion is impart,ed. After continuing this for about five minutes
the abrasion of the softer ,wood causes a fine, impalpable dust to collect in the hole,
from which soon issues a thin, blue line of smoke.
As soon as the.Indian sees this he quickly withdraws his twirler with one band,
while with the other.he catches up and crushes a few dry leaves previously placecl
'on a dry cloth close by (having been produced from thin wrappings, in which they
have been preserved for this very purpose, to serve as tiuder), and qnickly but
.lightly sprinkles them in and around the bole, over which both hands are now held
protcctingly, the head bent down, and the incipient fire fanned to a blaze with the
breath. As soon as the blaze has fairly caught, tho 8tick and tinder are deftly turned
over upon a little pile of dry twigs and leaves, got ready beforehand, and the fire is
started.
This operation of getting fh·e is always performed by the men, and not by the
squaws. The fire is invariably bnilt in the center of the hut, upon the ground, and,
1s usually kept burning, for the Indians never slept regularly, bnt wlwnever they
pleased, often asleep in the day time and awake nights, or 1,icc versa, as they felt inclined._

The Iroquois are unique in America, and perhaps in the world, in
making fire with the pump-drill. Several other tribes in America use
the pump drill to pierce stone and shell, for which purpose it is an excellent tool, but the mechanical difficulties lying in the ":ay of making
fire with it have only been overcome by the Iroquois. Pump-<lrills am
intendell for light, fine work, with uniform, light pressure; hence, with
lit.tle friction. The Iroquois have allde<l tllis element by increasing the
size of the balance-wheel an<l stock. Mr .. Morga.n, iu bis '' League of
tlle Iroquois," p. 381, figures a fire drill with a wooden stock 4 feet long
and 1 inch in diameter. This stock bas at the upper end a string and
bow, while near the lower end is a '' small wheel.'' Mr. Morgan says
this is" an Indian iuveution of great antiquity."
Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt, of the Bureau of Etl111ology, has ki11dly given
the writer a set of apparatus and valuable information with reference
to fire-making among the Iroquois, especially the Onondaga· aull Tu ·caroras. Ile states that at tim<->s when there is di ease among the people
they say it is becau e the fire is "old." Tlrny then determine to mal e
"'new fire," so all fires are put out and two lippery-elm log are '•lected
and one of these i laid on the ground and n. V· haped uotch i cut on
the upper side. In thi uotch ome tinder of dry lippery-elm i pnt
au<l three (mystic or acred number) men at either end ,vork th other
1 g backward and forward until fire i, generated, and from thi ·th~ fir"
ar lighted.
e believe. that the new fire is made at the wint r fea t
f the Ir quoi . Th y ay that the <lrill with the weight i' their
, wn invention. Th y n
Im f r that also. Iu making th pump-drill
th Y ometim s cut an Im ·apling and work out th drill, leaving
th tap r ot i r th t r p, rt, th kn t for tll weight, and I art of the
t m t r h t p p, rt f th dri11.
. I i. n impr l al>! . tha th Iroqn i. -them t a vane c.l Inrli n
m Ill r ·p .
11 th
nt cl lli n e of tll widely lifu · '1 p111np-<lrill.
a l)r
al wa.y t mak fir ,
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and, despite the assurances and heliefoftlt~ Iroquois, is not very ancient,
but was perhaps suggested by the white man. ~ndeed, Pere Lafitau,
that keen and careful observer, m his "Momus des Sauvages A meriquains," written in 1724, on page 242, gfres a description of Indian :fl.remaking that includes the Iroquois. He says:
The Hurons, the Iroquois, and the other peoples of North America do not make
:fire from the veins of :tlint, but rub two pieces of wootl one against the other.

Then follows a description of fire-makiug, taken probably from the
Iroquois, that is as good an account of the Indian apparatus and the
way of working it as exists in the literature of the subject.
The drill was sufficient for its time for the reason that there was at
that period rarely necessity for generating fire; the art of fire preservation was at its height.
The Cherokees, the most southerly of the Iroquois, Mr. James Mooney
states, kept fire buried in the mounds upon which the council houses
were built, so that if the house was destroyed by euemies the fire
would remain there for a year or so. The Che_rokees use the simple
rotation apparatus, and, as fa,r as Mr. Mooney can ascerta_in, never used
the pump-drill. They have a tradition that tire originally came out of
au old hollow sycamore tree (Platcinus ocC'identalis).
Capt. John Smith tells bow the Indians of Virginia made fire. He
says:
Their :firo they kindled presently by chafing~ dry pointed sticke in a hole of a little
square piece of wood, that firing itselfe, will so fire mosse, leaves, or anie such like drie
thing that will quickly burn.*

Writing in the first quarter of_the next century, Beverley says:
They rubbed Fire out of particular sorts of Wood (as the Ancients did out of the
Ivy aml Bays) by turning tl10 eud of a Piece that is soft and dry, like a Spindle on
its Inke, by which it heats and at length bnrns; to this they put i;ometimes also rotten
Wootl and dry leaves to hasten tho Work. t

Loskiel says of the Delawares:
Formerly they kindled fire by turning or twirling a dry stick, with great swiftness
on a dry board, using both hands.+

The Cherokees use<l for -a drill the stalk of a composite plant
(senecio), au<l twirled it on a piece of wood. The art has long been out
of common use, but they employed the woo<len drill to make fire for the
Green Corn Dance into the present century, though flint and steel was
then in vogue. Sometimes they .passed tlrn bow oYer drill. The tinder
was of a fungm, or dried moss. .Mr. James Mooney collected this information from some of the older men of tlle tribe in North Caroliua,
who ha,,~e retaiue<l the ancieut customs a.n<l. traditions, which the part
of the tribe removed to the West bas entire! v lost.
The Creeks (Muskogean stock) bad a regularly authorized fire-maker,
who early in the morning made fire for the Green Corn Dance. The
.,. , 'ruith.-The Na,tnral Inhabitants of Virginia. English Scholars' Library. No. 16,
p. G.
t Beverley.-History of Virginia. 1722. 197, 198.
; Loskiel.-History of the Mission of the United Brethren. Loudon, 179-t. p. 54.
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apparatus that he made use of'was four sticks placed end to end to form
a square cross. This was oriented, and ·at the junctio.n of the sticks
new fire was made by friction.*
The Choctaws (also Muskogean) of Mississippi, Mr. M. F. Berry
writes, make fire in the following way: One stick of dry wood that
has a hole in it, with a smaller hole at the bottom going through, is
placed between the feet. Another piece made round and about 3 feet
long is made to revolve rapidly back and forth between the hands in
the hole, and the fire drops through the small hole below. When new
fire was wanted for the Green Corn Dance, or other purposes, three men
would place themselves so that each in turn could keep the stick re. volving without a st.op, until fire would drop down through the hole,
which was nursed' with dry material into a flame.
This form of the fire hearth is not represented in the collrctions of
the Museum; the only other description of a process closely like it was
given by Mr. Thomas C. Battey, who observed it among the Kiowa~.
It was shown him at that time as a revival of the ancieut met liod (p. 543).
'rhe pierced fire hearth 1s somewhat impracticable, except in the l\falay
sawing method. In the rotary drill the small bole would come over tltc
axis of least friction and beat. Unless provision was ma<le for the dn~t
to fall freely underneath by a double cone perforation worked from
both sides the dust is likely to become obstructed and smother the
fire. It will be seen, too, that it departs very much from the simplicity
of the usual fire drill in the fact that a hole must be ma1le through tlie
piece of wood, a matter of some difficulty before the iutro<luction of irou
awls.
The Seminoles of Florida, the most Southern Muskoki, have neglected
the art of fire making by simple friction, unless at the star.ting of the
· sacred fire for the Green Corn Dance, says Mr. Olay Mne0auley.t A
fire is now kindled either by the common matches, ma-tci, or by steel
and flint.
Thus it is seen that wherever in the earlier period of the exploratio11
in this country the observation has been made, the India11, almost with
out exception, was found to be u ing the friction apparntn , co11 ·i ti11g
of two stick of wood. Some tribes had improved on the working ,1f
tlrn iuYeution, while a very few others had perbap arrive.d at the u ' B
of the bi ·her iu,·eution of the flint and pyrite .
H turuiug to tlie tribe of the wide central plain of our country, w
fi11<l that th fliut and t el oon di ·placed tue fire- ' ti k , exc pt for
n·ligi u p rp ' . Tbe Mandan , of th great ion an to ,k, w re u ' i11g
fiin nd, t l, t the tim of Mt·. Uallin's vi it in 1 ,3..;,,.t
' her
m t
a r a mii:-apprehension am no- ·om of th writ r
re k Country.

17!JS-'!J!J.

68-72, cit•cl iu Pick tt
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on ethnolog'y, as to the general use of the bow-drill amoug the I~dians.
In mentioning that the Sioux use the bow-drill, Schoolcraft is quoted as
authority. As a matter of fact the reference is to a "made-up" figure
of a bow-drill set, marked "Dacota." On the same plate there is a
representation of an Iroquois pump-drill° that is obviously wrong. The
lower part of the plate is taken up by a picture of an Indian woman
(presumably Californian) pounding acorns in a mortar. To complete
the absurdity the whole plate is entitled H Methods of obtaining fire
by percm;sion," and is placed in the text of a questionnaire on the Californian Indians, opposite a description of the Californian way of making fire by twirling two sticks.*
Mr. Schoolcraft is not to blame for this state of affairs; in those days
illustratio'ns were not ethnological, they were "padding" gotten up by
the artist. Nowhere in his great work does Mr. Schoolcraft describe
either the Dacota, or Iroquois drill. Among the northern Indians in
central and northern Canada, however, the bow is used.
Sir Daniel Wilson, in his w01·k on Prehistoric Man, notes that the '
Red Indians of Canada use the drill bow. In August, 1888, at the meetiug of the American association, at Toronto, he gave an _account of the'
facility withwhich these Indians make fire. He said that at Nipissing,
on the north shore of Lake Superior, while he was traveling in a pouring rain, and not haviug the means wherewith to light a fire, an Indian
volunteered to light one. He searched around for a pine knot anrl for
tinder, rubbed up the soft inner bark of the birch between the hands,
got a stick from a shelterP.d place, made a socket in the knot and another
piece of wood for a rest for the dril1, tied a thong to a piece of a l>ranch
for a bow. He put the tinder in the hole and rested his breast on the
drill and revolved it with the bow and quick1y made fire.
It is perhaps true that some of the Dacotas <lid use the bow at times,
but it is not correct to place it as the customary tool of the whole stock.
On the contrary, there is evidence that they used the simple means.
Dr. J. Owen Dorsey writes:
·
I was told in 1879 by the late Joseph La Fleche, that the Omahas, prior to the advent of the white men, made fire by using pieces of t1e "du-a-du-a-hi," a grass (f)
that grows in the Sand Hill region of Nebraska, near the sources of the Elkhorn
River. One piece was placed horizontally on the ground, and a slight notch was cut
at one end, wherein a few grains of sand were put. The other stick was held between the palms of the hands, with one end in the notch of the horizontal sLfok, and
then rolled first in one direction theu in the other till fire was produced. A fresh
notch was made in the first stick whenever the old one became useless, and so on until it became necessary to procure a new .stick.

In tbe Green Corn Dance of the Minitaries, another Siouan tribe, tbe
"corn is boiled on the fire, which is then put out by removing it with
the ashes and burying them. New fire is made by desperate and painful exertion, by three men seated on the ground facing each other and
violently drilling the encl of a stick into a bard block of wood by roll* Scboolcraft.-Indian Tribes.

lBM-60.
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ing it betw-een the hands, each one catclling it, in turn from tlle otllers
without allowing the motion to stop until smoke, au<l. at last a spark of
fire is seen and caught in a piece of spunk, when there is great rejoicing
in the crowd."* The desperate exertion was not necessary, except in
imitation of the Zuni fashion of wetting the drill to create sacred fire.
It will be seen from tllese references given that tlle Sioux used the
customary Indian method. Later, t·bey may have used the bow to expedite the drill when the wood was intractable. The bow ma.r have
been borrowed from more northern tribes, the Algonquians are said to
use it ;t l\fr. Thomas C. Battey says tllat the Sac-Fox Indians (Al gonquian stock) use<l. a soft wood drill and a hard wood hearth. "Th e
drill was worked by a bow and the fire caught on the end of the drill
and touched to tinder."
Throughout South America the art of fire-making with two sticks of
wood is found to be as thoroughly diffused as it is in North America.
Many of the tribes still i1se it; we may say that in all tribes the use of
flint and steel was preceded by that of the sticks of woo<l.
The Guanchos, a mixed tribe of herders on the Pampas of Venezuela., practice a peculiar way of fire-getting. They select a pliant
rod, piace 011e end against the breast all(l the other against the block
formingtlte heartlJ, heltl on a line with the breast. By pressing against the
rod it is bent and turne<l rapidly around like an auger. This impracticable an<l no <lou bt very local metho<l is described by Prof. E. B. Ty lor.t
In Brazil, in the Province of Goyaz, the Chi--wa11tes, Cayap6 , a11<l
Angaytcs, use the simple fire drill.§ 1'he .Angayt6s drill figured looks
somewhat like that of the Molds. It is usually 23cm. long for the
hearth, and for the drill 20 <'m. TlJey nse the throat skin of the N amlu,
Rhea 1tmericana, for a tinder sack. The LcHguas of the s::tme province
use a strike a-light consisting of a tiuder horn, flint, and steel, wllich is
also figured in the cited report. This set is very interesting, becau e
from it, we can say with cert~.inty where the Lengna got it. The te l
is the English '• flouri b," and the flint is the oval, ohl Encrli ·h Rhape,
pr bably broken omewbat by blows. The Lengnas, being on th line
of travel, Jiaye adopted the method from E11gli8h trader, . In mo
Janeiro tbe Indians had an angular recess at the back of their snnfl'
mill, for the pnrpo e f making fire by frictio11,II
The Aino f Japan formerly u ell fire-stick , and are aid ev n y t
tor ort to this m th d wh n they lrnve no ther means of gettino- fir .
p irn n
' h u ' al o flint and, t •1, adopted from the ,Japane e.
nr d arnl <l s rib <l 011 page f> 3 of this paper. 1h fir "'-

m, p. 4; . .
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omm rciel. Ge ll ch. Ara.a,
VII,
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9!HrO fl
17) were loaned to tlrn
sticks of the Ainos of Yezo (N °· ~-- ' ' g.
tlie followitw letter
J\luseum by Prof. I~. W. Putnam, w!io also securel1
o
of Mr. D. P. Penllallow, wl10 collected
·\\
111,,
1'
,, (
the sticks:
~111
1 ,·
1
At our request the chief brought several fireI
I l1'.

I

. h th e neces-st,icks to my house, together wit
sary number of men to get fire in the approve
d
style. Upon examination the sticks were found
to be from 6 to 9 iiiches long, and very dry.
Our informant stated that they were from the
root of the elm Ulrnus campestris, var. lmvis, and
that it was customary to keep a supply ahead,
as the sticks require to be seasoned for about
one year, by hanging th em from the rafters of
the house above the fire. To prepare them for
the process of making fire, a shorter stick was
cut flat on opposite sides, aud abont midw?-y
of one of the flattened si<les a small hole was
made with the point of the knife for the pnrpost\ of e8tablishing the center · of act ion.
Another stick about 9 inches long was then
well sharpened 'at one end. Thre.e men now
seatetl tbemselYes in a circle, facing iuw:1nl,
with the flattened stick notched side uppermost in the center.
The point of the long stick was now placed
in the notch, and with the stick in a vertical
position and grasped between the extended
1ialrns of the hands, a steady and somewhat
fast rotating pressure was brought to Lear-,
exactly as in the nse of the old-fashioned awl.
As soon as the first man became weary, the
second bronght his hands to bear upon tl10
upper end of the stick, and continued the motion witbout allowing it to cease. This was
repeated as often as necessary until fire was
obtained. Owing to the very dry character of
the sticks used, the parts in contact rapidly
wear away, so that the notch qnickly becomes
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Fig. 17.
FJRE-MAKING SET WITH TOUCHWOOD.

Cllp-shaped, and tho pointed end is Correspond- (Cat. No. 12gg;o, U. S. N. M. Ainos of Yezo, Japan.
ingly rounded, while at the same time the ;eo~:~~ii~.0 ~1~ 11 \!~~i. ;~~~''.l\~,~-11 a;;.et by l'eauodyMu·
1wwqery product is thrown out, forming a
raised ring on all sides. Before long it jg observed that the pow,1er acquires a
brownish tinge. This gradually deepens as the tempera.tnre rises until finally a delieat,e line of smoke warns the operator tbat the end is near.
The motion is now continued until the smoke is well established, when the vertical stick is raised, disclosing a spark on its end. The month is applied to the opposite extremity, and Ly means of a few vigorous pulls as if smoking a cigar, owing to
tbe porous nature of the stick, the spark is drawn into a flame.
The actual operation as witne!lscd by us consumed about two hours, and the Ainos
state that the process reqnires from one aucl one-haH to two and one-half hours.

The sticks figured are the actual ones that were used in the operation above described.
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The Japanese formerly used the simple drill; a few are yet preserred
in the temples. Under the Hame of" Sacred fire drill" it is de:scribed *
as a board 1 foot wide, 1 foot 4 inches long, 1 inch thick, and with a
step 1 inch wide or over on one edge. It has holes and · groo,·es like
the Eskimo hearth. The drill is a stick twirled between the hands.
The parts are of the hi-no·l~i, or fire tree, Chamreocypa,ris obtusa. Tbe
drill is called hi-lciri-usu, or fire drilling mortar. It was and perhaps is
yet used for the purpose of drilling firo at the four corners of the temple
inclosure to ward off the calamity of fire. They are 8aid also to have
used the rokuro, or pump-drill. It is interesting to note that the Japanese carpenter's drill with the iron point is rofate<l. between the palms.
They are still in use. The one figured is in the Tokio Museum.
Prof. Romyn Hitchcock has kindly allowed a drawing to be made of
a photograph which be procured of a sacred fire clrill preserved in the
temple called Oyash1ro, at Idz.umo, ,lapau (fig. 18). The llearth of

Fig. 18.
SACHEU Fm1~ DHILL.
From photograph ofsperimon in Tokio M11,eum . .Le ut hy llo rnyn Jlitchrock.

this set is made of hi-no-ki woo<l. and the <lrill of the Ut-su-gi, J>eutzia
suabrci.
Professor Hitchcock says:
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with the grain, in effect accomplishes what the use of wood of different
qualities results in. The hearth and ' drill are ·in the
neighborhood of 12 inches long, the former with a diameter of three-eighths of an inch and the latter on.e-fourth
of an inch. They were collected by Dr. Charles Pickering in 1843.
'
It is possible that the Somalis may have carried this
metLod with them from .Arabia. They conquered this
coast, driviug back the earlier tribes inhabiting the country i11 tlie early part of the fifteenth century. Long since
tliat time, and even now, some Arab tribes practice the
drilling of wooden sticks to produce fire.
In eastern equatorial Africa the Wataveita, says Mr. H.
H. Johnston, generate fire in the common African way
by rapidly drilling a bard-pointed stick into a small hole
in a flat . piece of wood. An interesting bit of custom
comes out in connection with this art amoug the veople.
"It is the exclusive privilege of the men, aud the secret
I
is handed down from father to son, and never under any
I
conditions (as they say) revealed to women." I asked

1·
I
11

ii

~I

II

11
1/(

I

Fig 20.
T AVR ITA AFRICANR MAKlNG FIRE.
After II. H. ,Johnaton. (Set: .Tou r. Soc. Arts, ,lune U, 1887.)

Fig. 19.
FmE -~fAKING SET.
( Cat. 'n. 129971 , U.S. N.
M. S0111a l1 ~, ~~. Afr1t·a.
Collened by Dr.Clmrlea
P wkering.
I.Put 1,y
P eabody M11 •eu111

throuah Prof. F, W.
Putnam.)

one man why that was. "Oh," he said, '' if wo111t'n knew
lww to make fire they would become our masters.''* The
figure (fig. 20) shows how this people of the great Bantu
stock mc1,ke fire; this tribe visited by Mr J obnston Ji,·cs
011 the slopes of the beautiful Kilimanjaro Monntain.
* J. Antbrop. Inst. Great 13l'ita.io and Ireland. 1885.

xv, p. 10.
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Mr. R. W. Felki11*~ in a study of the .lWahlu or Morn negroes of
Ue11tr.nl Africa, 5° north latitude, 300 20' east longitude, describes tlrn
fire-making of that tribe. He says that one piece of wood about the
size and slrnpe of a large pencil is rotated in a bole in a flat piece of
hard wood. One man holds tlte wood steady whilst two otl1ers take it
in turn to rotate the stick. Tl.tis a1ticle of Mr. Felkiu's is commended to
ethnologists as a model etlrnologic study in metllod and research.
'rhat YCteran and renowned explorer, Dr. Schweinfurth, gives the
following:
The method of obtaining fire, practiced alike by tbe na.ti ves of tho Nile lands and
of the adjaceut country in tile Welle system, consists simply in rubbing together two
hard sticks at right-a,ngles to one another till a spark is emitted . The lrnrrl twigs of
the .dnona senegale11sis are usually selected for the purpoRe. Underneath them is placed
either a stone or something upon which a little pile of embers lias been laid; the
fric1ion of the upper piece of wood wears a, hole in the lower, auu soon a spark is
caught by the ashes and is fanned into a flame with dry grass, which is swung to and
fro to cause a draught, the whole proceeding ueing a marvel which might well-nigh
eclipse the magic ofrny lucifer matches.t

Kaffir fire-makiug is described in .some detail in· the following:
The Kaffir blacksmith uever need trouble himself abont the means of obtaining a
fire. Should he set up his forge in the vicinity of a Kraal, the si111plest plan is 1o
seocl bis assistant for a fire-bra11d from one of the lrnts. But if he should prefer, as
is often the case, to work at some distance from the lrnts, he can procure firu with
perfect certainty, thongh not without some labor. He first procures two sticks, oue
of them taken from a soft-wood tree and the other from an acacia or some oth r tr<'o
1bat furnishes a hard wood. Of course both sticks must be thoroughly dry, a con<lition about which there is littlo difficulty in so bot a climate. His next care is 1o
shape one end of the l1ard stick into a poiut and to bore a s111all hole in the middle of
the soft stick. He now squats flown * ,. " places tho pointed tip of t.lrn bard
stick in the bole of the soft stick, and, taking tbe former b tween biR Jin.ml : twirls
it backwa;ds and forwards with extreme rapidity. As be ~oes on the hole becomes
enlarged aucl a sma11 qnautity of very flue dnst fa1ls into it, being rubb d a.way by
the friction. Presently the dnst is seen to darken in color, then to become n •arly
11ack, and presently a very slight smoke is seen to rise. The Kt1ffir uow redoubles
llis efforts; be aids the effect of the revolving stick by his breath, and in a few more
seconds tlrn dust.bursts into a flame. The exertion required by this operation i very
severe, and by the time the fire manifests itself the producer is bathed in perspiration.
Usually two men at least take part in fire.makiug, and by dividing the labor
very mncb shorten the process. It is evident that if tho perpendicuiar stick b~ thus
worked, the hancls mnst grndua11y slide down unt,il they reacli the poiut. Tb olitary Kaffir would then ho obliged to stop the stick, 1:1hift hi liands to th t p, and
1,egin again, thns lo ing mnch valnable tirn . But when two Kaflirs unite in :fir making, on sits opposite 1h other, and as soon ashes s that his comrad ' hand
l1av 11 arly wo1 keel th m elv •s <lown to the bottom of tl10 stick h plac s lii o" n
li, n<l. on th top, onti1111 th movement, an<l r•liev s bi fri nd. Thus th m v 'm nt f th stick i n v r ch ck <l for a mom nt, and the opera.tion is on qa utl '
l1a t 11 <1. Mor v r, con id ra.hle ru i tance i. given by the ec ncl Kaffir k ping
tli du t pr p rly arrang d ronud the point of the tick an<l by taking th part f ll
b llow.,
a t allow hi comra<l to xp nd all hi str ngth in twirlincr.t

1,
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It is an auomaly that the African, to light the fire to smelt the iron
out of which he forges bis remarkable weapous, slwuld m;e sticks of
wood.
2. ESKIMO FOUR-PART .APPARATUS.

The arts of the Eskimo yield more satisfactory results to students of ,, .
comparative ethnology than those of any otller people.
.
In all their range the culture is uniform; one finds this fact forced
upon his observation who bas examined the series of specimens in the
Natiorml Museum, where they are arranged in ordn by localities from
Labrador to southern Alaska. Prof. Otis T. Mason's pa,per on Eskimo
throwing-sticks* gave a new interpretation to this fact an<l powerfully
forwarded the study of etlrnology by showing the classificatory value
of the distribution of an art.
Professor -Mason points out that tboug-b the Eskimo culture is uniform in general, in particular the arts show the modification wrought
by surroundings ancl isolation-tribal iudividnality, it may l>e calledand admit of the arrangement of tbis people into a number of groups
that llave been snbjecte,l to these influences.
The Eskimo fire-making tools in the Museum admit of an etlrnograpbic arrangement, but in this paper it is not found neces~ary to
make a close study of this Jdn<l. From e,ery locality whence the Museum possesses a complete typical set, it bas been figured aml describ~cl.
The Eskimo are 11ot singular in using a four-part apparatus, but are
singular in the method of using it. The mouth-piece is the peculiar
feature that is found nowhere else.
Tbe drilling and :fire-making set consists of four parts, viz:
The mouth-piece,-sometimes a mere block of woo~, ivory, or even the
Rimple conmwe vertebra of fish, or the astragalus of a caribou. More
oftm1, they show great skill and care in their workmanship, being carved
with truth to resemble bear~ seals, whales, aud walrus. The seal is
the most common subject. TIJe upper part is almost always worked
out into a blocli, forming ;1, grip for the teeth. The extent to which
8ome of these are chewed. attests the power of the Eskimo jaw. Frc'l uently the piece is intended to be held in the hand, or in both hands,
hence it has no teeth grip. In the under part is set a piece of stoue, in
which is hollowed out a cup-shaped cavity to hold the bead of the drill.
'l'hese stones seem to be selected as much for their appearance as for
their anti-friction qualities. Tlrny use beautifully-mottled stone, marble,
obsidian, and ringrd concretions.
The drili is al ways a short spindle, thicker than any other drill in
the world. It is frequeutly of the same kind of wood as the hearth.
The thong is the usual accompaniment of the .fire drill. It is rawhide of seal or other animals: The handles have a primitive appearance; they are nearly al ways made of bears' teeth, hollow bones, or

a

• Mason.-Tbrowing-sticks in the National Museum. Smithsonian Report. 1884.
p, 279,
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bits of wood. Sometimes handles are dispensed with. Mr. Warren
K. Moorllead found some perforated teeth in an Ohio mouud that in eYery
respect resemble the Eskimo cord handles. They h:1ve also l>eeu fonnil
in caves in Europe decorated with concentric circles like those on tlic
Eskimo specimens.
Tile bows are among the most striking specimens from this people.
They are pared dow1i witll great waste from the tusks of the walrus,
taking tlle graceful curve of the tusk. Tile Museum possesses one 24- 2
inches long. It is on their decoration that 'the Eskimo lavislrns his utmost art. The bow does not lend itself well to sculpture, as does the
moutll-piece; so he covers the smooth ivory wiU.1. the most graphic aucl
truthful engravings of scenes in the active bunting life in the Arctic, or
he tallies on it the pictures of tbe reindeer, whales, seals, and other animals tllat be has killed.
Professor Baird was interested more with these bows tliau with any
other Eskimo products, and desired to have them figured and studied.
The distribution of the bow is remarkable. It is not found south of
Norton Sound, but extends north and east as far as the Eskimo range.
The Chukchis use it,* but the Ostyaks use the ancient breast <lrill.t
The bow is used by individuals in boring holes. It is presumed tlrnt
its use as a fire-making tool is secondary, the coril and haudles bei11gthe older. The difficulty of making :fire is greatly increased when one
man attempts to make it with tl.ie compound drill; at the critical moment tl.ie dust will fail to ignite; besides, there is uo need of one rnau
making fire; a thing that is for the common good will be shareu by
all. Hence the cord with h :rndles, which usually requires that two m n
-should work at the <lrill, is as a rule nsed hy the Eskimo.
Though the Sioux, and some other North Americau tribes, made u e
of the bow to iucrcase the speed of the drill, they did not use the thoug
with handles, nor was the bow common even in tribes of the f;,iouan
stock that bad attai11e<l to its use (see remarks p. 54:9). The bow may be
termed a ·more advanced invention, allowing one rnau with ea e to bore
holes.
The hearth is made of any suitable wood. It is commonly tepped
aud bas slots. The central hole witll groove i, also found. The e
hearths are preserved carefully, and fire has been made on some of them
many times.
The uistribution of the central-hole hearth (see :fig. 21, pl. LXXIV), and
the lot-an<l- tep hearth ( ec fig. 36), is rather triking. The c ntral hol
ar fi und in the pecim n ob erved from the north coa t of Ala ka, Iuular riti h merica, aud Greenland, exclu ively. The tepped bearth
with dg h 1 and lot i by far the more common in western Ala ka
h ucrh tb tb rm thod r p out occ ionally; both way are omeu, din th ·am tri e. More often, th
utral h 1
b r d

PLATE
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Figs. 21, 22. FIRE-MA.KING SET .AND EXTRA HEARTH. Cat. No. 10258, U. S. r . M. Frobisher Bay. Col lected by Capt. C. F. Hall.
Fig. 23. Moss IN A LEATHERN CASE. Cat. o. 10191 , U. S. N. M. Collected by Capt. C. F. Hall.
Fig. 24. BORING-SET. Cat. No. 34114, U.S. N. l\'.L Cumberland Gulf. Collected by L. Kumlein.
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· on a groove (fig. 34), which collects the ground-off particles and facili,tates ignition. Rarely fire is made by working tbe drill on a plane surface, in single, non-connecting holes.
'rhe difference between these features is, that it is found to be more
clifficnlt to get fire by a single hole without groove, or slot, than when
tlrn latter features are added. The powder forms a ring arottud the
edge of tbe hole, is liable to be dispersed, and does not get together 1n
sufficient amount to reach the requisite heat for ignition. Of course
this is obviated when a second hole is bore<l connecting with the first,
when tile latter becomes a receptacle for the powder.
It is found that these different ways are due to environmental modification, showing itself as remarkabl.Y in fire:making, as in any other
Eskimo art. Both the stepped. and central-hole hearth are different
devices for the same end. The step on the hearth is to ket p the pellet
of glowing powder from falling off i11to t.lrn snow, so universal in Eskimo-land; hence, the simple heartli of primitive times arnl peoples of
warmer climates has received this a<ldition. 'fhe same reason caused.
the Eskimo to bore the holes in the midctle of the block.
By followi11g the distribution of the center bole method, a clew may
perilaps be gottt'n to the migrations of the Eskimo.
From Labrador to Norton Sound, by the collections in the Museum,
the center hole is alone used; south of Nortou Sound lJoth methods
prevail, with a preponderance of the stepped-hearth species. The step
seems to be au addition to the Indian hearth; the center is _an independent invention.
Tim operation of the drill is well told in the oft-quoted description
by Sir. E. Belcher. The writer can attest to the additional statemeut,
ti.mt the teeth of civilized man can scarcely stand the shock. He says:
1

The thong of the drill l,ow being passed twice around the drill, the upper end is
steadied by a mouth -piece of wood, having a piece of the same stone imuedded, with
a connter-sunk cavit,y. This, held firmly between the teeth, directs the tool. Aily
workman would be astonisl!ed at t,he performauce o"f this tool ou ivory; bnt having
oucc tried it myself, I found the jar or vibration on the jaws, head, and brain, quite
e11011gh to prevent my repeating it.""

Tile ethnograpbical study of the Eskimo fire-drill be.gins with Labrador, incl1:1diug Greenland arnl fo11owing the distribution of the people
among the islands and around the North American coast to Kadiak
I land and the Aleutian cl.Jain. · Tue following- is an interesti11g account
from Labrador, showing what a man would do iu tbe exigency:
He cut a stout stick from a neighboring larch, and taking out tho leather thongwith which his moccat:1ins were tied, made a short bow and strune it. He tbf'11
searched for a piece of dry wood, and having found it, cut it iuto sb~pe, sharpened
both ends, aud t wi8ted it once around the bow8tring; he then took a hit of fungus
from l!is pocke t and pnt it into a littfo bole which he made in another dry piece of
wood with th e point of the knife. A third piece of dry wood was fa8hioned into a
ha111lle for his d1 ill. t

* Trans. Ethnol. ' uc. London, 1 61. p. 140,
t Iliud.-L~braclor. 1, :p. 149,
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Eskimo in other localities often use such make-shifts. Cup cavities
are often observed iu the handles of knives aud otlier boue aud ivory
tools where they have used them for heads or the fire-drill.
Cumberland Gulf is the next lo<..lality to the northwanl. There are
several specimens in the coll6ction from this part of Baffin Laud, procured by the famous explorer, Captain Hall, and the less known, but
equally indefatigable Kumlein. The fire-making implements from
Cumberland Gulf have a markedly different appearance from those of
any other locality in the Eskimo area. They have a crude look, aml
there is a paucity of ornameution unusual among this people. The
drill bow is one of the things which the Eskimo usually decorates, lmt
these bows have not even a scratch.
It can be inferred that in Baffin Land, more unfavorable couditions
prevail than in southern Alaska. It must be this cause coupled with
poor food supply, that have eouspire<l to maim them the most wretched
of tlrn Eskimo.
'file hearth (fig. 21, pl. LXXIV) is of drift oak. It was col1ected at Frobisher Bay by Capt. Charles F. Hall. It has central l.wles, and appears
to be very unfavorable wood for tire-making. Tue ulock hearth is also
from Frobisher Bay (fig. 22, pl. LXXIV). It is au ol<l piece of hemlock,
with two central communicating l10les. The mouth-piece is a block of
ivory. Another mouth-piece is a bit of hard wood soaked iu oil; it was
used with a bone drill having an iron point. A very small, rude bow
goes with this set (fig. 24).
Our knowledge of eastern Greenland has been Yery much iucreased
~~
by the exvl~rations of Holm
aud Garde, who reached a
village on the east coa8t
11ever before visited by a
white man. Exteu ive collections were made, both of
...__/,
c:::,;} information arnl pecimeu ·.
In reference to fire-making,
Mr. Holm reports :

?
,

(Anam
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In th e prelimiu ary report, Mr. Bohn gives the time at almost less
than half a rniuute. It was ma<le by the Eskimo, Illiuguaki, and llis
_ wife, who, ou lJeiug presented with a box of matcLes, ga,·e up their
drill, sayi11g that they had no farther use for it.
In the same report Mr. Holm gives an interesting note. He says:
This firo apparatus is certainly better developed than that which bas beet! desc ribed a,11(1 drawn by Nonlenskiold from the Chukchis (Voy. of tho Vega, II, p. 12G).
Tho principle is the same as the Greenlauder's drill, which they employ for makingholes in wood anu bone, and which is fnrni she<l with a bow and mouth-piece.* (Jig.
26.)

Fig. 26.
Bo1m1G 8Kr.
( Au gmagsa l,k E skim o, E. Gree nland.

G. Holm's Ethnologirk nf Ang111ag.• a likerne. )

The central holes of this hearth are worthy of 11ote, occurr-ing in the
farthest eastern locality of tlJe Eskimo, all(_l iu Labrador.
lVestern Greenland.-The- material iu tho Mu~enm from wrstern
Greenland is very scanty. The southern coast has been settle.d for so
long a time that the Eskimo a11d ma11y of their arts have almost become extinct. No view of fire-making- in Grt>eu1aml won1<1 be complete
without Davis's quaint description of it, rnnde three lmu<lred years ago,
but it was thB upper eud of the spindle that was wet iu Trane. A
Green lander "begaune to kindle a fire in thi8 manner: He toolrn a
piece of a boord wherein was a hole half thorow, into th:1t hole he puts
the end of a round sticke like unto a br<lstaffe, Wt'tting the end thereof
iu Trane, and in a fasllion of a turner with a piece of lether, by bis
violent motion doeth very peedily procluce fire."t
Eskimo graves and vi1la.ge sites yie1d evidence alRo tlrnt the firemaking tools were 11ot diffcreut from those at preseut used uigl.Jer 11ortl.t
along tue coast, and on the east coa t.
* Danish Umiak Expe<lition. Prdimina,ry Report, p. 208. This seems scarcely
what wonld lio infcrrecl from the <lcvclopment of the c invent ions.
t Hakluyt Society. m, p. 104.
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Dr. Bess~Js, speakiug of Itah Eskimo of Foulke Fiord in Smith Sournl,
sa.vs: "The catki11s of the arctic willow are used as tinder to catch the
sparks prodm:ed by grinding two pieces of stone. Also
the widely diflnsed 'fire-drill' h; found here; the spimlle
is held between a piece of bone and a fragment of semi<lecaye<l wood, a11cl is set in motion by the well-knowu
bow~ and is turned until the wood begins to ignite."•
'rhe "fire-bag" is an a<'companiment to a.Il sorts of firemaking apparatus. The fire-bag shown (fig. 27, pl.
LXXV) was collected by Captain Ha11, at Holsteinberg,
western Greenland in 1860. It is made of sealskin, and
is a good specimen of the excellent needlework of these
Eskimo. It was used to carry, more especially, the fire·
clrill and tinder which require to be kept very dry.
There is a wide gap in the collections of the Museum
between the locality of the specircen just mentioned, and
the fire hearth from tlrn l\fackenzie River (fig.-28). 'l'bis
specimen is from Fort Simpson presumably. where B. R. Hoss collected. It is
said to be difficult to discriminate the
Eskimo from the Imlian on the lower
Mackenzie. 'rhis hearth may 1Je Indian,
as it bas that. appearance; besides, no
Eskimo hearth yet observed has side
holes and slots like this without the
· step. The _Indians of this region are of
the great Athapascan stock of the North.
'rlie close resemblance of this stick to
the oue from the Washoaus of Nevacla
has 1Jeeu commented upon. (See fig. 6,
p. 537.)
.
There is also a very fine old centrall10le hearth from the Macke11zie Ri,·e1·,
collected also by Mr. Ro . It i a rotwh
billet of branch wood, cut ::ippar ntly
with an axe, or hatchet (fig. 20). It il:\
mi-de a,ye<l an<l worm-eat 11. It has
t .n c utral 1101
where fire haR lwe11

xt hol ,
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Fig. 27.

FIRE-BAG.

PLATE

LXXV.

Cat. No. 10128, U. S. N. 1\1. Eskimo of Holsteinberg, West Greenland. Collected

by Capt. C. F. Hall.
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very complete and interesting outfit. It
The parts are small
for couve11ience of carryiug. It is tlie custom of those who live in suowcornred regions to wrap the drill aud heartll together very carefully to
keep tliem dry, as these are the
<'~sential parts of tliA apparatus.
l t does uot matter about the
mouth-piece or bow. In tlii~ example there is a groove cut along
the l>ottom of tlie hearth iu order
to facilitate tying the <lrill and
hearth securely togetlier. The
hearth is a square block of soft
wood with three cei1tral holes (fig.
a,

was collected. ma11y years ago l>y C. P. Gaudet.

30).

The otlier parts of this set are
also worthy of cousilleratiou. 'rhe
mouth-piece is set with a square
piece of l>lack stone. Tlie part
l1ehl in tlie mouth is very much
chewed. One of tlie willgs has a
lwle for tying, as lias the hearth.
'i'his is a11 usual Eskimo precaution to pre,ent swall objects from
heing lost in tlie suow. The drill
is short, l>eing 011ly 7 inches long.
The l>ow is tlie filrnla of a deer,
pierced. at each end for the frayed
1 houg of sealskin. It has a primitive look, but it adrniral>ly serves
its purpose.
Tile Point Barrow set was collected. l>y the most successful expedition under charge of Lieut. P.
H. Ray, U.S. Army. The lrnucklebone of a deer serves as a mouthpiece, the cup cavity aud its general shape fitting it for the purFi!! 30.
FIRE-MAKING SRT.
pose admirably.
The drill is regularly made of (Cat. No. 1327 u-c5~1l~~t~,i b:t~."G'~f~t~~'.li'""" 1{1ver, B. C
light pine wood; it is slightly
Hmaller in the middle. The hearth is a rudely rounded piece of pine.
A fragment has been split off, and ou this surface a groove bas
l>een cut aud tllree fire -holes bored aloug it. The thoug is witlwut
handle ; it is used to tie tlie parts together when they are uot in
_n. Mis. 142, pt. 2--36
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use. A bunch of willow twigs, the down of which is used as tinder
.
1s also shown (fig. 31):
'l'his set is especially interesting, because it shows the degeneration
of an art. The fire-drill is so rarely
used at Point Barrow, Mr. John
Murdoch says, that it was not possible to get a full set devotetl to
that purpose. Those here shown
are a make-shift. The metborl ouly
surdves by the conservatism of a
few old men of the tribe, wlJO still
cling to old usages. One of these
made the drill for Lieutenant Ray,
telling him that it was the kind
used in old times. It see.ms primitive enough; the knuckle-bone
might well have been the first
mouth-piece. The Eskimo farther
east so metimes use a fish vertebra
fortbesame purpose; ouefrom the
Anderson RiYer bas this. The cord
witbont ha11dles is undoubtedly the
earliest form also.
The small wooden and bone
month-pieces of the Eskimo east
of Poit1t Barrow to Onmberlaud
Gulf seem to be copies of the deer
knuckle-bone. Another primitirn
adaptation is found in an An<ler · 011
River bow·, which i ma<le of th
fibula of a <leer ( ee fig. 30).
'The fire-making <l:ill collecte1l
from the Cl1ukcbis by tlrn Vega expedition in th Oape \Vankerem r ·
giou, in nortbea, t rn Siberia,, a out
the arnc latitude a I oint Barrow, i figur <l in Nord n ki··1t1 '
Heport.* It i worked by a bow,
nncl the <lrill turn in a mout,hpi<>cc of a de r a trao-alu' like th
Poin Barrow pe im n. 'fh lock
central 11 1 , with
bort

'
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taile<l. He records that the " women appear to be more accustomed
than the men to the use of this implement."
He gives also a most interesting observation on the use of a weighted
pump drill among the Chukchis. The Chukchis also use flint and
steel.*
The drilling set from Point Barrow (pl. LXXVI, fig. 32), will show
the appearance of the parts of the fire-drill if we substitute the round
stick for the flint drill. Some of the old drill stocks are pointed with
finely cliipped flint heads. The length of these point8 varies from 2 to 4
inches; the transverse section of one would be a parabola. They are
iu general more finely wrought than any of the prehistoric drills found
in various localities all over the world. Prehistoric man was an adept
in the art of drilling stone, bone, and shell; the stone tubes, some of
them 18 inches long, bored very truly, are triumphs of the American
Indians. Without doubt the prehistoric drill points were mounted Jike
the Eskimo specimen, and were, perhaps, twirlP-d between the-hands,
the almost universal method of using the fire-drill. Japanese carpenters drill holes in this way.
The winged mouth-piece is also a good example of workmanship. It
is set with a mottled, homogeneous stone tl.Jat is tolerably soft, which
gives a minimum friction. This stone is much affected by the tribes
over quite an extent of coast for labrets, etc. It is probably an article
of trade as are flints. The bow is of walrus tusk, accurately made, but
poorly engraved in comparison with the life-like art work of the southern Eskimo.
Another drilling set is from Sledge Isla,nd (pl. LXXVII, fig. 33). The
Museum has no fire -making specimen from this locality. 'J.1be dri1l
stock is set with a point of jadeite lashed in with sinew cord. The how
is of walrus ivory; it is rounded on the belly and flat on tbe back.
All Eskimo hows of ivory have a like curve, no doubt determined by
the shape of the wal~us tm,k. In another, the most common form of
the bow, its section is nearly an isosceles triangle, oue angle comiug in
the center of the belly of the bow. The head is intended to be held i11
one or both hands; it agrees in form with the rude St. Lawrence
Island heads.
Mr. E. W. Nelson collected at Unalakleet, in Norton Sound, a firedrill, and the native names of the parts. The name of the set is
oo-joo-gu-tat; the mouth-piece, na-ghoo-tuk; the drill, oo-joo-ga-tulc;
the hearth· of tinder-wood, athl- 11.k; the bow, arshu-low-shulc-pislt-iksin-ulc.
Tl.iis is a ~omplete set (fig. 34) in first-rate order. . The hrarth bas
ceutral holeR along a deep median groove. Its bottom is flat, and it is
ronude<l off on the sides anc1 ends. All the parts are of pine wood,
decorated in places with red paint. Tbe drill is quite lon_g, much longer
than in any E kimo set ob ervecl. It re embles more the Indian drill
1

" Noruenskiolu.-Voyage of the rrga.

Louuou, 1881.

11 1

120 1 l~l.
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for rnbuing between the bands, The bow is of
wood, which also is quite the exception in other
Eskimo regious, where it is of ivory. There are
rnauy l>ows of antler from Norton Sound in the
Museum, some of them skillfully and truthfully
eugrarnu. The mouth-piece is plain; not Yery
,rell made. It is set with a square block of
marble. It has the usual llole in one of the
wings for the pass::i"ge
of a thong.

I·i~. :Jl.
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(hr arlh
i:(M<I\
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(C11l. n. 3'lti01, . .
1. E•k1111" r.f C r,,
Vancouver, AIMka. Cullac1.ed by Ji: " ' · NclllOD.)
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Fig. 32. BoRINO-SET. Cat. Nos. 89400, 89424, and 89630, U. S. N. M. Point Barrow, Alaska.
by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S, A.

Collected
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Fig. 33.

DRILLING-SET.

PLATE

Cat. Nos. 25021, 44978, a nd 45108, U. S. N. M. Sledge Island, Alaska.

by E.W . Nelson.

LXXVI I.

Collected
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Cape Vancouver is represented by a fine old hearth. ThiR object
has evidently been pdzed by its owner; it bas bad two rows of fireholes (fig. 35), one row bored on the step in front of the first holes made;
some of the holes are bored clear through. The reason why this was
valued is, because the wood is so tindery that it is easy to make fire
upou it.
Chalitmute, in the Knskokwim region~ on the northern side of the
bay of that name, opposite Nunivak Island, is the next locality southward, to be considered. The parts of this set are exceptionall~: wellfinislled. The hearth is (pl. Lxxvm, fig. 36) stepped. It has four holes
prepared for use; on one, fire haR been made. The drill is unusually
tliick. The mouth-piece bas no teeth-grip, and there is no evidence
that it was ever held in the month. It is intended to be held in the
band. This mouth-piece is set with an oval socket-stone of black
obsidian, ground down into facet~ and polished. The cord handles
are fine, large teeth of the sea lion. The centers of the circies so characteristic of Eskimo art, are inlaid with wood. The holes for the
drill cord are narrow; they must have been dug through with a sharp,
narrow instrument. As before remarked, this is the region where the
band rest is more m;ed than the moutll-piece, and the bow is not used
at all.
The fire-making set from the Togiak River, was collected in 1886, by
Sergt. I. Applegate, of the U. S. Signal Corps. Kassianamnte, from
which village it comes, is in the Bristol Bay region, but this set has a
different appearance from the former outfits (pl. LXXIX., fig. 37). 'l1 he
hearth is a block of wood worked out at one end into a handle. It is
remarkable in having central holes not connecting, and with no connecting grooves. In this it closely resembles the l>lock from East
Greenland (fig. 25). Tllis hearth is of soft, tindery wood, and doubtless
when t.he holes became too deep to allow the powder to mass around the
edge, tlie upper part of hearth was scarped down. The mouth-piece is
1arge, and is in the form of a seal. It has only a shallow, crescentic
teeth-grip; from the size of the mouth-piece, itR shape, and the absence
of a block to f1,sten between the teeth, it must have been nearly always
held in the band of one of the operators. It is set with a round pebble,
mottled with green. The cord is a thong of rawhide with handles of
wood.
The next locality is Koggiung, on the southern shore of Bristol Bay,
near its head. Two sets are shown from this locality. From the
hearths it will be seen that botll fire-slots on the side and center holes
are used here. These sets are ealled nu-tshun (fig. 38). The apparatus
shown in figure 38 has the stepped hearth. Both drill and hearth apparently have been made for i;;ale. The mouth-piece is a good one, set with a
]arge socket-piece of a black stone with green mottlings. This stone
is tol rably soft. It is mnch nsed by the Bristol Ba,y Eskimo for
making fa,l>rets, etc. The teeth-grip is ver.v Rhallow. The liearth
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(fig. 39) is of a very peculiar shape; ouly one other has been noticeu like
it. rrlie wood is of the best kind, and fire bas been made on it a mun·
ber of times. Iu several places the holes have been bored clear through.

I

1'

I

I

Fi~. 38.
FlltE· fAKt. 'O • ET {bc-arth with step and five slots).
(Cat. · . 127~1' ,. I.:.:,. M. Kt111iu111, Urostt,l llny, Al:i•kn. Coll c·tt·,1 l,y \\', J Fo her,)

'J lt(,
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t(• .th.

fl •n \
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Fig. 36.

FIRE-MAKING SET.

Region), Alaska.

Cat. Tos. 36325 and 37961. U. S.
Collected by E.W. Nelson.

PLATE

LXXVIII.

. M . Eskimo of Chalitmute (Kuskokwim
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Fig . 37.

PLATE

LXXIX.

Oat. No. 127520, U.S. N. l\'I. Eskimo of Kassianamute tTog iak Region),
Ala ka. Collected by . Appl gate.

FIRE-MAKING SET.
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the flame, foe other pulliug the cord. This must be the method in
Bristol Bay. Neither the true mouth-piece nor any bow bas been procured by the Museum from this interesting region, from whence there
are copious collectious of ethnological objects. The cords wit,hout handles are worthy of notice.

FIG. 39.
FmE-MAKI:-<G SE1' (lH'!lrth with central l1oles n,ml end step).
( CaL No. 12781l!I,, l!. S. N. ~I.

l( oggi ung, lln •lo l Bay, Al as ka.

Coller ted by \V. J. Fishe r.)

Another set from Bristol Bay is said by its collector, Charles McKay,
to be uRed by both Eskimo an<l Indians. It is a very valuable outfit
b cause of its completeu ss (pl. LXXX, fig. 40j. Tlte Ii earth is a ronrnled
piec of wood witli four large l1olcs ope11i11g by :;.Jots outo tho step. 1'he
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drill is a tbick, tolerably bard piece of close.
grained woo<l like the beartlJ. Tue monthpiece bas no regular block for the teeth-grip,
but bas a crescentic gash on each side instead. It is set witli a socket of a rock resembling marble. Nearly all tbe rnoutli-pieces
south of Norton Sonr1<l are in tbe shape of
seals, or otLer long a11imals. Cord bandies
are tised attache<l to a thick thong qf buck skin. Fungus is nRc1l for tilHler and a blnze
is starh:'<1 wit 11 coues of the larch. These are
kept in the box, the lid of which is tied on
with a thoug.
Kadiak, the lowest limit of the western E kimo, is as far south as the four part fire-drill
ext ell(ls by sprcimens in the Mnf.temn (tig. 41 ).
The hearth is of cedar woo<l with tlu ee centrn 1 boles with a counectiug groom. It is
neatly :fi11h,hed. The clrill is also of cellar arnl
bears ti.Jc marks of the use of the thong; tl,e
top bas ::i]~o been used in the ~ocket of a rrst.
The drill approaches in length tbose n ed
for twirling hetweeu the l1amls by tbe In dians.
While the Aleutians nRc flint and steel, or
'n stone contai11ing quartz an<l pyrites, struck
:1gaiust n11other stoHe, they still make n e of
tlic four-part <lrill at certai n times. Hunting
partieR, says Mr. L. M. Turuer, carry tlrn drill
to use when their matches nrn out. It takes
two men to work it, one l10hli11g the haml rest
aml tlte otber pu11ing tlie tl.Jo11g. Tile pin<lle
ismacle of harder wood, so a to wear the ]i crht
<lu~t whieh ignites, from the hearth. A mo11H'11t only is neces ary to get fire; thi is fed
" ·ith tinder ma<le of willow catkins and 110w<l<1re<l C'hnrcoal. Som time , in order to get
iirr, the~· ltol<l tinckr at tbe month of a g uu
arnl ig11itn it by tiriI1g off a light cliaro- of
loo. C' pow<kr.
Po,,. ei-,. <·<l of fonr m tbocl. of g tti11g fir
the A lPtlf i,111 i. np rior to more fortune t ly
, it nnte<l p op] • wb
d p nd wh ll ' n
mat ·Ii 1.· .
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Charle 111 ·Kay.

Cat. No. 55938, U . S. N. 111.

PLATE

Eskimo of Bri to! Bay, Ala ka.

LXXX.

Collected by
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IT. ·-1.<'IRE-MAKING BY SA WING.

Prof. Alfre1l Russel Wallace has noted the 1~ethod by sawing in his
work entitle(l " 'rile ~1alay Archipelago," p. 33~: Two pieces of bamboo
are used; a, sharp edge piece like a knife is rubbed across a convex piece
in which a notch is cut, nearly severing the bamboo (fig. 42); after sawing
across for awhile the bamboo is pierced, and the
heated particles fall below a1Hl ignite. The Ternate
Malays a11<l th e Tu11garas of British North Borneo*
have improved npon this by striking a piece of china
with tinder helil with it agaim;t the outside of a
piece of bamboo, the siliceous coating of the latter
yielding a spark like flint. Both of the methods
mentioned are in nse at different points in the area
affected by Ma1ay influence.
The Chittagong hill tribes, on the eastern frontier
of British Imlia, use snrnl ou the sawing knife to
increase the fri ction.t
The Kareu s of Burma, Dr. R,. M. Luther informs
tlie writer, hollow out :t lmrnch of the Dipteroca,rpus
I
tree like the lower piece of 1,am boo spoken of, cut a
transverse notch, and saw :1cross 111 it witli a rnhber
of iron-wood. The wood fibers ground. off form the
I
tinder; the coal is wrappt><l up in a dry lenf arnl
swung around the head till it blazes. It takes only
two or three minutes to get a blnze thi!-5 way.
Bearing upon the origin of tui~ metl10<.l of sa\\'ing
in these loealities, nature is alleged to sugg·e st the
way and to repeat the process that wonld give to
fireless man the hint. Mr. W. T. Hornaday relates
that many fires are started in tlrn jungle l,y bamboo
rubbing together iu a high wind-storm. The creakittg is indescribable; the noise of the rasping and
grinding of the horny stems is almost nue11durable.
ln many tribes it is found that often there is more
than one method of fire -making practicml. For in42
stance, in Borueo, as we bave seen, the 'Tungaras MALAYFig.
·
FIRE STICKS.
nse the sawing method, the Sarilrns Dyak:s the {C:tt.
No. 12nm, u. s. N. M.
MoJe l:i in bamboo mndP by Mr.
besiapi, or fire syringe, a most intereHting foct,t ~~i.~\i','i;~;,;~r~',~·. \1i~t. 11i~;~~
other Dyaks the rotary <lrill,§ while the Rev. Dr. Arc hipe lago, p. 332·>
Taylor says that the Dyaks are acquai11te<l with the u~e of the bow and.
stl'ing and the upright stick and. cord (pump drill). In co11uection with
all these methods probably fl.int and steel were used.

I

I

I

I

I

* D. D. Daly.-Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. 1888. p. 10.

t Capt . T. H. L ewis.-Hm tribes of Chittagong. Calcutta, 18GO. p. 83.
t Tue American Anthropologist. Washincrton, 18tl8. 1, No. 3, p. 204.
§ J. G. Wood.-The Natural History of Man. n, p. 502.
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So in Australia, while the rotary drill is the usual way, some tribes
Lave acquired the art of producing fire with knife or rubber, that is,
the sawing metliotl presumably under foreigu iufiucncc.*
III.-FmE-MAKING BY PLOWING.

One of the most marked of fire-making methods in its distribution is
that pursue,l by the Pacific Islanders, confined almost entirely to the
Polynesian cultural area. It Las spread to other
islands, however, l>eing met with among the Negritos
of New Britain:
They rub a slutrpened piece of hard stick against the insiilo
of a piece of dried split bamboo. Tlih, lias a natural du_st tliat
soon ignites. They use soft wood when 110 bamboo can be procured, but it takes longer to iguite. 'flie flame is fed witli
grass.t

1'here is a close connection betwPen the Malay sawing rnet!Jo<l and this, as there h; a <lecided Malay preponderance in the make-np of tlrn population of the
Islands.
The fire-stick s shown (fig. 43) were. procured by Mr.
Harold M. S ewall, at Samoa, and deposited iu the
museum by Lim.
The wood is a, li ght corky variety, probably of the
Hibisc1ts Mliacus, wlJicll is used for this purpo e at
Tahiti, or perhaps it is of tl1e paper mulberry. Tile
rul>ber may be of some hartl woo1l, altliougll fire may
be made l>y mean s of a rubl>er of tbe same kiu<l of woou
as that of tlie h earth, though no <loubt it requires a.
louger time to make fire if tllis i <lone. In tl1e Saudwich Islands, Mr. Frauklin Hale Austin, secretary of
the King-, states tlrn,t tJJe 1·ul>ber is of koh or ohia,
that i~, hard woo<l an(l the hearth ot' hon, ors ft woo<l,
an<l the frictiou is al way ' iu . oft wood ; th i L true,
I b •lieve, ernrywherc tlJis nwtho,l i, prnctic <1 in
spit of the fact tllat a soft rubber on Lard wood will

I•'ig. 43.
F1111r. - MAKJN<:

8Tl<'KS

(a..'11 ow1:,;1: (;1won:).

(C',t. :>r,. 13ofo7:,, l' s. >; M.
~:,111 1 ,:1. Jl .,.1'4'1~1Lt:"1l l.iy lLtroltl
.' l .. ·.-w.,11.)

H. Brnnrrli ,' 111ith.- 'l hr. l>origi111•. of Vi toria,. Lou1lo11, In; .
t \'. l'o' •11.- N':uul1:riugt1 in a. Wild 01111try. p. 20li.
1

11

p. : H:~.
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6 inches, till the wood ueg'itts to lJC grou11(l off and made to go into a little
• heap at the e11d of tlrn groove; the11 he gradually accelerates the spee<l.
a1Hl 1uoves with a shorter rauge until, when he pushes the stick with
great velocity, the brown <l.ust ignites. This is allowed to glow and if.
it is require<l t,o be transferred to dry leaves or chips of wood it is done
by means of a tin<ler mettle of fo:t yed or worn tapa cloth.
'
The groove (fig. 43a) is the most characteristic feature of this apparatus, there being apparently no deti11ite form of implements for this put·pose. Fire is made ou any billet of dry wood that is available. It is
uot necessarv to cut a slot,
even a groove, the hard wood rubber will
form one, so that the-re is uo moee ueed of apparatus than among the
Navajos, where two bits of yucca stalk collected near ·by form the fire
tools.
That making fire by this way is -difficnlt to those inexperienced in it
is not strauge. Mr. Darwin fonud it quite so, but at last succeeded.
The Sawoan gets fire in forty seeo111ls, and so great is the fricUou and
the wood so well adapted that .Mr. Austin, before quoted, says it sometimei;; actually bursts into flame.
The Anstraliaus in some parts use a metbo<l ,Tcry much like the one
described. They rub a kuife of wood alo11g a groove made in auotller
stick previOL1sly filled with tinder.*

or

IV.-PERCUSSION.
1. FLINT AND PYRITES.

Ac primum silici sci11t,ilb111 excn<lit Achatcs
Snscepitqne ignum foliiH :1tqne :trid:t circum
Nntrimcntn, dedit, rapnitq110 111 forniLo llammam.
(.iEneitl B. 1, 174-176.)

One of the oldest methotls of fire-making that we know of is, that l>y
tbe percus.sio11 of lli11t a11cl pyriteR. It is believed to !Jave been tile
ol'iginal diseovery. H tliec-e is any differe11ce in tlie ditliculties of co11ceptio11 autl exeeution in oither of t!Je inventions, it lies in favor of tue
:-.ticks of wootl.
The <.fo;tril>uLion of the fiiut and pyrites methotl, both in time au<l.
place, is very iuterei:;tiug. Mr. Evans, in his epoch-making work,
"Ancieut Stone Implements," page 14, remarks that the name of pyrites
(n:up, fire) is itself 8UJiieieut evidence of the purpose to whicll the mineral
was applied iu aucieut times. ·whatever the fact is in H.omau history,
the Eskimo calls pyrites firestone, some Indian tribes call-· flint finiHtone~ the German name for fl.int is feuerstein, an<l it is a reasonablo
Hupposition that whatever people used fl.iut or quartz, pyrites, or oUwr
forms of iron ore for making :fire, would ca11 the stone :firestone. 'l'he
statement of Pliny that fire was first struck out of flint by Pyrode, tlrn
on of Cilix, Mr. Evans thinks, is a myth whicll points to tlle use of
silrx all(l pyriteR, rather than to steel.
/f R Brough, 111iLh.-Tbe Al>ol'igi,ws of Vieforia.

Lo11clo11, 1878.

1, p. :1a4.
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Mr. Thomas Wilson calls my atteutio n to a discovery of a pyrite,
nodnle by M. Gaillaru, in a flint workshop on the island of Gn1beron
in Brittany. Tile piece uore traces of use. Mr. Wilson thinks that
the curved flakes of flint like the one figured, found so numerousl ,,
. were used with pyrites as strike-a-lights. The comp~rative rn.rity of
pyrites is, perhaps, hooanse it is easily decomposed and disintegrates
iu unfavorable situations in a short time, so tllat the absence of pyrite?
does uot militate against the theory that it was us ~·d. .A su bcylirHlrical
11o<lule of pyrites 2½ inches long aud bruised at one eu<l was fonml in
the cave of Les Eyzies, in tile valley of Vezere, Perigord, mentione(l
in Reliqnae A.qnitaniem, page 24:8. This is supposed to have been a
strike-a-light.
Prof. W. B. Dawkins thinks thatIn all probability the C:1Ve-ma, n obtained fire by the friction of one piece of Im.rel
wooll npou anotlier, as is now the cnston• among many stwa.go tribe.~. S0111ctimes,
howe ver, as in the Tron d e Clialenx, quote(l by M. D11po11t ( Lo Temps Prehi sto ric1_1rn
en Belgi<]_ne, second edition, page153), he may havoolJtaineil a li~ht hy tho f'ri c t,io11 ofa
bit of fliut against a piece of iron pyrites, as is nsnal with the Eski1nos of tlw present
day.*

Mr. Dawkins also says that fire was obtained in the Bronze Age by
Htriking a flint flake against a piece of pyrites, sometimes foniul together
in the tumuli. He figures a strike-a-ligllt from Seven Barrow , fotmbourne, Berki,, England, au outline of which is reproduced here for comparison with the one from Fort Simpson, British Uolumbi ;1, (fig . .J.-lri
and b). Pyrites ltas been found in a kitchen-midden at Ve11t11or, in
connection with Roman pottery t Ollambers's Encyclopm,lia, article,
Pyrites,t i:-; authority for the statemont that pyrites wa' nse<l in kindling powder in the pans of muskets before the gnn flint was intro<lnced.
It is thus seen that tllis art has a high antiquity, an<l that on it
ancient areas its use comes down nearly to tlle present <lay, the fl.int
and steel being its modern or allied form.
In North America this art is distributed among tlrn more nortllerly
ranging Indian tribes, and the Eskimo of some parts. Its use W,h and
is yet quite preva,lent amo11g the Indian' of the Atha,pa.. c,w (form rly
Tinue) tock of the nortlJ. By specimens in the 1\1:nsenm, and note f
expl rer., it i fou,ul to range from north of Dixon'' Sound to Labra.1lor,
the following localitie, being reprm:;ented, viz: Stikine River, Sitka
P_leutian I laml., Kotzeb ne Sound, Point Ba,rrow, tile M,tek 11zie River
<li trict, at Fort imp 'On, an1l probably ller'hel I land, P lly Bay, M 1vill P nin. ula, Smith Sound, a11<l Labrador. Tbe Canadian ancl \.l a 11 qnin
rik
w pi e .
f pyr it s (pierres de ?nine) tog tit r ,. r an
gl ~ · thi "h, <lri <l wi hit' clown a,nd ·erving iu t ad of tind r,11 From
1

I tLwkiu . . -Early Man in Britain. 1,011clo11. p. 210.
t Lor.. d. p. r, .
t ,J. Anthrop. Iu t. 'r at Bri :iin anll IrPlancl. VII p.
. I Lafita11.- ~lrw11r 111· , ': 11,•agr•. Anll'riq11:1i111-1. p. '27'l..
111L•.Jp11111• 1 1'11:Ltion ,tc rn:;1, p. ii.
111•lu•,·, l:,.

'.l •
11 C':trli r n. connt i. fonud
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other sources we know that tlie extinct Beothucs, of Newfoundland,
did the same.*
As far as can be ascertained, the Eskimo and Indians both use the
method, so that it is not characteristic of either, as tlte four-part drill
is of the Eskimo, ~s contrasted with the simple rotation sticks of the
Indians. A description of a flint and pyrites outfit~ as at present used,
will give a general idea of the status of tlte iuve11tion. In different
loealities the manipulation di:ff0rs somewhat, as will l,e noted farther ou.

a

b
]'ig. 44.

a S'l'lttKE-A·LIGIIT.
(Seven Barrows, l.lrrkij County, England.

F rom Lubhock'o Early Man in l.lri t..1111, p. 258.)

b STIUKJi:·A·i,/f;JIT.
(Cat. No. 186 1, U.S. N. llf.

Indian,

or Fort Snnp,01, l'tlackenz,e

1t1ver district, B. C.

Co llect ed by B. It. R oss. )

The strike-a-light (No. 128405) was collected uy Capt. E. r. Here11-·
deen from natives who told him that it came from Uape Bathur8t, J1e11ce
"J. Antbrop. Im;t.

Great 13ritaiu and Irelau<l.

v, p. 225.
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he assigned the specimen to thii-;
locality on tbe evidence. Mr.
John Murdoch has, with a great
deal of probability, questioned
this and thinks thrtt it came
from .Herschel Island with the
rest of Mr. Heremleeu's collection and did not come from as
far east as Cape Bathurst.
While there is no improbability
tliat this method is practiced at
Cape Bathurst, yetthespecimeu
has the appearance of tbe Mackenzie RiYer strike - a - lights,
licuce it is <leemed advisable to
locate it iu the Mackenzie River
district at Herschel Island.
The esse11tial parts of the apparatus are a 1>iece of pyrites, a
Fig . 45.- 1. TrnnEn I'ocKET. 2. Furn {An.
piece of flint aud tinder. In the
(Pal't ofStrike-a-light set) .
more uortbern parts of the
(Cat. No. 128!05, u. ic~
,;ll~E~';:~k~~~~~.dl;~~~) District, n. C. rol· Eskimo area, tinder is made
from the down from the stems and catkiu s of various species of dwarf
arctic willows. At present tlie
Lfa
natives often soak the tinder in

LJ-

Fi~. 46.

:1. Prnrrn..

4. 40

FLINT .'TlllKER A."D

ilA:-iUJ,b.

( C· l-

( Part of 'trik -a-Ii h t t.)
:>ri. IZ tQ:,, 1· . •. ~, ;\laden&,~ H.•er Ot
Collecled by E l'. Ber nd~e11-

rte
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surface for ,cry obvious reasons. This gives the shape seen in Fort
Simpson and Long Barrows specimen. Mr. Murdoch says that the Eskimo tlJink that pyrites comes down from above in meteors. 'rl1ey call
it "firestone." A native related that in o1d times they did not use
flint, but two pieces of pyrites, and got '' big fire."
The flint (fig. 4G, 4) is an oblong piece of chert, square at the ba8e
and rounded at the forward end. It is more elaborately made than the
flakes so numerous in Europe, one of which was found with the piece
of pyrites in the English Barrow8. The Mackenzie River scraper is
more like the cnrrnd ancient one (fig. 44b). In most cases the flints
used are not mouuted in a handle; this specimen, however, is fixed i11 a
handle made of two pieces of wood held together by a thong of sealskin (fig. 4G, 4a).
The bag (fig. 45, 2) is made of reindeP-r sldn. The little bag that
hangs from the larger has a double use; it is a receptacle for reserve
tinder, but its chief use is for a toggle; being passed under the be1t it
prevents the loss of the outfit, which is said to be caniecl by the
women.
An oblong pad, stuffed with deer hair, is sewed to the month of the
:fire-bag to protect the hand from sparks a,ll(l blows of the flint.
To get a spark, tlrn IDskimo places (fig. 47) the piece of pyrites on the
pad lteld iu the left barnl over the curvl'<l
.forefinger, the large end down and the
tlrnmu set in the cup shaped cavity in
tlie top. The flap of the tinder pocket
is turned back and held on the forefinger
undP.r the protecting pad. The flint is
held in the right hand and by a scraping motion little pieces of pyrites at a
dull red heat fall down into tbe tinder.
The pe1Iet t.hat gfows is transferred to
the pipe or fire, allll the tlap of the tinder
pocket is turucd dowu, serviug to keep
the tinder dry and tu extinguish it if
u ccessary. *
There cornrs in here appropriately a
note of B. R. Ross on the burial customR
of the Kutcllin Indians of the eastern
Fig- 47.
Athapascan stock. He sayi-;:
METHOD OF USING TIIE S'l'IUKF.-A·LlGIIT,
They bury wit,b the <leacla flint fa tened toa

(CaLNo. 12840~,

.s .. M.

Draw ingbyW. H.nurger.)

stick, a stone to strike it on (pyrites) to make fire, and a piece of the fnngns that
grow on the birch tree for tinder and some touch-wood also. t

Tht're i no mention of this proce ·s of fire-making· by tue older writers
"Extracted from an arlicle by tb nnthor in Proceec.lings U.S. Nat,ional Musenw,
1 , 181-4.
t Smi tb QDl~Il ~erort. L 611, Jl· 326.
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on Greenland, Cranz and Egede, though tuey carefully note an<l describe tue plan by wood-boriug. Later explorers going ltiguer north iu
western Gree11laud liave fou11d it. Dr. Emil Bessels, writing about tl.le
Itau Eskimo of Smith Sound, says:
The catkins of the arctic willow are nsed as tinder to catch the sparks which havo
been produced through the grindiug•of two pieces of stoue ....

Dr. E. K. Kane gives a more complete account from nearly the same
locality, tlrn Arctic Highlands of uort.hwest Greeulaod. He says that
tue Eskimo of .Auoatok struck fire from two stoues, one a plain piece
of angular milky quartz, held in the right band, tue other apparently
au oxide of iron [pyrites or iron ore~] They were struck together after
the true tinder-box fasliion, throwing a scaoty supply of sparks on a
tinder composed of the silky down ot tue willow catkins ( Salix lanata,)
which be heh1 on a lump of dried moss.t
Very much farther west on Melville Peuinsula Parry gives a complete and interesting description of the primitive way. This account
gives us a link between the western and eastern Eskimo. He writes:
For the purpose of obtaining fire, the Eskimo nse two l11mps of common pyrites,
from which sparks are struck into a little leatliern case (see fig. ~5, pl. LXXIV) co11taiuing moss well dried and rnl,bed u etween tlie hands. If this tinder does not ren.<lily
catch, a small quantity of the white Jloss of the seed of the grouull willow is laid
above the moss. As soon as a spark has caught it is gently l,Jowu till the fire bas
spread an inch around, when the pointed end of a piece of wick beiu~ applied, it
soon bursts into a flame, the whole procm1s haviug occupied 11erbaps two or tlireo
minutes.:j:

The Museum was in possession of a specimen catalogued, "Mo shag and lumps of pyrites used by Junuit for getting fire," collected l>.Y
Capt. C. F. Hall at Pelly Bay, in latituue (39°, longitud 90°, several
degrees west of Melville Peniusula.
The onlj otlier record of tue process under cuusideration among tlie
E8kimo is found iu tlie Aleutian I81au<ls Tl.Jere is absolutely 110 C\' i<le11ce llad by the writer tuat the E ·kimo south of Kotzebue Sou ml
(Western Eskimo) use the p.)Tites and fli11t for makiug fire. Tue late.·t
iuformation about tuc .Aleutian lslamler· is girnn in a mauu ·ceipt
of the careful explorer, Mr. Lueien l\L Turner. Jl i · observation will
serYe to explain tlie description of striking a li g ht l>y earlier traveler·.
Th ey us• the fourp ~irtdrillbntthoy alsommpyrites. AstonecouLaiuingqllartz
and pyrite is !:!t ru ck a<raiost anoth r similar 011 •, or a 1, •a.ch pcl>ull•, into a ma of
st•a hircl down sprinkl <l with powder'd sulphur. This iguit•sand is <1nickly cau 11 ht
on finely hr <ld •d 1,lad ·s of gra s or h atcn i;talks of wild parsnips. Tlli urntliod
prevail. to thi day 011 thA i land w • t of U11ala 'hka.

Th I>' pl ~ told Mr. Turu r that thi, wa the aucient way. Tlt r' i ,
a <lonht in th' wl'i l' •• mind tllat Sau r's (Billing'· Bxpcditio11, pag'
f,.) and Uamph •11,· (Voyag , pag, .'.>' ,) oh ·errnti 11 ·, broucrbt tog lJ •r
b · Banc·roft · w ~r · a ·tnrnt with r ganl to tll t-1toue · u d.
ll tll ,
1

" 1 i1• alll •rika11i 1·~. ·onlpol-E1ql<'1litio11.

L •ipzig, 1 i!J . p. '5 .
I p. :n!J.
l' u-r:.- ·c·o111l Voy:w •. Lo111lo11, 1 :21. p. 504.
·
~ ll ucroft.-..."ati\' · lac ·s of tho Paci(ic States. I, I>· Ul.
I':uw.- ,\n; il' L . ploratiou..
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other details are correct, but they say they took two pieces of quartz,
rubbed them with sulphur, and struck them together. It is well known·
that pieces of quartz even when rubbed with sulphur will not strike
a spark' of sufficient beat to cause ignition. The pieces used must
have been pyritiferous quartz as noticed by Mr. L. M. Turuer.
To resume, the following facts arise out of the foregoing considerations of the flint and pyrites method:
·
(I) It is very ancient, inferring from the few reliable finds of pyrites ·
and flint in juxtaposition.
(2) Its distribution is among high northern tribes, both Eskimo and
Indian.
(3) As far as known, its range is limited to this area, only one other
instance coming to our notice, that of the Fuegians.
2. FLINT AND STEEL.

The flint and pyrites method is the ancestor of the flint and steel.
The latter method came in with the Iron Age. It is found in the early
settlements of that period. A steel for striking fire was found in the
pile dwellings of the Uel>erlinger See.* The .Arclueological Dep~rtment
of the Museum has a specimen of a strike-a-light of the early age of
iron in Scandinavia. It is a flat, oval quartz stone with a groove
around the edge; it is thought to be for holding a strap by which it
could be held up and struck along the flat surface with the steel. It is
scored on these surfaces. The specimen in the Smithsonian is from
the national museum at Stockholm. In Egypt it is believed to have been
used for a long period, though there is no data at hand to support the
conclusion.t In China it has been in use for many centuries. Ohinese
history, however, goes back to the use of sticks of wood. The briquet
must have been carried nearly everywhere by early commerce from the
ancient countries around the Mediterranean, as it was into new lands
by later commerce.
Many persons remember the tinder-box that was taken from its
warm nook beside the fire-place whenever a light was wanted; the
matches tipped -with sulphur used to start a blaze from the glowing tinder are also familiar to the older generation. The tinder-boxes in use
in this country were just like those in England from time immemorial
down to fifty years ago (fig. 48). Mr; Edward Lovett, of Croydon,
England, who has studied this matter thoroughly, calls attention to the
resemblance of the old English tinder-flints to the neolithic scrapers.
These scrapers, picked up at Brandon, can scarcely be discriminated
from. those made at the present time at that place, and there is a suspicion that the present tinder-flint has come down directly from neo,. Keller.-Swiss Lake Dwellings. Pl. xxvrn, fig. 29.
t Sir J. W. Dawson gives an interesting account of the strike-a-light :flints qsed iri
Egypt in 1844, in Modern Science in Bible Lands, p. 30,

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2-37
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lithic times. The old English steel, or" Flourish," (fig. 48) is the characteristic shape, aud has been carried by English commerce into many
places. A picture of a strike-a-light nse<l by the Leuguas of Brazil,
seen lately, shows the unmistakable old ":flourish."

Fig. 48.
ENGLISH TINDE R-BOX (with fl.int, "flourish," and bundle of spunks.
( Cat. No. 75516, U.S. N. 1\1. England. Collected byLoui• and Mau rice Farmer.)

The tinder-boxes had also a damper to extinguish the tinder of burnt
linen aud to keep it dry. The lids were furnished often with a candle
socket. This feature, says Mr. Lovett, has led to their preservation as
candle-sticks long after they were superseded by matches.
Many devices were invented in order to improve on the crude way of
holding the flint and steel in the bands to strike the spark into the
tinder-box. One of these was the wheel tinder-box (iig. 49). The com-

Fig 49.
WHEEL TI:sDER-IlOX.
(C t. , o. 13(»31 , C. ~- N. ,\I. BroaJall,in, :,;. Y. Pr .•eut~d by F . . Hawley.)

placed in a
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:flint was pressed against the rapidly revolving wheel and a shower of
si,arks fell into the tinder. The tinder pistol, whose name suggests its
use, was another device.*
Other devices were intended to be carried in the pocket, and were
probably brought out by the introduction of tobacco and the need of
smokers for a convenient light.
The pocket strike-a-light is still used. The one shown (fig. 50) was
bought in 1888 by l\fr. E. Lovett, at Boulogne-sur-mer. They are still

Ifig. 50.
STRIKK·.A.-LIGHT (Briquet).
( Cat. No . 12~693, U. S. N. M. Boulogne•sur-mer. France. Collected by Edward Lovett.)

used by the peasants and work-people of France. An old specimen
iu the Museum of this character is from Lima. The roll of tinder, or
"match," is made of the soft inner bark of a tree.
Among many of our North American tribes the flint and steel superseded the wooden drills as effectually as did the iron points the stone
arrow-heads.
Some of these tribes were ripe for the introduction of many modern
contrivances. Civilized methods of fire-lighting appealed to them at
once. Among the Chukchis, N ordenskiold says, matches had the honor
of being the first of the inventions of the civilized races that have been
recognized as superior to their own.t It was so among our .Indian
tribes; the Mandan chief '' Four Bears " lighted his pipe by means of a
fl.int and steel taken from his pouch when George Catlin visited him
in 1832.t
The Otoes (Siouan stock) made use of the flint and steel shown in
fig. 51. The flint is a chipped piece of gray chert, probably an ancient
implement picked up from the surface.
·
The steel is a very neatly made oval, resembling those of tbeAlbanian
strike-a-lights,§ or the Koordifih pattern, ( fig. 54). Here arises one of
the perplexities of modern intercourse, perhaps both of these steels
were derived from the same commercial center.
11

See figure in D. Bruce Peebles's address on Illumination, in Trans. Roy. Scottish.
Society of Arts, Edinburgh, xu., part 1, p. 96.
t Nordenskiold.-Voyage of the Vega. n, p. 122.
t The George Catlin Incl.ian Gallery. Smithsonian Report. 1885. n, p. 456,
§ See figure in Jour. Antbrop. Inst. Great Britain, XVI, 1 86, p. 67.
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lhe flint, steel, and tinder were al ways carried in a pouch, usually
_suspended from a belt as iu specimeu No. 8481 from the Assiniboins
(Siouan stock) of Dakota. This · is a buckskin waist-belt, beaded and
fringed, ornamented with bells of tin. It supports a flapped pouch for
the flint, etc. The tinder used was fungus.

Fig. 51.
FLINT AND STEEL.
(Cat. No. 22431, U.S. N. M.

Otoe lnd ianq, K ansas and Nebraska.

Collected by J. W . Griest.)

The pouch of the Cheyennes(Algonquian stock)iscompact, and neatly
made of leather (fig. 52). The equipment is complete an<l of a superior order. The bone cup is use<l to hold tlrn tinder while striking a
spark into it. rt is the tin<ler horn of early days, a cow's horn which wa
used to hold tinder before sheet-iron boxes came into use. The Lengua
of Brazil use a horn for the same purpose.* In tlrn Aino et, (fig. 57),
and the E kimo strike-a-light, (fig. 45), can be seen this feature. Tb
tinder with this set i rotten wood. Nearly all In<lians know the valne
of fungus tinder.
The Comanche Indian trike-a-light i a similar pouch to the one decribeu, bnt much poorer in e uipment (fig. 53.) A broken ra p, a pi ·e
of ch rt, and a piece of punk, i enough for the purpos , and a bag mad
fr m a a 1 le kirt t hold them, completes the outfit.
Th fl.in an
t l i , till u ed nearly all over M xico, Dr. Palm r
inf, rm m . Ther i at pre at a manufacture of gun aud trik -ali b flint
n, i nglan l, whence th y are hipp d to
aio
1iLtelsch~eiz. Commercia,l ,

aaell ch, .A.ra.u, Zweiter
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Mexico, Italy, and other civilized countries. Doubtless this flint from
Guadalajara (fig. 54) came from Brandon. It is real calcareous flint, such
as does not exist in this country. The flint is the '' swallow-tail" pattern. The tinder is of prepared fungus sold in little packets.

. ~-

..:......·.()
: ,','·

_.:: .: i'

Fig. 52.
STHIKE·A·LIGUT (flint, steel, tinder-horn,
(CaL rio. 22104, U. S. N. M. Cheyenne Ind ians, Arkansas.

spunk, and pouch).
Collected by Dr. J. H. Barry.)

The Koords of Bhotau, Ea tern Turkey, cany a pipe pouch containing be ides flint, steel, and tinder, a pipe pick and a pair of pincers,
\.
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to transfer the lighted tinder to the pipe (fig. 55). The tinder is prepared froni a fungus, probably polyporus species. The steel, sliaped
like an old-fashioned bell pull, is a very good form for hoiding in the
hand.

Fig. 53.
( CaL

TRIKE·A·LIGTIT. (Pouch for holding flint and steel.)
o. 6972, . . . I.
onmnche I ndian•, Tex aft. Collected by Edward P uI mer )

Th
trike-a-light i the cu tomary appendage to the pipe
p u h. It i a ery ing niou way of combining the steel with a pouch
k p h flint and tinder (fig. 56). In Thib t they are mad
nd r fi l decorated. One owned y Mr. \V.
ktw en 5 and 6 inch 1 ng, finely carv d.
l
ith eucru t d ilv r t with j w l ',
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Tile .Ainos of Japan use flint and steel for striking-a-light, this method
having supplanted the generation of fire by sticks (p. 551.) This outfit shown (fig. 57, pl. LXXXI) is complete. The shoe-shaped steel iA attached by a piece of sinew to the cork of a small wooden bottle containing the soft charcoal used as tinder. The flint is a small piece
of ferruginou s silex. With this set is a piece of stick which retains
fire for a long time. It is the root
of the Ulm,1us carnpestris, or lmvis,
formerly used for the fire-drill (see
fig. 17), but has come into a secondary place since the introduction of the flint and steel.

Fig. 54.
Fig. 56.

FLINT AND STREL.
(Cat. No

126~76, U. S. I'<. M. Gnndalajara I ndians, Mexico.
Collected hy Edward Palmer.)

STHIKE-A·LIGHT.
_( Cat. No. 1303 11 , U. S. N. M. China. Gift of Geo rge G. Frye r.)

Fig. 55.
SMOKF.HS' PlPF.-LlGIITING OUTFIT (showing fliut, Atcel, pipe-pick, ::i,nd pince!'~).
( Cat. Nu. 130G07, U S. N. M.

Koon!•

,,t

Bl1ota11, ea•t~;n Turk,•y. CollecLPtl by Hev. A. N. A n<lrus.)
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To strike_a light the Aino takes out the cork with th~ steel attached
and stirs up the tinder with the sharp point. He then holds up the

T1 •1, tt-B

( 1,owiug mount I

Fiir. fiR
• I, flint, nnc1 bundl of shaving matchrs; box on -third natural
siz ).

(I' I

• . 1271 7, I •.• ,

,1

,h1n11.

, ill ,,t llw .Japtr,P,. l),.p.irtrnf'nl of F:dunllt>n, Tokio.)

H
itb

Report of National Museum, 1888.- Hough .

PLATE

LXXXI.

•

Fig. 57.

Flint, steel, tinder-box, and rush-pouch . Cat. No. 22257, U. S. N. M. Ainos
of Yezo, Japan. Collected by B. S. Lyman.

TRIKE-A-LIGHT.

FIRE-MAKING APPARATUS.
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the point of the steel. These articles are kept in a rush pouch of
twined weaving. A much ruder pouch of fishskin is in the Museum.
Tlle Japanese tinder-box has two compartments, one with a damper
for the tinde.r, and the other larger one for the flint and steel. This box
is a familiar object in Japanese kitchens yet. The mounting of the steel
in wood is an improvement on holding it between the fingers (fig. 58 and
50). No one it seems ever thought of so mounting the steel in Western
countries. The matches are broad shavings tipped at both ends with
sulphur, and are the Japanese rendering of the "spunks" used with our
tinder-box.

Fi~ 60.
SMOKERS' S'l'RIKR-A-LTGHT.
(Cat. No. 128 138, U.S. N. M. Tok,o, J n1>:tn.

G,ft of the J apa nese D epartm e nt of Education.)

Smokers in Japan carry a very small strike-a-light (fig. 60). The .
cloth pouch with a long flap that can be rolled around Revera! times and
tied, contains the three essentials, flint, steel, and tinder, the latter of
burnt cotton.
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List of specimens desc·ribed and jigured.
Catalogue No.
'.rextfig. 1
2

74379
20644

3

127866
24096
7711)3

4

5
0

19640

7

17230
l19i6
22022
128694
127708
69850
25268
130672

8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

9555
15396

129970

18

(•)

19

120971

20
Pl.

10128

]!)78
]963

1327
808~2

I 30500}

3i ~

~

Sacred fire.drill..... Idzumo, Japan .. .. . . .. . . .
Fire.rriakiug set .... Somalis, East .Africa .. ....

Pl.

L. XL

37
T

xtn,,. 38

T x

•.=:9

Charles Willoughby.
L. S. D.var.
Lieut. P.H. Ray, U.S. Army.
Stephen Powers.
.Maj. J. W. Powell.
Do.
Do.
Mrs. Tilly E. Sto,onson.
Col. James Stevenson.
Do.
Henry Metcalf.
Capt. J no. G. B,mrke, U.
S. Army.
Dr. E. Palmer.
W . M. Gabb.
P eabody Museum, D. P . P enh allow.
R. Hitchcock.
P eabody Museum, Dr. Cha!l.
Pickering.

l

9630
91-24

(

25021

Hearth with cement .
Hearth ...... ... .. ..
Fire drill ......•....
Fire.making set . . . .

I 33166 1

do .... ....... ..

Fl, -makiog , t . . . .

1 127 10a

Mackenzie River......... B . R. Ross.
...... do.......... ... ......
Do.
Anderson River . ...... ... C. P. Gaudet.
Point Barrow, .Alaska.... Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. .Army.

Boring set ....... .. .. ....• do ...... ..•••..•..•..

l : ~~ Jt ......
l
5 127520

L. Kumlein.
Capt. C. I!'. Ilall.
L. Kumleiu.
From Holm nnd Garde.
Do.

Fire Bag.. .......... Hf!~1~nberg, West Green- Capt. C. F. Hall.

;~·: :~~ =} :.,":.~;~~~ :

'; xtftg.

,John J. McLean.
Jame!! G-. Swan.

98331

24
Text fig. 25
T extflg.26
Pl. LXXV
27
Textfig.28
Text fig. 20
T extfig.30
Text fig. 31

33

Fire-making set ... . Navajos, New Mexico ....
...... do ...... _..... _ Costa Rica .. .........•... .
...... do . .. . . .••. .• .. Ainos, Japan . . .. . . . . .• .. .

10295 ), Fire tools........... Frobisher Bay antl Cum.
berland Gulf.
142521
34114 J Boring set ................ do ....... ...... -- -- ..
Fire drill . . .• • • .. . .. East Greenland . . . . . • . . . .
Boring set ................ do....... .. ....... .. .

:!3

• Pl. 1,XXVIT

Fire-making set . . . . Sitkans, Alaska .. ..... ___
..... . do .... .. : .... __ Bella Bellas, British Columbia.
. .•.•. do ....••• ... __ _ Quiuaielts, Washington..
. . .... do ....... _. . . . . Klamaths, Oregon . . . . . . . .
...... do . . . .. . .. .. . .. Hupas, California ........
Hearth ........... __ Washoes, Nevada.. .. . ..
Ffro.making set.... Pai.Utes, Southeru Utah ..
...... do .•..•. ........•••.• do. ... . ............. .
... . .. do ............. Wind River Shoshones...
.•••.. do . . . . • . . . . . . . . Molds, Arizona . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... do ............. Zuiii, New .Mexico ........
Slow match, punk __ ..• •.. do...... ... ..........
Hearth from ca,e .. Silver City, New Mexico ..
Hearth _... _...... . . Apaches, Arizona . . . . . . . .

Collector.

102581

2l
22

LXXVI

Localities and Tribes.

Taveita men making
fire.

LXXIV

Pl.

Name.

Do.

ledge Island, Alaska ..... E.W.

·,°"°"

elson.

onnd, Alaska....

Do.

:: 1~:::t:a:tc~u~::~a :~:~~ :

:::

...... do· ........... . .Kassianamute, .Alaska

I.

..•••• d

,v. J . Fisher.

............. Koggiung, Ilristol Bay,
.,1.Ja3ka.
127 101., ..••• • do . ... ..... ....
llo . ......... .........

l......

• From photograph.

pplegate.

Do.
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List of specimens described and figu1·ed-Continued.

--

-

Cata-

logue No.
Pl.

LXXX

40
TcxtfiJ?. 41
Textfig.42
'.L'extfig. 43
Text fig. 44
Textfig.45
Textfig.46
Textfig.47
'.l'extfig. 48
Text fig. 49
Text fig. 50
Text fig. 51

Text fig. 52
'J'extfig. 53
Text fig. 54

} 55938
72514
129775
130675
1861

t

128405

J 75516
130431
129693
:12431
8481
22104
6072
126576

Text fig. 55
130607
Text fig. 56
130311
Pl. LXXXI l
22257
57 s
Text fig. 58
} 128137
Text fig. 59
Text fig. 60

128138

Name.

Localities and Tribes.

Collector.

Fire-making set .... Rristol Bay, Alaska ...... Charles L. McKay.
Kadiak Island, Alaska ....
Malays ...................
Samoa . ..... . .... • ........
Fort Simpson, British Columbia.
.... . do .........•... Mackenzie River District.

Hearth and drill ....
Fire sticks (model)
...... do .............
Strike-a-light .......

Tinder-box .........
Wheel tinder-box. : .
St,rike-a-light .......
Flint and steel. .....
Belt with flint. steel,
etc.
Strike-a-light .......
...... do .........•.•.
Flint and steel .....

England ..................
Broadalbin, New York .. .
Houlogne-snr-mer, France
Otoes, Kansas .............
.Assiniboines, Dakota .....

Cheyennes, Arkansas .....
Comanches, Texas ........
Guadalajara Indians,
Mexico.
Pipe-lighting outfit Koords, East Turkey ...•.
Strike-a-light ....... China .....................

W. J. Fisher.
After Wallace.
Harold M. Sewall.
B.R.Ross.
E. P. Herendeen.
L. and M. Farmer.
F. S. Hawley.
Ed ward Lovett.
J. W. Griest.
Dr. J. P. Kimball.
Dr. W. H. Barry.
Dr. E. Palmer.
Do.
Rev. A. N. Andrus.
µeorge G. Fryer.

...... do ...•••....... Ainos, Japan ...••••..•... B.S.Lyman.
'.rinder-box ......... Japan .................... Japanese Department of
Education.
Strike-a-light ...••.. ...... do . ............ ......
Do.

THE COLLECTION OF KOREAN MORTUARY POTTERY IN
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM.
By PIERRE

LOUIS .JOUY.

On arriving in Fusan, in the winter of 1883, my attention was early
attracted to the subject of Korean pottery, and several pieces of a ware
entirely different from the ordinary pottery of the country werA brought
to me for examination by Japanese residents. These pieces, to w·hich a
remote antiquity was ascribed, were · held in high esteem by Japanese
connoisseurs who delight in rare and curious objects. An extraordinary
value was given to fine specimens and they were often sent to friends
in Japan, and especially to Osaka, which port has long enjoyed direct
communication with Korea.
The discoveries of Professor Morse in Japan* and the researches of
Japanese archmologists in bringing to light the ancient stone implements and numerous other prehistoric objects, including pottery~ bad
inspired me with the desire to f9rm similar collections in Korea. This
seemed all the more encouraging as the country was not only practically
a virgin field of research, but abounded in monuments of great antiquity
and evidences of long occupation of the soil. Korea is one vast graveyard. Burial mounds and monuments of varying age and rich in archmological interest are a prominent feature of the landscape. Although a
tolerably thickly populated country there are many sections where the
cemeteries occupy at least a quarter as much space_ as that used for
agricultural purposes. ]from the capital to the southeastern coast, a
distance of about 200 miles, they are scarcely ever out of sight of the
traveler, their prominent position on the hillsides making them very
conspicuous. Isolated graves of greater distinction are of frequent occurrence and are tended from generation to generation with great care.
Tlle grass is kept well cropped to avoid danger from fire, and a grove
of evergreen trees surrounds the grave. These groves, frequently the
only trees on a hillside, are arranged in the shape of a horseshoe, the
mound, from four to five feet high, being in the center, and the open
space on the lower side.
* The Shell Mounds of Oruori. Tokio, 1879.
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Some mounds are further protected by a wall on three sides still following the shape of a horseshoe, and the open side is guarded by nearly
life-sized effigies in stone arranged in pairs on each side of a slab of
granite on which is carved an inscription.
Most graves, however, have simply an upright slab of granite, _recta.ngnlar in shape, bearing an inscription, and supported by a low petlestal.

'

,

. ~-'_)

,-' ,..

SK&TCH MAP OF SOUTIIEHN KOREA,

(Places underscored show where mortuary pottery has been found.)
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The pottery in common use iu Korea at the present time consists of
three kinds; the finest of white, pale buff, or bluish, poreelain sometimes
decorated in blue and with a high glaze, is used for the table, and consists of dishes, bowls, and bottles, also wash basins; the second quality
is a pale yellow ware, glazed, mostly made into bowls, undecorated, and
used by the poorer classes. It is very similar to the common kitchen
ware in use all over the world in civilized as well as barbarous kitchens.
The third style of pottery is of the commonest kind, made of dark
brown, or reddish earth, is glazed inside and out, and bas little or no
decoration except a wavy line produced by wiping off the glaze, leaving the lighter under surface to show through. Some pieces have their
edges scalloped or fluted and are adorned with incised lines, but generally they are quite plain and without these ornamentations. 'l,his ware,
of which a specimen is shown in this collection (an oil-bottle, No. 94519),
is used mainly for oil and water jars and for the common bowls and
dishes of the Korean kitcheu. House tiles are also made of this clay.
The most ambitious specimens of this latter ware I have seen are the
water jars, huge vessels suggesting possibilities of concealment as great
as the famous jars in tlrn Arabian tale*; these are often greater in capacity than an ordinary barrel. There are generally at ]east two of these
huge receptacles placed just outside of the kitchen door. Another curious form is a kind of oven consisting of a shallow vessel with a cover
and raised some 8 or 10 inches from the ground on three legs, the whole
being made of pottery.
The specimens of ancient Korean pottery, enumerated in the following list, which I have called mortuary pottery, are unglazed (a few
pieces show apparently accidential glazing in splashes); they range iu
color from a dull bluish or slate color to dark brown or light red. In
form they are archaic, containing many shapes not seen in the modern
pottery of the country. In some cases they closely resemble the ancient Etruscan, notably in the various styles of tazza, a sltallow goblet
on a stem supported by a flaring base; sometimes they are provided
with lrnndles, but more frequently are without them.
This pottery is of various styles of workmanship, some pieces beiug
modeled by the hand, others paddled into shape by an instrument,
others turned 011 the wheel,t while the larger anc} more elabor::iJte pieces
"In southern China, in the vicinity of Hong-Kong, similar jars, though not quito
so large, are used for burial purposes in place of a coffin.
tThe Korean potter's wheel consists of a circular table from 2 to 3 feet in diameter
and 4 to 6 inches thick, made of heavy wood so as to aid in giving impetus lo it
when revolving. In general appearance it is not verr unlike a modeler's table.
Tl.tis arrangement is sunken into a depression in the ground, and revolves easily by
means of small wheeh1 working on a track underneath, the table being pivoted iu
the center. The wheel is operated directly by the foot, without the aid of a treadle
of any kinll. The potter sits squatting in front of the wheel, his bench or seat on a
level with it, anil space being left between his seat and the wheel to facilitate his
movements. With his left foot underneath him, he extends bis right foot and strikes
the side of the wheel with the hare sole of the foot, causing it to rnvolve.-Tlle
Korean Potter's Wheel: P. L. Jouy. Science: September 21, 1888, p. 144.
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sho_w all of these methods combined. Mauy of the ancient shapes,
although of great lleauty and utility, are not seen in the modern ware
which is far inferior to it in gracefulness of design and variety of pat. tern of vessel. For· instance, the handled mug, which is quite a common shape in the mortuary vessels, is not seen at all among modern
_ Korean, or indeed among Oriental vessels in general, except where it is
of obviously modern introduction.
The decoration of these vessels is in incised lines, in most cases made
by a comb-shaped instrument; simple geometrical patterns and crosshatching is also seen; also dots, and excisions which ornament the bases
of the jars and the covers of some of the vessels.
Inquiry among the educated classes elicited the information that
these vessels were made in ancient times to hold offeriugH to the dead,
and were interred in the grave with the body, and that this practice
obtained up to about the twelfth century.
A similar custom prevailed in southern Japan, and the vessels were,
moreover, of almost exactly similar shapes and style of ornamentation
as shown in Nos. 94520-1 and 94520-2 of this collection, specimens
obtained from Nara, the ancient capital of Japan. In the collection of
Mr. W. Gowlaml, late superintendent of the Imperial mint at Osaka,
Japan, and in the national collections in Tokio are many examples of
pottery taken from graves in Yamato which could be duplicated in this
Korean collection.
The present series and the collection in possession of the writer are
the only specimens of Korean mortuary pottery that I have any .
knowledge of in this country.
In plate LXXXVI are shown, besides the example of Korean ware, an
oil-bottle, No. 94519; two specimens of ancient J apauese mortuary
pottery; also examples of Etruscan and Roman pottery showing two
styles of tazza., tlrn '' tulip-shaped" vessel and the handled mug; but of
especial iuterest is the Roman vessel, No. 136549, in the center, which
has a base ornamented with the triangular openings of exactly similar
<lesign as tho e seen in the Korean ware. ·

Catalogue of the Korean Mortuary Pottery in the National Museum, Collection of
P. L.Jouy.
[ Ton~: In th following list th figur sin the plates are r ferr d to as being on the upper, micldlc,
or low r lint\ the figures counting from th left.]

Earth 1~ pot. Browu WM , glazed, po iuly warped in firing. The entir outer snr
!ac i
ver d with n. r ticulat d pattern. H ight, 11½ inches; diam t r, Ill
10 h
·
uthea tern Kor a; U. . N. M. o. 94518-1. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 3, lower
lin .

Earth n pot. Dark brown war . The en tir outer orface of body and boulder i
v r d with a re iculat d patt rn f small square . Height, 10¼ incbe ; diamt r, 11½ i_nch . 1 outbea tern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 945ltHl, fl. L ~ fig.
2, 1 er hue,
-
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Earthen pot. Yellowish gray ware, washed with a brown slip, if not glazed. Tho
lower part of the body is covered with indented short lines. It is ornamented
by a band of four incised waved lines matle with a comb. 'l'wo similar bands
ornament the shoulder, and au other the neck. Height, 10¾ inches; diameter, 18¼
inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-3. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 4, lower
line.
Ea1·llien pot Dark brown ware, unglazed. Height, 11½ inche~; diameter, 11¾ inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 9451B-4. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 3, upper 1me.
Ea1·then -pot. Dark brown ware, unglazed. Ornamented with a b_e aded molding.
Height, 8 inches; diameter, 9 inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
94518-5.

Earthen pot. Gray ware, ungbzed. It is ornamented with a reticulated pattern.
Height, 7½ inches; diameter, !) inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
94518-6. PL LXXXII, fig. 5, lower line.
Ea1·Uien pot. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 7¾ inches; diameter, 8½ inches,
Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-7. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 1, lower line.
Eat·l'hen pot. Brown ware, unglazed. The lower half of the body of this vessel is
aimilar in ornamentation to No. 3. 'l'he shoulder is ornamented with douulegrooved lines. Height, 4¾ inch1:,s; diameter, 7! inches. Southeastern Korea;
U. S. N. M. No. 94518-8. Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 4, upper line.
Earthen pot. Brownish gray ware, washed with a slate-colored slip. Height, 7
inches; diameter, 7 inches. Southl:lastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-9. Pl.
LXXXII, fig. 2, upper line.
Ea1·lhen Pot. Yellow ware, unglazed, and lightly fired. Height, 7 inches; diameter,
7¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-10.
'
Earthen pot. Brown ware, glazed inside and out with a ferric-silicato glaze, now
remaining in small patches around the neck, and inside on the bottom. Height,
5½ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-11.
Ear.then .pot. Gray ware, glazed. Two small disks of clay are attached to opposite
sides of the borly. Height, 5¾ inches; diameter, 6 iuches. Southeasten Korea;
U.S. N. M. No. 94518-12. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 5, upper line.
Earthen pot. Gray ware, unglazed, and lightly fired, ornamented with light, grooved
lines. The neck is orna.mented with beaded moldings, also with a band of
incised, waved lines (made with a comb having 16 teeth) between the moldings.
Height, 7½ inches; diameter, 7¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
94518-13.

Earthen pot. Gray ware, lightly fired, washed with a slate-colored slip, ornamented
with a beaded molding, and two bands of incised waved lines, made with a
comb. Height, 6¾ inches; diameter, 5¼ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M.
No. 94518-14.
Earthen pot. Brown ware, glazed, and ornamented with a band of incised waved
lines made with a comb. Neck ornamente<l with three beaded moldings.
Height, 6¼ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
~4518-15. Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 2, upper line.
Earthen pot. Brown ware, well fired, and washed with a slate-colored.slip. Body
with an indented bottom, ornamented at its greatest diameter with two bands
of waved incised lines ma.de with a comb having 3 or 4 teeth. The Rhoulder is
covc,re<l with light waved lines made with a comb. The neck is ornamented
with two beaded moldings, and three bands of waved, incised lines similar to
those on the body. Height, 7¼ inches; diameter, 51 inches. Southeastern Korea;
U.S. N. M. No. 94518-16.
Earthen pot. Brown ware, outside washed with a brown slip, inside glazed. Ornamenteu with a beaded molding, and a wide baud of waved lines made with a
comb. Height, 6¾ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S.
N. M. No. 94518-17.

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--38
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Earthen pot. Brown ware, vitrified in firing. Ornamented with three bands of
waved, incised lines. Height, 9 inches; diameter, 7¾ inches. Southeastern
Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-18.
·
Ea1·then vase on stand. Brown ware washed with a slate-colored slip, ungla,zed, ornamented with beaded molding and two bands of waved incised lines made with
a 9omb having three or four teeth. The stand is warped in firing. Height 10
inches; diameter 7¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M., No. 94518-19.
Earthen vase on stand with cover. Slate-colored ware. Outside of body and inside of
month glazed with a greenish ferric-silicate glaze. Shoulder and neck ornamented
with beaded moldings. The stand is ornamented with beaded moldings and perforated with six triangular openings. The cover is also marked with indentations, and glazed inside and out. Height, 10-g inches; diameter, 7£- inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No·. 94518-20.
Earthen bowl on stand. Grayish brown ware, glazed outside. The bowl has its entire
outer surface covered with indentations like No. 3, but these have been partly
effaced from the sides. The sides are ornamented with beaded moldings and two
bands of incised zigzag lines. Height,, 8½ inches; diameter, 10¼ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94511:l-21. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 4, upper line.
Ea1·then bowl on stand. Brown ware, washed with a brown slip. The sides and lips
are ornament,ecl w.ith beaded moldings, between which are bands of waved incised lines made with a comb. The stand is ornamenteu. like the bowl, and also
bas two rows of six triangular openings. Height, 10½ inches; diamt3ter, 12¼ inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 9-1518-22. Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 4, lower line.
"Earthen bowl or cup on stand, handled. Brown ware, washed outside with dark brown
slip. The bowl is ornamented with two bands of prominent beaded moldings,
between which is a band of waved incised lines made with a comb having four
teeth. The handle is small and flat. The stand is molded; its &ides are pierced
with six openings. Height, 5¼ inches; diameter, 5¼inches. Southeastern Korea;
U. S. N. M. No. 94518-23. Pl. LXXXV, fig. 4, lower line.
Earthen bowl or cup with two handles. Brown ware, washed ~ith a dark brown slip
on the outside. The bowl is ornamented with three bands ofwavec} incised double
lines cut so deeply a.s to raise a bur. The handles are small and fl.at, placed on
opposite sides. The lip is shouldered for a cover, which is missing. Height, 4
inches; diameter, 6 inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-24.
Earthen pot-shaped vessel on stand, with cover. Slate-colored ware. The stand is
pierced with five rectangular openings. 'rhe cover is slightly convex, with a.
small knob in its center. Height, 6½ inches; diameter, 6-i inches. Southeastern
Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-25. Pl. LXXXII, fig. 1, upper line.
Earthen pot-shaped vessel with handle and cover. Gray ware, washed with a slate-colored slip. Body ornamented with three beaded moldings. The handle is
round aud looperl. The cover is convex, with a knob. Its rim is made to encircle the lip of the vessel. Height, 5½ inches; diameter, 4¾inches. South ea tern Korea ; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-26.
Earthen pot with handle. Brown ware, washed with a slate-colored Hp. Height, 3¾
inc he ; diameter, 4½ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. . N. M. _No. 94518-27. Pl.
LXXXV, fig. G, lower line.
Earthen jar 1 ith cove,. and handle. Brown ware, washed with a slate-colored slip.
1'h body i rnamented with a band of incised waved line , between beaded
molding11. Height, 8 inches ; diameter, Bf inches. "outhea tern Korea; U. . .
1. .. . 451 2 .
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Eai·then bowl. Slate-colored ware, washed with a yellow slip and lightly :fired; unglazed. Height, 4¾ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N.
M. No. 94518-30. Pl. LXXXIII, :fig. 7, upper line.
Earthen cup or tumble1·. Gray ware, glazed dark brown inside and out. Ornamented
with three beaded moldings. Height, 1¾ inches; diameter, 3¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-31. Pl. LXXXV, fig. 3, mi<.ldle line.
Earthen cup on a stand. Slate-colored ware, unglazed, and well fired. Height, 2¾
inches; diameter, 2¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-32.
Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 1, upper line.
Em·then cup on a ring base. Gray ware, unglazed. Height, 1¼ inches; diameter, 2¾
inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-33.
Earthen cup. Dark brown ware, washed with a brown slip. Height, 2 inches; diameter, 3½ inches. Southe~stern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-34.
Earthen box with co1,er. Dark red ware washed with a dark brown slip. Height, 1¼
inches; diameter, 4¼ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-35.
Pl. LXXXV, :fig. 2, upper line.
Earthen bowl. Slate-colored ware, unglazed and warped in firing. The bowl is ornamented with incised lines. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter, 5 mches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-36.
Earthen bottle. Slate-coloreil. ware, unglazed. Neck encircled with a headed molding. Height, 3 inches; diameter, 2¾ inches. The throat is one-half inch in diameter. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-37. Pl. Lxxxv, :fig. 1, middle
line.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware. An incised triangle with a perpendicular line
intersecting its apex is cut ou the st.and just below the bowl. Height, 5 inches;
diameter, 6½ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-38. Pl. LXXXIV,
fig. 3, middle line.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. In form similar to the preceding,
except that the stand is pierced with two rows of four rectangular openings.
Height, 5 inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
94518-39. Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 4, middle line.
.
Ea,·then bowl. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 5¾ inches ; diameter, 4¾ inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-40. Pl. Lxxxrv, fig. 3, upper line.
Eartflei.i tazza. Slate-colored ware similar to No. 38 in form except that the edge is
shouldered to receive a cover and the stand is pierced with but one row of thre~
long triangular openings. Height, 4¼ inches; diameter; 6 inches. Southeastern
Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-41. Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 6, middle line.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware. Heigbt, 4 inches; diameter, 5¾- inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-42.
Earthen tazza u-ithout handles. Similar to preceding. Height, 2¼ inches; diameter,
4 inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-43. PI. LXXXIV, fig. 6,
upper line.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 7 inches; diameter, 6 inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-44. Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 3, lo.w er line.
Earthen tazza with cover. Slate colored ware with a brown glaze. Height, 5¾- inches;
diameter, 5-ff- inchps. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-45. PJ.
LXXXIV, fig. 5, lower line . .
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware. Height, 4¼ inches; diameter, 4-! inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-46. Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 2, middle line.
Earthen bowl on stand with cover. Gray ware, lightly fired. The bowl is decorated
with beaded moldings and a band of incised circles. The cover is also ornamented with a band of incised circles, and a band of barred triangles between
two circles. Height, 5t inches ; diameter, 5¼ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S.
N. M. No. 94518-47, Pl. Lxxx1v, fig. 1, middle line.
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Earthen tazza with cover. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 4¾ inches; diameter, 4½ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-48. Pl. LXXXIV, fig.
2, upper line.
Earthen tazza with cover. Slate-colored ware glazed brown. The cover is ornai'.nented with incised circles grouped by threes, ancl with diagonal dotted lines
between the first and second, and second and third groups. Height, 7 inches;
diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-49. Pl. LXXXIY,
fig. 4, lower line.
Ea1·then, tazza. Slate-colored ware, 1rnglazed. Height, 4-l- inches; <liameter, 5¾
inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-50. Pl. LXXXIV, fig. 6, lower
line.
Earthen tazza. Slate-colored ware, glazed a dark brown. Height, 5¾ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. Southeastern Korea; U.S. N. M. No. 94518-51. Pl. LXXXIV, fig.
1, lower line.
Earthen pot. Brown ware, unglazed. Height, 7¾ inches; diameter, 7¾ inches,
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 9451t:-52.
Earthen pot. Dark brown ware, unglazed. Height, 6¼ inches; diameter, 7¾ inches.
Southeastern Korea; lJ. S. N. M. No. 94518-53.
Earthen pot. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 5¼ inches; diameter, 5i inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-54. Pl. LXXXIII, fig. 1, upper line.
Earthen pot. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Height, 5 inches; diameter, 5 inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-55.
Earthen jar, stand broken off and rnissing. Slate-colored ware, unglazed. Ornamented
just below the shoulder with two bands of waved incised lines made with a
comb having nine teeth. Neck ornamented with two bands of waved incised
lines and four boaded moldings.
Heigbt, 9¼ inches; diameter, 8¾ inches.
Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-56.
Earthen jar on stand. Slate-colored ware glazed yellow, badly warped and blistered
in firing. Ornamented with grooved lines. Neck with beaded moldings.
Height, 13½ inches; diameter, 10¼ inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No.
94518-57.

Earthen stand. Terra cotta, colored with a brown slip. Unglazed; ornamented with
moldings and a band of incised waved lines made with a comb. The top is
dish-shaped, 7¼ inches in diameter, the bowl ornamented with beaded molding
about an inch from the lip. The stand is opeu from top to bottom. Height, 14
inches; diamoter, 8 inc bes. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518-5tl.
Earthen flower stand. Brown ware, unglazed. Height, 6¼ inches; diameter, Hi
inches. Souiheastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. t.14518-59. Pl. Lxxxv, fig. 3, lower
liue.
Earthen cup with handle. Terra cotta ware, unglazed. Height, 2¼ inche8; diameter,
4 inches. Southeastern Korea; U. S. N. M. No. 94518--60. Pl. LXXXV, fig. 4,
middle line.
Earthen oil-bottle. Modern Korean pottery. Terra cotta ware, glazed dark brown.
It is ornamented with two grooved lines where the neck springs from the body,
and a beaded molding around the middle of the neck. 'l'he glaze is wiped off in
wide curved line and dashes from the shoulder. Height, 15 iuchf>s diameter, 7¼
iuches. Torai, Korea· U. . N. M. No. 94519. Pl. LXXX1'I, fig. 2, upper line.
Earthen vase on a stand. Gray earthen ware unglazed. The body of the ve el i
ornament d with light grooved parallel line made with a comb. The 1,;l10nlcler
i c ered with a cale pattern of light incised Jin s mad with, comb. Height,
61 in b . ; diam t r, :li !nch s. Nara, Japan;
. M. o. 94 20-1. Pl.
LX X\' I, ft • 1, upp r ]in .
Earth I bottle. T rra ·o ta wat ,, ungl azed. Tho l , r part of the body ppea to
h \. ~ h · ·11 p~rc~cl with : kniC . H igh t, :Jf in hes; diam tcr, ~½ inch
ara
J· I> n · 1 · ' . . . I.
-1r::2 -2. Pl. LXXXVI, firr. 3, upp •r lin .
c
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXII.
KOREAN MORTUAR Y POTTERY.

(Upper line. commencing at the left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHEN POT-SHAPED VESSEL ON STAND, WITH COVER. Slate-colored ware.
The stand is pierced with five rectangular openings. The cover is slightly
convex, with a small knob in its center. Height, 6t inches; diameter, 6t
inches. (Cat. No. 94518-25, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 2. EARTHEN POT. Brownish gray ware; washed ·w ith a slate-colored slip.
Height, 7 inches; diameter, 7 inches. (Cat. No. 94518-9, U. S. N. M.
Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 3. EARTHEN POT .AND COVER. Dark brown ware; unglazed. Height, 11¼
inches; diameter, 11! inches. (Cat. No. 94518-4, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 4. EARTHEN BOWL ON STAND. Grayish brown ware; glazed outside. The
bowl has its entire outer surface covered with indentations like No. 3,
but these have been partly effaced from the sides. The sides are ornamented with beaded mold~gs and two bands of incised zigzag lines.
Height, 8t inches; diameter, 10¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-21, U.S. N. M.
,Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 5. EARTHEN POT. - Gray ware; glazed. Two small disks of clay are attached
to opposite sides of the body. Height, 5¼ inches; diameter, 6 inches.
(Cat. No. 94518-12, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
(Lower line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHEN POT. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. Height, 7-f inches; diamet~r, St inches. (Cat. No. 94518-7, lJ. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 2. .EARTHEN POT. Dark brown ware. The entire outer surface of body and
shoulder is covered with a reticulated pattern of small squares. Height,
10¼ inches; diameter, 11½ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-2, U. '. N. M.
outheastern Korea.)
Fig. 3. EARTHEN POT. Brown ware; glazed. Possibly warped in firing. The
entire outer surface is covered with a reticulated pattern. Height, 11t
inches; diameter, 11¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94.518-1, U. S. N. M. outheastern Korea.)
Fig. 4. EARTHEN POT. Yellowish gray ware; washed with a brown lip, if not
glazed. The lower part of the body is covered with indented short line .
It is ornamented b a band of four incised waved line mad with a
comb. Two similar bands ornament the shoulder, and another- then ck.
Height 10¾ inches; diameter, 1 ~ inches. (Cat. No. 9451 3, . . N. l\I.
, uthea tern Korea.)
Fig. 5. EARTBE. POT.
ray ware; ungla.zed. It i ornamented with a reti ulat d patt rn. Height, 7t inche ; diam ter, 9 inch . ( at. No. 9451
U. , '. . )I. ' uth astern Kor a .)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXIII.
KOREAN MORTUARY POTTERY.

(Upper line, commencing at the. left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHEN POT. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. · Height, 5¼ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-54, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 2. EARTHEN POT. Brown ware; glazed and ornamented with a band of incised waved lines made with a comb. Neck ornamented with three
beaded moldings. Hejght, 6¼ inches; diameter, 5¾ inches. (Cat. No.
94518-15, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 4. EARTHEN POT. Brown ware; unglazed. The lower half of the body of
this vessel is similar in ornamentation to No. 3 in Pl. LXXXII. The
shoulder is ornamented with double-grooved lines. Height, 4¾ inches;
diameter, 7¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-8, U.S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 5. EARTHEN JAR ON STAND. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. Body ornamented with a band of incised waved lines made with a comb having five
teeth. This band is between two beaded moldings. The should r is ornamented like the body. The neck has bP-aded moldings around the
lower part. Height, 10.g. inches; diameter, 9¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-29,
U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 7. EARTHEN BowL. Slate-colored ware; washed with a yellow slip and
lightly fired; unglazed. H eight, 4¾ inches; diameter, 5!- inche . (Cat.
No. 94518-30, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
(Lower line, comm ncing at the left. )

Fig. 4. EARTHEN BOWL o STAND. Brown ware; washed with a brown slip. The
sides and lips ar ornamented with beaded moldings, betwe n which are
band of waved incised lines made with a comb. The stand i ornamented like the bowl, and also has two rows of six triangular openings.
Height, 10½ inche · diameter, 12¼ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-22, U. '. N.
M. 'outh a tern Korea.)
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EXPLANATIO N OF PLAT E LXXXIV.
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(Upper line, commencing at the left.)

_ Fig. 1. EARTHEN CUP ON STAND. Slate-colored ware; unglazed and well :fired.
H eight, 2j inches; diameter, 2¼ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-32, U. S. N. l\L
Southeastern Korea. )
Fig. 2. EARTHEN TAZZA, WITH COVER. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. Height, 4¼
inches; diameter, 4½ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-48, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea. )
Fig. 3. EARTHEN BOWL ON STAND, WITH COVER. Slate-colored ,vare; unglazed.
Height, 5¾ inches; diameter, 4¾ inches. Cat. No. 94518-40, U. S. "N. 1\1.
Southeastern Korea. ·
Fig. 6. EARTHEN TAZZA, WITHOUT HANDLES. Slate-colored ware. H eight, 2¾inches;
diameter, 4 inches. (Cat. No. 94518-43, U.S. N. M. Southeasterr.. Korea.)
(Middle line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHEN BOWL ON STAND, WITH COVER. Gray ware; lightly :fired. The
bowl is decorated with beaded moldings and a band of incised circles.
The cover is also orna,,mented with a band of incised circles, and a band
of barred triangles between two circles. Height, 5± inches; diameter, 5t
inches. (Cat. No. 94518-47, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea. )
Fig. 2. EARTHEN TAZZA. Slate-colored ware. Height, 4¾ inches; diameter , 4¼
inches. (Cat. No. 94518-46, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea. )
Fig. 3. EARTHEN TAZZA. Rlate~colored ware. An incised triangle with a perpendicular line intersecting its apex is cut on the stand just below the bowl.
Height, 5 inches; diameter, 6½ inches. (Cat. No. 9451 -38, U . S. N. M.
Southeastern Korea. )
Fig. 4. EARTHEN TAZZA. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. In form similar to Fig.
3, except that the stand is pierced with two row, · of four r ectangular
openings. Height, 5 inches; diameter , 5¾ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-39, U.
S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 6. EARTHEN TAZZA. Slate-colored ware. Similar to Fig. 3 in form, except
that the edge is shouldered to receive a cover and the stand i pierced
with but one row of three long triangular openings. :::-!eight, 4t inche :
diameter , 6inches. (Cat. No. 94518-41, U.S. N. M. Southeastern Korea. )
(Lower line, commencing at, the left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHE TAZZA. Slate-colored ware; glazed a dark brown. H eight, 5-J
inch ; diameter, 5-ff inche . (Cat. No. 9451 -51, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 3. EARTHEN TAZZA. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. H ight, 7 inche ; diamt r, 6 inches. (Cat. No. 94-518-44, U. '. N. M. Southea tern Kor a.)
Fig. 4. EARTHE TAZZA. WITH OVER. Slate-color d ·w are; glaz d brown. The
· v r i ornamented with incised circle grouped by thr e , and with
diagonal dotted lin b tween the fir t and econd and second and third
gr up.-. II i ht, 7 inch s · diam t r , M inch . ( at. No. 94518-49. U.
. :\I. , ' 11 h a. t rn Kor a. )
H ight, 5±
Fig. 5. EARTilE.' TAZZA. , 'lat - ·olor d war , with a bronz glaz
in h ·; cliam t r, 5-t! in h . ( at. No. 94-318-45 U., . N. I. outh at m
Kr a.)
i '·
H io-ht, 4t inche · diam. I. , ou th t m Kor a.)
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(Upper line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 2. EARTHEN COVER OR LOWER HALF OF A Box. Dark red ware; washed
with a dar k brown slip. Height, 1¼ inches; diameter, 4t inches. (Cat.
No. 94518-35, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
(Middle line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 1. EARTHEN BOTTLE. Slate-colored ware; unglazed. Neck encircled with a
beaded molding. The throat is one-half inch in diameter . H eight, 3
inches; diameter, 2i inches. (Cat. No. 94518-37, U. S. N. M. Southeastern Korea.)
Fig. 3. EARTHEN CUP OR TUMBLER. Gray ware; glazed dark brown inside and
out. Ornamented with three beaded. moldings. H eight, 1¾ inches;
diameter, 3-g. inches. (Cat. No. 94518-31, U . S. N. M. Southeastern
Korea.)
Fig. 4. EARTHEN CUP, WITH HANDLE. Terra cotta ware; unglazed. Height, 2t
inches; diameter, 4 inches. (Cat. No. 94518-60, U. S. N. M.
outheastern Korea.)
(Lower line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 3. EARTHEN FLOWER STAND. Brown ware; unglazed. Height, 6¾ inche ;
diameter, 8-g. inch es. (Cat. No. 94518-59, U. S. N. M. Southeastern
Korea. )
Fig. 4. EARTHEN BOWL OR CUP ON STAND, HANDLED. Brown ware; washed outside with dark brown slip. The bowl i ornam nt d with two bands of
prominent beaJed moldings, between which i. a band of waved inci ed
lines made with a comb having four teeth. The handl i · sniall and fl.at.
The stand is molded; its sides are pierced with ·ix opening . H ight, 3¼
inches; diameter, 5¼ inches. (Cat. No. 94518-23, U . . N. M.
outheastern Korea.)
Fig. 5. EARTHEN P T, WITH HANDLE. Brown war ; wa ·h d with a lat -colored
·lip. H ight, 3¾ inches; diameter, 4t in h e . ( at. No. 9451 -27,
N. M. 'outhea. tern Korea.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXVI.
MORTUAR Y POTTERY.

(Upper line, commencing at the left.)

Fig. 1.

Gray earthen ware; unglazed. The body
of the vessel is ornamented with light grooved parallel lines made with
a comb. The shoulder is covered with a scale pattern of light in cised
lines made with a comb. Height, 6¾ inches; diameter, 3i inches. (Cat.
No. 94520-1, U.S. N. M. Nara, Japan.)
Fig. 2. EARTHEN OIL BOTTLE. Terracotta ware; glazed dark brown. It is ornamented with two grooved lines where the neck springs from the body , and
a beaded molding around the middle of the neck. The glaze is wiped off
in wide curved lines and dashes from the shoulder. Height, 15 inch ;
diameter, 7¼ inches. (Cat. No. 94519, U. S. N. M. Torai, Korea. )
Fig. 3. EARTHEN BOTTLE. Terra cotta ware; unglazed. The lower part of the
body appears to have been pared with a knife. Height, 3£ inches; diameter , 3t inches. (Cat. No. 94520-2, U.S. N. M. Nara, J apan. )
EARTHEN VASE ON A STAND.
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A STUDY OF PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY,*
HAND-BOOK FOR BEGINNERS.

By

THO:'IIAS WILSON.

Prehistoric anthropology is susceptible of many divisions, each of
which is sufficiently extensive to form an independent branch of science, such as the following:
Biology and comparative anatomy.
Human anatomy.
Anthropometry, craniometry.
Comparative psychology.
Literature, language (written, oral,
sign).
lndnstry,
Materials and implements of every craft.
Clothing and personal adornment.
Habitations, and household utensils.
Weapons.
Objects for amusement.
Articles, uses unkown.
Architecture. Fine arts.
Monuments and public works.
Roads, trails, canal~, irrigating, etc.Mounds-sepulchral, effigy, altar.
Forts and earth-works.
Graves and cemeteries.
Idols and temples.

Architecture. Fine arts-Continued.
Cliff or cave cl wellings.
'fowers, ruined or otherwise.
Engraving.
Painting.
Sculpture.
Ceramics.
Decoration.
Ornamentation.
Sociology.
Love ,and marriage, child-life.
· Social organizations, customs and belief!:!, pastimes.
Tribal organization.
Government, property, law, etc.
Religion, myths, creeds and cults. Folklore.
Education, relief and charities.
Mortuary customs and furniture.

Short experience in the field will demonstrate the necessity of a
knowledge of science, or of certain branches, of even wider scope than
those enumerated. Remains of human industry may be found which,
insignificant iu themselves, derive their value from their geologic horizon. Of this kind may be mentioned the Trenton implements found
by Dr. Abbott in the gravel deposits of the Delaware River; the same
of the quartz implements found by Miss Babbitt in the terraces of the
Mississippi River, at Little Falls, Minn.; the discovery of the remains of
a prehistoric fire-place, decided by Professor Gilbert to belong to the
,. The imperfections of this fragmentary paper are known to no one better than to
the author. It contains nothing new or original, not even the illustrations. No general work on this subject applicable to tbe United States is easily attainable. Many
requests have bren rec i ved by the author for elementary information. It was found
impo sible to give satitifactory answers by letter, and this paper bas therefore been
written as an answer to serve temporary purposes until a more complete work shall
have been rrepared. - T. W.
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quaternary deposits between Lakes Erie and Ontario; aml of an obsidian spearhead in the white marl of tlte Walker River Canon formed
by the fossil Lake Lahontan in northwest Nevada, discovered by Professor McGee; and the paleolithic implements found by Dr. Hilborn
T. Cresson, at Claymont, Delaware, and at Upland, Pa.
So also anilll:al remains are frequently found associated with human
remains, and therefore some knowledge of zoology is required. The
stone implements themselves belonging to the prehistoric peoples require a knowledge of geology and mineralogy to determine their names
and the locality from which they come, both of which items may be of
great importance.
THE DISCOVERY OF PREHISTORIC MAN.

Denmark is entitled to the credit of the discovery of the existence
of man on earth in the ages before history began. The historic period
proper of Scandinavia began about 1000 A. D. But for ~enturies
before that time there had been made, frequently on stone monuments,
but also in other ways, runic inscriptions and the poetic legends of
the early times of that country, called Sagas. The antiquarians or'
that country in the past century delighted in studying these Sagas.
In this pursuit they discovered Kjokenmoddings, the Danish name for
kitchen refuse, the dolmens, the polished stone hatchets, the beautiful
flint poig.nards, and the daggers, knives, spear, and arrow-heads, for
which that country has been so justly celebrated. They became impressed with the idea that these belonged to a more ancient race of
people than that which had written the Sagas and had erected the
runic stones. They were able, b)· their examination and study, to separate the implements found into three grand divisions, which they designated, respectively, the ages of stone, of bronze, and, lastly, of iron.
These ages were found to have endured in these countries for a long
period of time and came to a high perfection. Thomson published his
memoir in 183G, announcing thes·e discoveries. The conclusions were
that the Kjokenmoddings were places of habitation of prehistoric
man, or, at lea t, places occupied by him, and that the shells which
formed the heaps were but the refuse from his kitche11. The pieces of
flint and bone were his implements, the dolmens were his tombs, and
the poli bed and beautifully-worked flints were but his tools· and
weapon . They placed his earliest occupation of the e conntrie at
from three to four thou and year B. C. and continued it down through
th epoch of the different age until that period when the written hi ·
tory of their country began.
The age of t n , wben applie i to the Scandinavian countrie , refer
nl t I 1i be 1 t ne, fi r no tra s of man' exi tence in tho e countri . 1 ring the pal olithic p ri cl have en found. Public attention
l
m t r · l t the u d ct f prebi toric man y Dr. E rd. K 11 r
in 1 ;: , h n L <li
v r cl in L, k Znrieh th r main
f tbe Swi
fa k • <lw 11 •r,' f 11 ·hi. ori · tim . . II fi uncl the ame age of ton ,
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bronze, and iron as have been found in Scandinavia. Other men took
up the investigation, and finally the opening of the canal between
Lakes Bienne, Neuchatel, and Morat not only brought to light the great
deposit of the iron age at La Tene, but so lowered the waters in the
two former lakes as to expose their shores, and to turn loose upon them
an army of seekers after the implements of prehistoric man.
In 1859 was developed and acknowledged as genuine the discoyery
of the paleolithic period, an earlier epoch in the existence of prehistoric
man. This was called at first the age of chipped stone, because the
implements were chipped. or flaked, and not polished. This discovery
was made by M. Boucher de Perthes in the valley of the river Somme,
France. Thus there were found two kimls of stone implements-the ;
chipped and the polished-and from their respective positions it was
concluded that they belonged to two different races of men occupying
the country at different and perhaps remote periods of time, in which
the earlier chipped the stone to make his implements, while the other
bad so increased his knowledge as to be able to polish them. These
different periods were named by Sir John Lubbock i>aleolithic, meaning
ancient stone; and neolithic, recent stone. From that moment prehistoric anthropology receive<l an impetus proportionate to its importance,
aud since then has g-radually elevated its rank am011g the sciences.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Prehistoric anthropology is a new science, and although its bibliography is not extensive, it has attracted much public attention and mauy
books have been written in later years. These have either been of a
popular character or else have related to a particular epoch or a single
locality. No complete or standard work has yet been published, either
in Europe or America. Professor W orsaae, of Copenhagen, contemplated such a work, of which Hon. Rasmus Anderson, United States
minister to Don mark, was to have been the English translator. But Professor Worsaae's death prevented the carrying out of this undertaking.
Monsieur de Mortillet publishe<l "Le Prehistorique," which, with its
al bum of illustrations, has become a standard work for the age of stone
in France. He now has in press a work to be called "The Protohistorique or the Aurora of History."
MM. de Quatrefages and Ramy have now under way a work to
be entitled "Histoire Generale des Races Humaines," to be publ.i shed
by the ethnologic library, but of which there has, as yet, been issued
only the iutroduction by M. de Quatrefages; and "The Aztecs," h~r
M. Lucien Biart. ·
Dr. D. G. Brinton, professor of ethnology and archreology in tho
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,, has edited the portion~
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were prepared by Dr. Brinton, and the latter was translated from the
German of Georg K. C. Gerla1Hl.
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"The Prehistoric Times," by Sir J oho Lubbock, is the most complete
work yet published in English.
It would be useless to attempt the mention of every book extant,
dealing with the subject of Prehistoric Anthropology. I give only tlle
most prominent works which should be found in almost every public
library. From these a choice can be obtained, and with these the student may obtain a fair start in the science.
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The prehistoric ages have been divided in other parts of the world
into stone, bronze, and iron, so cal1ed from the material principally employed for cutting implements.
·
-
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THE STONE AGE.

The stone age has been divided, in Europe, into periods, although
scientists are not entirely harmonious therein. The names given, are;
Eolithic, or dawn of the stone age; the Paleolithic, or ancient stone;
and the Neolithic, or recent stone. The first two are of chipped stone,
the last is of polished stone. The first or Eolithic period belongs entirely to the tertiary geologic epoch, and iR not accepted by many of the
scientists of Europe. I give it a place here because of the possibility
of information we may obtain concerning it in .America from disputants
and investigators. By being thus forewarned they might find implements or evidence in this country which would materially assist in solving the riddle aud establish the existence of this period.
THE EOLITHIC PERIOD.

But little is known concerning this age in any part of the world.
But enough has been discovered to jasti(y attention to and a search for
its evidences in places where they are likely to occur. The implements
will be of the rudest possible form, so much so that their human manufacture bas been the subject of much discussion, doubt, and, many
times, denial. The materials of which the implements found have been
made are usually flint or chert, but there is no reason why the man of
that period, if he bad an existence, may not have used any stone which
was capable of being chipped.
It is possible that bone or shell may have been used for implements,
and fossil specimens may be found bearing evidence of human workmanslJip. While no such instance has been recognized, yet the objects
are worthy of attention. Fossilizedhumanremains might also be found.
Some examples are declared to have been discovered in Europe and in
South America, not to mention the contention over the Calaveras skul1.
The man of this age is claimed to have had an existence during the
tertiary geologic period. On this question the world needs enlighten .
ment. This can only be obtained by intelligent observation, accompanied by accuracy of statement, with minute details, as eYerything depends, in case of the discovery of a piece of evidence, upon the location,
situation, and association of the object, which once disturbed from its
original position can not be replaced. It is always best to call whatever of i,;;cientific aid is obtainable before any remo,..al is made; also as
many witnesses as practicable.
The value of human implements or remains will be greatly euhanced
if they are found associated with the remains of fossils, especially animals belonging to that period. These should be gathere<l and reported
with all po sible detail an<l the specimens preserved, no matter in what
number. In all <lL coverie of this kind the contention has heretofore
been whether the strn,tum in which the object is found belongs really to
th tertiary or to ome later geologic formation, and after that whetuer
th re ha been any sub equeut di turbance or.intrusion.
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By all means do not seek to clean the specimens by scraping or washing, uor even by brushing. The arcbrnologic value of the Calaveras
skull was destroyed by this means.
These objects may be sought for in the clays and gravels of the
Washington Columbia formation, in the pl.10sphate beds of South
Carolina, the coral beds in the lagoons of Jnorida, and the equus beds
of Texas and Mexico. It is the contention of some geologists, though
disputed by others, that the auriferous gravels of California aiso belong to the tertiary formation.
THE P ALEOLI'l'Hld PERIOD.

The paleolithic period of the stone age has been SL1bdivided into various epochs, though in these subdivisions and their nomenclature the
scientists of Europe are by no means agreed. 1\1. Lartet named the
epochs after the animals which have been found associated with the
implements and called them, respectively, the epochs of th(j cave bear,
the mammoth, and the reindeer. Monsieur Dupont, of Belgium, divided
it only into two and named tlle epochs after the mammoth and the
reindeer. M. de Mortillet has divided it into four epochs and has
named them, respectively, the Chellian, after the station of Ohelles, a
few miles east of Paris; the Moustierian, after the cavern of Moustier
on the river Vezere, Dordogne; the Solutian, after the cavern of Solutre near Macon; an<l. the Madelenian, after the cavern or rock shelter
of La Madeleine, Dordogne.
In later days the tendency seems to be to divide tllem otherwise.
l\'I. Cartailhac, M. Reinach? following Mr. John Evans, are in favor of
the first period being called that of the alluvium and the second tllat
of the caverns. All these gentlemen are, however, unanimous in their
agreement tllat this period and all these epochs, whatever they are to
be called, belong to the quartenary geologic period; that they were
earlier than the present geologic period, and that they came to an end
lwfore its commencement. The most certain, and therefore to me the
most satisfactory division, has been that of M. de l\fortillet, named
after the various localities where tlle respective implements have been
found in their greatest ·purity. I give my preference to it, but do so
subject to the correction iucident to further discovery. If for no other
reason it is more convenient. The names given are for localities and,
consequently, are purely arbitrary. They may not, perhaps, serve for
general terms over the world, but within their own locality they have
a definite and certain meaning, while to say the epoch of alluvium,
the epocl.i of caverns, the epoch of the drift, or the epoch of tlle mammoth, bear, reindeer, etc., might have au application in other countries which woulu deceive tl.ie student or reader. The names of Chellian, Moustierian, etc., have no such application, are not possible to be
applied to other countries. They meau, then, just one kind of civiliza,.
tion, one kind of implement, and thus we kuow what is meant wllen
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these terms are used. If other countries IJave different things to be
described, if different epochs are found, then other names may have to
be given, but when we speak now of these epochs, the Ohelliau, Moustierian, etc., and the implements that belong to them, "the speaker and
hearer are on a common ground in which both understand the same
terms used to mean the same thing.
'.rhe world is indebted principally to M. Boucher de Perthes for the
great discover.)'? of prehistoric man in the paleolethic period. He lived
at Abbeville, on the river Somme, about half way between Paris and
Calais. Iu 184:1 he found in a sand-bank, then being worked at Menchecourt, a piece of flint rudely fashioned to an edge and point, which excited his attention and wonder, for he asked himself, "How could this
stone have taken this form by any other than human intervention f" He
continued his inve:-1tigations at occasional intervals, chiefly in the excavations and fillings at Abbeville and in the gravel which was being removed he found many of the· same implements. In the year
184G was published his first work on the subject, in which he announced
his belief that these were human implements and of the same age as the
gravels in which they were found. This statement made but few converts; nevertheless, being an enthusiast, and pressing bis belief ahyays
in season and sometimes, possibly, out of season, came to be regarded
as what would now be called a "crank."
Doctor Rigollot, in 1853, was the first to make such examinations of
the locality by which, finding the implements in situ, he became a believer in the new theory. M. Boucher de Perthes was no exception to
the rule that prophets are without honor in their own country. At
last, however, the tide turned in his favor, and I can not do better
than to quote from Sir John Lubbock, himself one of the actors, his
description of the event:
In 1859 Dr. Falconer, pa~siug through Abbeville, examined the collection of M.
de Perthes, and on his return to England called the attention of Mr. Prestwich,
Mr. Evans, and other English geologists to the importance of his discoveries. In
consequence the valley of the Somme was visited in 1859 and 18ti0, firstly by Messrs ..
Prestwich and Evans, ancl shortly afterwards by Sir C. Lyell, Sir R. Murchison,
Messrs. Busk, Flower, Mylne, Goodwin-Aust en, and Galton; Professors Henslow,
Ramsay, Rogers; Messrs. H. Christy, Rupert Jones, James Wyatt, myself, and other
geologists.

Mr. Johu Evans, in his ''Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain,"
describes the same event:
We examined the local collections of fl.int implements and the bed in which they
were said to have been found, and, in addition to being perfectly satisfied with the
evidence adduced as to the nature of th e discoveries, we bad the crowning satisfaction of seeing one of the worked :flints still in sitii in its undisturbed matrix of gravel,
at a depth of 17 feet from the original surface.

The locality wa also visited by the French savants who were especially qualifie<l for such a cientific investigation. MM. Mortillet, d' Acy,
Uaudry, <le Quatrefages, Lartet, ()ollomb, Hebert, de Verueuil, and G.
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Pouchet. Dr. Gosse, of Geneva, was also an earnest and ardent
investigator. Mr. John Evans says:
Indeed it turned out, ou examination, that more than one such discovery had
already been recorded, ancl that flint implements of similar types to those of Abbeville and A miens had been found in the gravels of London at the close of the seventeenth century, and in the brick eart,h of Hoxne, in Suffolk, at the close of the
eighteenth, and were still preserved in the British Museum and in that of the Society of Antiquariee.

The name" paleolithic" was given to this period by Sir John Lubbock.
It is composetl of two Greek words signifying ancient stone. Belonging to the stoue age, all its cutting implements were, of course, of stone.
The method of manufacture was by chipping, and all cutting edges or
poiuts were thus made. The man of this period seems not to have
known, at least never employed, the method of smoothing or sharpening a stone by rubuing it against or upon another. Bc,ne and horn
implements were also made during this period, and in its latter part
were apparently greater in numbe~s than the stone.
This period belongs entirely to the quaternary (pleistocene) geologic
. period, and is assµmed to have been contemporaneous, in Europe at
least, with t,he formation of the river valleys and the deposit of the
· gravels thereiu. The climate of the first epoch is supposed to have
been warm and moist; that it afterwards grew cold, and man in Western Europe sought the caves for protection. It is believed by many
this period of cold corresponds with the glacial epoch of that country.
The fauna of the first epoch was composed principally of animals
which were extinct before our earliest knowledge of natural history.
The Elephas antiquus, a pacb~·derm, the ance.stor of the elephant t.ribe;
Rhinoceros Merckii, Trogontherium, a large beaver, have been found at
Chelles, associated with implements of human indm;try.
These animals are now all fossil. They belong to the quaternary
geologic period, and have never been seen or known in the present day.
They have been found in ,nany other prehistoric stations associated
with the Chellian implements of human manufacture. Here was the
beginning of human art. This was the first art product.
The foregoing sentence might be easily overlooked. Its importance
is largely out of proportion with the space which it occupies, for it
tells the story that man existed in that country contemporaneous
with these animals, and in a geologic period so much older than the
present that one can scarcely imagine man's antiquity as having any
relatfon thereto. The succeeding epochs were more like that of the
present. · The mammoth came first, and after it the reindeer. One
can obtain a faint idea of the time by considering that the reindeer
which occupied Southern France in probably greater numbers than it
now does in Lapland, was the animal on which the prehistoric man of
this epoch in that country relied principally for his food. A study of
the fauna of that period in southern France, as compared with that of
the present, shows that there were eighteen species of animals, then
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occupyiug that country, which in the present time have immigrated
to the colder regions. Thirteen of them have gone to the north, Ly
degrees of latitude, while five, like the chamois, mountain goat, etc.,
have retreated to the mountains in search of that cold which was necessary to support t,heir lives, and which they did not find in the subsequent warm climate of southern France.
T_H E CHELLIA.N EPOCH.

The Chelliau implements here figured are the standard ones for this
perio<l, though they were mostly almond-shaped or oval, with the cutting
edge to the point, which is the contrary to those of the neolithic period.
The body of the implement was tl.tick, after the shape of au almond or
peach stone. It was not thin and flat like those of the later epoch! the
Solutrian, and the two are not to be confounded. They are made of
flint where that stone was obtainable; where it was not, quartz and
quartzite seems to have been employed, although any stone would serve
which was homogeneous, so that it might be flaked in every direction;
tough, that it might hold an edge, and hard, that it would not break or
crumble. The flint"always broke under a blow with a conchoidal fracture, and this may be frequently seen.
These implements differ somewhat in form and size, though they are
substantialJy the same. Some of them are more round; others more
pointed. .A few approach the disk form, and have an edge which
might have served for scraping rather than cutting; but all we know
of this is obtained from an examination of the object itself. They were
all made by chipping, and were usually brought to an .e dge by the removal of smaller and finer flakes. Chips, flakes, spawls, etc., the debris of manufacture, are frequently found in the deposits associated
with :finished implements. Many, indeed most of the specimens, show
signs of use. Some are broken and others apparently unfinished.
Occasionally the cutting edge extends neatly around the implement,
but many times a portion of the pebble is left for a grip. So, while it is
possible it may have been attached to a handle in some cases, it is evident that sometimes it was intended to be taken in the band. The
hand may have been protected against the sharp ones by a bit of skin,
fur, grass, or other substance. I much doubt whether any of them
were attached to a handle, for it must have been with great care and
labor that the workman was able to bring them to this sharp edge all
around, and when so done it produced a form of implement very difficult to successfully insert in a handle. To make a firm attachment the
handle must envelop it at its great~st diameter, and herein lies the
difficulty. If the sharpened implement be only partially inserted, a
few hard blows would split the tandle; if it be inserted too far the
same blow will drive it through. Plate LXXXVII, Figs. 1-2.
The flint of which the e implements are made bas, in many specimen.', pa ed, ince their manufacture, througlJ certain chemical and
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Fm. 1. Chellian implement (flint); from St. Acheul. France.
Fm. 2. Chellian implement (quartzite); from India.
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physical changes on their surface. Some sliow a brilliancy called
patine; in some the color has changed to red and yellow, and so on
through the scale to chalky white. This change is produced by contact with the atmosphere or earth, or ·by the contact of water which
has percolated through the various earths in the neighborhood, generally those containing iron, and has ch_a nged the chemical combination
of the flint on its surface. This change sometimes extends deep into
the stone, and in small specimens may pass entirely tllrough it. In
the United States all this might be called weathering; in France it is
called patine. The objection to the former word is that it conveys,
possibly im1 oluntarily, some relation to the weather, while the patine
may be formed on a specimen deep in the earth.
Dendrites are also formed on the specimens. These changes are all
evidences of antiquity of ·the specimen, and to the experienced eye
become testimonials of its genuineness.
The use of the Ohellian implement is unknown. The wise men of
Europe have made many guesses and suppositions, but these are at
best nothing more than ·speculation. Many of them bear und_o ubted
traces of use on their edges. Mr. John Evans in his latest work reverts to his first and original opinion, ''That it is nearly useless to
speculate as to the purposes to which they were applied." Sir John·
Lubbock says, "Almost as well might we ask to what would they
not be applied. Infinite as are our instruments, who would attempt
..even at present to say what was the use of a knife f But the primitive
savage had no such choice of tools. We see before us, perhaps, the
whole contents of his workshop, and with these weapons, rude as they
seem to us, he may have cut down trees, scooped them out into canoes,
grubbed up roots, kill animals and enemies, cut up his food, made holes
in winter through the ice, prepared firewood," etc.*
The implements of the Ohellian epoch are found substantially all
over the world. This would indicate, if ·it does not prove, the expansion of that civilization, and the duration of that epoch to have been
much greater than has ever heretofore been supposed_. Those from Great
Britain are found only in the eastern and southern portion, from Norfolk around to Devonshire and Land's End. They have been found in
every quarter of France and southern Belgium, Italy in all its parts,
also in Spain and Portu-gal. They have not been found in northern
England, Scotland, Wales, or northern Ireland. Neither in northern
Belgium, or Holland, or in the Scandinavian countries, or that portion of Germany bordering on the Bal tic, or in northern Russia.
These countries were probably covered at that epoch with glaciers, or
possibly by the Great North Sea. Paleolithic implements have been
found in Asia, Palestine, iu India from Bombay to Calcutta, in Cambodia, Japan, in Africa all along the shores of the Mediterranean, and
up the valley of the Nile, and lately in -the United States.
* Prehistoric Times, p. 3G4._
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They have been called in England drift implements, because they
have been found in the river drifts or deposits. Their position when
tbus found indicates the same antiquity as the river valleys themselves.
There was a time when the rivers filled the valleys from hill to hill,
pouring down with a rush and carrying the greatest quantity of water
to the sea. In that time the irresistible current eroded the earth, and,
if need be, the rock, to make for itself a waterway. As time progressed
the water subsided more or less, and the current become slower and less
powerful. The sand and gravel which had before been carried out to
the sea began to be deposited here and there in this bend and on that
point, until the deposit came to the surface of the water and formed
what is now the highest terrace. Then the river was narrowed and the
terrace became a new river bank. This process was repeated again and
again until the river finally retreated to its present bed, and left terraces, sometimes three in number, the first being higher, deeper, and
more distant from the river than the others. These are now the marks
of the successive stages in the formation of the river valleys.
The sand and gravel deposit of the river at Chelles spreads out and
forms the plain of the river valley. It is from 22 to 26 feet in thickness. The sand and gravel rests upon the original chalk, and is about
on a levei with the highest floods of the river in modern times. These
deposits are of different degrees of fineness, and are laid in strata or
layers, showing that they were made by the action of water. The strata
are not always continuous: and differ in thickness and position, showing
that the water had varying currents. There are to be found occasional
huge blocks of erratic stone. The sand and gra,Tel is sometimes intercalated by other strata which could uot have been laid down at the
same time or in corresponding manner. One of these is a stratum of
calca:r:eous cement several inches in thickness. In many other places,
but nearer the top, are pockets or strata which contain various solutions of iron, the percolating water from which gives the color to the
implement heretofore described.
There have been many and great discu~sions over the formation of
these river valleys and the deposits of their sand and gravel. These
as to the time, manner of formation, and antiquity. I do not enter into
this discussion now. I merely state a fact on which all disputants
are agreed: that the implements of human industry belonging to this
epoch are found in these river gravels, in positions which indicate their
qeppsit at the time of the original formation and at a distance from the
r~ver and qepth below the surface which indicates their antiquity to
be equal with the first deposit. Whether they were swept down from
the prings which formed the headwaters of the river, were dropped on
the borders in the near neighborhood, or precisely ill what manner
the, became involved with the sand and gravel in which they are now
foun 1, is not only unknown but there has as yet been developed no sati factory theory.
·
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In seeking to establish the existence of a paleolithic period fa
America. it has been ol)jected that many of the ip1plements introduced
as evide~ce were found on the surface. In western Europe surface
finds are not at all uncommon. The St. Germain Museum, at Paris, exhibits six cases of Chellian implements. In five of them are displayed
, those from the river gravels, and in one is shown similar implements
from the surface. These are distinguished as being from the plateau.
(The plateau in this case meaning the surface of high level unaffected
by the wash of the water which formed the river.) Mr. Solomon
Reinach, curator of that museum, in his catalogue and "Description
Raisonnee," says, page 84 :
The implements found in the ancient alluvium of the rivers are those which have
been used or have been rejected. Sometimes they are water-worn, sometimes altogether new and even unfinished. * * * The implements gathered on the plateau
come from the camps or workshops. They are much less interesting than those of
the alluvium, not being accompanied by a fauna which can serve for their chronologic classification. * * * As the soil of the plateaus-is continually upturned
by its cultivation, which has thrown together in the same layers the remains of successive civilizations, so the paleolithic and neolithic , instruments are often found
on or near the surface mixed with those of the epoch of metal and of modern times.

The plateaux on the surface of which these Chellian implements were
found extends largely over the interior of France.
Dr. John Evans, the celebrated prehistoric archreologist of England,
and the author of "Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain," says
in that work (page 531), "Not far from Uurrie. Farm I found
the
.mrface of the ground, in 1869, a well-marked paleolithic implement, in
character and size resern bling that of Stud-Hill (Fig. 462), and stained
a rich ochreous color." During a visit to Dr. Evan s's collection in 1889
the writer saw thirty or more paleolithic implements which had been
found on the surface in the neighborhood of Ightham, Kent. Mr. B.
Harrison has gathered in the same neig·hborhoou nigh six hu~dred
paleolithic implements which are des,cribed by Mr. Prestwich in the
Quarterly Geologic Journal, No. 178, of May 1, 1889. I quite agree
with Mr. Reinach that these surface implements are mnch less interesting than those found in the river gravels. I agree and have
always said that the implements thus found are not proof of the
antiquity of the paleolithic period. The most I have ever contended
was that the~1 were evidence of its existence. The paleolithic implements of Enrope harn been found by the ten thousand in the river
gravels at various depths, and associated with the extinct fauna
of the Quaternary geologic period. Thus the antiquity of the paleolithic period has been established without the aid of the implements
found upon the surface. In the United States this is not the case; therefore the discovery of the paleolithic implement,s 011 the surface have a
greater relative importance than in Europe. They, however, are evidence only of the existence and not of" its antiquity of a paleolithic
period. The antiquity remains to be solved by other means.

on
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Enough has been said to demonstrate that the paleolithic implements
of this epoch belo1ig to one general type. Tlrnir similarity of material,
mode of manufacture, and general appearance all testify thereto.
While there is this similarity they are not copied one from another.
Each one bas an individuality, yet they can be recognized as belonging
to a common family and having a common origiu. Iu this manner,
and for these reasons, a person acquainted with them, or who has had
sufficient experience, will be . able to recognize a Chellian implement
independeut of its locality or its associations. This knowledge comes
only from experience, but it is the same experience by which the American archreologist recognizes the genaineness of the arrow or spear
head, the polished stone hatchet, Indian pipe, and similar objects, and
is fairly able to assign them to their proper localities.
The following paragraphs, relating to the differences in form between
paleolithic and neolithic implements, may be found of interest:
A glance at the stone implements hitherto discovered in the river drift, whether of
England or France, will at once show how different iu character they are, as a whole,
from those of the neolithic period, excepting, of course, mere flakes, aud implements
made from them, and simple blocks and hammer-stones. So far as we at present
know, not a single implement from the river drift has been sharpened by grinding or
polishing, though 1 of course, it would be unsafe to affirm that such a process was unknown at the time when they were in use. With the unpolished implements of the
neolithic period, which most nearly approach those of the paleolithic iu form, it will,
as a rule, be found that the former are intended for cutting at the broader end, an<l
the latter at the narrow or more pointed encl. Even iu the nature of the chipping a
practiced observer will, in most instances, discern a difference.
When first treating of the character of these instruments (in the Archffiologia, now
thirteen years ago), I pointed out these differences between the implements of the
two periods as being marked and distinct; and though since that time, from our
knowledge of the form and character of the stone implements of both periods haviug
been much enlarged, some few exceptions may be made to a too sweeping assertion
of the distinctions between the two classes, yet, on the whole, I think they havo been
fully sustained.
Unground flint implements, with a sharp point and a thick truncated butt, and,
in fact, what I have termed tongue-shaped in form, are, for instance, no longer con.:firred to the drift, bnt have been found by myself, with polislled implements, on tho
shores of Lough Neagh, in Ireland; and yet, though analogous in form, they differ
in the character of tlle workmanship, and in their proportions from those from the
gravel. The difference is such tlrnt, though possibly a single specimen might pass
muster as of paleolithic form, yet a group of three or four would at once strike an
experienced eye as presenting other characteristics.
In the same manner some of the roughly chipped specimens from Cissbury and
elsewhere-such, for instance, as Fig. 28*-appear to be of the tongue-shaped type,
or like other river-drift forms. These are, however, exceptional in character, and as
their finding appears to be confined to the sites of mannfactories of flint implements,
where a very large proportion of the specimens found are merely "wasters" produced
in the manufacture, it is doubtful how they are to be regarded as :finished tools.
On this subject of the difference in character between the paleolithic and neolithic
f~rms I have been severely taken to ta k by M. Zinck, in the Proceedings of the So~-iet! of N~rther~ ~ntiquaries of Copenhage11, who has :figured several Dauish neo,t~ic specimens m Ju xtaposition with some of my owu figures of implements from the
drift. In ma.ny ca e , however, the compari on is ma<le between i111plerneuts of very
11
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different dimensions, though, lJy being drawn to different scales, they are made to
appear of the same size iu the figures; and, in other cases, the specimens engraved
are apparently unfinished, or merely wasters thrown away.
But., even granting that these exceptional instances of resemblance can be found,
there is no one who can deuy that the geueral facies of a collection of implements
frorJJ. the river df'ift, aml one from the surface, is totally and entirely distinct. With
regard to the Danish stone anti(]nities, I think I may safely say that I have as extensive a collection of them as any one out of that country; and, further, that I have
more than once examined the collections, both public and private, at Copenhagen,
as well as at Stockholm antl Lund, and yet that I do not remember to have seen any
specimen-unless possibly a mere flake or rough block-which, if placed before me
without comment, I should have taken t.o be paleolithic.
In most cases, even if a similarity of form should be found to exist, there will be
a difference in the character of the surface of the material; the tleep staining more
especi'ally, and the glossy surface so common on the implements from the gravel,
being but rarely met with on those from the surface soil.
But, though, on the whole, so widdy differing from the implements of the neolithic period, those belonging to paleolithic times show a marvelous correspondence
with each other iu whatever part of England they are found; and this correspondence extends, in an equal degree, to the implements found in the river gravels of
France. In illustration of this, Mr. Flower has engraved, side by side, two implements from Thetford and two from St. Acheul, each pair being almost iclentical
both in shape aud size. But what is more remarkable still, this resemblance in form
prevails not only with the implements from the river gravels of western Europe.,
but with those from the laterite beds of southern India. It is true tbat the material
is somewhat different, the Indian implements being formed of compact quartzite
instead of flint, and that this circumstance somewhat affects the character of the
fracture and facets, but, so far as general form is concerned, they may be said to be
identical with those from the European river-drifts.*
MOUSTIERIAN EPOCH . .

This is the commencement of the cavern period. During this epoch
and the two succeeding, man inhabited principally the caverns and
rock shelters. While I would not assert that the implements and objects belonging to these epochs are not to be found on the surface and
·otherwheres, yet it is true that the habitations, the workshops, · the
residences, the fireplaces, hearths, etc., of these three epochs, are to be
found principally in the caverns or nuder the rock shelter. Whe11
Monsieur Reinach speaks of the epoch of alluvium, he means the epoch
prior to this; when he speaks of the period of the caverns, he means
these three epochs following. It is entirelv possible that these may
have been contemporaneous, that man m;y have occupied· them all
at once, to have made and used the implements belonging to these
epochs all at one time, and such has been the contention of ~ome eminent scientists. But they are not by any means agreed upon that
theory or statement. These subdivisions of the cavern period, made
by M. de Mortillet, are Moustierian, the Solutrian, and the Madelenian.
The Moustierian is so named after the Cavern <le Moustier, on the
river Vezere, Dordogne; France. The typical implements are the
•Evans: Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain, p. 568.
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point and scraper.* The point is different from all other points, in that
while one side is left flat and smooth as it was struck from its nucleus,
the retouching by w!Jich the point and edge are made is all done from
the opposite sirle. The scraper is made in the same way, and its peculiarity is that its edge is upon tlie side rather than upon the end, as
it was in all succeeding epochs. These appear to have been the first
scraper~ used by the pre-liistoric man. While the Moustierian implements have been found iu the river gravels of Europe, there bas been
much contention as to their contemporaneity with those of the preceding epoch. But they have been found in the caverns at such depths
and with such associations as to cause many pre-historic anthropologists in Europe to believe that they formed · a separate epoch, during
which the caverns were occupied by the inhabitants for a long period
of time. It _bas been contended that this epoch was, at least in southern France, contemporary with the glacial period. This, if established,
would sufficiently acconut for his occupation of caves and rock shelters. The extinct fauna of the preceding epoch is not found in connection with these implements. The animals become more like those
of our own time. This epoch begins what has ·been called the cavern
·period.
SOL UTRI.A.N EPOCH,

Is so named after the Cavern of Solutre, near Macon, Sa.one et Loire.
The Chellian implement had in this -epoch ceased to be made; also the
one-sided Moustierian point. They were probably replaced by the large·
and thin spear-head which is shaped like a laurel leaf. The scrapers
have been changed in form. They are smaller, and. the scraping edgo
is on the end instead of being upon the side. Knives and saws of
flint also appear. The man of this epoch exce11ed in the art of chipping flint. Indeed, it is doubtful if any subsequent age or epoch even
equalled him. The implements are renowed for beauty of form and
fineness of finish. It is by this progress that this epoch has become
recognized. It is remarkable that these leaf-shaped implements should
be found in France in nests or en cache, and that great numbers of sim- ·
ilar instruments sbould be found in the United States likewise frequently in nests. It would be exceedingly strange if, upon further
study and careful investigation, it should be discovered that the American implements should belong to the same paleolithic epoch, as do
those of France. t
Points were also made of bone, sometimes apparently for use in
piercing skins, or for sewing g·armeuts. Sometimes to replace the
chipped flint for spear-points. Another implement peculiar to this
epoch was a fine flint-point, apparently a spear, with a tang and shoulder on only one side.
But it i in its art products that this period is remarkable. The
'hellian implement and the Moustierian points and scrapers are
arc ly fine nongh to be worthy of the title of artistic.
ff
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Moustierian point, spear or otherwise (flint) ; from cavern of Le Moustier.
Fm. 2. Opposite side of Fig. 1.
FIG. 3. Moustierian scraper, showing bulb of percussion (fl.int); from Chez Poure.
FIG. 4. Opposite side of Fig. 3.
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FIG. 1. Solutrian point; shape of laurel leaf. Rigny-sur-Arroux (Saone-et-Loire), France.
FIG. 2. Solutrian point. Gr otte de l'Eglise, Dordorne.
FIG. 3. Solutrian point. Gr otte de Gargas, Vaucluse.
FIG. 4. Solu trian point. Grotte de l'Eglise, Dordogne.
Fws. 5 and 6. Solut rian implements. beautifully chipped for spear or other points, with a shoulder on
one side. They may have been u.·e(l for fi sh spear s or harpoons (flint): from D0rdogne.
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The airt of the third period, the Solutrian, was much finer, although
confined to the chipping of flint and the making of bone and born implements. The representative implement of this epoch is the flint
spear-head or dagger, which was shap~d like the laurel lraf; It was in
tbe working of the flint lo make these objects that the oest art of _tl.ie
Solutrian epoch is manifested. It may be objected that t.l1(jre was no
art required in chipping flint implements, but an inspection of those
· from the Solutrian epoch, coupled with an attempt on the part of the
objector to make one of the larger and finer, will show bow far he is
from the truth .
.A.n examination and measurement of these implements is required
to understand the delicacy of their manufacture. It must have requir~d much education and experience and a large amount of manual
dexterity.
Figure 1 represents one of these leaf-shaped points found en cache
with ten others. It is one of the largest known, and is in the Museum
of Chalon-sur-Saone. Its length is 14 inches, its breadth 3¼, aud its
greatest thickness less than three eighths of au inch. It is made eutirely by chipping, which is not either primary or secondary, but appears to be even tertiary. The flakes by which it has been reduced
have been struck or pressed off' from the edge, and are so long and
thin as to resemble shavings rather than chips.
The art of chipping flint attained its highest point during this epoch.
It has never been exceeded, and rarely equalled in any time and by
any people. The pre-historic people of Scandinavia, in . Europe, and
those of Mexico and California, in America~ are the only ones wbieh
have in any way approached it. The modern Indian bas chipped Lis
arrow-beads, and many persons of high artistic abilities have, iu the
interest of science, reproduced them, making them sometimes of flint,
obsidian, and even of common bottle-glass. Occasional persons have
used their abilities, like '' Flint Jack," in making spurious implements
to be palmed off as genuine ones. But no fliut-knaoper of the present
day, whether amateur or professional, bas yet been able to reproduce
one of the fine, Solutrian, leaf-shaped implements. We have had to
contend many times with other fraudulent and spurious specimens
which evinced a high degree of art and manual dexterity, but never
with forgeries or counterfeits of these beautiful implements.
MADELENIA.N EPOCH.

So named from the rock shelter, La Madelaine, on the Vezere, Dordogne, about half way between Le Moustier and Les Eyzies.
This epoch endured longer than the preceding. Its ~tations are.
more frequent; the area more extended; its implements increase in
number, variety, and form, and indicate con tinned progress. While i11
former epochs the material used by man for tlie fabrication of his ut,-msils and implements was almost entirely of flint, or at least stone, in
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this epoch ~e used bone, horn, and ivory. He made the long straight
flakes of fl.int in profusion, for bis need for knives and saws-_was naturally great.* Scrapers, gravers, etc., were also of flint (Figs. 1, 3, 4);
but piercers or points, needles, harpoons, hooks, and ornaments of
divers sorts, were made of bone, horn, or ivory.t
It was in the Madelenian epoch that pre-historic art·attained its perfection. The art of that epoch seems to have been indigenous to that
country in which its greatest manifestations have been discovered;
that is, the Dordogne district of France. It does not seem to have
been an imitation, nor to have been borrowed from any other country
or pe.opie, but only to have been a display of the artistic tendencies of
the human mind, and a manifestation of the manual dexterity of that
period and locality. It consisted sometimes of sculpture done in the
round, sometimes of engravings or etchings on stone, bone, or horn,
possibly on wood (though such specimens have decayed), and also the
making of the bone and horn implements such as points, harpoons,
daggers, needles, etc. The decoration was sometimes of geometric
designs made by curved or straight lines, by festoons, zigzag,or herring-bone, or by the same figures made by dots or points.
·
The principal and wonderful manufacture of art in this epoch was
the representation of living things. Sometimes the animals represented
are at rest, but many times they are in action. Hunting scenes are
· depicted in which the hunter, a man, is shown in the chase and engaged
in active conflict with his game. In one, a man is throwing a spear;
in another, the serpent bites his heel ;t deer in action; the reindeer with
his nose high in the air and horn s thrown on his back. A reindeer
browsing, which represents a veritable landscape with perspective
drawing. The engraving and sculpture represent the mammoth, the
reindeer, horse, bison, birds, fish, serpent, musk-ox, and others.§ Some
of these are Arctic animals now found only in cold countries. Some of
these are of animals now extinct. A mammoth is found engraved on a
piece of ivory (part of his own tusk), a cave-bear was engraved on a
flat stone of schist, a poignard was made of reindeer born, the handle
of which. is in the form of a reindeer himself. These all came from
southern France, and are evidence of their existence in that locality,
for the artist must have seen them before he could depict them.
The art tools with which this work was done have been found in considerable numbers. They are of flint, and have been chipped to the
same sharp, triangular point as the steel graver of modern tirnes'.11
The implements and utensils of every-day use were objects of an art
by no means contemptible, even as compared with those of our times.
The harpoons, needles, daggers, and other implements and utensils
were so ornamented as to show an appreciation of decorative art applied
to hou ehold or domestic u 'CS which would not be unworthy the decorative chool of art of the nineteenth century.
t Plate XC III, Fig. 2.
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PALEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS.

FIG. 1. Grotte du Placard. Charente, France.
FIG. 2. Flint graver. Gorge-d'Enfer , Dordogne, France.
FIG. 3. Flint flake; worked. Les Eyzies, Dordogne, France.
FIGS. 4 and 5. Flint points; worked t.o an edge. La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
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PALEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS.

FIG. 1. Flint scrape r, with rounded end. La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
FIG. 2. Flint flake; probably a saw or knife. La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
FIGS. 3 and 4. Flint gravers. La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
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PALEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS.

FIGS. 1, 2, 3, and 4. Harpoons made of reindeer horn. La Madeleine, Do1·dogne, France.
F IGS. 5, 6. a nd 7. Points a ud baqJoons made of reindeer horn ; h ole a nd s lit fo r attachment to shaft.
Soutlwrn France.
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PALEOLITHIC ENGRAVINGS.

Fm. 1. Engraving of pike on canine tooth of bear. Gr otte of Duruthy, southwestern France.
Fm. 2. Engraving of a man, h orses, aurochs, and snake or eel on reindeer horn. La Madeleine, Dor dogoe, France.
Fm. 3. Engraving of sePJ on canine tooth of hear. Grotte of Duruthy, southwestern France.
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PALEOLITHIC ENGRAVINGS.

Fm. 1. Baton de commandment; reindeer horn, on which arc representations of fishes and a horse.
La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
Fro. 2. Reindeer horn; representation of a fish. La Madeleine, Dordogne, France.
FIG. 3. Baton cle commandment ; r eindeer horn, with tracing of a fish. Cave of Goyet, Belgium.
Frn. 4. Rude engraving on scapula of ox. Laugerie Basse, Dordogne, France.
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There has also been found an instrument made of reindeer horn, the
use of which is as yet unknown. It has been named" Baton (or stick)
de Oommandement," and is supposed to have been some sort of emblem
of authority. Their length was such as to require the principal part of
a reindeer born, and from two to three holes about three-fourths of an
iuch in diameter were drilled through sideways.*
These artistic manifestations are intended not alone for utility, as in
the decoration of implements, weapons, and utensils, but they display
art for its own sake. Sketches have been discovered which, like those
of many artists of the present day, appear to have been purely for
practice or forinoate love of the work.t 'l'hey are mere essays, attempts
in which· tlie artists have made various efforts on the same piece without any attempted re1ation one to the other. The piece known as the
combat of reindeer, five animals, Marquis de Vibraye's collection, is
an example. Another is a sketch of eight animals, horses and deer,
from the' Cavern of Lartet, Judge ~iette's collection. These are each
on one piece; the lines run into each other. The animals represented
are without rt>lation to each other. They have even been done from different planes, so that some are upside down. Some are complete;
others incomplete. The author of these sketches was only utilizing his
material, as does the artist of to-day when be puts many studies on
the same canvas. The mammoth engraved on a laminated piece of
his own tusk, and the bear on a flat pebble, are purely artistic, are' ·
done solely for their art; while the sculpture of the mammoth and
reindeer, decoration of the handles of daggers and poignards are such
utilization as put one in remembrance of like work done by Benvenuto
Cellini. Similar illustrations are found in the various "Batons de Omnmandement."
The excellent and artistic work shown in these engravings and sculptures is itself strange enough. But the really wonderful and incomprehensible thing concerning them and the civilization belonging to this
epoch is that at the close of the period the entire culture painted on its
existence disappeared. It passed away and left no trace. Whatever
may be the truth concerning this in other parts of the world, it appears
to be certain in its relation to western Europe. This leads one to speak
of the close of this period, and what bas been called by some of the
archmologists the hiatus; that is, the gap between that and the succeeding epoch or period.
I have already shown how the human occupation during the paleolithic period was spread generally over western Europe, but whether
the subdivision or epochs according to the classification of de Mortillet
extended to and were developed in other countries than France has not
been determined, and there were persons of both ways of thinking. On
one proposition, however, the archmologists seem to be agreed, that there
were subdivisions i-n the paleolithic period, and they are to be traced
anti. recognized by the differences in the human industry according to
* Plate XCIII, Fig. 2, and Plate XCIV, Figs. 1, 3.
t Plate XCIV: Fig. 4.
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their association and superposition. There are many illustrations to be
given. The Grotte de Placard is situated on the banks of the river
Tardoire, a branch of the Charente in t.he department of the same name.
A cut of this grotte is given in Plate xc, Fig. 1. By its side is shown
a section of the grotte made during its exca,,ation. It is drawn to scale
and shows the various strata of earth or debris with which th~ grotte
was filled. The top layer was naturalJy the last in point of time to be
la.id down; the bottom was just as naturally the first. The divisions
in the scale from the bottom to the top reprm,ent the various strata
found during the excavation and their component parts show by their
differences how they were deposited, each one subsequent to the other,
and what were the distinctions between the habits or industries of the
man who successively occupied the cavern during the filling of the respective strata.
A.-Strata of small pieces of rock and debris fallen from the roof of the cavern, and
separating the archmologic layers: No traces of human industry, and, consequently, man was not present.
B.-A stratum of the same with a fine streak of clay.
C.-The top archreologic strata, 38 centimeters in thickness, belongs to the neolithic
period for it contained pieces of property, fragments of po1ished stone flint
hatchets, barbed arrow-heads, together with the bones of modern animals.
D, B, F, and H.-Fonr strata with the characteristic fauna and objects of industry
of the prehistoric period, Madalenian epoch. These four, together with the
intermediate strata are nigh 4 meter.'3 (5 feet) in thickness.
J.-A stratum of Solutrian industry of the finer and later order. Flint arrow or
spear-heads with shonlder on one eud.
K.-A stratum of the lower or earlier Solutrian with leaf-shaped implements.
L.-Stratnm Mo11stierian with a characteristic point.

Although this evidence of chrouologic and successive occupations
can be repeated in many cases, yet it has not been universally accepted, and when accepted it has been with a different classification
and nomenclature. The division into epochs accor<ling to tbe classification here adopted is not laid down as a hard and fast rule. It is
only tentative and liable to be changed an<l modified by future discoveries. Whether all these subdivisions of the paleolithic period
extended to and were developed in other countries than France has
not been determined, and there are persons of both ways of thinking.
The principal cause of my willingness to adopt the theory is that it
makes a segregation of the objects and implements of the paleolithic
period, and gives them a nomenclature by which they can be described
ancl understood; it provides a common language for both hearer and
speaker.
The man of the paleolithic period left no monuments. It appears
that he built no houses for either the living or the dead. Indeed, it is
dou tful if the dead were buried or bad auy place of epulcher. The
gen ral elief i that he made no pottery. The sole exceptions to thi
haY ari. en in Belgium, ince the discovery by· M. Dupont in the
Grotte deFurfooz, and MM. Fraipont and Lohest in the Grotte de Spy.
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Portions of the skeleton of paleolithic men are believed to have been
found in several places throughout western Europe. It is useless to
attempt a full description of them; Rnfficient for my purpose to say
that they have been determined, from investigation of the skull, to ham
been a long-headed race with re~reating forehead and heavy frontal
projection. Enough bones have been found to determine that he was
of small stature, the extremities being comparatively short but heavy.
~I.1he sinuses indicate the attachment of heavy muscles, and, consequently, great strength. The typical skulls of this race of men, and
which have given their names respectively to it, are that of Neanderthal, the original of which is now at Bonn, and of Cannstadt, which is
at Stutgard, both in Germany.
I have said that the human occupation during this period, as indicated by the remains of its civilization, extended generally over the
w_orld. What became of. man at its close is not at all determined, and
has scarcely been st,udied. In western Europe tlte scientists have had
bettter opportunities than in this country, and, consequently, have
made greater discoveries. It is the opinion of some that there was a
hiatus between the two races; others, without admitting this, are
equally satisfied of the great differences betw.een the two. The neo- .
lithic man, so far as concerns western Europe, must have come from
the east, that great foundation of civilization and unknown cradle of
the human race. He occupied the same territory which was before
occupied by paleolithic man, but what became of the paleolithic man
is unknown and a mystery. Whether he migrated to the north, following up the Arctic animals when they took their departure; whether
tlrn neolithic man came down upon and exterminated him; whetlJcr he
drove him off or absorbed the remnents, is as yet unknown. It may
never be known, but it is a subject for investigation, and the scienfa;tsof these countries are engaged seriously in the work of examination.
On the subject of this hiatus or gap, Mr. John Evans says:
There appears, in this country at all events, to be a complete gap between the
river-drift and surface-etone periods, so far as any intermediate forms of implements
are concerned; and here, at least, the race of men who fabricated the latest of the
paleolithic implements may have, and in all probability bad, disappeared at an
epoch remote from that when the country was again occupied by those who not only
chipped out bnt polished their fl.int tools, and who were, moreover, associated with
a mammalian fauna far nearer resembling that of the present day than that of the
quarternary times.
So different indeed are the two groups of animals that, as has been already remarked, Mr. Boyd Dawkins has shown that, out of forty-eight well-ascertained species living in the post-glacial or river-drift period, only thirty-one were able to live
on iuto the prehistoric or surface-stone period. Such a change as this in the fauna
of a country can hardly have been the work of a few years, or even of a few centuries; an<l. yet we must intercalate a period of time sufficient for its accomplishment between the farthest date to which we can carry back the neolithic period, and
the close of the paleolithic period as indicated by the low-level gravels. 'fhe antiquity, then, that must be assigned to the im_plements in the highest beds of river~
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drift may be represented (1) by the period requisite for the excavation of the valleys
to their present depth; plus (2) the period necessary for the dying out and immigration of a large part of the quarternary or post-gln.cial fauna and the coming in
of the prehistoric; plus (3) the polished stone period; plus ( 4) the bronze, iron, and
historic periods, which three latter in this country occupy a, space of probably not
less than three thousand years. A single equation involving so many unknown
quantities is, as already observed, not susceptible of solution. ii

And Prof. Boyd Dawkins:
The great changes in the fauna aud geography of Britain, at the close of the Pleistoceue age, render it very improbable that the cave men were in any way represented by the neolithic tribes who are the first to appear in prehistoric Europe.
The former possessed no domes tip animals, just as the latter are not known to have
been acquainteq with any of the extinct species, with the exception of the Irish
elk. The former lived as hunters, unaided by the dog, in Britain, while it was part
of the continent; the latter appear as farmers and herdsmen after it became an island. Their states of culture, as we shall see presently, were wholly different. We
might expect, on a priori grounds, that there would be an overlap, and that the former
would have been absorbed into the mass of the new-corners. There is, however, no
evidence of this. * * "
From the facts at present before us we may conclude that they belonged to two
races of men, living in Europe in successive times, and separated from each other by
an interval sufficiently great to allow of the above-mentioned changes taking place
in the physical conditions of Britain. * If *
From the preceding pages the reader will gather a distinct idea of the physical
condition of Britain ·in the neolithic age, and of the manners and customs of the
inhabitants. The population was probably large, divided into tribal communities
possessed of fixed habitations, and living principally on their :flocks and herds, acquainted with agriculture, and subsistmg in a lesser degree by hunting and fishing.
'l'he arts of spinning, weaving, mining, and pottery-making were known, and that
of boat-building had advanced sufficiently far to allow of voyages being _m ade from
France to Britain, and from Britain to Ireland. Traffic was carried on by barter, and
stone axes were distributed over areas far away from those in which the stone was
found. Tombs also were built, some of imposing grandeur, for the habitation of the
dead in the after-world, in which the spirits were supposed to lead a life not very
different from that of the living, and at which they were worshiped by the family
or tribe, after the manner of the red Indians and many African peoples. ,. * *
The neolithic implements and the domestic animals and plants, described in the
preceding pages, have been discovered over the whole of Europe, with the exception
of northern Russia and northern Scandinavia. They imply that the neolithic civilization was long established, and that it underwent so little change, if any, in the
lapse of ages that no traces of a change have been preserved to our times. Its duration varied in different countries, and it yielded place to a higher culture in Greece
and Italy long before it passed away from central and northern Europe. * " "
The introduction of this civilization is the Atarting-point of the history of tl.ie present inhabitants of Europe. To the neolithic peoples we owe the rudiments of the
culture which we ourseh·es enjoy. The arts which they introduced have never been
forgotten, and all subsequent progress has been built upon their foundation. Their
cereals are still cultivated by the farmer, their domestic animals still minister to u ,
and the arts of which they only possessed the rudiments have developed into the
industries-spinning, weaving, pottery-making, mining; without which we can
scarcely realize what our lives would be.t

* Evan : Ancient tone Implements of Great Britain; p. 61 .
tW. Boyd Dawkins: Early_Man iu Britain; p. 265, etc.
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Monsieur Gabriel de Mortillet in Le Prehistorique, page 479, discusse::, this hiatus between the paleolithic and the neolithic periods.
He considers that the former belonged to the quaternary geologic ·
period, while the latter belongs to the present, or period actual. He
says that "Between these two epochs (that is, between the Madaleuian epoch and the neolithic period) "there are differences everywhere;
there exists a veritable revolution." And he puts in the form of a
table, side by side, the differences.
(1) In the Madaleniau the climate was
· cold and dry, with extreme temperatures.
(2) Existence of the last grand fossil species-the mammoth.
(3) Chamois, marmot, the wild goat in
the plains of France.
(4) Reindeer, saiga (antelope), elk, glutton, white bear, in the center of
Europe.
(5) Hyena and the grand cat tribe.
(6) No domestic animals.
(7) Human t,ype uniform.
(8) Population nomadic.
(9) Hunters and fishers, but no agriculture.
(10) Stone implements always chipped.
(11) No pottery.
(12) No monuments.
,(13) No burials; no respect for the dt3ad.
(14) No religious ideas.
(15) A profound and pure artistic sentiment.

(1) In the neolithic period the climate
was temperate and uniform.
(2) The mammoth extinct.
(3) Chamois, marmot, and wild goat have
gone to the sm:nmits of the mountains.
( 4) These animals have emigrated toward the Arctic region.
[5) No hyenas or grand cats.
(6) Domestic animals abundant.
(7) Human type much varied.
(8) Population sedentary.
(9) Agriculture well developed.
(10) Stone implements polished.
(11) Pottery.
(12) Monn men ts: Dolmens and menhirs;
burial of the dead.
(14) Religious ideas well developed.
(15) No artistic sentiment.

This revolution is at once physical and industrial, natural and social.
In the physical or natural there have been great changes in the climate,
which proves changes of equal importance in the orography a.nd geography, which in. its turn was followed by profound geologic modification. This could be done but very slowly, and, therefore, there must
have existed a long- period of time between the two epochs. This cau
be assured by certain proofs. Iu the Grotte de Placard one can see
between the uppermost stratum, containing implements of the Madalenian epoch, and that which contains implements of the neolithic period
there is to be found a depot or stratum of fallen rubbish, principally
small stone from the roof of the cavern, which is completely sterile, so
far as concerns archreology, and is 70cm in thickness. The Cavern of
Laugerie Haute gives the same evidence and is even more conclusive.
Between the strata of the two periods there exists a sterile stratum of
1.30m. In the Grotte de la Vache there exis~s a thick stratum of stalagmite, sometimes 45cm, between the Madalenian epoch and the neolitbic period aind the same difference e4ists betweel.l the tnd,ustrial aQd,
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social cultures of the two epochs. The table just given, and which
need not be repeated, shows the industries and customs of the two
epochs to have· nothing iu common. There was a substitution complete
of the former by the latter. The more a<lvanced have entirely replaced
the primitive. It has produced a phenomenon analogous to t_hat wllich
took place in America or the Oceanic Islands after the arrival of the
Europeans. There is no progressive or local development, but an invasion of a superior civilization. There are the same changes in the
races of the men of the two epochs, but, by atavism, we may fiud the
type of the 0hellian man reproduceu in the neolithic period. If this be
established by future discoveries, it would tend to show a contact of
t,he two populations and that the hiatus was not real, but only a gap
in our knowledge of the civilizations ·or the two peoples.
NEOLITHIC PERIOD.

There was a marked iu1provement in the civilization of this period
over that of its predecessor, the paleolithic. Tllis extended to many
things, hut the distinguishing feature was the ·art of polishing or
smoothing the stone implemcnt1:, and weapons. Tlrnrefore it has been
called the polished stone age.
The characteristic implem ents of this period are the polished stone
hatchets, called celts in England aud America. 'rbey are found like
the paleolithic Chellian implements, which preceded them, substantially all over i,he world, thus showing that this ciYiliz,1tion must have
c11durecl for a long period of time and comprised an extensirn population. The materials differ according to locahty, and the form may
vary with the requirements of tlie material.
The standard llatchet in Alaska is made of nephrite, that of the West
Indies may be made of shell; there may be also 1:,light differences of
form, some having a square top, others being pointed. Tile Scandinavian
hatchets are usually square in section and therein are different from
others; they are also much longer, but this arises from the peculiarities of
the material. Tbe general likeness i11 these implements prevails throughout the world notwithstanding tlie minor differences mentioned. While
au experienced prehistoric arehmologist may be able to determine from
au inspection of the polished stone hatchet from what country it come8
and po ibly to what locality it belongs, yet the statement is true that
they are substantially tlrn same implement a11d that the inrnntion of tlrn
art of polislling, together with the form of hatchet, has pa sed by communication from people to people, couutry to country, aud descendeu
frow generation to generation nntil it Lias pread everywhere. A series
of tll poli ·bed tone hatchets, or celts, from almost any one of the
Unite<l tate will ·talHl a a fair representatirn of tlle ame implement
in any other State or couutry. 'fhe single exception to the universality
f thi tatement is from Scandinavia. I shall not at pre ent attempt
auy g neral de cription of the implements, weapons, or orna,w.euts of
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this period. That will be reserved until I come to speak of those .from
the United States, when it can be done more in detail and wiil not be a
repetition.
The stone arrow or spear-head or knife is another equally cbarateristic implement or weapon of this period. The North America,u Indian
was in the neolithic period of the civilization at the time of the discovery
of the continent by Christopher Columbus. Although he used copper
as a material for implements, yet it did not displace stone nor was its
use sufficiently extended to establish an age of copper.
Another characteristic of' the neolithic period was its monuments.
Their erection and construction by man began in this period, and are
therefore its oldest representatives in every country. In the United
States they consist of mounds and earth works, likewise stone and other
forts. In western Europe principally of dolmens, menhirs, cromlechs,
and alignments. I will not attempt any description of the monuments
of the United States further than to say that many of them are believed
to have been places of sepulture. Some of the forts, from their appearance and location, seem to have been erected as places of defense or for
safety. But there are vast uumbera both of mouucl·s and earth works
which would seem so illy suited for the respective purposes indicated as
that it is difficult to believe they were so intended. Many theories and
arguments have been presented, but much of it has been of that kind
which darkeneth wisdom by words without knowledge.
The excavations into the mounds and other prehistoric monuments
in the United States have been unfortunately made more in pursuit of
trinkets and to add numbers to the owner's collection than in the interest of science or for the purpose of discovering the history, customs,
or civilization of the men who made the mounds. Any description at
this time would necessarily be imperfect, and probably all who read
this pamphlet will have had as much general and indefinite knowledge
of these monuments as could be here given. Those who would know
more concerning this subject must be referred to the special works
treating thereon.
DOLMENS.

The neolithic monuments of western Europe may be briefly described.
The dolmen was made in the form of a chamber or series of communicating chambers or alley-ways with sides, floor, and covers, and
was a tomb.* Its floor and entrance were at about the level of the
neighboring surface, and the entire monument is believed to have been covered with earth; thus in ancient times it was a tumulus. t
The covering stones of a dolmen have been found to weigh 5, IO, 20,
and 40 tons. t Used for sepulture they may be described as houses for
the dead. They are perhaps the earliest form of re~eptacle for the dead,
although the Kistvaen, made of smaller flat stones with sides, ends, top,
-

* Pl ates XCV to XCJX .
t Plate XCVI, l!'ig. 1, and Plate

:j:
XCVIII,

Fig. 2,

Plate

XCVII,

Fig. 1,
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-and bottom shaped like a box or chest (Kist) and covered with stones
like a cairn, may be older, but they may also have only been the sep. ultures of a poorer people.
The dolmens, usually square but sometimes round, were made in the
form of chambers, sometimes as small as 4 by 6 feet, 4 feet high; sometimes these were 16 feet wide, 30 feet long, and 8 feet high. Most of tlie
dolmens consist of a single chamber, but many have as many as six
lateral chambers. · They are made of huge flat unhewn granite stones,
which are stood on end or edge to form the sides and ends of the cham- bers.* The covering stones (which are called tables) are large, and a
single one is sometimes sufficient to cover the eutiremonument.t The
dolmens usually have a gallery or corridor leading to the chamber,
made in the same way. This is for approach to the chamber. This
gallery is about 3 or 4 feet wide and as many or more high, sufficient
for a man to make easy entrance. _ It is sometimes blocked with another slab of granite at the inside and nearest the chamber, sometimes
at the outside, and sometimes both. Fig. 2+ will explain this. In this
example the door has fallen in. Their orientation is irregular. They
open in every direction, north and Aouth, east and west; but there are
more to the south than to the north, and more to the east than to the
west. The greater number open towards the southeast. For purposes
of comparison the ground plan of .several of the important dolmens are
here given.§ It will be perceived that though they are all one general
type, yet no particular or precise form has been invariably followed in
their construction. Each one has its own individuality and differs from
any other.
The fine unshaded lines indicate the covering stones. The direction
of the opening is indicated by letters SSE, etc.
(lJ Dolmen of Ker~escant, at Carnac. This opens to the west. This dolmen is
what is usually denominated Allee couve1'te.
(2) Dolmen of Kervilor, at Trinite-sur-Mer. Opening to SSE., one side square· and
one side round.
(3) Dolmen du Rocher, at Plougoumelen. Opening to SSE.
(4) Dolmen of Crucuno-same as Fig. I.II Opening to SE., chamber rectangular.
(5) Dolmen of Keroed-Kerzu, at Crach. Opening to east, circular chamber.
(6) Dolmen of Ben-er-Groah, at Locbmariaquer. Opening south, two successive
circular chambers.
(7) Dolmen of Kervihan, Carnac. Two chambers, semi-circular, with alley between. Opening SSE.
(8) Dolmen of Keriaval, near Plouharnel-Carnac. Three lateral chambers, opening
east.
(9) Second dolmen of Mani:\ Kerioned, near Plouharnel. This is one of three in
the same tumulus-side by side-opening south, and is elaborately f:lc ulptured on the
face of the supports.
(10) Three dolmens of Rondessec, at Plouharnel, all under the same tumulus, opening SSE. In one of these was found a pair of gold bracelets, one of which i still to
be een at P ere Gaillard's, Plouharn el.
_J!-1) mall typ dolmen of Kermnrio, Cn,rnn.c. Op nin g to ~ontlic~t_. _ __ __

• Plat ""icv, Fig. 1; Plate xcvm, Fig. 1.
t Plate cvui Fig. 2.

t Plate XCV.
~
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FIG. 1. Dolmen of Palo de Vinha, Portugal.
FIG. 2. Ground plan of dolmen of Palo de Vinha, near Evorai showing the stones on edge forming
the gallery, chamber, and door. The light line around shows the covering stone with a
group of cup-markings on the under side.
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Fm.

1. Tumuli in Brittany.
2. Dolmen d'Ala Safat, Palestine.
3. Double dolmen, near Veevajapett, southern India.
4. Dolmen de Tbizay, Indre-et-Loire, France.
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NEOLITHIC M ONUMENTS- D OLM E NS .

FIG. 1. Dolmen of Crucuno, Morbihan, Brittany.
FIG. 2. Dolmen of Lochmariaquer, Morbiban, Brittany.
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NEOLITHIC MONUMENTS- DOLMENS AND TUMULUS .

FIG. 1. Dolm en of Grand Island.
FIG. 2. Dolmen and tumulus of Kercado near Plouharnel-Carnac, Morbihan. Section showing the
chamber and the !'.Orrido1· or covered way by mean of which second and subsequent inter m ents were r.iacle.
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(12) Dolmen of Mane Lud, at Lochrnariaquer. Opening south.
(13) Dolmen (with tumulus) of Kercado, Plouharnel, SSE.
(14) Tumulus of Pornic, Loire-Inferieure, in the upper right-hand corner. This
contains several dol mens opening in different directions. A opens to the east. B
aud C to the south west. D to the ,north. E and F in ruins.

It is believed that the interments were made continuously in the same
sepulcher (as is done partially in our own vaults), a practice which prevails to a certain extent in tlie country to the present day. When the
dolmen or tomb became full, the skeletons could have been taken out
and deposited in an ossuary.
It was ouce the fashion to speak of these monuments as having belonged to t.he Druids. This seems to have been a tradition that has
grown up within historic times and long after the Druids luul passed
away. The dolmens belouged as well to the age of bronze as to that
of polished stone. Incineration and inhumation were both customary,
but the former method pertains more to the bronze age.
There arc about thirty-five hundred dolmens in France. They are
. plentiful in the center, south, and west, but rarer in the north and east;
plentiful in Great Britain and Ireland, in Spain and Portugal, in Denmark and Sweden; some in Belgium and Holland, the Rhine country,
and Western Germany; none in Norway; almost none in Italy; none
in Eastern Europe. The city of Dresden marks about the dividing
longitudinal line. They are found on the coast of N orthem Africa- between Morocco and Tripoli, in Palestine, in Asia, in South and Central
America, but not in North America.
Many of the dolruens are now covered with earth, and these have
beeu called tumili. It is believed by those best qualified to judge, after
the longest experience and closest examination, that all have been at
oue time so covered. One reason for this belief is that it is universal
to find the gallery, corridor, or covered way made of the same kind of
stones in the same way, on the same level, and leading from the principal chamber, gradually narrowing in both width and height to what
would appear to haYe been the circumference of the tumulus. In this
regard the dol1mn now without a tumulus corresponds exactly with
those covered by one. Some of these corridors are 40 and 50 feet
in length. In this way the tomh could be covered, the monument completed, and yet the entrance be ea_sily opened and entered upon the
l{)Ccasion of a second or subsequent interment.
'T he covering of these tumuli consists of layers of broken granite alternated with layers of clay and mud from the seashore and vegetable
·earth from the neigboring surface.
The tumulus of Gav'r Inis has a dolmen remarkable for the sculpturings~ It is 8 feet by 7, 5 feet 8 inches high, with a corridor or·
alley 14 feet long, 4 feet 6 inches wide; 5 feet 4 inches high, while the
tumlllllus crowning it is 180 feet in diameter and was 30 feet high. (See
.Plaite xcvr.)
·
.T.umiac at Arzon is 100 feet in diameter and 65 feet high; Manl-r~H. Mis. 14~, pt. 2--40
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'hoeck is 300 ·feet in diameter and 30 feet high; Mane Lud 300 feet long,
J 50 wide and 30 feet high; Mont Saint Michel 320 feet long, 120 feet
wide ~nd 80 feet high; Kercado is about 100 feet in diameter and 20
feet high.
MENHIRS,

The dimensions of some of the menhirs is as follows :
Pemnarck, 25 feet high;* Cadiou, 28;t Mount Dol, 31; Plouarzel, 36~;
Plesidy, 37, and Lochmariquer, 67½, The latter, fallen and broken, 18
13¼ feet wide and 7-½ feet thick, and weighs 347 tons. There are seven
hundred and thirty-nine of these in Brittany. The menhir stands single and alone. When arranged in parallel lines, as they sometimes are,
they are called alignments.
·
ALIGNMENTS.

The Province of Brittany has twenty-three alignments-one-half of
those iu all France. The department of Morbihan and Finistere have,
together, seventeen of these. Carnac has in its immediate neighborborhood six out of these seventeen. These six alignments represent
three thousand menhirs.
Menec, near Carnac, bas eight hundred and thirty-five menhirs, arranged in eleven parallel lines, 3,778 feet in length, and 328 feet in
·breadth at the head, tapering to 200+ feet at the tail. It has at its head
a cromlech of sixty-two menhirs.
Kermario has six hundred and seventy-eight menhirs, no cromlech,
nine parallel lines, 4,037 feet in length-same width as Menec.
Kerlescant has two hundred and fifty-eight menhirs, .a cromlech
square of thirty-nine menhirs, thirteen lines, 1,000 feet in length-393
feet width at the head and 164 at the tail.
Erdeven bas thirteen lines, one thousand one b undred and twenty
menhirs, 6,886 feet in length, 836 in width at the beginning, ~nd 180 at
the end.
About one-half of these have been overthrown and are lying on the
ground. Nearly 10 per cent. should be added for the menhirs k:t;iown to
have been destroyed' in modern or historic times. Without doubt the
gaps now existing were once filled. This would double, at lea,st, the
number. These monuments have served as stone quarries , for the
neighborhood, and doubtless the great castles and churches of the early
ages were hmlt therefrom.
There is on the menhirs no mark of tool or quarrying, yet I think
they were quarried. They are so much weathered that all marks are
worn away. Look at the weathering on the top of the menhir of Penmarck (Pl. c, Fig. 2). No traces of a quarry have been discovered,
though the granite of which the menhirs are formed is the local rock,
coming always and many times quite to the surface. The menbirs have
evidently been planted. In mo ·t cases they stood on the surface with• Plate c, Fi g. 2.

t Plate c, F i g. 1.
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FIG. 1. Menhir of Cadiou.
FIG. 2. Menbir of Penmarck.
FIG. 3. Alignment of Menec. near Carnac.
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out any foundation, but foundations had been built where needed. Iru
many cases the smaller end of the stone was downwards.
Flint implements and chips, and broken pottery are found about and!
among the alignments as elsewhere over the country, especially around--the foot of the menhirs, showing a prehistoric occupation; but no,
traces of the use or purposes of the menbirs or alignments have ever·
been discovered. There have been many theories broached but no
facts adduced sufficient to support them. They have been called military camps or religious or other rendezvous for th{' people. They may
have been tents. No trace has been found of their use as burial places,
and so far as established by ascertained fact, the popular idea is as
near the truth as any other, viz., that they were the columns of a sacrilegious invading army, turned to stone by the wrath of an offended
God.
SCULPTURINGS.

Many of these stones or monuments have marks or sculpturings on
them. The menhirs of the alignments have cup markings only, and
these are rare. In some cases they have been marked in modern times
with crosses, made sometimes by religious devotees, sometimes by the
priests, done in order to prevent or break up any chance remaining
pagan custom of worshipping, revering, or employing these stones.
The dolmens are marked with various signs. These might be set out
in full but for want of space, though none however have any discovered
signification.
LAKE DWELLINGS,

Switzerland is the country of lake dwellings, because it abounded in
lakes, and the mountains were not inviting dwelling places; but lake
dwellings extended over the adjoining districts of France, Italy, and
Germany, were similarly situated, and they have lately been found in
Scotland.
The lake dwellings were, as their name imports, human habitations on
the Jakes. They were built near the shore, consisted of houses, and
possibly other structures, such · as shops, barns, stables, granaries,
erected on piles placed in the Jake bottom, and which, standing above
the surface of the water, were cut to a general level aud tllen floored
over for the entire settlement. The houses were connected with the
mainland by a bridge (probably with a draw), the piles of which it was
constructed being often found.
·
There have been differences of opinion as to the houses. Keller supposed them to have been square or a parallelogram, while Dr. Gross
believes them to have been round. They were destroyed before the
beginning of history, and practically all that is known of them is derived from the discovery of the relics. The water has preserved the
piles so that they are frequently visible from the surface, though they
are usually decayed to the surface of the earth at the bottom of the
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lake. Many times, as at Robenhausen, the lake has filled up with peat
and turf, and the piles and other objects are only found by digging.
Such is always t,he case with the terremare of northern Italy. These
were probably lake dwellings similar to those of Switzerland. The evidence of the use of piles is manifest, and from the relics found it is
believed that they were contemporaneous in time and in civilization.
The greater number of lake dwellings are supposed to have been over
the water, although near the shore and where it was shallow, but many
(the number can not be estimated, owiug to the greater facility for decay
and destruction) were on the mainland.
The era of lake dwelling forms no epoch in itself; they were only the
incidents of location. The dwellings on a given spot may have ueen
removed again and again, even in the same age, the preceding settlement having been destroyed, possibly by fire, possibly by an enemy.
At Robenhausen, which station has given its name in France to the
neolithic age, there were three prehistoric occupations, one on top of
the other, and each was destroyed before the next began. The tops of
each set of piles are from 3 to 5 feet higher than the earlier set. Tlrn
number of houses in the first occupation has never been estimated;
that of the second has been estimated at thirty, and the third and last
at fifty houses. The settlement covered nearly three acres and contained about 100,000 piles.
KeHer reported in 1879 one hundred and sixty-one prehistoric lacustrine stations, and I can suppose the number discovered has doubled
since then.
The occupation of the lakes for dwellings continued through the
bronze and iron ages, as well as during that of stone. These different
occupations were not always continuous, perhaps never were. In 1uany
places, notably at Morges, on Lake Geneva, there are three different
stations occupied by prehistoric man, each independent of the otherall within a space of 500 or 600 yards. The first was called HThe
Church," the implements of which were all stone-no metal; the second,
Roseanx-a mixture of stone and the strajght flat bronze hatchets belonging to the earliest period; the third, the great city of Morges, in
which the implements found, to the number of five or six hundred, all
belonged to the fine age of bronze-no stone. Here there could have
been no contemporaneity-no mixture. Each must have been destroyed
before the other began. That this could be, is proved from what we
know from history, for the present town of Morges has existed for a
thousand or fifteen hundred years, until 1854~ without a suspicion that
the e other three towns had consecutively e~isted on its site.
In the Lake of Geneva there are fifteen or twenty stations belonging
to the neolithic age and twenty-firn or thirty to the bronze age. In tlrn
c mm n cantonal map there is shown in Lake Bienne two stations of
th ·t n ag , four of bronze, and four of iron-in Lake Morat fl ve of
ton , four of bronze, and two of iron-in Lake eucllatel nineteeu of
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BRONZE IMPLEMENTS.
F10. 1. Bronze hatchet (first style); standard type.
FIG. 2. Bronze hatchet (second style); standard type.
FIG. 3. Bronze hatchet (third tyle); tandard type.
FIG . 4. Bronze hatchet (fourth style); standard type.
FIG. 5. Bronz arrow-point; stemmed.
FIG . 6. Bronze arrow-point; ocketed.
FIG. 7. Bronze fl. h-book: ingle barb
FIG. . Bronze fl h-hook · double-barbed.
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stone, sixteen of bronze, and four of iron. This is highly imperfect, for
I know many stations not noted, anrl where noted as one they really
include several stations. ·At Ohevroux, Lake Neuchatel, I found twelve
stations, of which seven belonged to the neolithic and five to the
bronze age, yet they are noted at only one of each. An idea of the extent of these .stations may be obtained from the fact that they contain
from ten thousand to one hundred thousand piles. I drew one out at
Estavayer, Lake Neuchatel, and brought it home, and it and its cast
are now in the Smithsonian Institution. At the station of Wallishofen,.
Lake Zurich, discovered about three years since, there have been found
no less than two thousand bronze hair-pins, some long with large and
beautiful heads, which, when polished to th~ir original gold color, must
have given a gorgeous appearance to the female head-dress of tbat age.
BRONZE AGE.

So called because bronze was the material of which the cutting implements were made. The progress in its manufacture is plainly indicated in both form and method. The material is not a natural primitive one, but a combination of copper and tin in varying proportions
of 9 to 1. It was not made in Europe, but seems to have been brought
from Asia, and was used over many times by recasting. No less than
fifty-seven foundries of bronze have been discovered in France, and a
proportionate number in Italy, the one at Bologna having no less than
fourteen thousand pieces broken ready for melting and recasting. The
people of the bronze age in Europe were the desc:mdants of those of
the neolithic age, and their hatchets were at first made in the same
general form as the polish~d stone hatchet of their ancestors. They
were straight, flat, thin, and made by hammering. Increased strength
was obtained by hammering the edges into projections which afterwards increased to wings. T.his was the second step of progress. Then
the hatchets were cast in moulds with wings and a stop which prevented the splitting of the handle. Lastly was invented the socketed
hatchet, into which the handle (bent at the poll) was inserted. Nearly
all the latter forms had an eye with a hole therein, on the inside of the
hatchet, by which it could be lashed to the handle which prevented
the edge from working outwards.*
PALEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS IN AMERICA,

The paleolithic implements of the United States are similar to those
of Europe in form, appearance, and mode of manufacture, though not
usually so well finished. If classified according to Mortillet, they
would belong to the earliest epoch of the paleolithic period-the Che1leen. The investigations concerning these implements have not been
very profound, nor has it been settled to the satisfaction of all prehistoric archreologists, perhaps not even to a majority, that they are truly
paleolithic implements. There have been various contentions concerning this.
* Plate er, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.
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They have been discovered in almost every State of the United States,
and if they be accepted as such, their presence would prove the occupation of America by man during that period. This presence and occupation, and the consequent antiquity seems to have been established
by the discovery of implements of human manufacture which it is uo-t
possible to avoid calling paleolithic, at various localities in the United
States. These implements have been found to the number of several
huudred by Dr. Abbott in the gravels of the Delaware River, as they
were washed from the glacial terminal moraine and deposited at Trenton, New Jersey; also by Miss Franc E. Babbitt, in t~e graveli-; of one
,of the terraces of the Mississippi River, at Little Falls, Minnesota.
:Similar implements have also been found in the gravels of the Little
Miami River, at Loveland, Ohio, in White River, Indiana, and in the
Columbia gravels of the railway cuts south of Chester, Pennsylvania-.
The association and condition of these finds would seem to satisfactorily establish the antiquity of man's occupation in this country. Similar implements have been discovered on the surface in almost every
State.
A circular, No. 36, was issued by the Smithsonian Institution in
January, 1888, in which the following questions were put for information· concerning these implements:
Question 1.-How many of these rude stone implements have you in your collection Y
Question 2.---Of what material are they made Y
Question 3.-Where have they been found?
(1) As to locality.
(2) Position, condition and assoc;ated with what objects.
(3) Whether on or under the surface, and if so, at what depth, and in what kind
of geologic formation.
(4) Were they found in mounds, tombs, or other ancient structures.
(5) Were any other ancient implements found with them, and if so, of what kind.
(6) Did their deposit seem to be accidental or intentional.
(7) Have they been described in any publication, and if so in, what, and where
can it be obtained.
(8) Can you forward specimens (as many as possible) to this Museum in exchange
for publications or duplicate specimens.

Answers and inforµiation responding to these questions not heretofore given are still desired, to the end that the record may be kept up.*
Cuts of certain paleolithic implements were given for information
and comparison, among which were the following:
• The information received up to date jn reply to this inquiry is embodied in a
paper in this report entitled "Results of an inquiry as to the existence of man in
North America during the paleolithic period of the stone age."
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(26958)
½
Fig. 1.
JASPERY FLINT.

(Trenton gravels, New Jersey. Recei,·ed from Dr. C. C. Abbott.)
Primitive Industry: Chap. xxxn, p. 471.

½
Fig. 2.
GRAY Ql'ARTZITE.
(Banke of the Schuylkill, Berks County, Pennsylvania.

Received from A. F. Berlin.)

American Autiquarian: Vol. r, p. 10.
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½
Fig. 3.
BLACK FLINT.
(Wyoming Territory.

Collected by Dr. J oseph Leidy.)

½
Fig. 4.
BROWNISH-YELLOW JASPER.
( Wyoming Territory.

Collected by Dr. F. V. Hayden.)

The. e two implements* came from the Bridger Basin in the Uintah
Mountain in southwestern Wyoming and Northern Utah, explored
y rofe sor Hayden and Dr. Joseph Leidy. Report of the U. S. Geo1 gical Survey, 1872, p. 652.
• ee Figs. 3, 4.
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This implement* was made from a pebble which has been split in two.
The upper or fl.at surface shows the chips
with the bul b of percussion by which it was
worked. A portion of t he rolled surface of
the pebble is left untouched, and shows in the
cut, proving beyond doubt its intentional and
consequently human manufacture. It is impossible that these frac tures should have
been either natural or accidental. This exhibition of the rolled surface, the crust of the
pebble, is a peculiarity b elonging chiefly to
the valley of the Potomac, where they have.
been found in considerable numbers. I have
ventured to name this th~ Washington implement, in contradistinction from that other
½
kind which is chipped aU over, shows no
Fig. s.
trace of th e crus t Of t h e pebbl. e, an d w h.ICh ( P am
YELLOWISH-BROWN QUARTZITII:.
unkey, Charles Co un ty, 111a ryla nd. Col•
Dr. Abbott once named "Turtle back," but
lected by o. N. Bryan. )
is now by bis consent changed to " Trenton implement."

(756)
½

t

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

l NDURATED CLAY SLATE .
( Pamm,k ey, Charl es County, 111aryland.
lected by 0 . N. Bryan. )

REDDISH QUARTZITE.
Col-

* See Fig. 5,

(Ge<ct/\~~;~ndb~i~~~; ~ eb~~~~Tbia.
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½

½
PALE GRAY FLTNT,

Fig. 8.
ha't'ing somewhat the appearance of
agatized wood.

(Austin, Te;as.

,J. Van Ostrand. )

Fig. 9.
(from a shell heap on
the T eunessee River, adjoining and
opposite Savannah, Tennessee).

YELLOW CHERT

( Collected by J. Parrish Stelle.)
S. I. Report, 1870, p. 414.

These implements* are to be remarked as representatives of a possible new type. They are smaller and thinner than the others, and are

½
Fig. 10.
PORPHYRITIC FEL!HTE.
(Raleiah, ·orth Carolinn.
1t

Collected by IToward Hayward.)

ee Figs. 6, 7, , 9.
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found more frequently in the river valleys and on the lowlands, while
the others are f9und more on the bluffs and highlands. They may be
found in the neighborhood of mounds and other places of apparent
Indian occupation, while the larger kind do not always seem to be.
This implement* corresponds closely in appearance, material, and
mode of manufacture to the average paleolithic implement; but there
is a remarkable difference in that this is notched on the edges, apparently for the purpose of attaching a handle with a withe or thong,
and some of them show traces of such usage by these edges being
worn smooth. This feature is unique and has never been found
belonging to an undoubted paleolithic implemment. The question
whether they are paleolithic must therefore be· held in abeyance and
for further examination. They have been reported principally from
the Atlantic slope. The United States National Museum possesses
about sixty-five specimins. It has been suggested that these implements have been used as agricultural digging implements, also that
they have been used as adzes for the making of canoes and for scooping
out soap.stone pots and vessels. If any of these uses should be accepted
it would decide prima facie that they were not paleolithic.
The following is a resume of the information and contributions
received in response to this circular.·
State.

.Answers Implements Number n~~t:tln
received. reported.
sent.
Museum.

Maine ................ ................ .. ...... .
9
19
3
196
Vermont ................. .................... ~
6
27 ...............
70
Massachusetts ........ ..................... ... .
14
96
17
79
Connecticut ..........•.. .. .....••...•.........
3
8
19
New York ................ ........... ......... .
20
7
530
95
New.Jersey ............. •....... ...... ........ .
41
3
2
348
Pennsylvania ............. ....... ............. .
20
39
180
1,000
59·
Mary lane! .... . ......... ..... . .............. ... .
4
33
District of Columbia .......................... .
8
869
239
298
Virginia ...................................... .
3
26
400
13
North Carolina ............................... .
2
23
13
5
South Carolina .............................. ..
3 ·----··----- ........... .............
Georgia ....................................................................... .
10
Florida .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
20 ......... .
31 ~
.Alabama.......................................
3
1
8
25
Texas .... , ................................... .
1 .................... ..
6
Ohio ....................... ..... .............. .
29
1,215
71
66
]3
Indiana ............................... _.... _.. .
26
489
26
Illinois ........................................ .
17
23
189
Kentucky .... . ................................ .
2
15
25
Tennessee ................•............•.......
5
48
30
18
Michigan ..................................... .
9
224
6 ........... .
Wisconsin .... : ............... ..... ........... .
6
6
21
Iowa .......................................... .
10
2
3 Few ......
Missouri ...................................... .
10
7
335
5
Arkansas .........•••..........................
86 ..•••..•..
2
4
California ..................................... .
38
5
57 ·••·•· ....
Minnesota .................................... _
2 ........... _ ......... .
48

" See Pig. 10.

Total.

218
97
393
27
632
591
1,219
92
1,406
439
41
10
51
34
6

1, 352

541
212
40
96
230
27
12
350
90
95
48
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State.

Original
Answers Implements Nu1nber ,number in
received . . reported.
sent.
Museum.

Total.

7

Oregon ... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • •
7
Kansas................ ........................
5 .•••••••••••.••••••••..••••••••••.
Nebraska................... ...................
1 ...... ••••.. ..... .. ..
3
Colorado..................................... .. .......... ...... ... ... .. . .... ...
8
Utah......................... ..................
1 ...... ...... ..........
25
Wyoming........... .............. ..... ......................... ...............
4
Arizona................. . ......... .............
1 ..... ................... .. ....... .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
106 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
. Total. .. : .................... . ... ........ 1

2091

6, 7621

789 1

950

8
25
4

106

-8,502

RECAPITULATION.
Original number in Museum.......................................................... . • . . • • . . . .
Number aent. .... ... ....... ..... .... ............ ... ...... ....•• .....• ...... .... ...... ....... ...

950
789

Number of implements in Museum .............................................................. 1,739
Total implements reported as in United States ..........••.....•. .......••••••....•.••••••.••.. · 8, 502

There is a question yet to be examined, whether certain leaf-shaped
implements (see Fig. 15), the same being long, thin, and well-formed
chipped points (spear-points), made frequently of the same material, and
found associated with the ruder forms just described, may not also belong to the paleolithic period, but not to the same epoch. These may
possibly be found to belong to a later epoch which corresponds with the
Solutreen of Europe. This, however, waits further investigation.
NEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS IN .A.MERICA-INDIAN RELICS,

The civilization of the aboriginal occupants of the United States,
whether mound-builders, or the red Indian in possession of the country
at the time of its discovery has been assigned to the neolithic period.
Many copper iruplerneuts have been found, and were used, but there
was never such general use of that metal as to establish what might be
called the epoch of copper. Stoue does not appear to have been superseded as material for implements. This can not be attributed to scarcity
of copper, but rather to its want of favor among the savages. They
were about as difficult and tedious to make as were the stone implements, while, when made, they were much softer and more inefficient.
Altogether, they do not seem to have possessed sufficient ad vantages
over the stone implement to have displaced it. The principal objects
and implements, whether tools, weapons, domestic articles, those for
ceremony, gaming, and many for ornamentation, continued to be made
of stone. Pottery was, of course, made and used to a great extent.
Some domestic articles and many for personal decoratfon were of bone
and hell.
Illn trations of types of these objects taken from the originals in the
National Museum will be given in the following pages.
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ARROW OR SPEAR-HEADS, OR KNIVES.

These are of almost every form, material, and size. With but slight
differences in these qualities, they are found all over the United States,
and are substantially the same as those of the prehistoric ages in
all parts of the world. Their Yarious uses, as indicated in the title,
are not known with certainty in all cases. Their difference in size

·!
:Fig. 11.
ARROW-HEADS.

Different forms, from variot1s localities in the United States.

seems to have indicated the difference in name. Except for this the
same implement might have served as either arrow or spear-head
or knife. A tang indicates attachment to a shaft or bandleJ and this,
if found, would determine its ·p urpose. Instances of this attachment
occur on the Pacific slope, but in the eastern half of the United States
specimens bearing such evidence are p:r actically unknown. They might
b~v~ p~~Q f~~PeP.ed with a cord, or with some adhesive substance.
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<:::::~ ·
Fig. 12.
SPEAR-IIEADS OR KNIVES.
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Every finder should examine his specimens carefully for evidences of
any sort of attachment, and if found the specimens should be forwarded for examination.

Fig. 13.
CHIPPED DAGGER OF GRAY FLINT.
(Cat. No. 933U, U.S. Nat. Mus. From a mound in Alabama. Coll eeted

l,y

N. T. Lupton.)

The Museum possesses one specimen of a knife or dagger with the
- handle complete, chipped from a single piece of fl.int somewhat after
the fashion of like implements from Scandinavia. It also possesses a
dozen or more specimens of knives, principally from California, the
handles being short, with the fl.int blade inserted and fastened with
bitumen . . In some cases the handle has bee;i preserved, but in others
the bitumen alone remain8 as evidence of the attachment.

Fig. 14.
FLINT KNIFE, attached to short wooden handle by bitumen.
(Cat. No. 14329, U. S. Nat. Mus. SouthP.rn Utah. Collected by Maj. J. W. Powell. )

The Museum possesses a specimen which has served as a knife, but
! without any handle being attached thereto; instead it is wrapped with

· ,· a strip of otter skin. It is a large specimen, 7 inches long, 2 2 wide,
and one-half inch thick, and is leaf-shaped. It was collected by Capt.
Philip H. Ray, U.S. Army, from the Natano band of Tinneh (1) Indians at Hupa Valley, California. It is of mottled obsidian, which is
- 1 said to have come from Oregon.
Captain Ray relates that these implements were held in great veneration by the old Indians, and that this
had been used .as a charm or talisman. In writing of the Hupas, Mr.
, Powers, in his" Tribes of California," says, page 79:
There are other articles paraded and worn in this and other ceremonial dances
. which they will on no account part with, at least to an American, though they sometimes manufacture them to order for one another. One of these is the flake or knife
· of obsidian or jasper. I have seen several which were 15 inches or more in length
and about 2½ inches wide in the widest part. Pieces as large as these are carried
aloft in the hands in the dance, wrapped with skin or cloth to prevent the rough
edges from lacerating the hand, but the smaller ones are mounte<l on wooden handles
and glue<l fast. The large ones can not be purchased at any price, but I procured
some about 6 inches long at $2.50 apiece. These are not properly "knives," but
· jewelry for sacred purposes, passing current also as money.
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LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENTS.

These, or similar implements, generally called leaf.shaped, have been
found nearly all over the United States, many times deposited intentionally in nests or caches, sometimes to the number of a hundred or
more, placed on end or on edge, and together as close as they can
stand or lie. It is curious to note that in that portion of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains we are practically without information concerning their use or purpose, whether they were used as spearbea<ls or knives; whether they were objects of ceremony, as mentioned
by Powers above, or whether they were intended for practical use.
No one knows whether they were used naked in the band or were attached to a handle. Dr. Metz and Professor Putnam discovered in 1884
in the Mariott Mound, No. 1, Little Miami Valley, ten points of deer
antlers, which were grooved or chamfered, so that they might have
served as handles for these leaf-shaped implements. But no leafshaped implements were found in connection therewith. Of the ten
handles one had a piece of bone inserted for a cutting or piercing implement, and another a bit of worked flint~ but it was triangular, and
bad no relation to the leaf-shaped implements, and was to be classed
among the arrow-heads of common form.

Fig.15.
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENTS.

The
impl m nt are found in plenty on the Pacific lope, bnt it is
r ~arkable that in nly two localitie have they ever be n found with
th Ir u indicat d either by attachment; to a handle or otherwi e.

Report of Nationa l Mus eum, 1888.-Wiison.

PLATE

CVI.

7o.

H ANDL ED K NIV ES, FROM HUPA RE SER VATI ON, CALIFO RNIA.

Frns. 75, 76, and 77. Hafted knives, of jasper; wooden handles ,a ttached with bit umen.

(Cat. Nos.

126527-8-9, U. S. N . l\I.)

Fm. 78. Obsidian knife ; wrapped around one end with a strip of otter skin. (Cat. No. 126530, U. S.
N.M.)

Fm. 79. Elk-born wedge. See Smithsonian Report, 1886, Part I, Ray collection. Plate XVIII.
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In the Hupa Valley, northern California, the locality of the implement
last described, we have seen it with a strip of otter skin for a handle
(Pl. cu, Fig. 78), but others to the number of six or eight were also collected by Captain Ray, which were inserted in a broad wooden han<lle an<l.
fastened with bitumen (Pl. en, Figs. 75, 76, 77). Some were leaf-shaped •
and some were with a tang; some were found with handle attached, while
others bore the traces of bitumen, but were without a han<lle. The
other locality is southern California in the region and islands about Santa

(7499)

( 7506')

FIG. 16.
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENTS.

Barbaraand theadjacentportionsof Mexico. Here they have beenfoun<l
in burial places which appear to be, without doubt, prehistoric. TIJe
great archreologic interest of these Jeaf-shaped implements is that in
Europe they belong to the paleolithic period, and are the type of the
Solutreen epoch. They have been called in France feuille de laurier,
laurel leaf. In America but a slight consideration has been givep_ to
them. They have always been considered as Indian, and the pos&ibility
of their belonging to the paleolithic periocl b.~s never been coptemplated.
H, Mis, 1¾2 7 pt, 2-4~
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It would become intensely interesting if, now that the a ttention of the
public is directed t o these implements, they should be fouu d so associated with other paleolithic implements, or with the fa una, or uu<ler circumstances which would point to their belong~ng also to t he p aleolithic
•period.
NO'.l'E,-Bet ween the time of the preparation of this p aper and tb e
rea<ling of its proof, I have prepared. for the Museum, a classificatiou of
arrow or spear heads or k uives, a short description of wbicb. is as follows:
LEAF-SHAPED.

Sub-class A : T hin and finely-shaped implements of the form of a laurel leaf; elliptical and p oi nted at both ends. They correspond substantially with th e French
Solntrian t ype of the paleolithic period of the stone age.
Sub-cl ass B: These may be thicker and ruder than subclass A. Some ar e more
oval, and the b ases are not point,ed, but are either straigllt or convex. The class includes th e leaf-shaped argillite implements fou11d by Dr. Abbott i n t ile D elaware
River gravel s of Trenton, N. J.
Sub- cl ass C: These are long, thin blades with nearly straight edges, more like a
dagger or p oignard. The base rna,y be either convex, straight, or concave. Ma ny of
th em show traces of attachmen t to a handle by means of bitumen or g um. They
are peculia r to the Pacific Slope.
TRIANGULAR.

Thi s class incl udes all forms approaching a triaugle, whether tl1e bases or edg es be
conv ex, straight, or concave. T uey are without stems, and consequent ly wjtllout
shoulders, b ut in some specimens the concavity of the uaso prod uces barus.
STEMMED.

This class includes _all varieties of stems, whether straight, pointeJ, or expanding,
and all varieties of bases and edges, whether couyex, straight, or co ncave.
Sub-class A : L oze11ge-sbaped.
Sub-class B : Shouldered, bnt not barbed.
Sub-class C : Shouldered and ud.rbcd .
NOTE .-Nearly all of the convex bases are smooth, as though they b ad been worn.
The purpose or cause of this is unknown.
PECULIAR FORMS.

Th ese h ave such peculiarities as disti11gnish them f1om all other classes: IJn t by r easo n of their restricted nnmbcr or localit.j' cau ~carcely form fL class of themselves.
Sub-class A: Beveled <>clges. Tho bevel is usually in one di 1ectiou.
Snb class B: , errated edges.
Sub-class
Bifurcated stems.

C:

SCR.Al.,ERS.

Thick flake of flint, ob ·idian, etc. Worked at 01w extremity to a
convex edg . Tb j' were in 'erted in a llaudle and u eel fo r scraping
an, 11 l cl , nb tance, ut principally for dres i11g Akins.
os. 3 aud
41 a.r from 'r xa. ; 3U, 40, and 319 from Ohio.
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Occasional specimens are found shaped more or less like No. 40, with
a tang and barl> much resembling in that regard certain arrow or spear

4i

38

40

39

Fig. 17.
SCRAI'E1'S . .

heads, from a broken one of which it is supposed they have been made,
thus serving a secondary purpose.
PERFORATORS.

They may have served to drill the harder substances, but also softer
materials, as wood, hides, bone, etc. But slight traces of usage are .
found. Their form has given rise to the theory that they were drills
or perforators, and they may have been so used, but it is by no means
certain, and they may have had another origin or purpose. Old Indians
have declared them to have been charms or fetiches.
33

34'

37

ee 11 rf33>

Fig. 18.
PEHFORATORS.

Nos. 32, 35 are from Ohio; 33 from Oregon; 34 from Missouri; 36
from Tennessee, and 37 O~lifornia. No. 7 is triangular, of brown flint
from Santa Qrn?i Isla,~d~ Qal~{o:q1J~.
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HOES OR DIGGING TOOLS.

Dr. Rau describes these as "large, flat implements of siliceous material, usually ovoid in shape and sharp around the circumference. They
are supposed to have been used as spades or hoes. · The lower part is
often smoothed by wear, appearing almost glazed." These are probably the largest style of chipped implements belonging to prehistoric
times. The Museum possesses specimens 16 inches long, 6 wide, and 1
inch thick. I am not satisfied with the explanation of the smooth or

Fig.

1!).

HOF.S, D IGGlNG TOOLS, OR AORICULTUR.\L IMPLEMENTS (!).

P 1i b d appearance at the lower end. '.rbey may have been mootbed
in digging, but many tim th poli. h appears to be ~mlicflitive
no h r rigin.
, 54 i fr m T nn

.· e; 54a, n, r,3 arc from nrn i,

~
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P OLISHED S'l'ONE HATCHETS.

These are sometimes called celts, from the Latin word chisel, but
they are not cllisels, but chopping tools used as axes or hatchets.
The correctness of the Latin word has been assailed, and the name is
being gradually abandoned. They have been also called in tile United
States (I think improperiy) fleshers. They are the s_tandard implement
representing the neolithic perio<l, or polished-stone age. They were
often made of flint, but any ha.rd, close-grained, and tongh stone in the
locality would serve. They are substantially the same in form, size,
and, subject to t he above suggestion, the same material in all parts of
the world. A series of these implements from the United States will
not differ essent ially from a like series of any other country. They
were used as a hatchet, being inserted in a handle of wood; occasionally in a socket of deer-horn, which, in its turn, was inserted in a
wooden handle. Specimens made of hematite are, I believe, peculiar
to the United States.

60
56

Cl
58

Fig. 20.
POLISHED S TON'F. HATCHETS \;i),

No. 56 represents a hematite hatchet from Ohio; 57,- greenstone from
Indiana; 58, syenite from Illinois; 59, greenstone, and 60, indnra.ted
chlorite slate, from Tennessee; 61 from Louisiana; G2 rare, from North
Carolina.
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CHISELS, GOUGES, .AND ADZES.

The chisels and gouges are similar to the polished stone hatchets Just
described, except the difference in form indicated by their name.

63

65

61

68

Fig-. 21.

CmsELS AND GOUGES (principally from the Atlautic States).

ADZES (from the northwebt coa!>O-

No. 63, diorite, from Ohio; G4, lydite, from Connecticut; 66, born·
stone, from New York; 67, from Penusylvania; 68, greenstone, from
Massachusetts. Of the adzes 60, 70, and 71 are from the north west
coast.
GROOVED .AXES, HAMMER HEADS, .AND HAMMER-STONES.

The grooved axes are peculiar to the United States. They are not
found at all, or rarely, in European countries. They were used with a
handle, which was attached by means of a withe or thong which passed
around in the groove. They were of nearly all sizes, from 2 inches
in length, weighing 3 or 4 ounces, to one in the Museum from Illinois 13 inches long, 7½ wide, and weighing 20~ pounds. The different
styles are shown by the figures. No. 72, greenstone, is from :Massachnsetts. The average size and weight was from 5 to 7 inches in length
and weight l½ to 2 pounds. No. 73, greenstone, is from Arizona; 74,
gre n tone, is from South Carolina; 75 is from Wisconsin; 76, greenton , i from Ala ka; 77, graywacke, i from Pennsylvania.
Harnmer-stone ·.-The largest number of these are imply pebbles or
r ken tone which have been u ·ed by holding in the hand. Th ir
br k n and bat r d orner and edge , peck d and roughened by numb rl , tr k . , , r the nly evidence of th ir u, e. S me large and
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heavy specimens show a groove, as do the axes, which have served for
the attachment of a handle. These are called mauls. No. 78, granite,
Uolorado, weighs 11 pounds. Many specimens which have been named
hammer-stones are flat or oval pebbles, with au intentional worked de76

/~

7,

82

GROOVED Ax.Es AND HAMMER STONES.

Fig. 22.
(Nos. 72 to 77, ,1 size; Nos. 78, and 80 to 82, ½si:i;o.)

pressiou in the center of sometimes one, sometimes both, sides. 'l1 hese
implements have been found. over a large portion of that worlcl which
IJelong-ed to prehistoric Limes. ~rhr-y arc Rnpposed to have been used
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in the mines. Thi8 is practically the only grooved implement found in
Europe. Tlrn Brothers Siret found similar implements in tb e mines of
southeastern Spain. The British Museum has some specimens from tbe
English mines.
No. 79 is a weapon or implement belonging to the modern Indians,
a quartzite pebble weighing 2 pounds, inca.sed in -rawhide, which contilrnes and is sewed around the withe which forms the handle.
ORNAMENTS, CEREMONIAL - AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS, GAMING IMPLEMENTS.

There are a great number of objects widely different in form and
rnateriaJ, but which, with all their differences, may be classed together.
They have largely passed out of use by the modern Indians, and their

86
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actual purpose is unknown. Divers names have . been given to ·t hem,
all of which have been based upon a theoretical idea of their purpose
or because of their appearance. Some have been called banner-stones,
some drilled ceremonial weapons, some pierced tablets, others gorgets,
pendants, bird-shaped objects, boat-shaped objects, etc. The names
thus given may or may not be correct, but are as good as o_thers th~t
have been suggested in their stead. They should be retamed uut1l
something .more correct can be given. 'J:lley are all supposed to fall
within the category given in the title above.
Banner-stones, or drilled ceremonial iceapons.-These are for the most
part symm~trically shaped and well polished. Their material is generally a soft kind of stone, principally slate, ofttimes banded. They
are all drilled with a small hole. These holes have apparently -never
been used, for their edges (as well as the corners of the implements) are
as fresh and sharp as the day they were made, showing no trace of
usage. They have been drilled apparently with a hollow reed, and the
annular strim is frequently to be seen. Many specimens are found
partly made, then broken and rejected. These show that they . had
been shaped approximately before the drilling commenced.
No. 84, of serpentine, is from Pennsylvania; 85, striped slate, from
Wisconsin; 86, striped slate, from Indiana; 87, striped slate, from Pennsylvania; 90, striped sla.,te, from Indiana; 92, striped slate, from Indidiana; 88, brown jasper, from Louisiana; 91, translucent ferruginous
quartz, from Indiana.
- Pierced tablets and boat-shaped articles. -These are mostly made of
slate, the greenish striped variety having been preferred. The tablets
are flat and thin; the holes may be drilled from one side or from both,
and are accordingly of a conical or biconical shape. They bear no
trace of usage. The same remarks apply to the boat-shaped articles,
except as to the difference in shape.
No. 127, slate, from New York; 128, slate, from Pennsylvania; 129,
from Louisiana; 130, 131, 132. slate, from Tennessee; 133, potstone,
from Pennsylvania; 134, striped slate, from Ohio; 135, greenstone,
from Kentucky.
Stone beads, pendants, and other ornaments.-Stone beads are found of
(lifferent forms and material. No. 200 is serpentine, from Santa Barbara, California; Nos. 201 and 202 are of soapstone, from Pennsylvania;
204, catlinite, from New York; 203 is .a straight tube nearly 3 inclrns
i11 length, from Mississippi, beautifully drilled with a small hole its
entire length. It is of a siliceous material resembling yellow jasper.
A manufactory of heads of this material was discovered in Lawrence
County, Miss., in the spring of J 876, and four hundred and fortynine svecimens were 8ent to the Musenm by Mr. T. ,J. R. Keeuan. An
account of this find was given in Smithsonian Report for 1877, pages
203-298.
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Another specimen, 211, striped slate, from a mound in Ohio, much
Jarger ·and longer, not drilled lengthwise, but diagonally across t_he
corners, ·may have served the same purpose of ornament, as likewi e
212, which is of fine-grained argillaceous sandstone, from Kentucky.

129

128

Fig. 24.
PIERCED TABLETS AND l30AT-SHAPF.D

A RTICLF.S

m.

Pendants.-No. 205 is of tran rock· 206 a flat sandstone pebble, from
'
!)
Rhode Island; 207, same, from- Penm-;ylvania;
208, same, Virginia; 20~,
arg·illaceous slate from a mound in Ohio, where it was found lying near
the neck of a skeleton.
Bird-shaped o~jects.-Tbough this name bas been given to numerou,
relic from their gen~ral resem blanee to birds, their hapes are so variou a to leav the de ign often uncertain. Some specimens more r ·
m l th t n e-Iizard, and th , eyes ar frequently indicat d by ,mall,
r und pr n r, nc , . Tu hjPct.· am grnernlly of oft :;;tone, uch a
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the favorite green-striped slate; yet sometimes syenite and other hard
substances have been employed.
201

205

202

200

208
207

2 '12

21'1

:Fig. 25.
STONE BEADS, PENDANTS, ANU 0'l'IIER OR~AMgNTS.

No. 210 is stri1;etl slate from Pennsylvania. Small boles are drilled
from the bottom and encl, respectively, <liagoually so as to meet and
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form a continuous hole. The purpose of these have been for a long
period unknown. A Ohippcwa Indian told me, in the Smithsonian Institution, last summer, that they served for gaming. They wei;e placed
in a pan or basket, which, being covered, was shaken and then set down
quietly, the cover removed, and an inspection would show bow many
of the birds were seated upright. The player having the greatest numb.er thus won the game.
Plummets and sinkers (Fig. 26).-These are analogous in name, and
possibly sometimes in appearance, to the pendants juRt described; but
an examination of the real object in the number as possessed by the
Museum shows such differences as that they can not be classed together.
Taking the last numbers on Fig. 26 for first uescription, Nos. 111 an<l 113
are of quartzite, from Pennsylvania; 112 is of graywacke~ from New
York. They are simply fiat pebbles with notches chipped out on opposite sides to receive a cord. or thong. Another variety, but of the same
class, are pebbles more nearly round, which are still in their natural
state, but have been grooved around the circumference. No. 104 is
greenstone, from California; 107, granite, from Rhode Island; 108, soap-stone, from Georgia; one with two grooves at right angles is 109, talcose
slate, from Rhode Island; while No.110 is sandRtone~ from Oregon, and is
decorated with engraved lines. The latter may have served as an ornament. These specimens show a substantially different purpose from
the gorgets or pendants (No. 205 et seq.), and it is alleged were used
as plummets or sinkers, but on tllat opinions differ. No. 107 may possibly have been used with a haudle and served as a weapon. The
others, Nos. 100 to 105, are totally different from the pendants, and
have been manufactured into their present state. They are of hard
material, red or brown hematite, jasper quartz, greenstone, etc., and
are made with grooves, knobs, or holes, apparently all for suspension.
Their form would indicate them to be plummets. They much resemble
the modern plmflmet, but their actual use is unknown. No. 100 is hornblende, from Ohio; 101, hematite, from Tennessee; 102 is from Arkansas; 103, greenstone, from Ohio; 105 is quartzite from Massachusetts;
106, greenstone, from Massachusetts. This class are supposed to have
served as sinkers for the nets of prehistoric fishermen, but nothing
more is known with certainty than is indicated by their appearance.
Discoidal stones (Fig. 27).-These are supposed to have been used for
games among the Indians, probably in playing the game calle<l "chungkee." It resembles the modern game of quoits, except that the stones
are rolled on the ground instead of being pitched through the air. Some
of tl.1e. e di, coidal stone measure 6 inches and more in diameter with a
regular di b- lrnpe(l cavity on each side. Their material i ·, always hard
a1Hl i ften f rruginon quartz. Tbey are carefully made, evidently
witlt gr at labor; their outlin i. r gular and true, and they have been
rnl>h •<1 and i> 1i ·h •<1 m oth. .
•
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Fig. 26.

J? LUMMETS

MW SINKERS.
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No. 116 is yellow-brown ferruginous quartz, from Tennessee; 117,
brown ferruginous quartz, from Tennessee; 118, dark greenstone, from
a mound in Illinois. In some specimens the cavities on tlle sides are
carried deeper than in others, and their center marked by a perforation.
Nos. 119 and 120 are quartzite, from Ohio. Other specimens are without the dish-like cavity. No. 121 is quartzite, from Georgia. Some
specimens, similar in every other appearance, are diminutive, scarcely
·more than an inch in diameter. No. 122 is argillite, from Pennsylvania;
and curious to remark, relics presentiug the same appearance barn
been made of broken clay vessels, which, except the hole, resemble the
spindlewhorl. The writer fouud a specimw of this kind in a prehistoric
workshop in Brittany, France. It has been suggested that they were
used as paint cups, and possibly this may be true.

122

123

:Fig. 27.
DlSCOIDAL STONES (½) .

When in Italy I remarked a game which bad a great similarity to
the chungkee of the Indians. In 1889 I wrote to my friend, R. Mancini,
for a de cription, which he gave in the following:
LETTKR FROM R. MA.TCINI, ORVIETO, ITALY, TO MR. WIL ON ••

*

~

*

*

*

The play, made by rolling discs a.ta, mark, wllich you saw in one of the streets outsid th city of rviet , has several narn . It is calledRuzzola, or Ruzzoletta when
pla~· d bv th children with mall discs; hut if the play be by adults and with large
di c it i called Ruzzol ne, or aometime:1 Ginoco cl l Forrnaggio, or Play of the
Chee , becan wb 11 played by th 1, a a ut :1 or sh pherds they n , tbeir di c of
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cheese, betting one cheese against another. It is usually played by two persons,
but may be by four. They divide themselves into opposite parties, and each one
alternately throws the cheese or the disc, rolling it on its periphery at the distant
mark or peg.
The discs are generally of barq. wood. Sometimes the children, for economy, make
them of terra-cotta, and also sometimes, but rarely, of stone. The small discs are
from 7to 12 centimeters in diameter, while the large ones are from 18 to 20 centimeters.
The following are the principal rnles of the game:
Choice is made by" odd and even" as to which party shall have the :first play.
The line or point of departure is fixed by consent, and here the player stands to roll
his disc. The goal or mark for its arrival is also fixed, and be whose discs rest nearest the mark or line is declared the victor.
This play dates from high antiquity, and is believed to be the modern repetition
of the ancient classic game made known generally by the antique statue of Discobolus.
In excavating the ancient tombs I have found terra-cotta discs placed as covers for
amphora in crematory burials, but which appeared to have been first used as dis,
cobolo.

Perforated stones-<Jlitb-heads or riatta.---Tbe discoidal stones of the
perforated kind pass by degrees into the ring form, a type exemplified
f24
125

320

½
Fig-. 28.
PERFORATED 8TONTr.S-CLTlB -HEAD8 OU RI.ATTA,
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by a large number of specimens from southern California. Their material is sandstone, serpentine, soapstone, etc., though occasional speci·
mens have appeared of a lrnrder material like greenstone. They vary
much in size and character. They are from 1¼ inches in diameter
to 5 inches and more. Some are only half an inch in thickness,
while others are so thick as to equal their diameter, almost forming a
globe. Some are pear-shaped; others, with the. globular form like :No.
125, have their holes <lrilled Urn same size all through. They are occa·
siorially decorated, and may have served as heads for a club or staff.
Specimens with a staff 5 feet long have been found in California and
Mexico, and also in New Zealand.
No. 124 is hornbleude, from Santa Catalina Island; 125 greenstone,
and 12~ serpentine, from Santa Rosa Island, California.
Evidences of us.a ge are to be seen in specimens resembling 124, 126,
and similar objects are used in Mexico called riattas. A lariat is passed
through the hole iu the stone and stretched, and is polished and
smoothed by the stone rubbing back and forth.
CUTTING-TOOLS, SCRAPER AND SPADE·LIKE IMPLEMENTS.

Gutting tools.-No. 93 is of black slate, from Pennsylvania; 94, hanl
red shale, from Pennsylvania; 95, from Indiana. Implements similar
to these are used on the northwest coast for opening fish. (Fig. 29.)
Scraper ancl spade-like implements.-These lrnve been classed as axes,
but an examination shows them more likely to have served as scrapers
or spades. They are of large t1ize, bard material, and scarcely enough
examples ham been found to establish them as a class. They are possibly abnormal specimens. No. 96 is greenstone, from Kentucky; 9 7,
from Arkansas; 98 and 99, from South Carolina.
STONE VESSELS FOR CARRYING OR HOLDING LIQUIDS-COOKING AND
GRINDING U'.l.'ENSILS.

Vessels like a pot or pla.tter were made and used by the aborigines.
East of the Rocky Mountains they were made of soapstone; wbile on
the western side the. material used was much harder. Soapstone quarries have been found in many parts of the United States where these
utensils had been manufactured by the prehistoric man. Uncompleted
v.es els and tho e in fragments are frequently found. 'l1 bey were mauy
time made of a Hize and depth snfficient to bold and if need be cook,
liquids, (Figs. 30 7 31 7 32, 33.)
'
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Fig. 29.
CU'I"flNG Toou;, SCKAPER, Al\tl SPADE-LJKE lMPL"EMENTS.

H. Mis. 142, pt. 2--42
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Others were in the shape of plates, and as such could be used to fry
and broil.
149

143

145

148

14-7

Fig. 30.
STONE VESSELS

W,

Nos. 150 and 151 are of graywacke from a mound in Alabama; 152
is of soapstone, from Santa Cruz Island, California.

150

15!

l•'ig. 31.
, TO. ' F. P1 ,\1·i;,; 01: l'l,AI

nrn. (l).
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Mortars are of varying dimensions and shapes. The best specimens
come from California. Nos. 153, 154, and 155 are all from San Nicolas
Island, California; 156, Dos Pueblos, and 157, from Santa Cruz Island,
California. Nos. 158 and 159 are stone slabs used for grinding (the
process being indicated in the figure) after the fashion of the Mexican
Indian metate. They are from Utah and New Mexico.
153
155

T56'

15 4

Fig. 32.
MOltTARS.

A mortar without a pestle would be of but slight use. Many specimens are found. While the greater proportion of those in the Museum
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come from the Pacific coast, yet the Eastern States are by no means
unrepresented.
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Fi~. 33.
PKbTLES A 'D lIAMMLIU! (pri11,·ipall y from ':tliforuia).
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No. 161 is of syenite; 162, 163, 164, 165 are from California; 166 is
fine-grained sandstone, from Rhode Island; 168, green~tone, from Pennsylvania; 169, syenite, from Ohio; 167 is from Alaska, 2 feet 5 inches
long, of greenstone. Nos. 171 and 172, from the Pacific coast, are
labeled as hammers with which to drive wedges to split wood. Dr.
Rau says;
There is a class of small conoid-shaped mullers made of hematite, which may have
been used for rubbing paints (No. 174, greenstone, Ohio).
ROCK SCULPTURES OR PICTOGRAPHS.

Toese represent sometimes human, sometimes animal, forms, and
sometimes forms which can not be identifiep. They may have been
made by scratching, pecking, or cutting. Occasionally they are colored.
The figures are often large and complicated, and could only have been
produced by long-continued labor, which, from their position (many
times on naked rocks, high up on a precipice), was not unaccompanied
by dauger. Their position should be noted by the observer; when possible, sketches should be made and the discovery reported to the Smithsonian Iustitution.
Cup-stones. These are small cavities wrought by pecking in the surface, sometimes of the solid rock, and again in bowlders and pebbles.

Fig. 34.
CUP-STONE.

'lhey, like the rock-sculpturing, are distributed almost over the entire globe, ·and have been found in regular lines or diagrams high up
on the face of the rocks in the Himalaya Mountains. They have been
found on large bowl<lers among the Alps and all over Europe; also
on the stones composing the megalithic monuments of prehistoric man,
w11ere the cavities are oft.en polished smooth. They are numerous in
ScotJand and England on pebbles or small bowl<lers, and equally so in
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the United States. They are found in abundance in Ohio. Their use
or purpose is entirely unknown. The subject forms an jnteresting
study. Dr. Rau published an interesting monograph thereon, entitled,
"Observations on Cup-shaped and other Lapidarian Sculptures," contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. v, etc. He inclines to
give them a religious rather than a utilitarian character.
PIPES AND SMOKING TUBES.

No class of aboriginal productions of art exhibit a greater diversity
of form than do the pipes of the prehistoric man of North America.
. 177

181

Fi~. 35.
TO.ii! PIPES,
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They are chiefly carved from stone, bnt n<>t nnfrequently were molded
in clay.
Messrs. Squier and Davis, in their explorations of mounds in Ohio,
rliscovered many curious and interesting types. They were supposed
at one time to have been made of hard stone, a kind _of porphyry, but
later examinations and scientific analyses have shown them to be of
softer materials, composed of slaty and calm:1reons minerals.
Nos. 177 to 184 represent types of those found lly Squier and Davis .

•

18G

188
189
195

198
197

'.199

Fig. 36.
PIPES.

No. 186, argiIJaceous stone, from Penrn~ylvania; 187 represents a, loon,
is of serpentine, from ·w est Virginia; 188, from New York; 189,

atHl
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from Ohio; 190, from Virginia; Hn, serpentine, from New York; 192,
steat,i te, from Pennsylvania, highly polished, representing a lizard ;
193, soapstone, from North Uarolina: 194 is from Texas; 195 from a
mound in Kentucky. The latter is of,compact limestone, and evidently
of high antiquity. Its form is somewhat peculiar, in that it is the favorite among those who manufactured pipes from tbe catlinite or red
pipestone, and bas been continued into recent times. No. 196 is from
Georgia; Nos. 198, 199 are made of clay, aud were both found in Mad.
.
ison County, New Yor,c
Stone pipes of entirely different character are found in Oahforma.
They are represented by No. 197, of serpentine, from Santa Barbara
County. These were in the form of tubes of various sizes and lengths,
some of which are very large. Specimens have been found with a
piece of bone inserted in the tapering end and cemented with bitumen
for use as a mouth-piece, after the fashion in amber at the pre~ent day.
Allied in appearance to tbe California pipes are tubes which may
have served as pipes, though neither in tbe instrument nor in the hole
drilled therein is there apparently any provision for insertion in the
mouth. The bole through the tube is sometimes biconica,l, having
been drilled from both ends, and is smaller in the center, but quite too
large at either end for the mouth. It has been suggested that these wide-mouthed pipes might have bad two reeds inserted, which, being
cemented with bitumen, were smoked through the nose. The smoke
would thus be inhaled into the lungs, and so have a more powerful intoxicating effect. This, if true, might account for the s111all size of tbe
bowl in many Indian pipes, a smaller quantity of tobacco being required in this than in the usual mode of smoking.

17 5

Fig. 37.
TUBES (½),

The material was soapstone, slate, and cblorite. Nos. 175 and 170
are from Tennessee.
The name ''calumet pipes" bas been given to those of large size
R~noked with a stem and representing usually a bird, animal, and sometim s a human figure. They are thus called by t.be Indians on account
of tbeir bulk and their u e on occasions of great ceremony.
o. 1 5 i one of the finest pos es ed by the Museum, and is from
l ntucky.
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Fig. 38.
CALUMET PIPE.

(Cat. No. 16697, U.S. N. M.

Received from the Kentucky University.)

BONE IMF-LEMENTS.

The adoption of bone instead of stone for the implements of the prehistoric man differed widely in different countries. It is <lifficult to
gh·e satisfactory reasons therefor. It has been said that bone implements were not made in the United States, because the stone was so
easily obtained. But in France, where bone implements are in g-reatest
profusion, the flint suitable for chipping, and of which the finest implements could be and were made, was to be found, and is still very a.bun<laut. Bone, horn, and i\·ory were used indiscriminately, nnd served.
according to the need, as perforators, points, harpoons, fish-books, etc,
They were often chilled; and so formed objects of suspension, oruaments,
etc. Ho11ow bones might serve as tubes. They might be also sawed to
serve as rings or beads of varying size and length. One of the most
interesting varieties of implements in bone are those fomid almost only
at tlrn prehistoric cemetery at Madisonville, Ohio, by Dr. Metz and Mr.
Low. Any discoveries made, informatiou obtained, or srwcimens
found of scientific interest should be reported. (Fig. 39.)
COPPER IMPLE:i\fENTS AND ORNAMENTS.

Implements and ornaments of this metal are shown in figure 40.
They need not be described; their appearance will be sufficient. The
remarks concerning the fraudulent, character of some specimens sought
to be foisted upon museums and collectors, and the necessity for the
greatest care concerning the preservation of proofs and of genuineness,
apply with even greater force to copper implements than to those of stone.
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Fig. 39.
BONE IMPLEMENTS (½).
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Fig-. 40.
COPPER lMPbEMENTS AND ORNAMENTS ER0M TITE UNI1'ED STATES.
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HUMAN REPRESENTATIONS.

Occasionally, though rarely, specimens of sculpture representing
the human face or figure have been found in tlte United States. Those
represented in the cuts are mostly from Mexico, but they will serve as
illustrations. In consequence. of their rarity and the superior art displayed; they have been much sought, and these with representations of

Fig. 41.
HUMAN RRPRESEXT ATIONB.
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SHELL IMPLEMEN'l'S AND ORNAMENTS.
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FJG. 42.-Sholl imJiloments and ornamento e,;.
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The various shells of the rivers and ocean furnished a materjal of
great value to prehistoric man, and one vi'hich he could without much
· labor apply to a variety of uses. Small shells were perforated and
used as beadR; others were cut from the clam and mussel shells, which
furnished the wampum. The haliotis ,vas ground from the back and
center so as to form bracelets. The same ornament made in the same
way bas been found in great numbers by the brothers Siret in their
late discovery in southeastern Spain. The most interesting, as well as
artistic, of the ornaments made from shell are the gorgets, which are
especially noticeable for their engravings. They are sometimes cut so
as to represent, upon the outside, a human face, but many have .b een
found beautifully engraved in elaborate designs much resembling the
mythologic art of Mexico and Central America. No. 272, found in Tennessee, represents one of these.
PO'I"l'ERY.

The prehistoric pottery of Mexico and Central America forms a special group; that from the Pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico, another;
while that made by the North American In<liail constitutes a third
group. Each of these has distinctive characteristics.
The pottery of the North American Indian is in some respects like
the dolmen pottery of Europe, aJtlwugh it differs in many details of
form, mode of manqfacture aud ornamentation. The North American
Indian used neither wheel nor furnace, nor did be, except rarel,v, decorate it with colors. The clay was frequently mixed with pounded
shells. The decoration of pottery made in the eastern portion of the
United States was effected by incised liues and <lots, with various combinations. The spiral and volute were employed. Among the Southern
Indians much of the decoration was made by the impress of textile fabrics, sometimes with only a string or cord. In the interior, and principally on the Mississippi River, the pottery vessels were made to represent sometimes the human form, sometimes animals. There was a
much greater prevalence of the bottle-form in the United States than
in Europe.
Prof. W. H. Holmes, of the Bureau of Ethnology, has written an· interesting monograph upon aboriginal pottery in the United States, aud
the late Col. James Stevenson described the Zuni and Pueblo pottery.
Both these papers have been published in the Reports of the Bureau of
Ethnology, and are profusely and elegantly illustrated.
The following are given as specimens of what may be fouud in mouud :
. 2 0 i from a rnouud in Tennessee; 281 from a mouud iu Illinoi ; 2 .:., from a ·mound in Union County Kentucky· 283 a mound
. T une ·ee; 2 4 a mound in Arkansa ·; 285
' a mound' in North Carm
lma · 2 6, which i.· a bri ·ht red and the only one painted i from a
. Tenn
'
m uncl m
; 2 7 i · from a mound in Loni iana.
0

-
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FIG, 43.-Pottery (¼).
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ANCIENT INDIAN MATTING-FROM PETIT ANSE ISLAND, LOUISIANA.
By THOMAS WILSON.

In tbe hall drvote<l to the collections of prehistoric anthropology in
tbP U.S. N atio11a] MU8PUm there is exhibited a mat of iuter]ace<l or woven
ret'<l or c:me wbid1 has been claimnl, by reason of its loca]it,r, couditio11, an<l as::--ociatiou. to be evidence of tbe great a11tiquit,r of man, and
a" ten<li11g· to estaulish his existence <luring the te1 tiary geologic perio<l,*
Plate CVII.
Tue la he! affixed to this specimen tells its- w~ole story.
Sprcimen of ancient matting from Petit Aase h;land, near Vermilion Bay, Coast of
Lonisia11a. Present,l'd to the Smithsonian Iustitution by .J. F. Clen, esq., May, 1866.
"Pt'tit Aase Islau<l" is the locality of tlie remarkahle mine of salt ro 'k diseovned
during- the lat,e rebellion, and from which, for a considP-rahle period of tirne, the
Southern Stares derived a grt->at part of their supply of tl.Jis article. The salt is
almost cht'111ically pure, and apparentl,y inexhanst,ive in qnantity, occnring in every
palt of the islan,I (which is about 5,0UO acres in extent) at a depth below the surface
of t.lrn soil of 15 or ;W feet.
The fragment, of matting here exhibited wns fnnnd near the snrface of the salt
a11<1 a bout i fet't a hove it were the rPmain,l of tusks a11d l>ones of a fossil eleyhant.
The 1wcnliar in1erest in regard to the specimeu is in its occurrence i11 situ 2 feet l>Plow
the t·lepb1rnt, rt'111ainEi, a11<l about 14 feet below the surface of t,he soil, thus showing
the existence _of man on the island prior to tbe deposit in the soil of the fossil elephant.
Tht· mat Pt ial consists of the outer l>ark uf the common sour hern cane ( drundinaria
rna,ros11errna), and bas been preserve<l for so long a period both l>y its silic10us char•
actn aud the strongl,y saline condition of the soil.

The }(lttt->r of transmission accompanying this specimen is from Mr.
Cleu, dated NPw Orleans, May 10, l~fi6. It forms the basis of the
label. He SPnds specimens of the rock salt, pieces of the fossil bones,
and Lusk of the e1evllant, and then says:
Below the fossil of the elephant, near the salt, we found pieces of matting made
of the enamel of the canes. That work was beautiful and well preserved. It tastes
salty and looks as if it had been made a few weeks ago. If I had not taken tnern np
myi,elf I could not believe it possible that they were found where I have statt'd;
many more will be found hut more carefnlly dug up. We have bongbt tl.Je mines
and nearly the whole island, and iuteud to go in operation on a large scale, etc.

An inspection of this spf'cinwn cau::-ed me to suspect its -,u1tiquity.
When I remarked tlie small and tllin strips of the substance and its
fragility and compared them rneutal]y with other objects of the same
reputed · age, as, for example, the fossil mastodon teeth and bones which
.,.-r- 11

:rrehi;torio Amarioa, Marquis de N&iql:l,,il]a,o; edited l>y Ptofos1:1or Dl;\,11 1 p. ~6.

B. Mis, 142, pt. 2-43
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were found overlying it, and saw the effect of time upon them I became
more than ever dubious of the high antiquity claimed for this matting.
I submitted it to Professor Mason, who has made a special study of the
basket-makers of antiquity.* He pronounced it at once to be a specimen . of the common basket work of the Southern Indian, probably
Cherokee. As to its actual antiquity be could give no opinion. Those
Indians had made such plaited work ever since our P,arliest knowledge
of them, and still continiie it. He said one could pnrcllase at the
present day in the market at New Orleans modern Indian baskets of
the same work and in every way similar.
An examination of the reconl of the Smithsonian Institution developed the following facts bearing upon the subject of the antiquity of
this specimen :
·
In the sum'rner of 1866, not long after the receipt of this specimen of
matting from Mr. Cleu, Professor Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, directed, or requested, Prof. E. H. Hilgard to undertake a
geologic examination of the Louisiana salt region, the particular outcropping of which had been discovered in May, 1862, on tllis island of
Petit Anse. Professor Hilgard availed himself of all former publications, interested numerous scientific gentlemen with him, and made an
extensive geologic investigation, commeucing at Vicksburg and extending down the Mississippi to its mouth, thence west up the Gulf coast
to .Vermilion Bay, and finishing with the five islands located therein,
one of which was Petit Anse. Tlle results of his investigations are published in the Smithsonian ''Contributions to Knowledge," Vol. XXIII,
a11d is No. 248 of the regular series. Of his conclusions as to th':' geologic
formation of this country, or of this island, it is unnecessary to speak.
He does not mention or refer in auv manner to the discovery of this
piece of basketry, which had been p~esented to the Museum only in the
May previous to his detail, and which one may suppose contributed
somewhat to the necessity for his investigation. The following paragraph from bis report, however, bears upon the subject (page 14). He
says:
Up to the time of Dr. Goessrnann'.:1 visit (in November, 1866) nll the borings and
p ts which bad reached the salt had been sunk in detrital material washed down
from the surrounding hills, and frequ utly iuclosi11g tlie v stiges of both animal and
human visits to the spot. Mastodon bnffalo, deer, and other boues; Indian hatchets,
arrow-beads, a11d rush uaskets, but above all au incredible quantity of pottery fragments which have been extracteu. from the pits. 'fhe pottery fragments form at
some points veritable strata 3 to 6 inches thick; this is especially the case where Mr.
Dudley M. Avery fonncl what appeared to have been a furnace for baking the ware
(a process very imperfectly performed), and near it three pots of successive size ,
in ide of each other. 'rhe pots mnst be presumed to have snbserved the purpose of
salt-boilincr; for although human handiwork has been found so close to the nrface
of _t~ alt a to render it probable that its existence in ma s was once known, yet the
b tling proc · alon ha. been re ort cl to within even trarlitional times until the
di cov r ·, at the bottom of a salt w 11, of the solicl rock- alt.
, mith. onia.11 R port, 1 41 pp. 291-:Mi.
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PLATE

CVII.

ANCIE NT INDIA N MATTI NG.

From Petit Anse Island, near Vermillion Bay, Louisiana. Presented by J. F. Cleu, 1866. (Cat. No.
1133, U. S. N. M.)
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With a foot-note thus :
It is very positively stated that mastodon bones were found considerably above
some of the human relics. In a detrital mass, however, this can not be considered a
crucial test.

•

The discovery or finding of this pie.ce of matting by Mr. Cleu in the
position indicated, to wit, allove the rock-salt, but beneath the fossil
bones, tusks, etc., of the elephant or mastodon may be concede<l. There
seems to have been nothmg strange or suspicious in such a discovery.
But finding it in the detrital mass, as reported by Professor Bilgard,
robs it of all weight as evidence of the antiquity of man. The surface
or top of the solid body of rock-salt appears to have been somewhat
irregular, to have conformed generally to the surface of the earth above
it, to have been at a depth of about 15 foet, to have bee.n principally
under the line of high-tide water, though at one place it appeared above.
The island is quite small, nearly round, with an area of 2,240 acres, and
dotted over with hills, the highest being 180 feet. From this description it can be easily understood, as Professor Hilgard says, that a
"detrital material was washed down from surrounding hills and frequently inclosing the vestiges of both animal and human visits to tb_e
spot." Mr. Cleu says that many more of these pieces of matting will
be found, etc.
In the light of these examinations the position of this .matting is explained, and we see that it has no bearing upon the question of the
antiquity of man. The same claim would apply with equal propriety
to the buffalo, deer, and other bones, to the Indian hatchets and arrowheads, and to the incredible quantity of pottery fragments found by
Professor Hilgard. These, together with the matting aud the fossil
mastodon hones and tusks, have all been washed down from the surrounding bills and swept back and forth, in no one knows bow many
relative changes of position, by each recurring tide. The matting beiug
found under the mastodon fossils in the detrital mass is no evidence
that this was their original position or that the deposition of both may ·
not have belonged entirely to modern times.

•

RESULTS OF AN INQUIRY AS TO THE EXISTENCE OF MAN IN NORTH
AMERICA DURING THE PALEOLITHIC PERIOD OF THE STONE AGE.
By

THOMAS WILSON.

The existence and the antiquity of the paleolithic period in Europe
had been so well established by the iuvestigations of European prehistoric anthropologists as to neither require demonstration nor admit
of discussion.
The prehistoric people of North America, as they have been generally
known, whether mound-builders or Indians, all belonged to the neoJitbic per10d of the stone age, unless there is to be established an age
of copper.
'l'heir cutting impletnents of stone were not brought to an edge by
chipping as was doue in the paleolithic period, nor were these impl1 men ts
chipped in the sense of the term as used in connection with that period.
011 the contrary, they were pofo;hed or made smooth by rubbing against
or upon another stone. Their cutting edges were made sharp in the
same way. This was a new invention, and constituted the distinctiYe
mark between the civilization of the two periods. The peoples of the
neolithic period had much the higher civilization. · They made pottery,
had flocks and uerds, a knowledge of agricnlture, a society orgauized
into tribes or bapds, buried their dead with ceremony, mourned their
loss, and erected burial monuments.
They were numerous in North America., and spread over or occupied,
at oue time or another nearly, if not quite, the entire continent; their
tribes were many, they employed different languages, made and used a
variety of curious implements, and their monuments are yet a source
of wou<ler and surprise. These things have rendered tlrn mine of ethnologic lore in America so rich and witll such great opportunities, that ·
the attention of tbe anthropologist and ethnologist of our country have
been fully absorbed and left with but little incentive to investigate
that ruder but earlier period-the paleolithic.
My attention has been turned towards tuis period, and I determined
to give it a share of that consideration to wb.icll I felf it was entitled.
I make but small claim to original discovery; most of my facts have
been heretofore known, but tuey were isolated, disconnt>cted, unrecognized, and almost valueless. I have now grouped them, here and there
677
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filled the gaps with new facts, formulated all, and hope I have established their bearing one upon another, and thus proved (to my own
satisfaction, at least) the general occupation of the United States by
man during the paleolithic period. Other persons h~ve heretofore expressed their belief in this proposition, but as yet it bas not been
proved. The evidence which they presented may llave been good, but
it was insufficient.
Many years ago Signor Capellini, rector of the Uuiversity of Bologna,
visited the United States, and reported having found at Burlington,
Iowa, a paleolithic implement of white flint.*
Professor Joseph Leidy, in_1873, reported having found paleolithic implements in fl.int, jasper, and quartzite at or near Fort Bridger,
Wyoming.t
Professor Leidy says :
'' In some places the stone implements are so numerous, and at the same time so rudely
constructed, that one is constantlv in doubt when to consider them as natural or
accidental and when to view the~ as artificial. Some of the plains are so thickly
' 8trewn with natural anrl artificial splintered stones that they look as if they bad
been the battle-fields of great armies during the stone age."

But Dr. Leidy did not know these implements to be what they really
were, that is, implements of the paleolithic period. His friend Dr. Van
A. Carter, residing at Fort Bridger, aud well acquainted with the language, history, manners, and customs of the· neighboring tribes of
Indians, informed him that they knew nothiug about these implements.
He reported that the Shoshorrns looked upon them as the gift of God to
their ancestors.
The discovery by Dr. Abbott of paleolithic implements in the gravel
drift of the Delaware River at Trenton was the leading discovery which
bore tf>stimony to the existence of man in America duriug the paleolithic period. His discovery was valuable, arnl no doubt is to be thrown
upon the genuineness of the implements. They tend to prove as well
the a11tiquity as the existence of the paleolithic period in America.
By this discovery Trenton occupies· much the same relation to American
prehistoric anthropology that Abbeville does to European.
Less known, but believed to be equalJy authentic, was the diseovery
of paleolithic implements by Miss Franc E. Babbitt in 1870 at Little
Falls, Minnesota; by Dr. Metz, in the rh er gravel of the Little Miami
at Loveland, near Cincinnati; uy Professor McGee of a possibly paleolithic spear-head of obsidian in the valley of Lake Lahontau in northwe 'tern ernc.la; by Dr. Hilborn T. Uresson, of Philadelphia, at Claymont, Delaware, and pland, Chester County, Pennsylvania, and of a
uppo ed paleolithic fire-place or hearth, explained by Prof. G. K.
il ert.
ouc ding for the e fi.ud of paleolithic implements full authenticity,
7

* L Pr hi torique, par ' . u Mortillet, p. 17 .
i , . Geological 'u.rv y, 1~72 (H:~yden), p. 651, figs. 1-12.
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they oniy show an isolated and widely scattered occupation by man
during the paleolithic period. Tlrny are far from showing a general
occupation as has been established in southern and western Europe.
If the occupation shown by these finds was truly that of the paleolithic
man I could not bring myself to believe that it was restricted in this
way, and I thought that his implements should be founli elsewhere.
This was needed to establish a general occupatiou, and a general occupation must be established before the scientific world wo~ld accept the
fact as proved.
My residence in Europe and my acquaintance with Europeanpreltistoric
anthropology, especially that portion relating to the paleolithic period,
caused me to ue deeply interested in the question of theexistenee of man
during a like period in AmArica, and I began my investigations immediately upon my return. I found in theMuseum manyo~jectslabeled "l{ude
and Unfinished Implements of the Paleolithic Type," and I queried
whether they were not truly paleolithic. I was answered in the negative, and it was said that they were but the unfinished implements of
the Indians; in fact, his failures when making the more finished and
perfect implements. And it was further said that they were always
found in connection, and associated with the more perfect implement.
While it was not said that they could not be fouud under the surface
or in gravels, yet it was declared that they had not been so found; on
the contrary, all lrnd come from the surface. The argument did not
satisfy me, aud I pushed my investigations and comparisons. I discovered that certain of the implements displayed in the Museum under
the name aforesaid, bad been found by Mr. E. P. Upham, my assistant,
in times past on the hills arouud the city of Washington, chiefly those
of Piney Branch and Rock Creek. Guided by him I visited the neigh. borhood and our searches were crowned with such success that in tue
first afternoon we found a greater number than we could carry home.
I have since visited the same places in company with several scientific
gentlemen of the Geological Survey, Professors Gilbert, McGee,
Holmes, Heu shaw, and Mr. DeLancey ·Gill, whose kuowledge and experience were of great benefit. We were aided by Mr. S. V. Proudfit
and Mr. E. R. Reynolds, who have pushed their exploratiol)s on the
Eastern Brauch of the. Potomac and in tlie vicinity of the Chain Bridge.
These rude implements were found every where in profusion.
Comparison is as good a rule of evidence fo arcbIBology as in law. I
applied it by comparing these unknown and uurecognized implements
with those from foreign couutries which were recognized and admitted
as genuine implements made by man <luring the paleolithic period in
those countries, and as representatives of its civilization. The result
was not less surprising tbau gratifying. My examination proved to me
that, though coming from lands however distant, from other continents
separated from ours by wide oceans, these were all the same implements. Their identity was complete. Both showed the handiwork of
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mau, and were undeniably manufactured for the same purpose and
representing the same civilization or culture. An examination and
comparison of the implements themselves are necessary in order to under~taud tbe full force of these statements.
The remarks of Dr. Leidy as to the great number of these implements
whi1·h be found in.the Bridger basin apply with equal force to the bluffs
and liills aronu<l the city of Washington. The reports of these implements in the Museum~ from the District of Columbia, are as follows:
Mr.
Mr.
. Mr.
Mr.

Sboen1aker...... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 22
R ... yuolds ......... a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 221
Prondfi.t ..•••• ...•.. .••••. .••... ...... ..•••. ...... .... 50
Wilson .•••••..•.•.....•....•........•••...••..•....... 299
Mr. Upham ..•......•.....••..••••....••••.•••••......••.. 34
Mr. Webster .•••....••.....••........•••••..• ~ •.....•....• 119
Making a total from the District of Columbia of .••••. 745

Extending these inYestigations over the United States, Professor
LangleJ·, the Secretary of the Smithsouiau Iustitution, at tbe iu~tauce
of this Department, issued in January, lt,88, Uircular No. 3U, already
mrntioned, and of which the following is a copy:
CIRCULAR CONCERNING THE DEPARTMENT OF ANTIQUITIES.

The Smithsonian Instit.ution desires answers to the following questions concerning
that class of American aboriginal stone relics which have been heretofore denominated "rude or unfinished implements of the paleolithic type."
Cuts of some, together with their localities, are her... with given.
Question 1. How many of these ru<le Htone implements have yon iu your collection f
Quest.ion 2. Do yon know of any in other mnseums or collections'/
Qnestion 3. Of what material are they made?
Quest.ion 4. Where have they been found Y
(1) As to locality.
(.?) Position, coudition, and associated with what objects.
(3) Whether ou or under the surface, and if so, at what depth, and in what kind
of geologic format ion.
(4) Were they found in mounds, tombs, or other ancient structnrM.
(5) Were any other ancient imple11,ents found witli tht>m, and if so, of what kind.
(6) Did their deposit beern to be acci<lental 11r iutentioual.
(7) Have they been described in auy publication, and if so, in what, ancl where
can it be obtained.
(8) Can you forwarll specimens (as many as possible) to this Museum in exchange
for pulJlications or duplicate specimens.
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DISTRIC'f OF COLUMBIA,

JAMES WEBSTER.

The Museum received two hundred and nine responses. The number
- of implements reported by the correspondents from twenty-three States
and Territories is six thousand seven hundred and sixty-two, but
twenty-eight persons report an indefinite number in their collections
which is incapable of addition: "A few," ''some,"" many,"" plenty,"
"bundredi-;," '' a-large number," etc. These have uot been counted into
this aggregate. Thirty-three persons sent one thousand one hundred
and eighty-nine of the" rude implements" for which they all received
an equivalent in exchange. The objects actually received from those

t,birty-three persous were nearly llouble tu~ munber meutfoued, Thos@
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which from their form, appearance, material, mode of fabrication, were
decided not to be paleolithic, have been elimiuated.
A tabulated statement showing the results accomplished by the distribution of this circular is here gi veu:
Name of State.

.Answers
received.

Implements reported.

Original
nnml:er in
Museum.

Number
sent.

Total.

I

Maine ....•...........
9
Vermont ................................ .
6
Massachusetts . .... .... ................. .
14
Connecticut ............... . ............. .
3
New York ....................•..........
20
New Jersey ........•.....................
Pennsylvania ......... ............. ..... .
20
Maryland .. :··· ......................... .
4
District of Columbia .. ... ............... .
8
Virginia ................................ .
3
North Carolina ..... . ................... .
2
South Carolina . ......................... .
3
Georgia .............................. ..... .......... .
Florida ............................. . .. .
Alabama .......... .................. .... .
3
Texas ...........•.•.•.................. .
Ohio ................................... .
29
Indiana ................................. .
13
Illinois . ..........•. . ....................
17
Kentucky .........•................... .
2
Tennessee . ............................. .
5
, Michigan ........................... .. .. .
9
Wisconsin .. .•.... . ..................... .
6
Iowa ....... . ........................ . ... .
3
Missouri ..... ... ............. ... ....... .
7
Arkansas ......... ........ .............. .
2
California ................. .... ....... ... .
5
Minnesota .......•. ... .... . ........ .-. . . . .
2
Oregon .................. ...... .... ·· •··· . ........... .
Kansas.... . .......... ...... ............ .
5
Nebraska ..... .. ...... . . . . ........... .. .
Colorado ...................... . ..... . ... . ........... .
Utah.....................................
1
Wyoming............ .. .. ..... .......... ............
Arizona.... .. ....... . ....................
1
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
1

196

19

70

27

79

17

...............

3

................
96

218
07
393
27

530

95

19
7

348

2

41

591

1,000

180

39

8

632

59

1,219
92

298

], 406

400

230
20

13

430

13

23

5

41

33
869

.............

................ ...............
20 . ..••..•• . ..
&
1,215
489
]b9
25
48

71
26

30

---------···
10

10

31

51
34

25

6
66
26
23
15
18

1,852
541
212
40
96
230
27
12

224
21

6

Few ......

10

2

335
86
57

10

5
4

350

38

95
48

·••• •· ·••••·
6

48

90

7
.................................... .
3

3

. •.... .... .. ...•.•......

8
25

8
25

.......•.... ............

4

4

... .. . ...... ...... ......
........ :. . . . . . . . . . .• . . .

........... . .... ................... .
106 . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

--209 - - 6 , 762

- - 789

106

--950 --8, 502

RECAPITULATION.
Numb r of imp\ men ts reported . ........ . ..................................................... . 6,762
Number !lent to M1111eum
·
789
_.'umb r already in
l,
739

Muse~~::::::·.::::·:::.::::·.:::·.:·.:::·.·.::::::::::::::::::.;:::::::::::::~

8,501
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In the science of prehistoric anthropology almost the sole means of
study are the implements and monuments made and used by prehistoric
man. To' render this study available it becomes of prime importance
that we should know not only the locality of the implement or olJject
studied, but also its position, condition, and relation to other objects
with which it may be found associated. It is eoming to be recognized
as the duty of every discoverer, if he would make his find of any value,
to note carefully its condition, position, and association with other objects. His failure to do this destroys its principal value.
I have endeavored during the past year to secure such a des~ription
of all specimens recei ved. The officiai catalogues of the Museum are
furnished to us witll their numuers completed, one liu.e only to each
number, and this is subdivided so as to give name, date, locality, donor,
etc., which, with the official number, fills the line. It is manifestly impossible to give ill this catalogue the description needed to make the
specimen appreciated or Yalued. It is almost, if not quite, as impracticable to give the specimen its proper value if all tlrn information
concerning its discovery is allowed to lie in the registrar's files and to
be fouud ouly there. Therefom I have briefed all letters giving such
information coucer11ing the specimens received, putting it in the most
concise form possible, which I transmit with this report, to the end that
they may be priuted with it and so be made accessible to the student,
to the public, aud to the office.
The following are briefs of these letters. The type Solutreen mentioned refers to leaf-shaped implements, which would in Europe be
classed as paleolithic. Whether they are to ue so classed in America
awaits future investigation. The other paleolithic implements, usually
unmentioned in the brief, refer to Chelliau implements which are not
considered doubtful :
C. M. Sawyer, Mechanics' Falls, Maine, April 2, 1881:l. Sent.ls sixteen specimens, seven
of which are paleolithic (type Solutreen). Material, jasper. Found on the surface
of the shores of Sebago Lake and at Raymond, Cumberland County, Maine. Accession 20446; catalogue Nos. J:3759:3-137606.
Prof. G. H. Perkins, University ~f Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, February 15, 181:!8.
Has many rnde implements. Material, bluish-gray quartzite, argillite, hornsl;one,
and some of granite. Fount.I on the surface near streams. Deposit accidental.
S,ends forty-six specimens, eighteen of which are paleolithic, Accession 20554; catalogue No. 139429.
Prof. G. H. Perkins, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, June 12, 1888.
Sends eighteen specimens from Brjstol Pond, Monkton, Vermont, four of which are
paleolithic. Surface finds. Accession 20734; catalogue Nos. rng659-139665. Has very
few larger than the largest uf this lot.
Prof. G. H. Perkins, University uf Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, July 16, 1888.
Sends fifty rnde implem ents, tive of which are paleolithic. Found on the surface in
the Mississco Valley, northern Vermont, i. e., Swanton and Highgate. Accession
20878; catalogue Nos. 139724-139730.
Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, Massachusetts, February 6, 1838. J. Robinson, treasurer, iu charge of Museum. Has a large number of rude iwplements
from 1 to 6 inches in length. Sends seven specimens (paleolithic) from Essex County,
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Massachusetts. Material, porphyritic felsite. Fonncl down to 18 inches below the
surface. Accession 20159; catalogue Nos. 137610-1376lf.
•
Willard Nye, jr., New Bedford, Massadrnsetts, May 9, 18>:l8. Sends ten spec•iruens;
disks of quartz, porphyry, etc. !found on the surface at the west en<l of Martha's
VineyarJ Island, Massachusetts, associated with arrow and spear hea.cls, drills:
scrapers, aod fragments of pottery. Accession i0579; catalogue No. 13!:J-139. These
probably belong to the shell-heaps, and may not be paleolithic.
Merritt Willis, West }<'arms, New York City, J<'ebruar,v 12, 1888. Sends two rude
implewents (paleolithic) from Trenton, New Jersey, and one from West Chester, New
York. Accession 20331; catalogue Nos. 139194-1:39195.
Dr. A. L. Benedict, Buffalo, New York, March 16 lt!H8. Sends thirty fl.int implements (type Solutreen) from Buffalo, New York, and five rude implements (t,ype Solutreen) from Fort Erie, Canada. They were fonnd on the sites of Indian villages a1-;sociated with other tit.one implements. Deposit accidental. These ru<le imple111ents
are found in great number all around the falls on both sides. Accession 20365; catalogue Nos. 139i91-13Y292.
·
F. Roulet, Newark Valley, New York, June 4, 188~. Sends sixteen specimens,
fourteen of which are paleolithic (type Solutreeu). Materia,l slate, limestone, etc.
All found in PennsylYania, mostly along the banks of the Susquehanna River. Accession 20688; catalogue Nos. 13Y618-l:396:W.
A. G. Richmond, Canajoharie, New York, June 17, 1888. 8en<ls collection of three
hundred and ninet,v-fixe specimens, embracing ha.mmer:stones, scrapers, aud arrowpoints (fl.int and chert), notched siukers, fragments of pottery, shell, bouel'l, etc., frotn
old Indian village sites in the Mohawk Valley, Montgomery C,nrnty, New York. 0 11 IY
four of these specimens can be classed as paleolithic. Accession ~07o4; catal 11 gne
NOS. 139667-1:19720.
Dr. B. Q. Skinner, Greenport, New York, Febrnary 20, 18--8. Sends twenty rude
implements (paleolithic) of quartz; found upon the surface over glacial drift iu t.lie
vicinity of Greenport, Lon~ Island, New York. Accession ~0~.,t!; catalogue No~.
13S037-139041. These probably belong to shell heaps, aucl may or may not ue paleolithic.
W.W. Adams, Mapleton, New York, F ebruary 27, 11388. Sends five spt>cimens
(type Solutreen). Material, chert; foun<l ou the snrfac<1 iu the viciuit,y of Mapl,·iou.
Accidental deposit. Has no rnoM. Accession .!0248; catalogne No. 1:3 •150.
W.W. Tooker, Sag HariJor, New York, March Y, 18otl. Has Olll' buu<lred ru<le
implements, majority of quart,z, others of slate, argillite, et,c.; fouucl on the 1,11rface,
in shell-heaps, on village sites, and in deposits frolll 3 to 5 feet in d 0pth. ~euds sixteen rude implements (paleolithic), -principally of qna.rt,z ; from tl.ie surface and fro 111
shell-heaps, in tbe vicinity of ~ag Harbor, New York. Has uever found t,hem (rude
implement~) as described by Dr. Abbot,t. Has fonnd them at the talus of the bluffs.
Rude axes have been found in digginl-{ wells at great depths.
Accession 20418; catalogue Nos. 139340-139:355. Tlrnse probably belong to shellbeaps, and may or may not be paleolithic.
Howard B. Davis, Reading, Peun ylvania, l?ebruary 18, 1888. Sends twenty-two
specimens, six of which a.re paleolithic; fouud aloug the Schuylkill River about one
mile south of Reading in fre hly ploughed fields. Deposit accidental. Accession
20210; catalogue Nos. 139031-139036.
J.M. M. Geruerd, Mnncy, Pennsylvania, Februarv 13, 18 8. Sends one hundred and
fifty pecimeo and ba oue hundred and fifty left. These implemeuts ( type Sol utreen)
are from Mnocy Va.11 •y, aloug wei;t bank of Su quehauoa. H.h·er. Surface fiuds.
ver fonod iu mound!i. Acee sion 20191; catalogne No. 1:19026.
·
A. barpl , W . t Cb t r, Pennsylvania, Febrnary 6, 1 8 . 'eucl three speci10 11 , t, o of which ar · paleolithi ·; fonod on tho F;nrface with chip
of quartz on
li,. w P.vicl<>ntly au ()\(l c, 111pin:; ~roun1l 1w:u· \V •st Ch , ter, P nu ylvania. Ac'.' · '.on ~ 1:- , ·atulo~11
'o . . l3i o 1:nGOV, · •• k8 of va ~i i1 t (each~) found
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A. Sharpless, West Chester, Pennsylvania, March 30, 1888. Sends a leaf-shaped.
cutting implement from West Chester, Pa. Not paleolithic. Accession 20429; catalogue No. 139325.
.
A. SJ.iarpless, West Chester, Pennsylvania, May 8, 1888. Sends thirty-two specimens, ten of which are paleolithic, aM found on the surface at West Chester, Pennsylvaniai. Accession 2060:3; catalogue Nos. 139444-139447.
D. T. Millspaugh, M. D., Kendall, Pennsylvania, June 22, 18813. Sends a leaf- shaped implement and broken arrow-head from Pennsylvania, and one leaf-shaped
implement f;om New York (not paleolithic). Accession ;l0907; catalogue Nos. 139,3813H740.
D. 'l'. Milh,paugh, M. D., Kendall, Pennsylvania, May lo, 1888.

Has two rude irnplemeutsofimpure silica found about 3 iuchel'! from surface on the bank ofTunnugwant •
Creek, 1 mile from Bradford, McKean County, Pennsylvania, associated with chippings, the latter, however, not in great enough number to be comiidered a mauufactory. Deposit accidental. He says the locality is rich in mounds and the evidences
of Indians.
E. R. Reynolds, Washington, District of Columbia, April 17, 1888. Has hundreds.
Sends two hundred and fifty-nine specimens, two hundred and seventeen of wh:ch are
paleolithic. Material quartz, quartzite, argillite, etc. All snrface finds from different localities in the District of Columbia. Accession 20497; cat,alogue Nos. 139401139412.
S. V. Proudfit, Washington, District of Columbia, March 17, 1888.

Sends one hundred and tllirty arrow-heads and one unstemmed spear-head from tlte Distl'ict of Columbia. Not pakolithic. Accession 20358; catalogue Nos. 139244-139289.
Ernest Shoemaker, Washington, District of Colurnl>ia, February 12, 1888. Has
about one hundred rude implemeutH, all from the District of Columbia and neig!iboring count,ry. Sen_ds thirty-five specimens, twenty-two of which are paleolithic.
Material principally of quartzite. Found on the surface. Accession 201i5; catalogue Nos. 139007-1;:s9010.
Howard Shriver, Wytheville, Virginia, Febrnary 13, 1888. Sends two white quartz
arrow-heads. Not paleolithic. Accession 20182; catalogue No. 13U022.
Nathaniel S. Way, Accotink, Virginia, February 13, 1088. Has about four hundred of quartz and quartzite, found near Accotink on the surface. Tbe implements
are small near the river and larger inland. Sends twenty-two specimens, twenty of
wllicb are paleolithic. Accession 20185; catalogue Nos. 139028-139029.
Nathaniel S. Way, Accotink, Virginia, AJ)ril 24, 18::!8. Sends six rude implements
(paleolithic) of quartzite; found on the surface near Accotink, Fairfax County, Virginia. Accession 20507; ca,talogue No. 139H3.
Howard Haywood, Raleigh, North Carolina, March 19, 1888. · Has sixty specimens.
Sends thirty rude implements,_eight of, which are paleolithic. All were found on the
surface in the vicinity of Raleigh, on Crab Trtie Creek, about 50 yards from the
sbC,re and aLont 12 feet above its level, associ,tted with arrow-heads, broken pottery,
and chips of fl.int. Light sandy soil with red clay s'ubsoil. The deposit seemed to
be accidenta1. Accession ;l0357; catnlogne Nos. 139214-t:39243.
J. A. D. Stevheuson, State~ville, North Carolina, February 6, 1888. Has quite a number, principally ofqnartzit-e containing some impurities which weathers slight.ly when
long exposed. Found on the surface in Iredell, Alexander, and Catawba Counties,
NorLh Carolina. Sends three specimens of rude impJements (type Solntreen). Materid quartzite; fonnd in deposits in Iredell and Alexander Counties, North Carolina.
Many deposits of these implt;ments fonnd in this reighl.,orbood; they are gener:-illy
buried deeper in valleys and slighter on tbe mountains. No other implements found
with tllem. Deposit intentional. None found in mounds. Accession 20183; catalogue
Nos. 139023-1:19025.
J. A. D. Stepllenson, Statesville, North Carolina, March 3, 1888. Sends thirt,y-four
specimens, twelve of which are paleolithic. Material principally of qnart~ite-fquQq
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ou tihe surface near Statesville, North Carolina. Accession 20479; catalogue Nos.
139356-139361.

J. R. Nissley, Ada, Ohio, March 14, 1888. Sends t,welve specimens, five of which
are possibly paleolithic (type Solutreen). Found on the surface at Red River Spring
Creek and Elk Fork, Todd County, Kentuc-k y, and Mont,gomery County, Tennessee.
Accession 20345; catalogue Nos. 139200-13920:t
J. Freshwater, Loudonville, Ohio, February 1, 1888. Sent one leaf shaped cut~
t,ing implement. Not paleolithic. Found 011 the surface at Lo,udonville. Lives in
a river valley where there is from 150 to 200 feet of drift; never found any worked
implements in the gravel or drift. Accession 20189; catalogue No. 139027.
D. T. D. Dyche, Lebanon, Ohio, Febrnary 8, 1888. Seuds forty-five specimens;
a11 from Warren County, Ohio. Fom;1.d on the surface, thirteen of which-are paleolithic. Accession 20174; catalogue Nos. 1:38999-139006.
J. A. Stevenson, Akron, Ohio, March rn, 1888. Sends collections of three hundred and eighty-five specimens. Four rude impleme11ts (paleolithic) from Summit
County, Ohio, and fourteen rude implements (paleolithic) from Juniata County,
Pennsylvania. Accession 20371; catalogue Nos. 139293-139324.
Warren K. Moorehead, Xenia, Ohio, February 7, 1888. Has thirty rude implements
flint. Sends ten (paleolithic) implements from the undisturbed gravel,
Little Miami River, Fort Ancient, Warren County, Ohio, and ten (paleolithic) from
the gravel on the bed of "Old Town Run," 3 miles north of Xenia, Greene County,
Ohio. Found 2 or 3 feet from surface, associated with flint flakes. Deposit accidental. Not found iu mounds or tombs. Accession 20330; catalogue Nos. 139198-

of

139199.

James C. Wright, Fredonia, Ohio, February 27, 1888. Sends fifty specimens, six
of which are paleolithic (type Solntreeu). Material flint or burr-stone. .Found
upon the surface in Licking County, associated with arrow n,ud spear points. A few
of the leaf.shapea implemeuts have been found in mounds. Accession 20550; catalogue Nos. 139431-13~)4.{8.
C. T. Wiltheiss, Piqua, Ohio, March 6, 1888. Sends fifty-seven specimens, principa1Iy of flint, seventeen of which are paleolithic (t,ype Solntreen). Tllese imple·
ments wash ont of the east bank of the Miami River on the bottom lan<ls, from a
st,r.-itnm of yellow clay covered by a layer of black loa1 3 or 4 feet in thickness. Accession 20311; catalogue Nos. 139181-139193.
Carey Bell, Utica, Ohio, Marnh 2~, 1888. Has quite a number of rude implements,
principally of chert or flint.. Most,ly surface finds, associated with finer (better
finished) specimens. Sends twenty-firn specimens, six of which are paleolithic. Ac·
cession 20413; catalogue Nos. 139326-1393:32.
H. W. Hanna, Warsaw, Indiana, l!'ebruar.v 9, 1888. Has sevei·al rude implements.
Sends one specimen (paleolithic) of flint,. ,Found on the surface in Wabash County,
Indiana. Accession 20180; catalogue No. 139020. ·
W. H. Hanna, Warsaw, Indiana, May 28, 1888. Sends a r.mall rude implement, a
scraper, and three arrow-points. Found near the snrface upon the bluffs above the
bottom lands of the Wabash River, near Warsaw. Not paleolithic. Accession 20717;
catalogue Nos. 139656-189658.
G. K. Green, New Albany, Indiana, March 17, 1888. Sends fourteen specimen
(paleolithic), from ancient buryinrr-rrround at Clarksville near mouth of Silver Creek,
which empties into the Ohio about mile east of New Albany, ancl is a dividing line
between Clark and Floyd Counties, Indiana. Accession 2036t; catalogne No. 139290.
G. K. Green, Kew Albany, Indiana, May 1 , 18 8. St>nds eight rude implement
(pa,leolitbic). Accession 20633; catalogue Nos. 139494-139501.
r. B. · Black, Wheatland, Indiana,, February 10, 1 8 . Has fifteen rude impleenu on e
m 11 '.· , fonnd in a cache in the eastern part of Knox County, Indiana.
8 P cim u (type olntre n).
Acee.- ion i017 ; catalogue No. 139018.
\: · H. Aclam , Elmor Illinois, February , 1 . Send ixty implements-flake
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scrapers, cutting implements, etc., from Kitchen Mounds, in Peoria.and Knox Counties,
Illinois; also a map or chart of these mounds. Nothing paleolithic. Accession 20177;
catalogue Nos. 139011-139017.
W. H. Adams, Elmore, Illinois, April 1, 1888. Sends two rude implements (paleolithic) of :flint-surface :fiuds from Pe)ria County, Illinois. Accession 20481; catalogue No. 139339.
James C. Null, McKen zie, Tennessee, April 30, 1888. Has twenty-five rude implements of :flint-surface finds. Sends a collection of two hundred and seventy-one
specimens from Carrull County, Tennessee, thirty of which are paleolithic. Accession
20545; catalogue Nos. 1~19414-139428.
C. L. Stratton, Chattanooga, Tennessee, February 17, 1888. Sends box of stone
irnplemeuts from northern Georgia and Alabama (four hundred and sixteen specimens); nothing paleolithic. Accession 20240; catalogue Nos. 139042-13!)055.
C. A. Thompson, Qniucy, Michigan, February 22, 1888. Has a few made of sandstone, slate, and chert; found along the streams and iu sandy ground. None have
ever been found iu mounds. Deposit seemed accidental. Sends eighteen specimens,
three of which are paleolithic (type Solutreen). Accession 2035:3; catalogue Nos.
139205-139213.

Charles Ruggles, Bronson, Michigan, February 15, 1888. Sends _three rude implements (paleolithic), also drawings of others iu his collection. All found on the surface along the oanks of two sma.11 brooks in Bronson, Michigan. Accession 20208;
catalogue No. 139030.
William H. ,,Sheldon, Climax, Michigan, April 2, 1888. Has forty-eight rude implements. Forty-seven are of flint, one of ironstone. Three were found on the surface.
:Forty-four were in a nest or cache. Not as8ociated with any other objects. Deposit
of' the forty-four specimens intentional. Sends ten rude arrow and spear heads, etc.
Surface finds from Kalamazoo County, Michigan. Nothiug paleolithic. Accession
20807; catalogue Nos 139624-139631.
J.E. Gere, Riceville, Wisconsin, May 21, 1888. Sends eighty stone implements:flake:1, scrapers, arrow and spear heads, etc., aml ten pieces of native copper. · AU
from Wisconsin. Nothing paleolithic Accession ~0653; catalogne Nos. 139511-139520.
Horace Beach, Prairie du Chien, Wiscon·s in, February 6, 1881:l. Has twenty specimens of flint, i;owe found in mounds and others on the surface. Sends fifteen specimens, none of Chellian type, three Solutreen.. Accession 20171; catalogue Nos.
i 38985-138098.
Dr. F. A. Steinmeyer, Bonaparte, Iowa, May 22, 1888. Sends five paieolithic implements, one large and four small, found in the vicinity of Bonaparte, at a dept,h
ranging from 2 to 5 feet under the soil, which is clay. They were found in their
original positions aud the deposit appeared to be accidental. Accession 20684; catalogue Nos. 1:39622, 139623.
Davenport Academy of Natural Science, Davenport, Iowa. W. H. Pratt, curator,
June 19, 1888. Sends fifty-two specimens from Iowa and other States and Territories.
Five rude implements (paleolithic) from Louisa County, Iowa, and eight sma.11 rude
implements (paleolithic) from Alabama. The implements from Louisa County are
from what is locally designated "the Old Fort Grounds," now and for many years in
a corn-field. Forty years ago it was surrounded by an earth-wall averaging 4 feet in
height. (See Proc. Davenport Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 1, p. 109.) Accession 20751; catalogue Nos. 139632-139655.
Marion Crawford, Kahoka, Missouri, February 27, 1888. Sends twenty-se.ven specimens from Clark and Lewis Counties, Missonri, ten of which are paleolithic. Found
on the surface. Accession 20252; catalogue Nos. 139153-139179.
Charles Tenbner, Lexington, Missouri, March 3, l>,88. Has two hundred rude implemcn ts of chert, found on the surface in Boone, Montgomery, Warren, Gasconarle,
Osage, Cole, and La Fayette Counties, Missouri, principally La Fayette. Sends eleven
card photographs representing tlint arrow-heads, etc., from Gasconade and other
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paleolithic. • Accessiofi 20329; catalogue Nos.
counties in central Missouri. Nothin11·
0
139196-139197.
Dr. W. S. Newlon, Oswego, Kansas, February 8, 1888. Sends flint chips and fragments of leaf-shaperl implements, found on the surface near Oswego. Not paleolithic. Accession 20181; catalogue No . .139021.
Dr. W. S. Newlon, Oswego, Kansas, March 16, 1888. Sends two flint cores, sixteen
fragments of chipped implements, and one box: of chips and flakes found on the surface near Oswego. Not paleolithic. Accession 20460; catalogue Nos. 1:39376-139:378.
Dr. VT. S. Newlon, Oswego, Kansas, May 7, 1888. Sends collection of flakes, arrowheads, shells, etc., from the site of au old Indian village at Oswego. Nothing paleolithic. Accession 20581; catalogue Nos. 139440-1:~9443.
Dr. Henry W. Coe, Mandan, Dakota, February 27, 1888. Sends one rude cutting
implement from a mound near Mandan, Dakota. Not paleolithic. Accession 20253;
catalogue No. 139180.
ABSTRACT OF LETTERS RECEIVED IN ANSWER TO CIRCULAR

36.

Albert I. Phelps, Damariscotta, Maine, February 14, 1808. Has fifteen rude implements. Material, feldspar and porphyry. Found at Revere, Mass9,chusetts, (surface)
Penaquid Pond Damariscotta, Maiiie, and from shell-heap at Friendship, Maine.
The implements froru Revere were associated with arrow-points, those front Penaq uid
Pond with rude arrow-points, scrapers, ·and fragments of pottery, those from th 13
shell-heaps with flakes, arrow-points, bone implements, and fragments of pottery.
George A. Boardman, Calais, Maine, February 9, 1888. Has uo rude implements.
James E. Knowlton, Damariscotta, Maine, May 5, 1888. Has one hundred and
forty-four rude implements of porphyry, jaspar, quartz, etc.; found in LincolD and
Knox Counties, ou the coast between Kennebec and George Rivers, and on borders
of lakes and rivers further inland, also in and beneath shell-heaps aud associated
with the usual fragments and implements. Sends seventeen specimens from Lincoln
County, Maine. These belong to the shell-heaps, and may not be paleolithic. . Accession 20612; catalogue Nos. 139448-139-!61.
"The shell-heaps in this region may be divided into two classes-the recent and
ancient. The recent shell-heaps cont,aiu objects of Europeau make associated with
the implements of the stone age, and the rude pottery in these heaps has pounded
shells mixed in with the clay. Shell-heaps of this class where undisturbed are arranged in small mounds resembling cra<lle knolls and are not over tllree feet deep.
The shell-heaps of the older period vary in depth from three inches to thirty feet.
The pottery P-ontainedin them has gravel, pounded rock, or mica, mixed in with the
clay; it breaks with a shelly fracture, and was made inside a closely woven basket,
while that in the recent heap breaks with a spiral fracture in<licating tbat the coilmethod was employed in manufacturing it, although most of it, like that from the
older heaps, plainly shows the basket marks. With one exception objects of European make have never been found in the heaps of this class. Around and beneath
the shallow heaps is a black stratum formed of ashes and decomposed animal a nd
ve~etable matter, while the deeper heaps arc irregularly stratified from top to bottom.
Amrnal bones, pottery, amd implements are more frequently found in these strata
than in the shells. The decaying of the branches used by the savages as bedding,_
the rubb1 h accumulating aronnd n, savage habitation and finally the decaying of
the habitation tllemselves have, I believe, contributed largely to the formation of
tb
strata in ancl about the shell-heaps."
A.~- a.mage, Damariscotta, Maine, Febru3:ry 2 , 188 . 1:;ent five rude implement ·
faterin.l; blac~ horn too and CJ. nartz. Found iu shell-heaps at McFarland's Cove,
?0 J bn · Bay in the town of Bri to], 011 tll coa t 1 to G feet <l"ep, with other stone
po. it accidental. Al o one water-worn implement fouo d
impl m nt aucl potter\".
on th h acb n r sh 11-h ap. Heh explored the h 11-heaps of the county, and
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found more of these kind of implements tllan perfect ones. He has never found any
1:1tone tools in or near the 1:1hell-lleaps t,hat he thought were deposited or buried with
huinan remains, but Mr. Phelps and himself took from a deposit, which was found
four miles from the salt water, about one hundred and fifty stone tools o~ different
kinds, all perfect and some very nicely finislled. They were mostly. celts an<l spearheads. Of the five rude implements which he sent four are paleolithic. Accession
20251; catalogue Nos. 13\)151, 139152.
Aug. C. Hamlin, Bangor, Maine, February 18, 1888. Has no rude implements .a nd
knows of none. - Thinks he has seen a few similar, but believes them to have been
of recent date.
J. L. M. Willis, Eliot, Maine, February 16, 1888. Has five rude implements. One
from New Jersey, two from North Carolina, and two from Newbury, Massachusetts.
(One of argillite, two of quartz, two of fine granite.)
Joseph Wood, Bar Harbor, Maine, February 7, ltl88. Has four rude implements.
<JiveA drawings in outline. No. 1 from Stoneham, Massachusetts; Nos. 2, 3, and 4
from Bar Island, Bar Harbor, Maine.
E. M. Goodwin, Hartland, Vermont, March 1, 1888. Has six or more. Sends outline drawings. Nos. 1 and 3 are flint found on the surface at Fairfield, Indiana. No.
2 is a dark fl.int found on the surface in Tennessee. No. 4 is of brown flint found on
the surface near a mound in Illinois. No. 5 is white quartzite found on the surface
near a system of earlih-works in Missouri. Other relics were found in close proximity.
No. 6 is a fragment of a polished implement of porphyritic stone found in a mound
iu Fairfield, Indiana, associated with arrow and spear-points, and stone ornaments.
,John M. Currier, Newport, Vermont,, February 8, 1888. He has gathered these iw- plements in Castleton, Monkton, New Haven, and Lincoln, in Vermont. Neal'ly all
have been donated to the University of Vermont, Verrr;ont Historical Society, and to
tile Smithsonian Institution. Material, Hudson River limestone, quartzite, aud
jasper. ThoRe of gray quartzite are the most common, next the Hudson River limestone, and black marble. They are found on the surface. Has found some from
one-half to six inches in diameter.
Prof. Henry W. Haynes, 239 Beacon street, Boston, Massachusetts, Februar~· 15,
1888. Has a collection of paleolithic implements; 2:3 from Trentou, New Jersey (five
his own find), Dr. Abbott; 2 from Allentown, Pennsylvania (A. F. Berlin), quartzite;
l from Millbauk, TennessE,e (A. F. Berlin); 16 from Little Falls, Minnesota (Miss
Babbitt), quartz; 10 from eastern Massachusetts (his own find), white quartz; 10
from northern New Hampshire (his own find), white quartz; 1 from Bar Harbor,
Maine (his own find), white quarr.z; 1 from Perkins County, Georgia (his own find),
white quartz; 30 from Wakefield, Massachusetts (his own find), brown felsite; 20
from eastern Massachusetts (his own find), brown felsite; 25 from Moosebead Lake,
Maine (his own find) green felsite, speckled with white quartz; 4 from Plattsburgh,
New York (D:&. D. S. Kellogg); 7 from Washington, District of Coiumbia (his own
find), yellow, quartzite; 1 from Saguenay, Lower · Canada; 1 from Castine, Maine
(N. S. '!'rue), fine grain argillite; 10 from BurUngton, Vermont (owr: find), pink
quartzite; atotal of 162.
The green felsite speckled with white quartz, from Moosehead Lake (twenty-five
specimens), is the same material of which most of the Indian implements are made,
which he found in tlie shell-heaps in the southeastern part of Maine, at Frenchman's
Bay and elsewhere. Has described bis white quartz implements in Proc. Boston Soc.
Nat. Hist., February 1, 1882, vol. xx1, p. 382. Mr:ny of these were found in "bard
pan" or glacial till, 3 or 4 feet below the surface, and where no Indian implement
could be found. Bnt has found some associated with Indian implements. Their
deposit seems to have been always accidental.

Professor Haynes, of Boston, read a paper, February 1, 1882, before
the Boston Society of Natural History, vol. xxr, page 382, in which he
reports the finding of similar imph•ments in various localities in New
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Hampshir~, Vermont, and Massachusetts. He enl~rges (and very
properly to)· upon his extended experience with the paleolithic implemeu ts of the world. He expresses, without hesitation or doubt, that
these implements were the intentional work of man; that they were not
made by, nor did they belong to the Indian of that country. He says,
page 385:
But no such traces of Inuian occupation has the .i;_nost painstaking: investigation
revealed to me in many places where I have fonnd the new types of rude' implements
in considerable quantities .

.A.gain, page 388 :
It will be noticed that all of these rude and simple tools have been fabricated out
of the hardest, heaviest, toughest kinds of rocks that th!;) region where they are found
can furnish. They are commonly made of white or milky quartz, or quartzite, felsite,
or of some very compact variety of syenite or granite. Often they have been fashioned out of a pebble from the glacial drift which still retains a portion of its original
· surface or crust. This circumstance prove~ that they must necessarily be post-glacial
in date, whether they have been found deeply bedded in the earth or upon the surface of ploughed fields.

Professor Haynes sums up bis argument:
I infer the former existence in New England of a, race of men different from and less
advanced than the Indians, becanse I have found in many localities, where none of
the ordinary traces of Indian ()CCupation could be discovered, a large quantity of
stone implements of ruder types a,11d coarser make than those habitually used by
them. Whether tnese are actual relics of primeval man, i. e., of a race who lived
long anterior to the Iniliaus, or w bet.her thoy are the work of the degraded descendants
of an earlier people who had succumbed to the Indians, I do not undertake to pronounce.

The difference between Professor Haynes and myself is that he is unwilling to attribute these implements to a paleolithic perio<l. He insists
that to be evidence of this the implements in question should be found
in the river gravels, or in a corresponding geologic stratum. I know
that in many countries where the existence of a paleolithic period is
·undoubted, the implements (principally Uhellian or of the earliest
epoch) have been found on the surface, aud they are identified as such,
by comparison with others found in the river gravels. My experience
with these implements in the two continents justifies me in identifying
those found in America as uelonging to the same stage of cultu1 e to
which the Chellian implement of France and England belonged, and,
consequently, enables me to call them paleolithic implements.
Jame J. H. Gregory, Marbiehead, Massachusettfi, February 6, 1888. Has found
caches contain mg half a peck one foot below surface.
J. F. Frisbie, M. D., Nowton, Mas ·achusett , Pebruary Hi, 1888. Has none. Newton Natural History Society bas a few. They are found quite abuntlantly in thi
vicinity. Many Indian r lies found in thi cit,y and adjoining towu-Watertowu.
amuel Heu h, w, Boston, ociety Natural Histol'y, Berkeley street, Bo ton, Ma · acbu ett. , F brnary , 1 . Ha no rude implenwnt . "Onr collectiou wa pre ented
to th Mu um of Am rican Archreology and Ethnology at Cambridge in 1 6i.''
a.mu l A. r n, Ia acbu tts Hi torical 'ociety, 30 Tremont street, Bo tou,
~al a bu lt , F bruary 14, l
. Ha a coll ction of rude implem nt , found at
r t n and along t • bank of the .._Ta8han I iver.
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E. J. Rockwood, .Worcester, MassachL1setts, February 27, 1888. Has no rude implements. Will spend next summer examining the valley of the Connecticut River
~ear Mount Holyoke, and if successful will ;end specimens.
Jesse Pewkes, post-office box 509, Newton, Massachusetts, Pebruary 18, 1888. Has
two hundred rude implements ~hiefly from Essex and Middlesex Counties, Massachusetts. Has many from shell mounds. Speaks of grooved ax found in morainedeposit.
Frank A. Bates, Boston, Massachusetts, February 23, 1888. Has 110 rude imple
ments, and refers to F . .A . .Adams, 2.l3 State street, Boston, Massachusetts.
P. A. Adams, Boston, Massachusetts, February 23, 1888. ResponsA received May
21, 1889. Has about five hundred specimens; about one-tifth are perfect arrow and
spear heads, of porphyry, quartz, flint, obsidia,n, agate, etc., from Concord and Plymouth, Massachusetts, arnl various States of United States; deposits accidental, and
found on or near the surface, associateJ with other neolithic implements.
MEJVI.-It is evident that this gentleman, like some others, has mistaken the imple- '
ments inquired about, and so has misapprehended' the questions.
Irving Holcomb, West Granby, Connecticut, February 8, 1888. Has five. Found
a nest or cache containing a peck, 3 by 7 by t inches, 2 feet under ground. Such as
described in .Abbott's Primitive IndusLry, page HJ5.
Irving Holcomb, West Granby, Connecticut, Febrnary 15, 1889. Jf * * "The
rude stone implements I wrote about were found as follows: One on the bank of
Salmon Brook, in the town of Granby, Connecticut. The specimen is of flint, and was
found on a terrace. All other chips and nqfinished specimens I have were fouud on
the surface iu plowed fields-all in different places. I have one rare specimen which
is finished and was found about 12 feet uelow the sul'face nicely packed in with
about twenty others of same shape, but different sizes, near Salmon Brook, on a
place where arrow-heads were made." Has but one, which he bought.
G. L. Faucher, West Winsted, Connecticut, February 91 1868. Has noue and knows
of none. Will explore the State in the spring and will notify us if he finds anything.
Rev. Jeremiah Zimmerman, Syracuse, New York, February 15, 1888. No information.
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp, Baldwiusville, New York, February 7, 1888. Has a collectiou. Will answer more fully later.
J. H. Norton, Plainville, New York, March 2, 1888. Has about two hundred, all of
chert; found on the surfa<1e in Onondaga, Cayuga, and Oswego Counties. Has
twenty-eight implements from a cache of fifty turned up by the plow. None in
mounds. Deposit accidental.
Dr. Julius Pohlman, Museum Natural Science, Buffalo, New York, l!'ebruary 7,
18BB. Has none in the museum and knows of none in the vicinity.
Edgar J. Klock, East Schuyler, New York, .April 2, 1888. Has very few, in fact but
one that is well defined, which he obtained from J. R. Nissley, .Ada, Ohio.
Prof. l!~rederick Starr, Auburn, New York, June 26, 1i;88. Has one rude implement
of argillite, found on. the banks of the Delaware River, eastern Pennsylvania, 7 miles
above Easton, near mouth of Martin's Creek. Probably a surface find. .Arrow-heads
of same materials and much affected 1.,y weather are not uncommon there.
D. S. Kellogg, M. D., Plattsburgh, New York, February 14, 18d8. Has many rude
and unfinished implements, but non~ that he considers as real paleoliths. None foun<l
in river drift. Can duplicate all our specimens.
George R. Howell, .Albany, New York (no date). Has none; but thinks there are
some in the New York State Musenm in .Albany. We shonld apply there.
C. M. Boughton, East Schuyler, New York, February 16, 188d. Has no collection,
having sold it. But he has found these specimens iu different places in the western
part of this State. Will collect specimens if we wish from a saud-hill near.
Norman Cole, Glens Falls, New York, February 6, 1888. Has two hundred from this
vicinity. In the valley of the upper Hudson, foot of Adirondacks, and near shores of
lakes an.d streams.
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James Angus, West Farms, New York City, Februaty 10, 1888. HaA some rude and
unfinished implements from West Chester County, New York, and some from New
Jersey. Gives large outline drawings.
C.H. Chapman, 364 and 366 Broadway, New York, February 14, 1888. Has none.
Mr. J. Harris, Waynesville, Ohio, has them.
Arthur Hollick, recording secretary Torrey Botanical Club, Columbia College, New
York City, February 15, 1888. Has none.
Natural Science Association of Staten Island, New Bdghton, New York, February
16, 1888. No rude implements. Do not know of any having been found in this
county; all thus far discovered belong to the shell-mounds.
Dr. C. C. Abbott, Trenton, New Jersey, but written at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
February 15, 1888. (Answers for Professor Putnam.) Has thousands of implements
of paleolit,hic character from various localities, Has the Abbott Uollection from the
Trenton gravels, but can give no approximation as to number~ Would take a month
to make a list.
Samuel Jackson, Freehold, New Jed,ey, March 19, 1888. His collection is in the
Peabody Museum at Cambridge. Has three 8pecimeus like No. 10086-Utah, several
like No. f>931-Maryland; found nuder the roots of a tree 18 inches deep in Mou mouth
Connty,-possibly a cache. He mentions a find containing a large number of specimens standing perpendicular and arranged in circles. One or two of these are in the
Lockwood Collection at Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Frank D. Andrews, Vineland, New Jersey, February 18, 1888. Has found mnny of
hornstone in Schoharie County, New York, ~ut has sold his collection. Will try and
collect some t,bis summer.
Robert H. Engle, Moorestown, New Jersey, February 20, 1888. Has fifty. Material
greenstone and quartz. Found on the surface in Watauga County, North Carolina,
Burlington County, New Jersey, Summit County, Ohio, and Davidson County, Tennessee. Collection packed up; when unpacked will send duplicates.
Arnh•ew Sherwood, Mansfield, Pennsylvani:-1, March 27, 1888. Can not say bow many
rude implements he has in his collection. Writes about the" Puzzling Cobbler."
T; M. Nesbit, Lewisburgh, Pennsykania, Juue ~O, 1888. Has a great many rude
stone implements of flint, found in the drift and bowlder clay.
A. F. Berlin, Allentown, Pennsylvania, February 11, 1888. Has twelve, eleven of
quartzite, one of yellow jasper; found 9n the surface in the city of Reading, Penn1:1yl-vaniti, on the banks of the Schnylkill, on island!'l, and five or six from Allentown ,.
Pennsylvania. See article in American Antiquarian, vol. 1, No. 1, page 10, and article by Dr. W. J. Hoffman, American ~aturali8t, Vol. XIII, No. 2, page 108.
S.S. Rathvon, Lancaster, Pennsylvania,, March 2~, Jt:388. Has about three bnudred and fifty, including all kinds. Material gray quartzite, white quartz, chert,
jasper, horn.stone, etc. 1:!"ound along the banks of the Susquehanna and Conestoga
Rivers and adjacent creeks ani in plowed fields. Also found with fragments aud
chips, as if there had been places of manufacture. Have been described in tlie Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, 1878, pages 351-368.
G. W. Brodliead, Water ·Gap House, Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvania, Febrnary 10, 1888. Has a number of hornstone, chert, yellow and brown jasper, silicions
slate, and white quartz; found north and south of the Gap, always in tlrn valley
and on the surface. None found in mounds. Hornstone is fonnd 1 antl 2 miles nortll
of Water Gap in a bed of ri kany sandstone, yellow and brown jasper, from quarry
near Easton, 24 mile otlth. Franklin Peale uRed to gather them twenty year ago.
H. L. imon, Lancaster, Penm1ylvania. Has a collection, but it is packed up.
The material i. flint and ja per; found on the surface at Mill Creek and Tum bury (T)
Hill, on u qn hanna River.
barl · H. , tubb., M. ., Wak 6 ld, Pennsylvania. Has twenty-four. Sent many
L ·hio-h niv r ity, P nn ylvania.
cter Hiller, Conesto~a Center, Lanca ter
u .,, h, a olle tion.
Iateri, l trap ro ck and and tone; fouud on the sul'face
1 w ll' I. Ian ,
qu •ha.nna Riv r, aucl n ar ap, in Lauca ter County.
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Oliver D. SGhock, Hamburgb, Pennsylvania; April, 1888. No information.
G. S. Lamb•lrn, Liberty Square; Pennsylvania, February 9, 1888. Has seven specimens of hard brown sandstone, black trap, quartzite, gray and blaQk jasper. Surface finds from the banks of rivers and in plowed fields. No dnplicates.
George'S. Lamborn, Liberty Square, Pennsylvania, February 7, 1889. Since writing
last has ·come in possessi on of a stone implement-very bard-of ash color, with small
end somewhat broken. Inclosed a sketch. The dotted lines were probably the original edge, tolerably sharp. The ontside lines were dmwn looking a!i it the l1road
way; the inside are looki ng against the edge. The sketch is full size. He has never
before seen one like .it. It was found at McCall's Feuy, Lancaster Connty, Pennsylvania.
Rev. W. M. Taylor, Mount Jackson, Pennsylvania, April 12, 1888. Has but few
rude implements. ,vm look for some this summer.
Norman Spang, Etna, Pennsylvania, February 6, 1888. Has bad many hundreds.
F. W. Brown, Glen Rock, Pennsylvania, February 7, 1888. Has none and knows
of none.
C. John Hexamer, 419 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, February 7, ·
1888. Has none.
· S. H .• Zahm, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, February 27, 1888. Has six hundred rude
implements, principally of gray stone or trap rock, white quartz, jasper, and fl.int,,
found ou the banks of the Susquehanna River and in plowed fielJs in Pennsylvania and Maryland, and in Fiorida on the banks of a lake, associated with arrow
and spear points, axes, etc. Deposit seemed accidental. Has some which he would
exchange for objects not in bis collection.
George R. Clapp, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Pebruary 7, 1888. Has thirty of argillite and flint, found on the surface in the Ohio River Valley, 13 miles below Pittsburgh, associated witli chips and finished arrow and spear heads. Deposit seemed ·
accidental.
I. S. Geist, secretary Natural History Lyceum, Mai;ietta, Pennsylvania. (No date.)
Ras none.
J. D. McGuire, Ellicott City, Maryland, February 9, 1888. Has about three bnn<lred of quart.z or .quart,zite, found on the Eastern Branch Potomac River, District of
Columbia; Patapsco River near Relay, .B altimore and Ohio Railroad, Maryland;
South River Neck, Ann e Arundel County, Maryland, aud a few from his farm, Howard
County, Maryland. Found on surface at high flood,line of these streams. Has a
,cache of twenty from Anne Arundel County. Ten feet away was another cache. One
,cache of one hundred; one of twenty-six. All of the cache implements found near
oyster-shell heaps.
MEM.-May not these belong to the prehi~toric man who made the shell heaps f
There are believed to have been two epochs of prehistoric culture represent<'d in the
kjoelrnnmoddings of D enmark. The shell heaps of America should Le carefully examined for evidences of paleolithic man or for an earlier epoch than the neolithic
period.
0. N. Bryan, .Marshall Hall, Maryland, Februarr 23, 1888. Sent a large number to
the Smithsonian Institution last spring.
E. Stanley Gary, Baltimore, Maryland, February 6, 1838. No infor.nation.
Otis Bigelow, Avenel, Maryland, February 8, 1888. Has already deposited hi1:1 collection in the Smithsonian Institution. KnowF! <'f workshop on the Mattapony in
Guineys, Caroline County, Virginia,.
·
Alexander C. Black, Army Medical Museum, Washington, District of Columbia,
February 10, 18.-:38. Has none. Has given all his specimens to the Smithson.ion Institution. All were surface finds from Randolph County, Iadiana. Never found in
moun<ls.
·
Albert S. Gatcbet, Washington, District of Colnmbia, February 7, 1888. Has none.
Sends lists of museums in Switzerland.
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Dr. H. C. Yarrow, Washington, District of Columbia, February 6, 1888. Has sent
his circula~ to Wiiliam Hallet Phillips, esq., of Washington.
John J. Hayden, 1:325 K street, Washington, District of Columbia. No collection.
George H. Moran, M. D., Morgantown, North Carolina, Febrnary 23, 1888. Has
none, but could find. Will seek. Has sent objects-" Gila monster "-to Professor
Baird.
·
G. B. Lartique, M. D., Blackville, South Carolina, February 11, 1888 . . Has uone.
S. E. Babcock, Chester, South Carolina. Has none.
J. C. Neal, M. D., Archer, Florida, February 10, 1888. Has twenty or more specimens of stone darts. A mound was opened on Tallapoosa River, farm of William R.
Jordan, by a freshet. Large quantities of pottery, skulls, implem~nts, etc., of silver
and bronze were found.
·
Prof. N. T. Lupton, Auburn, Alabama, March 12, 1888. Has none.
C. M. Luttrell, Oxford, Alabama. Has none. A private collection at Taladega,
Alabama, is for sale; owner dead.
J. P. Stelle, Mobile, Alabama, March 19, 1888. Does not know of any rude implements. Has lately been along the Gulf coast in Baldwin County, Alab_a ma,
and found the region very rich in aboriginal remains; two or three different races
seem to be well represented. There are many large mounds, none of which see)ll to
have been explored. The finest pottery be bas yet met with is there; light and well
baked.
Prof. G. F. W,right, Oberlin Ohio. Has four from Dr. Abbott.
E. T. Nelson, Delaware, Ohio. Has six hundred rude implements of flint; a large
proportion were found in a single pocket or cache near the dividing line of Knox and
Coshocton Counties in this State.
M. C. Read, Hudson, Ohio, February 7, 1888. Found about seventy-five miogled
with animal bones and fragments of pottery in a rock shelter in Boston township,
Summit County, Ohio. See Smithsonian Institution Report 1879, page 439.
G. W. Hornisher, Camden, Ohio, February 14, 188~. Has several paleolithic implements; never counted them; material, chert; fo·.! nd on the surface along the east
branch of White Water River.
D. I<\ Appy, Granville, Ohio, April 28, 1888. Has sixty-three rude implements of
flint, or hornstone; found mostly on the surfac~ in Licking County, bnt have fol!nd
twenty-two in mounds within a radins of 4 miles of this place.
MEM.-But these are not paleolithic.
S. M. Luther, Garrettsville, Ohio, March 5, 1888. Has sixty rude implements, chiefly
of chert; a few of quartzite; nearly all found on the surface. There are quite a
numb<:r of what Dr. Abbott terms "Turtlebacks." All found within a radius of 20
miles of this place.
Henry W. Hope, Paint post-office, Ohio, June 5, 1888. Has twenty rude implements of flint or other fine-grained stone; found on the surface in Highland Count,y,
Ohio, and not associated with any other relics.
Robert Clarke, Cincinnati, Ohio. Has none.
J. F. Henderson, Newville, Ohio, March 15, 1888. Has no information.
W. M. Cunningham, Newark, Ohio, April 10, 1888. Has twenty-five r-ude implements, p1incipally of flint; found on the surface and in mounds or earth-works in
Licking County, Ohio, associated iu some cases with arrow and spear points, axes,
etc. Deposits appa1·ently both accidental and intentional. Collection not iu shape
for excban..,es.
John P. McLean, Hamilton, Ohio, February 23, 188 . Has a few of dark blue
cb~rt; f' n~d on th urface in Butler County, Ohio. Io ection 24, Hanover townbip, of ht county, i a fi lcl where great numbers have been found. "If yon reque t
will try and find ·om mor ." ·
r. W. B. Ro am ncl, Miln r ville, bi , February 10, 1 . H will ser.<l fifty or
v n -flv ~ nod b r on th snrfac . Will xcba,n re for publication .
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George W. Dean, Kent, Ohio, February 8, 1888. Has thirty-one rude implements
of chert, from :l to 4 inches i11 length by 1½ to 2¾ in width by ½to 1 inch in thickness.
From Trnmbull Portao-e, and Summit Counties, Ohio.
Dr. Herbert Twitchell, Hamilton, Ohio, March 28, 1888. Has nothing paleolithic.
Sent tin-type of large spear-hea<l.
A. P. Pease, Massillon , Ohio, March 24, i888. Has ninety rude chipped implements
· of colored chert, varyiug in length from 2 to 5 or 6 inches, given him by farmers who
plowed them up. Can exchange twenty for publications on this subject. Expects
to get a cache of tlints, found while digging a ditch. He has the largest private collection iu this county (Stark), numbering over one thousand specimens, which he will
sell for $500 cash.
I. H. Harris, Waynesville, Ohio, February 11, 1888. Has two or three bundreu
"chips and unfinished implements." All from Fort AnciAnt.
R. T. Manning, Youngstown, Ohio, March 5, 1888. Has twelve rude implements of
flint; found in sout_h ern Ohio.
James H. Smith, Licking County, Pioneer Historical and Antiquarian Society,
Newark, Ohio, February 8, 1888. Has 11one and knows of none.
Horace P. Smith, custodian Cincinnati Society of Natural History, 108 Broadway,
Ciucinnati, Ohio, April 10, 18tkl. Has but a small 11um ber of these implements in the
collection. Cannot be sent for verification without the action of the executiv..: board
of t,h11 society.
John H. Lemon. New Albany, Indiana, February 14, 1888. Writes from Escondido,
California. Has one hundrnd paleolithic implements of white, red, and gray flint;
found on the surface near falls of the Ohio.
T. L. Dickerson, Fairficlu, Indiana, Fehruary 13, 1888. Has many of these rude
implements of chert, sandstone, so.me ti mes of bastard granite, and striped slate: found
ou the surface near springs, camp sites, etc., and associated with brokeu implements
and chips, indicating shops and mannfactories. Deposit accidental, except where
cached.

E. L. Guthrie, Ada:ns, Indiana, February 20, 1888. Has a few very fine specimens
(not paleolithic), found on the snrface in thiscount:y- (Decatur), Indiana. Sends many
tracings of fine implements. Will not' part with them-but gladly loan for c·omparison.
William W. Borden, New Providence, Indiana, March 23, 1888. Has quite a large
collrction of stoue i111plewents of val'ions -kinds. Has pnl'chased several cabinets.
Has the collection of the late Dr. James Knapp, of Louisville, Kentucky. Will
forward some speciwens soou.
C. S. Arthur, Portland, Indiana, March 20, 18tl8. Has seventy-five of flint; found
ou the surface in different localities in Jay County. A nest, or cache, of sixty were
uncovered by the plow about 5 miles from here. Another lot was found in Adams
County, buried in sand. They ha\'e never bee11 describe<l.
E. Pleas. Dunreith, Indiana, Februa,ry 10, 1'388. Hus one huudreu rude implements. Can spare thirty or forty from Van Bnren County, Arkansas, and thirty from
Heury County, Indiana.
Charles H . .Bryan, Muncie, Indiana, February 9, 1888. Has a number found on the
surface in Logan aud Hancock Counties, Ohio, and Jay County, Indiana. Has some
like No. 768 and No. 8904. Could collect fifteen or twenty specimens to send. Has some
which he will give.
John W. Linck, Madison, Indiana, February 17, 1888. Don't know anything about
paleoliths, but .Jesse Wagner has a petrified head of a buffalo.
William Robertson, l!'armland, Indiana, March 20, 1888. Has over one hundred,
mostly of granite; found on the surface in Randolph County, Indiana.
MEM.-Surely n,ot paleolithic.
D. A. K. Andrus, Rockford, Illinois, February 7, 1888. Has none and knows of
noue.
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George E. Sellers, Bowlesville, Illinois. (No date.) The rune unfinished ~mplements are very abundant in southern Illinois, more so in the more recent out-door
workshops than in tlie mounds or tlte shops connected with them, and, in most cases,
appear to be modified cores.
Dr. Merit L. Saunders, Thomps,m, Illinois, February 8, 1808. , Will send arrowpoints, chips, etc.
H. S. Hackman, Peru, Illinois, February 26, 181::!8. Has but few. His collection
consists of higher iin!shed imple10ents. Has a steel spear found in a mound. Believes
cfoscoidal stones were used as mortars-has oue with pestle :fitting in it.
R. T. Miller, South B~nd, Indiana, March 9, 18!38. Has about one hundred rude
implements; found on the surface near this place, in isolated localities. Sends photograph of image carved from gray sandstone.
C. L. Obst, P1t,tsfield, llliuois, March 20, 1888. Has a few rude implements of
white and pink flint and jasper. Surface finds. Ten years ago found one of them in
a drift-bed not less than 75 feet in height, in Calhoun County, Illinois. Never found
any in mounds, tombs, Indian graves, or ancient structures of any kind.
George Newcomer, Franklin Grove, Illinois, March 2, 11::!88. Has twenty-four rude
implements; twenty of white chert found on the surface in Whiteside County, anil
four-of quartzite from Uarroll County, Illinois.
John Brady, Aledo, Illinois, Febrnary 11, 188tS. Has forty-five paleolithic h.nplements of flint, some of which are light colored, others are blue and gray; found on
the surface in Mercer County, Illinois.
E. H; Hamilton, Petersburg, Illinois, February 2i, 1888. Has forty ·or fifty rude
implements of white, yellow, and dark blue flint; found on the uank1; of the Sangamon
River, associated with flint chips, brokeu pottery, etc. Identical with Nos. 5900,
9767, 115:35.
William McAdams, Alton, Illinois, February rn, 1888. Has a number; found in
river gravels alongside of Devonian and Silurian fossils.
John B. Tscharner, Champaign, Illinois, Feb. 11, 1888. Has six rude implements
of white and dark flint; found on the surface in Washington County, Illinois, associated with flint arrow and spear points. Deposit seemed accidental.
D. F. Hitt, Ottawa, Illinois, February ~7, 1888. Has very few; never thought
them worth saving.
M. Tandy, ·Dallas City, Illinois, March 19, 1888. Has three rude implements of
flint and others of various kinds, amount,ing t,o twenty-five specimens; found on the
surface in t,his vicinity. Has, with very few exceptions, sent all the results of his
collecting to the Smithsonian Institution.
Lawson S. Bliss., Dallas City, Illinois, February 1:3, 188i. Has a numuer of rude
and unfinished implements. Has a large collection of arrow and spear beads, stone
axes, etc. Is adding to his collection with intent to present to the Smithsonian Institution. Look at Mr. Tandy's collection already presented. Many mounds here.
James Shaw, Mount Carroll, Illinois, February 10, 1888. Has sent rude specinieus
to the Smithsonian Institution. Will S'3nd more in the early spring and summer.
W. H. H. King, Jacksonville, I11inois, April 25, 1888. Has one hundred implements
of chert; found mostly on the surface in Morgan, Calhoun, and Pik~ Counties, Illinois. Forty specimens were taken out of a pocket or cache.
Dr. J. F. Snyder, Virginia, Illinois, April 30, 188 . Has nearly one hundred rude
implements of white flint, found on the snrface iu Cass County, Illinois; also abont
thirty rude flints from cbuyler County, Illinoi s, and eight speciruens somewhat
re emuling. th Db-itrict of Columbia specimens figured, of black slaty quartzite,
plo~ved np 10 one depo it. , everal flint!~ from aint Clair County, lllinois; ten of
w~rt c~ert! quartzite fro111 P tti. County, Missouri; fifteen from Jefferson County,
11 onr~; 1gb
n of brown vi reou 1lint from Travis County, Texas· nine of ·pink
and whit nova nlite from Garland ounty, Arkan as.
J hn l:.. Yonugl v , owling 'r en, Kentucky F bruary 9 1
. Has twenty or
t n Y- Y ru impl m u principally of blu~ 'flint, found 'in thi region on the
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surface, not in mounds. They are not regarded as valuable. Gave Professor Ward,
of Rochester, forty specimens. Sends pl10tograph of human bone (femur) pierced with
flint arrow; highly interesting sp~cimen.
J. G. Cisco, Jackson, Tennessee, February 9, 1888. Has twenty implements of gray
quartz, most of them found on the surface (a few from mounds) in Madis~n County,
Tennessee.
.
Benjamin F. Bnsh, Grand Blanc, Michigan, February 18, 1888. Has many pieces
like illustrations in circular 36.
Miss F. E. Babbitt, Coldwater, Michigan, February 21, 1888. Has a large number
of specimens which are misplaced or lost. Material, quartz. They are found in the
gravels at Little Falls, Minnesota: Will try and get some this summer.
F. C. Clark, A. B., 42 Madison street, Aun Arbor, Miehigan, Febnm.ry 15, 1888.
Has some rude stone implements resembling those in circular :36. One froru sand and
gravel pit 12 feet under the surface, loo~ like "bath brick" rudely flaked. Studied
archreology for ten years under Professor Wiuchell.
.
R. H. Tremper, M. D., Albion, Michigan, February 9, 1888. Has about one hundred
· and fifty rude implements.
N. Y. Green, Battle Creek, Michigan, March 16, 1888. Has twenty rnde implements
of flint, slate, and a kind of sandstone or sandy slate. AJl found on the surface in
that localit,y. Drift formation.
Charles E. Barnes, Lansing, Michigan, January 9, 1S-i8. His collection is boxed at
Battle Creek. Has not seen it for four years.
C. L. Mann, 27 Erie street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, l<'ebruary 6, 1888. All our collections contain them, but they are considered of smali value. Has forty or fifty
copper implements for sale. Will send photographs. They were uncovered by a
storm-cyclone.
E. L. Bro\\n, Durand, Wisconsin, February 17, 1888. Has one of bluish homstone;
found on the surface. He knows a Methodist preacher who has a collection of seventyfixe. Does not know where he is. 'fhey were plowed up aud said to have been
placed on their edges close together.
W. M. Wheeler, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, May 4, 1888. Custodian of Public Museum.
Has twelve rude implements of fliut in the Museum collection. Surface findt3. Will
not part with any.
John Hurne, Eglinton Place, Davenport, Iowa, February 25, 1888. Wants more
time to examine the authorities.
·
Thomas J .. Tidswell, Independence, Mi!'lsonri, April 2, 1886. Has thirty rude implements of dark blue and gray flint; found on the snrface in Jackson County, Illinois, associated wit.h scrapers, perforators, hammer-stones, arrow-points, etc. Deposit
seemed accidental. Will send twelve or fifteen.
.
Charles J. Tnrner, Brunswick, Mi~sotiri, March 20, 188t!. Has a fow mostly of flint.
Some from mounds, some from the surface.
George J. Engelman, M. D., ;{003 Locust street, St. Louis, Missouri, February 7,
1888. Has a large number ofrude implements of red brownstone similar to porphyry.
Surface finds from southeast Missouri. Deposit accidental. No one values them.
Sid J. Hare, q. E., Kansas City, Missouri, April 1, 1888. Has twenty rude implements of flirit; found on the surface, in plowed fields, associated with arrow-points
and stoue axe!l, iu the vicinity of K~nsas City. Depo~it seemed accidental. None
found in mounds. Will send specimens uext fall.
G. C. Broadhead, Columbia, Missouri, .February 9, 1888. Has twenty of white c·h ert,
hematite, and porphyry. Surface finds from Missouri, Kansas, and Texas. Will not
part with them.
W. Albert Chapman, Okolona, Arkansas, February 13, 1888. Has fifty points, from
crude to perfect, also masses of chipped material, such as bornstone, flint, lydian
stone, jasperi transparent quartz, quartz (various shades of white) gneiss, and mica
schist. The specimens were foun<l. on the surface and down to 6 feet below, singly,
and associated with chippings, uroken and uufinishe<l. points, and other tools or im-
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plements, in Clark, Nevada, Pike, Howard, Sevier, Polk, Hot . Springs, and Montgomery Counties, Arkansas.
R.R. Smith, Fordyce, Arkansas. Has several dozen of rude and unfinished implements of flint of various colors. Found on the surface all over the country, but
mostly near creeks and rivers, and also in mounds. Other objects found with them.
J. L·. Mclnnis, College Statiou, Texas. Gives no information.
Dr. H. H. Thorpe, Liberty Hill, Texas, February 11, 1881:l. Has none. Has heard
of but never gathered them. Has some mound relics which he will forward.
Stephen Bowers, San Buenaventura, California, April 18, 1808. Has fifty of chert,
quart, agate, jasper, chalcedony, obsidian, porphyry, and basaltic rocks; found on
the surface on old village sites, and sometimes buried with mortars, pestles, bowls,
pipes, spear-points, and shell a.ud bone implements. Only occasionally deposited
with the dead.
Mrs. R. F. Bingham, corresponding stcretary of the Society of Natural History,
Santa Barbara, Califoruia. Has none and nothing similar. Has mortars, arrows,
etc., found in graves-here and on adjacent islands.
H. F. Emeric, auditiug department, Wells-Fargo Express, San Francisco, California, February 24, 1888. Has no collection. Knows the implements; material
black flint ; found all over California.
E. ,J.M. Knowlton, B ig Lake County, Minnesota, February 20, 1888. Has nothing.
William Middagh, Rollag, Minnesota, March 6, 1888. Has nothing.
George W. Seymour, Taylor's Falls, Minnesota, February 16. Has none, bnt knows
of mounds iu his neighborhood which could be opened.
A. F. Davidson, Croston, Oregon, April 8, 1868. Has nothing.
William Cuppage, Wiufield, Kansas, February 23, 1888. Has no rude implements.
Seut his coliection of stone implements to his sister in Ireland aud his last copper ax
to the Smithsonian 1nstitution.
A. R. Bouley, Ohio Township, Franklin Connt;y, Kansas. Has two hoes and a pestle;
nothing else. They are now in the Uuiversity, Ottawa, ·Franklin County, Kansas.
T. M. Shallenberger, Bradshaw, Nebraska, Februa;ry 9, 1888. Has very fow of
paleolithic type. Will forward in time what he has and agree upon exchange.
Clark I<,. Ansley, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 20, 1888. Has forty rude implements of
clear quartz, flint, and ~reenstoue.
Lewis A. Kengla, M. D., Tucson, Arizona, March 29, 1888. Letter of this date
refers to collections from the District of Columbia which was left at his father's house.
Can give no information as to numbers.
E. L. Berthoud, Golden, Colorado, March 6, 1888. Has seven implements from hi 8
neighborhood. Sent some to the Smithsonian Institution.
A. L. Siler, Ranch, Utah, February 21, 1888. Has none.
David Boyle, curator of museum, Canadian Institute, To.Jronto, Canada, Febrpary
8, 1888. Has one hundred rude implements of chert; fountl all over the province
from 8 to 10 inches below the surface associ~ted with implements of a more hi~hly
finished type. Can not send svecimens. Refers to writer's report in the printer's
hands.
0
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1.-PUBLICA.TIONS OF THE MUSEUM.

Volume IX of Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum is noticed iu
the bibliography of the report for 1887. The greater part of the
edition was not, however, printed until August in that year.
The following is a list of signatures of the Proceedings of the U. S.
National Museum , published during the year and forming part of
volume x:

Date of publication.
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number

July 2 . ......... .. ..... ...... .
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113-128
129-144
145-1 60
161-176
177-192
193-208
209-224
225-2{0
2"1-256
257-272
273-288
289-305

Signa- ·
ture
number.

Date of publication.

.Aug. 3 .... . . . .. .. .... ... • • . ..
Sept. 16 ......••.......•.......
16 ... .... . . ..... .. ........ ,
29 ...... . . .•..•.•........
29 ........•. • ....•.......
Nov. 3 ....... -~---- .. . . .. . . . .
3 .•• ••••.•••••. ••. .••..

Ja!l.

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
20

Pages.

300-320
321-336
337-352
353-368
369-384
385-400
401-4l6
417-439.
433-418
410-461
465-480

3 ...................... .
3 . ... . . .. .... . ........ .
6 .. .. .. . .. . ...........• .
6 . . . . ............ .. .. .

30

6 . . .•.. .••• • . .. .... - · .

31

481--496

25

400

To1al .. . ....... ... .. . . .

- ----

During the last five months of the fiscal year no signatures appeared.
Annual Report I of the I Board of Regents I of the I Smithsonian Institution, I showing I The Operations, Expenditures, and Condition I ofthe Institution I to I July, 18~5. I - I Part II. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. I 1886. I
Pp.-xi+264; vii+D39. Constitnting a report upon the United States National
Museum for the half-year ending June 30, 1885; together with a paper entitled
"The George Catlin Indian Gallery in the U. S. National Museum,'' by Thomas
Donaldson.

The following numbers of the Bulletin of the U. S. National Museum
appeared during the year:
Department of the Iuterior : I U. S. National Museum. I - I Bulletin I
of tlie I United States National Museum. I No, 32, I Catalogue of
H. Mis. 142, pt. 2-45
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Batrachians and Reptiles I of Central America and Mexico. I by
E. D. Cope. I - I Washington: I Govern ment Printing Office.
1887.
Pp. 98.

I
I

Svo.

Oircular No. 36 was published during the fiscal year. It bears the
following title:
No. 36. Circular concerning tlrn Department of Antiquities.
One page, 17 :figures.

Svo.
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the Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington, Volnme III, 1 41 86. I - I Washington: I Printed for the Society. I 1886.
pp. [35)-(105], 8vo.
Printed also -t!'I a separate.

G.

BR WN

DE

and Jo

EPIT

W. COLLINS.

The Fishermen of the United State ·

27ie Filheriea ar,d Fiahery Industries of the United States, Section 1 v, 1887, pp. 1-129. Thirteen

plats.

G.

n w. G
tat .

DF. and Jo. EPH W.

COLLI.'. .

fhe Mackerel Fishery of the United

:
Fi.Jlhnv, and Fi.JlhPry Industries nf the United , tales, , edion v, vol. I, 1 &7, pp. 245-30!.
- - - - yplat• . _____ _
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G. BROWN GOODE and JOSEPH

w.

COLLINS.

The Fresh Halibut Fishery .

1'he Fisheries· and .Fishery lndiistries of the Un ited S tates, Section v , vol I, 1887, pp. 3-89.
Twen~y-two plateR.

G.

B,WWN

GOODE and J OSEPH

w. COLLINS.

The Bank Hand-line Cod Fishery.

The Fisheries and Fishery l n dusti·ies of the Vnited States, Section v, v ol.
Two plates.

G. BROWN GOODE and J OSEPH w. COLLINS.
rence Cod Fisheries.

w.

COLLINS.

w.

COLLINS,

pp. 133-147.

I,

The Bank 'l'rnwl-line Cod Fishery.

1'he Fisherie.; and Fishery Industries of the United ctates, Section v, vol
. plates.

G. BROWN GOODE and J OSEPH

pp. 123-133.

The Labrador and Gulf of Saint Law-

The Fisheries and Fishery I n dustr ies of the United States, Section v, vol.

G. BROWN GOODE and J OSEPH

I, 1887,

I,

pp. 148-187. Five

'l'he George's Bank Cod Fishery.

The .Fil;heries and Fishery I n dustries of the United States, Section v, vol. I, pp. 187-198. Six
plates.

G. BROWN GOODE and JOSEPH W. COLLINS.

The Haddock Fishery of New England.

1'he Fisheries and Fishery Indus tries of the Unitecl States, Section v, vol.
plates.

G. BROWN GOODE and J OSEPH

w. COLLINS.

I,

pp . 234-2-H . Three

The Hake Fishery.

The Fisheries and Fishery I n dustries of the United States, Section v; vol. r, pp. 241-243. Three
plates.

G. BROWN GOODE.

The Swordfish Fishery.

1'he Fisheries and F'ishery Industries of the United States, Section v, vol.
Two plates.

G. BROWN GOODE and A. HOWARD CLAUK.

I, 1887,

pp. 315-326.

The Menhaden Fishery.

The Fisheries and l?ishery lndiistries of the United States, Section v, vol. I, 1887, pp. 327-415.
Thirty-two plates.

N. S. Goss. New and R a re Birds Found Breeding on the San Pedro Martir Isle, (Gulf
of California.)
The Auk, v, pp. 240-244.
Material compared with specimens in the National Museum. Siila gossi and S-u la brewster
descl'ibed as new species from R . Ridgway's manm,cr1pt. Types pnisented to the ·National
Museuw.

SYMINGTON GRIEVE.
impcnnis Linn.

R ecent information about the Great Auk, or Garefowl, Alea

1'rcinsactions of the E dinlm rgh Field Natui·alists' and Microscopical Society, September 188:3,
pp. 1-~7.
1:'resideutial address on the occa::iion of the twentieth session of the society. This paper
gives a 1·esu111e of the most r ecent information in regard to the Great Auk, including some
aduitiun::i tu aud corrections of the lists given i11 Mr. Grieve's monograph. There are many
r eferen ces to tlrn ma teria.1 and information collected by the Grampus expedition, and the
,National Museum is sho wn to possess more than half the amount of osteological material
extant.

0 . . P. HAY.

A Contribution to the knowledge of the Fishes of Kansas.

P.roc. V. S. Nett. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 242-253.

RoMYN HITCHCOCK. Report on the Section of Textile Industries in the U. S.
National Museum, 1885.
R eport of the Smithsonian Institution, Part u, 1885 (1886), pp. 59-60.
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. R eporL on the Section of Foods in the U.S. National :U:useum,
lt!8G.
Report of the S mithsonian Institiition, Part II, 1885 (1886), p. 61.

ROMYN HITCHCOCK.

'fhe Biological Examination of Water.

Amer. Mier. Journ . vnr, Nos. 8, 9, 11, August, September, November, 1887, l'P· 147,169, 203.
Contains r esults of examination of two specimens of ice in .Japan.

W. H. HOLMES. Report on the Section of American Prehistoric Pottery in the
U.S. National Museum, 1885.
Report of the Sm ithsonian Inst,,tut'ion, Part II, 1885 (1886), p. 69.
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W. T. HORNADAY. The Passing of the Boffalo.
The Oosmovolitan Magazine, IV, Nos. 2 and 3, October and November, 1887, pp. 85--98 and
Fifteen illustrations.
A popular account, of the Smithsonian Expedition for American Bison, and its results. 'l'he
illustrations of bisons are highly finished wood engravings from photographs of the specimens
mounted for the National Museum group, and by many are considered the finest rei,resentations of the species ever published.
231- 243.

WALTER HouGH.

An Eskimo Strike-a-light from Cape Bathurst, British America.

Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XI, 1888, pp. 181, 184.
Reprinted in "Scientific American Supplement, " xxvu, No. 694, April 20, 1889.
·
This paper describes a very compli>te set of fire-making apparatus used by the Eskimo of
Cape Bathurst, a region lying half way between the great groups of the east and the Alaskan
Eskimo. The ordinary processes of fire-making among the western Eskimo have been described by Mr. Hough in an extended paper, pul>lished in this volume. The strike-a-light
herein described consists of a cylinder of p_yl"ites, or sulphate of iron, a piece of fl.int, anJ a
little pouch of driecl cedar bark, to serve as a tinder. the whole packed in a water-proof bag of
fur and arranged in the most convenient manner. The importance of this specimen lies in the
fact that it raises the question of the antiquity of this method of fire-making among the al>origines of America.

WALTER HOUGH.

Notes on the Ethnology of the Congo.

American Naturalist, xxr, 1887, pp. 689-693.
A resume of technological processes and notice of customs as brought out by observation nf
the collections from the Congo in the U. S. National Museum. -Smelting, quality of iron,
manufacture of weapons, kinds of weapons, originality and conventionality in design, 111ode of
execution, money, clothinir, weaving, food, religion.

WALTER HOUGH.

The Magic Mirror of China aud Japan .

.American .Naturalist, xxn, January, 188!l, pp. 86--88.

J. AMORY JEFFRIES.
f'rom California.

A Descriptioa of au Apparently New Species of Troi:hilus

The Auk, v, pp. 168,169.
Described as a new species, Trochilus violajugulum.
National Museum.

DAVIDS. JORDAN.

Compared with specimens iu tl:e

Note on the "Analyse <le La Nature" of Rafinesqne.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 480, 481.

DAVIDS. JORDAN. Description of a new species of Callion'!)mits (Callionymii-s bairdi)
from the Gulf of Mexico.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 501,502.
DAVIDS. JORDAN. Note ou Polynenms californiensis of Thomiuot.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 322.
DAVIDS. JORDAN aud CARL H. EIGENMANN. Notes on a collection of :fishes sent by
Mr. Charles C. Leslie, from Charleston, South Carolina.
Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 269,270.
DAVIDS. JORDAN and C.H. GILBERT. Description of anew species of Thalassophryn e
( Thalassophrl}ne dowi), from Pt1nta Arenas ancl Panama.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 388.

P. L. JouY. Cormorant Fishing.
Evening Post, New York, October 13, 1887, p. 3.
Correspondence to the "Evening Post, " from Boston, g1vmg an al>stract of Ml'. Jc.uy's
paper on the subject of Cormorant Fi»hinl! in Japau, as read lJeforc the annuill meeting of ti.Ia
American Ornithologists' Union held in Boston; October, 1887.

P. L. JouY.

Ou Cormorant Fishing in Japan .

.American Naturalist, xxu, January, 1888, pp. 1-3.
An account of the author's trip to tlle .Banngawn. River, Central Japan, to witn , s the
capture of Plecoglossus altivelis by t1 ained CormorantR.

J. 1'".
'

J · Ii·

KEMP.

Notes on the Ore Depo. its and Ore Dre sing in southeast Mi our1.

i:icho"l of Mines Quarterly, IX, 1' o. 1, October, 1887, p. 74 .
. Thi paper embraces tho author's ob en·ations upon the ore deposits, the methods of minmg, and the mechanical clressiug of the ore. The last subject is treil.t d very fully
KE~lP.

ot

on Leacl 'm lting in south ,:u,t Missouri.

'chool of Mine, Quarterly, IX, No. 3, April, 18 , p. 212.
H~ s a de cription of the variou 11111clting processes followed. together with many valuaule

analy s.
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J. H. KIDDER. Report on the Thermometers of the U. S. Commission of :F ish and
Fisheries.
Rep. U. S.'Fish Coin., 1885 (1887), Part xm, pp. 185-213.

Twenty figures.

A Protest Against Bird Murdering.
The American Angler, xm, No. 8, February 25, 1888, p. 118.

F. H. KNOWLTON".

A protest against th e destruction of small birds.
Herald," New York.)

F. H. KNOWLTON.
(Review.)

(This article was copied by the "Utica

The Geographical History of Plants.

By Sir William Da.wso,1.

Public Opinion, IV, March 3, 1888.
This also appeared in "The Botanical Gazette," XIII, 1888, pp. 167-168.

F. H. KKOWLTON.

Introduction to Physical Science.

By A. P. Gage.

(Rev:ew .)

Public Opinion, 1v, March 10, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON. The Story of Creation; a Plain Account of Evolution. By Ed wanl
Clodd. (Review.)
Public Opinion, IV , March 17, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

The English Sparrow Question.

'1.'he Brandon Union, Vermont.
Account of the distribution and extent of damages done.

P.H.

KNOWLTON.

Fossil Woods of the Northwest. By Sir Wm. Dawson. (Review.)

The Botanical Gazette, XIII, 1888, p. 66.

F. H. KNOWLTON. Evolution audits Relation to Religious Thought .. By Joseph Le
Conte. (Review.)
· Public Opinion , v, April, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

Lichens from the Easter Islands.

The Botanical Gazette, xm, 1888, p. 94.
Enumerates several species of lichens found on the stone idol, brought to the U. S. Nal.i ,!11.11
Museum from the Easter Islands.

P.H.

KNOWLTON.

Gospels of Yesterday.

Public Opinion, v, April, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

By Richard Watson.

(Review.)

·

Practical Education.

By Charles G. Leland.

(Review.)

Publ'ic Opinion, v, .A. pril, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON,

Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

By Samuel Kneeland.

(Review.)

Publ'ic Opinion, v, May 3, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON.
view.)

The Icelandic Discoverers of America.

By M. A. Brown.

(Re-

Public Opinion, v, Ma,y 10, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON. Discovery of the Origin of the Name of America..
de St. Eris. (Review.)

By Thomas

Public Opinion, v, May 19, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

Old and New Astronomy.

By Richard Proctor.

(Revie'i>.)

Public Opinion, v, May 19, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

The Credentials of Science.

By Josiah P. Cooke.

(Review.)

Public Opinion, v, May 25, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON.
(Review.)

Social History of the Races of Mankind.

By A. Featherman.

Public Opinion, v, May 25, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

Accidents and Emergencies.

By Charles W. Dolles. (Review.)

Public Opinion, v, May '.!5, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

1\mting on the Plains.

By Elizabeth G. Custer.

(Review.)

Pitblic Opinion, v, June 1, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

German Exercises.

By Ferd. Stein.

(Review.)

Public Opinion, v, June 1, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

The Civil War in America.

By the Count de Paris.

(Review.)

Public Opinion, v, June 8, 1888.

F. H. KNOWLTON.
(Review.)

Coast Defenses of the United States.

By Henry L. Abbot.

P1tblic Opinion, v, June 15, 1888.

F. H.

KNOWLTON.

Description of a New Fossil Species of the Genus Chara.

Botanical Gazette, xm, 1888, pp. 156- 157.
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F. II. KNOWLTON. Great Fossil Forests: One of the Wonders of the Yellowstone
National Parle
The Evening Star, vVashington, February 6, 1888, p. 4.

F. II. KNOWLTON.

A Monograph on Stigmaria.

By W. C. Williamson.

(Review.)

Botanical Gazette, xm, 1888, pp. 43-44.

F. H. KNOWLTON.

A visit to a Fossil Forest.

The Brandon Union, Vermont, January 20, 1888.
Describes a visit made to the Yellowstone National Park.

S. R. KOEHLER. Museum of .Fine Arts. I Print Department. I - I Exhibition I of I
the etched work of Rembrandt, I and of artists of his circle, I together with e,,_
gravings, etchings, etc., from paintings I and sketches by him. Principally fro 11 ~
I the collection of I Mr. Henry F. Sewall, I of New York. I - I April 26 to Jmw
30, 188,. I (seal of the Museum) I Boston: I Printed for the Museurn by Alfretl
Mndge & Son, I 24 Franklin street. I 1887. I 12rno. pp. xiii, 84.
Contains a complete short catalogue of the etched work of Rembrandt, arranged chronologi·
cally, in the main according to Vosmaer's list, with an introduction.

S. R. KOEHLER.

John Webber und die Er:findnng der Lithographie.

Kunstch?'onik, Leipzig, xxiii, Nos. 3, 4, and 32, October 27, November 3, 1887, and May 17,
1888.

Controverting the claim, advanced by M. Konig, of Vienna, that John Webber invented
lithography in London in the year 1788, ten years before Senefelder.

S. R. Kom-ILER, A Chapter iu "Die vervi~1fiilt.igende Knm;t der Gegenwart. Redigirt von Carl von Liitzow.-I. Der Holzschnitt.-Wien. Gesellschaft fiir vervielfaltigende Kunst. 1887." pp. 191-214. "F. Nordamerika.''
This volume forms part of an extensive w~1:k, now in course of publication, on the history
of the reproductive arts, in which the various divisions have been assignecl to writers supposed to he specially well informed concerning the subject-matter t,reated in them. Th e
chapter in question is on wood-engraving in the Uuited States in the second half of the nineteenth century.

S. R. KOEHLER.

The new school of wood-engraving.

1'he A.rt Review, New York, December, 1887.
An attempt to show that the so-called "new school " of wood engraving is not merel_y a
freak, but an historical necessity.

S. R. KOEHLER. Zur Kritik des Rundschau.
der Kupferstechkunst.

Artikels iiber die gegenwartige Lage

Ohronikjur vervieljiiltigende Kunst, Vienna, i, No. 3, May, 1888.
.A protest against the prevaleut unsci entific treatment of questions relating to the repro-

ductive arts.

S. R. KOEHLER. Museum of Fine Arts. I Print Department. I - I Exhibition I of I
the work of the women etchers I of America. I - I Nov. 1 to Dec. 31, 1Rtl7. I (seal
of the Museum) I Boston: I Printed for the Museum by Alfred Mudge & Son, I 24
Franklin street, I 1887 12mo. pp. 26.
Catalogue of the proofs exhihited, with an introduction , giving some details concerning the
history of women as etchers. (Th e exhibition was repeated, with additions, by the Union
League Club, of New York, April 12-21, 1888, and the catalogue issued by this organization,
with an mtroduction by Mrs. Schuyler van Rens~elaer, must be consulted for corrections.)

S. R. KOEHLER. Museum of Fine Arts. I Pri11t Department. I - I Exhibition ! of I
Albert Dlirer's I engravings, etchings, and dry-poiuts, I and of most of the wood
cuts executed I from his designs. I Selected from the collection of Mr. Henry F.
Sewall, of I New York, and from the Gray Collection I belonging to Harvard College. I Together with I eight original drawings I from the collection von Franck. I
November 15, 1 , to January 15, 1889. I (seal of the Museum) I Boston: l Printed
for the Mu enm by Alfred Mudge & on, I 24 Franklin street. 11 8 . 12mo.
pp.xxii,81.
L ·n-w1 ' K MLIEN and FRimERICK W. Tntm. Tho Fishing Grounds of the Great
Lake.
'

The Fiahnies a 11d Fi.8hery Industries of the P-nited State,. Section m, 1887, pp.117-131.
· LILWEBORG.
o tributions to thr atnral History of the Command r I land
Proc. U. . Nat. Jfv,., x, 1 7, t,p. 154 1,-,0.
0th Eot-0moi1 ral'a colh·rt 11 by l> , L1·011har<1 , tcjneg r on Bering f11la11<1 , 1 82- 1 3.
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Notes on a Trematode from the White of a Newlv-laid Ren's Egg,

EDWIN LINTON.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 367-369.

1''. A. LUCAS.

Notes on the Osteology of the Spotted Tinamou.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

x, .July 2, 1887, pp, 157-158.

Two figures in text.

1". A. LUCAS.

'.I.'he Flight of Birds.
Science, XI, No. 261, February 3, 18~8, pp. 58-59.

Notes on the soaring of birds, and denying that the interlocking of the primaries was uutler
the control of the bird, or of advantage to it.

P.A. LUCAS. Tho Bird Rocks of the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 1887.
The Auk, v, No. 2, April, 1888, pp. 129-135.
Description of these islets, and comparison with the accounts of previous visits.

OTIS T. MASON. Report on the Department of Ethnology in the U. S. Naiioual
Museum, 1885.
Report of the Smithsonian Instit·ution, 1885 (1886), part II, pp. 63-67.

Ons T. MASON.
Science,

IX,

Hairy human family.
No. 205, .January 7, 1887, pp. 16-17.

OTIS T. MASON.

Synechdochical Magic.

bcience, IX, No. 205, .January 7, 1887, pp.17-18.

OTIS T. MASON.

The Aboriginal Miller.

Science, 1x, No. 206, .January 14, 1887, pp. 25-28. Two plates.

Ons T. MASON.
Science,

IX,

OTIS T. MASON.

'fbe Hupa Indians.
No. 211, February 18, 1887, pp.149-152.

Two plates.

Arrangement of Museums.

Science, IX, No. 226, .June 3, p. 534.

Ons T. MASON.
Science,

IX,

Ons T. MASON.

The occurrence of similar inventions widely separated.
No. 226, .June 3, 1887, pp. 534-535.

Indian Cradles and Head-Flattening.

Science , IX, No. 229, .June 24, 1887, pp. 617-620. Two plates.

Ons T. MASON;

Ancient Scrapers.

Science, x, No. 230, .July 1, 1887, p.10.

OTIS T. MASON.

Revue d' Ethnographie, Paris,

OTIS T. MASON.

.

Methode de Classification dans les Musees d'Ethnograpbie.
VI,

pp, 239-242.

(Ant,hropological Notes.)

A.me1·ican Anthropologist, vol. I, 1888. The Law of Malthus, p. 23.
49. Dernial Topography, p. 171. Chinese Partnerships, p. 191.

Time·Check in Chi11:1, p.

JI<.:ROME MCNEILL. List of the Myriapods found in Escambia County, Plorida, with
descriptions of six new species.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, September, 1887, pp. 323-327, plate IX.
Gives a list of seventeen species of which the following new species arc in (,be Museum collection: Polydesmus bimaculatus, P. varius, J'ltlus lineatus, Schlendyla 1 perforatus, Lithobuis
clarus, L. aureus.

JEROME MCNEILL.
Indiana.

Descriptions of Twelve New Species of Myriapoda, chiefly from

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, March 10, 1888, pp. 328-334, plate xu.
Describes as new Hexaglena n. gen. H. cryptocephala, Polydesmus castaneiis, Trichopetcilurri,
bullmcini, LisiopetalU1n eudasym, Julus multiannulatus, Geophilus brunneus, G. indianae, G.
varians, Mecistocephalus umbraticus, M. strigorus, M. fiveatus, Scolopocryptus nigridius.

C. HART M1mRIAM. Euetheia canora from Sombrero Key, Florida.
the United States.
1.'he .d.'ttk, v, p. 322.

A Bird New to

Compareu with specimens in the U.S. National Museum, and the fragment from which the
identitication was made presented to the Museum.

GEORGE P. MERRILL. Report on the Department of Lithology and Physical Geology
in the U. S. National Museum, 1885.
Report of the SmWisonicin lnstitiition, 1885 (1886), part JI, pp.139-142.

GEORGI<: P. MERRILL.

The Salt Iudustry in the United States.

Nature, XXXVII, No. 963, April 12, 1888, p. 5!\8 .
.A. uote calling attention to a discrepa ncyin the latest edition of the British Encyclopedi:l, rela•
tive to the s11lt industry of tho United StateR,
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GEORGE P. MERRILL. Note on the Secondary Enlargment of Augites in a Peridotite
from Little Deer Isle, Maine .
.Am. Jour. Sci., xxxv, No. 210, .Tune, 1888, pp. -!88-490.
Describes as the title denotes a case of secondary enlargement on tbe augites. It is ·be·
lieved the phenomena is here noted for the first time.

GEORGE P. MEHRILL.

Common Salt.

Its Geology and Manufacture.

The Chautauquan, vrn, No. 2, November, 1887, pp. 82-85.
A condensed ·though somewhat popular account of the origin and position of the salt b eds of
the world, the methods of mining and manufacture, and statistics so far as obtainable of the
annual output of the world.

GEORGE P. MERRILL. What makes it Rain V
St. Nicholas, xv, No. 6, April, 1888, pp. 403-405. ('.rwo illustratious.)
A popular article for young readers on the cause and distribution of the rain-fall.

GEORGE P. MERRILL. On a New Meteorite from the San Ewigdio Range, San
Bernardino County, California .
.Am. Jour. Sci., xxxv, No 210, pp. 490-491.
Describes in brief a hitherto unknown meteoric stone of the Chondrite variety, found by a
prospector in the San Emigdio Mountains.

GE0RGE P. MERRILL. Concerning the Montville Serpentine.
Science, xr, No. 281, .Tune 22, 1888, p. 302.
A brief preliminary note on the metasomatic origin of tbe serpentine of the above named
locality. The full paper ultimately appears in the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum.

J. C. MERRILL. Notes on the Birds of Fort Klamath, Oregon.
certain species by William Brewster).

(With Remarks on

The Auk, v, pp. 139-146, and pp. 251-262.
Frequent reference to material in the U.S. National Museum.

EDWARD W. NELSON. (Forty-ninth Congress, First Session. Senate. Mis. Doc.
No.156.) Report I upon I NaturalHistoryCollections I madein I Alaska I between
the years 1877 and 1881 I by I Edward W. Nelson. I - I Edited by Henry W.
Hrnshaw. I - I Prepared under the direction of the Chief Signal Officer. I - I
No. nr. I Arctic Series of Publications issued in connection wit,h the Signal
Service, U. S. Army. I With Twenty-one Plates. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. I 1887.
337 pp, 4to. Twenty-one plates.
The "Birds of Alaska," forming Part I, occupy pp. 18-226, illustrated by twelve colored
plates by R. and .T. L. Ridgway. A. "Partial Bibliography of Alaskan Ornithology" is found
on pp. 223-226. The collections upon which this report is based were made during the years
1877 to 1881 by the author for the U. S. National .Museum, while in Alaska as an observer in
the U. S. Signal Service. Acknowledgments are made to Messrs. R. Ridgway and L. Stejneger
for assistance conferred upon the author while writing the ornithological part of the report.

WILLIAM PALMER and HUGH M. SMITH.
and Vicinity.

Additions to the Avifauna of Washmgton

1'he .Aitk, v , pp. 147, 148.
Ba5ed in part on material in the U. S. National Museum. The specimen of Dendroica l--irtlandi, collected by Mr. Palmer, and now in the National Museum, is one of the most note·
worthy additions.

Report on the Pteropoda collected by H. M. S. Challenger during
the years 1 73-'76. Part r. The Gymnosomata.

PAUL PELSENEER.

Report on the Scientific Results of the Exploring Voyage of JI. .M. S. Ohallenger, 1873-'76,
Zoo} gy, XIX, Part lV, 1887, pp. 1- 74, Plates I- IIT.
General revision of the PteropoJa Gymnosomata, or nakecl Pteropods, for which water-color
drawingt1 taken from life and alcoholic specimens of v arious species were furni bed to the
Royal Mus um of Tatural History, Brussels, Belgium, for the use of M. Pelseneer. It should
be u~ted that by neglecting to use the drawings and depending 011 diagrams prepared from
P im ns pr s rv d iu spirits, grave errors of form and proportion l!a,·e be n introduced into
tlu· p~at · of thit1 :work. T~e wing-lik procc!lses which givtt tho Pt1wopod their name, brink
~',11 •0 • 11 proport10n wh n 1mmeri1ed iu alcohol. In tho ca!le ,,f Pneu11wrler1Mr1, pacificimi the
WIii". " .in, 8.:Jmra long by 6'"'" wide in a !IP •eimcn 16'"'" in lr ngth of body. In the plates
11
·:Pri 111 to , tlu• Hll'a 111' •tn nt: would 1,o 4.2'""' long ancl :;. 1mm wide. ]!'or thi~
xt1·aordinary
1111
roucc·ptum tlu di,nvin , accurately mad from lifo and fur11it1h <l hy tho CJ .'. ational
u uni , 11bould not in ny ay bo held re pon ibl .
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RICHARD RATHBUN. Report on the Departmeut of Marine Invertebrates in the U. S.
National Museum, 1885.
Report of the Srnithsonian Institution, 1885 (1886), Part ll, pp. 117-127.

RICHARD RATHBUN. Annotated Catalogue of the species of Porites and Synan.ea in
the U. S. National Museum, with a des~riptiou of a new species of Porites.
Proc. U. S. Nat. ltius. , x, 1887, pp. 354-366, Plates XV-XIX.
Twenty-three species of Porites and three of Synarcea are enumerated. Prof. J. D. Dana
described eighteen new species of Porites from the collections of the United States Explol'ing
Expedition of 1838-'42. Four of these are now referred to the genus Synarma Verrill. The
type specimens of sixteen of Dana's species are now contained in the U. S. National Museum
and are included in this list. One new species, P. Branneri, is described from Brazil. Notes
are given on P. astrceoides, solida, clavaria, an<l furcata, all of which are represented by largo.
series of specimens. The principal varieties of clava1·ia and furcata, and tho cell structure of
Branneri, are illustrated on the plates.

RICHARD RATHBUN. Descriptions of the species of Heliaster (a genus of Starfishes)
represented in the U. S. National Museum.
Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., X, 1887, pp. 440-449, Plates XXIII-XXVI.
Four species are described and figured, and brief diagnoses of each are also given. T!Jey
are as follows: Heliaster microbrachia Xantus, Oumingii Gray, helianthus Gray, and multiradiata Gray. The types of Xantus's species, microbrachia and Kubingii, described in 1860, arc
preserved in the Museum. Recent collections from the Galapagos Islands contain two species
w!Jic!J are evidently those describeJ. by Gray, in 1840, from the same region (Oumingii aud
multiradiata), but which have not since been observed by naturalists, Gray's types having
also disappeared. H. Kubingii of Xantus and .H. multiradiata of Gray are shown to be identical.

RICHARD RATHBUN. Ocean Temperatures of the Eastern Coast of the United States,
with thirty-two charts.
The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the Un-ited States, Section III , 1887, pp. 155-177.
This report is based upon temperature observations taken twice daily at twenty-four lighthouses and light-vesi,els, more ot· less favorably located for ascertaining the ocean temperatures
along the coast, and covers the five years from 1881 to 1885, inclusive. Each station is represented by a graphic chart, on which the temperature of the surface water 1s plotted by curves
for each of the five years, and that of the air for two years (1881 and 1882), being reduced to tenday means. Seven charts relate to the surface isotherms derived from the same observations.
These are shown for every five degrees of temperature from 40° to 80° by yearly charts, and
uy one chart giving the mean results for t!Je five years. One chart also exhibits the relations
between the air and surface isothC>rms. These charts were constructed to illustrate the influence of temperature u1>on the movemeuts of the mackerel, menhaden, and other species of
migratorv fishes.

RICHAlrn RATHBUN. [The Crab, Lobster, Crayfish, Rock Lobster, Shrimp, and Prawn
Fisheries. The Lee0h Industry and Trepang Fishery. The Sponge Pishery and
Trade.]
The Fisheries anll Fishel'!] Indiistrie11 of the United States, Sectiou v, vol. u, 1887; Part
pp. 627-810; Part XXII, pp. 811- 816; Part XXIIl, pp. 817-841.
(See also under Joseph ,V. Collins).

XXI,

RAU. Report on the Department of Autiqnities in the U. S. National
Museum, 1885.

CHAltLES

Report of the Smithsonian Institiition, 1883 (1886), Part

W. RICI-IMO.ND.
Columbia.

CHARLES

II,

pp. 71-78.

An Annotated List of Birds Breeding in the District of

The Auk, Y, pp. 18-25.
Recording one hundred species of birds as breeding in the District.

TI.omrnT RIDGWAY.
Museum, 1885.

Report on the Dcpartmeut of Birds in th.e U. S. National

Report of the Smitlusonian Institiition, 1885 (1886), Part u, pp. 85- 91.

RommT RrnmvAY. A I Manual I of I North American Birds. I By I Robert Ridgway.
I - I Illustrated by 464 outline drawings of the I Generic Characters. I - I Phildelphia: I J.B. Lippincott Company. J 1S87.
xi, 631 pages, qr. 8vo. One phototype and oue hundred hlHl twenty-four plates.
The object of this work is to furnish a convenient manual of North American ol'nithology,
re<luced to the smallest compass by t!Je omission of cvcrythiug that is 11ot absolutely necessary
for det rmiuing the charactc of any giveJ'.l s1lecimen 1 ; ul1.i11cluding1 be ides thecon·ect nomen-
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clattlre of each spet:lies, a statement of its tlatutai habitat, and other concomitant data. ".rhe
cl.i,ssification, numeration, and nortJ.ei:Jc1!l,tute confot·m strictly with the ''Che<lk List of North
American Birds " recentl.Y published by the American Omithologists' Union. The geographical
limits of the work also conform to those adopted by the AmericaI1 Ornithologist,s' Union l but
it has been deemed advisable, for the special benefit of observers or investigators along our
southern border, to include in the synopsis all Mexican, Cuban, and Bahaman species of each
North Amel'ican genus, and also, in the keys to tlte genera, additional Mexican genera. Special exception to geographical limitation has been made in the case of the Petrels and Al~atrosses, pelagic birds whose fortuitous wanderings render it possible for almost any species
to occur iu our waters as an accidental visitor. The frontispiece is an excellent engraving
of the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird.

RonER.T RIDGWAY, Description of a New Species of Porzana frow Costa Rica.
Proc. 11. S. Nett. Mus., :lt., 1887, p; 111.
Described as a new species, Porzana aljari. Ji

.RonERT RIDGWAY. Notes on .Arcleci ivurdemanni Baird.
P.roc. 11. S. Nat . .Mus., x, 1887, pp, 112~116.
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Trogon ambiguus l>re~cling in Arizona,,
Ptoc. U. 8. Nat . .il.tils., x, 1887, p.141,
Description of the nestling plumage of this species from a specimeu collected by Lieut. H.
C. Benson, U.S. Atmy.t

RoBER1' RIDGWAY DeHcription of a New Plumed Partridge frow Sonora,.
P.roc. U.S. Nat. MtiR, x, 18S7, pp. US- ' 50.
l>esctibed ·as a now subspecies, Oallipepla elegans benson·i, type No. 110502, U. S. National
:Museum t

RoBKRT RIDGWAY, Description of a. New Genus of Dendrocolaptine Bird from the
Lower Amazon.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mtis., x, 1887, p.151.
Picolaptes 1·ikeri made tbe type of a new genus, Berlep1;chia.

ROBERT RIDGWAY. Description of a New Species of I'hacellodomus from Venezuela.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 152.
.
Described as a new species, Phacellodomus inornatus, type, No. 89794, U. S. National
Museum.

ROBERT RIDGWAY.

Description of two New Species of Kaup's Genus Megascops.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 267,268
Described as new species, Megascops vermiculatus and Megascops hastatus, types Nos. 55978
and 85673, U.S. National Museum.
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Description of a New M11scisaxicola, from Lake Titicaca, Peru.
Proc. U.S. _Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 430.
Descril,ed as a new spticies, Muscisaxicola occipitalis.
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Ou Pi,rygilus gayi (E,y<l. & Gerv.) an<l Allie<l Species.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 431-435.
A synopsis of the group, with full synonymy, etc. Phrygiliis punensis described as new.

ROBERT RIDGWAY.

Description of two new Races of I'yrrlwloxia sinuata Bonap.

The Auk, IV, p. 347.
Described as 1iew races, Pyrrhuloria sinuata beckhami and P. s. peninsula!, typos, U. S.
National Museum, Nos. 6370 and 87547.
ROBERT RlDGW.A.Y. Ou the correct subspecific title of Baird's Wren (No. 719 c. A.

0. U.C. L.).
The Auk, IV, pp. 34!1, 350.
Proposes to substitute the name Thryothorus bewickii 1rutrinus (Ilartl.) as prior to Thryothorus liewickii leucogaster Baird and Thryothorus bairdi Sall·. & Gotllll.

ROBERT RwGWAY.
pcmcer Fnllertou Bainl.
the Atn •ri~an rn i lhologists' nion.)

(R--,ad before tho l•' ifth Meetiug of

The A.i,k, v, pp.1-14.
Biographic·, 1 noti , with writer's remiuiscences.
R BJ<;RT Im WAY.
e ·ription of a..' w Tityra frou1 W stern Mexico.
l¼e ,l ui·, v, p. 263 .
•D ~ <·: i~ ·d a a II w 11ub p •cio11, 'J'ityra, penwnal<t 9riscirPpH, type,, U. :,;, Xntional Mus um,
.. o. u -3J.
Cl',l!l:W.

1.\1:l•,1 II~.
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Rommr RIDGWAY. "(Letter addressed to the Editors of" The Ibis" in regard to the
Breeding Plumage of Colymbus occidentalis.) ·
Ibis, 5th ser., v, 1887, pp. 361-362.
Shows that the summer plumage of Golymbus occidentalis was known to and correctly de·
sc ribed by North Americau ornithologists, and suggests that the bircl described in a previous
number b.v Canon Tristrarn as such may be a Golymbus holboellii with the throat unusually
light-colored.

R0B EHT RIDGWAY.

Gronse and Mallard Plnmage.

Ji'orest and Stream, xx1x; No. 24, Jnnuar_y 25, 1888, p. 463.

C. V. RILEY.

Report on the Department of Insects in the U . S. National Muscmu,
188fl.
Report of the Smithsonian Institution for l 885. ( 1886}, Part II, pp . 113-116.
CHARLES V. RILEY. The Life History of the Icerya. Forms of the Cottony Cushion
Scale.
Pacific Ru.ml Press, XXXIV, July 2, 1887, p. !l.
Edit,orial quotations from the reports of t,be author for 1886, and gives copy of plates with
figures of the o insect. Description of life hi.story of the male.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

The Hop Plant-Louse.

Oountry Gentleman, Lll, July 7, 1887, p. 529.
Resume of the recent discoveries in the life history of the species, setting forth th e proof of
wigration from plum to hop, the number of broods thus far observed, and the probable
course of the later broods.

CHARLES V. RILEY. A N'ew Apple Pest.
punct-ipennis Le Conte).

The Apple Leaf F lea-Beetle (Haltica

Gardener's Monthly, XXIX , Jnly, 1887, p. 216 .
.A brief history of tl:\e species as a new injurious insect, giving habits and rem edies.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Wbitewaslting Trees.

Oity and Oountry (Columbus, Ohio), VI, .August, 1887, p. 217.
Quotes the author's views dif,countenancing the practice as valueless against certain tn'o
defoliators.

CHARLES V. RILEY. Report of Observations and Experiments in the Practical Work
of the Division, made under the Direction of the Eutomologist.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Divis-ion of Entomology, B-tilletin, No. 14, August 3, 1887,
pp. 1- 62. One plate ; two figurei:;.
Contains the following papers: Introduction, by C. V. Riley, pJJ. 7, 8; a.general commentary
on the other contents of the bulletin, especially disclaiming concurrence in the conclusions of
D. B. Wier. Report on Insects Injnrions to Garden Crops in F lor ida, b.v Wru. H. Ashmead,
special agent, pp. 9-29. Report on Buffalo Gnats, by F. M. Webster, special agent, pp.
29-39. The Native Plums-How to Fruit them-They arc PracticaJ!.v Curculio-Proof, by D.
B. Wier, pp. 39-52. The 3enell .Automatic Silk Reel, by Philip Walker, pp. 52-59, with
plate ancl two figures.

CHARu;s V. RILEY.
Cushion-Scale.

The Icerya or Fluted Scale, otherwise known as the Cottony

U. S. Department vf Agriculture, Divihion of Entomology, Bnlletin No. 15, .August, 1887, pp.
1-40.

[Reprint of some recent articles b.v the Entomologist ancl of a report from tlle .Agricultural Experiment Station, University of California.)
Contains the following: The Scale Insects of tl1e Orange in California, and particularly
the Icerya or Flnted Scale, alias White Scale, alias Cottony Cushion-scale, etc. [.address by
Prof. C. V. Riley before the California SLate Boanl of Horticulture, at its semi-annual session
at Riverside, California, .April 12, 1887, as reported in the Pacific Rural Pre8s, June 11, 1887,
l)P, 27-33.) The use of gases against Scalo Insects. Report from Bulletin No. 71, .Agricultural Experiment Station, University of California, pp. 35-40.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Discovery of the female of Phengodes.

Entomologica .Americana, m, September, 1887. p. 107.
Brief statement of the cbaracter8 of the <j> Phengodes, before the Ent. Club .A . .A. A. S.,
forming part of th e published minutes.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Pronuba and the Pollination of Yucca.

Entomologica .Arner·icana, 111, Septornber, 1887, pp. 107, 108.
Gives a l'ecord of the results of rPcent oxperiments on the pollination of Yucca and the
agency of Pronuba in this work. Reiterates his previonsly expressed views qu t his sub,jec:t.
(In Proc. Ent. Clnb .A. A . A. S.)
.
.
, ..

ff. Mis. 142, r>t. 2-46
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CHARLES V. RILEY.

The Hop Plant-Louse.

Gardener's Chronicle, September 17, 1887, p. 333.
Editorial summary of observations made, practically the same as in the Proc. Brit. Ass.
Adv. Sci. (See later record.)

CHARLES V. RILEY. Bescbreibung einer den Biruen scbadlichen Gallmlicke (? Diplosis nigra Meig.).
Wiener Entomologische Zeititng, VI, September, 1887, pp. 201-206. Three figures.
Details the discovery of the species iu America, its habits there, anrl life history. Gives a
full description of the species in all stages, suggests a possible difference from the European
species, and proposes the name D. pyrivora, should the American form eventually prove
distinct.

CHARLES V. RILEY. Some Important Discoveries in the Life History of ihe Hop
Plant-Louse (Phorodon hurnuli Schrank).
Scientific American, Suppl.,

XXIV, September 24, 1887, p. 9781.
A summary or abstract of a paper read before the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural
Science, givi1,g the result of experiments, proving the migration of the species from bop to
plum in fall, the life of the egg on plum in winter, and the spring migration to hop.
Reprint in Gardener's Monthly, XXIX, October. 1887, p. 309, and in various other journals.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

The Hessian Fly in England.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond., J 887, pp. 45-48.
Discusses the question of the date of introduction into America and England, and shows,
from a study of its distribution, its parasites, and the bistoricai evidence, that the insect was
probably introduced into England, and uot more than three or four years ago.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Poisonous Insects.

Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences, v, 1887, pp. 741-760, figures 2071-3020.
An exhaustfre and illustrative review of species in all orders which secrete a poison injurious to man, together with descriptions of their life histories, the manner in which mjury is
inflicted, and the remedies indicated.

CHARLES V. RILEY. The Problem of the Hop Plant-Louse (Phorodon
Schrank) in Europe and America.

h'timuli

Report British Ass. Adv. Sci., 1887, pp. 750-753.
Printed also as a separate.
Gives a history uf what has been discovered in the life histor.v of this species; a statement
of its migratory habits; its winter home; methods of checking its increase, and comments
skeptically on the differences of habits recorded in England as to wintering.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

On the Luminous Larviform females in the Phcngodrni.

Report British Ass. Adv. Eci., 1887, pp. 760-761.
Printed also as a s eparate.
Records recent studies and discoveries on this subject by the author and others. Describes
several of tho species and their habits, aud suggests the significance from an evolutionary
standpoint of the great differentiation of the sexes.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

On Icerya purchasi, au insect injurious to Fruit Trees.

Proc. British Ass. Adv. Sci., 1887, p. 767.

(Separate, 1. p.)
.
Discusses the synonymy, geographical distribution over three continents, and original home
of the specieR; mentions the more recent and more approved remedies which nave been used.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

The Hessian Fly in England.

Its origin; its past; its future.

The Times (London), October 12, 1887.
Discusses fully the three topics: (1) "\Vben was the Hessian fly introduced into Englanu 1
(2) From what country was it introduced 7 (3) What may be expected of it in futnre 1 B e
argues that it has been introduced within the last few yearR; that it camo into England from
Europe, and not from tho continent of America, and decides that Enp:lish farmers have little
to fear from the futnre injury of the species. He also clh1cusses the general laws governinu
the importation of animals and plants from Europe into America and vice vers(l,.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Importation of Plant into Germany.

Gardener's Monthly, xx1x, October 1887, p. 314.
Editorial stat m nt, including cono. pondence by the author with th(! authorities in G rman y,
in referenc to tho possibility of introducing th e Phylloxera ou roots of plants other than
grape-vine. Modification of the German laws inducect by such correspondence.
CHARLE

• RILEY.

The Problem of the Hop Plaut~Lou e fully solved.

Mark Lane Expre11s (London), LVIJ, Octob r 31, 1887, p. 1302.
1''ull hfe hi. tory of the specie , i
migrations, mode of hibernation, etc.
rtener,' Oltronicle, tob r 22, 1887.

From the Gar-
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On the larval habits of Lixus.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, p. 33.
Short mention of the breeding habits of Lixus macer and L. pcircus, the fatter forming a
gall on the stems of .Amelanchia, and , incidentally, the girdling habits of Pr,edisca objuscata,
Riley.

CHARLES V. RILEY.
punctatus.

On the larvai and pupoo of Aphorista vWata and Epipoc11s

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, p. 37.
Comparison of the earlier stages of these two Endowychid beetles.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

On the food-habits of the larva of Feniseca tarqninius.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, p. 37.
· Enumeration of the .Aphids upon which the larva of Feniseca has been observed to feed.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Notes on Phengodes and Zarhi,pis.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washinqton,

I, No. 2, 1888, pp. 62, 63.
Enumerates the material of the luminous larvrn or larviform females of the two genera in
bis possf'ssion, and classifies the same accord;ng to strnctural characters in three groups, those
of the third group probalily belonging to a third genus. Some hitherto overlooked charaders
are mentioned, and parti cularly a pair of small spiracular or spiracle-like orifices on the dorsal
sutures between joints 4-11, and normally quite hidden by the telescoping of the joints. Their
naturn is not known, but they may be olfactory organs.

CHARLES

V. RILEY.

Notes on the life-history of .lEgeriidw.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, p. 85.
The species discussed are Melittia gloriosa, bred from the roots of Rlws laiirina in southern
Califomia; .ll!,'geria impropria. lired from strawberry roots in southern California; Phemonoii
5-caudata. from roots of a grafted Japan perRirumon in Florida; Sciapteron robinir,e aml
lEgeria albicornis from Salix calijornica in southern California; 2Egeria pyri from appletrees, District of Columbia.

CHARI,ES V. RILEY.

Color-variation in the larva of .d.Jranlis vanillre.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington,

I, No. 2, 1888, p. 85.
Characterization of larvm found at Los .Angeles, California, which are in marked contrast
as to coloration with the form from the Eastern States.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Miscellaneous Insects.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington,

I, No. 2, 1888, p. 86.
Exhibition of, and short remarks on. the following insects: Ewmenia atala and its earlier
stages; Cloantha de1·upta and its lar,a; Dendrotettix, a new genus of Acridiidre.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Fnrther Notes on Phcngodes and Zarhipis.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington,

J, No. 2, 1888, pp. 86, 87.
Comparison of the Jarva and larviform fomalo of Zarhipis with those of Phengodes, an(l
notes on the pseudo-pupa state and female of Zarhipis.

CIIARLES V. RILEY. Notes on the eversilJle glands in larvre of Orgyia and Parorgyia,
with notes on the synonymy of species.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, pp. 87, 88.
Calls attention to the persistence of the glands on dflrsal- segments 9 and 10 in the larne of
all species of both genera, and suggests that they arn probably scent organs. P. obliquata is
probably synonymous with leiwophrea, and clintoni with cwhatina, which most probably has
some other synonyms.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Further Rema,rks on Phengodes.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, No. 2, 1888, pp. 88-89.
Exhibition of a female of Phengodes laticollis from Nonh Carolina.

Compar'son of this larn~
with the author's original figure in Le Barron's fomth report on the insects of Illinois, and
with the true larva.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Interesting Lepidoptera.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington,

I, No. 2, 1888, p. 89.
Exhibition of, and short remarks on, a Syntorneidci from southern Florida and a silvery white
moth of uncertain systematic position from the same locality, and which is remarkable on account of certain long strings of hail's which issue from the body and are welded together by
the ovipositor in the death struggle.

CHARLES V. RcLl~Y.
Silk-Culture.

The Mulberry Silk-Worm; being a Manual of Instructions in

U.S. Depa1·tinent of Agriculture. Division of liJri,tomology, Bi1lletin No. 9, keventh ReviRe(1
Edition, .April, 1888 .
.A. reprint of tlie Sixth J~diLion
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CHARLES V. RILEY. Catalogue of the Exhibit of Econ omic Entomology at the
Worltl's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition, New Orleans, 1884-'85.
Department of Ag1·iculture, Division of Entomology, May. 1888, pp. 1-95.
A rerrint from the plates of the first edition issued in 188-1.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Elm Tree Depredators.

Press and Reg'ister (Newark, New Jersey) , May 10, 1888.
Report of an address before the Newark Board of Trade. A popular account, principally
describing the history of the imported Elm Leaf Beetle, and the means to be used against it.
Arsenical poisons are most reliable.

CHARLES V. RILEY.
killer.

The Brith1h Pest.

Worthlessness of the Sparrow.as an Insect-

,Vationctl Tribune, April 26, 1888.
Gives, first, the result of an examination of the stomach contents of 522 sparrows, of which
92 only, or l 7 .6 per cent., contained any insects. These insects·examined by the author showed
a large preponderance of innoxious or actually beneficial species. All are such as can be
readily picked up by the birds in their search for their more usual vegetable food. A review
of the literature is t.heu given, showing that the general results attained agree with the author's
own conclusions, which are that the bird is not only useless, but actually "destructive," as
termed by Dr. Merriam, and is essentially graminivorous, not insectivorous. The paper contains the substance of a communication made by the author to the Biological Society of ·Washington.

CnA RLES V. RILEY.

On the Original Habitat of Icerya p1trchasi.

Pacific Rm·al Press, xxxv, May 12, 1888, p. 425.
A review of the efforts made by the author to fix the original habitat of the species, and confirmation. of the original conclusion that Australia is probably its true home. Study of the
origimil types of I. sacchari in Signoret's collection at Paris, and decision. that it is distinct
from purchasi.

CHARLES V. RILEY.
larva.

Systematic Relations of Platyps,IJllus, as determined by the

Scientific American Supplernent, xxv, June 2, 1888, pp. 10356-10358. Fonr figures.
A coru plete review of the literature oi' tlie subject, and of t.lie opinions held as to its
systematic position. Details the recent studies made by Dr. Hom and the author, and freely
endorses Dr. Horn's view of tlie coleopterous nature of th e insect, adding additional facts to
confirm the same.

CHARLES V. RILEY.

Report of the Entomologist.

Report of the Commissioner of Agricult~irefor 1887, June, 1888, pp. 48-li9. Plates I-VIII,
Contains the following': Introduction b_y C. V . Riley. A general review of the work uf the
year, and comments on the articles by specia.J ageuts, etc. Tho Chinch Bug (BUssus le'iwopterus
Say), by L. 0. Howard,.;~1isistant, with plates 1 and m, pp. 51-88. Th o Coil ling Moth ( Carpocapsa
11om~nella L.), by L. 0. IIoward, with plate u, pp. 88-115. Silk Culture; report of the year's
operations , made to the Entomologist, by Phiiip Walker, agent iu charge, pp. 115-122, plates
vrr and vm. Reports of agents. Report on the Gas Treatment for Sea.le Insects, by D. W.
Coquill ett, special agent, pp . 123- 142, plates 1v- v1. Report on Experiments again.st Scale Insects, by .Albert Koebole, special agent, pp. 143-147. Report on the Season's Observations,
nncl especially upon Corn Insects, by F. M. vVebstel', special agent, pp. 147-154. Report upon
the Insects of the Season in Iowa, by Jierbert Osborn , special agent, pp. 154- 164. Report on
the Season's Observations in N ebra11ka, by Lawrence Bruner. special agent, pp. 164-l'iO.
Re1lort on Experiments in Apicultnre, by N. W. McLain , apicultural agent. pp. 170-178.

W. E. D. Scorr. On the Avifauoa of Pinal County, with remarks on some Birds of
Pima and Gila Counties, Arizona (with annotations by J. A. Allen).
'/'he A.vk, v, pp.159- 168.
Compared with material in the National Museum.

P. CUDDER. The Salt-Halibut Fishery with especial reference to that of
DaYi ',trait.
'

Tlt:WTO.T

The Fialteries and Fishery Industries of the Unitecl States, Section v, vol.

I, 1887,

pp. 90-119

lli:.·ny • EEROII:\f. The I G O"'raphica.l Distribution I of the Family I Cbamdriidoo,
I of th I Plover , 'and piper., Rmp<> , I and their Allies. I By I Henry Seebohrn, I
A11th0 r_ of "' 'iueria in Eurnpe," ", '1beria in Asia" "CatalcH-rne
of the Birds in
0
.
tlw .Bnti. h • In8· urn , <"'
, 1, \ ·) , I "\.
. ' . Bll'ds
.
· rI 11;tory of Brit1Rh
with
colonr<>d I 11 ustn
. l1011 . oftluiil'
· l·'«1r
•,.,.., · , '· ,. ,. · l( \ oo,1-c·11t, ] Loll(lon : I Henry,' oth rau & c ,, 11·· 1
lra1Hl , W . '., :1111 1 ::1; PiN!lU\illy, \\' . I :\Ja1ll'lwstrr 1!) Croi,. , 'trr t
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HENRY SEEBOHM.-Contiuuetl.
xxx, 524 pp., 4to. Twenty-one colored plates, and numerous wood-cuts in the lext.
.
For the preparation of this great monograph Mr. Seebohm borrowed qu.1te a number .of rare
species from tl..te U. S. National Museum. Plate XVII is drawn from a specimen belonging to .
the Museum.

GEORGE B. SENNETT. Notes on the Peuccea rujiceps Group, with Description of a New
Subspecies.
The .Auk, v, pp. 40-42.
Described as a new subspecies, Peuccea rujiceps scottii. Compared with material in the IT. S.
National Museum.
GEORGE B. SENNETT. Description of a New Species and Two New Subspecies of

Birds from Texas.
The .Auk, v, pp. 43-46.
Psaltriparus lloydi described as a new species, and Nyctidromus albicollis merrilli and I'arus
carolinens·is agilis as new subspecies. Compared with material in the U.S. National Museulu~ ·

GEORGE B. SENNETT.

Dichromatism in the Genus Nyctidromus.

l'he Auk, v, pp. 205, 206.
Based in part on specimens in the U.S. National ~\fuseum.

GEORGE B. SENNETT. A New :F'orm of Clapper Rail.
l'he Auk, v, pp. 305-306.
Described as a new subspecies, Rallus longirostris scottii. Compared with specimens in the
U.S. Na.t ional Museum.

GEORGit B. SENNETT;

An addition to the list of N. A. Birds.

The _A,uk, v, p. 319.
Rallus longirostris caribceus recorded as new to the North American fauna.
specimens in the U. S. National Museum.

Coruparell with

R. Bownu:R SHARPE. Catalogue I ofthe I Passeriformes, I or I Perching Birds, I iu
the I Collection I of the I British Museum. I - I Pringilliforrnes: Part III. I Containing the Family I :F'ringillidre. I By IR. Bowdler Sharpe. I London: I Printed
by Order of the Trustees. I 1888.
xv, 872 pp., 8vo. Sixteen colored plates.
A full monograph of the family of Finches, during the preparation of which the author ·
borrowed material from the collection of the U.S. National Museum.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

Something about Jack-Rabbits.

The Swiss Cross, II, No. 1, July, 1887, pp.17- 19. One figure in tex:t.
A. popular account of the author's hunting Lepiis callotis in New Mexico and elsewhere,
giving some of the habits of the animal, and a full-page figure of a '' Jack Rabbit" copied from
a photograph. The specimens upon which the paper is based are now in the collection of the
Department of Mammals in the U. S. Natio11al Museum.

R.

W. SHUFELDT. Observations upon the Habits of Mici·opiis rnelanoleticiis, with
Critical Notes on its Plumage and External Character!'.
The Ibis, London, April, 1887, pp. 151- 158. One colored plate.
This paper is chiefly descriptive of collecting the White-throated Swift in New Mexico, with
observations upon its hahits, etc. In writing the article the author was assisted by material
kindly loaned him by Mr. Robert Ridgway from the ornithological collection of the Smhh·
sonian Institution. Upon some of the specimens taken by Dr. Shufeldt in New Mexico he
found a large and new species of parasite, which was subsequently described in the P.roceeclings of the Zoological Society of London.

R. W. SrruFELDT. A Critical Comparison of a Series of Skulls of the Wild and Domesticated Turkeys (M. g. mexicana and M. g. dornestica).
Jo1ir. Comp. Med. and Surg., vm, No. 3, Art. xx, July, 1887, pp. 207-222.

Seven tex1,fi.gures.
In this contribution the very striking differences between the typical skulls of wild turkeys
and domesticated ones are pointed out in uetail, and shown in a series of life-size figures. Sev eral notable papers by Mr. Ridgway, of the National Museum, on Metengris were used by the
author in his work; and the material upon which it is based will eventually be turned in to
the Smithsonian collection.

R. W. SHUFELDT.
The Auk,

IV,

R. W. SHUFI<:LDT.
The Aiik,

R. W . SH

IV,

FELDT.

Geococcyx califwnianus.

A correction.

No. 3, July, 1887, pp. 254, 255.

Individual Variation in tbe Skeletons ofBinls, and other matterR.
No. 3, July, 1887, pp. 265-268. Two text figures.

On the Tongue int.he Humming-bird.

Forest and Stream xxvm, No. 25, July H, 1887, p 351. Three text figures.
An illustrated article supporting M,1 cGillivray's views of the structure of tlrn tougue in the
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R. W. Snm'ELDT-Continued.
'l.'rochili, and exposi ng the erroneous views still entel'tainecl by some ornithologists, that the
humming-bird can snck the sweets of flowers through a tiibular tongue. 'fhe anthor presents
an account of his dissections of the lingual apparatus in these birds. Alcoholic specimens, as
well as fresh material, were utilized for the purpose; the former, still in the author's possession, will hecome the property of the U.S. National Museum.

R. W. SHUFELDT. · Contributions to the Cop:1parative Craniology of the North American Indians.-The Skn11 in the Apaches.
Journal of .A.natorny and Physiology, London, xx1, n. s. 1, Part IV, Art. 1, July, 1887, pp. 525Three text figures.

535.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

The Wanton Destruction of the Florida Heronries.

Science, x, No. 233, July 22, 1887, pp. 47, 48.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

The Whip-t<1iled Scorpion.

Forest and Stream, XXIX, No, 1, July 28, 1887, p. 3. One text figure.
Specimens of this insect were sent by the author as contributions to the entomological collection of the U.S. National Museum, thAy having been obtained for him by collectors in New
Mexico and Arizona. In the paper about them a life-size figure is given, with a brief account
of their habits, the Whip-tailed Scorpion being the Thelyphonus giganteus of arachnidists, a
large spider-like scorpion of the southern United States.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

The dermo-tensor patagii muscle,

Science, x, No. 23!, July 29, 1887, p. 57.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

Tbree text figures.

The Gila Monster.

Forest and Stream,

XXIX,

No. 2, August 2{, 1887, p. 24.

One text figure.

R. W. SHUFELDT. Arrow Release among the Navajos.
The .American Naturalist,

XXI,

No. 8, August, 1887, pp. 784-786.

R. W. SHUFI!:LDT.

'l'he Pied Duck.
Forest and Stream, xx1x, No. 4, A.ugust 18, 1887, p. 64. One figure.

A. number of duck hunters at different times bavin" written the author that Pied Ducks
(Oamptolaimus labradorius) were occasionally seen o':i the Atlantic coast, this article was
written t,u draw attention to the matter, and to pr&vent specimen from ueiug destroyed or not
properly utilized after shot. The mounted specimen of the duck in the Smithsonian Institution was used to make the figure illustrating the paper.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

A Chapter on Pterylography.

Forest and Stream, XXIX, No. 5, August 25, 1887, pp. 8!, 83.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

Five text figures.

The American Badger and its Congeners.

Forest and Stream, XXIX, No. 9, September 22, 1887, pp. 162-16!. Three figures in text.
A review of the Badgers in).ifferent parts of the world, with a figure of T. americana from a
photograph.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

A Word about Opossums.

Forest and Stream,

XXIX,

No. 11, October 6, 1887. pp. 203, 20!.

One text figure.

R. W. SHUFELDT. Notes on Melanerpesf. bafrdi iu New Mexico.
The .A.itlc, IV, No . 4, October, 1887, pp. 345, 346,
R. W. SHUFELDT. A Review of the Muscles used in the Classification of Birds.
Jour . of Oomp. ]fed. and Burg., vm, No 4, October , 1887, pp. 321-344. Thirteen text figures.

R. W. SHU1fELDT.

The Arrnadilloes.

Forest and Stream, xxrx. No. 12, October, 1887, pp . 222-221. One t ex:t figure .
This aucl former articles similar to it purport to illustrate through the columns of ' Forest anu Stream," the '' Provisional List" of the Mammalin, published by tue Curator of
Mammals in the U. S. National Museum, nnd are cbietly ues1gned to gi,e accurate accounts
of tlle United States mammals; to incite fuller studies of their habits and natural history on
tlie part of bunters and exploreni; to show the necessity of the preservation of a number of
forms, as the buffalo, beaver, mountain goat, and elk, now rapidly beconiingextiuct. Finally,
to inuuce hunters to save such material as far as possible, and to srnd rare ;;kins aml skeletons and alcoholics to museums and especially to the U S. National Museu1,1, where they
may be 11tudied and made use of.
·

R. W. 'u
1

TFELDT.

R. \V . • HUI-'ELDT.
~

The Mauat es.

Foreat and' 'tream,, XXL', .. To. 13, October 20, 1887, pp. 244, 215. Four text figures.

Cetacean· of tho Unito,l , 'tates.

, For~,t a,i_~ 'tream, .·xr., So.

· \ ; ' HUFLLDI.

1 horn a I[.

tr

:t,

Octi'.ber 27, 1887, pp. 263-26.;

n a Colie<'tlon ot birds'
t. , . , . .1. • 1 vv.

iue text figures.

terna and, lrnlls, collecto1l by Dr.

l'~°':· Tl.•'. ~Yat. MIi$., 1 7, PI/ 376-38i. Five text figure!¼ .
"lul Dr. tr t , of the ·;:wy, wa 11erviug as surgeon anu naturalist of the U.S. steamer
4
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Patterson in the South Pacific ho made a very excellent collection of birds' sterna and skulls,
which he presented to the author, who in turn d.escribed and figured thl:'m in the present
paper, and deposited the specimens in tho collections of the U. ::;, National Museum. SeYeral
figures of sea-fowl and other forms are given.

R. W. SHUFELDT. The Peccary, with Introductory Notes on the Order Ungnlata.
Forest and Stream,, xxx, No.1, January 26, 1888, pp. '1-6.

Fourteen text figures.

R. W. SHUFELDT. Comparative Data from 2,000 Indian Crania in the U.S. Army Melli cal Museum.
Jour. of .Anat. and Phys., London, xxn, n. s., n, Part 2, .A.rt. v, January, 1888, pp.191-214.

R. W. SHUFELDT. The American Cervidre.
Forest and Stream, xxx, No. 5, February 23, 1888, pp. 84-86.

Ten text figures.

R. W. SI-IUFELDT. The Prong-horn Antelope.

_

Forest and Stteam, xxx, No. 8, March 15, ld8~, pp.144, 145. One text figure.

R. W. SHUFELDT.

Observations on the Pterylosis of certain Picidce.

The .Aiik, v, No. 2, April, 1888, pp. 2!2-218. Five text figures.

R. W. SHUFELDT. On the Skeleton in the genus ~turnella, with Osteological Notes
upon other North-American Icteridce, and the Co1·vidce.
Jour. of .Anat. cmd Phys. , London, xxn, n. s., n, April, 1888, pp. 309-350. Plates

XIV

and xv.

R. W. SHUFELDT. The American Bnffalo.
Forest and Stream, xxx, No, 21, June 14, 1888, p ·411. One text figure.

CHARLES T. SIMPSON.

Contributions to the Mollusca of Florida.

Proc. Davenport .Academy of Sciences, v. 1887, pp. 45-56.
Specimens we · e named and information furnishe,l by the Department of Mollusks to Mr.
Simpson, in connection with the preparation of this paper.

Huau M. SMITH, WILLIAM PALMER and.
(See under William Palmer.)

Jo1rn B. SMITH.

A new Genus and Species of Arctiidcc.

Entomologica .Americana, III, July, 1887. pp . 79, SO.
Describes as new Oerathosia tricolor Smith , n. gen. et sp., from '.rexas.

JOHN B . SMITH.

CaUirnorpha.

Entomologica .Ame~cana, m, August, 1887, p. 88.
Requests collectors to try and obtain the early stages and breed extensively to settle speci 1-ic
distinctness of the forms described.

JOHN B. SMITH.

Cockroaches.

Entomologica .Americana, Irr, August, 1887, p. 88.
Calls attention to some published statements of the uses of these imiects in medicine .

JOH:N" B. SMITH.

The Species of Call'irnorpha.

Entumologica .Americana, III , September, 1887, pp. 102, 103 .
Statements of the results of a study of this genus before the Ent. Cluu .A. . .A.. A. S., forming
part of its Proceedings.

,JOHN B. SMITH.

The Species of E-uerythra .

P·roc. V. S. Nat. Mus. , x , Septemuer, 1887, pp. 335-337. Plate xm.
Describes as new E. trimaculata, from Texas, and gives the differences between the forIUs.

Jo1IN B. SMITH.

The North American Species of Callimo1·pha Latr .

Proc. V . S. Nat. Mus., x, September, 1887, pp. 338-353. Plates xm and XIV.
Gives a review of the literature of the genus, and a syuopili:1, followed uy detailed descdptions of the species, of which 0. lactacata and 0. S'uffusa are described as new.

JOHN B. SMITH. Proceedings of the Ent. Club of the A. A , A. S., at the New York
meeting, August, 1887.
Entomologica.Americana, m, September, 1887. pp 101-108 and 121-123.
Full minutes of the meeting, prepared by the author as secretary, and published by direction
of the Club.

JOHN B. SMITH.

What makes a species in tbe genus Arctia.

Entomologica .Americana. III, September, 1887, pp. 109-112.
Analyzes the characters of maculation, points 011t their constancy or variability, and givEs
a rough sketch of a proposed basis for a natural arrangement.

JOHN B. SMITH.

A new Sphinx.

Entomologica .Americana, m, November, 1887. p 153.
Describes SphinT coloradiis Smith as a new species from Colorado.
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JonN

B. SM1Tu.

Notes

OH

Dilurlia G. & R.

Entomologica Americana, m, Nornmber, 1887, p. 154.
Reviews the characteriJ of the genus, antl showfl why the American species referred to it can
not remain in it. Proposes the term Chlrenogramma with jasmineanim as type .
JOHN

B.

SMITH.

Notes on Calli11wrpha.

Canadian Entomologiilt, XIX. December, 1887, pp. 235-239.
Gives a chronological review of the work and publications on this subject, and comments on
a paper b.v Mr. H. H. Lyman in the "Canadian Entomologist" for October. Gives als'l synonymical list of the species.
JOHN

B. SMITH.

Some Remarks on Arctiid Structures.

Entomologica Americana, m, Ja1rnary, 1888, p. 199.
Calls attention to the structure of the tarsi and venation. In abstract of Proc. Ent. Soc.
Washington, November, 1887.
JOHN B. SMITH. Museum PP-sts.
Entoinologica Americana, III, January, 1888, p . 200.
A brief statement of the results of experiments with repellants, and some notes on the habit~
of the species. In abstract of Proc. Ent. Soc. ·washington, December, 1887.
JOH.N B. SMITH. New Genera and Species of North American Noctuid::e.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, January, 1888, pp. 450-!79.
Describes as new the following: Agrotis binominalis, A. crenulata, A. confusa, A. tepperi,
A. sorror, A. proclivis, A. albicosta, A. oblongistigma . .,t. flnvidens, A. brevipennis, A. jlavicollis,
A. obesula, A. sponsa, A. finis , A. luteola, A. serricornis, A. letrica, A. mediali.s, A. extranea,
A . trifasciata, A. bifasciata, A. orbicularis, A. rnfitla, .A..pallipennis, A. solitaria, Mamestra
11ubapicalis, M. lepidula , M. prodeniformis, 111. canadensis, M. obscurior, M. rectilinea, M. van·
media, M. incurva, M. variolata, M. minorata, .J[. pillverulenta, Jf. obscura, Scotogramma n.
gen., S. perplexa, S. inconcinna, S. tlmbrosa, Copimamestra cur-ial·is, Ulolonche n. gen., U. fasciata, Taeniocampa col,umbia, T. utahensis, 1'. su_f!ilsa. T. obtusa. T. pectinata, T. terminata, T.
subter-m inata, Perigrapha inferior, Trichoclea ed-wari1dii, Orthodes irrorata.

B. SMITH. On the Position of the Genus Pleocorna, Lee., in the Lame11icorn
System. By Dr. Gerstaecker.

,JOHN

E ·,itomologica Americana, m, February, 1888, pp. 202-211.
A translation of the above paper from the German in Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1883, pp. 436-450, with
brief note by the translator. {Translation.)
JOHN

B. SMITH.

Moths New to our Fauna.

Oanadian Entomologist, xx, March, 1888, p. 56.
Criticizes the recent addition to our fauoal lists of some subtropical stragglers occasionally
found in it.
JOHN

B. SMITH.

Larva of .Aphorista vittata.

Proc. Ent. Soc . Washington, I, March, 1888, p. 33. One plate.
Calls attention to the habits and peculiar structure of this larva.
Rea<l before the Entomological Societ.v of Washington, December, 1885.
JOHN

B. SMITH. The Odoriferous Apparatus -in Lepidoptera.
Proc. Ent. Soc. ·washington, r, March, 1!:188, pp. 38-41.
Abstract of a paper by Professor von Dalla Torre, '' DieDuftapparate der Scbmetterlinge"
Kosmo1>, xvn, pp. 354-36! and 410-422, with notes on .American forms showing silllilar structures.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washington , Fellrnary, 1886.

JORN

B. SMITH. Notes on Attacinw aud Ce1·atoca11ipince.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, 1, March, 1888, p. 42.
Points out the family and bubfamily characters of these groups.
Read before the Entomological Society of ·washingtou, :March, 1886.

J onN B. SMITH.

Some structural features of tbe 8aturniidce.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, March, 1888, p. 45.
Defines the family, and points out what he deems tbc iruportant characters.
Read before the Entomological Society of ,vashington, April , 1 86.
Jou:N" B. MITH. The y tematic position of Quacll'ima, Grt.
P,·oc. Ent. , oc. Washington, 1, M:irch , 1888, pp. 51 , 62.
Poin out thtt characters and r lationsbips of this family.
ad b fore tbe Ento1Uological. ·oci ty of ,vashington ,July, 1880.

Jon:· B. ,

~UTH.

Tot on Dynaste& tityus.

Proc. Ent. oc. lVaRhi,lyton, 1, 1 arc·h, 1 8, p. f>4.
R · ·ord th alrnorrnal al111ncia111· ol tlit•. ,, lll'rtlf'ii in Hom ."ontli rn , tates, ancl that the
l n ·h h d b om a nuiii:111c· .
I · ad b fur lb l,11 omologic~ I .'oc·i!'f_v of "'a hin~lun, .'c·;,t.-mht•r, 1880.
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Sexual brush in Scltinia rnarginata.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, 1. March, 1888, p. 55.
Describes a peculiar brush of hair at t.110 base of abdomen and resting in a groove b6hrnen
the dorsal and ventral segments.
Read before t.he Entomological Society of Washington, September, 1886.

JOHN B. SMITH.

Notes on Cressonia, Euerythra, and Callimorpha.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, March. 1888, pp. 79. 80.
Describes the antennal structure of Oressonia and makes some remarks on the specific rank
of the forms found in the other gPnera.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washington, March, 1887.

JOHN B. SMITH.

Classification of the Smerinthinre.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, I, March, 1888, p. 83.
GiYes an outline of a proposed arrangement of the species and genera.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washington, May, 1887.
JOHN B. SMITH. Structural features of the Sphingid<R.
Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington , I, March, 1888, pp. 92, 03.
Comparative references to the genitalia of tho male in some genera.
Read before the Entomological Sllciety of Washington, August, 1887.

JOHN B. SMITH.

'l'he sprcies of Dil'Udia,.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Wabhington , I, March, 1888, p. 103.
States that after examination of types in the Philadelphia collection he finds that the species, jasminearurn, does not l>elong to the genus.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washingt,on, October, 1887.

JOHN B. SMITH.

Some Arctiid Structures.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington , I, March, 1888, pp. 107, 108.
Notes on the venation and on the structure of the claws in this family.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washington, Novembn, 1887.

JorrN B. SMITH.

Some Observations ou Mnse11m Pest,s.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, .I, March, 1888, pp. 11 9-llG.
Notes on all the species observed by him in collections, with methods of prevention and
cure.
Read before the Entomological Society of Washington , December, 188i.
JOHN

B. SMITH. A note on Zygama.
Societas Entomologica, m, April, 1888, p. 1.
Points out an error in cl..iaracterization of the genus Zygama maue by all tbe European
Lepidopterists to datc>.

JOHN B. SMITH. An Introduction to a, Classification of the North American Lepidop·
tera.
Entomologica Americana, IV, .April, 1888, pp. 9-13.
Continued from vol. 1 of the same journal aml reviewing the Sebiid~.
scription of all gene1 a.

JonN B. S:\UTH.
doptera.

Gives a brief de-

An Introduction to a Classification of the North American Lepi-

Entomologica, Americana, IV, May, 1888, pp. 27, 28.
Continuation of the above, and covering the families Thyriidw and Hetero,qynidre.

JOHN B. SMITH. (Abstract of Proceedings of the Euto111ological Society of WasJ1ington, January 5, 1888, and February 2, 1888.J
Entomologica Amel'icana, IV, April, 1888, p . 20.
Condensed from the author's minutes ns S cretary.

J

B. SMITH. (Abstract of Proceedings of t,be Entomological Society of Washington, March 1 and April 6, 1888.)

Ull.N

Entomologica Americana,

IV,

May, 1888. p. 40.

J01rn B. SMITH. (Abstract of Proceedings of the Eutomologica,l Society of WaRhington, May 3, 1888.)
Entomologica A mei·icana,

JOIIN B. SMITH.

IV,

June, 1888, p. 60.

William W. Hill.

Er.lomologica Americana, m. May, 1888, pp. 235, 236.
Obituary note and brief life-1.>istory.

JOHN B. SMITH. Revision of the Species of Lachnostc1·uci of America north of Mexico,
by George H. Horn, M. D. (Review.)
Entomologica Americana, Iv, June, 1888, pp. 52-56.
Gives a brief review of the above work, and gives al,;o a synonymic list of the species, with
localities.
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LF.ONHARD STEJNJ~GER.

NoteFl on the Northern Palrearctic Bullfinches.

Proc. U. S. Nat . .ilfos., x, 1887, pp. 103- 110.
Showu that Pyrrhiila cassini llaird, as t.he older name, must take precedence over P . cineracea
Cabanis; also that P. rosacea Seebohm is identical with P. griseiventris Lafr.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Contributions to the Natural History of the Commander
Islands. No. 7. Revised Annotated Catalogue of the Birds inhabiting the Commander Islands.
Proc U. S . Na-t. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 117-145. Plates

VU-IX.

Enumerated one hundred and forty-three species . A. Flycatcher from Bering Islan<l name.I
couditionally Butalis pallescens.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.

Review of Japanese Birds.

v. Ibises, Storks, and Herons.

Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 271-319. Plate x.
A full synopsis of the Japanese species of the order Herodione-~. Derniegretta r ingeridescribed
as new, and Platalea swinhoei and. .Ardetta luteola named conditionally. Two new subgenera
established, viz, Nannocnus and Phoyx.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On the Systematic Name of the Kamtschat.kan and Japanese
Carrion Crow.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 320-321.
The name of the Kamtschatkan and Japanese C_a rrion Crow shoulcl stand as Corvus corone

orientalis.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.

Notes on Psittirostra psittacea from Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis , x, 1887, pp. 389-390.
Description of specimens received from Mr. Valdemar Knudsen (Acc. 19325).

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Further Contributions to the Avifauna. of the Liukiu Islands,
Japan, with Descriptions of New Species.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp. 391-415. Plates XXI, xxn .
.A full report upon a collt' ction received from tl..te authorities of the Educational Museum,
Tokio. The following species are described as new: Porzana phceopyga, Euryzona sepiaria,
Turtiii· stimpsoni, and quite a number of species are added to the Japanese fauna. (Acc.
19072.)

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.

Review of.Japanese Birds.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x; 1887, pp. 416-429. Phte

VI. The Pigeons.

XXII.

A. full synopsis of the Japanese species of the family Columbidce, with synonym ies, descri P·
tions, etc. Janthoenas nitens d escribed as new, from a specimen lent by the authoritief< of the
St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences; and Janthoenas ·versicolor (Kitti.), from the same source,
for the first time properly described.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On a Collection of Birds made by Mr. M. Nami_yo in tLe
Islands of Idzn, Japan.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, pp. 482-487.
Report on a collection received from the authorities of the Tokio Educational Museum , containing, a~ong others, the new species Turdus celcenops Stejn. (Acc. 19478. l

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.
The .Aiik,

Olphe-Galliaru's Ornithology of Western EuropG.

p. 336.
Review of Leon Olphe-Galliard's work.
IV,

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. I'ropatagialis cucullaris.
1'he Auk, v, 1888, pp. 120-123.
Letter to the et!itors of" The Auk" in reply to a previous paper by Dr. R. W. Slmfoldt.

LEO~UARD STEJNEGRR. Palmcn's Contributions to the Knowledge of the Bird Fann a.
of the Siberian Coasts of the Arctic Sea.
1'he .Auk, v 1888. pp. 306-311.
A. lengthy review of Profe sor Palmen's work, with additions and corrections. baseu upon
material in the U.S. National Museum.

LEONHARD

'TE.JNE ,EH.

Henry James Stovin Pryer.

The Auk, v, 18 8, pp. 332-333.
Ohitnary notic .

LEO. ·nARD 'n:.J. 'EGER.
The Auk. v 1

(

bitnary Notice of Prof. Mode t Bogdan ow.)

. pp. 333-334.

Lr:'· ·n.,im 'TI,.JNF. 1m.
J. laud , Japan.

Li t of Birds hitherto reported as occurring in the Li11ki11

'tJicltr. (Jr1. Omitlt., n·. 1 87, pp. 106-li6. Plat II.
Lnumer. t · i t~ tlar' sp ·c1 ·.. 'J'h(· c·olor d pl:ite rrpresents Pericrocot1tB teaima> St,j:1 .
dia "hy th author f10111 lh l.YP p1:cimeu rn tb1: U. · ~·ational Mnsoum
~t
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LEONIIARD STEJNEGJm. On the Type Specimen of Euryzona enrizonoides.
Proc. Boston Soc . Nat. Rist., xxm, pp. 461-464.
The type of Euryzona eurizonoides iEi in the Museum of the Boston Society of Natural Histor.r,
from which it was borrowed for comparison with the new Japaneso species described by the
aathor as Euryzona sep1:aria.

LEONHARD STEJNEGJrn.

Pars Propatagialis Musculi cucullaris.

Science, x, Augugt 5, 1887, pp. 70-71, figs. 1, 2.
Calls attention to the fact that the muscle in the bird;wing, described in a predous nnm ber as
new by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, is in reality a well-known muscle describe.i by Fiirbiinger 1.D<for
the above name.

J._,EOXHARD STEJNEGER..
IJOV.) from Japa,u.

Diagnosis of a New Species of Thrush (Turd·us celrenop11 sp .

Science, x, August 26, 1887, p. 108.
Preliminary diagnosis of the new species Turdus celamops, contained in a collection received
by the U. S. National Museum from the authorities of the Tokio Educational Museum. (.A.cc.
19!78.)

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.

The Briti~h Marsh Tit.

Zoologist, 3d ser., XI, October, 1887, pp. 379-38L .
Reprint efthe author's paper in the" Proceedings of the IT. S. National Museum,• · IX, 1886,
pp. 200,20 1, describing as new Panis palustris dresseri froru the British Islands.

LE0:\'HARD STEJNEGER. On the Shedding of the Claws in the Ptarmigan and Allied
Birds.
Zoologist, 3d ser., XI, July, 1887, pp. 258-260.
Reprint of the author's pa.per in the ''American Naturalist." xvm, pp. 774-776.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.

Py1'1'lmla cassini (Baird).

L. M. 'l.'itrner's Oontrib. Nat. Hi.~. Alaska, pp. 169-170.
'l'his account of the status of Pyrrhitla cassini was written in 1885 for Mr Turner and in corporated by him in his report.

LEONHARD STEJNEGER.
nated.

How the Great Northern Sea-cow (Rytina) became extermi-

American Nlttwralist, xx1, December, 1887, pp. 104i-105-!.
Maintains that, Rytina gigas was ex.terminated in 1768. ' ' It was simply <liie to man's greed.
and he accomplished it within the short time of twenty-seven years."

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Robert Ridgway's Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists
and Compendium of Useful Knowledge for Ornithologists. Boston, Little, Brown
& Company, 1886.
·
Naturen, 1887, p. 223.
Rc,iew of the above.

CrrARLES H. 'l'OWNSirnD.
Alaska.

Notes on the Natural History and Ethnology of Northern

Report of the Cniise of the Revenue Marine Steamer Corwin, in the A.retie Ocean iu the ye:tr
1885 11887), by Capt,. M . .A.. Healy, U.S. R. M., Commarnler, pp. 81-102. Four plates.
Tho birds of the Kowak River region are treated of on pp. 90-94, and those '' obtained at various places between the Aleutian Islands and Kotzebue Sound" on pp. 98-101. .A. beautiful
colored plate, by Robert Ridgway, representing Plectrophenax hyperboreus, from specimens in
the U. S. National Museum, accompanies the reports. All the birds collected by Mr. Townsend during the cruise are in the Museum.

CHARLES H. TowNs1rno.
ern California.

Field Notes on the Mammals, Birds, and Reptiles of North-

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mits., x, 1887, pp. 159- 241. Plate v.
Birds, pp. J59-1G3 and 190-237. The whole material upon which these observations are basPd
was collected by the author from 1883 to 1885 for tho U. S. National Museum, while stationed
in northern California as au assistant of the U. S. Fish Commission.

FREDERICK W. 'l'RUE.
Museum, 1885.

Report on the Department of Mammals in the U. S. N ationnl

Report of the Srniths.onian lnst'itittion, 1885 (1886), Part 11, pp. 79-84.

FREDERICK W. 'rRuE. Report on the Department of Comparative Anatomy in U.w
U . S. National Museum, 1885.
Report of the Smithsonian Institiition, 1885 (1886), Part Ir, pp. 99-102.

FREDERICK

w. TRUR.

The Fisheries of the Great Lakes.

The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States, 11, 1887, Part xvu , pp. G33-G73.
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FREDERICK W. TRUE.
Puget Souud.

De:icripLion of a 11 e w 8pceies of Bat,, Vespertilio longicrus, from

Proc. U.S. Nat. Miis., x, Deceml>er 17, 188G, pp. G, 7.

FREDERICK W. TRUE.

Some Distmctive Cr:.nial Characters of the Canada Lynx.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp.- 8, 9.

FRED1•1RICK W. TRUE.

A note on Vesperugo hesperus (Allen).

P.roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, November 21 , 1887, p . 515.

FREDERICK

vV. TRUE. The Ponnd-Net .Fisheries of the Atlantic States.

The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the Uni ted States, Section v, vol.
Four plates.

FREDERICK W. TRUE.

w. TRUE.

1887, pp. 595-609.

The Alewife Fishery of Cape Cod.

The Fisheries and 1/ishery Industries of the United States, Section v, vol.

FREDERICK

I,

I, 1887, pp. G70-673.

The Turtle and Terrapin Fisheries.

The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States, Section v, vol.
One plate.
(See also under Ludwig Kumlien.)

II,

1887, pp. 493-503.

LUCIEN M. Tu1rn1m. Forty-ninth Congress, first session, Senate, Mis. Doc. No. 15G.
Contributions I to the I Natural History of Alaska. I - I Results of investigations made chiefly in the Yukon I District and the Aleutian Islands; conducted I
nuder the auspices of the Signal Service, I United States Army, extending from I
May, 1874, to August, 1881. I Prepared under the directiou of Brig. and Bvt. Maj.
Gen. W. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer of the Army. By L. M. Turner. I - I
No. n. Arctic Series of ruulicatioos issued in connectioo with tlle Signal
Service, U.S. Army. With 26 platea. I - I Washingto~: I Government Printing
Office. I 11:386.
pp. 226, 4to. Twenty-six plates.
The Birds, forming Part v, occupy pp. 115-184; and pp. 184-196 are devoted to a special
"List of the Birds of Alaska." The ornithological portion of the report is illustrated liy ten
colored plates l,y R. and .r. L. Ridgway, representing thirteen species, from specimens in the
U.S. National Museum. The collections upon which this repol't is b~sed were Ii1ade during
the years 1874 to 1881 by the author for the Mnseum, while in Alaska as an obserrnr in the U.
S. Signal Senice. Acknowledgments are made to Messrs. R. Ridgway and L. Strjneger for
assistance during the preparation of the ornit,l10logical part of the report. Although printetl
in 1886, tbe report was not published until 11'88.

GEORGE,YASEY.

ContriLntions to the Natural History of the Commander Islands.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887. p. 153.
Description of A.lopecurus stejnegeri, a new species of grass from the Commander Islands.

CH A!U.ES D. WALCOTT. Report on the Departmeu t of Invertebrate Fossils (Paleozoic)
iu the U. S. National Museum, 1885.
Report of the Smithsonian Institiition, 1885

CHARLES D. WALCOTT.

(l 886),

Part II, pp. 129- 132.

Note on the Genus Archceocyatlms of Billings.

A.mer. Jour. Sci., XXXIV, August 27, 1887, pp. 145, 146.
A review of the history, description and m~aning of this genus.

CHARLES D. WALCOTT. l<'auna of the "Upper Taconic" of Emmons, in Washington
County, New York .
.Amer. Joto·. Sci., xxx1v, September, 1887, pp. 187--199. Plate 1.
A de!lcription of fossils obtained in the Upper Taconic rocks of Emmons. Since the publication of this paper, the name "Taconic" has been dropped entirely by the author in describing
the Lower Cambrian rocks.

D. WALCOTT. Section of Lower Silurian (Ordovician) and Cambrian Strata
in Central New York, as shown l>y a deep well near Utica.

CnARLES

Proc . .Amer. --1.ssoc. Adv. Sci .. xxxv1, December, 1887, p. 212 .
.A. description of the st1ata penetrated b, the well. The entire depth of the well was 2,250
feet. It pass •<1 tbrou~h 90 feet of rocks referred to the Hudson River group; 710 feet of ro ·ks
referred to the tica shale ; 350 feet to the Trenton limes tone· unidentifit>d 180 feet · ~60 foet
to the Calciferous and-rock ; 410 feet to the Potscam and pr; -Potsdam sand-rock ; l ~O feet to
th · Archean.
IIAHLE ,

D.

\VALC TT.

Di covery of Fo. ils in the Lower Ta.conic of Emmons.

l'ror. A111,r. A1¥oc'. .Adr. • 'ci., xxxn . D<·C<'mlier, 188i, p. 213.
Re1i~rt ~f fiuuin:.! fo. il in ~rannlar quartzite, 1war B<·nniogton Vermont an<l the disco\'er_v
~fo 11 , Ill th_e ny la\iru, l_imr• ton noar l'ownal , Vermont. Tl:e quartz it~· 1s rcfrrred to tho
wer Cambrian , nntl th lmw tonr., ovei-lyiug the schist>1, to tho Lower 8iluriau group.
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CHARLES D. WALCOTT. The Taconic System of Emmons, _and the use of the name
Tacouic in Geologic Nomenclature .
.Amer. Joiir. Sci., xxxv, pp. 229-24:?, 307-3~7, 304-401. Thirteen figures and map.
Statement of priuciples of geologic uorueuclature. Description of tbe Tacouic a I ea, including a brief historical review. Description of the geolOl!Y as known at prc~ent, 311(1 as knowu
to Dr. Emmons. In Part Ill the suhject of nomenclature and the use of the 11<tme "Taconic .,
arnl '·Cambrian" are discussed, a classification of tbe C.:ambrian rocks is given, and the onclnsiou reached that the name Taconic shoulc.l be dropped in geologic nomenclatur .

L~STER P. WARD.
Mnseum, 1885.

Report on the Department of Plants in the U. S. Nntional

Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1885 (1886), Part n. pp. 135, 136.

LESTER F. WARD. Remarks on Lesquereux's criticisms of ti.to Synopsis of the Flom
of the Laramie Group.
A1ne1·. Jour. Sci., xxx1v, 3tl series, December, 1887, pp. 488, 489.
Points out the greater abundance of palms in the southern than in the northern (Fort Union)
Laramie deposits, and defends the Senonian age of certain of the Credneria beds of Europe.

L1,:sTER F. WARD. Remarks on Dr. Welling's paper on the Law of Malthus, read
before the Anthropological Society of Washington, February 1, 1887.
The .American .Anthropologist, I, No. 1, .January, 1888, pp. 21- 23.
The Malthusian law applicable to the animal kingdom below man , as shown hy Darwin, who
bas simply applied it to it, but not applicable to man himself, iu consequence of the great
devolopment in him of the psychic faculty whereby be controls the rest of nature and makes
himself an exception to its laws.

LESTER F. WARD. Review of W. C. Williamson: On the Organization of the Fossil
Plants of the Coal Measures. P:irt xrn .
.Amer. Jour. Sci., xxxv, 3d series, March, 1888, p. 256.

LESTER F. WARD . Review of C. T. Stockwell on 'l'he Evolution of Immortality
or, Suggest.ions of an Individual Immortality based upon our Organic and Life
History.
Public Opinion, Washington and New York, rv, Marcl1 24, 1888, p. 592.

LESTER F. WARD.

Some Social and Economic Paradoxes.

Science, XI, April 13, 1888, pp. 172, 174-176.
Discusses and defends the following· paradoxical propositions: (1) The artificial is superior
to the natural; (2) The arbitrary control of the social forces is economical; (3) Reforms are
chiefl,y a,dvocated and brought about b_y those who have no personal interest in them; (4) Discontent increases with the improvement of the social condition; (5) The means of su bsistenc.e
increases more rapidly than population; (6) Capital is more effective than labor in the pl'O·
duction of wealth; (7) Wages are drawn from pro<lucts, not from capital ; (8) Profits rise with
wages; (9) Prices fall as wages rise; (10) Rents rise with wages ; (11) A reduction of the hours
of labor tends to increase production; (12) The reduction of hours tends to increase wages.

CHARLES A. WHITE. Report on the Department of Invertebrate .Fossils (MesoCenozoic) in the U. S. National Museum, 1880.
R eport of the S1nithsonian Institution, 1885 (1886). Part II, p.133.

CHARLES A. WmTE. Contributions to the Paleontology of Brazil.
gese translation by Prof. Orville A. Derby.)
.Archivosdo Museu Nacfonal do Rio de Janeiro, vu, pp.1-273.
.Also published as a separat~.

CHARLES A. WmTE.
Formatious .

(With Portn-

Plates 1-28 .

On the relation of the Laramie Group to earlier and later

.Am. Jour. Sci., xxxv, 3d ser., .Jnue, 1888, pp. 432-4'38.

CHARLES A. WHITE.

On the occnrrnnce of later Cretaceous deposits in Iowa

.Am. Geologist, ,, No. 4, April, 1888, pp. 221-227.

CEARLES A. WIJITE.

Mountain Uptlnusts .

.J.m. Naturalist, xxn, No. 258, May, 1888, pp. 399-408.

CHARLES A. Wmn;.

Three figures.

On Hiu1leastrea, a new generic forru of Cretaceous Astneidre.

Geological Magazine, London, v, To. 8. New Series, No. 290, December 3, pp. 362-364 .

THOMAS WILSON'. Epitome of the Ifo,t.ory an<l Condition of the Science of Prehistoric Arch:cology in ,vcstcrn Europe.
The .American A1itiq11aria11, TX, No. 6, November, 1887,pp. 335-342.
RrprintPll in pamphlet form under title of "EJ)itom of l'rehistol'i c .Archmologyin WoHtern
Europe," with tho followiug- adtliliomtl chaJ>lcrs: Chapter 11. Fraucc-Paleolithic Age.
Chapter m. Spaiu autl Portn~al Clrnpter 1v. Mau i11 tho Tertiary Perio<.l,
·
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H. C. YARROW. Report on the Department of Reptiles and Batrachians in the U. S.
National Museum, 1885.
Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1885 (1886), Part II, pp. 93, 94.

H. C. YARROW.

Snake Bite and its Antidote.

Forest and Stream, xxx, Nos.- 16-20, May 10, 17, 24, 31, and June 7, 1888.

H. C. YARROW.

Bite of the Gila Monster.

Forest and Stream, xxx, No. 21, June 14, 1888, pp. 412-413.

H. C. YARROW.

Treatment of Snake Bite.

Forest and Strearn, xxx, No. 22, June 21, 1888, pp. 431-432.

SECTION V.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS TO THE U, S. NATIONAL l\IUSEUM DURING THE
YEAR ENDING JUNE 301 1888.
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LIST OF .ACCESSIONS.

ABBOTT, W. H. (U.S. Fish Commission), presented prehistoric stone implements and
fragments of pottery (20055) and an iron shoe belonging to a post-hole digger,
fouud near Chain Bridge, Maryland. (20088) .
.AcJ£VADO, General JOSE (Bogota, United States of Colombia), presented a specimen
of." Faya Mapa "-a venomous serpent-killed near the mouth of the Magdalena
River. 197m .
.AcirnR, H. P. (Akron, Ohio), presented land and fresh water shells, from Summit
County, Ohio. 20361.
ADAIR, OLIVER BELTON (Washington, District of Columbia), presented Chinese and
Japanese copper coins. 19411.
ADAMS, A. F. (Smithsonian Institution), presented a badge worn by the "Governor's
Greys," of Dubuque, Iowa, during the ceremonies attending the celebration of
the one hundredth anniversary of the aclopt,ion of the Constitution of the United
States, held in Philadelphia in the year 1887. 19646.
ADAMS, CHARLES H. (Crab Orchard, Kentucky), sent a specimen of ore for examination and report. 20117.
ADAMS, W. H. (Elmore, Peoria County, Illinois), presented prehistoric stone implements, sixty-two specimens, from Knox and Peoria Counties, Illinois. 20177,
20481.
ADAMS, W.W. (Mapleton, New York), presented prehistoric stone implements(20248);
also paint found in an Tndian grave near Union Springs, New York (20436).
ADLER, Dr. CYRUS (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland), deposited two
Babylonian seals. 19969.
AGNEW, JOHN P (Alexandria, Virginia), sent marl from Aquia Creek, Virginia, for
examination and report. 19800.
AIKEN, C. E. (Colorado Springs, Colorado), presented five specimens of Aiken's Leucosticte, Leucosticte atrata, 19471.
ALBANY MUSEUM (Grahamstown, Cape Colony, South Africa), Stephen Mundy, esq.,
acting curator), sent shells in exchange. 19959.
ALDRICH, CHARLES (Webster City, Hamilton County, Iowa), sent minerals for examination and report. 19i25.
ALDRICH, H. L. (Springfield, Massachusetts), presented fossil pl.ants found in the vicinity of Cape Lisburn, Alaska. 20407.
ALDRICH, T. H. (Blocton, Alabama), preRented Eocene fossils from Claiborne Sand
Bank, Alabama (19695), and seYenty-five species of land shells from Mauritius
and the Seychelles Islands (19855).
ALFARO, ANASTASIO (San Jose, Costa Rica), presented a trap used in Costa Rica in
trapping song birds (19797) and four photographs of specimens and collect.ions in
the Costa Rica National Museum (200J6).
ALLEN, Lieut. H. T. (U. S. Army), presented a quiver, two bows, and .five arrows of
the Creur d' A.Jene Indians of Idaho Territory. 1937~ ..
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ALLEN, J. ISHAM, and THOMAS C. ALLEN (New Haven, Connecticut), presented ethnological objects, inclnding photographs of Yuma Indians and curios, from Arizona and Montana; a specimen of star-fish, Hez.iaster, from the Colorado Desert;
and pyrites, gold in quartz, and lava rock, from California. 20493.
ALLEN PA.PER CAR Wm,1,L COMl'A:N'Y (Chicago, Illinois) presented a paper carwheel 4~ inches in diameter. 20584.
ALLE:N', R. T. (Billings, Montana), sent a bear cub. 20679.
ALLEN, THOMAS C. (See under J. Isham Allen, 20493.)
AMERICAN ANGLER (New York City) presented a dried specimen of Lake Trout,
Salvelinwi namaycnsh.

1~709.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY (New York City) lent bird-skins for
comparison and study at the request of the Curator of Birds. (19611, 19773,
20363.)

ANDERSON, W. S. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen
of Short-eared Owl. 20752.
ANDREW, JOHN & SON (Boston, Massachusetts), presented thirty knife-proofs, also
specimens of paper used for taking knife-proofs. 20621.
ARMY MEDICAL MusirnM (Washington , Diotrict of Columbia), through Dr. John S.
Billings, U. S. Army, curator, presented composite photographs of skulls: photomicrographs, aucl numerous photographs representing normal and pathological
histology. 20759.
ARTHUR, Mrs. R. W. (Phoouix, Arizona), sent a plant for examination and report.
•

.20247.

ASBESTOS PACKING COMPANY (Boston, Massachusetts) presented specimens of asbestos. 20199.
ATTERBURY & COMPANY (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), presented glassware. 20523.
AULK, Dr. H. J. (Perryville, Arkansas), sent mineral specimen for examination and
report. 19519.
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (Sydney, New South Wales), through Hon. G. W. Griffin,
United States consul, sent rocks, ores, and minerals in exchange. 20773.
AVERY, S. P. (New York City), presented etchings, engravings, process prints, and
mezzotints. 20799.
AVERY, Dr. W. C. (Greensborongh, Alabama), presented numerous birds' eggs and
birds' nests, as follows: Nests and eggs of Peuccea restiva lis bachmanii (descriued
in Th e Auk, v, No. 4, 188i3, pp. 351-356), Sitta p14,,~ilfa (new to the collection)f Oeothlypis trichas, Piranga rubrn, Denclroica i;igo1·1Jii, Polioptila ccerulea, Cardinalis
cardinalis, Icteria virens, and Myiarchus cr·i ni.tili (204i7, 20550, 20598, 2061G, 20658,
20696). Also specimens of Bachman's Finch, Peucrea ae8tivalis bachrnanii (20671,
20732).
BABCOCK, E. C. (Helena, Montana), sent a White Goat skiu (19595).

BAIRD, Mrs. MARY H. C. (Washiugton, District of Columbia), presented postagcstamps, American and foreign, collected hy the late Professor Baird. 20129.
BAKER, J. U. (~tout.sville, Ohio), sent dolomite for examination ancl report. 19829.
BALLOU, E. (Warren~on. Virginia), presented ·qnartzose containing copper, also micaceous hematite. 20~41.
BALTI:\10RE AND Omo RAILROAD CO:\IPANY presented a model of the Morse telegraph
instrument (20 22), and also depo ited models of the following objects: A twostory car; an in closed car; a home tread-mill locomotive; a sail car; a " Peter
oop r :, pas ·enger car; and a Morse plough used in laying telegraph wire in
1

BAR

.
LAY

(20796).
•

C0:\1PAYY (Bo ton, Ma sachuBetts) sent a model of the ship Cumberland.

20704.

B

E. · (\Ya ·hington, Di trict of Columbia), offer(•d for ale a specimen of
I rail'i Han•, L ·1111s campe11tri,;, from \Vi. con In. (Pnrcba ed.) 2019:3.
R.\lna~n, LORGE l• · (Ro. ita olorado) . . ent oro for ex~~mination and report. 19441.
R LAY,
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BARKER, H. C. (See under Col. W. H. Havnerf'!, 19449.)
BARKJm. JAMF.S M. (Bristol, Tennessee), sent ore for examination and report. 19353.
BARNES; W. J. (Oshkosh, Wisconsin), sent tripoli for examination and report. 20024.
BARNUM, M: K. (Salamanca, New York), sent bird skins for examination and report.
(19527, 20412.)
BAHRETT, WILLIAM H. (Lynn: Massachusetts), presented a badge of G. A. R. Post
No. 5, Gettysburgh, 18t:l7. 19377.
IlAHSIJ:, J. F. (See under New England Mining Company, 19786.)
BARTHOLOMEW, Col. W. G. (Tampa, Florida), presented chalcedony from Hillsborough Bay, Florida. 20632.
BARTLETT, EDWARD (Maidstone, Kent, England), presented ethnological objects
from Madagascar; birds, from Asia and Australia chiefly ; birds' eggs and nests,
also two reptile eggs, from l\fauagascar; a collection of Coleoptera from Madagascar, constituting the first representation of the insetits of this region in the
National Museum; four tortoise shells and land shells from l\fadagascar. 2009:t
BARTLETT, J. R. (Mount Pleasant, District of Columbia), presented a Mole, Scalops
aquaticus. 19371.
BASTOW, T. W. (Guadalajara, Mexico), presented land and fresh-water shells from
Mexico. 197tl5.
BATCHELOR, WARD (El Paso, Texas), presented stone idols from Mexico and old
.French, Spanish, and Lat.in books. 19376.
BATES, C. P. (Berkeley, California), sent insect for name. 20790.
BATTEY, CHARLES (Buffalo, New York), sent a plant for examination and report.
19494.
B.\XTER, R. L. (Keesville, New York), presented two specimens of norite. 20485.
BAYARD, Hon. THOMAS F., Secretary of State, lent two Babylonian seals for casting.
20:315.
BAYER, W. H. von (Washington, Distlict of Columbia), presented a Garter Snake,
Eutrenia sirtalis (19620) and a living specimen of Hog-nose Snake, Heterodon
platy1·hinus (2M74).
BAYLESS, W. C. (Mossy Creek, Jefferson County, Tennessee), presented Silurian fossils from Granger County, Tennessee. 20352.
BEACH, H. (Prairie-du-Chien, Wisconsin), presented prehistoric stone implements
from the banks oft.he Mississippi River in WisconsiB. 20t71.
BEACHLER, CHARLES S. (Crawfordsville, Indiana), sent Lower Carboniferous fossils
from Burlington, Iowa, and Crawfordsville, also reptiles from Montgomery
County; in exchange. (20255, 20692.)
BEACOM, Lieut. J. H., U. S. Army (Fort Shaw, Montana), presented a specimen of
Lake Tront, Sal1:eU11us nanwycush; also photograph of specimen of the same
species. 20072.
BEAN, Dr. T. H. (Fish Commission United Rtates), presented a collection of birds;
marine and fresh-water fishes; a Mink; and a Ii ving specimen of Green Turtle,
from Somers Point, New Jersey; alsv a Black-poll Warbler, Dendroica striata.
(19453, 19659, 20i50.)
(See also untlei' Fish Commission, United States, 19659.)
BEATH, JAMES W. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), sent a collection of cut st.ones and
gems. 20818.
BEATTY, J.C. (El Paso, Texas), sent ore for examination and report. 20502.
BECK, W. H. (through Dr. D. T. Da) U. S. Geological Survey), presented earthy
descloizite from Montana. 20139.
BECKHAM, C. W. (Bardstown, Kentucky), presented two hundred and nineteen specimens of bir<l skins from Texas (19997); and sent bird skins for examination and
report (19440).
BECKWITH, CYRUS W. (New London, Counecticnt), presented a badge of the ''Putnam Phalanx," Washiueton, 1887. 1!)600.
7,
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BECKWITH, GEORGE H. (Charlestown, West Virginia), sent chert nodules containing
seams, for examination and report. 20709.
BECKWITH, PAUL H. (U.S. National Museum), presented electrotypes of ancient and
modern coins (20070), postage-stamps from various localities and old coins of the
United States (20332), deposited various military medals and decorations (20379,
20461), and gave postage-stamps and military decorations in exchange. (19716,
20304.)
BEECHER, C. E. (Albany, New York), presented a fossil, Acida8p-is harnata Conrac1,
from the Lower Helderburg formation (Upper Silurian), Clarksville, New York.
1982:-t
BEERS, ANTHONY (Oxmoor, Alabama), sent insect for name. 19560.
BELL, CAREY (Utica, Ohio), presented prehistoric stone implement~, twenty-five
specimens. 20413.
BELL, JAMES (Gainesville, Florida), presented a Diamond Rattlesnake, Crotalu8 adamanteu8. 20102.
BELL, WILLIAM (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented a daguerreotype gilding
stand. 21770.
BEMENT, C. S. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented garnet from Pennsylvania,
cassiterite from England, pyrite crystals from Italy, and a large microlite crystal
from Virginia. 2U066.
BENEDICT, Dr. A. L. (Buffalo, New York), presented prehistoric stone implements,
. thirty specimens, from Buffalo, New York, and Fort Erie, Canada. 20365.
BENET, Brig.-Gen. S. V., U. S. Army. (See under War Department, '20209.)
BENNERS, G. B. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented two bird skins, .lEgiliti8 8emipalmata, from Corpus Christi, Texas. 19732.
BENNETT, L. J. ·(Buffalo, New York), presented fossil crustaceans, including ten genera, ten species, from the water-lime formation (Upper Silurian) near Buffalo,
New York. A very important accession, containing many beautiful specimens.
!9949.
BENSAL, Capt. R. A. (Newport, Oregon), presented chalcedony pebbles, containing a
liquid, from Oregon. (Through Hon. Binger Hermann, M. C.) 26004.
BENSON, Lieut. H. C., U. S. Army (Fort Huachuca, Arizona), presented bird skins,
a valuable and interesting collection, containing a fine adult specimen of Trogon
arnbiguu8, a series of Co1·vu8 cryptoleucu8 and Falco fu8co-cmrule8cen8 (H.1363); nests
of P8altriparu8 plumbeu8, Campylo1·hynclws brunneicapillu8, and one unidentified
( 19363) ; eggs of Butev 8Wain8oni, Callipepla squamata, Colll'mba fa8ciata, and eggs
with nest of Vireo huttoni 8tephensi (19352, 19488) (see Proceedings U. S. Nat. Mnseum, 1887, pp. 551, 556,557); also reptiles from Arizona, including Crotaln8 ada·manteu8, Pityophis, and Crotaphyt11s (19452).
BERGEN Mus1rnM (Bergen, Norway) sent seventy-five specimens of bird skins in exchange. 20468.
BERGER, WILLIAM H. (U.S. National Museum), presented copper cents of the United
States, dated 1798, 1805, and 1807. 20218.
BERRY, Hon. JAMES H . (United States Senate), sent ore for examination and report.
19419.
BESSAC, F. T. (Natcbe7,, Mississippi), presented paper money of the Confederate
States 20226.
B1<; BL, Dr. EMIL (Washington, Di trict of Columbia), deposited plantsfrom Spitzber r~~' a valu, bl collection, containiu"' anthentic specimens from eminent authoriti , ino of them being new to the collection. 20121.
BETTY.
r. E. ' . ( in ·innati, Ohio), present d a silver twenty-five cent piece of the
Uni c1 •'tat s, <lat d 1 02. 19G 9.
B1.n:ru,y. ' J · B · (Th Pl a.ms,
··
y·irg1111a),
· ·
.
sent skel ton of American Cros bi·11 , L O.fl<L
r. 11 r 11·r,. Ira <tm ri<:ana, for e.·amination and report. 20190.
Bunu:r.r•• Ir
Iii y
· t·10u
'
· •· A ·
' , nm, ,onuty, Ari7,ona,) 1wqt n inerals for exa1111na
Ill

l r pent.
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BIERSTADT, ALBERT (New York City), presented a finished prnof of an engravii1g by
James Smillie, after Bierstaclt, "The Rocky Mountains." 20356.
BIGELOW, Miss, presented a coin of Napoleon, 1854, five centimes. (Through John
Bigelow.) 20062.
BIGELOW, JOHN. (See under Miss Bigelow, 20062.)
BILLINGS, Dr. JOHNS., U. S. Army. (See under Army Medical Museum, 20759.)
BLACK, Dr. E. C. (Wheatland 1 Indiana), presented prehistoric stone implements from
Knox County, Indiana. 20178.
BLACKFORD, EUGENE G. (New York City), presented specimens of fish, among them
Trachynotus goreensis (19666), Lutjanus blackfordi (19733), Salrno salar (19766) and
Scbastes rnarinus, containing a rare species of Lermean parasite (20449); also a
pair of American Bisons, living specimens, from Nebraska (20586).
(See also under Don Ramon Paez, 20388.)
BLOW, Lieut. WILLIAM N., U.S. Army (Fort Randall, Dakota), sent chippings from
a "cigar stone," together with detailed description ancl drawings of the stone in
situ. 20424.
BLUE, L. (Department of the Interior), presented a model of a hand corn-sheller,
19634.
BOARDMAN, GEORGE A. (Calais, Maine), sent skin of hawk, Falco columbariits j also
portion of foe trachea of Glaucionetta clangula arnericana and of G. islandica, for
examination aud report. 19995.
BOAZ, Dr. FRANZ (New York City), sent ethnological objects from British Columbia
in exchange (19597); also sent others for examination with a ,view to exchange
(194:25).
BOBBETT, ALBERT (Brooklyn, New York), presented color-prints from blocks engraved
by the donor. 20641.
BODEKER, J. K. (Newberry, Pennsylvania), presented pierced ceremonial object from
Clinton County, Pennsylvania. 20551.
BOEHMER, GEORGE H. (Smithsonian Institution), presented foreign official seals (six
hundred and twelve wax impressions), Turkish newspaper stamp, and Russian
postage-stamp (19777), and deposited a silver medal of the Prussian life-saving
service (19779).
BOGGS, J. 0. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen of
Opossum. 20054.
BOLLES, Lieut. T. DIX, U.S. Navy, presented Eocene marl with Ostrma sellmforiwis
and Tul'ritella m01·toni j also Jumping Mice, Zapus hndsoniu,s, from Prince George
County, Maryland (19700); specimens of ivory carving from Canton, and writing
case and materials from Japan (19793), and deposited old Japanese bronze ashreceiver (:20,143), and Japanese swords (19429).
BoLI,MAN, C.H. (Bloomington, Indiana), prese.n ted fourteen new species of American
Myriapods. 20145. (Described in Proceedings of U.S. National Museum, vol. x,
1887, pp. 617-627.)
(See also under Prof. D. S. Jordan, 20145.)
BOLTON, H. CARRINGTON (New York City), presented a photograph of Rev. Joseph
Priestley, D. D. (19981), and specimens of rock salt from Petit Anse, Louisiana
(20043), and deposited a cane presented to Rev. Dr. Priestley by Thomas Jefferson (19982); also a lithograph of the steam-ship Savannah, the first to cross the
Atlantic (20831).
BOND, S. H. (U. S. National Museum), presented a copper coin from Italy. 19604.
BOND, W.R. (Custer City, Dakota), sent limestone for examination and report. 20033.
BONNETT, Hon. PETER. (See under Treasury Depar~ment, U. S. Revenue Marine,
19774.)
BORDINF., J. H. (Green Dale, Virginia), sent hematite, conglomerate of quartz pebbles, limonite, :ind sandstone, for examination and report. 19746.
BOSTON Box-WOOD COMPANY presented a rough section of box~wood. 20588.
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ROSTON SocrnTY OF NATUJ~AL HISTORY on several occa::.ions len t bird ski ns for comparison a1id stndy at the request of the Curator of Birds. (19361, 19451, 19584,
1%99, 19662.)
BOSWELL, R. H. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen of
Red-tailed Hawk, B1iteo bo1·ealis. 20127.
BOSWORTH, G. L. (Holyoke, Massachusetts), presented a photograph of fossil footprints. 19842.
BOULDING, GEORGE ("Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living Raccoon.
20212.

Boumrn, Capt.. Jorn, G., U. S. Army. (See under U. S. Military Academy, 19685.)
BOWEN, AMASA (keeper of life-saving station, Atlantic City, New Jersey), presented
a P~Tgmy Whale, Kogia breviceps, male, in the fl.e&h. 20473.
Bowmis, T. B. (vVinfielcl, Tuscarawas County, Ohio), presented a fl.int knife with
ha,ndle, wrought of one piece. 19631.
BOYLE, C. B. (U.S. Geological Snrvey), presented agate from the vicinity of Laredo,
Texas. 201!18.
BRENNINGER, G. F. (Fort Collins, Colorado), sent bird skins for examination and
report. 10447.
BREWSTER, Miss ('Vashington, District of Columbia), presented a Gray Parrot, in
the flesh. 20~334.
BREWSTER, WILLIAM (Cambridge, Massachusetts), presente<l bi rd skin s from northern
Mexico (19Cl-14) and ninety-four specimens, including twenty-three species, from
Lower California (20039), and kindly leut specimens for comparison and study n.t
the request of the Curator of Birds (19417, 19909, 20788) .
BRICKELL, Miss A. A. (Miami, Dade County, Florida), sent a radiate, .Astrophyton
costo.s111n Seba, for examinat,ion and report. 20374.
BRIDGMAN, A ., jr. (Keokuk, Iowa), presented skin of a swan from Lime L ake, Adams
County, Illinois. (Through M. Meigs.) 20663.
BRILL, J. G., & Co. (Pbiladelpbia, Pennsylvania), presentNl photogmpbs of interior
and exterior of a tram-way sleeping-car built for the "Tramway Rural," Buenos
Ayres. 20472.
BRISTOL, W. I-I. (See under Stevens Institute of Technology, 20797.)
BRITISH MUSEUM. (London, Euglancl), sent meteoric iron in exchange. 1991G.
BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS (Dunkirk, N. Y.), tbrongh M. L . H inman, vice president and treasurer, presented photographs and cyanot,ypes of locomotive with
"Coventry" boiler. 20508.
BROOKS, P. II. (Montevideo, Uruguay), presentecl photographs of seal rookery, Falkland Island; also photographs of Sea-gulls and Penguins. 19517.
BROWN, Al<TJJUR E. (See nnc1er Zoological Society of Pbiladelpbia.)
BROWN, C. G. (Stockton, Utah), sent ore for examination arnl report. 199~9.
BRowx, GEORGE E. ( Alexandria, Virginia), presented a living specimen of Gray Fox,
urocyon 1·irr1illicmus t'irginianus. 20060.
'
BROWN, HERBERT (Tucson, Arizona), presented nests of Ca1npylorhyncl111s br1w11eicapill11s, Harpol'l1y11chus be11direi, II. palmel'i, and .Amphispiza bilinealci (20;-j41,
~06 .:J); rg~s of Pipilo fuscu,'5 mcsole1w118, Pyrn11yn rnbra cooperi, Lanius l11dovicia11us
uc11bitorides, Empi<lo11ax vusillu,, Polioptila pl11mbea, and Dendroica reslira (2047 ),
ancl a. pccimeu of Variegatecl Gecko, Coleonyx variegatwJ (2047 ); also sent bircl '
egg. for 1•xamination (20G' 5, 2070 '.).
BROW.·, ,Jon~ E. ({ . S. Fish Commission), presented a penny of Jamaica, 1 0
1() i:',-t), anrl a living pcc·imcm of, 'er ech 0~"1 (19875).
nnow. ·, J. T. cnravdl:, Alahama), sent in.·ect for name. la320.
Bnow. ·, .J. \Y. (Couf111cncc\, P nn ~ lvania ), pre. entecl skn11 of a cow. 20i14.
Hm,w.·
· 111 tc, Egyptian
· on d ,
• , Mr
• , : •~I • E,. ( ~ 1 w v.1 or k •·t
I y ) , sen t ·111 exchange Arabian
• PW (:um a. 1lrn1J1,
nhan rattl1•, African c~·mbal , Jnc1ian hca.cl <lrnm, Tnrki h
hag-pipe, yri:in tlnt ·, Tnrki-;h c1rn111, anc1 an Apache Jlnte rnacle 1>,· an Tnrliau
1•'. nt < nrli le P1•1111 gylva11ia. (l!l Ii, ·Wo:rn, '202:JU,)
•
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BROWN S. G. (Smithsonian Institution), presented reptile eggs. 20731.
BROWN: W. Q. (through U.S. Geological Survey), presented olivine rock, an~l minerals, mostly genthite. 20303.
BRYANT, WALTER E. (San Francisco, California,) lent bird skins for comparison and
study, at the req nest of the Curator of Birds. 19927.
BU'.\IPUS, L. I. (Auburn, Maine), sent minerals in exchange. 19463.
BUNTING, W. S. ( Jacksonville, Florida), presented a Striped Mullet, jlfogil albula, of
peculiar coloration. 19661.
BURCH,\RT, S., & Co. (Batesville, Mississippi), sent infusorial earth for examination
and report. 19385.
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Maj. J. W. Powell, director, transmitted archawlogical
specimens collected during the fisMl year endin~ Jnne 30, 18tl7 (20~49); photograph of Weh-wah the Zufli priestess set.ting up ''prayer plumes" (19:373); and
arrowheads and shell beads from California (19465).
BURGER, PETER (U. S. National Museum), presented an antique caster with cruets.
;20727.

BURNET, WILLIA:\i (Cincinnati, Ohio), deposited a pair of silver-mounted flint-lock
pistols, once the property of Lafayette. ( lfotnrned.) 19642.
Bu1rns, FRANK (U. S. Geological Survey), presented window-glass sand from Marl- ·
borough, New Jersey (19tl32); twenty-eight specimens of chalcedony, from near
Tampa, Florida (20631); Post-Pliocene sandstone and silicified Miocene coral,
from near Tampa Bay, Florida (20651); and a crab, Libiniaclubia, caught in Tampa
Bay by James Newman (20600).
(See also under United States Geological Survey 195fi4, 1955G, 19849.)
BURNS, W. C. (Austin, Texas), presented .a living specimen of Collared Lizard, Crotapllytits collaris. 20780.
BURKS, W.R. (Concord, Lewis County, Kentucky), preRente<l prebistoric stone implements (19G27, 1D8~4, 20027), and casts of fossil!:1, Conocarclimn and Bellerophon
Michisonia (Hl627); also sent sknll of a horse fur examination and report ( 196~7).
BusH, Mr:-;. A. E. (San Jose, Ca,lifornia), presented a specimen of liquorice root.
(Through A. A. Crozier, Department of Agriculture.) rn:3Cii-3.
BUTLER, A?IWS W. (Brookville, Indiana), presented liird skins, .Arnmodl'mnus sandwichiens-is br11nnescen8 Entler (new subspecies) and Elainea Jallax, new to the
collection (20618); also seut liird skius for exarnrnatiou (20151, 20-138).
BUTLER, E. J. (Enreka, Nevada), Rent rock for examination and report. 20012.
BuTLim, F. H. (London, Englaml), sent minerals. ( 1U88G, 20817.)
BUTLER, Hon. R.R. (House of Representatives), sent ore for examination and report.
20390.

BYINGTON, A. H. (See under George F. Daniels, 20546.)
BYRNE, Dr., U.S. Arrny (throngh U.S. Geological Survey), presented five specimens
of alunogen from Utah. 20069.
CALDWELL, HENRY (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a model of an
ancient Chinese temple. 19754.
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (San Francisco, California) Jent twenty-four
photographs of Easter Island. 19531.
CALIFORNIA STATE MINING BUREAU (San Francisco, California) presented five specimens of colemanite ( 19-197), and sent cast of au iron meteorite from Alaska iu
exchang~ (20321).
CALIFORNIA STATE MINING SCHOOL (San Francisco, California) presented three specimens of linarite from Cerro Gordo, California. 20203.
CALL, R. ELLSWORTH (Des Moines, Iowa), presented a shell, Suocinea obliqua Say,
with parasite at tac lied ( I !)351) ; a collection of fishes and reptiles from the vicinity
of Des Moines ( 19517); fresh-wa1er shells, a fine sprcimen of crinoid column, from
the Carboniferous deposits of Boone County, Missouri, and crnstaceans and worms
from Missouri (19710).
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, Museum of (Cambridge, England), through J.
Clark,
superintendent, sent in exchange bones of extinct tortoises and of didine birds
from Mascarene Islands. 19673.
CAREY, Mrs. MATTIE WARD (Lyells, Richmond County, Virginia), sent marl for examination and report. 19522.
CARLIN, General WILLIAM P., U. S. Army, sent ore for examination and report.
19966.
CARLISLE, N. F. (Round Hill, Virginia), sent epidote and quartz, quartz and decom posed pyrite, and chalcopyrite in quartzose rock, for examination and report.
20744.
CARPENTER, Dr. P. HERBERT (Eton College, Windsor, England), presented crinoids
from the dredgings of H. M. S. Porcupine during the year 1870, among these Pentacrinus wy1,illetlwmsoni from the eastern Atlantic, and Antedon phalangium from
the coast of Tunis. 20483.
CARPENTER, Lieut. W. L., U. S. Army, presented a Gila Monster, Heloderma siispectum
( 19670); two arrowheads from Arizona ( 19759); prehistoric stone implements; reptiles, including Scelopoms, Cnemidophorus, Eutcenia, and Eumeces obsoletus; eggs
of Mimus JJOlyglottus and of Passerinlt crnwma,; White-footed Field Mouse, Hesperom,ys
leucopus, Canon Wren, Catherpes rnexicanus conspersus, and Black-nosed Dace,
Rhinichthys transmontanus ( 19808).
CARR, JAMES (Newark, New Jersey), presented a badgeofLincolnPost, No. 11, G. A. R.,
annual excursion. 19734.
·
CARR, Prof. WILLIAM B. (Leesbnrgh, Virginia) presented a bamboo fish-hook box from
Sand"ich Islands (19607), and rutile crystals and micaceous hematite (20065).
CASE, R. W. (Alba, Umatilla County, Oregon), sent a sample of ore for examination
and report. 20712.
CASTLE, Dr, FREDERICK A. (New York City), presented a collection of proofs made
by himself from wood blocks in bis possession, engraved by Dr. Alexander Anderson. 20801.
CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE (New York City), through W. A. Conklin, superintendent,
presented three living specimens of Gray Monitor Lizard (19476), also two young
tigers in tbe flesh (20010).
CENTURY COMPANY (New York City), through William Lewis Fraser, manager, presented drawings, proofs, and engraved blocks a1Hl plates. (20108, 20196.)
CHADBOURNE, A. P. (Cambridge, Massachusetts), lent bird skins for comparison and
study at the request of the Curator of Birds 20035.
CHALMERS, PATRICK (London, Englanrl), presented a photograph of James Chalmers,
of Dundee, and a fac-simile of adhesive postage-stamp devised by Mr. Chalmers
in 1838 ; also volume relating to the origin of tbe adhesive stamp. 20205.
CHAMBERLAIN, C. W. (Boston, Massachusetts ), sent bird skins, including Otocoris
alpestris and Passercnlus JJ?"inceps, in exchange. 20146.
CnAMPAGNl~, W. W. (Wn.shington, District of Columbia), presented copper coins;
also mint tokens, "U. . No. 6" and "'fontine," and teu-reis piece of Brazil, 1 17.
20536.
CnA SE, G. N. (Lynn, Massachusetts), presented a badge of G. A. R., Gettysburgh,
1 7. 19~78.
CnA ,'I<~, Mrs. M. J. (See under Dr. Isaac Lea, 2042~, 20525.)
CuATARD, Dr. T. M. (U.S. Geological Survey), presented soda crystallizations from
vat at w n's Lak , California. 19755.
' 11 TELLIER, PArL D (Finistcre, France), presented silver coins of Conan III., Duke
of Brittany, of Connt of uingamp, and of Viscount Foulqu s of Anjou. 19495.
'HATFIJ::LD, • ILA (K in gl!ton, N<>w M xico) I! nt ore for examination and report.
1941 .

'
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CHERRIE, GEORGE K. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa), presented bird skius from Iowa, Dakota,
and New York. 20314.
CHICAGO, BUHLINGTO:N' AND QtTINCY RAILROAD (Through G. vV. Rhodes) presented
standard splices, bolts, locks, and nuts. 20810.
CHILDS, F . D. (See under Hinckley Locomotive Works, 20408.)
CHUBB, THOMAS H. (Post Mill Village, Orange County, Vermont), presented a Horsehair Snake, Gordiils sp. (191:344), aud sent fish for examination and report. 194~7.
CHURCH, F. S. (New York City), presented drawings, sketches, and etchings (20277),
and Japanese proof etching, "A Pathetic Story:, (20623).
CHURCH, JOSEPH & Co. (Tiverton, Rliode Island), presented a "natural formation"
from Long Island (19.-336); clams, Mya arenaria., from Portsmouth, Rhode Island;
and a fish, Epinephelus niveatus (19854).
CILLEY, TRISTRAM (Norwich, Conn~cticut), sent diatomaceous earth in exchange.
19827.
CLARK, A. HOWARD (U.S. National Museum), presented a medal of white metal with
heads of Lincoln and Gar.field. 19608.
CLAtm:, Dr. EUGEN"E (Lockhart, Texas), presented medal of International Medical
Congress, held in Washington, Sopteru ber, 1887. l9;j69.
CLARK, G. H. (Selma, Alabama), sent ore for examination and report. 20492.
CLARK, JOHN N. (Saybrook, Connecticut), sent birds' eggs and birds' nests in excbange. 19382.
CLARK, J. W. (See nuder Cambridge University, Museum of, 19673.)
CLARKE, Prof. F. W. (U.S. Geological Survey), ·sent two Corean postage-stamps in
exchange. 20142.
CLARKE, THOMAS B. (See under Angnstus St. Gau dens, 20084.)
CLEVELAND, Hou. GROVER presented a living specimen of Golden Eagle from Tennessee. 20050.
CLEVELAND, VANNOY (Green ville, South Carolina), presented a French musket, flint,
an<l steel, captured from the British forces by Jesse Vannoy, at the battle of
King's Mountain, 1780. 19953.
CLITHERALL, GEORGE BuRGWIN (Mobile, Alabama), presented a sword (Toledo blade)
presented to Dr. G. C. Clitherall, U. S. Army, in war of 1812; ah,o, original aud
copy of a note from Hon. Joel R. Poinsett to Dr. Clitherall. 20031.
CLOSSON, WILLIAM,B. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented wood-engraving proofs by
the donor. 208:t7.
COALE, H. K. (Chicago, Illinois), presented bird skins from South America and from
India. 19:393.
•
COCKRAN, A. W. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a living specimen of
Brazilian Macaw. 20111.
COCKCROFT, J.M. (Croton L~nding, Hudson River, New York), sent plaut for name.
19521.
COCKERELL, THEODORE D. A. ('West CliO', Colorado), presented insect~, .miscellaneons
lots (19691, 20075); a collection of shells, iuclnding Helix cooperi Say, two Caddis
worm cases, Lirnn<.ea, Pupilla, Vertigo, and Sphrerimn; White-footed Mouse, Hesperoniys leucopus; Yellowstone Trout, Salrno sp., too young for specific identification, and moss, Hypnum sp. (19697), Ornate Lizard, Uta ornata; and Six-lined
Lizard Cne1nidophorus stxlineatns, from Plateau Creek, Colorado (20075; and sent
a, large collection of insects (19861), and a stone containing the cast of a shell,
Succinea pfeiffe1·i Rosem, var. virescens Cockerell, for examination and report
(20075).
COE, Dr. HENRYW. (Mandan, Dakota), presented prehistoric stone implement. 20253.
COFFIN, Hon. C. E. (Muirkirk, Maryland), preseuted Routh Carolina phosphate, crystalized iron ore, aud slag. 20002.
COFFY, JOHN (Cheney, Kansas), sent fossil canal of Cluetetes sp., for examination
and report. 20392.
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COLBURN, Dr. G. F. I. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a pocket-knife
and an old spear-head, found on the battle-field of Ticonderoga. 19846.
COLUOUER, E. H. (Perryville, Arkansas), sent ore for examination and report. 19561.
COLLETT, Prof. JOHN (Indianapolis, Indiana), presentec1 two specimens of Upper Devonian fossils, Zaphrenti.s colletti, from Crab Orchard, Kentucky. 19983.
COLLETT, R.H. (Staunton, Virginia), presented a specimen of galena. 20250.
COLLINS, Capt. J. W. (See nnder Fish Commission, United States, 19588.)
COLORADO SMELTING COMPANY (Pueblo, Colorado) presented coke and slag. 20021.
COLSON, JAMES M. (Petersburgh, Virginia), sent minerals for examination and report.
19721.
COLTON, 0. B. (Fort Worth, Texas), sent insect.s for exa mination and report. 20447.
COLT'S PATENT FIRE-ARMS MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Hartford, Connecticut) deposited a lightning rifle of heavy caliber. 20814.
Col\rns, J. (Caperton, West Virginia), sent rock for examination and report. 19541,
20013.
CONANT, AMBROSE (Big Rnn, Ohio), sent ore for examination and report. 19391.
CONKLIN, W. A. (See under Central Park Menagerie.) 19476.
CONRAD, L. (Stoutsville, Ohio), sent quartz, metallic iron, sandstone, mica, and schist
(19906); and black mica, quartz, and an ore of iron (19960), for examination
and report.
COONEY, M. (Cooney, New Mexico), presented fiber, together with some woven snbRtance, from an Aztec min at Pleasanton, Socorro County. 20144.
COOPER, W. B. (U. S. National Museum), presented model of float for" night" or
'' witch lamp," also model of antique candle extinguisher. 20771.
COOPER, W. F. (Bristol, Tennessee), sent clay colored by bitnminons matter for examination and report. 19760.
COQUILLET, D. W. (Los Angeles, Califomia), p.resented a collection of Diptera,
consisting mostly of Bombyliidre from C~tlifornia., or adjaeent localities, and
very largely typical of species descrilJed by Mr. Coqufllet. 20336.
CORRINE, LEVERETT (New Hurley, New York), sent clay, for examination and report.
20675.
CORY, CHARLES B. (Boston, _Massachnsetts), presented reptiles from Old Providence
Island, West Indies (193(:i~), and Mocking-bird, Mimit-8 r11.agni.rost1·is, from St.
Andrew's IHI and ( 19674); lent bird skins for comparison and !:!tudy at the reqiwst
of the Cnrator of Birds (H>926); and sent bird skins for exalllination and report
(19360, 19838, 19839).
COTMAN, H. J. (Cedar Glades, Arkansas), sent ores for examination and report.
19:398.
COUMBE, EPPA HUNTON" (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living Oppossum. 20201.
CRAWFORD, Prof. A. (Theological Seminary, Fairfax County, Virginia), deposited a
cast of "The Egg of Sargon." 20826.
CRAWFORD, MARION" (Kahok,t, Missouri), presented prehistoric stone impleU1ents,
twenty-seven specimens, from Clark aucl Lewis counties, Missouri; ten of the e
aro paleolithic. 202G2.
CREEL, H. M. (Devil's Lake, Dakota), presented ethnological objects: shield, war
lrnnn et, <p1iver, bow and twenty arrows, knife, tomahawk, pair of saddle-bag·,
hlack stoiw pip and tem, headed ponch of the Chippewas, sw.tn-w ing fan and
deer- ·all (colorecl), rPcl stouo tomahawk-pipe and stem, tobacco-hag, gun-cover
crookeil lance, f<>atltcr ornament , harp's caruine, lrnife-scauuanl, papoose bonn t, 'hip1'. ·w: toha ·co-bag, awl-case, 1-1trnw-1lauce sash, Chipp w:L pnncb, pair
of mo ·ca ·11 1., ornament (c:011taining n111hili<'al cor<l), Chey •mie ta,rge1, :irrow.,
hr a t-orna 1111·nt, e: tw macle ,,f willow-root, re1l stono pip , rt><l. Iott<' ltorsP-pipe
· o<l h•m, 'htpp, w: ponc:h, l:u·1·0. • fltick, ancl MJnaw hreast-ornament. 20615.
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CROSBY, W. O. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented c:rn1cedon:y from Tampa Bay,
:Florida· Carboniferous sandstone from Tiverton, Rhode Island; and pyrite concretions' from Newfoundland (19528) ; -and sent phonolite from Black Hilis, Dakota, in exchange (lt1750).
CRoss, WHITMAN. (See under Interior, Department of the, U. S. Geological Survey,
20156.)
CROWKHITI<~, A.H. (Denver, Colorado), sent ore for examination and report. 19667.
l Roznm, A. A. (See under Mrs. A. E. Bush, 19368.)
CUMMDIGS, W. F. (Dallas, Texas), presented fossil coal, and Carboniferous fossils.
(Through Prof. R. T. Hill.) 19858.
CUNNINGHAM, C. W. (tbrongh U.S. Geological Survey), presented antlerite and barite from Arizona. 20:~39.
CUNNINGHAM, Howard C. (Fort Klamath, Oregon), sent insect, for name. 19895.
CURRIE, J.M. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a silver coin of Brazil,
Peter II., 1867. 19i94.
CURTIS, PATRICK (Granger ville, Idaho), sent ores for examination and report. 19438.
CuTL1m's ART STORE (New Haven, Connecticut). (See under Prof. C. U. Shepard,
20026.)
DALL, W. H. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented a chromo-lithograph illustrating
the origin of the Stars and Stripes (:20646); also two hundred and fifty specimens
of molluski, (20723.)
(See also under Interior, Department of the, U. S. Geological Survey, 20733.)
DANIELS, GEORGE F. (Oxford, Massachusetts), sent stone implements for examination
an.d report. 20i'i46.
DAVENPORT ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES (Davenport, Ohio) presented prehistoric stone implements: Five paleolithic implements, six scrapen,, two rude arrowheads, n.rnde, notched implement, and a leaf-shaped implement, from Iowa;
three rude spear-beads, four scrapers, and two rude arrowheads, from Illinois; a
rude implement and a leaf-shaped implement, from southern Wisconsin; a small
cutting implement, from Utah; a small arrowhead, from Dakota; two sma,11
chipped celts aud two arrowheads, from Georgia; eight small, rude paleolithic
implements, from Alabama; six small, rude implements, a leaf-shaped implement,
two small cutting or scraping implements, a trimmed flake, a leaf-shaped cutting implement, and a cutting tool with stem, from Arkansas. Fifty-two specimens. 20751.
DAVIDSON, W. M. (McElmo, Utah), sent pottery, three vessels dug from cliff-houses
situated ou the south slope of the Sierra Abajo, in exchange. 20725.
DAVIS, Miss DEBORAH D. (Lynchburgb, Virginia), presented a Methodist hymn book.
Uli72.
DAVIS, ERWIN. (See under Augustus St. Gaudens, 20084.)
DA vis, How ARD B. (Reading, Pennsylvania), presented prehistoric stone implements,
twenty-two specimens. 20210.
DAVIS, H.J. (Davis, Massachusetts), presented a specimen of chalcopyrite. 19:~80.
DAVIS, 0. V. (Mandan, Dakota), presented a living specimen of Red Fox. 1986\J.
DAY, Mrs. C. C. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited commissions to Davi(l
Cathcart, one signed by President Andrew Jackson, the other by President Yau
Bureu; also a proclamation by President Jackson, December 10, 1832: "Onr
Union must be preserved." 20090.
DAY, Dr. D. 'f. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented rutile from Chester County,
Pennsylvania (19902); also glassware (20524).
(See also under W. H. Beck, 20139.)
DE LA MATER, L. M. (.Flushing, South Carolina), presented fossil cetacean vertel>rre,
from the phosphate beds of South Carolina. 20370.
DELANEY, PATRICK (Gloucester, Massachusetts); presented a specimen of fish, Chi-mcera affinis. 19901.
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DELAWARE AND HUDSON CANAL COMPANY (through H. G. Young, assistant president
and general manager) presented a model of the locomotive "Stourbridge Lion,"
first locomotive coustructed in the United States (1!1901.); also walkiug-beam, four
driving-wheel tires aud three track-centers belonging to the original locomotive
"Stourbridge Lion" (:W761).
DEMONET, Mme., & SON (Washington , District of Columbia), presented a cat, Felis
domesticus, in the flesh. 19::!65.
DENHAM, CHARLES S. (East Pepperell, Massachusetts), sent eggs of a neuropterons
insect, probably those of an Ephemerid or "May fly," for examination and report.
19513.
DENHAM, JENNIE L. (Richfield, Kansas), sent glass or slag for examination and report . 197~8.
DENTON, S. W. (Wellesley, Massachusetts), sent bird skins.

20786.

DERBY, ORVILLE A. (See under National Museum, Rio de Janeiro, 20192.)
DEVENGER, GEORGE W. (Brooklyn, New York), presented larva of Callidiitmante11natum, found in a piece of kindling-wood. 20562.
DEVEREAUX, J. (Raleigh, North Caroliua), sent plant for name. 19687.
DEVINNE, THEODORE L. (New York City), presented impressions from a wood-cut
illustrating overlaying; together with printed explanations. 20264.
DILLER, J. S. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented fluorite and calcite on limestone,
from Greason, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania (20206); also fulgerite on hypersthene basalt, from Oregon; and fu1gerite on andesite, from Little Ararat, in
Armenia (20367).
(See also under John Miller, 20366.)
DITHRIDGE FLINT GLASS COMPANY (New Brighton, Pennsylvania) presented four
wine-glasses, three glass globlets, and a cut-glass pickle-dish. ,20686.
Dix, Miss D. L. (deceased). (Through Dr. W.W. Godding, Superintendent of the
Government Hospital for the Insane.) Beq nest of a small collection of geological
specimens; also arrow-heads from Oregon ; fossil shells and deposits from an
artesian well. 19890.
DOAN, C. F. (,Doan's, Texas), sent mascasite for examination and rep?rt. 20005.
DOANE, W. H. (Cincinnati, Ohio), sent idols, supposed to be of Aztec origin. 20647.
DoDGI", WALLACE H. (Mishawaka, Indiana), presented a pierced ceremonial object.
19706.
DONA{osoN, THOMAS (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented invitation card to
President Lincoln's inauguration ball, 1865; various United States Mint tokens;
also Canada" Wellington" token (19467); plates from "American Art Review"
(20265); and Pennsylvania Bi-Centennial medal, 1882; and a campaign badge of
Cleveland and Hendricks (20320).
DOUGAL, W. H. (Washingtou, District of Colnmbia), presented eight engmvings by
the donor. 20627.
Dou GLAS, A. B. (Eustis, Maine), sent the skin of a male Moose. 20(llfi.
DRAKE, Mrs. JAME H.! presented a larva of Enipretia stinutlea; found near \Varrenton, Virginia. Ul529.
Dr. J. N. (Smithville, Tennes ee), pres nted a collection of articles from a
wound near, mith\'ille. 19606.

DRAKE,

nE ER, I-~. B. (London, England), sent in excbaug bird skins, twenty-one sp cim n , nmet en P<'Ci ~, chiefly from Europe. 199il.

nEw, •·II. (Wanrrnnni, '<'w Z •alancl),. cnt fo.·!.ilf:I from the \Vangnnni l>euf:I (Plio, n ) in e. cl1, ngc. HJ, · .
I t>1.1.Y, .'.

(.' , 1 ltn<l 'l ,J. 1.

John. on, 20:-,;;1.)
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DuGES, Prof. A. (Guanajuato, Mexico), contributeu the following collectionsBums: Carpodacus mexicanus, Euetheia pusilla, Volatinia splendens, Calamospiza
rnelanocorys, Icterus bu Uoclci, Dendrornis eburneil'ostris, Zenaidura macrou1·a,
Falco columbarius, Buteo borealis calurus, Strix pratincola, Magascops asio
trichopsis, Gallinago delicata, Ereunetes ocoide'iitalis, and Larus del ,,warensis.
INSECTS: Lepidoptera-Anemeca ehrenbergii; Diptera-LuciUa cwsa1· L., Lucilia
sp.?, Tabanus lineata, Tabanus sp.? (near trispetus Will.), Scoliopelta (allied to
l·u,teipes Will.), Odontomiyia binota Lw., Microstyluni sp.?, Conops sp.?, Psilopus
(allied to sipho Say), Dolichopus sp.?, Belvoisia bifasciata Fabr. ; HernipteraSerphus dilatatus Say (a species very close to our Corixa harrisii Uhler),
Piratus biguttatus Say, P<X!cilocapsus lu11atus L.; Homoptera-Cicada (near
auletes·Germ.), two Cicadas (species unknown), Proconia sp.1; Ortl.J.opteraAnisolabia mariti111a Bon., Spongophira sp. ?; Hymenoptera-.dnthophora niarginata Sm., Agapostemon sp.? (near atricornis), Pheidole sp. !, Carnponotus victinus Mayr. (variety of), Pheidole (near bergi Mayr.), Liometopum sp.?, Polistes
sp.?, Lissonota?, Sclerode1·1na sp. ? (a Bethylid), Pepsis rnarginata Burm.; Neuroptera-Two species of Termes not in our collection.
F1snEs: Menidia humboldti, Hudsonius altus, Characodon ferrugineus, C. atripinnis,
and 0. vnriatus ?.
REPTILES : Cinoste1·1wm rostellwn and C. integrum.
PLANT: Chara fragilis Desv.
MEADOW MOUSE, Arvicola quasiaster; also skull of specimen of the same species.
SuELLS: Helix, Anodo11ta and corals, echinoderms, crustaceans, etc. 20097.
DULY, A. A. (U. S. National Museum), presented a chalcedony pebble taken from a
drill well under the southwest pavilion of the Museum Building (20071), an
oyster, Ostrea virginica, from Cornfield Harbor, Virginia (202:31), and a specimen
of marble from the Temple of Diana (20594); also gave rocks in exchange (19860).
DUNNINGTON, 1". P. (University of Virginia), presented minerals. 20105.
Du Pm1:, D. A. (Spartanburgh, Sou~li Carolina), sent metallic iron for examination and
report. 19586.
DURAND, JOHN (Paris, France), presented progressive proofs from A. B. Durand's engraving of Vanderlyn's ·'Ariadne." 20278.
DWIGHT, THEODORE F. (Ward, Delaware County, Pennsylvania), deposited pamphlet
bouml in glass folios, "Original Association of Congress, October 20, 1774,"
signed by forty-two delegates of the several colonies. 20719.
DYCHE, D. T. D. (Lebanon, Ohio), presented prehistoric stone implements, forty-five
specimenA, from Warren County, Ohio. 20174.
EAGLE, B. M. (Marietta, Pennsylvania), presented a lichen, Cladonia pulchella. 19502.
EAS'1ERDAY, WILLIAM D. (Leesburgh, Virginia), presented a sandstoue concretion.

2orn4.

EATON, J.M. C. (Irvington, New Jersey), presented a pouch of the Opossum, Diifelphys
virginiana (19466) and pupa of Macrosila carolina (19501).
EBEHLE, EUGENE E. (Gainesville, Texas), sent a piece of pork infested with animalculre, for examination and report. 20176.
ECHAURREN, FRANCISCO (through Carlos Zanartu, consul for Chili at Paris, France),
presented a medal comruemoratiug the war between Chili and Peru 1879-1883.
HJ961.

ECKFELDT, Dr. J. W. (Phila,lelpbia, Pennsylvania), sent a collection of mosses aud
lichens from Germauy in exchange. 19744.
EDWARDS, VINAL N. (Wood's Holl, Massachusetts), presented a Tiger Salamander,
Amblystoma tigrininn. 19727.
(See also under Fish Commission, United States.)
ELLIOTT, F. 0. (Catawba, Springs, North Carolina), sent carved implements of so?pstoue, for examination and report. (Ret,urned.) 20506.
ELLIH, CHARLES ROLAN1> ( Washington, District of Colu1111Jia), presented au AlHgator,
.Alligator mississippiensis, in the flesh . 20765 1
· ·
·
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ELLIS, J. FHANK (U. S. Fish Commission), sent living specimens of Opossum, Gray
Fox, Barreu Owl, and Raccoou. 19866.
ELLIS, L. H. (Wilmington, Ohio), preReuted insects. 20522.
ELLSWORTH, E. W. (East Windsor Hill, Connecticut), presented samples of chipped
wiudow-glm,s. 20179.
ELY, TIIOMAS N. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad Company, 20561.)
Ei\1MONS, S. F. (See under Interior, Department of the, U. S. Gt>.ological Survey,
20047, 20156.)

E:\ION"S, C. T. (Columbia, Pennsylvania), presented a fragment of a clay vessel rep·
resenting a bird's head, from Lancaster county, Pennsylvania; also a soap-stone
vessel representing a hnrnau face, from Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (20482);
anu sent fourteen arrowheads, hammer-stone, two grooved axes, celt., pestle, two
notched sinkers, stone bead, bone perforator, jaw-bone of a deer, elk's tooth, bear's
tooth, brass pendant, iron hatchet, etc., in exchange (19820).
ENGLISH, G. L., & Co. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), sent smoky quartz crystals and
a crocidolite-qnartz paper-weight. 20815.
ERDTi\'IANN, W. & H. (New York City), presented lithographs of paper cnrr~ncy of
various countries, from the "Graphische Ki.inste." 202:37.
ESTES, E. D. (Corning, Arkansas), presented specimens of Dynastes tityus. 19366.
EUSTIS, Mrs. J, B. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented two living specimens of Barred Owl. :-!0778.
EVERETT, Mrs. J. H. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented pearls from common oyster. 20476.
FAETZ, Mrs. A. M. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a miniature watch
brought from Austria twenty-five years ago, and supposed to be a hundred years
old; also a scarf-pin from Italy, brought to America fifty years ago. 1954i.
FAIRBANKS, E. & T., & Co. (St. Johnsbury, Vermont,), presented a µair of prescription scales. 207:38.
FALCONER, J. M. (Brooklyn, New York), presented two Baxter oil-prints. 20666.
FARIS, LAFAYETTJi; (Washington, Dist,rict of Columbia), presented prehistoric stone
implements, nine specimens, from Highland County, Ohio. 19771.
FARRER, HENftY (New York City), presented nine etchings by the donor (20284); also
illustrated catalogue of the N. R Etcbiug Club Exhibition, 1888 (20;j90).
FAUCHER, G. L. (West Winsted, Connecticut), presented prehistoric stone implements. 19852.
FILLEBROWN, F. E. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented eight proofa of wood engravings by the donor. 20829.
FISCHER, Dr. HENRI A. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a cut amethyst,, from the Hartz Mouutains, Germauy. 20404.
FISH COM:\IISSlON, UNITED STATES, transmitted through Col. Marshall McDonald,
Co111U1issionerBirds' nests and birds' egge: Qniscalns q11isc11-la, Q. major, Men1la rnigl'atoria,
Molothrus ate1·, n ·endroica wstiva, Agclaius phm11ieeus, Setophaga rnticilla, Seiunts
a1woeapillns, ll!felo3piza faseiuta, Spizella social is, Pireo 1101.:cboraae,11sis, V. olfoace11s, Cornpsothlypis amerieana, Clivieola l'ipw·ia, Cheliilo11 erythrogaster, Ceryle
aleyo11, Slel'lla do1igalli, S. paradiscea, and S. ltirn11clo. (Through Vinal N.
Erl ward', Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.) 1D426.
Bones of 'rea.t Auk, Alea impennis. These represent severa,l hundred individual ,
and ten ot· twelve complete skeletons can be con~tructe<l from them. The
r at Ank became extinct about fif'ty years ago. This collection of its bone
is the larrre. tin tho world. Seventy-two skeleton and alcoholic specimen
f hinl., mo. tly a fowl, aucl many embryos of the same. Birds' egg : Slen1a
parnclisll'a (al o s ven uc t ), Uria troile, Alea to1'da, Sula bassana, Fraterc11la
arl'lica, Ri a ti-idactyla, and Orea11odrumci !(,11,·orhort.
A lar"n
l'Ollt· t ion of I irl
·1
p·
I
,.,
'
J 1 • ClllS.
'IS JCS: o .~ /IWl'/11/ IIIOJ'fla.r, Cf<'IIOl(/bJ'lt-9 adxpenwR
/'ltt1n1111· •/1•11 (/11/l'l'i('(ll "' II , (' uII 11s 1 · 11pi11,1-~11-~, '. 8co1·pi11.~, 'a fn,fi111111 Jo11l111ci
. l',. ,
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FISH C0MMISSIO:-r, UNITED STATES-Continued.
Sal-mo salal', Phycis (juv.), Murmnoides gunnellus, Gasterosteiis acnleatus, and
Gadus sp., from Newfoundland. Three skins, four skulls, and one alcoholic
specimeu of the Meadow Mouse, Arvicola riparius. Rocks from New Bruuswick, Newfo nudland, Magdalen, and adjacent islands. Copper ores from
Newfouudland. Echinoderms, star-fishes, ~ea, anemones, aud crustaceans.
Shells : among them Natica heros. Fossil shells from Pere Island, Canada,
among these: Spirifera, Chronetes, / Eidospis, and Dal1no11ites. Plants. (Collected durino- the cruise of the U.S . Fish Commission schooner Grampus in the
summer of 1887, by Capt. J. W. Collins, of tlle U. S. Fi8h Commission, and
MessrsF. A. Lucas ancHYilliam Palmer, of the U.S. National Museum.) 19588.
Fishes: One uew Notacanthid and one new Ceratiid, and numerous collE:ct.ions
from surface and deep water. 19640.
Fish, Thyrnallus tricolo1·; also cray-fishes, from Wytheville, Virginia. 19653.
Crabs, star-fishes, sea-urchins, and shrimps, from the vicinity of Great Egg Harbor, New Jersey. (Collected by Dr. T. H. Bean.) 19659.
Rainbow Trout, Salnw ii'ideus, from Wytheville, Virginia. 19713.
A small collection of fishes from ·w ood's Holl, Massachusetts. Parasites and
worms. (Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 19727.
Two liviug specimens of the Great Blne Heron, Ardea hetod-ias, from Havre-deGrace, Maryland. (Through J.E. Browu.) 19873.
Fishes: Clupea wstivalis, and numerous young specimens of the fishes common to
the coast of Massachusetts. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.) 19893.
· Birds; (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.) (19908, 19942,
19945, 19954, 20232, 20517.)

Bird, Urinato1· i1nber. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.)
19910.
A living specimen of the Rough-legged Hawk, A1·chibnteo lagopus sancti-jol1annis.
(Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, l\fassachusetts.) . 19925.
Spotted Cat-fish, Ictalurus punctat11s. 19U48.
:Fish, Biibalichthys sp., from the Mississippi River. 19984.
Marine invertebrates, including Mollusks, two hundred and thirty lots: Crustaceans, worms, ascidians, 'Lryozoans, echinod~rms, crelenterates, and sponges.
Collected during the summer of 18tl7, chiefly by the U. S. :Fish Comrnission
steamers ..:llbatross and Fish Hawk. Diptera: Pupa of Culicid, from Wood's
Holl, Massachus~·tts. 20000.
Fishes: Stolephorus, Serranl1s atrarius, Cynoscion 1·egale, Pomatornus saltatrix, and
Stenotomus argyrops. Ja,w of Sand Shark. Eggs of shark. Parasit,es, worms,
and objects from surface towiugs. Seal-skin infested with lice. Two turtles.
(Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, .Massachusetts.) 20008.
Lobsters and star-fishes from ·wood's Holl, Massachusetts. Fishes: Plem·onectes,
Micror1cidus, Mnrcenoides, Cottus, Hemitripterns, 1'antoga, Fund11lus, Osniertis,
and lclalurus punctatus. 20079.
Piece of glass, :five-sixteenths of an inch thick, broken by birds flying against it
at Sankaty Head light-house, Massachnsf\tts, October 28, 1883. 201~0.
Fishes: Solectv11lgaris, Phyvis, Centropristis atrnrius, and Onos cimb1·ins, from Wood's
Holl, Massachusetts. Feathers taken from the stomach of a Grebe. Intestinal worms, objects from surface to wings, crnstaceau parasite1-, etc. (Through
Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.) 20125.
Bird skins, Larus clelaware11sis, two specimens. (Through Vinal N. Edwards
Wood's Holl, Massachusetts .) 20131.
A small collection of very young fishes common to ·wood's Holl. Massachusetts.
Birds: La'l'ti8 d<'la,warensis, L. a1·ge11latn.s sinithso11ian11s, Rissa, tridactyla, Podilymbn.q podiceps, H£ire1cla glacialis, Mergus serrator, and Somate1·ia molliss·i ma.
(Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 20:-257,
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FISH COMMISSION, UNITED STATES-Continned.
Bird skins: Oidernia deglandii and Plectrophenax nivalis. 20317.
Specimens of the Red Cross-bill, Loxia curvirostra, and the Piue Siskin, Spin us
pinus. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.) 2040:'l.
A set of the publications of the U. S. Fish Commission exhibited at the London
Fisheries Exhibition. 20411.
Red Polls: .Acanthis linaria and .A. l. holbcelUi. (Through Vinal N. Edwards,
Wood's Holl, MassachuHetts.) 20414.
Porpoise, Lagenorhynchus ac1-1,tus, from ..Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. (Through
Vinal N. Edwards.) 20H37.
Birds from Wood's Ho11, Massachusetts. (Through VinalN. Edwards.) 20643.
Sturgeon, Acipense1· sturio, from Fort Washington, Maryland. 20t559.
Dusky Shearwater, Puffinus stricklandi, from Wood's Holl, Massachusetts.
(Through Vinal N. Ed wards.)- 2067:3.
Porpoise, Lagenorhynchus acntus. 20680.
A living epeciroenof Loon. (Through Vinal N. Eel wards, Wood's Ho11, Massachusetts.) 20737.
(See also uncler Capt. Z. L. Tanner, 19397; Messrs. Skinner & Sons, 20547.)
F1smrn, Dr. A. K. (Department of Agriculture), presented eleven birds'nest~ and
eighty-five birds'eggs (19758); two specime11s of Red-tailed Hawk, Buteo borealis,
from Sandy Spring, Maryland (19863, 20432), and a living specimen of American.
Cross-bill (20169).
·
FLAXMAN, H. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), presented specimens of nnbaked pottery,
showing different stages in the manufacture of au inkstand. 20558.
FLEMING, J. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented vessels and toys, from near
Armenia, Salvador; from the collection of A. J. Sherzer; also fragments of pottery, from Salvador (19701); and Indian arrows, from Costa Rica (19819).
FLETCHER, Dr. ROBERT, U. S. Army (Army Medical Museum), presented an agate
sea,l .. haudle •. 20080.
FOLSOM, Dr. J. W. (Atoka, Indi:111 Territory), !lent indurated clay for examination
and report. 19434.
FOOTE, A. K (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), sent a collection of minerals. (A portion
of the collection was purchased.) 20516.
FORBES, R. B. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented water-colors and photographs of
ships (20441); two mouels of life-boats (20704); and a model of boat provided with
adjustable wheels for transportation overland; a device of the donor (208:H).
FORBUSH, E. H. (Worcester, Massachusetts), lent bird skins for comparison and
stncly at the request of the Curator of Bmls. 20576.
FORD, :FRANK (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen of
Loon, Colymbus torquatus. 20453.
FORHE TELL, JAMES (Bozeruao, Montana), sent a collection of rocks. 20186.
F0itRISTER, GEORGE B. (New York City), presented a decoction of the leaves and
root of a plant, a supposed anticlole for the bite of rattlesnake. 19928.
Fon BERG & MURRAY. (See nuder R. J. Thompson, 19636.)
F TER Mr . MARY F. (WasliingtoJ1, District of Columbia), presented an Undulated
Gra. 8 Ptirrak<· t, .il-lelop.\itlacus w1dnlatus. 1955 .
Fox, Dr. W. II. ( \ a liington, Di. trict of Columbia), presented eleven specimen of
bircl , n•pre nting ight pecies (1966 ) ; also sixty-five specimens of bir<ls from
Holli , ~ew Ilamp1-1hir (10704).
l-'n , ·· ·1 , .Jo.-i~PH ( \Va. hington, DiHtric:t of 'olnml.>ia), presented a piece of timber
trnm the hip . l!Jrsltire, wn·c:k ·cl 011 tl1e coa. t of Nnv Jersey . 20:l!Jl.
l HA .It
( '11 l'I I
\ ( t
.
\\' 1·s t 111111. •;;), i;eut h:i11mm of l'terocurpus <lraoo,
• • .., • • • ••
• • • • 0 111111~0,
11 I It a 't ot t pl· 111, 10!' (• a111ination :t11cl n:pO!'t
206!)8,
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FRASER, S. S. (Georgetown, South Carolina), presented fruit of Phytilephas macrocarpa. 20087.
FRASEH, WILLIAM LEWIS. (.See under Century Company, 20108, 20196.)
FREE'.,IA::V, F. L. (Bal timore, Maryland), presented photograph of asphalt diggings
at Port Spain, Trinidad. 20452.
PRE.SCH & KENNEY (Salmon City, Idaho), sent fossil bones for examination and report. 20655,
FRENCH, CHARLES E. (Jacksonville, Texas), sent sand for examination and report.
20682,

FRESHWATER, J. (Loudonville, Ohio), presented a leaf-shaped stone implement. 20189.
FRITScrr, E. (New York City), presented alabaster from England, breche violette
marble from Italy, and onyx from Mexico. 19678.
FROST, L. L. (Susanville, California), presented prehistoric stone implements, twelve
specimens. 20462.
FRY, Capt. F. G. (New Orleans, Louisiana), sent the skeleton of a Gorilla. 20532.
FURGUESON, T. E. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented the trunk of a sapling with a rock ingrown. 19936.
GALE, DENNIS (Gold Hill, Colorado), presented birds' eggs, a valuable collection
containing rare species; also birds' nests and bird skins. 19970.
GALLAHER, J. W. (Pulaskivi110, Ohio), presented a badge of the .Fourteenth Regiment,
Ohio National Guard. 19613.
GALVIN, CHARLES D. (New· York City), sent a water-worn fragment of hydrated sesqnioxide of iron for examination andreport. 20032.
GAiVL\GR:, A. T. (Damariscotta, Maine), presented prehistoric stone implements. 20251.
GANT, A. (Washington 1 Dlstrict of Columbia), presented a Red-shouldered Hawk, Biiteo lineatus, from Eastern Branch, Maryland. 19657.
GANT, CHARLES B. (Wa»hington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen
of Loon, from Colonial Beach, Potomac River. 20259.
GARDNER, Dr. P. (Gallipolis, Texas), sent a clay concretion, supposed to be a petrified
mammal, for examination and report. 19932.
GARNER, R. L. (Salem, Virginia), presented magnetite crystals from Virginia.
19907.

GARRISON, H. L. (CedarsYille, New Jersey), presented fulgurites. 2013:3.
GAWTHORP, J.E. (Huttonsville, West Virginia), sent ore for examination and report.
20501.

GAY, Dr. C. A. (Lewistou, Idaho), presented a pair of antlers of the Mule Deer,
Cariacus 1nacrotis, in the velvet; also sent a liviug specimen of Mule Deer.
19878.

GEDZ, AUGUST (Washington, Dilitrict of Columbia), presented a living specimen of
Screech Owl from Maryland. 20098.
·
GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTOHY SURVEY OJ? CANADA lent fossils for comparison
and study at the request of the Curator of Paleozoic Fossils. 19951.
GEOHGE, J. A. (See under Russell Thorpe, 20082.)
GEirn, J.E. (Riceville, Wisconsin), presented prehistoric stone implements: three
flakes, three cutting impleme11ts, four scrapers, one perforator, six spear-heads,
fifty-seven arrowheads, one pierced tablet, and five leaf-shaped implements;
also fossils, mostly corals, from the Niagara formation (Upper Silurian). 20653.
GE~NERD, J. M. M. (Muncy, Lycoming County, Pennsylvauia), presented prebit,toric
stone implements, one hundred. and fifty specimens. 20191.
GERRARD, EDWARD (London, England), sent specimens of Simia satyrns, ml:lJe and female, in exchange. 20oi7.
GIFFORD, R. SWAIN (New York City), presented fourteen etchings by the donor.
20285.
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GILBERT, Prof. CHARLES H. (Cincinnati, Ohio), presented a collection of fishes from

the vicinity of Cincinnati.

20670.

GILDER, RICHARD W. (See under Augustus St. Gaudens 20084.)
GILLIAM, R, (Petersburgh, Virginia), presented a "Queen Anne" shilling of Great
Britain, lil 1. 20387.
GILLILAND, A. L. (Mead Centre, Kansas), presented a photograph of an "idol" from
New Mexico. 19392.
GLENN AN, Dr. P. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen
of Virginia Deer, Cariacus virginianus, from Florida. 20464.
GoDMAN, M. M. (Dayton, Columbia County, Washington), sent ore for examination
and report. 19735.
GODMAN, T. D., and O. SALVIN (London, England), presented a valuable collection
of Coleoptera, containing named Carabidce and Longicornia from Central Am~rica, determined by H. W. Bates and typical of many of the species described m
the '' Biologia Centrali Americana." 20007.
GOFF, Hon. N. (See under Jacob Whitlach, 20426.)
GOLDEN, R. A. (Washington, District of Columbia)~ presented a specimen of Trigger
Fish, Bal'istes ca_pl'iscus, from Virginia Beach. 20724.
GOLDFUSS, OTTO (Halle an der Saale, Germany), sent ninety species of land and
fresh-water shells from Asia Minor, Greece, and the Crimea. 20372.
GOODALL, F. H. (\Vashington, District of Columbia), presented a fragment of a 100pound shell, found imbe<lded in a sycamore tree on the farm of J. S. Fenwick.
near Washington, a relic of the war of 1861-'65. 20811.
GOODE, G. BROWN (Assistant Secretary, Smithsonian Institution, in charge of United
States National Museum), presented a Wood Thrush, Tu1·dus niustelirius, killed by
flying against the telegraph wires in Smithsonian grounds (19568); a Wood
Rabbit, Lepus sylvaticus, from th~ District of Coluwbia (20580); and au Arkansas
bowie-knife (20757); deposited old Japanese armor, consisting of two cnirasses,
two taces (odd), two pairs epauliers (mates), one pair braissarts, one pair greaves,
two greaves (odd), one piece of brassart, one convre de nuque, one flat helmet,
a.nd two neck pods, nineteen pieces in all (20368); and purchased, on behalf of
.e Museum, lacquerware, porcelain, and bronzes (201H7).
Goss, N. S. (Topeka, Kansas), presented two new species of Sula (two spe~imens of
each) from Califoruia; also eggs of Sula brewsteri Goss, S. gossi Ridg., and
Phaethon cethereus, from San Pedro Martin Island, California (~0540); and sent
bird skins for examination and report (19389).
GOULD, A. L. (Watertown, New York), sent a fragment of the breast-hone of a horse
for examination aud report. 19809.
GOWARD, GUSTAV (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a Corean pipe-stem
and twenty-five original sketches by Japanese artists. 19374.
GRAMM, OTTO (Laramie, ,vyoming), presented a specimen of Rocky Mountain Whitefish, Coregonus TVilliamsoni. 19650.
GRANT-BEY, Dr. JAME (Cairo, Egypt), presented a most valuable collection of ethuologica,l and other ol>j cts. Arno11g t,heiso may be mentioned: old ornament of
'rhothmes III., 1600 B. ., bonght iu Cairo sowe years before the di covery of the
rnnmmie at Deir el Baliari; flower of the lotos of Upper Egypt, Nymphwa cerulea ;_ mummi d hawk; mo1lern Arabic almanac for the year of Heijra 1300; aromatic sub tance taken from the abdomen of a wummy at Thebes; piece of a gla
main nt from a s:ircopha1rus of the nineteenth dynaisty; mosaic from L pti
lagn · IIIO<ld f a head-r . in h 'matite, tw nty-11inth tlyna ty · b eetle from
1 11
·l l · cat maclc: of 'OJIJH·t·, :tccl ymholical of Pasht thP lat ,r for~1 of th rrod1
11·
• cklt t· coin fn 111 tl 1
k'
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!
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GRANT-BJ!;Y, DR. JAMIIs-Continued.
phate coin of Bagdad; ancient Egyptian duck, in bronze; small scarab, in stone
(Hearl of Hathor supported by two royal symbols); fragment of a ring of ancient
porcelain; ancient Egyptian model of pottery; Egyptian porcelain ring of lotos
flower and necklace of Sekhet; stele of Horns (none older than t,he twenty-sixth
dynasty); Thoth (ibis headed god Hermes, god of learning); nneus, kingly emblem in bronze, originally in king's crown; papyrus from Pyoum, written in
Greek; bandages of mummies, of different textures, cont,aining inscriptions in
hieratic (part of" Ritual of the Dead"); fragments of wummy bandages (names
of Cleopatra, Ptolemy, and Khnfa inscribeJ. thereon by Dr. Grant-Bey); bronze
lizard from a mummy-case (now empty, originally filled with the bones of small
animals); bronze figurette of Osiris; ancient mold of Ra Atum, god of .sunset;
shubti or respondents (images in porcelain); copy of ancient Greek coin with
head of Athena; Roman coins; modern Turkish coins in 1:1ilver and gold; charm
against disease for donkey; fragment of mummy cloth from body of Rameses,
father of the Pharoah of the Exodus (nineteenth dynasty; 1500 B. C.); foe-simile
of royal cartouch inscribed thereon by Dr. Grant-Bey ; also Egyptian '' Book of
the Dead," in hieratic, fifteen fragments; and other objects t 19601, 19747, 20440).
GRAVES, Hon. E. 0. (Chief of Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Washington), presented illustrations representing the paper curretlcy of France, Germany, Italy,
and other countries, from the "Graphische Klinste." 20184.
,
GRAVES, MILES W. (Hartford, Connecticut), deposited Roman copper coins, tin coin
of Turkey, and miscellaneous silver coins; forty-three in all. 20ti64.
GREBNITZKY, N. (Behring Island), presented skull of adult whale and skeleton of
young whale, Ziphius grebnitzlcii; a collection of fishes, including Cottus clice/'aus,
Gasterosteus niiorocephalus, G. pungitius, and G.pungi.tius bmohypoda; crustaceans,
worms, ecbini, sponges, and shells. 200.::6.
.
GREEN, CHARLES S. (Roaring Branch, Pennsylvania), presented a ribbon badge of
Blaine and Logan Club of Roaring Branch, 1884. 19718.
GREEN, G. K, (New Albany, Indiana), presented prehistoric stone implements, including fourteen paleolithic specimens, from an ancient burying ground at Clarksville, Indiana (20362); also eight additional specimens (20633).
GREEN, J. A. (Ooltewah, Tennessee), sent, for examination and revort, four speciruens of German Carp, C.11prinus oarp'io, from Ooltewah, together with samples of
the water of a pond in which the fish were found dead. 20198.
GREEN, LOREN W. (Baird, Shasta County, California), presented ores. 20322.
GREEN1', W. E. (Warren, Ohio), sent clay for examination and report. 19,10:3.
GREENWOOD, E. C. (Padre Island, Texas), presented a specimen of Wilson's Phalarope, Phalaropus tricolor. 20104.
GREENWOOD POTTERY CoMPANY (Trenton, New Jersey) presented specimens of
pottery of American manufacture. 20109.
GREEY, EDWARD (New York City), presented a large bronze figure of a JapanesA
B11ddha; alse a Japanese fire-engine, and bow and arrows. 21176.
GREGORY, J. R. (Lon<lon, England), presented three specimens of meteoric iron and
three speciwens of meteoric stone. 19918.
GRIFFIN, Hon. G. W. (See under Australian Museum, New South Wales (20773);
also under Technological Museum, New South Wales (20798).
GRINNAN, A. G. (Madison Mills, Virginia), sent a specimen of fungus found between
bark antl wood of dried pine, for examination and report. 19656.
HADFIELD, RonERT (Sheffield, England), presented specimens of manganese steel
from Sheffield. (Tllrough J. D. Weeks 1 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.) 19905.
HAirns, W. A. (Binghampton, New York), sent fragments of pottery and arrowpoints in exchange. 20521.
·
HALL, Prof. ASAPH. (See under Natioual Academy of Sciences, 19831.)
HALL: CHARLES (Templeman's Cross Roads, Virginia), presented two eggs o~ common
barn fowl, abnorlllal. (Through C. W. Ridley.) 1%49.
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HAM, C. D. (Dubuque, Iowa), presented a roster and histo rical sketch of the "Governors Greys," Company A, Fourth Regiment Iowa National Guard, and badge of
same organization worn on the occasion of the Philadelphi a Centenn ia l Celebra. tiou, Septembe/15-17, 1887. 19622.
HAMILTON, M. (Savannah, Georgia), sent a tincture of the milkweed A.sclepias am·
plexicaiilis, a reputecl antidote for rattlesnake bite. 20J73.
HAMLIN, R. H. (Brunette Post-Office, Louisiana), sent a fbe specimen of a" mu Her"
stone for examination and report. 19427.
HAMLIN, vVILLIAM C. (Havre de Grace, Maryland), presented a living specimen of
Marsh Hawk, Circus cya11ens liiidsonius. 198GG.
HAMPSON, THOMAS (U. S. Geological Snrvey), presented a concretion, from the District of Columbia. 20110.
HAMPTON, W. C. (Mount Victory, Ohio), sent rock supposed hy t he sender to be of
meteoric origin, also a boat-shaped object, for examination and report. 19461.
}iAMY, Dr. E. (See under Trocadero Museum, 19985.)
HANKS, HENRY G. (San Francisco, California), sent in exchange hanksite and glauberi te. 2006~.
HANNA, H. W. (Warsaw, Indiana), presente(l a collection of prehistoric stone implements from Wabash County, Indiana, containing some paleoli thic specimens.
,
(20180, 20717.)
HARDESTY, Dr. J. R. S. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a pair of antique spectades. 19782.
HARLAN AND HOLLINGSWORTH COMPANY (Wilmington, Delaware) presented pliotographs of cars built by the company. 20509.
HARPER A~D BROTHERS (New York City) presented twenty-eight woorl engravingi.-'
(20:301), and prints showing wood engraver at work (20591); also sent specimens
of engravings on wood by members of the Society of American Wood Engravers,
twenty-five plates with text. 20828.
HARRIS, T. C. (Raleigh, North Carolina), presented rocks. 19524.
HARRIS, THEODORE fi. (Sea Bright, New Jersey), presented Orange Tile-fish, Alulera
schawtfi, and Banded Rudder-fish, Serio la zonata j also "slipper" of a Pteropod
called Cymbiilia. 19408.
HARRISON, S. R. (Clarksburgb, West Virginia), presented hickory leaves with a deposit of" honey dew." 20767.
HARRISOX, V. T. (Texarkana, Arkansas), s<->nt sandstone cont,a ining pyrite and lignite
(19850); also galena in qnartzose gaugne for examination and report (19897).
HART, CHARLES HENRY (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), preseuted engravings by D.
Edwin, John Cbeney, and others; and rnezzotiuts, lithographs, etc. 20273. ·
HARTLEBEN, C. A. von (Washington, District of Columbia), presented specimens of
old forms of dental instruments. 19964.
HAVN1ms, Uol. W. H. (Capon Springs, West Virginia), presented an Albino Blne-bir<l,
Sialia sialis (throngh II. C. Baker, Wardensville, West Virginia) ( 10449); ah;o
specimen of Loggerhead Shrike or Butcher-bird, Lanius ludovicianuB L. (t !Jrongh
H. C. Towers). (19597.)
HAWLEY, A. H. (Los Gatos, California), presented bird skina, and sent lnnl skins for
examination and report. 20442.
lIAY, C. D. (Hot Springs, Arkansas), sent stone bearing marks due to weathcrin(J'
for examination au<l. report. 19677.
HAYDE:X, Mr· E:\C\IA V. {Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented medal. · awartlecl to
Dr. F. V. Hayden hy varioni; 1:1cientifie aud commercial bodies. 20446.
11 YW RD~ ,v. JI. (Wa hington, District of Colnmbia), prrsentcd two Engli 11 coin ,
01H:-tl11nl farthino-. 1!)!)21.
11 YWO u_, How r.o (Ra1 ·i~h .Torth Uaroli11a), pr<'s(•nlccl a collection of prchi,toric
on 11 nplr>rni•11t i11c:lt11ling ·i~ht pal oli1111" i111plP111cuts. 20357.
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Mrs. MILDRED McLEAN (Washington, DisLrict of Columbia), presented othnological objects. Among these may be mentioned: Woman's fur dress, breeches,
man's fur coat and breeches, rain coat, one pair of woman's boots, girdle ornamented with claws, and one pair of shoes, from St. Michael's, Alaska; Indian
ueaded coat and pair of shoes, from Yukon River, Alaska, three kyaks, from
Greenlan<l; one kyak, from Norton Sound; also Indian pipes and other specimens. 20458.
HEALY, Capt. M. A., U. S. Revenue Marine. (See under Treasury Department, U.
S. Revenue Marine, 19774).
HEATON, L. D. (Victoria, Texas), presented a specimen of spider, Gastemcantha sp.,
new to the collection. 19539.
Hmx:vrANN, E. (New York City), presented ten specimens of wood engraving, the
work of the donor. 20~71.
HEIT:\WLLER, ALFRED (Oak Grove, District of Columbia), presented a Lving specimen of the Sparrow Hawk. 20d12.
HELTOX, W. E. (Hazel Springs, Virginia), sent mica for examination and report.
19534.
HmrPIIILL, HENRY (San Diego, California), presented shells: Planorb-is, from Louisiana, and Geropsis minima Dall, from California (20543); am1 lent 1,;hells for comparison and study at the request of the Curator of Mollusks (20166, 207'39).
HENDRICKS, Mrs. C. I. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented a sample of modern
Brussels point-lace. 20519.
HENSHAW, H. W. (U. S. Geological Survey),.presented a collection of plants-asters
and oaks. 19762.
HENSON, HARRY V. (Hakodate, Japan), lent skins of Japanose birds for comparison
and study at the request .of the Curator of Birds. 19405.
HENSON, SAMUEL (London, Englaud), sent calcite and celestite with calcite and sulphur. Hl8R3.
HEPNER, J. H. (Mount. Jackson, Virginia), sent limestone for examination and report. 20112.
HER:\rANN, Hon. BINGER. (See under Capt. R. A. Bensal, 20004.)
HERRON, Dr. CHAHLl,S S. (Bartow, Florida), presented a molar tooth of a Mammoth,
Elephas primigenius (20431); also a specimen of whorled milkweed, Asclepias
i·erticillata, a reputed cure for rattlesnake bite (20748).
HERZER, H. (Clevelaud, Ohio), presented a valuable and interesting collection of fossil plants containing some new species. 20261.
HESSEL, Dr. R. (Washington, District of Colnmuia), presented a Red-tailed Hawk,
Bnteo borealis (:20230); also a Dachshund (20455).
HICKOK, FnANK (Caldwell, Kansas), presented a jaw-bone of Equus caballus with
last inferior left ruolar. 19G19.
HICKS, THOMAS R. (Brooklyu, New York), presented a '' Lizard Fi.s h," Synoclusfmtens,
from Bay of Canarsi,., New York. 19573.
HIDDEN, W. E. (Newark, New Jersey), presented four crystals of black tourmaline
(19787); alsoxanthitane from Green River, North Carolina (~0157).
HIGGINS, Dr. C. W. (Salt Lake City, Utah), presented living specimens of Badger, of
Red Fox, and of Gol<len Eagle; and sent two living specimens of Spotted Lynx.
1!)872.
HILL, JonN HENRY (Mount Moor, New York), presented two etchings by the donor,
and t'l'l"o aquatints by J. Hill. 20281.
HILL, ROBERT T. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented two living specimens of Tortoise, Cistiido carolina triu.nguis. 20779. (See also under Cummings, W. F.J
HILL, \V. S. (Os,Yego, Kansas), presented prehistoric stone implements, one hundred
and eight specimens, from Labette County, Kansac, (19484); also a cupped stone
(19826).
HAZEN,
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HINCKLEY LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY (Boston, Massachusetts), (through F. D. Childs,
manager) presented photographs of the locomotive" Lion," built by the company
in 1884. 20408.
HINE, L. G. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented lignite. 19923.
HINMAN, H. E. (Cleveland, Ohio), presented a living specimen of Fox Squirrel. 20596.
HINMAN, M. L. (See under Brooks Locomotive Works, 20506.)
HITCHCOCK, Prof. C.H. (Hanover, New Hampshire), sent a relief map of Oahu in
exchange. 19999.
HOBBS, W. H. ('Vorcester, Massachusetts), sent rocks from near Ilchester, Maryland,
in exchange. 20i00.
HOCKHAUS, F. W. (Commnnia, Clayton County, Iowa), sent gypsum for examination ·
and report. 19428.
HODGE, E. B. (Plymouth, New Hampshire), presented a specimen of trout, Salvelinus
agassizi. 19898.
HoE, R., & Co. (New York City), presented illustrations of wood-cut and type printing machinery manufactured by the donors. 20622.
HOFFMAN, J. B. (Cincinna,ti, Ohio), presented badges of the Fifth Ohio Volunteer
Infantry. 19628.
HOLBErT, J. C. (C.orydon, Kentucky), sent insect for name. 20022.
HOLMES, WILLIAM H. (Bureau of Ethnology) presented two medals made by J. A.
Bolen, Springfield, Massachusetts. 19369.
HOOI>, H. D. (Bay Ridge, Florida), presented material taken from the stomach of an
alligator: pine knots, turtle shells, bones, etc. 19355.
HORAN, HENRY (U.S. National Museum), presented a medal of 'the Industrial Exposition held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1887. 19629.
HORNADAY, W. T. (U.S. NationalMuseum) presented antlers of Elk, skins of Antelope
kids, and skin of Grizzly Bear cub (19880); two skins of Opossum (20042); au
interesting and valuable collection of fossil woods from Egypt and from Antigua,
West Indies, and other localities rarely visited (201R8); and two postage-stamps of
Borneo. (20242); also sent living specimens of Cinnamon Bear, White-tail Deer,
Columbian Black.tail Deer (1987.9); Gray Sqnirrel, Flying Squirrel (19894);
Cooper's Hawk (20049); Prairie Hare and Opossum (20244).
HOSKIN, ROBERT (Cranford, New Jersey), presented eleven specimens of wood engravings by the donor. 20268.
HOUGH, WALTER (U.S. National Museum), presented 5-centnickel of1883, without the
word" cents" inscribed thereon (20235 ); two etchings from a German book, "Historisehe Chronicken," oftbe seventeenth century (20450); and pearls from the common oyster (20459).
HOVENDEN, THOMAS (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented two etchings by the
donor. 20274.
HOWARTH, Prof. ELI.JAR (curator Weston Park Museum, Sheffielc1, England): presented
photograph of Sheffield cutlery of the eighteenth century and prior thereto. :W401.
HOXIE, Capt. R. L., U.S. Army (Montgomery, Alabama), presented a living specimen of Virginia Deer. 20707.

HoY, Dr. P. R. (Racine, Wisconsin), presented a specimen of White-marked Shrew,
in the flesh. 20094.
H 'DOLE ox, GEORGE (Montgomery County, Maryland), presented a specimen of
quartz containing free gold. 20333.
H ~ TER, WILLIAM (Woodland, Virginia), presentefl a specimen of fnngns, PofylJOrus. 20706.

H
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( t. Lon is, Mis. onl'i), presented one specimen each of Aspidonectes,
ces, and Tropidonotus. 19965.

r.
I-'. (L wisbnrgh, Penn,i,vlvania), pre. ented a specimen of native alammoniac. i 701.
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HYDE, GEORGE BYRON and W. B. HYDE, (Morrissville, Vermont), presented two
stone images, and a spindle and loom, from Pueblo, Mexico. 19708.
HYDE, W. B. (See un<ler George Byron Hyde. 19708.)
ILLINOIS STATE LABORATORY OF NATURAL HISTORY, (Champaign, IUinois) presented
specimens ef Lepicloptera, and sent a collection of Lepidoptera for determination.
20395.

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY (Blo()mington, Indiana), through Prof. D. s. Jordan,
presented fossils, Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous, types of twenty-two species (fifty-three specimens) dei,cribed by Dr. D. D. Owen in his report on the geology of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota; also three hundred and twenty-seven
other specimens of forty-two genera and sixty-five species, Cretaceous fossils from
Arkansas and Nebraska; type specimens of Owen's Second Report GeologicalReconnoissance of Arkansas, 1860, and Owen's Report of the Geological Snrvey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, 1852; fossil turtles including Testudo oweni, T. culbertsonii, Archmtheriuni mortoni, Rhinoceros _sp., and 01·eodon ciilbertsonii, and a collection of shells. 19889.
INTERIOR, DEPARTMENTOFTHE, U.S. Geological Survey (through Maj. J. w. Powell,
Director) transmittedFossil bones of Zeuglodon, collected by Frank Burns. 19554.
Fossils from Inka, Mississippi, collected by L. C. Johnson. 19555.
Fossils and rocks from Lake George, New York. (ThroughC. D. Walcott.) 19845.
Rocks froni New Jersey, collected by Frank Burns. 19849.
Fossils and minerals. (Through R. E. C. Stearns.) 19911.
A specimen of Ptychoclus mortoni Agassiz. (Through W. H. Dall.) 1997G.
Rocks and ores from Leadville, Colorado. Collected by S. F. Emmons. 20047.
Minerals. Collectecl by Whitman Cross an<l. W. F. Hillebrand. Rocks and ores
from Leadville, Colorado. (Through S. F. Emmons, Denver, Colorado.)
20156.

Cambriau fossils from Mount Stephens, Rocky Mountains, near line of Canadian
Pacific Railroad. 20409.
Vertebrate fossils. (Through W. II. Dall.) 20733.
A fossil fish. Collected by C. D. Walcott. 20789.
(See also under Dr. Byrne, U. S. Army, 200ml; W. Q. Brown, 20303; Mr. McDonald, 20337; C. W. Cunningham, '.W:3;39.)
JACK, W. H. (Natchitoches, Louisiana), sent siliceous pebbles cemented by oxides
of iron and manganese, for examination and report. 20394.
JACKSON, E. E. (Columbia, South Carolina), presented a wax cast of a pipe found in
a mound near Columbia. 19413.
JACKSON, F. WALCOTT. (See under Pennsylv~tnia Railroacl Company, 20494.)
JACKSON, THOMAS H. (West Chester, Pennsylvania), presented a nest and four eggR
of Helmitherus vermivorus. 199GO.
JACKSON, W.W. (Washington, District of Columbia). A living specimen of Mink.
(Purchased.) 20089.
JACOBS, ELMER T. (Morgantown, West Virginia), sent bird skins for examination
and report. 20:347.
JACOBS, S. M. (Gloucester, Massachusetts), presented a fragm~nt of oak plank, from
schooner S. P. Agnew, perforated by ship-worms 19806.
·
JAGGERS, J. A. (Garnettsville, Kentucky), presented a prehistoric stone implement.
19867.

JAMES, Hon. CHARLES P. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a framed
photograph of an oil-painting of Professor Charles Upham Shepard. 2051~.
JAMES, S. H. (Mound Station! Louisiana), sent a coin for examination and report.
20514.

JAMISON, H. K. (Manayunk, Pennsylvania), presented a nest and four eggs of Dendroica discolor from Virginia. 19974.
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JEFFERS, ISAAC S. (I-Iuffman, Indiana), seut saudstone for examination and report.
19564.
JEFFERSON, MARY ELIZA (Norbeck, Maryland), presented prehi~toric stone implements, forty~four arrowheads. (Through John W. Jefferson.) 19399.
JEFFERSON, JoHN W. (See under Mary Eliza Jefferson, 19399.)
JEFFRIES, Dr. J. A. (Boston, Massachusetts) , presented a specimen of Purple Sandpi per, Tl'inga ma1·itima. 20436.
JENKS, Prof. J. P. W. (Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island), present,ed a
Chinese rat-trap. 19589.
JENSEN, LAWRENCE (Gloucester, Mas&achnsetts), sent a model of a foll-rigged ship.
20764.
JOHN, ANDREW, Jr. (Carrollton, New York), presented two silver brooches ma<le by
the Seneca Indians. 20224.
JOHNSON, J.B. (Howard University, Washington, District of Columbia), deposited an
original deed ofland from the United States to James G. Johnson. 20312.
JOHNSON, J. T. (Johnson Junction, Kentucky), presented a bQat-shaped implement.
(Through S. S. Dudley.) 20557.
JOHNSON, L. C. (See under Interior, Department of the, U. S. Geological Suney,
195fi5.)
JOHNSON, W. F. (Bladensburgh, Maryland), presented a liYing specimen of Woodcock, Philohela minor. 20329.
JONES, T. D. (Jacksborough, Texas), sent ore for examination and report. 10810.
JORDAN, Prof. D. S. (Bloomington, Indiana), presented the bead and ti.us of Sal-velinus
namaycush, from British Columbia (19979) ; also a specimen of Xy1·ichthys jessiw
(type) Jordan, collected by C.H. Bollman off Tampa Bay, Plorida (2014fi).
(See also under Indiana State University.) 19889.
JouY, P. L. (Smitllsonian Institution), presented a" chung sung," or road-side signpost, from Corea (19537); hair-pins made of shells, Echinus spines, fish-b_ones, etc.,
by the wives and daughters of the fishermen at the island of Enoshima, Japan
(19616); Coreau axe, from Tusan, southern Corea (19638); bow and three arrows,
also implement for boring pipe-stems (1979Z); cast of face of an ancient statue of
Buddha, from southern Corea (19825 ); bird skms, fifteen specimens, including fourteen species, from China, also model of a Malay boat from the Straits of Malacca
(20114) ; skull of porpoise, Delphinus delphis, from Corea, also skeletons of birds,
including Grns viridirostris, Thalasswtus pelagicus, Vultur rnonachus, Diomedes
brachyura, and Bubo rnaximus (20150), anll twenty-nine specimens, comprising
tweuty-fonr species, from China (20220); gave a specimen of Amherst's Pheasftnt,
Phasianus arnherstiw, in exchange (19813); and sent a collection of Corean pottery
and Con~an medicines (20161).
KANG CmN-Hr (Corean Embassy, Washington, District of Columbia), presented five
bronze coins of Corea. 20254.
KAPPES, ALl!'RED (New York City), presented a study in charcoal by the donor.
20276.

RUDOLPH D. (Washington, Di strict of Columbia), presented a Hound
Sh:1rk, Mustelus sp., having two heads, two vertebral columns, two pairs dorsals,
one pair pectorals and ventral , and one anal. ~0571.
KEACH, M.A. (Proviuence, Rhode I. land), presented shells, young of Litorina rndis L.
and Odostomia, from Kettle Point, Rhode Island. 11}761.
KEELL.'G, W. • . (Garrett' Bend, West Virginia), sent rocks for examination and report. 19749.
KEMP, J. '. ( 'ornoll Uni,· r ity, N w York), aent rocks in exchange. 199 7.
Kgppf~L, }'imDEHICK, ' C . (i 'ew York City) sent prints of variou s kinds.
20 03.
Kim 'llt-~YAL, A.'DHEW (l omney, \Vest Virginia) sent anthracite coal, decompo ed
tou , ·t ., fol' x:uuination ml r port. 19753.
K1:1•1t 1J
( • ~ 11·u1 Illar,
· I u t1tut1on),
· ·
'
·
pre ented a pecimen of Purple Grack1e,

!{AUl!'FMANN,

q1n c11fo.

20437.
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KILIIA.M, L. C. (Clifton Springs, New York), sent a specimen of fertilizer for examination and report. 20518.
KIMMEL & VOIGT (New York City), presented sixteen impressions from an etched
plate to illustrate the process of etching printing. 20297.
Knw, Rev. GEORGE C. (East Weymouth, Massachusetts), presented a copper coin,
(:W centissimos of Uruguay, 1885). 20512.
KI~G, F. C. (Clifton Spriugs, New York), sent a specimen consisting of a mixture of
siliceous sand and carbonate of lime, also samples of a deposit from a lake in
central Florida, for examination and report (20406, 20520).
KING IRON BRIDGE MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Cleveland, Ohio) presented cyanotypes of bridges constructed by the company. 20496.
KING, JOHN (Kissimmee, Florida), sent an insect for name. 20652.
KLACKNER, C. K. (New York City), presented three etchings and one wood engraving.
20288.
KLOCZEWSKI, A. M. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited Polish silver
coins: Piece used as a charm, 1652; Stanislaus Augustus, 1788; Sigismund III.,
1623; and Sigismund III., 1622. 19675.
KNIGHT, W. C. (Nimrod, Arkansas), sent minerals for examination and report. 19550.
KNOWLES, Capt. HERBERT M. (U. S. Life-Saving Station, Point Judith, Rhode
Island), presented two specimens of tlrn young of the "Grouper," Epinephelus
niveatus (19590), also a "File-fish," Alutera scha>pjfi (19633).
KNOWLTON, F. H. (U. S. National Museum), presented a prehistoric stone implement,; a collection of plants, representing more than one hundred New England
species; ores; fossils from Vermont; and contorted schist from Vermont. 19395.
KNOWLTON, JAME.S E. (Damariscotta, Maine), present~dseventeen specimens of prehistoric stone implements, paleolithic, from Lincoln County, Maine. 20612.
KNUDSEN, VALDEMAR (Boston, Massachusetts), presented bird skins from the Hawaiian Islanus, including the "Kioeo," a rare bird in the islands, and supposed not
to nest there; the" Koloa" (Hawaiian for duck); the" Noro," which lives in the
rocks along the coast; the "Wan," formerly abundant every summer in the
mountains at as high an altitude as 5,000 feet; ·the "Akeke," Calidris a'l'enaria,
and the "Aeo," Himantopus; also t ·wo specimens of Bat, Atalapha semota, from
the same locality. 20560.
KOEHLER, S. R. (U.S. National Museum), presented etchings, dry-points, wood-cuts,
etc., thirty specimens (:!0293); '' The Graphic Arts," by Philip Gilbert Hamerton
(20302); three specimens of fossil fishes anti sixteen specimens of fossil invertebrates, from Solenhofen, Bavaria (2U17); early German lithographs and wood
engravings by Henry Marsh ~20587); wood-cut portraits of eminent men (204b9);
and four etching tools (20604).
KUJrnLING, Miss LIZZIE (Lorton Valley, Fairfax County, Virginia), presented a living specimen of Hawk, from Pohick Church. /,2081:t
RUMMERFIELD, J. I<,. (Minden, Iowa), presented prehistoric stone implements from
Pottawattamie County, Iowa. 19510.
KvNz, GEORGE F. (Hoboken, New Jersey), presented a polished slab of obsidian;
tourmaline crystals, from De Kalb, New York; brown tourmaline, from Hamburgb, New Jersey; sun-st,one, from near Franklin, North Carolina; polished
specimen of crocidolite quartz, from Griqualand, South Africa; two P'-•lbhed
specimens of bowenite, from Smithfield, Rhode Ishmd, and fragments of red and
green tournaline, from Calhao, Province of Minas Geraes, Brazil (19805); meteorites, two specimens (19916); elreolite syeuite, from near Hot Springs, Arkansas
(19986); chloropbane, moonstone, spessartite, beryl crystal, Amazon stone, crystallized a1bite, t,ransparent o1igoclase, and muscovite crystals in Amazon stone
(20308); also deposited ten adze a11d axe handles, from New Guinea (20083), and
sent in exchange two meteorites (19916).
LAMB, J. E. (Huntiugton, Oregon), sent galena and pyrites for examination and
report. 20665.
·
LAMB, T. S. (Portland, Mairie), presented pegmatite from Auburn, Maine. 19749.
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LANE, SYLVANUS (Hillsborough, Ohio), sent a specimen of crnde petroleum for examination and report. Hl538.
LANG, JOHN C. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited the original patent
granted to John Fitch, of Philadelphia, by Louis XVI., of France, in 1791, "for
propelling boats by the force of steam ; " young of Sea-otter, Enhydris l·u tris; and a
carved wooden image from South Sea Islands. 20791.
LANGE, CHARLES T. (Hancock, Dakota), sent a specimen of magnetic iron ore for
examination and report. 19723.
LATTIN, FRANK H. (Albion, New York), sent zoisite from New York for examination
and report. 19903.
LAWRENCE, GEORGE N. (New York City), presented eggs of Eulampis holose1·iceus
and Bellona exilis (19412); also sent three specimens of Bachman's Warbler,
Helrninthophaga bachmanii, from Louisiana (20782).
LAZIER, Capt. HENRY B. (Morgantown, West Virginia), deposited a soldier's medal,
honorable discharge, of tbe State of West Virginia. 19582.
LEA, Dr. ISAAC (deceased), through Mrs. M. J. Chase, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
bequeathed a collection of shells containing about two thousand specimens;
about four hundred specimens of mesozoic fossil shells; fossils, including sixtyfour genera, one hundred and twenty-four species of American fossils from all
horizons, and about ten genera and fifteen species of foreign fossils of iihe same
range, and worm tubes ancl barnacles taken from mangrove oysters in the Island
of Cnba (20525); also a large collection of minerals (2042:n.
LEARY, J. L. (Thoroughfare, Virginia), sent micaceous hematite and mica schist
(Hl9:37); a)so magnetite in decomposed schist (20672) for examination an<l report.
LEGEART, L. H. (Evanston, Wyoming), presented a specimen of coal. 19505.
LEMON, JOHN H. (New Albauy, Indiana), presented sixty-nine specimens of prehistoric stone implements from Floyd County, Indiana (19386); also two spiders
from Wyandotte Cave, Indiana (19658).
LEON, Dr. NICOLAS (Morelia, Mexico), presented a Mexican catechism-an old copy.
20119.
LEWIS, WILLIS (Henderson, North Carolina), presented a specimen of a fluid extract
of rattlesnake plantain, Hieraciurn scabruni, or H. gronovii, a reputed antidote
for rattlesnake bite. 20555.
LIEN AN, D. B. (Joplin, Missonri), presented a specimen of olivine in liruonite. 20711.
LINCOLN, Dr. 0. (U. S. Geological Survey), prAsented ten specimens of vanadinite
from New Mexico. 20036.
LINDBERG, J. J.E. (El Paso, Texas), presentecl two living specimens of Black Bear.
20143.
LINEHAN, P., &Co. (Raleigh, North Carolina), presented a specimen of building-stone
(19359); also a specimen of ·'black granite" (19-104).
LINTO~. W. J. (New Haven, Connecticut), presented wood engravings by the donor;
also a collection of wood engravings and photographs to illustrate the history of
wood engraving. 20269.
LIPSCOMB, A. A. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented two knives made of
steel shoe-springs by convicte. 20628.
Lo.TG, W. B. ( teen's Creek, Rankin County, Missis&ippi), presentecl a plant supposed
t•l be an antidote for rattl eima kc bite. 19956.
Loron, \V. H. (Pbilacl •lphia, P ennsylvania), sent a wax impression of a coin for examination and report. 204 7.
LOVETT, EDWARD (Cro~·don, Encr]and) , presented prehistoric stone implements,
P,ott ry, •t .· two paJeolithic implements, from Maclra8, Iudia, and fourteen from
l'..n lan,1 · also n olithic pecimen from Ena land, Scotland, and Ireland, arnl 1rarrIn<'nt of amian war an,l fliut flak fl illn , trating the manufacture of cr('m flint
('l011G) ; al o 8 P.11t in . change pr historic stone implements from tbE.\ vicinity of
Hr:mrl n. Engl: nil fifty-one p cirn n (20225), anrl a collection of ethnological
ol, r ·t ("2011 i) .
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LOWELL, JOHN A., & Co. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented an engraving, "The
Bathers,'' by Schoff, after Hunt. 20299.
LUCAS1 F. A. (U. S. Natioual Museum), gave in exchange a specimen of Burchell's
Zebra, Equiis burchelli, and a specimen of South American Tortoise, Testudo tabulata. 20099. (See also under Fish Commission, United States, 19588.)
LUCE, ISRAEL (Sacramento, California), presented a specimen of white and a specimen
of red marble. 20422.
LUKANITSCH, M., ,Jr. (New York City), sent thirty-three wood engraver's implements.
(Purchased.) 20619.
LUSK, F. C. (Holley, New York), presented an abnormal pig. (Sent to the Army
Medical Museum.) 20369.
LUTHER, W. N. (Jefferson, North Carolina), sent minerals for examination and report. 20747.
LYON, HALL & Co. (Baltimore, Maryland), sent a plant from China, also plants from
Maryl::tud, for examination and report. 20503.
LYWOOD, W. (Gainesville, Virginia), presented eggs ( containing embryos) of Spotted
Sand-piper, Actitis macularia. 20766.
MACDONALD, A. C., F. R. S. (Melbourne, Australia), through Col. J. M. Morgan,
United States consul-general, presented pressed plants. :.!0375.
MACE, JOSEPH (U.S. National Museum), presented a living specimen of Hare, Lepus
vulgaris. 20344.
MACHENHEIMER, G. L. (Forest Glen, Maryland), presented two living specimens of
the Turkey Vulture (20200) and a living specimen of the Red-tailed Hawk (20400),
also a specimen of Musk-rat, Fibel' zibethicns, in the :flesh (2024G); and sent living
specimens of the Mink, Putorius vison (20135, 20243), and of the Turkey Vulture
(2010:3, 20130).
MACLEAN, J.P. (Hamilton, Ohio), presented a prehistoric stone implement-a chipped
celt-from Giant's Causeway, Ireland. 1~994.
MACRAE, DONALD (Wilmington, North Carolina), presented a "madstone," apparently an indurated and impure kaolin, supposed to have the virtue of extracting poison from wounds. U,705.
MAGOUN, GEORGE C. (New York City); presented a specimen of Dolly-Varden Trout,
Salvelinus malma, from Montana. 19783.
MANIGApLT, Dr. G. E. (Charleston, Son th Carolina), sent in exchange a living specimen of Black Bear, Uraus americanus, swamp variety. 20059.
MARKLAND, General A.H. (Washington, District of Columbia), lent a saddle used by
General Grant in all the battles from Fort Henry, in February, 1862, to Petersburgh, April 9, 1865; also pass (parchment) issued to General Markland and signed
by General Grant.. 19432.
MARRON, AUGUSTUS (Washington, DiAtrict of Columbia), presented a bird, A1·dea
herodias, from Eastern Branch, District of Columbia. 19647. ·
MARSH, Prof. 0. C. (See under Yale College Museum, 20448.)
MARSHALL, GEORGE (Lamel, Maryland), presented a specimen of Butter-ball Duck,
Cltaritonetta albeola (20173); four Warblers (19664); two birds in the flesh (19686);
and four specimens of the Black Lamprey (20451 ).
MARSHALL, HENRY (Laurel, Maryland), presented a specimen of Marsh Wren, Cistothorus palustris, from Alexandria, Virginia (19552); specimens of Dendroica pennsyli,anica, Agelaiiis phamiccus (albino), and Seirus aui·ocapill11s (19652); a specimen
of Sharp-shinned Hawk, Accipiter velox (20056); and a specimen of Barred Owl,
Syrnium nebulosmn (20335).
MARSHALL, Capt. JOHN ( Gloucester, Massachusetts), pL"esented parasite crustaceans,
.lEga psora, from cod-fish. 19795.
MARTIN, L. S. (Fayettevi1le, Arkam,as), sent ores for examination and report. 19641.
MARTIN, Capt. S. J. (Gloucester, Massachusetts), presented a pair of leather gloves
and a piece of wood taken from the stomach of a cod (20486), and claw of Lobster,
Hornarns amel'icann.0 , from the harbor of Gloucester, Massachusetts (20730).
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MASON, Prof. 0. T. (U. S. National Museum), presented a prehistoric stone implement from Mount Vernon, Virginia (1999B); a Chinese bank-note, collected by
Leroy B. Willett (20040); a Jewish charm to be nailed on door (i0465); and t,wo
lottery tickets of Dismal Swamp Canal Company, Alexandria, 1853 (20572).
(See also under John E. Merchant, 19367.)
MASPERO, Prof. G. (Boulak Museum, Cairo, Egypt), presented five photographs of the
mummy of Rameses II., the Pharoah of the Exodus, taken during the process of
unrolling at the Museum at Boulak b y Professor Maspero. 20421.
MATIITm & PLATT (Salford Iron Works, Manchester, England), presenteclphotographs
of dynamo, passenger train, and goods train of the Bessbrook and Newry Electrical Tramway Company. 20531.
MATHER, FRED (Cold Spring Harbor, New York), presented a specimen of Mink, Putoriu8 vison (19767); a Mandarin Duck, Aix galm·iculata, from Paris, France (20132);
eggs of Chinese Mandarin Duck and of Wood Duck (20204); and two specimens
of the Mandarin Duck, A.ix galei·icnlata (202:34, 20364) .
MATHERS, Capt. G. M. (Tampa,, Plorida), presented a Seminole tomahawk from near
Bloomingdale, Florjda. 20566.
MATTHEWS, Dr. W., U. S. Army (Washington, District of Columbia), sent a silver
pendant and a sinch from the Navajo fodians. 20077.
MAURRR, LOUIS (New York City), presented a drawing by the donor. 20.275.
MAYNARD, G. W. (New York City), presented copper ore from Vosresensk, Ufa,
Russia. 19575.
MAYNARD, WILLIAM D. (Hiko, Lincoln County, Nevada), presented ores. 19884.
McALLISTER, JOSEPH (Cold Spring, New York), sent iosect for na .:ne. 19439.
McALPINJ<~, J. B. (Jacksonville, Alabama), sent qnartz coutaiuiug :1 little pyrite, for
examination and report. 19354.
MCBEAN, ANNA C. (Tarrytown, New York), presented a Spokane cradle, war-club,
· shell necklace, tobacco-pouch once t.be propert.y of Reel Cloud, Indiau woman's
hat, and money pocket, from Wasliington. 2004~.
McCARTHY, GERALD (U. S. National Museum), presented plants from North Carolina
(19729); and sent a co1lection of one hundred and twenty-five southern species,
(20687).
McCARTHY, Col. W. T. (Hagerstown, Maryland), presented Silurian fossils, Striatopora
sp. and Beyrichia sp. 19859.
McCORMICK, Dr. J. C. (Strawberry Plains, Teuncssee), presented plants, jncluding
about twenty fragments of Bovarclia, iu excbange for publications of tlie Museum
(19464); a col1ection of about 600 specimens of mound builders' implements from
J efferson County, Tennessee (19474); massive bal'itc, and eighty specimens of
Swift, Chwtura pela sgica (19545); and specimens of dried plants from Tennessee
(1!1548); also sent in exchange human bones and fragments of pottery from McBee
Monnd, Jefferson County, Tennessee (1!1435).
McCORMICK, Mrs. SARA.II C. (Paducah, Kentucky), presented shells, alcoholic ancl dry;
calcite, quartz, etc.; bircls' nests and binls' eggs; arrowhead~ and spear-h eads,
fifty-two specimens; a <lriecl specimen of Long-n osed Gar, Lepi<losteiis ossens; bird
skins; skeletons of mau, deer, horse, aud Grny Fox; and fossil corals. 1U714.
McCRORY, J. A. (Miami, Florida), sent insect for name. '20530.
McDONALD, Mr. (throngh U.,. G ological Survey ), presented coqnimbite on qnartz.
from Coqnimbo, Chili. 20:.t~7.
McD ,.'ALD , A. G s (Wa hington, District of Columbia), presented Confederate States
l> per currency· for igu po ta,•re-stamps; coins; a copy of tbe Charle ton ( "' onth
arolina)" ouri r,' D cember 1:3, 1 60, and September 14, 1 61; and "As ociatiou
Tract To. 2' ou tat(• soYcr ignty, 1 60. (20217, 20702.)
M c o.·ALD, A. ,v. ( B rryville, irgiuia.), sent minerali:; for examination antl report.
'.? :;1tt.
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McELHOXE, JAMES F. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent chert (19623), also
quartz, ziilc ore, and gypsum (19778), for examination and report.
McFALL, Dr. D. 1\1. (Mattoon, Illinois), presented a human frntus of five months,
donble. (Sent t.o tbe Army Medical Museum.) 195G7.
MCGLUMPHY, Prof. G. W. (Greenfield, Missouri), presented a specimen of red. clover,
albino form. 20617.
McGUIRE, JOHN (Bridgewater, Nova Scotia), sent galena for examination and report. ~0373.
MCILWRAITH, T. (Cairnbrae, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada), sent bird skins iu exchange. 20515.
McLAUGHLIN, R. B. (Statesville, North Carolina), presented nest and five eggs of
Brown-headed Nut-hatch, Sittapnsilla, from North Carolina. 19400.
McLEAN, Dr. F. P. (U.S. Patent Office), sent specimens of iron, one specimen showing traces of aluminium, for examination and report. ~0376, 20565.
McLEAN, H , C. (Wilmington, Delaware), presented two ribbon badges, Fifteenth
Annual Meeting of the Carriage Builders' National Association at Washington,
1887. 19717.
McNrnL, J. A. (Panama, United States of Colombia), presented specimens of Chiriqni
pottery. 19699.
l\JcRAE, Hon. THO:\IAS C. (Prescott, Arkansas), sent iron-stained saud, pyrite, mixture of pehbles, etc., for examination and report. 19602.
MECHLIN, A. H. (Sunnyside, Kentucky), sent a speeimen of galena for examination
:iud report. 20227.
Ml!:DER, FEP.DIXA:ND (New York City), sent an etching and two engrav ings. 20804.
MEDI<'ORD, HARVEY C. (Tupelo, Mississippi), presented sand and wood deposits from
artesian wells at Tupelo. 20726.
MEIGS, M. (Keokuk, Iowa), sent two sw::rn skins. 20662.
(See also under A. Bridgman, jr., 2066a.)
MEIGS, General M. C., U. S. Army (Washington, District of Columbia), presentetl
trade circulars. ~0553.
MELVILLE, JouN (Portland, Oregon), presented a living specimen of Cross Fox, Vtilpes velox decussatus. 19871.
MERCER, R. W. (Cincinnati, Ohio), sent in exchange hematite celts, stone pi[)e, and
a pierced discoidal stone (l96t5); also seut stone carvings and flint objects of
unnsnal shapes, for examinatiou and report. (20556).
MERCHANT, Jou~ E. (through 0. T. Mason, U. S. National Mnseum), presented an
iron h oe found under the roots of a large cedar tree on General Washington's
est.at<'. 19367.
MERJCA, P. M. (Garrett, Indiana), sent pyrite from Ohio for examination and
report. 19500.
MERRIA::-.I, Dr. C. HART (Department of Agricultnre), presented a Connecticut Warbler, Oporornis agilis, from Absecon Light, Atlant,ic City 1 New Jersey (19651); a
SLarp-shinued Hawk, .Accipitm· velox, :frolll Sandy Spring, l\faryland (19781); a
living specimen of Opossum (19864); a RaveD, Corvns corax sinnatns, from Arizoua
(20152); nest and four eggs of Geothlypi.s phi.ladelphia, and oue egg of Picuides
arclicus (2055~) ; skin of a colt, Eqnus caballns, with abnormal hoofs, froni Fort
Benton, Montana (20G:30); wings of Euthoia cwio 1·1i, from Sombrero Key, Floridn,
also a Cuban Finch new to the U. S. fauna, (20729); an,l sent in exchange an
albino Red-throated Loon (19422), and a Yellow-hilled Tropic-bird, Phaethon
jl.avirostris, from Bermuda (20749).
MERRILL, GEORGE P. (U.S. National Museum), presented rocks from Arizona and
California (19~r38); serpentine from Montville, New Jersey (19511); cumberlandite from Woonsocket, Rhode Island (1951.4); kersantite from New Jersey
(19Gl6); rocks from Cape Elizahet.h, Maine (Hl546); rocks from Rockland 1
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MERRILL, GEORGE P.-Continued.
Maine, and calcite crystals, cleavage calcite, talc, garnet altering to chlorite,
muscovite crystals in albite, and muscovite crystals (19fi53); bowlders of glaucophane rock from California, purchased of W. L. Jones, Cloverdale, California
(19775); peridotite, altered shale, and serpentine from Deerlsle, Maine (1951:31);
rocks from Dover, Bellingham, and Needham, Massachusetts (_19592); and diabase and vein formations from Maine (19594) .
.MERRILL, Dr. J. C., U.S. Army, presented birds' eggs: Parus qambeli, Porzana carolina,
Anas cya.noptera, Telrnatodytes palusl?·is, Gallinago delicta, Otocoris alpestris --1,
Jnnco hyemalis oregonus (and nest), P.111·anga ludoviciana (and nest), Contop·u s
ric;:ardsoni (and nest), and Empidonax obscurns (and nest) (19384); fishes, including
Ohasmistes, Phoxinus cawuleus, and ArnmocaJtes tridentatus; and reptiles, including
Amblystorna ntacrodactyl·um, Biifo colurnbiensis, Hyla regilla and Rana pretiosa; land
and fresh-water shells; a miscellaneous lot of insects; cray-fishes, and manimal
skulls and skeletons, from Oregon (19748); Douglass Squirrel, Sciurus lmdsonius
douglassi; Bushy-tailed Wood-rat, .,_Veotorna cinerea; White-footed Mouse, Hesperomys leucopus; Long-tailed Weasel, Putol'ius longicauda; Townsend's Spermophile, Spe1·mophilus richardsoni townsendi; Day's Chipmunk; Tamias lateralis, and
Townsend's Chipmunk, Tamias asiaticus townsendii (19752); birds' nests and birds'
eggs: Stellula calliope, Enipidonax obscu1·us, and Geothlypis macgillivrayi (1946~).
MEIUULL, L. H. • (Agricultural Experiment Stati on, Orono, Maine), sent in exchange
samples of soils. 20427.
METCHKE, OTTO (Tucson, Arizona), sent a specimen of_arseniate of copper for examination and report. 20667.
METZEL, R0BEHT F. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a German Bible,
printed at Germantown in 1776. 20825.
MEYlm, N. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented various campaign med.als,
also Grant badge (battles of Richmond, Vicksburgh, and Fort Donelson, 18uG).
19930.
MEYERS, PETER (Stoutsville, Ohio), sent ore for examination and report. 20578.
MIDDLETON, J. (Four Mile Run, Virginia), presented a specimen of Black-nosed Dace,
Rhinichthys sp., from the Potomac River. 19812.
(See also under Willie Taylor, 19420.)
MILITARY ACADEMY, UNITED STATES (West Point, New York), depositod a necklace
made from human fingers by the Cheyenne Indians. Collected by Capt. JoLn
G. Bourke, U. S. Army. 19685.
MILLER, ALEXANDER MCVEIGH (Alderson, West Virginia), presented a living Tortoise, Oiat·udo cal'olina (20613); also two living specimens of Striped Groundsquirrel, 1'amias striatus ('20713).
MILLER, CHARLES (Grand Rapids, Michigan), sent a specimen of gypsum for examination and report. 195!:Hi,
MILLER, CHA.l<LES H. (New York City), presented drawings, etchings, and sketches
by the donor. 20279.
MILLER, Capt. D. A. (Logan, Ohio), presented a badge worn on the occasion of the
reunion of the 'eventy-fifthOhio Volunteers upon the battle-field of Gettysburgb,
September 14, 1 87. 196 )5,
MILLER, J~>HN (through J, '. Diller, U. S. Geological Sur~ey), presented massive
P ctollt , from near Mount Linn, California. 20366.
1ILLER, 'TOWE
EREEi\tAN (Wahington Di trict of Columbia) presentedaLion,
Feli11
1 k
'
'
. leo (10 37·>)
"' ,· a. 1so a "'·
.a: on ey, Macacits cynonmlgus (196 3) for skel ton .
... lILLhH
Tno~tA
C • (Fairmont, ,u
t V'1rg1ma),
, .
' awarded to un , e t
.
, ,
·
·
n e
presented medals
lf~llll' , ol1li1:r , 201u;;,
!n,L ' 1. OBI.HT A. (Chulu ta, Plori<la.), pr
nt d a fin specimen of a b tle, .Acan6

t/,Q ·11 ,

,wdo utt.
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MINER, S. (Toyah, Texas), sent mineral for examination and report. 19512.
MITCHELL, GUYE. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a nest of Largebilled Water Thrush, Seiui·us motacilla. 20772.
MONROE, R. W. (Romney, West Virginia), sent ores of copper, largely blue carbonate,
for examination and report. 20258.
MOORE, ALBERT (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), sent a camera and part of a daguerreotypt1 apparatus owned and used by Prof. S. F. B. Morse, and by him presented
to the National Photographic Association, May 8, 1872. 20341.
MOORE C. R. (Birdsnest, Virginia), presented pearls from an oyster from Hungar's
Creek, Virginia. 20467.
MOORE, GEORGE H. H. (Fish Commission United States), presented two living
specimens of the Guinea Pig. 20140.
MOOREHEAD, W ARRl<~N K. (Xenia, Ohio), presented prehistoric stun A implements,
twenty specimens, from Warren and Greene Counties, Ohio (20330), aud a cla,y
vessel from a mound in Greene County, Ohio (20689); also sent arrowheads for
examination and report (20148).
MORAN, Mrs. EMILY K. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented ten etchings by the
donor. 20267.
MORAN, Mrs. M. NIMMO (New York City), presented four etchings by the donor. 20295.
MORAN, PETER (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presenteu thirty-five etchings by the
donor. 20266.
MORAN, THOMAS (New York City), presented six etchings by the donor. 20294.
MORGAN, Col. J.M. (See under A. C. MacDonald, 20375.)
MORGAN, Hon. J. T. (Selma, Alabama), sent ores, one of them containing magnetite,
hematite, and spessartite, for examination and report. 19375, 19660.
MORRIS, D. (See under Royal Gardens, Kew, 20488.)
MORRIS, SCOTT (Spikenard, Oregon), sent for examination, a rock, bearing marks supposed by the sender to be those of a fossil plant. 20165.
MORRISON, CHARLES F. (Fort Lewis, Colorado), presented birds' eggs from New
Hampshire, Wyoming, and Colorado. 19958.
MORRISON, JAMES H. (Lexington, Virginia), presented two specimens of pyrite.
20n44.
MOR1', E.W. (Bristol, Tennessee), pi'esented a specimen of ore. 19410.
MORTON, HENRY. (See under Stevens Institute of Technology.)
MOSMAN, JOHN (Helvetia, West Virginia), sent iron pyrite in a clay concretion, for
examination and report. 19828.
MOWAT, THOMAS (New Westminster, British Columbia), presented a '' Rat-fish,"
Chirncera collirei, from Straits of Fnca and Georgia (20382); also sent a specimen of
California Salmon, Oncorhynchiia chouicha, for examination and report (19593).
MOXLEY, L. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a living specimen of
Grivet Monkey. 20168.
MOYER, HENRY C. (Hilltown, Pennsylvania), sent a specimen of fo:;siliferous limestone, and ferrnginous sandstone containing pseudornorphs of limonite after
pyrite, for examination and report. 19837.
MUELLER, Baron FERDINAND von (Mel!Journe, Australia), presented a valuable collection of Australian plants containing about five hundred specimens, all new to
the herllarium. 20360.
MULLER, Dr. AUGUST (Natural History Institute, Berlin, Germany), sent a collection
of bird skins. (Purchased.) 1995L
MULLINS, WILLIAM J. (Franklin, Pennsylvania), presented a collection of minerals
containing twenty-eight specimens, from Pennsylvania. 20:307,
Mm:iEE d'HISTOIRE NATURELLE (Paris, France), sent in exchange busts representing
t.he various races of man. 19396.
MUSEO NACIONAL DE COSTA RICA (San Jose, Costa Rica) lent bird skins for comparison aud study at the request of the Curator of Birds. 19798.
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MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY (Cambridge, Massachusetts), lent bird ski us for
compar;son and study at the request of the Curator of Birds. 19731, 20074,
20172.
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, School of Drawing and Painting (Boston, Massachusetts),
presen 1 ed twelve drawings by the pupils. 20298.
MYERS, JOHN (Bracken, Texas), stmt a tooth of fossil Meadow-Mouse, Ari,icola, also
tooth of a rodent, for examination and report. 19445.
MYERS, W. H. (Washington, District of Columbi a), presented two razors manufactured by the donor. 19635.
NACHMAN, L. (Washington, District of Columbi a), presented a medal of the Seymour
and Blair Presidential campaign, u;68. 19379.
NAGLE, HARRY (York Havt-n, Pennsylvania), presented a specimen of petrified wood.
19822.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (through Prof. A. Hall, Naval Observatory,
Washington, District of Columbia,), presented a bronze medal struck by the Svciety of Astronomers, Vienna, in honor of Sir Theodor Oppolgel. 19831.
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF BRAZIL, Rio de ,Janeiro, Brazil (thro ugh Orville A. Derby),
sent in exchange meteorites,. three of which contain iron. 20192.
NEHRKORN, A. (Braunschweig, Germany), sent bird skins in exchange. 19980.
NELSON, CHRI5TIAN (Virginia City, Montana), sent ore for examination and report.
20505.
NELSON, s. J., and JOSEPH SEWALLEN (Flippin, Marion County, Arkansas), sent
limestone in cafoite, for l'Xamination and. report. 19.J42.
NETHERLANDS GOVERNMENT (through Maj. J. w. Powell) presented a section of a
meteoric stone containing iron. 19913.
NEW ENGLAND MINING COMPANY (through J. F. Barse, New York City) presented
four fragments of transpara.nt beryl, and five cut beryl stones, from Berkshire
Mines, Litchfield County, Connecticut. 19786.
NEW JERSEY SUGAR 01r MILK COMPANY (Hamburghi New Jersey) presented two
specimens of sugar of milk. 19626.
NEWLON, Dr. W. S. (Oswego, Kansas), presented four specimens of fossil Nantilus
(19896); fl.int chips and fragments of implcments(20181); two flint cores, ~ixteen
fragrnents, and a box of chips and flakes (20460); eleven Unio shells, thirteen
arrowheads or knives, sixty flakes and three fragments of paint stone, from the
site of an old Indian village, (20581).
NEWMAN, G. R. J. (Wa~hington, District of Columbia), sent micaceons hematite
(19~12) and a water-worn pebble (20351) for examination and report.
NEWMAN, JAMES. (See nnder Frank Burns, 20690.)
NICHOLSON, L.A. (Hillhurst, Washington), presented a ch::etopod annelid belonging
to the genus Nephthys, or n.n allied genus, from Puget Sound. 2078fl.
NICOLL, J. C. (New York C ity ), presented :five etchings by the donor. 20283.
NIEJ\IE\'Jm, Prof. Jou:-. H. (Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut), presented a
water-colot landi,cape. 20475.
NrnssLlw, J. R. (Ada, Ohio), preisentecl prehistoric stone implements, some of them
paleolithic, from Highlan<l County, Ohio; Todd Co_nnty, Kentucky, and Montgomery County, Tenuessee. 20345.
OAH, JonN M. (U . S. National Mu eum), presented Coleoptera: two specimens of
th pupa of Cyllene 1>iclllB (196 4); and a lithograph of the t. Paul Ice Palace,
1
(20147).
• WELL, FREDERICK D. (North Platte, Nebra ka), presented a living specimen of
th 'o_yot ' . 205U7.
'LL, JA)rn :\I. (11cKenzie, Tenn
ee), presented a collection of two hundred and
vi•oty-on pr bi toric ton implements from Carroll Couuty, Tenue · ee; thirty
of th<' , r palcoli hi . 20J4S.
• '. (._t, t, l nivn ity of Iowa' s nt fo . il coal in exchange. 2052 .
4

•
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NYE, WILLARD, Jr. (New Bedford, Massachusetts), presented two ducks from Wood's
Holl, Massachusetts (19989); prehistoric stone implements and pottery-four
scrapers, eight arrowheads, thirteen fragments of pottery-from the north bank
of t he Patuxent River, opposite Benedict, Maryland; also fragment of pierced
tablet and twenty-five fragments of pottery, from Currituck Sound, North Carolina (20480); and ten specimens of prehistoric stone implements, paleolithic,
from Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts (20579).
OBER, ANDREW K. (Beverly, Massachusetts), sent for examination and report arrowheads from Nova Scot.ia an<l from Nevada. 19968.
O'CONNELL, E. DOROGHTERY (Washington, District of Columbia), sent decomposed
mica 1or examination and report. 19459.
OERLEIN, R. (New Orleans, Louisiana), presented a specimen of the manilla plant
and sample of manilla hemp, from Honduras, Central America. 19835.
ORM, FRED C. (Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, District of Columbia), presented
a living specimen of Gray Squirrel, Sciiirits caroliniensis caroliniensis. 13874.
OLDS, FREDERICK A. (Raleigh, North Carolina), presented a collection of North Carolina State currency issued during the war of 1861-'65. ~0025.
OLMSTEAD, E. S. (Stepney Depot, Connecticut), presented topaz, tourmaline, scapolite, epidolite, native bismut.h, fluorite, muscovite, and wolframite. 20014.
O'MALLEY, Mr. (thro1:gh U. S. Fish Commission), sent it larva of one of the Sialldre
for examination and report. 20ti01.
O'NEILL, JOHN A. (See under Treasury Department, Bureau of Engraving and
Priutiug, 20325.)
ORCUTT, C. R. (San Diego, California), sent shells, one hundred specimens of Helix
lamis, in exchange. 20721.
OSTRANDER, T. L. (Wells, New York) 1 presented three living specimens of the Woodchuck. 20718.
O'TOOLE, GEORGE P., H.P. Soule, and L. B. Washington (Washington, District of
Columbia) prt·sented a Hungarian fund ce11ificate, dated New York, :February
2, 1852, signed by L. Kossuth. 19929.
·
OWEN, W. 0., Jr. (Plattslmrgb Barracks, New York), presented a specimen of Hellbender, Menopoma allegheniense. 19357.
OWLSLEY, Dr. W. T. (Glasgow, Kentucky), presented a living specimen of Opossum
(20466); anrl sent living specimens of the Gray Fox (20648, 20740) and a living
Tortoise, Cistudo carolina (20649).
PAEZ, Don RAMON (New York City), through E. G. Blackford presented a military
cap and sword of the late General Jose Antonio Paez. 20388.
PAGE, NELSON C. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a fossil Crocodile,
Crocodilus sp. . 201h4.
PAGE, R. W. (Salem, Virginia), sent a specimen of rock; also cast of foot-print in
limestone, for examination and reoort. 19536.
PAGE, W. L. (Lynchburgh, Virginia), presented a natural formation slightly worked.
19402.
PALMER, Dr. EDWARD (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited specimens of
currency: Silver two-real, Spanish Mexican, 1820; copper clacka, Mexican; and
pasteboard money, value 12½ cents, southern California (20170). Also sent a
valuable collection of Mexican plants, co~prising seven hundred and sixtyeight specimens. (This collection bas been workLd up by Dr. Sereno Watson,
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the results published in "The Proceedings
of the American AcadeR.ly of Arts and Sciences," vol. xx1v, 1889, pp. 36-87.)
Forty-eight specimens of materia medica, from California,; a collection of one
· lrnndred and forty-seven articles, funeral eqnipments, from a burial cave near
Los Angeles Bay, 200 miles northwest from Guay~1as, Lower California; ethnological objects: drum, rattles, fruit pickers, digging-sticks, water-jar, coloring
aterialG . and otlH'r olt_jt>ct1-1, from the Yaqui India.us, Sonora, Mexico; tweuta-•

.H,
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PALMER, Dr. EDWARD-Continued.
seven specimens of rocks from Lower California and Mexico ; eggs of Stila
bl'ewsteri and of S. gossi, from California; bryozoa and worm tubes, from Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico (also specimens of Indian foods from California, 20608).
PALMER, JOSEPH (U.S. National Museum), presented living specimens of the southern Gray Squirrel, from Maryland (20052); and a living specimen of Crow,
Corvus americanus (20343).
PALMER, J. S. (Cleveland, Ohio), sent beads for examination and report. 19475.
PALMER, WILLIAM (U. S. National Museum), presented a fragment of pottery fonnd
in Alexandria County, Virginia (19639); a specimen of Kirtland's Warbler, Dendroica kirtlandi (19643); four specimens of the Fly-catcher, Empidonax_ sp., from
Escanaba, Michigan (19763); a skin of Seiurus not•eboracencis notabilis (19676);
Maryland Yellow-throat, Geothlypis tricllas, from Point Lookout, Maryland (20607);
and a specimen of Tropidonotus sipedon (20763).
(See also under Fish Commission, United States, 19588.)
PARK, E. H. (Millbury, Massachusetts), sent a specimen of the Harlequin Snake,
Elaps fufoius fulvius, from Florida, for examination and report. 20316.
PARKE, C. A. (Wolverton, England), presented tracings and interior views of sleepingcarriages nsed on the London and Northwestern Railway. 20534.
PARKE, DAVIS & Co. (Detroit, Michigan), presented five lithographs of certain tablets from the East.er Islands (19610), and sent in exchange ethnological objects
from Polynesia (19712).
f>ARKE, EDMUND B. (Brooklyn, New York), presented twenty-five coins of foreign
countries. 20211.
PARRISH, STEPHEN (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), presented etchings and dry points
bv the donor. 20270.
PARS~Ns, CHARLES (New York City), presented a wood-cut by Dr. Alexander Anderson. 20300.
PATRICK, L. S. (Marinette, Wisconsin), presented a bow and three -arrows made by
John Kaguetosh. 20350.
PAVY, Mrs. LILLIE MAY (New York City), presented a sketch of an Eskimo village,
also a surgeon's lancet, used by Dr. Pavy ou the Greely Arctic Expedition
(i0793); and deposited a portrait of Dr. Pavy (20614).
PAYN1£, Dr. ALVAN S. (Markham, 'Virginia), presented arrowheads, ores, and bard
and soft marbles (19669).
PEABODY ACADEMY OF SCIENCE (Salem, Massachusetts) presented prehistoric stone
implements from Essex County, Massachusetts, including se,en paleolithic specimens. 20159.
PEALE, Dr. A. C. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented thirty-three specimens of
wood opal from Gallatin County, Montana, and one specimen of l'OSe quartz
from Montana (19919); also a concretion from the Yellowstone River, near Billings, Montana (20195).
PEARCE, RICHARD (Denver, Colorado), presented meteoric iron from Albuquerque,
New Mexico. 20167.
PECK, F. H. (U. S. National Museum), presented paper currency of the State of
Maryland, April 10, 1774, denominat.ion one dollar. 20041.
PEJ!'FER, JAMES H. (We tport, Connecticnt), presented a one-cent pattern piece,
!enchtwanger composition, 1 :37 (1964 ) ; also an old iron ball and chain, and all
iron knuckle (19720).
E 'DLETO ', · C. (Qnincy, California), sent a specimen of asbestos for examination
a.nd report. 20425.
•
E ."J.' IEL '. • L .. ( · ·.· · G lo,,.ical
urvey), presented twenty-six specimens of min~ 1 .' rn li~dm '~ink tr rnolit , gr en phlogopite, albite crystals, brown tourmalm m , l it ,, ltcro h' c·r
·
, , t a. I , o1·tgoc1ade and pyroxene zircon
crystaI ca] CL·t e~
aud
alliz d rraphit •. 20415.
'
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PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY presented lithographed plans of standard turnouts. cross-overs, and of standard road-bed (20435) (through J. F. Richards);
sections of standard rails, locks, nuts, bolts, etc. (20490); medallion of John
Stevens, from paddle-box of steamboat destroyed by :fire at Camden, New Jersey
(20494) (through F. Walcott Jackson); photographs of type of inspection car used
on Pennsylvania Railroad (20561) (through Thomas N. Ely); iron rail and spikes
used on the Camden and Amboy Railroad in 1849 (20583) (through Robert P.
Snowden); locomotive lanterns and sections of rails used on the Camden and
Amboy Railroad (20728 ) (through Robert P. Snowden, Samuel S. Roberts, and
Frederick I. Stutts); model -of railroad track, Pennsylvania Railroad standard,
188-3 (20768) (through J. F. Richards); and sent a model of a canal-boat (20824).
PERKINS, Prof. G. H. (Museum of the University of Vermont), presented a collection
of prehistoric stone implements, and also deposited prehistoric stone implements.
20554, 20734.
PERRY, E. A. (Hartford, Connecticut), presented a ribbon badge of the "Putnam
Phalanx," of Hartford. 19830.
PERRY, N. H. (South Paris, Maine), sent in exchange six specimens of petalite with
spodumene, from Peru, Maine (20215), and iceland Rpar, andalusite, and phyrrhotite crystals in quartz (20338).
PETTIT & DRIPPS (Washington, District of Columbia) presented a living specimen
of Porcupine, Erithizon dorsatus, from Virginia. 20753.
PETTIT, ROBERT E. (Altoona, Pennsylvania), presented a portage railroad frog.
19443.
PHILLIPS, BARNET (Brooklyn, New York), presented an opium pipe, also a pipe rnade
of stone. 20567.
PmENIX GLASS COMPANY (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) pre8ented glassware. 20500.
PHOTOGRAVURE COMPANY (New York City) presented proofa illustrating the photogravure process. 20324.
PIERCE, H. D. (Hypoluxo, Florida), sent a Bat-fish, Malthe vespertilio, for examination and report. 20568.
PIKE, A. F., MANUJ!'ACTURING COMPANY (Pike Station, New Hampshire), presented
specimens of Washita whetstones. 19364.
PIPEH, Miss TILLIE (U. S. National Museum), presented a Bat, Vesperugo se1'0tiniis.
19504.
POLING, 0. C. (Quincy, Illinois), presented a Little Yellow Rail, P01·zana noi•eboracensis. 20092.
POLLOCK, GEORGE F. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent a living specimen
of Opossuill (20636\ and four living specimens of the Gray Squirrel (20611).
POWELL, Maj. J.W . . (See under Interior, Department of the, U.S. Geological Survey,
also under Bureau of Ethnology, and unuer Government of the Netherlands.)
PHA~G, L., & Co. (Roxbnry, Massachusetts) presented two hundred and eighty-four
lithographs to illustrate the history of lithography, and one aquatint (20593);
chromo-lithographs by Storch and Kramer and F. Gilner (20610), and nine cliromo-lithographs by the donors (_20640).
PRANG, Lours (Roxbury, Massachusetts), presented four wood engravings and one
drawing. 20286.
PRATT, W. H., and JOHN VANCE (Eureka, California) presented a red-wood plank.
20288.
PRESTON, A. B. (Hartford, Connecticut), presented a badge of the "Putnam Phalanx,"
of Hartford. 19679.
PRESTO ~. J. W. (Baxter, Indiana), presented two eggs of Buteo borealis. 20585.
PmcE, THOMAS (San Francisco, California), presented wulfenite and descloizite
(19617), and vanadinite, descloizite, and cerussite and pyrolusite (20606}.
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PRICE, T. S. (Marysville, California), presented a specimen of the wood of Califor:uia
manzanita. 19446.
PRICE, W.W. (Riverside, California), preeented a specimen of the Rusty Song Sparrow, Melospiza fasciata guttata (20306), also sent bir<ls' skins for examination
and report (19840, 20306, '20743).
PRINGLE, C. G. (Charlotte, Vermont), presented a collection of Mexican plants, including many species new to science, which have been named by Watson, Vasey,
Britton, and others. 20430.
PROUDFIT, S. V. (Washington, Dist,rict of Columbia), presented prehistoric stone implements: Chips, flakes, paleolithic implements, scrapers, notched implements,
rude axes, a grooved axe, one hundred and thirty arrowheads, and one unstemmed
spear-head, from the District of Columbia. 20003, 203118.
PURNELL, J. H. (Opelika, Alabama), presented Lepi<loptera, and cases of Bagworm, Thyridopteryx ephernercephormis: ~0457.
QUACKENBos, Dr. JOHN D. (Columbia Co1lege, New York City), presented a new
species of Trout, Salvelinus aureol-us, three specimens, from Sunapee Lake, New
Hampshire. (Described in" Proceedings of 1he U.S. National Museum/' vol. x,
1887, page 628.) 19853.
QUEEN OF HA WAH, presented through the Department of State a, canoe similar to
those in use by the natives of Hawaii. 20085.
QUICKSILVER MINING COMPANY (San Francisco, California) presented a glass model
representing the New Almaden mine and its underground workings; also photo.graphs of its machinery, etc. 20762.
QUINN, W. M. (keeper, Cape San Blas light stat·on, Apalachicola, Florida), presented twelve specimens of the young of the Atlantic Hawk's-bill Turtle,
Eretmochelys irnbricata, in the flesh. 21002.
QUINTIN, ANDREW (Trenton, New Jersey), presented a lithograph of the iron steamboat R. S. Stockton. 20313.
RABY, ST. GEORGE R. (Mount Pleasant, District of Columbia), presented a one-cen~
piece United States, 1793; a twenty-reis, Brazil, 1869; and a ten-cent piece,
Hayti, 1846; also three sutler's checks, U.S. Army (19972); a copper twenty-fivecent piece, a brass fifty-cent piece, and sutler's checks (20194).
RABY, ST. GEORGE R., Jr. (Mount Pleasant, District of Columbia), presented Coufederate States pa.per currency: One dollar, 186~; fivA dollars, 1863; and one
hundred dollars, 1863, Louisiana. 19973.
RAGSDALE, G. H. (Gainesville, Texas), sent feathers of a duck (20539), cretaceous
fossils, flue siliceous sandstone, calcareous sandstone, impure limestone, and
argillaceons limestone (19990), for examination and report.
RAILWAY GAZETTE (New York City) sent forty numbers of the "Railway Gazette,"
containing plates. 20495.
RANDALL, A. FRA:-.K (Los Angeles, California), presented nnmou.n ted photographs of
Apache Inilians. 20263.
RANSOi\I, WILLIA!\1 (Fairfield, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, England), presented arch reological objects: Eight specimens of paleolithic implements fvund about thirteen
feet below the urface in yellow clay near Hitchin, Hertfordshire; eight specimeus of neolithic implements, from the chalk-downs on the south coast of
England; one neolith from Norway; two flakes from l!'rance; seven pieces of
Sa.mian ware dug from the earth abont twelve feet below the surface in the city
of London, Roman deposit; three Rornau styles, exhumed in ondon from a
d pth of tw fe t. 2 668.
HATnn .·,
I
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RAVENE, GUSTAVE (U.S. National Museum), presented two brass cartridges, Engli~li
G,)Vernment type (19645); also a collection of foreign postage-stamps, containing
ninety-seven specimens (1966:3).
.
RAY, ALFRED (Forest Glen, Maryland), presented a living specimen of the Screech
Owl, Megascops asio. 20654.
READWIN, T. A. (Loudon, England), presented a specimen of gold in quartz from
Wales. 19743.
REARDON, WILLIAM (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a section of
Georgia pine from Galt's grain elevator (Washington), showing the action of
grain in eroding wood. 20634.
REED, JOHN W. (Gaitherslrnrgh, Maryland), presented a living specimen of the Sparrow Hawk. 20775.
-REYNOLDS, A. D. (Bristol, Tennessee), sent quartz, an obscure rock mixture, and
quartz containing pyrite (19742), and gale~a, micaceous hematite, decomposed
granite, etc. ( 19583), for examination and report.
REYNOLDS, E. R. (Wasbi11gton, District of Columbia), presented a collection of two
hundred an<l. fifty-nine prehistoric stone implements from various localities in the
District of Columbia. 20497.
REYNOLDS, GEORGE D. (St. Louis, Missouri), presented two_ silver medals, Twentyfirst National Encampment, G. A. R., September, 1887, and bronze medal worn
by members of the subcommittee. 19688.
RHODES, G. W. (See under Chicago, Bu_rlington and Quincy Railroad, 20810.)
RICE, MORES (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a specimen of the Redtailed Hawk, Buteo bol'ealis, from Marylan<l.. U)799.
RICE, Prof. WILLIAM NORTH (Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut), sent
minerals for examination and report. 20100.
RICE, Hon. W. T. (United States consul, Horgeo, Switzerland), presented coins, in
copper, silver, and gold, of Ceylon, Europe, United States, and South America
(19468); also six specimens of copper coins made b,y the English Government for
Ceylon (19632).
RICH, SHEBNACH ( SalemJ Massachusetts), presented a "Kyal" lamp, an old "fat"
lamp used to hang in the fire. 20563.
RICHARDS, CHARLESN. (United States Senate), sent a sampleofsoilforexamination
and report. 19603.
RICHARDS, J. F. (See ·u nder Pennsylvania Railroad, 20435, 20768.)
RICHARDSON, C. B. (Chester, Virginia), sent a sandstone pebble for examination and
report. 20346.
RICHARDSON, W. G. (United States Navy), sent bird skins for examination and report. 20656.
RICHMOND, A.G. (Canajoharie, New York), presented prehistoric stone implements,
pottery, shells, bones, and mammal teeth, from the Mohawk Valley, three hundred and ninety-six specimens in all. 20784.
RICHMOND, CHARLES W. (U. S . Geological Survey), presented birds' nests: Sialia
sialis, Myiarchus crinitus, Passerina cyanea, Vi1'eo flavif1·ons, and Troglodytes aedon
(19394), 11est of Helminthophila chrysopte1·a (l\J736), and a collection of about 11ine
hundred and fi_fty birds' eggs, comprising seventy-six species, obtained mostly in
the District of Columbia, by C. W. Richmond, Melville Thompson, and Hugh M.
Smith (._19891); also sent in exchange a specimen of Anhinga an.l1inga, from Florida,
(19943), and a specimen of Loxia americana minor, from the District of Columbia
(20310).
RIC!{ARDS, T. M. (Candler, Florida), presented vertebrre and a fossil tooth. 20577.
RIDLEY, C. W. (See under Charles Hall, 19549.)
RIDDLE, J. W. (Eagle PaAs, Texas), presented a living Jaguar, from Texas. 20076.
RIDGWAY, JOSEPH H. (Olney, Illinois), presented a specimen of the Purple Finch,
Carpodac1is purpureus. 20229.
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RIDGWAY, ROBERT (U. S. National Museum), presented four birds (19406); specimens
of the Maryland Yellow-throat, Geothlypis tricltas; Summer 'fanager, Piranga
rub1·a; Che wink, Pipilo erythrophthalrnus, and Long-billed Marsh Wren, Cistotho1·us palustris (19503); bird skins, four specimens; and nests of Passerina cyanea,
Vireo olivaceus, and Polioptila crerulea (1955l), and birds' nests, and birds, four
specimens, from Gainesville, Virginia (19559) ; also deposi tecl photographs of the
Gustoso Indians of the Rio Frio District of Costa Rica (19370).
RIKER, C. B. (New York City), presentefl bird skins, from the region of the Lower
Amazon (19768); and sent bird skins for examination and report (19523, 19600 ).
H.IKER, GEORGE A. (Alexandria, Virginia), presented two living specimens of the
Barred Owl. 20609.
RILEY, Prof. C. V. (Department of Agriculture), presented a specimen of manganeseoxide dendrite from Albuquerque, New Mflxico. 20384.
RINKER, JOSIAH ( Gainesborough, Virginia), sent a specimen of carbonaceous &hale with
veins of white calcite and coatings of iron pyrites, for examination and report.
20542.
RITTENHOUSE, N. M. (Baltimore, Maryland), presented a !;pecimen of the first paper
manufactured in North America. Made by Clase Rittenhouse in Roxborough
township, county of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1691. 20484.
·
RITTER, S. (Brooklyn, New York), presented a cap and cape worn by the "\Vide
Awakes" in the Presidential campaign of 1860. 19856.
ROBERTS, SAMUELL. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad, 20728.)
ROBERTS, W. T. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent in exchange i:;ix specimens,
six species, of bird skins from Guayaquil, Ecuador. 19681.
ROBESON, Mrs. GEORGE M. (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a specimen
of the Snowy Owl, Nvctea nyctea; one pair each of the antlers of A.lees machlis,
Cariacus columbianus, and Ovis nwntana; two J a,panese bronze vases ; two large
china vases; bronze figure of Buddha; medallion of Washiugton, Lincoln, and
Grant; bust, "The Nation's Ward;" and a small model of the Venus of Milo
(20491); a1so arrows and arrowheads from Sitka, Alaska (~0537).
ROBINSON, CONWAY, Jr. (Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia), presented a living
specimen of the Hog-nosed Snake, Heterodon platyrhinus. 19489.
ROBINSON, R. L. (Dodd City, Kansas), (see under U. S. Geological Survey.)
ROBINSON, Miss VIOLET (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a silver coin,
one franc, France, 1868; and a copper coin, five lepta of Greece, 1869. 20!3i,5.
l<.ODMAN, Dr. JAMES (Hopkinsville, Kentucky), presented a dried plant, Pancratittm
sp ?. 19543.
ROMEYN, Capt. HENRY, U. S. Army (Fort Keogh, Montana), presented a living
specimen of the Mountain Lion, Felis concolo1·. 20535.
RoTHFUCHS, C. :F. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented lithographs representing coats-of-arms, portraits of all living rulers, and merchant flags of all
nations. 20221.
ROULET, :F. (Newark Valley, New York), presented sixteen specimens of prehistoric
stone implements, including fourteen leaf-shaped implements (type Solutrian);
one spear-head; and a water-worn pebble with chipped cutting edge. 20688.
Ro E, C. W. (Kingston, New Mexico), sent minerals for examination and report.
19443.

R

rno A, JOSE T . ( an Juan Batiste, Mexico), presented specimens of bats, Mormops ntegalophylla and Vesperugo serotinus fuscus?; an interesting collection of
plant. ; a collection of bird skins (20463) and two setl! of 1exican plants (20G91,

~0756).
'
1,' '~ A .... I.,( learfi ld, Penn ylvania), sent insect for name. 20741.
I, "L · IJ, fu , IA ( ew York 'i y), eut bir<l skiu . 20794.
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ROYLE, JOHN, & SoNs (Patterson, New Jersey), preseuted twophotographsofrouting
machine. 20625.
RUBY, CHARLES. (See under Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U.S. Army, 19776 .)
RUGGLES, CHARLES (Bronson, Michigan), presented three paleolithic prehistoric stone
implements (20208), and a hammer-stone and three paleolithic implements. 20420.
RUGGLES, DANIEL (Fredericks burgh, Virginia), presented specimens of percussion
caps made of paper and leather and charged with fulminate of mercury, invented for Confederate troops, department of Fredericksbnrgh, May, 1861, by
Brig. Gen. Daniel Ruggles, Confederate States Army, commanding depa,rtment.
20381.
RusH, Dr. W. H., U. S. Navy (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), lent shells from West
Indies and the southeast coast of the United States, for comparison and study,
at the request of the Curator of Mollusks. 19518.
RUSSELL, CHARLES W. (Department of Justice), presented two uniform coats worn
by Col. R. G. Mosby, of the Confederate States army, during the war ot 1861-'65.
20063.
RUSSELL, I. C. (U. S. Geological Survey), . presented a collection of about thirty
species of fossil plants, two of which are new to science, from Alabama (see" Proc.
U. S. National Museum," vol. x1, 1888, pp. 83-87) (20~62), and a map of Lake Lahonton, Nevada (20570 ).
RUSSELL & RICHARDSON (Boston, Massachusetts), presented twenty specimenG of
wood engraving. 20624.
RUTHERFORD, HORACE (Trenton, Kentucky), presented a spider, species undetenninable. 19585.
RYAN, BLAKE (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a uniform coat of Company A, Ninth Kentucky Infantry, Confederate States army, 1861. 20045.
RYNERSON, J. H. (Las Cruces, New Mexico), sent a specimen ofrock containing supposed foot tracks, for examination and report. 19665.
SALOMON, FRED (Salt Lake City, Utah), sent hornblende containing calcite, for examination and report. 20349.
SALVIN, 0. (See under T. D. Godrnan, 20007.)
SAMSON, Mrs. G. C. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented silver coins of
India. 19E:!83.
SANDOS, W. A. (Opelousas, Louisiana), presented larv~ of Ernpretia stiniulm (19671)
and a crysalis of Papilio cresphontes (19962) from Opelousas.
SARONY, NAPOLEON (New York City), presented a lithograph by the donor. 20289.
SAWTELL, GILMAN (Alderdice, Montana), presented three specimens of the Great
Lake Tront, Salvelinus namaycush, from Henry Lake, Idaho. 19803.
SAWYER, C. M. (Mechanic Falls, Maine), presented prehistoric stone implements
from Lake Aubum, Androscoggin County, Maine (19H46); also prehistoric stone
implements from other parts of Maine (20046), and sent others for examination
and report.
SAWYER, J. G. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent limestone conglomerate,
decomposed rock, arnl a water-worn pebble, for examination and report. 19922 ,
SCHMID, Louis, & SONS (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a parrot,
A.mazona leucocephala, from Cuba (19421) ; n Yellow-shouldered Parrot, A.mazona
orahroptera (19576) ; three specimens of hirds iu the tlesh (20118) ; two liviug Ferrets (20141); and living specimens of Gambel's Partridge, from Arizona (20126).
SCHMID, LOUIS A., & SONS (Washington, District of Columbia) presented two living
specimens of the Hare, Lepus vulgaris. 20342.
SCHNECK, J. (Mount Carmel, Illinois), presented a Great Horned Owl in the flesh
(20051), also a living specimen of the same (20650).
ScmrnrnER, MARTIN (Washington, District of Columbia), deposited a stuffed Eel.
20081.
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SCHOENBORN, H. F. ( Washington, District of Columbia), preseuted a collection of
Lepidoptera: Callirnorpha sitjfnsa, from Virginia; C. contigua, from the District or'
Columbia; C. militaris, from Ohio; and C. fulvi-.:osta. Some of these are new
to the collections. 19565.
SCHOFF, STEPHEN ALONZO (Newtonville, Massachusetts), presented an engraving by
the donor. 202t,0.
ScHRAUBSTADTER, CARL (St. Louis, Missouri) presented plates, tools, etc., showing
the use of the donor's Star engrnving plates. 20396.
SCHREIBER, W. A. H. (Webster, North Carolina), presented specimens of peridotite
(19722). and sent manganiferous limonite (19dl7), limonite and mica schist
(19824), and chromite (~0011), for examiuation and report.
SCHUETTE, J. H. (Green Bay, Wisconsin), sent in exchange German mosses and lichens
(19637), and cryptogamous anu phamogamous plants from Wisconsin (20419).
SCHWARZ, E. A. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented specimens of Orthoptera and Neuroptera, also a specimen of the very rare Oligotoma hubba1·di
Hazen from l!'lorida (19535); and sent in exchange Coleoptera: Lachnosterna
clypeata, L. latifrons, and L. cemula from Florida, new to the collections (20639).
SCHWARZ, G. A. (Philadelphia, Peunsylvania), sent a miniature travean and horses
for model of canal-boat. 20819.
SCOTT, ALEXANDER (U. S. Patent Office), presented ancient Greek coins, one of city
of Pauticapreum, and one of city of Sino11e, B. C. 350. 20.:U6.
ScoT'r, HAMILTON (Maness, Scott County, Virginia), sent a specimen of impure
irou ore for examination and report. 19571.
SCOTT, SAMUEL (Rapid City, South Dakota), presented tin and other ores; and minerals: cassiterite, muscovite, albite, spodumene, tripolite, garnet, rose quartz, tautalite, aud green, blue, and black tourmaiine,-from the Black Hills (20498) ; aud sent
ilmenite and crystals in feldspar for examination and report (19843).
Scorr, THOMAS W. (Richmond, Virginia), deposited an electoral ticket of the State
of Virginia for President and Vice-President of the Confederate l:,tates, November 6. 1861. 20735.
SECKLl(R: W. S. (Trinity, Texas), sent a specimen of a mineral for examination and
report. Ul562.
SEEB0HM, HENRY (London, England), presented six specimens of Sand-pipers (19448);
deposited a type of Pitta oreas (19448); and sent bird skins from various localities
in exchange (20327).
SEIBERT, S. R. (Washington, District of Culumbia), dt=1posited ·two camera boxes.
20781.
SELLEns, JonN (New York City), presented engravers' and etchers' tools and materials. 20661.
SELLNER, J. J. (Camp Springs, Prince George's County, Maryland), presented a living
specimen of Cooper's Hawk, Buteo cooperi, from Marylaud (2022:{), and a specimen rJf Rabbit, Lepus sylt•aticus, in tlie flesh (20i42).
SENNET'T, Gi~0RGE B. (Awerican Museum of Natural History, New York City), present,ed bird skins: Colyrnbus clominic1is, Phalacrocorax rnexicanus, Dendrocygua autwntnalis, Uolinus virginianus texanus, CaUipepla squarnata casta11oga11tris, Ortalis
vetula rnacalli, Colurnba jlarirostris, Engyptila albifrons, Parabuteo unicinatus harriBi, Buteo albicaudatus, Polyborits cheriway, Chordeiles texensis, Dryobates scalal'is,
Myia,·chus mexicanus, Otocoris alpestris giraudi, Corv1is c1·yptule11.cus, Quiscalus ma c,_·ourus, Xanthoura luxuosci, lcttrus cucullatus, I. auduhonii, I. s1,urins, Pyrrhuloxia
8 \ 1mata, Peucma cassini, Spizella pusilla, Gnfraca camllea, Passerina versicolor,
l~~nbernaura rujivirr,ata, Lanius ludoviciamts excnbitorides, Ha1-porltynchus lo11gi1'08·
tris, II. ourvirostl'is Gampylorhynchus brunneicapillus Thryothorus bewickii bairdi,
1'_0 l'wp t'l
' on several occasion lent
I a plumb a, ancl AuriparusjlavicP]JB t19739)· and
lnr
kin , for comparison
·
'
ancl study at the request
of the Curator of n·ird s
( 1 3." , 1 6, l 34).
'
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SESSFORD, J. S. (U.S. National MuseJm), presented a fac-simile engraving of the
original Declarntiou of Ind ependence. ~0207.
SEWALLEN, JOSEPH. (See under s. J. Nelson: 19442.)
SEWELL, Dr. J. A. (Rockwood, Tennessee), sent a specimen of Horn-snake, Opheosau1·us ventralis, for examination and report. 19614 ..
SHAH OJ!' PERSIA (through Department of St.ate) sent a specimen of native golclbearing quartz for examin ation and report. 20378.
SHARP, GEORGE B. (New York City), presented pfates of pure copper, copper alloy,
steel, and zinc. 20620.
SHARPLESS, A. (West Chester, Pennsylvania), presented prehistoric stone implements, two paleolit.hic, one leaf-shaped (20158), one leaf-shaped (20429), and
twenty-two specimens, ten of them paleolithic (20603).
SHARPLESS, S. P. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented an exceedingly valuable collection containing more than eleven hundred specimens of North American woods,
embracing over four hundred species, collected by the agents of the Tenth Census
and used by Mr. C. S. Sargent in connection with the preparation of vol. IX of
the report of the Tenth Census (20llf>); also hdwlite from Nova Scotia and massive pyrite from Newfoundland (20137), and photomicrogaphs of all species of
North American pines, made by the donor (20149).
SHELDON, W. H. (Climax, Michigan), sent, in exchange a collection of prehistoric
stone implements, consisting of thrne rude arrowheads, one small spear-head,
two large spear-beads, one rude wedge-shaped implement, one small implement
of banded slate, one large implement ·of banded s1ate9 :1nd a fragment of a
drilled ceremonial object, from Kalamazoo County, Michigan. 20807.
SHELLACK, Dr. E. H. (Allen, Kansas), sent an object supposed to be a "fossil egg"
for examination and report. ~0678.
SHEPARD, CHA~LES U. (Charl eston, South Carolina), presented books from the
library of Charle1:, U. Shepard,. Sr., deceased (20020), and deposited framed photographs of meteorites and a framed portrait engraving of tho bte Prof. C. U.
Shepard {through Cutler's Art Store, New Haven, Connecticut), (2002G).
SHEPARD, JAMES (New Britain, Connecticut), presented a specimen of supposed volcanic rock from Meriden, Connecticnt. 19711.
SHICK, CHARLES S. (Sea, Isle City, New Jersey), sent a nest and four eggs of Ammodromus rnaritim.us for examination and. report. 20755.
SHIELDS, CHARLES 0. (Grange, Colorado), sent specimens of the Blistering Beetle,
Meloe sublwvis, for examination and report. 19444.
·
SHIRLAW, WALTER (New York City), presented three drawings by the donor. 20287,
SHOEMAKER, ERNEST (Washin gton, District of Columbia), presented a collection of
prehistoric stone implements, including nine leaf-shaped implernen ts, four notched
implements, and twenty-two rude implements of the paleolithic type. 20175.
SHOLL, H. C. (Marble Hill, Massachusetts), through Hon. J. P. Walker, sent a speci_
ruen of limonite for examination and report. 20246.
SHREIBER, W. A.H. (Webster, North Carolina), sent in exchange chromite and other
ores. 19455.
SHRIVER, HOWARD (Wytheville, Virginia), presented prehistoric stone implementsfour arrowheads. 20182.
·
SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W., U.S. Army (Fort Wingate, New Mexico), presented mammals:
Hesper01nys truei, CricetoppHB flavus, and Thornornys talpoides umbrinus (19401) ; a
specimen of dressed buckskin, bone used by the tanner in dressing the skin, and
seven photographs showing entire process of tanning by the Navajo Indians
(19540); dendritic markings from Fort Selden, New Mexico (19615); crania and
sternaofbirds (see "Proc. U.S. National Museum," vol. x, 1887, p. 376) (Ul719); a
specimen of Ardea virescens, from Arizona ( obtained by Charles Ru by, U. S. Army)
(19776); a specimen of the Skunk, Mephitis mephitica, from Fort Wingate (19802);
and a skeleton of the Raven, Corvus corax sinuatus (20595 ).
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SHUTT, G1~0HGE W. (U.S. Geological Survey), presented four specimens of the Banded
Rattlesnake, CrotaluB horridus ( 19490), and a living specimen of Eagle, from
Virginia ( 19816).
SICKLES, :F. E. (Kansas City, Missouri), preseuted the first steam steering-engine
practically applied to a vessel. 20574.
SIEBERT, S. R. ( Washington, District of Columbia), presented dagnerreot,ype plates,
buff stick, bromine box, daguerreotype sensitizing box, etc. 20769.
SIEMASCHK, J. VON (St. Petersburg, Russia), sent in exchange two fragments of
meteoric stone from l~ussia. 19988.
SIMMONS, GEORGE C. (New York City), presente<l. a Flying-sq_uirrel, Sciuropterus vo·
lucella albino. 19509.
SIMPSON, CHARLES T. (Ogallala, Nebraska), presented land and fresh-water shells
fro111 Indian Territory (:20722); also lent a specimen of Natica fordiana Simps., from
Saratoga Bay, Florida, for comparison and study, at the request of the Curator
of Mollusks (20073).
SINGLEY, J. A. (Giddings, Lee County, Texas), presented six species of fresh-water
shells (19694); also lent land and fresh-water shells from the vicinity of Anstiu,
Texas, for comparh;on and study, at tlie request of the Curator of Mollusks
(H.1790).

SISK, Dr. C. T. (Shady Grove, Jefferson County, Tennessee), presented stone relicsanowheads, spear-heads, celts, gr~oved a,xes, pierced tablets, stone tube, and
stone pipe; also fragments of pottery, and IJones of mau and of animals; minerals, rocks, and ores-red hematite, limouite, quartz crystals, decomposed gneiss,
schist, hornblende rock, impure jasper, white mica with feldspar, shale, quartzite,
an<l earthy matter with irnn oxitle; aud ehell:3, receut species of 'l'enuesseu
Melaniidre. 19:387.
SKID'.\'lORE, P.H. (Washington, District of Columbia), through L. M. Turner presented a dried human hand us6d as a fetich. 19493.
SKINNER & SONS (Baltimore, Maryland), throngb U. S. Fish CommisRiou presented
seveu builder's models of ships built at Baltimore since 1846. 20547.
SKI~NER, B. D. (Greenport, New York), presented a collection of oue hunclrecl an<l
twenty-nine prehistoric stone implements, twenty of them IJeing paleolithic.
20~38.
SKINNER, T. E. (U.S. National Museum), presented a specimen of bird, Accipiter
cooperi. 194i2.
S:\ULLIE, GEORGE H. (New York City), presented two pencil drawings by the donor
(20296), and a proof (preparatory etching) of ''The Rocky Mountains" by Ja1Ues
Smillie, after A. Bierstadt. 20355.
MILLrn, JAMES D. (New York City), presented sketches and studies (20292) and five
pr gressi.ves of an etc bing, the work of the donor (20305 ).
MILLIE, L. E. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent a photo.irraphic lens t llarJ'ison "C. C.") u e<l. by M. B. Brad,v in making war views, etc. 20716.
:\llTH, C. K. (Klamath Agency, Oregon), pre ented a prehistoric collection from :t
mound on the Klamath Indian Re$ervation, Oregon-four obsidian knives, perforutor, two crap r , one mnller, two pestles, one grooved net sinker, three arrow- haft ·tra,ighteurr , a fragment of stone implement with narrow groovP a.t
on <·ucl, a hr:i s tli k, , bra <i ornament, three Chine ·e coin,, fragments of melt cl
gla IH:a l , a n iron tomahawk, ob idian spear-bead, and eight arrowhead i
al o t mortar a.u<l \Vo-kn8 grind r 11. eel at th present time by the Klamath ancl
.1o!lo · Inll i. n of r<'gon (i0434) ; Chin . e ·oins and a brass or copper disk taken
frnm : lll, 11 runatlOn monucl on the bores of Klamath Lake Or <TOn (20454);
' pr lii ti· _cnll ction of impl rn nt ·, ornaments, et·., from ~ mo~n<l on th
1 tu b lruhnn R
rva.ti n, regou; ix Chiue!.ie coins, two bra s button , one
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SMITH, C. K.-Continued.
brass bracelet, two copper beads, one obsidian perforator, one obsidian arrowhead, oue arrow-shaft straightener (grooved pumice stone), and two fragments
of human bone; also specimens of a form of moxa used by the Iudians of the
reservation (20642).
SmTH, Prof. E. A. (Uni"iCrsity of Alabama, Tusca1oosa, Alabama), presented a specimen of tantalite. 20037.
SMITH, FRANCIS B. (Nantucket, Massachusetts), presented antique candlesticks in
tindei·-box, flints, steel, also some old tinder. 20703.
Sl\nTH, H. G. (Denver, Colorado), sent bird skins; for examination and report. 20001,
20776.
SMITH, HUGH M. (U. S. National Museum), presented a nest of Spinus tristis, aud a
set of four eggs of Chelidon el'ytlwoyaster (19456), birds' nests, also bird skins,
as follows: Pandion haliaetus carolinensis, from Piney Point, Maryland; Mareca
arnericana, from Centre Market, Washington, District of Columbia; Aythya collaris
and Podilymbus podiceps, from Mount Vernon, Virginia (19485); shells-two specimens of Cyprwa cylindl'ica, from the ludo-Pacific region (19693); Chinese counters
composed of mother-of. pearl (19724, 19804); paper currency of Confederate States,
denomination fifty dollars; also one thousand dollar note of the State of Mississippi Bank, 1839 (20006).
SMITH, J. W. C. (Benton, Mississippi), presented a vegetable of abnormal growth.
20600.
SMITH, 0. C. (Tombstone, Arizona), sent a Coppery-tailed Trogon, Trogon ambiguus
Gould, for examination and report. 20326.
SMITH, S. W. (Brookville, Pennsylvania), sent bituminous shale, manganese ore, and
micaceons schist, for examination and report. 20017, 20095, 20830.
SMITH, Rev. T. W. (St. Joseph, Louisiana), presented a specimen of Lepidoptera,
Tineid sp. 19508.
SMITH, W. B , (U. S Geological Survey), presented garnet and topaz on rbyolyte, and
phenacite on beryl and quartz, from Colorado. 20067.
SMITH, W.R. (Washington, District of f!olumbia), presentecl a Ii ving opossum. 20213.
SNIDER, Mrs. A. B. (Green Castle, Indiana), sent furnace slag, quartz crystals, decomposed rock, etc., for examination and report. 19963.
SNOWDEN, ROBERT P. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad, 20583, 20728.)S0LAR, JOSUE SMITH (Wilmington, Delaware), presented a hat, such as is worn by
the citizens of Chili ; also a specimen of Chilian paper currency, un peso, and a
Chilian silver coin, twenty cents. 20256.
SOULE, H.P. (See under George P. O'Toole, 19929.)
SOUTHERN CONSTRUCTION AND QUARRY COMPANY (Nashville, Tennessee) . presented
a specimen of" Red Oak " granite, from Red Oak Granite Quarry, Georgia; and
srnt a specimen of mica-granite for examination and report. 19788.
SPEAR, GEORGE B. (St. Louis, Missouri), sent a specimen of limonite pseudomorph
after pyrite for examination and report. 20058.
SP00:NER, E. H. (Virginia City, Nevada), sent rocks and white marble for examination and report. 19975.
STABLER, HAROLD D. (Sandy Spring, Maryland), presented a specimen of the
Screech-owl, Megasco1Js asio. 2023G.
STABLER, JAMES P. (Sandy Spring, Maryland), presented a specimen of Cooper's
Hawk, Accipiter cooperi (19624), and a specimen of the Green Heron, Butoridcs
virescens ( 19591) .
STANDARD CHAR COAL COMPANY (Goodrich, Tennessee) presented specimens of wood
alcohol in six different stages of its manufacture. 19978.
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STATE, DEPARTMENT OF, presented bunting flags of varions nations. 19818.
(See also under Shah of Persia, 20378; Australian Museum, 20773.)
STAVANGER MUSEUM (Stavanger, Norway), sent l collection of bird skins, including
twenty specimens, in exchange. 19458.
STEARNS, Dr. R. E. C. (TT. S. National Museum), presented a specimen of the Horned
Lizard, Phrynosoma coronatum, from San Diego, Cal. (19d87) j four opium-pipe
bowls, two water-holders, and pencil-holder used in .writing, and a chunk of
sandal-wood chipped and bumed in religious services by the Cbinese -(19941) i
marine shells, twenty-four specimens, f1 or.n California; Tertiary fossils; four
specimens of Nassa fossata Gld., from Sau ta Barbara, California; ore5, rocks, aud
minerals, seventy specimens, mostly chromite, from California (2026U); a liookknife made of" mother-of-pearl" shell, Maleagrina ma1'garitifera (2058'2); fossil
brachiopods, Tei·ebrat·u la harlani Mort., from the green sand marl of New Jersey;
algre, from Kodiak, Alaska, and egg cases of skate, Cestracion fra,nc-isci, from San
Diego, California (20697); and a collection of ten hundred and ten shells, chiefly
from California, eastern America, and the ludo-Pacific region (20720).
STEELE, ROBERT L. (Rockingham, North Carolina), sent a boat-shaped object and a,
jasper bead for examination and report. 2l•359.
STEELMANN, Capt. THOMAS (Somers Point, New Jersey), presented fishes from the
vicinity of Somers Point. 19857.
STEl~METZ, CAHL (Helena, Montana) presented a living specimen of the Prairie Dog,
Cynornys columbianus. 19870.
STEINMEYER, Dr. F. A. (Bonaparte, Iowa), presented prehistoric stone implements,
one of the paleolithic type, from near Bonaparte. 206 ·4.
STEPHENS, F. (San Bernardino, Califoruia), sent a collection of mammal skins, togethe!'
with a nest and four eggH of Polfoptila califomica. (For descriptiou of nest aud
eggs of Polioptila californica, isee "Proc. U. S. National Museum," vol. x, pp. fi49
and 550). ( 193tH.) Also sent a collection of mammal skins including: Lepus trowbridgei, Nelornia mexicana, Spermophilus tereticaudus, Dipodomys deserti, Peroqtta:leus
fasciatus. (Purchased.) (19462.)
STEPHENSON: CHAUNCEY (West Worthington, Massachusetts) sent a specimen of mica
for examination and report. 19764.
STEUART, EDWIN S. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) presented a copy of the "Journal of
the Franklin Institute" containing illustrations of some early forms of rails.
20820.
STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (Hoboken, New Jersey) presented photograph
of the "Stevens" engine, also three photographic co.Pies of tinted drawings of
the engine (through W. H. Bristol) (20797), also drawings and description of a
steam boiler designed, built, and used by Col. John Stevens in 1826 (through
President Henry Morton) (20162); deposited a tnbnlar boiler used in '' John
Stevens' steam-boat; " and sold to the Museum a duplicate of the propeller of
this boat (through President Henry Morton). (20760.)
STEVENS,· Hon. RoBRRT (U. S. consul, Victoria, Br.i tish Columbia), sent two Chinese
coins found in a Chinese junk tn the ea of J apan, for exam ination and report.
19888.

STEVENSON, J. A. (Akron, Ohio), presented a collection of prehistoric stone imple11_1 n_
ts containing thre hundred and fifty-five specimens, many of them paleohtbtc, from ummit 'ounty, Ohio, and from the vicinity of Port Royal, Juniata
ouuty, Pa. 20371.

urvey), presented specimens of geyserite,
.)
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STEWART, JOHN T. (Council Bluffs, Iowa), sent marl containing P1·od'Uctus r1orwoodi,
from a caisson in the beit of the Missouri River between Omaha, Nebraska, and
Council Bluffs, for examination and report. 20746.
ST. GAUDENS, AUuUSTUS, and THOMAS B. CLARKE, ERWIN DAVIS, and RrCHARD GILDER (New York City) deposited original plaster casts of face and bands of Abraham Lincoln, made in April and May, 1860, by Leonard W. Volk, of Chicago,
Illinois. Also the first bronze cast of the face mold, and bronze casts of bands.
20084.
STINE, ANDREW J. (Leavenworth, Kansas), sent fossil-bearing limestone containing
iron oxide, for examination and report. 20214.
8TONE, Hon. W. J. (See under J. W. Warfield, 19952.)
STournNBURGH, WALTERS. (Washington Asylum, District of CoJumbia), presented a
living specimen of the Barn Owl, Strix flamrnea. 20i36.
STRAIT, N. A. (U. S. Pension Office), presented a specimen of postal currency, twentyfive cents, 1862. 20:!19.
STRATTON, C. L. (Chattanooga, Tennessee), presented a collection of prehistoric stone
implements, containing four hundred and thirt,y-six specimens, from Georgia and
Alabama. 20240.
STROEBEL, L. H. (Massillon, Ohio), presented photograph of pipes of Puget Sound
Indians. 19415.
STUART, F. T. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented eight progressive proofs from a
plate in mixed manner, engraved by the donor. 20291.
STUBBS, W. P. (Charlestown, Massachusetts), sent an oil-painting of four-masted
schooner King Phillip. 207i7.
STUDER, Hon. ADOLPH G. (See under Sultan of Sambas, 20638.)
STUFFLEBEAM, J. G. (Delaney, Arkansas), sent iron pyrites and a mineral supposed to
contain silver, for examination and report. 19457, 19570.
STURTEVANT, Dr. E. LEWIS (South Frammgharn, Massachusetts), presented two i;crap:.
l,ooks containing drawings of maize described in 3d Annual Report of the New
York Agricultural Experiment Station (20029), an unique and interesting collection of beans (20106), and one hundred and :fifty-four heads of named varieties of
wheat (2015:3).
STUTTS, FREDERICK J. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad.)
SULTAN' OF SAMBAS (through Hon. Adolph G. Studer, United States consul at Singapore) presented four samples of bilian, or iron-wood, from Borneo. 20638.
· SWAN, .JAMES G. (Port Townsend, Washington), sent two models of Indian lodges
and a carved totem-post. (Purchased.) 19477.
SW.ARR, D. M. (Lancaster, Pennsylvania), presented a book entitled "Origin of the
Indians of the New WorJd and of the West Indies" by Fr. Gregorio Garcia, second
edition, Madrid, 1729. ~0504.
SWEENY, T. W. (U. S. National Museum), presented two knives and three old carpenter tools. 19619.
SWETT, 1',RJ<:DERICK K. (U. S. Pension Office), presented two bronze copies (obverse
and reverse) of the silver medal issued by Josehp I, King of Hungary, in commemoration of victories gained ove: the Turks. 19576.
SWIFT, WILLIAM {Columbus, Ohio), presented a badge of the reunion of the Second
Cavalry Brigade, Columbus, Ohio, August 17, 1887. 19612.
TALIAFERRO, SUSAN (Alexandria, Virginia), presented. an iron cake-cutter over one
hundred years old, made by a blacksmith. 20164.
TANNER, Capt. Z. L. (U. S. Fish Commission, commanding U. S. Fish Commission
steame~ .Albatross), presented a Menhaden, ]Jrevoortia tyrannus, found floating in
the harbor at Baltimore. 19397.
TA.RVIX, WILLIA.1\1 F. (Pel'l'yville, Arkan as), sent a. specimen gf or~ foJ; exami;i;ua.tion
IW.d l't1J.)01't, 1~~7.
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TASSIN, Col. A.G., U.S. Army (Fort Wood, New York Harbor), presented birds killed
by flying against t,he light of the statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island (19691', 19707);
also sixty specimens, comprising thirteen species, from Bedloe's Island (197:W).
TASTET, W. M. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a collection of one
hundred aud twenty-two postage-stamps from various foreign countries. 20219.
TATE, E. 0. (Morristown, Tennesrne), sent a fragment of the carapace of a Sea-turtle,
probably Thalassochelys caretta, from North Carolina, for examination and report. 19881.
·
TAUNT, Lieut. E. H., U. S. Navy, presented ethnological objects from the Kassai
River, Central Africa. 20681.
TAYLOR & BRUNTON (Leadville, Colorado), presented sulphide ores, with a series of
products of dressing. 19671.
TAYLOR, GEOHGE L. (Cheyenne, Wyoming), sent four living specimens of the Prairie
Dog, Cyriomys ludovicianus; also a pair of abnormal antlers of Elk. · 19876.
TAYLOR, J. L. (Effie, Jackson County, North Carolina), sent chromite, asbestos,
corundum, and muscovite, for examination and report. 20553.
TAYLOR, Y.l. EDGAR (Peru, Nebraska), sent a collection of fossil shells, containing
one hundred and twenty-six specimens, for examination and report. 19644.
TAYLOR, WILLIE (Four Mile Run, Virginia), presented a specimen of the White
Egret, Ardea eg1·etta. 19420.
TAYLOR, ZACH (Dunkirk, New York), sent bird skins for examination and report.
20657.
TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM (Sydney, New South Wales), through Hon. G. w. Griffin,
United States consul, presented one hundred and thirty-six samples of wool
from Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales, and Queensland. 20798.
TEGIMA, S. (See under Tokio Educa,tional Museum, 19914.)
TERRELL, L. D. (U. S. Fish Commission), sent two living specimens of the Woodchuck, .Arctomys monax. 20694.
TEUBNER, CHARLES (Lexington, Missouri), presented eleven photographs representing flint arrowheads, etc. 20329.
THO:\:IPS0N, CHARLES A. (Quincy, Michigan), presented prehistoric stone implements,
some of them paleolithic, from Branch and Hillsdale Counties, Michigan (20353);
and lent a bird-shaped prehistoric stone object, for casting (~0471).
THOMPSON, E. E. (Toronto, Canada), lent bird skins, for comparison and study, at tbe
request of the Curator of Birds (19383), also sent birrls from Canada in exchauge
(19933, 20792).
THOMPSON, MELVILLE. (See nnder Charles w. Richmond, 19891.)
THOMPSON, R. J. (through Forsberg & Murray, Washington, District of Columbia),
presented a miniature blacksmithing outfit, and samples of work done with the
same. 19636.
'l'rrOMPS0N, Capt. THOMAS (Schooner M. A. Bastan ), through W. A. Wilcox, Gloucester, Massachusetts, presented a ti.sh, Thyrsitops v iolace1is, n. s., Bean. Type.
Described in Proceedings of U. S. National Museum," vol. x, 1887, pp. 513, 514.
19784.
THOMPSON, Paymaster WILLIAM J., U. S. Navy, presented ethnological objects from
Easter Island: Spear-heaus, paddles, oars, clubs, skulls, t a pa, feather bead-dress,
wooden rnols, stone implements, etc. (20078), and twenty-seven photographs of
EaRter I sland (20511).
Tuon.·E, Cu~·T N (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living specimen
of\'\ bi te Rat. 20202.
TH l t.' T ,· J. L. (Wahington, District of Columbia), presented an invitation to tbe
w ,n ty-fi r. t anniv rsary ,John A. Rawling Po,· t, No. 1, G. A. R., 1 i ; badge
P. part m nt of th Potom ac, tw nty-first national encampment, , ' t. Louis, 1 7 ·
au d ca rd of admi s. ion to m morial R rv1 c
neral Grant, October 1, 1886. 19 21.
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THORPE, Captain (schooner .Annie Wesley, Gloucester, Massachusetts), pr nt d a
skin of the Leather-back Turtle. 19655.
THORPE, Dr. H. H. (Liberty Hill, Texas), presented a piece of d nticrerou l>on ·
1%07.
'l'HORPI~, RUSSEL (Laramie County, Wyoming), through ,T. A. Georcre, \Va bingt n,
District of Columbia, presented marble from Wyoming. 200 2.
TIFFANY & Co. (New York City) sent cnt stones: Labradorite meda~1iou, frnit ta~l t
of rock crystal, carnelian, rhodonite anrl serpentine, and sectwn of agatiz cl
wood, and of malachite and aznrite. 20816.
TODD, E. R. (U. S. National Museum), presented a copper coin, ooe-half cent, 1 2
(19726), a miscellaneous lot of alcoholic insects from Texas (200:l ), and a Redbreasted Gross beak, Za11ielodia ludoviciana (20575 ).
TOKIO, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (Tokio, Japan), present.eel lacquer work from
Japan. 19789.
TOKIO, EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM (Tokio, Japan), presented a saddle from Loochoo, India (19478); and sent in exchange bird skins from Japan (19478), and meteoric
stones containing iron; anorthite crystals frorn a lava stream during the ruption of 1874; and sapphire crystals from tin washings (19914).
TONER, Dr. J.M. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a navel orange with
smaller one completely incloseu within it. 20695.
Too1rnn, WILLIAM WALLACE (Sag Harbor, New York), presented sixteen p:Lleolithic
prehistoric stone implements from the vicinity of Sag Harbor, New York. 20418.
TOPPAN, C. (Salem, Massachusetts), presented a, specimen of petroleum ointment, a
reputed antidote for rattlesnake bite. 20676.
TOPPAN, GEORGE L. (Chicago, Illinois), sent bird skins from Texas and California for
examination and report. 20348.
Tow1ms, H. C. (See under Col. W. H. Havners, 19579.)
TowNSEND,CHARLES H. (Fish Commission), United States, presented mammals: Dasyproota punctata, Didelphys cinere11, D. quica, Nasua narica, Tatusia novemcinctus,
Sci 1wus hypopy1·rhus, anu two bats; also bird skins from Honduras (19715) ; silver
coins of Guatemala, 2 reals, 1873, 2fi cents, 1881; Honduras, 25 cents, 1885; and
Nicaragua, 20 cents, 1887 (19757); fishes from Honduras and the Caribbean Sea;

ethnological objects, a small but valuable collection of plants, one hundred and
eighteen skeletons of birds, three hundred and twenty-five bird skins, 1f reptiles,
birds' nests (including nest of Ostinops montezumre, a polished celt, squirrels
(Sciunts hypop,1Jrrh11s and S. tepln·ogaster), from Honduras, and a collection of
insP.cts containing a considerable number of bright and at.tractive specimens,
representing some of the more common species of that locality (19811).
TRASK, Rev. H.K. (Bridestown, New Jersey), sent a Chinese zither or cremona, in
exchange. 20758.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:
Bureau of Engraving and Printing presented proofs of paper money and bonds of
the United States (19556), and a specimen of bank-note engraving by S. A.
Schoff (through John A. O'Neill, superintendent of the engraving division)
(2023n).
U.S. Life-Saving Service. (See under Capt. Herbert M. Knowles, 19633; also
under Amasa Bowen, 20473).
·
U.S. Revenue Marine (through courtesy of Hon. Peter Bonnett, Chief of U. S.
Revenue Marine; and Capt. M.A. Healy, U.S. Revenue Marine steamer Bear)
presented six bidarkas, from Alaska. 19774.
U.S. Light-House Board. (See under W. N. Quinn, 21002.)
* See Proc. U.S. National Museum, vol. x, 1887, p. 572.
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TR0CADER0 MUSEUM (Paris, France), through Dr. E. ·Ramy, director, presented
full costume of ·a Roman soldier. A lay figure for this costume was prepared by
M. Hebert, of tb.e Trocadero Museum, by permission of the director. This was
purchased by tlie U. S. Natiocal Museum. 19985.
TROMS0E, M. FOSTIC (Spitzbergen, Norway), sent two eggs of Gavia alba, from Spitz. bergen. (Described in "The Ank," 1888, vol. v, No. 2, p. 202). 20136.
TRUE, F. W. (U.S. National Museum), presented a Rat, Mus decumanus, with abnormal dentition. 19482.
TRUE, Mrs. F. W. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented silver and copper
coins of Rournania, Rome, Prussia, Belgium, Greece, Spain, France, Austria, and
Luxembourg. 19740.
TUCKER, MILTON T. (Fairfax Court House, Virginia), sent sulphide of copper and
iron, (jhalcopyrite with decomposition products, principally carbonate of cop. per in a siliceous gangue (19769), also black sand (19924), for examination and
report.
TULLBERG~ Dr. TYCHO (University of Upsala, Upsala, Sweden), presented skull and
horns of European Elk. 19454.
TURNER, CHARLES J. (Brunswick, Missouri), sent stone implements for examination and report. 206GO.
TURNER, Dr. G. K. (Morristown, Tennessee), sent insect for name. 20510. J
TURNER, J. S. (Ashland, Alabama), sent ore for examination and report. ~0527.
TURNER, L. M. (See under P. H. Skidmore, 19493.)
I
TURNER, W. C. (Hood's Landing, Roane~ County, Texas), sent a specimen'. of galena,
from Texas, for examination and report. 19480.
'rWEED, J. W. (Ripley, Brown County, Ohio), presented prehistoric stone implements (19696, 19801, 20629) and fossil shells, Cincinnati Lower Silurian (20629);
and sent prehistoric stone implements in exchange (19499, 19587), and for exam·
ination and report (19587).
'rYREE, J. S. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a specimen of Eacles
imperialis. 19416.
UBER, C. EDGAR (E'alls Church, Virginia), presented four living specimens of the
Screech-owl, Megascops asio. 20635.
UNDERWOOD, L. M. (Syracuse, New York), presented Arachnida and Myriapoda.
from Georgia, Virginia, and New York. 19526, 19.>33, 1!:J542, 19571.
UPHAM, E. P. (U. S. National Museum), preMnted prehi:;toric stone implements,
fifty-five specimens, from the vicinity of Piney Branch, District of Columbia.
19491.
UTAH SALT COMPANY (Ogden, Utah) sent samples of salt for examination and report. 19Sl4.
VAIL, STEPHEN (Morristown, New Jersey), presented a piece of the telegraph wire
over which the first telegraph message was transmitted. The message, "A patient waiter is no loser," was sent by Alfred Vail at one end of the 3-mile wire,
stretched around the walls of a room in the Speed well Iron Works, at Morristown, New Jersey, to S. B. Morse at the other end, January 6, 1838. 20318.
VANCE, JOHN. (See under w. H. Pratt, 20288.)
V.u D0R!!:N, W. T. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a wooden pipe
u ed by the Cherokee Indians, and pipe pouch and catlinite pipe, from the
Ogallala ioux (19745); and 8 nt in exchange a head-dress and pair of leggings
':orn by ioux lndian ; quartz and spin.el with calcite; a fragment of a calamitiau tem · and a concreti n from Indian Territory (19423).
V .u ELTE.: ', K. ( .. Tew York City), presented pencil drawings and etchings by the
d n r. 20:ld~.
J;A
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VILAS, J. C. (Livingston, Montana), through Col. James Stevenson presen ted
cbrysocolla, chalcedony, and limonite. 19882.
WAKEFIELD, M. (Annandale, Virginia), presented an albino Snow-bird, Junco hyemalis.
19996.
WALCOTT, CHARLES D. (See under Interior, Department of the, U. S. Geological
Survey, 19845, 20789.)
WALDEN, GILBERT B. (Washington, District of Columbia), presente<l au oil-painting said to be the work of Mrs. PrP-sident Madison, left uufinished at h er death
(19841); a pardon granted to John Walden for his participation in the late r e uellion, signed by Presid ent Andrew Johnson, dated September g, 1865; also
marshal's order of parade on the occasion of the reception to Lafay ette at
Warrenton, July 12, 1834 (20328).
WALES, ORLANDO G. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a living Squirrel,
Sciurus carolinensis carolinensiB. 20474.
WALKER, CHARLES A. (Boston, Massachusetts), presented monotypes, an engraving
with roulette tint by tlle donor, and etchings and engravings, finished and unfinished. 20~90, 20592.
WAUER, Hon. J.P. (See under H. C. Sholl, 20~46.)
WALKER, JAMES W. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented six living speci1uerns of Virginia Quail, from Madison County, Virginia. 20128.
WALLACE, JOHN (New York City), sent a mounted pack-mule. 2082~.
WALLIS, J. G. (Benton, Arkansas), presented rocks from Arkansas. 19609.
WALTERS, ,T. W. (New York City), presented a model of steam fishing-launch. 19040.
WANMER, A. (York, Pennsylvania), sent a sandstone slab bearing tracks, in exchange.
200.:2:t
WAR DEPARTMENT (through Brig. Gen. S. V. Benet, U. S. Army, Chief of Ordnance)
presented a paper model of an equestrian statue of General McPherson; sectiou of
an oak cut, down by musket balls, from near S_r;ottsy lvania Court House, Virginia;
and a Mexican saddle and briL1le manufactured in Mexico for General Trevino,
and presented by him to Genera.IE. 0. C. Ord, U. S. Army. 20209.
WAHD, HENRY A. (Rochester, New York), sent in exchange a small collection of
fishes from tho Gulf of Cam peachy, including the following species: Cynosciou,
Trisofropis, Mugil, Caranx, Cephalacantlws, Mouacanthus, Sparisorna, Arius, Anisotremus, Batraclws, Gerres, Diplodus, and Ham1ulon (Hl424); horns of Saiga tartarica,
Hippotragus equinus, .Alcelaphus caania, Alcelaphus sp. ¥; antl head of Oryx capensis
(20099); a collection of exotic mammals, chiefly African and Asiatic (20646);
also sent a Sable Antelope, Hippofragus nigcr (Hl9:15 ).
vVARD & HOWELL (Rochester, New York) presented two slices of the Rockwood
meteorite (19917), also meteoric stone from Fay<'tte Count,:;, Texas (20187), and
sent a specimen of met<'oric iron, in exchange (19917).
WARD, JAMES A. (Tho nfa·ld, Missonri), sent ore for examination and report. 19738.
WARD, J OSEPll l \Va rd's, Son t L Cn rolimi, ), presented a collection of prehistoric stone
iuiplerneuts containing ninety Rpecimens. 20470.
"
WARFIELD, J. W. (Eddyville, Kentucky), through Hon. W. J. Stone, sent a pipe for
examination and report. 19952.
WARREN, Dr. B. H. (West Chester, Pennsylvania), presented thirty-five specimens
of bird skins (20(i02), and sent others in exchange (20808); ulso sent a specimen
of the Bronzed Grackle Quiscalus quiscula ameus, for examination and report
(20403).
WARREN FEATHERBO E COMPANY (Three Oaks, Michigan) presented samples to
illustrate the man nfacture of" feather- bone," a substitute for whale-bone (20091 ),
and plumage quills taken from the turkey and used in making dnsti,rs, featherbone dreRs-stays, cor et!'!, whips, etc. (20548.)
WARREN, J. H. (Oregon, Teunetlsce), sent ore for exarnintion and report. 20499.
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WASHINGTON, L.B. (See under George P. O'Toole, 19929.)
WATKINS, G. W. (Moriah, New York), sent a specimen of bituminous sbale for examination and report. 20599.
WATKINS, J.E. t U. S. National Museum), presented fractional currency, three cents,
and postal note, one cent, 188J, Unitecl States (~0222); also autograph letter from
Hon. Alexander H. Stephens, dated September 1, 1879 (203tl6).
WATSON, SERENO (Cambridge, Massachusetts), presented ferns from Costa Rica.
19868.

WAY, NATHANIEL (Accotink, Virginia), presented prehistoric stone implements, twenty-nine specimens, twenty of them paleolithic. 19862, 20185, 20507.
WEAVER, C. A., & Co. (New York City), sent a specimen of Centropomus unclecimalis,
from Georgia, for examination and report. 19977.
WEBB, J. C. (See under Pennsylvania Railroad, 20824.)
WEBB, JOHNS. (Locust Level, North Carolina), presented a Chameleon, Anolis principalis. 20806.
WEBSTER, GEORGE A. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), presented a; celt gouge, from Gurnee,
Illinois. l\Hi3.
WEBSTER, Mrs. M. H. (Georgetown, District of Columbia), sent in exchange a Cockatoo Parrakeet, Nyrnphicus novm-hollandire. 19682.
WEEDEN, W. C. (U. S. National Museum), deposited living specimens of Black Fantail Pigeons, and common pigeons. 20444.
WEEKS, J. D. (See under Robert Hadfield, 19905.)
WEHRLE, R. W. (Blairsville, Pennsylvania), sent insect for name. 19409.
WELLING, Dr. JAMES C. (Columbian University, Washington, DistrictofColumbia),
deposited an eider-down rug from Sweden. 20402.
WELLS, L. B. (Helena, Montana), presented abnormal elk antlers. 19877.
WERDERMAN, C. (Calera, Alabama), sent a specimen of rock for examination and
report. 19483.
WERTH, J, W. (Stockton, Virginia), sent shale colored by iron oxide, and a vein rock
composed essentially of quartz, feldspar, white mica, and black tourmaline; also
a few decomposed garnets, for examination and report. 20536.
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, MUSEUM of (Middletown, Connecticut), sent in exchange
shells, four hundred and sixty species-pulmonates, bi valves, and marine gasteropods. 19680.
.
WESTGATE, WILLIAM WALTER (Houston, Texas), sent shells for examination and
report. 20122.
WETHERELL, FRANKE. (Oskaloosa, Iowa), presented a cast of a stone pipe. Original found i.n Mahaska County, Iowa. 20699.
WHITCOMB, 0. (Leavenworth, Kansas), sent ore for exammation and report. 20107.
WHITE, Dr. C. A. (U. S. Geological Survey), presented gypsum from Texas. 20038.
WHITE, C. S. (Romney, West Virginia), through Hon. W. L. Wilson, House of Representatives, sent a specimen of galena in limestone, for examination and report. 1993 .
WHITE, G. W. (Webster, Mississippi), sent a specimen of siliceous sandstone for
examination and report. 19525.
WHITE, Prof. I. C. (Morgantown, West Virginia), sent au insect, Gryllotalpa borealis,
for examination and report. 19566.
WHITEITEAD, W. T. (Norfolk, Virginia), presented a Lump-fish, Cyclopterus lurnpus.
20433.

WHITE IDE, J. M. (Keysville, Charlotte County, Virginia), presented Coleoptera and
Hyru noptera.-Dynaste8 tityw1 and nest of Vespa mamtlata. 19 99.
WmTLACH, JA
B (Bannon, ,vo. t Virginia), through Hon. N. Goff, sent a sp cimen
of irou pyrit containing a littl copp r, for examination and report. 20426.
Wm~MA.·, W._ J. (Eth ridge, ou h 'aroliua), sent pharyn(Teal of Carp, and porion of pmc fl'· ·toral fin of Cat-fi~b, for xaminatiou and report. 20644.
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WHITMORE, GEORGE C. (Nephi, Utah), sent mineral wax, for examination and report. 19470.
WHITNEY, E. J. (Brooklyn, New York), presented wooJ-cut proofs ?Y E. D. Hayes,
.Alexander Anderson, J. H. E. Whitiney, A. Whitney, E. J. Wh~tney, a~d other
American engravers; also process drawings by the don or, and impressions from
process blocks from drawings by the donor. 20800.
WHITTEN, W. A. (Molina, Mississippi), sent ethnological objects _dug from the ground
at Molino; namely, horse- bits, cups and saucers, an old copper kettle, beads, old
silver ornaments, etc. (Purchased.) 20377.
WmnowsoN, J.
(London, England), presented stone sleeper block and plate over
which Trevithick's locomotive ran between Penydarren Works, Methyr, and the
Glamorgan Canal, at Abedare Junction, in 1808; also spike by which the plate
was held to the "block. 20745.
WIER, J. D. (Pontotoc, Texas), sent micaceous hematite in siliceous material for
examination aud report. 19992.
WILCOX, A. C. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent Watertown quartzite
pebbles for examination and report. 20280.
WILCOX, Dr.'!'. E., U.S. Army (Port Niobrara, Nebraska), sent a specimen of the
Short-eared Owl, .Asio accipitrinus, for examination and report. 20101.
WILCOX, W. A. (Gloucester1 Massachusetts), presented two specimens of Squilla
empusa from Providence, Rhode Island (19807), and a fiue specimen of coral Pamgorgia arborea, from off Banquereau (20123).
(8ee also under Capt. Thomas Thompson, 19784.)
WILKINSON, Ensign ERNEST, U. S. Navy, presented syenite, nummulite, and mortar
from Pyramid of Cheops, Egypt. 19991.
·
WILLARD, Rev. GEORGE L. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented an object
found on the prnirie in Indian Territory, supposed to be a "fossil sponge." 20309.
WILLCOX, JOSEPH (Media, Pennsylvania), lent shells, for comparison and study, at therequest of the Curator of Mollusks-Melongena corona Gm., to show varieties; also
in vertebrate fossils from Florida. 20710.
WILLIAMS, Prof, H. C. (Cornell University, Ithaca, New York), sent fossil wood from
the Devonian formation of New York, for examination and report. · 20340.
WILLIAMS, H.F. (Fairbank, A-rizona), presented a fragment of a shell ornament made
from the shell of Pectuncul-us (Axincea) intermidius Brod, found about eight feet
below the surface at Fairbank, Arizona. 20354.
WILLIS, MERRITT (West Fa-rms, New York), presented three prehistoric stone implements, paleolithic, from Trenton, New Jersey, and West Chester, Pennsylvania.
20331.
WILLISTON, Dr. S. W. (New Haven, Connecticut), presented a collection of Diptera,
two hundred and sixty-three species, seven hundred and twenty-nine specimens
of the family Syrphidoo. This collection is almost complete and is the best extant
of the family. (See "Bulletin U. S. National Museum," No. 31.) 19702.
WILLOUGHBY, CHARLES (U. s. Indian agent, Quinaelt Agency, Washington), pr~sented a specimen of a new genus, new species of fish, .Acrotus willoughbyi. (See
"Proc. U. S. National Museum," vol. x, 1887, p. 631.) 19957.
WILSON, Mrs. F. B. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a Double Yellowhead Parrot, .Arnazona oratrix. 20569.
\VILSON, JAMES H. (Gillenwater, Tennessee), sent a mixture of quartz granules and
iron oxides for examination and report. 20124.
WILSON, JOHN, & SON (Cambridge, Massachusetts) presented specimens to illustrate
the art of wood-cut printing. 205b9.
WILSON, C0l. JOHN M., U. S. Army (Washington, District of Columbia), presented
the original life-size plaster model of the statue of George Washington, erected
at Washington'f:! heaclqnarters at Newburgh. 19947.
WJL~ON, Dr. L. D. (Wheeling, We8t Virginia), presented a cup-&tone. 19741.
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WILSON, THOMAS (U.S. National Museum), presented ethnological objects: Japanese
mirror, Roman bronze lamp, wooden sabots, two cuneiform contract tablets from
Babylon, Romau glass seal, fine comb, and a, Munich calendar (19b51); an image
used in phallic worship, from Italy (H.1920); prehistoric stone implements of the
Tertiary geologic period, three specimens from Thenezay, France (20019); a collection of three hundred and eighty-three prehistoric stone impiements, from the
District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey (20034); and deposited a
mediawal missal, engrossed and illuminated on parchment and bound in boards
(19530); coins and medals belonging to the late Dr. Ran ( deposited by the administrator of his estate) (20061); twenty-three drawings by art if.ts of the seventeenth
century, and three miniatures in ivory by unknown artists (2039:$); Venetian
glass bottle of the sixteent,h century (2053g) ; one chromolith by Kellerhoven,
after Filippino Lippi, and seven drawings by unknown artists (~0626); and two
knives from Norway (or Sweden) (20699).
WILSON, Hou. W. L. (House of Representative0), sent limestone with crystals of
pyrite and chalcopyrite, for examina.tion and report. 20016.
(See also under C. S. White, 19938.)
WILTHEISS, C. T. (Piqua, Ohio) 1 presented prehistoric stone implements, fifty-seven
specimens, from the Miami River. 20311.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY (New Haven, Connecticut) tleposited a
single-shot rifle. 20805.
·WINDSOR, D. A. (Washington, District of Columbia), sent a chert nodule from limestone formation, for examination and report. 19400.
WINSTON, ISAAC (U. S. Geological Survey); presented photographs of relief ma,ps of
Great Basin and Pacific coast region, and of San Diego B,~y. 20410.
WISE, F. A. (Washington, District of Colnmbrn ), presented pre from Loudoun County,
Virginia. 19414.
.
WITHERS, E. F. (Eddyville, Kentucky), presented a Spanish coin, silver one-real
pieces of Charles IV. (20044); and sent a coin dated 1190, for examintion and report (20163).
WOLTZ, G. W. (U. S. National Museum), presented a card of St. Patrick's Society of
St. Joseph, Missouri (19578), and wa,r relics consist.iog of engraved portraits of
generals, and military envelopes and songs issued duriug the war of ll:l61-'65
(19815).
W oL'rz, WILLIAM (Washington, District of Columbia), presented an Edison incandescent lamp, 16-candle power (damaged) . 20397.
WOOD, F. E. (Phmnix, Michigan), presented a valuable collection of plants. 19886.
WOOD, JOSEPH (Red Bank, New Jersey), prei:!ented a model of a railroad frog patented by Joseph Wood in 1861. 20428.
WOOD, NELSON R. (U. S. National Mnseum), deposited a pair of Virginia Quails, a
pair of Homing Pigeons, with record and pedigree, a pair of Ring Doves, and a
pair of Australian Gras: I arrakeets, living specimens. 20399, 20455.
WOOLBRIDGE, J. (Milan, Missouri), presented a photograph of head ot a stone idol.
19436.
\Voo TER, A. F. (Norfolk, Connecticut), presented a pupa of Philampelus acliemon.
H)--1!.)~.

\\'u1nu, P. . (curator of Pl,ymouth :\In enm, Plymouth, England), presented ten
,w1ple. of .En•rli ·h m:u·bl • (203 3), aud sent rocks from England in exchange
l!M .'.,).

\\'01n11 :. G. ( Fr. nkliu, Virttiuia), pre eoted pecimen of canoed sturgeon, caviar,
rm • m hrin1·, ,1·1·111a11 a:t, :u11l a ltecl au,l t1ried sturgeon; al o negatives ilia trati11~ tlw. tui-;; ·on i111l11-;try: t
la.w.u·c City ( 10390); fishes, Roccus lineatus, with
\ 1 r.i iL' fro 11 "ill of I ntr•, a111l f'l11JH"£ merliocri11 (196!.l;,,,) ancl cypreS:i wood n ed
111 th 111a1111Clct11rn of p: pp1·,: l o l>• p •r m:u1c from. ame (197 0).
· ,J. ( to,·1-ton, Vir~ini. ), f!P11t or ·s for x, mi nation and report. 1 737.
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WORTHEN, CHARLES K. (Warsaw, Illinois), s nt skins of mammal . (Purcha d.)
20538, 20693.
WRIGHT, B. H. (Penn Yan, New York), lent shells, for comparison and study, at the
request of the Curator of Mollusks, twenty specie of 11ionida? from J?lorida .
. Many of these are types of new spe~ies (HJ765); al o sent sh lls for examination and report (19532).
WRIGHT, D. W. M. (Holly Brook, Virginia), ent a specimen of galena for exam ination and report. 20389.
WRIGHT, JAMES C. (Pr edonia, Ohio) , presented prehistoric tone implement , fortysix specimens, from Licking County, Ohio. 20550.
WUNDERLICH, H. , & Co . (New York City) :,ent forty prints of various kinds. 20802.
WYMAN, Dr. EDWA RD (Uppe r Alton, Illinois), presented a miner's iron candlestick,
calied "Sticking Tommy,'' 20529.
Y~LE COLLEGE MUSEUM (New Haven, Connecticut), through Prof. 0. C. Marsh,
presPnted a cast of Dinoceras. 20448.
YASTE, W. J. (Bureau of Ethnology), presented a living specimen of Opossum from
Maryland. 20053.
YEATES, Hon. JESSE J. (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a clay vessel
from the Holston River in the vicinity of Kuox ville, Tenn essee . 20160 . .
YOUNG, H. G. (See under Delaware and Hndson Canal Company.) 19904, 20761.
YOUNG, JAMES A. (Cedar Point, Page County, Virginia), sent a spljcin1en of micaceous hematite for examination and report. 19431.
ZELEDON, JosE C. (San Jose, Costa Rica), presented prehistoric stone implements,
five specimens, bird skins and eggs of Mcritla tristis and of Crax globicera (19796,
20809), and sent three specimens of Paradise Trogon, Pharornacrus colltaricensis.
(19f>36.)
ZELLER, CONRAD (Washington, District of Colurnbi:1), presented a Tufted Titmouse.,
Lophophanes bicolor (20233), and a Black-beaded Caique Parrot, Caica rnelanocephala (20783).
ZELLER, FRED (Washington, District of Columbia), presented a Double Yellow-head
Parrot, A.rnazona oratrix. 20057.
ZENG, HENRY L. de (Geneva, New York), presented two concretions (19630); and sent
a speciruen of hydrocarbon, found in small b0wlders irn ued<led iu slate rock, fo:-.·
examination and report (19544).
ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM 01!' ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (St. Petersburg, Rnssia) lent bird
skins, for comparison and study, at the request of the Curator of Birds. 194t!l.
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA (Philadelphia, Penns_ylva11ia), througll
Arthur E. Brown, presented a skeleton of Crimson-eared Waxuill, Estrelda
phcenicotis Sev. (19407); a Kangaroo, Halmaturus sp. (19430); an Iguana, (19572);
a Lady Amherst's Pheasant, Phasianus amherstire (19577); a monkey and a parrot
(19598); an Anaconda1 Eunectes mnrinu& (19618); a White Opossnm, Didelphys
virginianus (196~1), a Demoiselle Crane, A.ntliropoidts virgo (19649); a Parrakcet,
Palcem·nis alexandri (19791); a Squirrel, Sciurus bicolor (19848) ; a Monkey, Senmopithecus mam·us, from Java (19892) ; a Monkey, Cercopithecus cmnpbelli (20064) ; a
Harnessed Antelope, Tragelephus sm·iptus (20113); and an Adjutant Stork, Leptoptilus javanicus, from India (20564).

\
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Hunter, William . _•... _....• __ .
20706
Jamison, H. K . . .. . . .. . ... . . ...
19974
Ruehling, Miss Lizzie ....... _..
20813
Leary, J. L ................. 19937, 20672
Lywood, W .... .... .... .... ....
20766
Marshall, Henry ..•• _. . . . . . . . . . .
19fi52
Mason, 0. T .... _.... __ •..... 19998, 20572
McDonald, A. W......... ••• ••. • 20549
Merchant, Jolm E .. _.. . .... ....
19367
Miudleton, J ... _. _..• · ......•..
19812
Moore, C.R ........ _...........
20467
Morrison, James H. · - ---· ._. ....
20544
Newman, G. J. R. .. . . .. .... ... .
19912
Page, R. W . ....... _. _.. . . . . . . . .
19563
Page, W. L. . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • .
19402
Palmer, William...... . . . • • . . . . .
19639
Payne, Alvan S.... .. . .. • . .. ... .
19669
Pettit & Dripps................
20753
Ricb.a rdson, C. B...... . . . . . . . . . .
20346
Ridgway, Robert............... 19406,
19n03, 19551, 19559

Riker, George A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20609
Rinker, Josiah . .. • .. . . . . . . . . .. .
20542
Ruggles, Daniel...... . . . . . . . . . . · 203g1
Schreiber, W. A. H.... ••. . . . •. .
19817
Scott, Hamilton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19571
Scott, Thomas W . .... _.. . . . . . . . .
2073fi
Shriver, Howard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20182
Shutt, George W ............ 19490, 19816
Smith, Hugh M . ........... . 19456, 19485
Taliaferro, Susan............ ...
20164
Taylor, Willie...................
H)420
Tucker, Milton T ...... ...... 19769, l!l9~4
Uber, C. Edgar.... . . . . •• . . . . ..
~0635
Underwood, L. M. ..•••. .... ....
19571
Wakefield, M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19996
Walker, James W ....•. .... ...•
20128
War Department . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
20209
Way, Nathaniel ..••••. 19862, 20185, 20507
Werth, J. W .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .
20536
Whitehead, W. T .. ..•..........
20433
Whiteside, J. M .. . ••. . ... . . . . . .
1!:J89J
Wise, F. A ....•.. - . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
19414
Worth, S. G.. .... ...... .. .. ....
HJ692
Worth, S. I .. . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19737
Wright, D. W. M. .. . •.. ... . .•. .
20389
Young, James A................
19431

WASHINGTON,

God man, M. M . . . • . . . . . . . .... .
Hornaday, William T .... ~ ..... .
McBean, Mrs. Anna C ......... .
Nicholson, L.A ........••....•..
Stroebel, L. H ................. .
Swan, James G ..••..............
Willoughby, Charles .......... .

.Accession

number.

19735
19879
20048
207135
19415
19477

19957

WEST VIRGI\IA.

Beckwith, George H...... .. . ...
20709
Combs, J ................... 19541, :20013
Gawthorp, J.E ................. · 20501
Harrison, S. R ......... : . . . . . . . .
20767
Havners, W. H .............. 19449, 19579
Jacobs, Elmer T... •.. ... . . . . .. .
20347
Keeling, W. S ... . ... . ... . . . . ...
i9479
Kercheval, Andrew .. __ .. . . . . . . .
19753
Lazier, Henry B...... . . . . . . • . . .
19582
Miller, Alexander Mc Veigh .. 20613, 207i3
Miller, Thomas C...............
20795
Monroe, R. W .. .... .... .... ....
20258
Mosman, John . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
19828
White, C. S ......... _.. . . . . . . . .
19930
White, I. C .... __ ..• _... . . . . . . . .
19566
Whitlach, Jacob................
20426
Wilson,L.D ........•..•.......
19741
WISCONSIN.

Barclay, E. D .........••.......
Barnes, W. J ................•..
Beach, H ...................... .
Davenport Academy of Natural
Sciences ..................... .
Gere, J. E ...................•..
Hornaday, William T .......... .
Hoy, P.R .............. ....... .
Indiana State University-....•..
Schuette, J. H ................ .

2n193
20024
20171
20751
20653
20244
20094
19889

20419

WYOMING.

Fraser, Charles A ............. .
Gramm, Otto .................. .
LE~geart, L. H .... .....•........
Morrison, Charles F ........... .
Ta'Tlor, George L .............. .
Thcrre, Russell ...•.........••..

20698

19650
19505

1995
Hl 76
200 2

WEST li TDIES.

:Brown, John E ...••............

19654

Brown, Mr. . M. E ...•..•.......
ory, . B . .••.•...•. . ..•.......

l!)

llornaday, William T . ......... .
L a, I aar. (d c a ) .•.........

7
1936:l
201
20525

McDonald, Angus ... _.. . . . . . . . .
20217
Merriam, C. Hart ............ 20729, 20749
Raby, t. George R .. . ••. . . . . . . .
19. 7i
Rn b, W. H...... .... .... ....•.
Hrl
cbmid, Louis & Sons..........
19421
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CENTR.d.L AMERICA.
A.cf'ession
number.

.Acces,,ion
DUIUber.

Alfaro, Anastasio ..•......... 19797, 20096
Beckwith, Panl . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • .
~0304
Boston Society of Natural History • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19451
Fleming, J .................. 19701, 191:319
God man, T. D...... . . . . . . . • . . . .
20007
19699
McNiel, J. A .•• __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Museum N acional de Costa Rica..
19i9r3
Oerlein, R.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19835
Ridgw~y, Robert...............
19:!70
Townsenn, C.H ..••••. 197!5, 19757, 19811
Watson, Sereno ....... .,. .... ..
19"68
Zeledon, Jose C ..••••. l 9536, 19796, 20809

SOUTH AMERICA.
Acevedo, Jose .........••....•..
Boston Society of Natural History ...•.........•.••........
Brooks, P. H .................. .
Champagne, W. W ............ .
Cockran, A, W . . ... ~ ........... .
Currie, J.M ................... .
Kauffmann, Rudolph .......... .
ASIA

19703
19151
19574
20526
20111
1979-!
20571

Kunz, George F ..•••......•••••
McDonald, Angus .••••.........
McDonald, Mr. . .............. .
National "Museum of Brazil .... .
Raby, St. George R ....... ..... .
Hiker, C. B ................... .
Roberts, W. T -. .. .............. .
Solar, Josue Smith ...• . ...•...•

19805
20217
20:337
20192
19972
19768
19681
20256

(IXCLUDil-{G MALAYSIA) • .

Adair, Oliver Belton............
19411 Jouy, P. L ...... 19537, HJ616, 196!8, 1979~
Adler, Cyrus • . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . .
19969
19Sl3,19825,20114,20150,20161,~0220
Bartlett, Edward...............
20093 Kang Chiu.hi..................
202:i4
Bayard, Thomas F.... . • • • • . . . . .
20315 Lovett, Edward................
20116
Boehmer, George H. . . . . . . . . . . . .
19777 Lyon, Hall & Co.. . . • . . . . • • . . . . .
20503
Bolles, T. Di~ ....•....• 19429, 19793, 20443 Mason, 0. T ...... ........ ;.20040,20465
Brown, Mrs. M. E ...... 19847, 20030, 20239 Rice, William T...... . . . . . . .. . .
19468
Caldwell, Henry...... . • • . . • . • . .
19754 Samson, Mrs. G. C.. •••• ... . .•• •
19833
Church, F. S....... .• ••. •••• ... .
206~3 ShahofPersia .•••••...•.. .' .....
20378
Clarke, F. W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2014·2 Smith, Hugh M .............. hJ693, 19804
Cory, Charles B . • • • • . • • • • • . . . .
1967,1 Stearns, R. E. C ............ 19941, 20720
Diller, J. S...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .
20367 Stevens, Robert...... . . • • • • . • • • 19888
Gerrard, Ed war'1... ••• . . . . . . . . • • 20677 Sultan of Sambas..............
20638
2037i Tokio, Department of Education 19789
Goldfuss, Otto .• _ . . . . • . • • . . . . . . .
Goode, G. Brown ...••....••. 20197, 20368 Tokio, Educational Mnseum.19478, Hl914
Go ward, Gustav...... . . . • . . . . . .
19374 Townsend, E. B...... . . • • . • . • . .
20787
Grebnitzky, N...... . . . • . . . . . . • .
20086 'Wilson, Thomas .. ~......... . . . •
19851
Greey, E . .• •••........... .. . • . .
21176 Zoological Society of Philadel·
19405
Henson, Harry V....... . . . . . . . .
phia ..........••...•.•.... 19892, 20564
Hornaday, William T. . . . . . . . . . .
20242
EUROPE

(I!~CLUDING GREAT BRITAIN).

American Museum of Natural
Bond, S. H........... .. ..... .. .
19604
History . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20363 Britiish Museum . • •••. .• • ••. .•••
19915
Bartlett, E<l ward . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
20093 Butler, F. H ........••....... 19885, 20817
Beckwith, Paul .•••••....... Hl71G, 20304 Cllalmers, Patrick .•• _.. . • • . . . . •
20205
20332,20379,20461 Chatellicr, Paul du.............
19495
Bement, C. S. . •. • . . • • •. .. . . . . . .
20060 Dresser, H. E ..••••..•••.......•
19971
Bergen Museum...... . . • . • . . . . .
2046R Durand, John ...••...•....•..•.
20278
Be self,, Emil....... . • • • • • . • • • • • 20121 Ecbaurren, Francisco ...••••.•.•
19961
19744
Bigelow, Miss............ . • . . . .
200G2 Eckfel<l t, J. W ........••...••••
19547
Boehmer, George H .••••••••• 19777, 19779 Faehtz, Mrs. A. M ••••.•••••••••
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Fischer, Henri A ...... .. : . . . . . . .
20404
Fritsch, E.................. . . • .
19678
Gillian, R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20387
Goldfuss, Otlio ....
20372
Gregory, J. R... ... ...... .. ....
19918
Hadfield, Robert................
Hl905
Hayward, W. R....... ... .•••••
19921
Hendricks, Mrs. C. I............
20519
Henson, Samuel. ......... \ ..... 19883
Hough, Walter. . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . • 204 ·.o
Howarth, Elijah...... . . • •• . . • . • 20401
Kloczewski, A. M...... . . . . . . . .
196i5
Koehler, S. R ... ............. 20417, 20G87
Lovett, Edward ........... ~.29116,202:!5
MacLean, J. P .• ••••...... .. . . . • 19994
Mather & Platt................
20531
Mather, Fred. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20132
Maynard, G.W............ . . . . . .
H:1575
McDonald, Angus . . . . ...•..• •..
20217
MtiUer, August... . .. . . . . . . . . . .
19955
Musee d'Histoire Naturelle......
19396
National Academy of Sciences...
19831
Nebrkoru, A....................
19980
Netherlands Government........
1991:1
p

.

.

•

•

• .

. .

•

• • .

Parke, C. A....................
20534
Ransom, William. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20668
Rau, Charles (deceased).........
19931
Ravene, Gustave ............ 19645, 19663
Readwin, T. A..................
19743
Rice, William ·r .............. 19468, 19632
Rouiuson, Miss Violet..........
20385
Royal Gardens, Kew............
20488
Schuette,J. II........... .......
19637
Scott, Alexander.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20216
Seebohm, Henry ...••...•••. 19448, 20327
Siemaschk, J. von.... ..•••. ....
19988
Stavanger Museum ........... .' 19458
Swarr, D. M .... ,. .... ·...••. .... 20504
Swett, Frederick K..... •• . . . . • • 19756
Trocadero Museum...... . . • • . . . .
19985Tromsoe, M. Fostic . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20136
True, Mrs. F. W... •• . . . . . • . . . . .
19740
Tull berg, Tycbo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
19454
Welling, James C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20402
Widdowson, J. W .... ... •.. ....
20745
Wilson, Thomas ....•........ 198fil, 19920
20019,20539,2069~

Worth, R. N . .....•.......... 19358, 20383

OCEANICA.
AUSTRALASIA.

Australian Museum ....••.....•.
Bartlett, Ed ward .............. .
Brown, Mrs. M. E .............. .
Drew, S. H ....•.•...........•••

20773
20093
191:347
19580

Kunz, George F ...••...........
MacDonald, A. C ...•••....••....
Mueller, Ferdinand von ........ .
Technological Museum, Sydney ..

200832037520360
20798-

POLYNESIA.

California Academy of Sciences.
Carr, W. B............... .. . ...
Knudsen, ValdP.mar .. . ... .. . ...
Lang, John C .••••.•••.••••• 2077 4,

19531
19607
20560
20791

Parke, Davis & Co .......... 19610, 19712
Queen of Hawaii...... . • • • • . . . . 2008&
Thomson, William J ..••..•. 20078, 20511
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INDEX B.

DEPARTMENT I. '
AHTS AND J~DUSTHIES,

.Accession

Accession

llUlllU0l•.
11u111li,r.
Adair, Oliver Belton ........... .
Hl.:tll Chnrch, F. S ...•............ 20277, 20023
Adams, A. F ...•...............
19608
19646 Clark, A. Howard..............
Alfaro, Anastasio ...........••..
19:iti9
19797 Clark, Eugene....... . . . . . . . • • . .
20142
A-Jlen Paper Car Wheel Company
2051'34 Clarke, F. W . . . . . . . . . .•• .•. . . .
19!J3:3
Andrew, John & Sons ......... .
20Ci21 Cleveland, Vanuoy..... ... . ... .
20031
Army Medical Museum..........
20759 Clit!Jerall, George Burgwin.. ...
208~7
Arthur, Mrs. R. W . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20247 Closson, William B...... . . . . . . .
20144
Atterbury ·& Co................
2052,3 Cooney, M.... .... .... .... .....
19i94
Avery, S. P. ...... ...... .... ....
20790 Currie,.J. M....................
206-!6
Baird, Mrs. Mary H. C.. .... ....
20129 Dall, W. H...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Balto. anil. Ohio R. R. Co .... 20796, ~o., 2t Davis, Miss Deuora!J D .. . . .. . .•
19772
20090
Barclay & Co..................
\207:>4 Day, Mrs. C. C..... .. . . . . . . . . ..
20524
Barrett, William H....... .• • • •.
19;377 Day, David T................. .
Beckwith, Cyrus G. ...••. ... ...
19G90 Delaware and Hudson Canal
Beckwith, Paul. .. ... 19716, :W070, 20:30-t,
Cornpauy ................. 19904, 2U761
20264
20332, 2037~ ~04(il DeVi11ne, Theodore L .... ......
2061"6
Bell, William...................
20,;o Dithm.lg-e Flint Glass Company.
Berger, Wi11illim H. .... .... .....
20:218 ·noualdsou, Thomas ... 19167, 20265, 20:l20
:WG~i
Bessac, F. T. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
20:226 Douga,l, W. H. .... ..... .. ......
20~78
Betty, E.G.....................
19689 Dnrand, John..................
20719
B ierstad t, Al uert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20:356 Dwight, T!Jeodore F ...........
19961
Bigelow, Miss .....•............
20062 Echaurren, Francisco....... . . . .
20237
Bobbett., Albert................
206H Erdtmann, W. and H . ....... ·. ..
Boehmer, George H ......... 19777, 19779 Faehtz, Mrs. A. M. ...••. .......
19547
Bolton, H. Carrington .19981, 19982, 20831 Fairbanks, E. and T. & Co.....
20738
Bond, S. H. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l!J604 Falconor, J. M ..•.• ...... .•...
20666
Boston Box.wood Company.....
20588 Farrer, Henry ............•. 20284, 20590
Brooks Locom()tive Works......
20508 Fillebrown, F. E. ...... .... ....
208;29
Brown, John F,. . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . .
19654 Fish Commission, United States.
20411
Brown, Mrs. M. E ..... 19847, 20030, 20239 Flaxman,- H. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20558
Burnet, William . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19642 Forbes, R. ·B ..•.••••. 20441, ~0704, 2082l
Bush, Mrs. A. E..... .. .. . .. . . . .
193G8 Franci~, Joseph...... . . . . . . .. . .
20:m1
Brill, J. G., Co,npany. .. . . . . . . . .
20472 Fraser, Charles A........... .• • •
20698
Cald~en, Henry................
19754 Gallaher, J. W.... . . . • • • • • • • • . .
19613
Carr, James.... . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . •
19734 Gifford, R. Swain .••• ~.........
20285
Carr, W. B...... ..••.• ...•.. .. .
19fi07 Gilliam, R . . . . . . • • • . • • . • . . • • . . .
20:387
Castle, FreclerickA.............
20801 Goodall, F. H . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
20811
Ceutnry Company .......... 2(•108, 20196 Goode, G. Brown .............. .
20197
Cha 1mcrs, Pa trick...... . . . . . . . .
2020;> Grant.Bey, James ............. .
196(11
C.:l1a111pagne, W. W... .. .. . . ... .
20526 Grav1·s, E. 0 .. .. .............. .
20184
CLasP, G. N...... . . . . . . . .. . .. ..
19:378 Graves, Miles W . ........•.•....
20664
Chatellier, Pan! du.............
1949;-, Green, C!Jarles S ............... · 19718
Cheney, Mrs. E<lna D. ······---- 20272 Grec·nwood Pottery Company .. . 20109
Chicago, Bnrlington and Qnin·
Ham, C. D . ................... .
19622
cey Railroad Company.......
20810 Hardesty, J. R. S ...••••.......•
19782
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number.
Harlan & Hollingsworth Co....
20509
Harper & Bros ...... 20301, 20591, 20828
Hart,, Charles Henry...........
2027:3
Hay«hm, Mrs. Emma V.. .• .. .. .
20446
Hayward, W. R . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • •
19921
Heinuema1111, E .. . ... .•.• ......
2027L
Hendricks, Mrs. C. I . . . . ... . . . .
20f119
Hill, John Henry...............
2028L
Hinckle_y Locomotive Works....
20-108
Hoe, R. & Co . . .... .... .... ... .
20622
Hoffrnan, J. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
19628
HolmeR, William H.. .. . . ... .. ..
19369
Horan, Henry..................
19629
Hornaday, William T ........ _..
20242
Hoskin, Robnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20268
Hough, Walter ............. 20235, 20450
Hovenrler, Thomas ...... .. . . . ..
20274
James, S. H ... ;.. .... .... .....
20514
Jenlrn, J. W. P. .... .... .... ....
19589
Jensen, Lawrence........ . . . . . .
20764
Johnson, J.B..................
20312
Johnson, J. T....... .. . . . . . . . . .
20557
Jony, P. L ........... 19616, 20114, 20161
Kang, Chin-hi.................
2025-1
Kappes, Alfred.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
20~76
Keppel, Frederick & Co .. . . . . ..
20803
KiLDmel & Voigt...............
20297
King, George C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 20512
King Iron Bri<lge Mfg. Co......
2049H
Klackner, C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20280
Kloczewski, A. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19675
Koehler, S. R .. 20293, 20302, 20469, 0587,
20604
Lang, John C . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . . .
20791
Lazier, Henry B.. .... .... ......
19582
Leon, Nicholas.................
2011H
Linton, W. J...................
20269
Lopor, W. H. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .•
20487
Lowell, John A., & Co.........
20299
LnkaoitsclJ, M., jr .. .. .. .. .. ...•
20619
Marklantl, A.H................
19-132
Martin, S. I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .
204 G
Ma on, 0. T ................ 20040, 21J572
Math r & Platt................
20j:n
Maurer, Lon is . .................
20275
McDonahl, Anrrns ........... 20217, 20i02
M ·L ·an , II. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..
19717
20 1,4
205:n
19:3!i7
20 .i.;
199:30
2 279
· A · · • •• · · • · - · · - - - - - - 19 o;:;

Accession
number.
207 5
Miller, Thomas C ....•.......•••
203H
Moore, Albert ....••..•••....•..
20267
Moral], Emily IL .............. .
20l95
Moran, Mrs . .M:. Nimmo ........•
20i66
Moran, Peter .................. .
20294
Moran, Thomas ..............••.
20298
Mnsenm of Fine Arts, Boston ...
19379
Nach11ia11, L ..................••
19831
National Academy of Sciences ..

New JMsey Sugar of Milk Company .....•.... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
19626
Nicol], J. C . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ...
20283
Niemeyer, John H.... .. . . . .. ...
20475
Noah, John M .................. :
20147
Olds, Frederick A . . . . • . . . . . . . . •
20025
O'Neill, John A ..........••.. ,..
20325
O'Toole, George P . . . ••• . . . • . .• •
19929
Paez, Don Ramon ....•. .... ....
20388
Palmer, Edward ...••....•.. 20170,20608
Parlre, C. A . . . .. . . .. . . . . • . . . . . •
20534
Parke, Edmund B . . .•.•... ... ..
20211
Parrish, Stephen. . . . ••. . . . . . . . •
20270
Parsons, Charles...............
20300
Peck, F. H .....•...._..... .• . .. .
20041
Peffer, James H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
19648
Pennsylvania R:iilro::u] Company
. 19433, 204:35, 20490, 20494, 20561,
20583, 20729, 20768, 20824
Perry, E. A .................• .,
198:50
Phrenix Glass Company . . . . • • . •
20500
Photo-Gravure Company . . . . . • •
20324
Prnng, L., & Co ...•.. 20593,20610,206,10
Prang, Louis. . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • .
20286
Preston, A. B . . . • . . . • . .. • . . . •••
19679
Queen of Hawaii...............
2001:35
Quintin, Andrew...............
20313
Raby, St. George R .....•.... 19972, 20194
Raby, St. George R., jr.. ... ... .
19973
"Railway Gazettll" ...... ......
20495
Rau, Charles (deceased) .. . . ..•.
19931
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20484
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20287
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20S74
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20547
Smillie, George H . ..... .... . 20296, 20355
Smillie, James D ....... ... . . 20202, 20305
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Smith, C. K ....... ........... 20154, 20642
Smith, Hugh M ....•. .. . ..... 19804, 20006
Solar, Josue Smith..............
20256
State Department . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 19818
Stevens Instit1.1te of Technology. 20162,
20760,20797
Stearns, R. E. C ... :....... . . . . • • 20582
Stuart, Ed win S . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • 20820
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19740
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California Acad~my of Sciences.
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Colburn, G. F. I................
19486
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20771
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20826
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19606
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20174
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Hanna, H. W .......••..••••. 20180, 20717
Haywood, Howard..............
20357
Hill, W. S .•••••...•.....•••. 19484, 19826
Jackson, E. E...... .. ..•• ...•.•
19413
Jefferson, Mary Eliza...... . • • • • l!:J399
Knowlton, F. H . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . •
19395
Knowlton, James E. .. . ... .. . ...
20612
Knmmerfield, J. F...... .. ......
l9j10
Lemon, John H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19386
Lovett, Edward ...•.•....•.. 20116, 20225
MacLean, J. P..................
19994
Mason, 0. T .... ...... ...•.. ....
19998
McCormick, J. C ....••..• . .. 19435, 194i4
McCormick, Mrs. Sarah C. . . . . . .
19714
Mercer, R. W .........•.... _. 19625, 20f>56
Moorehead, Warren IL .20148, 203:W, 20689
Newlon, W. S ......... 20181, 20460, 20581
Nissley, J. R. ···:r- ...... .......
20345
Null, James M ....•....••. ______
20545
Nye, Willard. Jr ...•••...... 204~0, 20579
Ober, Andrew K ... _... _. __ . . • • •
1U968
Page, W.L......... .... .... ....
19402
Palmer, Edward ... _............
20608
Palmer, J. S ................ __ •.
19475
Payne, Alvan._ ....... _.. . .. _..
19669
Peal.Jody Academy of Sciences . .
20159
Perkins, G. H ................ 20554, 20734
Proudfit, S. V .......••• ____ .20003, 20358
Rau, Charles (deceased)........
19fl31
Reynolds, E. R. •••••• ...• ... .•.
2049i
Richmond, A. G ..••........ _...
20784
Roulet, F .................. __ ..
20688
Ruggles, Charles ..••.. _•.... 20'208, 20-120
Sawyer, C. M .......••..•• _.. 19946. 20046
Sharpless, A .•••..••••• 20158, 20429, 2J60:3
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Stevenson, J. A................
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Stratton, C. L .. :. .. .•..•. ...•..
20240
Stroebel, L. H...... • • • • • . . • . . .
HJ415
Teub11er, Charles...............
20320
Thompson, Charlt>s A ....•. .. 20353,20471
Tooker, William Wallace.......
20418
Townsend, Charles H . ..........
19811
Tnrner, Charles J.... . . . . . . . . . .
20660
Tweed, J. W . .. 19499, 19587, 19696, 1980 1,
20629 .

Upham, E. P ... . . ... . . . . . . . ... .
19491
Veach, N. T....................
19770
\Yard, .Josepb ...... .••• .... ....
:.20470
Warfield, J. W... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.,2
Way, Na than iel ...•... 19862, 20185, 20507
Wel>s1er, George A.............
19.ti3
Wetherell, Frank E . . . . . . . . . . . .
20liG9
W illi ams, H. F ···-·· . ...........
20354
Willis, Merritt ...•.... , .... ..••
20~31
W1lrnn, L. D.... ... . . . . . . . .• . • . .
19741
Wilson, Thomas ......•••.•.. 20019, 20034
Wiltbeiss, C. T...... . .. . • • • . . . . .
20311
20550
Wright, James C .•••• . ..•....•.
20160
Yeates, Jesse J ................ .
19i9o
Zeledon, Jose C .••••••••...•...

DEPARTMENT IV.
MAMMALS.

Babcock, E. C •.••••••....... 19450, 19595
Barclay, E. D...................
20193
Bartlett, J. R .. _...... _.... __ •• .
19:171
Bean, T. H.... ..•• ... ••. ... ... .
19tifl\)
Bolles, T. Dix •••••.••. __ ... ___ .
19700
Bowen, Amasa . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 20473
Brooks, P. H...... ...... ....... 19i)74
Brown, J.W. ...•.. ...... ....... 20711
Carpenter, W. L ...... ______ ....
19808
Central Park Menagerie . . . . . . . .
20010
Cockerell, Th eodore D. A.......
19G97
Demon et, Mme. & Son . . . . • • • • .
19:305
Douglass, A. B ..•• "... __ ... _.. . 20015
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Eaton, J.M. C. .••. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Fish Commission, United States.
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194(-i6
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20637,206...'0
French & Kinney . • • • . . • • • . . • . •
20655
Gardner, P.............. . . . . . . .
l!J932
Goode, G. Brown . • • • . • . . . • . • • . .
20580
Hessel, R... . .... ...•.. .••. .....
20455
Hornaday, William T .. -~ •••. 19880, 20042
Hoy, P.R......................
20094
Iudiana State University .. . •.. .
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Miller, AlexanderMcVeigh. .. . . .
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19504
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20463
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DEPARTMENT V.
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Boardman,GeorgeA ...••.......
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Brewster, William .......... 19417, 19909,
19944,20039,20788
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19927
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